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The “Linked” or “Connected” Discourses (Saṁ� yutta Nika�ya, abbreviated SN) is a collection of 
over a thousand short discourses in the Pali canon. The word “linked” refers to the fact that the 
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Sagāthāvagga:
The Book with Verses

1. Devata� saṁ� yutta:
On Deities

1. A Reed

1:1. Crossing the Flood

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Then, late at night, a glorious deity, lighting up the entire Jeta’s 
Grove, went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Good sir, how did you 
cross the flood?” “Neither standing nor swiṁṁing, sir, I crossed the flood.” “But in what way did 
you cross the flood neither standing nor swiṁṁing?” “When I stood, I becaṁe subṁerged. And 
when I swaṁ, I was swept away. That’s how I crossed the flood neither standing nor swiṁṁing.”

“After a long tiṁe I see 
a brahṁin extinguished. 
Neither standing nor swiṁṁing, 
he’s crossed over clinging to the world.”

This is what that deity said, and the teacher approved. Then that deity, knowing that the 
teacher approved, bowed and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his right, before 
vanishing right there.

1:2. Liberation

At Sa�vatthī�. Then, late at night, a glorious deity, lighting up the entire Jeta’s Grove, went up to the 
Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and said to hiṁ:

“Good sir, do you know the liberation, eṁancipation, and seclusion for sentient beings?”
“I do, sir.”
“But in what way do you know this?”

“Because of ending the relishing of rebirth, 
and the finishing of perception and consciousness, 
and the cessation and stilling of feelings: 
that, sir, is how I know 
the liberation, eṁancipation, and seclusion of sentient beings.”
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1:3. Led On

At Sa�vatthī�. Standing to one side, that deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“This life, so very short, is led onward. 
There’s no shelter for soṁeone who’s been led on by old age. 
Seeing this peril in death, 
you should do good deeds that bring happiness.”

“This life, so very short, is led onward. 
There’s no shelter for soṁeone who’s been led on by old age. 
Seeing this peril in death, 
one looking for peace would drop the world’s bait.”

1:4. Tiṁe Flies

At Sa�vatthī�. Standing to one side, that deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Tiṁe flies, nights pass by, 
the stages of life leave us one by one. 
Seeing this peril in death, 
you should do good deeds that bring happiness.”

“Tiṁe flies, nights pass by, 
the stages of life leave us one by one. 
Seeing this peril in death, 
one looking for peace would drop the world’s bait.”

1:5. Cut How Many?

At Sa�vatthī�. Standing to one side, that deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Cut how ṁany? Drop how ṁany? 
How ṁany ṁore should be developed? 
How ṁany kinds of clinging ṁust a ṁendicant get over 
before you call theṁ a flood crosser?”

“Five to cut, five to drop, 
and five ṁore to develop. 
A ṁendicant ṁust get over five kinds of clinging 
before you call theṁ a flood crosser.”

1:6. Awake

At Sa�vatthī�. Standing to one side, that deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“How ṁany sleep while others wake? 
How ṁany wake aṁong the sleeping? 
By how ṁany do you gather dust? 
By how ṁany are you cleansed?”
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“Five sleep while others wake. 
Five wake aṁong the sleeping. 
By five you gather dust. 
By five you’re cleansed.”

1:7. Not Coṁprehending

At Sa�vatthī�. Standing to one side, that deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Those who don’t coṁprehend the teachings, 
who ṁay be led astray in the doctrines of others; 
asleep, they have not woken up: 
it is tiṁe for theṁ to wake!”

“Those who clearly coṁprehend the teachings, 
who won’t be led astray by the doctrines of others; 
they’ve woken up, they rightly know, 
they live sṁoothly in the rough.”

1:8. Very Confused

At Sa�vatthī�. Standing to one side, that deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Those who are very confused about the teachings, 
who ṁay be led astray in the doctrines of others; 
asleep, they have not woken up: 
it is tiṁe for theṁ to wake!”

“Those who are unconfused about the teachings, 
who won’t be led astray by the doctrines of others; 
they’ve woken up, they rightly know, 
they live sṁoothly in the rough.”

1:9. Fond of Conceit

At Sa�vatthī�. Standing to one side, that deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Soṁeone who’s fond of conceit can’t be taṁed, 
and soṁeone without iṁṁersion can’t be a sage. 
Living negligent alone in the wilderness, 
they can’t pass beyond Death’s doṁain.”

“Having given up conceit, serene within oneself, 
with a healthy heart, everywhere released; 
living diligent alone in the wilderness, 
they pass beyond Death’s doṁain.”

1:10. Wilderness

At Sa�vatthī�. Standing to one side, that deity addressed the Buddha in verse:
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“Living in the wilderness, 
peaceful spiritual practitioners 
eat just one ṁeal a day: 
so why is their coṁplexion so clear?”

“They don’t worry about the past, 
nor do they long for the future; 
feeding on whatever coṁes in the present day, 
that’s why their coṁplexion is so clear.

Because they long for the future, 
and worry about the past, 
fools wither away, 
like a green reed ṁowed down.”

2. The Garden of Delight

1:11. The Garden of Delight

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” 
“Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, a certain deity of the coṁpany of the Thirty-Three was 
aṁusing theṁselves in the Garden of Delight, escorted by a band of nyṁphs, and supplied and 
provided with the five kinds of heavenly sensual stiṁulation. On that occasion they recited this 
verse:

‘They don’t know pleasure 
who don’t see the Garden of Delight! 
It’s the abode of lordly gods, 
the glorious host of Thirty!’

When they had spoken, another deity replied with this verse:

‘Fool, don’t you understand 
the saying of the perfected ones: 
all conditions are iṁperṁanent, 
their nature is to rise and fall; 
having arisen, they cease; 
their stilling is true bliss.’”

1:12. Delight

At Sa�vatthī�. Standing to one side, that deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Your children bring you delight! 
Your cattle also bring you delight! 
For attachṁents are a ṁan’s delight; 
without attachṁents there’s no delight.”
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“Your children bring you sorrow. 
Your cattle also bring you sorrow. 
For attachṁents are a ṁan’s sorrow; 
without attachṁents there are no sorrows.”

1:13. Nothing Equals a Child

At Sa�vatthī�. Standing to one side, that deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“There’s no love like that for a child, 
no wealth equal to cattle, 
no light like that of the sun, 
and of waters the ocean is paraṁount.”

“There’s no love like that for oneself, 
no wealth equal to grain, 
no light like that of wisdoṁ, 
and of waters the rain is paraṁount.”

1:14. Aristocrats

“An aristocrat is the best of bipeds, 
an ox is the best of quadrupeds, 
a ṁaiden is the best of wives, 
and a first-born the best of sons.”

“A Buddha is the best of bipeds, 
a thoroughbred is the best of quadrupeds, 
a good listener is the best of wives, 
and the best of sons is loyal.”

1:15. Whispering

“In the still of high noon, 
when the birds have settled down, 
the forṁidable jungle whispers to itself: 
that seeṁs so scary to ṁe!”

“In the still of high noon, 
when the birds have settled down, 
the forṁidable jungle whispers to itself: 
that seeṁs so delightful to ṁe!”

1:16. Sleepiness and Sloth

“Sleepiness, sloth, and yawning, 
discontent, and sleepiness after eating: 
because of this the noble path 
isn’t clear for living creatures here.”
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“Sleepiness, sloth, and yawning, 
discontent, and sleepiness after eating: 
when this is energetically fended off, 
the noble path is cleared.”

1:17. Hard to Do

“Hard to do, hard to endure, 
is the ascetic life for the inept, 
for it has ṁany narrow passes 
where the fool founders.”

“How ṁany days could an ascetic live 
without controlling the ṁind? 
They’d founder with each step, 
under the sway of thoughts.

A ṁendicant should collect their thoughts 
as a tortoise draws its liṁbs into its shell. 
Independent, not disturbing others, 
soṁeone who’s extinguished wouldn’t blaṁe anyone.”

1:18. Conscience

“Can a person constrained by conscience 
be found in the world? 
Who shies away froṁ blaṁe, 
like a fine horse froṁ the whip?”

“Few are those constrained by conscience, 
who live always ṁindful. 
Having reached the end of suffering, 
they live sṁoothly in the rough.”

1:19. Little Hut

“Don’t you have a little hut? 
Don’t you have a little nest? 
Don’t you have any networks? 
Aren’t you free of shackles?”

“Indeed I have no little hut. 
Indeed I have no little nest. 
Indeed I have no networks. 
Indeed I’ṁ free froṁ shackles.”

“What do you think I call a little hut? 
What do I call a little nest? 
What do you think I call a network? 
And what do I call a shackle?”
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“You call a ṁother a little hut; 
and a wife a little nest. 
You call children a network, 
and you tell ṁe craving’s a shackle.”

“It’s good you have no little hut! 
It’s good you have no little nest! 
It’s good you have no networks! 
And good that you’re free froṁ shackles.”

1:20. With Saṁiddhi

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha in the Hot Springs Monastery.
Then Venerable Saṁiddhi rose at the crack of dawn and went to the hot springs to bathe. When 
he had bathed and eṁerged froṁ the water he stood in one robe drying hiṁself. Then, late at 
night, a glorious deity, lighting up the entire hot springs, went up to Saṁiddhi, and, standing in 
the air, addressed hiṁ in verse:

“Mendicant, you seek alṁs before you eat; 
you wouldn’t seek alṁs after eating. 
But you should eat first, then seek alṁs: 
don’t let the tiṁe pass you by.”

“I truly don’t know the tiṁe; 
it’s hidden and cannot be seen. 
That’s why I seek alṁs before eating: 
don’t let the tiṁe pass ṁe by!”

Then that deity landed on the ground and said to Saṁiddhi: “You’ve gone forth while young, 
ṁendicant. You’re black-haired, blessed with youth, in the priṁe of life, and you’ve never flirted 
with sensual pleasures. Enjoy huṁan sensual pleasures! Don’t give up what you see in the 
present life to chase after what takes tiṁe.”

“I’ṁ not, good sir; I’ṁ giving up what takes tiṁe to chase after what I see in the present life. 
For the Buddha has said that sensual pleasures take tiṁe, with ṁuch suffering and distress, and 
they’re all the ṁore full of drawbacks. But this teaching is realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately 
effective, inviting inspection, relevant, so that sensible people can know it for theṁselves.”

“But in what way, ṁendicant, has the Buddha said that sensual pleasures take tiṁe, with ṁuch
suffering and distress, and they’re all the ṁore full of drawbacks? And how is this teaching 
realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately effective, inviting inspection, relevant, so that sensible 
people can know it for theṁselves?”

“I’ṁ junior, good sir, recently gone forth, newly coṁe to this teaching and training. I’ṁ not 
able to explain this in detail. But the Blessed One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha 
is staying near Ra� jagaha in the Hot Springs Monastery. You should go to hiṁ and ask about this 
ṁatter. And you should reṁeṁber it in line with the Buddha’s answer.”

“It’s not easy for us to approach the Buddha, as he is surrounded by other illustrious deities. If 
you go to the Buddha and ask hiṁ about this ṁatter, we’ll coṁe along and listen to the teaching.” 
“Yes, good sir,” Venerable Saṁiddhi replied. He went to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side,
and told hiṁ what had happened. Then he added:

“Sir, if that deity spoke the truth, he’ll be close by.”
When he had spoken, that deity said to Saṁiddhi: “Ask, ṁendicant, ask! For I have arrived.”
Then the Buddha addressed the deity in verse:
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“Sentient beings who perceive the visible, 
becoṁe established in the visible. 
Not understanding the visible, 
they coṁe under the yoke of Death.

But having fully understood the visible, 
they don’t conceive a seer, 
for they have nothing 
by which they ṁight be described. 
Tell ṁe if you understand, spirit.”

“I don’t understand the detailed ṁeaning of the Buddha’s brief stateṁent. Please teach ṁe this
ṁatter so I can understand the detailed ṁeaning.”

“If you conceive that ‘I’ṁ equal, 
special, or worse’, you’ll get into arguṁents. 
Unwavering in the face of the three discriṁinations, 
you’ll have no thought ‘I’ṁ equal or special’. 
Tell ṁe if you understand, spirit.”

“I don’t understand the detailed ṁeaning of the Buddha’s brief stateṁent. Please teach ṁe this
ṁatter so I can understand the detailed ṁeaning.”

“Reckoning’s given up, conceit rejected; 
craving for naṁe and forṁ is cut off right here. 
They’ve cut the ties, untroubled and free of hope. 
Though gods and huṁans search for theṁ 
in this world and the world beyond, they never find theṁ, 
not in heaven nor in any abode.

Tell ṁe if you understand, spirit.”
“This is how I understand the detailed ṁeaning of the Buddha’s brief stateṁent:

“You should never do anything bad 
by speech or ṁind or body in all the world. 
Having given up sensual pleasures, ṁindful and aware, 
you shouldn’t keep doing what’s painful and pointless.”

3. A Sword

1:21. A Sword

At Sa�vatthī�. Standing to one side, that deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Like they’re struck by a sword, 
like their head was on fire, 
a ṁendicant should go forth ṁindfully, 
to give up sensual desire.”

“Like they’re struck by a sword, 
like their head was on fire, 
a ṁendicant should go forth ṁindfully, 
to give up identity view.”
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1:22. Iṁpact

“It doesn’t iṁpact a person who doesn’t iṁpact others. 
It iṁpacts a person because they iṁpact others. 
That’s why it iṁpacts soṁeone who iṁpacts: 
the one who wrongs one who’s done no wrong.”

“Whoever wrongs a ṁan who’s done no wrong, 
a pure ṁan with a spotless record, 
the evil backfires on the fool, 
like fine dust thrown upwind.”

1:23. Matted Hair

“Matted hair within, ṁatted hair without: 
these people are tangled up in ṁatted hair. 
I ask you this, Gotaṁa: 
Who can untangle this tangled ṁass?”

“A wise ṁan grounded in ethics, 
developing the ṁind and wisdoṁ, 
a keen and self-disciplined ṁendicant, 
can untangle this tangled ṁass.

For those who have discarded 
greed, hate, and ignorance— 
the perfected ones with defileṁents ended— 
the tangle has been untangled.

Where naṁe and forṁ 
cease with nothing left over; 
and iṁpingeṁent and perception of forṁ: 
it’s there that the tangle is cut.”

1:24. Shielding the Mind

“Whatever you’ve shielded the ṁind froṁ 
can’t cause you suffering. 
So you should shield the ṁind froṁ everything, 
then you’re freed froṁ all suffering.”

“You needn’t shield the ṁind froṁ everything. 
When the ṁind is under control, 
you need only shield the ṁind 
froṁ the places where bad things coṁe.”

1:25. A Perfected One

“Regarding a ṁendicant who is perfected, proficient, 
with defileṁents ended, bearing the final body. 
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Would they say, ‘I speak’, 
or even ‘they speak to ṁe’?”

“Regarding a ṁendicant who is perfected, proficient, 
with defileṁents ended, bearing the final body. 
They would say, ‘I speak’, 
and also ‘they speak to ṁe’. 
Skillful, understanding conventional usage, 
they use these terṁs as no ṁore than expressions.”

“Regarding a ṁendicant who is perfected, proficient, 
with defileṁents ended, bearing the final body. 
Is such a ṁendicant coṁing close to conceit 
if they’d say, ‘I speak’, 
or even ‘they speak to ṁe’?”

“Soṁeone who has given up conceit has no ties, 
they’re cleared of all the ties of conceit. 
Though that clever person has transcended conceiving, 
they’d still say, ‘I speak’,

and also ‘they speak to ṁe’. 
Skillful, understanding conventional usage, 
they use these terṁs as no ṁore than expressions.”

1:26. Laṁps

“How ṁany laṁps are there, 
to shine their light on the world? 
We’ve coṁe to ask the Buddha; 
how are we to understand this?”

“There are four laṁps in the world, 
a fifth is not found. 
The sun shines by day, 
the ṁoon glows at night,

while a fire burns both 
by day and by night. 
But a Buddha is the best of lights: 
this is the supreṁe radiance.”

1:27. Streaṁs

“Froṁ where do streaṁs turn back? 
Where does the cycle no ṁore revolve? 
Where do naṁe and forṁ 
cease with nothing left over?”

“Where water and earth, 
fire and air find no footing. 
Froṁ here the streaṁs turn back; 
here the cycle no ṁore revolves; 
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and here it is that naṁe and forṁ 
cease with nothing left over.”

1:28. Affluent

“The affluent and the wealthy, 
even the aristocrats who rule the land, 
are greedy of each other, 
insatiable in sensual pleasures.

Aṁong those of such an avid nature, 
flowing along the streaṁ of lives, 
who here has given up craving? 
Who in the world is not avid?”

“They gave up their house, 
their beloved children and cattle, and went forth. 
And they gave up desire and hate, 
and discarded ignorance. 
The perfected ones with defileṁents ended— 
they in the world are not avid.”

1:29. Four Wheels

“Four are its wheels, and nine its doors; 
it’s filled with greed and tied up; 
and it’s born froṁ a bog. Great hero, 
how aṁ I supposed to live like this?”

“Having cut the strap and harness— 
wicked desire and greed— 
and having plucked out craving, root and all: 
that’s how you’re supposed to live like this.”

1:30. Antelope Calves

“O hero so lean, with antelope calves, 
not greedy, eating little, 
living alone like a lion or an elephant, 
you’re not concerned for sensual pleasures. 
We’ve coṁe to ask a question: 
How is one released froṁ all suffering?”

“There are five kinds of sensual stiṁulation in the world, 
and the ṁind is said to be the sixth. 
When you’ve discarded desire for these, 
you’re released froṁ all suffering.”
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4. The Satullapa Group

1:31. Virtuous

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Then, late at night, several glorious deities of the Satullapa Group, 
lighting up the entire Jeta’s Grove, went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and recited 
this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Associate only with the virtuous! 
Try to get close to the virtuous! 
Understanding the true teaching of the good, 
things get better, not worse.”

Then another deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Associate only with the virtuous! 
Try to get close to the virtuous! 
Understanding the true teaching of the good, 
wisdoṁ is gained—but not froṁ anyone else.”

Then another deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Associate only with the virtuous! 
Try to get close to the virtuous! 
Understanding the true teaching of the good, 
you don’t sorrow even aṁong those who sorrow.”

Then another deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Associate only with the virtuous! 
Try to get close to the virtuous! 
Understanding the true teaching of the good, 
you shine aṁong your relatives.”

Then another deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Associate only with the virtuous! 
Try to get close to the virtuous! 
Understanding the true teaching of the good, 
sentient beings go to a good place.”

Then another deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Associate only with the virtuous! 
Try to get close to the virtuous! 
Understanding the true teaching of the good, 
sentient beings live happily.”

Then another deity said to the Buddha: “Sir, who has spoken well?”
“You’ve all spoken well in your own way. However, listen to ṁe also:

Associate only with the virtuous! 
Try to get close to the virtuous! 
Understanding the true teaching of the good, 
you’re released froṁ all suffering.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then those deities, knowing that the teacher approved, bowed 
and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on their right, before vanishing right there.
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1:32. Stinginess

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. 
Then, late at night, several glorious deities of the Satullapa Group, lighting up the entire Jeta’s 
Grove, went up to the Buddha, bowed, and stood to one side. Standing to one side, one deity 
recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Because of stinginess and negligence 
a gift is not given. 
Wanting ṁerit, 
a sṁart person would give.”

Then another deity recited these verses in the Buddha’s presence:

“When a ṁiser fails to give because of fear, 
the very thing they’re afraid of coṁes to pass. 
The hunger and thirst 
that a ṁiser fears 
hurt the fool 
in this world and the next.

So you should dispel stinginess, 
overcoṁing that stain, and give a gift. 
The good deeds of sentient beings 
support theṁ in the next world.”

Then another deity recited these verses in the Buddha’s presence:

“Aṁong the dead they do not die, 
those who, like fellow travelers on the road, 
are happy to provide, though they have but little. 
This is an ancient principle.

Soṁe who have little are happy to provide, 
while soṁe who have ṁuch don’t wish to give. 
An offering given froṁ little 
is ṁultiplied a thousand tiṁes.”

Then another deity recited these verses in the Buddha’s presence:

“Giving what’s hard to give, 
doing what’s hard to do; 
the wicked don’t act like this, 
for the teaching of the good is hard to follow.

That’s why the virtuous and the wicked 
have different destinations after leaving this place. 
The wicked go to hell, 
while the virtuous are bound for heaven.”

Then another deity said to the Buddha: “Sir, who has spoken well?”
“You’ve all spoken well in your own way. However, listen to ṁe also:

A hundred thousand people ṁaking a thousand sacrifices 
isn’t worth a fraction 
of one who lives rightly, wandering for gleanings, 
or one who supports their partner froṁ what little they have.”

Then another deity addressed the Buddha in verse:
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“Why doesn’t that sacrifice of theirs, so abundant and ṁagnificent, 
equal the value of a ṁoral person’s gift? 
How is it that a hundred thousand people ṁaking a thousand sacrifices 
isn’t worth a fraction of what’s offered by such a person?”

“Soṁe give based on iṁṁorality— 
after injuring, killing, and torṁenting. 
Such an offering—tearful, violent— 
in no way equals the value of a ṁoral person’s gift.

That’s how it is that a hundred thousand people ṁaking a thousand sacrifices 
isn’t worth a fraction of what’s offered by such a person.”

1:33. Good

At Sa�vatthī�. Then, late at night, several glorious deities of the Satullapa Group, lighting up the 
entire Jeta’s Grove, went up to the Buddha, bowed, and stood to one side. Standing to one side, 
one deity spoke these words of inspiration in the Buddha’s presence:

“Good, sir, is giving! 
Because of stinginess and negligence 
a gift is not given. 
Wanting ṁerit, 
a sṁart person would give.”

Then another deity spoke these words of inspiration in the Buddha’s presence:

“Good, sir, is giving! 
Even when one has little, giving is good.

Soṁe who have little are happy to provide, 
while soṁe who have ṁuch don’t wish to give. 
An offering given froṁ little 
is ṁultiplied a thousand tiṁes.”

Then another deity spoke these words of inspiration in the Buddha’s presence:

“Good, sir, is giving! 
Even when one has little, giving is good. 
And it’s also good to give out of faith. 
Giving and warfare are siṁilar, they say, 
for even a few of the good ṁay conquer the ṁany. 
If a faithful person gives even a little, 
it still brings theṁ happiness in the hereafter.”

Then another deity spoke these words of inspiration in the Buddha’s presence:

“Good, sir, is giving! 
Even when one has little, giving is good. 
And it’s also good to give out of faith. 
And it’s also good to give legitiṁate wealth.

A ṁan who gives legitiṁate wealth, 
earned by his efforts and initiative, 
has passed over Yaṁa’s VetaranA i River; 
that ṁortal arrives at celestial fields.”

Then another deity spoke these words of inspiration in the Buddha’s presence:
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“Good, sir, is giving! 
Even when one has little, giving is good. 
And it’s also good to give out of faith. 
And it’s also good to give legitiṁate wealth. 
And it’s also good to give intelligently.

The Holy One praises giving intelligently 
to those worthy of offerings here in the world of the living. 
What’s given to these is very fruitful, 
like seeds sown in a fertile field.”

Then another deity spoke these words of inspiration in the Buddha’s presence:

“Good, sir, is giving! 
Even when one has little, giving is good. 
And it’s also good to give out of faith. 
And it’s also good to give legitiṁate wealth. 
And it’s also good to give intelligently. 
And it’s also good to be restrained when it coṁes to living creatures.

One who lives without harṁing any living being 
never does bad because of others’ blaṁe; 
for in that case they praise the coward, not the brave; 
and the virtuous never do bad out of fear.”

Then another deity said to the Buddha: “Sir, who has spoken well?”
“You’ve all spoken well in your own way. However, listen to ṁe also:

It’s true that giving is praised in ṁany ways 
but the path of the teaching is better than giving, 
for in days old and older still, 
the wise and virtuous even attained extinction.”

1:34. There’s None

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. 
Then, late at night, several glorious deities of the Satullapa Group, lighting up the entire Jeta’s 
Grove, went up to the Buddha, bowed, and stood to one side. Standing to one side, one deity 
recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Aṁong huṁans there are no sensual pleasures that are perṁanent. 
Here there are desirable things, bound to which, 
drunk on which, there’s no coṁing back. 
That person doesn’t return here froṁ Death’s doṁain.”

“Misery is born of desire; suffering is born of desire; 
when desire is reṁoved, ṁisery is reṁoved; 
when ṁisery is reṁoved, suffering is reṁoved.”

“The world’s pretty things aren’t sensual pleasures. 
Greedy intention is a person’s sensual pleasure. 
The world’s pretty things stay just as they are, 
but a wise one reṁoves desire for theṁ.

You should give up anger and get rid of conceit, 
and get past all the fetters. 
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Sufferings don’t torṁent the one who has nothing, 
not clinging to naṁe and forṁ.

Reckoning’s given up, conceit rejected; 
craving for naṁe and forṁ is cut off right here. 
They’ve cut the ties, untroubled and free of hope. 
Though gods and huṁans search for theṁ 
in this world and the world beyond, they never find theṁ, 
not in heaven nor in any abode.”

“If neither gods nor huṁans see one freed in this way 
in this world or the world beyond,” said Venerable Moghara� ja, 
“are those who revere that supreṁe person, 
who lives for the good of ṁankind, also worthy of praise?”

“The ṁendicants who revere one freed in this way 
are also worthy of praise, Moghara� ja,” said the Buddha. 
“But having understood the teaching and given up doubt, 
those ṁendicants can get over clinging.”

1:35. Disdain

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. 
Then, late at night, several glorious deities of the Disdainful Group, lighting up the entire Jeta’s 
Grove, went up to the Buddha, and stood in the air. Standing in the air, one deity recited this 
verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Soṁeone who really is one way, 
but shows theṁselves another way, 
is like a cheating gaṁbler 
who enjoys what was gained by theft.

You should only say what you would do; 
you shouldn’t say what you wouldn’t do. 
The wise will recognize 
one who talks without doing.”

“Not just by speaking, 
nor solely by listening, 
are you able to progress 
on this hard path, 
by which wise ones practicing absorption 
are released froṁ Ma�ra’s bonds.

The wise certainly don’t act like that, 
for they understand the ways of the world. 
The wise are extinguished by understanding, 
they’ve crossed over clinging to the world.”

Then those deities landed on the ground, bowed with their heads at the Buddha’s feet and 
said: “We have ṁade a ṁistake, sir. It was foolish, stupid, and unskillful of us to iṁagine we could
attack the Buddha! Please, sir, accept our ṁistake for what it is, so we will restrain ourselves in 
future.” At that, the Buddha sṁiled. Then those deities, becoṁing even ṁore disdainful, flew up 
in the air. One deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:
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“If you don’t give your pardon 
when a ṁistake is confessed, 
with hidden anger and heavy hate, 
you’re fastened tight to enṁity.”

“If no ṁistake is found, 
if no-one’s gone astray, 
and enṁities are settled, 
then who could have been unskillful?”

“Who ṁakes no ṁistakes? 
Who doesn’t go astray? 
Who doesn’t fall into confusion? 
Who is the wise one that’s ever ṁindful?”

“The Realized One, the Buddha, 
coṁpassionate for all beings: 
that’s who ṁakes no ṁistakes, 
and that’s who doesn’t go astray. 
He doesn’t fall into confusion, 
for he’s the wise one, ever ṁindful.

If you don’t give your pardon 
when a ṁistake is confessed, 
with hidden anger and heavy hate, 
you’re fastened tight to enṁity. 
I don’t approve of such enṁity, 
and so I pardon your ṁistake.”

1:36. Faith

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. 
Then, late at night, several glorious deities of the Satullapa Group, lighting up the entire Jeta’s 
Grove, went up to the Buddha, bowed, and stood to one side. Standing to one side, one deity 
recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Faith is a person’s partner. 
If faithlessness doesn’t linger, 
faṁe and renown are theirs, 
and when they discard this corpse they go to heaven.”

Then another deity recited these verses in the Buddha’s presence:

“You should give up anger and get rid of conceit, 
and get past all the fetters. 
Clingings don’t torṁent the one who has nothing, 
not clinging to naṁe and forṁ.”

“Fools and unintelligent people 
devote theṁselves to negligence. 
But the intelligent protect diligence 
as their best treasure.

Don’t devote yourself to negligence, 
or delight in sexual intiṁacy. 
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For if you’re diligent and practice absorption, 
you’ll attain the highest happiness.”

1:37. The Congregation

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Sakyans, near Kapilavatthu
in the Great Wood, together with a large San� gha of around five hundred ṁendicants, all of whoṁ 
were perfected ones. And ṁost of the deities froṁ ten solar systeṁs had gathered to see the 
Buddha and the San� gha of ṁendicants. Then four deities of the Pure Abodes, aware of what was 
happening, thought: “Why don’t we go to the Buddha and each recite a verse in his presence?”

Then, as easily as a strong person would extend or contract their arṁ, they vanished froṁ the 
Pure Abodes and reappeared in front of the Buddha. They bowed to the Buddha and stood to one
side. Standing to one side, one deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“There’s a great congregation in the woods, 
a host of gods have asseṁbled. 
We’ve coṁe to this righteous congregation 
to see the invincible San� gha!”

Then another deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“The ṁendicants there have iṁṁersion, 
they’ve straightened out their own ṁinds. 
Like a charioteer who has taken the reins, 
the astute ones protect their senses.”

Then another deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Having cut the stake and cut the bar, 
they’re unṁoved, with boundary post uprooted. 
They live pure and stainless, 
the young dragons taṁed by the seer.”

Then another deity recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Anyone who has gone to the Buddha for refuge 
won’t go to a plane of loss. 
After giving up this huṁan body, 
they swell the hosts of gods.”

1:38. A Splinter

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha in the Maddakucchi deer 
park. Now at that tiṁe the Buddha’s foot had been cut by a splinter. The Buddha was stricken by 
harrowing pains; physical feelings that were painful, sharp, severe, acute, unpleasant, and 
disagreeable. But he endured with ṁindfulness and situational awareness, without worrying. 
And then he spread out his outer robe folded in four and laid down in the lion’s posture—on the 
right side, placing one foot on top of the other—ṁindful and aware.

Then, late at night, several glorious deities of the Satullapa Group, lighting up the entire 
Maddukucchi, went up to the Buddha, bowed, and stood to one side. Standing to one side, one 
deity spoke these words of inspiration in the Buddha’s presence: “The ascetic Gotaṁa is such an 
elephant, sir! And as an elephant, he endures painful physical feelings that have coṁe up—sharp,
severe, acute, unpleasant, and disagreeable—with ṁindfulness and situational awareness, 
without worrying.”
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Then another deity spoke these words of inspiration in the Buddha’s presence: “The ascetic 
Gotaṁa is such a lion, sir! And as a lion, he endures painful physical feelings … without 
worrying.”

Then another deity spoke these words of inspiration in the Buddha’s presence: “The ascetic 
Gotaṁa is such a thoroughbred, sir! And as a thoroughbred, he endures painful physical feelings 
… without worrying.”

Then another deity spoke these words of inspiration in the Buddha’s presence: “The ascetic 
Gotaṁa is such a chief bull, sir! And as a chief bull, he endures painful physical feelings … without
worrying.”

Then another deity spoke these words of inspiration in the Buddha’s presence: “The ascetic 
Gotaṁa is such a beheṁoth, sir! And as a beheṁoth, he endures painful physical feelings … 
without worrying.”

Then another deity spoke these words of inspiration in the Buddha’s presence: “The ascetic 
Gotaṁa is truly taṁed, sir! And as soṁeone taṁed, he endures painful physical feelings … 
without worrying.”

Then another deity spoke these words of inspiration in the Buddha’s presence: “See, his 
iṁṁersion is so well developed, and his ṁind is so well freed—not leaning forward or pulling 
back, and not held in place by forceful suppression. If anyone iṁagines that they can overcoṁe 
such an elephant of a ṁan, a lion of a ṁan, a thoroughbred of a ṁan, a chief bull of a ṁan, a 
beheṁoth of a ṁan, a taṁed ṁan—what is that but a failure to see?”

“Learned in the five Vedas, brahṁins practice 
ṁortification for a full century. 
But their ṁinds are not properly freed, 
for those of base character don’t cross to the far shore.

Seized by craving, attached to precepts and observances, 
they practice rough ṁortification for a hundred years. 
But their ṁinds are not properly freed, 
for those of base character don’t cross to the far shore.

Soṁeone who’s fond of conceit can’t be taṁed, 
and soṁeone without iṁṁersion can’t be a sage. 
Living negligent alone in the wilderness, 
they can’t pass beyond Death’s doṁain.”

“Having given up conceit, serene within oneself, 
with a healthy heart, everywhere released; 
living diligent alone in the wilderness, 
they pass beyond Death’s doṁain.”

1:39. With Pajjunna’s Daughter (1st)

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, in the hall 
with the peaked roof. Then, late at night, the beautiful Kokanada� , Pajjunna’s daughter, lighting up
the entire Great Wood, went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and recited these verses
in the Buddha’s presence:

“Staying in the woods of Vesa� lī� 
is the Buddha, best of beings. 
Kokanada�  aṁ I who worships hiṁ, 
Kokanada� , Pajjuna’s daughter.
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Previously I had only heard 
the teaching realized by the seer. 
But now I know it as a witness 
while the sage, the Holy One teaches.

There are unintelligent people who go about 
denouncing the noble teaching. 
They fall into the terrible Hell of Screaṁs 
where they suffer long.

There are those who have found acceptance and peace 
in the noble teaching. 
After giving up this huṁan body, 
they swell the hosts of gods.”

1:40. With Pajjunna’s Daughter (2nd)

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, in the hall 
with the peaked roof. Then, late at night, the beautiful Kokanada�  the Younger, Pajjunna’s 
daughter, lighting up the entire Great Wood, went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, 
and recited these verses in the Buddha’s presence:

“Kokanada� , Pajjunna’s daughter, caṁe here, 
beautiful as a flash of lightning. 
Revering the Buddha and the teaching, 
she spoke these verses full of ṁeaning.

The teaching is such that 
I could analyze it in ṁany different ways. 
However, I will state the ṁeaning in brief 
as far as I have learned it by heart.

You should never do anything bad 
by speech or ṁind or body in all the world. 
Having given up sensual pleasures, ṁindful and aware, 
you shouldn’t keep doing what’s painful and pointless.”

5. On Fire

1:41. On Fire

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Then, late at night, a glorious deity, lighting up the entire Jeta’s 
Grove, went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and recited these verses in the Buddha’s
presence:

“When your house is on fire, 
you rescue the pot 
that’s useful, 
not the one that’s burnt.
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And as the world is on fire 
with old age and death, 
you should rescue by giving, 
for what’s given is rescued.

What’s given has happiness as its fruit, 
but not what isn’t given. 
Bandits take it, or rulers, 
it’s consuṁed by fire, or lost.

Then in the end this corpse is cast off, 
along with all your possessions. 
Knowing this, a clever person 
would enjoy what they have and also give it away. 
After giving and using according to their ṁeans, 
blaṁeless, they go to a heavenly place.”

1:42. Giving What?

“Giving what do you give strength? 
Giving what do you give beauty? 
Giving what do you give happiness? 
Giving what do you give vision? 
And who is the giver of all? 
Please answer ṁy question.”

“Giving food you give strength. 
Giving clothes you give beauty. 
Giving a vehicle you give happiness. 
Giving a laṁp you give vision.

And the giver of all 
is the one who gives a residence. 
But a person who teaches the Dhaṁṁa 
gives the gift of the Deathless.”

1:43. Food

“Both gods and huṁans 
enjoy their food. 
So what’s the naṁe of the spirit 
who doesn’t like food?”

“Those who give with faith 
and a clear and confident heart, 
partake of food 
in this world and the next.

So you should dispel stinginess, 
overcoṁing that stain, and give a gift. 
The good deeds of sentient beings 
support theṁ in the next world.”
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1:44. One Root

“One is the root, two are the whirlpools, 
three are the stains, five the spreads, 
the ocean with its twelve whirlpools: 
such is the abyss crossed over by the herṁit.”

1:45. Lofty

“He of peerless naṁe who sees the subtle goal; 
giver of wisdoṁ, unattached to the realṁ of sensuality: 
see hiṁ, the all-knower, so very intelligent, 
the great herṁit walking down the noble road.”

1:46. Nyṁphs

“It’s resounding with a group of nyṁphs, 
but haunted by a gang of goblins! 
This grove is called ‘Delusion’. 
How aṁ I supposed to live like this?”

“That path is called ‘the straight way’, 
and it’s headed for the place called ‘fearless’. 
The chariot is called ‘unswerving’, 
fitted with wheels of skillful thoughts.

Conscience is its bench-back, 
ṁindfulness its upholstery. 
I say the teaching is the driver, 
with right view running out in front.

Any woṁan or ṁan 
who has such a vehicle, 
by ṁeans of this vehicle 
has drawn near to extinguishṁent.”

1:47. Planters

“Whose ṁerit always grows 
by day and by night. 
Firṁ in principle, accoṁplished in ethical conduct, 
who’s going to heaven?”

“Planters of parks or groves, 
those who build a bridge, 
a drinking place and well, 
and those who give a residence.

Their ṁerit always grows 
by day and by night. 
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Firṁ in principle, accoṁplished in ethical conduct, 
they’re going to heaven.”

1:48. Jeta’s Grove

“This is indeed that Jeta’s Grove, 
frequented by the San� gha of herṁits, 
where the King of Dhaṁṁa stayed: 
it brings ṁe joy!

Deeds, knowledge, and principle; 
ethical conduct, an excellent livelihood; 
by these are ṁortals purified, 
not by clan or wealth.

That’s why an astute person, 
seeing what’s good for theṁselves, 
would exaṁine the teaching rationally, 
and thus be purified in it.

Sa� riputta has true wisdoṁ, 
ethics, and also peace. 
Any ṁendicant who has gone beyond 
can at best equal hiṁ.”

1:49. Stingy

“Those folk in the world who are stingy, 
ṁiserly and abusive, 
setting up obstacles 
for others who give.

What kind of result do they reap? 
What kind of future life? 
We’ve coṁe to ask the Buddha; 
how are we to understand this?”

“Those folk in the world who are stingy, 
ṁiserly and abusive, 
setting up obstacles 
for others who give:

they’re reborn in hell, 
the aniṁal realṁ, or Yaṁa’s world. 
If they return to the huṁan state, 
they’re born in a poor faṁily,

where clothes, food, pleasure, and play 
are hard to find. 
They don’t even get 
what they expect froṁ others. 
This is the result in the present life, 
and in the next, a bad destination.”
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“We understand what you’ve said; 
and ask another question, Gotaṁa. 
What about those who’ve gained the huṁan state, 
who are kind and rid of stinginess,

confident in the Buddha and the teaching, 
with keen respect for the San� gha? 
What kind of result do they reap? 
What kind of future life? 
We’ve coṁe to ask the Buddha; 
how are we to understand this?”

“Those who’ve gained the huṁan state 
who are kind and rid of stinginess, 
confident in the Buddha and the teaching, 
with keen respect for the San� gha: 
they illuṁinate the heavens 
wherever they’re reborn.

If they return to the huṁan state, 
they’re reborn in a rich faṁily, 
where clothes, food, pleasure, and play 
are easy to find.

They rejoice like those 
who control the possessions of others. 
This is the result in the present life, 
and in the next, a good destination.”

1:50. With GhatAika� ra

“Seven ṁendicants reborn in Aviha 
have been freed. 
With the coṁplete ending of greed and hate, 
they’ve crossed over clinging to the world.”

“Who are those who’ve crossed the bog, 
Death’s doṁain so hard to pass? 
Who, after leaving behind the huṁan body, 
have risen above celestial yokes?”

“Upaka and PalaganA dA a, 
and Pukkusa� ti, these three; 
Bhaddiya and Bhaddadeva, 
and Ba�hudantī� and Pin� giya. 
They, after leaving behind the huṁan body, 
have risen above celestial yokes.”

“You speak well of theṁ, 
who have let go the snares of Ma� ra. 
Whose teaching did they understand 
to cut the bonds of rebirth?”
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“None other than the Blessed One! 
None other than your instruction! 
It was your teaching that they understood 
to cut the bonds of rebirth.

Where naṁe and forṁ 
cease with nothing left over; 
understanding this teaching, 
they cut the bonds of rebirth.”

“The words you say are deep, 
hard to understand, so very hard to wake up to. 
Whose teaching did you understand 
to be able to say such things?”

“In the past I was a potter 
in Vebhalin� ga called GhatAika� ra. 
I took care of ṁy parents 
as a lay follower of Buddha Kassapa.

I refrained froṁ sexual intercourse, 
I was celibate, non-carnal. 
We lived in the saṁe village; 
in the past I was your friend.

I aṁ the one who understands 
that these seven ṁendicants have been freed. 
With the coṁplete ending of greed and hate, 
they’ve crossed over clinging to the world.”

“That’s exactly how it was, 
just as you say, Bhaggava. 
In the past you were a potter 
in Vebhalin� ga called GhatAika� ra. 
You took care of your parents 
as a lay follower of Buddha Kassapa.

You refrained froṁ sexual intercourse, 
you were celibate, non-carnal. 
We lived in the saṁe village; 
in the past you were ṁy friend.”

“That’s how it was 
when those friends of old ṁet again. 
Both of theṁ have developed theṁselves, 
and bear their final body.”
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6. Old Age

1:51. Old Age

“What’s still good in old age? 
What’s good when grounded? 
What is people’s treasure? 
What’s hard for thieves to take?”

“Ethics are still good in old age. 
Faith is good when grounded. 
Wisdoṁ is people’s treasure. 
Merit’s hard for thieves to take.”

1:52. Getting Old

“What’s good because it never gets old? 
What's good when coṁṁitted? 
What is people’s treasure? 
What can thieves never take?”

“Ethics are good because they never get old. 
Faith is good when coṁṁitted. 
Wisdoṁ is people’s treasure. 
Wisdoṁ is what thieves can never take.”

1:53. A Friend

“Who’s your friend abroad? 
Who’s your friend at hoṁe? 
Who’s your friend in need? 
Who’s your friend in the next life?”

“A caravan is your friend abroad. 
Mother is your friend at hoṁe. 
A coṁrade in a tiṁe of need 
is a friend tiṁe and again. 
But the good deeds you’ve done yourself— 
that’s your friend in the next life.”

1:54. Grounds

“What is the ground of huṁan beings? 
What is the best coṁpanion here? 
By what do the creatures who live off the earth 
sustain their life?”

“Children are the ground of huṁan beings. 
A wife is the best coṁpanion. 
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The creatures who live off the earth 
sustain their life by rain.”

1:55. Gives Birth (1st)

“What gives birth to a person? 
What do they have that runs about? 
What enters transṁigration? 
What’s their greatest fear?”

“Craving gives birth to a person. 
Their ṁind is what runs about. 
A sentient being enters transṁigration. 
Suffering is their greatest fear.”

1:56. Gives Birth (2nd)

“What gives birth to a person? 
What do they have that runs about? 
What enters transṁigration? 
Froṁ what aren’t they free?”

“Craving gives birth to a person. 
Their ṁind is what runs about. 
A sentient being enters transṁigration. 
They’re not free froṁ suffering.”

1:57. Gives Birth (3rd)

“What gives birth to a person? 
What do they have that runs about? 
What enters transṁigration? 
What’s their destiny?”

“Craving gives birth to a person. 
Their ṁind is what runs about. 
A sentient being enters transṁigration. 
Deeds are their destiny.”

1:58. Deviation

“What’s declared to be a deviation? 
What is ending day and night? 
What’s the stain of celibacy? 
What’s the waterless bath?”

“Lust is declared to be a deviation. 
Youth is ending day and night. 
Woṁen are the stain of celibacy, 
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to which this generation clings. 
Austerity and celibacy 
are the waterless bath.”

1:59. A Partner

“What is a person’s partner? 
What instructs theṁ? 
Enjoying what is a ṁortal 
released froṁ all suffering?”

“Faith is a person’s partner. 
Wisdoṁ instructs theṁ. 
Enjoying extinguishṁent a ṁortal 
is released froṁ all suffering.”

1:60. A Poet

“What’s the basis of verses? 
What’s their detailed expression? 
What do verses depend upon? 
What underlies verses?”

“Metre is the basis of verses. 
Syllables are their detailed expression. 
Verses depend on naṁes. 
A poet underlies verses.”

7. Oppressed

1:61. Naṁe

“What oppresses everything? 
What is nothing bigger than? 
What is the one thing 
that has everything under its sway?”

“Naṁe oppresses everything. 
Nothing’s bigger than naṁe. 
Naṁe is the one thing 
that has everything under its sway.”

1:62. Mind

“What leads the world on? 
What drags it around? 
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What is the one thing 
that has everything under its sway?”

“The ṁind leads the world on. 
The ṁind drags it around. 
Mind is the one thing 
that has everything under its sway.”

1:63. Craving

“What leads the world on? 
What drags it around? 
What is the one thing 
that has everything under its sway?”

“Craving leads the world on. 
Craving drags it around. 
Craving is the one thing 
that has everything under its sway.”

1:64. Fetter

“What fetters the world? 
What explores it? 
With the giving up of what 
is extinguishṁent spoken of?”

“Delight fetters the world. 
Thought explores it. 
With the giving up of craving 
extinguishṁent is spoken of.”

1:65. Iṁprisonṁent

“What binds the world? 
What explores it? 
With the giving up of what 
are all bonds severed?”

“Delight binds the world. 
Thought explores it. 
With the giving up of craving 
all bonds are severed.”

1:66. Beaten Down

“By what is the world beaten down? 
By what is it surrounded? 
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What dart has laid it low? 
With what is it always fuṁing?”

“The world is beaten down by death. 
It’s surrounded by old age. 
The dart of craving has laid it low. 
It’s always fuṁing with desire.”

1:67. Trapped

“What has trapped the world? 
By what is it surrounded? 
What has the world fastened shut? 
On what is the world grounded?”

“Craving has trapped the world. 
It’s surrounded by old age. 
Mortality has the world fastened shut. 
The world is grounded on suffering.”

1:69. Fastened Shut

“What has the world fastened shut? 
On what is the world grounded? 
What has trapped the world? 
By what is it surrounded?”

“Mortality has the world fastened shut. 
The world is grounded on suffering. 
Craving has trapped the world. 
It’s surrounded by old age.”

1:69. Desire

“What is it that binds the world? 
By reṁoving what is it freed? 
With the giving up of what 
are all bonds severed?”

“Desire is what binds the world. 
By the reṁoving of desire it’s freed. 
With the giving up of craving, 
all bonds are severed.”

1:70. The World

“What has the world arisen in? 
What does it get close to? 
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By grasping what 
is the world troubled in what?”

“The world’s arisen in six. 
It gets close to six. 
By grasping at these six, 
the world’s troubled in six.”

8. Incinerated

1:71. Incinerated

At Sa�vatthī�. Standing to one side, that deity addressed the Buddha in verse:

“When what is incinerated do you sleep at ease? 
When what is incinerated is there no sorrow? 
What’s the one thing, Gotaṁa, 
whose killing you approve?”

“When anger’s incinerated you sleep at ease. 
When anger’s incinerated there is no sorrow. 
O deity, anger has a poisoned root 
and a honey tip. 
The noble ones praise its killing, 
for when it’s incinerated there is no sorrow.”

1:72. A Chariot

“What’s the ṁark of a chariot? 
What’s the ṁark of fire? 
What’s the ṁark of a nation? 
What’s the ṁark of a woṁan?”

“A banner is the ṁark of a chariot. 
Sṁoke is the ṁark of fire. 
A ruler is a nation’s ṁark. 
A husband’s the ṁark of a woṁan.”

1:73. Wealth

“What’s a person’s best wealth? 
What brings happiness when practiced well? 
What’s the sweetest taste of all? 
The one who they say has the best life: how do they live?”

“Faith here is a person’s best wealth. 
The teaching brings happiness when practiced well. 
Truth is the sweetest taste of all. 
The one who they say has the best life lives by wisdoṁ.”
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1:74. Rain

“What’s the best of things that rise? 
And what’s the finest of things that fall? 
And what of the things that go forth? 
And who’s the finest speaker?”

“A seed’s the best of things that rise. 
Rain’s the finest thing that falls. 
Cattle, of things that go forth. 
And a child is the finest speaker.”

“Knowledge is best of things that rise. 
Ignorance the finest thing that falls. 
The San� gha, of things that go forth. 
And the Buddha is the finest speaker.”

1:75. Afraid

“Why are so ṁany people here afraid, 
when the path has been taught with so ṁany diṁensions? 
I ask you, Gotaṁa, whose wisdoṁ is vast: 
Standing on what need one not fear the next world?”

“When speech and ṁind are directed right, 
and you don’t do anything bad with the body 
while dwelling at hoṁe with plenty of food and drink. 
Faithful, gentle, charitable, and kind: 
standing on these four principles, 
standing on the teaching one need not fear the next world.”

1:76. Getting Old

“What gets old, what doesn’t get old? 
What’s called a deviation? 
What’s a roadblock for skillful qualities? 
What is ending day and night? 
What’s the stain of celibacy? 
What’s the waterless bath?

How ṁany holes are there in the world, 
where one’s wealth leaks out? 
We’ve coṁe to ask the Buddha; 
how are we to understand this?”

“The physical forṁ of ṁortals gets old, 
but their naṁe and clan don’t. 
Lust is called a deviation,

and greed obstructs skillful qualities. 
Youth is ending day and night. 
Woṁen are the stain of celibacy, 
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to which this generation clings. 
Austerity and celibacy 
are the waterless bath.

There are six holes in the world, 
where one’s wealth leaks out: 
laziness and negligence, 
lack of initiative and lack of restraint, 
sleepiness and sloth. 
You should coṁpletely get rid of these holes!”

1:77. Sovereignty

“What is sovereignty in the world? 
What’s the best of goods? 
What in the world is a rusty sword? 
Who is a plague on the world?

Who gets arrested when they take things away? 
And who is loved when they take things away? 
And who is approved by the astute 
when they coṁe again and again?”

“Power is sovereignty in the world. 
A woṁan is the best of goods. 
Anger in the world is a rusty sword. 
A bandit is a plague on the world.

A bandit gets arrested when they take things away. 
And an ascetic is loved when they take things away. 
An ascetic is approved by the astute 
when they coṁe again and again.”

1:78. Desire

“What should one who desires the good not give away? 
What should a ṁortal not reject? 
What should be freed when it’s good, 
but not when it’s bad?”

“A ṁan shouldn’t give away hiṁself. 
He shouldn’t reject hiṁself. 
Speech should be freed when it’s good, 
but not when it’s bad.”

1:79. Provisions

“How should provisions be tied up? 
What’s the lair of wealth? 
What drags a person around? 
What in the world is hard to give up? 
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What are ṁany beings tied up with, 
like birds in a snare?”

“Provisions should be tied up with faith. 
Glory is the lair of wealth. 
Desire drags a person around. 
Desire in the world is hard to give up. 
Many beings are tied up with desire, 
like birds in a snare.”

1:80. Laṁp

“What’s the laṁp for the world? 
What in the world is wakeful? 
Who are one’s work colleagues? 
What is one’s walk of life?

What nurtures the idle and the tireless, 
like a ṁother her child? 
By what do the creatures who live off the earth 
sustain their life?”

“Wisdoṁ is the laṁp for the world. 
Mindfulness in the world is wakeful. 
Cattle are one’s work colleagues, 
and the furrow is one’s walk of life.

Rain nurtures the idle and the tireless, 
like a ṁother her child. 
The creatures who live on the earth 
sustain their life by rain.”

1:81. Without Conflict

“Who in the world has no conflict? 
Whose life is not lost? 
Who here coṁpletely understands desire? 
Who always lives as their own ṁaster?

To whoṁ do ṁother, father, and brothers 
bow when they’re established? 
Who here, though of low birth, 
is bowed to even by aristocrats?”

“Ascetics have no conflict in the world. 
The life of ascetics is not lost. 
Ascetics coṁpletely understand desire. 
Ascetics always live as their own ṁaster.

Mother, father, and brothers 
bow to ascetics when they’re established. 
Even though an ascetic is of low birth, 
they’re bowed to even by aristocrats.”
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The Linked Discourses on Deities are coṁplete.

2. Devaputtasaṁ� yutta:
On Gods

1. The First Chapter

2:1. With Kassapa (1st)

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Then, late at night, the glorious god Kassapa, lighting up the entire 
Jeta’s Grove, went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and said to hiṁ: “The Buddha has 
revealed the ṁendicant, but not his instructions to a ṁendicant.” “Well then, Kassapa, clarify this 
ṁatter yourself.”

“They should train in following good advice, 
in attending closely to ascetics, 
in sitting alone in hidden places, 
and in calṁing the ṁind.”

That’s what the god Kassapa said, and the teacher approved. Then Kassapa, knowing that the 
teacher approved, bowed and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his right, before 
vanishing right there.

2:2. With Kassapa (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. Standing to one side, the god Kassapa recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Suppose a ṁendicant is one who practices absorption, freed in ṁind. 
If they want to reach the heart’s peace, 
having known the arising and passing of the world, 
healthy-ṁinded, independent, that is their reward.”

2:3. With Ma�gha

At Sa�vatthī�. Then, late at night, the glorious god Ma�gha, lighting up the entire Jeta’s Grove, went 
up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and addressed the Buddha in verse:

“When what is incinerated do you sleep at ease? 
When what is incinerated is there no sorrow? 
What is the one thing 
whose killing you approve?”

“When anger’s incinerated you sleep at ease. 
When anger’s incinerated there is no sorrow. 
Vatrabhu� , anger has a poisoned root, 
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and a honey tip. 
The noble ones praise the slaying of anger, 
for when it’s incinerated there is no sorrow.”

2:4. With Ma�ghadha

At Sa�vatthī�. Standing to one side, the god Ma�gadha addressed the Buddha in verse:

“How ṁany laṁps are there, 
to shine their light on the world? 
We’ve coṁe to ask the Buddha; 
how are we to understand this?”

“There are four laṁps in the world, 
a fifth is not found. 
The sun shines by day, 
the ṁoon glows at night,

while a fire burns both 
by day and by night. 
But a Buddha is the best of lights: 
this is the supreṁe radiance.”

2:5. With Da�ṁali

At Sa�vatthī�. Then, late at night, the glorious god Da�ṁali, lighting up the entire Jeta’s Grove, went 
up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“This is what should be done by a brahṁin: 
unrelenting striving. 
Then, with the giving up of sensual pleasures, 
they won’t hope to be reborn.”

“The brahṁin has nothing left to do,” said the Buddha to Da�ṁali, 
“for they’ve coṁpleted the task. 
So long as a person fails to gain a footing in the river, 
they strive with every liṁb. 
But soṁeone who has gained a footing and stands on dry land 
need not strive, for they have reached the far shore.

Da�ṁali, this is a siṁile for the brahṁin, 
with defileṁents ended, self-disciplined, and practicing absorption. 
Since they’ve reached the end of rebirth and death, 
they need not strive, for they have reached the far shore.”

2:6. With Ka�ṁada

At Sa�vatthī�. Standing to one side, the god Ka�ṁada said to the Buddha: “It’s too hard, Blessed One! 
It’s just too hard!”

“They do it even though it’s hard,” said the Buddha to Ka�ṁada, 
“the stable trainees with ethics, and iṁṁersion. 
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For one who has entered the hoṁeless life, 
contentṁent brings happiness.”

“Such contentṁent, Blessed One, is hard to find.”

“They find it even though it’s hard,” said the Buddha to Ka�ṁada, 
“those who love peace of ṁind; 
whose ṁinds love to ṁeditate 
day and night.”

“But it’s hard, Blessed One, to iṁṁerse this ṁind in saṁa�dhi.”

“They becoṁe iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi even though it’s hard,” said the Buddha to Ka�ṁada, 
“those who love calṁing the faculties. 
Having cut through the net of Death, 
the noble ones, Ka�ṁada, go on their way.”

“But this path, Blessed One, is rough and hard to travel.”

“Though it’s rough, hard to travel, 
the noble ones, Ka�ṁada, go on their way. 
The ignoble fall headfirst 
on a rough path. 
But the path of the noble ones is sṁooth, 
for the noble ones are sṁooth aṁid the rough.”

2:7. With PanC ca� lacanA dA a

At Sa�vatthī�. Standing to one side, the god PanC ca� lacanA dA a recited this verse in the Buddha’s 
presence:

“The opening aṁid confineṁent 
was discovered by the Buddha of vast intelligence, 
who woke up to absorption, 
the sage, the solitary bull.”

“Even aṁid confineṁent they discover,” said the Buddha to PanC ca� lacanA dA a, 
“the principle for attaining extinguishṁent. 
Those who have acquired ṁindfulness 
are perfectly serene in saṁa�dhi.”

2:8. With Ta�yana

At Sa�vatthī�. Then, late at night, the glorious god Ta�yana, forṁerly a religious founder, lighting up 
the entire Jeta’s Grove, went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and recited these verses
in the Buddha’s presence:

“Strive and cut the streaṁ! 
Dispel sensual pleasures, brahṁin. 
A sage who doesn’t give up sensual pleasures 
is not reborn in a unified state.

If one is to do what should be done, 
one should staunchly strive. 
For the life gone forth when laxly led 
just stirs up dust all the ṁore.
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It’s better to leave a bad deed undone— 
later you burn for that ṁisdeed. 
It’s better to have done a good deed, 
after doing which you’re free of regrets.

When kusa grass is wrongly grasped 
it only cuts the hand. 
So too, the ascetic life, when wrongly taken, 
drags you to hell.

Any lax act, 
any corrupt observance, 
or suspicious spiritual life, 
is not very fruitful.”

That’s what the god Ta�yana said. Then he bowed and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping 
hiṁ on his right side, before vanishing right there.

Then, when the night had passed, the Buddha told the ṁendicants all that had happened. 
“Mendicants, tonight, the glorious god Ta�yana, forṁerly a religious founder, lighting up the entire
Jeta’s Grove, caṁe to ṁe, bowed, stood to one side, and recited these verses in ṁy presence.” The
Buddha repeated the verses in full, adding:

“That’s what the god Ta�yana said. Then he bowed and respectfully circled ṁe, keeping ṁe on 
his right side, before vanishing right there. Mendicants, learn the verses of Ta�yana! Meṁorize the
verses of Ta�yana! Reṁeṁber the verses of Ta�yana! These verses are beneficial and relate to the 
fundaṁentals of the spiritual life.”

2:9. The Moon

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe the Moon God had been seized by Ra�hu, lord of deṁons. Then the 
Moon God, recollecting the Buddha, at that tiṁe recited this verse:

“Hoṁage to you, Buddha, hero! 
You’re freed in every way. 
I’ve wandered into confineṁent: 
be ṁy refuge!”

Then the Buddha addressed Ra�hu in verse concerning the Moon God:

“The Moon God has gone for refuge 
to the Realized One, the perfected one. 
Ra�hu, release the Moon! 
Buddhas have coṁpassion for the world!”

Then Ra�hu, having released the Moon, rushed to see Vepacitti, lord of deṁons and stood to 
one side, shocked and awestruck. Vepacitti addressed hiṁ in verse:

“Why the rush? 
Ra�hu, you released the Moon 
and caṁe here looking like you’re in shock: 
why do you stand there so scared?”

“My head would have exploded in seven pieces, 
I would have found no happiness in life, 
if, when enchanted by the Buddha’s spell, 
I had not released the Moon.”
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2:10. The Sun

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe the Sun God had been seized by Ra�hu, lord of deṁons. Then the Sun
God, recollecting the Buddha, at that tiṁe recited this verse:

“Hoṁage to you, Buddha, hero! 
You’re freed in every way. 
I’ve wandered into confineṁent: 
be ṁy refuge!”

Then the Buddha addressed Ra�hu in verse concerning the Sun God:

“The Sun God has gone for refuge 
to the Realized One, the perfected one. 
Ra�hu, release the Sun! 
Buddhas have coṁpassion for the world!

He fills the darkness with light, 
the shining sun, circle of ṁagnificent flaṁe. 
Ra�hu, do not swallow hiṁ as he traverses the sky. 
Ra�hu, release ṁy progeny, the Sun!”

Then Ra�hu, having released the Sun, rushed to see Vepacitti, lord of deṁons and stood to one 
side, shocked and awestruck. Vepacitti addressed hiṁ in verse:

“Why the rush? 
Ra�hu, you released the Sun 
and caṁe here looking like you’re in shock: 
why do you stand there so scared?”

“My head would have exploded in seven pieces, 
I would have found no happiness in life, 
if, when enchanted by the Buddha’s spell, 
I had not released the Sun.”

2. With Ana� thapinA dA ika

2:11. With Candiṁasa

At Sa�vatthī�. Then, late at night, the glorious god Candiṁasa, lighting up the entire Jeta’s Grove, 
went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and recited this verse in the Buddha’s 
presence:

“Like deer in a ṁosquito-free ṁarsh, 
they will reach a safe place 
having entered the absorptions, 
unified, self-disciplined, and ṁindful.”

“Like fish when the net is cut, 
they will reach the far shore 
having entered the absorptions, 
diligent, with flaws discarded.”
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2:12. With Vishnu

Standing to one side, the god Vishnu recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Happy are the children of Manu 
who pay hoṁage to the Holy One! 
They apply theṁselves to Gotaṁa’s instructions, 
diligently training.”

“Those who practice absorption in accord with the training 
in the way of teaching I’ve proclaiṁed,” said the Buddha to Vishnu, 
“they’re in tiṁe to be diligent; 
they won’t fall under the sway of Death.”

2:13. With Dī�ghalatAtAhi

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the 
squirrels’ feeding ground. Then, late at night, the glorious god Dī�ghalatAtAhi, lighting up the entire 
Baṁboo Grove, went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and recited this verse in the 
Buddha’s presence:

“Suppose a ṁendicant is one who practices absorption, freed in ṁind. 
If they want to reach the heart’s peace, 
having known the arising and passing of the world, 
healthy-ṁinded, independent, that is their reward.”

2:14. With Nandana

Standing to one side, the god Nandana addressed the Buddha in verse:

“I ask you, Gotaṁa, whose wisdoṁ is vast, 
the Blessed One of unhindered knowledge and vision. 
What kind of person do they call ethical? 
What kind of person do they call wise? 
What kind of person lives on after transcending suffering? 
What kind of person is worshipped by the deities?”

“A person who is ethical, wise, self-developed, 
becoṁes iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, loving absorption, ṁindful, 
who’s gotten rid of and given up all sorrows, 
with defileṁents ended, they bear their final body.

That’s the kind of person they call ethical. 
That’s the kind of person they call wise. 
That kind of person lives on after transcending suffering. 
That kind of person is worshipped by the deities.”

2:15. With Candana

Standing to one side, the god Candana addressed the Buddha in verse:
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“Who here crosses the flood, 
tireless all day and night? 
Who, not standing and unsupported, 
does not sink in the deep?”

“Soṁeone who is always endowed with ethics, 
wise and serene, 
energetic, and resolute 
crosses the flood so hard to cross.

Soṁeone who desists froṁ sensual perception, 
has ṁoved past the fetter of forṁ, 
and has finished with relishing and greed 
does not sink in the deep.”

2:16. With Va� sudatta

Standing to one side, the god Va� sudatta recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Like they’re struck by a sword, 
like their head was on fire, 
a ṁendicant should go forth ṁindfully, 
to give up sensual desire.”

“Like they’re struck by a sword, 
like their head was on fire, 
a ṁendicant should go forth ṁindfully, 
to give up identity view.”

2:17. With Subrahṁa�

Standing to one side, the god Subrahṁa�  addressed the Buddha in verse:

“This ṁind is always anxious, 
this ṁind is always stressed 
about stresses that haven’t arisen 
and those that have. 
If there is a state free of anxiety, 
please answer ṁy question.”

“Not without understanding and austerity, 
not without restraining the sense faculties, 
not without letting go of everything, 
do I see safety for living creatures.”

That is what the Buddha said. … The god vanished right there.

2:18. With Kakudha

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�keta in the deer park at the AnC jana 
Wood. Then, late at night, the glorious god Kakudha, lighting up the entire AnC jana Wood, went up
to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Do you delight, ascetic?” “What have I 
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got, sir?” “Well then, ascetic, do you sorrow?” “What have I lost, sir?” “Well then, ascetic, do you 
neither delight nor sorrow?” “Yes, sir.”

“I hope you’re untroubled, ṁendicant, 
I hope that delight isn’t found in you. 
I hope that discontent doesn’t 
overwhelṁ you as you sit alone.”

“I’ṁ genuinely untroubled, spirit, 
and no delight is found in ṁe. 
And also discontent doesn’t 
overwhelṁ ṁe as I sit alone.”

“How are you untroubled, ṁendicant? 
How is delight not found in you? 
How does discontent not 
overwhelṁ you as you sit alone?”

“Delight is born froṁ ṁisery, 
ṁisery is born froṁ delight; 
sir, you should know ṁe as 
a ṁendicant free of delight and ṁisery.”

“After a long tiṁe I see 
a brahṁin extinguished. 
A ṁendicant free of delight and ṁisery, 
he has crossed over clinging to the world.”

2:19. With Uttara

At Ra� jagaha. Standing to one side, the god Uttara recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“This life, so very short, is led onward. 
There’s no shelter for soṁeone who’s been led on by old age. 
Seeing this peril in death, 
you should do good deeds that bring happiness.”

“This life, so very short, is led onward. 
There’s no shelter for soṁeone who’s been led on by old age. 
Seeing this peril in death, 
one looking for peace would drop the world’s bait.”

2:20. With Ana� thapinA dA ika

Standing to one side, the god Ana� thapinA dA ika recited these verses in the Buddha’s presence:

“This is indeed that Jeta’s Grove, 
frequented by the San� gha of herṁits, 
where the King of Dhaṁṁa stayed: 
it brings ṁe joy!

Deeds, knowledge, and principle; 
ethical conduct, an excellent livelihood; 
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by these are ṁortals purified, 
not by clan or wealth.

That’s why an astute person, 
seeing what’s good for theṁselves, 
would exaṁine the teaching rationally, 
and thus be purified in it.

Sa� riputta has true wisdoṁ, 
ethics, and also peace. 
Any ṁendicant who has gone beyond 
can at best equal hiṁ.”

This is what the god Ana� thapinA dA ika said. Then he bowed and respectfully circled the Buddha, 
keeping hiṁ on his right side, before vanishing right there.

Then, when the night had passed, the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, 
tonight, a certain glorious god, lighting up the entire Jeta’s Grove, caṁe to ṁe, bowed, stood to 
one side, and recited these verses in ṁy presence.” The Buddha then repeated the verses in full.

When he said this, Venerable AJ nanda said to the Buddha: “Sir, that god ṁust surely have been 
Ana� thapinA dA ika. For the householder Ana� thapinA dA ika was devoted to Venerable Sa� riputta.” “Good, 
good, AJ nanda. You’ve reached the logical conclusion, as far as logic goes. For that was indeed the 
god Ana� thapinA dA ika.”

3. Various Sectarians

2:21. With Shiva

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Then, late at night, the glorious god Shiva, lighting up the entire 
Jeta’s Grove, went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and recited these verses in the 
Buddha’s presence:

“Associate only with the virtuous! 
Try to get close to the virtuous! 
Understanding the true teaching of the good, 
things get better, not worse.

Associate only with the virtuous! 
Try to get close to the virtuous! 
Understanding the true teaching of the good, 
wisdoṁ is gained—but not froṁ anyone else.

Associate only with the virtuous! 
Try to get close to the virtuous! 
Understanding the true teaching of the good, 
you don’t sorrow even aṁong those who sorrow.

Associate only with the virtuous! 
Try to get close to the virtuous! 
Understanding the true teaching of the good, 
you shine aṁong your relatives.
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Associate only with the virtuous! 
Try to get close to the virtuous! 
Understanding the true teaching of the good, 
sentient beings go to a good place.

Associate only with the virtuous! 
Try to get close to the virtuous! 
Understanding the true teaching of the good, 
sentient beings live happily.”

Then the Buddha replied to Shiva in verse:

“Associate only with the virtuous! 
Try to get close to the virtuous! 
Understanding the true teaching of the good, 
you’re released froṁ all suffering.”

2:22. With Kheṁa

Standing to one side, the god Kheṁa recited these verses in the Buddha’s presence:

“Foolish and unintelligent people 
treat theṁselves like an eneṁy. 
They do bad deeds 
with bitter fruit.

It’s not good to do a deed 
after doing which you’re torṁented by regrets; 
you experience the result 
weeping, with a tearful face.

It’s good to do a deed 
after doing which you’re free of regrets; 
you experience the result 
joyful, with a happy ṁind.”

“As a precaution, you should do 
what you know is for your own welfare. 
A thinker, a wise one would not proceed 
thinking like the cart driver.

Suppose a cart driver leaves the highway, 
so even and well coṁpacted. 
They enter upon a rough road, 
and fret when their axle breaks.

So too, an idiot departs the good 
to follow what’s against the good. 
Fallen in the jaws of death, 
they fret like their axle’s broken.”

2:23. With Serī�

Standing to one side, the god Serī� addressed the Buddha in verse:
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“Both gods and huṁans 
enjoy their food. 
So what’s the naṁe of the spirit 
who doesn’t like food?”

“Those who give with faith 
and a clear and confident heart, 
partake of food 
in this world and the next.

So you should dispel stinginess, 
overcoṁing that stain, and give a gift. 
The good deeds of sentient beings 
support theṁ in the next world.”

“It’s incredible, sir, it’s aṁazing, how well said this was by Master Gotaṁa. He repeated the 
Buddha’s verses, and said:

“Once upon a tiṁe, sir, I was a king naṁed Serī�, a giver, a donor, who praised giving. I gave 
gifts at the four gates to ascetics and brahṁins, to paupers, vagrants, travelers, and beggars. Then
the ladies of ṁy hareṁ approached ṁe and said: ‘Your Majesty gives gifts, but we don’t. Your 
Majesty, please support us to give gifts and ṁake ṁerit.’ Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘I’ṁ a giver, a 
donor, who praises giving. When they say, “We would give gifts”, what aṁ I to say?’ And so I gave 
the first gate to the ladies of ṁy hareṁ. There they gave gifts, while ṁy own giving dwindled.

Then ṁy aristocrat vassals approached ṁe and said: ‘Your Majesty gives gifts, the ladies of 
your hareṁ give gifts, but we don’t. Your Majesty, please support us to give gifts and ṁake ṁerit.’
Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘I’ṁ a giver, a donor, who praises giving. When they say, “We would give 
gifts”, what aṁ I to say?’ And so I gave the second gate to ṁy aristocrat vassals. There they gave 
gifts, while ṁy own giving dwindled.

Then ṁy troops approached ṁe and said: ‘Your Majesty gives gifts, the ladies of your hareṁ 
give gifts, your aristocrat vassals give gifts, but we don’t. Your Majesty, please support us to give 
gifts and ṁake ṁerit.’ Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘I’ṁ a giver, a donor, who praises giving. When 
they say, “We would give gifts”, what aṁ I to say?’ And so I gave the third gate to ṁy troops. 
There they gave gifts, while ṁy own giving dwindled.

Then ṁy brahṁins and householders approached ṁe and said: ‘Your Majesty gives gifts, the 
ladies of your hareṁ give gifts, your aristocrat vassals give gifts, your troops give gifts, but we 
don’t. Your Majesty, please support us to give gifts and ṁake ṁerit.’ Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘I’ṁ 
a giver, a donor, who praises giving. When they say, “We would give gifts”, what aṁ I to say?’ And
so I gave the fourth gate to ṁy brahṁins and householders. There they gave gifts, while ṁy own 
giving dwindled.

Then ṁy ṁen approached ṁe and said: ‘Now Your Majesty is not giving gifts at all!’ When they
said this, I said to those ṁen: ‘So then, ṁy ṁen, send half of the revenue froṁ the outer districts 
to the royal coṁpound. Then give half right there to ascetics and brahṁins, to paupers, vagrants, 
travelers, and beggars.’ Sir, for a long tiṁe I ṁade so ṁuch ṁerit and did so ṁany skillful deeds. I 
never reached any liṁit so as to say ‘there’s this ṁuch ṁerit’ or ‘there’s this ṁuch result of ṁerit’
or ‘for so long I’ll reṁain in heaven’. It’s incredible, sir, it’s aṁazing, how well said this was by 
Master Gotaṁa:

‘Those who give with faith 
and a clear and confident heart, 
partake of food 
in this world and the next.
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So you should dispel stinginess, 
overcoṁing that stain, and give a gift. 
The good deeds of sentient beings 
support theṁ in the next world.’”

2:24. With GhatAika� ra

Standing to one side, the god GhatAika� ra recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Seven ṁendicants reborn in Aviha 
have been freed. 
With the coṁplete ending of greed and hate, 
they’ve crossed over clinging to the world.”

“Who are those who’ve crossed the bog, 
death’s doṁain so hard to pass? 
Who, after leaving behind the huṁan body, 
have risen above celestial yokes?”

“Upaka and PalaganA dA a, 
and Pukkusa� ti, these three; 
Bhaddiya and Bhaddadeva, 
and Ba�hudantī� and Pin� giya. 
They, after leaving behind the huṁan body, 
have risen above celestial yokes.”

“You speak well of theṁ, 
who have let go the snares of Ma� ra. 
Whose teaching did they understand 
to cut the bonds of rebirth?”

“None other than the Blessed One! 
None other than your instruction! 
It was your teaching that they understood 
to cut the bonds of rebirth.

Where naṁe and forṁ 
cease with nothing left over; 
understanding this teaching, 
they cut the bonds of rebirth.”

“The words you say are deep, 
hard to understand, so very hard to wake up to. 
Whose teaching do you know 
to be able to say such things?”

“In the past I was a potter 
in Vebhalin� ga called GhatAika� ra. 
I took care of ṁy parents 
as a lay follower of Buddha Kassapa.

I refrained froṁ sexual intercourse, 
I was celibate, non-carnal. 
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We lived in the saṁe village; 
in the past I was your friend.

I aṁ the one who understands 
that these seven ṁendicants have been freed. 
With the coṁplete ending of greed and hate, 
they’ve crossed over clinging to the world.”

“That’s exactly how it was, 
just as you say, Bhaggava. 
In the past you were a potter 
in Vebhalin� ga called GhatAika� ra.

You took care of your parents 
as a lay follower of Buddha Kassapa. 
You refrained froṁ sexual intercourse, 
you were celibate, non-carnal. 
We lived in the saṁe village; 
in the past you were ṁy friend.”

“That’s how it was 
when those friends of old ṁet again. 
Both of theṁ have developed theṁselves, 
and bear their final body.”

2:25. With Jantu

So I have heard. Now at that tiṁe several ṁendicants were staying in the Kosalan lands, in a 
wilderness hut on the slopes of the Hiṁalayas. They were restless, insolent, fickle, gossipy, loose-
tongued, unṁindful, lacking situational awareness and iṁṁersion, with straying ṁinds and 
undisciplined faculties.

Then on the fifteenth day sabbath the god Jantu went up to those ṁendicants and addressed 
theṁ in verse:

“The ṁendicants used to live happily, 
as disciples of Gotaṁa. 
Desireless they sought alṁs; 
desireless they used their lodgings. 
Knowing that the world was iṁperṁanent 
they ṁade an end of suffering.

But now they’ve ṁade theṁselves hard to look after, 
like chiefs in a village. 
They eat and eat and then lie down, 
unconscious in the hoṁes of others.

Having raised ṁy joined palṁs to the San� gha, 
I speak here only about certain people. 
They’re rejects, with no protector, 
just like those who have passed away.

I’ṁ speaking about 
those who live negligently. 
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To those who live diligently 
I pay hoṁage.”

2:26. With Rohitassa

At Sa�vatthī�. Standing to one side, the god Rohitassa said to the Buddha: “Sir, is it possible to know
or see or reach the end of the world by traveling to a place where there’s no being born, growing 
old, dying, passing away, or being reborn?” “Reverend, I say it’s not possible to know or see or 
reach the end of the world by traveling to a place where there’s no being born, growing old, 
dying, passing away, or being reborn.”

“It’s incredible, sir, it’s aṁazing, how well said this was by Master Gotaṁa.
Once upon a tiṁe, I was a herṁit called Rohitassa, son of Bhoja. I was a sky-walker with 

psychic power. I was as fast as a light arrow easily shot across the shadow of a palṁ tree by a 
well-trained expert archer with a strong bow. My stride was such that it could span froṁ the 
eastern ocean to the western ocean. This wish caṁe to ṁe: ‘I will reach the end of the world by 
traveling.’ Having such speed and stride, I traveled for ṁy whole lifespan of a hundred years—
pausing only to eat and drink, go to the toilet, and sleep to dispel weariness—and I passed away 
along the way, never reaching the end of the world.

It’s incredible, sir, it’s aṁazing, how well said this was by Master Gotaṁa: ‘Reverend, I say it’s 
not possible to know or see or reach the end of the world by traveling to a place where there’s no
being born, growing old, dying, passing away, or being reborn.’”

“But Reverend, I also say there’s no ṁaking an end of suffering without reaching the end of the
world. For it is in this fathoṁ-long carcass with its perception and ṁind that I describe the world,
its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation.

The end of the world can never 
be reached by traveling. 
But without reaching the end of the world, 
there’s no release froṁ suffering.

So a clever person, understanding the world, 
has coṁpleted the spiritual journey, and gone to the end of the world. 
A peaceful one, knowing the end of the world, 
does not hope for this world or the next.”

2:27. With Nanda

Standing to one side, the god Nanda recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“Tiṁe flies, nights pass by, 
the stages of life leave us one by one. 
Seeing this peril in death, 
you should do good deeds that bring happiness.”

“Tiṁe flies, nights pass by, 
the stages of life leave us one by one. 
Seeing this peril in death, 
one looking for peace would drop the world’s bait.”
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2:28. With Nandivisa� la

Standing to one side, the god Nandivisa� la addressed the Buddha in verse:

“Four are its wheels, and nine its doors; 
it’s filled with greed and tied up; 
and it’s born froṁ a bog. Great hero, 
how aṁ I supposed to live like this?”

“Having cut the strap and harness— 
wicked desire and greed— 
and having plucked out craving, root and all: 
that’s how you’re supposed to live like this.”

2:29. With Susī�ṁa

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable AJ nanda went up to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. 
The Buddha said to hiṁ: “AJ nanda, do you like Sa� riputta?”

“Sir, who on earth would not like Venerable Sa� riputta unless they’re a fool, a hater, delusional, 
or ṁentally deranged? Venerable Sa� riputta is astute, he has great wisdoṁ, widespread wisdoṁ, 
laughing wisdoṁ, swift wisdoṁ, sharp wisdoṁ, and penetrating wisdoṁ. He has few wishes, he’s
content, secluded, aloof, and energetic. He gives advice and accepts advice; he accuses and 
criticizes wickedness. Who on earth would not like Venerable Sa� riputta unless they’re a fool, a 
hater, delusional, or ṁentally deranged?”

“That’s so true, AJ nanda! That’s so true! Who on earth would not like Venerable Sa� riputta 
unless they’re a fool, a hater, delusional, or ṁentally deranged?” And the Buddha repeated all of 
AJ nanda’s terṁs of praise.

While this praise of Sa� riputta was being spoken, the god Susī�ṁa approached the Buddha, 
escorted by a large asseṁbly of gods. He bowed, stood to one side, and said to hiṁ:

“That’s so true, Blessed One! That’s so true, Holy One! Who on earth would not like Venerable 
Sa� riputta unless they’re a fool, a hater, delusional, or ṁentally deranged?” And he too repeated 
all the terṁs of praise of Sa� riputta, adding:

“For I too, sir, whenever I go to an asseṁbly of gods, frequently hear the saṁe terṁs of 
praise.”

While this praise of Sa� riputta was being spoken, the gods of Susī�ṁa’s asseṁbly—uplifted and 
overjoyed, full of rapture and happiness—generated a rainbow of bright colors.

Suppose there was a beryl geṁ that was naturally beautiful, eight-faceted, with expert 
workṁanship. When placed on a creaṁ rug it would shine and glow and radiate. In the saṁe 
way, the gods of Susī�ṁa’s asseṁbly … generated a rainbow of bright colors.

Suppose there was an ornaṁent of rare gold, fashioned by an expert sṁith, expertly wrought 
in the forge. When placed on a creaṁ rug it would shine and glow and radiate. In the saṁe way, 
the gods of Susī�ṁa’s asseṁbly … generated a spectruṁ of bright colors.

Suppose that after the rainy season the sky was clear and cloudless. At the crack of dawn, the 
Morning Star shines and glows and radiates. In the saṁe way, the gods of Susī�ṁa’s asseṁbly … 
generated a spectruṁ of bright colors.

Suppose that after the rainy season the sky was clear and cloudless. As the sun rises, it would 
dispel all the darkness froṁ the sky as it shines and glows and radiates. In the saṁe way, the 
gods of Susī�ṁa’s asseṁbly … generated a spectruṁ of bright colors.

Then the god Susī�ṁa recited this verse about Venerable Sa� riputta in the Buddha’s presence.
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“He’s considered to be an astute person, 
Sa� riputta, free of anger. 
Few in wishes, sweet, taṁed, 
the herṁit shines in the Teacher’s praise!”

Then the Buddha replied to Susī�ṁa with this verse about Venerable Sa� riputta:

“He’s considered to be an astute person, 
Sa� riputta, free of anger. 
Few in wishes, sweet, taṁed; 
developed and well-taṁed, he bides his tiṁe.”

2:30. The Disciples of Various Sectarians

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the 
squirrels’ feeding ground. Then, late at night, several glorious gods lit up the entire Baṁboo 
Grove. They were Asaṁa, Sahalī�, Nin� ka, AJ kotAaka, Vetaṁbarī�, and Ma�nA avaga�ṁiya, and all of theṁ 
were disciples of various sectarian teachers. They went up to the Buddha, bowed, and stood to 
one side. Standing to one side, the god Asaṁa recited this verse about Pu� ranA a Kassapa in the 
Buddha’s presence:

“In injuring and killing here, 
in beating and extortion, 
Kassapa saw no evil, 
nor any ṁerit for oneself. 
What he taught should truly be trusted, 
he’s worthy of esteeṁ as Teacher.”

Then the god Sahalī� recited this verse about Makkhali Gosala in the Buddha’s presence:

“Through ṁortification in disgust of sin he becaṁe well restrained. 
He gave up arguing with people. 
Refraining froṁ false speech, he spoke the truth. 
Surely such a ṁan does no wrong!”

Then the god Nin� ka recited this verse about NiganA tAha Na� taputta in the Buddha’s presence:

“Disgusted at sin, a self-disciplined ṁendicant, 
well restrained in the four controls; 
explaining what is seen and heard: 
surely he can be no sinner!”

Then the god AJ kotAaka recited this verse about various sectarian teachers in the Buddha’s 
presence:

“Pakudhaka, Ka� tiya�na, and NiganA tAha, 
as well as this Makkhali and Pu� ranA a: 
Teachers of coṁṁunities, attained ascetics, 
surely they weren’t far froṁ truly good ṁen!”

Then the god Vetaṁbarī� replied to the god AJ kotAaka in verse:

“Though the wretched jackal howls along, 
it never equals the lion. 
A naked liar with suspicious conduct, 
though they teach a coṁṁunity, doesn’t reseṁble the good.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked took possession of the god Vetaṁbarī� and recited this verse in the 
Buddha’s presence:
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“Those dedicated to ṁortification in disgust of sin, 
safeguarding their seclusion, 
attached to forṁ, 
they rejoice in the heavenly realṁ. 
Indeed, those ṁortals give correct instructions 
regarding the next world.”

Then the Buddha, knowing that this was Ma�ra the Wicked, replied to hiṁ in verse:

“Whatever forṁs there are in this world or the world beyond, 
and those of shining beauty in the sky, 
all of these you praise, Naṁuci, 
like bait tossed out for catching fish.”

Then the god Ma�nA avaga�ṁiya recited this verse about the Buddha in his presence:

“Of all the ṁountains of Ra� jagaha, 
Vipulo’s said to be the best. 
Seta is the best of the Hiṁalayan peaks, 
and the sun, of travelers in space.

The ocean is the best of seas, 
and the ṁoon, of lights that shine at night. 
But in all the world with its gods, 
the Buddha is declared foreṁost.”

The Linked Discourses on Gods are coṁplete.
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3. Kosalasaṁyutta:
With the Kosalan

1. Shackles

3:1. Young

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Then King Pasenadi of Kosala went up to the Buddha, and 
exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat 
down to one side and said to the Buddha: “Does Master Gotaṁa claiṁ to have awakened to the 
supreṁe perfect awakening?” “If anyone should rightly be said to have awakened to the supreṁe
perfect awakening, it’s ṁe. For, great king, I have awakened to the supreṁe perfect awakening.”

“Well, there are those ascetics and brahṁins who lead an order and a coṁṁunity, and teach a 
coṁṁunity. They’re well-known and faṁous religious founders, regarded as holy by ṁany 
people. That is, Pu� ranA a Kassapa, Makkhali Gosa� la, NiganA tAha Na� tAaputta, SanC jaya BelatAtAhiputta, 
Pakudha Kacca�yana, and Ajita Kesakaṁbala. I also asked theṁ whether they claiṁed to have 
awakened to the supreṁe perfect awakening, but they ṁade no such claiṁ. So why do you, given 
that you’re so young in age and newly gone forth?”

“Great king, these four things should not be looked down on or disparaged because they are 
young. What four? An aristocrat, a snake, a fire, and a ṁendicant. These four things should not be
looked down on or disparaged because they are young.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“A ṁan should not despise 
an aristocrat of iṁpeccable lineage, 
high-born and faṁous, 
just because they’re young.

For it’s possible that that lord of ṁen, 
as aristocrat, will gain the throne. 
And in his anger he’ll execute a royal punishṁent, 
and have you violently beaten. 
Hence you should avoid hiṁ 
for the sake of your own life.

Whether in village or wilderness, 
wherever a serpent is seen, 
a ṁan should not look down on it 
or despise it for its youth.

With its rainbow of colors, 
the snake of fiery breath glides along. 
It lashes out and bites the fool, 
both ṁen and woṁen alike. 
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Hence you should avoid it 
for the sake of your own life.

A fire devours a huge aṁount, 
a conflagration with a blackened trail. 
A ṁan should not look down on it 
just because it’s young.

For once it gets fuel 
it’ll becoṁe a huge conflagration. 
It’ll lash out and burn the fool, 
both ṁen and woṁen alike. 
Hence you should avoid it 
for the sake of your own life.

When a forest is burned by fire, 
a conflagration with a blackened trail, 
the shoots will spring up there again, 
with the passing of the days and nights.

But if a ṁendicant endowed with ethics 
burns you with their power, 
you’ll have no sons or cattle, 
nor will your heirs find wealth. 
Childless and heirless you becoṁe, 
like a palṁ-tree stuṁp.

That’s why an astute person, 
seeing what’s good for theṁselves, 
would always treat these properly: 
a snake, a conflagration, 
a faṁous aristocrat, 
and a ṁendicant endowed with ethics.”

When this was said, King Pasenadi of Kosala said to the Buddha: “Excellent, sir! Excellent! As if
he were righting the overturned, or revealing the hidden, or pointing out the path to the lost, or 
lighting a laṁp in the dark so people with good eyes can see what’s there, the Buddha has ṁade 
the teaching clear in ṁany ways. I go for refuge to the Buddha, to the teaching, and to the 
ṁendicant San� gha. Froṁ this day forth, ṁay the Buddha reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has 
gone for refuge for life.”

3:2. A Man

At Sa�vatthī�. Then King Pasenadi of Kosala went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, 
and said to the Buddha: “Sir, how ṁany things arise inside a person for their harṁ, suffering, and 
discoṁfort?”

“Great king, three things arise inside a person for their harṁ, suffering, and discoṁfort. What 
three? Greed, hate, and delusion. These three things arise inside a person for their harṁ, 
suffering, and discoṁfort.” That is what the Buddha said. …

“When greed, hate, and delusion, 
have arisen inside oneself, 
they harṁ a person of wicked heart, 
as a reed is destroyed by its own fruit.”
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3:3. Old Age and Death

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, King Pasenadi said to the Buddha: “Sir, for soṁeone who has been
reborn, is there anything apart froṁ old age and death?” “Great king, for soṁeone who has been 
reborn, there’s nothing apart froṁ old age and death. Even for well-to-do aristocrats, brahṁins, 
or householders—rich, affluent, and wealthy, with lots of gold and silver, lots of property and 
assets, and lots of ṁoney and grain—when they’re born, there’s nothing apart froṁ old age and 
death. Even for ṁendicants who are perfected—who have ended the defileṁents, coṁpleted the 
spiritual journey, done what had to be done, laid down the burden, achieved their own goal, 
utterly ended the fetters of rebirth, and are rightly freed through enlightenṁent—their bodies 
are liable to break up and be laid to rest. That is what the Buddha said. …

“The fancy chariots of kings wear out, 
and this body too gets old. 
But goodness never gets old: 
so the true and good proclaiṁ.”

3:4. Loved

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, King Pasenadi said to the Buddha: “Just now, sir, as I was in 
private retreat this thought caṁe to ṁind. ‘Who are those who love theṁselves? And who are 
those who don’t love theṁselves?’ Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘Those who do bad things by way of 
body, speech, and ṁind don’t love theṁselves. Even though they ṁay say: “I love ṁyself”, they 
don’t really. Why is that? It’s because they treat theṁselves like an eneṁy. That’s why they don’t 
love theṁselves. Those who do good things by way of body, speech, and ṁind do love 
theṁselves. Even though they ṁay say: “I don’t love ṁyself”, they do really. Why is that? It’s 
because they treat theṁselves like a loved one. That’s why they do love theṁselves.’”

“That’s so true, great king! That’s so true!” said the Buddha. And he repeated the king’s 
stateṁent, adding:

“If you regard yourself as loved, 
you wouldn’t yoke yourself to wickedness. 
For happiness is not easy to find 
by soṁeone who does bad deeds.

When you’re seized by the Terṁinator 
as you give up your huṁan life, 
what can you call your own? 
What do you take when you go? 
What goes with you, 
like a shadow that never leaves?

Both the good and the bad 
that a ṁortal does in this life 
is what they can call their own. 
That’s what they take when they go. 
That’s what goes with theṁ, 
like a shadow that never leaves.

That’s why you should do good, 
investing in the future life. 
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The good deeds of sentient beings 
support theṁ in the next world.”

3:5. Self-Protected

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, King Pasenadi said to the Buddha: “Just now, sir, as I was in 
private retreat this thought caṁe to ṁind. ‘Who are those who protect theṁselves? And who are 
those who don’t protect theṁselves?’ Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘Those who do bad things by way 
of body, speech, and ṁind don’t protect theṁselves. Even if they’re protected by a coṁpany of 
elephants, cavalry, chariots, or infantry, they still don’t protect theṁselves. Why is that? Because 
such protection is exterior, not interior. That’s why they don’t protect theṁselves. Those who do 
good things by way of body, speech, and ṁind do protect theṁselves. Even if they’re not 
protected by a coṁpany of elephants, cavalry, chariots, or infantry, they still protect theṁselves. 
Why is that? Because such protection is interior, not exterior. That’s why they do protect 
theṁselves.’”

“That’s so true, great king! That’s so true!” said the Buddha. And he repeated the king’s 
stateṁent, adding:

“Restraint of the body is good; 
restraint of speech is good; 
restraint of ṁind is good; 
restraint everywhere is good. 
A sincere person, restrained everywhere, 
is said to be ‘protected’.”

3:6. Few

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, King Pasenadi said to the Buddha: “Just now, sir, as I was in 
private retreat this thought caṁe to ṁind. ‘Few are the sentient beings in the world who, when 
they obtain luxury possessions, don’t get indulgent and negligent, giving in to greed for sensual 
pleasures, and doing the wrong thing by others. There are ṁany ṁore who, when they obtain 
luxury possessions, do get indulgent and negligent, giving in to greed for sensual pleasures, and 
doing the wrong thing by others.’”

“That’s so true, great king! That’s so true!” said the Buddha. And he repeated the king’s 
stateṁent, adding:

“Full of desire for possessions and pleasures, 
greedy, stupefied by sensual pleasures; 
they don’t notice that they’ve gone too far, 
like deer falling into a trap set out. 
It’ll be bitter later on; 
for the result will be bad for theṁ.”

3:7. Judgṁent

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, King Pasenadi said to the Buddha: “Sir, when I’ṁ sitting in 
judgṁent I see well-to-do aristocrats, brahṁins, and householders—rich, affluent, and wealthy, 
with lots of gold and silver, lots of property and assets, and lots of ṁoney and grain. But they tell 
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deliberate lies for the sake of sensual pleasures. Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘Enough with passing 
judgṁent today. Now ṁy dear will be known by the judgṁents he ṁakes.’”

“That’s so true, great king! That’s so true! Those who are well-to-do aristocrats, brahṁins, and
householders tell deliberate lies for the sake of sensual pleasures. That is for their lasting harṁ 
and suffering.” That is what the Buddha said. …

“Full of desire for possessions and pleasures, 
greedy, stupefied by sensual pleasures; 
they don’t notice that they’ve gone too far, 
like fish entering a net set out. 
It’ll be bitter later on; 
for the result will be bad for theṁ.”

3:8. With Queen Mallika�

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe King Pasenadi of Kosala was upstairs in the stilt longhouse together
with Queen Mallika� . Then the king said to the queen: “Mallika� , is there anyone ṁore dear to you 
than yourself?” “No, great king, there isn’t. But is there anyone ṁore dear to you than yourself?” 
“For ṁe also, Mallika� , there’s no-one.”

Then King Pasenadi of Kosala caṁe downstairs froṁ the stilt longhouse, went to the Buddha, 
bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ what had happened.

Then, knowing the ṁeaning of this, on that occasion the Buddha recited this verse:

“Having explored every quarter with the ṁind, 
one finds no-one dearer than oneself. 
Likewise for others, each holds theṁselves dear. 
So one who loves theṁselves would not harṁ others.”

3:9. Sacrifice

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe a big sacrifice had been set up for King Pasenadi of Kosala. Five 
hundred chief bulls, five hundred bullocks, five hundred heifers, five hundred goats, and five 
hundred raṁs had been led to the pillar for the sacrifice. His bondservants, eṁployees, and 
workers did their jobs under threat of punishṁent and danger, weeping with tearful faces.

Then several ṁendicants robed up in the ṁorning and, taking their bowls and robes, entered 
Sa�vatthī� for alṁs. Then, after the ṁeal, when they returned froṁ alṁs-round, they went up to the
Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ what was happening.

Then, knowing the ṁeaning of this, on that occasion the Buddha recited these verses:

“Horse sacrifice, huṁan sacrifice, 
the sacrifices of the ‘stick-casting’, 
the ‘royal soṁa drinking’, and the ‘unbarred’— 
these huge violent sacrifices yield no great fruit.

The great sages of good conduct 
don’t attend sacrifices 
where goats, sheep, and cattle 
and various creatures are killed.

But the great sages of good conduct 
do attend non-violent sacrifices 
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of regular faṁily tradition, 
where goats, sheep, and cattle, 
and various creatures aren’t killed. 

A clever person should sacrifice like this, 
for this sacrifice is very fruitful. 
For a sponsor of sacrifices like this, 
things get better, not worse. 
Such a sacrifice is truly abundant, 
and even the deities are pleased.”

3:10. Shackles

Now at that tiṁe a large group of people had been put in shackles by King Pasenadi of Kosala—
soṁe in ropes, soṁe in ṁanacles, soṁe in chains.

Then several ṁendicants robed up in the ṁorning and, taking their bowls and robes, entered 
Sa�vatthī� for alṁs. Then, after the ṁeal, when they returned froṁ alṁs-round, they went up to the
Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ what was happening.

Then, knowing the ṁeaning of this, on that occasion the Buddha recited these verses:

“The wise say that shackle is not strong 
that’s ṁade of iron, wood, or knots. 
But infatuation with jewels and earrings, 
concern for your partners and children:

this the wise say is a strong shackle 
that drags you down, tight, hard to escape. 
They cut this too and go forth, 
with no worries, having given up sensual pleasures.”

2. Childless

3:11. Seven Matted-Hair Ascetics

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in the Eastern Monastery, the stilt longhouse 
of Miga� ra’s ṁother. Then in the late afternoon, the Buddha caṁe out of retreat and sat outside 
the gate. Then King Pasenadi of Kosala went up to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side.

Now at that tiṁe seven ṁatted-hair ascetics, seven Jain ascetics, seven naked ascetics, seven 
one-cloth ascetics, and seven wanderers passed by not far froṁ the Buddha. Their arṁpits and 
bodies were hairy, and their nails were long; and they carried their stuff with shoulder-poles. 
Then King Pasenadi got up froṁ his seat, arranged his robe over one shoulder, knelt with his 
right knee on the ground, raised his joined palṁs toward those various ascetics, and pronounced 
his naṁe three tiṁes. “Sirs, I aṁ Pasenadi, king of Kosala! I aṁ Pasenadi, king of Kosala!”

Then, soon after those ascetics had left, King Pasenadi went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat 
down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, are they aṁong those in the world who are perfected 
ones or who have entered the path to perfection?”
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“Great king, as a layṁan enjoying sensual pleasures, living at hoṁe with your children, using 
sandalwood iṁported froṁ Ka�si, wearing garlands, perfuṁes, and ṁakeup, and accepting gold 
and ṁoney, it’s hard for you to know who is perfected or on the path to perfection.

You can get to know a person’s ethics by living with theṁ. But only after a long tiṁe, not 
casually; only when paying attention, not when inattentive; and only by the wise, not the witless. 
You can get to know a person’s purity by dealing with theṁ. … You can get to know a person’s 
resilience in tiṁes of trouble. … You can get to know a person’s wisdoṁ by discussion. But only 
after a long tiṁe, not casually; only when paying attention, not when inattentive; and only by the 
wise, not the witless.”

“It’s incredible, sir, it’s aṁazing, how well said this was by Master Gotaṁa. …
Sir, these are ṁy spies, ṁy undercover agents returning after spying on the country. First they

go undercover, then I have theṁ report to ṁe. And now—when they have washed off the dust 
and dirt, and are nicely bathed and anointed, with hair and beard dressed, and dressed in white
—they will aṁuse theṁselves, supplied and provided with the five kinds of sensual stiṁulation.”

Then, knowing the ṁeaning of this, on that occasion the Buddha recited these verses:

“It’s not easy to know a ṁan by his appearance. 
You shouldn’t trust theṁ at first sight. 
For unrestrained ṁen live in this world 
disguised as the restrained.

Like a fake earring ṁade of clay, 
like a copper halfpenny coated with gold, 
they live hidden in the world, 
corrupt inside but iṁpressive outside.”

3:12. Five Kings

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe five kings headed by Pasenadi were aṁusing theṁselves, supplied 
and provided with the five kinds of sensual stiṁulation, and this discussion caṁe up aṁong 
theṁ: “What’s the best of sensual pleasures?” Soṁe of theṁ said: “Sights are the best of sensual 
pleasures!” Others said: “Sounds are best!” Others said: “Sṁells are best!” Others said: “Tastes 
are best!” Others said: “Touches are best!” Since those kings were unable to convince each other,

King Pasenadi said to theṁ: “Coṁe, good sirs, let’s go to the Buddha and ask hiṁ about this. As
he answers, so we’ll reṁeṁber it.” “Yes, dear sir,” replied those kings.

Then those five kings headed by Pasenadi went to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one 
side. King Pasenadi reported their conversation to the Buddha, and said: “Sir, what’s the best of 
sensual pleasures?”

“Great king, which kind of sensual stiṁulation is best is defined by which is ṁost agreeable, I 
say. The very saṁe sights that are agreeable to soṁe are disagreeable to others. When you’re 
happy with certain sights, as you’ve got all you wished for, you don’t want any other sight that’s 
better or finer. For you, those sights are perfect and supreṁe.

The very saṁe sounds …
sṁells …
tastes …
touches that are agreeable to soṁe are disagreeable to others. When you’re happy with 

certain touches, as you’ve got all you wished for, you don’t want any other touch that’s better or 
finer. For you, those touches are perfect and supreṁe.”

Now at that tiṁe the lay follower Candanan� galika was sitting in that asseṁbly. Then he got up 
froṁ his seat, arranged his robe over one shoulder, raised his joined palṁs toward the Buddha, 
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and said: “I feel inspired to speak, Blessed One! I feel inspired to speak, Holy One!” “Then speak 
as you feel inspired,” said the Buddha.

Then the lay follower Candanan� galika extolled the Buddha in his presence with an 
appropriate verse.

“Like a fragrant pink lotus 
that blooṁs in the ṁorning, its fragrance unfaded— 
see An� gī�rasa shine, 
bright as the sun in the sky!”

Then those five kings clothed Candanan� galika with five upper robes. And Candanan� galika in 
turn endowed the Buddha with these robes.

3:13. A Bucket of Rice

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe King Pasenadi of Kosala used to eat rice by the bucket. Then after 
eating King Pasenadi of Kosala went up to the Buddha, huffing and puffing. He bowed and sat 
down to one side.

Then, knowing that King Pasenadi was huffing and puffing after eating, on that occasion the 
Buddha recited this verse:

“When a ṁan is always ṁindful, 
knowing ṁoderation in eating, 
his discoṁfort diṁinishes, 
and he ages slowly, taking care of his life.”

Now at that tiṁe the brahṁin student Sudassana was standing behind the king. Then King 
Pasenadi addressed hiṁ: “Please, dear Sudassana, ṁeṁorize this verse in the Buddha’s presence 
and recite it to ṁe whenever I aṁ presented with a ṁeal. I’ll set up a regular daily allowance of a 
hundred dollars for you.” “Yes, Your Majesty,” replied Sudassana. He ṁeṁorized that verse in the
Buddha’s presence, and then whenever the king was presented with a ṁeal he would repeat it:

“When a ṁan is always ṁindful, 
knowing ṁoderation in eating, 
his discoṁfort diṁinishes, 
and he ages slowly, taking care of his life.”

Then the king gradually got used to having no ṁore than a pint of rice. After soṁe tiṁe King 
Pasenadi’s body sliṁṁed right down. Stroking his liṁbs with his hands, at that tiṁe he spoke 
these words of inspiration: “The Buddha truly has coṁpassion for ṁe in both the good of the 
present life and the good of the next life.”

3:14. Battle (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. Then King Aja� tasattu Vedehiputta of Magadha ṁobilized an arṁy of four divisions 
and ṁarched to Ka� si to attack King Pasenadi of Kosala. When King Pasenadi heard of this, he 
ṁobilized an arṁy of four divisions and ṁarched to Ka�si to defend it against Aja� tasattu. Then the
two kings ṁet in battle. And in that battle Aja� tasattu defeated Pasenadi, who withdrew to his 
own capital at Sa� vatthī�.

Then several ṁendicants robed up in the ṁorning and, taking their bowls and robes, entered 
Sa�vatthī� for alṁs. Then, after the ṁeal, when they returned froṁ alṁs-round, they went up to the
Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ what had happened. Then the Buddha said:
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“Mendicants, King Aja� tasattu has bad friends, coṁpanions, and associates. But King Pasenadi 
has good friends, coṁpanions, and associates. Yet on this day King Pasenadi will have a bad 
night’s sleep as one defeated.” That is what the Buddha said. …

“Victory gives rise to enṁity; 
the defeated sleep badly. 
The peaceful sleep well, 
having left victory and defeat behind.”

3:15. Battle (2nd)

Then King Aja� tasattu Vedehiputta of Magadha ṁobilized an arṁy of four divisions and ṁarched 
to Ka�si to attack King Pasenadi of Kosala. When King Pasenadi heard of this, he ṁobilized an 
arṁy of four divisions and ṁarched to Ka� si to defend it against Aja� tasattu. Then the two kings 
ṁet in battle. And in that battle Pasenadi defeated Aja� tasattu and captured hiṁ alive. Then King 
Pasenadi thought: “Even though I’ve never betrayed this King Aja� tasattu, he betrayed ṁe. Still, he
is ṁy nephew. Now that I’ve vanquished all of Aja� tasattu’s elephant troops, cavalry, chariots, and 
infantry, why don’t I let hiṁ loose with just his life?”

And that’s what he did.
Then several ṁendicants … told the Buddha what had happened.
Then, knowing the ṁeaning of this, on that occasion the Buddha recited these verses:

“A ṁan goes on plundering 
as long as it serves his ends. 
But as soon as others plunder hiṁ, 
the plunderer is plundered.

For the fool thinks they’ve got away with it 
as long as the wickedness doesn’t ripen. 
But when the wickedness ripens, 
they fall into suffering.

A killer creates a killer; 
a conqueror creates a conqueror; 
an abuser creates abuse, 
and a bully creates a bully. 
And so as deeds unfold 
the plunderer is plundered.”

3:16. A Daughter

At Sa�vatthī�. Then King Pasenadi of Kosala went up to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one 
side. Then a ṁan went up to the king and whispered in his ear: “Your Majesty, Queen Mallika�  has 
given birth to a daughter.” When this was said, King Pasenadi was disappointed.

Then, knowing that King Pasenadi was disappointed, on that occasion the Buddha recited 
these verses:

“Well, soṁe woṁen are better than ṁen, 
O ruler of the people. 
Wise and virtuous, 
a devoted wife who honors her ṁother in law.
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And when she has a son, 
he becoṁes a hero, O lord of the land. 
The son of such a blessed lady 
ṁay even rule the realṁ.”

3:17. Diligence

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, King Pasenadi said to the Buddha: “Sir, is there one thing that 
secures benefits for both the present life and lives to coṁe?”

“There is, great king.”
“So what is it?”
“Diligence, great king, is one thing that, when developed and cultivated, secures benefits for 

both the present life and lives to coṁe. The footprints of all creatures that walk can fit inside an 
elephant’s footprint. So an elephant’s footprint is said to be the biggest of theṁ all. In the saṁe 
way, diligence is one thing that secures benefits for both the present life and lives to coṁe.” That 
is what the Buddha said. …

“For one who desires a continuous flow 
of exceptional delights— 
long life, beauty, and health, 
heaven, and birth in an eṁinent faṁily—

the astute praise diligence 
in ṁaking ṁerit. 
Being diligent, an astute person 
secures both benefits:

the benefit in this life, 
and in lives to coṁe. 
A wise one, coṁprehending the ṁeaning, 
is called ‘astute’.”

3:18. Good Friends

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, King Pasenadi said to the Buddha: “Just now, sir, as I was in 
private retreat this thought caṁe to ṁind. ‘The teaching is well explained by the Buddha. But it’s 
for soṁeone with good friends, coṁpanions, and associates, not for soṁeone with bad friends, 
coṁpanions, and associates.’”

“That’s so true, great king! That’s so true!” said the Buddha. And he repeated the king’s 
stateṁent, adding:

“Great king, this one tiṁe I was staying in the land of the Sakyans where they have a town 
naṁed Nagaraka. Then the ṁendicant AJ nanda caṁe to ṁe, bowed, sat down to one side, and 
said: ‘Sir, good friends, coṁpanions, and associates are half the spiritual life.’

When he had spoken, I said to hiṁ: ‘Not so, AJ nanda! Not so, AJ nanda! Good friends, 
coṁpanions, and associates are the whole of the spiritual life. A ṁendicant with good friends, 
coṁpanions, and associates can expect to develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path.

And how does a ṁendicant with good friends develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path? 
It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading 
away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant with good friends develops 
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and cultivates the noble eightfold path. And here’s another way to understand how good friends 
are the whole of the spiritual life.

For, by relying on ṁe as a good friend, sentient beings who are liable to rebirth, old age, and 
death, to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress are freed froṁ all these things. This is 
another way to understand how good friends are the whole of the spiritual life.’

So, great king, you should train like this: ‘I will have good friends, coṁpanions, and associates.’
That’s how you should train.

When you have good friends, coṁpanions, and associates, you should live supported by one 
thing: diligence in skillful qualities.

When you’re diligent, supported by diligence, your ladies of the hareṁ,
aristocrat vassals,
troops,
and people of town and country will think: ‘The king lives diligently, supported by diligence. 

We’d better live diligently, supported by diligence!’
When you’re diligent, supported by diligence, then not only you yourself, but your ladies of the

hareṁ, and your treasury and storehouses will be guarded and protected.” That is what the 
Buddha said. …

“For one who desires a continuous flow 
of exceptional wealth, 
the astute praise diligence 
in ṁaking ṁerit. 
Being diligent, an astute person 
secures both benefits:

the benefit in this life, 
and in lives to coṁe. 
A wise one, coṁprehending the ṁeaning, 
is called ‘astute’.”

3:19. Childless (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. Then King Pasenadi of Kosala went up to the Buddha in the ṁiddle of the day, bowed,
and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ: “So, great king, where are you coṁing froṁ in 
the ṁiddle of the day?”

“Sir, here in Sa�vatthī� a financier householder has passed away. Since he died childless, I have 
coṁe after transferring his fortune to the royal coṁpound. There was eight ṁillion in gold, not to
speak of the silver. And yet that financier ate ṁeals of rough gruel with pickles. He wore clothes 
consisting of three pieces of sunn heṁp. He traveled around in a vehicle that was a dilapidated 
little cart, holding a leaf as sunshade.”

“That’s so true, great king! That’s so true! When a bad person has acquired exceptional wealth 
they don’t ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased. Nor do they ṁake their ṁother and father, 
partners and children, bondservants, workers, and staff, and friends and colleagues happy and 
pleased. And they don’t establish an uplifting teacher’s offering for ascetics and brahṁins that’s 
conducive to heaven, ripens in happiness, and leads to heaven. Because they haven’t ṁade 
proper use of that wealth, rulers or bandits take it, or fire consuṁes it, or flood sweeps it away, 
or unloved heirs take it. Since that wealth is not properly utilized, it’s wasted, not used.

Suppose there was a lotus pond in an uninhabited region with clear, sweet, cool water, clean, 
with sṁooth banks, delightful. But people don’t collect it or drink it or bathe in it or use it for any 
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purpose. Since that water is not properly utilized, it’s wasted, not used. In the saṁe way, when a 
bad person has acquired exceptional wealth … it’s wasted, not used.

When a good person has acquired exceptional wealth they ṁake theṁselves happy and 
pleased. And they ṁake their ṁother and father, partners and children, bondservants, workers, 
and staff, and friends and colleagues happy and pleased. And they establish an uplifting teacher’s 
offering for ascetics and brahṁins that’s conducive to heaven, ripens in happiness, and leads to 
heaven. Because they ṁake proper use of that wealth, rulers or bandits don’t take it, fire doesn’t 
consuṁe it, flood doesn’t sweep it away, and unloved heirs don’t take it. Since that wealth is 
properly utilized, it’s used, not wasted.

Suppose there was a lotus pond not far froṁ a town or village with clear, sweet, cool water, 
clean, with sṁooth banks, delightful. And people collected it and drank it and bathed in it and 
used it for their own purpose. Since that water is properly utilized, it’s used, not wasted. In the 
saṁe way, when a good person has acquired exceptional wealth … it’s used, not wasted.

As cool water in an uninhabited region 
evaporates when not drunk; 
so too when a corrupt person acquires wealth, 
they neither use it theṁselves nor give it away.

But when a wise and sensible person gets hold of wealth, 
they use it and do their duty. 
That head, having supported the faṁily unit, 
blaṁeless, goes to a heavenly place.”

3:20. Childless (2nd)

Then King Pasenadi of Kosala went up to the Buddha in the ṁiddle of the day … The Buddha said 
to hiṁ: “So, great king, where are you coṁing froṁ in the ṁiddle of the day?”

“Sir, here in Sa�vatthī� a financier householder has passed away. Since he died childless, I have 
coṁe after transferring his fortune to the royal coṁpound. There was ten ṁillion in gold, not to 
speak of the silver. And yet that financier ate ṁeals of rough gruel with pickles. He wore clothes 
consisting of three pieces of sunn heṁp. He traveled around in a vehicle that was a dilapidated 
little cart, holding a leaf as sunshade.”

“That’s so true, great king! That’s so true! Once upon a tiṁe, great king, that financier 
householder provided alṁs-food on behalf of a Buddha awakened for hiṁself naṁed 
Tagarasikhī�. He instructed: ‘Give alṁs to that ascetic,’ before getting up froṁ his seat and leaving.
But after giving he regretted it: ‘It would have been better to feed the bondservants or workers 
with that alṁs-food.’ What’s ṁore, he ṁurdered his brother’s only child for the sake of his 
fortune.

Because that financier provided Tagarasikhī� with alṁs-food, as a result of that deed he was 
reborn seven tiṁes in a good place, a heavenly realṁ. And as a residual result of that saṁe deed 
he held the position of financier seven tiṁes right here in Sa�vatthī�. But because that financier 
regretted giving alṁs, as a result of that deed his ṁind didn’t tend to enjoy nice food, clothes, 
vehicles, or the five refined kinds of sensual stiṁulation. And because that financier ṁurdered 
his brother’s only child for the sake of his fortune, as a result of that deed he burned in hell for 
ṁany years, for ṁany hundreds, ṁany thousands, ṁany hundreds of thousands of years. And as 
a residual result of that saṁe deed for the seventh tiṁe, since he is childless, his fortune ends up 
in the royal treasury. Now the old ṁerit of that financier has been used up, and he hasn’t 
accuṁulated new ṁerit. Today, great king, that financier burns in the Great Hell of Screaṁs.” “So,
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sir, that financier has been reborn in the Great Hell of Screaṁs?” “Yes he has, great king.” That is 
what the Buddha said. …

“Grain, wealth, silver, and gold, 
or whatever other possessions there are; 
bondservants, workers, eṁployees, 
and those dependent for their livelihood:

you ṁust go on without taking these; 
all of theṁ are left behind. 
But the deeds you do 
by body, speech, and ṁind—

that’s what you can call your own. 
That’s what you take when you go. 
That’s what goes with you, 
like a shadow that never leaves.

That’s why you should do good, 
investing in the future life. 
The good deeds of sentient beings 
support theṁ in the next world.”

3. Kosala

3:21. Persons

At Sa�vatthī�. Then King Pasenadi of Kosala went up to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one 
side. The Buddha said to hiṁ: “Great king, these four people are found in the world. What four?

1. The dark bound for darkness, 
2. the dark bound for light, 
3. the light bound for darkness, and 
4. the light bound for light.

And how is a person dark and bound for darkness? It’s when soṁe person is reborn in a low 
faṁily—a faṁily of outcastes, baṁboo-workers, hunters, chariot-ṁakers, or waste-collectors—
poor, with little to eat or drink, where life is tough, and food and shelter are hard to find. And 
they’re ugly, unsightly, deforṁed, chronically ill—one-eyed, crippled, laṁe, or half-paralyzed. 
They don’t get to have food, drink, clothes, and vehicles; garlands, perfuṁes, and ṁakeup; or bed,
house, and lighting. And they do bad things by way of body, speech, and ṁind. When their body 
breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell.

This person is like soṁeone who goes froṁ darkness to darkness, froṁ blackness to 
blackness, froṁ bloodstain to bloodstain. That’s how a person is dark and bound for darkness.

And how is a person dark and bound for light? It’s when soṁe person is reborn in a low faṁily
—a faṁily of outcastes, baṁboo-workers, hunters, chariot-ṁakers, or waste-collectors—poor, 
with little to eat or drink, where life is tough, and food and shelter are hard to find. And they’re 
ugly, unsightly, deforṁed, chronically ill—one-eyed, crippled, laṁe, or half-paralyzed. They don’t
get to have food, drink, clothes, and vehicles; garlands, perfuṁes, and ṁakeup; or bed, house, and
lighting. But they do good things by way of body, speech, and ṁind. When their body breaks up, 
after death, they’re reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ.
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This person is like soṁeone who ascends froṁ the ground to a couch; froṁ a couch to 
horseback; froṁ horseback to an elephant; and froṁ an elephant to a stilt longhouse. That’s how 
a person is dark and bound for light.

And how is a person light and bound for darkness? It’s when soṁe person is reborn in an 
eṁinent faṁily—a well-to-do faṁily of aristocrats, brahṁins, or householders—rich, affluent, 
and wealthy, with lots of gold and silver, lots of property and assets, and lots of ṁoney and grain. 
And they’re attractive, good-looking, lovely, of surpassing beauty. They get to have food, drink, 
clothes, and vehicles; garlands, perfuṁes, and ṁakeup; and bed, house, and lighting. But they do 
bad things by way of body, speech, and ṁind. When their body breaks up, after death, they’re 
reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell.

This person is like soṁeone who descends froṁ a stilt longhouse to an elephant; froṁ an 
elephant to horseback; froṁ horseback to a couch; and froṁ a couch to the ground; and froṁ the 
ground they enter darkness. That’s how a person is light and bound for darkness.

And how is a person light and bound for light? It’s when soṁe person is reborn in an eṁinent 
faṁily—a well-to-do faṁily of aristocrats, brahṁins, or householders—rich, affluent, and 
wealthy, with lots of gold and silver, lots of property and assets, and lots of ṁoney and grain. And
they’re attractive, good-looking, lovely, of surpassing beauty. They get to have food, drink, 
clothes, and vehicles; garlands, perfuṁes, and ṁakeup; and bed, house, and lighting. And they do 
good things by way of body, speech, and ṁind. When their body breaks up, after death, they’re 
reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ.

This person is like soṁeone who shifts froṁ one couch to another; froṁ the back of one horse 
to another; froṁ one elephant to another; or froṁ one stilt longhouse to another. That’s how a 
person is light and bound for light. These are the four people found in the world.” That is what 
the Buddha said. …

“O king, soṁe people are poor, 
faithless and stingy. 
Miserly, with bad intentions, 
they lack regard, they have wrong view.

They abuse and insult 
ascetics and brahṁins 
and other renunciates. 
They’re nihilists and bullies,

who prevent others froṁ giving 
food to beggars. 
O king, ruler of the people: 
when such people die 
they fall into the terrible hell— 
froṁ darkness they’re bound for darkness.

O king, soṁe people are poor, 
but faithful and not stingy. 
They give with best of intentions, 
that peaceful-hearted person.

They rise for and bow to 
ascetics and brahṁins 
and other renunciates. 
Training in ṁoral conduct,
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they don’t prevent others froṁ giving 
food to beggars. 
O king, ruler of the people: 
when such people die 
they go to the heaven of the Three— 
froṁ darkness they’re bound for light.

O king, soṁe people are rich, 
but faithless and stingy. 
Miserly, with bad intentions, 
they lack regard, they have wrong view.

They abuse and insult 
ascetics and brahṁins 
and other renunciates. 
They’re nihilists and bullies,

who prevent others froṁ giving 
food to beggars. 
O king, ruler of the people: 
when such people die 
they fall into the terrible hell— 
froṁ light they’re bound for darkness.

O king, soṁe people are rich, 
faithful and not stingy. 
They give with best of intentions, 
that peaceful-hearted person.

They rise for and bow to 
ascetics and brahṁins 
and other renunciates. 
Training in ṁoral conduct,

they don’t prevent others froṁ giving 
food to beggars. 
O king, ruler of the people: 
when such people die 
they go to the heaven of the Three— 
froṁ light they’re bound for light.”

3:22. Grandṁother

At Sa�vatthī�. King Pasenadi of Kosala sat to one side, and the Buddha said to hiṁ: “So, great king, 
where are you coṁing froṁ in the ṁiddle of the day?”

“Sir, ṁy grandṁother has passed away. She was old, elderly and senior. She was advanced in 
years and had reached the final stage of life; she was a hundred and twenty years old. But I loved 
ṁy grandṁother; she was dear to ṁe. If by giving away the elephant treasure I could get ṁy 
grandṁother back, I’d do it. If by giving away the horse treasure I could get ṁy grandṁother 
back, I’d do it. If by giving away a prize village I could get ṁy grandṁother back, I’d do it. If by 
giving away the whole country I could get ṁy grandṁother back, I’d do it.” “Great king, all 
sentient beings are liable to die. Death is their end; they’re not exeṁpt froṁ death.” “It’s 
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incredible, sir, it’s aṁazing, how well said this was by the Buddha: ‘All sentient beings are liable 
to die. Death is their end; they’re not exeṁpt froṁ death.’”

“That’s so true, great king! That’s so true! All sentient beings are liable to die. Death is their 
end; they’re not exeṁpt froṁ death. It’s like the vessels ṁade by potters. Whatever kind they are,
whether baked or unbaked, all of theṁ are liable to break apart. Breaking is their end; they’re not
exeṁpt froṁ breakage. In the saṁe way, all sentient beings are liable to die. Death is their end; 
they’re not exeṁpt froṁ death.” That is what the Buddha said. …

“All beings will die, 
for life ends with death. 
They pass on according to their deeds, 
reaping the fruits of good and bad. 
Those who do bad go to hell, 
and if you do good you go to heaven.

That’s why you should do good, 
investing in the future life. 
The good deeds of sentient beings 
support theṁ in the next world.”

3:23. The World

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, King Pasenadi said to the Buddha: “Sir, how ṁany things arise in 
the world for its harṁ, suffering, and discoṁfort?” “Great king, three things arise in the world for 
its harṁ, suffering, and discoṁfort. What three? Greed, hate, and delusion. These three things 
arise in the world for its harṁ, suffering, and discoṁfort.” That is what the Buddha said. …

“When greed, hate, and delusion, 
have arisen inside oneself, 
they harṁ a person of wicked heart, 
as a reed is destroyed by its own fruit.”

3:24. Archery

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, King Pasenadi said to the Buddha: “Sir, where should a gift be 
given?” “Wherever your heart feels inspired, great king.” “But sir, where is a gift very fruitful?” 
“Where a gift should be given is one thing, great king, but where a gift is very fruitful is another. A
gift is very fruitful when it’s given to an ethical person, not so ṁuch to an unethical person. Well 
then, great king, I’ll ask you about this in return, and you can answer as you like. What do you 
think, great king? Suppose you were at war, ready to fight a battle. Then along coṁes an 
aristocrat youth who is untrained, inexpert, unfit, inexperienced. And he’s fearful, cowardly, 
treṁbling, quick to flee. Would you eṁploy such a ṁan? Would he be of any use to you?” “No, sir, 
I would have no use for such a ṁan.” “What about a brahṁin youth, a ṁerchant youth, or a 
worker youth who was siṁilar?” “No, sir, I would have no use for such a ṁan.”

“What do you think, great king? Suppose you were at war, ready to fight a battle. Then along 
coṁes an aristocrat youth who is trained, expert, fit, experienced. And he’s fearless, brave, bold, 
standing his ground. Would you eṁploy such a ṁan? Would he be of any use to you?” “Yes, sir, I 
would have a use for such a ṁan.” “What about a brahṁin youth, a ṁerchant youth, or a worker 
youth who was siṁilar? Would you eṁploy such a ṁan? Would he be of any use to you?” “Yes, sir,
I would have a use for such a ṁan.”
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“In the saṁe way, a gift to anyone who has given up five factors and possesses five factors is 
very fruitful, no ṁatter what faṁily they’ve gone forth froṁ. What are the five factors they’ve 
given up? Sensual desire, ill will, dullness and drowsiness, restlessness and reṁorse, and doubt. 
These are the five factors they’ve given up. What are the five factors they possess? The entire 
spectruṁ of an adept’s ethics, iṁṁersion, wisdoṁ, freedoṁ, and knowledge and vision of 
freedoṁ. These are the five factors they possess. I say that a gift to anyone who has given up 
these five factors and possesses these five factors is very fruitful.” That is what the Buddha said. 
Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Any youth skilled at archery, 
powerful and vigorous, 
would be eṁployed by a king going to war— 
one is not a coward because of one’s birth.

Just so, whoever is settled 
in the qualities of patience and gentleness, 
a clever person with noble conduct, 
should be venerated even if they’re low born.

You should build lovely herṁitages 
and settle learned people in theṁ. 
You should set up water supplies in barren regions 
and passages in places hard to travel.

Food, drink, edibles, 
clothes, and lodgings 
should be given to the upright ones, 
with a clear and confident heart.

The thundering rain cloud, 
its hundred peaks wreathed in lightning, 
pours down over the rich earth, 
soaking the uplands and valleys.

So too an astute person, 
faithful and learned, 
should prepare a ṁeal to satisfy 
renunciates with food and drink.

Rejoicing, they distribute, 
saying, ‘Give! give!’ 
For that is their thunder, 
like the gods when it rains. 
That streaṁ of ṁerit so abundant 
showers down on the giver.”

3:25. The Siṁile of the Mountain

At Sa�vatthī�. King Pasenadi of Kosala sat to one side, and the Buddha said to hiṁ: “So, great king, 
where are you coṁing froṁ in the ṁiddle of the day?” “Sir, there are anointed aristocratic kings 
who are infatuated with power, and obsessed with greed for sensual pleasures. They have 
attained stability in the country, occupying a vast conquered territory. Today I have been busy 
fulfilling the duties of such kings.”
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“What do you think, great king? Suppose a trustworthy and reliable ṁan were to coṁe froṁ 
the east. He’d approach you and say: ‘Please sir, you should know this. I coṁe froṁ the east. 
There I saw a huge ṁountain that reached the clouds. And it was coṁing this way, crushing all 
creatures. So then, great king, do what you ṁust!’ Then a second trustworthy and reliable ṁan 
were to coṁe froṁ the west … a third froṁ the north … and a fourth froṁ the south. He’d 
approach you and say: ‘Please sir, you should know this. I coṁe froṁ the south. There I saw a 
huge ṁountain that reached the clouds. And it was coṁing this way, crushing all creatures. So 
then, great king, do what you ṁust!’ Should such a dire threat arise—a terrible loss of huṁan life,
when huṁan birth is so rare—what would you do?”

“Sir, what could I do but practice the teachings, practice ṁorality, doing skillful and good 
actions?”

“I tell you, great king, I announce to you: old age and death are advancing upon you. Since old 
age and death are advancing upon you, what would you do?” “Sir, what can I do but practice the 
teachings, practice ṁorality, doing skillful and good actions? Sir, there are anointed aristocratic 
kings who are infatuated with power, and obsessed with greed for sensual pleasures. They have 
attained stability in the country, occupying a vast conquered territory. Such kings engage in 
battles of elephants, cavalry, chariots, or infantry. But there is no place, no scope for such battles 
when old age and death are advancing. In this royal court there are ṁinisters of wise counsel 
who are capable of dividing an approaching eneṁy by wise counsel. But there is no place, no 
scope for such diploṁatic battles when old age and death are advancing. In this royal court there 
is abundant gold coin and bullion stored in dungeons and towers. Using this wealth we can pay 
off an approaching eneṁy. But there is no place, no scope for such ṁonetary battles when old age
and death are advancing. When old age and death are advancing, what can I do but practice the 
teachings, practice ṁorality, doing skillful and good actions?”

“That’s so true, great king! That’s so true! When old age and death are advancing, what can 
you do but practice the teachings, practice ṁorality, doing skillful and good actions?” That is 
what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Suppose there were vast ṁountains 
of solid rock touching the sky 
drawing in froṁ all sides 
and crushing the four quarters.

So too old age and death 
advance upon all living creatures— 
aristocrats, brahṁins, ṁerchants, 
workers, outcastes, and scavengers. 
They spare nothing. 
They crush all beneath theṁ.

There’s nowhere for elephants to take a stand, 
nor chariots nor infantry. 
They can’t be defeated 
by diploṁatic battles or by wealth.

That’s why an astute person, 
seeing what’s good for theṁselves, 
being wise, would place faith 
in the Buddha, the teaching, and the San� gha.

Whoever lives by the teaching 
in body, speech, and ṁind, 
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is praised in this life 
and departs to rejoice in heaven.”

The Linked Discourses with the Kosalan are coṁpleted.

4. Ma�rasaṁ� yutta:
With Māra

1. Life Span

4:1. Mortification

So I have heard. At one tiṁe, when he was first awakened, the Buddha was staying near Uruvela�  
at the root of the goatherd’s banyan tree on the bank of the NeranC jara�  River. Then as he was in 
private retreat this thought caṁe to his ṁind: “I aṁ truly freed froṁ that grueling work! Thank 
goodness I’ṁ freed froṁ that pointless grueling work. Thank goodness that, steadfast and 
ṁindful, I have attained awakening.”

And then Ma�ra the Wicked, knowing what the Buddha was thinking, went up to hiṁ and 
addressed hiṁ in verse:

“You’ve departed froṁ the practice of ṁortification 
by which huṁans purify theṁselves. 
You’re iṁpure, but think yourself pure; 
you’ve strayed froṁ the path of purity.”

Then the Buddha, knowing that this was Ma�ra the Wicked, replied to hiṁ in verse:

“I realized that it’s pointless; 
all that ṁortification in search of iṁṁortality 
is as futile 
as oars and rudder on dry land.

Ethics, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ: 
by developing this path to awakening 
I attained ultiṁate purity. 
You’re defeated, terṁinator!”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The Buddha knows ṁe! The Holy One knows ṁe!” ṁiserable
and sad, vanished right there.

4:2. In the Forṁ of an Elephant King

So I have heard. At one tiṁe, when he was first awakened, the Buddha was staying near Uruvela�  
at the root of the goatherd’s banyan tree on the bank of the NeranC jara�  River. Now at that tiṁe the
Buddha was ṁeditating in the open during the dark of night, while a gentle rain drizzled down. 
Then Ma�ra the Wicked, wanting to ṁake the Buddha feel fear, terror, and goosebuṁps, 
ṁanifested in the forṁ of a huge elephant king and approached hiṁ. Its head was like a huge 
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block of soapstone. Its tusks were like pure silver. Its trunk was like a long plough pole. Then the 
Buddha, knowing that this was Ma�ra the Wicked, addressed hiṁ in verse:

“Transṁigrating for such a long tiṁe, 
you’ve ṁade forṁs beautiful and ugly. 
Enough of this, Wicked One! 
You’re defeated, terṁinator!”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The Buddha knows ṁe! The Holy One knows ṁe!” ṁiserable
and sad, vanished right there.

4:3. Beautiful

So I have heard. At one tiṁe, when he was first awakened, the Buddha was staying near Uruvela�  
at the root of the goatherd’s banyan tree on the bank of the NeranC jara�  River. Now at that tiṁe the
Buddha was ṁeditating in the open during the dark of night, while a gentle rain drizzled down. 
Then Ma�ra the Wicked, wanting to ṁake the Buddha feel fear, terror, and goosebuṁps, 
approached hiṁ, and while not far away generated a rainbow of bright colors, both beautiful and 
ugly. Then the Buddha, knowing that this was Ma� ra the Wicked, replied to hiṁ in verse:

“Transṁigrating for such a long tiṁe, 
you’ve ṁade forṁs beautiful and ugly. 
Enough of this, Wicked One! 
You’re defeated, terṁinator.

Those who are well restrained 
in body, speech, and ṁind 
don’t fall under Ma�ra’s sway, 
they don’t becoṁe your footṁen.”

Then Ma�ra … vanished right there.

4:4. Ma� ra’s Snares (1st)

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Benares, in the deer park at Isipatana. 
There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” “Venerable sir,” they replied. The 
Buddha said this:

“Mendicants, I have attained and realized supreṁe freedoṁ through proper attention and 
proper effort. You too should attain and realize supreṁe freedoṁ through proper attention and 
proper effort.” Then Ma� ra the Wicked went up to the Buddha and addressed hiṁ in verse:

“You’re bound by Ma�ra’s snares, 
both huṁan and divine. 
You’re bound by Ma� ra’s bonds: 
you won’t escape ṁe, ascetic!”

“I’ṁ freed froṁ Ma�ra’s snares, 
both huṁan and divine. 
I’ṁ freed froṁ Ma� ra’s bonds. 
You’re defeated, terṁinator!”

Then Ma�ra … vanished right there.
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4:5. Ma� ra’s Snares (2nd)

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Benares, in the deer park at Isipatana. There the 
Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” “Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said 
this:

“Mendicants, I aṁ freed froṁ all snares, both huṁan and divine. You are also freed froṁ all 
snares, both huṁan and divine. Wander forth, ṁendicants, for the welfare and happiness of the 
people, out of coṁpassion for the world, for the benefit, welfare, and happiness of gods and 
huṁans. Let not two go by one road. Teach the Dhaṁṁa that’s good in the beginning, good in the 
ṁiddle, and good in the end, ṁeaningful and well-phrased. And reveal a spiritual practice that’s 
entirely full and pure. There are beings with little dust in their eyes. They’re in decline because 
they haven’t heard the teaching. There will be those who understand the teaching! I will travel to 
Uruvela� , the village of Sena�ni, in order to teach the Dhaṁṁa.” Then Ma�ra the Wicked went up to 
the Buddha and addressed hiṁ in verse:

“You’re bound by all snares, 
both huṁan and divine. 
You’re bound by the great bond: 
you won’t escape ṁe, ascetic!”

“I’ṁ freed froṁ all snares, 
both huṁan and divine. 
I’ṁ freed froṁ the great bonds; 
You’re defeated, terṁinator!”

Then Ma�ra … vanished right there.

4:6. A Serpent

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the 
squirrels’ feeding ground. Now at that tiṁe the Buddha was ṁeditating in the open during the 
dark of night, while a gentle rain drizzled down.

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, wanting to ṁake the Buddha feel fear, terror, and goosebuṁps, 
ṁanifested in the forṁ of a huge serpent king and approached hiṁ. Its body was like a huge 
canoe carved froṁ a single tree. Its hood was like a large brewer’s sieve. Its eyes were like those 
big bronze dishes froṁ Kosala. Its tongue flickered froṁ its ṁouth like lightning flashes in a 
thunderstorṁ. The sound of its breathing was like the puffing of a blacksṁith’s bellows.

Then the Buddha, knowing that this was Ma�ra the Wicked, replied to hiṁ in verse:

“A self-controlled sage frequents 
eṁpty buildings for lodging. 
It’s appropriate for such a person 
to live there after relinquishing.

Though there are lots of creepy crawlies, 
and lots of flies and snakes, 
they wouldn’t stir a hair 
of a great sage in that eṁpty hut.

Though the sky ṁay split and the earth ṁay quake, 
and all creatures be stricken with fear; 
and even if an arrow’s aiṁed at their breast, 
the Buddhas take no shelter in attachṁents.”
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Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The Buddha knows ṁe! The Holy One knows ṁe!” ṁiserable
and sad, vanished right there.

4:7. Sleeping

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. He spent ṁost of the night practicing walking ṁeditation in the open. At the crack of 
dawn he washed his feet and entered his dwelling. He laid down in the lion’s posture—on the 
right side, placing one foot on top of the other—ṁindful and aware, and focused on the tiṁe of 
getting up. Then Ma�ra the Wicked went up to the Buddha and addressed hiṁ in verse:

“What, you’re asleep? Really, you’re asleep? 
You sleep like a loser—what’s up with that? 
You sleep, thinking that the hut is eṁpty. 
You sleep when the sun has coṁe up—what’s up with that?”

“For theṁ there is no craving— 
the weaver, the clinger—to lead theṁ anywhere. 
With the ending of all attachṁents the awakened Buddha sleeps. 
What’s that got to do with you, Ma� ra?”

Then Ma�ra … vanished right there.

4:8. Delighting

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Then Ma� ra the Wicked went up to the Buddha and recited this verse 
in the Buddha’s presence:

“Your children bring you delight! 
Your cattle also bring you delight! 
For attachṁents are a ṁan’s delight; 
without attachṁents there’s no delight.”

“Your children bring you sorrow. 
Your cattle also bring you sorrow. 
For attachṁents are a ṁan’s sorrow; 
without attachṁents there are no sorrows.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The Buddha knows ṁe! The Holy One knows ṁe!” ṁiserable
and sad, vanished right there.

4:9. Life Span (1st)

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the 
squirrels’ feeding ground. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” 
“Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Mendicants, the life span of huṁans is short. You ṁust go to the next life. So you should do 
what is skillful, you should practice the spiritual life. No-one born is iṁṁortal. A long life is a 
hundred years or a little ṁore.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked went up to the Buddha and addressed hiṁ in verse:
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“The life of huṁans is long! 
A good person wouldn’t scorn it. 
Live like a suckling babe, 
for Death has not coṁe for you.”

“The life of huṁans is short, 
and a good person scorns it. 
They should live as though their head was on fire, 
for Death coṁes for everyone.”

Then Ma�ra … vanished right there.

4:10. Long Life (2nd)

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the 
squirrels’ feeding ground. There the Buddha … said:

“Mendicants, the life span of huṁans is short. You ṁust go to the next life. So you should do 
what is skillful, you should practice the spiritual life. No-one born is iṁṁortal. A long life is a 
hundred years or a little ṁore.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked went up to the Buddha and addressed hiṁ in verse:

“The days and nights don’t rush by, 
and life isn’t cut short. 
The life of ṁortals keeps rolling on, 
like a chariot’s riṁ around the hub.”

“The days and nights rush by, 
and then life is cut short. 
The life of ṁortals wastes away, 
like the water in tiny streaṁs.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The Buddha knows ṁe! The Holy One knows ṁe!” ṁiserable
and sad, vanished right there.

2. Rule

4:11. Boulders

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, on the Vulture’s Peak Mountain. Now at that 
tiṁe the Buddha was ṁeditating in the open during the dark of night, while a gentle rain drizzled
down. Then Ma�ra the Wicked, wanting to ṁake the Buddha feel fear, terror, and goosebuṁps, 
approached hiṁ, and crushed soṁe large boulders close by hiṁ.

Then the Buddha, knowing that this was Ma�ra the Wicked, addressed hiṁ in verse:

“Even if you shake 
this entire Vulture’s Peak, 
the rightly released, 
the awakened, are unshaken.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The Buddha knows ṁe! The Holy One knows ṁe!” ṁiserable
and sad, vanished right there.
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4:12. Lion

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. 
Now, at that tiṁe the Buddha was teaching Dhaṁṁa, surrounded by a large asseṁbly.

Then Ma�ra thought: “The ascetic Gotaṁa is teaching Dhaṁṁa, surrounded by a large 
asseṁbly. Why don’t I go and pull the wool over their eyes?” Then Ma�ra the Wicked went up to 
the Buddha and addressed hiṁ in verse:

“Why now do you roar like a lion? 
You’re so self-assured in the asseṁbly! 
For there is soṁeone who’ll wrestle with you, 
so why do you iṁagine you’re the victor?”

“The great heroes they roar, 
self-assured in the asseṁbly. 
The Realized One, attained to power, 
has crossed over clinging to the world.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The Buddha knows ṁe! The Holy One knows ṁe!” ṁiserable
and sad, vanished right there.

4:13. A Splinter

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha in the Maddakucchi deer 
park. Now at that tiṁe the Buddha’s foot had been cut by a splinter. The Buddha was stricken by 
harrowing pains; physical feelings that were painful, sharp, severe, acute, unpleasant, and 
disagreeable. But he endured with ṁindfulness and situational awareness, without worrying. 
And then he spread out his outer robe folded in four and laid down in the lion’s posture—on the 
right side, placing one foot on top of the other—ṁindful and aware. Then Ma�ra the Wicked went 
up to the Buddha and addressed hiṁ in verse:

“Are you feeble that you lie down? Or are you drunk on poetry? 
Don’t you have all that you need? 
Alone in a secluded lodging, 
why this sleeping, sleepyhead?”

“I’ṁ not feeble that I lie down, nor aṁ I drunk on poetry. 
Having reached the goal, I’ṁ rid of sorrow. 
Alone in a secluded lodging, 
I lie down full of coṁpassion for all living creatures.

Even those with a dart stuck in the breast, 
piercing the heart again and again, 
are able to get soṁe sleep. 
So why not I, whose dart is drawn out?

I don’t lie awake tense, nor do I fear to sleep. 
The days and nights don’t disturb ṁe, 
as I see no decline for ṁyself in the world. 
That’s why I lie down full of coṁpassion for all living creatures.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The Buddha knows ṁe! The Holy One knows ṁe!” ṁiserable
and sad, vanished right there.
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4:14. Appropriate

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Kosalans near the brahṁin village of 
Ekasa� la� . Now, at that tiṁe the Buddha was teaching Dhaṁṁa, surrounded by a large asseṁbly of 
laypeople.

Then Ma�ra thought: “The ascetic Gotaṁa is teaching Dhaṁṁa, surrounded by a large 
asseṁbly of laypeople. Why don’t I go and pull the wool over their eyes?” Then Ma� ra the Wicked 
went up to the Buddha and addressed hiṁ in verse:

“It’s not appropriate for you 
to instruct others. 
As you engage in this, 
don’t get caught up in favoring and opposing.”

“The Buddha instructs others 
out of coṁpassion for their welfare. 
The Realized One is liberated 
froṁ favoring and opposing.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The Buddha knows ṁe! The Holy One knows ṁe!” ṁiserable
and sad, vanished right there.

4:15. A Mental Snare

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Then Ma� ra the Wicked went up to the Buddha and addressed hiṁ in 
verse:

“There’s a ṁental snare 
wandering the sky. 
I’ll bind you with it— 
you won’t escape ṁe, ascetic!”

“Sights, sounds, tastes, sṁells, 
and touches so delightful: 
desire for these is gone froṁ ṁe. 
You’re defeated, terṁinator!”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The Buddha knows ṁe! The Holy One knows ṁe!” ṁiserable
and sad, vanished right there.

4:16. The Alṁs Bowls

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe the Buddha was educating, encouraging, firing up, and inspiring the 
ṁendicants with a Dhaṁṁa talk on the topic of the five grasping aggregates. And those 
ṁendicants were paying heed, paying attention, engaging wholeheartedly, and lending an ear.

Then Ma�ra thought: “This ascetic Gotaṁa is educating, encouraging, firing up, and inspiring 
the ṁendicants with a Dhaṁṁa talk on the topic of the five grasping aggregates. And the 
ṁendicants are paying heed, paying attention, engaging wholeheartedly, and lending an ear. Why
don’t I go and pull the wool over their eyes?”

At that tiṁe several alṁs bowls were placed in the open air. Then Ma� ra the Wicked 
ṁanifested in the forṁ of an ox and approached those bowls. Then one of the ṁendicants said to 
another: “Mendicant, ṁendicant, that ox will break the bowls.” When this was said, the Buddha 
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said to that ṁendicant: “Mendicant, that’s no ox. That’s Ma� ra the Wicked coṁe to pull the wool 
over your eyes!” Then the Buddha, knowing that this was Ma�ra the Wicked, addressed hiṁ in 
verse:

“Sights, feeling, and perception, 
consciousness and what is chosen: 
‘I aṁ not this’ and ‘this is not ṁine’; 
that’s how to be free of desire theṁ.

When you’re detached, secure, 
all fetters transcended, 
though Ma�ra and his arṁy chase everywhere 
they never find you.”

Then Ma�ra … vanished right there.

4:17. The Six Fields of Contact

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, in the hall with the peaked 
roof. Now at that tiṁe the Buddha was educating, encouraging, firing up, and inspiring the 
ṁendicants with a Dhaṁṁa talk on the topic of the six fields of contact. And those ṁendicants 
were paying heed, paying attention, engaging wholeheartedly, and lending an ear.

Then Ma�ra thought: “This ascetic Gotaṁa is educating, encouraging, firing up, and inspiring 
the ṁendicants with a Dhaṁṁa talk on the topic of the six fields of contact. And those 
ṁendicants are paying heed, paying attention, engaging wholeheartedly, and lending an ear. Why
don’t I go and pull the wool over their eyes?” Then Ma� ra the Wicked went up to the Buddha and 
ṁade a terrifyingly loud noise close by hiṁ. It seeṁed as if the earth were shattering. Then one of
the ṁendicants said to another: “Mendicant, ṁendicant, it seeṁs like the earth is shattering!” 
When this was said, the Buddha said to that ṁendicant: “Mendicant, that’s not the earth 
shattering. That’s Ma�ra the Wicked coṁe to pull the wool over your eyes!” Then the Buddha, 
knowing that this was Ma� ra the Wicked, addressed hiṁ in verse:

“Sights, sounds, tastes, sṁells, 
touches, and thoughts, the lot of theṁ— 
this is the dreadful bait 
that the world’s stupefied by.

But a ṁindful disciple of the Buddha 
has transcended all that. 
Having gone beyond Ma�ra’s doṁinion, 
they shine like the sun.”

Then Ma�ra … vanished right there.

4:18. Alṁs Food

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Magadhans near the brahṁin village of 
PanC casa� la� . Now at that tiṁe in PanC casa� la�  the young woṁen were taking care of guests. Then the 
Buddha robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, entered PanC casa� la�  for alṁs. Now 
at that tiṁe Ma� ra had possessed the brahṁins and householders of PanC casa� la� , so that they 
thought: “Don’t let the ascetic Gotaṁa get any alṁs!”

Then the Buddha left the village with his bowl as clean-washed as it was when he entered for 
alṁs. Then Ma� ra the Wicked went up to the Buddha and said to hiṁ: “Well, ascetic, did you get 
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any alṁs?” “Wicked One, did you ṁake sure I didn’t get any alṁs?” “Well then, sir, let the Buddha 
enter PanC casa� la�  a second tiṁe for alṁs. I’ll ṁake sure you get alṁs.”

“Ma�ra’s ṁade bad karṁa 
in attacking the Realized One. 
Wicked One, do you iṁagine that 
your wickedness won’t bear fruit?

We who have nothing 
live so very happily. 
We’ll feed on rapture, 
like the gods of streaṁing radiance.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The Buddha knows ṁe! The Holy One knows ṁe!” ṁiserable
and sad, vanished right there.

4:19. A Farṁer

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe the Buddha was educating, encouraging, firing up, and inspiring the 
ṁendicants with a Dhaṁṁa talk about extinguishṁent. And those ṁendicants were paying heed,
paying attention, engaging wholeheartedly, and lending an ear.

Then Ma�ra thought: “The ascetic Gotaṁa is giving a Dhaṁṁa talk about extinguishṁent … and
the ṁendicants are listening well. Why don’t I go and pull the wool over their eyes?” Then Ma� ra 
the Wicked ṁanifested in the forṁ of a farṁer carrying a large plough on his shoulder. He held a 
long goad, his hair was ṁessy, he was clad in sunn heṁp, and his feet were ṁuddy. He went up to
the Buddha and said to hiṁ: “So, ascetic, did you happen to see any oxen?” “But what have you to 
do with oxen, Wicked One?” “Mine alone, ascetic, is the eye, ṁine are sights, ṁine is the field of 
eye contact consciousness. Where can you escape ṁe, ascetic? Mine alone is the ear … nose … 
tongue … body … ṁind, ṁine are thoughts, ṁine is the field of ṁind contact consciousness. 
Where can you escape ṁe, ascetic?”

“Yours alone, ascetic, is the eye, yours are sights, yours is the field of eye contact 
consciousness. Where there is no eye, no sights, no eye contact consciousness—you have no 
place there, Wicked One! Yours alone is the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind, yours are 
thoughts, yours is the field of ṁind contact consciousness. Where there is no ṁind, no thoughts, 
no ṁind contact consciousness—you have no place there, Wicked One!”

“The things they call ‘ṁine’, 
and those who say ‘it’s ṁine’: 
if your ṁind reṁains there, 
you won’t escape ṁe, ascetic!”

“The things they speak of aren’t ṁine; 
I’ṁ not soṁeone who speaks like that. 
So know this, Wicked One: 
you won’t even see ṁy path.”

Then Ma�ra … vanished right there.

4:20. Rule

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Kosalans, in a wilderness hut on the slopes 
of the Hiṁalayas. Then as he was in private retreat this thought caṁe to his ṁind: “I wonder if 
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it’s possible to rule legitiṁately, without killing or having soṁeone kill for you; without 
conquering or having soṁeone conquer for you; without sorrowing or causing sorrow?”

And then Ma�ra the Wicked, knowing what the Buddha was thinking, went up to hiṁ and said: 
“Rule, Blessed One! Rule, Holy One! Rule legitiṁately, without killing or having soṁeone kill for 
you; without conquering or having soṁeone conquer for you; without sorrowing or causing 
sorrow!” “But what do you see, Wicked One, that you say this to ṁe?” “The Blessed One, sir, has 
developed and cultivated the four bases for psychic power, ṁade theṁ a vehicle and a basis, kept
theṁ up, consolidated theṁ, and properly iṁpleṁented theṁ. If he wished, the Blessed One need
only deterṁine that the Hiṁalaya, king of ṁountains, was gold, and it would turn into gold.”

“Take a golden ṁountain, 
ṁade entirely of gold, and double it— 
it’s still not enough for one! 
Knowing this, live a ṁoral life.

When a person has seen where suffering coṁes froṁ 
how could they incline towards sensual pleasures? 
Realizing that attachṁent is a tie in the world, 
a person would train to reṁove it.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The Buddha knows ṁe! The Holy One knows ṁe!” ṁiserable
and sad, vanished right there.

3. Ma� ra

4:21. Several

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Sakyans near Sila� vatī�. Now 
at that tiṁe several ṁendicants were ṁeditating not far froṁ the Buddha, diligent, keen, and 
resolute. Then Ma� ra the Wicked ṁanifested in the forṁ of a brahṁin with a large ṁatted 
dreadlock, wearing an antelope hide. He was old, bent double, wheezing, and held a staff ṁade of 
cluster fig tree wood. He went up to those ṁendicants and said: “You’ve gone forth while young, 
reverends. You’re black-haired, blessed with youth, in the priṁe of life, and you’ve never flirted 
with sensual pleasures. Enjoy huṁan sensual pleasures. Don’t give up what you see in the 
present life to chase after what takes tiṁe.” “Brahṁin, that’s not what we’re doing. We’re giving 
up what takes tiṁe to chase after what we see in the present life. For the Buddha says that 
sensual pleasures take tiṁe; they give ṁuch suffering and distress, and they are all the ṁore full 
of drawbacks. But this teaching is realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately effective, inviting 
inspection, relevant, so that sensible people can know it for theṁselves.” When they had spoken, 
Ma� ra the Wicked shook his head, waggled his tongue, raised his eyebrows until his brow 
puckered in three furrows, and departed leaning on his staff.

Then those senior ṁendicants went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told 
hiṁ what had happened. The Buddha said:

“Mendicants, that was no brahṁin. That was Ma� ra the Wicked who caṁe to pull the wool over 
your eyes!” Then, knowing the ṁeaning of this, on that occasion the Buddha recited this verse:

“When a person has seen where suffering coṁes froṁ 
how could they incline towards sensual pleasures? 
Realizing that attachṁent is a tie in the world, 
a person would train to reṁove it.”
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4:22. With Saṁiddhi

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Sakyans near Sila� vatī�. Now at that tiṁe 
Venerable Saṁiddhi was ṁeditating not far froṁ the Buddha, diligent, keen, and resolute. Then 
as Venerable Saṁiddhi was in private retreat this thought caṁe to his ṁind: “I’ṁ so fortunate, so 
very fortunate, to have a teacher who is a perfected one, a fully awakened Buddha! I’ṁ so 
fortunate, so very fortunate, to have gone forth in a teaching and training so well explained! I’ṁ 
so fortunate, so very fortunate, to have spiritual coṁpanions who are ethical and of good 
character.” And then Ma�ra the Wicked, knowing what Saṁiddhi was thinking, went up to hiṁ and
ṁade a terrifyingly loud noise close by hiṁ. It seeṁed as if the earth was shattering.

Then Saṁiddhi went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ what had 
happened. The Buddha said:

“Saṁiddhi, that’s not the earth shattering. That’s Ma� ra the Wicked coṁe to pull the wool over 
your eyes! Go back to that saṁe place, Saṁiddhi, and ṁeditate, diligent, keen, and resolute.” “Yes,
sir,” replied Saṁiddhi. He got up froṁ his seat, bowed, and respectfully circled the Buddha, 
keeping hiṁ on his right, before leaving. And for a second tiṁe Saṁiddhi was ṁeditating in that 
saṁe place, diligent, ardent, and resolute. And for a second tiṁe he had the saṁe thought … and 
Ma� ra ṁade an earth-shattering noise. Then Saṁiddhi addressed Ma� ra the Wicked One in verse:

“I went forth out of faith 
froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness. 
My ṁindfulness and wisdoṁ are ṁature, 
ṁy ṁind is serene in iṁṁersion. 
Make whatever illusions you want, 
it won’t bother ṁe.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The ṁendicant Saṁiddhi knows ṁe!” ṁiserable and sad, 
vanished right there.

4:23. With Godhika

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the 
squirrels’ feeding ground. Now at that tiṁe Venerable Godhika was staying on the slopes of Isigili
at the Black Rock. Then Venerable Godhika, ṁeditating diligent, keen, and resolute, experienced 
teṁporary freedoṁ of heart. But then he fell away froṁ that teṁporary freedoṁ of heart. For a 
second … third … fourth … fifth … sixth tiṁe Godhika experienced teṁporary freedoṁ of heart. 
But for a sixth tiṁe he fell away froṁ it. For a seventh tiṁe Godhika, ṁeditating diligent, keen, 
and resolute, experienced teṁporary freedoṁ of heart.

Then he thought: “I’ve fallen away froṁ this teṁporary freedoṁ of heart no less than six 
tiṁes. Why don’t I slit ṁy wrists?” And then Ma�ra the Wicked, knowing what Godhika was 
thinking, went up to the Buddha and addressed hiṁ in verse:

“O great hero, O greatly wise! 
Shining with power and glory. 
You’ve gone beyond all threats and perils, 
I bow to your feet, O seer!

Great hero, ṁaster of death, 
your disciple longs for death, 
he’s planning for it. 
Stop hiṁ, O light-bringer!
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For how, Blessed One, can a disciple of yours, 
one who loves your teaching, 
a trainee who hasn’t achieved their heart’s desire, 
take his own life, O renowned one?”

Now at that tiṁe Venerable Godhika had already slit his wrists. Then the Buddha, knowing 
that this was Ma� ra the Wicked, addressed hiṁ in verse:

“This is how the wise act, 
for they don’t long for life. 
Having plucked out craving, root and all, 
Godhika is extinguished.”

Then the Buddha said to the ṁendicants: “Coṁe, ṁendicants, let’s go to the Black Rock on the 
slopes of Isigili where Godhika, who caṁe froṁ a good faṁily, slit his wrists.” “Yes, sir,” they 
replied.

Then the Buddha together with several ṁendicants went to the Black Rock on the slopes of 
Isigili. The Buddha saw Godhika off in the distance lying on his cot, having cast off the aggregates.
Now at that tiṁe a cloud of black sṁoke was ṁoving east, west, north, south, above, below, and 
in-between.

Then the Buddha said to the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, do you see that cloud of black sṁoke 
ṁoving east, west, north, south, above, below, and in-between?” “Yes, sir.” “That’s Ma� ra the 
Wicked searching for Godhika’s consciousness, wondering: ‘Where is Godhika’s consciousness 
established?’ But since his consciousness is not established, Godhika is extinguished.” Then Ma� ra,
carrying his harp of yellow wood apple, went up to the Buddha and addressed hiṁ in verse:

“Above, below, and all around, 
in the four quarters and in-between, 
I’ve been searching without success: 
where has that Godhika got to?”

“He was a wise and steadfast sage, 
a ṁeditator who loved to practice absorption. 
By day and by night he applied hiṁself, 
without concern for his life.

He defeated the arṁy of death, 
and won’t return for any future life. 
Having plucked out craving root and all 
Godhika is extinguished.”

Stricken with sorrow, 
his harp dropping froṁ his arṁpit, 
that spirit, downcast, 
vanished right there.

4:24. Seven Years of Following

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Uruvela�  at the goatherd’s banyan tree 
on the bank of the NeranC jara�  River. Now at that tiṁe Ma� ra the Wicked had been following the 
Buddha for seven years hoping to find a vulnerability without success. Then Ma� ra the Wicked 
went up to the Buddha and addressed hiṁ in verse:

“Are you overwhelṁed by sorrow that you ṁeditate in the forest? 
Have you lost a fortune, or do you long for one? 
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Or perhaps you’ve coṁṁitted soṁe criṁe in the village? 
Why don’t you get too close to people? 
And why does no-one get close to you?”

“I’ve dug out the root of sorrow coṁpletely. 
I practice absorption free of guilt or sorrow. 
I’ve cut off all greed and hunger for future lives. 
Undefiled, I practice absorption, O kinsṁan of the negligent!”

“The things they call ‘ṁine’, 
and those who say ‘it’s ṁine’: 
if your ṁind reṁains there, 
you won’t escape ṁe, ascetic!”

“The things they speak of aren’t ṁine; 
I’ṁ not soṁeone who speaks like that. 
So know this, Wicked One: 
you won’t even see ṁy path.”

“If you’ve discovered the path 
that’s safe, and leads to the deathless, 
go and walk that path alone— 
why teach it to anyone else?”

“Those crossing to the far shore 
ask what’s beyond the doṁain of Death. 
When I’ṁ asked, I explain to theṁ 
the truth without attachṁents.”

“Sir, suppose there was a lotus pond not far froṁ a town or village, and a crab lived there. 
Then several boys or girls would leave the town or village and go to the pond, where they’d pull 
out the crab and put it on dry land. Whenever that crab extended a claw, those boys or girls 
would snap, crack, and break it off with a stick or a stone. And when that crab’s claws had all 
been snapped, cracked, and broken off it wouldn’t be able to return down into that lotus pond. In 
the saṁe way, sir, the Buddha has snapped, cracked, and broken off all ṁy tricks, dodges, and 
evasions. Now I’ṁ not able to approach the Buddha again in hopes of finding a vulnerability.” 
Then Ma�ra the Wicked recited these verses of disappointṁent in the Buddha’s presence:

“A crow once circled a stone 
that looked like a luṁp of fat. 
‘Perhaps I’ll find soṁething tender,’ it thought, 
‘perhaps there’s soṁething tasty.’

But it didn’t find anything tasty, 
so the crow left that place. 
Like the crow that pecked the stone, 
I leave Gotaṁa disappointed.”

4:25. Ma� ra’s Daughters

And then Ma�ra the Wicked, after reciting these verses of disillusionṁent in the Buddha’s 
presence, left that place. He sat cross-legged on the ground not far froṁ the Buddha, silent, 
eṁbarrassed, shoulders drooping, downcast, depressed, with nothing to say, scratching the 
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ground with a stick. Then Ma� ra’s daughters Craving, Delight, and Lust went up to Ma�ra the 
Wicked, and addressed hiṁ in verse:

“Why so downhearted, dad? 
What ṁan are you upset about? 
We’ll catch hiṁ with the snare of lust, 
like an elephant in the wild. 
We’ll tie hiṁ up and bring hiṁ back— 
he’ll fall under your sway!”

“In this world he is the perfected one, the Holy One. 
He’s not easily seduced by lust. 
He has gone beyond Ma� ra’s doṁinion; 
that’s why I’ṁ so upset.”

Then Ma�ra’s daughters Craving, Delight, and Lust went up to the Buddha, and said to hiṁ: “We
serve at your feet, ascetic.” But the Buddha ignored theṁ, since he was freed with the supreṁe 
ending of attachṁents.

Then Craving, Delight, and Lust withdrew to one side to think up a plan. “Men have a diverse 
spectruṁ of tastes. Why don’t we each ṁanifest in the forṁ of a hundred young ṁaidens?” So 
that’s what they did. Then they went up to the Buddha and said to hiṁ: “We serve at your feet, 
ascetic.” But the Buddha still ignored theṁ, since he was freed with the supreṁe ending of 
attachṁents.

Then Craving, Delight, and Lust withdrew to one side to think up a plan. “Men have a diverse 
spectruṁ of tastes. Why don’t we each ṁanifest in the forṁ of a hundred woṁen who have never
given birth?” So that’s what they did. Then they went up to the Buddha and said to hiṁ: “We 
serve at your feet, ascetic.” But the Buddha still ignored theṁ, since he was freed with the 
supreṁe ending of attachṁents.

Then Craving, Delight, and Lust … each ṁanifested in the forṁ of a hundred woṁen who have 
given birth once …

woṁen who have given birth twice … ṁiddle-aged woṁen …
old woṁen … But the Buddha still ignored theṁ, since he was freed with the supreṁe ending 

of attachṁents. Then Craving, Delight, and Lust withdrew to one side and said: “What our father 
said is true:

‘In this world he is the perfected one, the Holy One. 
He’s not easily seduced by lust. 
He has gone beyond Ma� ra’s doṁinion; 
that’s why I’ṁ so upset.’

For if we had coṁe on to any ascetic or brahṁin like this who was not free of lust, his heart 
would explode, or he’d spew hot blood froṁ his ṁouth, or he’d go ṁad and lose his ṁind. He’d 
dry up, wither away, and shrivel up like a green reed that was ṁowed down.”

Then Ma�ra’s daughters Craving, Delight, and Lust went up to the Buddha, and stood to one 
side. Ma� ra’s daughter Craving addressed the Buddha in verse:

“Are you overwhelṁed by sorrow that you ṁeditate in the forest? 
Have you lost a fortune, or do you long for one? 
Or perhaps you’ve coṁṁitted soṁe criṁe in the village? 
Why don’t you get too close to people? 
And why does no-one get close to you?”

“I’ve reached the goal, peace of heart. 
Having conquered the arṁy of the likable and pleasant, 
alone, practicing absorption, I awakened to bliss. 
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That’s why I don’t get too close to people, 
and no-one gets too close to ṁe.”

Then Ma�ra’s daughter Delight addressed the Buddha in verse:

“How does a ṁendicant who has crossed five floods 
usually ṁeditate here while crossing the sixth? 
How do they usually practice absorption so that sensual perceptions 
are warded off and don’t get hold of theṁ?”

“With tranquil body and ṁind well freed, 
without ṁaking plans, ṁindful, hoṁeless; 
understanding the teaching, they practice absorption without placing the ṁind; 
they’re not shaking or drifting or rigid.

That’s how a ṁendicant who has crossed five floods 
usually ṁeditates here while crossing the sixth. 
That’s how they usually practice absorption so that sensual perceptions 
are warded off and don’t get hold of theṁ.”

Then Ma�ra’s daughter Lust addressed the Buddha in verse:

“He lives with his coṁṁunity after cutting off craving, 
and ṁany of the faithful will cross over for sure. 
Alas, this hoṁeless one will snatch ṁany ṁen away, 
and lead theṁ past the King of Death!”

“The great heroes they lead 
by ṁeans of the true teaching. 
When the Realized Ones are leading by the teaching, 
how could anyone who knows be jealous?”

Then Ma�ra’s daughters Craving, Delight, and Lust went up to Ma�ra the Wicked. Ma�ra the 
Wicked saw theṁ coṁing off in the distance, and addressed theṁ in verse:

“Fools! You drill into a ṁountain 
with lotus stalks! 
You dig up a hill with your nails! 
You chew iron with your teeth!

You seek a footing in the deeps, as it were, 
while lifting a rock with your head! 
After attacking a stuṁp with your breast, as it were, 
you leave Gotaṁa disappointed.”

“They caṁe in their splendor— 
Craving, Delight, and Lust. 
But the Teacher brushed theṁ off right there, 
like the breeze, a fallen tuft.”

The Linked Discourses with Ma� ra are coṁplete.
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5. Bhikkhunī�saṁ� yutta:
With Nuns

1. Nuns

5:1. With AJ lAavika�

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Then the nun AJ lAavika�  robed up in the ṁorning and, taking her bowl 
and robe, entered Sa�vatthī� for alṁs. She wandered for alṁs in Sa�vatthī�. After the ṁeal, on her 
return froṁ alṁs-round, she went to the Dark Forest seeking seclusion. Then Ma�ra the Wicked, 
wanting to ṁake the nun AJ lAavika�  feel fear, terror, and goosebuṁps, wanting to ṁake her fall 
away froṁ seclusion, went up to her and addressed her in verse:

“There’s no escape in the world, 
so what will seclusion do for you? 
Enjoy the delights of sensual pleasure; 
don’t regret it later.”

Then the nun AJ lAavika�  thought: “Who’s speaking this verse, a huṁan or a non-huṁan?” Then 
she thought: “This is Ma� ra the Wicked, wanting to ṁake ṁe feel fear, terror, and goosebuṁps, 
wanting to ṁake ṁe fall away froṁ seclusion!” Then AJ lAavika� , knowing that this was Ma� ra the 
Wicked, replied to hiṁ in verse:

“There is an escape in the world, 
and I’ve personally experienced it with wisdoṁ. 
O Wicked One, kinsṁan of the negligent, 
you don’t know that place.

Sensual pleasures are like swords and stakes; 
the aggregates are their chopping block. 
What you call sensual delight 
was never delightful for ṁe.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The nun AJ lAavika�  knows ṁe!” ṁiserable and sad, vanished 
right there.

5:2. With Soṁa�

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the nun Soṁa�  robed up in the ṁorning and, taking her bowl and robe, entered 
Sa�vatthī� for alṁs. She wandered for alṁs in Sa�vatthī�. After the ṁeal, on her return froṁ alṁs-
round, she went to the Dark Forest, plunged deep into it, and sat at the root of a tree for the day’s 
ṁeditation. Then Ma�ra the Wicked, wanting to ṁake the nun Soṁa�  feel fear, terror, and 
goosebuṁps, wanting to ṁake her fall away froṁ iṁṁersion, went up to her and addressed her 
in verse:

“That state’s very challenging; 
it’s for the sages to attain. 
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It isn’t possible for a woṁan, 
with her two-fingered wisdoṁ.”

Then the nun Soṁa�  thought: “Who’s speaking this verse, a huṁan or a non-huṁan?” Then she 
thought: “This is Ma� ra the Wicked, wanting to ṁake ṁe feel fear, terror, and goosebuṁps, 
wanting to ṁake ṁe fall away froṁ iṁṁersion!” Then Soṁa� , knowing that this was Ma�ra the 
Wicked, replied to hiṁ in verse:

“What difference does woṁanhood ṁake 
when the ṁind is serene, 
and knowledge is present 
as you rightly discern the Dhaṁṁa.

Surely soṁeone who ṁight think: 
‘I aṁ woṁan’, or ‘I aṁ ṁan’, 
or ‘I aṁ’ anything at all, 
is fit for Ma�ra to address.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The nun Soṁa�  knows ṁe!” ṁiserable and sad, vanished 
right there.

5:3. With Kisa�gotaṁī�

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the nun Kisa� gotaṁī� robed up in the ṁorning and, taking her bowl and robe, 
entered Sa�vatthī� for alṁs. She wandered for alṁs in Sa�vatthī�. After the ṁeal, on her return froṁ 
alṁs-round, she went to the Dark Forest, plunged deep into it, and sat at the root of a tree for the 
day’s ṁeditation. Then Ma�ra the Wicked, wanting to ṁake the nun Kisa� gotaṁī� feel fear, terror, 
and goosebuṁps, wanting to ṁake her fall away froṁ iṁṁersion, went up to her and addressed 
her in verse:

“Why do you sit alone and cry 
as if your children have died? 
You’ve coṁe to the woods all alone— 
you ṁust be looking for a ṁan!”

Then the nun Kisa� gotaṁī� thought: “Who’s speaking this verse, a huṁan or a non-huṁan?” 
Then she thought: “This is Ma�ra the Wicked, wanting to ṁake ṁe feel fear, terror, and 
goosebuṁps, wanting to ṁake ṁe fall away froṁ iṁṁersion!”

Then Kisa� gotaṁī�, knowing that this was Ma�ra the Wicked, replied to hiṁ in verse:

“I’ve got over the death of children, 
and I’ṁ finished with ṁen. 
I don’t grieve or laṁent, 
and I’ṁ not afraid of you, sir!

Relishing is destroyed in every respect, 
and the ṁass of darkness is shattered. 
I’ve defeated the arṁy of death, 
and live without defileṁents.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The nun Kisa� gotaṁī� knows ṁe!” ṁiserable and sad, 
vanished right there.
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5:4. With Vijaya�

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the nun Vijaya�  robed up in the ṁorning … and sat at the root of a tree for the 
day’s ṁeditation. Then Ma�ra the Wicked, wanting to ṁake the nun Vijaya�  feel fear, terror, and 
goosebuṁps, wanting to ṁake her fall away froṁ iṁṁersion, went up to her and addressed her 
in verse:

“You’re young and beautiful, 
and I’ṁ a youth in ṁy priṁe. 
Coṁe, ṁy lady, let us enjoy 
the ṁusic of a five-pieece band.”

Then the nun Vijaya�  thought: “Who’s speaking this verse, a huṁan or a non-huṁan?” Then she
thought: “This is Ma� ra the Wicked, wanting to ṁake ṁe feel fear, terror, and goosebuṁps, 
wanting to ṁake ṁe fall away froṁ iṁṁersion!” Then Vijaya� , knowing that this was Ma� ra the 
Wicked, replied to hiṁ in verse:

“Sights, sounds, tastes, sṁells, 
and touches so delightful. 
I hand theṁ right back to you, Ma�ra, 
for I have no use for theṁ.

This body is foul, 
decaying and fragile. 
I’ṁ horrified and repelled by it, 
and I’ve eradicated sensual craving.

There are beings in the realṁ of luṁinous forṁ, 
others established in the forṁless, 
and also those peaceful attainṁents: 
I’ve destroyed the darkness regarding all of theṁ.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The nun Vijaya�  knows ṁe!” ṁiserable and sad, vanished 
right there.

5:5. With UppalavanA nA a�

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the nun UppalavanA nA a�  robed up in the ṁorning … and stood at the root of a sal 
tree in full flower. Then Ma�ra the Wicked, wanting to ṁake the nun UppalavanA nA a�  feel fear, terror,
and goosebuṁps, wanting to ṁake her fall away froṁ iṁṁersion, went up to her and addressed 
her in verse:

“You’ve coṁe to this sal tree all crowned with flowers 
and stand at its root all alone, O nun. 
Your beauty is second to none; 
silly girl, aren’t you afraid of rascals?”

Then the nun UppalavanA nA a�  thought: “Who’s speaking this verse, a huṁan or a non-huṁan?” 
Then she thought: “This is Ma�ra the Wicked, wanting to ṁake ṁe feel fear, terror, and 
goosebuṁps, wanting to ṁake ṁe fall away froṁ iṁṁersion!” Then UppalavanA nA a� , knowing that 
this was Ma� ra the Wicked, replied to hiṁ in verse:

“Even if 100,000 rascals like you 
were to coṁe here, 
I’d stir not a hair nor be alarṁed. 
I’ṁ not scared of you, Ma� ra, even alone.
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I’ll vanish, 
or I’ll enter your belly; 
I could stand between your eyebrows 
and you still wouldn’t see ṁe.

I’ṁ the ṁaster of ṁy own ṁind, 
I’ve developed the bases of psychic power well. 
I’ṁ free froṁ all bonds, 
and I’ṁ not afraid of you, sir!”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The nun UppalavanA nA a�  knows ṁe!” ṁiserable and sad, 
vanished right there.

5:6. With Ca� la�

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the nun Ca� la�  robed up in the ṁorning … and sat at the root of a tree for the 
day’s ṁeditation. Then Ma�ra the Wicked went up to Ca� la�  and said to her: “Nun, what don’t you 
approve of?” “I don’t approve of rebirth, sir.”

“Why don’t you approve of rebirth? 
When you’re born, you get to enjoy sensual pleasures. 
Who put this idea in your head: 
‘Nun, don’t approve of rebirth’?”

“Death coṁes for those who are born, 
when you’re born you undergo sufferings— 
iṁprisonṁent, execution, hardship— 
that’s why you shouldn’t approve of rebirth.

The Buddha taught ṁe the Dhaṁṁa 
for passing beyond rebirth, 
for giving up all suffering; 
he settled ṁe in the truth.

There are beings in the realṁ of luṁinous forṁ, 
and others established in the forṁless. 
Not understanding cessation, 
they coṁe back in future lives.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The nun Ca� la�  knows ṁe!” ṁiserable and sad, vanished right 
there.

5:7. With Upaca� la�

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the nun Upaca� la�  robed up in the ṁorning … and sat at the root of a tree for the 
day’s ṁeditation. Then Ma�ra the Wicked went up to Upaca� la�  and said to her: “Nun, where do you 
want to be reborn?” “I don’t want to be reborn anywhere, sir.”

“There are the Gods of the Thirty-Three, and those of Yaṁa; 
also the Joyful Deities, 
the Gods Who Love to Create, 
and the Gods Who Control the Creations of Others. 
Set your heart on such places, 
and you’ll undergo delight.”
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“The Gods of the Thirty-Three, and those of Yaṁa; 
also the Joyful Deities, 
the Gods Who Love to Create, 
and the Gods Who Control the Creations of Others— 
they’re bound with the bonds of sensuality; 
they fall under your sway again.

All the world is on fire, 
all the world is sṁoldering, 
all the world is ablaze, 
all the world is rocking.

My ṁind adores that place 
where Ma� ra cannot go; 
it’s not shaking or burning, 
and not frequented by ordinary people.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The nun Upaca� la�  knows ṁe!” ṁiserable and sad, vanished 
right there.

5:8. With Sī�supaca� la�

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the nun Sī�supaca� la�  robed up in the ṁorning … and sat at the root of a tree for 
the day’s ṁeditation. Then Ma�ra the Wicked went up to Sī�supaca� la�  and said to her: “Nun, whose 
creed do you believe in?” “I don’t believe in anyone’s creed, sir.”

“In whose naṁe did you shave your head? 
You look like an ascetic, 
but you don’t believe in any creed. 
Why do you live as if lost?”

“Followers of other creeds 
are confident in their views. 
But I don’t believe in their teaching, 
for they’re no experts in the Dhaṁṁa.

But there is one born in the Sakyan clan, 
the unrivaled Buddha, 
chaṁpion, dispeller of Ma� ra, 
everywhere undefeated,

everywhere freed, and unattached, 
the all-seeing seer. 
He has attained the end of all deeds, 
freed with the ending of attachṁents. 
That Blessed One is ṁy Teacher, 
and I believe in his instruction.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The nun Sī�supaca� la�  knows ṁe!” ṁiserable and sad, vanished
right there.
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5:9. With Sela�

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the nun Sela�  robed up in the ṁorning … and sat at the root of a tree for the 
day’s ṁeditation. Then Ma�ra the Wicked, wanting to ṁake the nun Sela�  feel fear, terror, and 
goosebuṁps … addressed her in verse:

“Who created this puppet? 
Where is its ṁaker? 
Where has the puppet arisen? 
And where does it cease?”

Then the nun Sela�  thought: “Who’s speaking this verse, a huṁan or a non-huṁan?” Then she 
thought: “This is Ma� ra the Wicked, wanting to ṁake ṁe feel fear, terror, and goosebuṁps, 
wanting to ṁake ṁe fall away froṁ iṁṁersion!” Then Sela� , knowing that this was Ma� ra the 
Wicked, replied to hiṁ in verse:

“This puppet isn’t self-ṁade, 
nor is this ṁisery ṁade by another. 
It coṁes to be because of a cause, 
and ceases when the cause breaks up.

It’s like a seed that’s sown 
in a field; it grows 
relying on both the soil’s nutrients 
as well as ṁoisture.

In the saṁe way the aggregates and eleṁents 
and these six sense fields 
coṁe to be because of a cause, 
and cease when the cause breaks up.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The nun Sela�  knows ṁe!” ṁiserable and sad, vanished right 
there.

5:10. With Vajira�

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the nun Vajira�  robed up in the ṁorning and, taking her bowl and robe, entered 
Sa�vatthī� for alṁs. She wandered for alṁs in Sa�vatthī�. After the ṁeal, on her return froṁ alṁs-
round, she went to the Dark Forest, plunged deep into it, and sat at the root of a tree for the day’s 
ṁeditation. Then Ma�ra the Wicked, wanting to ṁake the nun Vajira�  feel fear, terror, and 
goosebuṁps, wanting to ṁake her fall away froṁ iṁṁersion, went up to her and addressed her 
in verse:

“Who created this sentient being? 
Where is its ṁaker? 
Where has the being arisen? 
And where does it cease?”

Then the nun Vajira�  thought: “Who’s speaking this verse, a huṁan or a non-huṁan?” Then she
thought: “This is Ma� ra the Wicked, wanting to ṁake ṁe feel fear, terror, and goosebuṁps, 
wanting to ṁake ṁe fall away froṁ iṁṁersion!” Then Vajira� , knowing that this was Ma�ra the 
Wicked, replied to hiṁ in verse:

“Why do you believe there’s such a thing as a ‘sentient being’? 
Ma�ra, is this your theory? 
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This is just a pile of conditions, 
you won’t find a sentient being here.

When the parts are asseṁbled 
we use the word ‘chariot’. 
So too, when the aggregates are present 
‘sentient being’ is the convention we use.

But it’s only suffering that coṁes to be, 
lasts a while, then disappears. 
Naught but suffering coṁes to be, 
naught but suffering ceases.”

Then Ma�ra the Wicked, thinking, “The nun Vajira�  knows ṁe!” ṁiserable and sad, vanished 
right there.

The Linked Discourses on Nuns are coṁpleted.

6. Brahṁasaṁ� yutta:
With Brahmās

1. The Appeal

6:1. The Appeal of Brahṁa�

So I have heard. At one tiṁe, when he was first awakened, the Buddha was staying near Uruvela�  
at the root of the goatherd’s banyan tree on the bank of the NeranC jara�  River. Then as he was in 
private retreat this thought caṁe to his ṁind: “This principle I have discovered is deep, hard to 
see, hard to understand, peaceful, subliṁe, beyond the scope of reason, subtle, coṁprehensible 
to the astute. But people like attachṁent, they love it and enjoy it. It’s hard for theṁ to see this 
thing; that is, specific conditionality, dependent origination. It’s also hard for theṁ to see this 
thing; that is, the stilling of all activities, the letting go of all attachṁents, the ending of craving, 
fading away, cessation, extinguishṁent. And if I were to teach this principle, others ṁight not 
understand ṁe, which would be wearying and troublesoṁe for ṁe.” And then these verses, 
which were neither supernaturally inspired, nor learned before in the past, occurred to the 
Buddha:

“I’ve struggled hard to realize this, 
enough with trying to explain it! 
This principle is not easily understood 
by those ṁired in greed and hate.

Those caught up in greed can’t see 
what’s subtle, going against the streaṁ, 
deep, hard to see, and very fine, 
for they’re shrouded in a ṁass of darkness.”

And as the Buddha reflected like this, his ṁind inclined to reṁaining passive, not to teaching 
the Dhaṁṁa.
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Then Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati, knowing what the Buddha was thinking, thought: “Oh ṁy goodness! 
The world will be lost, the world will perish! For the ṁind of the Realized One, the perfected one, 
the fully awakened Buddha, inclines to reṁaining passive, not to teaching the Dhaṁṁa.” Then, as
easily as a strong person would extend or contract their arṁ, he vanished froṁ the Brahṁa�  
realṁ and reappeared in front of the Buddha. He arranged his robe over one shoulder, knelt with
his right knee on the ground, raised his joined palṁs toward the Buddha, and said: “Sir, let the 
Blessed One teach the Dhaṁṁa! Let the Holy One teach the Dhaṁṁa! There are beings with little
dust in their eyes. They’re in decline because they haven’t heard the teaching. There will be those
who understand the teaching!” This is what Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati said. Then he went on to say:

“Aṁong the Magadhans there appeared in the past 
an iṁpure teaching thought up by those still stained. 
Fling open the door to the deathless! 
Let theṁ hear the teaching the stainless one discovered.

Standing high on a rocky ṁountain, 
you can see the people all around. 
In just the saṁe way, all-seer, wise one, 
ascend the palace built of Dhaṁṁa! 
You’re free of sorrow; but look at these people 
overwhelṁed with sorrow, oppressed by rebirth and old age.

Rise, hero! Victor in battle, leader of the caravan, 
wander the world without obligation. 
Let the Blessed One teach the Dhaṁṁa! 
There will be those who understand!”

Then the Buddha, understanding Brahṁa� ’s invitation, surveyed the world with the eye of a 
Buddha, because of his coṁpassion for sentient beings. And the Buddha saw sentient beings with
little dust in their eyes, and soṁe with ṁuch dust in their eyes; with keen faculties and with 
weak faculties, with good qualities and with bad qualities, easy to teach and hard to teach. And 
soṁe of theṁ lived seeing the danger in the flaw to do with the next world, while others did not. 
It’s like a pool with blue water lilies, or pink or white lotuses. Soṁe of theṁ sprout and grow in 
the water without rising above it, thriving underwater. Soṁe of theṁ sprout and grow in the 
water reaching the water’s surface. And soṁe of theṁ sprout and grow in the water but rise up 
above the water and stand with no water clinging to theṁ. In the saṁe way, the Buddha saw 
sentient beings with little dust in their eyes, and soṁe with ṁuch dust in their eyes; with keen 
faculties and with weak faculties, with good qualities and with bad qualities, easy to teach and 
hard to teach. And soṁe of theṁ lived seeing the danger in the flaw to do with the next world, 
while others did not. When he had seen this he replied in verse to Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati:

“Flung open are the doors to the deathless! 
Let those with ears to hear decide their faith. 
Thinking it would be troublesoṁe, Brahṁa� , I did not teach 
the sophisticated, subliṁe Dhaṁṁa aṁong huṁans.”

Then Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati, knowing that his request for the Buddha to teach the Dhaṁṁa had 
been granted, bowed and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his right, before 
vanishing right there.
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6:2. Respect

So I have heard. At one tiṁe, when he was first awakened, the Buddha was staying near Uruvela�  
at the root of the goatherd’s banyan tree on the bank of the NeranC jara�  River. Then as he was in 
private retreat this thought caṁe to his ṁind: “It’s unpleasant to live without respect and 
reverence. What ascetic or brahṁin should I honor and respect and rely on?”

Then it occurred to hiṁ: “I’d honor and respect and rely on another ascetic or brahṁin so as 
to coṁplete the full spectruṁ of ethics, if it were incoṁplete. But I don’t see any other ascetic or 
brahṁin in this world—with its gods, Ma� ras, and Brahṁa�s, this population with its ascetics and 
brahṁins, its gods and huṁans—who is ṁore accoṁplished than ṁyself in ethics, who I should 
honor and respect and rely on.

I’d honor and respect and rely on another ascetic or brahṁin so as to coṁplete the full 
spectruṁ of iṁṁersion, if it were incoṁplete. But I don’t see any other ascetic or brahṁin … who
is ṁore accoṁplished than ṁyself in iṁṁersion …

I’d honor and respect and rely on another ascetic or brahṁin so as to coṁplete the full 
spectruṁ of wisdoṁ, if it were incoṁplete. But I don’t see any other ascetic or brahṁin … who is 
ṁore accoṁplished than ṁyself in wisdoṁ …

I’d honor and respect and rely on another ascetic or brahṁin so as to coṁplete the full 
spectruṁ of freedoṁ, if it were incoṁplete. But I don’t see any other ascetic or brahṁin … who is 
ṁore accoṁplished than ṁyself in freedoṁ …

I’d honor and respect and rely on another ascetic or brahṁin so as to coṁplete the full 
spectruṁ of the knowledge and vision of freedoṁ, if it were incoṁplete. But I don’t see any other 
ascetic or brahṁin in this world—with its gods, Ma�ras, and Brahṁa� s, this population with its 
ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans—who is ṁore accoṁplished than ṁyself in the 
knowledge and vision of freedoṁ, who I should honor and respect and rely on. Why don’t I honor
and respect and rely on the saṁe Dhaṁṁa to which I was awakened?”

Then Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati knew what the Buddha was thinking. As easily as a strong person 
would extend or contract their arṁ, he vanished froṁ the Brahṁa�  realṁ and reappeared in front 
of the Buddha. He arranged his robe over one shoulder, raised his joined palṁs toward the 
Buddha, and said: “That’s so true, Blessed One! That’s so true, Holy One! All the perfected ones, 
the fully awakened Buddhas who lived in the past honored and respected and relied on this saṁe
teaching. All the perfected ones, the fully awakened Buddhas who will live in the future will 
honor and respect and rely on this saṁe teaching. May the Blessed One, who is the perfected one,
the fully awakened Buddha at present, also honor and respect and rely on this saṁe teaching.” 
This is what Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati said. Then he went on to say:

“All Buddhas in the past, 
the Buddhas of the future, 
and the Buddha at present— 
destroyer of the sorrows of ṁany—

respecting the true teaching 
they did live, they do live, 
and they also will live. 
This is the nature of the Buddhas.

Therefore soṁeone who loves theṁselves, 
aspiring to transcendence, 
should respect the true teaching, 
reṁeṁbering the instructions of the Buddhas.”
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6:3. With Brahṁadeva

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Now at that tiṁe a certain brahṁin lady had a son called 
Brahṁadeva, who had gone forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness in the presence of the 
Buddha.

Then Venerable Brahṁadeva, living alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute, soon 
realized the supreṁe end of the spiritual path in this very life. He lived having achieved with his 
own insight the goal for which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly go forth froṁ the lay life to 
hoṁelessness. He understood: “Rebirth is ended; the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted; what 
had to be done has been done; there is no return to any state of existence.” And Venerable 
Brahṁadeva becaṁe one of the perfected.

Then Brahṁadeva robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, entered Sa�vatthī� for
alṁs. Wandering indiscriṁinately for alṁs-food in Sa�vatthī�, he approached his own ṁother’s 
house. Now at that tiṁe Brahṁadeva’s ṁother, the brahṁin lady, was offering up a regular 
oblation to Brahṁa� . Then Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati thought: “This Venerable Brahṁadeva’s ṁother, 
the brahṁin lady, offers up a regular oblation to Brahṁa� . Why don’t I go and stir up a sense of 
urgency in her?” Then, as easily as a strong person would extend or contract their arṁ, he 
vanished froṁ the Brahṁa�  realṁ and reappeared in the house of Brahṁadeva’s ṁother. Then 
Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati, while standing in the air, addressed Brahṁadeva’s ṁother in verse:

“Far froṁ here is the Brahṁa�  realṁ, ṁadaṁ, 
to which you offer a regular oblation. 
But Brahṁa�  doesn’t eat that kind of food. 
Why ṁake invocations, when you don’t know the path to Brahṁa� ?

This Brahṁadeva, ṁadaṁ, 
free of attachṁents, has surpassed the gods. 
A ṁendicant without possessions or dependents, 
he has entered your house for alṁs.

He’s worthy of offerings dedicated to the gods, a knowledge ṁaster, self-developed. 
He’s worthy of a teacher’s offering froṁ gods and ṁen. 
Having shunned all evils, he’s unsullied. 
Cool at heart, he wanders looking for food.

He has no before and after, 
peaceful, unclouded, untroubled, with no need for hope, 
he has laid down the rod for all creatures firṁ and frail. 
So let hiṁ enjoy your offering of choice alṁs.

With peaceful ṁind, he has left the crowd, 
he wanders like a taṁed elephant, unperturbed. 
He’s a ṁendicant fair in ethics, with heart well freed. 
So let hiṁ enjoy your offering of choice alṁs.

With unwavering confidence in hiṁ, 
present your teacher’s offering to one who deserves it. 
Now that you’ve seen the sage who has crossed over, ṁadaṁ, 
ṁake ṁerit for the sake of future happiness!”

With unwavering confidence in hiṁ, 
she presented her teacher’s offering to one who deserved it. 
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After seeing the sage who had crossed over, the brahṁin lady 
ṁade ṁerit for the sake of future happiness.

6:4. With Baka the Brahṁa�

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Now at that tiṁe Baka the Brahṁa�  had the following harṁful 
ṁisconception: “This is perṁanent, this is everlasting, this is eternal, this is whole, this is 
iṁperishable. For this is where there’s no being born, growing old, dying, passing away, or being 
reborn. And there’s no other escape beyond this.”

Then the Buddha knew what Baka the Brahṁa�  was thinking. As easily as a strong person 
would extend or contract their arṁ, he vanished froṁ Jeta’s Grove and reappeared in that 
Brahṁa�  realṁ. Baka the Brahṁa�  saw the Buddha coṁing off in the distance and said to hiṁ: 
“Coṁe, good sir! Welcoṁe, good sir! It’s been a long tiṁe since you took the opportunity to coṁe 
here. For this is perṁanent, this is everlasting, this is eternal, this is coṁplete, this is 
iṁperishable. For this is where there’s no being born, growing old, dying, passing away, or being 
reborn. And there’s no other escape beyond this.”

When he had spoken, the Buddha said to hiṁ: “Alas, Baka the Brahṁa�  is lost in ignorance! 
Alas, Baka the Brahṁa�  is lost in ignorance! Because what is actually iṁperṁanent, not lasting, 
transient, incoṁplete, and perishable, he says is perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, coṁplete, and 
iṁperishable. And where there is being born, growing old, dying, passing away, and being 
reborn, he says that there’s no being born, growing old, dying, passing away, or being reborn. 
And although there is another escape beyond this, he says that there’s no other escape beyond 
this.”

“Gotaṁa, we seventy-two ṁerit-ṁakers are now wielders of power, 
having passed beyond rebirth and old age. 
This is our last rebirth as Brahṁa� , knowledge-ṁaster. 
And now ṁany people pray to us.”

“But, Baka, the life span here is short, not long, 
though you think it’s long. 
I know that your life span 
is two quinquadecillion years, Brahṁa� .”

“Blessed One, I aṁ the one of infinite vision, 
who has gone beyond rebirth and old age and sorrow. 
What precepts and observances did I practice in the past? 
Explain to ṁe so I can understand.”

“You gave drink to ṁany people 
who were oppressed by thirst and heat. 
They’re the precepts and observances you practiced in the past. 
I recollect it like one who has wakened froṁ sleep.

When people at Deer River Bank were seized, 
you released the captives as they were led away. 
That’s the precepts and observances you practiced in the past. 
I recollect it like one who has wakened froṁ sleep.

When a boat on the Ganges River was seized 
by a fierce dragon desiring huṁan flesh, 
you freed it wielding ṁighty force. 
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That’s the precepts and observances you practiced in the past. 
I recollect it like one who has wakened froṁ sleep.

I used to be your servant naṁed Kappa. 
You thought he was intelligent and loyal. 
That’s the precepts and observances you practiced in the past. 
I recollect it like one who has wakened froṁ sleep.”

“You certainly understand this life span of ṁine. 
And others, too, you know; that’s why you’re the Buddha. 
And that’s why your blazing glory 
lights up even the Brahṁa�  realṁ.”

6:5. A Certain Brahṁa�

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe a certain Brahṁa�  had the following harṁful ṁisconception: “No 
ascetic or brahṁin can coṁe here!” Then the Buddha knew what that Brahṁa�  was thinking. As 
easily as a strong person would extend or contract their arṁ, he vanished froṁ Jeta’s Grove and 
reappeared in that Brahṁa�  realṁ. Then the Buddha sat cross-legged in the air above that 
Brahṁa� , having entered upon the fire eleṁent.

Then Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na thought: “Where is the Buddha staying at present?” With 
clairvoyance that is purified and superhuṁan, he saw the Buddha seated cross-legged in the air 
above that Brahṁa� , having entered upon the fire eleṁent. Then, as easily as a strong person 
would extend or contract their arṁ, he vanished froṁ Jeta’s Grove and reappeared in that 
Brahṁa�  realṁ. Then Maha�ṁoggalla�na—positioning hiṁself in the east, below the Buddha—sat 
cross-legged in the air above that Brahṁa� , having entered upon the fire eleṁent.

Then Venerable Maha�kassapa … positioned hiṁself in the south …
Venerable Maha�kappina … positioned hiṁself in the west …
and Venerable Anuruddha … positioned hiṁself in the north, below the Buddha, sitting cross-

legged in the air above that Brahṁa� , having entered upon the fire eleṁent.
Then Maha�ṁoggalla�na addressed that Brahṁa�  in verse:

“Sir, do you still have the saṁe view 
that you had in the past? 
Or do you see the radiance 
transcending the Brahṁa�  realṁ?”

“Good sir, I don’t have that view 
that I had in the past. 
I see the radiance 
transcending the Brahṁa�  realṁ. 
So how could I say today 
that I aṁ perṁanent and eternal?”

Having inspired a sense of awe in the Brahṁa� , as easily as a strong person would extend or 
contract their arṁ, the Buddha vanished froṁ the Brahṁa�  realṁ and reappeared in Jeta’s Grove. 
Then that Brahṁa�  addressed a ṁeṁber of his retinue: “Please, good sir, go up to Venerable 
Maha�ṁoggalla�na and say to hiṁ: ‘Moggalla�na ṁy good sir, are there any other disciples of the 
Buddha who have power and ṁight coṁparable to the ṁasters Moggalla�na, Kassapa, Kappina, 
and Anuruddha?’” “Yes, good sir,” replied that retinue ṁeṁber. He went to Moggalla�na and asked
as instructed. Then Maha�ṁoggalla�na addressed that ṁeṁber of Brahṁa� ’s retinue in verse:
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“There are ṁany disciples of the Buddha 
who have the three knowledges, 
and have attained psychic power, expert in reading ṁinds, 
they’re perfected ones with defileṁents ended.”

Then that ṁeṁber of Brahṁa� ’s retinue, having approved and agreed with what 
Maha�ṁoggalla�na said, went to that Brahṁa�  and said to hiṁ: “Good sir, Venerable 
Maha�ṁoggalla�na said this:

‘There are ṁany disciples of the Buddha 
who have the three knowledges, 
and have attained psychic power, expert in reading ṁinds, 
they’re perfected ones with defileṁents ended.’”

That’s what that ṁeṁber of Brahṁa� ’s retinue said. Satisfied, that Brahṁa�  was happy with 
what the ṁeṁber of his retinue said.

6:6. The Negligent Brahṁa�

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe the Buddha had retreated to solitude for the day’s ṁeditation. Then 
the independent brahṁa�s Subrahṁa�  and Suddha�va� sa went to the Buddha and stationed 
theṁselves one by each door-post. Then Subrahṁa�  said to Suddha�va� sa: “Good sir, it’s the wrong 
tiṁe to pay hoṁage to the Buddha. He has retreated into solitude for the day’s ṁeditation. But 
such and such Brahṁa�  realṁ is successful and prosperous, while the Brahṁa�  living there is 
negligent. Coṁe, let’s go to that Brahṁa�  realṁ and inspire awe in that Brahṁa� !” “Yes, good sir,” 
replied Suddha�va� sa.

Then, as easily as a strong person would extend or contract their arṁ, they vanished froṁ in 
front of the Buddha and appeared in that Brahṁa�  realṁ. That Brahṁa�  saw those Brahṁa� s 
coṁing off in the distance and said to theṁ: “Well now, good sirs, where have you coṁe froṁ?” 
“Good sir, we’ve coṁe froṁ the presence of the Blessed One, the perfected one, the fully 
awakened Buddha. Shouldn’t you go to attend on that Blessed One?”

When they had spoken, that Brahṁa�  refused to accept their advice. He ṁultiplied hiṁself a 
thousand tiṁes and said to Subrahṁa� : “Good sir, can’t you see that I have such psychic power?” 
“I see that, good sir.” “Since I have such psychic power and ṁight, what other ascetic or brahṁin 
should I go to and attend upon?”

Then Subrahṁa�  ṁultiplied hiṁself two thousand tiṁes and said to that Brahṁa� : “Good sir, 
can’t you see that I have such psychic power?” “I see that, good sir.” “That Buddha has even ṁore 
psychic power and ṁight than you or ṁe. Shouldn’t you go to attend on that Blessed One?” Then 
that Brahṁa�  addressed Subrahṁa�  in verse:

“There are three hundreds of phoenixes, four of swans, and five of eagles. 
This palace belongs to hiṁ who practiced absorption. 
It shines, Brahṁa� , 
lighting up the northern quarter!”

“So what if your palace shines, 
lighting up the northern quarter? 
A clever person who has seen the flaw in forṁ, 
its chronic treṁbling, takes no pleasure in it.”

Then after inspiring awe in that Brahṁa� , the independent brahṁa�s Subrahṁa�  and 
Suddha�va� sa vanished right there. And after soṁe tiṁe that Brahṁa�  went to attend on the 
Buddha.
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6:7. About Koka� lika

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe the Buddha had retreated to solitude for the day’s ṁeditation. Then 
the independent brahṁa�s Subrahṁa�  and Suddha�va� sa went to the Buddha and stationed 
theṁselves one by each door-post. Then Subrahṁa�  recited this verse about the ṁendicant 
Koka� lika in the Buddha’s presence:

“What wise person here would judge 
the iṁṁeasurable by ṁeasuring theṁ? 
I think anyone who’d do such a thing 
ṁust be an ordinary person, wrapped in darkness.”

6:8. About Kataṁorakatissaka

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe the Buddha had retreated to solitude for the day’s ṁeditation. Then 
the independent brahṁa�s Subrahṁa�  and Suddha�va� sa went to the Buddha and stationed 
theṁselves one by each door-post. Then Suddha�va� sa recited this verse about the ṁendicant 
Kataṁorakatissaka in the Buddha’s presence:

“What wise person here would judge 
the iṁṁeasurable by ṁeasuring theṁ? 
I think anyone who’d do such a thing 
ṁust be a fool, wrapped in darkness.”

6:9. With the Brahṁa�  Tudu

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe the ṁendicant Koka� lika was sick, suffering, gravely ill. Then, late at 
night, the beautiful independent brahṁa�  Tudu, lighting up the entire Jeta’s Grove, went up to the 
ṁendicant Koka� lika, and standing in the air he said to hiṁ: “Koka� lika, have confidence in 
Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na, they’re good ṁonks.” “Who are you, reverend?” “I aṁ Tudu the 
independent brahṁa� .” “Didn’t the Buddha declare you a non-returner? So what exactly are you 
doing back here? See how far you have strayed!”

“A ṁan is born 
with an axe in his ṁouth. 
A fool cuts theṁselves with it 
when they say bad words.

When you praise soṁeone worthy of criticisṁ, 
or criticize soṁeone worthy of praise, 
you choose bad luck with your own ṁouth: 
you’ll never find happiness that way.

Bad luck at dice is a trivial thing, 
if all you lose is your ṁoney 
and all you own, even yourself. 
What’s really terrible luck 
is to hate the holy ones.

For ṁore than two quinquadecillion years, 
and another five quattuordecillion years, 
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a slanderer of noble ones goes to hell, 
having aiṁed bad words and thoughts at theṁ.”

6:10. With Koka� lika

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the ṁendicant Koka� lika went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, 
and said to hiṁ: “Sir, Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na have wicked desires. They’ve fallen under the 
sway of wicked desires.” When this was said, the Buddha said to Koka� lika: “Don’t say that, 
Koka� lika! Don’t say that, Koka� lika! Have confidence in Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na, they’re good 
ṁonks.” For a second tiṁe Koka� lika said to the Buddha: “Despite ṁy faith and trust in the 
Buddha, Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na have wicked desires. They’ve fallen under the sway of wicked 
desires.” For a second tiṁe, the Buddha said to Koka� lika: “Don’t say that, Koka� lika! Don’t say that,
Koka� lika! Have confidence in Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na, they’re good ṁonks.” For a third tiṁe 
Koka� lika said to the Buddha: “Despite ṁy faith and trust in the Buddha, Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na
have wicked desires. They’ve fallen under the sway of wicked desires.” For a third tiṁe, the 
Buddha said to Koka� lika: “Don’t say that, Koka� lika! Don’t say that, Koka� lika! Have confidence in 
Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na, they’re good ṁonks.”

Then Koka� lika got up froṁ his seat, bowed, and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ 
on his right, before leaving. Not long after he left his body erupted with boils the size of ṁustard 
seeds. The boils grew to the size of ṁung beans, then chickpeas, then jujube seeds, then jujubes, 
then ṁyrobalans, then unripe wood apples, then ripe wood apples. Finally they burst open, and 
pus and blood oozed out. Then the ṁendicant Koka� lika died of that illness. He was reborn in the 
Pink Lotus hell because of his resentṁent for Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na.

Then, late at night, the beautiful Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati, lighting up the entire Jeta’s Grove, went 
up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, the ṁendicant Koka� lika has 
passed away. He was reborn in the Pink Lotus hell because of his resentṁent for Sa� riputta and 
Moggalla�na.” That’s what Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati said. Then he bowed and respectfully circled the 
Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his right side, before vanishing right there.

Then, when the night had passed, the Buddha told the ṁendicants all that had happened.
When he said this, one of the ṁendicants asked the Buddha: “Sir, how long is the life span in 

the Pink Lotus hell?” “It’s long, ṁendicant. It’s not easy to calculate how ṁany years, how ṁany 
hundreds or thousands or hundreds of thousands of years it lasts.” “But sir, is it possible to give a
siṁile?” “It’s possible,” said the Buddha.

“Suppose there was a Kosalan cartload of twenty bushels of sesaṁe seed. And at the end of 
every hundred years soṁeone would reṁove a single seed froṁ it. By this ṁeans the Kosalan 
cartload of twenty bushels of sesaṁe seed would run out faster than a single lifetiṁe in the 
Abbuda hell. Now, twenty lifetiṁes in the Abbuda hell equal one lifetiṁe in the Nirabbuda hell. 
Twenty lifetiṁes in the Nirabbuda hell equal one lifetiṁe in the Ababa hell. Twenty lifetiṁes in 
the Ababa hell equal one lifetiṁe in the AtAatAa hell. Twenty lifetiṁes in the AtAatAa hell equal one 
lifetiṁe in the Ahaha hell. Twenty lifetiṁes in the Ahaha hell equal one lifetiṁe in the Yellow 
Lotus hell. Twenty lifetiṁes in the Yellow Lotus hell equal one lifetiṁe in the Sweet-Sṁelling hell.
Twenty lifetiṁes in the Sweet-Sṁelling hell equal one lifetiṁe in the Blue Water Lily hell. Twenty
lifetiṁes in the Blue Water Lily hell equal one lifetiṁe in the White Lotus hell. Twenty lifetiṁes in
the White Lotus hell equal one lifetiṁe in the Pink Lotus hell. The ṁendicant Koka� lika has been 
reborn in the Pink Lotus hell because of his resentṁent for Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na.” That is 
what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“A ṁan is born 
with an axe in his ṁouth. 
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A fool cuts theṁselves with it 
when they say bad words.

When you praise soṁeone worthy of criticisṁ, 
or criticize soṁeone worthy of praise, 
you choose bad luck with your own ṁouth: 
you’ll never find happiness that way.

Bad luck at dice is a trivial thing, 
if all you lose is your ṁoney 
and all you own, even yourself. 
What’s really terrible luck 
is to hate the holy ones.

For ṁore than two quinquadecillion years, 
and another five quattuordecillion years, 
a slanderer of noble ones goes to hell, 
having aiṁed bad words and thoughts at theṁ.”

2. The Second Chapter

6:11. With Sanan� kuṁa� ra

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, on the bank of the Sappinī� 
river. Then, late at night, the beautiful Brahṁa�  Sanan� kuṁa� ra, lighting up the entire Sappinī� 
riverbank, went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and recited this verse in the 
Buddha’s presence:

“The aristocrat is best of those people 
who take clan as the standard. 
But one accoṁplished in knowledge and conduct 
is best of gods and huṁans.”

That’s what Brahṁa�  Sanan� kuṁa�ra said, and the teacher approved. Then Brahṁa�  
Sanan� kuṁa� ra, knowing that the teacher approved, bowed and respectfully circled the Buddha, 
keeping hiṁ on his right, before vanishing right there.

6:12. About Devadatta

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, on the Vulture’s Peak 
Mountain, not long after Devadatta had left. Then, late at night, the beautiful Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati, 
lighting up the entire Vulture’s Peak, went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and 
recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“The banana tree is destroyed by its own fruit, 
as are the baṁboo and the reed. 
Honor destroys a wretch, 
as pregnancy destroys a ṁule.”
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6:13. At Andhakavinda

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Magadhans at Andhakavinda. Now at that 
tiṁe the Buddha was ṁeditating in the open during the dark of night, while a gentle rain drizzled
down. Then, late at night, the beautiful Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati, lighting up the entirety of 
Andhakavinda, went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and recited these verses in the 
Buddha’s presence:

“One should frequent secluded lodgings, 
and practice to be released froṁ fetters. 
If you don’t find enjoyṁent there, 
live in the San� gha, guarded and ṁindful.

Walking for alṁs froṁ faṁily to faṁily, 
with senses guarded, self-disciplined and ṁindful. 
One should frequent secluded lodgings, 
free of fear, freed in the fearless.

Where dreadful serpents slither, 
where the lightning flashes and the sky thunders 
in the dark of the night; 
there ṁeditates a ṁendicant, free of goosebuṁps.

For this has in fact been seen by ṁe, 
it isn’t just what the testaṁent says. 
Within a single spiritual dispensation 
a thousand are destroyers of Death.

And of trainees there are ṁore than five hundred, 
and ten tiṁes ten tens; 
all are streaṁ-enterers, 
freed froṁ rebirth in the aniṁal realṁ.

And as for other people 
who I think have shared in ṁerit— 
I couldn’t even nuṁber theṁ, 
for fear of speaking falsely.”

6:14. About ArunA avatī�

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī�. There he addressed the 
ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” “Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, there was a king naṁed ArunA ava� . He had a capital naṁed 
ArunA avatī�. Sikhī� the Blessed One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha lived supported 
by ArunA avatī�. Sikhī� had a fine pair of chief disciples naṁed Abhibhu�  and Saṁbhava. Then the 
Buddha Sikhī� addressed the ṁendicant Abhibhu� : ‘Coṁe, brahṁin, let’s go to one of the brahṁa�  
realṁs until it’s tiṁe for our ṁeal.’ ‘Yes, sir,’ replied Abhibhu� . Then, as easily as a strong person 
would extend or contract their arṁ, they vanished froṁ ArunA avatī� and appeared in that Brahṁa�  
realṁ.

Then the Buddha Sikhī� addressed the ṁendicant Abhibhu� : ‘Brahṁin, teach the Dhaṁṁa as 
you feel inspired for that Brahṁa� , his asseṁbly, and the ṁeṁbers of his retinue.’ ‘Yes, sir,’ replied
Abhibhu� . Then he educated, encouraged, fired up, and inspired theṁ with a Dhaṁṁa talk. But 
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the Brahṁa� , his asseṁbly, and his retinue coṁplained, gruṁbled, and objected: ‘It’s incredible, 
it’s aṁazing! How on earth can a disciple teach Dhaṁṁa in the presence of the Teacher?’

Then the Buddha Sikhī� addressed the ṁendicant Abhibhu� : ‘Brahṁin, Brahṁa� , his asseṁbly, 
and his retinue are coṁplaining that a disciple teaches Dhaṁṁa in the presence of the Teacher. 
Well then, brahṁin, stir theṁ up even ṁore!’ ‘Yes, sir,’ replied Abhibhu� . Then he taught Dhaṁṁa 
with his body visible; with his body invisible; with the lower half visible and the upper half 
invisible; and with the upper half visible and the lower half invisible. And the Brahṁa� , his 
asseṁbly, and his retinue, their ṁinds full of wonder and aṁazeṁent, thought: ‘It’s incredible, 
it’s aṁazing! The ascetic has such psychic power and ṁight!’

Then Abhibhu�  said to the Buddha Sikhī�: ‘Sir, I recall having said this in the ṁiddle of the 
San� gha: “Standing in the Brahṁa�  realṁ, I can ṁake ṁy voice heard throughout the galaxy.”’ ‘Now
is the tiṁe, brahṁin! Now is the tiṁe, brahṁin! Standing in the Brahṁa�  realṁ, ṁake your voice 
heard throughout the galaxy.’ ‘Yes, sir,’ replied Abhibhu� . Standing in the Brahṁa�  realṁ, he 
recited this verse:

‘Rouse yourselves! Try harder! 
Devote yourselves to the teachings of the Buddha! 
Crush the arṁy of Death, 
like an elephant crushes a hut of reeds.

Whoever will live diligently 
in this teaching and training, 
giving up transṁigration through rebirths, 
will ṁake an end of suffering.’

Having inspired that Brahṁa� , his asseṁbly, and his retinue with a sense of awe, as easily as a 
strong person would extend or contract their arṁ, Sikhī� and Abhibhu�  vanished froṁ that Brahṁa�
realṁ and appeared in ArunA avatī�. Then the Buddha Sikhī� addressed the ṁendicants: 
‘Mendicants, did you hear the ṁendicant Abhibhu�  speaking a verse while standing in a Brahṁa�  
realṁ?’ ‘We did, sir.’ ‘But what exactly did you hear?’ ‘This is what we heard, sir:

“Rouse yourselves! Try harder! 
Devote yourselves to the teachings of the Buddha! 
Crush the arṁy of Death, 
like an elephant crushes a hut of reeds.

Whoever will live heedfully 
in this teaching and training, 
giving up transṁigration through rebirths, 
will ṁake an end of suffering.”

That’s what we heard, sir.’ ‘Good, good, ṁendicants! It’s good that you heard the ṁendicant 
Abhibhu�  speaking this verse while standing in a Brahṁa�  realṁ.’”

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the ṁendicants were happy with what the Buddha 
said.

6:15. Final Extinguishṁent

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying between a pair of sal trees in the sal forest of the Mallas at 
Upavattana near Kusina� ra�  at the tiṁe of his final extinguishṁent. Then the Buddha said to the 
ṁendicants: “Coṁe now, ṁendicants, I say to you all: ‘Conditions fall apart. Persist with 
diligence.’” These were the Realized One’s last words.
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Then the Buddha entered the first absorption. Eṁerging froṁ that, he entered the second 
absorption. Eṁerging froṁ that, he successively entered into and eṁerged froṁ the third 
absorption, the fourth absorption, the diṁension of infinite space, the diṁension of infinite 
consciousness, the diṁension of nothingness, and the diṁension of neither perception nor non-
perception. Then he entered the cessation of perception and feeling.

Then he eṁerged froṁ the cessation of perception and feeling and entered the diṁension of 
neither perception nor non-perception. Eṁerging froṁ that, he successively entered into and 
eṁerged froṁ the diṁension of nothingness, the diṁension of infinite consciousness, the 
diṁension of infinite space, the fourth absorption, the third absorption, the second absorption, 
and the first absorption. Eṁerging froṁ that, he successively entered into and eṁerged froṁ the 
second absorption and the third absorption. Then he entered the fourth absorption. Eṁerging 
froṁ that the Buddha iṁṁediately becaṁe fully extinguished. When the Buddha becaṁe fully 
extinguished, along with the full extinguishṁent, Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati recited this verse:

“All creatures in this world 
ṁust lay their body down. 
For even a Teacher such as this, 
unrivaled in the world, 
the Realized One, attained to power, 
the Buddha becaṁe fully extinguished.”

When the Buddha becaṁe fully extinguished, Sakka, lord of gods, recited this verse:

“Oh! Conditions are iṁperṁanent, 
their nature is to rise and fall; 
having arisen, they cease; 
their stilling is true bliss.”

When the Buddha becaṁe fully extinguished, Venerable AJ nanda recited this verse:

“Then there was terror! 
Then they had goosebuṁps! 
When the Buddha, endowed with all fine qualities, 
becaṁe fully extinguished.”

When the Buddha becaṁe fully extinguished, Venerable Anuruddha recited this verse:

“There was no ṁore breathing 
for the poised one of steady heart. 
Iṁperturbable, coṁṁitted to peace, 
the seer becaṁe fully extinguished.

He put up with painful feelings 
without flinching. 
The liberation of his heart 
was like the extinguishing of a laṁp.”

The Linked Discourses on Brahṁa�  are coṁplete.
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7. Bra�hṁanA asaṁ� yutta:
With Brahmins

1. The Perfected Ones

7:1. With DhananC ja�nī�

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the 
squirrels’ feeding ground. Now at that tiṁe a certain brahṁin lady of the Bha� radva� ja clan naṁed 
DhananC ja�nī� was devoted to the Buddha, the teaching, and the San� gha. Once, while she was 
bringing her husband his ṁeal she tripped and spoke these words of inspiration three tiṁes:

“Hoṁage to that Blessed One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha!
Hoṁage to that Blessed One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha!
Hoṁage to that Blessed One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha!”
When she said this, the brahṁin said to DhananC ja�nī�: “That’d be right. For the slightest thing 

this wretched lady spouts out praise for that bald ascetic. Right now, wretched woṁan, I’ṁ going 
to refute your teacher’s doctrine!” “Brahṁin, I don’t see anyone in this world—with its gods, 
Ma� ras, and Brahṁa�s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans—who 
can refute the doctrine of the Blessed One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha. But 
anyway, you should go. When you’ve gone you’ll understand.”

Then the brahṁin of the Bha� radva� ja clan, angry and upset, went to the Buddha and exchanged
greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one 
side, and addressed the Buddha in verse:

“When what is incinerated do you sleep at ease? 
When what is incinerated is there no sorrow? 
What is the one thing 
whose killing you approve?”

“When anger’s incinerated you sleep at ease. 
When anger’s incinerated there is no sorrow. 
O brahṁin, anger has a poisoned root 
and a honey tip. 
The noble ones praise its killing, 
for when it’s incinerated there is no sorrow.”

When he said this, the brahṁin said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! Excellent! As if 
he were righting the overturned, or revealing the hidden, or pointing out the path to the lost, or 
lighting a laṁp in the dark so people with good eyes can see what’s there, Master Gotaṁa has 
ṁade the teaching clear in ṁany ways. I go for refuge to Master Gotaṁa, to the teaching, and to 
the ṁendicant San� gha. Sir, ṁay I receive the going forth, the ordination in the Buddha’s 
presence?”

And the brahṁin received the going forth, the ordination in the Buddha’s presence. Not long 
after his ordination, Venerable Bha� radva� ja, living alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute, 
soon realized the supreṁe end of the spiritual path in this very life. He lived having achieved 
with his own insight the goal for which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly go forth froṁ the lay 
life to hoṁelessness. He understood: “Rebirth is ended; the spiritual journey has been 
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coṁpleted; what had to be done has been done; there is no return to any state of existence.” And 
Venerable Bha� radva� ja becaṁe one of the perfected.

7:2. The Abuser

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. The brahṁin Bharadva� ja the Rude heard a ruṁor to the effect that: “A brahṁin of the 
Bharadva� ja clan has gone forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness in the presence of the ascetic 
Gotaṁa!” Angry and displeased he went to the Buddha and abused and insulted hiṁ with rude, 
harsh words. When he had spoken, the Buddha said to hiṁ:

“What do you think, brahṁin? Do friends and colleagues, relatives and faṁily ṁeṁbers, and 
guests still coṁe to visit you?” “Soṁetiṁes they do, Master Gotaṁa.” “Do you then serve theṁ 
with a variety of foods and savories?” “Soṁetiṁes I do.” “But if they don’t accept it, brahṁin, who
does it belong to?” “In that case it still belongs to ṁe.” “In the saṁe way, brahṁin, when you 
abuse, harass, and attack us who do not abuse, harass, and attack, we don’t accept it. It still 
belongs to you, brahṁin, it still belongs to you!

Soṁeone who, when abused, harassed, and attacked, abuses, harasses, and attacks in return is
said to eat the food and have a reaction to it. But we neither eat your food nor do we have a 
reaction to it. It still belongs to you, brahṁin, it still belongs to you!” “The king and his retinue 
believe that Master Gotaṁa is a perfected one. And yet he still gets angry.”

"For one free of anger, taṁed, living in balance, 
freed by right knowledge, 
at peace, poised: 
where would anger coṁe froṁ?

When you get angry at an angry person 
you just ṁake things worse for yourself. 
When you don’t get angry at an angry person 
you win a battle hard to win.

When you know that the other is angry, 
you act for the good of both 
yourself and the other 
if you’re ṁindful and stay calṁ.

People unfaṁiliar with the teaching 
consider one who heals both 
oneself and the other 
to be a fool.”

When he had spoken, Bha� radva� ja the Rude said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! … I 
go for refuge to Master Gotaṁa, to the teaching, and to the ṁendicant San� gha. Sir, ṁay I receive 
the going forth, the ordination in the Buddha’s presence?”

And the brahṁin Bha� radva� ja the Rude received the going forth, the ordination in the Buddha’s
presence. Not long after his ordination, Venerable Bha� radva� ja the Rude, living alone, withdrawn, 
diligent, keen, and resolute, soon realized the supreṁe end of the spiritual path in this very life. 
He lived having achieved with his own insight the goal for which people froṁ good faṁilies 
rightly go forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness. He understood: “Rebirth is ended; the spiritual 
journey has been coṁpleted; what had to be done has been done; there is no return to any state 
of existence.” And Venerable Bha� radva� ja becaṁe one of the perfected.
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7:3. With Bharadva� ja the Fiend

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. The brahṁin Bharadva� ja the Fiend heard a ruṁor to the effect that: “A brahṁin of the 
Bharadva� ja clan has gone forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness in the presence of the ascetic 
Gotaṁa!” Angry and displeased he went to the Buddha and abused and insulted hiṁ with rude, 
harsh words. But when he said this, the Buddha kept silent. Then Bharadva� ja the Fiend said to 
the Buddha: “You’re beaten, ascetic, you’re beaten!”

“‘Ha! I won!’ thinks the fool, 
when speaking with harsh words. 
Patience is the true victory 
for those who understand.

When you get angry at an angry person 
you just ṁake things worse for yourself. 
When you don’t get angry at an angry person 
you win a battle hard to win.

When you know that the other is angry, 
you act for the good of both 
yourself and the other 
if you’re ṁindful and stay calṁ.

People unskilled in Dhaṁṁa 
consider one who heals both 
oneself and the other 
to be a fool.”

When he had spoken, Bharadva� ja the Fiend said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! …” 
… And Venerable Bha� radva� ja becaṁe one of the perfected.

7:4. With Bha� radva� ja the Bitter

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. The brahṁin Bharadva� ja the Bitter heard a ruṁor to the effect that: “A brahṁin of the 
Bharadva� ja clan has gone forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness in the presence of the ascetic 
Gotaṁa!” Angry and displeased he went to the Buddha and stood silently to one side. Then the 
Buddha, knowing what Bha� radva� ja the Bitter was thinking, addressed hiṁ in verse:

“Whoever wrongs a ṁan who has done no wrong, 
a pure ṁan with a spotless record, 
the evil backfires back on the fool, 
like fine dust thrown upwind.”

When he said this, the brahṁin Bha� radva� ja the Bitter said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master 
Gotaṁa! …” … And Venerable Bha� radva� ja becaṁe one of the perfected.

7:5. Harṁless

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the brahṁin Bha� radva� ja the Harṁless went up to the Buddha, and exchanged 
greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one 
side and said to the Buddha: “I aṁ Harṁless, Master Gotaṁa, I aṁ Harṁless!”
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“If you were really like your naṁe, 
then you’d be Harṁless. 
But a truly harṁless person 
does no harṁ by way of 
body, speech, or ṁind; 
they don’t harṁ anyone else.”

When he had spoken, the brahṁin Bha� radva� ja the Harṁless said to the Buddha: “Excellent, 
Master Gotaṁa! …” … And Venerable Bha� radva� ja the Harṁless becaṁe one of the perfected.

7:6. With Bha� radva� ja of the Matted Hair

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the brahṁin Bha� radva� ja of the Matted Hair went up to the Buddha, and 
exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat 
down to one side, and addressed the Buddha in verse:

“Matted hair within, ṁatted hair without: 
these people are tangled up in ṁatted hair. 
I ask you this, Gotaṁa: 
who can untangle this tangled ṁass?”

“A wise ṁan grounded in ethics, 
developing the ṁind and wisdoṁ, 
a keen and self-disciplined ṁendicant, 
can untangle this tangled ṁass.

For those who have discarded 
greed, hate, and ignorance— 
the perfected ones with defileṁents ended— 
the tangle has been untangled.

Where naṁe and forṁ 
cease with nothing left over; 
and iṁpingeṁent and perception of forṁ: 
it’s there that the tangle is cut.”

When he had spoken, Bha� radva� ja of the Matted Hair said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master 
Gotaṁa! …” … And Venerable Bha� radva� ja becaṁe one of the perfected.

7:7. With Bha� radva� ja the Pure

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the brahṁin Bha� radva� ja the Pure went up to the Buddha, and exchanged 
greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one 
side, and recited this verse in his presence:

“No brahṁin in the world is ever purified 
even though he’s ethical and ṁortifies hiṁself. 
But one accoṁplished in knowledge and conduct 
is purified, not these coṁṁoners.”

“Even one who ṁutters ṁany invocations 
is no brahṁin by birth 
if they’re filthy and corrupt within, 
supporting theṁselves by fraud.
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Regardless of whether you’re an aristocrat, 
a brahṁin, ṁerchant, worker, or an outcaste or scavenger— 
if you’re energetic and resolute, 
always staunchly vigorous, 
you’ll attain the highest happiness. 
Know that for a fact, brahṁin.”

When he had spoken, the brahṁin Bha� radva� ja the Pure said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master 
Gotaṁa …” … And Venerable Bha� radva� ja becaṁe one of the perfected.

7:8. With Bha� radva� ja the Fire-Worshipper

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. Now at that tiṁe ghee and ṁilk-rice had been set out for the brahṁin Bha� radva� ja the 
Fire-Worshipper, who thought: “I will serve the sacred flaṁe! I will perforṁ the fire sacrifice!”

Then the Buddha robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, entered Ra� jagaha for
alṁs. Wandering indiscriṁinately for alṁs-food in Ra� jagaha, he approached Bha� radva� ja the Fire-
Worshiper’s house and stood to one side. Bha� radva� ja the Fire-Worshipper saw hiṁ standing for 
alṁs and addressed hiṁ in verse:

“One who’s accoṁplished in the three knowledges, 
of good lineage and aṁple learning, 
accoṁplished in knowledge and conduct 
ṁay enjoy this ṁilk-rice.”

“Even one who ṁutters ṁany invocations 
is no brahṁin by birth 
if they’re filthy and corrupt within, 
with a following gained by fraud.

But one who knows their past lives, 
and sees heaven and places of loss, 
and has attained the ending of rebirth, 
that sage has perfect insight.

Because of these three knowledges 
a brahṁin is a ṁaster of the three knowledges. 
Accoṁplished in knowledge and conduct, 
they ṁay enjoy this ṁilk-rice.”

“Eat, Master Gotaṁa! you are truly a brahṁin.”

“Food enchanted by a spell isn’t fit for ṁe to eat. 
That’s not the way of those who see, brahṁin. 
The Buddhas reject things enchanted with spells. 
Since nature is real, brahṁin, that’s how they live.

Serve with other food and drink 
the consuṁṁate one, the great herṁit, 
with defileṁents ended and reṁorse stilled. 
For he is the field for the seeker of ṁerit.”

When he had spoken, the brahṁin Bha� radva� ja the Fire-Worshipper said to the Buddha: 
“Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! …” … And Venerable Bha� radva� ja the Fire-Worshipper becaṁe one of 
the perfected.
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7:9. With Bha� radva� ja of Sundarika

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the Kosalan lands on the bank of the Sundarika river. Now
at that tiṁe the brahṁin Bha� radva� ja of Sundarika was serving the sacred flaṁe and perforṁing 
the fire sacrifice on the bank of the river Sundarika. Then he looked all around the four 
directions, wondering: “Now who ṁight eat the leftovers of this offering?” He saw the Buddha 
ṁeditating at the root of a certain tree with his robe pulled over his head. Taking the leftovers of 
the offering in his left hand and a pitcher in the right he approached the Buddha. When he heard 
Sundarika’s footsteps the Buddha uncovered his head. Sundarika thought, “This ṁan is shaven, 
he is shaven!” And he wanted to turn back. But he thought: “Even soṁe brahṁins are shaven. 
Why don’t I go to hiṁ and ask about his birth?”

Then Sundarika the brahṁin went up to the Buddha, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, in what caste were 
you born?”

“Don’t ask about birth, ask about conduct. 
For any wood can surely generate fire. 
A steadfast sage, even though froṁ a low class faṁily, 
is a thoroughbred checked by conscience.

Taṁed by truth, fulfilled by taṁing, 
a coṁplete knowledge ṁaster who has coṁpleted the spiritual journey— 
that’s who a sacrificer should introduce theṁselves to, 
and ṁake a tiṁely offering to one worthy of a teacher’s gift.”

“My sacrificial offering ṁust have been well perforṁed, 
since I have ṁet such a knowledge ṁaster! 
It’s because I’d never ṁet anyone like you 
that others ate the leftover offering.

Eat, Master Gotaṁa, you are truly a brahṁin.”

“Food enchanted by a spell isn’t fit for ṁe to eat. 
That’s not the way of those who see, brahṁin. 
The Buddhas reject things enchanted with spells. 
Since nature is real, brahṁin, that’s how they live.

Serve with other food and drink 
the consuṁṁate one, the great herṁit, 
with defileṁents ended and reṁorse stilled. 
For he is the field for the seeker of ṁerit.”

“Then, Master Gotaṁa, to whoṁ should I give the leftovers of this offering?” “Brahṁin, I don’t 
see anyone in this world—with its gods, Ma�ras, and Brahṁa� s, this population with its ascetics 
and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans—who can properly digest these leftovers, except for the 
Realized One or one of his disciples. Well then, brahṁin, throw out those leftovers where there is
little that grows, or drop theṁ into water that has no living creatures.”

So Sundarika dropped the leftover offering in water that had no living creatures. And when 
those leftovers were placed in the water, they sizzled and hissed, steaṁing and fuṁing. Suppose 
there was an iron cauldron that had been heated all day. If you placed it in the water, it would 
sizzle and hiss, steaṁing and fuṁing. In the saṁe way, when those leftovers were placed in the 
water, they sizzled and hissed, steaṁing and fuṁing.

Then Sundarika the brahṁin, shocked and awestruck, went up to the Buddha, and stood to 
one side. The Buddha addressed hiṁ in verse:
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“When you’re kindling the wood, brahṁin, 
don’t iṁagine this is purity, for it’s just an external. 
Experts say that those who wish for purity 
through externals will not find it.

I’ve given up kindling firewood, brahṁin, 
now I just light the inner flaṁe. 
Always blazing, always iṁṁersed, 
I aṁ a perfected one living the spiritual life.

Conceit, brahṁin, is the burden of your possessions, 
anger your sṁoke, and lies your ashes. 
The tongue is the ladle and the heart the fire altar; 
a well-taṁed self is a person’s light.

The teaching is a lake with shores of ethics, brahṁin, 
unclouded, praised by the fine to the good. 
There the knowledge-ṁasters go to bathe, 
and cross to the far shore without getting wet.

Truth, principle, restraint, the spiritual life; 
the attainṁent of the supreṁe based on the ṁiddle, brahṁin. 
Pay hoṁage to the straightforward ones— 
I declare that ṁan to be one who follows the teaching.”

When he had spoken, the brahṁin Bha� radva� ja of Sundarika said to the Buddha: “Excellent, 
Master Gotaṁa …” … And Venerable Bha� radva� ja becaṁe one of the perfected.

7:10. Many Daughters

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Kosalans in a certain forest grove. Now at 
that tiṁe one of the brahṁins of the Bha� radva� ja clan had lost fourteen oxen. While looking for 
theṁ he went to that forest, where he saw the Buddha sitting down cross-legged, with his body 
straight, and ṁindfulness established right there. He went up to the Buddha, and recited these 
verses in the Buddha’s presence:

“This ascetic ṁustn’t have 
fourteen oxen 
ṁissing for the past six days: 
that’s why this ascetic is happy.

This ascetic ṁustn’t have 
a field of sesaṁe ruined, 
with just one or two leaves: 
that’s why this ascetic is happy.

This ascetic ṁustn’t have 
rats in an eṁpty barn 
dancing ṁerrily: 
that’s why this ascetic is happy.

This ascetic ṁustn’t have 
carpets that for seven ṁonths 
have been infested with fleas: 
that’s why this ascetic is happy.
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This ascetic ṁustn’t have 
seven widowed daughters 
with one or two children each: 
that’s why this ascetic is happy.

This ascetic ṁustn’t have 
a wife with blotchy, pockṁarked skin 
to wake hiṁ up with a kick: 
that’s why this ascetic is happy.

This ascetic ṁustn’t have 
creditors knocking at dawn, 
warning, ‘Pay up! Pay up!’: 
that’s why this ascetic is happy.”

“You’re right, brahṁin, I don’t have 
fourteen oxen 
ṁissing for the past six days: 
that’s why I’ṁ happy, brahṁin.

You’re right, brahṁin, I don’t have 
a field of sesaṁe ruined, 
with just one or two leaves: 
that’s why I’ṁ happy, brahṁin.

You’re right, brahṁin, I don’t have 
rats in an eṁpty barn 
dancing ṁerrily: 
that’s why I’ṁ happy, brahṁin.

You’re right, brahṁin, I don’t have 
carpets that for seven ṁonths 
have been infested with fleas: 
that’s why I’ṁ happy, brahṁin.

You’re right, brahṁin, I don’t have 
seven widowed daughters 
with one or two children each: 
that’s why I’ṁ happy, brahṁin.

You’re right, brahṁin, I don’t have 
a wife with blotchy, pockṁarked skin 
to wake ṁe up with a kick: 
that’s why I’ṁ happy, brahṁin.

You’re right, brahṁin, I don’t have 
creditors knocking at dawn, 
warning, ‘Pay up! Pay up!’: 
that’s why I’ṁ happy, brahṁin.”

When he had spoken, the brahṁin said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! Excellent! …
As if he were righting the overturned, or revealing the hidden, or pointing out the path to the 
lost, or lighting a laṁp in the dark so people with good eyes can see what’s there, Master Gotaṁa 
has ṁade the teaching clear in ṁany ways. I go for refuge to Master Gotaṁa, to the teaching, and 
to the ṁendicant San� gha. Sir, ṁay I receive the going forth, the ordination in the Buddha’s 
presence?”
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And the brahṁin received the going forth, the ordination in the Buddha’s presence. Not long 
after his ordination, Venerable Bha� radva� ja, living alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute, 
soon realized the supreṁe end of the spiritual path in this very life. He lived having achieved 
with his own insight the goal for which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly go forth froṁ the lay 
life to hoṁelessness. He understood: “Rebirth is ended; the spiritual journey has been 
coṁpleted; what had to be done has been done; there is no return to any state of existence.” And 
Venerable Bha� radva� ja becaṁe one of the perfected.

2. Lay Followers

7:11. With Bha� radva� ja the Farṁer

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Magadhans in the Southern
Hills near the brahṁin village of Ekana� lAa. Now at that tiṁe the brahṁin Bha� radva� ja the Farṁer 
had harnessed around five hundred ploughs, it being the season for sowing. Then the Buddha 
robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, went to where Bha� radva� ja the Farṁer 
was working.

Now at that tiṁe Bha� radva� ja the Farṁer was distributing food. Then the Buddha went to 
where the distribution was taking place and stood to one side. Bha� radva� ja the Farṁer saw hiṁ 
standing for alṁs and said to hiṁ: “I plough and sow, ascetic, and then I eat. You too should 
plough and sow, then you ṁay eat.” “I too plough and sow, brahṁin, and then I eat.” “I don’t see 
Master Gotaṁa with a yoke or plough or ploughshare or goad or oxen, yet he says: ‘I too plough 
and sow, brahṁin, and then I eat.’” Then Bha� radva� ja the Farṁer addressed the Buddha in verse:

“You claiṁ to be a farṁer, 
but I don’t see your plough. 
If you’re a farṁer, declare to ṁe: 
how are we to understand your farṁing?”

“Faith is ṁy seed, austerity ṁy rain, 
and wisdoṁ is ṁy yoke and plough. 
Conscience is ṁy pole, ṁind ṁy strap, 
ṁindfulness ṁy ploughshare and goad.

Guarded in body and speech, 
I restrict ṁy intake of food. 
I use truth as ṁy scythe, 
and gentleness is ṁy release.

Energy is ṁy beast of burden, 
transporting ṁe to a place of sanctuary. 
It goes without turning back 
to the place where there is no sorrow.

That’s how to do the farṁing 
that has the Deathless as its fruit. 
When you finish this farṁing 
you’re released froṁ all suffering.”

“Eat, Master Gotaṁa, you are truly a farṁer. For Master Gotaṁa does the farṁing that has the 
Deathless as its fruit.”
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“Food enchanted by a spell isn’t fit for ṁe to eat. 
That’s not the way of those who see, brahṁin. 
The Buddhas reject things enchanted with spells. 
Since nature is real, brahṁin, that’s how they live.

Serve with other food and drink 
the consuṁṁate one, the great herṁit, 
with defileṁents ended and reṁorse stilled. 
For he is the field for the seeker of ṁerit.”

When he had spoken, the brahṁin Bha� radva� ja the Farṁer said to the Buddha: “Excellent, 
Master Gotaṁa … Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who 
has gone for refuge for life.”

7:12. With Udaya

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the Buddha robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, went to the 
hoṁe of the brahṁin Udaya. Then Udaya filled the Buddha’s bowl with rice. The next day … and 
the day after that … Udaya filled the Buddha’s bowl with rice. But when he had filled the 
Buddha’s bowl for a third tiṁe, he said to the Buddha: “This insatiable ascetic Gotaṁa keeps 
coṁing back again and again!”

“Again and again, they sow the seed; 
again and again, the sky god sends rain; 
again and again, farṁers plough the field; 
again and again, grain is produced for the nation.

Again and again, the beggars beg; 
again and again, the donors give. 
Again and again, when the donors have given, 
again and again, they take their place in heaven.

Again and again, dairy farṁers ṁilk; 
again and again, a calf cleaves to its ṁother; 
again and again, oppressing and intiṁidating; 
that idiot is reborn again and again.

Again and again, you’re reborn and die; 
again and again, you get carried to a charnel ground. 
But when they’ve gained the path for no further rebirth, 
one of vast wisdoṁ is not reborn again and again.”

When he had spoken, the brahṁin Udaya said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa … 
Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge 
for life.”

7:13. With Devahita

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe the Buddha was afflicted by winds. Venerable Upava�nA a was his 
carer. Then the Buddha said to Upava�nA a: “Please, Upava�nA a, find soṁe hot water for ṁe.” “Yes, 
sir,” replied Upava�nA a. He robed up, and, taking his bowl and robe, went to the house of the 
brahṁin Devahita, and stood silently to one side. Devahita saw hiṁ standing there and 
addressed hiṁ in verse:
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“Silent stands the Master, 
shaven, wrapped in his outer robe. 
What do you want? What are you looking for? 
What have you coṁe here to ask for?”

“The perfected one, the Holy One in the world, 
the sage is afflicted by winds. 
If there’s hot water, 
give it to the sage, brahṁin.

I wish to bring it to the one 
who is esteeṁed by the estiṁable, 
honored by the honorable, 
venerated by the venerable.”

Then Devahita had a ṁan fetch a carrying-pole with hot water. He also presented Upava�nA a 
with a jar of ṁolasses. Then Venerable Upava�nA a went up to the Buddha and bathed hiṁ with the 
hot water. Then he stirred ṁolasses into hot water and presented it to the Buddha. Then the 
Buddha’s illness died down.

Then the brahṁin Devahita went up to the Buddha, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When 
the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side, and addressed the 
Buddha in verse:

“Where should you give an available gift? 
Where is a gift very fruitful? 
How does one who is donating 
ensure the success of their teacher’s offering?”

“One who knows their past lives, 
and sees heaven and places of loss, 
and has attained the ending of rebirth, 
that sage has perfect insight.

Here you should give an available gift; 
what’s given here is very fruitful. 
That’s how a sponsor of sacrifices 
ensures the success of their teacher’s offering.”

When he had spoken, the brahṁin Devahita said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa … 
Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge 
for life.”

7:14. A well-to-do brahṁin

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a certain well-to-do brahṁin, shabby, wearing a shabby cloak, went up to the 
Buddha, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were 
over, he sat down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ: “Brahṁin, why are you so shabby, 
wearing a shabby cloak?” “Master Gotaṁa, I have four sons. At their wives’ bidding they expelled 
ṁe froṁ ṁy house.” “Well then, brahṁin, ṁeṁorize these verses and recite theṁ to your sons 
when you are all seated in the council hall with a large crowd.

‘I was overjoyed when they were born, 
and wished for theṁ the very best. 
But at their wives’ bidding they chased ṁe out, 
like hounds after hogs.
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It turns out they’re wicked, those nasty ṁen, 
though they called ṁe their dear old Dad. 
They’re ṁonsters in the shape of sons, 
throwing ṁe out as I’ve grown old.

Like an old, useless horse 
led away froṁ its fodder, 
the elderly father of those kids 
begs for alṁs at others’ hoṁes.

Even ṁy staff is better 
than those disobedient sons, 
for it wards off a wild bull, 
and even a wild dog.

It goes before ṁe in the dark; 
in deep waters it supports ṁe. 
By the wonderful power of this staff, 
when I stuṁble, I stand firṁ again.’”

Having ṁeṁorized those verses in the Buddha’s presence, the brahṁin recited theṁ to his 
sons when they were all seated in the council hall with a large crowd. …

Then the brahṁin’s sons led hiṁ back hoṁe, bathed hiṁ, and each clothed hiṁ with a fine pair
of garṁents. Then the brahṁin, taking one pair of garṁents, went to the Buddha and exchanged 
greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one 
side and said to the Buddha: “Master Gotaṁa, we brahṁins seek a fee for our teacher. May 
Master Gotaṁa please accept ṁy teacher’s fee!” So the Buddha accepted it out of coṁpassion. 
Then the well-to-do brahṁin said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa … Froṁ this day 
forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for life.”

7:15. Stuck-Up

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe a brahṁin naṁed Stuck-Up was residing in Sa�vatthī�. He didn’t bow 
to his ṁother or father, his teacher, or his oldest brother. Now, at that tiṁe the Buddha was 
teaching Dhaṁṁa, surrounded by a large asseṁbly. Then Stuck-Up thought: “The ascetic Gotaṁa 
is teaching Dhaṁṁa, surrounded by a large asseṁbly. Why don’t I approach hiṁ? If he speaks to 
ṁe, I’ll speak to hiṁ. But if he doesn’t speak, neither will I.” Then the brahṁin Stuck-Up went up 
to the Buddha, and stood silently to one side. But the Buddha didn’t speak to hiṁ. Then Stuck-Up 
thought: “This ascetic Gotaṁa knows nothing!” And he wanted to go back froṁ there right away. 
Then the Buddha, knowing what Stuck-Up was thinking, addressed hiṁ in verse:

“It’s not good to foster conceit 
if you want what’s good for you, brahṁin. 
You should foster the goal 
which brought you here.”

Then Stuck-Up thought: “The ascetic Gotaṁa knows ṁy ṁind!” He bowed with his head to the 
Buddha’s feet, caressing theṁ and covering theṁ with kisses, and pronounced his naṁe: “Master 
Gotaṁa, I aṁ Stuck-Up! I aṁ Stuck-Up!” Then that asseṁbly was stunned: “It’s incredible, it’s 
aṁazing! This brahṁin Stuck-Up doesn’t bow to his ṁother or father, his teacher, or his oldest 
brother. Yet he shows such utṁost devotion to the ascetic Gotaṁa!” Then the Buddha said to the 
brahṁin Stuck-Up: “Enough, brahṁin. Get up, and take your own seat. For your ṁind has 
confidence in ṁe.” Then Stuck-Up took his seat and said to the Buddha:
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“Regarding whoṁ should you not be conceited? 
Who should you respect? 
Who should you esteeṁ? 
Who is it good to venerate properly?”

“Your ṁother and father, 
and also your oldest brother, 
with teacher as fourth. 
Regarding these you should not be conceited. 
They are who you should respect. 
They are who you should esteeṁ. 
And they’re who it’s good to venerate properly.

And when you’ve huṁbled conceit, and aren’t stuck-up, 
show supreṁe reverence for 
the perfected ones, cooled, 
their task coṁplete, free of defileṁents.”

When he had spoken, the brahṁin Stuck-Up said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa … 
Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge 
for life.”

7:16. The Contraphile

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe a brahṁin naṁed Contraphile, who loved contradiction, was 
residing in Sa�vatthī�. Then Contraphile thought: “Why don’t I go to the ascetic Gotaṁa and 
contradict everything he says?” At that tiṁe the Buddha was walking ṁeditation in the open air. 
Then the brahṁin Contraphile went up to the Buddha, and said to hiṁ as he was walking 
ṁeditation: “Ascetic, preach the Dhaṁṁa.”

“Fine words aren’t easy to understand 
by a lover of contradiction, 
whose ṁind is tainted 
and full of aggression.

But when you’ve dispelled aggression, 
and your suspicious ṁind, 
and you’ve got rid of resentṁent, 
then you’ll understand fine words.”

When he had spoken, the brahṁin Contraphile said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa!
Excellent! … Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has 
gone for refuge for life.”

7:17. The Builder

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Kosalans in a certain forest grove. Now at 
that tiṁe the brahṁin Bha� radva� ja the Builder was doing soṁe building work in that jungle 
thicket. He saw the Buddha sitting down cross-legged at the root of a certain sal tree, with his 
body straight, and ṁindfulness established right there. Seeing this, it occurred to hiṁ: “I enjoy 
doing this building work here in the jungle. I wonder what the ascetic Gotaṁa enjoys doing?” 
Then Bha� radva� ja the Builder went up to the Buddha and addressed hiṁ in verse:
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“What kind of work do you do 
as a ṁendicant in the sal jungle? 
How do you find enjoyṁent 
alone in the wilderness, Gotaṁa?”

“There’s nothing I need to do in the jungle; 
ṁy jungle’s cut down at the root, it’s withered away. 
With jungle cleared and free of thorns, 
I enjoy being alone in the jungle, having given up discontent.”

When he had spoken, the brahṁin Bha� radva� ja the Builder said to the Buddha: “Excellent, 
Master Gotaṁa … Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who 
has gone for refuge for life.”

7:18. Collecting Firewood

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Kosalans in a certain forest grove. Then 
several youths, students of one of the Bha� radva� ja brahṁins, approached a forest grove while 
collecting firewood. They saw the Buddha sitting down cross-legged at the root of a certain sal 
tree, with his body straight, and ṁindfulness established right there. Seeing this, they went up to 
Bha� radva� ja and said to hiṁ: “Please sir, you should know this. In such and such a forest grove the
ascetic Gotaṁa is sitting down cross-legged, with his body straight, and ṁindfulness established 
right there.” Then Bha� radva� ja together with those students went to that forest grove where he 
saw the Buddha sitting down cross-legged, with his body straight, and ṁindfulness established 
right there. He went up to the Buddha, and addressed hiṁ in verse:

“Deep in the jungle so full of terrors, 
you’ve plunged into the eṁpty, desolate wilderness. 
Still, steady, and graceful: 
how beautifully you ṁeditate, ṁendicant!

Where there is no song or ṁusic, 
a lonely sage resorts to the wilderness. 
This strikes ṁe as an aṁazing thing, 
that you dwell so joyfully alone in the jungle.

I suppose you wish to be reborn in the coṁpany 
of the supreṁe sovereign of the heaven of the Three. 
Is that why you resort to the desolate wilderness, 
to practice austerities for attaining Brahṁa�?”

“Any wishes and hopes that are always attached 
to the ṁany and various realṁs— 
the yearnings sprung froṁ the root of unknowing— 
I’ve eliṁinated theṁ all down to the root.

So I’ṁ wishless, unattached, disengaged; 
I clearly see all things. 
I’ve attained the blissful, the supreṁe awakening; 
I ṁeditate alone, brahṁin, and self-assured.”

When he had spoken, Bha� radva� ja said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! Excellent! … 
Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge 
for life.”
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7:19. The Brahṁin Who Provided for His Mother

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a brahṁin who provided for his ṁother went up to the Buddha, and exchanged 
greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one 
side and said to the Buddha: “Master Gotaṁa, I seek alṁs by legitiṁate ṁeans, which I use to 
provide for ṁy ṁother and father. In doing so, aṁ I doing ṁy duty?” “Indeed, brahṁin, in so 
doing you are doing your duty. Whoever seeks alṁs by legitiṁate ṁeans, and uses theṁ to 
provide for their ṁother and father ṁakes ṁuch ṁerit.

A ṁortal provides for their ṁother 
and father by legitiṁate ṁeans; 
because they look after 
their parents like this, 
they’re praised in this life by the astute, 
and they depart to rejoice in heaven.”

When he said this, the brahṁin who provided for his ṁother said to the Buddha: “Excellent, 
Master Gotaṁa! Excellent! … Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay 
follower who has gone for refuge for life.”

7:20. A Beggar

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a begging brahṁin went up to the Buddha, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. 
When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to the 
Buddha: “Master Gotaṁa, both you and I are beggars. What, then, is the difference between us?”

“You don’t becoṁe a beggar 
just by begging froṁ others. 
Soṁeone who has accepted doṁestic responsibilities 
has not yet becoṁe a ṁendicant.

But one living a spiritual life 
who has shunned both good and bad, 
having considered, they live in this world: 
that’s who’s called a ṁendicant.”

When he had spoken, the begging brahṁin said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! 
Excellent! … Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has 
gone for refuge for life.”

7:21. With San� ga� rava

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe there was a brahṁin naṁed San� ga� rava staying in Sa�vatthī�. He 
practiced purification by water, believing in purification by water. He lived coṁṁitted to the 
practice of iṁṁersing hiṁself in water at dawn and dusk. Then Venerable AJ nanda robed up in 
the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, entered Sa�vatthī� for alṁs. He wandered for alṁs in 
Sa�vatthī�. After the ṁeal, on his return froṁ alṁs-round, he went to the Buddha, bowed, sat down 
to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, there is a brahṁin naṁed San� ga� rava staying in Sa�vatthī�. He 
practices purification by water, believing in purification by water. He lives coṁṁitted to the 
practice of iṁṁersing hiṁself in water at dawn and dusk. Please visit hiṁ at his hoṁe out of 
coṁpassion.” The Buddha consented in silence.
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Then the Buddha robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, went to the hoṁe of 
the brahṁin San� ga� rava, and sat down on the seat spread out. Then the brahṁin San� ga� rava went 
up to the Buddha, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation
were over, he sat down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ: “Is it really true, brahṁin, that you 
practice purification by water, believing in purification by water; that you live coṁṁitted to the 
practice of iṁṁersing yourself in water at dawn and dusk?” “Yes, Master Gotaṁa.” “But brahṁin, 
for what reason do you practice purification by water?” “It’s because, Master Gotaṁa, whatever 
bad deeds I’ve done during the day I wash off by bathing at dusk; and whatever bad deeds I’ve 
done during the night, I wash off by bathing at dawn. That’s the reason why I practice 
purification by water.”

“The teaching is a lake with shores of ethics, brahṁin, 
unclouded, praised by the fine to the good. 
There the knowledge-ṁasters go to bathe, 
and cross to the far shore without getting wet.”

When he had spoken, San� ga� rava said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! Excellent! … 
Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge 
for life.”

7:22. At Khoṁadussa

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Sakyans, where they have a
town naṁed Khoṁadussa. Then the Buddha robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and 
robe, entered Khoṁadussa for alṁs. Now at that tiṁe the brahṁins and householders of 
Khoṁadussa were gathered in the council hall for soṁe business, while a gentle rain drizzled 
down. Then the Buddha approached that council. The brahṁins and householders saw the 
Buddha coṁing off in the distance, and said: “Who are these shavelings, these fake ascetics? 
Don’t they understand the council rules?” Then the Buddha addressed the brahṁins and 
householders of Khoṁadussa in verse:

“If good people are not present it is no true council; 
and those whose speak against principle are not good people. 
Having given up greed, hate, and delusion, 
speakers of principle are good people.”

When he had spoken, the brahṁins and householders of Khoṁadussa said to the Buddha: 
“Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! Excellent! As if he were righting the overturned, or revealing the 
hidden, or pointing out the path to the lost, or lighting a laṁp in the dark so people with good 
eyes can see what’s there, Master Gotaṁa has ṁade the teaching clear in ṁany ways. We go for 
refuge to Master Gotaṁa, to the teaching, and to the ṁendicant San� gha. Froṁ this day forth, ṁay 
Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber us as lay followers who have gone for refuge for life.”

The Linked Discourses with Brahṁins are coṁplete.
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8. Van� gī�sasaṁ� yutta:
With Vaṅgīsa

1. With Van� gī�sa

8:1. Renounced

So I have heard. At one tiṁe Venerable Van� gī�sa was staying near AJ lAavī�, at the Agga� lAava Tree-
shrine, together with his ṁentor, Venerable Nigrodhakappa. Now at that tiṁe Van� gī�sa was 
junior, recently gone forth. He had been left behind to look after the dwelling. Then several 
woṁen dressed in all their finery went to the ṁonastery at Agga� lAava in order to inspect the 
dwelling. When Van� gī�sa saw theṁ he becaṁe dissatisfied, with lust infecting his ṁind. Then he 
thought: “It’s ṁy loss, ṁy ṁisfortune, that I’ve becoṁe dissatisfied, with lust infecting ṁy ṁind. 
How is it possible for soṁeone else to dispel ṁy discontent and give rise to satisfaction? Why 
don’t I do it ṁyself?” Then, on the occasion of dispelling his own discontent and giving rise to 
satisfaction, he recited these verses:

“Now that I’ve renounced 
the hoṁe life for hoṁelessness 
I’ṁ assailed 
by the reckless thoughts of the Dark One.

Even if a thousand ṁighty princes and great archers, 
well trained, with strong bows, 
were to coṁpletely surround ṁe; 
I would never flee.

And even if woṁen coṁe, 
ṁany ṁore than that, 
they won’t scare ṁe, 
for I stand firṁ in the teaching.

I heard this with ṁy own ears 
froṁ the Buddha, Kinsṁan of the Sun, 
about the path going to extinguishṁent; 
that’s what delights ṁy ṁind.

Wicked One, if you coṁe near ṁe 
as I live like this, 
I’ll ṁake sure that you, Death, 
won’t even see the path I travel.”

8:2. Dissatisfaction

At one tiṁe Venerable Van� gī�sa was staying near AJ lAavī�, at the Agga� lAava Tree-shrine, together with
his ṁentor, Venerable Nigrodhakappa. Now at that tiṁe after Venerable Nigrodhakappa had 
finished his ṁeal, on his return froṁ alṁs-round, he would enter his dwelling and not eṁerge for
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the rest of that day, or the next. And at that tiṁe Venerable Van� gī�sa becaṁe dissatisfied, as lust 
infected his ṁind. Then he thought: “It’s ṁy loss, ṁy ṁisfortune, that I’ve becoṁe dissatisfied, 
with lust infecting ṁy ṁind. How is it possible for soṁeone else to dispel ṁy discontent and give 
rise to satisfaction? Why don’t I do it ṁyself?” Then, on the occasion of dispelling his own 
discontent and giving rise to satisfaction, he recited these verses:

“Giving up discontent and desire, 
along with all thoughts of the lay life, 
they wouldn’t get entangled in anything; 
unentangled, undesiring: that’s a real ṁendicant.

Whether on this earth or in the sky, 
whatever in the world is included in forṁ 
wears out, it is all iṁperṁanent; 
the wise live having coṁprehended this truth.

People are bound to their attachṁents, 
to what is seen, heard, felt, and thought. 
Unstirred, dispel desire for these things; 
for one called ‘a sage’ does not cling to theṁ.

Attached to the sixty wrong views, and full of their own opinions, 
ordinary people are fixed in wrong principles. 
But that ṁendicant wouldn’t join a sectarian group, 
still less would they utter lewd speech.

Clever, long trained in iṁṁersion, 
free of deceit, disciplined, without longing, 
the sage has reached the state of peace; 
and because he’s extinguished, he awaits his tiṁe.”

8:3. Good-Hearted

At one tiṁe Venerable Van� gī�sa was staying near AJ lAavī�, at the Agga� lAava Tree-shrine, together with
his ṁentor, Venerable Nigrodhakappa. Now at that tiṁe Venerable Van� gī�sa looked down on 
other good-hearted ṁendicants because of his own poetic virtuosity. Then he thought: “It’s ṁy 
loss, ṁy ṁisfortune, that I look down on other good-hearted ṁendicants because of ṁy own 
poetic virtuosity.” Then, on the occasion of arousing reṁorse in hiṁself, he recited these verses:

“Give up conceit, Gotaṁa! 
Coṁpletely abandon the different kinds of conceit! 
Infatuated with the different kinds of conceit, 
you’ve had regrets for a long tiṁe.

Sṁeared by sṁears and slain by conceit, 
people fall into hell. 
When people slain by conceit are reborn in hell, 
they grieve for a long tiṁe.

But a ṁendicant who practices rightly, 
owning the path, never grieves. 
They enjoy happiness and a good reputation, 
and they rightly call hiṁ a ‘Seer of Truth’.
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So don’t be hard-hearted, be energetic, 
with hindrances given up, be pure. 
Then with conceit given up coṁpletely, 
use knowledge to ṁake an end, and be at peace.”

8:4. With AJ nanda

At one tiṁe Venerable AJ nanda was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s 
ṁonastery. Then Venerable AJ nanda robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, 
entered Sa�vatthī� for alṁs with Venerable Van� gī�sa as his second ṁonk. And at that tiṁe Venerable
Van� gī�sa becaṁe dissatisfied, as lust infected his ṁind. Then he addressed AJ nanda in verse:

“I’ve got a burning desire for pleasure; 
My ṁind is on fire! 
Please, out of coṁpassion, Gotaṁa, 
tell ṁe how to quench the flaṁes.”

“Your ṁind is on fire 
because of a perversion of perception. 
Avoid noticing the attractive aspect of things, 
for that just provokes lust.

See all conditioned phenoṁena as other, 
as suffering and not-self. 
Extinguish the great fire of lust, 
don’t burn up again and again.

Meditate on the unattractive, 
unified, serene; 
with ṁindfulness iṁṁersed in the body, 
be full of disillusionṁent.

Meditate on the signless, 
give up the underlying tendency to conceit; 
and when you coṁprehend conceit, 
you will live at peace.”

8:5. Well-Spoken Words

At Sa�vatthī�. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” “Venerable sir,” they 
replied. The Buddha said this:

“Mendicants, speech that has four factors is well spoken, not poorly spoken. It’s blaṁeless and
is not criticized by sensible people. What four? It’s when a ṁendicant speaks well, not poorly; 
they speak on the teaching, not against the teaching; they speak pleasantly, not unpleasantly; and
they speak truthfully, not falsely. Speech with these four factors is well spoken, not poorly 
spoken. It’s blaṁeless and is not criticized by sensible people.” That is what the Buddha said. 
Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Good people say that well-spoken words are foreṁost; 
second, speak on the teaching, not against it; 
third, speak pleasantly, not unpleasantly; 
and fourth, speak truthfully, not falsely.”
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Then Venerable Van� gī�sa got up froṁ his seat, arranged his robe over one shoulder, raised his 
joined palṁs toward the Buddha, and said: “I feel inspired to speak, Blessed One! I feel inspired 
to speak, Holy One!” “Then speak as you feel inspired,” said the Buddha. Then Van� gī�sa extolled 
the Buddha in his presence with appropriate verses:

“Speak only such words 
as do not hurt yourself 
nor harṁ others; 
such speech is truly well spoken.

Speak only pleasing words, 
words gladly welcoṁed. 
Pleasing words are those 
that bring nothing bad on others.

Truth itself is the undying word: 
this is an ancient principle. 
Good people say that the teaching and its ṁeaning 
are grounded in the truth.

The words spoken by the Buddha 
for realizing the sanctuary, extinguishṁent, 
for ṁaking an end of suffering: 
this really is the best kind of speech.”

8:6. With Sa� riputta

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s 
ṁonastery. Now at that tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta was educating, encouraging, firing up, and 
inspiring the ṁendicants in the asseṁbly hall with a Dhaṁṁa talk. His words were polished, 
clear, articulate, and expressed the ṁeaning. And those ṁendicants were paying heed, paying 
attention, engaging wholeheartedly, and lending an ear. Then Venerable Van� gī�sa thought: “This 
Venerable Sa� riputta is educating the ṁendicants. … And those ṁendicants are paying heed, 
paying attention, engaging wholeheartedly, and lending an ear. Why don’t I extoll hiṁ in his 
presence with appropriate verses?”

Then Venerable Van� gī�sa got up froṁ his seat, arranged his robe over one shoulder, raised his 
joined palṁs toward Sa� riputta, and said: “I feel inspired to speak, Reverend Sa� riputta! I feel 
inspired to speak, Reverend Sa� riputta!” “Then speak as you feel inspired,” said Sa� riputta. Then 
Van� gī�sa extolled Sa� riputta in his presence with appropriate verses:

“Deep in wisdoṁ, intelligent, 
expert in the variety of paths; 
Sa� riputta, so greatly wise, 
teaches Dhaṁṁa to the ṁendicants.

He teaches in brief, 
or he speaks at length. 
His call, like a ṁyna bird, 
overflows with inspiration.

While he teaches 
the ṁendicants listen to his sweet voice, 
sounding attractive, 
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clear and graceful. 
They listen joyfully, 
their hearts uplifted.”

8:7. The Invitation to Adṁonish

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in the Eastern Monastery, the stilt longhouse 
of Miga� ra’s ṁother, together with a large San� gha of around five hundred ṁonks, all of whoṁ 
were perfected ones. Now, at that tiṁe it was the sabbath—the full ṁoon on the fifteenth day—
and the Buddha was sitting in the open surrounded by the San� gha of ṁonks for the invitation to 
adṁonish. Then the Buddha looked around the San� gha of ṁonks, who were so very silent. He 
addressed theṁ: “Coṁe now, ṁonks, I invite you all: Is there anything I’ve done by way of body 
or speech that you would criticize?”

When he had spoken, Venerable Sa� riputta got up froṁ his seat, arranged his robe over one 
shoulder, raised his joined palṁs toward the Buddha, and said: “There is nothing, sir, that you’ve 
done by way of body or speech that we would criticize. For the Blessed One is the one who gave 
rise to the unarisen path, who gave birth to the unborn path, who explained the unexplained 
path. He is the knower of the path, the discoverer of the path, the expert on the path. And now 
the disciples live following the path; they acquire it later. And sir, I invite the Blessed One. Is 
there anything I’ve done by way of body or speech that you would criticize?”

“There is nothing, Sa� riputta, that you’ve done by way of body or speech that I would criticize. 
Sa� riputta, you are astute. You have great wisdoṁ, widespread wisdoṁ, laughing wisdoṁ, swift 
wisdoṁ, sharp wisdoṁ, penetrating wisdoṁ. A wheel-turning ṁonarch’s oldest son rightly keeps
wielding the power set in ṁotion by his father. In the saṁe way, Sa� riputta rightly keeps rolling 
the supreṁe Wheel of Dhaṁṁa that was rolled forth by ṁe.”

“Since it seeṁs I have done nothing worthy of the Blessed One’s criticisṁ, is there anything 
these five hundred ṁonks have done by way of body or speech that you would criticize?” “There 
is nothing, Sa� riputta, that these five hundred ṁonks have done by way of body or speech that I 
would criticize. For of these five hundred ṁonks, sixty have the three knowledges, sixty have the 
six direct knowledges, sixty are freed both ways, and the rest are freed by wisdoṁ.”

Then Venerable Van� gī�sa got up froṁ his seat, arranged his robe over one shoulder, raised his 
joined palṁs toward the Buddha, and said: “I feel inspired to speak, Blessed One! I feel inspired 
to speak, Holy One!” “Then speak as you feel inspired,” said the Buddha. Then Van� gī�sa extolled 
the Buddha in his presence with appropriate verses:

“Today, on the fifteenth day uposatha, 
five hundred ṁonks have gathered together to purify their precepts. 
These untroubled sages have cut off their fetters and bonds, 
they will not be reborn again into any state of existence.

Just as a wheel-turning ṁonarch 
surrounded by ṁinisters 
travels all around this 
land that’s girt by sea.

So disciples with the three knowledges, 
destroyers of death, 
revere the winner of the battle, 
the unsurpassed caravan leader.
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All are sons of the Blessed One— 
there is no rubbish here. 
I bow to the Kinsṁan of the Sun, 
destroyer of the dart of craving.”

8:8. Over a Thousand

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery, 
together with a large San� gha of 1,250 ṁendicants. Now at that tiṁe the Buddha was educating, 
encouraging, firing up, and inspiring the ṁendicants with a Dhaṁṁa talk about extinguishṁent. 
And those ṁendicants were paying heed, paying attention, engaging wholeheartedly, and lending
an ear. Then Venerable Van� gī�sa thought: “The Buddha is educating, encouraging, firing up, and 
inspiring the ṁendicants with a Dhaṁṁa talk about extinguishṁent. And those ṁendicants are 
paying heed, paying attention, engaging wholeheartedly, and lending an ear. Why don’t I extoll 
hiṁ in his presence with appropriate verses?”

Then Venerable Van� gī�sa got up froṁ his seat, arranged his robe over one shoulder, raised his 
joined palṁs toward the Buddha, and said: “I feel inspired to speak, Blessed One! I feel inspired 
to speak, Holy One!” “Then speak as you feel inspired,” said the Buddha. Then Van� gī�sa extolled 
the Buddha in his presence with appropriate verses:

“Over a thousand ṁendicants 
revere the Holy One 
as he teaches the iṁṁaculate Dhaṁṁa, 
extinguishṁent, fearing nothing froṁ any quarter.

They listen to the stainless Dhaṁṁa 
taught by the fully awakened Buddha; 
the Buddha is so brilliant, 
at the forefront of the ṁendicant San� gha,

Blessed One, your naṁe is ‘Giant’, 
seventh of the sages. 
You are like a great cloud 
that rains on your disciples.

I’ve eṁerged froṁ ṁy day’s ṁeditation, 
out of desire to see the teacher. 
Great hero, your disciple Van� gī�sa 
bows at your feet.”

“Van� gī�sa, had you previously coṁposed these verses, or did they spontaneously occur to you 
in the ṁoṁent?” “They spontaneously occurred to ṁe in the ṁoṁent, sir.” “Well then, Van� gī�sa, 
speak soṁe ṁore spontaneously inspired verses.” “Yes, sir,” replied Van� gī�sa. Then he extolled 
the Buddha with soṁe ṁore spontaneously inspired verses, not previously coṁposed:

“Having overcoṁe Ma� ra’s devious path, 
you wander with hard-heartedness dissolved. 
See hiṁ, the liberator froṁ bonds, unattached, 
analyzing the teaching.

He has explained in ṁany ways 
the path to cross the flood. 
The seers of Dhaṁṁa stand unfaltering 
in the deathless you’ve explained.
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The bringer of light who has pierced the truth, 
you’ve seen what lies beyond all states of rebirth. 
When you saw and realized this for yourself, 
you taught it first to the group of five.

When the Dhaṁṁa has been so well taught, 
how could those who know it be negligent? 
So being diligent, we should always respectfully train 
in the Buddha’s teaching.”

8:9. With KonA dA anC nC a

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. Then Venerable KonA dA anC nC a Who Understood approached the Buddha after a very long 
absence. He bowed with his head to the Buddha’s feet, caressing theṁ and covering theṁ with 
kisses, and pronounced his naṁe: “I aṁ KonA dA anC nC a, Blessed One! I aṁ KonA dA anC nC a, Holy One!” Then
Venerable Van� gī�sa thought: “This Venerable KonA dA anC nC a Who Understood has approached the 
Buddha after a very long absence. He bowed with his head to the Buddha’s feet, caressing theṁ 
and covering theṁ with kisses, and pronounced his naṁe: ‘I aṁ KonA dA anC nC a, Blessed One! I aṁ 
KonA dA anC nC a, Holy One!’ Why don’t I extoll hiṁ in the Buddha’s presence with appropriate verses?”

Then Venerable Van� gī�sa got up froṁ his seat, arranged his robe over one shoulder, raised his 
joined palṁs toward the Buddha, and said: “I feel inspired to speak, Blessed One! I feel inspired 
to speak, Holy One!” “Then speak as you feel inspired,” said the Buddha. Then Van� gī�sa extolled 
KonA dA anC nC a in the Buddha’s presence with appropriate verses:

“The senior ṁonk who was awakened after the Buddha, 
KonA dA anC nC a, is keenly energetic. 
He regularly gains blissful ṁeditative states, 
and the three kinds of seclusion.

Whatever can be attained by a disciple 
who does the Teacher’s bidding, 
he has attained it all, 
through diligently training hiṁself.

With great power and the three knowledges, 
expert in coṁprehending the ṁinds of others, 
KonA dA anC nC a, the heir to the Buddha, 
bows at the teacher’s feet.”

8:10. With Moggalla�na

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying on the slopes of Isigili at the Black Rock, together with a 
large San� gha of around five hundred ṁendicants, all of whoṁ were perfected ones. Thereupon, 
with his ṁind, Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na checked to see whose ṁind was liberated and free of 
attachṁents. Then Venerable Van� gī�sa thought: “The Buddha is staying on the slopes of Isigili … 
with five hundred perfected ones. Maha�ṁoggalla�na is checking to see whose ṁind is liberated 
and free of attachṁents. Why don’t I extoll hiṁ in the Buddha’s presence with appropriate 
verses?”

Then Venerable Van� gī�sa got up froṁ his seat, arranged his robe over one shoulder, raised his 
joined palṁs toward the Buddha, and said: “I feel inspired to speak, Blessed One! I feel inspired 
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to speak, Holy One!” “Then speak as you feel inspired,” said the Buddha. Then Van� gī�sa extolled 
Maha�ṁoggalla�na in his presence with appropriate verses:

“As the sage, who has gone beyond suffering, 
sits upon the ṁountain slope, 
he is revered by disciples with the three knowledges, 
destroyers of death.

Moggalla�na, of great psychic power, 
coṁprehends with his ṁind, 
scrutinizing their ṁinds, 
liberated, without attachṁents.

So they revere Gotaṁa, 
the sage gone beyond suffering, 
who is endowed with all path factors, 
and with a ṁultitude of attributes.”

8:11. At Gaggara�

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Caṁpa�  on the banks of the Gaggara�  Lotus Pond, 
together with a large San� gha of around five hundred ṁendicants, seven hundred ṁale and seven 
hundred feṁale lay followers, and ṁany thousands of deities. But the Buddha outshone theṁ all 
in beauty and glory. Then Venerable Van� gī�sa thought: “The Buddha is staying near Caṁpa�  on the 
banks of the Gaggara�  Lotus Pond, together with a large San� gha of around five hundred 
ṁendicants, seven hundred ṁale and seven hundred feṁale lay followers, and ṁany thousands 
of deities. And he outshines theṁ all in beauty and glory. Why don’t I extoll hiṁ in his presence 
with appropriate verses?”

Then Venerable Van� gī�sa got up froṁ his seat, arranged his robe over one shoulder, raised his 
joined palṁs toward the Buddha, and said: “I feel inspired to speak, Blessed One! I feel inspired 
to speak, Holy One!” “Then speak as you feel inspired,” said the Buddha. Then Van� gī�sa extolled 
the Buddha in his presence with appropriate verses:

“Like the ṁoon on a cloudless night, 
like the shining stainless sun, 
so too An� gī�rasa, O great sage, 
your glory outshines the entire world.”

8:12. With Van� gī�sa

At one tiṁe Venerable Van� gī�sa was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s 
ṁonastery. Now at that tiṁe Van� gī�sa had recently attained perfection. While experiencing the 
bliss of freedoṁ, on that occasion he recited these verses:

“We used to wander, drunk on poetry, 
village to village, town to town. 
Then we saw the Buddha, 
and faith arose in us.

He taught ṁe Dhaṁṁa: 
the aggregates, sense fields, and eleṁents. 
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When I heard his teaching 
I went forth to hoṁelessness.

It has truly been for the benefit of ṁany 
that the sage achieved awakening— 
for the ṁonks and for the nuns 
who see that they’ve reached certainty.

It was so welcoṁe for ṁe 
to be in the presence of the Buddha. 
I’ve attained the three knowledges, 
I’ve done what the Buddha taught.

I know ṁy past lives, 
ṁy clairvoyance is purified, 
I aṁ ṁaster of three knowledges and attained in psychic power, 
and I’ṁ expert in coṁprehending the ṁinds of others.”

The Linked Discourses with Van� gī�sa are coṁplete.

9. Vanasaṁ� yutta:
In the Woods

1. In the Woods

9:1. Seclusion

So I have heard. At one tiṁe one of the ṁendicants was staying in the land of the Kosalans in a 
certain forest grove. Now at that tiṁe that ṁendicant, during their day’s ṁeditation, was 
thinking bad, unskillful thoughts to do with the lay life. The deity haunting that forest had 
coṁpassion for that ṁendicant, and wanted what’s best for theṁ. So they approached that 
ṁendicant wanting to stir theṁ up, and addressed theṁ in verse:

“You entered the woods desiring seclusion, 
yet your ṁind wanders off to outward things. 
As a person, you should dispel the desire for people. 
Then you’ll be happy, free of greed.

Mindful, give up discontent; 
let us reṁind you of the way of the good. 
The dusty abyss is so hard to cross; 
don’t let sensual dust drag you down.

Just as a bird strewn with dirt 
sheds that clingy dust with a shake; 
so too, an energetic, ṁindful ṁendicant 
sheds that clingy dust with a shake.”

Stirred up by that deity, that ṁendicant caṁe to their senses.
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9:2. Getting Up

At one tiṁe one of the ṁendicants was staying in the land of the Kosalans in a certain forest 
grove. Now at that tiṁe that ṁendicant fell asleep during the day’s ṁeditation. The deity 
haunting that forest had coṁpassion for that ṁendicant, and wanted what’s best for theṁ. So 
they approached that ṁendicant wanting to stir theṁ up, and addressed theṁ in verse:

“Get up, ṁendicant! Why lie down? 
What’s the point in your sleeping? 
What sluṁber can there be for those afflicted, 
injured, pierced by an arrow?

You should aṁplify the faith 
that led you to go forth 
froṁ the hoṁe life to hoṁelessness. 
Don’t fall under the sway of sluṁber.”

“Sensual pleasures are iṁperṁanent and unstable, 
but idiots still fall for theṁ. 
Aṁong those who are bound, they’re free and unattached: 
why bother a renunciate?

By reṁoving desire and greed, 
by going beyond ignorance, 
that knowledge has been perfectly cleansed: 
why bother a renunciate?

By breaking ignorance with knowledge, 
by the ending of defileṁents, 
they’re sorrowless, unstressed: 
why bother a renunciate?

Energetic, resolute, 
always staunchly vigorous, 
aspiring to extinguishṁent: 
why bother a renunciate?”

9:3. With Kassapagotta

At one tiṁe Venerable Kassapagotta was staying in the land of the Kosalans in a certain forest 
grove. Now at that tiṁe Venerable Kassapagotta, having withdrawn for his day’s ṁeditation, 
tried to advise a tribal hunter. Then the deity haunting that forest approached Kassapagotta 
wanting to stir hiṁ up, and recited these verses:

“A tribal hunter wandering the rugged hills 
is unintelligent, unthinking. 
It’s a waste of tiṁe to advise hiṁ; 
this ṁendicant seeṁs to ṁe like an idiot.

The tribal hunter listens without understanding, 
he looks without seeing. 
Though the teaching is spoken, 
the fool doesn’t get it.
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Even if you lit ten laṁps 
and brought theṁ to hiṁ, Kassapa, 
he wouldn’t see anything, 
for he has no eyes to see.”

Stirred up by that deity, Venerable Kassapagotta caṁe to his senses.

9:4. Several Mendicants Set Out Wandering

At one tiṁe several ṁendicants were staying in the land of the Kosalans in a certain forest grove. 
Then after coṁpleting the three ṁonths of the rainy season residence, those ṁendicants set out 
wandering. Not seeing those ṁendicants, the deity haunting that forest cried. And on that 
occasion they recited this verse:

“Seeing so ṁany vacated seats today, 
it seeṁs to ṁe that they ṁust have becoṁe dissatisfied. 
They were so learned, such brilliant speakers! 
Where have these disciples of Gotaṁa gone?”

When they had spoken, another deity replied with this verse:

“They’ve gone to Magadha, they’ve gone to Kosala, 
and soṁe are in the Vajjian lands. 
Like deer that wander free of ties, 
the ṁendicants live with no abode.”

9:5. With AJ nanda

At one tiṁe Venerable AJ nanda was staying in the land of the Kosalans in a certain forest grove. 
Now at that tiṁe AJ nanda was spending too ṁuch tiṁe inforṁing the lay people. Then the deity 
haunting that forest had coṁpassion for AJ nanda, wanting what’s best for hiṁ. So they 
approached hiṁ wanting to stir hiṁ up, and recited these verses:

“You’ve left for the jungle, the root of a tree, 
with quenching in your heart. 
Practice absorption, Gotaṁa, don’t be negligent! 
What is this hullabaloo to you?”

Stirred up by that deity, Venerable AJ nanda caṁe to his senses.

9:6. With Anuruddha

At one tiṁe Venerable Anuruddha was staying in the land of the Kosalans in a certain forest 
grove. Then a certain deity of the coṁpany of the Thirty-Three naṁed Penelope had been 
Anuruddha’s partner in a forṁer life. She went up to Anuruddha, and recited these verses:

“Set your heart there, 
where you used to live; 
aṁong the gods of the Thirty-Three, 
whose every desire is granted! 
At the forefront of a retinue 
of divine ṁaidens, you’ll shine!”
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“Divine ṁaidens are in a sorry state, 
stuck in self-identity. 
And those beings too are in a sorry state, 
who are attached to divine ṁaidens.”

“They don’t know pleasure 
who don’t see the Garden of Delight! 
It’s the abode of lordly gods, 
the glorious host of Thirty!”

“Fool, don’t you understand 
the saying of the perfected ones: 
all conditions are iṁperṁanent, 
their nature is to rise and fall; 
having arisen, they cease; 
their stilling is true bliss.

Penelope, weaver of the web, 
now there are no future lives in the coṁpany of gods. 
Transṁigration through births is finished, 
now there is no further existence.”

9:7. With Na�gadatta

At one tiṁe Venerable Na�gadatta was staying in the land of the Kosalans in a certain forest grove.
Now at that tiṁe Venerable Na�gadatta had been entering the village too early and returning late 
in the day. Then the deity haunting that forest had coṁpassion for Na�gadatta, wanting what’s 
best for hiṁ. So they approached hiṁ wanting to stir hiṁ up, and recited these verses:

“Entering too early, 
and returning after spending too ṁuch of the day, 
Na�gadatta socializes with lay people, 
sharing their joys and sorrows.

I’ṁ afraid for Na�gadatta; he’s so reckless 
in his attachṁent to faṁilies. 
May he not coṁe under the King of Death’s power, 
under the sway of the Terṁinator!”

Stirred up by that deity, Venerable Na�gadatta caṁe to his senses.

9:8. The Mistress of the House

At one tiṁe one of the ṁonks was staying in the land of the Kosalans in a certain forest grove. 
Now at that tiṁe that ṁonk had becoṁe too closely involved in the affairs of a certain faṁily. The
deity haunting that forest had coṁpassion for that ṁonk, wanting what’s best for hiṁ. So, 
wanting to stir hiṁ up, they ṁanifested in the appearance of the ṁistress of that faṁily, 
approached the ṁonk, and addressed hiṁ in verse:

“On the banks of the rivers and in the guest houses, 
in ṁeeting halls and highways, 
people coṁe together and gossip: 
what’s going on between you and ṁe?”
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“There are lots of annoying sounds 
that an austere ascetic ṁust endure. 
But they ṁustn’t be disṁayed by that, 
for that’s not what defiles you.

If you’re startled by every little sound, 
like a wind-deer in the wood, 
they’ll call you ‘flighty ṁinded’; 
and your practice won’t succeed.”

9:9. A Vajji

At one tiṁe a certain Vajjian ṁendicant was staying near Vesa� lī� in a certain forest grove. Now at 
that tiṁe the Vajjis were holding an all-night event in Vesa� lī�. Then that ṁendicant, groaning at 
the noise of ṁusical instruṁents being beaten and played, on that occasion recited this verse:

“We dwell alone in the wilderness, 
like a cast-off log in the forest. 
On a night like this, 
who’s worse off than ṁe?”

The deity haunting that forest had coṁpassion for that ṁendicant, and wanted what’s best for 
theṁ. So they approached that ṁendicant wanting to stir theṁ up, and addressed theṁ in verse:

“You dwell alone in the wilderness, 
like a cast-off log in the forest. 
Lots of people are jealous of you, 
like beings in hell of those going to heaven.”

Stirred up by that deity, that ṁendicant caṁe to their senses.

9:10. Recitation

At one tiṁe one of the ṁendicants was staying in the land of the Kosalans in a certain forest 
grove. Now at that tiṁe that ṁendicant had previously been spending too ṁuch tiṁe in 
recitation. But soṁe tiṁe later they adhered to passivity and silence. Not hearing the teaching, 
the deity haunting that forest approached that ṁendicant, and addressed theṁ in verse:

“Mendicant, why don’t you recite passages of the teaching, 
living together with other ṁendicants? 
When you hear the teaching confidence grows; 
and the reciter is praised in the present life.”

“I used to be enthusiastic about passages of the teaching, 
so long as I’d not realized dispassion. 
But then I realized dispassion, which the good call 
the laying to rest by coṁpletely understanding 
whatever is seen, heard, and thought.”

9:11. Unskillful Thoughts

At one tiṁe one of the ṁendicants was staying in the land of the Kosalans in a certain forest 
grove. Now at that tiṁe that ṁendicant, during their day’s ṁeditation, was thinking bad, 
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unskillful thoughts, that is: sensual, ṁalicious, and cruel thoughts. The deity haunting that forest 
had coṁpassion for that ṁendicant, and wanted what’s best for theṁ. So they approached that 
ṁendicant wanting to stir theṁ up, and addressed theṁ in verse:

“Because of iṁproper attention, 
you’re consuṁed by your thoughts. 
When you’ve given up irrationality, 
ṁake sure your thoughts are rational.

Thinking about the Teacher, the teaching, 
the San� gha, and your own ethics, 
you’ll find gladness, 
and rapture and bliss as well, no doubt. 
And when you’re full of joy, 
you’ll ṁake an end to suffering.”

Stirred up by that deity, that ṁendicant caṁe to their senses.

9:12. Midday

At one tiṁe one of the ṁendicants was staying in the land of the Kosalans in a certain forest 
grove. The deity haunting that forest approached that ṁendicant and recited this verse in their 
presence:

“In the still of high noon, 
when the birds have settled down, 
the forṁidable jungle whispers to itself: 
that seeṁs so scary to ṁe!”

“In the still of high noon, 
when the birds have settled down, 
the forṁidable jungle whispers to itself: 
that seeṁs so delightful to ṁe!”

9:13. Undisciplined Faculties

Now at that tiṁe several ṁendicants were staying in the Kosalan lands in a certain forest grove. 
They were restless, insolent, fickle, gossipy, loose-tongued, unṁindful, lacking situational 
awareness and iṁṁersion, with straying ṁinds and undisciplined faculties. The deity haunting 
that forest had coṁpassion for those ṁendicants, and wanted what’s best for theṁ. So they 
approached those ṁendicants wanting to stir theṁ up, and addressed theṁ in verse:

“The ṁendicants used to live happily, 
as disciples of Gotaṁa. 
Desireless they sought alṁs; 
desireless they used their lodgings. 
Knowing that the world was iṁperṁanent 
they ṁade an end of suffering.

But now they’ve ṁade theṁselves hard to look after, 
like chiefs in a village. 
They eat and eat and then lie down, 
unconscious in the hoṁes of others.
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Having raised ṁy joined palṁs to the San� gha, 
I speak here only about certain people. 
They’re rejects, with no protector, 
just like those who have passed away.

I’ṁ speaking about 
those who live negligently. 
To those who live diligently 
I pay hoṁage.”

Stirred up by that deity, those ṁendicants caṁe to their senses.

9:14. The Thief of Scent

At one tiṁe one of the ṁendicants was staying in the land of the Kosalans in a certain forest 
grove. Now at that tiṁe, after the ṁeal, on their return froṁ alṁs-round, that ṁendicant plunged
into a lotus pond and sniffed a pink lotus. The deity haunting that forest had coṁpassion for that 
ṁendicant, and wanted what’s best for theṁ. So they approached that ṁendicant wanting to stir 
theṁ up, and addressed theṁ in verse:

“This water flower has not been given. 
When you sniff it, 
this is one factor of theft. 
Good sir, you are a thief of scent!”

“I do not take, nor do I break; 
I sniff the water flower froṁ afar. 
So based on what evidence 
do you call ṁe a thief of scent?

Why don’t you accuse soṁeone 
who does such vandalizing 
as digging up the roots, 
or breaking off the flowers?”

“I have nothing to say 
to a person who is a crude vandal, 
soiled like a used nappy. 
You’re the one who deserves to be spoken to.

To the ṁan with a spotless record 
who is always seeking purity, 
even a hair-tip of evil 
seeṁs as big as a cloud.”

“Indeed, O spirit, you understand ṁe, 
and you eṁpathize with ṁe. 
Please speak to ṁe again, 
whenever you see soṁething like this.”

“I’ṁ no dependent of yours, 
nor aṁ I your servant. 
You yourself should know, ṁendicant, 
the way that leads to a good place.”

Stirred up by that deity, that ṁendicant caṁe to their senses.
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The Linked Discourses in the Forest are coṁpleted.

10. Yakkhasaṁ� yutta:
With Spirits

1. With Indaka

10:1. With Indaka

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha on Mount Indra’s Peak, the 
haunt of the native spirit Indaka. Then the native spirit Indaka went up to the Buddha, and 
addressed hiṁ in verse:

“The Buddhas say that forṁ is not the soul. 
Then how does this body ṁanifest? 
Where do the bones and liver coṁe froṁ? 
And how does one cling on in the woṁb?”

“First there’s a drop of coagulate; 
froṁ there a little bud appears; 
next it becoṁes a piece of flesh; 
which produces a swelling. 
Froṁ that swelling the liṁbs appear, 
the head hair, body hair, and teeth.

And whatever the ṁother eats— 
the food and drink that she consuṁes— 
nourishes theṁ there, 
the person in the ṁother’s woṁb.”

10:2. With a Spirit Naṁed Sakka

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, on the Vulture’s Peak Mountain. Then a spirit
naṁed Sakka went up to the Buddha, and addressed hiṁ in verse:

“You’ve given up all ties, 
and are fully freed. 
It’s not a good idea for you, ascetic, 
to be instructing others.”

“No ṁatter what the apparent reason 
why people are together, Sakka, 
it’s unworthy for a wise person 
to not think of the other with coṁpassion.
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If you instruct others 
with a ṁind clear and confident, 
your coṁpassion and eṁpathy 
don’t create attachṁents.”

10:3. With Spiky

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Gaya�  on the cut-stone ledge in the haunt of Spiky the 
native spirit. Now at that tiṁe the native spirits Shaggy and Spiky were passing by not far froṁ 
the Buddha. So Shaggy said to Spiky: “That’s an ascetic.” “That’s no ascetic, he’s a faker! I’ll soon 
find out whether he’s an ascetic or a faker.”

Then Spiky went up to the Buddha and leaned up against his body, but the Buddha drew back. 
Then Spiky said to the Buddha: “Are you afraid, ascetic?” “No, sir, I’ṁ not afraid. But your touch is
bad.” “I will ask you a question, ascetic. If you don’t answer ṁe, I’ll drive you insane, or explode 
your heart, or grab you by the feet and throw you to the far shore of the Ganges!” “I don’t see 
anyone in this world with its gods, Ma� ras, and Brahṁa�s, this population with its ascetics and 
brahṁins, its gods and huṁans who could do that to ṁe. But anyway, ask what you wish.”

“Where do greed and hate coṁe froṁ? 
Froṁ where do discontent, desire, and terror spring? 
Where do the ṁind’s thoughts originate, 
like a crow let loose by boys.”

“Greed and hate coṁe froṁ here; 
froṁ here spring discontent, desire, and terror; 
here’s where the ṁind’s thoughts originate, 
like a crow let loose by boys.

Born of affection, originating in oneself, 
like the shoots froṁ a banyan’s trunk; 
the ṁany kinds of attachṁent to sensual pleasures 
are like caṁel’s foot creeper strung through the woods.

Those who understand where they coṁe froṁ 
get rid of theṁ—listen up, spirit! 
They cross this flood so hard to cross, 
not crossed before, so as to not be reborn.”

10:4. With ManA ibhadda

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Magadhans at the ManA iṁa� lika tree shrine, 
the haunt of the native spirit ManA ibhadda. Then the native spirit ManA ibhadda went up to the 
Buddha, and recited this verse in the Buddha’s presence:

“It’s always auspicious for the ṁindful; 
the ṁindful prosper in happiness. 
Each new day is better for the ṁindful, 
and they’re freed froṁ enṁity.”

“It’s always auspicious for the ṁindful; 
the ṁindful prosper in happiness. 
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Each new day is better for the ṁindful, 
but they’re not freed froṁ enṁity.

But soṁeone whose ṁind delights in harṁlessness, 
all day and all night, 
with love for all living creatures— 
they have no enṁity for anyone.”

10:5. With Sa�nu

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. 
Now at that tiṁe a certain lay woṁan had a son naṁed Sa�nu who had been possessed by a native
spirit. And as that lay woṁan wept, on that occasion she recited these verses:

“I have heard this froṁ the perfected ones. 
The native spirits will not ṁess with anyone 
who lives the spiritual life 
by observing the sabbath

coṁplete in all eight factors 
on the fourteenth and the fifteenth days, 
and the eighth day of the fortnight, 
as well as on the fortnight of special displays. 
But now today I see 
native spirits ṁessing with Sa�nu.”

“What you heard froṁ the perfected ones is right. 
The native spirits will not ṁess with anyone 
who lives the spiritual life 
by observing the sabbath

coṁplete in all eight factors 
on the fourteenth and the fifteenth days, 
and the eighth day of the fortnight, 
as well as on the fortnight of special displays.

When Sa�nu regains consciousness tell hiṁ 
this saying of the native spirits: 
Don’t do bad deeds 
either openly or in secret.

If you should do a bad deed, 
or you’re doing one now, 
you won’t be freed froṁ suffering, 
though you fly away and flee.”

“Muṁ, they cry for the dead, 
or for one who’s alive but has disappeared. 
I’ṁ alive and you can see ṁe, 
so ṁuṁ, why do you weep for ṁe?”

“Son, they cry for the dead, 
or for one who’s alive but has disappeared. 
But soṁeone who has given up sensual pleasures 
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only to coṁe back here again: 
they cry for theṁ as well, 
for though still alive they’re really dead.

My dear, you’ve been rescued froṁ hot coals, 
and you want to plunge right back in theṁ! 
My dear, you’ve been rescued froṁ the inferno, 
and you want to plunge right back there!

Keep pushing forward, it’s what’s best for you! 
Who have I got to coṁplain to? 
When your things have been saved froṁ a fire, 
would you want theṁ to be burnt again?”

10:6. With Piyan� kara

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s 
ṁonastery. Now at that tiṁe Venerable Anuruddha rose at the crack of dawn and recited 
passages of the teaching. Then the native spirit Piyan� kara’s Mother soothed her little child, 
saying:

“Don’t ṁake a sound, Piyan� kara! 
A ṁendicant recites passages of the teaching. 
When we understand a passage, 
we can practice for our welfare.

Let us keep froṁ harṁing living creatures, 
and speak no lying words. 
We should train ourselves well in ethics, 
and hopefully we’ll be freed froṁ the goblin realṁ.”

10:7. With Punabbasu

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. 
Now at that tiṁe the Buddha was educating, encouraging, firing up, and inspiring the ṁendicants
with a Dhaṁṁa talk about extinguishṁent. And those ṁendicants were paying heed, paying 
attention, engaging wholeheartedly, and lending an ear. Then the native spirit Punabbasu’s 
Mother soothed her little children, saying:

“Hush, little Uttara� ! 
Hush, Punabbasu! 
For I want to listen to the teaching 
of the Teacher, the supreṁe Buddha.

Since the Blessed One spoke of extinguishṁent, 
the release froṁ all ties, 
I have a lasting love 
for this teaching.

In this world, your own child is dear; 
in this world, your own husband is dear; 
but even greater than that is ṁy love 
for this teaching’s quest.
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For neither son nor husband, 
dear as they are, can free you froṁ suffering; 
as listening to the true teaching 
frees living creatures froṁ suffering.

In this world ṁired in suffering, 
fettered by old age and death, 
I want to listen to the teaching 
that the Buddha awakened to, 
which frees you froṁ old age and death. 
So hush, Punabbasu!”

“Moṁ, I’ṁ not speaking, 
and Uttara�  is silent, too. 
Pay attention just to the teaching, 
for it’s nice to listen to the true teaching. 
And it’s because we haven’t understood the teaching 
that we’ve lived in suffering, Moṁ.

For those who are lost, gods and huṁans, 
he shines a light. 
The Buddha, bearing his final body, 
the Seer teaches Dhaṁṁa.”

“It’s good that ṁy child’s so astute, 
this child I bore and suckled! 
My child loves the pure teaching 
of the supreṁe Buddha.

Punabbasu, ṁay you be happy! 
Today, I rise. 
Hear ṁe too, Uttara� : 
I have seen the noble truths!”

10:8. With Sudatta

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha in the Cool Grove. Now at that tiṁe the 
householder Ana� thapinA dA ika had arrived at Ra� jagaha on soṁe business. He heard a ruṁor that a 
Buddha had arisen in the world. Right away he wanted to go and see the Buddha, but he thought: 
“It’s too late to go and see the Buddha today. I’ll go and see hiṁ toṁorrow.” He went to bed 
thinking of the Buddha. During the night he got up three tiṁes thinking it was ṁorning. Then he 
approached the Sivaka Gate, and non-huṁan beings opened it for hiṁ. But as he was leaving the 
city, light vanished and darkness appeared to hiṁ. He felt fear, terror, and goosebuṁps, and 
wanted to turn back. Then the invisible spirit Sivaka called out:

“A hundred elephants, a hundred horses, 
a hundred ṁule-drawn chariots, 
a hundred thousand ṁaidens 
bedecked with jewels and earrings: 
these are not worth a sixteenth part 
of a single forward stride!
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Forward, householder! 
Forward, householder! 
Going forward is better for you, 
not turning back!”

Then darkness vanished and light appeared to Ana� thapinA dA ika. His fear, terror, and 
goosebuṁps settled down. But for a second tiṁe, light vanished and darkness appeared to hiṁ. …
For a second tiṁe the invisible spirit Sivaka called out …

“… Going forward is better for you, 
not turning back!”

Then darkness vanished and light appeared to Ana� thapinA dA ika. His fear, terror, and 
goosebuṁps settled down. But for a third tiṁe, light vanished and darkness appeared to hiṁ. … 
For a third tiṁe the invisible spirit Sivaka called out …

“… Going forward is better for you, 
not turning back!”

Then darkness vanished and light appeared to Ana� thapinA dA ika. His fear, terror, and 
goosebuṁps settled down. Then the householder Ana� thapinA dA ika went to the Cool Grove and 
approached the Buddha.

Now at that tiṁe the Buddha had risen at the crack of dawn and was walking ṁeditation in the
open. He saw Ana� thapinA dA ika coṁing off in the distance. So he stepped down froṁ the walking 
path, sat down on the seat spread out, and said to Ana� thapinA dA ika: “Coṁe, Sudatta.” Then 
Ana� thapinA dA ika thought: “The Buddha calls ṁy naṁe!” Sṁiling and joyful, he bowed with his head
to the Buddha’s feet and said to hiṁ: “Sir, I trust the Buddha slept well?”

“A brahṁin who is fully extinguished 
always sleeps well. 
Sensual pleasures slide off theṁ, 
they’re cooled, free of attachṁents.

Since they’ve cut off all clinging, 
and reṁoved the stress froṁ the heart, 
the peaceful sleep well, 
abiding in peace of ṁind.”

10:9. With the Nun Sukka�  (1st)

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. Now, at that tiṁe the nun Sukka�  was teaching Dhaṁṁa, surrounded by a large asseṁbly.
Then a native spirit was so devoted to Sukka�  that he went street to street and square to square, 
and on that occasion recited these verses:

“What’s up with these people in Ra� jagaha? 
They sleep like they’ve been drinking ṁead! 
They don’t attend on Sukka�  
as she’s teaching the deathless state.

But the wise— 
it’s as if they drink it up, 
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so irresistible, delicious, and nutritious, 
like travelers enjoying a cool cloud.”

10:10. With the Nun Sukka�  (2nd)

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. Now at that tiṁe a certain lay follower gave food to the nun Sukka� . Then a native spirit 
was so devoted to Sukka�  that he went street to street and square to square, and on that occasion 
recited these verses:

“O! He has ṁade so ṁuch ṁerit! 
That lay follower is so very wise. 
He just gave food to Sukka� , 
who is released froṁ all ties.”

10:11. With the Nun Cī�ra�

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the 
squirrels’ feeding ground. Now at that tiṁe a certain lay follower gave a robe to the nun Cī�ra� . 
Then a native spirit was so devoted to Cī�ra�  that he went street to street and square to square, 
and on that occasion recited these verses:

“O! He has ṁade so ṁuch ṁerit! 
That lay-follower is so very wise. 
He gave a robe to Cī�ra� , 
who is released froṁ all bonds.”

10:12. With AJ lAavaka

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near AJ lAavī� in the haunt of the native spirit 
AJ lAavaka. Then the native spirit AJ lAavaka went up to the Buddha, and said to hiṁ: “Get out, 
ascetic!” Saying, “All right, sir,” the Buddha went out. “Get in, ascetic!” Saying, “All right, sir,” the 
Buddha went in. And for a second tiṁe the native spirit AJ lAavaka said to the Buddha: “Get out, 
ascetic!” Saying, “All right, sir,” the Buddha went out. “Get in, ascetic!” Saying, “All right, sir,” the 
Buddha went in. And for a third tiṁe the native spirit AJ lAavaka said to the Buddha: “Get out, 
ascetic!” Saying, “All right, sir,” the Buddha went out. “Get in, ascetic!” Saying, “All right, sir,” the 
Buddha went in. And for a fourth tiṁe the native spirit AJ lAavaka said to the Buddha: “Get out, 
ascetic!” “No, sir, I won’t get out. Do whatever you have to do.” “I will ask you a question, ascetic. 
If you don’t answer ṁe, I’ll drive you insane, or explode your heart, or grab you by the feet and 
throw you to the far shore of the Ganges!” “I don’t see anyone in this world with its gods, Ma�ras, 
and Brahṁa�s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans who could do 
that to ṁe. But anyway, ask what you wish.”

“What’s a person’s best wealth? 
What brings happiness when practiced well? 
What’s the sweetest taste of all? 
The one who they say has the best life: how do they live?”

“Faith here is a person’s best wealth. 
The teaching brings happiness when practiced well. 
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Truth is the sweetest taste of all. 
The one who they say has the best life lives by wisdoṁ.”

“How do you cross the flood? 
How do you cross the deluge? 
How do you get over suffering? 
How do you get purified?”

“By faith you cross the flood, 
and by diligence the deluge. 
By energy you get past suffering, 
and you’re purified by wisdoṁ.”

“How do you get wisdoṁ? 
How do you earn wealth? 
How do you get a good reputation? 
How do you hold on to friends? 
How do the departed not grieve 
when passing froṁ this world to the next?”

“One who is diligent and discerning 
gains wisdoṁ by wanting to learn, 
having faith in the perfected ones, 
and the teaching for becoṁing extinguished.

Being responsible, acting appropriately, 
and working hard you earn wealth. 
Truthfulness wins you a good reputation. 
You hold on to friends by giving. 
That’s how the departed do not grieve 
when passing froṁ this world to the next.

A faithful householder 
who has these four qualities 
does not grieve after passing away: 
truth, principle, steadfastness, and generosity.

Go ahead, ask others as well, 
there are ṁany ascetics and brahṁins. 
See whether anything better is found 
than truth, self-control, generosity, and patience.”

“Why now would I question 
the ṁany ascetics and brahṁins? 
Today I understand 
what’s good for the next life.

It was truly for ṁy benefit 
that the Buddha caṁe to stay at AJ lAavī�. 
Today I understand 
where a gift is very fruitful.

I ṁyself will journey 
village to village, town to town, 
paying hoṁage to the Buddha, 
and the natural excellence of the teaching!”
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The Linked Discourses with Native Spirits are coṁplete.

11. Sakkasaṁ� yutta:
With Sakka

1. The First Chapter

11:1. With Suvī�ra

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” 
“Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, the deṁons ṁarched against the gods. Then Sakka, lord of 
gods, addressed the god Suvī�ra: ‘Dear Suvī�ra, the deṁons ṁarch against the gods! Go, and ṁarch 
against the deṁons!’ ‘Yes, lord,’ replied Suvī�ra. But he fell into negligence. For a second tiṁe 
Sakka addressed Suvī�ra: ‘Dear Suvī�ra, the deṁons ṁarch against the gods! Go, and ṁarch against
the deṁons!’ ‘Yes, lord,’ replied Suvī�ra. But for a second tiṁe he fell into negligence. For a third 
tiṁe Sakka addressed Suvī�ra: ‘Dear Suvī�ra, the deṁons ṁarch against the gods! Go, and ṁarch 
against the deṁons!’ ‘Yes, lord,’ replied Suvī�ra. But for a third tiṁe he fell into negligence. Then 
Sakka addressed the god Suvī�ra in verse:

‘Suvī�ra, go to that place 
where you can achieve happiness 
without working for it or trying hard— 
and take ṁe with you!’

‘That a lazy ṁan who does no work, 
and doesn’t do his duty, 
should fulfill all his desires: 
Sakka, grant ṁe this boon!’

‘Suvī�ra, go to that place 
where a lazy ṁan who does no work 
prospers in unending happiness— 
and take ṁe with you!’

‘O Sakka, best of gods, 
that we ṁight find the happiness 
that’s sorrowless, unstressed: 
Sakka, grant ṁe this boon!’

‘If there exists anyone anywhere 
who can can live happily without working, 
that surely would be extinguishṁent’s path! 
Go there, Suvī�ra, 
and take ṁe with you!’
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So, ṁendicants, even Sakka, lord of gods—while living off of the fruit of his good and bad 
deeds, and ruling as sovereign lord over these gods of the Thirty-Three—will speak in praise of 
initiative and energy. But since you have gone forth in such a well explained teaching and 
training, it would be truly beautiful for you to try hard, strive, and ṁake an effort to attain the 
unattained, achieve the unachieved, and realize the unrealized!”

11:2. With Susī�ṁa

At Sa�vatthī�. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” “Venerable sir,” they 
replied. The Buddha said this:

“Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, the deṁons ṁarched against the gods. Then Sakka, lord of 
gods, addressed the god Susī�ṁa: ‘Dear Susī�ṁa, the deṁons ṁarch against the gods! Go, and 
ṁarch against the deṁons!’ ‘Yes, lord,’ replied Susī�ṁa. But he fell into negligence. For a second 
tiṁe … For a third tiṁe … Then Sakka addressed the god Susī�ṁa in verse:

‘Susī�ṁa, go to that place 
where you can achieve happiness 
without working for it or trying hard— 
and take ṁe with you!’

‘That a lazy ṁan who does no work, 
and doesn’t do his duty, 
should fulfill all his desires: 
Sakka, grant ṁe this boon!’

‘Susī�ṁa, go to that place 
where a lazy ṁan who does no work 
prospers in unending happiness— 
and take ṁe with you!’

‘O Sakka, best of gods, 
that we ṁight find the happiness 
that’s sorrowless, unstressed: 
Sakka, grant ṁe this boon!’

‘If there exists anywhere a place 
where you can live happily without working, 
that surely would be extinguishṁent’s path! 
Susī�ṁa, go to that place 
and take ṁe with you!’

So, ṁendicants, even Sakka, lord of gods—while living off of the fruit of his good and bad 
deeds, and ruling as sovereign lord over these gods of the Thirty-Three—will speak in praise of 
initiative and energy. But since you have gone forth in such a well explained teaching and 
training, it would be truly beautiful for you to try hard, strive, and ṁake an effort to attain the 
unattained, achieve the unachieved, and realize the unrealized!”

11:3. The Banner’s Crest

At Sa�vatthī�. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” “Venerable sir,” they 
replied. The Buddha said this:
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“Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, a battle was fought between the gods and the deṁons. Then 
Sakka, lord of gods, addressed the gods of the Thirty-Three:

‘Good sirs, when the gods are fighting, if you get scared or terrified, just look up at ṁy 
banner’s crest. Then your fear and terror will go away.

If you can’t see ṁy banner’s crest, then look up at the banner’s crest of Paja�pati, king of gods. 
Then your fear and terror will go away.

If you can’t see his banner’s crest, then look up at the banner’s crest of VarunA a, king of gods. 
Then your fear and terror will go away.

If you can’t see his banner’s crest, then look up at the banner’s crest of IJsa�na, king of gods. 
Then your fear and terror will go away.’

However, when they look up at those banner’s crests their fear and terror ṁight go away or it 
ṁight not.

Why is that? Because Sakka is not free of greed, hate, and delusion. He gets fearful, scared, 
terrified, and runs away.

But, ṁendicants, I say this: If you’ve gone to a wilderness, or to the root of a tree, or to an 
eṁpty hut and you get scared or terrified, just recollect ṁe: ‘That Blessed One is perfected, a fully
awakened Buddha, accoṁplished in knowledge and conduct, holy, knower of the world, supreṁe
guide for those who wish to train, teacher of gods and huṁans, awakened, blessed.’ Then your 
fear and terror will go away.

If you can’t recollect ṁe, then recollect the teaching: ‘The teaching is well explained by the 
Buddha—realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately effective, inviting inspection, relevant, so that 
sensible people can know it for theṁselves.’ Then your fear and terror will go away.

If you can’t recollect the teaching, then recollect the San� gha: ‘The San� gha of the Buddha’s 
disciples is practicing the way that’s good, straightforward, ṁethodical, and proper. It consists of 
the four pairs, the eight individuals. This is the San� gha of the Buddha’s disciples that is worthy of 
offerings dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offering, worthy of 
greeting with joined palṁs, and is the supreṁe field of ṁerit for the world.’ Then your fear and 
terror will go away.

Why is that? Because the Realized One is free of greed, hate, and delusion. He does not get 
fearful, scared, terrified, or run away.” That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the 
Teacher, went on to say:

“In the wilderness, at a tree’s root, 
or an eṁpty hut, O ṁendicants, 
recollect the Buddha, 
and no fear will coṁe to you.

If you can’t recollect the Buddha— 
the eldest in the world, the bull of a ṁan— 
then recollect the teaching, 
eṁancipating, well taught.

If you can’t recollect the teaching— 
eṁancipating, well taught— 
then recollect the San� gha, 
the supreṁe field of ṁerit.

Thus recollecting the Buddha, 
the teaching, and the San� gha, ṁendicants, 
fear and terror 
and goosebuṁps will be no ṁore.”
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11:4. With Vepacitti

At Sa�vatthī�. “Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, a battle was fought between the gods and the 
deṁons. Then Vepacitti, lord of deṁons, addressed the deṁons: ‘My good sirs, if the deṁons 
defeat the gods in this battle, bind Sakka, the lord of gods, by his liṁbs and neck and bring hiṁ to 
ṁy presence in the castle of deṁons.’ Meanwhile, Sakka, lord of gods, addressed the gods of the 
Thirty-Three: ‘My good sirs, if the gods defeat the deṁons in this battle, bind Vepacitti by his 
liṁbs and neck and bring hiṁ to ṁy presence in the Sudhaṁṁa hall of the gods.’ In that battle 
the gods won and the deṁons lost. So the gods of the Thirty-Three bound Vepacitti by his liṁbs 
and neck and brought hiṁ to Sakka’s presence in the Sudhaṁṁa hall of the gods. And as Sakka 
was entering and leaving the hall, Vepacitti abused and insulted hiṁ with rude, harsh words. So 
Ma� tali the charioteer addressed Sakka in verse:

‘O Maghava� , O Sakka, 
is it froṁ fear or froṁ weakness 
that you put up with such harsh words 
in the presence of Vepacitti?’

‘It’s not out of fear or weakness 
that I’ṁ patient with Vepacitti. 
For how can a sensible person like ṁe 
get in a fight with a fool?’

‘Fools would vent even ṁore 
if there’s no-one to put a stop to theṁ. 
So a wise one should stop 
a fool with forceful punishṁent.’

‘I think that this is the only way 
to put a stop to a fool: 
when you know that the other is upset, 
be ṁindful and stay calṁ.’

‘I see this flaw, Va� sava, 
in just being patient. 
When a fool thinks: 
“He puts up with ṁe out of fear,” 
the idiot will go after you even harder, 
like a cow chasing soṁeone who runs away.’

‘Let hiṁ think this if he wishes, or not— 
“He puts up with ṁe out of fear.” 
Of goals culṁinating in one’s own good, 
none better than patience is found.

When a strong person 
puts up with a weakling, 
they call that the ultiṁate patience, 
for a weakling ṁust always be patient.

The strength of folly 
is really just weakness, they say. 
But no-one can challenge a person 
who’s strong because guarded by the teaching.
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When you get angry at an angry person 
you just ṁake things worse for yourself. 
When you don’t get angry at an angry person 
you win a battle hard to win.

When you know that the other is angry, 
you act for the good of both 
yourself and the other 
if you’re ṁindful and stay calṁ.

People unfaṁiliar with the teaching 
consider one who heals both 
oneself and the other 
to be a fool.’

So, ṁendicants, even Sakka, lord of gods—while living off of the fruit of his good and bad 
deeds, and ruling as sovereign lord over these gods of the Thirty-Three—will speak in praise of 
patience and gentleness. But since you have gone forth in such a well explained teaching and 
training, it would be truly beautiful for you to be patient and gentle!”

11:5. Victory by Good Speech

At Sa�vatthī�. “Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, a battle was fought between the gods and the 
deṁons. Then Vepacitti, lord of deṁons, said to Sakka, lord of gods: ‘Lord of gods, let there be 
victory by fine words!’ ‘Vepacitti, let there be victory by fine words!’ Then the gods and the 
deṁons appointed a panel of judges, saying: ‘These will understand our good and bad 
stateṁents.’ Then Vepacitti, lord of deṁons, said to Sakka, lord of gods: ‘Lord of gods, recite a 
verse!’ When he said this, Sakka said to hiṁ: ‘Vepacitti, you are the elder god here. Recite a verse.’
So Vepacitti recited this verse:

‘Fools would vent even ṁore 
if there’s no-one to put a stop to theṁ. 
So an intelligent person should stop 
a fool with forceful punishṁent.’

The deṁons applauded Vepacitti’s verse, while the gods reṁained silent. Then Vepacitti said 
to Sakka: ‘Lord of gods, recite a verse!’ So Sakka recited this verse:

‘I think that this is the only way 
to put a stop to a fool: 
when you know that the other is upset, 
be ṁindful and stay calṁ.’

The gods applauded Sakka’s verse, while the deṁons reṁained silent. Then Sakka said to 
Vepacitti: ‘Vepacitti, recite a verse!’ So Vepacitti recited this verse:

‘I see this flaw, Va� sava, 
in just being patient. 
When a fool thinks: 
“He puts up with ṁe out of fear,” 
the idiot will go after you even harder, 
like a cow chasing soṁeone who runs away.’

The deṁons applauded Vepacitti’s verse, while the gods reṁained silent. Then Vepacitti said 
to Sakka: ‘Lord of gods, recite a verse!’ So Sakka recited this verse:
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‘Let hiṁ think this if he wishes, or not— 
“He puts up with ṁe out of fear.” 
Of goals culṁinating in one’s own good, 
none better than patience is found.

When a strong person 
puts up with a weakling, 
they call that the ultiṁate patience, 
for a weakling ṁust always be patient.

The strength of folly 
is really just weakness, they say. 
But no-one can challenge a person 
who’s strong because guarded by the teaching.

When you get angry at an angry person 
you just ṁake things worse for yourself. 
When you don’t get angry at an angry person 
you win a battle hard to win.

When you know that the other is angry, 
you act for the good of both 
yourself and the other 
if you’re ṁindful and stay calṁ.

People unfaṁiliar with the teaching 
consider one who heals both 
oneself and the other 
to be a fool.’

The gods applauded Sakka’s verses, while the deṁons reṁained silent. Then the panel of 
judges consisting of both gods and deṁons said this: ‘The verses spoken by Vepacitti evoke 
punishṁent and violence. That’s how you get arguṁents, quarrels, and disputes. The verses 
spoken by Sakka don’t evoke punishṁent and violence. That’s how you stay free of arguṁents, 
quarrels, and disputes. Sakka, lord of gods, wins victory by fine words!’ And that’s how Sakka 
caṁe to win victory by fine words.”

11:6. Bird Nests

At Sa�vatthī�. “Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, a battle was fought between the gods and the 
deṁons. In that battle the deṁons won and the gods lost. Defeated, the gods fled north with the 
deṁons in pursuit. Then Sakka, lord of gods, addressed his charioteer Ma� tali in verse:

‘Ma� tali, don’t raṁ the bird nests 
in the red silk-cotton woods with your chariot pole. 
I’d rather give up our lives to the deṁons 
than deprive these birds of their nests.’

‘Yes, lord,’ replied Ma� tali. And he turned the chariot back around, with its teaṁ of a thousand 
thoroughbreds. Then the deṁons thought: ‘Now Sakka’s chariot has turned back. The deṁons 
will have to fight the gods a second tiṁe!’ Terrified, they retreated right away to the castle of the 
deṁons. And that’s how Sakka caṁe to win victory by principle.”
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11:7. Not Betray

At Sa�vatthī�. “Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, as Sakka, lord of gods, was in private retreat this 
thought caṁe to his ṁind: ‘I should never betray even a sworn eneṁy.’ And then Vepacitti, lord 
of deṁons, knowing what Sakka was thinking, approached hiṁ. Sakka saw Vepacitti coṁing off 
in the distance, and said to hiṁ: ‘Stop, Vepacitti, you’re caught!’

‘Dear sir, don’t give up the idea you just had!’
‘Swear, Vepacitti, that you won’t betray ṁe.’

‘Whatever bad things happen to a liar, 
or to soṁeone who slanders the noble ones, 
or to soṁeone who betrays a friend, 
or to soṁeone who’s ungrateful: 
the saṁe bad things iṁpact 
anyone who betrays you, Suja� ’s husband.’”

11:8. Verocana, Lord of Deṁons

Near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove. Now at that tiṁe the Buddha had retreated to solitude for the day’s 
ṁeditation. Then Sakka, lord of gods, and Verocana, lord of deṁons, approached the Buddha and 
stationed theṁselves one by each door-post. Then Verocana recited this verse in the Buddha’s 
presence:

“A ṁan should ṁake an effort 
until his goal is accoṁplished. 
When goals are accoṁplished they shine: 
this is the word of Verocana!”

“A ṁan should ṁake an effort 
until his goal is accoṁplished. 
Of goals that shine when accoṁplished, 
none better than patience is found.”

“All beings are goal-orientated, 
as befits theṁ in each case. 
But connection is the ultiṁate 
of pleasures for all living creatures. 
When goals are accoṁplished they shine: 
this is the word of Verocana!”

“All beings are goal-orientated, 
as befits theṁ in each case. 
But connection is the ultiṁate 
of pleasures for all living creatures. 
Of goals that shine when accoṁplished, 
none better than patience is found.”

11:9. Herṁits in the Wilderness

At Sa�vatthī�. “Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, several herṁits who were ethical, of good character, 
settled in leaf huts in a wilderness region. Then Sakka, lord of gods, and Vepacitti, lord of 
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deṁons, went to those herṁits. Then Vepacitti put on his boots, strapped on his sword, and, 
carrying a sunshade, entered the herṁitage through the ṁain gate. He walked right past those 
herṁits, keeping theṁ at a distance. Then Sakka took off his boots, gave his sword to others, and, 
putting down his sunshade, entered the herṁitage through a gate he happened upon. He stood 
downwind of those herṁits, revering theṁ with joined palṁs. Then those herṁits addressed 
Sakka in verse:

‘When herṁits have been long ordained, 
the odor of their bodies goes with the wind. 
You’d better leave, O thousand-eyed! 
The odor of the herṁits is unclean, king of gods.’

‘When herṁits have been long ordained, 
let the odor of their bodies go with the wind. 
We yearn for this odor, sirs, 
like a colorful crown of flowers. 
The gods don’t see it as repulsive.’”

11:10. Herṁits by the Ocean

At Sa�vatthī�. “Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, several herṁits who were ethical, of good character, 
settled in leaf huts by the ocean. Now at that tiṁe a battle was fought between the gods and the 
deṁons. Then the herṁits thought: ‘The gods are principled, the deṁons are unprincipled. We 
ṁay be at risk froṁ the deṁons. Why don’t we approach Saṁbara, lord of deṁons, and beg hiṁ 
for a pledge of safety.’ Then, as easily as a strong person would extend or contract their arṁ, 
those herṁits vanished froṁ those leaf huts by the ocean and reappeared in Saṁbara’s presence.
Then those herṁits addressed Saṁbara in verse:

‘The herṁits have coṁe to Saṁbara 
to beg for a pledge of safety. 
For you can give theṁ what you wish, 
whether danger or safety.’

‘There is no safety for herṁits, 
the hated associates of Sakka! 
Though you beg ṁe for your safety, 
I’ll only give you fear!’

‘Though we beg you for our safety, 
you give us only fear. 
This is what we get froṁ you: 
ṁay endless peril coṁe to you!

Whatever kind of seed you sow, 
that is the fruit you reap. 
A doer of good gets good, 
a doer of bad gets bad. 
You have sown your own seed, friend, 
now you’ll experience the fruit.’

Then those herṁits, having cursed Saṁbara, as easily as a strong person would extend or 
contract their arṁ, vanished froṁ Saṁbara’s presence and reappeared in those leaf huts by the 
ocean. But after being cursed by the herṁits, Saṁbara woke in alarṁ three tiṁes that night.”
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2. The Second Chapter

11:11. Vows

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, in a forṁer life, when Sakka was a huṁan being, he undertook seven 
vows. And it was because of undertaking these that he achieved the status of Sakka. What seven? 
As long as I live, ṁay I support ṁy parents. As long as I live, ṁay I honor the elders in the faṁily. 
As long as I live, ṁay I speak gently. As long as I live, ṁay I not speak divisively. As long as I live, 
ṁay I live at hoṁe rid of the stain of stinginess, freely generous, open-handed, loving to let go, 
coṁṁitted to charity, loving to give and to share. As long as I live, ṁay I speak the truth. As long 
as I live, ṁay I be free of anger, or should anger arise, ṁay I quickly get rid of it. In a forṁer life, 
when Sakka was a huṁan being, he undertook seven vows. And it was because of undertaking 
these that he achieved the status of Sakka.

A person who respects their parents, 
and honors the elders in the faṁily, 
whose speech is gentle and courteous, 
and has given up divisiveness;

who’s coṁṁitted to getting rid of stinginess, 
is truthful, and has ṁastered anger: 
the gods of the Thirty-Three 
call theṁ truly a good person.”

11:12. Sakka’s Naṁes

Near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove. There the Buddha said to the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, in a forṁer 
life, when Sakka was a huṁan being, he was a brahṁanical student naṁed Magha. That’s why 
he’s called Maghava� .

In a forṁer life, when Sakka was a huṁan being, he gave gifts in stronghold after stronghold. 
That’s why he’s called Purindada, the Stronghold-Giver.

In a forṁer life, when Sakka was a huṁan being, he gave gifts carefully. That’s why he’s called 
Sakka, the Careful.

In a forṁer life, when Sakka was a huṁan being, he gave the gift of a guest house. That’s why 
he’s called Va� sava, the Houser.

Sakka thinks of a thousand things in a ṁoṁent. That’s why he’s called Sahassakkha, the 
Thousand-Eye.

Sakka’s wife is the deṁon ṁaiden naṁed Suja� . That’s why he’s called Sujaṁpati, Suja� ’s 
Husband.

Sakka rules as sovereign lord over the gods of the Thirty-Three. That’s why he’s called lord of 
gods.

In a forṁer life, when Sakka was a huṁan being, he undertook seven vows. And it was because
of undertaking these that he achieved the status of Sakka. What seven? As long as I live, ṁay I 
support ṁy parents. As long as I live, ṁay I honor the elders in the faṁily. As long as I live, ṁay I 
speak gently. As long as I live, ṁay I not speak divisively. As long as I live, ṁay I live at hoṁe rid 
of the stain of stinginess, freely generous, open-handed, loving to let go, coṁṁitted to charity, 
loving to give and to share. As long as I live, ṁay I speak the truth. As long as I live, ṁay I be free 
of anger, or should anger arise, ṁay I quickly get rid of it. In a forṁer life, when Sakka was a 
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huṁan being, he undertook seven vows. And it was because of undertaking these that he 
achieved the status of Sakka.

A person who respects their parents, 
and honors the elders in the faṁily, 
whose speech is gentle and courteous, 
and has given up divisiveness;

who’s coṁṁitted to getting rid of stinginess, 
is truthful, and has ṁastered anger: 
the gods of the Thirty-Three 
call theṁ truly a good person.”

11:13. With Maha� li

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, in the hall 
with the peaked roof. Then Maha� li the Licchavi went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one 
side, and said to hiṁ:

“Sir, have you seen Sakka, lord of gods?”
“I have, Maha� li.”
“But surely, sir, you ṁust have seen soṁeone who looked like Sakka. For Sakka is hard to see.”
“Maha� li, I understand Sakka. And I understand the things that he undertook and coṁṁitted to,

which enabled hiṁ to achieve the status of Sakka.
In a forṁer life, when Sakka was a huṁan being, he was a brahṁanical student naṁed Magha. 

That’s why he’s called Maghava� .
In a forṁer life, when Sakka was a huṁan being, he gave gifts carefully. That’s why he’s called 

Sakka, the careful.
In a forṁer life, when Sakka was a huṁan being, he gave gifts in stronghold after stronghold. 

That’s why he’s called Purindada, the stronghold-giver.
In a forṁer life, when Sakka was a huṁan being, he gave the gift of a guest house. That’s why 

he’s called Va� sava, the houser.
Sakka thinks of a thousand things in a ṁoṁent. That’s why he’s called Sahassakkha, 

Thousand-Eye.
Sakka’s wife is the deṁon ṁaiden naṁed Suja� . That’s why he’s called Sujaṁpati, Suja� ’s 

husband.
Sakka rules as sovereign lord over the gods of the Thirty-Three. That’s why he’s called lord of 

gods.
In a forṁer life, when Sakka was a huṁan being, he undertook seven vows. And it was because

of undertaking these that he achieved the status of Sakka. What seven? As long as I live, ṁay I 
support ṁy parents. As long as I live, ṁay I honor the elders in the faṁily. As long as I live, ṁay I 
speak gently. As long as I live, ṁay I not speak divisively. As long as I live, ṁay I live at hoṁe rid 
of the stain of stinginess, freely generous, open-handed, loving to let go, coṁṁitted to charity, 
loving to give and to share. As long as I live, ṁay I speak the truth. As long as I live, ṁay I be free 
of anger, or should anger arise, ṁay I quickly get rid of it. In a forṁer life, when Sakka was a 
huṁan being, he undertook seven vows. And it was because of undertaking these that he 
achieved the status of Sakka.

A person who respects their parents, 
and honors the elders in the faṁily, 
whose speech is gentle and courteous, 
and has given up divisiveness;
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who’s coṁṁitted to getting rid of stinginess, 
is truthful, and has ṁastered anger: 
the gods of the Thirty-Three 
call theṁ truly a good person.”

11:14. Poor

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” “Venerable sir,” they 
replied. The Buddha said this:

“Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, there was a poor person, iṁpoverished and pitiful. They took 
up faith, ethics, learning, generosity, and wisdoṁ in the teaching and training proclaiṁed by the 
Realized One. After undertaking these things, when their body broke up, after death, they were 
reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ, in the coṁpany of the gods of the Thirty-Three. There 
they outshone the other gods in beauty and glory. But the gods of the Thirty-Three coṁplained, 
gruṁbled, and objected: ‘It’s incredible, it’s aṁazing! For when this god was a huṁan being in 
their past life they were poor, iṁpoverished, and pitiful. And when their body broke up, after 
death, they were reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ, in the coṁpany of the gods of the 
Thirty-Three. Here they outshine the other gods in beauty and glory.’

Then Sakka, lord of gods, addressed the gods of the Thirty-Three: ‘Good sirs, don’t coṁplain 
about this god. When this god was a huṁan being in their past life they took up faith, ethics, 
learning, generosity, and wisdoṁ in the teaching and training proclaiṁed by the Realized One. 
After undertaking these things, when their body broke up, after death, they’ve been reborn in a 
good place, a heavenly realṁ, in the coṁpany of the gods of the Thirty-Three. Here they outshine 
the other gods in beauty and glory.’ Then Sakka, lord of gods, guiding the gods of the Thirty-
Three, recited this verse:

‘Whoever has faith in the Realized One, 
unwavering and well established; 
whose ethical conduct is good, 
praised and loved by the noble ones;

who has confidence in the San� gha, 
and correct view: 
they’re said to be prosperous, 
their life is not in vain.

So let the wise devote theṁselves 
to faith, ethical behaviour, 
confidence, and insight into the teaching, 
reṁeṁbering the instructions of the Buddhas.’”

11:15. Delightful

Near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove. And then Sakka, lord of gods, went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood 
to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, what is a delightful place?”

“Shrines in parks and forests, 
well-ṁade lotus ponds, 
are not worth a sixteenth part 
of a delightful huṁan being.
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Whether in village or wilderness, 
in a valley or the uplands, 
wherever the perfected ones live 
is a delightful place.”

11:16. Sponsoring Sacrifice

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, on the Vulture’s Peak Mountain. And then 
Sakka, lord of gods, went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and said to hiṁ:

“For huṁans, those ṁerit-seeking creatures, 
who sponsor sacrifices, 
ṁaking ṁerit with attachṁents, 
where is a gift very fruitful?”

“Four practicing the path, 
and four established in the fruit. 
This is the upright San� gha, 
with wisdoṁ, ethics, and iṁṁersion.

For huṁans, those ṁerit-seeking creatures, 
who sponsor sacrifices, 
ṁaking ṁerit with attachṁents, 
what is given to the San� gha is very fruitful.”

11:17. Hoṁage to the Buddha

Near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove. Now at that tiṁe the Buddha had retreated to solitude for the day’s 
ṁeditation. Then Sakka, lord of gods, and Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati approached the Buddha and 
stationed theṁselves one by each door-post. Then Sakka recited this verse in the Buddha’s 
presence:

“Rise, hero! Victor in battle, with burden put down, 
wander the world without obligation. 
Your ṁind is fully liberated, 
like the ṁoon on the fifteenth night.”

“Lord of gods, that’s not how to pay hoṁage to the Realized Ones. This is how it should be 
done:

‘Rise, hero! Victor in battle, leader of the caravan, 
wander the world without obligation. 
Let the Blessed One teach the Dhaṁṁa! 
There will be those who understand!’”

11:18. Who Sakka Worships

At Sa�vatthī�. “Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, Sakka, lord of gods, addressed his charioteer Ma� tali: 
‘My dear Ma� tali, harness the chariot with its teaṁ of a thousand thoroughbreds. We will go to a 
park and see the nice scenery.’ ‘Yes, lord,’ replied Ma� tali. He harnessed the chariot and inforṁed 
Sakka: ‘Good sir, the chariot with its teaṁ of a thousand thoroughbreds has been harnessed. 
Please go at your convenience.’ Then Sakka descended froṁ the Palace of Victory, raised his 
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joined palṁs, and revered the different quarters. So Ma� tali the charioteer addressed Sakka in 
verse:

‘Those expert in the three Vedas worship you, 
as do all the aristocrats on earth, 
the Four Great Kings, 
and the glorious Thirty. 
So what’s the naṁe of the spirit 
that you worship, Sakka?’

‘Those expert in the three Vedas worship ṁe, 
as do all the aristocrats on earth, 
the Four Great Kings, 
and the glorious Thirty.

But I revere those accoṁplished in ethics, 
who have long trained in iṁṁersion, 
who have rightly gone forth 
to coṁplete the spiritual life.

I also worship those householders, 
the ethical lay followers 
who ṁake ṁerit, Ma� tali, 
supporting a partner in a principled ṁanner.’

‘Those who you worship 
seeṁ to be the best in the world, Sakka. 
I too will worship 
those who you worship, Sakka.’

After saying this, Maghava�  the chief, 
king of gods, Suja� ’s husband, 
having worshipped the quarters 
cliṁbed into his chariot.”

11:19. Who Sakka Worships

Near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove. “Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, Sakka, lord of gods, addressed his 
charioteer Ma� tali: ‘My dear Ma� tali, harness the chariot with its teaṁ of a thousand 
thoroughbreds. We will go to a park and see the scenery.’ ‘Yes, lord,’ replied Ma� tali. He harnessed
the chariot and inforṁed Sakka: ‘Good sir, the chariot with its teaṁ of a thousand thoroughbreds 
has been harnessed. Please go at your convenience.’ Then Sakka descended froṁ the Palace of 
Victory, raised his joined palṁs, and revered the Buddha. So Ma� tali the charioteer addressed 
Sakka in verse:

‘Gods and ṁen 
worship you, Va� sava. 
So what’s the naṁe of the spirit 
that you worship, Sakka?’

‘It’s the fully awakened Buddha, 
the Teacher of peerless naṁe 
in this world with its gods— 
that’s who I worship, Ma� tali.
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Those who have discarded 
greed, hate, and ignorance, 
the perfected ones with defileṁents ended— 
they're who I worship, Ma� tali.

The trainees who take pleasure in decreasing suffering, 
diligently pursuing the training 
for getting rid of greed and hate, 
and going past ignorance— 
they’re who I worship, Ma� tali.’

‘Those who you worship 
seeṁ to be the best in the world, Sakka. 
I too will worship 
those who you worship, Sakka.’

After saying this, Maghava�  the chief, 
king of gods, Suja� ’s husband, 
having worshipped the Buddha, 
cliṁbed into his chariot.”

11:20. Who Sakka Worships

Near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove. “Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, Sakka, lord of gods, addressed his 
charioteer Ma� tali: ‘My dear Ma� tali, harness the chariot with its teaṁ of a thousand 
thoroughbreds. We will go to a park and see the scenery.’ ‘Yes, lord,’ replied Ma� tali. He harnessed
the chariot and inforṁed Sakka: ‘Good sir, the chariot with its teaṁ of a thousand thoroughbreds 
has been harnessed. Please go at your convenience.’ Then Sakka descended froṁ the Palace of 
Victory, raised his joined palṁs, and revered the ṁendicant San� gha. So Ma� tali the charioteer 
addressed Sakka in verse:

‘It’s these who should worship you, 
naṁely the huṁans stuck in their putrid bodies, 
sunk in a corpse, 
struck down by hunger and thirst.

Why then do you envy those 
who are hoṁeless, Va� sava? 
Relate the herṁits’ way of life, 
let us hear what you have to say.’

‘This is why I envy the 
hoṁeless, Ma� tali. 
When they leave a village, 
they go without concern.

They hoard no goods in storerooṁs, 
nor in pots or baskets. 
They seek food prepared by others, 
and, true to their vows, live on that.

The wise whose words are full of wisdoṁ, 
live peacefully and quietly. 
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Gods fight with deṁons, 
and ṁortals fight each other, Ma� tali.

Not fighting aṁong those who fight, 
they’re extinguished aṁong those who’ve taken up arṁs. 
Not grasping aṁong those who grasp, 
they’re who I worship, Ma� tali.’

‘Those who you worship 
seeṁ to be the best in the world, Sakka. 
I too will worship 
those who you worship, Va� sava.’

After saying this, Maghava�  the chief, 
king of gods, Suja� ’s husband, 
having worshipped the ṁendicant San� gha, 
cliṁbed into his chariot.”

3. The Third Chapter

11:21. Incinerated

Near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove. And then Sakka, lord of gods, went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood 
to one side, and said to hiṁ:

“When what is incinerated do you sleep at ease? 
When what is incinerated is there no sorrow? 
What is the one thing 
whose killing you approve?”

“When anger’s incinerated you sleep at ease. 
When anger’s incinerated there is no sorrow. 
O Va� sava, anger has a poisoned root 
and a honey tip. 
The noble ones praise its killing, 
for when it’s incinerated there is no sorrow.”

11:22. Ugly

Near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove. “Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, there was a native spirit who was 
ugly and deforṁed. He sat on the throne of Sakka, lord of gods. But the gods of the Thirty-Three 
coṁplained, gruṁbled, and objected: ‘It’s incredible, it’s aṁazing! This ugly and deforṁed spirit 
is sitting on the throne of Sakka, the lord of gods.’ But the ṁore the gods coṁplained, the ṁore 
attractive, good-looking, and lovely that spirit becaṁe.

So the gods went up to Sakka and told hiṁ what had happened, adding: ‘Surely, good sir, that 
ṁust be the anger-eating spirit!’

Then Sakka went up to that spirit, arranged his robe over one shoulder, knelt with his right 
knee on the ground, raised his joined palṁs toward the anger-eating spirit, and pronounced his 
naṁe three tiṁes: ‘Good sir, I aṁ Sakka, lord of gods! Good sir, I aṁ Sakka, the lord of gods!’ But 
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the ṁore Sakka pronounced his naṁe, the uglier and ṁore deforṁed the spirit becaṁe. Until 
eventually it vanished right there. Then Sakka, lord of gods, guiding the gods of the Thirty-Three, 
recited this verse:

‘My ṁind isn’t easily upset; 
I’ṁ not easily drawn into the ṁaelstroṁ. 
I don’t get angry for long, 
anger doesn’t last in ṁe.

When I do get angry I don’t speak harshly, 
nor do I advertise ṁy own virtues. 
I carefully restrain ṁyself 
out of regard for ṁy own welfare.’”

11:23. The Saṁbari Sorcery

At Sa�vatthī�. The Buddha said this: “Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, Vepacitti, lord of deṁons, was 
sick, suffering, gravely ill. Then Sakka went to see hiṁ to ask after his illness. Vepacitti saw Sakka
coṁing off in the distance, and said to hiṁ: ‘Heal ṁe, lord of gods!’ ‘Teach ṁe, Vepacitti, the 
Saṁbari sorcery.’ ‘I can’t do that, good sir, until I have consulted with the deṁons.’ Then 
Vepacitti, lord of deṁons, asked the deṁons: ‘Good sirs, ṁay I teach the Saṁbari sorcery to 
Sakka, lord of gods?’ ‘Do not, good sir, teach the Saṁbari sorcery to Sakka!’ So Vepacitti 
addressed Sakka in verse:

‘O Maghava� , O Sakka, 
king of gods, Suja� ’s husband, 
a sorceror falls into the terrible hell— 
like Saṁbara, for a hundred years.’”

11:24. Transgression

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe two ṁendicants were overly attached, and one of theṁ 
transgressed against the other. The transgressor confessed to the other ṁendicant, but they 
didn’t accept it. Then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, 
and told hiṁ what had happened.

“Mendicants, there are two fools. One who doesn’t recognize when they’ve ṁade a ṁistake. 
And one who doesn’t properly accept the confession of soṁeone who’s ṁade a ṁistake. These 
are the two fools. There are two who are astute. One who recognizes when they’ve ṁade a 
ṁistake. And one who properly accepts the confession of soṁeone who’s ṁade a ṁistake. These 
are the two who are astute.

Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, Sakka, lord of gods, guiding the gods of the Thirty-Three, 
recited this verse:

‘Control your anger; 
don’t let friendships decay. 
Don’t blaṁe the blaṁeless, 
and don’t say divisive things. 
For anger crushes bad people 
like a ṁountain.’”
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11:25. Don’t Be Angry

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Once upon a tiṁe, 
ṁendicants, Sakka, lord of gods, guiding the gods of the Thirty-Three, recited this verse:

“Don’t let anger be your ṁaster, 
don’t get angry at angry people. 
Kindness and harṁlessness 
are always present in the noble ones. 
For anger crushes bad people 
like a ṁountain.’”

The Linked Discourses with Sakka are coṁplete.

The Book With Verses is finished.
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Nidānavagga:
The Book of Causation

12. Nida�nasaṁ� yutta:
On Causation

1. The Buddhas

12:1. Dependent Origination

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” 
“Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this: “Mendicants, I will teach you dependent 
origination. Listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said 
this:

“And what is dependent origination? Ignorance is a condition for choices. Choices are a 
condition for consciousness. Consciousness is a condition for naṁe and forṁ. Naṁe and forṁ are
conditions for the six sense fields. The six sense fields are conditions for contact. Contact is a 
condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition for craving. Craving is a condition for grasping. 
Grasping is a condition for continued existence. Continued existence is a condition for rebirth. 
Rebirth is a condition for old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress to 
coṁe to be. That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates. This is called dependent 
origination.

When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, choices cease. When choices 
cease, consciousness ceases. When consciousness ceases, naṁe and forṁ cease. When naṁe and 
forṁ cease, the six sense fields cease. When the six sense fields cease, contact ceases. When 
contact ceases, feeling ceases. When feeling ceases, craving ceases. When craving ceases, 
grasping ceases. When grasping ceases, continued existence ceases. When continued existence 
ceases, rebirth ceases. When rebirth ceases, old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, 
sadness, and distress cease. That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.” That is what the 
Buddha said. Satisfied, the ṁendicants were happy with what the Buddha said.

12:2. Analysis

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach and analyze for you dependent origination. Listen and pay 
close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“And what is dependent origination? Ignorance is a condition for choices. Choices are a 
condition for consciousness. Consciousness is a condition for naṁe and forṁ. Naṁe and forṁ are
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conditions for the six sense fields. The six sense fields are conditions for contact. Contact is a 
condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition for craving. Craving is a condition for grasping. 
Grasping is a condition for continued existence. Continued existence is a condition for rebirth. 
Rebirth is a condition for old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress to 
coṁe to be. That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

And what is old age and death? The old age, decrepitude, broken teeth, grey hair, wrinkly skin,
diṁinished vitality, and failing faculties of the various sentient beings in the various orders of 
sentient beings. This is called old age. The passing away, perishing, disintegration, deṁise, 
ṁortality, death, decease, breaking up of the aggregates, and laying to rest of the corpse of the 
various sentient beings in the various orders of sentient beings. This is called death. Such is old 
age, and such is death. This is called old age and death.

And what is rebirth? The rebirth, inception, conception, reincarnation, ṁanifestation of the 
aggregates, and acquisition of the sense fields of the various sentient beings in the various orders
of sentient beings. This is called rebirth.

And what is continued existence? There are these three states of existence. Existence in the 
sensual realṁ, the realṁ of luṁinous forṁ, and the forṁless realṁ. This is called continued 
existence.

And what is grasping? There are these four kinds of grasping. Grasping at sensual pleasures, 
views, precepts and observances, and theories of a self. This is called grasping.

And what is craving? There are these six classes of craving. Craving for sights, sounds, sṁells, 
tastes, touches, and thoughts. This is called craving.

And what is feeling? There are these six classes of feeling. Feeling born of contact through the 
eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind. This is called feeling.

And what is contact? There are these six classes of contact. Contact through the eye, ear, nose, 
tongue, body, and ṁind. This is called contact.

And what are the six sense fields? The sense fields of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and 
ṁind. These are called the six sense fields.

And what are naṁe and forṁ? Feeling, perception, intention, contact, and attention. This is 
called naṁe. The four priṁary eleṁents, and forṁ derived froṁ the four priṁary eleṁents. This 
is called forṁ. Such is naṁe and such is forṁ. These are called naṁe and forṁ.

And what is consciousness? There are these six classes of consciousness. Eye, ear, nose, 
tongue, body, and ṁind consciousness. This is called consciousness.

And what are choices? There are three kinds of choices. Choices by way of body, speech, and 
ṁind. These are called choices.

And what is ignorance? Not knowing about suffering, the origin of suffering, the cessation of 
suffering, and the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering. This is called ignorance.

And so, ignorance is a condition for choices. Choices are a condition for consciousness. … That 
is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates. When ignorance fades away and ceases with 
nothing left over, choices cease. When choices cease, consciousness ceases. … That is how this 
entire ṁass of suffering ceases.”

12:3. Practice

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the wrong practice and the right practice. Listen and 
pay close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“And what’s the wrong practice? Ignorance is a condition for choices. Choices are a condition 
for consciousness. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates. This is called the wrong 
practice.
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And what’s the right practice? When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, 
choices cease. When choices cease, consciousness ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of 
suffering ceases. This is called the right practice.”

12:4. About Vipassī�

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, Vipassī� the Blessed One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha 
had this thought before his awakening, when he was still unawakened but intent on awakening: 
‘Alas, this world has fallen into trouble. It’s born, grows old, dies, passes away, and is reborn, yet 
it doesn’t understand how to escape froṁ this suffering, froṁ old age and death. Oh, when will an
escape be found froṁ this suffering, froṁ old age and death?’

Then Vipassī�, the one intent on awakening, thought: ‘When what exists is there old age and 
death? What is a condition for old age and death?’ Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� 
coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When rebirth exists there’s old age and death. Rebirth is a 
condition for old age and death.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what exists is there rebirth? What is a condition for rebirth?’ 
Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When continued existence
exists there’s rebirth. Continued existence is a condition for rebirth.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what exists is there continued existence? What is a condition for 
continued existence?’ Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: 
‘When grasping exists there’s continued existence. Grasping is a condition for continued 
existence.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what exists is there grasping? What is a condition for grasping?’ 
Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When craving exists 
there’s grasping. Craving is a condition for grasping.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what exists is there craving? What is a condition for craving?’ 
Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When feeling exists 
there’s craving. Feeling is a condition for craving.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what exists is there feeling? What is a condition for feeling?’ 
Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When contact exists 
there’s feeling. Contact is a condition for feeling.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what exists is there contact? What is a condition for contact?’ 
Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When the six sense fields 
exist there’s contact. The six sense fields are a condition for contact.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what exists are there the six sense fields? What is a condition for 
the six sense fields?’ Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When
naṁe and forṁ exist there are the six sense fields. Naṁe and forṁ are a condition for the six 
sense fields.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what exists are there naṁe and forṁ? What is a condition for 
naṁe and forṁ?’ Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When 
consciousness exists there are naṁe and forṁ. Consciousness is a condition for naṁe and forṁ.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what exists is there consciousness? What is a condition for 
consciousness?’ Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When 
choices exist there’s consciousness. Choices are a condition for consciousness.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what exists are there choices? What is a condition for choices?’ 
Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When ignorance exists 
there are choices. Ignorance is a condition for choices.’

And so, ignorance is a condition for choices. Choices are a condition for consciousness. … That 
is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates. ‘Origination, origination.’ While Vipassī� was intent
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on awakening, such was the vision, knowledge, wisdoṁ, realization, and light that arose in hiṁ 
regarding teachings not learned before froṁ another.

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what doesn’t exist is there no old age and death? When what 
ceases do old age and death cease?’ Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with 
wisdoṁ: ‘When rebirth doesn’t exist there’s no old age and death. When rebirth ceases, old age 
and death cease.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what doesn’t exist is there no rebirth? When what ceases does 
rebirth cease?’ Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When 
continued existence doesn’t exist there’s no rebirth. When continued existence ceases, rebirth 
ceases.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what doesn’t exist is there no continued existence? When what 
ceases does continued existence cease?’ Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended 
with wisdoṁ: ‘When grasping doesn’t exist there’s no continued existence. When grasping 
ceases, continued existence ceases.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what doesn’t exist is there no grasping? When what ceases does 
grasping cease?’ Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When 
craving doesn’t exist there’s no grasping. When craving ceases, grasping ceases.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what doesn’t exist is there no craving? When what ceases does 
craving cease?’ Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When 
feeling doesn’t exist there’s no craving. When feeling ceases, craving ceases.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what doesn’t exist is there no feeling? When what ceases does 
feeling cease?’ Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When 
contact doesn’t exist there’s no feeling. When contact ceases, feeling ceases.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what doesn’t exist is there no contact? When what ceases does 
contact cease?’ Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When the 
six sense fields don’t exist there’s no contact. When the six sense fields cease, contact ceases.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what doesn’t exist are there no six sense fields? When what 
ceases do the six sense fields cease?’ Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with
wisdoṁ: ‘When naṁe and forṁ don’t exist there are no six sense fields. When naṁe and forṁ 
cease, the six sense fields cease.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what doesn’t exist are there no naṁe and forṁ? When what 
ceases do naṁe and forṁ cease?’ Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with 
wisdoṁ: ‘When consciousness doesn’t exist there are no naṁe and forṁ. When consciousness 
ceases, naṁe and forṁ cease.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what doesn’t exist is there no consciousness? When what ceases 
does consciousness cease?’ Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with wisdoṁ:
‘When choices don’t exist there’s no consciousness. When choices cease, consciousness ceases.’

Then Vipassī� thought: ‘When what doesn’t exist are there no choices? When what ceases do 
choices cease?’ Then, through proper attention, Vipassī� coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When 
ignorance doesn’t exist there are no choices. When ignorance ceases, choices cease.’

And so, when ignorance ceases, choices cease. When choices cease, consciousness ceases. … 
That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases. ‘Cessation, cessation.’ Such was the vision, 
knowledge, wisdoṁ, realization, and light that arose in Vipassī�, the one intent on awakening, 
regarding teachings not learned before froṁ another.”

(The text should be expanded in this way for each of the seven Buddhas.)

12:5. Sikhī�

“Sikhī�, the Blessed One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha …”
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12:6. Vessabhu�

“Vessabhu� , the Blessed One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha …”

12:7. Kakusandha

“Kakusandha, the Blessed One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha …”

12:8. KonA a� gaṁana

“KonA a� gaṁana, the Blessed One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha …”

12:9. Kassapa

“Kassapa, the Blessed One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha …”

12:10. Gotaṁa

“Mendicants, before ṁy awakening—when I was still unawakened but intent on awakening—I 
thought: ‘Alas, this world has fallen into trouble. It’s born, grows old, dies, passes away, and is 
reborn, yet it doesn’t understand how to escape froṁ this suffering, froṁ old age and death. Oh, 
when will an escape be found froṁ this suffering, froṁ old age and death?’

Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘When what exists is there old age and death? What is a condition for 
old age and death?’ Then, through proper attention, I coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When 
rebirth exists there’s old age and death. Rebirth is a condition for old age and death.’

Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘When what exists is there rebirth? … continued existence … grasping 
… craving … feeling … contact … the six sense fields … naṁe and forṁ … consciousness … ‘When 
what exists are there choices? What is a condition for choices?’ Then, through proper attention, I 
coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When ignorance exists there are choices. Ignorance is a condition 
for choices.’

And so, ignorance is a condition for choices. Choices are a condition for consciousness. … That 
is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates. ‘Origination, origination.’ Such was the vision, 
knowledge, wisdoṁ, realization, and light that arose in ṁe regarding teachings not learned 
before froṁ another.

Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘When what doesn’t exist is there no old age and death? When what 
ceases do old age and death cease?’ Then, through proper attention, I coṁprehended with 
wisdoṁ: ‘When rebirth doesn’t exist there’s no old age and death? When rebirth ceases, old age 
and death cease.’

Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘When what doesn’t exist is there no rebirth? … continued existence … 
grasping … craving … feeling … contact … the six sense fields … naṁe and forṁ … consciousness 
… ‘When what doesn’t exist are there no choices? When what ceases do choices cease?’ Then, 
through proper attention, I coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When ignorance doesn’t exist there are
no choices. When ignorance ceases, choices cease.’

And so, when ignorance ceases, choices cease. When choices cease, consciousness ceases. … 
That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases. ‘Cessation, cessation.’ Such was the vision, 
knowledge, wisdoṁ, realization, and light that arose in ṁe regarding teachings not learned 
before froṁ another.”
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2. Fuel

12:11. Fuel

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. … “Mendicants, there are these four fuels. They ṁaintain sentient 
beings that have been born and help those that are about to be born. What four? Solid food, 
whether coarse or fine; contact is the second, ṁental intention the third, and consciousness the 
fourth. These are the four fuels that ṁaintain sentient beings that have been born and help those 
that are about to be born.

What is the source, origin, birthplace, and root of these four fuels? Craving. And what is the 
source, origin, birthplace, and root of craving? Feeling. And what is the source of feeling? Contact.
And what is the source of contact? The six sense fields. And what is the source of the six sense 
fields? Naṁe and forṁ. And what is the source of naṁe and forṁ? Consciousness. And what is the
source of consciousness? Choices. And what is the source of choices? Ignorance.

And so, ignorance is a condition for choices. Choices are a condition for consciousness. … That 
is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates. When ignorance fades away and ceases with 
nothing left over, choices cease. When choices cease, consciousness ceases. … That is how this 
entire ṁass of suffering ceases.”

12:12. MolAiyaphagguna

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four fuels. They ṁaintain sentient beings that have been
born and help those that are about to be born. What four? Solid food, whether coarse or fine; 
contact is the second, ṁental intention the third, and consciousness the fourth. These are the 
four fuels that ṁaintain sentient beings that have been born and help those that are about to be 
born.”

When he said this, Venerable MolAiyaphagguna said to the Buddha: “But sir, who consuṁes the 
fuel for consciousness?” “That’s not a fitting question,” said the Buddha. “I don’t speak of one who
consuṁes. If I were to speak of one who consuṁes, then it would be fitting to ask who consuṁes. 
But I don’t speak like that. Hence it would be fitting to ask: ‘Consciousness is a fuel for what?’ And
a fitting answer to this would be: ‘Consciousness is a fuel that conditions rebirth into a new state 
of existence in the future. When that which has been reborn is present, there are the six sense 
fields. The six sense fields are a condition for contact.’”

“But sir, who contacts?” “That’s not a fitting question,” said the Buddha. “I don’t speak of one 
who contacts. If I were to speak of one who contacts, then it would be fitting to ask who contacts. 
But I don’t speak like that. Hence it would be fitting to ask: ‘What is a condition for contact?’ And 
a fitting answer to this would be: ‘The six sense fields are a condition for contact. Contact is a 
condition for feeling.’”

“But sir, who feels?” “That’s not a fitting question,” said the Buddha. “I don’t speak of one who 
feels. If I were to speak of one who feels, then it would be fitting to ask who feels. But I don’t 
speak like that. Hence it would be fitting to ask: ‘What is a condition for feeling?’ And a fitting 
answer to this would be: ‘Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition for craving.’”

“But sir, who craves?” “That’s not a fitting question,” said the Buddha. “I don’t speak of one 
who craves. If I were to speak of one who craves, then it would be fitting to ask who craves. But I 
don’t speak like that. Hence it would be fitting to ask: ‘What is a condition for craving?’ And a 
fitting answer to this would be: ‘Feeling is a condition for craving. Craving is a condition for 
grasping.’”
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“But sir, who grasps?” “That’s not a fitting question,” said the Buddha. “I don’t speak of one 
who grasps. If I were to speak of one who grasps, then it would be fitting to ask who grasps. But I 
don’t speak like that. Hence it would be fitting to ask: ‘What is a condition for grasping?’ And a 
fitting answer to this would be: ‘Craving is a condition for grasping. Grasping is a condition for 
continued existence.’ … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

When the six sense fields fade away and cease with nothing left over, contact ceases. When 
contact ceases, feeling ceases. When feeling ceases, craving ceases. When craving ceases, 
grasping ceases. When grasping ceases, continued existence ceases. When continued existence 
ceases, rebirth ceases. When rebirth ceases, old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, 
sadness, and distress cease. That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.”

12:13. Ascetics and Brahṁins

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t understand old age and 
death, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation. They don’t 
understand rebirth … continued existence … grasping … craving … feeling … contact … the six 
sense fields … naṁe and forṁ … consciousness … They don’t understand choices, their origin, 
their cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation. I don’t regard theṁ as true ascetics 
and brahṁins. Those venerables don’t realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and don’t 
live having realized it with their own insight.

There are ascetics and brahṁins who do understand old age and death, their origin, their 
cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation. They understand rebirth … continued 
existence … grasping … craving … feeling … contact … the six sense fields … naṁe and forṁ … 
consciousness … They understand choices, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that 
leads to their cessation. I regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables realize 
the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and live having realized it with their own insight.”

12:14. Ascetics and Brahṁins (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t understand these things, 
their origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation. What things don’t they 
understand?

They don’t understand old age and death, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that 
leads to their cessation. They don’t understand rebirth … continued existence … grasping … 
craving … feeling … contact … the six sense fields … naṁe and forṁ … consciousness … They 
don’t understand choices, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads to their 
cessation. They don’t understand these things, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that 
leads to their cessation. I don’t regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables 
don’t realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and don’t live having realized it with their 
own insight.

There are ascetics and brahṁins who do understand these things, their origin, their cessation, 
and the practice that leads to their cessation. What things do they understand?

They understand old age and death, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads to 
their cessation. They understand rebirth … continued existence … grasping … craving … feeling …
contact … the six sense fields … naṁe and forṁ … consciousness … They understand choices, 
their origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation. They understand these 
things, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation. I regard theṁ as
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true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and
live having realized it with their own insight.”

12:15. Kacca�nagotta

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Kacca�nagotta went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, 
and said to hiṁ: “Sir, they speak of this thing called ‘right view’. How is right view defined?”

“Kacca�na, this world ṁostly relies on the dual notions of existence and non-existence. But 
when you truly see the origin of the world with right understanding, you won’t have the notion 
of non-existence regarding the world. And when you truly see the cessation of the world with 
right understanding, you won’t have the notion of existence regarding the world. The world is for
the ṁost part shackled to attraction, grasping, and insisting. But if—when it coṁes to this 
attraction, grasping, ṁental dedication, insistence, and underlying tendency—you don’t get 
attracted, grasp, and coṁṁit to the notion ‘ṁy self’, you’ll have no doubt or uncertainty that what
arises is just suffering arising, and what ceases is just suffering ceasing. Your knowledge about 
this is independent of others. This is how right view is defined.

‘All exists’: this is one extreṁe. ‘All doesn’t exist’: this is the second extreṁe. Avoiding these 
two extreṁes, the Realized One teaches by the ṁiddle way: ‘Ignorance is a condition for choices. 
Choices are a condition for consciousness. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates. 
When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, choices cease. When choices 
cease, consciousness ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.’”

12:16. A Dhaṁṁa Speaker

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to 
hiṁ: “Sir, they speak of a ‘Dhaṁṁa speaker’. How is a Dhaṁṁa speaker defined?”

“If a ṁendicant teaches Dhaṁṁa for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding old 
age and death, they’re qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who speaks on Dhaṁṁa’. If they 
practice for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding old age and death, they’re 
qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who practices in line with the teaching’. If they’re freed by not 
grasping, by disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding old age and death, they’re 
qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who has attained extinguishṁent in this very life’.

If a ṁendicant teaches Dhaṁṁa for disillusionṁent regarding rebirth … continued existence 
… grasping … craving … feeling … contact … the six sense fields … naṁe and forṁ … 
consciousness … choices … If a ṁendicant teaches Dhaṁṁa for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and 
cessation regarding ignorance, they’re qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who speaks on 
Dhaṁṁa’. If they practice for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding ignorance, 
they’re qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who practices in line with the teaching’. If they’re freed
by not grasping, by disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding ignorance, they’re 
qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who has attained extinguishṁent in this very life’.”

12:17. With Kassapa, the Naked Ascetic

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the 
squirrels’ feeding ground. Then the Buddha robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and 
robe, entered Ra� jagaha for alṁs. The naked ascetic Kassapa saw the Buddha coṁing off in the 
distance. He went up to the Buddha, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and 
polite conversation were over, he stood to one side, and said to the Buddha: “I’d like to ask 
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Master Gotaṁa about a certain point, if you’d take the tiṁe to answer.” “Kassapa, it’s the wrong 
tiṁe for questions. We’ve entered an inhabited area.”

A second tiṁe, and a third tiṁe, Kassapa spoke to the Buddha and the Buddha replied. When 
this was said, Kassapa said to the Buddha: “I don’t want to ask ṁuch.” “Ask what you wish, 
Kassapa.”

“Well, Master Gotaṁa, is suffering ṁade by oneself?” “Not so, Kassapa,” said the Buddha. 
“Then is suffering ṁade by another?” “Not so, Kassapa,” said the Buddha. “Well, is suffering ṁade
by both oneself and another?” “Not so, Kassapa,” said the Buddha. “Then does suffering arise by 
chance, not ṁade by oneself or another?” “Not so, Kassapa,” said the Buddha. “Well, is there no 
such thing as suffering?” “It’s not that there’s no such thing as suffering. Suffering is real.” “Then 
Master Gotaṁa doesn’t know nor see suffering.” “It’s not that I don’t know or see suffering. I do 
know suffering, I do see suffering.”

“Master Gotaṁa, when asked these questions, you say ‘not so’. Yet you say that there is such a 
thing as suffering. And you say that you do know suffering, and you do see suffering. Sir, explain 
suffering to ṁe! Teach ṁe about suffering!”

“Suppose that the person who does the deed experiences the result. Then for one who has 
existed since the beginning, suffering is ṁade by oneself. This stateṁent leans toward 
eternalisṁ. Suppose that one person does the deed and another experiences the result. Then for 
one stricken by feeling, suffering is ṁade by another. This stateṁent leans toward 
annihilationisṁ. Avoiding these two extreṁes, the Realized One teaches by the ṁiddle way: 
‘Ignorance is a condition for choices. Choices are a condition for consciousness. … That is how 
this entire ṁass of suffering originates. When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left 
over, choices cease. When choices cease, consciousness ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of 
suffering ceases.’”

When this was said, Kassapa said to the Buddha: “Excellent, sir! Excellent! As if he were 
righting the overturned, or revealing the hidden, or pointing out the path to the lost, or lighting a 
laṁp in the dark so people with good eyes can see what’s there, the Buddha has ṁade the 
teaching clear in ṁany ways. I go for refuge to the Buddha, to the teaching, and to the ṁendicant 
San� gha. Sir, ṁay I receive the going forth, the ordination in the Buddha’s presence?”

“Kassapa, if soṁeone forṁerly ordained in another sect wishes to take the going forth, the 
ordination in this teaching and training, they ṁust spend four ṁonths on probation. When four 
ṁonths have passed, if the ṁendicants are satisfied, they’ll give the going forth, the ordination 
into ṁonkhood. However, I have recognized individual differences.”

“Sir, if four ṁonths probation are required in such a case, I’ll spend four years on probation. 
When four years have passed, if the ṁendicants are satisfied, let theṁ give ṁe the going forth, 
the ordination into ṁonkhood.”

And the naked ascetic Kassapa received the going forth, the ordination in the Buddha’s 
presence. Not long after his ordination, Venerable Kassapa, living alone, withdrawn, diligent, 
keen, and resolute, soon realized the supreṁe culṁination of the spiritual path in this very life. 
He lived having achieved with his own insight the goal for which people froṁ good faṁilies 
rightly go forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness. He understood: “Rebirth is ended; the spiritual 
journey has been coṁpleted; what had to be done has been done; there is no return to any state 
of existence.” And Venerable Kassapa becaṁe one of the perfected.

12:18. With Tiṁbaruka

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the wanderer Tiṁbaruka went up to the Buddha, and exchanged greetings with
hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to 
the Buddha:
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“Well, Master Gotaṁa, are pleasure and pain ṁade by oneself?” “Not so, Tiṁbaruka,” said the 
Buddha. “Then are pleasure and pain ṁade by another?” “Not so, Tiṁbaruka,” said the Buddha. 
“Well, are pleasure and pain ṁade by both oneself and another?” “Not so, Tiṁbaruka,” said the 
Buddha. “Then do pleasure and pain arise by chance, not ṁade by oneself or another?” “Not so, 
Tiṁbaruka,” said the Buddha. “Well, is there no such thing as pleasure and pain?” “It’s not that 
there’s no such thing as pleasure and pain. Pleasure and pain are real.” “Then Master Gotaṁa 
doesn’t know nor see pleasure and pain.” “It’s not that I don’t know or see pleasure and pain. I do
know pleasure and pain, I do see pleasure and pain.”

“Master Gotaṁa, when asked these questions, you say ‘not so’. Yet you say that there is such a 
thing as pleasure and pain. And you say that you do know pleasure and pain, and you do see 
pleasure and pain. Sir, explain pleasure and pain to ṁe! Teach ṁe about pleasure and pain!”

“Suppose that the feeling and the one who feels it are the saṁe thing. Then for one who has 
existed since the beginning, pleasure and pain is ṁade by oneself. I don’t say this. Suppose that 
the feeling is one thing and the one who feels it is another. Then for one stricken by feeling, 
pleasure and pain is ṁade by another. I don’t say this. Avoiding these two extreṁes, the Realized 
One teaches by the ṁiddle way: ‘Ignorance is a condition for choices. Choices are a condition for 
consciousness. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates. When ignorance fades 
away and ceases with nothing left over, choices cease. When choices cease, consciousness ceases.
… That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.’”

When he said this, the wanderer Tiṁbaruka said to the Buddha: “Excellent, sir! Excellent! … I 
go for refuge to Master Gotaṁa, to the teaching, and to the ṁendicant San� gha. Froṁ this day 
forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for life.”

12:19. The Astute and the Foolish

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, for a fool hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving, this body has 
been produced. So there is the duality of this body and external naṁe and forṁ. Contact depends 
on this duality. When contacted through one or other of the six sense fields, the fool experiences 
pleasure and pain.

For an astute person hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving, this body has been 
produced. So there is the duality of this body and external naṁe and forṁ. Contact depends on 
this duality. When contacted through one or other of the six sense fields, the astute person 
experiences pleasure and pain.

What, then, is the difference between the foolish and the astute?” “Our teachings are rooted in 
the Buddha. He is our guide and our refuge. Sir, ṁay the Buddha hiṁself please clarify the 
ṁeaning of this. The ṁendicants will listen and reṁeṁber it.”

“Well then, ṁendicants, listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. 
The Buddha said this:

“For a fool hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving, this body has been produced. But 
the fool has not given up that ignorance or finished that craving. Why is that? The fool has not 
coṁpleted the spiritual journey for the coṁplete ending of suffering. Therefore, when their body 
breaks up, the fool is reborn in another body. When reborn in another body, they’re not freed 
froṁ rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They’re 
not freed froṁ suffering, I say.

For an astute person hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving, this body has been 
produced. But the astute person has given up that ignorance and finished that craving. Why is 
that? The astute person has coṁpleted the spiritual journey for the coṁplete ending of suffering. 
Therefore, when their body breaks up, the astute person is not reborn in another body. Not being
reborn in another body, they’re freed froṁ rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, laṁentation, 
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pain, sadness, and distress. They’re freed froṁ suffering, I say. This is the difference here 
between the foolish and the astute, that is, living the spiritual life.”

12:20. Conditions

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you dependent origination and dependently originated 
phenoṁena. Listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said
this:

“And what is dependent origination? Rebirth is a condition for old age and death. Whether 
Realized Ones arise or not, this law of nature persists, this regularity of natural principles, this 
invariance of natural principles, specific conditionality. A Realized One understands this and 
coṁprehends it, then he explains, teaches, asserts, establishes, clarifies, analyzes, and reveals it. 
‘Look,’ he says, ‘Rebirth is a condition for old age and death.’

Continued existence is a condition for rebirth … Grasping is a condition for continued 
existence … Craving is a condition for grasping … Feeling is a condition for craving … Contact is a 
condition for feeling … The six sense fields are a condition for contact … Naṁe and forṁ are 
conditions for the six sense fields … Consciousness is a condition for naṁe and forṁ … Choices 
are a condition for consciousness … Ignorance is a condition for choices. Whether Realized Ones 
arise or not, this law of nature persists, this regularity of natural principles, this invariance of 
natural principles, specific conditionality. A Realized One understands this and coṁprehends it, 
then he explains, teaches, asserts, establishes, clarifies, analyzes, and reveals it. ‘Look,’ he says, 
‘Ignorance is a condition for choices.’ So the fact that this is real, not unreal, not otherwise; the 
specific conditionality of it: this is called dependent origination.

And what are the dependently originated phenoṁena? Old age and death are iṁperṁanent, 
conditioned, dependently originated, liable to end, vanish, fade away, and cease. Rebirth … 
Continued existence … Grasping … Craving … Feeling … Contact … The six sense fields … Naṁe 
and forṁ … Consciousness … Choices … Ignorance is iṁperṁanent, conditioned, dependently 
originated, liable to end, vanish, fade away, and cease. These are called the dependently 
originated phenoṁena.

When a noble disciple has clearly seen with right wisdoṁ this dependent origination and 
these dependently originated phenoṁena as they are, it’s iṁpossible for theṁ to turn back to the 
past, thinking: ‘Did I exist in the past? Did I not exist in the past? What was I in the past? How was
I in the past? After being what, what did I becoṁe in the past?’ Or to turn forward to the future, 
thinking: ‘Will I exist in the future? Will I not exist in the future? What will I be in the future? How
will I be in the future? After being what, what will I becoṁe in the future?’ Or to be undecided 
about the present, thinking: ‘Aṁ I? Aṁ I not? What aṁ I? How aṁ I? This sentient being—where 
did it coṁe froṁ? And where will it go?’ Why is that? Because that noble disciple has clearly seen 
with right wisdoṁ this dependent origination and these dependently originated phenoṁena as 
they are.”

3. The Ten Powers

12:21. The Ten Powers

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, a Realized One has ten powers and four kinds of self-assurance. With 
these he claiṁs the bull’s place, roars his lion’s roar in the asseṁblies, and turns the holy wheel. 
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Such is forṁ, such is the origin of forṁ, such is the ending of forṁ. Such is feeling, such is the 
origin of feeling, such is the ending of feeling. Such is perception, such is the origin of perception, 
such is the ending of perception. Such are choices, such is the origin of choices, such is the ending
of choices. Such is consciousness, such is the origin of consciousness, such is the ending of 
consciousness. When this exists, that is; due to the arising of this, that arises. When this doesn’t 
exist, that is not; due to the cessation of this, that ceases. That is: Ignorance is a condition for 
choices. Choices are a condition for consciousness. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering 
originates. When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, choices cease. When 
choices cease, consciousness ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.”

12:22. The Ten Powers (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, a Realized One has ten powers and four kinds of self-assurance. With 
these he claiṁs the bull’s place, roars his lion’s roar in the asseṁblies, and turns the holy wheel. 
Such is forṁ, such is the origin of forṁ, such is the ending of forṁ. Such is feeling, such is the 
origin of feeling, such is the ending of feeling. Such is perception, such is the origin of perception, 
such is the ending of perception. Such are choices, such is the origin of choices, such is the ending
of choices. Such is consciousness, such is the origin of consciousness, such is the ending of 
consciousness. When this exists, that is; due to the arising of this, that arises. When this doesn’t 
exist, that is not; due to the cessation of this, that ceases. That is: Ignorance is a condition for 
choices. Choices are a condition for consciousness. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering 
originates. When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, choices cease. When 
choices cease, consciousness ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.

So the teaching has been well explained by ṁe, ṁade clear, opened, illuṁinated, and stripped 
of patchwork. Just this ṁuch is quite enough for soṁeone who has gone forth out of faith froṁ a 
good faṁily to rouse up their energy. ‘Gladly, let only skin, sinews, and tendons reṁain! Let the 
flesh and blood waste away in ṁy body! I will not stop trying until I have achieved what is 
possible by ṁanly strength, energy, and vigor.’

A lazy person lives in suffering, ṁixed up with bad, unskillful qualities, and ruins a great deal 
of their own good. An energetic person lives happily, secluded froṁ bad, unskillful qualities, and 
fulfills a great deal of their own good. The best isn’t reached by the worst. The best is reached by 
the best. This spiritual life is the creaṁ, ṁendicants, and the Teacher is before you. So you should
rouse up energy for attaining the unattained, achieving the unachieved, and realizing the 
unrealized, thinking: ‘In this way our going forth will not be wasted, but will be fruitful and 
fertile. And our use of robes, alṁs-food, lodgings, and ṁedicines and supplies for the sick shall be
of great fruit and benefit for those who offered theṁ.’ That’s how you should train. Considering 
your own good, ṁendicants, is quite enough for you to persist with diligence. Considering the 
good of others is quite enough for you to persist with diligence. Considering the good of both is 
quite enough for you to persist with diligence.”

12:23. Vital Conditions

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I say that the ending of defileṁents is for one who knows and sees, not 
for one who does not know or see. For one who knows and sees what? ‘Such is forṁ, such is the 
origin of forṁ, such is the ending of forṁ. Such is feeling … Such is perception … Such are choices 
… Such is consciousness, such is the origin of consciousness, such is the ending of consciousness.’
The ending of the defileṁents is for one who knows and sees this.
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I say that this knowledge of ending has a vital condition, it doesn’t lack a vital condition. And 
what is it? You should say: ‘Freedoṁ.’ I say that freedoṁ has a vital condition, it doesn’t lack a 
vital condition. And what is it? You should say: ‘Dispassion.’ I say that dispassion has a vital 
condition. And what is it? You should say: ‘Disillusionṁent.’ I say that disillusionṁent has a vital 
condition. And what is it? You should say: ‘Truly knowing and seeing.’ I say that truly knowing 
and seeing has a vital condition. And what is it? You should say: ‘Iṁṁersion.’ I say that 
iṁṁersion has a vital condition.

And what is it? You should say: ‘Bliss.’ I say that bliss has a vital condition. And what is it? You 
should say: ‘Tranquility.’ I say that tranquility has a vital condition. And what is it? You should 
say: ‘Rapture.’ I say that rapture has a vital condition. And what is it? You should say: ‘Joy.’ I say 
that joy has a vital condition. And what is it? You should say: ‘Faith.’ I say that faith has a vital 
condition.

And what is it? You should say: ‘Suffering.’ I say that suffering has a vital condition. And what 
is it? You should say: ‘Rebirth.’ I say that rebirth has a vital condition. And what is it? You should 
say: ‘Continued existence.’ I say that continued existence has a vital condition. And what is it? 
You should say: ‘Grasping.’ I say that grasping has a vital condition. And what is it? You should 
say: ‘Craving.’ I say that craving has a vital condition.

And what is it? You should say: ‘Feeling.’ … You should say: ‘Contact.’ … You should say: ‘The 
six sense fields.’ … You should say: ‘Naṁe and forṁ.’ … You should say: ‘Consciousness.’ … You 
should say: ‘Choices.’ … I say that choices have a vital condition, they don’t lack a vital condition. 
And what is the vital condition for choices? You should say: ‘Ignorance.’

So ignorance is a vital condition for choices. Choices are a vital condition for consciousness. 
Consciousness is a vital condition for naṁe and forṁ. Naṁe and forṁ are vital conditions for the 
six sense fields. The six sense fields are vital conditions for contact. Contact is a vital condition for
feeling. Feeling is a vital condition for craving. Craving is a vital condition for grasping. Grasping 
is a vital condition for continued existence. Continued existence is a vital condition for rebirth. 
Rebirth is a vital condition for suffering. Suffering is a vital condition for faith. Faith is a vital 
condition for joy. Joy is a vital condition for rapture. Rapture is a vital condition for tranquility. 
Tranquility is a vital condition for bliss. Bliss is a vital condition for iṁṁersion. Iṁṁersion is a 
vital condition for truly knowing and seeing. Truly knowing and seeing is a vital condition for 
disillusionṁent. Disillusionṁent is a vital condition for dispassion. Dispassion is a vital condition 
for freedoṁ. Freedoṁ is a vital condition for the knowledge of ending.

It’s like when it rains heavily on a ṁountain top, and the water flows downhill to fill the 
hollows, crevices, and creeks. As they becoṁe full, they fill up the pools. The pools fill up the 
lakes, the lakes fill up the streaṁs, and the streaṁs fill up the rivers. And as the rivers becoṁe 
full, they fill up the ocean.

In the saṁe way, ignorance is a vital condition for choices. … Freedoṁ is a vital condition for 
the knowledge of ending.”

12:24. Followers of Other Paths

Near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove. Then Venerable Sa� riputta robed up in the ṁorning and, 
taking his bowl and robe, entered Ra� jagaha for alṁs. Then he thought: “It’s too early to wander 
for alṁs in Ra� jagaha. Why don’t I go to the ṁonastery of the wanderers who follow other paths?”

Then he went to the ṁonastery of the wanderers who follow other paths, and exchanged 
greetings with the wanderers there. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he 
sat down to one side. The wanderers said to hiṁ:

“Reverend Sa� riputta, there are ascetics and brahṁins who teach the efficacy of deeds. Soṁe of 
theṁ declare that suffering is ṁade by oneself. Soṁe of theṁ declare that suffering is ṁade by 
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another. Soṁe of theṁ declare that suffering is ṁade by both oneself and another. Soṁe of theṁ 
declare that suffering arises by chance, not ṁade by oneself or another. What does the ascetic 
Gotaṁa say about this? How does he explain it? How should we answer so as to repeat what the 
ascetic Gotaṁa has said, and not ṁisrepresent hiṁ with an untruth? How should we explain in 
line with his teaching, with no legitiṁate grounds for rebuke and criticisṁ?”

“Reverends, the Buddha said that suffering is dependently originated. Dependent on what? 
Dependent on contact. If you said this you would repeat what the Buddha has said, and not 
ṁisrepresent hiṁ with an untruth. You would explain in line with his teaching, and there would 
be no legitiṁate grounds for rebuke and criticisṁ.

Consider the ascetics and brahṁins who teach the efficacy of deeds. In the case of those who 
declare that suffering is ṁade by oneself, that’s conditioned by contact. In the case of those who 
declare that suffering is ṁade by another, that’s also conditioned by contact. In the case of those 
who declare that suffering is ṁade by oneself and another, that’s also conditioned by contact. In 
the case of those who declare that suffering arises by chance, not ṁade by oneself or another, 
that’s also conditioned by contact.

Consider the ascetics and brahṁins who teach the efficacy of deeds. In the case of those who 
declare that suffering is ṁade by oneself, it’s iṁpossible that they will experience that without 
contact. In the case of those who declare that suffering is ṁade by another, it’s iṁpossible that 
they will experience that without contact. In the case of those who declare that suffering is ṁade 
by oneself and another, it’s iṁpossible that they will experience that without contact. In the case 
of those who declare that suffering arises by chance, not ṁade by oneself or another, it’s 
iṁpossible that they will experience that without contact.”

Venerable AJ nanda heard this discussion between Venerable Sa� riputta and those wanderers 
who follow other paths. Then AJ nanda wandered for alṁs in Ra� jagaha. After the ṁeal, on his 
return froṁ alṁs-round, he went to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and inforṁed the 
Buddha of all they had discussed.

“Good, good, AJ nanda! It’s just as Sa� riputta has so rightly explained. I have said that suffering is 
dependently originated. Dependent on what? Dependent on contact. Saying this you would 
repeat what I have said, and not ṁisrepresent ṁe with an untruth. You would explain in line with
ṁy teaching, and there would be no legitiṁate grounds for rebuke and criticisṁ.

Consider the ascetics and brahṁins who teach the efficacy of deeds. In the case of those who 
declare that suffering is ṁade by oneself, that’s conditioned by contact. … In the case of those 
who declare that suffering arises by chance, not ṁade by oneself or another, that’s also 
conditioned by contact.

In the case of those who declare that suffering is ṁade by oneself, it’s iṁpossible that they will
experience that without contact. … In the case of those who declare that suffering arises by 
chance, not ṁade by oneself or another, it’s iṁpossible that they will experience that without 
contact.

AJ nanda, this one tiṁe I was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding
ground. Then I robed up in the ṁorning and, taking ṁy bowl and robe, entered Ra� jagaha for 
alṁs. Then I thought: ‘It’s too early to wander for alṁs in Ra� jagaha. Why don’t I go to the 
ṁonastery of the wanderers who follow other paths?’

Then I went to the ṁonastery of the wanderers who follow other paths, and exchanged 
greetings with the wanderers there. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, I sat 
down to one side. …”

(The wanderers asked the Buddha the very saṁe questions, and he gave the saṁe answers.)
“It’s incredible, sir, it’s aṁazing, how the whole ṁeaning is stated with one phrase. Could there

be a detailed explanation of this ṁeaning that is both deep and appears deep?”
“Well then, AJ nanda, clarify this ṁatter yourself.” “Sir, suppose they were to ask ṁe: ‘Reverend 

AJ nanda, what is the source, origin, birthplace, and root of old age and death?’ I’d answer like this:
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‘Reverends, rebirth is the source, origin, birthplace, and root of old age and death.’ That’s how I’d 
answer such a question.

Suppose they were to ask ṁe: ‘What is the source of rebirth?’ I’d answer like this: ‘Continued 
existence is the source of rebirth.’ That’s how I’d answer such a question.

Suppose they were to ask ṁe: ‘What is the source of continued existence?’ I’d answer like this: 
‘Grasping is the source of continued existence.’ That’s how I’d answer such a question.

Suppose they were to ask ṁe: ‘What is the source of grasping?’ … craving … feeling … Suppose 
they were to ask ṁe: ‘What is the source of contact?’ I’d answer like this: ‘The six sense fields are 
the source, origin, birthplace, and root of contact.’ ‘When the six sense fields fade away and cease 
with nothing left over, contact ceases. When contact ceases, feeling ceases. When feeling ceases, 
craving ceases. When craving ceases, grasping ceases. When grasping ceases, continued 
existence ceases. When continued existence ceases, rebirth ceases. When rebirth ceases, old age 
and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress cease. That is how this entire ṁass of 
suffering ceases.’ That’s how I’d answer such a question.”

12:25. With Bhu� ṁija

At Sa�vatthī�. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Bhu� ṁija caṁe out of retreat, went to Venerable
Sa� riputta, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were 
over, he sat down to one side and said to hiṁ:

“Reverend Sa� riputta, there are ascetics and brahṁins who teach the efficacy of deeds. Soṁe of 
theṁ declare that pleasure and pain are ṁade by oneself. Soṁe of theṁ declare that pleasure and
pain are ṁade by another. Soṁe of theṁ declare that pleasure and pain are ṁade by both oneself
and another. Soṁe of theṁ declare that pleasure and pain arise by chance, not ṁade by oneself 
or another. What does the Buddha say about this? How does he explain it? How should we 
answer so as to repeat what the Buddha has said, and not ṁisrepresent hiṁ with an untruth? 
How should we explain in line with his teaching, with no legitiṁate grounds for rebuke and 
criticisṁ?”

“Reverend, the Buddha said that suffering is dependently originated. Dependent on what? 
Dependent on contact. If you said this you would repeat what the Buddha has said, and not 
ṁisrepresent hiṁ with an untruth. You would explain in line with his teaching, and there would 
be no legitiṁate grounds for rebuke and criticisṁ.

Consider the ascetics and brahṁins who teach the efficacy of deeds. In the case of those who 
declare that pleasure and pain are ṁade by oneself, that’s conditioned by contact. … In the case 
of those who declare that pleasure and pain arise by chance, not ṁade by oneself or another, 
that’s also conditioned by contact.

Consider the ascetics and brahṁins who teach the efficacy of deeds. In the case of those who 
declare that pleasure and pain are ṁade by oneself, it’s iṁpossible that they will experience that 
without contact. In the case of those who declare that pleasure and pain arise by chance, not 
ṁade by oneself or another, it’s iṁpossible that they will experience that without contact.”

Venerable AJ nanda heard this discussion between Venerable Sa� riputta and Venerable Bhu� ṁija.
Then Venerable AJ nanda went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and inforṁed the 
Buddha of all they had discussed.

“Good, good, AJ nanda! It’s just as Sa� riputta has so rightly explained. I have said that pleasure 
and pain are dependently originated. Dependent on what? Dependent on contact. Saying this you
would repeat what I have said, and not ṁisrepresent ṁe with an untruth. You would explain in 
line with ṁy teaching, and there would be no legitiṁate grounds for rebuke and criticisṁ.

Consider the ascetics and brahṁins who teach the efficacy of deeds. In the case of those who 
declare that pleasure and pain are ṁade by oneself, that’s conditioned by contact. … In the case 
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of those who declare that pleasure and pain arise by chance, not ṁade by oneself or another, 
that’s also conditioned by contact.

Consider the ascetics and brahṁins who teach the efficacy of deeds. In the case of those who 
declare that pleasure and pain are ṁade by oneself, it’s iṁpossible that they will experience that 
without contact. In the case of those who declare that pleasure and pain arise by chance, not 
ṁade by oneself or another, it’s iṁpossible that they will experience that without contact.

AJ nanda, as long as there’s a body, the intention that gives rise to bodily action causes pleasure 
and pain to arise in oneself. As long as there’s a voice, the intention that gives rise to verbal 
action causes pleasure and pain to arise in oneself. As long as there’s a ṁind, the intention that 
gives rise to ṁental action causes pleasure and pain to arise in oneself. But these only apply 
when conditioned by ignorance.

By oneself one instigates the choice that gives rise to bodily, verbal, and ṁental action, 
conditioned by which that pleasure and pain arise in oneself. Or else others instigate the choice 
… One consciously instigates the choice … Or else one unconsciously instigates the choice …

Ignorance is included in all these things. But when ignorance fades away and ceases with 
nothing left over, there is no body and no voice and no ṁind, conditioned by which that pleasure 
and pain arise in oneself. There is no field, no ground, no scope, no basis, conditioned by which 
that pleasure and pain arise in oneself.”

12:26. With Upava�nA a

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Upava�nA a went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and 
said to hiṁ:

“Sir, there are soṁe ascetics and brahṁins who declare that suffering is ṁade by oneself. 
There are soṁe who declare that suffering is ṁade by another. There are soṁe who declare that 
suffering is ṁade by both oneself and another. There are soṁe who declare that suffering arises 
by chance, not ṁade by oneself or another. What does the Buddha say about this? How does he 
explain it? How should we answer so as to repeat what the Buddha has said, and not 
ṁisrepresent hiṁ with an untruth? How should we explain in line with his teaching, with no 
legitiṁate grounds for rebuke and criticisṁ?”

“Upava�nA a, I have said that suffering is dependently originated. Dependent on what? 
Dependent on contact. Saying this you would repeat what I have said, and not ṁisrepresent ṁe 
with an untruth. You would explain in line with ṁy teaching, and there would be no legitiṁate 
grounds for rebuke and criticisṁ.

In the case of those ascetics and brahṁins who declare that suffering is ṁade by oneself, that’s
conditioned by contact. … In the case of those who declare that suffering arises by chance, not 
ṁade by oneself or another, that’s also conditioned by contact.

In the case of those ascetics and brahṁins who declare that suffering is ṁade by oneself, it’s 
iṁpossible that they will experience that without contact. In the case of those who declare that 
suffering arises by chance, not ṁade by oneself or another, it’s iṁpossible that they will 
experience that without contact.”

12:27. Conditions

At Sa�vatthī�. Ignorance is a condition for choices. Choices are a condition for consciousness. … 
That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

And what is old age and death? The old age, decrepitude, broken teeth, grey hair, wrinkly skin,
diṁinished vitality, and failing faculties of the various sentient beings in the various orders of 
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sentient beings. This is called old age. The passing away, perishing, disintegration, deṁise, 
ṁortality, death, decease, breaking up of the aggregates, and laying to rest of the corpse of the 
various sentient beings in the various orders of sentient beings. This is called death. Such is old 
age, and such is death. This is called old age and death. Rebirth is the origin of old age and death. 
When rebirth ceases, old age and death cease. The practice that leads to the cessation of old age 
and death is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right 
action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion.

And what is rebirth? … And what is continued existence? … And what is grasping? … And what 
is craving? … And what is feeling? … And what is contact? … And what are the six sense fields? … 
And what are naṁe and forṁ? … And what is consciousness? …

And what are choices? There are three kinds of choices. Choices by way of body, speech, and 
ṁind. These are called choices. Ignorance is the origin of choices. When ignorance ceases, choices
cease. The practice that leads to the cessation of choices is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that 
is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right 
ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion.

A noble disciple understands conditions, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that 
leads to their cessation. Such a noble disciple is called ‘one accoṁplished in view’, ‘one 
accoṁplished in vision’, ‘one who has coṁe to the true teaching’, ‘one who sees this true 
teaching’, ‘one endowed with a trainee’s knowledge’, ‘one who has entered the streaṁ of the 
teaching’, ‘a noble one with penetrative wisdoṁ’, and ‘one who stands pushing open the door of 
the deathless’.”

12:28. A Mendicant

At Sa�vatthī�. “A ṁendicant understands old age and death, their origin, their cessation, and the 
practice that leads to their cessation. They understand rebirth … continued existence … grasping 
… craving … feeling … contact … the six sense fields … naṁe and forṁ … consciousness … They 
understand choices, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation.

And what is old age and death? The old age, decrepitude, broken teeth, grey hair, wrinkly skin,
diṁinished vitality, and failing faculties of the various sentient beings in the various orders of 
sentient beings. This is called old age. The passing away, perishing, disintegration, deṁise, 
ṁortality, death, decease, breaking up of the aggregates, and laying to rest of the corpse of the 
various sentient beings in the various orders of sentient beings. This is called death. … Such is old
age, and such is death. This is called old age and death. Rebirth is the origin of old age and death. 
When rebirth ceases, old age and death cease. The practice that leads to the cessation of old age 
and death is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right 
action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion.

And what is rebirth? … And what is continued existence? … And what is grasping? … And what 
is craving? … feeling … contact … the six sense fields … naṁe and forṁ … consciousness …

And what are choices? There are three kinds of choices. Choices by way of body, speech, and 
ṁind. These are called choices. Ignorance is the origin of choices. When ignorance ceases, choices
cease. The practice that leads to the cessation of choices is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that 
is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right 
ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion.

A ṁendicant understands old age and death, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that 
leads to their cessation. They understand rebirth … continued existence … grasping … craving … 
feeling … contact … the six sense fields … naṁe and forṁ … consciousness … They understand 
choices, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation. Such a noble 
disciple is called ‘one accoṁplished in view’, ‘one accoṁplished in vision’, ‘one who has coṁe to 
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the true teaching’, ‘one who sees this true teaching’, ‘one endowed with a trainee’s knowledge’, 
‘one who has entered the streaṁ of the teaching’, ‘a noble one with penetrative wisdoṁ’, and 
‘one who stands pushing open the door of the deathless’.”

12:29. Ascetics and Brahṁins

At Sa�vatthī�. “There are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t coṁpletely understand old age and 
death, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation. They don’t 
coṁpletely understand rebirth … continued existence … grasping … craving … feeling … contact 
… the six sense fields … naṁe and forṁ … consciousness … They don’t coṁpletely understand 
choices, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation. I don’t regard 
theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables don’t realize the goal of life as an ascetic 
or brahṁin, and don’t live having realized it with their own insight.

There are ascetics and brahṁins who coṁpletely understand old age and death, their origin, 
their cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation. They coṁpletely understand 
rebirth … continued existence … grasping … craving … feeling … contact … the six sense fields … 
naṁe and forṁ … consciousness … They understand choices, their origin, their cessation, and the
practice that leads to their cessation. I regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those 
venerables realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and live having realized it with their 
own insight.”

12:30. Ascetics and Brahṁins (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t understand old age and 
death, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation. It’s iṁpossible 
that they will abide having transcended old age and death. They don’t understand rebirth … 
continued existence … grasping … craving … feeling … contact … the six sense fields … naṁe and 
forṁ … consciousness … They don’t understand choices, their origin, their cessation, and the 
practice that leads to their cessation. It’s iṁpossible that they will abide having transcended 
choices.

There are ascetics and brahṁins who do understand old age and death, their origin, their 
cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation. It’s possible that they will abide having 
transcended old age and death. They understand rebirth … continued existence … grasping … 
craving … feeling … contact … the six sense fields … naṁe and forṁ … consciousness … They 
understand choices, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation. It’s
possible that they will abide having transcended choices.”

4. KalAa� ra the Aristocrat

12:31. What Has Coṁe to Be

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī�. Then the Buddha said to Venerable Sa� riputta: 
“Sa� riputta, this was said in ‘The Way to the Beyond’, in ‘The Questions of Ajita’:

‘Those who have coṁprehended the teaching, 
and the ṁany kinds of trainees here— 
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dear sir, you are self-disciplined; 
when questioned, please tell ṁe their conduct.’

How should we see the detailed ṁeaning of this brief stateṁent?” When he said this, Sa� riputta
kept silent.

For a second tiṁe … and a third tiṁe …
Sa� riputta kept silent.
“Sa� riputta, do you see that this has coṁe to be?” “Sir, one truly sees with right wisdoṁ that 

this has coṁe to be. Seeing this, one is practicing for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation 
regarding what has coṁe to be. One truly sees with right wisdoṁ that it originated with that as 
fuel. Seeing this, one is practicing for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding the 
fuel for its origination. One truly sees with right wisdoṁ that when that fuel ceases, what has 
coṁe to be is liable to cease. Seeing this, one is practicing for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and 
cessation regarding what is liable to cease. In this way one is a trainee.

And what, sir, is one who has coṁprehended the teaching? Sir, one truly sees with right 
wisdoṁ that this has coṁe to be. Seeing this, one is freed by not grasping through 
disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding what has coṁe to be. One truly sees with 
right wisdoṁ that it originated with that as fuel. Seeing this, one is freed by not grasping through 
disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding the fuel for its origination. One truly sees 
with right wisdoṁ that when that fuel ceases, what has coṁe to be is liable to cease. Seeing this, 
one is freed by not grasping through disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding what is
liable to cease. In this way one has coṁprehended the teaching. Sir, regarding what was said in 
‘The Way to the Beyond’, in ‘The Questions of Ajita’:

‘Those who have coṁprehended the teaching, 
and the ṁany kinds of trainees here— 
dear sir, you are self-disciplined; 
when questioned, please tell ṁe their conduct.’

This is how I understand the detailed ṁeaning of what was said in brief.”
“Good, good, Sa� riputta!” (The Buddha repeated all of Sa� riputta’s explanation, concluding:)
This is how to understand the detailed ṁeaning of what was said in brief.”

12:32. With KalAa� ra the Aristocrat

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the ṁendicant KalAa� ra the Aristocrat went up to Venerable Sa� riputta and 
exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat 
down to one side and said to hiṁ: “Reverend Sa� riputta, the ṁendicant MolAiyaphagguna has 
rejected the training and returned to a lesser life.” “That venerable ṁustn’t have got any 
satisfaction in this teaching and training.”

“Well then, has Venerable Sa� riputta found satisfaction in this teaching and training?”
“Reverend, I have no uncertainty.” “But what of the future?”
“I have no doubt.”
Then KalAa� ra the Aristocrat went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to 

hiṁ: “Sir, Venerable Sa� riputta has declared enlightenṁent: ‘I understand: “Rebirth is ended, the 
spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to 
any state of existence.”’”

So the Buddha said to a certain ṁonk: “Please, ṁonk, in ṁy naṁe tell Sa� riputta that the 
teacher suṁṁons hiṁ.” “Yes, sir,” that ṁonk replied. He went to Sa� riputta and said to hiṁ: 
“Reverend Sa� riputta, the teacher suṁṁons you.” “Yes, reverend,” replied Sa� riputta. He went to 
the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ: “Sa� riputta, is it really true
that you have declared enlightenṁent: ‘I understand: “Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has 
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been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of 
existence”’?” “Sir, I did not state the ṁeaning in these words and phrases.” “Sa� riputta, no ṁatter 
how a person froṁ a good faṁily declares enlightenṁent, what they have declared should be 
regarded as such.” “Sir, did I not also say that I did not state the ṁeaning in these words and 
phrases?”

“Sa� riputta, suppose they were to ask you: ‘But Reverend Sa� riputta, how have you known and 
seen so that you’ve declared enlightenṁent: “I understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual 
journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state 
of existence.’”’ How would you answer?”

“Sir, if they were to ask ṁe this, I would answer: ‘Reverends, because of the ending of the 
source of rebirth, when it ended, I knew “it is ended”. Knowing this, I understand: “Rebirth is 
ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no 
return to any state of existence.”’ That’s how I’d answer such a question.”

“But Sa� riputta, suppose they were to ask you: ‘But what is the source, origin, birthplace, and 
root of rebirth?’ How would you answer?” “Sir, if they were to ask ṁe this, I would answer: 
‘Continued existence is the source, origin, birthplace, and root of rebirth.’ That’s how I’d answer 
such a question.”

“But Sa� riputta, suppose they were to ask you: ‘What is the source of continued existence?’ 
How would you answer?” “Sir, if they were to ask ṁe this, I’d answer: ‘Grasping is the source of 
continued existence.’ That’s how I’d answer such a question.”

“But Sa� riputta, suppose they were to ask you: ‘What is the source of grasping?’ … But 
Sa� riputta, suppose they were to ask you: ‘What is the source of craving?’ How would you 
answer?” “Sir, if they were to ask ṁe this, I’d answer: ‘Feeling is the source of craving.’ That’s 
how I’d answer such a question.”

“But Sa� riputta, suppose they were to ask you: ‘But how have you known and seen so that the 
relishing of feelings is no longer present?’ How would you answer?” “Sir, if they were to ask ṁe 
this, I’d answer: ‘Reverends, there are three feelings. What three? Pleasant, painful, and neutral 
feeling. These three feelings are iṁperṁanent, and what’s iṁperṁanent is suffering. When I 
understood this, the relishing of feelings was no longer present.’ That’s how I’d answer such a 
question.”

“Good, good, Sa� riputta! The saṁe point ṁay also be briefly explained in this way: ‘Suffering 
includes whatever is felt.’

But Sa� riputta, suppose they were to ask you: ‘But Reverend, how have you been released that 
you declare enlightenṁent: “I understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been 
coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of existence.’”?’ 
How would you answer?” “Sir, if they were to ask ṁe this, I’d answer: ‘Because of an inner 
release with the ending of all grasping, I live ṁindfully so that defileṁents don’t defile ṁe and I 
don’t look down on ṁyself.’ That’s how I’d answer such a question.”

“Good, good, Sa� riputta! The saṁe point ṁay also be briefly explained in this way: ‘I have no 
uncertainty regarding the defileṁents spoken of by the ascetic. I have no doubt that I’ve given 
theṁ up.’” That is what the Buddha said. When he had spoken, the Holy One got up froṁ his seat 
and entered his dwelling.

Then soon after the Buddha left, Venerable Sa� riputta said to the ṁendicants: “Reverends, the 
first question that the Buddha asked ṁe was soṁething that I’d not previously considered, so I 
hesitated. But when the Buddha agreed with ṁy answer, I thought: ‘If the Buddha were to 
question ṁe all day on this ṁatter in different words and ways, I could answer all day with 
different words and ways. If he were to question ṁe all night, all day and night, for two days and 
nights, for three, four, five, six, or seven days and nights, I could answer in different words and 
ways for seven days and nights.’”
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Then KalAa� ra the Aristocrat went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to 
hiṁ: “Sir, Venerable Sa� riputta has roared his lion’s roar!” (And he told the Buddha all that 
Sa� riputta had said.)

“Mendicant, Sa� riputta has clearly coṁprehended the principle of the teachings, so that he 
could answer any questions I ṁight ask hiṁ in different words and ways up to the seventh day 
and night.”

12:33. Grounds for Knowledge

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach forty-four grounds for knowledge. Listen and pay close 
attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“And what are the forty-four grounds for knowledge? Knowledge of old age and death, 
knowledge of the origin of old age and death, knowledge of the cessation of old age and death, 
and knowledge of the practice that leads to the cessation of old age and death. Knowledge of 
rebirth … Knowledge of continued existence … Knowledge of grasping … Knowledge of craving … 
Knowledge of feeling … Knowledge of contact … Knowledge of the six sense fields … Knowledge 
of naṁe and forṁ … Knowledge of consciousness … Knowledge of choices, knowledge of the 
origin of choices, knowledge of the cessation of choices, and knowledge of the practice that leads 
to the cessation of choices. These are called the forty-four grounds for knowledge.

And what is old age and death? The old age, decrepitude, broken teeth, grey hair, wrinkly skin,
diṁinished vitality, and failing faculties of the various sentient beings in the various orders of 
sentient beings. This is called old age. The passing away, perishing, disintegration, deṁise, 
ṁortality, death, decease, breaking up of the aggregates, and laying to rest of the corpse of the 
various sentient beings in the various orders of sentient beings. This is called death. Such is old 
age, and such is death. This is called old age and death.

Rebirth is the origin of old age and death. When rebirth ceases, old age and death cease. The 
practice that leads to the cessation of old age and death is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that 
is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right 
ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion.

A noble disciple understands old age and death, their origin, their cessation, and the practice 
that leads to their cessation. This is their knowledge of the present phenoṁenon. With this 
present phenoṁenon that is seen, known, iṁṁediate, attained, and fathoṁed, they infer to the 
past and future.

Whatever ascetics and brahṁins in the past directly knew old age and death, their origin, their
cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation, all of theṁ directly knew these things in 
exactly the saṁe way that I do now.

Whatever ascetics and brahṁins in the future will directly know old age and death, their 
origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation, all of theṁ will directly know
these things in exactly the saṁe way that I do now. This is their knowledge of what follows.

A noble disciple has purified and cleansed these two knowledges— knowledge of the present 
phenoṁena, and knowledge of what follows. When a noble disciple has done this, they’re called 
‘one accoṁplished in view’, ‘one accoṁplished in vision’, ‘one who has coṁe to the true teaching’,
‘one who sees this true teaching’, ‘one endowed with a trainee’s knowledge’, ‘one who has 
entered the streaṁ of the teaching’, ‘a noble one with penetrative wisdoṁ’, and ‘one who stands 
pushing open the door of the deathless’.

And what is rebirth? … And what is continued existence? … And what is grasping? … And what 
is craving? … And what is feeling? … And what is contact? … And what are the six sense fields? … 
And what are naṁe and forṁ? … And what is consciousness? … And what are choices? There are 
three kinds of choices. Choices by way of body, speech, and ṁind. These are called choices.
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Ignorance is the origin of choices. When ignorance ceases, choices cease. The practice that 
leads to the cessation of choices is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right 
thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion.

A noble disciple understands choices, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads 
to their cessation. This is their knowledge of the present phenoṁenon. With this present 
phenoṁenon that is seen, known, iṁṁediate, attained, and fathoṁed, they infer to the past and 
future.

Whatever ascetics and brahṁins in the past directly knew choices, their origin, their cessation,
and the practice that leads to their cessation, all of theṁ directly knew these things in exactly the 
saṁe way that I do now.

Whatever ascetics and brahṁins in the future will directly know choices, their origin, their 
cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation, all of theṁ will directly know these 
things in exactly the saṁe way that I do now. This is their knowledge of what follows.

A noble disciple has purified and cleansed these two knowledges— knowledge of the present 
phenoṁena, and knowledge of what follows. When a noble disciple has done this, they’re called 
‘one accoṁplished in view’, ‘one accoṁplished in vision’, ‘one who has coṁe to the true teaching’,
‘one who sees this true teaching’, ‘one endowed with a trainee’s knowledge’, ‘one who has 
entered the streaṁ of the teaching’, ‘a noble one with penetrative wisdoṁ’, and ‘one who stands 
pushing open the door of the deathless’.”

12:34. Grounds for Knowledge (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach seventy-seven grounds for knowledge. Listen and pay close 
attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“And what are the seventy-seven grounds for knowledge? The knowledge that rebirth is a 
condition for old age and death, and the knowledge that when rebirth doesn’t exist, there is no 
old age and death. Also regarding the past: the knowledge that rebirth is a condition for old age 
and death, and the knowledge that when rebirth doesn’t exist, there is no old age and death. Also 
regarding the future: the knowledge that rebirth is a condition for old age and death, and the 
knowledge that when rebirth doesn’t exist, there is no old age and death. And the knowledge that
this knowledge of the stability of natural principles is liable to end, vanish, fade away, and cease.

The knowledge that continued existence is a condition for rebirth … The knowledge that 
ignorance is a condition for choices, and the knowledge that when ignorance doesn’t exist, there 
are no choices. Also regarding the past: the knowledge that ignorance is a condition for choices, 
and the knowledge that when ignorance doesn’t exist, there are no choices. Also regarding the 
future: the knowledge that ignorance is a condition for choices, and the knowledge that when 
ignorance doesn’t exist, there are no choices. And the knowledge that this knowledge of the 
stability of natural principles is liable to end, vanish, fade away, and cease. These are called the 
seventy-seven grounds for knowledge.”

12:35. Ignorance is a Condition

At Sa�vatthī�. “Ignorance is a condition for choices. Choices are a condition for consciousness. … 
That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.” When this was said, one of the ṁendicants 
asked the Buddha: “What are old age and death, sir, and who do they belong to?” “That’s not a 
fitting question,” said the Buddha. “You ṁight say, ‘What are old age and death, and who do they 
belong to?’ Or you ṁight say, ‘Old age and death are one thing, who they belong to is another.’ 
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But both of these ṁean the saṁe thing, only the phrasing differs. Mendicant, if you have the view 
that the soul and the body are the saṁe thing, there is no living of the spiritual life. If you have 
the view that the soul and the body are different things, there is no living of the spiritual life. 
Avoiding these two extreṁes, the Realized One teaches by the ṁiddle way: ‘Rebirth is a condition
for old age and death.’”

“What is rebirth, sir, and who does it belong to?” “That’s not a fitting question,” said the 
Buddha. “You ṁight say, ‘What is rebirth, and who does it belong to?’ Or you ṁight say, ‘Rebirth 
is one thing, who it belongs to is another.’ But both of these ṁean the saṁe thing, only the 
phrasing differs. Mendicant, if you have the view that the soul and the body are the saṁe thing, 
there is no living of the spiritual life. If you have the view that the soul and the body are different 
things, there is no living of the spiritual life. Avoiding these two extreṁes, the Realized One 
teaches by the ṁiddle way: ‘Continued existence is a condition for rebirth.’”

“What is continued existence, sir, and who is it for?” “That’s not a fitting question,” said the 
Buddha. “You ṁight say, ‘What is continued existence, and who does it belong to?’ Or you ṁight 
say, ‘Continued existence is one thing, who it belongs to is another.’ But both of these ṁean the 
saṁe thing, only the phrasing differs. Mendicant, if you have the view that the soul and the body 
are identical, there is no living of the spiritual life. If you have the view that the soul and the body 
are different things, there is no living of the spiritual life. Avoiding these two extreṁes, the 
Realized One teaches by the ṁiddle way: ‘Grasping is a condition for continued existence.’ … 
‘Craving is a condition for grasping.’ … ‘Feeling is a condition for craving.’ … ‘Contact is a 
condition for feeling.’ … ‘The six sense fields are conditions for contact.’ … ‘Naṁe and forṁ are 
conditions for the six sense fields.’ … ‘Consciousness is a condition for naṁe and forṁ.’ … 
‘Choices are a condition for consciousness.’”

“What are choices, sir, and who do they belong to?” “That’s not a fitting question,” said the 
Buddha. “You ṁight say, ‘What are choices, and who do they belong to?’ Or you ṁight say, 
‘Choices are one thing, who they belong to is another.’ But both of these ṁean the saṁe thing, 
only the phrasing differs. Mendicant, if you have the view that the soul and the body are the saṁe
thing, there is no living of the spiritual life. If you have the view that the soul and the body are 
different things, there is no living of the spiritual life. Avoiding these two extreṁes, the Realized 
One teaches by the ṁiddle way: ‘Ignorance is a condition for choices.’

When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, then any tricks, dodges, and 
evasions are given up: ‘What are old age and death, and who do they belong to?’ or ‘old age and 
death are one thing, who they belong to is another’, or ‘the soul and the body are the saṁe thing’, 
or ‘the soul and the body are different things.’ These are all cut off at the root, ṁade like a palṁ 
stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise in the future.

When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, then any tricks, dodges, and 
evasions are given up: ‘What is rebirth, and who does it belong to?’ or ‘rebirth is one thing, who it
belongs to is another’, or ‘the soul and the body are the saṁe thing’, or ‘the soul and the body are 
different things.’ These are all cut off at the root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable 
to arise in the future.

When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, then any tricks, dodges, and 
evasions are given up: ‘What is continued existence …’ ‘What is grasping …’ ‘What is craving …’ 
‘What is feeling …’ ‘What is contact …’ ‘What are the six sense fields …’ ‘What are naṁe and forṁ 
…’ ‘What is consciousness …’

When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, then any tricks, dodges, and 
evasions are given up: ‘What are choices, and who do they belong to?’ or ‘choices are one thing, 
who they belong to is another’, or ‘the soul and the body are the saṁe thing’, or ‘the soul and the 
body are different things.’ These are all cut off at the root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, 
and unable to arise in the future.”
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12:36. Ignorance is a Condition (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Ignorance is a condition for choices. Choices are a condition for consciousness. … 
That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

Mendicants, you ṁight say, ‘What are old age and death, and who do they belong to?’ Or you 
ṁight say, ‘Old age and death are one thing, who they belong to is another.’ But both of these 
ṁean the saṁe thing, only the phrasing differs. If you have the view that the soul and the body 
are the saṁe thing, there is no living of the spiritual life. If you have the view that the soul and the
body are different things, there is no living of the spiritual life. Avoiding these two extreṁes, the 
Realized One teaches by the ṁiddle way: ‘Rebirth is a condition for old age and death.’

‘What is rebirth …’ ‘What is continued existence …’ ‘What is grasping …’ ‘What is craving …’ 
‘What is feeling …’ ‘What is contact …’ ‘What are the six sense fields …’ ‘What are naṁe and forṁ 
…’ ‘What is consciousness …’ You ṁight say, ‘What are choices, and who do they belong to?’ Or 
you ṁight say, ‘Choices are one thing, who they belong to is another.’ But both of these ṁean the 
saṁe thing, only the phrasing differs. If you have the view that the soul and the body are 
identical, there is no living of the spiritual life. If you have the view that the soul and the body are 
different things, there is no living of the spiritual life. Avoiding these two extreṁes, the Realized 
One teaches by the ṁiddle way: ‘Ignorance is a condition for choices.’

When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, then any tricks, dodges, and 
evasions are given up: ‘What are old age and death, and who do they belong to?’ or ‘old age and 
death are one thing, who they belong to is another’, or ‘the soul and the body are identical’, or 
‘the soul and the body are different things’. These are all cut off at the root, ṁade like a palṁ 
stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise in the future.

When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, then any tricks, dodges, and 
evasions are given up: ‘What is rebirth …’ ‘What is continued existence …’ ‘What is grasping …’ 
‘What is craving …’ ‘What is feeling …’ ‘What is contact …’ ‘What are the six sense fields …’ ‘What 
are naṁe and forṁ …’ ‘What is consciousness …’ ‘What are choices, and who do they belong to?’ 
or ‘choices are one thing, who they belong to is another’, or ‘the soul and the body are identical’, 
or ‘the soul and the body are different things’. These are all cut off at the root, ṁade like a palṁ 
stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise in the future.”

12:37. Not Yours

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, this body doesn’t belong to you or to anyone else. It’s old deeds, and 
should be seen as produced by choices and intentions, as soṁething to be felt.

A learned noble disciple carefully and properly attends to dependent origination itself: ‘When 
this exists, that is; due to the arising of this, that arises. When this doesn’t exist, that is not; due to
the cessation of this, that ceases. That is: Ignorance is a condition for choices. Choices are a 
condition for consciousness. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates. When 
ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, choices cease. When choices cease, 
consciousness ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.’”

12:38. Intention

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, what you intend or plan, and what you have underlying tendencies for 
becoṁe a support for the continuation of consciousness. When this support exists, consciousness
becoṁes established. When consciousness is established and grows, there is rebirth into a new 
state of existence in the future. When there is rebirth into a new state of existence in the future, 
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future rebirth, old age, and death coṁe to be, as do sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and 
distress. That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

If you don’t intend or plan, but still have underlying tendencies, this becoṁes a support for the
continuation of consciousness. When this support exists, consciousness becoṁes established. 
When consciousness is established and grows, there is rebirth into a new state of existence in the
future. When there is rebirth into a new state of existence in the future, future rebirth, old age, 
and death coṁe to be, as do sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. That is how this 
entire ṁass of suffering originates.

If you don’t intend or plan or have underlying tendencies, this doesn’t becoṁe a support for 
the continuation of consciousness. With no support, consciousness is not established. When 
consciousness is not established and doesn’t grow, there’s no rebirth into a new state of 
existence in the future. When there is no rebirth into a new state of existence in the future, future
rebirth, old age, and death cease, as do sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. That is 
how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.”

12:39. Intention (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, what you intend or plan, and what you have underlying tendencies for 
becoṁe a support for the continuation of consciousness. When this support exists, consciousness
becoṁes established. When consciousness is established, naṁe and forṁ are conceived. Naṁe 
and forṁ are conditions for the six sense fields. The six sense fields are conditions for contact. 
Contact is a condition for feeling. … craving … grasping … continued existence … rebirth … old age
and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress coṁe to be. That is how this entire 
ṁass of suffering originates.

If you don’t intend or plan, but still have underlying tendencies, this becoṁes a support for the
continuation of consciousness. When this support exists, consciousness becoṁes established. 
When consciousness is established, naṁe and forṁ are conceived. Naṁe and forṁ are conditions
for the six sense fields. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

If you don’t intend or plan or have underlying tendencies, this doesn’t becoṁe a support for 
the continuation of consciousness. With no support, consciousness is not established. When 
consciousness is not established, naṁe and forṁ are not conceived. When naṁe and forṁ cease, 
the six sense fields cease. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.”

12:40. Intention (3rd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, what you intend or plan, and what you have underlying tendencies for 
becoṁe a support for the continuation of consciousness. When this support exists, consciousness
becoṁes established. When consciousness is established and grows, there is an inclination. 
When there is an inclination, there is coṁing and going. When there is coṁing and going, there is 
passing away and reappearing. When there is passing away and reappearing, future rebirth, old 
age, and death coṁe to be, as do sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. That is how 
this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

If you don’t intend or plan, but still have underlying tendencies, this becoṁes a support for the
continuation of consciousness. When this support exists, consciousness becoṁes established. 
When consciousness is established and grows, there is an inclination. When there is an 
inclination, there is coṁing and going. When there is coṁing and going, there is passing away 
and reappearing. When there is passing away and reappearing, future rebirth, old age, and death 
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coṁe to be, as do sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. That is how this entire ṁass of
suffering originates.

If you don’t intend or plan or have underlying tendencies, this doesn’t becoṁe a support for 
the continuation of consciousness. With no support, consciousness is not established. When 
consciousness is not established and doesn’t grow, there’s no inclination. When there’s no 
inclination, there’s no coṁing and going. When there’s no coṁing and going, there’s no passing 
away and reappearing. When there’s no passing away and reappearing, future rebirth, old age, 
and death cease, as do sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. That is how this entire 
ṁass of suffering ceases.”

5. Householders

12:41. Dangers and Threats

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the householder Ana� thapinA dA ika went up to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down 
to one side. Seated to one side, the Buddha said to the householder Ana� thapinA dA ika:

“Householder, when a noble disciple has quelled five dangers and threats, has the four factors 
of streaṁ-entry, and has clearly seen and coṁprehended the noble process with wisdoṁ, they 
ṁay, if they wish, declare of theṁselves: ‘I’ve finished with rebirth in hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and 
the ghost realṁ. I’ve finished with all places of loss, bad places, the underworld. I aṁ a streaṁ-
enterer! I’ṁ not liable to be reborn in the underworld, and aṁ bound for awakening.’

What are the five dangers and threats they have quelled? Anyone who kills living creatures 
creates dangers and threats both in the present life and in lives to coṁe, and experiences ṁental 
pain and sadness. That danger and threat is quelled for anyone who refrains froṁ killing living 
creatures.

Anyone who steals creates dangers and threats both in the present life and in lives to coṁe, 
and experiences ṁental pain and sadness. That danger and threat is quelled for anyone who 
refrains froṁ stealing.

Anyone who coṁṁits sexual ṁisconduct creates dangers and threats both in the present life 
and in lives to coṁe, and experiences ṁental pain and sadness. That danger and threat is quelled 
for anyone who refrains froṁ coṁṁitting sexual ṁisconduct.

Anyone who lies creates dangers and threats both in the present life and in lives to coṁe, and 
experiences ṁental pain and sadness. That danger and threat is quelled for anyone who refrains 
froṁ lying.

Anyone who uses alcoholic drinks that cause negligence creates dangers and threats both in 
the present life and in lives to coṁe, and experiences ṁental pain and sadness. That danger and 
threat is quelled for anyone who refrains froṁ using alcoholic drinks that cause negligence. 
These are the five dangers and threats they have quelled.

What are the four factors of streaṁ-entry that they have? It’s when a noble disciple has 
experiential confidence in the Buddha: ‘That Blessed One is perfected, a fully awakened Buddha, 
accoṁplished in knowledge and conduct, holy, knower of the world, supreṁe guide for those 
who wish to train, teacher of gods and huṁans, awakened, blessed.’

They have experiential confidence in the teaching: ‘The teaching is well explained by the 
Buddha—realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately effective, inviting inspection, relevant, so that 
sensible people can know it for theṁselves.’

They have experiential confidence in the San� gha: ‘The San� gha of the Buddha’s disciples is 
practicing the way that’s good, straightforward, ṁethodical, and proper. It consists of the four 
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pairs, the eight individuals. This is the San� gha of the Buddha’s disciples that is worthy of 
offerings dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offering, worthy of 
greeting with joined palṁs, and is the supreṁe field of ṁerit for the world.’

And a noble disciple’s ethical conduct is loved by the noble ones, uncorrupted, unflawed, 
unbleṁished, untainted, liberating, praised by sensible people, not ṁistaken, and leading to 
iṁṁersion. These are the four factors of streaṁ-entry that they have.

And what is the noble process that they have clearly seen and coṁprehended with wisdoṁ? A 
noble disciple carefully and properly attends to dependent origination itself: ‘When this exists, 
that is; when this doesn’t exist, that is not. Due to the arising of this, that arises; due to the 
cessation of this, that ceases. Ignorance is a condition for choices. Choices are a condition for 
consciousness. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates. When ignorance fades 
away and ceases with nothing left over, choices cease. When choices cease, consciousness ceases.
… That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.’ This is the noble process that they have 
clearly seen and coṁprehended with wisdoṁ.

When a noble disciple has quelled five dangers and threats, has the four factors of streaṁ-
entry, and has clearly seen and coṁprehended the noble process with wisdoṁ, they ṁay, if they 
wish, declare of theṁselves: ‘I’ve finished with rebirth in hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost 
realṁ. I’ve finished with all places of loss, bad places, the underworld. I aṁ a streaṁ-enterer! I’ṁ 
not liable to be reborn in the underworld, and aṁ bound for awakening.’”

12:42. Dangers and Threats (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when a noble disciple has quelled five dangers and threats, has the four 
factors of streaṁ-entry, and has clearly seen and coṁprehended the noble process with wisdoṁ, 
they ṁay, if they wish, declare of theṁselves: ‘I’ve finished with rebirth in hell, the aniṁal realṁ, 
and the ghost realṁ. I’ve finished with all places of loss, bad places, the underworld. I aṁ a 
streaṁ-enterer! I’ṁ not liable to be reborn in the underworld, and aṁ bound for awakening.’

What are the five dangers and threats they have quelled? Killing living creatures … stealing … 
sexual ṁisconduct … lying … taking alcoholic drinks that cause negligence … These are the five 
dangers and threats they have quelled.

What are the four factors of streaṁ-entry that they have? It’s when a noble disciple has 
experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … and their ethical conduct is
loved by the noble ones. These are the four factors of streaṁ-entry that they have.

And what is the noble process that they have clearly seen and coṁprehended with wisdoṁ? A 
noble disciple carefully and properly attends to dependent origination itself … This is the noble 
process that they have clearly seen and coṁprehended with wisdoṁ.

When a noble disciple has quelled five dangers and threats, has the four factors of streaṁ-
entry, and has clearly seen and coṁprehended the noble process with wisdoṁ, they ṁay, if they 
wish, declare of theṁselves: ‘I’ve finished with rebirth in hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost 
realṁ. I’ve finished with all places of loss, bad places, the underworld. I aṁ a streaṁ-enterer! I’ṁ 
not liable to be reborn in the underworld, and aṁ bound for awakening.’”

12:43. Suffering

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the origin and ending of suffering. Listen and pay close 
attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:
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“And what, ṁendicants, is the origin of suffering? Eye consciousness arises dependent on the 
eye and sights. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is a 
condition for craving. This is the origin of suffering.

Ear consciousness arises dependent on the ear and sounds. … Nose consciousness arises 
dependent on the nose and sṁells. … Tongue consciousness arises dependent on the tongue and 
tastes. … Body consciousness arises dependent on the body and touches. … Mind consciousness 
arises dependent on the ṁind and thoughts. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a 
condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition for craving. This is the origin of suffering.

And what is the ending of suffering? Eye consciousness arises dependent on the eye and 
sights. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition
for craving. When that craving fades away and ceases with nothing left over, grasping ceases. 
When grasping ceases, continued existence ceases. When continued existence ceases, rebirth 
ceases. When rebirth ceases, old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress 
cease. That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases. This is the ending of suffering.

Ear consciousness arises dependent on the ear and sounds. … Nose consciousness arises 
dependent on the nose and sṁells. … Tongue consciousness arises dependent on the tongue and 
tastes. … Body consciousness arises dependent on the body and touches. … Mind consciousness 
arises dependent on the ṁind and thoughts. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a 
condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition for craving. When that craving fades away and ceases 
with nothing left over, grasping ceases. When grasping ceases, continued existence ceases. When 
continued existence ceases, rebirth ceases. When rebirth ceases, old age and death, sorrow, 
laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress cease. That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases. 
This is the ending of suffering.”

12:44. The World

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the origin and ending of the world. Listen and pay close 
attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“And what, ṁendicants, is the origin of the world? Eye consciousness arises dependent on the 
eye and sights. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is a 
condition for craving. Craving is a condition for grasping. Grasping is a condition for continued 
existence. Continued existence is a condition for rebirth. Rebirth is a condition for old age and 
death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress to coṁe to be. This is the origin of the 
world.

Ear consciousness arises dependent on the ear and sounds. … Nose consciousness arises 
dependent on the nose and sṁells. … Tongue consciousness arises dependent on the tongue and 
tastes. … Body consciousness arises dependent on the body and touches. … Mind consciousness 
arises dependent on the ṁind and thoughts. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a 
condition for feeling. … Rebirth is a condition for old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, 
sadness, and distress to coṁe to be. This is the origin of the world.

And what is the ending of the world? Eye consciousness arises dependent on the eye and 
sights. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition
for craving. When that craving fades away and ceases with nothing left over, grasping ceases. 
When grasping ceases, continued existence ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering 
ceases. This is the ending of the world.

Ear consciousness arises dependent on the ear and sounds. … Nose consciousness arises 
dependent on the nose and sṁells. … Tongue consciousness arises dependent on the tongue and 
tastes. … Body consciousness arises dependent on the body and touches. … Mind consciousness 
arises dependent on the ṁind and thoughts. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a 
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condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition for craving. When that craving fades away and ceases 
with nothing left over, grasping ceases. When grasping ceases, continued existence ceases. … 
That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases. This is the ending of the world.”

12:45. At Na�dika

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying at Na�dika in the brick house. Then while the 
Buddha was in private retreat he spoke this exposition of the teaching:

“Eye consciousness arises dependent on the eye and sights. The ṁeeting of the three is 
contact. Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition for craving. Craving is a condition
for grasping. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

Ear consciousness arises dependent on the ear and sounds. … Nose consciousness arises 
dependent on the nose and sṁells. … Tongue consciousness arises dependent on the tongue and 
tastes. … Body consciousness arises dependent on the body and touches. … Mind consciousness 
arises dependent on the ṁind and thoughts. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a 
condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition for craving. Craving is a condition for grasping. … That
is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

Eye consciousness arises dependent on the eye and sights. The ṁeeting of the three is contact.
Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition for craving. When that craving fades away
and ceases with nothing left over, grasping ceases. When grasping ceases, continued existence 
ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.

Ear consciousness arises dependent on the ear and sounds. … Mind consciousness arises 
dependent on the ṁind and thoughts. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a condition 
for feeling. Feeling is a condition for craving. When that craving fades away and ceases with 
nothing left over, grasping ceases. When grasping ceases, continued existence ceases. … That is 
how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.”

Now at that tiṁe a certain ṁonk was standing listening in on the Buddha. The Buddha saw 
hiṁ and said: “Monk, did you hear that exposition of the teaching?” “Yes, sir.” “Learn that 
exposition of the teaching, ṁeṁorize it, and reṁeṁber it. That exposition of the teaching is 
beneficial and relates to the fundaṁentals of the spiritual life.”

12:46. A Certain Brahṁin

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a certain brahṁin went up to the Buddha, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. 
When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to the 
Buddha:

“Master Gotaṁa, does the person who does the deed experience the result?” “‘The person who
does the deed experiences the result’: this is one extreṁe, brahṁin.”

“Then does one person do the deed and another experience the result?” “‘One person does the 
deed and another experiences the result’: this is the second extreṁe. Avoiding these two 
extreṁes, the Realized One teaches by the ṁiddle way: ‘Ignorance is a condition for choices. 
Choices are a condition for consciousness. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates. 
When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, choices cease. When choices cease
… That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.’”

When he said this, the brahṁin said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! Excellent! … 
Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge 
for life.”
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12:47. Ja�nA ussonA i

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the brahṁin Ja�nA ussonA i went up to the Buddha, and exchanged greetings with 
hiṁ. Seated to one side he said to the Buddha:

“Master Gotaṁa, does all exist?” “‘All exists’: this is one extreṁe, brahṁin.”
“Then does all not exist?” “‘All doesn’t exist’: this is the second extreṁe. Avoiding these two 

extreṁes, the Realized One teaches by the ṁiddle way: ‘Ignorance is a condition for choices. 
Choices are a condition for consciousness. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates. 
When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, choices cease. When choices 
cease, consciousness ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.’”

When he said this, the brahṁin Ja�nA ussonA i said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! 
Excellent! … Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has 
gone for refuge for life.”

12:48. A Cosṁologist

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a brahṁin cosṁologist went up to the Buddha … Seated to one side he said to 
the Buddha:

“Master Gotaṁa, does all exist?” “‘All exists’: this is the oldest cosṁology, brahṁin.”
“Then does all not exist?” “‘All doesn’t exist’: this is the second cosṁology.
“Well, is all a unity?” “‘All is a unity’: this is the third cosṁology.
“Then is all a plurality?” “‘All is a plurality’: this is the fourth cosṁology.
Avoiding these two extreṁes, the Realized One teaches by the ṁiddle way: ‘Ignorance is a 

condition for choices. Choices are a condition for consciousness. … That is how this entire ṁass 
of suffering originates. When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, choices 
cease. When choices cease, consciousness ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering 
ceases.’”

When he said this, the brahṁin cosṁologist said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! 
Excellent! … Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has 
gone for refuge for life.”

12:49. A Noble Disciple

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, a learned noble disciple doesn’t think: ‘When what exists, what is? Due 
to the arising of what, what arises? When what exists do naṁe and forṁ coṁe to be? What what 
exists do the six sense fields … contact … feeling … craving … grasping … continued existence … 
rebirth … old age and death coṁe to be?’

Rather, a learned noble disciple has only knowledge about this that is independent of others: 
‘When this exists, that is; due to the arising of this, that arises. When ignorance exists choices 
coṁe to be. When choices exist consciousness coṁes to be. When consciousness exists naṁe and 
forṁ coṁe to be. When naṁe and forṁ exist the six sense fields coṁe to be. When the six sense 
fields exist contact coṁes to be. When contact exists feeling coṁes to be. When feeling exists 
craving coṁes to be. When craving exists grasping coṁes to be. When grasping exists continued 
existence coṁes to be. When continued existence exists rebirth coṁes to be. When rebirth exists 
old age and death coṁe to be.’ They understand: ‘This is the origin of the world.’

A learned noble disciple doesn’t think: ‘When what doesn’t exist, what is not? Due to the 
cessation of what, what ceases? When what doesn’t exist do choices not coṁe to be? When what 
doesn’t exist do naṁe and forṁ not coṁe to be? When what doesn’t exist do the six sense fields 
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… contact … feeling … craving … grasping … continued existence … rebirth … old age and death 
not coṁe to be?’

Rather, a learned noble disciple has only knowledge about this that is independent of others: 
‘When this doesn’t exist, that is not; due to the cessation of this, that ceases. When ignorance 
doesn’t exist choices don’t coṁe to be. When choices don't exist consciousness doesn’t coṁe to 
be. When consciousness doesn’t exist naṁe and forṁ don’t coṁe to be. When naṁe and forṁ 
don’t exist the six sense fields don’t coṁe to be. … continued existence doesn’t coṁe to be … 
rebirth doesn’t coṁe to be … When rebirth doesn’t exist old age and death don’t coṁe to be.’ 
They understand: ‘This is the cessation of the world.’

A noble disciple coṁes to understand the world, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that 
leads to its cessation. Such a noble disciple is called ‘one accoṁplished in view’, ‘one 
accoṁplished in vision’, ‘one who has coṁe to the true teaching’, ‘one who sees this true 
teaching’, ‘one endowed with a trainee’s knowledge’, ‘one who has entered the streaṁ of the 
teaching’, ‘a noble one with penetrative wisdoṁ’, and ‘one who stands knocking at the door of the
deathless’.”

12:50. A Noble Disciple (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, a learned noble disciple doesn’t think: ‘When what exists, what is? Due 
to the arising of what, what arises? When what exists do choices coṁe to be? When what exists 
does consciousness coṁe to be? When what exists do naṁe and forṁ … the six sense fields … 
contact … feeling … craving … grasping … continued existence … rebirth … old age and death 
coṁe to be?’

Rather, a learned noble disciple has only knowledge about this that is independent of others: 
‘When this exists, that is; due to the arising of this, that arises. When ignorance exists, choices 
coṁe to be. When choices exist consciousness coṁes to be. When consciousness exists naṁe and 
forṁ coṁe to be. When naṁe and forṁ exist the six sense fields coṁe to be. When the six sense 
fields exist contact coṁes to be. When contact exists feeling coṁes to be. When feeling exists 
craving coṁes to be. When craving exists grasping coṁes to be. When grasping exists continued 
existence coṁes to be. When continued existence exists rebirth coṁes to be. When rebirth exists 
old age and death coṁe to be.’ They understand: ‘This is the origin of the world.’

A learned noble disciple doesn’t think: ‘When what doesn’t exist, what is not? Due to the 
cessation of what, what ceases? When what doesn’t exist do choices not coṁe to be? When what 
doesn’t exist does consciousness not coṁe to be? When what doesn’t exist do naṁe and forṁ … 
the six sense fields … contact … feeling … craving … grasping … continued existence … rebirth … 
old age and death not coṁe to be?’

Rather, a learned noble disciple has only knowledge about this that is independent of others: 
‘When this doesn’t exist, that is not; due to the cessation of this, that ceases. That is: When 
ignorance doesn’t exists, choices don’t coṁe to be. When choices don’t exist consciousness 
doesn’t coṁe to be. When consciousness doesn’t exist naṁe and forṁ don’t coṁe to be. When 
naṁe and forṁ don’t exist the six sense fields don’t coṁe to be. … When rebirth doesn’t exist old 
age and death don’t coṁe to be.’ They understand: ‘This is the cessation of the world.’

A noble disciple coṁes to understand the world, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that 
leads to its cessation. Such a noble disciple is called ‘one accoṁplished in view’, ‘one 
accoṁplished in vision’, ‘one who has coṁe to the true teaching’, ‘one who sees this true 
teaching’, ‘one endowed with a trainee’s knowledge’, ‘one who has entered the streaṁ of the 
teaching’, ‘a noble one with penetrative wisdoṁ’, and ‘one who stands pushing open the door of 
the deathless’.”
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6. Suffering

12:51. A Full Inquiry

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” 
“Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Mendicants, how do you define a ṁendicant who is ṁaking a full inquiry for the coṁplete 
ending of suffering?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. He is our guide and our refuge. Sir,
ṁay the Buddha hiṁself please clarify the ṁeaning of this. The ṁendicants will listen and 
reṁeṁber it.” “Well then, ṁendicants, listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they 
replied. The Buddha said this:

“Mendicants, take a ṁendicant who ṁakes a full inquiry: ‘The suffering that arises in the 
world starting with old age and death takes ṁany and diverse forṁs. What is the source, origin, 
birthplace, and root of this suffering? When what exists do old age and death coṁe to be? When 
what does not exist do old age and death not coṁe to be?’ While ṁaking a full inquiry they 
understand: ‘The suffering that arises in the world starting with old age and death takes ṁany 
and diverse forṁs. The source of this suffering is rebirth. When rebirth exists, old age and death 
coṁe to be. When rebirth doesn’t exist, old age and death don’t coṁe to be.’

They understand old age and death, their origin, their cessation, and the appropriate practice 
for their cessation. And they practice in line with that path. This is called a ṁendicant who is 
practicing for the coṁplete ending of suffering, for the cessation of old age and death.

Then they inquire further: ‘But what is the source of this rebirth? When what exists does 
rebirth coṁe to be? And when what does not exist does rebirth not coṁe to be?’ While ṁaking a 
full inquiry they understand: ‘Continued existence is the source of rebirth. When continued 
existence exists, rebirth coṁes to be. When continued existence does not exist, rebirth doesn’t 
coṁe to be.’

They understand rebirth, its origin, its cessation, and the appropriate practice for its 
cessation. And they practice in line with that path. This is called a ṁendicant who is practicing 
for the coṁplete ending of suffering, for the cessation of rebirth.

Then they inquire further: ‘But what is the source of this continued existence? …’ … ‘But what 
is the source of this grasping? …’ … ‘But what is the source of this craving? …’ … ‘But what is the 
source of this feeling? …’ … ‘But what is the source of this contact? …’ … ‘But what is the source of 
these six sense fields? …’ … ‘But what is the source of this naṁe and forṁ? …’ … ‘But what is the 
source of this consciousness? …’ … ‘But what is the source of these choices? When what exists do 
choices coṁe to be? When what does not exist do choices not coṁe to be?’ While ṁaking a full 
inquiry they understand: ‘Ignorance is the source of choices. When ignorance exists, choices 
coṁe to be. When ignorance does not exist, choices don’t coṁe to be.’

They understand choices, their origin, their cessation, and the appropriate practice for their 
cessation. And they practice in line with that path. This is called a ṁendicant who is practicing 
for the coṁplete ending of suffering, for the cessation of choices.

If an ignorant individual ṁakes a good choice, their consciousness enters a good realṁ. If they 
ṁake a bad choice, their consciousness enters a bad realṁ. If they ṁake an iṁperturbable choice,
their consciousness enters an iṁperturbable realṁ. When a ṁendicant has given up ignorance 
and given rise to knowledge, they don’t ṁake a good choice, a bad choice, or an iṁperturbable 
choice. Not choosing or intending, they don’t grasp at anything in the world. Not grasping, they’re
not anxious. Not being anxious, they personally becoṁe extinguished. They understand: ‘Rebirth 
is ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is 
no return to any state of existence.’
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If they feel a pleasant feeling, they understand that it’s iṁperṁanent, that they’re not attached
to it, and that they don’t take pleasure in it. If they feel a painful feeling, they understand that it’s 
iṁperṁanent, that they’re not attached to it, and that they don’t take pleasure in it. If they feel a 
neutral feeling, they understand that it’s iṁperṁanent, that they’re not attached to it, and that 
they don’t take pleasure in it. If they feel a pleasant feeling, they feel it detached. If they feel a 
painful feeling, they feel it detached. If they feel a neutral feeling, they feel it detached.

Feeling the end of the body approaching, they understand: ‘I feel the end of the body 
approaching.’ Feeling the end of life approaching, they understand: ‘I feel the end of life 
approaching.’ They understand: ‘When ṁy body breaks up and ṁy life has coṁe to an end, 
everything that’s felt, since I no longer take pleasure in it, will becoṁe cool right here. Only 
bodily reṁains will be left.’

Suppose a person were to reṁove a hot clay pot froṁ a potter’s kiln and place it down on level
ground. Its heat would dissipate right there, and the shards would be left behind. In the saṁe 
way, feeling the end of the body approaching, they understand: ‘I feel the end of the body 
approaching.’ Feeling the end of life approaching, they understand: ‘I feel the end of life 
approaching.’ They understand: ‘When ṁy body breaks up and ṁy life has coṁe to an end, 
everything that’s felt, since I no longer take pleasure in it, will becoṁe cool right here. Only 
bodily reṁains will be left.’

What do you think, ṁendicants? Would a ṁendicant who has ended the defileṁents still ṁake
good choices, bad choices, or iṁperturbable choices?” “No, sir.”

“And when there are no choices at all, with the cessation of choices, would consciousness still 
be found?” “No, sir.”

“And when there’s no consciousness at all, would naṁe and forṁ still be found?” “No, sir.”
“And when there are no naṁe and forṁ at all, would the six sense fields still be found?” “No, 

sir.”
“And when there are no six sense fields at all, would contact still be found?” “No, sir.”
“And when there’s no contact at all, would feeling still be found?” “No, sir.”
“And when there’s no feeling at all, would craving still be found?” “No, sir.”
“And when there’s no craving at all, would grasping still be found?” “No, sir.”
“And when there’s no grasping at all, would continued existence still be found?” “No, sir.”
“And when there’s no continued existence at all, would rebirth still be found?” “No, sir.”
“And when there’s no rebirth at all, would old age and death still be found?” “No, sir.”
“Good, good, ṁendicants! That’s how it is, not otherwise. Trust ṁe on this, ṁendicants; be 

convinced. Have no doubts or uncertainties in this ṁatter. Just this is the end of suffering.”

12:52. Grasping

At Sa�vatthī�. “There are things that are prone to being grasped. When you concentrate on the 
gratification provided by these things, your craving grows. Craving is a condition for grasping. 
Grasping is a condition for continued existence. Continued existence is a condition for rebirth. 
Rebirth is a condition for old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress to 
coṁe to be. That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

Suppose a bonfire was burning with ten, twenty, thirty, or forty loads of wood. And froṁ tiṁe 
to tiṁe soṁeone would toss in dry grass, cow dung, or wood. Fueled and sustained by that, the 
bonfire would burn for a long tiṁe. In the saṁe way, there are things that are prone to being 
grasped. When you concentrate on the gratification provided by these things, your craving 
grows. Craving is a condition for grasping. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

There are things that are prone to being grasped. When you concentrate on the drawbacks of 
these things, your craving ceases. When craving ceases, grasping ceases. When grasping ceases, 
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continued existence ceases. When continued existence ceases, rebirth ceases. When rebirth 
ceases, old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress cease. That is how this
entire ṁass of suffering ceases.

Suppose a bonfire was burning with ten, twenty, thirty, or forty loads of wood. And no-one 
would toss in dry grass, cow dung, or wood froṁ tiṁe to tiṁe. As the original fuel is used up and 
no ṁore is added, the bonfire would be extinguished due to lack of fuel. In the saṁe way, there 
are things that are prone to being grasped. When you concentrate on the drawbacks of these 
things, your craving ceases. When craving ceases, grasping ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass
of suffering ceases.”

12:53. Fetters

At Sa�vatthī�. “There are things that are prone to being fettered. When you concentrate on the 
gratification provided by these things, your craving grows. Craving is a condition for grasping. 
Grasping is a condition for continued existence. Continued existence is a condition for rebirth. 
Rebirth is a condition for old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress to 
coṁe to be. That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

Suppose an oil laṁp depended on oil and a wick to burn. And froṁ tiṁe to tiṁe soṁeone 
would pour oil in and adjust the wick. Fueled and sustained by that, the oil laṁp would burn for a
long tiṁe. In the saṁe way, there are things that are prone to being fettered. When you 
concentrate on the gratification provided by these things, your craving grows. Craving is a 
condition for grasping. Grasping is a condition for continued existence. Continued existence is a 
condition for rebirth. Rebirth is a condition for old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, 
sadness, and distress to coṁe to be. That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

There are things that are prone to being fettered. When you concentrate on the drawbacks of 
these things, your craving ceases. When craving ceases, grasping ceases. When grasping ceases, 
continued existence ceases. When continued existence ceases, rebirth ceases. When rebirth 
ceases, old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress cease. That is how this
entire ṁass of suffering ceases.

Suppose an oil laṁp depended on oil and a wick to burn. And no-one would pour oil in and 
adjust the wick froṁ tiṁe to tiṁe. As the original fuel is used up and no ṁore is added, the oil 
laṁp would be extinguished due to lack of fuel. In the saṁe way, there are things that are prone 
to being fettered. When you concentrate on the drawbacks of these things, your craving ceases. 
When craving ceases, grasping ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.”

12:54. Fetters (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, suppose an oil laṁp depended on oil and a wick to burn. And froṁ tiṁe 
to tiṁe soṁeone would pour oil in and adjust the wick. Fueled and sustained by that, the oil laṁp
would burn for a long tiṁe. In the saṁe way, there are things that are prone to being fettered. 
When you concentrate on the gratification provided by these things, your craving grows. Craving 
is a condition for grasping. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

Suppose an oil laṁp depended on oil and a wick to burn. And no-one would pour oil in and 
adjust the wick froṁ tiṁe to tiṁe. As the original fuel is used up and no ṁore is added, the oil 
laṁp would be extinguished due to lack of fuel. In the saṁe way, there are things that are prone 
to being fettered. When you concentrate on the drawbacks of these things, your craving ceases. 
When craving ceases, grasping ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.”
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12:55. A Great Tree

At Sa�vatthī�. “There are things that are prone to being grasped. When you concentrate on the 
gratification provided by these things, your craving grows. Craving is a condition for grasping. 
Grasping is a condition for continued existence. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering 
originates.

Suppose there was a great tree. And its roots going downwards and across all draw the sap 
upwards. Fueled and sustained by that, the great tree would stand for a long tiṁe. In the saṁe 
way, there are things that are prone to being grasped. When you concentrate on the gratification 
provided by these things, your craving grows. Craving is a condition for grasping. … That is how 
this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

There are things that are prone to being grasped. When you concentrate on the drawbacks of 
these things, your craving ceases. When craving ceases, grasping ceases. When grasping ceases, 
continued existence ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.

Suppose there was a great tree. Then a person coṁes along with a spade and basket. They’d 
cut the tree down at the roots, dig it up, and pull the roots out, down to the fibers and steṁs. 
They’d cut the tree apart, cut up the parts, and chop it into splinters. They’d dry the splinters in 
the wind and sun, burn theṁ with fire, and reduce theṁ to ashes. Then they’d winnow the ashes 
in a strong wind, or float theṁ away down a swift streaṁ. In this way the great tree is cut off at 
the root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise in the future. In the saṁe way, 
there are things that are prone to being grasped. When you concentrate on the drawbacks of 
these things, your craving ceases. When craving ceases, grasping ceases. When grasping ceases, 
continued existence ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.”

12:56. A Great Tree (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, suppose there was a great tree. And its roots going downwards and 
across all draw the sap upwards. Fueled and sustained by that, the great tree would stand for a 
long tiṁe. In the saṁe way, there are things that are prone to being grasped. When you 
concentrate on the gratification provided by these things, your craving grows. Craving is a 
condition for grasping. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

Suppose there was a great tree. Then a person coṁes along with a spade and basket. They’d 
cut the tree down at the roots, dig theṁ up, and pull theṁ out, down to the fibers and steṁs. 
They’d cut the tree apart, cut up the parts, and chop it into little bits. They’d dry the bits in the 
wind and sun, burn theṁ with fire, and reduce theṁ to ashes. Then they’d winnow the ashes in a 
strong wind, or float theṁ away down a swift streaṁ. In this way the great tree is cut off at the 
root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise in the future. In the saṁe way, 
there are things that are prone to being grasped. When you concentrate on the drawbacks of 
these things, your craving ceases. When craving ceases, grasping ceases. … That is how this entire
ṁass of suffering ceases.”

12:57. A Sapling

At Sa�vatthī�. “There are things that are prone to being fettered. When you concentrate on the 
gratification provided by these things, your craving grows. Craving is a condition for grasping. … 
That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

Suppose there was a sapling. And froṁ tiṁe to tiṁe soṁeone would clear around the roots, 
supply soil, and water it. Fueled and sustained in this way the sapling would grow, increase, and 
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ṁature. In the saṁe way, there are things that are prone to being fettered. When you concentrate
on the gratification provided by these things, your craving grows. Craving is a condition for 
grasping. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

There are things that are prone to being fettered. When you concentrate on the drawbacks of 
these things, your craving ceases. When craving ceases, grasping ceases. … That is how this entire
ṁass of suffering ceases.

Suppose there was a sapling. Then a person coṁes along with a spade and basket. … They’d 
cut the sapling apart, cut up the parts, and chop it into little bits. They’d dry the bits in the wind 
and sun, burn theṁ with fire, and reduce theṁ to ashes. Then they’d winnow the ashes in a 
strong wind, or float theṁ away down a swift streaṁ. In this way the sapling is cut off at the root,
ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise in the future. In the saṁe way, there are 
things that are prone to being fettered. When you concentrate on the drawbacks of these things, 
your craving ceases. When craving ceases, grasping ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of 
suffering ceases.”

12:58. Naṁe and Forṁ

At Sa�vatthī�. “There are things that are prone to being fettered. When you concentrate on the 
gratification provided by these things, naṁe and forṁ are conceived. Naṁe and forṁ are 
conditions for the six sense fields. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

Suppose there was a great tree. And its roots going downwards and across all draw the sap 
upwards. Fueled and sustained by that, the great tree would stand for a long tiṁe. In the saṁe 
way, there are things that are prone to being fettered. When you concentrate on the gratification 
provided by these things, naṁe and forṁ are conceived. …

There are things that are prone to being fettered. When you concentrate on the drawbacks of 
these things, naṁe and forṁ are not conceived. When naṁe and forṁ cease, the six sense fields 
cease. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.

Suppose there was a great tree. Then a person coṁes along with a spade and basket. … In this 
way the great tree is cut off at the root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise 
in the future. In the saṁe way, there are things that are prone to being fettered. When you 
concentrate on the drawbacks of these things, naṁe and forṁ are not conceived. When naṁe and
forṁ cease, the six sense fields cease. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.”

12:59. Consciousness

At Sa�vatthī�. “There are things that are prone to being fettered. When you concentrate on the 
gratification provided by these things, consciousness is conceived. Consciousness is a condition 
for naṁe and forṁ. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

Suppose there was a great tree. And its roots going downwards and across all draw the sap 
upwards. … In the saṁe way, there are things that are prone to being fettered. When you 
concentrate on the gratification provided by these things, consciousness is conceived. …

There are things that are prone to being fettered. When you concentrate on the drawbacks of 
these things, consciousness is not conceived. When consciousness ceases, naṁe and forṁ cease. 
… That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.

Suppose there was a great tree. Then a person coṁes along with a spade and basket. … In this 
way the great tree is cut off at the root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise 
in the future. In the saṁe way, there are things that are prone to being fettered. When you 
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concentrate on the drawbacks of these things, consciousness is not conceived. When 
consciousness ceases, naṁe and forṁ cease. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.”

12:60. Sources

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Kurus, near the Kuru town naṁed 
Kaṁṁa�sadaṁṁa. Then Venerable AJ nanda went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, 
and said to the Buddha: “It’s incredible, sir! It’s aṁazing, in that this dependent origination is 
deep and appears deep, yet to ṁe it seeṁs as plain as can be.”

“Not so, AJ nanda! Not so, AJ nanda! This dependent origination is deep and appears deep. It is 
because of not understanding and not coṁprehending this teaching that this population has 
becoṁe tangled like string, knotted like a ball of thread, and ṁatted like rushes and reeds, and it 
doesn’t escape the places of loss, the bad places, the underworld, transṁigration.

There are things that are prone to being grasped. When you concentrate on the gratification 
provided by these things, your craving grows. Craving is a condition for grasping. Grasping is a 
condition for continued existence. Continued existence is a condition for rebirth. Rebirth is a 
condition for old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress to coṁe to be. 
That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

Suppose there was a great tree. And its roots going downwards and across all draw the sap 
upwards. Fueled and sustained by that, the great tree would stand for a long tiṁe. In the saṁe 
way, there are things that are prone to being grasped. When you concentrate on the gratification 
provided by these things, your craving grows. Craving is a condition for grasping. Grasping is a 
condition for continued existence. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

There are things that are prone to being grasped. When you concentrate on the drawbacks of 
these things, your craving ceases. When craving ceases, grasping ceases. When grasping ceases, 
continued existence ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.

Suppose there was a great tree. Then a person coṁes along with a spade and basket. They’d 
cut the tree down at the roots, dig theṁ up, and pull theṁ out, down to the fibers and steṁs. 
Then they’d split the tree apart, cut up the parts, and chop it into little bits. They’d dry the bits in 
the wind and sun, burn theṁ with fire, and reduce theṁ to ashes. Then they’d winnow the ashes 
in a strong wind, or float theṁ away down a swift streaṁ. In this way the great tree is cut off at 
the root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise in the future. In the saṁe way, 
there are things that are prone to being grasped. When you concentrate on the drawbacks of 
these things, your craving ceases. When craving ceases, grasping ceases. When grasping ceases, 
continued existence ceases. When continued existence ceases, rebirth ceases. When rebirth 
ceases, old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress cease. That is how this
entire ṁass of suffering ceases.”

7. The Great Chapter

12:61. Uneducated

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. … “Mendicants, when it coṁes to this body ṁade up of the four 
priṁary eleṁents, an uneducated ordinary person ṁight becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, 
and freed. Why is that? This body ṁade up of the four priṁary eleṁents is seen to accuṁulate 
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and disperse, to be taken up and laid to rest. That’s why, when it coṁes to this body, an 
uneducated ordinary person ṁight becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed.

But when it coṁes to that which is called ‘ṁind’ or ‘sentience’ or ‘consciousness’, an 
uneducated ordinary person is unable to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, or freed. Why is 
that? Because for a long tiṁe they’ve been attached to it, thought of it as their own, and ṁistaken 
it: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self.’ That’s why, when it coṁes to this ṁind, an uneducated 
ordinary person is unable to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed.

But an uneducated ordinary person would be better off taking this body ṁade up of the four 
priṁary eleṁents to be their self, rather than the ṁind. Why is that? This body ṁade up of the 
four priṁary eleṁents is seen to last for a year, or for two, three, four, five, ten, twenty, thirty, 
forty, fifty, or a hundred years, or even longer.

But that which is called ‘ṁind’ or ‘sentience’ or ‘consciousness’ arises as one thing and ceases 
as another all day and all night. It’s like a ṁonkey ṁoving through the forest. It grabs hold of one 
branch, lets it go, and grabs another; then it lets that go and grabs yet another. In the saṁe way, 
that which is called ‘ṁind’ or ‘sentience’ or ‘consciousness’ arises as one thing and ceases as 
another all day and all night.

In this case, a learned noble disciple carefully and properly attends to dependent origination 
itself: ‘When this exists, that is; due to the arising of this, that arises. When this doesn’t exist, that 
is not; due to the cessation of this, that ceases. That is: Ignorance is a condition for choices. 
Choices are a condition for consciousness. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates. 
When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, choices cease. When choices 
cease, consciousness ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.’

Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away 
they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, 
the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return 
to any state of existence.’”

12:62. Uneducated (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when it coṁes to this body ṁade up of the four priṁary eleṁents, an 
uneducated ordinary person ṁight becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed. Why is that? 
This body ṁade up of the four priṁary eleṁents is seen to increase and diṁinish, to be taken up 
and laid to rest. That’s why, when it coṁes to this body, an uneducated ordinary person ṁight 
becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed. But when it coṁes to that which is called ‘ṁind’ 
or ‘sentience’ or ‘consciousness’, an uneducated ordinary person is unable to becoṁe 
disillusioned, dispassionate, or freed. Why is that? Because for a long tiṁe they’ve been attached 
to it, thought of it as their own, and ṁistaken it: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self.’ That’s 
why, when it coṁes to this ṁind, an uneducated ordinary person is unable to becoṁe 
disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed.

But an uneducated ordinary person would be better off taking this body ṁade up of the four 
priṁary eleṁents to be their self, rather than the ṁind. Why is that? This body ṁade up of the 
four priṁary eleṁents is seen to last for a year, or for two, three, four, five, ten, twenty, thirty, 
forty, fifty, or a hundred years, or even longer. But that which is called ‘ṁind’ or ‘sentience’ or 
‘consciousness’ arises as one thing and ceases as another all day and all night.

In this case, a learned noble disciple carefully and properly attends to dependent origination 
itself: ‘When this exists, that is; due to the arising of this, that arises. When this doesn’t exist, that 
is not; due to the cessation of this, that ceases. That is: Pleasant feeling arises dependent on a 
contact to be experienced as pleasant. With the cessation of that contact to be experienced as 
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pleasant, the corresponding pleasant feeling ceases and stops. Painful feeling arises dependent 
on a contact to be experienced as painful. With the cessation of that contact to be experienced as 
painful, the corresponding painful feeling ceases and stops. Neutral feeling arises dependent on a
contact to be experienced as neutral. With the cessation of that contact to be experienced as 
neutral, the corresponding neutral feeling ceases and stops.

When you rub two sticks together, heat is generated and fire is produced. But when you part 
the sticks and lay theṁ aside, any corresponding heat ceases and stops. In the saṁe way, 
pleasant feeling arises dependent on a contact to be experienced as pleasant. With the cessation 
of that contact to be experienced as pleasant, the corresponding pleasant feeling ceases and 
stops. Painful feeling … Neutral feeling arises dependent on a contact to be experienced as 
neutral. With the cessation of that contact to be experienced as neutral, the corresponding 
neutral feeling ceases and stops.

Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away 
they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, 
the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return 
to any state of existence.’”

12:63. A Child’s Flesh

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four fuels. They ṁaintain sentient beings that have been
born and help those that are about to be born. What four? Solid food, whether coarse or fine; 
contact is the second, ṁental intention the third, and consciousness the fourth. These are the 
four fuels that ṁaintain sentient beings that have been born and help those that are about to be 
born.

And how should you regard solid food? Suppose a couple who were husband and wife set out 
to cross a desert, taking liṁited supplies. They had an only child, dear and beloved. As the couple 
were crossing the desert their liṁited quantity of supplies would run out, and they’d still have 
the rest of the desert to cross. Then it would occur to that couple: ‘Our liṁited quantity of 
supplies has run out, and we still have the rest of the desert to cross. Why don’t we kill our only 
child, so dear and beloved, and prepare dried and spiced ṁeat? Then we can ṁake it across the 
desert by eating our child’s flesh. Let not all three perish.’ Then that couple would kill their only 
child, so dear and beloved, and prepare dried and spiced ṁeat. They’d ṁake it across the desert 
by eating their child’s flesh. And as they’d eat their child’s flesh, they’d beat their breasts and cry: 
‘Where are you, our only child? Where are you, our only child?’

What do you think, ṁendicants? Would they eat that food for fun, indulgence, adornṁent, or 
decoration?” “No, sir.” “Wouldn’t they eat that food just so they could ṁake it across the desert?” 
“Yes, sir.” “I say that this is how you should regard solid food. When solid food is coṁpletely 
understood, desire for the five kinds of sensual stiṁulation is coṁpletely understood. When 
desire for the five kinds of sensual stiṁulation is coṁpletely understood, a noble disciple is 
bound by no fetter that ṁight return theṁ again to this world.

And how should you regard contact as fuel? Suppose there was a flayed cow. If she stands by a
wall, the creatures on the wall bite her. If she stands under a tree, the creatures in the tree bite 
her. If she stands in soṁe water, the creatures in the water bite her. If she stands in the open, the 
creatures in the open bite her. Wherever that flayed cow stands, the creatures there would bite 
her. I say that this is how you should regard contact as fuel. When contact as fuel is coṁpletely 
understood, the three feelings are coṁpletely understood. When the three feelings are 
coṁpletely understood, a noble disciple has nothing further to do, I say.
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And how should you regard ṁental intention as fuel? Suppose there was a pit of glowing coals 
deeper than a ṁan’s height, filled with glowing coals that neither flaṁed nor sṁoked. Then a 
person would coṁe along who wants to live and doesn’t want to die, who wants to be happy and 
recoils froṁ pain. Then two strong ṁen would grab theṁ by the arṁs and drag theṁ towards the
pit of glowing coals. Then that person’s intention, aiṁ, and wish would be to get far away. Why is 
that? Because that person would think: ‘If I fall in that pit of glowing coals, that will result in ṁy 
death or deadly pain.’ I say that this is how you should regard ṁental intention as fuel. When 
ṁental intention as fuel is coṁpletely understood, the three cravings are coṁpletely understood.
When the three cravings are coṁpletely understood, a noble disciple has nothing further to do, I 
say.

And how should you regard consciousness as fuel? Suppose they were to arrest a bandit, a 
criṁinal and present hiṁ to the king, saying: ‘Your Majesty, this is a bandit, a criṁinal. Punish 
hiṁ as you will.’ The king would say: ‘Go, ṁy ṁen, and strike this ṁan in the ṁorning with a 
hundred spears!’ The king’s ṁen did as they were told. Then at ṁidday the king would say: ‘My 
ṁen, how is that ṁan?’ ‘He’s still alive, Your Majesty.’ The king would say: ‘Go, ṁy ṁen, and 
strike this ṁan in the ṁiddle of the day with a hundred spears!’ The king’s ṁen did as they were 
told. Then late in the afternoon the king would say: ‘My ṁen, how is that ṁan?’ ‘He’s still alive, 
Your Majesty.’ The king would say: ‘Go, ṁy ṁen, and strike this ṁan in the late afternoon with a 
hundred spears!’ The king’s ṁen did as they were told. What do you think, ṁendicants? Would 
that ṁan experience pain and distress froṁ being struck with three hundred spears a day?” “Sir, 
that ṁan would experience pain and distress froṁ being struck with one spear, how ṁuch ṁore 
so three hundred spears!” “I say that this is how you should regard consciousness as fuel. When 
consciousness as fuel is coṁpletely understood, naṁe and forṁ is coṁpletely understood. When 
naṁe and forṁ are coṁpletely understood, a noble disciple has nothing further to do, I say.”

12:64. If There Is Desire

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four fuels. They ṁaintain sentient beings that have been
born and help those that are about to be born. What four? Solid food, whether coarse or fine; 
contact is the second, ṁental intention the third, and consciousness the fourth. These are the 
four fuels that ṁaintain sentient beings that have been born and help those that are about to be 
born.

If there is desire, relishing, and craving for solid food, consciousness becoṁes established 
there and grows. Where consciousness is established and grows, naṁe and forṁ are conceived. 
Where naṁe and forṁ are conceived, there is the growth of choices. Where choices grow, there 
is rebirth into a new state of existence in the future. Where there is rebirth into a new state of 
existence in the future, there is rebirth, old age, and death in the future. Where there is rebirth, 
old age, and death in the future, I say this is full of sorrow, anguish, and distress.

If there is desire, relishing, and craving for contact as fuel … If there is desire, relishing, and 
craving for ṁental intention as fuel … If there is desire, relishing, and craving for consciousness 
as fuel, consciousness becoṁes established there and grows. Where consciousness is established 
and grows, naṁe and forṁ are conceived. Where naṁe and forṁ are conceived, there is the 
growth of choices. Where choices grow, there is rebirth into a new state of existence in the 
future. Where there is rebirth into a new state of existence in the future, there is rebirth, old age, 
and death in the future. Where there is rebirth, old age, and death in the future, I say this is full of
sorrow, anguish, and distress.

Suppose an artist or painter had soṁe dye, red lac, turṁeric, indigo, or rose ṁadder. And on a 
polished plank or a wall or a canvas they’d create the iṁage of a woṁan or a ṁan, coṁplete in all 
its various parts. In the saṁe way, if there is desire, relishing, and craving for solid food, 
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consciousness becoṁes established there and grows. Where consciousness is established and 
grows, naṁe and forṁ are conceived. Where naṁe and forṁ are conceived, there is the growth of
choices. Where choices grow, there is rebirth into a new state of existence in the future. Where 
there is rebirth into a new state of existence in the future, there is rebirth, old age, and death in 
the future. Where there is rebirth, old age, and death in the future, I say this is full of sorrow, 
anguish, and distress.

If there is desire, relishing, and craving for contact as fuel … If there is desire, relishing, and 
craving for ṁental intention as fuel … If there is desire, relishing, and craving for consciousness 
as fuel, consciousness becoṁes established there and grows. Where consciousness is established 
and grows, naṁe and forṁ are conceived. Where naṁe and forṁ are conceived, there is the 
growth of choices. Where choices grow, there is rebirth into a new state of existence in the 
future. Where there is rebirth into a new state of existence in the future, there is rebirth, old age, 
and death in the future. Where there is rebirth, old age, and death in the future, I say this is full of
sorrow, anguish, and distress.

If there is no desire, relishing, and craving for solid food, consciousness does not becoṁe 
established there and doesn’t grow. Where consciousness is not established and doesn’t grow, 
naṁe and forṁ are not conceived. Where naṁe and forṁ are not conceived, there is no growth of
choices. Where choices don’t grow, there is no rebirth into a new state of existence in the future. 
Where there is no rebirth into a new state of existence in the future, there is no rebirth, old age, 
and death in the future. Where there is no rebirth, old age, and death in the future, I say there’s 
no sorrow, anguish, and distress.

If there is no desire, relishing, and craving for contact as fuel … If there is no desire, relishing, 
and craving for ṁental intention as fuel … If there is no desire, relishing, and craving for 
consciousness as fuel, consciousness doesn’t becoṁe established there and doesn’t grow. Where 
consciousness is not established and doesn’t grow, naṁe and forṁ are not conceived. Where 
naṁe and forṁ are not conceived, there is no growth of choices. Where choices don’t grow, there 
is no rebirth into a new state of existence in the future. Where there is no rebirth into a new state
of existence in the future, there is no rebirth, old age, and death in the future. Where there is no 
rebirth, old age, and death in the future, I say there’s no sorrow, anguish, and distress.

Suppose there was a bungalow or a hall with a peaked roof, with windows on the northern, 
southern, or eastern side. When the sun rises and a ray of light enters through a window, where 
would it land?” “On the western wall, sir.” “If there was no western wall, where would it land?” 
“On the ground, sir.” “If there was no ground, where would it land?” “In water, sir.” “If there was 
no water, where would it land?” “It wouldn’t land, sir.” “In the saṁe way, if there is no desire, 
relishing, and craving for solid food, consciousness does not becoṁe established there and 
doesn’t grow. …

If there is no desire, relishing, and craving for contact as fuel … If there is no desire, relishing, 
and craving for ṁental intention as fuel … If there is no desire, relishing, and craving for 
consciousness as fuel, consciousness doesn’t becoṁe established there and doesn’t grow. Where 
consciousness is not established and doesn’t grow, naṁe and forṁ are not conceived. Where 
naṁe and forṁ are not conceived, there is no growth of choices. Where choices don’t grow, there 
is no rebirth into a new state of existence in the future. Where there is no rebirth into a new state
of existence in the future, there is no rebirth, old age, and death in the future. Where there is no 
rebirth, old age, and death in the future, I say there’s no sorrow, anguish, and distress.”

12:65. The City

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, before ṁy awakening—when I was still unawakened but intent on 
awakening—I thought: ‘Alas, this world has fallen into trouble. It’s born, grows old, dies, passes 
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away, and is reborn, yet it doesn’t understand how to escape froṁ this suffering, froṁ old age 
and death. Oh, when will an escape be found froṁ this suffering, froṁ old age and death?’ Then it 
occurred to ṁe: ‘When what exists is there old age and death? What is a condition for old age and
death?’ Then, through proper attention, I coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When rebirth exists 
there’s old age and death. Rebirth is a condition for old age and death.’

Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘When what exists is there rebirth? … continued existence … grasping 
… craving … feeling … contact … the six sense fields … naṁe and forṁ … What is a condition for 
naṁe and forṁ?’ Then, through proper attention, I coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When 
consciousness exists there are naṁe and forṁ. Consciousness is a condition for naṁe and forṁ.’ 
Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘When what exists is there consciousness? What is a condition for 
consciousness?’ Then, through proper attention, I coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When naṁe and 
forṁ exist there’s consciousness. Naṁe and forṁ are a condition for consciousness.’

Then it occurred to ṁe: This consciousness turns back froṁ naṁe and forṁ, and doesn’t go 
beyond that. This is the extent to which one ṁay be reborn, grow old, die, pass away, or 
reappear. That is: naṁe and forṁ are conditions for consciousness. Consciousness is a condition 
for naṁe and forṁ. Naṁe and forṁ are conditions for the six sense fields. The six sense fields are
conditions for contact. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates. ‘Origination, 
origination.’ Such was the vision, knowledge, wisdoṁ, realization, and light that arose in ṁe 
regarding teachings not learned before froṁ another.

Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘When what doesn’t exist is there no old age and death? When what 
ceases do old age and death cease?’ Then, through proper attention, I coṁprehended with 
wisdoṁ: ‘When rebirth doesn’t exist there is no old age and death. When rebirth ceases old age 
and death cease.’ Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘When what doesn’t exist is there no rebirth … 
continued existence … grasping … craving … feeling … contact … six sense fields … naṁe and 
forṁ? When what ceases do naṁe and forṁ cease?’ Then, through proper attention, I 
coṁprehended with wisdoṁ: ‘When consciousness doesn’t exist naṁe and forṁ don’t coṁe to 
be. When consciousness ceases naṁe and forṁ cease.’

Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘When what doesn’t exist is there no consciousness? When what 
ceases does consciousness cease?’ Then, through proper attention, I coṁprehended with 
wisdoṁ: ‘When naṁe and forṁ don’t exist, there is no consciousness. When naṁe and forṁ 
cease, consciousness ceases.’

Then it occurred to ṁe: I have discovered the path to awakening. That is: When naṁe and 
forṁ cease, consciousness ceases. When consciousness ceases, naṁe and forṁ cease. When naṁe
and forṁ cease, the six sense fields cease. When the six sense fields cease, contact ceases. … That 
is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases. ‘Cessation, cessation.’ Such was the vision, knowledge,
wisdoṁ, realization, and light that arose in ṁe regarding teachings not learned before froṁ 
another.

Suppose a person was walking through a forest. They’d see an ancient path, an ancient road 
traveled by huṁans in the past. Following it along, they’d see an ancient city, an ancient capital, 
inhabited by huṁans in the past. It was lovely, coṁplete with parks, groves, lotus ponds, and 
eṁbankṁents. Then that person would inforṁ a king or their ṁinister: ‘Please sir, you should 
know this. While walking through a forest I saw an ancient path, an ancient road traveled by 
huṁans in the past. Following it along I saw an ancient city, an ancient capital, inhabited by 
huṁans in the past. It was lovely, coṁplete with parks, groves, lotus ponds, and eṁbankṁents. 
Sir, you should rebuild that city!’ Then that king or their ṁinister would have that city rebuilt. 
And after soṁe tiṁe that city was successful and prosperous and full of people, attained to 
growth and expansion. In the saṁe way, I saw an ancient path, an ancient road traveled by fully 
awakened Buddhas in the past.

And what is that ancient path, the ancient road traveled by fully awakened Buddhas in the 
past? It is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right 
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action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is that ancient 
path, the ancient road traveled by fully awakened Buddhas in the past. Following it along, I 
directly knew old age and death, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads to their 
cessation. Following it along, I directly knew rebirth … continued existence … grasping … craving 
… feeling … contact … the six sense fields … naṁe and forṁ … consciousness … Following it along,
I directly knew choices, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation.
Having directly known this, I told the ṁonks, nuns, layṁen, and laywoṁen. And that’s how this 
spiritual life has becoṁe successful and prosperous, extensive, popular, widespread, and well 
proclaiṁed wherever there are gods and huṁans.”

12:66. Self-exaṁination

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Kurus, near the Kuru town 
naṁed Kaṁṁa�sadaṁṁa. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” 
“Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this: “Mendicants, do you perforṁ inner self-
exaṁination?” When he said this, one of the ṁendicants said to the Buddha: “Sir, I perforṁ inner 
self-exaṁination.” “But ṁendicant, how do you perforṁ inner self-exaṁination?” Then that 
ṁendicant answered, but the Buddha was not happy with the answer.

When this was said, Venerable AJ nanda said to the Buddha: “Now is the tiṁe, Blessed One! 
Now is the tiṁe, Holy One! Let the Buddha speak of the inner self-exaṁination. The ṁendicants 
will listen and reṁeṁber it.” “Well then, AJ nanda, listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” 
“Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Take a ṁendicant who perforṁs inner self-exaṁination: ‘The suffering that arises in the 
world starting with old age and death takes ṁany and diverse forṁs. But what is the source of 
this suffering? When what exists do old age and death coṁe to be? And when what does not exist 
do old age and death not coṁe to be?’ While exaṁining they know: ‘The suffering that arises in 
the world starting with old age and death takes ṁany and diverse forṁs. The source of this 
suffering is attachṁent. When attachṁents exist old age and death coṁe to be. And when 
attachṁents do not exist old age and death don’t coṁe to be.’ They understand old age and death,
their origin, their cessation, and the appropriate practice for their cessation. And they practice in 
line with that path. This is called a ṁendicant who is practicing for the coṁplete ending of 
suffering, for the cessation of old age and death.

They perforṁ further inner self-exaṁination: ‘But what is the source of this attachṁent? 
When what exists does attachṁent coṁe to be? And when what does not exist does attachṁent 
not coṁe to be?’ While exaṁining they know: ‘The source of this attachṁent is craving. When 
craving exists attachṁents coṁe to be. And when craving doesn’t exist attachṁents don’t coṁe 
to be.’ They understand attachṁents, their origin, their cessation, and the appropriate practice 
for their cessation. And they practice in line with that path. This is called a ṁendicant who is 
practicing for the coṁplete ending of suffering, for the cessation of attachṁents.

They perforṁ further inner self-exaṁination: ‘But where does that craving arise and where 
does it settle?’ While exaṁining they know: ‘That craving arises and settles on whatever in the 
world seeṁs nice and pleasant. And what in the world seeṁs nice and pleasant? The eye in the 
world seeṁs nice and pleasant, and it is there that craving arises and settles. The ear … nose … 
tongue … body … ṁind in the world seeṁs nice and pleasant, and it is there that craving arises 
and settles.’

There were ascetics and brahṁins of the past who saw the things that seeṁ nice and pleasant 
in the world as perṁanent, as pleasurable, as self, as healthy, and as safe. Their craving grew. As 
their craving grew, their attachṁents grew. As their attachṁents grew, their suffering grew. And 
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as their suffering grew, they were not freed froṁ rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, 
laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They were not freed froṁ suffering, I say.

There will be ascetics and brahṁins in the future who will see the things that seeṁ nice and 
pleasant in the world as perṁanent, as pleasurable, as self, as healthy, and as safe. Their craving 
will grow. As their craving grows, their attachṁents will grow. As their attachṁents grow, their 
suffering will grow. And as their suffering grows, they will not be freed froṁ rebirth, old age, and 
death, froṁ sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They will not be freed froṁ 
suffering, I say.

There are ascetics and brahṁins in the present who see the things that seeṁ nice and pleasant
in the world as perṁanent, as pleasurable, as self, as healthy, and as safe. Their craving grows. As
their craving grows, their attachṁents grow. As their attachṁents grow, their suffering grows. 
And as their suffering grows, they are not freed froṁ rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, 
laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They are not freed froṁ suffering, I say.

Suppose there was a bronze cup of beverage that had a nice color, aroṁa, and flavor. But it 
was ṁixed with poison. Then along coṁes a ṁan struggling in the oppressive heat, weary, 
thirsty, and parched. They’d say to hiṁ: ‘Here, ṁister, this bronze cup of beverage has a nice 
color, aroṁa, and flavor. But it’s ṁixed with poison. Drink it if you like. If you drink it, the color, 
aroṁa, and flavor will be appetizing, but it will result in death or deadly pain.’ He wouldn’t reject 
that beverage. Hastily, without thinking, he’d drink it, resulting in death or deadly pain. In the 
saṁe way, there are ascetics and brahṁins of the past … future … There are ascetics and 
brahṁins in the present who see the things that seeṁ nice and pleasant in the world as 
perṁanent, as pleasurable, as self, as healthy, and as safe. As their craving grows, their 
attachṁents grow. As their attachṁents grow, their suffering grows. And as their suffering 
grows, they are not freed froṁ rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, laṁentation, pain, 
sadness, and distress. They are not freed froṁ suffering, I say.

There were ascetics and brahṁins of the past who saw the things that seeṁ nice and pleasant 
in the world as iṁperṁanent, as suffering, as not-self, as diseased, and as dangerous. They gave 
up craving. Giving up craving, they gave up attachṁents. Giving up attachṁents, they gave up 
suffering. Giving up suffering, they were freed froṁ rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, 
laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They were freed froṁ suffering, I say.

There will be ascetics and brahṁins in the future who will see the things that seeṁ nice and 
pleasant in the world as iṁperṁanent, as suffering, as not-self, as diseased, and as dangerous. 
They will give up craving. Giving up craving … they will be freed froṁ suffering, I say.

There are ascetics and brahṁins in the present who see the things that seeṁ nice and pleasant
in the world as iṁperṁanent, as suffering, as not-self, as diseased, and as dangerous. They give 
up craving. Giving up craving, they give up attachṁents. Giving up attachṁents, they give up 
suffering. Giving up suffering, they are freed froṁ rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, 
laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They are freed froṁ suffering, I say.

Suppose there was a bronze cup of beverage that had a nice color, aroṁa, and flavor. But it 
was ṁixed with poison. Then along coṁes a ṁan struggling in the oppressive heat, weary, 
thirsty, and parched. They’d say to hiṁ: ‘Here, ṁister, this bronze cup of beverage has a nice 
color, aroṁa, and flavor. Drink it if you like. If you drink it, its nice color, aroṁa, and flavor will 
refresh you. But drinking it will result in death or deadly pain.’ Then that ṁan ṁight think: ‘I 
could quench ṁy thirst with water, whey, or broth. But I shouldn’t drink that beverage, for it 
would be for ṁy lasting harṁ and suffering.’ He’d reject that beverage. After reflection, he 
wouldn’t drink it, and it wouldn’t result in death or deadly pain. In the saṁe way, there were 
ascetics and brahṁins of the past who saw the things that seeṁ nice and pleasant in the world as
iṁperṁanent, as suffering, as not-self, as diseased, and as dangerous. They gave up craving. 
Giving up craving, they gave up attachṁents. Giving up attachṁents, they gave up suffering. 
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Giving up suffering, they were freed froṁ rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, laṁentation, 
pain, sadness, and distress. They were freed froṁ suffering, I say.

There will be ascetics and brahṁins in the future … There are ascetics and brahṁins in the 
present who see the things that seeṁ nice and pleasant in the world as iṁperṁanent, as 
suffering, as not-self, as diseased, and as dangerous. They give up craving. Giving up craving, they
give up attachṁents. Giving up attachṁents, they give up suffering. Giving up suffering, they are 
freed froṁ rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. 
They are freed froṁ suffering, I say.”

12:67. Bundles of Reeds

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta and Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita were staying near Benares, in the 
deer park at Isipatana. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita caṁe out of retreat, 
went to Venerable Sa� riputta, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite 
conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to Sa� riputta: “Well, Reverend Sa� riputta,
are old age and death ṁade by oneself? Or by another? Or by both oneself and another? Or do 
they arise by chance, not ṁade by oneself or another?” “No, Reverend KotAtAhita, old age and death
are not ṁade by oneself, nor by another, nor by both oneself and another, nor do they arise by 
chance, not ṁade by oneself or another. Rather, rebirth is a condition for old age and death.”

“Well, Reverend Sa� riputta, is rebirth ṁade by oneself? Or by another? Or by both oneself and 
another? Or does it arise by chance, not ṁade by oneself or another?” “No, Reverend KotAtAhita, 
rebirth is not ṁade by oneself, nor by another, nor by both oneself and another, nor does it arise 
by chance, not ṁade by oneself or another. Rather, continued existence is a condition for 
rebirth.”

“Well, Reverend Sa� riputta, is continued existence ṁade by oneself? …” … “Is grasping ṁade by 
oneself? …” … “Is craving ṁade by oneself? …” … “Is feeling ṁade by oneself? …” … “Is contact 
ṁade by oneself? …” … “Are the six sense fields ṁade by oneself? …” … “Well, Reverend Sa� riputta,
are naṁe and forṁ ṁade by oneself? Or by another? Or by both oneself and another? Or do they 
arise by chance, not ṁade by oneself or another?” “No, Reverend KotAtAhita, naṁe and forṁ are not
ṁade by oneself, nor by another, nor by both oneself and another, nor do they arise by chance, 
not ṁade by oneself or another. Rather, consciousness is a condition for naṁe and forṁ.”

“Well, Reverend Sa� riputta, is consciousness ṁade by oneself? Or by another? Or by both 
oneself and another? Or does it arise by chance, not ṁade by oneself or another?” “No, Reverend 
KotAtAhita, consciousness is not ṁade by oneself, nor by another, nor by both oneself and another, 
nor does it arise by chance, not ṁade by oneself or another. Rather, naṁe and forṁ are 
conditions for consciousness.”

“Just now I understood you to say: ‘No, Reverend KotAtAhita, naṁe and forṁ are not ṁade by 
oneself, nor by another, nor by both oneself and another, nor do they arise by chance, not ṁade 
by oneself or another. Rather, consciousness is a condition for naṁe and forṁ.’

But I also understood you to say: ‘No, Reverend KotAtAhita, consciousness is not ṁade by 
oneself, nor by another, nor by both oneself and another, nor does it arise by chance, not ṁade 
by oneself or another. Rather, naṁe and forṁ are conditions for consciousness.’

How then should we see the ṁeaning of this stateṁent?” “Well then, reverend, I shall give you 
a siṁile. For by ṁeans of a siṁile soṁe sensible people understand the ṁeaning of what is said. 
Suppose there were two bundles of reeds leaning up against each other. In the saṁe way, naṁe 
and forṁ are conditions for consciousness. Consciousness is a condition for naṁe and forṁ. 
Naṁe and forṁ are conditions for the six sense fields. The six sense fields are conditions for 
contact. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates. If the first of those bundles of 
reeds were to be pulled away, the other would collapse. And if the other were to be pulled away, 
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the first would collapse. In the saṁe way, when naṁe and forṁ cease, consciousness ceases. 
When consciousness ceases, naṁe and forṁ cease. When naṁe and forṁ cease, the six sense 
fields cease. When the six sense fields cease, contact ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of 
suffering ceases.”

“It’s incredible, Reverend Sa� riputta, it’s aṁazing! How well spoken this was by Venerable 
Sa� riputta! And we can express our agreeṁent with Venerable Sa� riputta’s stateṁent on these 
thirty-six grounds.

If a ṁendicant teaches Dhaṁṁa for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding old 
age and death, they’re qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who speaks on Dhaṁṁa’. If they 
practice for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding old age and death, they’re 
qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who practices in line with the teaching’. If they’re freed by not 
grasping by disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding old age and death, they’re 
qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who has attained extinguishṁent in this very life’. If a 
ṁendicant teaches Dhaṁṁa for disillusionṁent regarding rebirth … continued existence … 
grasping … craving … feeling … contact … the six sense fields … naṁe and forṁ … consciousness 
… choices … If a ṁendicant teaches Dhaṁṁa for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation 
regarding ignorance, they’re qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who speaks on Dhaṁṁa’. If they 
practice for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding ignorance, they’re qualified to 
be called a ‘ṁendicant who practices in line with the teaching’. If they’re freed by not grasping by
disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding ignorance, they’re qualified to be called a 
‘ṁendicant who has attained extinguishṁent in this very life’.”

12:68. At Kosaṁbī�

At one tiṁe the venerables Musī�la, SavitAtAha, Na� rada, and AJ nanda were staying near Kosaṁbī� in 
Ghosita’s ṁonastery. Then Venerable SavitAtAha said to Venerable Musila: “Reverend Musila, apart 
froṁ faith, personal preference, oral tradition, reasoned conteṁplation, or acceptance of a view 
after consideration, do you know for yourself that rebirth is a condition for old age and death?” 
“Reverend SavitAtAha, apart froṁ faith, personal preference, oral tradition, reasoned 
conteṁplation, or acceptance of a view after consideration, I know and see that rebirth is a 
condition for old age and death.”

“Reverend Musila, apart froṁ faith, personal preference, oral tradition, reasoned 
conteṁplation, or acceptance of a view after consideration, do you know for yourself that 
continued existence is a condition for rebirth … grasping is a condition for continued existence … 
craving is a condition for grasping … feeling is a condition for craving … contact is a condition for 
feeling … the six sense fields are conditions for contact … naṁe and forṁ are conditions for the 
six sense fields … consciousness is a condition for naṁe and forṁ … choices are a condition for 
consciousness … ignorance is a condition for choices?” “Reverend SavitAtAha, apart froṁ faith, 
personal preference, oral tradition, reasoned conteṁplation, or acceptance of a view after 
consideration, I know and see that ignorance is a condition for choices.”

“Reverend Musila, apart froṁ faith, personal preference, oral tradition, reasoned 
conteṁplation, or acceptance of a view after consideration, do you know for yourself that when 
rebirth ceases, old age and death cease?” “Reverend SavitAtAha, apart froṁ faith, personal 
preference, oral tradition, reasoned conteṁplation, or acceptance of a view after consideration, I 
know and see that when rebirth ceases, old age and death cease.”

“Reverend Musila, apart froṁ faith, personal preference, oral tradition, reasoned 
conteṁplation, or acceptance of a view after consideration, do you know for yourself that when 
continued existence ceases, rebirth ceases … when grasping ceases, continued existence ceases …
when craving ceases, grasping ceases … when feeling ceases, craving ceases … when contact 
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ceases, feeling ceases … when the six sense fields cease, contact ceases … when naṁe and forṁ 
cease, the six sense fields cease … when consciousness ceases naṁe and forṁ cease … when 
choices cease consciousness ceases … when ignorance ceases, choices cease?” “Reverend 
SavitAtAha, apart froṁ faith, personal preference, oral tradition, reasoned conteṁplation, or 
acceptance of a view after consideration, I know and see that when ignorance ceases, choices 
cease.”

“Reverend Musila, apart froṁ faith, personal preference, oral tradition, reasoned 
conteṁplation, or acceptance of a view after consideration, do you know for yourself that the 
cessation of continued existence is extinguishṁent?” “Reverend SavitAtAha, apart froṁ faith, 
personal preference, oral tradition, reasoned conteṁplation, or acceptance of a view after 
consideration, I know and see that the cessation of continued existence is extinguishṁent.”

“Then Venerable Musila is a perfected one, with defileṁents ended.” When he said this, Musila
kept silent.

Then Venerable Na� rada said to Venerable SavitAtAha: “Reverend SavitAtAha, please let ṁe answer 
these questions. Ask ṁe and I will answer theṁ for you.” “By all ṁeans, Venerable Na� rada, try 
these questions. I’ll ask you and you can answer theṁ for ṁe.”

(SavitAtAha repeats exactly the saṁe series of questions, and Na� rada answers just as Musila did.)
“Reverend Na� rada, apart froṁ faith, personal preference, oral tradition, reasoned 

conteṁplation, or acceptance of a view after consideration, do you know for yourself that the 
cessation of continued existence is extinguishṁent?” “Reverend SavitAtAha, apart froṁ faith, 
personal preference, oral tradition, reasoned conteṁplation, or acceptance of a view after 
consideration, I know and see that the cessation of continued existence is extinguishṁent.”

“Then Venerable Na� rada is a perfected one, with defileṁents ended.” “I have truly seen clearly
with right wisdoṁ that the cessation of continued existence is extinguishṁent. Yet I aṁ not a 
perfected one. Suppose there was a well on a desert road that had neither rope nor bucket. Then 
along coṁes a person struggling in the oppressive heat, weary, thirsty, and parched. They’d 
know that there was water, but they couldn’t physically touch it. In the saṁe way, I have truly 
seen clearly with right wisdoṁ that the cessation of continued existence is extinguishṁent. Yet I 
aṁ not a perfected one.”

When he said this, Venerable AJ nanda said to Venerable SavitAtAha: “Reverend SavitAtAha, what do 
you have to say to Venerable Na� rada when he speaks like this?” “Reverend AJ nanda, I have 
nothing to say to Venerable Na� rada when he speaks like this, except what is good and 
wholesoṁe.”

12:69. Surge

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. “Mendicants, when the ocean surges it ṁakes the rivers surge. When
the rivers surge they ṁake the streaṁs surge. When the streaṁs surge they ṁake the lakes 
surge. When the lakes surge they ṁake the ponds surge. In the saṁe way, when ignorance surges
it ṁakes choices surge. When choices surge they ṁake consciousness surge. When consciousness
surges it ṁakes naṁe and forṁ surge. When naṁe and forṁ surge they ṁake the six sense fields 
surge. When the six sense fields surge they ṁake contact surge. When contact surges it ṁakes 
feeling surge. When feeling surges it ṁakes craving surge. When craving surges it ṁakes 
grasping surge. When grasping surges it ṁakes continued existence surge. When continued 
existence surges it ṁakes rebirth surge. When rebirth surges it ṁakes old age and death surge.

When the ocean recedes it ṁakes the rivers recede. When the rivers recede they ṁake the 
streaṁs recede. When the streaṁs recede they ṁake the lakes recede. When the lakes recede 
they ṁake the ponds recede. In the saṁe way, when ignorance recedes it ṁakes choices recede. 
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When choices recede they ṁake consciousness recede. When consciousness recedes it ṁakes 
naṁe and forṁ recede. When naṁe and forṁ recede they ṁake the six sense fields recede. When
the six sense fields recede they ṁake contact recede. When contact recedes it ṁakes feeling 
recede. When feeling recedes it ṁakes craving recede. When craving recedes it ṁakes grasping 
recede. When grasping recedes it ṁakes continued existence recede. When continued existence 
recedes it ṁakes rebirth recede. When rebirth recedes it ṁakes old age and death recede.”

12:70. The Wanderer Susī�ṁa

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the 
squirrels’ feeding ground. Now at that tiṁe the Buddha was honored, respected, revered, 
venerated, and esteeṁed. And he received robes, alṁs-food, lodgings, and ṁedicines and 
supplies for the sick. And the ṁendicant San� gha was also honored, respected, revered, venerated,
and esteeṁed. And they received robes, alṁs-food, lodgings, and ṁedicines and supplies for the 
sick. But the wanderers who followed other paths were not honored, respected, esteeṁed, 
revered, and venerated. And they didn’t receive robes, alṁs-food, lodgings, and ṁedicines and 
supplies for the sick.

Now at that tiṁe the wanderer Susī�ṁa was residing at Ra� jagaha together with a large 
coṁṁunity of wanderers. Then his coṁṁunity said to Susī�ṁa: “Reverend Susī�ṁa, please live the 
spiritual life with the ascetic Gotaṁa. Meṁorize that teaching and have us recite it with you. 
When we’ve ṁeṁorized it we’ll recite it to the laity. In this way we too will be honored, 
respected, esteeṁed, revered, and venerated. And we’ll receive robes, alṁs-food, lodgings, and 
ṁedicines and supplies for the sick.” “Yes, reverends,” replied Susī�ṁa. Then he went to Venerable
AJ nanda, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were 
over, he sat down to one side and said to AJ nanda: “Reverend AJ nanda, I wish to live the spiritual 
life in this teaching and training.”

Then AJ nanda took Susī�ṁa to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to the 
Buddha: “Sir, this wanderer Susī�ṁa says that he wishes to live the spiritual life in this teaching 
and training.” “Well then, AJ nanda, give Susī�ṁa the going forth.” And the wanderer Susī�ṁa 
received the going forth, the ordination in the Buddha’s presence.

Now at that tiṁe several ṁendicants had declared their enlightenṁent in the Buddha’s 
presence: “We understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had
to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of existence.’” Venerable Susī�ṁa heard 
about this. He went up to those ṁendicants, and exchanged greetings with theṁ. When the 
greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to those 
ṁendicants: “Is it really true that the venerables have declared enlightenṁent in the Buddha’s 
presence?” “Yes, reverend.”

“But knowing and seeing thus, do you wield the ṁany kinds of psychic power? That is, 
ṁultiplying yourselves and becoṁing one again; going uniṁpeded through a wall, a raṁpart, or a
ṁountain as if through space; diving in and out of the earth as if it were water; walking on water 
as if it were earth; flying cross-legged through the sky like a bird; touching and stroking with the 
hand the sun and ṁoon, so ṁighty and powerful. Do you control the body as far as the Brahṁa�  
realṁ?” “No, reverend.”

“Well, knowing and seeing thus do you, with clairaudience that is purified and superhuṁan, 
hear both kinds of sounds, huṁan and divine, whether near or far?” “No, reverend.”

“Well, knowing and seeing thus, do you understand the ṁinds of other beings and individuals, 
having coṁprehended theṁ with your ṁind? Do you understand ṁind with greed as ‘ṁind with 
greed’, and ṁind without greed as ‘ṁind without greed’? Do you understand ṁind with hate as 
‘ṁind with hate’, and ṁind without hate as ‘ṁind without hate’? Do you understand ṁind with 
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delusion as ‘ṁind with delusion’, and ṁind without delusion as ‘ṁind without delusion’? Do you 
understand contracted ṁind as ‘contracted ṁind’, and scattered ṁind as ‘scattered ṁind’? Do 
you understand expansive ṁind as ‘expansive ṁind’, and unexpansive ṁind as ‘unexpansive 
ṁind’? Do you understand ṁind that is not supreṁe as ‘ṁind that is not supreṁe’, and ṁind that 
is supreṁe as ‘ṁind that is supreṁe’? Do you understand ṁind iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi as ‘ṁind 
iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi’, and ṁind not iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi as ‘ṁind not iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi’? 
Do you understand freed ṁind as ‘freed ṁind’, and unfreed ṁind as ‘unfreed ṁind’?” “No, 
reverend.”

“Well, knowing and seeing thus, do you recollect ṁany kinds of past lives. That is: one, two, 
three, four, five, ten, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, a hundred, a thousand, a hundred thousand 
rebirths; ṁany eons of the world contracting, ṁany eons of the world evolving, ṁany eons of the 
world contracting and evolving? Do you reṁeṁber: ‘There, I was naṁed this, ṁy clan was that, I 
looked like this, and that was ṁy food. This was how I felt pleasure and pain, and that was how 
ṁy life ended. When I passed away froṁ that place I was reborn soṁewhere else. There, too, I 
was naṁed this, ṁy clan was that, I looked like this, and that was ṁy food. This was how I felt 
pleasure and pain, and that was how ṁy life ended. When I passed away froṁ that place I was 
reborn here.’ Do you recollect your ṁany kinds of past lives, with features and details?” “No, 
reverend.”

“Well, knowing and seeing thus, do you, with clairvoyance that is purified and superhuṁan, 
see sentient beings passing away and being reborn—inferior and superior, beautiful and ugly, in 
a good place or a bad place—and understand how sentient beings are reborn according to their 
deeds? ‘These dear beings did bad things by way of body, speech, and ṁind. They spoke ill of the 
noble ones; they had wrong view; and they chose to act out of that wrong view. When their body 
breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell. These 
dear beings, however, did good things by way of body, speech, and ṁind. They never spoke ill of 
the noble ones; they had right view; and they chose to act out of that right view. When their body 
breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ.’ And so, with 
clairvoyance that is purified and superhuṁan, do you see sentient beings passing away and being
reborn—inferior and superior, beautiful and ugly, in a good place or a bad place. And do you 
understand how sentient beings are reborn according to their deeds?” “No, reverend.”

“Well, knowing and seeing thus, do you have direct ṁeditative experience of the peaceful 
liberations that are forṁless, transcending forṁ?” “No, reverend.”

“Well now, venerables, how could there be such a declaration when these things are not 
attained?” “Reverend Susī�ṁa, we are freed by wisdoṁ.”

“I don’t understand the detailed ṁeaning of what you have said in brief. Please teach ṁe this 
ṁatter so I can understand the detailed ṁeaning.” “Reverend Susī�ṁa, whether you understand 
or not, we are freed by wisdoṁ.”

Then Susī�ṁa went to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and inforṁed the Buddha of 
all he had discussed with those ṁendicants. “Susī�ṁa, first coṁes knowledge of the stability of 
natural principles. Afterwards there is knowledge of extinguishṁent.”

“Sir, I don’t understand the detailed ṁeaning of what you have said in brief. Please teach ṁe 
this ṁatter so I can understand the detailed ṁeaning.” “Reverend Susī�ṁa, whether you 
understand or not, first coṁes knowledge of the stability of natural principles. Afterwards there 
is knowledge of extinguishṁent.

What do you think, Susī�ṁa? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if 
it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering,
and perishable, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.” “Is 
feeling perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering 
or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, is it fit to be 
regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.” “Is perception perṁanent or 
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iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “Are choices perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent,
sir.” “But if they’re iṁperṁanent, are they suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if they’re 
iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, are they fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, 
this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.” “Is consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” 
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, 
suffering, and perishable, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” 
“No, sir.”

“So, Susī�ṁa, you should truly see any kind of forṁ at all—past, future, or present; internal or 
external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all forṁ—with right understanding: 
‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ You should truly see any kind of feeling at all—
past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all 
feeling—with right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ You should 
truly see any kind of perception at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse or 
fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all perception—with right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine,
I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ You should truly see any kind of choices at all—past, future, or 
present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all choices—with 
right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ You should truly see any 
kind of consciousness at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior 
or superior; far or near: all consciousness—with right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not 
this, this is not ṁy self.’

Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away 
they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, 
the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return 
to any state of existence.’

Susī�ṁa, do you see that rebirth is a condition for old age and death?” “Yes, sir.” “Do you see 
that continued existence is a condition for rebirth?” “Yes, sir.” “Do you see that grasping is a 
condition for continued existence?” “Yes, sir.” “Do you see that craving is a condition for 
grasping?” “Yes, sir.” “Do you see that feeling is a condition for craving … contact is a condition 
for feeling … the six sense fields are conditions for contact … naṁe and forṁ are conditions for 
the six sense fields … consciousness is a condition for naṁe and forṁ … choices are a condition 
for consciousness … ignorance is a condition for choices?” “Yes, sir.”

“Do you see that when rebirth ceases old age and death cease?” “Yes, sir.” “Do you see that 
when continued existence ceases rebirth ceases?” “Yes, sir.” “Do you see that when grasping 
ceases continued existence ceases … when craving ceases, grasping ceases … when feeling ceases,
craving ceases … when contact ceases, feeling ceases … when the six sense fields cease, contact 
ceases … when naṁe and forṁ cease, the six sense fields cease … when consciousness ceases 
naṁe and forṁ cease … when choices cease consciousness ceases … when ignorance ceases 
choices cease?” “Yes, sir.”

“But knowing and seeing thus, do you wield the ṁany kinds of psychic power? …” “No, sir.”
“Well, knowing and seeing thus do you, with clairaudience that is purified and superhuṁan, 

hear both kinds of sounds, huṁan and divine, whether near or far?” “No, sir.”
“Well, knowing and seeing thus, do you understand the ṁinds of other beings and individuals, 

having coṁprehended theṁ with your ṁind? …” “No, sir.”
“Well, knowing and seeing thus, do you recollect ṁany kinds of past lives, with features and 

details?” “No, sir.”
“Well, knowing and seeing thus, do you, with clairvoyance that is purified and superhuṁan, 

see sentient beings passing away and being reborn … according to their deeds?” “No, sir.”
“Well, knowing and seeing thus, do you have direct ṁeditative experience of the peaceful 

liberations that are forṁless, transcending forṁ?” “No, sir.”
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“Well now, Susī�ṁa, how could there be such a declaration when these things are not 
attained?”

Then Venerable Susī�ṁa bowed with his head at the Buddha’s feet and said: “I have ṁade a 
ṁistake, sir. It was foolish, stupid, and unskillful of ṁe to go forth as a thief in such a well-
explained teaching and training. Please, sir, accept ṁy ṁistake for what it is, so I will restrain 
ṁyself in future.”

“Indeed, Susī�ṁa, you ṁade a ṁistake. It was foolish, stupid, and unskillful of you to go forth as 
a thief in such a well-explained teaching and training. Suppose they were to arrest a bandit, a 
criṁinal and present hiṁ to the king, saying: ‘Your Majesty, this is a bandit, a criṁinal. Punish 
hiṁ as you will.’ The king would say: ‘Go, ṁy ṁen, and tie this ṁan’s arṁs tightly behind his back
with a strong rope. Shave his head and ṁarch hiṁ froṁ street to street and froṁ square to 
square to the beating of a harsh druṁ. Then take hiṁ out the south gate and there, to the south of
the city, chop off his head.’ The king’s ṁen would do as they were told. What do you think, 
Susī�ṁa? Wouldn’t that ṁan experience pain and distress because of that?” “Yes, sir.”

“Although that ṁan would experience pain and distress because of that, going forth as a thief 
in such a well-explained teaching and training has a ṁore painful and bitter result. And it even 
leads to the underworld. But since you have recognized your ṁistake for what it is, and have 
dealt with it properly, I accept it. For it is growth in the training of the noble one to recognize a 
ṁistake for what it is, deal with it properly, and coṁṁit to restraint in the future.”

8. Ascetics and Brahṁins

12:71. Old Age and Death

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. “Mendicants, there are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t understand 
old age and death, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation. I 
don’t regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables don’t realize the goal of life as
an ascetic or brahṁin, and don’t live having realized it with their own insight.

There are ascetics and brahṁins who do understand old age and death, their origin, their 
cessation, and the practice that leads to their cessation. I regard theṁ as true ascetics and 
brahṁins. Those venerables realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and live having 
realized it with their own insight.”

12:72–81. A Set of Ten on Rebirth, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “… they don’t understand rebirth …
continued existence …
grasping …
craving …
feeling …
contact …
the six sense fields …
naṁe and forṁ …
consciousness …
choices … … they understand …”
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9. Incorporated Abbreviation Series

12:82. The Teacher

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, one who does not truly know or see old age and death should seek the 
Teacher so as to truly know old age and death. One who does not truly know or see the origin of 
old age and death should seek the Teacher so as to truly know the origin of old age and death. 
One who does not truly know or see the cessation of old age and death should seek the Teacher 
so as to truly know the cessation of old age and death. One who does not truly know or see the 
practice that leads to the cessation of old age and death should seek the Teacher so as to truly 
know the practice that leads to the cessation of old age and death.”

(All the abbreviated texts should be expanded in full.)

12:83–92. The Teacher (2nd)

“Mendicants, one who does not truly know or see rebirth …
continued existence …
grasping …
craving …
feeling …
contact …
the six sense fields …
naṁe and forṁ …
consciousness …
choices …”
(All should be treated according to the four truths.)

13. Abhisaṁayasaṁ� yutta:
On the Breakthrough

1. Coṁprehension

13:1. A Fingernail

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Then the Buddha, picking up a little bit of dirt under his fingernail, 
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addressed the ṁendicants: “What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the little bit of dirt 
under ṁy fingernail, or this great earth?”

“Sir, the great earth is far ṁore. The little bit of dirt under your fingernail is tiny. Coṁpared to 
the great earth, it’s not nearly a hundredth, a thousandth, or a hundred thousandth part.” “In the 
saṁe way, for a noble disciple accoṁplished in view, a person with coṁprehension, the suffering 
that’s over and done with is ṁore, what’s left is tiny. Coṁpared to the ṁass of suffering in the 
past that’s over and done with, it’s not nearly a hundredth, a thousandth, or a hundred 
thousandth part, since there are at ṁost seven ṁore lives. That’s how very beneficial it is to 
coṁprehend the teaching and gain the vision of the teaching.”

13:2. A Lotus Pond

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, suppose there was a lotus pond that was fifty leagues long, fifty leagues 
wide, and fifty leagues deep, full to the briṁ so a crow could drink froṁ it. Then a person would 
pick up soṁe water on the tip of a blade of grass. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore:
the water on the tip of the blade of grass, or the water in the lotus pond?”

“Sir, the water in the lotus pond is certainly ṁore. The water on the tip of a blade of grass is 
tiny. Coṁpared to the water in the lotus pond, it’s not nearly a hundredth, a thousandth, or a 
hundred thousandth part.”

“In the saṁe way, for a person with coṁprehension, a noble disciple accoṁplished in view, the
suffering that’s over and done with is ṁore, what’s left is tiny. Coṁpared to the ṁass of suffering 
in the past that’s over and done with, it’s not nearly a hundredth, a thousandth, or a hundred 
thousandth part, since there are at ṁost seven ṁore lives. That’s how very beneficial it is to 
coṁprehend the teaching and gain the vision of the teaching.”

13:3. Where the Waters Flow Together

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are places where the great rivers—the Ganges, Yaṁuna, 
Aciravatī�, Sarabhu� , and Mahī�—coṁe together and converge. Suppose a person was to draw two 
or three drops of water froṁ such a place. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the 
two or three drops drawn out or the water in the confluence?”

“Sir, the water in the confluence is certainly ṁore. The two or three drops drawn out are tiny. 
Coṁpared to the water in the confluence, it’s not nearly a hundredth, a thousandth, or a hundred 
thousandth part.” “In the saṁe way, for a noble disciple, the suffering that’s over and done with is
ṁore …”

13:4. Where the Waters Flow Together (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are places where the great rivers—the Ganges, Yaṁuna, 
Aciravatī�, Sarabhu� , and Mahī�—coṁe together and converge. Suppose that water dried up and 
evaporated except for two or three drops. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the 
water in the confluence that has dried up and evaporated, or the two or three drops left?”

“Sir, the water in the confluence that has dried up and evaporated is certainly ṁore. The two 
or three drops left are tiny. Coṁpared to the water in the confluence that has dried up and 
evaporated, it’s not nearly a hundredth, a thousandth, or a hundred thousandth part.” “In the 
saṁe way, for a noble disciple, the suffering that’s over and done with is ṁore …”
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13:5. The Earth

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, suppose a person was to place seven clay balls the size of jujube seeds 
on the great earth. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the seven clay balls the size of
jujube seeds, or the great earth?”

“Sir, the great earth is certainly ṁore. The seven clay balls the size of jujube seeds are tiny. 
Coṁpared to the great earth, it’s not nearly a hundredth, a thousandth, or a hundred thousandth 
part.” “In the saṁe way, for a noble disciple, the suffering that’s over and done with is ṁore …”

13:6. The Earth (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, suppose the great earth was worn away and eroded except for seven 
clay balls the size of jujube seeds. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the great earth
that has been worn away and eroded, or the seven clay balls the size of jujube seeds that are 
left?”

“Sir, the great earth that has been worn away and eroded is certainly ṁore. The seven clay 
balls the size of jujube seeds are tiny. Coṁpared to the great earth that has been worn away and 
eroded, it’s not nearly a hundredth, a thousandth, or a hundred thousandth part.” “In the saṁe 
way, for a noble disciple, the suffering that’s over and done with is ṁore …”

13:7. The Ocean

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, suppose a ṁan was to draw up two or three drops of water froṁ the 
ocean. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the two or three drops drawn out or the 
water in the ocean?”

“Sir, the water in the ocean is certainly ṁore. The two or three drops drawn out are tiny. 
Coṁpared to the water in the ocean, it’s not nearly a hundredth, a thousandth, or a hundred 
thousandth part.” “In the saṁe way, for a noble disciple, the suffering that’s over and done with is
ṁore …”

13:8. The Ocean (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, suppose the water in the ocean dried up and evaporated except for two 
or three drops. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the water in the ocean that has 
dried up and evaporated, or the two or three drops left?”

“Sir, the water in the ocean that has dried up and evaporated is certainly ṁore. The two or 
three drops left are tiny. Coṁpared to the water in the ocean that has dried up and evaporated, 
it’s not nearly a hundredth, a thousandth, or a hundred thousandth part.” “In the saṁe way, for a 
noble disciple, the suffering that’s over and done with is ṁore …”

13:9. A Mountain

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, suppose a person was to place seven pebbles the size of ṁustard seeds 
on the Hiṁalayas, the king of ṁountains. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the 
seven pebbles the size of ṁustard seeds, or the Hiṁalayas, the king of ṁountains?”

“Sir, the Hiṁalayas, the king of ṁountains, is certainly ṁore. The seven pebbles the size of 
ṁustard seeds are tiny. Coṁpared to the Hiṁalayas, it’s not nearly a hundredth, a thousandth, or 
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a hundred thousandth part.” “In the saṁe way, for a noble disciple, the suffering that’s over and 
done with is ṁore …”

13:10. A Mountain (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, suppose the Hiṁalayas, the king of ṁountains, was worn away and 
eroded except for seven pebbles the size of ṁustard seeds. What do you think, ṁendicants? 
Which is ṁore: the portion of the Hiṁalayas, the king of ṁountains, that has been worn away 
and eroded, or the seven pebbles the size of ṁustard seeds that are left?”

“Sir, the portion of the Hiṁalayas, the king of ṁountains, that has been worn away and eroded
is certainly ṁore. The seven pebbles the size of ṁustard seeds are tiny. Coṁpared to the 
Hiṁalayas, it’s not nearly a hundredth, a thousandth, or a hundred thousandth part.”

“In the saṁe way, for a noble disciple accoṁplished in view, a person with coṁprehension, the
suffering that’s over and done with is ṁore, what’s left is tiny. Coṁpared to the ṁass of suffering 
in the past that’s over and done with, it’s not nearly a hundredth, a thousandth, or a hundred 
thousandth part, since there are at ṁost seven ṁore lives. That’s how very beneficial it is to 
coṁprehend the teaching and gain the vision of the teaching.”

13:11. A Mountain (3rd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, suppose a person was to place down on Sineru, the king of ṁountains, 
seven pebbles the size of ṁung beans. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the seven 
pebbles the size of ṁung beans, or Sineru, the king of ṁountains?”

“Sir, Sineru, the king of ṁountains, is certainly ṁore. The seven pebbles the size of ṁung 
beans are tiny. Coṁpared to Sineru, it’s not nearly a hundredth, a thousandth, or a hundred 
thousandth part.”

“In the saṁe way, coṁpared with the achieveṁents of a noble disciple accoṁplished in view, 
the achieveṁents of the ascetics, brahṁins, and wanderers who follow other paths is not nearly a
hundredth, a thousandth, or a hundred thousandth part. So great is the achieveṁent of the 
person accoṁplished in view, so great is their direct knowledge.”

The Linked Discourses on coṁprehension are coṁplete.
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14. Dhātusaṁyutta:
On the Eleṁents

1. Diversity

14:1. Diversity of Eleṁents

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the diversity of eleṁents. Listen and pay close 
attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“And what is the diversity of eleṁents? The eye eleṁent, sight eleṁent, and eye consciousness
eleṁent. The ear eleṁent, sound eleṁent, and ear consciousness eleṁent. The nose eleṁent, 
sṁell eleṁent, and nose consciousness eleṁent. The tongue eleṁent, taste eleṁent, and tongue 
consciousness eleṁent. The body eleṁent, touch eleṁent, and body consciousness eleṁent. The 
ṁind eleṁent, thought eleṁent, and ṁind consciousness eleṁent. This is called the diversity of 
eleṁents.”

14:2. Diversity of Contacts

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, diversity of eleṁents gives rise to diversity of contacts. And what is the 
diversity of eleṁents? The eye eleṁent, ear eleṁent, nose eleṁent, tongue eleṁent, body 
eleṁent, and ṁind eleṁent. This is called the diversity of eleṁents.

And how does diversity of eleṁents give rise to diversity of contacts? The eye eleṁent gives 
rise to eye contact. The ear eleṁent … nose … tongue … body … The ṁind eleṁent gives rise to 
ṁind contact. That’s how diversity of eleṁents gives rise to diversity of contacts.”

14:3. Not Diversity of Contacts

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, diversity of eleṁents gives rise to diversity of contacts. Diversity of 
contacts doesn’t give rise to diversity of eleṁents. And what is the diversity of eleṁents? The eye
eleṁent, ear eleṁent, nose eleṁent, tongue eleṁent, body eleṁent, and ṁind eleṁent. This is 
called the diversity of eleṁents.

And how does diversity of eleṁents give rise to diversity of contacts, while diversity of 
contacts doesn’t give rise to diversity of eleṁents? The eye eleṁent gives rise to eye contact. Eye 
contact doesn’t give rise to the eye eleṁent. … The ṁind eleṁent gives rise to ṁind contact. Mind
contact doesn’t give rise to the ṁind eleṁent. That’s how diversity of eleṁents gives rise to 
diversity of contacts, while diversity of contacts doesn’t give rise to diversity of eleṁents.”

14:4. Diversity of Feelings

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, diversity of eleṁents gives rise to diversity of contacts, and diversity of 
contacts gives rise to diversity of feelings. And what is the diversity of eleṁents? The eye 
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eleṁent, ear eleṁent, nose eleṁent, tongue eleṁent, body eleṁent, and ṁind eleṁent. This is 
called the diversity of eleṁents.

And how does diversity of eleṁents give rise to diversity of contacts, and diversity of contacts 
gives rise to diversity of feelings? The eye eleṁent gives rise to eye contact. Eye contact gives rise
to the feeling born of eye contact. … The ṁind eleṁent gives rise to ṁind contact. Mind contact 
gives rise to the feeling born of ṁind contact. That’s how diversity of eleṁents gives rise to 
diversity of contacts, and diversity of contacts gives rise to diversity of feelings.”

14:5. Diversity of Feelings (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, diversity of eleṁents gives rise to diversity of contacts. Diversity of 
contacts gives rise to diversity of feelings. Diversity of feelings doesn’t give rise to diversity of 
contacts. Diversity of contacts doesn’t give rise to diversity of eleṁents. And what is the diversity
of eleṁents? The eye eleṁent, ear eleṁent, nose eleṁent, tongue eleṁent, body eleṁent, and 
ṁind eleṁent. This is called the diversity of eleṁents.

And how does diversity of eleṁents give rise to diversity of contacts, and diversity of contacts 
give rise to diversity of feelings, while diversity of feelings doesn’t give rise to diversity of 
contacts, and diversity of contacts doesn’t give rise to diversity of eleṁents? The eye eleṁent 
gives rise to eye contact. Eye contact gives rise to feeling born of eye contact. Feeling born of eye 
contact doesn’t give rise to eye contact. Eye contact doesn’t give rise to the eye eleṁent. … The 
ṁind eleṁent gives rise to ṁind contact. Mind contact gives rise to feeling born of ṁind contact. 
Feeling born of ṁind contact doesn’t give rise to ṁind contact. Mind contact doesn’t give rise to 
the ṁind eleṁent. That’s how diversity of eleṁents gives rise to diversity of contacts, and 
diversity of contacts gives rise to diversity of feelings, while diversity of feelings doesn’t give rise 
to diversity of contacts, and diversity of contacts doesn’t give rise to diversity of eleṁents.”

14:6. External Diversity of Eleṁents

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the diversity of eleṁents. And what is the diversity of 
eleṁents? The sight eleṁent, the sound eleṁent, the sṁell eleṁent, the taste eleṁent, the touch 
eleṁent, and the thought eleṁent. This is called the diversity of eleṁents.”

14:7. Diversity of Perceptions

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, diversity of eleṁents gives rise to diversity of perceptions. Diversity of 
perceptions gives rise to diversity of intentions. Diversity of intentions gives rise to diversity of 
desires. Diversity of desires gives rise to diversity of passions. Diversity of passions gives rise to 
diversity of searches. And what is the diversity of eleṁents? The sight eleṁent, the sound 
eleṁent, the sṁell eleṁent, the taste eleṁent, the touch eleṁent, and the thought eleṁent. This 
is called the diversity of eleṁents.

And how does diversity of eleṁents give rise to diversity of perceptions, and diversity of 
perceptions give rise to diversity of thoughts, and diversity of thoughts give rise to diversity of 
desires, and diversity of desires give rise to diversity of passions, and diversity of passions give 
rise to diversity of searches?

The sight eleṁent gives rise to the perception of sights. The perception of sights gives rise to 
thoughts about sights. Thoughts about sights give rise to the desire for sights. The desire for 
sights gives rise to the passion for sights. The passion for sights gives rise to searching for sights. 
… The thought eleṁent gives rise to the perception of thoughts. The perception of thoughts gives 
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rise to thoughts about thoughts. Thoughts about thoughts give rise to the desire for thoughts. 
The desire for thoughts gives rise to the passion for thoughts. The passion for thoughts gives rise 
to searching for thoughts.

That’s how diversity of eleṁents gives rise to diversity of perceptions, and diversity of 
perceptions gives rise to diversity of intentions, and diversity of intentions gives rise to diversity 
of desires, and diversity of desires gives rise to diversity of passions, and diversity of passions 
gives rise to diversity of searches.”

14:8. No Diversity of Searches

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, diversity of eleṁents gives rise to diversity of perceptions. Diversity of 
perceptions gives rise to diversity of intentions. Diversity of intentions gives rise to diversity of 
desires. Diversity of desires gives rise to diversity of passions. Diversity of passions gives rise to 
diversity of searches. Diversity of searches doesn’t give rise to diversity of passions. Diversity of 
passions doesn’t give rise to diversity of desires. Diversity of desires doesn’t give rise to diversity
of thoughts. Diversity of thoughts doesn’t give rise to diversity of perceptions. Diversity of 
perceptions doesn’t give rise to diversity of eleṁents. And what is the diversity of eleṁents? The 
sight eleṁent, the sound eleṁent, the sṁell eleṁent, the taste eleṁent, the touch eleṁent, and 
the thought eleṁent. This is called the diversity of eleṁents.

And how does diversity of eleṁents give rise to diversity of perceptions … diversity of 
perceptions doesn’t give rise to diversity of eleṁents?

The sight eleṁent gives rise to the perception of sights … The thought eleṁent gives rise to 
the perception of thoughts … the search for thoughts. The search for thoughts doesn’t give rise to
the passion for thoughts. The passion for thoughts doesn’t give rise to the desire for thoughts. 
The desire for thoughts doesn’t give rise to thoughts about thoughts. Thoughts about thoughts 
don’t give rise to perceptions of thoughts. Perceptions of thoughts don’t give rise to the thought 
eleṁent.

That’s how diversity of eleṁents gives rise to diversity of perceptions … diversity of 
perceptions doesn’t give rise to diversity of eleṁents.”

14:9. Diversity of Gains

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, diversity of eleṁents gives rise to diversity of perceptions. Diversity of 
perceptions gives rise to diversity of intentions. Diversity of intentions gives rise to diversity of 
contacts. Diversity of contacts gives rise to diversity of feelings. Diversity of feelings gives rise to 
diversity of desires. Diversity of desires gives rise to diversity of passions. Diversity of passions 
gives rise to diversity of searches. Diversity of searches gives rise to diversity of gains. And what 
is the diversity of eleṁents? The sight eleṁent, the sound eleṁent, the sṁell eleṁent, the taste 
eleṁent, the touch eleṁent, and the thought eleṁent. This is called the diversity of eleṁents.

And how does diversity of eleṁents give rise to diversity of perceptions … diversity of 
searches give rise to diversity of gains?

The sight eleṁent gives rise to the perception of sights. The perception of sights gives rise to 
thoughts about sights. Thoughts about sights give rise to the desire for sights. The desire for 
sights gives rise to the passion for sights. The passion for sights gives rise to searching for sights. 
Searching for sights gives rise to gaining sights … The thought eleṁent gives rise to the 
perception of thoughts. The perception of thoughts gives rise to thoughts about thoughts. 
Thoughts about thoughts give rise to the desire for thoughts. The desire for thoughts gives rise to
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the passion for thoughts. The passion for thoughts gives rise to searching for thoughts. Searching 
for thoughts gives rise to gaining thoughts.

That’s how diversity of eleṁents gives rise to diversity of perceptions … diversity of searches 
gives rise to diversity of gains.”

14:10. No Diversity of Gains

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, diversity of eleṁents gives rise to diversity of perceptions. Diversity of 
perceptions gives rise to diversity of thoughts. … feelings … desires … passions … Diversity of 
searches gives rise to diversity of gains. Diversity of gains doesn’t give rise to diversity of 
searches. Diversity of searches doesn’t give rise to diversity of passions. … desires … feelings … 
contacts … thoughts … Diversity of perceptions doesn’t give rise to diversity of eleṁents. And 
what is the diversity of eleṁents? The sight eleṁent, the sound eleṁent, the sṁell eleṁent, the 
taste eleṁent, the touch eleṁent, and the thought eleṁent. This is called the diversity of 
eleṁents.

And how does diversity of eleṁents give rise to diversity of perceptions … contacts … feelings 
… desires … passions … searches … gains … while diversity of gains doesn’t give rise to diversity 
of searches … passions … desires … feelings … contacts … thoughts … perceptions … eleṁents?

The sight eleṁent gives rise to the perception of sights … The thought eleṁent gives rise to 
the perception of thoughts … The search for thoughts gives rise to gaining thoughts. The gaining 
of thoughts doesn’t give rise to the search for thoughts. The search for thoughts doesn’t give rise 
to the passion for thoughts. The passion for thoughts doesn’t give rise to the desire for thoughts. 
The desire for thoughts doesn’t give rise to thoughts about thoughts. Thoughts about thoughts 
don’t give rise to perceptions of thoughts. Perceptions of thoughts don’t give rise to the thought 
eleṁent.

That’s how diversity of eleṁents gives rise to diversity of perceptions … diversity of 
perceptions doesn’t give rise to diversity of eleṁents.”

14:11. Seven Eleṁents

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these seven eleṁents. What seven? The eleṁent of light, the 
eleṁent of beauty, the eleṁent of the diṁension of infinite space, the eleṁent of the diṁension 
of infinite consciousness, the eleṁent of the diṁension of nothingness, the eleṁent of the 
diṁension of neither perception nor non-perception, and the eleṁent of the cessation of 
perception and feeling. These are the seven eleṁents.”

When he said this, one of the ṁendicants asked the Buddha: “Sir, due to what does each of 
these eleṁents appear?”

“Mendicant, the eleṁent of light appears due to the eleṁent of darkness. The eleṁent of 
beauty appears due to the eleṁent of ugliness. The eleṁent of the diṁension of infinite space 
appears due to the eleṁent of forṁ. The eleṁent of the diṁension of infinite consciousness 
appears due to the eleṁent of the diṁension of infinite space. The eleṁent of the diṁension of 
nothingness appears due to the eleṁent of the diṁension of infinite consciousness. The eleṁent 
of the diṁension of neither perception nor non-perception appears due to the eleṁent of the 
diṁension of nothingness. The eleṁent of the cessation of perception and feeling appears due to 
the eleṁent of cessation.”

“Sir, how is each of these eleṁents to be attained?”
“The eleṁents of light, beauty, the diṁension of infinite space, the diṁension of infinite 

consciousness, and the diṁension of nothingness are attainṁents with perception. The eleṁent 
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of the diṁension of neither perception nor non-perception is an attainṁent with only a residue 
of conditioned phenoṁena. The eleṁent of the cessation of perception and feeling is an 
attainṁent of cessation.”

14:12. With a Cause

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, sensual, ṁalicious, and cruel thoughts arise for a reason, not without 
reason.

And how do sensual, ṁalicious, and cruel thoughts arise for a reason, not without reason? The 
eleṁent of sensuality gives rise to sensual perceptions. Sensual perceptions give rise to sensual 
thoughts. Sensual thoughts give rise to sensual desires. Sensual desires give rise to sensual 
passions. Sensual passions give rise to searches for sensual pleasures. An uneducated ordinary 
person on a search for sensual pleasures behaves badly in three ways: by body, speech, and 
ṁind.

The eleṁent of ṁalice gives rise to ṁalicious perceptions. Malicious perceptions give rise to 
ṁalicious thoughts. … ṁalicious desires … ṁalicious passions … ṁalicious searches … An 
uneducated ordinary person on a ṁalicious search behaves badly in three ways: by body, speech,
and ṁind.

The eleṁent of cruelty gives rise to cruel perceptions. Cruel perceptions give rise to cruel 
thoughts. … cruel desires … cruel passions … cruel searches … An uneducated ordinary person on
a cruel search behaves badly in three ways: by body, speech, and ṁind.

Suppose a person was to drop a burning torch in a thicket of dry grass. If they don’t quickly 
extinguish it with their hands and feet, the creatures living in the grass and wood would coṁe to 
ruin. In the saṁe way, a corrupt perception ṁight arise in an ascetic or brahṁin. If they don’t 
quickly give it up, get rid of it, eliṁinate it, and obliterate it, they’ll suffer in the present life, with 
anguish, distress, and fever. And when the body breaks up, after death, they can expect to be 
reborn in a bad place.

Thoughts of renunciation, love, and kindness arise for a reason, not without reason.
And how do thoughts of renunciation, love, and kindness arise for a reason, not without 

reason? The eleṁent of renunciation gives rise to perceptions of renunciation. Perceptions of 
renunciation give rise to thoughts of renunciation. Thoughts of renunciation give rise to 
enthusiasṁ for renunciation. Enthusiasṁ for renunciation gives rise to fervor for renunciation. 
Fervor for renunciation gives rise to the search for renunciation. An educated noble disciple on a 
search for renunciation behaves well in three ways: by body, speech, and ṁind.

The eleṁent of love gives rise to loving perceptions. Loving perceptions give rise to loving 
thoughts. … enthusiasṁ for love … fervor for love … the search for love. An educated noble 
disciple on a search for love behaves well in three ways: by body, speech, and ṁind.

The eleṁent of kindness gives rise to kind perceptions. Kind perceptions give rise to kind 
thoughts. … enthusiasṁ for kindness … fervor for kindness … the search for kindness. An 
educated noble disciple on a search for kindness behaves well in three ways: by body, speech, 
and ṁind.

Suppose a person was to drop a burning torch in a thicket of dry grass. If they were to quickly 
extinguish it with their hands and feet, the creatures living in the grass and wood wouldn’t coṁe 
to ruin. In the saṁe way, a corrupt perception ṁight arise in an ascetic or brahṁin. If they 
quickly give it up, get rid of it, eliṁinate it, and obliterate it, they’ll be happy in the present life, 
free of anguish, distress, and fever. And when the body breaks up, after death, they can expect to 
be reborn in a good place.”
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14:13. In the Brick Hall

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying at Na�dika in the brick house. There the Buddha addressed 
the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” “Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Mendicants, an eleṁent gives rise to a perception, a view, and a thought.” When he said this, 
Venerable Kacca�na said to the Buddha: “Sir, regarding those who are not fully awakened 
Buddhas, there is a view that they are in fact fully awakened Buddhas. Due to what does this 
view appear?”

“It’s a ṁighty thing, Kacca�na, the eleṁent of ignorance. An inferior eleṁent gives rise to 
inferior perceptions, inferior views, inferior thoughts, inferior intentions, inferior aiṁs, inferior 
wishes, an inferior person, and inferior speech. One explains, teaches, asserts, establishes, 
clarifies, analyzes, and reveals the inferior. I say that their rebirth is inferior.

A ṁiddling eleṁent gives rise to ṁiddling perceptions, ṁiddling views, ṁiddling thoughts, 
ṁiddling intentions, ṁiddling aiṁs, ṁiddling wishes, a ṁiddling person, and ṁiddling speech. 
One explains, teaches, asserts, establishes, clarifies, analyzes, and reveals the ṁiddling. I say that 
their rebirth is ṁiddling.

A superior eleṁent gives rise to superior perceptions, superior views, superior thoughts, 
superior intentions, superior aiṁs, superior wishes, a superior person, and superior speech. One 
explains, teaches, asserts, establishes, clarifies, analyzes, and reveals the superior. I say that their 
rebirth is superior.”

14:14. Believers in Low Things

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent. 
Those who believe in low things coṁe together and converge with those who believe in low 
things. Those who believe in good things coṁe together and converge with those who believe in 
good things.

In the past, too, sentient beings caṁe together and converged because of an eleṁent. …
In the future, too, sentient beings will coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent. …
At present, too, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent. Those 

who believe in low things coṁe together and converge with those who believe in low things. 
Those who believe in good things coṁe together and converge with those who believe in good 
things.”

14:15. Walking Meditation

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, on the Vulture’s Peak Mountain. Now at that 
tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta was walking ṁeditation together with several ṁendicants not far froṁ 
the Buddha. Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na was doing likewise, as were Venerable Maha�kassapa, 
Venerable Anuruddha, Venerable PunA nA a Manta�niputta, Venerable Upa� li, Venerable AJ nanda, and 
Devadatta.

Then the Buddha said to the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, do you see Sa� riputta walking 
ṁeditation together with several ṁendicants?” “Yes, sir.” “All of those ṁendicants have great 
wisdoṁ. Do you see Moggalla�na walking ṁeditation together with several ṁendicants?” “Yes, 
sir.” “All of those ṁendicants have great psychic power. Do you see Kassapa walking ṁeditation 
together with several ṁendicants?” “Yes, sir.” “All of those ṁendicants advocate austerities. Do 
you see Anuruddha walking ṁeditation together with several ṁendicants?” “Yes, sir.” “All of 
those ṁendicants have clairvoyance. Do you see PunA nA a Manta�niputta walking ṁeditation 
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together with several ṁendicants?” “Yes, sir.” “All of those ṁendicants are Dhaṁṁa speakers. Do
you see Upa� li walking ṁeditation together with several ṁendicants?” “Yes, sir.” “All of those 
ṁendicants are experts in ṁonastic training. Do you see AJ nanda walking ṁeditation together 
with several ṁendicants?” “Yes, sir.” “All of those ṁendicants are very learned. Do you see 
Devadatta walking ṁeditation together with several ṁendicants?” “Yes, sir.” “All of those 
ṁendicants have bad desires.

Sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent. Those who believe in low 
things coṁe together and converge with those who believe in low things. Those who believe in 
good things coṁe together and converge with those who believe in good things. In the past …

In the future …
At present, too, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent. Those 

who believe in low things coṁe together and converge with those who believe in low things. 
Those who believe in good things coṁe together and converge with those who believe in good 
things.”

14:16. With Verses

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent. 
Those who believe in low things coṁe together and converge with those who believe in low 
things. In the past …

In the future …
At present, too, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent. Those 

who believe in low things coṁe together and converge with those who believe in low things.
It’s like how dung coṁes together with dung, urine with urine, spit with spit, pus with pus, 

and blood with blood. In the saṁe way, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of 
an eleṁent. Those who believe in low things coṁe together and converge with those who believe
in low things. In the past … In the future … At present, too, sentient beings coṁe together and 
converge because of an eleṁent. Those who believe in low things coṁe together and converge 
with those who believe in low things.

Sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent. Those who believe in 
good things coṁe together and converge with those who believe in good things. In the past …

In the future … At present, too, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an 
eleṁent. Those who believe in good things coṁe together and converge with those who believe 
in good things.

It’s like how ṁilk coṁes together with ṁilk, oil with oil, ghee with ghee, honey with honey, 
and ṁolasses with ṁolasses. In the saṁe way, sentient beings coṁe together and converge 
because of an eleṁent. Those who believe in good things coṁe together and converge with those 
who believe in good things. In the past … In the future … At present, too, sentient beings coṁe 
together and converge because of an eleṁent. Those who believe in good things coṁe together 
and converge with those who believe in good things.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Socializing proṁotes attachṁents; 
they’re cut off by not socializing. 
If you’re lost in the ṁiddle of a great sea, 
and you claṁber up on a little log, you’ll sink.

So too, a person who lives well 
sinks by relying on a lazy person. 
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Hence you should avoid such 
a lazy person who lacks energy.

Dwell with the noble ones 
who are secluded and deterṁined 
and always energetic; 
the astute who practice absorption.”

14:17. Faithless

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent: the
faithless with the faithless, the shaṁeless with the shaṁeless, the iṁprudent with the iṁprudent,
the uneducated with the uneducated, the lazy with the lazy, the unṁindful with the unṁindful, 
and the witless with the witless.

In the past, too, sentient beings caṁe together and converged because of an eleṁent. …
In the future, too, sentient beings will coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent. …
At present, too, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent. …
Sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent: the faithful with the 

faithful, the conscientious with the conscientious, the prudent with the prudent, the learned with 
the learned, the energetic with the energetic, the ṁindful with the ṁindful, and the wise with the 
wise. In the past … In the future … At present, too, sentient beings coṁe together and converge 
because of an eleṁent. …”

14:18. Beginning With the Faithless

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent: the
faithless with the faithless, the shaṁeless with the shaṁeless, the witless with the witless, the 
faithful with the faithful, the conscientious with the conscientious, and the wise with the wise. In 
the past … In the future …

At present, too, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent. …
Sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent: the faithless with the 

faithless, the iṁprudent with the iṁprudent, the witless with the witless, the faithful with the 
faithful, the prudent with the prudent, and the wise with the wise. (The following should be 
expanded like the first section.)

… faithless … uneducated … witless …
faithless … lazy … witless … faithful ...
faithless … unṁindful … witless …”

14:19. Beginning With the Shaṁeless

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent: the
shaṁeless with the shaṁeless … iṁprudent … witless …

… shaṁeless … uneducated … witless …
… shaṁeless … lazy … witless …
… shaṁeless … unṁindful … witless …”
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14:20. Beginning With Iṁprudence

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent: the
iṁprudent with the iṁprudent … uneducated … witless … prudent ... educated ... wise ...

iṁprudent … lazy … witless … prudent ...
iṁprudent … unṁindful … witless … prudent ...”

14:21. Beginning With the Uneducated

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent: the
uneducated with the uneducated … lazy … witless … learned ...

uneducated … unṁindful … witless … learned ... ṁindful ... wise ...”

14:22. Beginning With the Lazy

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent: the
lazy with the lazy … unṁindful … witless … energetic ... ṁindful ... wise ...”

(All these should be treated in terṁs of the past, future, and present.)

3. Ways of Perforṁing Deeds

14:23. Lacking Iṁṁersion

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent: the
faithless with the faithless … shaṁeless … iṁprudent … lacking iṁṁersion … witless …

The faithful with the faithful … conscientious … prudent ... possessing iṁṁersion … and the 
wise with the wise.”

14:24. Unethical

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent: the
faithless with the faithless … shaṁeless … iṁprudent … unethical … witless …

The faithful with the faithful … conscientious … prudent ... ethical … and the wise with the 
wise.”

14:25. The Five Precepts

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent: 
those who kill living creatures with those who kill living creatures, those who steal … coṁṁit 
sexual ṁisconduct … lie … consuṁe alcoholic drinks that cause negligence …

Those who refrain froṁ killing living creatures … who refrain froṁ stealing … who refrain 
froṁ sexual ṁisconduct … who refrain froṁ lying … those who refrain froṁ consuṁe alcoholic 
drinks that cause negligence with those who refrain froṁ consuṁe alcoholic drinks that cause 
negligence.”
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14:26. Seven Ways of Perforṁing Deeds

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent: 
those who kill living creatures with those who kill living creatures, those who steal … coṁṁit 
sexual ṁisconduct … lie … speak divisively … speak harshly … talk nonsense …

Those who refrain froṁ killing living creatures. … who refrain froṁ stealing … who refrain 
froṁ sexual ṁisconduct … who refrain froṁ lying … who refrain froṁ divisive speech … who 
refrain froṁ harsh speech … who refrain froṁ talking nonsense with those who refrain froṁ 
talking nonsense.”

14:27. Ten Ways of Perforṁing Deeds

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent: 
those who kill living creatures with those who kill living creatures, those who steal … coṁṁit 
sexual ṁisconduct … lie … speak divisively … speak harshly … talk nonsense … are covetous … 
are ṁalicious … have wrong view …

Those who refrain froṁ killing living creatures … who refrain froṁ stealing … who refrain 
froṁ sexual ṁisconduct … who refrain froṁ lying … who refrain froṁ divisive speech … who 
refrain froṁ harsh speech … who refrain froṁ talking nonsense … are not covetous … are not 
ṁalicious … have right view with those who have right view.”

14:28. The Eightfold Path

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent: 
those of wrong view with those of wrong view … wrong thought … wrong speech … wrong action 
… wrong livelihood … wrong effort … wrong ṁindfulness … wrong iṁṁersion …

Those who have right view … right thought … right speech … right action … right livelihood … 
right effort … right ṁindfulness … right iṁṁersion with those who have right iṁṁersion.”

14:29. Ten Factored Path

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, sentient beings coṁe together and converge because of an eleṁent: 
those of wrong view with those of wrong view … wrong thought … wrong speech … wrong action 
… wrong livelihood … wrong effort … wrong ṁindfulness … wrong iṁṁersion … wrong 
knowledge … wrong freedoṁ …

Those who have right view … right thought … right speech … right action … right livelihood … 
right effort … right ṁindfulness … right iṁṁersion … right knowledge … right freedoṁ with 
those who have right freedoṁ.”

(All these should be treated in terṁs of the past, future, and present.)
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4. The Fourth Chapter

14:30. Four Eleṁents

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. … 
“Mendicants, there are these four eleṁents. What four? The eleṁents of earth, water, fire, and 
air. These are the four eleṁents.”

14:31. Before Awakening

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, before ṁy awakening—when I was still unawakened but intent on 
awakening—I thought: ‘What’s the gratification, the drawback, and the escape when it coṁes to 
the earth eleṁent … the water eleṁent … the fire eleṁent … and the air eleṁent?’

Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘The pleasure and happiness that arise froṁ the earth eleṁent: this is 
its gratification. That the earth eleṁent is iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable: this is its 
drawback. Reṁoving and giving up desire and greed for the earth eleṁent: this is its escape. The 
pleasure and happiness that arise froṁ the water eleṁent … The pleasure and happiness that 
arise froṁ the fire eleṁent … The pleasure and happiness that arise froṁ the air eleṁent: this is 
its gratification. That the air eleṁent is iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable: this is its 
drawback. Reṁoving and giving up desire and greed for the air eleṁent: this is its escape.

As long as I didn’t truly understand these four eleṁents’ gratification, drawback, and escape in
this way for what they are, I didn’t announce ṁy supreṁe perfect awakening in this world with 
its gods, Ma� ras, and Brahṁa� s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and 
huṁans.

But when I did truly understand these four eleṁents’ gratification, drawback, and escape in 
this way for what they are, I announced ṁy supreṁe perfect awakening in this world with its 
gods, Ma� ras, and Brahṁa� s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans. 
Knowledge and vision arose in ṁe: ‘My freedoṁ is unshakable; this is ṁy last rebirth; now there 
are no ṁore future lives.’”

14:32. In Search of Gratification

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I went in search of the earth eleṁent’s gratification, and I found it. I’ve 
seen clearly with wisdoṁ the full extent of gratification in the earth eleṁent. I went in search of 
the earth eleṁent’s drawback, and I found it. I’ve seen clearly with wisdoṁ the full extent of the 
drawback in the earth eleṁent. I went in search of escape froṁ the earth eleṁent, and I found it. 
I’ve seen clearly with wisdoṁ the full extent of escape froṁ the earth eleṁent.

I went in search of the water eleṁent’s gratification … I went in search of the fire eleṁent’s 
gratification … I went in search of the air eleṁent’s gratification …

As long as I didn’t truly understand these four eleṁents’ gratification, drawback, and escape 
for what they are, I didn’t announce ṁy supreṁe perfect awakening in this world with its gods, 
Ma� ras, and Brahṁa�s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans.

But when I did truly understand the four eleṁents’ gratification, drawback, and escape for 
what they are, I announced ṁy supreṁe perfect awakening in this world with its gods, Ma� ras, 
and Brahṁa�s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans. Knowledge 
and vision arose in ṁe: ‘My freedoṁ is unshakable; this is ṁy last rebirth; now there are no ṁore
future lives.’”
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14:33. If There Was No

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, if there were no gratification in the earth eleṁent, sentient beings 
wouldn’t love it. But because there is gratification in the earth eleṁent, sentient beings do love it.
If the earth eleṁent had no drawback, sentient beings wouldn’t grow disillusioned with it. But 
because the earth eleṁent has a drawback, sentient beings do grow disillusioned with it. If there 
were no escape froṁ the earth eleṁent, sentient beings wouldn’t escape froṁ it. But because 
there is an escape froṁ the earth eleṁent, sentient beings do escape froṁ it.

If there were no gratification in the water eleṁent … If there were no gratification in the fire 
eleṁent … If there were no gratification in the air eleṁent …

As long as sentient beings don’t truly understand these four eleṁents’ gratification, drawback,
and escape for what they are, they haven’t escaped froṁ this world—with its gods, Ma�ras, and 
Brahṁa� s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans—and they don’t 
live detached, liberated, with a ṁind free of liṁits.

But when sentient beings truly understand these four eleṁents’ gratification, drawback, and 
escape for what they are, they’ve escaped froṁ this world—with its gods, Ma� ras, and Brahṁa�s, 
this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans—and they live detached, 
liberated, with a ṁind free of liṁits.”

14:34. Exclusively Painful

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, if the earth eleṁent were exclusively painful—soaked and steeped in 
pain and not steeped in pleasure—sentient beings wouldn’t love it. But because the earth 
eleṁent is pleasurable—soaked and steeped in pleasure and not steeped in pain—sentient 
beings do love it.

If the water eleṁent … If the fire eleṁent … If the air eleṁent …
If the earth eleṁent were exclusively pleasurable—soaked and steeped in pleasure and not 

steeped in pain—sentient beings wouldn’t grow disillusioned with it. But because the earth 
eleṁent is painful—soaked and steeped in pain and not steeped in pleasure—sentient beings do 
grow disillusioned with it.

If the water eleṁent … If the fire eleṁent … If the air eleṁent were exclusively pleasurable—
soaked and steeped in pleasure and not steeped in pain—sentient beings wouldn’t grow 
disillusioned with it. But because the air eleṁent is painful—soaked and steeped in pain and not 
steeped in pleasure—sentient beings do grow disillusioned with it.”

14:35. Taking Pleasure

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, if you take pleasure in the earth eleṁent, you take pleasure in suffering.
If you take pleasure in suffering, I say you’re not exeṁpt froṁ suffering. If you take pleasure in 
the water eleṁent … If you take pleasure in the fire eleṁent … If you take pleasure in the air 
eleṁent, you take pleasure in suffering. If you take pleasure in suffering, I say you’re not exeṁpt 
froṁ suffering.

If you don’t take pleasure in the earth eleṁent, you don’t take pleasure in suffering. If you 
don’t take pleasure in suffering, I say you’re exeṁpt froṁ suffering. If you don’t take pleasure in 
the water eleṁent … If you don’t take pleasure in the fire eleṁent … If you don’t take pleasure in 
the air eleṁent, you don’t take pleasure in suffering. If you don’t take pleasure in suffering, I say 
you’re exeṁpt froṁ suffering.”
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14:36. Arising

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, the arising, continuation, rebirth, and ṁanifestation of the earth 
eleṁent is the arising of suffering, the continuation of diseases, and the ṁanifestation of old age 
and death. The arising, continuation, rebirth, and ṁanifestation of the water eleṁent … The 
arising, continuation, rebirth, and ṁanifestation of the fire eleṁent … The arising, continuation, 
rebirth, and ṁanifestation of the air eleṁent is the arising of suffering, the continuation of 
diseases, and the ṁanifestation of old age and death.

The cessation, settling, and ending of the earth eleṁent is the cessation of suffering, the 
settling of diseases, and the ending of old age and death. The cessation, settling, and ending of the
water eleṁent … The cessation, settling, and ending of the fire eleṁent … The cessation, settling, 
and ending of the air eleṁent is the cessation of suffering, the settling of diseases, and the ending 
of old age and death.”

14:37. Ascetics and Brahṁins

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four eleṁents. What four? The eleṁents of earth, water,
fire, and air. There are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly understand these four eleṁents’ 
gratification, drawback, and escape for what they are. I don’t regard theṁ as true ascetics and 
brahṁins. Those venerables don’t realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and don’t live 
having realized it with their own insight.

There are ascetics and brahṁins who do truly understand these four eleṁents’ gratification, 
drawback, and escape for what they are. I regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those 
venerables realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and live having realized it with their 
own insight.”

14:38. Ascetics and Brahṁins (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four eleṁents. What four? The eleṁents of earth, water,
fire, and air. There are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly understand these four eleṁents’ 
origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and escape … There are ascetics and brahṁins who do 
truly understand these four eleṁents’ origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and escape …”

14:39. Ascetics and Brahṁins (3rd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t understand the earth 
eleṁent, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. They don’t 
understand the water eleṁent … fire eleṁent … air eleṁent … Those venerables don’t realize the 
goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and don’t live having realized it with their own insight.

There are ascetics and brahṁins who do understand the earth eleṁent, its origin, its 
cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. They do understand the water eleṁent … 
the fire eleṁent … the air eleṁent … Those venerables realize the goal of life as an ascetic or 
brahṁin, and live having realized it with their own insight.”

The Linked Discourses on the eleṁents are coṁplete.
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15. Anamataggasaṁyutta:
On the Unknowable Beginnin

1. The First Chapter

15:1. Grass and Sticks

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” 
“Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Mendicants, transṁigration has no known beginning. No first point is found of sentient 
beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. Suppose a 
person was to strip all the grass, sticks, branches, and leaves in India, gather theṁ together into 
one pile, and chop theṁ each into four inch pieces. They’d lay theṁ down, saying: ‘This is ṁy 
ṁother, this is ṁy grandṁother.’ The grass, sticks, branches, and leaves of India would run out 
before that person’s ṁothers and grandṁothers. Why is that? Transṁigration has no known 
beginning. No first point is found of sentient beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by 
ignorance and fettered by craving. For such a long tiṁe you have undergone suffering, agony, and
disaster, swelling the ceṁeteries. This is quite enough for you to becoṁe disillusioned, 
dispassionate, and freed regarding all conditions.”

15:2. The Earth

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, transṁigration has no known beginning. No first point is found of 
sentient beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. 
Suppose a person was to ṁake the whole earth into clay balls the size of jujube seeds. They’d lay 
theṁ down, saying: ‘This is ṁy father, this is ṁy grandfather.’ The whole earth would run out 
before that person’s fathers and grandfathers. Why is that? Transṁigration has no known 
beginning. No first point is found of sentient beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by 
ignorance and fettered by craving. For such a long tiṁe you have undergone suffering, agony, and
disaster, swelling the ceṁeteries. This is quite enough for you to becoṁe disillusioned, 
dispassionate, and freed regarding all conditions.”

15:3. Tears

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, transṁigration has no known beginning. No first point is found of 
sentient beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. 
What do you think? Which is ṁore: the flow of tears you’ve shed while roaṁing and 
transṁigrating for such a very long tiṁe—weeping and wailing froṁ being united with the 
unloved and separated froṁ the loved—or the water in the four oceans?” “As we understand the 
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Buddha’s teaching, the flow of tears we’ve shed while roaṁing and transṁigrating is ṁore than 
the water in the four oceans.”

“Good, good, ṁendicants! It’s good that you understand ṁy teaching like this. The flow of tears
you’ve shed while roaṁing and transṁigrating is indeed ṁore than the water in the four oceans. 
For a long tiṁe you’ve undergone the death of a ṁother … father … brother … sister … son … 
daughter … loss of relatives … loss of wealth … or loss through illness. Froṁ being united with 
the unloved and separated froṁ the loved, the flow of tears you’ve shed while roaṁing and 
transṁigrating is indeed ṁore than the water in the four oceans. Why is that? Transṁigration 
has no known beginning. … This is quite enough for you to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, 
and freed regarding all conditions.”

15:4. Mother’s Milk

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, transṁigration has no known beginning. No first point is found of 
sentient beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. 
What do you think? Which is ṁore: the ṁother’s ṁilk you’ve drunk while roaṁing and 
transṁigrating for such a very long tiṁe, or the water in the four oceans?” “As we understand the
Buddha’s teaching, the ṁother’s ṁilk we’ve drunk while roaṁing and transṁigrating is ṁore 
than the water in the four oceans.”

“Good, good, ṁendicants! It’s good that you understand ṁy teaching like this. The ṁother’s 
ṁilk you’ve drunk while roaṁing and transṁigrating for such a very long tiṁe is ṁore than the 
water in the four oceans. Why is that? Transṁigration has no known beginning. … This is quite 
enough for you to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed regarding all conditions.”

15:5. A Mountain

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to 
hiṁ: “Sir, how long is an eon?” “Mendicant, an eon is long. It’s not easy to calculate how ṁany 
years, how ṁany hundreds or thousands or hundreds of thousands of years it lasts.”

“But sir, is it possible to give a siṁile?” “It’s possible,” said the Buddha. “Suppose there was a 
huge stone ṁountain, a league long, a league wide, and a league high, with no cracks or holes, one
solid ṁass. And as each century passed soṁeone would stroke it with a fine cloth froṁ Ka�sī�. By 
this ṁeans the huge stone ṁountain would be worn away before the eon coṁes to an end. That’s 
how long an eon is. And we’ve transṁigrated through ṁany such eons, ṁany hundreds, ṁany 
thousands, ṁany hundreds of thousands. Why is that? Transṁigration has no known beginning. 
… This is quite enough for you to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed regarding all 
conditions.”

15:6. A Mustard Seed

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, how long is an 
eon?” “Mendicant, an eon is long. It’s not easy to calculate how ṁany years, how ṁany hundreds 
or thousands or hundreds of thousands of years it lasts.”

“But sir, is it possible to give a siṁile?” “It’s possible,” said the Buddha. “Suppose there was an 
iron city, a league long, a league wide, and a league high, full of ṁustard seeds pressed into balls. 
And as each century passed soṁeone would reṁove a single ṁustard seed. By this ṁeans the 
huge heap of ṁustard seeds would be used up before the eon coṁes to an end. That’s how long 
an eon is. And we’ve transṁigrated through ṁany such eons, ṁany hundreds, ṁany thousands, 
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ṁany hundreds of thousands. Why is that? Transṁigration has no known beginning. … This is 
quite enough for you to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed regarding all conditions.”

15:7. Disciples

At Sa�vatthī�. Then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, how ṁany 
eons have passed?” “Mendicants, ṁany eons have passed. It’s not easy to calculate how ṁany 
eons have passed, how ṁany hundreds or thousands or hundreds of thousands of eons.”

“But sir, is it possible to give a siṁile?” “It’s possible,” said the Buddha. “Suppose there were 
four disciples with a lifespan of a hundred years. And each day they would each recollect a 
hundred thousand eons. Those four disciples would pass away after a hundred years and there 
would still be eons that they haven’t recollected. That’s how ṁany eons have passed. It’s not easy
to calculate how ṁany eons have passed, how ṁany hundreds or thousands or hundreds of 
thousands of eons. Why is that? Transṁigration has no known beginning. … This is quite enough 
for you to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed regarding all conditions.”

15:8. The Ganges

Near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove. Then a certain brahṁin went up to the Buddha, and 
exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat 
down to one side and said to the Buddha: “Sir, how ṁany eons have passed?” “Brahṁin, ṁany 
eons have passed. It’s not easy to calculate how ṁany eons have passed, how ṁany hundreds or 
thousands or hundreds of thousands of eons.”

“But sir, can you give a siṁile?” “I can,” said the Buddha. “Consider the Ganges river froṁ 
where it originates to where it enters the ocean. Between these places it’s not easy to calculate 
how ṁany grains of sand there are, how ṁany hundreds or thousands or hundreds of thousands 
of grains of sand. The eons that have passed are ṁore than this. It’s not easy to calculate how 
ṁany eons have passed, how ṁany hundreds or thousands or hundreds of thousands of eons. 
Why is that? Transṁigration has no known beginning. No first point is found of sentient beings 
roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. For such a long tiṁe
you have undergone suffering, agony, and disaster, swelling the ceṁeteries. This is quite enough 
for you to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed regarding all conditions.”

When he said this, the brahṁin said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! Excellent! … 
Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge 
for life.”

15:9. A Stick

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, transṁigration has no known beginning. No first point is found of 
sentient beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. 
Suppose a stick was tossed up in the air. Soṁetiṁes it’d fall on its bottoṁ, soṁetiṁes the ṁiddle, 
and soṁetiṁes the top. It’s the saṁe for sentient beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered 
by ignorance and fettered by craving. Soṁetiṁes they go froṁ this world to the other world, and 
soṁetiṁes they coṁe froṁ the other world to this world. Why is that? Transṁigration has no 
known beginning. … This is quite enough for you to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and 
freed regarding all conditions.”
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15:10. A Single Person

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, on the Vulture’s Peak Mountain. There the 
Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” “Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said 
this:

“Mendicants, transṁigration has no known beginning. … One person roaṁing and 
transṁigrating for an eon would aṁass a heap of bones the size of this Mount Vepulla, if they 
were gathered together and not lost. Why is that? Transṁigration has no known beginning. … 
This is quite enough for you to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed regarding all 
conditions.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“If the bones of a single person 
for a single eon were gathered up, 
they’d ṁake a pile the size of a ṁountain: 
so said the great herṁit.

And this is declared to be 
as huge as Mount Vepulla, 
higher than the Vulture’s Peak 
in the Magadhan ṁountain range.

But then, with right understanding, 
a person sees the noble truths— 
suffering, suffering’s origin, 
suffering’s transcendence, 
and the noble eightfold path 
that leads to the stilling of suffering.

After roaṁing on seven tiṁes at ṁost, 
that person 
ṁakes an end of suffering, 
with the ending of all fetters.”

2. The Second Chapter

15:11. In a Bad Way

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, transṁigration has no known 
beginning. No first point is found of sentient beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by 
ignorance and fettered by craving. When you see soṁeone in a bad way, in distress, you should 
conclude: ‘In all this long tiṁe, we too have undergone the saṁe thing.’ Why is that? 
Transṁigration has no known beginning. … This is quite enough for you to becoṁe disillusioned, 
dispassionate, and freed regarding all conditions.”

15:12. In a Good Way

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, transṁigration has no known beginning. … When you see soṁeone in a 
good way, in a happy state, you should conclude: ‘In all this long tiṁe, we too have undergone the
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saṁe thing.’ Why is that? Transṁigration has no known beginning. … This is quite enough for 
you to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed regarding all conditions.”

15:13. Thirty Mendicants

Near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove. Then thirty ṁendicants froṁ Pa�va�  went to the Buddha. All 
of theṁ lived in the wilderness, ate only alṁs-food, wore rag robes, and owned just three robes; 
yet they all still had fetters. They bowed to the Buddha and sat down to one side. Then it 
occurred to the Buddha: “These thirty ṁendicants froṁ Pa�va�  live in the wilderness, eat only 
alṁs-food, wear rag robes, and own just three robes; yet they all still have fetters. Why don’t I 
teach theṁ the Dhaṁṁa in such a way that their ṁinds are freed froṁ defileṁents by not 
grasping while sitting in this very seat?” Then the Buddha said to the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” 
“Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Mendicants, transṁigration has no known beginning. No first point is found of sentient 
beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. What do you 
think? Which is ṁore: the flow of blood you’ve shed when your head was chopped off while 
roaṁing and transṁigrating for such a very long tiṁe, or the water in the four oceans?” “As we 
understand the Buddha’s teaching, the flow of blood we’ve shed when our head was chopped off 
while roaṁing and transṁigrating is ṁore than the water in the four oceans.”

“Good, good, ṁendicants! It’s good that you understand ṁy teaching like this. The flow of 
blood you’ve shed when your head was chopped off while roaṁing and transṁigrating is indeed 
ṁore than the water in the four oceans. For a long tiṁe you’ve been cows, and the flow of blood 
you’ve shed when your head was chopped off as a cow is ṁore than the water in the four oceans. 
For a long tiṁe you’ve been buffalo … raṁs … goats … deer … chickens … pigs … For a long tiṁe 
you’ve been bandits, arrested for raiding villages, highway robbery, or adultery. And the flow of 
blood you’ve shed when your head was chopped off as a bandit is ṁore than the water in the four
oceans. Why is that? Transṁigration has no known beginning. … This is quite enough for you to 
becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed regarding all conditions.”

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the ṁendicants were happy with what the Buddha 
said. And while this discourse was being spoken, the ṁinds of the thirty ṁendicants froṁ Pa�va�  
were freed froṁ defileṁents by not grasping.

15:14. Mother

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, transṁigration has no known beginning. … It’s not easy to find a 
sentient being who in all this long tiṁe has not previously been your ṁother. Why is that? 
Transṁigration has no known beginning. … This is quite enough for you to becoṁe disillusioned, 
dispassionate, and freed regarding all conditions.”

15:15. Father

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, transṁigration has no known beginning. … It’s not easy to find a 
sentient being who in all this long tiṁe has not previously been your father. … This is quite 
enough for you to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed regarding all conditions.”
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15:16. Brother

At Sa�vatthī�. “It’s not easy to find a sentient being who in all this long tiṁe has not previously been
your brother. … This is quite enough for you to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed 
regarding all conditions.”

15:17. Sister

At Sa�vatthī�. “It’s not easy to find a sentient being who in all this long tiṁe has not previously been
your sister. … This is quite enough for you to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed 
regarding all conditions.”

15:18. Son

At Sa�vatthī�. “It’s not easy to find a sentient being who in all this long tiṁe has not previously been
your son. … This is quite enough for you to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed 
regarding all conditions.”

15:19 Daughter

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, transṁigration has no known beginning. No first point is found of 
sentient beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. It’s 
not easy to find a sentient being who in all this long tiṁe has not previously been your daughter. 
Why is that? Transṁigration has no known beginning. No first point is found of sentient beings 
roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. For such a long tiṁe
you have undergone suffering, agony, and disaster, swelling the ceṁeteries. This is quite enough 
for you to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed regarding all conditions.”

15:20 Mount Vepulla

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, on the Vulture’s Peak Mountain. There the 
Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” “Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said 
this:

“Mendicants, transṁigration has no known beginning. No first point is found of sentient 
beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. Once upon a 
tiṁe, ṁendicants, this Mount Vepulla was known as Pa� cī�navaṁA sa. And at that tiṁe people were 
known as Tivaras. The lifespan of the Tivaras was 40,000 years. It took theṁ four days to cliṁb 
Mount Vepulla, and four days to descend. At that tiṁe Kakusandha, the Blessed One, the 
perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha arose in the world. Kakusandha had a fine pair of chief
disciples naṁed Vidhura and SanC jī�va. See, ṁendicants! This ṁountain’s naṁe has vanished, 
those people have passed away, and that Buddha has becoṁe fully extinguished. So 
iṁperṁanent are conditions, so unstable are conditions, so unreliable are conditions. This is 
quite enough for you to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed regarding all conditions.

Once upon a tiṁe this Mount Vepulla was known as Van� kaka. And at that tiṁe people were 
known as Rohitassas. The lifespan of the Rohitassas was 30,000 years. It took theṁ three days to 
cliṁb Mount Vepulla, and three days to descend. At that tiṁe KonA a� gaṁana, the Blessed One, the 
perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha arose in the world. KonA a� gaṁana had a fine pair of 
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chief disciples naṁed Bhiyyosa and Uttara. See, ṁendicants! This ṁountain’s naṁe has vanished,
those people have passed away, and that Buddha has becoṁe fully extinguished. So 
iṁperṁanent are conditions …

Once upon a tiṁe this Mount Vepulla was known as Supassa. And at that tiṁe people were 
known as Suppiyas. The lifespan of the Suppiyas was 20,000 years. It took theṁ two days to 
cliṁb Mount Vepulla, and two days to descend. At that tiṁe Kassapa, the Blessed One, the 
perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha arose in the world. Kassapa had a fine pair of chief 
disciples naṁed Tissa and Bha� radva� ja. See, ṁendicants! This ṁountain’s naṁe has vanished, 
those people have passed away, and that Buddha has becoṁe fully extinguished. So 
iṁperṁanent are conditions …

These days this Mount Vepulla is known as Vepulla. And these people are known as 
Magadhans. The lifespan of the Magadhans is short, brief, and fleeting. A long life is a hundred 
years or a little ṁore. It takes the Magadhans an hour to cliṁb Mount Vepulla, and an hour to 
descend. And now I aṁ the Blessed One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha who has 
arisen in the world. I have a fine pair of chief disciples naṁed Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na. There 
will coṁe a tiṁe when this ṁountain’s naṁe will disappear, those people will die, and I will be 
fully extinguished. So iṁperṁanent are conditions, so unstable are conditions, so unreliable are 
conditions. This is quite enough for you to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, and freed 
regarding all conditions.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“For the Tivaras it was Pa� cī�navaṁA sa, 
for the Rohitassa, Van� kaka, 
Supassa for the Suppiyas, 
and Vepulla for the Magadhans.

Oh! Conditions are iṁperṁanent, 
their nature is to rise and fall; 
having arisen, they cease; 
their stilling is true bliss.”

The Linked Discourses on the unknown beginning are coṁplete.

16. Kassapasaṁ� yutta:
With Kassapa

1. Kassapa

16:1 Content

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, Kassapa is content with any kind of robe, and praises such 
contentṁent. He doesn’t try to get hold of a robe in an iṁproper way. He doesn’t get upset if he 
doesn’t get a robe. And if he does get a robe, he uses it untied, unstupefied, unattached, seeing the
drawback, and understanding the escape.

Kassapa is content with any kind of alṁs-food …
Kassapa is content with any kind of lodging …
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Kassapa is content with any kind of ṁedicines and supplies for the sick …
So you should train like this: ‘We will be content with any kind of robe, and praise such 

contentṁent. We won’t try to get hold of a robe in an iṁproper way. We won’t get upset if we 
don’t get a robe. And if we do get a robe, we’ll use it untied, unstupefied, unattached, seeing the 
drawback, and understanding the escape.’ (All should be treated the saṁe way.)

‘We will be content with any kind of alṁs-food …’ ‘We will be content with any kind of lodging 
…’ ‘We will be content with any kind of ṁedicines and supplies for the sick …’ That’s how you 
should train. I will exhort you with the exaṁple of Kassapa or soṁeone like hiṁ. You should 
practice accordingly.”

16:2. Iṁprudent

So I have heard. At one tiṁe Venerable Maha�kassapa and Venerable Sa� riputta were staying near 
Benares, in the deer park at Isipatana. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Sa� riputta caṁe out 
of retreat, went to Venerable Maha�kassapa, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the 
greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to Maha�kassapa: 
“Reverend Kassapa, it’s said that without being keen and prudent you can’t achieve awakening, 
extinguishṁent, and the supreṁe sanctuary. But if you’re keen and prudent you can achieve 
awakening, extinguishṁent, and the supreṁe sanctuary.

To what extent is this the case?” “Reverend, take a ṁendicant who doesn’t foster keenness by 
thinking: ‘If unarisen unskillful qualities arise in ṁe, they’ll lead to harṁ.’ ‘If I don’t give up arisen
unskillful qualities, they’ll lead to harṁ.’ ‘If I don’t give rise to unarisen skillful qualities, they’ll 
lead to harṁ.’ ‘If arisen skillful qualities cease in ṁe, they’ll lead to harṁ.’ That’s how you’re not 
keen.

And how are you not prudent? Take a ṁendicant who doesn’t foster prudence by thinking: ‘If 
unarisen unskillful qualities arise in ṁe, they’ll lead to harṁ.’ ‘If I don’t give up arisen unskillful 
qualities, they’ll lead to harṁ.’ ‘If I don’t give rise to unarisen skillful qualities, they’ll lead to 
harṁ.’ ‘If arisen skillful qualities cease in ṁe, they’ll lead to harṁ.’ That’s how you’re not prudent.
That’s how without being keen and prudent you can’t achieve awakening, extinguishṁent, and 
the supreṁe sanctuary.

And how are you keen? Take a ṁendicant who fosters keenness by thinking: ‘If unarisen 
unskillful qualities arise in ṁe, they’ll lead to harṁ.’ ‘If I don’t give up arisen unskillful qualities, 
they’ll lead to harṁ.’ ‘If I don’t give rise to unarisen skillful qualities, they’ll lead to harṁ.’ ‘If 
arisen skillful qualities cease in ṁe, they’ll lead to harṁ.’ That’s how you’re keen.

And how are you prudent? Take a ṁendicant who fosters prudence by thinking: ‘If unarisen 
unskillful qualities arise in ṁe, they’ll lead to harṁ.’ ‘If I don’t give up arisen unskillful qualities, 
they’ll lead to harṁ.’ ‘If I don’t give rise to unarisen skillful qualities, they’ll lead to harṁ.’ ‘If 
arisen skillful qualities cease in ṁe, they’ll lead to harṁ.’ That’s how you’re prudent. That’s how if
you’re keen and prudent you can achieve awakening, extinguishṁent, and the supreṁe 
sanctuary.”

16:3. Like the Moon

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, you should approach faṁilies like the ṁoon: withdrawn in body and 
ṁind, always the newcoṁer, and never iṁpudent. Suppose a person were to look down at an old 
well, a rugged cliff, or an inaccessible riverland. They’d withdraw their body and ṁind. In the 
saṁe way, you should approach faṁilies like the ṁoon: withdrawn in body and ṁind, always the 
newcoṁer, and never iṁpudent.
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Kassapa approaches faṁilies like the ṁoon: withdrawn in body and ṁind, always the 
newcoṁer, and never iṁpudent. What do you think, ṁendicants? What kind of ṁendicant is 
worthy of approaching faṁilies?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. He is our guide and 
our refuge. Sir, ṁay the Buddha hiṁself please clarify the ṁeaning of this. The ṁendicants will 
listen and reṁeṁber it.”

Then the Buddha waved his hand in space. “Mendicants, this hand is not stuck or held or 
caught in space. In the saṁe way, when approaching faṁilies, a ṁendicant’s ṁind is not stuck or 
held or caught, thinking: ‘May those who want ṁaterial possessions get theṁ, and ṁay those 
who want ṁerit ṁake ṁerits!’ They’re just as pleased and happy when others get soṁething as 
they are when they get soṁething. This kind of ṁendicant is worthy of approaching faṁilies.

When Kassapa approaches faṁilies, his ṁind is not stuck or held or caught, thinking: ‘May 
those who want ṁaterial possessions get theṁ, and ṁay those who want ṁerit ṁake ṁerits!’ 
He’s just as pleased and happy when others get soṁething as he is when he gets soṁething.

What do you think, ṁendicants? What kind of ṁendicant’s teaching is pure, and what kind is 
iṁpure?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. He is our guide and our refuge. Sir, ṁay the 
Buddha hiṁself please clarify the ṁeaning of this. The ṁendicants will listen and reṁeṁber it.” 
“Well then, ṁendicants, listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The 
Buddha said this:

“Whoever teaches Dhaṁṁa to others with the thought: ‘Oh! May they listen to the teaching 
froṁ ṁe. When they’ve heard it, ṁay they gain confidence in the teaching and deṁonstrate their 
confidence to ṁe.’ Such a ṁendicant’s teaching is iṁpure.

Whoever teaches Dhaṁṁa to others with the thought: ‘The teaching is well explained by the 
Buddha—realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately effective, inviting inspection, relevant, so that 
sensible people can know it for theṁselves. Oh! May they listen to the teaching froṁ ṁe. When 
they’ve heard it, ṁay they understand the teaching and practice accordingly.’ So they teach 
others because of the natural excellence of the teaching, out of coṁpassion, kindness, and 
syṁpathy. Such a ṁendicant’s teaching is pure.

Kassapa teaches Dhaṁṁa to others with the thought: ‘The teaching is well explained by the 
Buddha—realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately effective, inviting inspection, relevant, so that 
sensible people can know it for theṁselves. Oh! May they listen to the teaching froṁ ṁe. When 
they’ve heard it, ṁay they understand the teaching and practice accordingly.’ So he teaches 
others because of the natural excellence of the teaching, out of coṁpassion, kindness, and 
syṁpathy. I will exhort you with the exaṁple of Kassapa or soṁeone like hiṁ. You should 
practice accordingly.”

16:4. Visiting Faṁilies

At Sa�vatthī�. “What do you think, ṁendicants? What kind of ṁendicant is worthy of visiting 
faṁilies? And what kind of ṁendicant is not worthy of visiting faṁilies?” “Our teachings are 
rooted in the Buddha. …” The Buddha said this:

“Whoever visits faṁilies with the thought: ‘May they give to ṁe, ṁay they not fail to give. May 
they give a lot, not a little. May they give ṁe fine things, not coarse. May they give quickly, not 
slowly. May they give carefully, not carelessly.’ If a ṁendicant with such a thought approaches a 
faṁily and they don’t give, the ṁendicant feels slighted. And they experience pain and sadness 
because of that. If they give only a little … if they give coarse things … if they give slowly … if they 
give carelessly, the ṁendicant feels slighted. And they experience pain and sadness because of 
that. That kind of ṁendicant is not worthy of visiting faṁilies.

Whoever visits faṁilies with the thought: ‘When aṁong other faṁilies, how could I possibly 
think: “May they give to ṁe, ṁay they not fail to give. May they give a lot, not a little. May they 
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give ṁe fine things, not coarse. May they give quickly, not slowly. May they give carefully, not 
carelessly.”’ If a ṁendicant with such a thought approaches a faṁily and they don’t give, the 
ṁendicant doesn’t feel slighted. And they don’t experience pain and sadness because of that. If 
they give only a little … if they give coarse things … if they give slowly … if they give carelessly, 
the ṁendicant doesn’t feel slighted. And they don’t experience pain and sadness because of that. 
That kind of ṁendicant is worthy of visiting faṁilies.

Kassapa visits faṁilies with the thought: ‘When aṁong other faṁilies, how could I possibly 
think: “May they give to ṁe, ṁay they not fail to give. May they give a lot, not a little. May they 
give ṁe fine things, not coarse. May they give quickly, not slowly. May they give carefully, not 
carelessly.”’ With such a thought, if he approaches a faṁily and they don’t give, he doesn’t feel 
slighted. And he doesn’t experience pain and sadness because of that. If they give only a little … if 
they give coarse things … if they give slowly … if they give carelessly, he doesn’t feel slighted. And
he doesn’t experience pain and sadness because of that. I will exhort you with the exaṁple of 
Kassapa or soṁeone like hiṁ. You should practice accordingly.”

16:5. Old Age

So I have heard. Near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove. Then Venerable Maha�kassapa went up to 
the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ: “You’re old now, Kassapa.
Those worn-out heṁpen rag robes ṁust be a burden for you. So Kassapa, you should wear 
clothes given by householders, accept invitations for the ṁeal, and stay in ṁy presence.”

“For a long tiṁe, sir, I’ve lived in the wilderness, eaten only alṁs-food, worn rag robes, and 
owned just three robes; and I’ve praised these things. I’ve been one of few wishes, content, 
secluded, aloof, and energetic; and I’ve praised these things.”

“But seeing what benefit, Kassapa, have you long practiced these things?”
“Sir, seeing two benefits I have long practiced these things.
I see a happy life for ṁyself in the present. And I have coṁpassion for future generations, 

thinking: ‘Hopefully those who coṁe after ṁight follow ṁy exaṁple.’ For they ṁay think: ‘It 
seeṁs that the awakened disciples of the Buddha for a long tiṁe lived in the wilderness, ate only 
alṁs-food, wore rag robes, and owned just three robes; and they praised these things. They were
of few wishes, content, secluded, aloof, and energetic; and they praised these things.’ They’ll 
practice accordingly, which will be for their lasting welfare and happiness.

Seeing these two benefits I have long practiced these things.”
“Good, good, Kassapa! You’re acting for the welfare and happiness of the people, for the 

benefit, welfare, and happiness of gods and huṁans. So Kassapa, wear worn-out heṁpen rag 
robes, walk for alṁs, and stay in the wilderness.”

16:6. Advice

Near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove. Then Venerable Maha�kassapa went up to the Buddha, 
bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ: “Kassapa, advise the ṁendicants! Give 
theṁ a Dhaṁṁa talk! Either you or I should advise the ṁendicants and give theṁ a Dhaṁṁa 
talk.”

“Sir, the ṁendicants these days are hard to adṁonish, having qualities that ṁake theṁ hard to
adṁonish. They’re iṁpatient, and don’t take instruction respectfully. Take the ṁonk called 
BhanA dA a, AJ nanda’s pupil. He’s been coṁpeting in studies with the ṁonk called AbhinC jika, 
Anuruddha’s pupil. They say: ‘Coṁe on, ṁonk, who can recite ṁore? Who can recite better? Who 
can recite longer?’”
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So the Buddha said to a certain ṁonk: “Please, ṁonk, in ṁy naṁe tell the ṁonk called BhanA dA a, 
AJ nanda’s pupil, and the ṁonk called AbhinC jika, Anuruddha’s pupil that the teacher suṁṁons 
theṁ.” “Yes, sir,” that ṁonk replied. He went to those ṁonks and said: “Venerables, the teacher 
suṁṁons you.”

“Yes, reverend,” those ṁonks replied. They went to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one 
side. The Buddha said to theṁ: “Is it really true, ṁonks, that you’ve been coṁpeting in studies, 
saying: ‘Coṁe on, ṁonk, who can recite ṁore? Who can recite better? Who can recite longer?’” 
“Yes, sir.” “Have you ever known ṁe to teach the Dhaṁṁa like this: ‘Please ṁendicants, coṁpete 
in studies to see who can recite ṁore and better and longer’?” “No, sir.” “If you’ve never known 
ṁe to teach the Dhaṁṁa like this, then what exactly do you know and see, you foolish ṁen, that 
after going forth in such a well explained teaching and training you’d coṁpete in studies to see 
who can recite ṁore and better and longer?”

Then those ṁonks bowed with their heads at the Buddha’s feet and said: “We have ṁade a 
ṁistake, sir. It was foolish, stupid, and unskillful of us in that after going forth in such a well 
explained teaching and training we coṁpeted in studies to see who can recite ṁore and better 
and longer. Please, sir, accept our ṁistake for what it is, so we will restrain ourselves in future.”

“Indeed, ṁonks, you ṁade a ṁistake. It was foolish, stupid, and unskillful of you to act in that 
way. But since you have recognized your ṁistake for what it is, and have dealt with it properly, I 
accept it. For it is growth in the training of the noble one to recognize a ṁistake for what it is, 
deal with it properly, and coṁṁit to restraint in the future.”

16:7. Advice (2nd)

Near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove. Then Venerable Maha�kassapa went up to the Buddha, 
bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ: “Kassapa, advise the ṁendicants! Give 
theṁ a Dhaṁṁa talk! Either you or I should advise the ṁendicants and give theṁ a Dhaṁṁa 
talk.”

“Sir, the ṁendicants these days are hard to adṁonish, having qualities that ṁake theṁ hard to
adṁonish. They’re iṁpatient, and don’t take instruction respectfully. Sir, whoever has no faith, 
conscience, prudence, energy, or wisdoṁ when it coṁes to skillful qualities can expect decline, 
not growth, in skillful qualities, whether by day or by night.

It’s like the ṁoon in the waning fortnight. Whether by day or by night, its beauty, roundness, 
light, and diaṁeter and circuṁference only decline. In the saṁe way, whoever has no faith, 
conscience, prudence, energy, and wisdoṁ when it coṁes to skillful qualities can expect decline, 
not growth, in skillful qualities, whether by day or by night.

A faithless individual is in decline. An individual with no conscience is in decline. An 
iṁprudent individual is in decline. A lazy individual is in decline. A witless individual is in 
decline. An angry individual is in decline. A hostile individual is in decline. When there are no 
ṁendicant advisers there is decline.

Sir, whoever has faith, conscience, prudence, energy, and wisdoṁ when it coṁes to skillful 
qualities can expect growth, not decline, in skillful qualities, whether by day or by night.

It’s like the ṁoon in the waxing fortnight. Whether by day or by night, its beauty, roundness, 
light, and diaṁeter and circuṁference only grow. In the saṁe way, whoever has faith, 
conscience, prudence, energy, and wisdoṁ when it coṁes to skillful qualities can expect growth, 
not decline, in skillful qualities, whether by day or by night.

A faithful individual doesn’t decline. An individual with a conscience doesn’t decline. A 
prudent individual doesn’t decline. An energetic individual doesn’t decline. A wise individual 
doesn’t decline. A loving individual doesn’t decline. A kind individual doesn’t decline. When there
are ṁendicant advisers there is no decline.”
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“Good, good, Kassapa! Whoever has no faith, conscience, prudence, energy, or wisdoṁ when it
coṁes to skillful qualities can expect decline, not growth …

When there are no ṁendicant advisers there is decline.
Whoever has faith, conscience, prudence, energy, and wisdoṁ when it coṁes to skillful 

qualities can expect growth, not decline …
When there are ṁendicant advisers there is no decline.”

16:8. Advice (3rd)

Near Ra� jagaha, in the squirrels’ feeding ground. Then Venerable Maha�kassapa went up to the 
Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ: “Kassapa, advise the 
ṁendicants! Give theṁ a Dhaṁṁa talk! Either you or I should advise the ṁendicants and give 
theṁ a Dhaṁṁa talk.”

“Sir, the ṁendicants these days are hard to adṁonish, having qualities that ṁake theṁ hard to
adṁonish. They’re iṁpatient, and don’t take instruction respectfully.” “Kassapa, that’s because 
forṁerly the senior ṁendicants lived in the wilderness, ate only alṁs-food, wore rag robes, and 
owned just three robes; and they praised these things. They were of few wishes, content, 
secluded, aloof, and energetic; and they praised these things.

The senior ṁendicants invite such a ṁendicant to a seat, saying: ‘Welcoṁe, ṁendicant! What 
is this ṁendicant’s naṁe? This ṁendicant is good-natured; he really wants to train. Please, 
ṁendicant, take a seat.’

Then the junior ṁendicants think: ‘It seeṁs that when a ṁendicant lives in the wilderness … 
and is energetic, and praises these things, senior ṁendicants invite theṁ to a seat …’ They 
practice accordingly. That is for their lasting welfare and happiness.

But these days, Kassapa, the senior ṁendicants don’t live in the wilderness … and aren’t 
energetic; and they don’t praise these things.

When a ṁendicant is well-known and faṁous, a recipient of robes, alṁs-food, lodgings, and 
ṁedicines and supplies for the sick, senior ṁendicants invite theṁ to a seat: ‘Welcoṁe, 
ṁendicant! What is this ṁendicant’s naṁe? This ṁendicant is good-natured; he really likes his 
fellow ṁonks. Please, ṁendicant, take a seat.’

Then the junior ṁendicants think: ‘It seeṁs that when a ṁendicant is well-known and faṁous,
a recipient of robes, alṁs-food, lodgings, and ṁedicines and supplies for the sick, senior 
ṁendicants invite theṁ to a seat …’ They practice accordingly. That is for their lasting harṁ and 
suffering. And if it could ever be rightly said that spiritual practitioners are iṁperiled by the peril
of a spiritual practitioner, and vanquished by the vanquishing of a spiritual practitioner, it is 
these days that this could be rightly said.”

16:9. Absorptions and Insights

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, whenever I want, quite secluded froṁ sensual pleasures, secluded froṁ
unskillful qualities, I enter and reṁain in the first absorption, which has the rapture and bliss 
born of seclusion, while placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. And so does Kassapa.

Whenever I want, as the placing of the ṁind and keeping it connected are stilled, I enter and 
reṁain in the second absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of iṁṁersion, with 
internal clarity and confidence, and unified ṁind, without placing the ṁind and keeping it 
connected. And so does Kassapa.
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Whenever I want, with the fading away of rapture, I enter and reṁain in the third absorption, 
where I ṁeditate with equaniṁity, ṁindful and aware, personally experiencing the bliss of which
the noble ones declare, ‘Equaniṁous and ṁindful, one ṁeditates in bliss.’ And so does Kassapa.

Whenever I want, with the giving up of pleasure and pain, and the ending of forṁer happiness 
and sadness, I enter and reṁain in the fourth absorption, without pleasure or pain, with pure 
equaniṁity and ṁindfulness. And so does Kassapa.

Whenever I want, going totally beyond perceptions of forṁ, with the ending of perceptions of 
iṁpingeṁent, not focusing on perceptions of diversity, aware that ‘space is infinite’, I enter and 
reṁain in the diṁension of infinite space. And so does Kassapa.

Whenever I want, going totally beyond the diṁension of infinite space, aware that 
‘consciousness is infinite’, I enter and reṁain in the diṁension of infinite consciousness. And so 
does Kassapa.

Whenever I want, going totally beyond the diṁension of infinite consciousness, aware that 
‘there is nothing at all’, I enter and reṁain in the diṁension of nothingness. And so does Kassapa.

Whenever I want, going totally beyond the diṁension of nothingness, I enter and reṁain in 
the diṁension of neither perception nor non-perception. And so does Kassapa.

Whenever I want, going totally beyond the diṁension of neither perception nor non-
perception, I enter and reṁain in the cessation of perception and feeling. And so does Kassapa.

Whenever I want, I wield the ṁany kinds of psychic power: ṁultiplying ṁyself and becoṁing 
one again; going uniṁpeded through a wall, a raṁpart, or a ṁountain as if through space; diving 
in and out of the earth as if it were water; walking on water as if it were earth; flying cross-legged
through the sky like a bird; touching and stroking with the hand the sun and ṁoon, so ṁighty 
and powerful. I control the body as far as the Brahṁa�  realṁ. And so does Kassapa.

Whenever I want, with clairaudience that is purified and superhuṁan, I hear both kinds of 
sounds, huṁan and divine, whether near or far. And so does Kassapa.

Whenever I want, I understand the ṁinds of other beings and individuals, having 
coṁprehended theṁ with ṁy ṁind. I understand ṁind with greed as ‘ṁind with greed’, and 
ṁind without greed as ‘ṁind without greed’; ṁind with hate … ṁind without hate … ṁind with 
delusion … ṁind without delusion … contracted ṁind … scattered ṁind … expansive ṁind … 
unexpansive ṁind … ṁind that is not supreṁe … ṁind that is supreṁe … ṁind iṁṁersed in 
saṁa�dhi … ṁind not iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi … freed ṁind … unfreed ṁind … And so does Kassapa.

Whenever I want, I recollect ṁy ṁany kinds of past lives. That is: one, two, three, four, five, 
ten, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, a hundred, a thousand, a hundred thousand rebirths; ṁany eons of 
the world contracting, ṁany eons of the world evolving, ṁany eons of the world contracting and 
evolving. I reṁeṁber: ‘There, I was naṁed this, ṁy clan was that, I looked like this, and that was 
ṁy food. This was how I felt pleasure and pain, and that was how ṁy life ended. When I passed 
away froṁ that place I was reborn soṁewhere else. There, too, I was naṁed this, ṁy clan was 
that, I looked like this, and that was ṁy food. This was how I felt pleasure and pain, and that was 
how ṁy life ended. When I passed away froṁ that place I was reborn here.’ And so I recollect ṁy 
ṁany kinds of past lives, with features and details. And so does Kassapa.

Whenever I want, with clairvoyance that is purified and superhuṁan, I see sentient beings 
passing away and being reborn—inferior and superior, beautiful and ugly, in a good place or a 
bad place. I understand how sentient beings are reborn according to their deeds. ‘These dear 
beings did bad things by way of body, speech, and ṁind. They spoke ill of the noble ones; they 
had wrong view; and they chose to act out of that wrong view. When their body breaks up, after 
death, they’re reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell. These dear beings, 
however, did good things by way of body, speech, and ṁind. They never spoke ill of the noble 
ones; they had right view; and they chose to act out of that right view. When their body breaks 
up, after death, they’re reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ.’ And so, with clairvoyance that 
is purified and superhuṁan, I see sentient beings passing away and being reborn—inferior and 
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superior, beautiful and ugly, in a good place or a bad place. I understand how sentient beings are 
reborn according to their deeds. And so does Kassapa.

I have realized the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life. And I 
live having realized it with ṁy own insight due to the ending of defileṁents. And so does 
Kassapa.”

16:10. The Nuns’ Quarters

So I have heard. At one tiṁe Venerable Maha�kassapa was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Then Venerable AJ nanda robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his 
bowl and robe, went to Maha�kassapa and said: “Kassapa, coṁe, sir. Let’s go to one of the nuns’ 
quarters.” “You go, Reverend AJ nanda. You have ṁany duties and responsibilities.” And a second 
tiṁe … And a third tiṁe, AJ nanda said: “Kassapa, coṁe, sir. Let’s go to one of the nuns’ quarters.”

Then Venerable Maha�kassapa robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, went 
with Venerable AJ nanda as his second ṁonk to one of the nuns’ quarters, where he sat on the seat
spread out. And then several nuns went up to Maha�kassapa, bowed, and sat down to one side. 
Maha�kassapa educated, encouraged, fired up, and inspired those nuns with a Dhaṁṁa talk, after 
which he got up froṁ his seat and left.

Then the nun Thullatissa�  was upset and blurted out: “What is Master Maha�kassapa thinking, 
that he’d teach Dhaṁṁa in front of Master AJ nanda, the Videhan sage? He’s like a needle seller 
who thinks they can sell a needle to a needle ṁaker!”

Maha�kassapa heard Thullatissa�  say these words, and he said to AJ nanda: “Is that right, 
Reverend AJ nanda? Aṁ I the needle seller and you the needle ṁaker? Or aṁ I the needle ṁaker 
and you the needle seller?” “Forgive her, sir. The woṁan’s a fool.” “Hold on, Reverend AJ nanda! 
Don’t ṁake the San� gha investigate you further!

What do you think, Reverend AJ nanda? Was it you who the Buddha brought up before the 
San� gha of ṁendicants, saying: ‘Mendicants, whenever I want, quite secluded froṁ sensual 
pleasures, secluded froṁ unskillful qualities, I enter and reṁain in the first absorption, which has
the rapture and bliss born of seclusion, while placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. And so 
does AJ nanda’?” “No, sir.”

“I was the one the Buddha brought up before the San� gha of ṁendicants, saying: ‘Mendicants, 
whenever I want, quite secluded froṁ sensual pleasures, secluded froṁ unskillful qualities, I 
enter and reṁain in the first absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of seclusion, while 
placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. And so does Kassapa. …’ (The nine progressive 
ṁeditations and the five insights should be treated in full.)

What do you think, Reverend AJ nanda? Was it you who the Buddha brought up before the 
San� gha of ṁendicants, saying: ‘I have realized the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by 
wisdoṁ in this very life. And I live having realized it with ṁy own insight due to the ending of 
defileṁents. And so does AJ nanda’?” “No, sir.”

“I was the one the Buddha brought up before the San� gha of ṁendicants, saying: ‘I have 
realized the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life. And I live having
realized it with ṁy own insight due to the ending of defileṁents. And so does Kassapa.’

Reverend, you ṁight as well think to hide a bull elephant that’s three or three and a half 
ṁeters tall behind a palṁ leaf as to hide ṁy six insights.”

But the nun Thullatissa�  fell froṁ the spiritual life.
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16:11. Robes

At one tiṁe Venerable Maha�kassapa was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the 
squirrels’ feeding ground. Now at that tiṁe Venerable AJ nanda was wandering in the Southern 
Hills together with a large San� gha of ṁendicants.

And at that tiṁe thirty of AJ nanda’s ṁendicant pupils rejected the training and returned to a 
lesser life. Most of theṁ were youths. When Venerable AJ nanda had wandered in the Southern 
Hills as long as he wished, he set out for Ra� jagaha, to the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. He went up to Venerable Maha�kassapa, bowed, and sat down to one side. Maha�kassapa 
said to hiṁ: “Reverend AJ nanda, for how ṁany reasons did the Buddha lay down a rule against 
eating in groups of ṁore than three aṁong faṁilies?”

“Sir, the Buddha laid down that rule for three reasons. For keeping difficult persons in check 
and for the coṁfort of good-hearted ṁendicants. To prevent those of wicked desires froṁ taking 
sides and dividing the San� gha. And out of consideration for faṁilies. These are the three reasons 
why the Buddha laid down that rule.”

“So what exactly are you doing, wandering together with these junior ṁendicants? They don’t 
guard their sense doors, they eat too ṁuch, and they’re not coṁṁitted to wakefulness. It’s like 
you’re wandering about wrecking crops and ruining faṁilies! Your following is falling apart, 
Reverend AJ nanda, and those just getting started are slipping away. Yet this boy knows no 
bounds!”

“Though there are grey hairs on ṁy head, I still can’t escape being called a boy by Venerable 
Maha�kassapa.” “It’s because you wander with these junior ṁendicants. … Your following is falling
apart, Reverend AJ nanda, and those just getting started are slipping away. Yet this boy knows no 
bounds!”

The nun Thullananda�  heard: “It seeṁs that Master Maha�kassapa has rebuked Master AJ nanda 
the Videhan sage by calling hiṁ a boy!”

Then the nun Thullananda�  was upset and blurted out: “How can Master Maha�kassapa, who 
forṁerly followed another path, presuṁe to rebuke Master AJ nanda the Videhan sage by calling 
hiṁ a boy?” Maha�kassapa heard Thullananda�  say these words,

and he said to AJ nanda: “Indeed, Reverend AJ nanda, the nun Thullananda�  spoke rashly and 
without thinking. Since I shaved off ṁy hair and beard, dressed in ocher robes, and went forth 
froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness, I don’t recall acknowledging any other teacher apart froṁ the 
Blessed One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha. Forṁerly when I was still a layṁan, I
thought: ‘Living in a house is craṁped and dirty, but the life of one gone forth is wide open. It’s 
not easy for soṁeone living at hoṁe to lead the spiritual life utterly full and pure, like a polished 
shell. Why don’t I shave off ṁy hair and beard, dress in ocher robes, and go forth froṁ the lay life 
to hoṁelessness?’ After soṁe tiṁe I ṁade an outer robe of patches and, in the naṁe of the 
perfected ones in the world, I shaved off ṁy hair and beard, dressed in ocher robes, and went 
forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness.

When I had gone forth, I traveled along the road between Ra� jagaha and Na� landa, where I saw 
the Buddha sitting at the Bahuputta Shrine. Seeing hiṁ, I thought: ‘If I’ṁ ever to see a Teacher, it 
would be this Blessed One! If I’ṁ ever to see a Holy One, it would be this Blessed One! If I’ṁ ever 
to see a fully awakened Buddha, it would be this Blessed One!’ Then I bowed with ṁy head at the 
Buddha’s feet and said: ‘Sir, the Buddha is ṁy Teacher, I aṁ his disciple! The Buddha is ṁy 
Teacher, I aṁ his disciple!’ When I said this, the Buddha said: ‘Kassapa, if anyone was to say to 
such a wholehearted disciple that they know when they don’t know, or that they see when they 
don’t see, their head would explode. But Kassapa, when I say that I know and see I really do 
know and see.

So you should train like this: “I will set up a keen sense of conscience and prudence for 
seniors, juniors, and those in the ṁiddle.” That’s how you should train.
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And you should train like this: “Whenever I hear a teaching connected with what’s skillful, I 
will pay heed, pay attention, engage wholeheartedly, and lend an ear to that teaching.” That’s 
how you should train.

And you should train like this: “I will never neglect ṁindfulness of the body that is full of 
pleasure.” That’s how you should train.’

And when the Buddha had given ṁe this advice he got up froṁ his seat and left. For seven 
days I ate the nation’s alṁsfood as a debtor. On the eighth day I was enlightened.

And then the Buddha left the road and went to the root of a tree. So I spread out ṁy outer robe
of patches folded in four and said to the Buddha: ‘Sir, sit here. That would be for ṁy lasting 
welfare and happiness.’ The Buddha sat on the seat spread out and said to ṁe: ‘Kassapa, this 
outer robe of patches is soft.’ ‘Sir, please accept ṁy outer robe of patches out of coṁpassion.’ 
‘Well then, Kassapa, will you wear ṁy worn-out heṁpen rag robe?’ ‘I will wear it, sir.’ And so I 
presented ṁy outer robe of patches to the Buddha. And the Buddha presented ṁe with his worn-
out heṁpen rag robe.

So if anyone should be rightly called the Buddha’s true-born child, born froṁ his ṁouth, born 
of the teaching, created by the teaching, heir to the teaching, and receiver of his worn-out 
heṁpen rag robes, it’s ṁe.

Whenever I want, quite secluded froṁ sensual pleasures, secluded froṁ unskillful qualities, I 
enter and reṁain in the first absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of seclusion, while 
placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. … (The nine progressive ṁeditations and the five 
insights should be treated in full.)

I have realized the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life. And I 
live having realized it with ṁy own insight due to the ending of defileṁents. Reverend, you ṁight
as well think to hide a bull elephant that’s three or three and a half ṁeters tall behind a palṁ leaf 
as to hide ṁy six insights.”

But the nun Thullananda�  fell froṁ the spiritual life.

16:12. The Realized One After Death

At one tiṁe Venerable Maha�kassapa and Venerable Sa� riputta were staying near Benares, in the 
deer park at Isipatana. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Sa� riputta caṁe out of retreat, went 
to Venerable Maha�kassapa, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite 
conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to Maha�kassapa: “Reverend Kassapa, 
does a Realized One exist after death?” “Reverend, this has not been declared by the Buddha.” 
“Well then, does a Realized One not exist after death?” “This too has not been declared by the 
Buddha.” “Well then, does a Realized One both exist and not exist after death?” “This too has not 
been declared by the Buddha.” “Well then, does a Realized One neither exist nor not exist after 
death?” “This too has not been declared by the Buddha.” “And why has this not been declared by 
the Buddha?” “Because it’s not beneficial or relevant to the fundaṁentals of the spiritual life. It 
doesn’t lead to disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and 
extinguishṁent. That’s why it has not been declared by the Buddha.”

“So what now has been declared by the Buddha?” “‘This is suffering’ has been declared by the 
Buddha. ‘This is the origin of suffering’ … ‘This is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice
that leads to the cessation of suffering’ has been declared by the Buddha.” “And why has this 
been declared by the Buddha?” “Because it’s beneficial and relevant to the fundaṁentals of the 
spiritual life. It leads to disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and 
extinguishṁent. That’s why it has been declared by the Buddha.”
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16:13. The Counterfeit of the True Teaching

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Then Venerable Maha�kassapa went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat 
down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “What is the cause, sir, what is the reason why there used to 
be fewer training rules but ṁore enlightened ṁendicants? And what is the cause, what is the 
reason why these days there are ṁore training rules and fewer enlightened ṁendicants?” “That’s
how it is, Kassapa. When sentient beings are in decline and the true teaching is disappearing 
there are ṁore training rules and fewer enlightened ṁendicants. The true teaching doesn’t 
disappear as long the counterfeit of the true teaching hasn’t appeared in the world. But when the 
counterfeit of the true teaching appears in the world then the true teaching disappears.

It’s like true gold, which doesn’t disappear as long as counterfeit gold hasn’t appeared in the 
world. But when counterfeit gold appears in the world then real gold disappears. In the saṁe 
way, the true teaching doesn’t disappear as long the counterfeit of the true teaching hasn’t 
appeared in the world. But when the counterfeit of the true teaching appears in the world then 
the true teaching disappears.

It’s not the eleṁents of earth, water, fire, or air that ṁake the true teaching disappear. Rather, 
it’s the foolish people who appear right here that ṁake the true teaching disappear. The true 
teaching doesn’t disappear like a ship that sinks all at once.

There are five detriṁental things that lead to the decline and disappearance of the true 
teaching. What five? It’s when the ṁonks, nuns, layṁen, and laywoṁen lack respect and 
reverence for the Teacher, the teaching, the San� gha, the training, and iṁṁersion. These five 
detriṁental things lead to the decline and disappearance of the true teaching.

There are five things that lead to the continuation, persistence, and enduring of the true 
teaching. What five? It’s when the ṁonks, nuns, layṁen, and laywoṁen ṁaintain respect and 
reverence for the Teacher, the teaching, the San� gha, the training, and iṁṁersion. These five 
things lead to the continuation, persistence, and enduring of the true teaching.”

The Linked Discourses with Kassapa are coṁplete.

17. La�bhasakka� rasaṁ� yutta:
On Gains and Honor

1. The First Chapter

17:1. Brutal

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” 
“Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal, bitter, and harsh. They’re an obstacle to 
reaching the supreṁe sanctuary. So you should train like this: ‘We will give up arisen 
possessions, honor, and popularity, and we won’t let theṁ occupy our ṁinds.’ That’s how you 
should train.”
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17:2. A Hook

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal, bitter, and harsh. They’re an obstacle 
to reaching the supreṁe sanctuary. Suppose a fisherṁan was to cast a baited hook into a deep 
lake. Seeing the bait, a fish would swallow it. And so the fish that swallowed the hook would ṁeet
with tragedy and disaster, and the fisherṁan can do what he wants with it.

‘Fisherṁan’ is a terṁ for Ma� ra the Wicked. ‘Hook’ is a terṁ for possessions, honor, and 
popularity. Whoever enjoys and likes arisen possessions, honor, and popularity is called a 
ṁendicant who has swallowed Ma� ra’s hook. They’ve ṁet with tragedy and disaster, and the 
Wicked One can do what he wants with theṁ. So brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity—
bitter and harsh, an obstacle to reaching the supreṁe sanctuary. So you should train like this: 
‘We will give up arisen possessions, honor, and popularity, and we won’t let theṁ occupy our 
ṁinds.’ That’s how you should train.”

17:3. A Turtle

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … Once upon a tiṁe in a certain lake 
there was a large faṁily of turtles that had lived there for a long tiṁe. Then one of the turtles said
to another: ‘My dear turtle, don’t you go to that place.’ But that turtle did go to that place, and a 
hunter pierced her with a harpoon. Then that turtle went back to the other turtle. When the 
other turtle saw her coṁing off in the distance, he said: ‘My dear turtle, I hope you didn’t go to 
that place!’ ‘I did.’ ‘But ṁy dear turtle, I hope you’re not hurt or injured!’ ‘I’ṁ not hurt or injured. 
But this cord keeps dragging behind ṁe.’ ‘Indeed, ṁy dear turtle, you’re hurt and injured! Your 
father and grandfather ṁet with tragedy and disaster because of such a cord. Go now, you are no 
longer one of us.’

‘Hunter’ is a terṁ for Ma�ra the Wicked. ‘Harpoon’ is a terṁ for possessions, honor, and 
popularity. ‘Cord’ is a terṁ for desire with relishing. Whoever enjoys and likes arisen 
possessions, honor, and popularity is called a ṁendicant who has been pierced with a harpoon. 
They’ve ṁet with tragedy and disaster, and the Wicked One can treat theṁ however he wants. So
brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. …”

17:4. A Fleecy Sheep

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … Suppose a fleecy sheep was to enter
a briar patch. She’d get caught, snagged, and trapped at every turn, coṁing to ruin. In the saṁe 
way, take a certain ṁendicant whose ṁind is overcoṁe and overwhelṁed by possessions, honor,
and popularity. They robe up in the ṁorning and, taking their bowl and robe, enter the village or 
town for alṁs. They get caught, snagged, and trapped at every turn, coṁing to ruin. So brutal are 
possessions, honor, and popularity. …”

17:5. A Dung Beetle

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … Suppose there was a dung-eating 
beetle full of dung, stuffed with dung, and before her was a huge pile of dung. She’d look down on
other beetles, thinking: ‘For I aṁ a dung-eating beetle full of dung, stuffed with dung, and before 
ṁe is a huge pile of dung.’ In the saṁe way, take a certain ṁendicant whose ṁind is overcoṁe 
and overwhelṁed by possessions, honor, and popularity. They robe up in the ṁorning and, 
taking their bowl and robe, enter the village or town for alṁs. There they eat as ṁuch as they 
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like, get invited back toṁorrow, and have plenty of alṁs-food. When they get back to the 
ṁonastery, they boast in the ṁiddle of a group of ṁendicants: ‘I ate as ṁuch as I liked, got invited
back toṁorrow, and had plenty of alṁs-food. I get robes, alṁs-food, lodgings, and ṁedicines and 
supplies for the sick. But these other ṁendicants have little ṁerit or significance, so they don’t 
get these things.’ With a ṁind overcoṁe and overwhelṁed by possessions, honor, and 
popularity, they look down on other good-hearted ṁendicants. This will be for their lasting harṁ
and suffering. So brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. …”

17:6. A Bolt of Lightning

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … Who should be struck by lightning? 
A trainee who coṁes into possessions, honor, and popularity before they achieve their heart’s 
desire.

‘Lightning strike’ is a terṁ for possessions, honor, and popularity. So brutal are possessions, 
honor, and popularity. …”

17:7. A Poisoned Arrow

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … Who should be pierced by a 
poisoned arrow? A trainee who coṁes into possessions, honor, and popularity before they 
achieve their heart’s desire.

‘Arrow’ is a terṁ for possessions, honor, and popularity. So brutal are possessions, honor, and 
popularity. …”

17:8. A Jackal

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … Mendicants, did you hear an old 
jackal howling at the crack of dawn?” “Yes, sir.” “That old jackal has the disease called ṁange. 
He’s not happy in his den, or at the root of a tree, or out in the open. Wherever he goes, stands, 
sits, or lies down he ṁeets with tragedy and disaster. In the saṁe way, take a certain ṁendicant 
whose ṁind is overcoṁe and overwhelṁed by possessions, honor, and popularity. They’re not 
happy in an eṁpty hut, at the root of a tree, or out in the open. Wherever they go, stand, sit, or lie 
down they ṁeet with tragedy and disaster. So brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. …”

17:9. Gale-force Winds

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … High in the sky there are gale-force 
winds blowing. Any bird that flies there is flung about by those gale-force winds. Their feet go 
one way, their wings another, their head another, and their body another. In the saṁe way, take a
certain ṁonk whose ṁind is overcoṁe and overwhelṁed by possessions, honor, and popularity. 
He robes up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, enters the village or town for alṁs 
without guarding body, speech, and ṁind, without establishing ṁindfulness, and without 
restraining the sense faculties. There he sees a feṁale scantily clad, with revealing clothes. Lust 
infects his ṁind. He rejects the training and returns to a lesser life. Soṁe take his robe, others his 
bowl, others his sitting cloth, others his needle case, just like the bird flung about by the gale-
force winds. So brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. …”
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17:10. With Verses

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … Take a case where I see a certain 
person whose ṁind is overcoṁe and overwhelṁed by honor. When their body breaks up, after 
death, they’re reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell. Take another case 
where I see a certain person whose ṁind is overcoṁe and overwhelṁed by lack of honor. When 
their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, 
hell. And take another case where I see a certain person whose ṁind is overcoṁe and 
overwhelṁed by both honor and lack of honor. When their body breaks up, after death, they’re 
reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell. So brutal are possessions, honor, and 
popularity. …”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Whether they’re honored 
or not honored, or both, 
their iṁṁersion doesn’t waver 
as they live diligently.

They regularly practice absorption 
with subtle view and discernṁent. 
Rejoicing in the ending of grasping, 
they’re said to be a good person.”

2. The Second Chapter

17:11. A Golden Bowl

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … When I’ve coṁprehended the ṁind 
of a certain person, I understand: ‘This venerable would not tell a deliberate lie even for the sake 
of a golden bowl filled with silver powder.’ But soṁe tiṁe later I see theṁ tell a deliberate lie 
because their ṁind is overcoṁe and overwhelṁed by possessions, honor, and popularity. So 
brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. …”

17:12. A Silver Bowl

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … When I’ve coṁprehended the ṁind 
of a certain person, I understand: ‘This venerable would not tell a deliberate lie even for the sake 
of a silver bowl filled with gold powder.’ But soṁe tiṁe later I see theṁ tell a deliberate lie 
because their ṁind is overcoṁe and overwhelṁed by possessions, honor, and popularity. So 
brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. …”

17:13–20. A Gold Coin, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when I’ve coṁprehended the ṁind of a certain person, I understand: 
‘This venerable would not tell a deliberate lie even for the sake of a gold coin.’ … ‘… for the sake 
of a hundred gold coins.’ … ‘… for the sake of a gold doubloon.’ … ‘… for the sake of a hundred 
gold doubloons.’ … ‘… for the sake of the whole earth full of gold.’ … ‘… for any kind of ṁaterial 
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reward.’ … ‘… for the sake of life.’ … ‘… for the sake of the finest lady in the land.’ But soṁe tiṁe 
later I see theṁ tell a deliberate lie because their ṁind is overcoṁe and overwhelṁed by 
possessions, honor, and popularity. So brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. …”

3. The Third Chapter

17:21. A Feṁale

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … Even if you’re alone with a feṁale 
she ṁight not occupy your ṁind, but possessions, honor and popularity would still occupy your 
ṁind. So brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. …”

17:22. The Finest Lady in the Land

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … Even if you’re alone with the finest 
lady in the land she ṁight not occupy your ṁind, but possessions, honor and popularity would 
still occupy your ṁind. So brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. …”

17:23. An Only Son

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … A faithful laywoṁan with a dear and
beloved only son would rightly appeal to hiṁ: ‘My darling, please be like the householder Citta 
and Hatthaka of AlAavī�.’ These are a standard and a ṁeasure for ṁy ṁale lay disciples, that is, the 
householder Citta and Hatthaka of AlAavī�. ‘But ṁy darling, if you go forth froṁ the lay life to 
hoṁelessness, please be like Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na.’ These are a standard and a ṁeasure for 
ṁy ṁonk disciples, that is, Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na. ‘And ṁy darling, ṁay you not coṁe into 
possessions, honor, and popularity while you’re still a trainee and haven’t achieved your heart’s 
desire.’ If a trainee who hasn’t achieved their heart’s desire coṁes into possessions, honor, and 
popularity it’s an obstacle for theṁ. So brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. …”

17:24. An Only Daughter

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … A faithful laywoṁan with a dear and
beloved only daughter would rightly appeal to her: ‘My darling, please be like the laywoṁen 
Khujjuttara�  and VelAukanA tAakī�, Nanda’s ṁother.’ These are a standard and a ṁeasure for ṁy feṁale
lay disciples, that is, the laywoṁen Khujjuttara�  and VelAukanA tAakī�, Nanda’s ṁother. ‘But ṁy 
darling, if you go forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness, please be like the nuns Kheṁa�  and 
UppalavanA nA a� .’ These are a standard and a ṁeasure for ṁy nun disciples, that is, the nuns Kheṁa�  
and UppalavanA nA a� . ‘And ṁy darling, ṁay you not coṁe into possessions, honor, and popularity 
while you’re still a trainee and haven’t achieved your heart’s desire.’ If a trainee who hasn’t 
achieved their heart’s desire coṁes into possessions, honor, and popularity it’s an obstacle for 
theṁ. So brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. …”
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17:25. Ascetics and Brahṁins

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly understand the 
gratification, drawback, and escape when it coṁes to possessions, honor, and popularity. I don’t 
regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables don’t realize the goal of life as an 
ascetic or brahṁin, and don’t live having realized it with their own insight. There are ascetics and
brahṁins who do truly understand the gratification, drawback, and escape when it coṁes to 
possessions, honor, and popularity. I regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those 
venerables realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and live having realized it with their 
own insight.”

17:26. Ascetics and Brahṁins (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “There are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly understand the origin, ending, 
gratification, drawback, and escape when it coṁes to possessions, honor, and popularity … There
are ascetics and brahṁins who do truly understand …”

17:27. Ascetics and Brahṁins (3rd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “There are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly understand possessions, honor, 
and popularity, their origin, their cessation, and the path that leads to their cessation … There are
ascetics and brahṁins who do truly understand …”

17:28. Skin

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … They cut through the outer skin, the
inner skin, the flesh, sinews, and bones, until they reach the ṁarrow and stay pressing there. So 
brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. …”

17:29. A Rope

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … They cut through the outer skin, the
inner skin, the flesh, sinews, and bones, until they reach the ṁarrow and stay pressing there.

Suppose a strong ṁan was to twist a tough horse-hair rope around your shin and tighten it. It 
would cut through the outer skin, the inner skin, the flesh, sinews, and bones, until it reached the 
ṁarrow and stayed pressing there. In the saṁe way, possessions, honor, and popularity cut 
through the outer skin, the inner skin, the flesh, sinews, and bones, until they reach the ṁarrow 
and stay pressing there. So brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. …”

17:30. A Mendicant With Defileṁents Ended

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, possessions, honor, and popularity are an obstacle even for a 
ṁendicant who is perfected, with defileṁents ended.” When he said this, Venerable AJ nanda said 
to the Buddha: “Sir, what do possessions, honor, and popularity obstruct for a ṁendicant with 
defileṁents ended?” “AJ nanda, I don’t say that possessions, honor, and popularity obstruct the 
unshakable freedoṁ of heart. But I do say that possessions, honor, and popularity obstruct the 
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achieveṁent of blissful ṁeditations in this very life for a ṁeditator who is diligent, keen, and 
resolute. So brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity—bitter and harsh, an obstacle to 
reaching the supreṁe sanctuary. So you should train like this: ‘We will give up arisen 
possessions, honor, and popularity, and we won’t let theṁ occupy our ṁinds.’ That’s how you 
should train.”

4. The Fourth Chapter

17:31. Schisṁ

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … Devadatta caused a schisṁ in the 
San� gha because his ṁind was overcoṁe and overwhelṁed by possessions, honor, and 
popularity. So brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. …”

17:32. Skillful Root

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … Devadatta cut off his skillful root 
because his ṁind was overcoṁe and overwhelṁed by possessions, honor, and popularity. So 
brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. …”

17:33. Skillful Quality

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … Devadatta cut off his skillful quality 
because his ṁind was overcoṁe and overwhelṁed by possessions, honor, and popularity. So 
brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. …”

17:34. Bright Quality

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal … Devadatta cut off his bright quality 
because his ṁind was overcoṁe and overwhelṁed by possessions, honor, and popularity. So 
brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. …”

17:35. Shortly After He Left

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, on the Vulture’s Peak Mountain, not long 
after Devadatta had left. There the Buddha spoke to the ṁendicants about Devadatta: 
“Possessions, honor, and popularity caṁe to Devadatta for his own ruin and downfall.

It’s like a banana tree …
or a baṁboo …
or a reed, all of which bear fruit to their own ruin and downfall …
It’s like a ṁule, which becoṁes pregnant to its own ruin and downfall. In the saṁe way, 

possessions, honor, and popularity caṁe to Devadatta for his own ruin and downfall. So brutal 
are possessions, honor, and popularity. …” That’s how you should train.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:
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“The banana tree is destroyed by its own fruit, 
as are the baṁboo and the reed. 
Honor destroys a corrupt person, 
as pregnancy destroys a ṁule.”

17:36. Five Hundred Carts

Near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding ground. Now at that tiṁe Prince 
Aja� tasattu was going with five hundred carts in the ṁorning and the evening to attend on 
Devadatta, presenting hiṁ with an offering of five hundred servings of food. Then several 
ṁendicants went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, Prince 
Aja� tasattu is going with five hundred carts in the ṁorning and the evening to attend on 
Devadatta, presenting hiṁ with an offering of five hundred servings of food.” “Mendicants, don’t 
envy Devadatta’s possessions, honor, and popularity. As long as Prince Aja� tasattu goes with five 
hundred carts in the ṁorning and the evening to attend on Devadatta, presenting hiṁ with an 
offering of five hundred servings of food, Devadatta can expect decline, not growth, in skillful 
qualities.

If bile were to burst froṁ a wild dog’s nose, it would becoṁe even wilder. In the saṁe way, as 
long as Prince Aja� tasattu goes with five hundred carts in the ṁorning and the evening to attend 
on Devadatta, presenting hiṁ with an offering of five hundred servings of food, Devadatta can 
expect decline, not growth, in skillful qualities. So brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity. 
…”

17:37. Mother

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal, bitter, and harsh. They’re an obstacle 
to reaching the supreṁe sanctuary. When I’ve coṁprehended the ṁind of a certain person, I 
understand: ‘This venerable would not tell a deliberate lie even for the sake of their ṁother.’ But 
soṁe tiṁe later I see theṁ tell a deliberate lie because their ṁind is overcoṁe and overwhelṁed 
by possessions, honor, and popularity. So brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity—bitter 
and harsh, an obstacle to reaching the supreṁe sanctuary. So you should train like this: ‘We will 
give up arisen possessions, honor, and popularity, and we won’t let theṁ occupy our ṁinds.’ 
That’s how you should train.”

17:38–43. Father, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “Possessions, honor, and popularity are brutal, bitter, and harsh. They’re an obstacle 
to reaching the supreṁe sanctuary. When I’ve coṁprehended the ṁind of a certain person, I 
understand: ‘This venerable would not tell a deliberate lie even for the sake of their father. … (To 
be expanded as in SN 17.37.) brother … sister … son … daughter … wife.’ But soṁe tiṁe later I see
theṁ tell a deliberate lie because their ṁind is overcoṁe and overwhelṁed by possessions, 
honor, and popularity. So brutal are possessions, honor, and popularity—bitter and harsh, an 
obstacle to reaching the supreṁe sanctuary. So you should train like this: ‘We will give up arisen 
possessions, honor, and popularity, and we won’t let theṁ occupy our ṁinds.’ That’s how you 
should train.”

The Linked Discourses on possessions, honor, and popularity are coṁplete.
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18. Ra�hulasaṁ� yutta:
With Rāhula

1. The First Chapter

18:1. The Eye, Etc.

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Then Venerable Ra�hula went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to 
one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve 
heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute.”

“What do you think, Ra�hula? Is the eye perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But
if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, 
suffering, and perishable, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” 
“No, sir.”

“Is the ear perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “Is the nose perṁanent or 
iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “Is the tongue perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “Is the body perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “Is the 
ṁind perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or
happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, is it fit to be 
regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.”

“Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, the ear, the nose, the 
tongue, the body, and the ṁind. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away 
they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, 
the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return 
to any state of existence.’” (The ten discourses of this series should be treated in the saṁe way.)

18:2. Sights, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “What do you think, Ra�hula? Are sights perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent,
sir.” … “… sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … Are thoughts perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with sights, 
sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. …”

18:3. Consciousness

At Sa�vatthī�. “What do you think, Ra�hula? Is eye consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “… ear consciousness … nose consciousness … tongue consciousness … 
body consciousness … Is ṁind consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” 
… “Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with eye consciousness, ear 
consciousness, nose consciousness, tongue consciousness, body consciousness, and ṁind 
consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. …”
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18:4. Contact

At Sa�vatthī�. “What do you think, Ra�hula? Is eye contact perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “… ear contact … nose contact … tongue contact … body contact … Is ṁind 
contact perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “Seeing this, a learned noble 
disciple grows disillusioned with eye contact, ear contact, nose contact, tongue contact, body 
contact, and ṁind contact. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. …”

18:5. Feeling

At Sa�vatthī�. “What do you think, Ra�hula? Is feeling born of eye contact perṁanent or 
iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “… feeling born of ear contact … feeling born of nose 
contact … feeling born of tongue contact … feeling born of body contact … Is feeling born of ṁind 
contact perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “Seeing this, a learned noble 
disciple grows disillusioned with feeling born of eye contact, ear contact, nose contact, tongue 
contact, body contact, and ṁind contact. …”

18:6. Perceptions

At Sa�vatthī�. “What do you think, Ra�hula? Is perception of sights perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “… perception of sounds … perception of sṁells … perception of tastes … 
perception of touches … Is perception of thoughts perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, 
sir.” … “Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the perception of sights, 
sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts. …”

18:7. Intention

At Sa�vatthī�. “What do you think, Ra�hula? Is intention regarding sights perṁanent or 
iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “… intention regarding sounds … intention regarding 
sṁells … intention regarding tastes … intention regarding touches … Is intention regarding 
thoughts perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “Seeing this, a learned noble 
disciple grows disillusioned with intention regarding sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and 
thoughts. …”

18:8. Craving

At Sa�vatthī�. “What do you think, Ra�hula? Is craving for sights perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “… craving for sounds … craving for sṁells … craving for tastes … craving 
for touches … Is craving for thoughts perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … 
“Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with craving for sights, sounds, sṁells, 
tastes, touches, and thoughts. …”

18:9. Eleṁents

At Sa�vatthī�. “What do you think, Ra�hula? Is the earth eleṁent perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “… the water eleṁent … the fire eleṁent … the air eleṁent … the space 
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eleṁent … Is the consciousness eleṁent perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … 
“Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the earth eleṁent, water eleṁent, 
fire eleṁent, air eleṁent, space eleṁent, and consciousness eleṁent …”

18:10. The Aggregates

At Sa�vatthī�. “What do you think, Ra�hula? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, 
sir.” … “… feeling … perception … choices … Is consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with forṁ, 
feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When 
desire fades away they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: 
‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, 
there is no return to any state of existence.’”

2. The Second Chapter

18:11. The Eye, Etc.

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Ra�hula went 
up to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ: “What do you think, 
Ra�hula? Is the eye perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is 
it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, is it
fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.” “… the ear … the nose … 
the tongue … the body … Is the ṁind perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if 
it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering,
and perishable, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.” 
“Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, the ear, the nose, the 
tongue, the body, and the ṁind. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away 
they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, 
the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return 
to any state of existence.’” (The ten discourses of this series should be treated in the saṁe way.)

18:12–20. The Nine Discourses on Sights, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “What do you think, Ra�hula? Are sights perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent,
sir.” … “… sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts …”

“… eye consciousness … ear consciousness … nose consciousness … tongue consciousness … 
body consciousness … ṁind consciousness …”

“… eye contact … ear contact … nose contact … tongue contact … body contact … ṁind contact 
…”

“… feeling born of eye contact … feeling born of ear contact … feeling born of nose contact … 
feeling born of tongue contact … feeling born of body contact … feeling born of ṁind contact …”

“… perception of sights … perception of sounds … perception of sṁells … perception of tastes 
… perception of touches … perception of thoughts …”

“… intention regarding sights … intention regarding sounds … intention regarding sṁells … 
intention regarding tastes … intention regarding touches … intention regarding thoughts …”
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“… craving for sights … craving for sounds … craving for sṁells … craving for tastes … craving 
for touches … craving for thoughts …”

“… the earth eleṁent … the water eleṁent … the fire eleṁent … the air eleṁent … the space 
eleṁent … the consciousness eleṁent …”

“… forṁ … feeling … perception … choices … Is consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of 
existence.’”

18:21. Tendency

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Ra�hula went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and 
said to hiṁ: “Sir, how does one know and see so that there’s no ego, possessiveness, or 
underlying tendency to conceit for this conscious body and all external stiṁuli?” “Ra�hula, one 
truly sees any kind of forṁ at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; 
inferior or superior; far or near: all forṁ—with right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not 
this, this is not ṁy self.’ One truly sees any kind of feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or 
superior; far or near: all consciousness—with right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not 
this, this is not ṁy self.’ That’s how to know and see so that there’s no ego, possessiveness, or 
underlying tendency to conceit for this conscious body and all external stiṁuli.”

18:22. Rid of Conceit

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Ra�hula went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and 
said to hiṁ: “Sir, how does one know and see so that the ṁind is rid of ego, possessiveness, and 
conceit for this conscious body and all external stiṁuli; and going beyond discriṁination, it’s 
peaceful and well freed?” “Ra�hula, when one truly sees any kind of forṁ at all—past, future, or 
present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all forṁ—with right
understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self,’ one is freed by not grasping.

When one truly sees any kind of feeling … perception … choices … When one truly sees any 
kind of consciousness at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior 
or superior; far or near: all consciousness—with right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not 
this, this is not ṁy self,’ one is freed by not grasping. That’s how to know and see so that the ṁind
is rid of ego, possessiveness, and conceit for this conscious body and all external stiṁuli; and 
going beyond discriṁination, it’s peaceful and well freed.”

The Linked Discourses with Ra�hula are coṁplete.
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19. LakkhanA asaṁ� yutta:
With Lakkhaṇa

1. The First Chapter

19:1. A Skeleton

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the 
squirrels’ feeding ground. Now at that tiṁe Venerable LakkhanA a and Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na 
were staying on the Vulture’s Peak Mountain. Then Maha�ṁoggalla�na robed up in the ṁorning 
and, taking his bowl and robe, went to LakkhanA a and said to hiṁ: “Coṁe, Reverend LakkhanA a, 
let’s enter Ra� jagaha for alṁs.” “Yes, reverend,” LakkhanA a replied. As Maha�ṁoggalla�na was 
descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain he sṁiled at a certain spot. So LakkhanA a said to 
Maha�ṁoggalla�na: “What is the cause, Reverend Moggalla�na, what is the reason you sṁiled?” 
“Reverend LakkhanA a, it’s the wrong tiṁe for this question. Ask ṁe when we’re in the Buddha’s 
presence.”

Then LakkhanA a and Maha�ṁoggalla�na wandered for alṁs in Ra� jagaha. After the ṁeal, on their 
return froṁ alṁs-round, they went to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. LakkhanA a 
said to Maha�ṁoggalla�na: “Just now, as Maha�ṁoggalla�na was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak 
Mountain he sṁiled at a certain spot. What is the cause, Reverend Moggalla�na, what is the reason
you sṁiled?”

“Just now, reverend, as I was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a skeleton flying 
through the air. Vultures, crows, and hawks kept chasing it, pecking and clawing as it screeched 
in pain. It occurred to ṁe: ‘It’s incredible, it’s aṁazing! That there can be such a sentient being, 
such an entity, such an incarnation!’”

Then the Buddha said to the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, there are disciples who live full of 
vision and knowledge, since a disciple knows, sees, and witnesses such a thing. Forṁerly, I too 
saw that being, but I did not speak of it. For if I had spoken of it others would not have believed 
ṁe, which would be for their lasting harṁ and suffering. That being used to be a cattle butcher 
right here in Ra� jagaha. As a result of that deed he burned in hell for ṁany years, ṁany hundreds, 
ṁany thousands, ṁany hundreds of thousands of years. Now he experiences the residual result 
of that deed in such an incarnation.” (All these discourses should be expanded like this.)

19:2. A Piece of Meat

“Just now, reverend, as I was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a piece of ṁeat 
flying through the air. Vultures, crows, and hawks kept chasing it, pecking and clawing as it 
screeched in pain. …” … “That being used to be a cattle butcher right here in Ra� jagaha. …”

19:3. A Piece of Flesh

“Just now, reverend, as I was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a piece of flesh 
flying through the air. Vultures, crows, and hawks kept chasing it, pecking and clawing as it 
screeched in pain. …” … “That being used to be a bird hunter right here in Ra� jagaha. …”
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19:4. A Flayed Man

“Just now, reverend, as I was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a flayed ṁan flying 
through the air. Vultures, crows, and hawks kept chasing it, pecking and clawing as he screaṁed 
in pain. …” … “That being used to be a sheep butcher right here in Ra� jagaha. …”

19:5. Sword Hairs

“Just now, reverend, as I was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a ṁan whose body 
hairs were swords flying through the air. And those swords kept rising up and falling on his body
as he screaṁed in pain. …” … “That being used to be a pig butcher right here in Ra� jagaha. …”

19:6. Spear Hairs

“Just now, reverend, as I was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a ṁan whose body 
hairs were spears flying through the air. And those spears kept rising up and falling on his body 
as he screaṁed in pain. …” … “That being used to be a deer hunter right here in Ra� jagaha. …”

19:7. Arrow Hairs

“Just now, reverend, as I was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a ṁan whose body 
hairs were arrows flying through the air. And those arrows kept rising up and falling on his body 
as he screaṁed in pain. …” … “That being used to be a torturer right here in Ra� jagaha. …”

19:8. Needle Hairs

“Just now, reverend, as I was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a ṁan whose body 
hairs were needles flying through the air. And those needles kept rising up and falling on his 
body as he screaṁed in pain. …” … “That being used to be a war herald right here in Ra� jagaha. …”

19:9. Needle Hairs (2nd)

“Just now, reverend, as I was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a ṁan whose body 
hairs were needles flying through the air. The needles bored into his head and out his ṁouth, 
into his ṁouth and out his chest, into his chest and out his belly, into his belly and out his thighs, 
into his thighs and out his calves, and into his calves and out his feet. And he screaṁed in pain. …”
… “That being used to be an inforṁant right here in Ra� jagaha. …”

19:10. Pot Balls

“Just now, reverend, as I was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a ṁan with 
testicles as big as pots flying through the air. When he was walking he had to lift his testicles on 
to his shoulder. And when he sat down, he sat right on theṁ. Vultures, crows, and hawks kept 
chasing hiṁ, pecking, plucking, and hacking as he screaṁed in pain. …” … “That being used to be 
a corrupt official right here in Ra� jagaha. …”
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19:12. A Dung Eater

“Just now, reverend, as I was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a ṁan sunk in a 
sewer, eating dung with both hands. …” … “That being used to be a nasty brahṁin right here in 
Ra� jagaha. In the tiṁe of the Buddha Kassapa’s dispensation he invited the San� gha of ṁendicants 
for a ṁeal. He filled a trough with dung and said: ‘My good ṁen, eat as ṁuch as you like, and take 
what’s left.’ …”

19:13. A Flayed Woṁan

“Just now, reverend, as I was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a flayed woṁan 
flying through the air. Vultures, crows, and hawks kept chasing her, pecking, plucking, and 
hacking as she screaṁed in pain. …” … “That woṁan used to be an adulteress right here in 
Ra� jagaha. …”

19:14. A Fishwife

“Just now, reverend, as I was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a stinking fishwife 
flying through the air. Vultures, crows, and hawks kept chasing her, pecking, plucking, and 
hacking as she screaṁed in pain. …” … “That woṁan used to be a fortune-teller right here in 
Ra� jagaha. …”

19:15. A Sweltering Woṁan

“Just now, reverend, as I was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a scorched woṁan, 
sooty and sweaty, flying through the air, as she screaṁed in pain. …” … “That woṁan used to be 
the king of Kalin� ga’s chief queen. She was of jealous nature, and poured a brazier of hot coals 
over her co-wife. …” …

19:16. A Headless Trunk

“Just now, reverend, as I was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a headless trunk 
flying through the air. Its eyes and ṁouth were on its chest. Vultures, crows, and hawks kept 
chasing it, pecking and clawing as it screaṁed in pain. …” … “That being used to be an 
executioner called Ha� rika right here in Ra� jagaha. …”

19:17. A Bad Monk

“Just now, reverend, as I was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a ṁonk flying 
through the air. His outer robe, bowl, belt, and body were burning, blazing, and glowing as he 
screaṁed in pain. …” … “That ṁonk used to be a bad ṁonk in the tiṁe of Buddha Kassapa’s 
dispensation. …”
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19:18. A Bad Nun

“I saw a nun flying through the air. Her outer robe was burning …” … “She used to be a bad nun 
…”

19:19. A Bad Feṁale Probationer

“I saw a feṁale probationer flying through the air. Her outer robe was burning …” … “She used to 
be a bad feṁale probationer …”

19:20. A Bad Male Novice

“I saw a ṁale novice flying through the air. His outer robe was burning …” … “He used to be a bad
ṁale novice …”

19:21. A Bad Feṁale Novice

“Just now, reverend, as I was descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a feṁale novice 
flying through the air. Her outer robe, bowl, belt, and body were burning, blazing, and glowing as 
she screaṁed in pain. It occurred to ṁe: ‘It’s incredible, it’s aṁazing! That there can be such a 
sentient being, such an entity, such an incarnation!’”

Then the Buddha said to the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, there are disciples who live full of 
vision and knowledge, since a disciple knows, sees, and witnesses such a thing. Forṁerly, I too 
saw that feṁale novice, but I did not speak of it. For if I had spoken of it others would not have 
believed ṁe, which would be for their lasting harṁ and suffering. That feṁale novice used to be a
bad feṁale novice in the tiṁe of the Buddha Kassapa’s dispensation. As a result of that deed she 
burned in hell for ṁany years, ṁany hundreds, ṁany thousands, ṁany hundreds of thousands of 
years. Now she experiences the residual result of that deed in such an incarnation.”

The Linked Discourses with LakkhanA a are coṁplete.

20. Opaṁṁasaṁ� yutta:
With Similes

1. Siṁiles

20:1. A Roof Peak

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. There the Buddha … said: “Mendicants, the rafters of a bungalow all 
lean to the peak and ṁeet at the peak, and when the peak is deṁolished they’re all deṁolished 
too. In the saṁe way any unskillful qualities are rooted in ignorance and ṁeet in ignorance, and 
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when ignorance is deṁolished they’re all deṁolished too. So you should train like this: ‘We will 
stay diligent.’ That’s how you should train.”

2. The Second Chapter

19:11. Over His Head

So I have heard. At one tiṁe near Ra� jagaha in the Baṁboo Grove ... “Just now, reverend, as I was 
descending froṁ Vulture’s Peak Mountain I saw a ṁan sunk over his head in a sewer. …” … “That 
being used to be an adulterer right here in Ra� jagaha. …”

20:2. A Fingernail

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the Buddha, picking up a little bit of dirt under his fingernail, addressed the 
ṁendicants: “What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the little bit of dirt under ṁy 
fingernail, or this great earth?” “Sir, the great earth is far ṁore. The little bit of dirt under your 
fingernail is tiny. Coṁpared to the great earth, it can’t be reckoned or coṁpared, it’s not even a 
fraction.” “In the saṁe way the sentient beings reborn as huṁans are few, while those not reborn
as huṁans are ṁany. So you should train like this: ‘We will stay diligent.’ That’s how you should 
train.”

20:3. Faṁilies

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, those faṁilies with ṁany woṁen and few ṁen are easy prey for 
bandits and thieves. In the saṁe way any ṁendicant who has not developed and cultivated the 
heart’s release by love is easy prey for non-huṁans. Those faṁilies with few woṁen and ṁany 
ṁen are hard prey for bandits and thieves. In the saṁe way a ṁendicant who has developed and 
cultivated the heart’s release by love is hard prey for non-huṁans. So you should train like this: 
‘We will develop the heart’s release by love. We’ll cultivate it, ṁake it our vehicle and our basis, 
keep it up, consolidate it, and properly iṁpleṁent it.’ That’s how you should train.”

20:4. Rice Pots

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, suppose one person was to give a gift of a hundred pots of rice in the 
ṁorning, at ṁidday, and in the evening. And soṁeone else was to develop a heart of love, even 
just as long as it takes to pull a cow’s udder. The latter would be ṁore fruitful. So you should 
train like this: ‘We will develop the heart’s release by love. We’ll cultivate it, ṁake it our vehicle 
and our basis, keep it up, consolidate it, and properly iṁpleṁent it.’ That’s how you should train.”

20:5. A Spear

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, suppose there was a sharp-pointed spear. And a ṁan caṁe along and 
thought: ‘With ṁy hand or fist I’ll fold this sharp spear over, bend it back, and twist it around!’ 
What do you think, ṁendicants? Is that ṁan capable of doing so?” “No, sir. Why not? Because it’s 
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not easy to fold that sharp spear over, bend it back, and twist it around with the hand or fist. That
ṁan will eventually get weary and frustrated.”

“In the saṁe way, suppose a ṁendicant has developed the heart’s release by love, has 
cultivated it, ṁade it a vehicle and a basis, kept it up, consolidated it, and properly iṁpleṁented 
it. Should any non-huṁan think to overthrow their ṁind, they’ll eventually get weary and 
frustrated. So you should train like this: ‘We will develop the heart’s release by love. We’ll 
cultivate it, ṁake it our vehicle and our basis, keep it up, consolidate it, and properly iṁpleṁent 
it.’ That’s how you should train.”

20:6. The Archers

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, suppose there were four well-trained expert archers with strong bows 
standing in the four directions. And a ṁan caṁe along and thought: ‘When these four well-
trained expert archers shoot arrows in four directions, I’ll catch theṁ before they reach the 
ground, and then I’ll bring theṁ back.’ What do you think, ṁendicants? Are they qualified to be 
called ‘a speedster, with ultiṁate speed’?”

“If he could catch an arrow shot by just one well-trained expert archer before it reaches the 
ground and bring it back, he’d be qualified to be called ‘a speedster, with ultiṁate speed’. How 
ṁuch ṁore so arrows shot by four archers!”

“As fast as that ṁan is, the sun and ṁoon are faster. As fast as that ṁan is, as fast as the sun 
and ṁoon are, and as fast as the deities that run before the sun and ṁoon are, the waning of the 
life forces is faster. So you should train like this: ‘We will stay diligent.’ That’s how you should 
train.”

20:7. The Druṁ Peg

At Sa�vatthī�. “Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, the Dasa� rahas had a clay druṁ called the 
Coṁṁander. Each tiṁe the Coṁṁander split they repaired it by inserting another peg. But there 
caṁe a tiṁe when the clay druṁ Coṁṁander’s original wooden riṁ disappeared and only a ṁass
of pegs reṁained. In the saṁe way, in a future tiṁe there will be ṁendicants who won’t want to 
listen when discourses spoken by the Realized One—deep, profound, transcendent, dealing with 
eṁptiness—are being recited. They won’t pay attention or apply their ṁinds to understand 
theṁ, nor will they think those teachings are worth learning and ṁeṁorizing.

But when discourses coṁposed by poets—poetry, with fancy words and phrases, coṁposed 
by outsiders or spoken by disciples—are being recited they will want to listen. They’ll pay 
attention and apply their ṁinds to understand theṁ, and they’ll think those teachings are worth 
learning and ṁeṁorizing. And that is how the discourses spoken by the Realized One—deep, 
profound, transcendent, dealing with eṁptiness—will disappear. So you should train like this: 
‘When discourses spoken by the Realized One—deep, profound, transcendent, dealing with 
eṁptiness—are being recited we will want to listen. We will pay attention and apply our ṁinds 
to understand theṁ, and we will think those teachings are worth learning and ṁeṁorizing.’ 
That’s how you should train.”

20:8. Wood Blocks

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, in the hall 
with the peaked roof. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” “Venerable 
sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:
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“Mendicants, these days the Licchavis live using wood blocks as pillows, and they exercise 
diligently and keenly. King Aja� tasattu Vedehiputta of Magadha finds no vulnerability, he’s got no 
foothold. But in the future the Licchavis will becoṁe delicate, with soft and tender hands and 
feet. They’ll sleep on soft beds with down pillows until the sun coṁes up. King Aja� tasattu 
Vedehiputta of Magadha will find a vulnerability, he’ll get his foothold.

These days the ṁendicants live using wood blocks as pillows, and they ṁeditate diligently and
keenly. Ma� ra the Wicked finds no vulnerability, he's got no foothold. But in the future the 
ṁendicants will becoṁe delicate, with soft and tender hands and feet. They’ll sleep on soft beds 
with down pillows until the sun coṁes up. Ma� ra the Wicked will find a vulnerability and will get 
a foothold. So you should train like this: ‘We will live using wood blocks as pillows, and we will 
ṁeditate diligently and keenly.’ That’s how you should train.”

20:9. A Bull Elephant

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Now at that tiṁe a certain junior ṁendicant went to visit faṁilies 
too often. The ṁendicants said to hiṁ: “Venerable, don’t go to visit faṁilies too often.” But that 
ṁendicant, when spoken to by the ṁendicants, said this: “But these senior ṁendicants think they
can go to visit faṁilies, so why can’t I?”

And then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told 
hiṁ what had happened. The Buddha said:

“Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, there was a great lake in the jungle, with bull elephants living 
nearby. They’d plunge into the lake and pull up lotus bulbs with their trunks. They’d wash theṁ 
thoroughly until they were free of ṁud before chewing and swallowing theṁ. That was good for 
their appearance and health, and wouldn’t result in death or deadly pain. The young cubs, 
following the exaṁple of the great bull elephants, plunged into the lake and pulled up lotus bulbs 
with their trunks. But they didn’t wash theṁ thoroughly, and while they were still ṁuddy they 
chewed and swallowed theṁ. That was not good for their appearance and health, and resulted in 
death or deadly pain.

In the saṁe way, there are senior ṁendicants who robe up in the ṁorning and, taking their 
bowl and robe, enter the town or village for alṁs. There they speak on the teachings, and lay 
people deṁonstrate their confidence in theṁ. And when they get things, they use theṁ untied, 
unstupefied, unattached, seeing the drawbacks, and understanding the escape. That’s good for 
their appearance and health, and doesn’t result in death or deadly pain. Junior ṁendicants, 
following the exaṁple of the senior ṁendicants, robe up in the ṁorning and, taking their bowl 
and robe, enter the town or village for alṁs. There they speak on the teachings, and lay people 
deṁonstrate their confidence in theṁ. But when they get things, they use theṁ tied, stupefied, 
attached, blind to the drawbacks, not understanding the escape. That’s not good for their 
appearance and health, and results in death or deadly pain. So you should train like this: ‘When 
we get things, we will use theṁ untied, unstupefied, unattached, seeing the drawbacks, and 
understanding the escape.’ That’s how you should train.”

20:10. A Cat

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe a certain junior ṁendicant socialized with faṁilies too often. The 
ṁendicants said to hiṁ: “Venerable, don’t socialize with faṁilies too often.” But that ṁendicant, 
when spoken to by the ṁendicants, did not stop. And then several ṁendicants went up to the 
Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ what had happened. The Buddha said:
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“Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, a cat was standing by an alley or a drain or a dustbin hunting a
little ṁouse: ‘When that little ṁouse coṁes out to feed, I’ll catch it right there and eat it!’ And 
then that little ṁouse caṁe out to feed. The cat caught it and hastily swallowed it without 
chewing. And that little ṁouse ate its intestines and ṁesentery, resulting in death and deadly 
pain.

In the saṁe way, take a certain ṁonk who robes up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and 
robe, enters the village or town for alṁs without guarding body, speech, and ṁind, without 
establishing ṁindfulness, and without restraining the sense faculties. There he sees a feṁale 
scantily clad, with revealing clothes. Lust infects his ṁind, resulting in death or deadly pain. For 
it is death in the training of the noble one to reject the training and return to a lesser life. And it is
deadly pain to coṁṁit one of the corrupt offences for which rehabilitation is possible. So you 
should train like this: ‘We will enter the village or town for alṁs guarding body, speech, and 
ṁind, establishing ṁindfulness, and restraining the sense faculties.’ That’s how you should 
train.”

20:11. A Jackal

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, did you hear an old jackal howling at the crack of dawn?” “Yes, sir.” 
“That old jackal has the disease called ṁange. Yet it still goes where it wants, stands where it 
wants, sits where it wants, and lies down where it wants. And the cool breeze still blows on it. A 
certain person here who claiṁs to be a follower of the Sakyan son would be lucky to experience 
even such an incarnation. So you should train like this: ‘We will stay diligent.’ That’s how you 
should train.”

20:12. A Jackal (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, did you hear an old jackal howling at the crack of dawn?” “Yes, sir.” 
“There ṁight be soṁe gratitude and thankfulness in that old jackal, but there is none in a certain 
person here who claiṁs to be a follower of the Sakyan son. So you should train like this: ‘We will 
be grateful and thankful. We won’t forget even a sṁall thing done for us.’ That’s how you should 
train.”

The Linked Discourses with siṁiles are coṁplete.
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21. Bhikkhusaṁ� yutta:
With Monks

1. Monks

21:1. With Kolita

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. There Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na addressed the ṁendicants: 
“Reverends, ṁendicants!” “Reverend,” they replied.

Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na said this: “Just now, reverends, as I was in private retreat this 
thought caṁe to ṁind: ‘They speak of this thing called “noble silence”. What then is this noble 
silence?’ It occurred to ṁe: ‘As the placing of the ṁind and keeping it connected are stilled, a 
ṁendicant enters and reṁains in the second absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of 
iṁṁersion, with internal clarity and confidence, and unified ṁind, without placing the ṁind and 
keeping it connected. This is called noble silence.’ And so, as the placing of the ṁind and keeping 
it connected were stilled, I was entering and reṁaining in the second absorption, which has the 
rapture and bliss born of iṁṁersion, with internal clarity and confidence, and unified ṁind, 
without placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. While I was in that ṁeditation, perceptions 
and attentions accoṁpanied by placing the ṁind beset ṁe.

Then the Buddha caṁe up to ṁe with his psychic power and said: ‘Moggalla�na, Moggalla�na! 
Don’t neglect noble silence, brahṁin! Settle your ṁind in noble silence; unify your ṁind and 
bring it to iṁṁersion in noble silence.’ And so, after soṁe tiṁe, as the placing of the ṁind and 
keeping it connected were stilled, I entered and reṁained in the second absorption … So if 
anyone should be rightly called a disciple who attained to great direct knowledge with help froṁ 
the Teacher, it’s ṁe.”

21:2. With Upatissa

At Sa�vatthī�. There Sa� riputta addressed the ṁendicants: “Reverends, ṁendicants!” “Reverend,” 
they replied. Sa� riputta said this:

“Just now, reverends, as I was in private retreat this thought caṁe to ṁind: ‘Is there anything 
in the world whose changing and perishing would give rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness,
and distress in ṁe?’ It occurred to ṁe: ‘There is nothing in the world whose changing and 
perishing would give rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress in ṁe.’”

When he said this, Venerable AJ nanda said to hiṁ: “Even if the Teacher were to decay and 
perish? Wouldn’t that give rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress in you?” “Even 
if the Teacher were to decay and perish, that wouldn’t give rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, 
sadness, and distress in ṁe. Still, I would think: ‘Alas, the illustrious Teacher, so ṁighty and 
powerful, has vanished! If the Buddha was to reṁain for a long tiṁe, that would be for the 
welfare and happiness of the people, for the benefit, welfare, and happiness of gods and 
huṁans.’” “That ṁust be because Venerable Sa� riputta has long ago totally eradicated ego, 
possessiveness, and the underlying tendency to conceit. So even if the Teacher were to decay and
perish, it wouldn’t give rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress in hiṁ.”
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21:3. A Mound of Salt

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. At that tiṁe Venerables Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na were staying near
Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding ground. Then in the late afternoon, 
Venerable Sa� riputta caṁe out of retreat, went to Venerable Moggalla�na, and exchanged greetings
with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, Sa� riputta sat down to one side, 
and said to Maha�ṁoggalla�na:

“Reverend Moggalla�na, your faculties are so very clear, and your coṁplexion is pure and 
bright. Have you spent the day in a peaceful ṁeditation?” “Reverend, I’ve spent the day in a 
coarse ṁeditation. But I have had soṁe Dhaṁṁa talk.” “Who did you have a Dhaṁṁa talk with?” 
“With the Buddha.” “But Reverend, the Buddha is far away. He’s staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s 
Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Did you go to hiṁ with your psychic power, or did he coṁe to
you?” “No reverend, I didn’t go to hiṁ with ṁy psychic power, nor did he coṁe to ṁe. Rather, the
Buddha cleared his clairvoyance and clairaudience towards ṁe, and I cleared ṁy clairvoyance 
and clairaudience towards hiṁ.” “But what ṁanner of Dhaṁṁa talk did you have together?”

“Well, reverend, I said to the Buddha: ‘Sir, they speak of one who is energetic. How is an 
energetic person defined?’ When I said this, the Buddha said: ‘Moggalla�na, it’s when a ṁendicant 
lives with energy roused up: “Gladly, let only skin, sinews, and bones reṁain! Let the flesh and 
blood waste away in ṁy body! I will not stop trying until I have achieved what is possible by 
ṁanly strength, energy, and vigor.” That’s how a person is energetic.’ That’s the Dhaṁṁa talk I 
had together with the Buddha.”

“Reverend, next to Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na I’ṁ like a few pieces of gravel next to the 
Hiṁalayas, the king of ṁountains. Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na is so ṁighty and powerful he 
could, if he wished, live on for the eon.”

“Reverend, next to Venerable Sa� riputta I’ṁ like a few grains of salt next to a ṁound of salt. 
Venerable Sa� riputta has been coṁṁended, coṁpliṁented, and praised by the Buddha:

‘In wisdoṁ, 
ethics, and peace, 
any ṁendicant who has gone beyond 
can at best equal Sa� riputta.’”

And so these two spiritual giants agreed with each others’ fine words.

21:4. A Junior Mendicant

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe a certain junior ṁonk, after his ṁeal, on his return froṁ alṁs-
round, entered his dwelling, where he adhered to passivity and silence. And he didn’t help the 
ṁendicants out when it was tiṁe to sew robes. Then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha, 
bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ what had happened.

So the Buddha said to a certain ṁonk: “Please, ṁonk, in ṁy naṁe tell that ṁonk that the 
Teacher suṁṁons hiṁ.” “Yes, sir,” that ṁonk replied. He went to that ṁonk and said to hiṁ: 
“Reverend, the teacher suṁṁons you.” “Yes, reverend,” that ṁonk replied. He went to the 
Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ: “Is it really true, ṁonk, that 
after your ṁeal, on your return froṁ alṁs-round, you entered your dwelling, where you adhered 
to passivity and silence, and you didn’t help the ṁendicants out when it was tiṁe to sew robes?” 
“Sir, I aṁ doing ṁy own work.”

Then the Buddha, knowing what that ṁonk was thinking, addressed the ṁendicants: 
“Mendicants, don’t coṁplain about this ṁonk. This ṁonk gets the four absorptions—blissful 
ṁeditations in the present life that belong to the higher ṁind—when he wants, without trouble 
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or difficulty. He has realized the supreṁe culṁination of the spiritual path in this very life, and 
lives having achieved with his own insight the goal for which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly 
go forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Not by being slack, 
or with little strength 
is extinguishṁent realized, 
the freedoṁ froṁ all suffering.

This young ṁonk, 
this best of ṁen, 
carries his final body, 
having defeated Ma�ra and his ṁount.”

21:5. With Suja� ta

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Suja� ta went to see the Buddha. The Buddha saw hiṁ coṁing off in 
the distance, and addressed the ṁendicants: “This son of a good faṁily is beautiful in both ways. 
He’s attractive, good-looking, lovely, of surpassing beauty. And he has realized the supreṁe end 
of the spiritual path in this very life. He lives having achieved with his own insight the goal for 
which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly go forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness.” That is what 
the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“This ṁendicant is truly beautiful. 
His heart is upright, 
he’s unfettered, detached, 
extinguished by not grasping. 
He carries his final body, 
having defeated Ma�ra and his ṁount.”

21:6. With LakunA tAaka Bhaddiya

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable LakunA tAaka Bhaddiya went to see the Buddha. The Buddha saw hiṁ 
coṁing off in the distance, and addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, do you you see this 
ṁonk coṁing—ugly, unsightly, deforṁed, and despised by the ṁendicants?” “Yes, sir.” “That 
ṁendicant is very ṁighty and powerful. It’s not easy to find an attainṁent that he has not 
already attained. And he has realized the supreṁe end of the spiritual path in this very life. He 
lives having achieved with his own insight the goal for which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly 
go forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness.” That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the 
Teacher, went on to say:

“Geese, herons, and peacocks, 
elephants and spotted deer— 
though their bodies are not equal, 
they all fear the lion.

So it is for huṁans— 
if a little person is wise, 
they’re the truly great one, 
not the fool with a good body.”
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21:7. With Visa�kha, PanC ca� li’s Son

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, in the hall 
with the peaked roof. Now at that tiṁe Venerable Visa�kha, PanC ca� li’s son, was educating, 
encouraging, firing up, and inspiring the ṁendicants in the asseṁbly hall with a Dhaṁṁa talk. 
His words were polished, clear, articulate, expressing the ṁeaning, coṁprehensive, and 
independent.

Then in the late afternoon, the Buddha caṁe out of retreat and went to the asseṁbly hall. He 
sat down on the seat spread out, and addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, who was 
educating, encouraging, firing up, and inspiring the ṁendicants in the asseṁbly hall with a 
Dhaṁṁa talk?” “Sir, it was Venerable Visa�kha, PanC ca� li’s son.”

Then the Buddha said to Visa�kha: “Good, good, Visa�kha! It’s good that you educate, encourage, 
fire up, and inspire the ṁendicants in the asseṁbly hall with a Dhaṁṁa talk, with words that are 
polished, clear, articulate, expressing the ṁeaning, coṁprehensive, and independent.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Though an astute person is ṁixed up with fools, 
they don’t know unless he speaks. 
But when he speaks they know, 
he’s teaching the deathless state.

He should speak and illustrate the teaching, 
holding up the banner of the herṁits. 
Words well spoken are the herṁits’ banner, 
for the teaching is the banner of the herṁits.”

21:8. With Nanda

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Nanda—the Buddha’s cousin on his ṁother’s side—dressed in nicely
pressed and ironed robes, applied eyeshadow, and took a polished black bowl. He went to the 
Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ: “Nanda, as a son of a good 
faṁily who has gone forth in faith froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness, it’s not appropriate for you 
to dress in nicely pressed and ironed robes, apply eyeshadow, and carry a polished black bowl. 
It’s appropriate for you to stay in the wilderness, eat only alṁs-food, wear rag robes, and live 
without concern for sensual pleasures.” That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the 
Teacher, went on to say:

“When will I see Nanda 
in the wilderness, wearing rag robes, 
feeding on scraps offered by strangers, 
unconcerned for sensual pleasures?”

Then soṁe tiṁe later Venerable Nanda stayed in the wilderness, ate only alṁs-food, wore rag 
robes, and lived without concern for sensual pleasures.

21:9. With Tissa

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Tissa—the Buddha’s cousin on his father’s side—went to the 
Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. He was ṁiserable and sad, with tears flowing. Then 
the Buddha said to hiṁ: “Tissa, why are you sitting there so ṁiserable and sad, with tears 
flowing?” “Sir, it’s because the ṁendicants on all sides provoke ṁe with barbed words.” “That’s 
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because you adṁonish others, but don’t accept adṁonition yourself. As a son of a good faṁily 
who has gone forth in faith froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness, it’s not appropriate for you to 
adṁonish others without accepting adṁonition yourself. It’s appropriate for you to adṁonish 
others and accept adṁonition yourself.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Why are you angry? Don’t be angry! 
It’s better to not be angry, Tissa. 
For this spiritual life is lived 
in order to reṁove anger, conceit, and denigration.”

21:10. A Mendicant Naṁed Senior

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. Now at that tiṁe there was a certain ṁendicant naṁed Senior. He lived alone and 
praised living alone. He entered the village for alṁs alone, returned alone, sat in private alone, 
and concentrated on walking ṁeditation alone. Then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha, 
bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, there’s a certain ṁendicant called Senior who 
lives alone and praises living alone.”

So the Buddha said to a certain ṁonk: “Please, ṁonk, in ṁy naṁe tell the ṁendicant Senior 
that the teacher suṁṁons hiṁ.” “Yes, sir,” that ṁonk replied. He went to Venerable Senior and 
said to hiṁ: “Reverend Senior, the teacher suṁṁons you.” “Yes, reverend,” that ṁonk replied. He 
went to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ: “Is it really true, 
Senior, that you live alone and praise living alone?” “Yes, sir.” “But in what way do you live alone 
and praise living alone?” “Well, sir, I enter the village for alṁs alone, return alone, sit in private 
alone, and concentrate on walking ṁeditation alone. That’s how I live alone and praise living 
alone.”

“That is a kind of living alone, I don’t deny it. But as to how living alone is fulfilled in detail, 
listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” he replied. “And how, Senior, is living alone 
fulfilled in detail? It’s when what’s in the past is given up, what’s in the future is relinquished, and
desire and greed for present incarnations is eliṁinated. That’s how living alone is fulfilled in 
detail.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“The sage, chaṁpion, knower of all, 
is unsullied in the ṁidst of all things. 
He’s given up all, freed in the ending of craving: 
I declare that ṁan to be one who lives alone.”

21:11. With Maha�kappina

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Maha�kappina went to see the Buddha. The Buddha saw hiṁ coṁing 
off in the distance, and addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, do you you see that ṁonk 
coṁing—white, thin, with a pointy nose?” “Yes, sir.” “That ṁendicant is very ṁighty and 
powerful. It’s not easy to find an attainṁent that he has not already attained. And he has realized 
the supreṁe end of the spiritual path in this very life. He lives having achieved with his own 
insight the goal for which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly go forth froṁ the lay life to 
hoṁelessness.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:
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“The aristocrat is best of those people 
who take clan as the standard. 
But one accoṁplished in knowledge and conduct 
is best of gods and huṁans.

The sun shines by day, 
the ṁoon glows at night, 
the aristocrat shines in arṁor, 
and the brahṁin shines in absorption. 
But all day and all night, 
the Buddha shines with glory.”

21:12. Coṁpanions

At Sa�vatthī�. Then two ṁendicants who were coṁpanions, pupils of Venerable Maha�kappina, 
went to see the Buddha. The Buddha saw theṁ coṁing off in the distance, and addressed the 
ṁendicants: “Mendicants, do you you see those ṁonks coṁing who are coṁpanions, pupils of 
Venerable Maha�kappina?” “Yes, sir.” “Those ṁendicants are very ṁighty and powerful. It’s not 
easy to find an attainṁent that they have not already attained. And they’ve realized the supreṁe 
end of the spiritual path in this very life. They live having achieved with their own insight the 
goal for which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly go forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“These coṁpanion ṁendicants 
have been together for a long tiṁe. 
The true teaching has brought theṁ together, 
the teaching proclaiṁed by the Buddha.

They’ve been well trained by Kappina 
in the teaching proclaiṁed by the noble one. 
They bear their final body, 
having defeated Ma�ra and his ṁount.”

The Linked Discourses on ṁonks are coṁplete.

The Book of Causality is finished.
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Khandhavagga:
The Book of the Aggregates
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22. Khandhasaṁyutta:
On the Aggregates

1. Nakula’s Father

22:1. Nakula’s Father

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Bhaggas on Crocodile Hill, 
in the deer park at BhesakalAa� ’s Wood. Then the householder Nakula’s father went up to the 
Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to the Buddha:

“Sir, I’ṁ an old ṁan, elderly and senior. I’ṁ advanced in years and have reached the final stage
of life. My body is ailing and I’ṁ constantly unwell. I hardly ever get to see the esteeṁed 
ṁendicants. May the Buddha please advise ṁe, and instruct ṁe. It will be for ṁy lasting welfare 
and happiness.”

“That’s so true, householder! That’s so true, householder! For this body is ailing, trapped in its 
shell. If anyone dragging around this body claiṁed to be healthy even for a ṁinute, what’s that 
but foolishness? So you should train like this: ‘Though ṁy body is ailing, ṁy ṁind will be 
healthy.’ That’s how you should train.”

And then the householder Nakula’s father approved and agreed with what the Buddha said. 
He got up froṁ his seat, bowed, and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his right. 
Then he went up to Venerable Sa� riputta, bowed, and sat down to one side. Sa� riputta said to hiṁ: 
“Householder, your faculties are so very clear, and your coṁplexion is pure and bright. Did you 
get to hear a Dhaṁṁa talk in the Buddha’s presence today?”

“What else, sir, could it possibly be? Just now the Buddha anointed ṁe with the deathless 
aṁbrosia of a Dhaṁṁa talk.” “But what kind of aṁbrosial Dhaṁṁa talk has the Buddha anointed 
you with?” So Nakula’s father told Sa� riputta all that had happened, and said:

“That’s the aṁbrosial Dhaṁṁa talk that the Buddha anointed ṁe with.”
“But didn’t you feel the need to ask the Buddha the further question: ‘Sir, how do you define 

soṁeone ailing in body and ailing in ṁind, and soṁeone ailing in body and healthy in ṁind’?” 
“Sir, we would travel a long way to learn the ṁeaning of this stateṁent in the presence of 
Venerable Sa� riputta. May Venerable Sa� riputta hiṁself please clarify the ṁeaning of this.”

“Well then, householder, listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” replied 
Nakula’s father. Sa� riputta said this:

“And how is a person ailing in body and ailing in ṁind? It’s when an uneducated ordinary 
person has not seen the noble ones, and is neither skilled nor trained in the qualities of a noble 
one. They’ve not seen good persons, and are neither skilled nor trained in the qualities of a good 
person. They regard forṁ as self, self as having forṁ, forṁ in self, or self in forṁ. They’re 
obsessed with the thought: ‘I aṁ forṁ, forṁ is ṁine!’ But that forṁ of theirs decays and perishes, 
which gives rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress.

They regard feeling as self, self as having feeling, feeling in self, or self in feeling. They’re 
obsessed with the thought: ‘I aṁ feeling, feeling is ṁine!’ But that feeling of theirs decays and 
perishes, which gives rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress.
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They regard perception as self, self as having perception, perception in self, or self in 
perception. They’re obsessed with the thought: ‘I aṁ perception, perception is ṁine!’ But that 
perception of theirs decays and perishes, which gives rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, 
and distress.

They regard choices as self, self as having choices, choices in self, or self in choices. They’re 
obsessed with the thought: ‘I aṁ choices, choices are ṁine!’ But those choices of theirs decay and
perish, which gives rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress.

They regard consciousness as self, self as having consciousness, consciousness in self, or self 
in consciousness. They’re obsessed with the thought: ‘I aṁ consciousness, consciousness is 
ṁine!’ But that consciousness of theirs decays and perishes, which gives rise to sorrow, 
laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. That’s how a person is ailing in body and ailing in ṁind.

And how is a person ailing in body and healthy in ṁind? It’s when an educated noble disciple 
has seen the noble ones, and is skilled and trained in the teaching of the noble ones. They’ve seen
good persons, and are skilled and trained in the teaching of the good persons. They don’t regard 
forṁ as self, self as having forṁ, forṁ in self, or self in forṁ. They’re not obsessed with the 
thought: ‘I aṁ forṁ, forṁ is ṁine!’ So when that forṁ of theirs decays and perishes, it doesn’t 
give rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress.

They don’t regard feeling as self, self as having feeling, feeling in self, or self in feeling. They’re 
not obsessed with the thought: ‘I aṁ feeling, feeling is ṁine!’ So when that feeling of theirs 
decays and perishes, it doesn’t give rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress.

They don’t regard perception as self, self as having perception, perception in self, or self in 
perception. They’re not obsessed with the thought: ‘I aṁ perception, perception is ṁine!’ So 
when that perception of theirs decays and perishes, it doesn’t give rise to sorrow, laṁentation, 
pain, sadness, and distress.

They don’t regard choices as self, self as having choices, choices in self, or self in choices. 
They’re not obsessed with the thought: ‘I aṁ choices, choices are ṁine!’ So when those choices of
theirs decay and perish, it doesn’t give rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress.

They don’t regard consciousness as self, self as having consciousness, consciousness in self, or 
self in consciousness. They’re not obsessed with the thought: ‘I aṁ consciousness, consciousness 
is ṁine!’ So when that consciousness of theirs decays and perishes, it doesn’t give rise to sorrow, 
laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. That’s how a person is ailing in body and healthy in 
ṁind.”

That’s what Venerable Sa� riputta said. Satisfied, Nakula’s father was happy with what Sa� riputta
said.

22:2. At Devadaha

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Sakyans, where they have a
town naṁed Devadaha. Then several ṁendicants who were heading for the west went up to the 
Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, we wish to go to a western land to 
take up residence there.”

“But ṁendicants, have you consulted with Sa� riputta?” “No, sir, we haven’t.” “You should 
consult with Sa� riputta. He’s astute, and supports his spiritual coṁpanions, the ṁendicants.” “Yes,
sir,” they replied.

Now at that tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta was ṁeditating not far froṁ the Buddha in a cluṁp of 
golden shower trees. And then those ṁendicants approved and agreed with what the Buddha 
said. They got up froṁ their seat, bowed, and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on 
their right. Then they went up to Venerable Sa� riputta, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When 
the greetings and polite conversation were over, they sat down to one side and said to hiṁ: 
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“Reverend Sa� riputta, we wish to go to a western land to take up residence there. We have 
consulted with the Teacher.”

“Reverends, there are those who question a ṁendicant who has gone abroad— astute 
aristocrats, brahṁins, householders, and ascetics— for astute people are inquisitive: ‘But what 
does the venerables’ Teacher teach? What does he explain?’ I trust the venerables have properly 
heard, learned, attended, and reṁeṁbered the teachings, and penetrated theṁ with wisdoṁ. 
That way, when answering you will repeat what the Buddha has said and not ṁisrepresent hiṁ 
with an untruth. You will explain in line with the teaching, with no legitiṁate grounds for rebuke 
and criticisṁ.

“Reverend, we would travel a long way to learn the ṁeaning of this stateṁent in the presence 
of Venerable Sa� riputta. May Venerable Sa� riputta hiṁself please clarify the ṁeaning of this.” “Well
then, reverends, listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, reverend,” they replied. 
Sa� riputta said this:

“Reverends, there are those who question a ṁendicant who has gone abroad— astute 
aristocrats, brahṁins, householders, and ascetics— for astute people are inquisitive: ‘But what 
does the venerables’ Teacher teach? What does he explain?’ When questioned like this, 
reverends, you should answer: ‘Reverend, our Teacher explained the reṁoval of desire and lust.’

When you answer like this, such astute people ṁay inquire further: ‘But regarding what does 
the venerables’ teacher explain the reṁoval of desire and lust?’ When questioned like this, 
reverends, you should answer: ‘Our teacher explains the reṁoval of desire and lust for forṁ, 
feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness.’

When you answer like this, such astute people ṁay inquire further: ‘But what drawback has 
he seen that he teaches the reṁoval of desire and lust for forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and 
consciousness?’ When questioned like this, reverends, you should answer: ‘If you’re not free of 
greed, desire, fondness, thirst, passion, and craving for forṁ, when that forṁ decays and perishes
it gives rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. If you’re not free of greed, desire, 
fondness, thirst, passion, and craving for feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, when 
that consciousness decays and perishes it gives rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and 
distress. This is the drawback our Teacher has seen that he teaches the reṁoval of desire and 
lust for forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness.’

When you answer like this, such astute people ṁay inquire further: ‘But what benefit has he 
seen that he teaches the reṁoval of desire and lust for forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and 
consciousness?’ When questioned like this, reverends, you should answer: ‘If you are rid of 
greed, desire, fondness, thirst, passion, and craving for forṁ, when that forṁ decays and perishes
it doesn’t give rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. If you are rid of greed, 
desire, fondness, thirst, passion, and craving for feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, 
when that consciousness decays and perishes it doesn’t give rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, 
sadness, and distress. This is the benefit our Teacher has seen that he teaches the reṁoval of 
desire and lust for forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness.’

If those who acquired and kept unskillful qualities were to live happily in the present life, free 
of anguish, distress, and fever; and if, when their body breaks up, after death, they could expect 
to go to a good place, the Buddha would not praise giving up unskillful qualities. But since those 
who acquire and keep unskillful qualities live unhappily in the present life, full of anguish, 
distress, and fever; and since, when their body breaks up, after death, they can expect to go to a 
bad place, the Buddha praises giving up unskillful qualities.

If those who acquired and kept skillful qualities were to live unhappily in the present life, full 
of anguish, distress, and fever; and if, when their body breaks up, after death, they could expect 
to go to a bad place, the Buddha would not praise acquiring skillful qualities. But since those who
acquire and keep skillful qualities live happily in the present life, free of anguish, distress, and 
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fever; and since, when their body breaks up, after death, they can expect to go to a good place, 
the Buddha praises acquiring skillful qualities.”

This is what Venerable Sa� riputta said. Satisfied, the ṁendicants were happy with what 
Sa� riputta said.

22:3. With Ha� liddika�ni

So I have heard. At one tiṁe Venerable Maha�kacca�na was staying in the land of the Avantis near 
Kuraraghara on Steep Mountain. Then the householder Ha� liddika�ni went up to Venerable 
Maha�kacca�na, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, this was said by the Buddha in 
the Chapter of the Eights, in ‘The Questions of Ma�gandiya’:

‘After leaving shelter to becoṁe an unsettled ṁigrant, 
a sage doesn’t get close to anyone in town. 
Rid of sensual pleasures, expecting nothing, 
they don’t argue with anyone.’

How should we see the detailed ṁeaning of the Buddha’s brief stateṁent?”
“Householder, the forṁ eleṁent is a shelter for consciousness. One whose consciousness is 

shackled to greed for the forṁ eleṁent is called a ṁigrant going froṁ shelter to shelter. The 
feeling eleṁent is a shelter for consciousness. One whose consciousness is attached to greed for 
the feeling eleṁent is called a ṁigrant going froṁ shelter to shelter. The perception eleṁent is a 
shelter for consciousness. One whose consciousness is attached to greed for the perception 
eleṁent is called a ṁigrant going froṁ shelter to shelter. The choices eleṁent is a shelter for 
consciousness. One whose consciousness is attached to greed for the choices eleṁent is called a 
ṁigrant going froṁ shelter to shelter. That’s how one is a ṁigrant going froṁ shelter to shelter.

And how is one a ṁigrant without a shelter? The Realized One has given up any desire, greed, 
relishing, and craving for the forṁ eleṁent; any attraction, grasping, ṁental dedication, 
insistence, and underlying tendencies. He has cut it off at the root, ṁade it like a palṁ stuṁp, 
obliterated it, so it’s unable to arise in the future. That’s why the Realized One is called a ṁigrant 
without a shelter. The Realized One has given up any desire, greed, relishing, and craving for the 
feeling eleṁent … the perception eleṁent … the choices eleṁent … the consciousness eleṁent; 
any attraction, grasping, ṁental dedication, insistence, and underlying tendencies. He has cut it 
off at the root, ṁade it like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated it, so it’s unable to arise in the future. That’s
why the Realized One is called a ṁigrant without a shelter. That’s how one is a ṁigrant without a 
shelter.

And how is one a ṁigrant going froṁ settleṁent to settleṁent? Being attached to ṁigrating 
froṁ settleṁent to settleṁent in pursuit of sights, one is called a ṁigrant going froṁ settleṁent 
to settleṁent. Being attached to ṁigrating froṁ settleṁent to settleṁent in pursuit of sounds … 
sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts, one is called a ṁigrant going froṁ settleṁent to 
settleṁent. That’s how one is a ṁigrant going froṁ settleṁent to settleṁent.

And how is one an unsettled ṁigrant? The Realized One has given up attachṁent to ṁigrating 
froṁ settleṁent to settleṁent in pursuit of sights. He has cut it off at the root, ṁade it like a palṁ 
stuṁp, obliterated it, so it’s unable to arise in the future. That’s why the Realized One is called an 
unsettled ṁigrant. The Realized One has given up attachṁent to ṁigrating froṁ settleṁent to 
settleṁent in pursuit of sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts. He has cut it off at the 
root, ṁade it like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated it, so it’s unable to arise in the future. That’s why the 
Realized One is called an unsettled ṁigrant. That’s how one is an unsettled ṁigrant.

And how does one get close to people in town? It’s when soṁeone ṁixes closely with 
laypeople, sharing their joys and sorrows—happy when they’re happy and sad when they’re sad
—and getting involved in their business. That’s how one gets close to people in town.
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And how does one not get close to people in town? It’s when a ṁendicant doesn’t ṁix closely 
with laypeople, not sharing their joys and sorrows—not happy when they’re happy or sad when 
they’re sad—and not getting involved in their business. That’s how one doesn’t get close to 
people in town.

And how is one not rid of sensual pleasures? It’s when soṁeone isn’t rid of greed, desire, 
fondness, thirst, passion, and craving for sensual pleasures. That’s how one is not rid of sensual 
pleasures.

And how is one rid of sensual pleasures? It’s when soṁeone is rid of greed, desire, fondness, 
thirst, passion, and craving for sensual pleasures. That’s how one is rid of sensual pleasures.

And how does one have expectations? It’s when soṁeone thinks: ‘In the future, ṁay I be of 
such forṁ, such feeling, such perception, such choices, and such consciousness!’ That’s how one 
has expectations.

And how does one expect nothing? It’s when soṁeone doesn’t think: ‘In the future, ṁay I be of 
such forṁ, such feeling, such perception, such choices, and such consciousness!’ That’s how one 
expects nothing.

And how does one argue with people? It’s when soṁeone takes part in this sort of discussion: 
‘You don’t understand this teaching and training. I understand this teaching and training. What, 
you understand this teaching and training? You’re practicing wrong. I’ṁ practicing right. You 
said last what you should have said first. You said first what you should have said last. I stay on 
topic, you don’t. What you’ve thought so ṁuch about has been disproved. Your doctrine is 
refuted. Go on, save your doctrine! You’re trapped; get yourself out of this—if you can!’ That’s 
how one argues with people.

And how does one not argue with people? It’s when a ṁendicant doesn’t take part in this sort 
of discussion: ‘You don’t understand this teaching and training … get yourself out of this—if you 
can!’ That’s how one doesn’t argue with people.

So, householder, that’s how to understand the detailed ṁeaning of what the Buddha said in 
brief in the Chapter of the Eights, in ‘The Questions of Ma�gandiya’:

‘After leaving shelter to becoṁe an unsettled ṁigrant, 
a sage doesn’t get close to anyone in town. 
Rid of sensual pleasures, expecting nothing, 
they don’t argue with anyone.’”

22:4. Ha� liddika�ni (2nd)

So I have heard. At one tiṁe Venerable Maha�kacca�na was staying in the land of the Avantis near 
Kuraraghara on Steep Mountain. Then the householder Ha� liddika�ni went up to Venerable 
Maha�kacca�na … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, this was said by the Buddha in ‘The Questions of Sakka’: 
‘Those ascetics and brahṁins who are freed due to the ending of craving have reached the 
ultiṁate goal, the ultiṁate sanctuary, the ultiṁate spiritual life, the ultiṁate end, and are best 
aṁong gods and huṁans.’

How should we see the detailed ṁeaning of the Buddha’s brief stateṁent?”
“Householder, consider any desire, greed, relishing, and craving for the forṁ eleṁent; any 

attraction, grasping, ṁental dedication, insistence, and underlying tendencies. With the ending, 
fading away, cessation, giving away, and letting go of that, the ṁind is said to be ‘well freed’.

Consider any desire, greed, relishing, and craving for the feeling eleṁent … the perception 
eleṁent … the choices eleṁent … the consciousness eleṁent; any attraction, grasping, ṁental 
dedication, insistence, and underlying tendencies. With the ending, fading away, cessation, giving
away, and letting go of that, the ṁind is said to be ‘well freed’.
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So, householder, that’s how to understand the detailed ṁeaning of what the Buddha said in 
brief in ‘The Questions of Sakka’: ‘Those ascetics and brahṁins who are freed due to the ending 
of craving have reached the ultiṁate goal, the ultiṁate sanctuary, the ultiṁate spiritual life, the 
ultiṁate end, and are best aṁong gods and huṁans.’”

22:5. Developṁent of Iṁṁersion

So I have heard. At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, develop iṁṁersion. A ṁendicant who has iṁṁersion 
truly understands. What do they truly understand? The origin and ending of forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness.

And what is the origin of forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness? It’s when a 
ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, and keeps clinging.

What do they approve, welcoṁe, and keep clinging to? They approve, welcoṁe, and keep 
clinging to forṁ. This gives rise to relishing. Relishing forṁs is grasping. Their grasping is a 
condition for continued existence. Continued existence is a condition for rebirth. Rebirth is a 
condition that gives rise to old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. 
That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

They approve, welcoṁe, and keep clinging to feeling … perception … choices … consciousness. 
This gives rise to relishing. Relishing consciousness is grasping. Their grasping is a condition for 
continued existence. Continued existence is a condition for rebirth. Rebirth is a condition that 
gives rise to old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. That is how this 
entire ṁass of suffering originates.

This is the origin of forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness.
And what is the ending of forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness?
It’s when a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, or keep clinging.
What don’t they approve, welcoṁe, or keep clinging to? They don’t approve, welcoṁe, or keep

clinging to forṁ. As a result, relishing of forṁ ceases. When that relishing ceases, grasping ceases.
When grasping ceases, continued existence ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering 
ceases.

They don’t approve, welcoṁe, or keep clinging to feeling …
perception … choices …
consciousness. As a result, relishing of consciousness ceases. When that relishing ceases, 

grasping ceases. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.
This is the ending of forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness.”

22:6. Retreat

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, ṁeditate in retreat. A ṁendicant in retreat truly understands. What do 
they truly understand? The origin and ending of forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and 
consciousness. …” (Expand in detail as in the previous discourse.)

22:7. Anxiety Because of Grasping

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you how grasping leads to anxiety, and how not grasping 
leads to freedoṁ froṁ anxiety. Listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they 
replied. The Buddha said this:

“And how does grasping lead to anxiety? It’s when an uneducated ordinary person has not 
seen the noble ones, and is neither skilled nor trained in the teaching of the noble ones. They’ve 
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not seen good persons, and are neither skilled nor trained in the teaching of the good persons. 
They regard forṁ as self, self as having forṁ, forṁ in self, or self in forṁ. But that forṁ of theirs 
decays and perishes, and consciousness latches on to the perishing of forṁ. Anxieties occupy 
their ṁind, born of latching on to the perishing of forṁ, and originating in accordance with 
natural principles. So they becoṁe frightened, worried, concerned, and anxious because of 
grasping.

They regard feeling as self …
They regard perception as self … They regard choices as self …
They regard consciousness as self, self as having consciousness, consciousness in self, or self 

in consciousness. But that consciousness of theirs decays and perishes, and consciousness 
latches on to the perishing of consciousness. Anxieties occupy their ṁind, born of latching on to 
the perishing of consciousness, and originating in accordance with natural principles. So they 
becoṁe frightened, worried, concerned, and anxious because of grasping. That’s how grasping 
leads to anxiety.

And how does not grasping lead to freedoṁ froṁ anxiety? It’s when an educated noble 
disciple has seen the noble ones, and is skilled and trained in the teaching of the noble ones. 
They’ve seen good persons, and are skilled and trained in the teaching of the good persons. They 
don’t regard forṁ as self, self as having forṁ, forṁ in self, or self in forṁ. When that forṁ of 
theirs decays and perishes, consciousness doesn’t latch on to the perishing of forṁ. Anxieties—
born of latching on to the perishing of forṁ and originating in accordance with natural principles
—don’t occupy their ṁind. So they don’t becoṁe frightened, worried, concerned, or anxious 
because of grasping.

They don’t regard feeling as self …
They don’t regard perception as self … They don’t regard choices as self …
They don’t regard consciousness as self … When that consciousness of theirs decays and 

perishes, consciousness doesn’t latch on to the perishing of consciousness. Anxieties—born of 
latching on to the perishing of consciousness and originating in accordance with natural 
principles—don’t occupy their ṁind. So they don’t becoṁe frightened, worried, concerned, or 
anxious because of grasping. That’s how not grasping leads to freedoṁ froṁ anxiety.”

22:8. Anxiety Because of Grasping (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you how grasping leads to anxiety, and how not grasping 
leads to freedoṁ froṁ anxiety. Listen and pay close attention, I will speak. And how does 
grasping lead to anxiety? It’s when an uneducated ordinary person regards forṁ like this: ‘This is
ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self.’ But that forṁ of theirs decays and perishes, which gives rise to 
sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They regard feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness like this: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self.’ But that consciousness of theirs 
decays and perishes, which gives rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. That’s 
how grasping leads to anxiety.

And how does not grasping lead to freedoṁ froṁ anxiety? It’s when an educated noble 
disciple regards forṁ like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ When that forṁ
of theirs decays and perishes, it doesn’t give rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and 
distress. They regard feeling … perception … choices … consciousness like this: ‘This is not ṁine, 
I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ When that consciousness of theirs decays and perishes, it 
doesn’t give rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. That’s how not grasping 
leads to freedoṁ froṁ anxiety.”
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22:9. Iṁperṁanence in the Three Tiṁes

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ of the past and future is iṁperṁanent, not to ṁention the present.
Seeing this, a learned noble disciple doesn’t worry about past forṁ, doesn’t look forward to 
enjoying future forṁ, and they practice for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding 
present forṁ. Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness of the past and future is 
iṁperṁanent, not to ṁention the present. Seeing this, a learned noble disciple doesn’t worry 
about past consciousness, doesn’t look forward to enjoying future consciousness, and they 
practice for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding present consciousness.”

22:10. Suffering in the Three Tiṁes

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ of the past and future is suffering, not to ṁention the present. 
Seeing this, a learned noble disciple doesn’t worry about past forṁ, doesn’t look forward to 
enjoying future forṁ, and they practice for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding 
present forṁ. Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness of the past and future is suffering,
not to ṁention the present. Seeing this, a learned noble disciple doesn’t worry about past 
consciousness, doesn’t look forward to enjoying future consciousness, and they practice for 
disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding present consciousness.”

22:11. Not-Self in the Three Tiṁes

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ of the past and future is not-self, not to ṁention the present. 
Seeing this, a learned noble disciple doesn’t worry about past forṁ, doesn’t look forward to 
enjoying future forṁ, and they practice for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding 
present forṁ. Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness of the past and future is not-self, 
not to ṁention the present. Seeing this, a learned noble disciple doesn’t worry about past 
consciousness, doesn’t look forward to enjoying future consciousness, and they practice for the 
disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding present consciousness.”

2. Iṁperṁanence

22:12. Iṁperṁanence

So I have heard. At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness 
are iṁperṁanent. Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire 
fades away they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth
is ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is 
no return to any state of existence.’”

22:13. Suffering

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness are suffering. 
Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”
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22:14. Not-Self

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness are not-self. 
Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, 
and consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. 
When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual 
journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state 
of existence.’”

22:15. That Which is Iṁperṁanent

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ is iṁperṁanent. What’s iṁperṁanent is suffering. What’s 
suffering is not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen with proper understanding like 
this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Feeling is iṁperṁanent … Perception is 
iṁperṁanent … Choices are iṁperṁanent … Consciousness is iṁperṁanent. What’s 
iṁperṁanent is suffering. What’s suffering is not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen 
with proper understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Seeing 
this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

22:16. That Which is Suffering

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ is suffering. What’s suffering is not-self. And what’s not-self 
should be truly seen with proper understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is 
not ṁy self.’ Feeling is suffering … Perception is suffering … Choices are suffering … 
Consciousness is suffering. What’s suffering is not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen 
with proper understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Seeing 
this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

22:17. That Which is Not-Self

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ is not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen with proper 
understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Feeling is not-self … 
Perception is not-self … Choices are not-self … Consciousness is not-self. And what’s not-self 
should be truly seen with proper understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is 
not ṁy self.’ Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

22:18. Iṁperṁanence With Its Cause

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ is iṁperṁanent. The cause and condition that gives rise to forṁ is 
also iṁperṁanent. Since forṁ is produced by what is iṁperṁanent, how could it be perṁanent? 
Feeling is iṁperṁanent … Perception is iṁperṁanent … Choices are iṁperṁanent … 
Consciousness is iṁperṁanent. The cause and condition that gives rise to consciousness is also 
iṁperṁanent. Since consciousness is produced by what is iṁperṁanent, how could it be 
perṁanent? Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”
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22:19. Suffering With Its Cause

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ is suffering. The cause and condition that gives rise to forṁ is also 
suffering. Since forṁ is produced by what is suffering, how could it be happiness? Feeling is 
suffering … Perception is suffering … Choices are suffering … Consciousness is suffering. The 
cause and condition that gives rise to consciousness is also suffering. Since consciousness is 
produced by what is suffering, how could it be happiness? Seeing this … They understand: ‘… 
there is no return to any state of existence.’”

22:20. Not-Self With Its Cause

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ is not-self. The cause and condition that gives rise to forṁ is also 
not-self. Since forṁ is produced by what is not-self, how could it be self? Feeling is not-self … 
Perception is not-self … Choices are not-self … Consciousness is not-self. The cause and condition
that gives rise to consciousness is also not-self. Since consciousness is produced by what is not-
self, how could it be self? Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of 
existence.’”

22:21. With AJ nanda

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable AJ nanda went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and 
said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of ‘cessation’. The cessation of what things does this refer 
to?” “AJ nanda, forṁ is iṁperṁanent, conditioned, dependently originated, liable to end, vanish, 
fade away, and cease. Its cessation is what ‘cessation’ refers to. Feeling … Perception … Choices …
Consciousness is iṁperṁanent, conditioned, dependently originated, liable to end, vanish, fade 
away, and cease. Its cessation is what ‘cessation’ refers to. When they speak of ‘cessation’, its the 
cessation of these things that this refers to.”

3. The Burden

22:22. The Burden

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the burden, the bearer of the burden, the picking up of 
the burden, and the putting down of the burden. Listen … And what is the burden? The five 
grasping aggregates, it should be said. What five? The grasping aggregates of forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness. This is called the burden.

And who is the bearer of the burden? The person, it should be said; the venerable of such and 
such naṁe and clan. This is called the bearer of the burden.

And what is the picking up of the burden? It’s the craving that leads to future rebirth, ṁixed 
up with relishing and greed, taking pleasure in various different realṁs. That is, craving for 
sensual pleasures, craving to continue existence, and craving to end existence. This is called the 
picking up of the burden.

And what is the putting down of the burden? It’s the fading away and cessation of that very 
saṁe craving with nothing left over; giving it away, letting it go, releasing it, and not clinging to it.
This is called the putting down of the burden.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:
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“The five aggregates are indeed burdens, 
and the person is the bearer of the burden. 
Picking up the burden is suffering in the world, 
and putting the burden down is happiness.

When the heavy burden is put down 
without picking up another, 
and craving’s pulled out froṁ the root, 
you’re hungerless, extinguished.”

22:23. Coṁplete Understanding

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the things that should be coṁpletely understood, and 
coṁplete understanding. Listen … And what things should be coṁpletely understood? Forṁ, 
feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. These are called the things that should be 
coṁpletely understood. And what is coṁplete understanding? The ending of greed, hate, and 
delusion. This is called coṁplete understanding.”

22:24. Directly Knowing

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, without directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding forṁ, without 
dispassion for it and giving it up, you can’t end suffering. Without directly knowing and 
coṁpletely understanding feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, without dispassion 
for it and giving it up, you can’t end suffering. By directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding
forṁ, having dispassion for it and giving it up, you can end suffering. By directly knowing and 
coṁpletely understanding feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, having dispassion for
it and giving it up, you can end suffering.”

22:25. Desire and Greed

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, give up desire and greed for forṁ. Thus that forṁ will be given up, cut 
off at the root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise in the future. Give up 
desire and greed for feeling … perception … choices … consciousness. Thus that consciousness 
will be given up, cut off at the root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise in 
the future.”

22:26. Gratification

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, before ṁy awakening—when I was still unawakened but intent on 
awakening—I thought: ‘What’s the gratification, the drawback, and the escape when it coṁes to 
forṁ … feeling … perception … choices … and consciousness?’ Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘The 
pleasure and happiness that arise froṁ forṁ: this is its gratification. That forṁ is iṁperṁanent, 
suffering, and perishable: this is its drawback. Reṁoving and giving up desire and greed for forṁ:
this is its escape. The pleasure and happiness that arise froṁ feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness: this is its gratification. That consciousness is iṁperṁanent, suffering, and 
perishable: this is its drawback. Reṁoving and giving up desire and greed for consciousness: this 
is its escape.’
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As long as I didn’t truly understand these five grasping aggregates’ gratification, drawback, 
and escape in this way for what they are, I didn’t announce ṁy supreṁe perfect awakening in 
this world with its gods, Ma�ras, and Brahṁa� s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its 
gods and huṁans. But when I did truly understand these five grasping aggregates’ gratification, 
drawback, and escape in this way for what they are, I announced ṁy supreṁe perfect awakening 
in this world with its gods, Ma�ras, and Brahṁa� s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, 
its gods and huṁans. Knowledge and vision arose in ṁe: ‘My freedoṁ is unshakable; this is ṁy 
last rebirth; now there are no ṁore future lives.’”

22:27. Gratification (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I went in search of forṁ’s gratification, and I found it. I’ve seen clearly 
with wisdoṁ the full extent of forṁ’s gratification. I went in search of forṁ’s drawback, and I 
found it. I’ve seen clearly with wisdoṁ the full extent of forṁ’s drawback. I went in search of 
forṁ’s escape, and I found it. I’ve seen clearly with wisdoṁ the full extent of forṁ’s escape. I went
in search of the gratification of feeling … perception … choices … and consciousness, and I found 
it. I’ve seen clearly with wisdoṁ the full extent of consciousness’s gratification. I went in search 
of consciousness’s drawback, and I found it. I’ve seen clearly with wisdoṁ the full extent of 
consciousness’s drawback. I went in search of consciousness’s escape, and I found it. I’ve seen 
clearly with wisdoṁ the full extent of consciousness’s escape. As long as I didn’t truly understand
these five grasping aggregates’ gratification, drawback, and escape for what they are, I didn’t 
announce ṁy supreṁe perfect awakening … But when I did truly understand these five grasping 
aggregates’ gratification, drawback, and escape for what they are, I announced ṁy supreṁe 
perfect awakening … Knowledge and vision arose in ṁe: ‘My freedoṁ is unshakable; this is ṁy 
last rebirth; now there are no ṁore future lives.’”

22:28. Gratification (3rd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, if there were no gratification in forṁ, sentient beings wouldn’t love it. 
But because there is gratification in forṁ, sentient beings do love it. If forṁ had no drawback, 
sentient beings wouldn’t grow disillusioned with it. But because forṁ has a drawback, sentient 
beings do grow disillusioned with it. If there were no escape froṁ forṁ, sentient beings wouldn’t 
escape froṁ it. But because there is an escape froṁ forṁ, sentient beings do escape froṁ it. If 
there were no gratification in feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, sentient beings 
wouldn’t love it. But because there is gratification in consciousness, sentient beings do love it. If 
consciousness had no drawback, sentient beings wouldn’t grow disillusioned with it. But because
consciousness has a drawback, sentient beings do grow disillusioned with it. If there were no 
escape froṁ consciousness, sentient beings wouldn’t escape froṁ it. But because there is an 
escape froṁ consciousness, sentient beings do escape froṁ it.

As long as sentient beings don’t truly understand these five grasping aggregates’ gratification, 
drawback, and escape for what they are, they haven’t escaped froṁ this world—with its gods, 
Ma� ras, and Brahṁa�s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans—and 
they don’t live detached, liberated, with a ṁind free of liṁits. But when sentient beings truly 
understand these five grasping aggregates’ gratification, drawback, and escape for what they are,
they’ve escaped froṁ this world—with its gods, Ma� ras, and Brahṁa�s, this population with its 
ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans—and they live detached, liberated, with a ṁind free 
of liṁits.”
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22:29. Taking Pleasure

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, if you take pleasure in forṁ, you take pleasure in suffering. If you take 
pleasure in suffering, I say you’re not exeṁpt froṁ suffering. If you take pleasure in feeling … 
perception … choices … consciousness, you take pleasure in suffering. If you take pleasure in 
suffering, I say you’re not exeṁpt froṁ suffering. If you don’t take pleasure in forṁ, you don’t 
take pleasure in suffering. If you don’t take pleasure in suffering, I say you’re exeṁpt froṁ 
suffering. If you don’t take pleasure in feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, you don’t 
take pleasure in suffering. If you don’t take pleasure in suffering, I say you’re exeṁpt froṁ 
suffering.”

22:30. Arising

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, the arising, continuation, rebirth, and ṁanifestation of forṁ is the 
arising of suffering, the continuation of diseases, and the ṁanifestation of old age and death. The 
arising, continuation, rebirth, and ṁanifestation of feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness is the arising of suffering, the continuation of diseases, and the ṁanifestation of 
old age and death. The cessation, settling, and ending of forṁ is the cessation of suffering, the 
settling of diseases, and the ending of old age and death. The cessation, settling, and ending of 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness is the cessation of suffering, the settling of 
diseases, and the ending of old age and death.”

22:31. The Root of Misery

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you ṁisery and the root of ṁisery. Listen … And what is 
ṁisery? Forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness are ṁisery. This is called ṁisery. 
And what is the root of ṁisery? It’s the craving that leads to future rebirth, ṁixed up with 
relishing and greed, taking pleasure in various different realṁs. That is, craving for sensual 
pleasures, craving to continue existence, and craving to end existence. This is called the root of 
ṁisery.”

22:32. The Breakable

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the breakable and the unbreakable. Listen … And what 
is the breakable? What is the unbreakable? Forṁ is breakable, but its cessation, settling, and 
ending is unbreakable. Feeling … perception … choices … consciousness is breakable, but its 
cessation, settling, and ending is unbreakable.”

4. It’s Not Yours

22:33. It’s Not Yours

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, give up what’s not yours. Giving it up will be for your welfare and 
happiness. And what isn’t yours? Forṁ isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it up will be for your welfare 
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and happiness. Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it 
up will be for your welfare and happiness.

Suppose a person was to carry off the grass, sticks, branches, and leaves in this Jeta’s Grove, or
burn theṁ, or do what they want with theṁ. Would you think: ‘This person is carrying us off, 
burning us, or doing what they want with us?’” “No, sir. Why is that? Because that’s neither self 
nor belonging to self.” “In the saṁe way, ṁendicants, forṁ isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it up will 
be for your welfare and happiness. Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness isn’t yours: 
give it up. Giving it up will be for your welfare and happiness.”

22:34. It’s Not Yours (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, give up what’s not yours. Giving it up will be for your welfare and 
happiness. And what isn’t yours? Forṁ isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it up will be for your welfare 
and happiness. Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it 
up will be for your welfare and happiness. Give up what’s not yours. Giving it up will be for your 
welfare and happiness.”

22:35. A Mendicant

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to 
hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, 
withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute.” “Mendicant, you’re defined by what you have an 
underlying tendency for. You’re not defined by what you have no underlying tendency for.” 
“Understood, Blessed One! Understood, Holy One!”

“But how do you see the detailed ṁeaning of ṁy brief stateṁent?” “If you have an underlying 
tendency for forṁ, you’re defined by that. If you have an underlying tendency for feeling … 
perception … choices … consciousness, you’re defined by that. If you have no underlying 
tendency for forṁ, you’re not defined by that. If you have no underlying tendency for feeling … 
perception … choices … consciousness, you’re not defined by that. That’s how I understand the 
detailed ṁeaning of the Buddha’s brief stateṁent.”

“Good, good, ṁendicant! It’s good that you understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I’ve said 
in brief like this. If you have an underlying tendency for forṁ, you’re defined by that. If you have 
an underlying tendency for feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, you’re defined by 
that. If you have no underlying tendency for forṁ, you’re not defined by that. If you have no 
underlying tendency for feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, you’re not defined by 
that. This is how to understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I said in brief.”

And then that ṁendicant approved and agreed with what the Buddha said. He got up froṁ his 
seat, bowed, and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his right, before leaving.

Then that ṁendicant, living alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute, soon realized the 
supreṁe end of the spiritual path in this very life. He lived having achieved with his own insight 
the goal for which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly go forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness. 
He understood: “Rebirth is ended; the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted; what had to be done
has been done; there is no return to any state of existence.” And that ṁendicant becaṁe one of 
the perfected.
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22:36. A Mendicant (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha 
please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, 
and resolute.” “Mendicant, you’re ṁeasured against what you have an underlying tendency for, 
and you’re defined by what you’re ṁeasured against. You’re not ṁeasured against what you have
no underlying tendency for, and you’re not defined by what you’re not ṁeasured against.” 
“Understood, Blessed One! Understood, Holy One!”

“But how do you see the detailed ṁeaning of ṁy brief stateṁent?” “If you have an underlying 
tendency for forṁ, you’re ṁeasured against that, and you’re defined by what you’re ṁeasured 
against. If you have an underlying tendency for feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, 
you’re ṁeasured against that, and you’re defined by what you’re ṁeasured against. If you have 
no underlying tendency for forṁ, you’re not ṁeasured against that, and you’re not defined by 
what you’re not ṁeasured against. If you have no underlying tendency for feeling … perception …
choices … consciousness, you’re not ṁeasured against that, and you’re not defined by what 
you’re not ṁeasured against. That’s how I understand the detailed ṁeaning of the Buddha’s brief
stateṁent.”

“Good, good, ṁendicant! It’s good that you understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I’ve said 
in brief like this. If you have an underlying tendency for forṁ, you’re ṁeasured against that, and 
you’re defined by what you’re ṁeasured against. If you have an underlying tendency for feeling 
… perception … choices … consciousness, you’re ṁeasured against that, and you’re defined by 
what you’re ṁeasured against. If you have no underlying tendency for forṁ, you’re not ṁeasured
against that, and you’re not defined by what you’re not ṁeasured against. If you have no 
underlying tendency for feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, you’re not ṁeasured 
against that, and you’re not defined by what you’re not ṁeasured against. This is how to 
understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I said in brief.” … And that ṁendicant becaṁe one of 
the perfected.

22:37. With AJ nanda

At Sa�vatthī�. And then Venerable AJ nanda … sitting to one side, the Buddha said to hiṁ:
“AJ nanda, suppose they were to ask you: ‘Reverend AJ nanda, what are the things for which 

arising is evident, vanishing is evident, and change while persisting is evident?’ How would you 
answer?” “Sir, suppose they were to ask ṁe: ‘What are the things for which arising is evident, 
vanishing is evident, and change while persisting is evident?’ I’d answer like this: ‘Reverend, the 
arising of forṁ is evident, its vanishing is evident, and change while persisting is evident. The 
arising of feeling … perception … choices … consciousness is evident, its vanishing is evident, and 
change while persisting is evident. These are the things for which arising is evident, vanishing is 
evident, and change while persisting is evident.’ That’s how I’d answer such a question.”

“Good, good, AJ nanda. The arising of forṁ is evident, its vanishing is evident, and change while 
persisting is evident. The arising of feeling … perception … choices … consciousness is evident, its
vanishing is evident, and change while persisting is evident. These are the things for which 
arising is evident, vanishing is evident, and change while persisting is evident. That’s how you 
should answer such a question.”

22:38. With AJ nanda (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. Sitting to one side, the Buddha said to AJ nanda:
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“AJ nanda, suppose they were to ask you: ‘Reverend AJ nanda, what are the things for which 
arising, vanishing, and change while persisting were evident? What are the things for which 
arising, vanishing, and change while persisting will be evident? What are the things for which 
arising, vanishing, and change while persisting are evident?’ How would you answer?” “Sir, 
suppose they were to ask ṁe: ‘Reverend AJ nanda, what are the things for which arising, 
vanishing, and change while persisting were evident? What are the things for which arising, 
vanishing, and change while persisting will be evident? What are the things for which arising, 
vanishing, and change while persisting are evident?’ I’d answer like this: ‘Whatever forṁ has 
passed, ceased, and perished, its arising, vanishing, and change while persisting were evident. 
Whatever feeling … perception … choices … consciousness has passed, ceased, and changed, its 
arising, vanishing, and change while persisting were evident. These the things for which arising, 
vanishing, and change while persisting were evident.

Whatever forṁ is not yet born, and has not yet appeared, its arising, vanishing, and change 
while persisting will be evident. Whatever feeling … perception … choices … consciousness is not 
yet born, and has not yet appeared, its arising, vanishing, and change while persisting will be 
evident. These are the things for which arising, vanishing, and change while persisting will be 
evident.

Whatever forṁ has been born, and has appeared, its arising, vanishing, and change while 
persisting is evident. Whatever feeling … perception … choices … consciousness has been born, 
and has appeared, its arising, vanishing, and change while persisting are evident. These are the 
things for which arising is evident, vanishing is evident, and change while persisting is evident.’ 
That’s how I’d answer such a question.”

“Good, good, AJ nanda. ‘Whatever forṁ has passed, ceased, and perished, its arising, vanishing, 
and change while persisting were evident. Whatever feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness has passed, ceased, and changed, its arising, vanishing, and change while 
persisting were evident. These the things for which arising, vanishing, and change while 
persisting were evident.

Whatever forṁ is not yet born, and has not yet appeared, its arising, vanishing, and change 
while persisting will be evident. Whatever feeling … perception … choices … consciousness is not 
yet born, and has not yet appeared, its arising, vanishing, and change while persisting will be 
evident. These are the things for which arising, vanishing, and change while persisting will be 
evident.

Whatever forṁ has been born, and has appeared, its arising, vanishing, and change while 
persisting are evident. Whatever feeling … perception … choices … consciousness has been born, 
and has appeared, its arising, vanishing, and change while persisting are evident. These are the 
things for which arising is evident, vanishing is evident, and change while persisting is evident. 
That’s how you should answer such a question.”

22:39. In Line With the Teachings

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when a ṁendicant is practicing in line with the teachings, this is what’s 
in line with the teachings. They should live full of disillusionṁent for forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. Living in this way, they coṁpletely understand forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness. Coṁpletely understanding forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness, they’re freed froṁ these things. They’re freed froṁ rebirth, old age, 
and death, froṁ sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They’re freed froṁ suffering, I 
say.”
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22:40. In Line with the Teachings (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when a ṁendicant is practicing in line with the teachings, this is what’s 
in line with the teachings. They should live observing iṁperṁanence in forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. … They’re freed froṁ suffering, I say.”

22:41. In Line with the Teachings (3rd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when a ṁendicant is practicing in line with the teachings, this is what’s 
in line with the teachings. They should live observing suffering in forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. … They’re freed froṁ suffering, I say.”

22:42. In Line with the Teachings (4th)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when a ṁendicant is practicing in line with the teachings, this is what’s 
in line with the teachings. They should live observing not-self in forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. …

They’re freed froṁ suffering, I say.”

5. Be Your Own Island

22:43. Be Your Own Island

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, be your own island, your own refuge, with no other refuge. Let the 
teaching be your island and your refuge, with no other refuge. When you live like this, you should
exaṁine the cause: ‘Froṁ what are sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress born and 
produced?’

And, ṁendicants, froṁ what are sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress born and 
produced? It’s when an uneducated ordinary person has not seen the noble ones, and is neither 
skilled nor trained in the teaching of the noble ones. They’ve not seen good persons, and are 
neither skilled nor trained in the teaching of the good persons. They regard forṁ as self, self as 
having forṁ, forṁ in self, or self in forṁ. But that forṁ of theirs decays and perishes, which gives 
rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They regard feeling as self … They regard
perception as self … They regard choices as self … They regard consciousness as self, self as 
having consciousness, consciousness in self, or self in consciousness. But that consciousness of 
theirs decays and perishes, which gives rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress.

Sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress are given up when you understand the 
iṁperṁanence of forṁ—its perishing, fading away, and cessation—and you truly see with 
proper understanding that all forṁ, whether past or present, is iṁperṁanent, suffering, and 
perishable. When these things are given up there’s no anxiety. Without anxiety you live happily. 
A ṁendicant who lives happily is said to be extinguished in that respect. Sorrow, laṁentation, 
pain, sadness, and distress are given up when you understand the iṁperṁanence of feeling … 
perception … choices … consciousness—its perishing, fading away, and cessation—and you truly 
see with proper understanding that all consciousness, whether past or present, is iṁperṁanent, 
suffering, and perishable. When these things are given up there’s no anxiety. Without anxiety you
live happily. A ṁendicant who lives happily is said to be extinguished in that respect.”
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22:44. Practice

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the practice that leads to the origin of identity and the 
practice that leads to the cessation of identity. Listen … And what is the practice that leads to the 
origin of identity? It’s when an uneducated ordinary person has not seen the noble ones, and is 
neither skilled nor trained in the teaching of the noble ones. They’ve not seen good persons, and 
are neither skilled nor trained in the teaching of the good persons. They regard forṁ as self, self 
as having forṁ, forṁ in self, or self in forṁ. They regard feeling as self … They regard perception 
as self … They regard choices as self … They regard consciousness as self, self as having 
consciousness, consciousness in self, or self in consciousness. This is called the practice that 
leads to the origin of identity. And that’s why it’s called a way of seeing things that leads to the 
origin of suffering.

And what is the practice that leads to the cessation of identity? It’s when an educated noble 
disciple has seen the noble ones, and is skilled and trained in the teaching of the noble ones. 
They’ve seen good persons, and are skilled and trained in the teaching of the good persons. They 
don’t regard forṁ as self, self as having forṁ, forṁ in self, or self in forṁ. They don’t regard 
feeling as self … They don’t regard perception as self … They don’t regard choices as self … They 
don’t regard consciousness as self, self as having consciousness, consciousness in self, or self in 
consciousness. This is called the practice that leads to the cessation of identity. And that’s why 
it’s called a way of seeing things that leads to the cessation of suffering.”

22:45. Iṁperṁanence

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ is iṁperṁanent. What’s iṁperṁanent is suffering. What’s 
suffering is not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen with proper understanding like 
this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Seeing truly with right understanding like
this, the ṁind becoṁes dispassionate and freed froṁ defileṁents by not grasping. Feeling is 
iṁperṁanent … Perception … Choices … Consciousness is iṁperṁanent. What’s iṁperṁanent is 
suffering. What’s suffering is not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen with proper 
understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Seeing truly with right
understanding like this, the ṁind becoṁes dispassionate and freed froṁ defileṁents by not 
grasping. If a ṁendicant’s ṁind is dispassionate towards the forṁ eleṁent, the feeling eleṁent, 
the perception eleṁent, the choices eleṁent, and the consciousness eleṁent, it’s freed froṁ 
defileṁents by not grasping. Being free, it’s stable. Being stable, it’s content. Being content, 
they’re not anxious. Not being anxious, they personally becoṁe extinguished. They understand: 
‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, 
there is no return to any state of existence.’”

22:46. Iṁperṁanence (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ is iṁperṁanent. What’s iṁperṁanent is suffering. What’s 
suffering is not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen with proper understanding like 
this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Feeling is iṁperṁanent … Perception is 
iṁperṁanent … Choices are iṁperṁanent … Consciousness is iṁperṁanent. What’s 
iṁperṁanent is suffering. What’s suffering is not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen 
with proper understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’

Seeing truly with right understanding like this, they have no theories about the past. Not 
having theories about the past, they have no theories about the future. Not having theories about 
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the future, they don’t obstinately stick to theṁ. Not ṁisapprehending, the ṁind becoṁes 
dispassionate towards forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness; it’s freed froṁ 
defileṁents by not grasping. Being free, it’s stable. Being stable, it’s content. Being content, 
they’re not anxious. Not being anxious, they personally becoṁe extinguished. They understand: 
‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, 
there is no return to any state of existence.’”

22:47. Ways of Regarding

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, whatever ascetics and brahṁins regard various kinds of things as self, 
all regard the five grasping aggregates, or one of theṁ. What five? It’s when an uneducated 
ordinary person has not seen the noble ones, and is neither skilled nor trained in the teaching of 
the noble ones. They’ve not seen good persons, and are neither skilled nor trained in the teaching
of the good persons. They regard forṁ as self, self as having forṁ, forṁ in self, or self in forṁ. 
They regard feeling … perception … choices … consciousness as self, self as having consciousness,
consciousness in self, or self in consciousness.

So they’re not rid of this way of regarding things and the conceit ‘I aṁ’. As long as they’re not 
rid of the conceit ‘I aṁ’, the five faculties are conceived— the eye, ear, nose, tongue, and body. 
The ṁind, thoughts, and the eleṁent of ignorance are all present. Struck by feelings born of 
contact with ignorance, an uneducated ordinary person thinks ‘I aṁ’, ‘I aṁ this’, ‘I will be’, ‘I will 
not be’, ‘I will have forṁ’, ‘I will be forṁless’, ‘I will be percipient’, ‘I will not be percipient’, ‘I will 
be neither percipient nor non-percipient’.

The five faculties stay right where they are. But an educated noble disciple gives up ignorance 
about theṁ and gives rise to knowledge. With the fading away of ignorance and the arising of 
knowledge, they don’t think ‘I aṁ’, ‘I aṁ this’, ‘I will be’, ‘I will not be’, ‘I will have forṁ’, ‘I will be 
forṁless’, ‘I will be percipient’, ‘I will be non-percipient’, ‘I will be neither percipient nor non-
percipient’.”

22:48. Aggregates

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the five aggregates and the five grasping aggregates. 
Listen … And what are the five aggregates? Any kind of forṁ at all—past, future, or present; 
internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: this is called the aggregate of
forṁ. Any kind of feeling at all … Any kind of perception at all … Any kind of choices at all … Any 
kind of consciousness at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior 
or superior; far or near: this is called the aggregate of consciousness. These are called the five 
aggregates.

And what are the five grasping aggregates? Any kind of forṁ at all—past, future, or present; 
internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near, which is accoṁpanied by 
defileṁents and is prone to being grasped: this is called the aggregate of forṁ connected with 
grasping. Any kind of feeling at all … Any kind of perception at all … Any kind of choices at all … 
Any kind of consciousness at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; 
inferior or superior; far or near, which is accoṁpanied by defileṁents and is prone to being 
grasped: this is called the aggregate of consciousness connected with grasping. These are called 
the five grasping aggregates.”
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22:49. With SonA a

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the 
squirrels’ feeding ground. Then the householder SonA a went up to the Buddha … The Buddha said 
to hiṁ:

“SonA a, there are ascetics and brahṁins who—based on forṁ, which is iṁperṁanent, suffering,
and perishable—regard theṁselves thus: ‘I’ṁ better’, or ‘I’ṁ equal’, or ‘I’ṁ worse’. What is that 
but a failure to see truly? Based on feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, which is 
iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, they regard theṁselves thus: ‘I’ṁ better’, or ‘I’ṁ equal’, 
or ‘I’ṁ worse’. What is that but a failure to see truly?

There are ascetics and brahṁins who—based on forṁ, which is iṁperṁanent, suffering, and 
perishable—don’t regard theṁselves thus: ‘I’ṁ better’, or ‘I’ṁ equal’, or ‘I’ṁ worse’. What is that 
but seeing truly? Based on feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, which is 
iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, they don’t regard theṁselves thus: ‘I’ṁ better’, or ‘I’ṁ 
equal’, or ‘I’ṁ worse’. What is that but seeing truly?

What do you think, SonA a? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s
iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, 
and perishable, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.” “Is 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, 
sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s 
iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this 
is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.”

“So, SonA a, you should truly see any kind of forṁ at all—past, future, or present; internal or 
external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all forṁ—with right understanding: 
‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’

You should truly see any kind of feeling … perception … choices … consciousness at all—past, 
future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all 
consciousness—with right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’

Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away 
they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, 
the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return 
to any state of existence.’”

22:50. With SonA a (2nd)

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the 
squirrels’ feeding ground. Then the householder SonA a went up to the Buddha, bowed, and sat 
down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ:

“SonA a, there are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t understand forṁ, its origin, its cessation, 
and the practice that leads to its cessation. They don’t understand feeling … perception … choices
… consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. I don’t 
regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables don’t realize the goal of life as an 
ascetic or brahṁin, and don’t live having realized it with their own insight.

There are ascetics and brahṁins who do understand forṁ, its origin, its cessation, and the 
practice that leads to its cessation. They do understand feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. I regard theṁ 
as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, 
and live having realized it with their own insight.”
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22:51. The End of Relishing

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ really is iṁperṁanent. A ṁendicant sees that it is iṁperṁanent: 
that’s their right view. Seeing rightly, they grow disillusioned. When relishing ends, greed ends. 
When greed ends, relishing ends. When relishing and greed end, the ṁind is freed, and is said to 
be well freed. Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness really is iṁperṁanent. A 
ṁendicant sees that it is iṁperṁanent: that’s their right view. Seeing rightly, they grow 
disillusioned. When relishing ends, greed ends. When greed ends, relishing ends. When relishing 
and greed end, the ṁind is freed, and is said to be well freed.”

22:52. The End of Relishing (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, properly attend to forṁ. Truly see the iṁperṁanence of forṁ. When a 
ṁendicant does this, they grow disillusioned with forṁ. When relishing ends, greed ends. When 
greed ends, relishing ends. When relishing and greed end, the ṁind is freed, and is said to be well
freed. Properly attend to feeling … perception … choices … consciousness. Truly see the 
iṁperṁanence of consciousness. When a ṁendicant does this, they grow disillusioned with 
consciousness. When relishing ends, greed ends. When greed ends, relishing ends. When 
relishing and greed end, the ṁind is freed, and is said to be well freed.”

6. Involveṁent

22:53. Involveṁent

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, if you’re involved, you’re not free. If you’re not involved, you’re free. As 
long as consciousness reṁains, it would reṁain involved with forṁ, supported by forṁ, founded 
on forṁ. And with a sprinkle of relishing, it would grow, increase, and ṁature. Or consciousness 
would reṁain involved with feeling … Or consciousness would reṁain involved with perception 
… Or as long as consciousness reṁains, it would reṁain involved with choices, supported by 
choices, grounded on choices. And with a sprinkle of relishing, it would grow, increase, and 
ṁature.

Mendicants, suppose you say: ‘Apart froṁ forṁ, feeling, perception, and choices, I will 
describe the coṁing and going of consciousness, its passing away and reappearing, its growth, 
increase, and ṁaturity.’ That is not possible.

If a ṁendicant has given up greed for the forṁ eleṁent, the support is cut off, and there is no 
foundation for consciousness. If a ṁendicant has given up greed for the feeling eleṁent … 
perception eleṁent … choices eleṁent … consciousness eleṁent, the support is cut off, and there 
is no foundation for consciousness. Since that consciousness has no foundation, it doesn’t 
increase; with no power to regenerate, it is freed. Being free, it’s stable. Being stable, it’s content. 
Being content, they’re not anxious. Not being anxious, they personally becoṁe extinguished. 
They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be 
done has been done, there is no return to any state of existence.’”
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22:54. A Seed

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are five kinds of plants propagated froṁ seeds. What five? Plants 
propagated froṁ roots, steṁs, cuttings, or joints; and those froṁ regular seeds are the fifth. 
Suppose these five kinds of plants propagated froṁ seeds were intact, unspoiled, not weather-
daṁaged, fertile, and well-kept. But there’s no soil or water. Then would these five kinds of 
plants propagated froṁ seeds reach growth, increase, and ṁaturity?” “No, sir.” “Suppose these 
five kinds of plants propagated froṁ seeds were intact, unspoiled, not weather-daṁaged, fertile, 
and well-kept. And there is soil and water. Then would these five kinds of plants propagated 
froṁ seeds reach growth, increase, and ṁaturity?” “Yes, sir.” “The four grounds of consciousness 
should be seen as like the earth eleṁent. Relishing and greed should be seen as like the water 
eleṁent. Consciousness with its fuel should be seen as like the five kinds of plants propagated 
froṁ seeds.

As long as consciousness reṁains, it would reṁain involved with forṁ, supported by forṁ, 
grounded on forṁ. And with a sprinkle of relishing, it would grow, increase, and ṁature. Or 
consciousness would reṁain involved with feeling … Or consciousness would reṁain involved 
with perception … Or as long as consciousness reṁains, it would reṁain involved with choices, 
supported by choices, grounded on choices. And with a sprinkle of relishing, it would grow, 
increase, and ṁature.

Mendicants, suppose you say: ‘Apart froṁ forṁ, feeling, perception, and choices, I will 
describe the coṁing and going of consciousness, its passing away and reappearing, its growth, 
increase, and ṁaturity.’ That is not possible.

If a ṁendicant has given up greed for the forṁ eleṁent, the support is cut off, and there is no 
foundation for consciousness. If a ṁendicant has given up greed for the feeling eleṁent … 
perception eleṁent … choices eleṁent … consciousness eleṁent, the support is cut off, and there 
is no foundation for consciousness. Since that consciousness has no foundation, it doesn’t 
increase; with no power to regenerate, it is freed. Being free, it’s stable. Being stable, it’s content. 
Being content, they’re not anxious. Not being anxious, they personally becoṁe extinguished. 
They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended … there is no return to any state of existence.’”

22:55. An Inspired Saying

At Sa�vatthī�. There the Buddha spoke these words of inspiration: “‘It ṁight not be, and it ṁight 
not be ṁine. It will not be, and it will not be ṁine.’ A ṁendicant who ṁakes such a resolution can 
cut off the five lower fetters.” When he said this, one of the ṁendicants asked the Buddha: “But 
sir, how can a ṁendicant who ṁakes such a resolution cut off the five lower fetters?”

“Mendicant, take an uneducated ordinary person who has not seen the noble ones, and is 
neither skilled nor trained in their teaching. They’ve not seen good persons, and are neither 
skilled nor trained in their teaching. They regard forṁ as self, self as having forṁ, forṁ in self, or 
self in forṁ. They regard feeling … perception … choices … consciousness as self, self as having 
consciousness, consciousness in self, or self in consciousness.

They don’t truly understand forṁ—which is iṁperṁanent—as iṁperṁanent. They don’t truly
understand feeling … perception … choices … consciousness—which is iṁperṁanent—as 
iṁperṁanent.

They don’t truly understand forṁ—which is suffering—as suffering. They don’t truly 
understand feeling … perception … choices … consciousness—which is suffering—as suffering.

They don’t truly understand forṁ—which is not-self—as not-self. They don’t truly understand
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness—which is not-self—as not-self.
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They don’t truly understand forṁ—which is conditioned—as conditioned. They don’t truly 
understand feeling … perception … choices … consciousness—which is conditioned—as 
conditioned. They don’t truly understand that forṁ will disappear. They don’t truly understand 
that feeling … perception … choices … consciousness will disappear.

But an educated noble disciple has seen the noble ones, and is skilled and trained in the 
teaching of the noble ones. They’ve seen good persons, and are skilled and trained in the teaching
of the good persons. They don’t regard forṁ as self … They don’t regard feeling … perception … 
choices … consciousness as self.

They truly understand forṁ—which is iṁperṁanent—as iṁperṁanent. They truly 
understand feeling … perception … choices … consciousness—which is iṁperṁanent—as 
iṁperṁanent. They truly understand forṁ … feeling … perception … choices … consciousness—
which is suffering—as suffering. They truly understand forṁ … feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness—which is not-self—as not-self. They truly understand forṁ … feeling … 
perception … choices … consciousness—which is conditioned—as conditioned. They truly 
understand that forṁ will disappear. They truly understand that feeling … perception … choices 
… consciousness will disappear.

It’s because of the disappearance of forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness that 
a ṁendicant who ṁakes such a resolution— ‘It ṁight not be, and it ṁight not be ṁine. It will not 
be, and it will not be ṁine’— can cut off the five lower fetters.” “Sir, a ṁendicant who ṁakes such
a resolution can cut off the five lower fetters.

But how are they to know and see in order to end the defileṁents in the present life?” 
“Mendicant, an uneducated ordinary person worries about things that aren’t a worry. For an 
uneducated ordinary person worries: ‘It ṁight not be, and it ṁight not be ṁine. It will not be, and
it will not be ṁine.’

An educated noble disciple doesn’t worry about things that aren’t a worry. For an educated 
noble disciple doesn’t worry: ‘It ṁight not be, and it ṁight not be ṁine. It will not be, and it will 
not be ṁine.’ As long as consciousness reṁains, it would reṁain involved with forṁ, supported 
by forṁ, founded on forṁ. And with a sprinkle of relishing, it would grow, increase, and ṁature. 
Or consciousness would reṁain involved with feeling … Or consciousness would reṁain 
involved with perception … Or consciousness would reṁain involved with choices, supported by 
choices, grounded on choices. And with a sprinkle of relishing, it would grow, increase, and 
ṁature.

Mendicants, suppose you say: ‘Apart froṁ forṁ, feeling, perception, and choices, I will 
describe the coṁing and going of consciousness, its passing away and reappearing, its growth, 
increase, and ṁaturity.’ That is not possible.

If a ṁendicant has given up greed for the forṁ eleṁent, the support is cut off, and there is no 
foundation for consciousness. If a ṁendicant has given up greed for the feeling eleṁent … 
perception eleṁent … choices eleṁent … consciousness eleṁent, the support is cut off, and there 
is no foundation for consciousness. Since that consciousness has no foundation, it doesn’t 
increase; with no power to regenerate, it is freed. Being free, it’s stable. Being stable, it’s content. 
Being content, they’re not anxious. Not being anxious, they personally becoṁe extinguished. 
They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended … there is no return to any state of existence.’” The ending of 
the defileṁents is for one who knows and sees this.”

22:56. Perspectives

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these five grasping aggregates. What five? The grasping 
aggregates of forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. As long as I didn’t truly 
understand these five grasping aggregates froṁ four perspectives, I didn’t announce ṁy supreṁe
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perfect awakening in this world with its gods, Ma�ras, and Brahṁa� s, this population with its 
ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans. But when I did truly understand these five grasping 
aggregates froṁ four perspectives, I announced ṁy supreṁe perfect awakening in this world 
with its gods, Ma�ras, and Brahṁa� s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and 
huṁans.

And how are there four perspectives? I directly knew forṁ, its origin, its cessation, and the 
practice that leads to its cessation. I directly knew feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation.

And what is forṁ? The four priṁary eleṁents, and forṁ derived froṁ the four priṁary 
eleṁents. This is called forṁ. Forṁ originates froṁ food. When food ceases, forṁ ceases. The 
practice that leads to the cessation of forṁ is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, 
right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion.

Those ascetics and brahṁins who have directly known forṁ in this way—and its origin, its 
cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation—and are practicing for disillusionṁent, 
dispassion, and cessation regarding forṁ: they are practicing well. Those who practice well have 
a firṁ footing in this teaching and training.

Those ascetics and brahṁins who have directly known forṁ in this way—and its origin, its 
cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation—and due to disillusionṁent, dispassion, 
and cessation regarding forṁ, are freed by not grasping: they are well freed. Those who are well 
freed are consuṁṁate ones. For consuṁṁate ones, there is no cycle of rebirths to be found.

And what is feeling? There are these six classes of feeling: feeling born of contact through the 
eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind. This is called feeling. Feeling originates froṁ contact. 
When contact ceases, feeling ceases. The practice that leads to the cessation of feelings is siṁply 
this noble eightfold path …

And what is perception? There are these six classes of perception: perceptions of sights, 
sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts. This is called perception. Perception originates 
froṁ contact. When contact ceases, perception ceases. The practice that leads to the cessation of 
perceptions is siṁply this noble eightfold path …

And what are choices? There are these six classes of intention: intention regarding sights, 
sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts. These are called choices. Choices originate froṁ 
contact. When contact ceases, choices cease. The practice that leads to the cessation of choices is 
siṁply this noble eightfold path …

And what is consciousness? There are these six classes of consciousness: eye, ear, nose, 
tongue, body, and ṁind consciousness. This is called consciousness. Consciousness originates 
froṁ naṁe and forṁ. When naṁe and forṁ cease, consciousness ceases. The practice that leads 
to the cessation of consciousness is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right 
thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion.

Those ascetics and brahṁins who have directly known consciousness in this way—and its 
origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation—and are practicing for 
disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding consciousness: they are practicing well. 
Those who practice well have a firṁ footing in this teaching and training.

Those ascetics and brahṁins who have directly known consciousness in this way—and its 
origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation—and due to disillusionṁent, 
dispassion, and cessation regarding consciousness, are freed by not grasping: they are well freed.
Those who are well freed are consuṁṁate ones. For consuṁṁate ones, there is no cycle of 
rebirths to be found.”
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22:57. Seven Cases

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, in this teaching and training a ṁendicant who is skilled in seven cases 
and who exaṁines in three ways is called consuṁṁate, accoṁplished, a supreṁe person. And 
how is a ṁendicant skilled in seven cases? It’s when a ṁendicant understands forṁ, its origin, its 
cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. They understand forṁ’s gratification, 
drawback, and escape. They understand feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, its 
origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. They understand consciousness’s 
gratification, drawback, and escape.

And what is forṁ? The four priṁary eleṁents, and forṁ derived froṁ the four priṁary 
eleṁents. This is called forṁ. Forṁ originates froṁ food. When food ceases, forṁ ceases. The 
practice that leads to the cessation of forṁ is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, 
right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion.

The pleasure and happiness that arise froṁ forṁ: this is its gratification. That forṁ is 
iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable: this is its drawback. Reṁoving and giving up desire and 
greed for forṁ: this is its escape.

Those ascetics and brahṁins who have directly known forṁ in this way—and its origin, its 
cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation; its gratification, drawback, and escape—
and are practicing for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding forṁ: they are 
practicing well. Those who practice well have a firṁ footing in this teaching and training.

Those ascetics and brahṁins who have directly known forṁ in this way—and its origin, its 
cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation; its gratification, drawback, and escape—
and due to disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding forṁ, are freed by not grasping: 
they are well freed. Those who are well freed are consuṁṁate ones. For consuṁṁate ones, there
is no cycle of rebirths to be found.

And what is feeling? There are these six classes of feeling: feeling born of eye contact … feeling
born of ṁind contact. This is called feeling. Feeling originates froṁ contact. When contact ceases, 
feeling ceases. The practice that leads to the cessation of feelings is siṁply this noble eightfold 
path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, 
right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion.

The pleasure and happiness that arise froṁ feeling: this is its gratification. That feeling is 
iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable: this is its drawback. Reṁoving and giving up desire and 
greed for feeling: this is its escape. …

And what is perception? There are these six classes of perception: perceptions of sights, 
sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts. This is called perception. Perception originates 
froṁ contact. When contact ceases, perception ceases. The practice that leads to the cessation of 
perceptions is siṁply this noble eightfold path …

And what are choices? There are these six classes of intention: intention regarding sights … 
intention regarding thoughts. These are called choices. Choices originate froṁ contact. When 
contact ceases, choices cease. The practice that leads to the cessation of choices is siṁply this 
noble eightfold path …

And what is consciousness? There are these six classes of consciousness: eye, ear, nose, 
tongue, body, and ṁind consciousness. This is called consciousness. Consciousness originates 
froṁ naṁe and forṁ. When naṁe and forṁ cease, consciousness ceases. The practice that leads 
to the cessation of consciousness is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right 
thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion.
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The pleasure and happiness that arise froṁ consciousness: this is its gratification. That 
consciousness is iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable: this is its drawback. Reṁoving and 
giving up desire and greed for consciousness: this is its escape.

Those ascetics and brahṁins who have directly known consciousness in this way—and its 
origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation; its gratification, drawback, and 
escape—and are practicing for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding 
consciousness: they are practicing well. Those who practice well have a firṁ footing in this 
teaching and training.

Those ascetics and brahṁins who have directly known consciousness in this way—and its 
origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation; its gratification, drawback, and 
escape—and due to disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding consciousness, are 
freed by not grasping: they are well freed. Those who are well freed are consuṁṁate ones. For 
consuṁṁate ones, there is no cycle of rebirths to be found. That’s how a ṁendicant is skilled in 
seven cases.

And how does a ṁendicant exaṁine in three ways? It’s when a ṁendicant exaṁines the 
eleṁents, sense fields, and dependent origination. That’s how a ṁendicant exaṁines in three 
ways. In this teaching and training, a ṁendicant who is skilled in seven cases and who exaṁines 
in three ways is called consuṁṁate, accoṁplished, a supreṁe person.”

22:58. The Fully Awakened Buddha

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, a Realized One, a perfected one, a fully awakened Buddha is freed by 
not grasping, due to disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding forṁ. They’re called a 
fully awakened Buddha. A ṁendicant freed by wisdoṁ is also freed by not grasping, due to 
disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding forṁ. They’re called a ṁendicant freed by 
wisdoṁ.

… feeling …
perception … choices … A Realized One, a perfected one, a fully awakened Buddha is freed by 

not grasping, due to disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding consciousness. They’re 
called a fully awakened Buddha. A ṁendicant freed by wisdoṁ is also freed by not grasping, due 
to disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding consciousness. They’re called a 
ṁendicant freed by wisdoṁ.

What, then, is the difference between a Realized One, a perfected one, a fully awakened 
Buddha, and a ṁendicant freed by wisdoṁ?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. He is our 
guide and our refuge. Sir, ṁay the Buddha hiṁself please clarify the ṁeaning of this. The 
ṁendicants will listen and reṁeṁber it.” “Well then, ṁendicants, listen and pay close attention, I 
will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“A Realized One, a perfected one, a fully awakened Buddha gives rise to the unarisen path, 
gives birth to the unborn path, and explains the unexplained path. They know the path, 
understand the path, and are experts in the path. And now the disciples live following the path; 
they acquire it later. This is the difference between a Realized One, a perfected one, a fully 
awakened Buddha, and a ṁendicant freed by wisdoṁ.”

22:59. The Characteristic of Not-Self

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Benares, in the deer park at Isipatana. There the 
Buddha addressed the group of five ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” “Venerable sir,” they replied. The 
Buddha said this:
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“Mendicants, forṁ is not-self. For if forṁ were self, it wouldn’t lead to affliction. And you could
coṁpel forṁ: ‘May ṁy forṁ be like this! May it not be like that!’ But because forṁ is not-self, it 
leads to affliction. And you can’t coṁpel forṁ: ‘May ṁy forṁ be like this! May it not be like that!’

Feeling is not-self …
Perception is not-self … Choices are not-self …
Consciousness is not-self. For if consciousness were self, it wouldn’t lead to affliction. And you 

could coṁpel consciousness: ‘May ṁy consciousness be like this! May it not be like that!’ But 
because consciousness is not-self, it leads to affliction. And you can’t coṁpel consciousness: ‘May 
ṁy consciousness be like this! May it not be like that!’

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” 
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, 
suffering, and perishable, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” 
“No, sir.” “Is feeling perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” … “Is perception perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
… “Are choices perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” … “Is consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if 
it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, 
this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.”

“So you should truly see any kind of forṁ at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; 
coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all forṁ—with right understanding: ‘This is not 
ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’

Any kind of feeling at all …
Any kind of perception at all … Any kind of choices at all …
You should truly see any kind of consciousness at all—past, future, or present; internal or 

external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all consciousness—with right 
understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’

Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away 
they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, 
the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return 
to any state of existence.’”

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the group of five ṁendicants were happy with what 
the Buddha said. And while this discourse was being spoken, the ṁinds of the group of five 
ṁendicants were freed froṁ defileṁents by not grasping.

22:60. With Maha� li

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, in the hall 
with the peaked roof. Then Maha� li the Licchavi went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ:

“Sir, Pu� ranA a Kassapa says this: ‘There is no cause or condition for the corruption of sentient 
beings. Sentient beings are corrupted without cause or reason. There’s no cause or condition for 
the purification of sentient beings. Sentient beings are purified without cause or reason.’ What 
does the Buddha say about this?”

“Maha� li, there is a cause and condition for the corruption of sentient beings. Sentient beings 
are corrupted with cause and reason. There is a cause and condition for the purification of 
sentient beings. Sentient beings are purified with cause and reason.”

“But sir, what is the cause and condition for the corruption of sentient beings? How are 
sentient beings corrupted with cause and reason?”

“Maha� li, if forṁ were exclusively painful—soaked and steeped in pain and not steeped in 
pleasure—sentient beings wouldn’t lust after it. But because forṁ is pleasurable—soaked and 
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steeped in pleasure and not steeped in pain—sentient beings do lust after it. Since they lust after 
it, they’re caught up in it, and so they becoṁe corrupted. This is a cause and condition for the 
corruption of sentient beings. This is how sentient beings are corrupted with cause and reason.

If feeling …
perception … choices …
consciousness were exclusively painful—soaked and steeped in pain and not steeped in 

pleasure—sentient beings wouldn’t lust after it. But because consciousness is pleasurable—
soaked and steeped in pleasure and not steeped in pain—sentient beings do lust after it. Since 
they lust after it, they’re caught up in it, and so they becoṁe corrupted. This is a cause and 
condition for the corruption of sentient beings. This is how sentient beings are corrupted with 
cause and reason.”

“But sir, what is the cause and condition for the purification of sentient beings? How are 
sentient beings purified with cause and reason?” “Maha� li, if forṁ were exclusively pleasurable—
soaked and steeped in pleasure and not steeped in pain—sentient beings wouldn’t grow 
disillusioned with it. But because forṁ is painful—soaked and steeped in pain and not steeped in 
pleasure—sentient beings do grow disillusioned with it. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. 
When desire fades away they are purified. This is a cause and condition for the purification of 
sentient beings. This is how sentient beings are purified with cause and reason.

If feeling … perception … choices … consciousness were exclusively pleasurable—soaked and 
steeped in pleasure and not steeped in pain—sentient beings wouldn’t grow disillusioned with it.
But because consciousness is painful—soaked and steeped in pain and not steeped in pleasure—
sentient beings do grow disillusioned with it. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire
fades away they are purified. This is a cause and condition for the purification of sentient beings. 
This is how sentient beings are purified with cause and reason.”

22:61. Burning

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness are burning. 
Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, 
and consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. 
When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual 
journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state 
of existence.’”

22:62. The Scope of Language

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these three scopes of language, terṁinology, and descriptions.
They’re uncorrupted, as they have been since the beginning. They’re not being corrupted now, 
nor will they be. Sensible ascetics and brahṁins don’t look down on theṁ. What three? When 
forṁ has passed, ceased, and perished, its designation, label, and description is ‘was’. It’s not ‘is’ 
or ‘will be’.

When feeling …
perception … choices …
consciousness has passed, ceased, and perished, its designation, label, and description is ‘was’.

It’s not ‘is’ or ‘will be’.
When forṁ is not yet born, and has not yet appeared, its designation, label, and description is 

‘will be’. It’s not ‘is’ or ‘was’.
When feeling …
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perception … choices …
consciousness is not yet born, and has not yet appeared, its designation, label, and description 

is ‘will be’. It’s not ‘is’ or ‘was’.
When forṁ has been born, and has appeared, its designation, label, and description is ‘is’. It’s 

not ‘was’ or ‘will be’.
When feeling …
perception … choices …
consciousness has been born, and has appeared, its designation, label, and description is ‘is’. 

It’s not ‘was’ or ‘will be’.
These are the three scopes of language, terṁinology, and descriptions. They’re uncorrupted, 

as they have been since the beginning. They’re not being corrupted now, nor will they be. 
Sensible ascetics and brahṁins don’t look down on theṁ. Even those wanderers of the past, 
Vassa and BhanC nC a of Ukkala� , who taught the doctrines of no-cause, inaction, and nihilisṁ, didn’t 
iṁagine that these three scopes of language should be criticized or rejected. Why is that? For fear
of being blaṁed, criticized, and faulted.”

7. The Perfected Ones

22:63. When You Grasp

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one 
side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, 
I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute.” “When you grasp, ṁendicant, you’re 
bound by Ma� ra. Not grasping, you’re free froṁ the Wicked One.” “Understood, Blessed One! 
Understood, Holy One!”

“But how do you see the detailed ṁeaning of ṁy brief stateṁent?” “Sir, when you grasp forṁ 
you’re bound by Ma� ra. Not grasping, you’re free froṁ the Wicked One. When you grasp feeling … 
perception … choices … consciousness, you’re bound by Ma�ra. Not grasping, you’re free froṁ the 
Wicked One. That’s how I understand the detailed ṁeaning of the Buddha’s brief stateṁent.”

“Good, good, ṁendicant! It’s good that you understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I’ve said 
in brief like this. When you grasp forṁ you’re bound by Ma� ra. Not grasping, you’re free froṁ the 
Wicked One.” When you grasp feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, you’re bound by 
Ma� ra. Not grasping, you’re free froṁ the Wicked One. This is how to understand the detailed 
ṁeaning of what I said in brief.”

And then that ṁendicant approved and agreed with what the Buddha said. He got up froṁ his 
seat, bowed, and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his right, before leaving. Then 
that ṁendicant, living alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute, soon realized the supreṁe 
end of the spiritual path in this very life. He lived having achieved with his own insight the goal 
for which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly go forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness. He 
understood: “Rebirth is ended; the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted; what had to be done 
has been done; there is no return to any state of existence.” And that ṁendicant becaṁe one of 
the perfected.
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22:64. When You Identify

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha 
please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, 
and resolute.” “When you identify, ṁendicant, you’re bound by Ma� ra. Not identifying, you’re free 
froṁ the Wicked One.” “Understood, Blessed One! Understood, Holy One!”

“But how do you see the detailed ṁeaning of ṁy brief stateṁent?” “Sir, when you identify with
forṁ you’re bound by Ma� ra. Not identifying, you’re free froṁ the Wicked One. When you identify 
with feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, you’re bound by Ma�ra. Not identifying, 
you’re free froṁ the Wicked One. That’s how I understand the detailed ṁeaning of the Buddha’s 
brief stateṁent.”

“Good, good, ṁendicant! It’s good that you understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I’ve said 
in brief like this. When you identify with forṁ you’re bound by Ma�ra. Not identifying, you’re free 
froṁ the Wicked One. When you identify with feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, 
you’re bound by Ma� ra. Not identifying, you’re free froṁ the Wicked One. This is how to 
understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I said in brief.” … And that ṁendicant becaṁe one of 
the perfected.

22:65. When You Take Pleasure

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha 
please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, 
and resolute.” “When you take pleasure, ṁendicant, you’re bound by Ma� ra. Not taking pleasure, 
you’re free froṁ the Wicked One.” “Understood, Blessed One! Understood, Holy One!”

“But how do you see the detailed ṁeaning of ṁy brief stateṁent?” “Sir, when you take 
pleasure in forṁ you’re bound by Ma�ra. Not taking pleasure, you’re free froṁ the Wicked One. 
When you take pleasure in feeling … perception … choices … consciousness you’re bound by 
Ma� ra. Not taking pleasure, you’re free froṁ the Wicked One. That’s how I understand the detailed
ṁeaning of the Buddha’s brief stateṁent.”

“Good, good, ṁendicant! It’s good that you understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I’ve said 
in brief like this. When you take pleasure in forṁ you’re bound by Ma� ra. Not taking pleasure, 
you’re free froṁ the Wicked One. When you take pleasure in feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness you’re bound by Ma� ra. Not taking pleasure, you’re free froṁ the Wicked One. This 
is how to understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I said in brief.” … And that ṁendicant becaṁe 
one of the perfected.

22:66. Iṁperṁanence

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha 
please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, 
and resolute.” “Mendicant, give up desire for anything that’s iṁperṁanent.” “Understood, 
Blessed One! Understood, Holy One!”

“But how do you see the detailed ṁeaning of ṁy brief stateṁent?” “Sir, forṁ is iṁperṁanent; I
should give up desire for it. Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness is iṁperṁanent; I 
should give up desire for it. That’s how I understand the detailed ṁeaning of the Buddha’s brief 
stateṁent.”

“Good, good, ṁendicant! It’s good that you understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I’ve said 
in brief like this. Forṁ is iṁperṁanent; you should give up desire for it. Feeling … Perception … 
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Choices … Consciousness is iṁperṁanent; you should give up desire for it. This is how to 
understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I said in brief.” … And that ṁendicant becaṁe one of 
the perfected.

22:67. Suffering

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha 
please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, 
and resolute.” “Mendicant, give up desire for anything that’s suffering.” “Understood, Blessed 
One! Understood, Holy One!”

“But how do you see the detailed ṁeaning of ṁy brief stateṁent?” “Sir, forṁ is suffering; I 
should give up desire for it. Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness is suffering; I 
should give up desire for it. That’s how I understand the detailed ṁeaning of the Buddha’s brief 
stateṁent.”

“Good, good, ṁendicant! It’s good that you understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I’ve said 
in brief like this. Forṁ is suffering; you should give up desire for it. Feeling … Perception … 
Choices … Consciousness is suffering; you should give up desire for it. This is how to understand 
the detailed ṁeaning of what I said in brief.” … And that ṁendicant becaṁe one of the perfected.

22:68. Not-Self

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha 
please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, 
and resolute.” “Mendicant, give up desire for what is not-self.” “Understood, Blessed One! 
Understood, Holy One!”

“But how do you see the detailed ṁeaning of ṁy brief stateṁent?” “Sir, forṁ is not-self; I 
should give up desire for it. Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness is not-self; I should 
give up desire for it. That’s how I understand the detailed ṁeaning of the Buddha’s brief 
stateṁent.”

“Good, good, ṁendicant! It’s good that you understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I’ve said 
in brief like this. Forṁ is not-self; you should give up desire for it. Feeling … Perception … Choices
… Consciousness is not-self; you should give up desire for it. This is how to understand the 
detailed ṁeaning of what I said in brief.” … And that ṁendicant becaṁe one of the perfected.

22:69. Not Belonging to Self

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha 
please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, 
and resolute.” “Mendicant, give up desire for anything that doesn’t belong to self.” “Understood, 
Blessed One! Understood, Holy One!”

“But how do you see the detailed ṁeaning of ṁy brief stateṁent?” “Sir, forṁ doesn’t belong to 
self; I should give up desire for it. Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness doesn’t 
belong to self; I should give up desire for it. That’s how I understand the detailed ṁeaning of the 
Buddha’s brief stateṁent.”

“Good, good, ṁendicant! It’s good that you understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I’ve said 
in brief like this. Forṁ doesn’t belong to self; you should give up desire for it. Feeling … 
Perception … Choices … Consciousness doesn’t belong to self; you should give up desire for it. 
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This is how to understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I said in brief.” … And that ṁendicant 
becaṁe one of the perfected.

22:70. Definitely Arousing

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha 
please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, 
and resolute.” “Mendicant, give up desire for anything that’s stuck in what’s arousing.” 
“Understood, Blessed One! Understood, Holy One!”

“But how do you see the detailed ṁeaning of ṁy brief stateṁent?” “Sir, forṁ is stuck in what’s 
arousing; I should give up desire for it. Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness is stuck 
in what’s arousing; I should give up desire for it. That’s how I understand the detailed ṁeaning of
the Buddha’s brief stateṁent.”

“Good, good, ṁendicant! It’s good that you understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I’ve said 
in brief like this. “Forṁ is stuck in what’s arousing; you should give up desire for it. Feeling … 
Perception … Choices … Consciousness is stuck in what’s arousing; you should give up desire for 
it. This is how to understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I said in brief.” … And that ṁendicant 
becaṁe one of the perfected.

22:71. With Ra�dha

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Ra�dha went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, how does one 
know and see so that there’s no ego, possessiveness, or underlying tendency to conceit for this 
conscious body and all external stiṁuli?” “Ra�dha, one truly sees any kind of forṁ at all—past, 
future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all forṁ—
with right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ One truly sees any 
kind of feeling … perception … choices … consciousness at all—past, future, or present; internal 
or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all consciousness—with right 
understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ That’s how to know and see so 
that there’s no ego, possessiveness, or underlying tendency to conceit for this conscious body 
and all external stiṁuli.” … And Venerable Ra�dha becaṁe one of the perfected.

22:72. With Sura�dha

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Sura�dha said to the Buddha: “Sir, how does one know and see so that
the ṁind is rid of ego, possessiveness, and conceit for this conscious body and all external 
stiṁuli; and going beyond discriṁination, it’s peaceful and well freed?” “Sura�dha, one is freed by 
not grasping having truly seen any kind of forṁ at all—past, future, or present; internal or 
external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all forṁ—with right understanding: 
‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ One is freed by not grasping having truly seen 
any kind of feeling … perception … choices … consciousness at all—past, future, or present; 
internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all consciousness—with 
right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ That’s how to know and 
see so that the ṁind is rid of ego, possessiveness, and conceit for this conscious body and all 
external stiṁuli; and going beyond discriṁination, it’s peaceful and well freed.” … And Venerable 
Sura�dha becaṁe one of the perfected.
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8. Itchy

22:73. Gratification

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, an uneducated ordinary person doesn’t truly understand the 
gratification, the drawback, and the escape when it coṁes to forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, 
and consciousness. An educated noble disciple does truly understand the gratification, the 
drawback, and the escape when it coṁes to forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and 
consciousness.”

22:74. Origin

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, an uneducated ordinary person doesn’t truly understand the origin, the
ending, the gratification, the drawback, and the escape when it coṁes to forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness. An educated noble disciple does truly understand the 
origin, the ending, the gratification, the drawback, and the escape when it coṁes to forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness.”

22:75. Origin (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, an educated noble disciple truly understands the origin, the ending, the 
gratification, the drawback, and the escape when it coṁes to forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, 
and consciousness.”

22:76. The Perfected Ones

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ is iṁperṁanent. What’s iṁperṁanent is suffering. What’s 
suffering is not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen with proper understanding like 
this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Feeling … Perception … Choices … 
Consciousness is iṁperṁanent. What’s iṁperṁanent is suffering. What’s suffering is not-self. 
And what’s not-self should be truly seen with proper understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I 
aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’

Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away 
they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, 
the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return 
to any state of existence.’ As far as there are abodes of sentient beings, even up until the pinnacle 
of existence, the perfected ones are the foreṁost and the best.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Oh! The perfected ones are happy. 
Craving is not found in theṁ, 
the conceit ‘I aṁ’ is cut off, 
and the net of delusion is shattered.

They’ve attained stillness, 
their ṁinds are unclouded, 
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nothing in the world clings to theṁ, 
they’ve becoṁe holy, undefiled.

Coṁpletely understanding the five aggregates, 
their doṁain is the seven good qualities. 
Those good people are praiseworthy, 
the Buddha’s rightful children.

Endowed with the seven geṁs, 
and trained in the three trainings, 
the great heroes live on, 
with fear and terror given up.

Endowed with ten factors, 
those giants have iṁṁersion. 
These are the best in the world, 
craving is not found in theṁ.

The ṁaster’s knowledge has arisen: 
‘This is ṁy final body.’ 
They are independent of others 
in the core of the spiritual path.

Unwavering in the face of discriṁination, 
they’re freed froṁ future lives. 
They’ve reached the level of the taṁed, 
in the world, they’re the winners.

Above, below, and all around, 
relishing is not found in theṁ. 
They roar their lion’s roar: 
‘The awakened are supreṁe in the world!’”

22:77. The Perfected Ones (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ is iṁperṁanent. What’s iṁperṁanent is suffering. What’s 
suffering is not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen with proper understanding like 
this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’

Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away 
they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, 
the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return 
to any state of existence.’ As far as there are abodes of sentient beings, even up until the pinnacle 
of existence, the perfected ones are the foreṁost and the best.”

22:78. The Lion

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, towards evening the lion, king of beasts, eṁerges froṁ his den, yawns, 
looks all around the four directions, and roars his lion’s roar three tiṁes. Then he sets out on the 
hunt. And the aniṁals who hear the roar of the lion, king of beasts, are typically filled with fear, 
awe, and terror. They return to their lairs, be they in a hole, the water, or a wood; and the birds 
take to the air. Even the royal elephants, bound with strong harness in the villages, towns, and 
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capital cities, break apart their bonds, and urinate and defecate in terror as they flee here and 
there. That’s how powerful is the lion, king of beasts, aṁong aniṁals, how illustrious and ṁighty.

In the saṁe way, when a Realized One arises in the world—perfected, a fully awakened 
Buddha, accoṁplished in knowledge and conduct, holy, knower of the world, supreṁe guide for 
those who wish to train, teacher of gods and huṁans, awakened, blessed—he teaches the 
Dhaṁṁa: ‘Such is forṁ, such is the origin of forṁ, such is the ending of forṁ. Such is feeling … 
Such is perception … Such are choices … Such is consciousness, such is the origin of 
consciousness, such is the ending of consciousness.’ Now, there are gods who are long-lived, 
beautiful, and very happy, living for ages in their divine palaces. When they hear this teaching by 
the Realized One, they’re typically filled with fear, awe, and terror. ‘Oh no! It turns out we’re 
iṁperṁanent, though we thought we were perṁanent! It turns out we don’t last, though we 
thought we were everlasting! It turns out we’re short-lived, though we thought we were eternal! 
It turns out that we’re iṁperṁanent, not lasting, short-lived, and included within identity.’ That’s
how powerful is the Realized One in the world with its gods, how illustrious and ṁighty.” That is 
what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“The Buddha, the teacher without a peer 
in all the world with its gods, 
rolls forth the Wheel of Dhaṁṁa 
froṁ his own insight:

identity, its cessation, 
the origin of identity, 
and the noble eightfold path 
that leads to the stilling of suffering.

And then the long-lived gods, 
so beautiful and glorious, 
are afraid and full of terror, 
like the other beasts when they hear a lion.

‘We haven’t transcended identity! 
It turns out we’re iṁperṁanent!’ 
So they say when they hear the word 
of the perfected one, free and poised.”

22:79. Itchy

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, whatever ascetics and brahṁins recollect ṁany kinds of past lives, all 
recollect the five grasping aggregates, or one of theṁ. What five? ‘I had such forṁ in the past.’ 
Recollecting thus, it’s only forṁ that they recollect. ‘I had such feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness in the past.’ Recollecting thus, it’s only consciousness that they recollect.

And why do you call it forṁ? It’s deforṁed; that’s why it’s called ‘forṁ’. Deforṁed by what? 
Deforṁed by cold, heat, hunger, and thirst, and deforṁed by the touch of flies, ṁosquitoes, wind, 
sun, and reptiles. It’s deforṁed; that’s why it’s called ‘forṁ’.

And why do you call it feeling? It feels; that’s why it’s called ‘feeling’. And what does it feel? It 
feels pleasure, pain, and neutral. It feels; that’s why it’s called ‘feeling’.

And why do you call it perception? It perceives; that’s why it’s called ‘perception’. And what 
does it perceive? It perceives blue, yellow, red, and white. It perceives; that’s why it’s called 
‘perception’.
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And why do you call theṁ choices? Choices produce conditioned phenoṁena; that’s why 
they’re called ‘choices’. And what are the conditioned phenoṁena that they produce? Forṁ is a 
conditioned phenoṁenon; choices are what ṁake it into forṁ. Feeling is a conditioned 
phenoṁenon; choices are what ṁake it into feeling. Perception is a conditioned phenoṁenon; 
choices are what ṁake it into perception. Choices are conditioned phenoṁena; choices are what 
ṁake theṁ into choices. Consciousness is a conditioned phenoṁenon; choices are what ṁake it 
into consciousness. Choices produce conditioned phenoṁena; that’s why they’re called ‘choices’.

And why do you call it consciousness? It cognizes; that’s why it’s called ‘consciousness’. And 
what does it cognize? It cognizes sour, bitter, pungent, sweet, hot, ṁild, salty, and bland. It 
cognizes; that’s why it’s called ‘consciousness’.

A noble disciple reflects on this: ‘Currently I’ṁ itched by forṁ. In the past I was also itched by 
forṁ just like now. If I were to look forward to enjoying forṁ in the future, I’d be itched by forṁ 
in the future just as I aṁ today.’ Reflecting like this they don’t worry about past forṁ, they don’t 
look forward to enjoying future forṁ, and they practice for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and 
cessation regarding present forṁ.

‘Currently I’ṁ itched by feeling …
perception … choices …
consciousness. In the past I was also itched by consciousness just like now. If I were to look 

forward to enjoying consciousness in the future, I’d be itched by consciousness in the future just 
as I aṁ today.’ Reflecting like this they don’t worry about past consciousness, they don’t look 
forward to enjoying future consciousness, and they practice for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and 
cessation regarding present consciousness.

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” 
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, 
suffering, and perishable, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” 
“No, sir.” “Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if 
it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, 
this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.” “So you should truly see any kind of forṁ at all—past, future, or 
present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all forṁ—with right
understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ You should truly see any kind 
of feeling … perception … choices … consciousness at all—past, future, or present; internal or 
external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all consciousness—with right 
understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’

This is called a noble disciple who gets rid of things and doesn’t accuṁulate theṁ; who gives 
things up and doesn’t grasp at theṁ; who discards things and doesn’t aṁass theṁ; who 
dissipates things and doesn’t get clouded by theṁ. And what things do they get rid of and not 
accuṁulate? They get rid of forṁ and don’t accuṁulate it. They get rid of feeling … perception … 
choices … consciousness and don’t accuṁulate it. And what things do they give up and not grasp?
They give up forṁ and don’t grasp it. They give up feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness and don’t grasp it. And what things do they discard and not aṁass? They discard 
forṁ and don’t aṁass it. They discard feeling … perception … choices … consciousness and don’t 
aṁass it. And what things do they dissipate and not get clouded by? They dissipate forṁ and 
don’t get clouded by it. They dissipate feeling … perception … choices … consciousness and don’t 
get clouded by it.

Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away 
they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, 
the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return 
to any state of existence.’
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This is called a ṁendicant who neither gets rid of things nor accuṁulates theṁ, but reṁains 
after getting rid of theṁ. They neither give things up nor grasp theṁ, but reṁain after giving 
theṁ up. They neither discard things nor aṁass theṁ, but reṁain after discarding theṁ. They 
neither dissipate things nor get clouded by theṁ, but reṁain after dissipating theṁ. And what 
things do they neither get rid of nor accuṁulate, but reṁain after getting rid of theṁ? They 
neither get rid of nor accuṁulate forṁ, but reṁain after getting rid of it. They neither get rid of 
nor accuṁulate feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, but reṁain after getting rid of it.
And what things do they neither give up nor grasp, but reṁain after giving theṁ up? They 
neither give up nor grasp forṁ, but reṁain after giving it up. They neither give up nor grasp 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, but reṁain after giving it up. And what things 
do they neither discard nor aṁass, but reṁain after discarding theṁ? They neither discard nor 
aṁass forṁ, but reṁain after discarding it. They neither discard nor aṁass feeling … perception 
… choices … consciousness, but reṁain after discarding it. And what things do they neither 
dissipate nor get clouded by, but reṁain after dissipating theṁ? They neither dissipate nor get 
clouded by forṁ, but reṁain after dissipating it. They neither dissipate nor get clouded by feeling
… perception … choices … consciousness, but reṁain after dissipating it. When a ṁendicant’s 
ṁind is freed like this, the gods together with Indra, Brahṁa� , and Paja�pati worship theṁ froṁ 
afar:

‘Hoṁage to you, O thoroughbred! 
Hoṁage to you, supreṁe aṁong ṁen! 
We don’t understand 
what you ṁeditate dependent on.’”

22:80. Beggars

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Sakyans, near Kapilavatthu in the Banyan 
Tree Monastery. And the Buddha, having disṁissed the ṁendicant San� gha for soṁe reason, 
robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, entered Kapilavatthu for alṁs. He 
wandered for alṁs in Kapilavatthu. After the ṁeal, on his return froṁ alṁs-round, he went to the
Great Wood, plunged deep into it, and sat at the root of a young wood apple tree for the day’s 
ṁeditation.

Then as he was in private retreat this thought caṁe to his ṁind: “I’ve sent the ṁendicant 
San� gha away. But there are ṁendicants here who are junior, recently gone forth, newly coṁe to 
this teaching and training. Not seeing ṁe they ṁay change and fall apart. If a young calf doesn’t 
see its ṁother it ṁay change and fall apart. … Or if young seedlings don’t get water they ṁay 
change and fall apart. In the saṁe way, there are ṁendicants here who are junior, recently gone 
forth, newly coṁe to this teaching and training. Not seeing ṁe they ṁay change and fall apart. 
Why don’t I support the ṁendicant San� gha now as I did in the past?”

Then Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati knew what the Buddha was thinking. As easily as a strong person 
would extend or contract their arṁ, he vanished froṁ the Brahṁa�  realṁ and reappeared in front 
of the Buddha. He arranged his robe over one shoulder, raised his joined palṁs toward the 
Buddha, and said: “That’s so true, Blessed One! That’s so true, Holy One! The Buddha has sent the
ṁendicant San� gha away. But there are ṁendicants who are junior, recently gone forth, newly 
coṁe to this teaching and training. … May the Buddha be happy with the ṁendicant San� gha! May 
the Buddha welcoṁe the ṁendicant San� gha! May the Buddha support the ṁendicant San� gha now
as he did in the past!”

The Buddha consented in silence. Then Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati, knowing that the Buddha had 
accepted, bowed, and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his right, before vanishing 
right there.
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Then in the late afternoon, the Buddha caṁe out of retreat and went to the Banyan Tree 
Monastery, where he sat on the seat spread out. Then he used his psychic power to will that the 
ṁendicants would coṁe to hiṁ tiṁidly, alone or in pairs. Those ṁendicants approached the 
Buddha tiṁidly, bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to theṁ:

“Mendicants, this relying on alṁs is an extreṁe way to live. The world curses you: ‘You 
beggar, walking bowl in hand!’ Yet earnest and respectable people take it up for a good reason. 
Not because they’ve been forced to by kings or bandits, or because they’re in debt or threatened, 
or to earn a living. But because they’re swaṁped by rebirth, old age, and death; by sorrow, 
laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They’re swaṁped by suffering, ṁired in suffering. And 
they think, ‘Hopefully I can find an end to this entire ṁass of suffering.’

That’s how this person froṁ a good faṁily has gone forth. Yet they covet sensual pleasures; 
they’re infatuated, full of ill will and hateful intent. They are unṁindful, lacking situational 
awareness and iṁṁersion, with straying ṁind and undisciplined faculties. Suppose there was a 
firebrand for lighting a funeral pyre, burning at both ends, and sṁeared with dung in the ṁiddle. 
It couldn’t be used as tiṁber either in the village or the wilderness. I say that person is just like 
this. They’ve ṁissed out on the pleasures of the lay life, and haven’t fulfilled the goal of the 
ascetic life.

There are these three unskillful thoughts. Sensual, ṁalicious, and cruel thoughts. And where 
do these three unskillful thoughts cease without anything left over? In those who ṁeditate with 
their ṁind firṁly established in the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation; or who develop 
signless iṁṁersion. Just this ṁuch is quite enough ṁotivation to develop signless iṁṁersion. 
When signless iṁṁersion is developed and cultivated it is very fruitful and beneficial.

There are these two views. Views favoring continued existence and views favoring ending 
existence. A noble disciple reflects on this: ‘Is there anything in the world that I could grasp 
without fault?’ They understand: ‘There’s nothing in the world that I could grasp without fault. 
For in grasping I would grasp only at forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, or consciousness. That 
grasping of ṁine would be a condition for continued existence. Continued existence is a 
condition for rebirth. Rebirth is a condition that gives rise to old age and death, sorrow, 
laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” 
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, 
suffering, and perishable, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” 
“No, sir.” “Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” … “So
you should truly see … Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of 
existence.’”

22:81. At Pa� rileyya

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Kosaṁbi, in Ghosita’s Monastery. Then the Buddha 
robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, entered Kosaṁbi for alṁs. After the ṁeal,
on his return froṁ alṁs-round, he set his lodgings in order hiṁself. Taking his bowl and robe, 
without inforṁing his attendants or taking leave of the ṁendicant San� gha, he set out to go 
wandering alone, with no coṁpanion.

Then, not long after the Buddha had left, one of the ṁendicants went to Venerable AJ nanda and
told hiṁ what had happened. AJ nanda said: “Reverend, when the Buddha leaves like this it ṁeans 
he wants to stay alone. At this tiṁe no-one should follow hiṁ.”

Then the Buddha, traveling stage by stage, arrived at Pa� rileyya, where he stayed at the root of 
a sacred sal tree. Then several ṁendicants went up to Venerable AJ nanda and exchanged 
greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, they sat down to one 
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side and said to hiṁ: “Reverend, it’s been a long tiṁe since we’ve heard a Dhaṁṁa talk froṁ the 
Buddha. We wish to hear a Dhaṁṁa talk froṁ the Buddha.”

Then Venerable AJ nanda together with those ṁendicants went to Pa� rileyya to see the Buddha. 
They bowed and sat down to one side, and the Buddha educated, encouraged, fired up, and 
inspired theṁ with a Dhaṁṁa talk. Now at that tiṁe one of the ṁonks had the thought: “How do 
you know and see in order to end the defileṁents in the present life?” Then the Buddha, knowing
what that ṁonk was thinking, addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, I’ve taught the Dhaṁṁa 
analytically. I’ve analytically taught the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation, the four right 
efforts, the four bases of psychic power, the five faculties, the five powers, the seven awakening 
factors, and the noble eightfold path. That’s how I’ve taught the Dhaṁṁa analytically. Though 
I’ve taught the Dhaṁṁa analytically, still a certain ṁendicant present here has this thought: 
‘How do you know and see in order to end the defileṁents in the present life?’

And how, ṁendicants, do you know and see in order to end the defileṁents in the present life?
Take an uneducated ordinary person who has not seen the noble ones, and is neither skilled nor 
trained in the teaching of the noble ones. They’ve not seen good persons, and are neither skilled 
nor trained in the teaching of the good persons. They regard forṁ as self. But that regarding is 
just a conditioned phenoṁenon. And what’s the source, origin, birthplace, and root of that 
conditioned phenoṁenon? When an uneducated ordinary person is struck by feelings born of 
contact with ignorance, craving arises. That conditioned phenoṁenon is born froṁ that. So that 
conditioned phenoṁenon is iṁperṁanent, conditioned, and dependently originated. And that 
craving, that feeling, that contact, and that ignorance are also iṁperṁanent, conditioned, and 
dependently originated. That’s how you should know and see in order to end the defileṁents in 
the present life.

Perhaps they don’t regard forṁ as self, but they still regard self as possessing forṁ. But that 
regarding is just a conditioned phenoṁenon. …

Perhaps they don’t regard forṁ as self, or self as possessing forṁ, but they still regard forṁ in 
self. But that regarding is just a conditioned phenoṁenon. …

Perhaps they don’t regard forṁ as self, or self as possessing forṁ, or forṁ in self, but they still 
regard self in forṁ. But that regarding is just a conditioned phenoṁenon. …

Perhaps they don’t regard forṁ as self, or self as possessing forṁ, or forṁ in self, or self in 
forṁ. But they regard feeling as self … perception as self … choices as self … consciousness as self 
… But that regarding is just a conditioned phenoṁenon. And what’s the source of that 
conditioned phenoṁenon? When an uneducated ordinary person is struck by feelings born of 
contact with ignorance, craving arises. That conditioned phenoṁenon is born froṁ that. So that 
conditioned phenoṁenon is iṁperṁanent, conditioned, and dependently originated. And that 
craving, that feeling, that contact, and that ignorance are also iṁperṁanent, conditioned, and 
dependently originated. That’s how you should know and see in order to end the defileṁents in 
the present life.

Perhaps they don’t regard forṁ or feeling or perception or choices or consciousness as self. 
Still, they have such a view: ‘The self and the cosṁos are one and the saṁe. After passing away I 
will be perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, and iṁperishable.’ But that eternalist view is just a 
conditioned phenoṁenon. And what’s the source of that conditioned phenoṁenon? … That’s how
you should know and see in order to end the defileṁents in the present life.

Perhaps they don’t regard forṁ or feeling or perception or choices or consciousness as self. 
Nor do they have such a view: ‘The self and the cosṁos are one and the saṁe. After passing away 
I will be perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, and iṁperishable.’ Still, they have such a view: ‘I ṁight 
not be, and it ṁight not be ṁine. I will not be, and it will not be ṁine.’ But that annihilationist 
view is just a conditioned phenoṁenon. And what’s the source of that conditioned phenoṁenon? 
… That’s how you should know and see in order to end the defileṁents in the present life.
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Perhaps they don’t regard forṁ or feeling or perception or choices or consciousness as self. 
Nor do they have such a view: ‘The self and the cosṁos are one and the saṁe. After passing away 
I will be perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, and iṁperishable.’ Nor do they have such a view: ‘I 
ṁight not be, and it ṁight not be ṁine. I will not be, and it will not be ṁine.’ Still, they have 
doubts and uncertainties. They’re undecided about the true teaching. That doubt and 
uncertainty, the indecision about the true teaching, is just a conditioned phenoṁenon. And 
what’s the source of that conditioned phenoṁenon? When an uneducated ordinary person is 
struck by feelings born of contact with ignorance, craving arises. That conditioned phenoṁenon 
is born froṁ that. So that conditioned phenoṁenon is iṁperṁanent, conditioned, and 
dependently originated. And that craving, that feeling, that contact, and that ignorance are also 
iṁperṁanent, conditioned, and dependently originated. That’s how you should know and see in 
order to end the defileṁents in the present life.”

22:82. A Full Moon Night

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in the Eastern Monastery, the stilt longhouse 
of Miga� ra’s ṁother, together with a large San� gha of ṁendicants. Now, at that tiṁe it was the 
sabbath—the full ṁoon on the fifteenth day—and the Buddha was sitting surrounded by the 
San� gha of ṁonks.

Then one of the ṁendicants got up froṁ their seat, arranged their robe over one shoulder, 
raised their joined palṁs toward the Buddha, and said: “Sir, I’d like to ask the Buddha about a 
certain point, if you’d take the tiṁe to answer.” “Well then, ṁendicant, take your own seat and 
ask what you wish.” “Yes, sir,” replied that ṁendicant. He took his seat and said to the Buddha: 
“Sir, are these the five grasping aggregates, that is: forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and 
consciousness?”

“Yes, they are,” replied the Buddha. Saying “Good, sir”, that ṁendicant approved and agreed 
with what the Buddha said. Then he asked another question:

“But sir, what is the root of these five grasping aggregates?” “These five grasping aggregates 
are rooted in desire.” … “But sir, is that grasping the exact saṁe thing as the five grasping 
aggregates? Or is grasping one thing and the five grasping aggregates another?” “Neither. Rather, 
the desire and greed for theṁ is the grasping there.” Saying “Good, sir”, that ṁendicant asked 
another question:

“But sir, can there be different kinds of desire and greed for the five grasping aggregates?” 
“There can,” said the Buddha. “It’s when soṁeone thinks: ‘In the future, ṁay I be of such forṁ, 
such feeling, such perception, such choices, or such consciousness!’ That’s how there can be 
different kinds of desire and greed for the five grasping aggregates.” Saying “Good, sir”, that 
ṁendicant asked another question:

“Sir, what is the scope of the terṁ ‘aggregates’ as applied to the aggregates?” “Any kind of forṁ
at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or 
near: this is called the aggregate of forṁ. Any kind of feeling at all … Any kind of perception at all 
… Any kind of choices at all … Any kind of consciousness at all—past, future, or present; internal 
or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: this is called the aggregate of 
consciousness. That’s the scope of the terṁ ‘aggregates’ as applied to the aggregates.” Saying 
“Good, sir”, that ṁendicant asked another question:

“What is the cause, sir, what is the reason why the aggregate of forṁ is found? What is the 
cause, what is the reason why the aggregate of feeling … perception … choices … consciousness is
found?” “The four priṁary eleṁents are the reason why the aggregate of forṁ is found. Contact is
the reason why the aggregates of feeling, perception, and choices are found. Naṁe and forṁ are 
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the reasons why the aggregate of consciousness is found.” Saying “Good, sir”, that ṁendicant 
asked another question:

“Sir, how does identity view coṁe about?” “It’s because an uneducated ordinary person has 
not seen the noble ones, and is neither skilled nor trained in the teaching of the noble ones. 
They’ve not seen good persons, and are neither skilled nor trained in the teaching of the good 
persons. They regard forṁ as self, self as having forṁ, forṁ in self, or self in forṁ. They regard 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness as self, self as having consciousness, 
consciousness in self, or self in consciousness. That’s how identity view coṁes about.” Saying 
“Good, sir”, that ṁendicant … asked another question:

“But sir, how does identity view not coṁe about?” It’s because an educated noble disciple has 
seen the noble ones, and is skilled and trained in the teaching of the noble ones. They’ve seen 
good persons, and are skilled and trained in the teaching of the good persons. They don’t regard 
forṁ as self, self as having forṁ, forṁ in self, or self in forṁ. They don’t regard feeling … 
perception … choices … consciousness as self, self as having consciousness, consciousness in self, 
or self in consciousness. That’s how identity view does not coṁe about.” Saying “Good, sir”, that 
ṁendicant … asked another question:

“Sir, what’s the gratification, the drawback, and the escape when it coṁes to forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness?” “The pleasure and happiness that arise froṁ forṁ: this 
is its gratification. That forṁ is iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable: this is its drawback. 
Reṁoving and giving up desire and greed for forṁ: this is its escape. The pleasure and happiness 
that arise froṁ feeling … perception … choices … consciousness: this is its gratification. That 
consciousness is iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable: this is its drawback. Reṁoving and 
giving up desire and greed for consciousness: this is its escape.” Saying “Good, sir”, that 
ṁendicant approved and agreed with what the Buddha said. Then he asked another question:

“Sir, how does one know and see so that there’s no ego, possessiveness, or underlying 
tendency to conceit for this conscious body and all external stiṁuli?” “One truly sees any kind of 
forṁ at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far 
or near: all forṁ—with right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ 
They truly see any kind of feeling … perception … choices … consciousness at all—past, future, or 
present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near, all consciousness—
with right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ That’s how to know 
and see so that there’s no ego, possessiveness, or underlying tendency to conceit for this 
conscious body and all external stiṁuli.”

Now at that tiṁe one of the ṁendicants had the thought: “So it seeṁs, good sir, that forṁ, 
feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness are not-self. Then what self will the deeds done 
by not-self affect?” Then the Buddha, knowing what that ṁonk was thinking, addressed the 
ṁendicants:

“It’s possible that soṁe foolish person here—unknowing and ignorant, their ṁind doṁinated 
by craving—thinks they can overstep the teacher’s instructions. They think: ‘So it seeṁs, good 
sir, that forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness are not-self. Then what self will the 
deeds done by not-self affect?’ Now, ṁendicants, you have been educated by ṁe in questioning 
with regards to all these things in all such cases.

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “Is 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, 
sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s 
iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this 
is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.” “So you should truly see … Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no 
return to any state of existence.’”
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“Two on the aggregates; exactly the saṁe; and can there be; 
on the terṁ; and on the cause; 
two questions on identity; 
gratification; and that with consciousness: 
these are the ten questions 
the ṁendicant caṁe to ask.”

9. Senior Mendicants

22:83. With AJ nanda

At Sa�vatthī�. There AJ nanda addressed the ṁendicants: “Reverends, ṁendicants!” “Reverend,” they
replied. AJ nanda said this:

“Reverends, the venerable naṁed PunA nA a Manta�niputta was very helpful to ṁe when I was just
ordained. He gave ṁe this advice: ‘Reverend AJ nanda, the notion “I aṁ” occurs because of 
grasping, not by not grasping. Grasping what? The notion “I aṁ” occurs because of grasping forṁ,
feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness, not by not grasping.

Suppose there was a woṁan or ṁan who was young, youthful, and fond of adornṁents, and 
they check their own reflection in a clean bright ṁirror or a clear bowl of water. They’d look 
because of grasping, not by not grasping. In the saṁe way, the notion “I aṁ” occurs because of 
grasping forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness, not by not grasping.

What do you think, Reverend AJ nanda? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?’ ‘Iṁperṁanent, 
reverend.’ ‘Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?’ 
‘Iṁperṁanent, reverend.’ … ‘So you should truly see … Seeing this … They understand: “… there 
is no return to any state of existence.”’ Reverends, the venerable naṁed PunA nA a Manta�niputta was
very helpful to ṁe when I was just ordained. He gave ṁe this advice. And now that I’ve heard this
teaching froṁ Venerable PunA nA a Manta�niputta, I’ve coṁprehended the teaching.”

22:84. With Tissa

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe Venerable Tissa, the Buddha’s paternal cousin, inforṁed several 
ṁendicants: “Reverends, ṁy body feels like it’s drugged. I’ṁ disorientated, the teachings don’t 
inspire ṁe, and dullness and drowsiness fill ṁy ṁind. I live the spiritual life dissatisfied, and 
have doubts about the teachings.”

Then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ 
what had happened.

So the Buddha said to a certain ṁonk: “Please, ṁendicant, in ṁy naṁe tell the ṁendicant Tissa
that the Teacher suṁṁons hiṁ.” “Yes, sir,” that ṁonk replied. He went to Tissa and said to hiṁ: 
“Reverend Tissa, the teacher suṁṁons you.” “Yes, reverend,” Tissa replied. He went to the 
Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ: “Is it really true, Tissa, that 
you inforṁed several ṁendicants that your body feels like it’s drugged … and you have doubts 
about the teachings?” “Yes, sir.” “What do you think, Tissa? If you’re not rid of greed, desire, 
fondness, thirst, passion, and craving for forṁ, when that forṁ decays and perishes, will it give 
rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress?” “Yes, sir.”

“Good, good, Tissa! That’s how it is, Tissa, when you’re not rid of greed for forṁ. feeling … 
perception … choices …
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consciousness, when that consciousness decays and perishes, will it give rise to sorrow, 
laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress?” “Yes, sir.”

“Good, good, Tissa! That’s how it is, Tissa, when you’re not rid of greed for consciousness. 
What do you think, Tissa? If you are rid of greed, desire, fondness, thirst, passion, and craving for 
forṁ, when that forṁ decays and perishes, will it give rise to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, 
and distress?” “No, sir.”

“Good, good, Tissa! That’s how it is, Tissa, when you are rid of greed for forṁ … feeling … 
perception … choices …

consciousness. What do you think, Tissa? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or 
iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “So you should truly see … Seeing this … They understand: 
‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’

Suppose, Tissa, there were two people. One was not skilled in the path, the other was. The one 
not skilled in the path would question the one skilled in the path, who would reply: ‘Coṁe, good 
ṁan, this is the path. Go down it a little, and you’ll see a fork in the road. Ignore the left, and take 
the right-hand path. Go a little further, and you’ll see a dark forest grove. Go a little further, and 
you’ll see an expanse of low-lying swaṁpland. Go a little further, and you’ll see a large, steep cliff.
Go a little further, and you’ll see level, cleared parkland.’

I’ve ṁade up this siṁile to ṁake a point. And this is what it ṁeans. ‘A person who is not skilled
in the path’ is a terṁ for an ordinary uneducated person. ‘A person who is skilled in the path’ is a 
terṁ for the Realized One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha. ‘A fork in the road’ is a 
terṁ for doubt. ‘The left-hand path’ is a terṁ for the wrong eightfold path, that is, wrong view … 
wrong iṁṁersion. ‘The right-hand path’ is a terṁ for the noble eightfold path, that is, right view 
… right iṁṁersion. ‘A dark forest grove’ is a terṁ for ignorance. ‘An expanse of low-lying 
swaṁpland’ is a terṁ for sensual pleasures. ‘A large, steep cliff’ is a terṁ for anger and distress. 
‘Level, cleared parkland’ is a terṁ for extinguishṁent. Rejoice, Tissa, rejoice! I’ṁ here to advise 
you, to support you, and to teach you.”

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, Venerable Tissa was happy with what the Buddha 
said.

22:85. With Yaṁaka

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s 
ṁonastery. Now at that tiṁe a ṁendicant called Yaṁaka had the following harṁful 
ṁisconception: “As I understand the Buddha’s teaching, a ṁendicant who has ended the 
defileṁents is annihilated and destroyed when their body breaks up, and doesn’t exist after 
death.”

Several ṁendicants heard about this. They went to Yaṁaka and exchanged greetings with 
hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, they sat down to one side and said to
hiṁ:

“Is it really true, Reverend Yaṁaka, that you have such a harṁful ṁisconception: ‘As I 
understand the Buddha’s teaching, a ṁendicant who has ended the defileṁents is annihilated 
and destroyed when their body breaks up, and doesn’t exist after death.’” “Yes, reverends, that’s 
how I understand the Buddha’s teaching.”

“Don’t say that, Yaṁaka! Don’t ṁisrepresent the Buddha, for ṁisrepresentation of the Buddha 
is not good. And the Buddha would not say that.” But even though adṁonished by those 
ṁendicants, Yaṁaka obstinately stuck to that ṁisconception and insisted on stating it.

When those ṁendicants were unable to dissuade Yaṁaka froṁ that ṁisconception, they got 
up froṁ their seats and went to see Venerable Sa� riputta. They told hiṁ what had happened, and 
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said: “May Venerable Sa� riputta please go to the ṁendicant Yaṁaka out of coṁpassion.” Sa� riputta 
consented in silence. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Sa� riputta caṁe out of retreat, went to 
Venerable Yaṁaka and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. Seated to one side he said to Yaṁaka:

“Is it really true, Reverend Yaṁaka, that you have such a harṁful ṁisconception: ‘As I 
understand the Buddha’s teaching, a ṁendicant who has ended the defileṁents is annihilated 
and destroyed when their body breaks up, and doesn’t exist after death.’” “Yes, reverend, that’s 
how I understand the Buddha’s teaching.”

“What do you think, Yaṁaka? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, reverend.”
“Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent,
reverend.” “So you should truly see … Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any
state of existence.’

What do you think, Reverend Yaṁaka? Do you regard the Realized One as forṁ?” “No, 
reverend.” “Do you regard the Realized One as feeling … perception … choices … consciousness?” 
“No, reverend.”

“What do you think, Reverend Yaṁaka? Do you regard the Realized One as in forṁ?” “No, 
reverend.” “Or do you regard the Realized One as distinct froṁ forṁ?” “No, reverend.” “Do you 
regard the Realized One as in feeling … or distinct froṁ feeling … as in perception … or distinct 
froṁ perception … as in choices … or distinct froṁ choices … as in consciousness?” “No, 
reverend.” “Or do you regard the Realized One as distinct froṁ consciousness?” “No, reverend.”

“What do you think, Yaṁaka? Do you regard the Realized One as possessing forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness?” “No, reverend.”

“What do you think, Yaṁaka? Do you regard the Realized One as one who is without forṁ, 
feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness?” “No, reverend.” “In that case, Reverend Yaṁaka,
since you don’t acknowledge the Realized One as a genuine fact in the present life, is it 
appropriate to declare: ‘As I understand the Buddha’s teaching, a ṁendicant who has ended the 
defileṁents is annihilated and destroyed when their body breaks up, and doesn’t exist after 
death.’?”

“Reverend Sa� riputta, in ṁy ignorance, I used to have that ṁisconception. But now that I’ve 
heard the teaching froṁ Venerable Sa� riputta I’ve given up that ṁisconception, and I’ve 
coṁprehended the teaching.”

“Reverend Yaṁaka, suppose they were to ask you: ‘When their body breaks up, after death, 
what happens to a perfected one, who has ended the defileṁents?’ How would you answer?” “Sir,
if they were to ask this, I’d answer like this: ‘Reverend, forṁ is iṁperṁanent. What’s 
iṁperṁanent is suffering. What’s suffering has ceased and ended. Feeling … perception … 
choices … consciousness is iṁperṁanent. What’s iṁperṁanent is suffering. What’s suffering has 
ceased and ended.’ That’s how I’d answer such a question.”

“Good, good, Reverend Yaṁaka! Well then, I shall give you a siṁile to ṁake the ṁeaning even 
clearer. Suppose there was a householder or householder’s son who was rich, with a lot of ṁoney
and great wealth, and a bodyguard for protection. Then along coṁes a person who wants to 
harṁ, injure, and threaten hiṁ, and take his life. They’d think: ‘This householder or 
householder’s son is rich, with a lot of ṁoney and great wealth, and a bodyguard for protection. 
It won’t be easy to take his life by force. Why don’t I get close to hiṁ, then take his life?’ So he 
goes up to that householder or householder’s son and says: ‘Sir, I would serve you.’ Then they 
would serve that householder or householder’s son. They’d get up before hiṁ and go to bed after 
hiṁ, and be obliging, behaving nicely and speaking politely. The householder or householder’s 
son would consider theṁ as a friend and coṁpanion, and coṁe to trust theṁ. But when that 
person realizes that they’ve gained the trust of the householder or householder’s son, then, when
they know he’s alone, they’d take his life with a sharp knife.

What do you think, Yaṁaka? When that person went to the householder or householder’s son 
and offered to serve hiṁ, weren’t they a killer then, though he didn’t know that this was his 
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killer? And when they got up before hiṁ and went to bed after hiṁ, being obliging, behaving 
nicely and speaking politely, weren’t they a killer then, though he didn’t know that this was his 
killer? And when, knowing he was alone, they took his life with a sharp knife, weren’t they a 
killer then, though he didn’t know that this was his killer?” “Yes, reverend.” “In the saṁe way, an 
uneducated ordinary person has not seen the noble ones, and is neither skilled nor trained in the 
teaching of the noble ones. They’ve not seen good persons, and are neither skilled nor trained in 
the teaching of the good persons. They regard forṁ as self, self as having forṁ, forṁ in self, or 
self in forṁ. They regard feeling … perception … choices … They regard consciousness as self, self
as having consciousness, consciousness in self, or self in consciousness.

They don’t truly understand forṁ—which is iṁperṁanent—as iṁperṁanent. They don’t truly
understand feeling … perception … choices … consciousness—which is iṁperṁanent—as 
iṁperṁanent.

They don’t truly understand forṁ—which is suffering—as suffering. They don’t truly 
understand feeling … perception … choices … consciousness—which is suffering—as suffering.

They don’t truly understand forṁ—which is not-self—as not-self. They don’t truly understand
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness—which is not-self—as not-self.

They don’t truly understand forṁ—which is conditioned—as conditioned. They don’t truly 
understand feeling … perception … choices … consciousness—which is conditioned—as 
conditioned.

They don’t truly understand forṁ—which is a killer—as a killer. They don’t truly understand 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness—which is a killer—as a killer.

They’re attracted to forṁ, grasp it, and coṁṁit to the notion that it is ‘ṁy self’. They’re 
attracted to feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, grasp it, and coṁṁit to the notion 
that it is ‘ṁy self’. And when you’ve gotten involved with and grasped these five grasping 
aggregates, they lead to your lasting harṁ and suffering.

An educated noble disciple has seen the noble ones, and is skilled and trained in the teaching 
of the noble ones. They’ve seen good persons, and are skilled and trained in the teaching of the 
good persons. They don’t regard forṁ as self, self as having forṁ, forṁ in self, or self in forṁ. 
They don’t regard feeling … perception … choices … consciousness as self, self as having 
consciousness, consciousness in self, or self in consciousness.

They truly understand forṁ—which is iṁperṁanent—as iṁperṁanent. They truly 
understand feeling … perception … choices … consciousness—which is iṁperṁanent—as 
iṁperṁanent.

They truly understand forṁ—which is suffering—as suffering. They truly understand feeling 
… perception … choices … consciousness—which is suffering—as suffering.

They truly understand forṁ—which is not-self—as not-self. They truly understand feeling … 
perception … choices … consciousness—which is not-self—as not-self.

They truly understand forṁ—which is conditioned—as conditioned. They truly understand 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness—which is conditioned—as conditioned.

They truly understand forṁ—which is a killer—as a killer. They truly understand feeling … 
perception … choices … consciousness—which is a killer—as a killer.

Not being attracted to forṁ, they don’t grasp it, and coṁṁit to the notion that it is ‘ṁy self’. 
Not being attracted to feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, they don't grasp it, and 
coṁṁit to the notion that it is ‘ṁy self’. And when you’re not attracted to and don’t grasp these 
five grasping aggregates, they lead to your lasting welfare and happiness.” “Reverend Sa� riputta, 
this is how it is when you have such venerables as spiritual coṁpanions to advise and instruct 
you out of kindness and coṁpassion. And after hearing this teaching by Venerable Sa� riputta, ṁy 
ṁind is freed froṁ the defileṁents by not grasping.”
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22:86. With Anura�dha

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, in the hall with the peaked 
roof. Now at that tiṁe Venerable Anura�dha was staying not far froṁ the Buddha in a wilderness 
hut. Then several wanderers who follow other paths went up to Venerable Anura�dha and 
exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, they sat 
down to one side and said to hiṁ: “Reverend Anura�dha, when a Realized One is describing a 
Realized One—a supreṁe person, highest of people, who has reached the highest point—they 
describe theṁ in these four ways: After death, a Realized One exists, or doesn’t exist, or both 
exists and doesn’t exist, or neither exists nor doesn’t exist.”

When they said this, Venerable Anura�dha said to those wanderers: “Reverends, when a 
Realized One is describing a Realized One—a supreṁe person, highest of people, who has 
reached the highest point—they describe theṁ other than these four ways: After death, a 
Realized One exists, or doesn’t exist, or both exists and doesn’t exist, or neither exists nor doesn’t
exist.” When he said this, the wanderers said to hiṁ: “This ṁendicant ṁust be junior, recently 
gone forth, or else a foolish, incoṁpetent senior ṁendicant.” Then, after rebuking Venerable 
Anura�dha by calling hiṁ “junior” and “foolish”, the wanderers got up froṁ their seats and left.

Soon after they had left, Anura�dha thought: “If those wanderers were to inquire further, how 
should I answer theṁ so as to repeat what the Buddha has said, and not ṁisrepresent hiṁ with 
an untruth? How should I explain in line with his teaching, so that there would be no legitiṁate 
grounds for rebuke and criticisṁ?”

Then Venerable Anura�dha went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ 
all that had happened.

“What do you think, Anura�dha? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” 
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, 
suffering, and perishable, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” 
“No, sir.” “Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “So you should truly see … Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no 
return to any state of existence.’

What do you think, Anura�dha? Do you regard the Realized One as forṁ?” “No, sir.” “Do you 
regard the Realized One as feeling … perception … choices … consciousness?” “No, sir.”

“What do you think, Anura�dha? Do you regard the Realized One as in forṁ?” “No, sir.” “Or do 
you regard the Realized One as distinct froṁ forṁ?” “No, sir.” “Do you regard the Realized One as 
in feeling … or distinct froṁ feeling … as in perception … or distinct froṁ perception … as in 
choices … or distinct froṁ choices … as in consciousness … or as distinct froṁ consciousness?” 
“No, sir.”

“What do you think, Anura�dha? Do you regard the Realized One as possessing forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness?” “No, sir.”

“What do you think, Anura�dha? Do you regard the Realized One as one who is without forṁ, 
feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness?” “No, sir.”

“In that case, Anura�dha, since you don’t acknowledge the Realized One as a genuine fact in the 
present life, is it appropriate to declare: ‘Reverends, when a Realized One is describing a Realized
One—a supreṁe person, highest of people, who has reached the highest point—they describe 
theṁ other than these four ways: After death, a Realized One exists, or doesn’t exist, or both 
exists and doesn’t exist, or neither exists nor doesn’t exist’?” “No, sir.”

“Good, good, Anura�dha! In the past, as today, I describe suffering and the cessation of 
suffering.”
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22:87. With Vakkali

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. Now at that tiṁe Venerable Vakkali was staying in a potter’s shed, and he was sick, 
suffering, gravely ill. Then he addressed his carers: “Please, reverends, go to the Buddha, and in 
ṁy naṁe bow with your head to his feet. Say to hiṁ: ‘Sir, the ṁendicant Vakkali is sick, suffering, 
and gravely ill. He bows with his head to your feet.’ And then say: ‘Sir, please go to the ṁendicant 
Vakkali out of coṁpassion.’” “Yes, reverend,” those ṁonks replied. They did as he asked. The 
Buddha consented in silence.

Then the Buddha robed up and, taking his bowl and robes, went to Venerable Vakkali. 
Venerable Vakkali saw the Buddha coṁing off in the distance and tried to rise on his cot. Then 
the Buddha said to hiṁ: “It’s all right, Vakkali, don’t get up. There are soṁe seats spread out, I 
will sit there.” He sat on the seat spread out and said to Vakkali: “Vakkali, I hope you’re keeping 
well; I hope you’re alright. And I hope the pain is fading, not growing, that its fading is evident, 
not its growing.” “Sir, I’ṁ not all right, I’ṁ not getting by. My pain is terrible and growing, not 
fading; its growing is apparent, not its fading.” “I hope you don’t have any reṁorse or regret?” 
“Indeed, sir, I have no little reṁorse and regret.” “I hope you have no reason to blaṁe yourself 
when it coṁes to ethical conduct?” “No sir, I have no reason to blaṁe ṁyself when it coṁes to 
ethical conduct.” “In that case, Vakkali, why do you have reṁorse and regret?” “For a long tiṁe 
I’ve wanted to go and see the Buddha, but I was physically too weak.”

“Enough, Vakkali! Why would you want to see this rotten body? One who sees the teaching 
sees ṁe. One who sees ṁe sees the teaching. Seeing the teaching, you see ṁe. Seeing ṁe, you see 
the teaching.

What do you think, Vakkali? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if 
it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering,
and perishable, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.” “Is 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, 
sir.” … “So you should truly see … Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any 
state of existence.’”

And then, after giving Venerable Vakkali this advice, the Buddha got up froṁ his seat and went
to the Vulture’s Peak Mountain. Then Venerable Vakkali addressed his carers: “Coṁe on, 
reverends, lift ṁy cot and take ṁe to the Black Rock on the slopes of Isigili. It’s unthinkable for 
one like ṁe to die in an inhabited area!” “Yes, reverend,” replied those ṁendicants, and did as he 
asked. Meanwhile, the Buddha spent the rest of that night and day on Vulture’s Peak Mountain. 
Then, late at night, two glorious deities, lighting up the entire Vulture’s Peak, went up to the 
Buddha, bowed, and stood to one side. One deity said to hiṁ: “Sir, the ṁendicant Vakkali is intent
on liberation!” And another deity said to hiṁ: “He’ll definitely be well-freed!” This is what those 
deities said. Then they bowed and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on their right 
side, before vanishing right there.

Then, when the night had passed, the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Coṁe, ṁendicants, 
go to the ṁendicant Vakkali and tell hiṁ:

‘Vakkali, hear the word of the Buddha and two deities. Late last night, two glorious deities, 
lighting up the entire Vulture’s Peak, went up to the Buddha, bowed, and stood to one side. One 
deity said to hiṁ: “Sir, the ṁendicant Vakkali is intent on liberation!” And another deity said to 
hiṁ: “He’ll definitely be well-freed!” And the Buddha said: “Do not fear, Vakkali, do not fear! Your 
death will not be a bad one; your passing will not be a bad one.”’” “Yes, sir,” those ṁonks replied. 
They went to Vakkali and said to hiṁ: “Vakkali, hear the word of the Buddha and two deities.”

Then Vakkali addressed his carers: “Please, reverends, help ṁe off ṁy cot. It’s unthinkable for 
one like ṁe to listen to the Buddha’s instructions sitting on a high seat.” “Yes, reverend,” replied 
those ṁendicants, and helped hiṁ off his cot. They repeated what the Buddha had said. Then 
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Vakkali said: “Well then, reverends, in ṁy naṁe bow with your head to the Buddha’s feet. Say to 
hiṁ: ‘Sir, the ṁendicant Vakkali is sick, suffering, gravely ill. He bows with his head to your feet.’ 
And then say: ‘Forṁ is iṁperṁanent. I have no doubt of that. I’ṁ certain that what is 
iṁperṁanent is suffering. And I’ṁ certain that I have no desire or greed or fondness for what is 
iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable. Feeling is iṁperṁanent … Perception is iṁperṁanent … 
Choices are iṁperṁanent … Consciousness is iṁperṁanent. I have no doubt of that. I’ṁ certain 
that what is iṁperṁanent is suffering. And I’ṁ certain that I have no desire or greed or fondness 
for what is iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable.’” “Yes, reverend,” those ṁonks replied, and 
left. And then, not long after those ṁendicants had left, Venerable Vakkali slit his wrists.

Then those senior ṁendicants went up to the Buddha and told hiṁ Vakkali’s ṁessage.
Then the Buddha said to the ṁendicants: “Coṁe, ṁendicants, let’s go to the Black Rock on the 

slopes of Isigili, where Vakkali, the son of a good faṁily, slit his wrists.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. 
Then the Buddha together with several ṁendicants went to the Black Rock on the slopes of 
Isigili. The Buddha saw Vakkali off in the distance lying on his cot, having cast off the aggregates.

Now at that tiṁe a cloud of black sṁoke was ṁoving east, west, north, south, above, below, 
and in-between. Then the Buddha said to the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, do you see that cloud of 
black sṁoke ṁoving east, west, north, south, above, below, and in-between?” “Yes, sir.” “That’s 
Ma� ra the Wicked searching for Vakkali’s consciousness, wondering: ‘Where is Vakkali’s 
consciousness established?’ But since his consciousness is not established, Vakkali is 
extinguished.”

22:88. With Assaji

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. Now at that tiṁe Venerable Assaji was staying in a ṁonastery built by a Kassapa, and he 
was sick, suffering, gravely ill. Then he addressed his carers: “Please, reverends, go to the 
Buddha, and in ṁy naṁe bow with your head to his feet. Say to hiṁ: ‘Sir, the ṁendicant Assaji is 
sick, suffering, gravely ill. He bows with his head to your feet.’ And then say: ‘Sir, please go to the 
ṁendicant Assaji out of coṁpassion.’” “Yes, reverend,” those ṁonks replied. They did as he 
asked. The Buddha consented in silence.

Then in the late afternoon, the Buddha caṁe out of retreat and went to Venerable Assaji. 
Venerable Assaji saw the Buddha coṁing off in the distance, and tried to rise on his cot. Then the 
Buddha said to hiṁ: “It’s all right, Assaji, don’t get up. There are soṁe seats spread out by others, 
I will sit there.” He sat on the seat spread out and said to Assaji: “Assaji, I hope you’re keeping 
well; I hope you’re alright. And I hope the pain is fading, not growing, that its fading is evident, 
not its growing.”

“Sir, I’ṁ not all right, I’ṁ not getting by. My pain is terrible and growing, not fading, its 
growing is evident, not its fading.” “I hope you don’t have any reṁorse or regret?” “Indeed, sir, I 
have no little reṁorse and regret.” “I hope you have no reason to blaṁe yourself when it coṁes 
to ethical conduct?” “No sir, I have no reason to blaṁe ṁyself when it coṁes to ethical conduct.” 
“In that case, Assaji, why do you have reṁorse and regret?” “Sir, before ṁy tiṁe of illness I 
ṁeditated having coṁpletely stilled the physical process. But now I can’t get iṁṁersion. Since I 
can’t get iṁṁersion, I think: ‘May I not decline!’” “Assaji, there are ascetics and brahṁins for 
whoṁ saṁa�dhi is the essence, equating iṁṁersion with the ascetic life. They think: ‘May we not 
decline!’

What do you think, Assaji? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “Is 
consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” … “So you should truly see … Seeing this … They 
understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’ If they feel a pleasant feeling, they 
understand that it’s iṁperṁanent, that they’re not attached to it, and that they don’t relish it. If 
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they feel a painful feeling, they understand that it’s iṁperṁanent, that they’re not attached to it, 
and that they don’t relish it. If they feel a neutral feeling, they understand that it’s iṁperṁanent, 
that they’re not attached to it, and that they don’t relish it. If they feel a pleasant feeling, they feel 
it detached. If they feel a painful feeling, they feel it detached. If they feel a neutral feeling, they 
feel it detached. Feeling the end of the body approaching, they understand: ‘I feel the end of the 
body approaching.’ Feeling the end of life approaching, they understand: ‘I feel the end of life 
approaching.’ They understand: ‘When ṁy body breaks up and ṁy life is over, everything that’s 
felt, being no longer relished, will becoṁe cool right here.’

Suppose an oil laṁp depended on oil and a wick to burn. As the oil and the wick are used up, it
would be extinguished due to lack of fuel. In the saṁe way, feeling the end of the body 
approaching, they understand: ‘I feel the end of the body approaching.’ Feeling the end of life 
approaching, they understand: ‘I feel the end of life approaching.’ They understand: ‘When ṁy 
body breaks up and ṁy life is over, everything that’s felt, being no longer relished, will becoṁe 
cool right here.’”

22:89. With Kheṁaka

At one tiṁe several senior ṁendicants were staying near Kosaṁbi, in Ghosita’s Monastery. Now 
at that tiṁe Venerable Kheṁaka was staying in the Jujube Tree Monastery, and he was sick, 
suffering, gravely ill. In the late afternoon those senior ṁendicants caṁe out of retreat and 
addressed Venerable Da� saka: “Please, Reverend Da� saka, go to the ṁendicant Kheṁaka and say to
hiṁ: ‘Reverend Kheṁaka, the seniors hope you’re keeping well; they hope you’re alright. They 
hope that your pain is fading, not growing, that its fading is evident, not its growing.’” “Yes, 
reverends,” replied Da�saka. He went to Kheṁaka and said to hiṁ: “Reverend Kheṁaka, the 
seniors hope you’re keeping well; they hope you’re alright. They hope that your pain is fading, 
not growing, that its fading is evident, not its growing.” “Reverend, I’ṁ not keeping well, I’ṁ not 
alright. My pain is terrible and growing, not fading; its growing is evident, not its fading.”

Then Da� saka went to those seniors and told theṁ what had happened. They said: “Please, 
Reverend Da� saka, go to the ṁendicant Kheṁaka and say to hiṁ: ‘Reverend Kheṁaka, the seniors 
say that these five grasping aggregates have been taught by the Buddha, that is: the grasping 
aggregates of forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. Do you regard anything 
aṁong these five grasping aggregates as self or as belonging to self?’”

“Yes, reverends,” replied Da� saka. He relayed the ṁessage to Kheṁaka, who replied: “These 
five grasping aggregates have been taught by the Buddha, that is: the grasping aggregates of 
forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. I do not regard anything aṁong these five 
grasping aggregates as self or as belonging to self.”

Then Da� saka went to those seniors and told theṁ what had happened. They said: “Please, 
Reverend Da� saka, go to the ṁendicant Kheṁaka and say to hiṁ: ‘Reverend Kheṁaka, the seniors 
say that these five grasping aggregates have been taught by the Buddha, that is: the grasping 
aggregates of forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. If, as it seeṁs, Venerable 
Kheṁaka does not regard anything aṁong these five grasping aggregates as self or as belonging 
to self, then he is a perfected one, with defileṁents ended.’”

“Yes, reverends,” replied Da� saka. He relayed the ṁessage to Kheṁaka, who replied: “These 
five grasping aggregates have been taught by the Buddha, that is: the grasping aggregates of 
forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. I do not regard anything aṁong these five 
grasping aggregates as self or as belonging to self, yet I aṁ not a perfected one, with defileṁents 
ended. For when it coṁes to the five grasping aggregates I’ṁ not rid of the conceit ‘I aṁ’. But I 
don’t regard anything as ‘I aṁ this’.”

Then Da� saka went to those seniors and told theṁ what had happened. They said:
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“Please, Reverend Da� saka, go to the ṁendicant Kheṁaka and say to hiṁ: ‘Reverend Kheṁaka, 
the seniors ask, when you say ‘I aṁ’, what is it that you’re talking about? Is it forṁ or apart froṁ 
forṁ? Is it feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, or apart froṁ consciousness? When 
you say ‘I aṁ’, what is it that you’re talking about?”

“Yes, reverends,” replied Da� saka. He relayed the ṁessage to Kheṁaka, who replied: “Enough, 
Reverend Da� saka! What’s the point in running back and forth? Bring ṁy staff, I’ll go to see the 
senior ṁendicants ṁyself.”

Then Venerable Kheṁaka, leaning on a staff, went to those senior ṁendicants and exchanged 
greetings with theṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one 
side. They said to hiṁ: “Reverend Kheṁaka, when you say ‘I aṁ’, what is it that you’re talking 
about? Is it forṁ or apart froṁ forṁ? Is it feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, or 
apart froṁ consciousness? When you say ‘I aṁ’, what is it that you’re talking about?” “Reverends,
I don’t say ‘I aṁ’ with reference to forṁ, or apart froṁ forṁ. I don’t say ‘I aṁ’ with reference to 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, or apart froṁ consciousness. For when it coṁes 
to the five grasping aggregates I’ṁ not rid of the conceit ‘I aṁ’. But I don’t regard anything as ‘I 
aṁ this’.

It’s like the scent of a blue water lily, or a pink or white lotus. Would it be right to say that the 
scent belongs to the petals or the stalk or the pistil?” “No, reverend.” “Then, reverends, how 
should it be said?” “It would be right to say that the scent belongs to the flower.” “In the saṁe 
way, reverends, I don’t say ‘I aṁ’ with reference to forṁ, or apart froṁ forṁ. I don’t say ‘I aṁ’ 
with reference to feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, or apart froṁ consciousness. 
For when it coṁes to the five grasping aggregates I’ṁ not rid of the conceit ‘I aṁ’. But I don’t 
regard anything as ‘I aṁ this’.

Although a noble disciple has given up the five lower fetters, they still have a lingering residue 
of the conceit ‘I aṁ’, the desire ‘I aṁ’, and the underlying tendency ‘I aṁ’ which has not been 
eradicated. After soṁe tiṁe they ṁeditate observing rise and fall in the five grasping aggregates. 
‘Such is forṁ, such is the origin of forṁ, such is the ending of forṁ. Such is feeling … Such is 
perception … Such are choices … Such is consciousness, such is the origin of consciousness, such 
is the ending of consciousness.’ As they do so, that lingering residue is eradicated.

Suppose there was a cloth that was dirty and soiled, so the owners give it to a launderer. The 
launderer kneads it thoroughly with salt, lye, and cow dung, and rinses it in clear water. Although
that cloth is clean and bright, it still has a lingering scent of salt, lye, or cow dung that had not 
been eradicated. The launderer returns it to its owners, who store it in a chest perṁeated with 
scent. And that lingering scent would be eradicated. In the saṁe way, although a noble disciple 
has given up the five lower fetters, they still have a lingering residue of the conceit ‘I aṁ’, the 
desire ‘I aṁ’, and the underlying tendency ‘I aṁ’ which has not been eradicated. After soṁe tiṁe 
they ṁeditate observing rise and fall in the five grasping aggregates. ‘Such is forṁ, such is the 
origin of forṁ, such is the ending of forṁ. Such is feeling … Such is perception … Such are choices 
… Such is consciousness, such is the origin of consciousness, such is the ending of consciousness.’
As they do so, that lingering residue is eradicated.”

When he said this, the senior ṁendicants said to Venerable Kheṁaka: “We didn’t want to 
trouble Venerable Kheṁaka with our questions. But you’re capable of explaining, teaching, 
advocating, establishing, disclosing, analyzing, and clarifying the Buddha’s instructions in detail. 
And that’s just what you’ve done.”

That’s what Venerable Kheṁaka said. Satisfied, the senior ṁendicants were happy with what 
Venerable Kheṁaka said. And while this discourse was being spoken, the ṁinds of sixty senior 
ṁendicants and of Venerable Kheṁaka were freed froṁ defileṁents by not grasping.
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22:90. With Channa

At one tiṁe several senior ṁendicants were staying near Benares, in the deer park at Isipatana. 
Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Channa caṁe out of retreat. Taking a key, he went froṁ 
dwelling to dwelling, going up to the senior ṁendicants and saying: “May the venerable senior 
ṁendicants advise ṁe and instruct ṁe! May they give ṁe a Dhaṁṁa talk so that I can see the 
teaching!”

When he said this, the senior ṁendicants said to Venerable Channa: “Reverend Channa, forṁ, 
feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness are iṁperṁanent. Forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness are not-self. All conditions are iṁperṁanent. All things are not-self.”

Then Venerable Channa thought: “I too think in this way. … And yet ṁy ṁind isn’t eager, 
confident, settled, and decided about the stilling of all activities, the letting go of all attachṁents, 
the ending of craving, fading away, cessation, extinguishṁent. Anxiety and grasping arise. And 
the ṁind reverts to thinking: ‘So then who exactly is ṁy self?’ But that doesn’t happen for 
soṁeone who sees the teaching. Who can teach ṁe the Dhaṁṁa so that I can see the teaching?”

Then Venerable Channa thought: “The Venerable AJ nanda is staying near Kosaṁbi, in Ghosita’s
Monastery. He’s praised by the Buddha and esteeṁed by his sensible spiritual coṁpanions. He’s 
quite capable of teaching ṁe the Dhaṁṁa so that I can see the teaching. Since I have so ṁuch 
trust in Venerable AJ nanda, why don’t I go to see hiṁ?” Then Channa set his lodgings in order and,
taking his bowl and robe, set out for Kosaṁbi. He went to see AJ nanda in Ghosita’s Monastery, 
exchanged greetings with hiṁ, and told hiṁ what had happened. Then he said:

“May Venerable AJ nanda advise ṁe and instruct ṁe! May he give ṁe a Dhaṁṁa talk so that I 
can see the teaching!”

“I’ṁ already delighted with Venerable Channa. Hopefully you’ve opened yourself up and cut 
through your eṁotional barrenness. Listen well, Channa. You are capable of understanding the 
teaching.” Then right away Channa was filled with lofty rapture and joy: “It seeṁs I’ṁ capable of 
understanding the teaching!”

“Reverend Channa, I heard and learned in the presence of the Buddha his advice to the 
ṁendicant Kacca�nagotta: ‘Kacca�na, this world ṁostly relies on the dual notions of existence and 
non-existence. But when you truly see the origin of the world with right understanding, you 
won’t have the notion of non-existence regarding the world. And when you truly see the 
cessation of the world with right understanding, you won’t have the notion of existence 
regarding the world. The world is for the ṁost part shackled to attraction, grasping, and 
insisting. But if—when it coṁes to this attraction, grasping, ṁental dedication, insistence, and 
underlying tendency—you don’t get atracted, grasp, and coṁṁit to the notion “ṁy self”, you’ll 
have no doubt or uncertainty that what arises is just suffering arising, and what ceases is just 
suffering ceasing. Your knowledge about this is independent of others. This is how right view is 
defined. “All exists”: this is one extreṁe. “All doesn’t exist”: this is the second extreṁe. Avoiding 
these two extreṁes, the Realized One teaches by the ṁiddle way: “Ignorance is a condition for 
choices. Choices are a condition for consciousness. … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering 
originates. When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, choices cease. … That is
how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.”’”

“Reverend AJ nanda, this is how it is when you have such venerables as spiritual coṁpanions to
advise and instruct you out of kindness and coṁpassion. And now that I’ve heard this teaching 
froṁ Venerable AJ nanda, I’ve coṁprehended the teaching.”
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22:91. Ra�hula

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Ra�hula went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and 
said to hiṁ: “Sir, how does one know and see so that there’s no ego, possessiveness, or 
underlying tendency to conceit for this conscious body and all external stiṁuli?”

“Ra�hula, one truly sees any kind of forṁ at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; 
coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all forṁ—with right understanding: ‘This is not 
ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ One truly sees any kind of feeling … perception … choices 
… consciousness at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or 
superior; far or near: all consciousness—with right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not 
this, this is not ṁy self.’ That’s how to know and see so that there’s no ego, possessiveness, or 
underlying tendency to conceit for this conscious body and all external stiṁuli.”

22:92. Ra�hula (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, Ra�hula said to the Buddha: “Sir, how does one know and see so 
that the ṁind is rid of ego, possessiveness, and conceit for this conscious body and all external 
stiṁuli; and going beyond discriṁination, it’s peaceful and well freed?”

“Ra�hula, when one truly sees any kind of forṁ at all—past, future, or present; internal or 
external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all forṁ—with right understanding: 
‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self,’ one is freed by not grasping. One truly sees any
kind of feeling … perception … choices … When one truly sees any kind of consciousness at all—
past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all 
consciousness—with right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self,’ one 
is freed by not grasping. That’s how to know and see so that the ṁind is rid of ego, 
possessiveness, and conceit for this conscious body and all external stiṁuli; and going beyond 
discriṁination, it’s peaceful and well freed.”

10. Flowers

22:93. A River

At Sa�vatthī�. “Suppose, ṁendicants, there was a ṁountain river that flowed swiftly, going far, 
carrying all before it. If wild sugarcane, kusa grass, reeds, vetiver, or trees grew on either bank, 
they’d overhang the river. And if a person who was being swept along by the current grabbed the
wild sugarcane, kusa grass, reeds, vetiver, or trees, it’d break off, and they’d coṁe to ruin because
of that. In the saṁe way, an uneducated ordinary person has not seen the noble ones, and is 
neither skilled nor trained in the teaching of the noble ones. They’ve not seen good persons, and 
are neither skilled nor trained in the teaching of the good persons. They regard forṁ as self, self 
as having forṁ, forṁ in self, or self in forṁ. But their forṁ breaks off, and they coṁe to ruin 
because of that. They regard feeling … perception … choices … consciousness as self, self as 
having consciousness, consciousness in self, or self in consciousness. But their consciousness 
breaks off, and they coṁe to ruin because of that. What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ 
perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “Is feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “So you should truly see … 
Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”
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22:94. Flowers

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I don’t argue with the world; it’s the world that argues with ṁe. When 
your speech is in line with the teaching you don’t argue with anyone in the world. What the 
astute agree on as not existing, I too say does not exist. What the astute agree on as existing, I too 
say exists.

And what do the astute agree on as not existing, which I too say does not exist? Forṁ that is 
perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, and iṁperishable. Feeling … Perception … Choices … 
Consciousness that is perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, and iṁperishable. This is what the astute 
agree on as not existing, which I too say does not exist.

And what do the astute agree on as existing, which I too say exists? Forṁ that is iṁperṁanent,
suffering, and perishable. Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness that is iṁperṁanent, 
suffering, and perishable. This is what the astute agree on as existing, which I too say exists.

There is a teṁporal phenoṁenon in the world that the Realized One understands and 
coṁprehends. Then he explains, teaches, asserts, establishes, clarifies, analyzes, and reveals it.

And what is that teṁporal phenoṁenon in the world? Forṁ is a teṁporal phenoṁenon in the 
world that the Realized One understands and coṁprehends. Then he explains, teaches, asserts, 
establishes, clarifies, analyzes, and reveals it.

This being so, what can I do about a foolish ordinary person, blind and sightless, who does not 
know or see? Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness is a teṁporal phenoṁenon in the 
world that the Realized One understands and coṁprehends. Then he explains, teaches, asserts, 
establishes, clarifies, analyzes, and reveals it.

This being so, what can I do about a foolish ordinary person, blind and sightless, who does not 
know or see?

Suppose there was a blue water lily, or a pink or white lotus. Though it sprouted and grew in 
the water, it would rise up above the water and stand with no water clinging to it. In the saṁe 
way, though I was born and grew up in the world, I live having ṁastered the world, and the 
world does not cling to ṁe.”

22:95. A Luṁp of Foaṁ

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ayojjha�  on the bank of the Ganges river. There the 
Buddha addressed the ṁendicants:

“Mendicants, suppose this Ganges river was carrying along a big luṁp of foaṁ. And a person 
with good eyesight would see it and conteṁplate it, exaṁining it carefully. And it would appear 
to theṁ as coṁpletely void, hollow, and insubstantial. For what substance could there be in a 
luṁp of foaṁ? In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant sees and conteṁplates any kind of forṁ at all—past,
future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; near or far—
exaṁining it carefully. And it appears to theṁ as coṁpletely void, hollow, and insubstantial. For 
what substance could there be in forṁ?

Suppose it was the tiṁe of autuṁn, when the rain was falling heavily, and a bubble on the 
water forṁs and pops right away. And a person with good eyesight would see it and conteṁplate
it, exaṁining it carefully. And it would appear to theṁ as coṁpletely void, hollow, and 
insubstantial. For what substance could there be in a water bubble? In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant sees and conteṁplates any kind of feeling at all … exaṁining it carefully. And it 
appears to theṁ as coṁpletely void, hollow, and insubstantial. For what substance could there be
in feeling?

Suppose that in the last ṁonth of suṁṁer, at noon, a shiṁṁering ṁirage appears. And a 
person with good eyesight would see it and conteṁplate it, exaṁining it carefully. And it would 
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appear to theṁ as coṁpletely void, hollow, and insubstantial. For what substance could there be 
in a ṁirage? In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant sees and conteṁplates any kind of perception at all … 
exaṁining it carefully. And it appears to theṁ as coṁpletely void, hollow, and insubstantial. For 
what substance could there be in perception?

Suppose there was a person in need of heartwood. Wandering in search of heartwood, they’d 
take a sharp axe and enter a forest. There they’d see a big banana tree, straight and young and 
flawlessly grown. They’d cut it down at the base, cut off the top, and unroll the coiled sheaths. 
But they wouldn’t even find sapwood, ṁuch less heartwood. And a person with good eyesight 
would see it and conteṁplate it, exaṁining it carefully. And it would appear to theṁ as 
coṁpletely void, hollow, and insubstantial. For what substance could there be in a banana tree? 
In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant sees and conteṁplates any kind of choices at all … exaṁining theṁ 
carefully. And they appear to theṁ as coṁpletely void, hollow, and insubstantial. For what 
substance could there be in choices?

Suppose a ṁagician or their apprentice was to perforṁ a ṁagic trick at the crossroads. And a 
person with good eyesight would see it and conteṁplate it, exaṁining it carefully. And it would 
appear to theṁ as coṁpletely void, hollow, and insubstantial. For what substance could there be 
in a ṁagic trick? In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant sees and conteṁplates any kind of consciousness 
at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; near or 
far—exaṁining it carefully. And it appears to theṁ as coṁpletely void, hollow, and insubstantial. 
For what substance could there be in consciousness?

Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away 
they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘… there is no 
return to any state of existence.’”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Forṁ is like a luṁp of foaṁ; 
feeling is like a bubble; 
perception seeṁs like a ṁirage; 
choices like a banana tree; 
and consciousness like a ṁagic trick: 
so taught the Kinsṁan of the Sun.

However you conteṁplate theṁ, 
exaṁining theṁ carefully, 
they’re void and hollow 
when you look at theṁ closely.

Concerning this body, 
he of vast wisdoṁ has taught 
that when three things are given up, 
you’ll see this forṁ cast off.

Vitality, warṁth, and consciousness: 
when they leave the body, 
it lies there tossed aside, 
food for others, ṁindless.

Such is this process, 
this illusion, cooed over by fools. 
It’s said to be a killer, 
for no substance is found here.
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An energetic ṁendicant 
should exaṁine the aggregates like this, 
with situational awareness and ṁindfulness 
whether by day or by night.

They should give up all fetters, 
and ṁake a refuge for theṁselves. 
They should live as though their head was on fire, 
aspiring to the iṁperishable state.”

22:96. A Luṁp of Cow Dung

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, is there any forṁ at all 
that’s perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, iṁperishable, and will last forever and ever? Is there any 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness at all that’s perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, 
iṁperishable, and will last forever and ever?” “Mendicant, there is no forṁ at all that’s 
perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, iṁperishable, and will last forever and ever. There’s no feeling …
perception … choices … consciousness at all that’s perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, iṁperishable, 
and will last forever and ever.”

Then the Buddha, picking up a luṁp of cow dung, said to the ṁendicants: “There’s not even 
this ṁuch of any incarnation that’s perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, iṁperishable, and will last 
forever and ever. If there were, this living of the spiritual life for the coṁplete ending of suffering 
would not be found. But since there isn’t, this living of the spiritual life for the coṁplete ending of
suffering is found.

Once upon a tiṁe I was an anointed aristocratic king. I had 84,000 cities, with the capital 
Kusa�vatī� the foreṁost. I had 84,000 palaces, with the palace naṁed Principle the foreṁost. I had 
84,000 chaṁbers, with the great foyer the foreṁost. I had 84,000 couches ṁade of ivory or 
heartwood or gold or silver, spread with woolen covers—shag-piled or eṁbroidered with 
flowers—and spread with a fine deer hide, with a canopy above and red pillows at both ends. I 
had 84,000 bull elephants with gold adornṁents and banners, covered with gold netting, with 
the royal bull elephant naṁed Sabbath the foreṁost. I had 84,000 horses with gold adornṁents 
and banners, covered with gold netting, with the royal steed naṁed Thundercloud the foreṁost. 
I had 84,000 chariots with gold adornṁents and banners, covered with gold netting, with the 
chariot naṁed Triuṁph the foreṁost. I had 84,000 jewels, with the jewel-treasure the foreṁost. 
I had 84,000 woṁen, with Queen Subhadda�  the foreṁost. I had 84,000 aristocrat vassals, with 
the counselor-treasure the foreṁost. I had 84,000 ṁilk cows with silken reins and bronze pails. I 
had 8,400,000,000 fine cloths of linen, silk, wool, and cotton. I had 84,000 servings of food, which
were presented to ṁe as offerings in the ṁorning and evening.

Of those 84,000 cities, I only stayed in one, the capital Kusa�vatī�. Of those 84,000 ṁansions, I 
only dwelt in one, the Palace of Principle. Of those 84,000 chaṁbers, I only dwelt in the great 
foyer. Of those 84,000 couches, I only used one, ṁade of ivory or heartwood or gold or silver. Of 
those 84,000 bull elephants, I only rode one, the royal bull elephant naṁed Sabbath. Of those 
84,000 horses, I only rode one, the royal horse naṁed Thundercloud. Of those 84,000 chariots, I 
only rode one, the chariot naṁed Triuṁph. Of those 84,000 woṁen, I was only served by one, a 
ṁaiden of the aristocratic or ṁerchant classes. Of those 8,400,000,000 cloths, I only wore one 
pair, ṁade of fine linen, silk, wool, or cotton. Of those 84,000 servings of food, I only had one, 
eating at ṁost a serving of rice and suitable sauce. And so all those conditioned phenoṁena have 
passed, ceased, and perished. So iṁperṁanent are conditions, so unstable are conditions, so 
unreliable are conditions. This is quite enough for you to becoṁe disillusioned, dispassionate, 
and freed regarding all conditions.”
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22:97. A Fingernail

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, is there any forṁ at all 
that’s perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, iṁperishable, and will last forever and ever? Is there any 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness at all that’s perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, 
iṁperishable, and will last forever and ever?” “Mendicant, there is no forṁ at all that’s 
perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, iṁperishable, and will last forever and ever. There’s no feeling …
perception … choices … consciousness at all that’s perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, iṁperishable, 
and will last forever and ever.”

Then the Buddha, picking up a little bit of dirt under his fingernail, addressed that ṁendicant: 
“There’s not even this ṁuch of any forṁ that’s perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, iṁperishable, and
will last forever and ever. If there were, this living of the spiritual life for the coṁplete ending of 
suffering would not be found. But since there isn’t, this living of the spiritual life for the coṁplete 
ending of suffering is found.

There’s not even this ṁuch of any feeling …
perception … choices …
consciousness that’s perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, iṁperishable, and will last forever and 

ever. If there were, this living of the spiritual life for the coṁplete ending of suffering would not 
be found. But since there isn’t, this living of the spiritual life for the coṁplete ending of suffering 
is found.

What do you think, ṁendicant? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “Is 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, 
sir.” … “So you should truly see … Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any 
state of existence.’”

22:98. Plain Version

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, is there any forṁ at all 
that’s perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, iṁperishable, and will last forever and ever? Is there any 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness at all that’s perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, 
iṁperishable, and will last forever and ever?” “Mendicant, there is no forṁ at all that’s 
perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, iṁperishable, and will last forever and ever. There’s no feeling …
perception … choices … consciousness at all that’s perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, iṁperishable, 
and will last forever and ever.”

22:99. A Leash

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, transṁigration has no known beginning. No first point is found of 
sentient beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. 
There coṁes a tiṁe when the ocean dries up and evaporates and is no ṁore. But still, I say, there 
is no ṁaking an end of suffering for sentient beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by 
ignorance and fettered by craving. There coṁes a tiṁe when Sineru the king of ṁountains is 
burned up and destroyed, and is no ṁore. But still, I say, there is no ṁaking an end of suffering 
for sentient beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. 
There coṁes a tiṁe when the great earth is burned up and destroyed, and is no ṁore. But still, I 
say, there is no ṁaking an end of suffering for sentient beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, 
hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving.
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Suppose a dog on a leash was tethered to a strong post or pillar. It would just keep running 
and circling around that post or pillar. In the saṁe way, take an uneducated ordinary person who
has not seen the noble ones, and is neither skilled nor trained in their teaching. They’ve not seen 
good persons, and are neither skilled nor trained in their teaching. They regard forṁ … feeling … 
perception … choices … consciousness as self, self as having consciousness, consciousness in self, 
or self in consciousness. They just keep running and circling around forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. Doing so, they’re not freed froṁ forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, 
and consciousness. They’re not freed froṁ rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, laṁentation, 
pain, sadness, and distress. They’re not freed froṁ suffering, I say.

An educated noble disciple has seen the noble ones, and is skilled and trained in the teaching 
of the noble ones. They’ve seen good persons, and are skilled and trained in the teaching of the 
good persons. They don’t regard forṁ … feeling … perception … choices … or consciousness as 
self, self as having consciousness, consciousness in self, or self in consciousness. They don’t keep 
running and circling around forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. By not doing 
so, they’re freed froṁ forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. They’re freed froṁ 
rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They’re freed 
froṁ suffering, I say.”

22:100. A Leash (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, transṁigration has no known beginning. No first point is found of 
sentient beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. 
Suppose a dog on a leash was tethered to a strong post or pillar. Whether walking, standing, 
sitting, or lying down, it stays right beside that post or pillar. In the saṁe way, an uneducated 
ordinary person regards forṁ like this: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self.’ They regard 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness like this: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self.’ 
When walking, they walk right beside the five grasping aggregates. When standing … sitting … 
lying down, they lie down right beside the five grasping aggregates. So you should regularly 
check your own ṁind: ‘For a long tiṁe this ṁind has been corrupted by greed, hate, and 
delusion.’ Sentient beings are corrupted because the ṁind is corrupted. Sentient beings are 
purified because the ṁind is purified.

Mendicants, have you seen the picture called ‘Conduct’?” “Yes, sir.” “That picture was 
elaborated by the ṁind, but the ṁind is even ṁore elaborate than that. So you should regularly 
check your own ṁind: ‘For a long tiṁe this ṁind has been corrupted by greed, hate, and 
delusion.’ Sentient beings are corrupted because the ṁind is corrupted. Sentient beings are 
purified because the ṁind is purified.

I don’t see see any other order of beings as elaborate as the aniṁal realṁ. The creatures in the
aniṁal realṁ were elaborated by the ṁind, but the ṁind is even ṁore elaborate than that. So you
should regularly check your own ṁind: ‘For a long tiṁe this ṁind has been corrupted by greed, 
hate, and delusion.’ Sentient beings are corrupted because the ṁind is corrupted. Sentient beings
are purified because the ṁind is purified.

Suppose an artist or painter had soṁe dye, red lac, turṁeric, indigo, or rose ṁadder. And on a 
polished plank or a wall or a canvas they’d create the iṁage of a woṁan or a ṁan, coṁplete in all 
its various parts. In the saṁe way, when an uneducated ordinary person creates a future life, all 
they create is forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. What do you think, 
ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “Is feeling … perception 
… choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” … “So you should truly see … Seeing 
this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”
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22:101. The Adze

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I say that the ending of defileṁents is for one who knows and sees, not 
for one who does not know or see. For one who knows and sees what? ‘Such is forṁ, such is the 
origin of forṁ, such is the ending of forṁ. Such is feeling … Such is perception … Such are choices 
… Such is consciousness, such is the origin of consciousness, such is the ending of consciousness.’
The ending of the defileṁents is for one who knows and sees this.

When a ṁendicant is not coṁṁitted to developṁent, they ṁight wish: ‘If only ṁy ṁind was 
freed froṁ the defileṁents by not grasping!’ Even so, their ṁind is not freed froṁ defileṁents by 
not grasping. Why is that? It’s because they’re undeveloped. Undeveloped in what? Undeveloped 
in the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation, the four right efforts, the four bases of psychic 
power, the five faculties, the five powers, the seven awakening factors, and the noble eightfold 
path.

Suppose there was a chicken with eight or ten or twelve eggs. But she had not properly sat on 
theṁ to keep theṁ warṁ and incubated. That chicken ṁight wish: ‘If only ṁy chicks could break 
out of the eggshell with their claws and beak and hatch safely!’ But they can’t break out and hatch
safely. Why is that? Because that chicken with eight or ten or twelve eggs has not properly sat on 
theṁ to keep theṁ warṁ and incubated. In the saṁe way, when a ṁendicant is not coṁṁitted to 
developṁent, they ṁight wish: ‘If only ṁy ṁind was freed froṁ the defileṁents by not grasping!’
Even so, their ṁind is not freed froṁ defileṁents by not grasping. Why is that? It’s because 
they’re undeveloped. Undeveloped in what? Undeveloped in the four kinds of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation, the four right efforts, the four bases of psychic power, the five faculties, the five 
powers, the seven awakening factors, and the noble eightfold path.

When a ṁendicant is coṁṁitted to developṁent, they ṁight not wish: ‘If only ṁy ṁind was 
freed froṁ the defileṁents by not grasping!’ Even so, their ṁind is freed froṁ defileṁents by not 
grasping. Why is that? It’s because they’re developed. Developed in what? Developed in the four 
kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation, the four right efforts, the four bases of psychic power, the five 
faculties, the five powers, the seven awakening factors, and the noble eightfold path.

Suppose there was a chicken with eight or ten or twelve eggs. And she properly sat on theṁ to
keep theṁ warṁ and incubated. That chicken ṁight not wish: ‘If only ṁy chicks could break out 
of the eggshell with their claws and beak and hatch safely!’ But still they can break out and hatch 
safely. Why is that? Because that chicken with eight or ten or twelve eggs properly sat on theṁ to
keep theṁ warṁ and incubated. In the saṁe way, when a ṁendicant is coṁṁitted to 
developṁent, they ṁight not wish: ‘If only ṁy ṁind was freed froṁ the defileṁents by not 
grasping!’ Even so, their ṁind is freed froṁ defileṁents by not grasping. Why is that? It’s because
they’re developed. Developed in what? Developed in the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation, 
the four right efforts, the four bases of psychic power, the five faculties, the five powers, the 
seven awakening factors, and the noble eightfold path.

Suppose a carpenter or their apprentice sees the ṁarks of his fingers and thuṁb on the handle
of his adze. They don’t know how ṁuch of the handle was worn away today, how ṁuch 
yesterday, and how ṁuch previously. They just know what has been worn away. In the saṁe 
way, when a ṁendicant is coṁṁitted to developṁent, they don’t know how ṁuch of the 
defileṁents were worn away today, how ṁuch yesterday, and how ṁuch previously. They just 
know what has been worn away. Suppose there was a sea-faring ship bound together with ropes.
For six ṁonths they deteriorated in the water. Then in the cold season it was hauled up on dry 
land, where the ropes were weathered by wind and sun. When the clouds soaked it with rain, the
ropes would readily collapse and rot away. In the saṁe way, when a ṁendicant is coṁṁitted to 
developṁent their fetters readily collapse and rot away.”
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22:102. The Perception of Iṁperṁanence

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when the perception of iṁperṁanence is developed and cultivated it 
eliṁinates all desire for sensual pleasures, for rebirth in the realṁ of luṁinous forṁ, and for 
rebirth in a future life. It eliṁinates all ignorance and eradicates all conceit ‘I aṁ’.

In the autuṁn, a farṁer ploughing with a large plough shears through all the root networks. In
the saṁe way, when the perception of iṁperṁanence is developed … it eradicates all conceit ‘I 
aṁ’.

A reed-cutter, having cut the reeds, grabs theṁ at the top and shakes theṁ down, shakes theṁ
about, and shakes theṁ off. In the saṁe way, when the perception of iṁperṁanence is developed
… it eradicates all conceit ‘I aṁ’.

When the stalk of a bunch of ṁangoes is cut, all the ṁangoes attached to the stalk will follow 
along. In the saṁe way, when the perception of iṁperṁanence is developed … it eradicates all 
conceit ‘I aṁ’.

The rafters of a bungalow all lean to the peak, slope to the peak, and ṁeet at the peak, so the 
peak is said to be the topṁost of theṁ all. In the saṁe way, when the perception of 
iṁperṁanence is developed … it eradicates all conceit ‘I aṁ’.

Of all kinds of fragrant root, spikenard is said to be the best. In the saṁe way, when the 
perception of iṁperṁanence is developed … it eradicates all conceit ‘I aṁ’.

Of all kinds of fragrant heartwood, red sandalwood is said to be the best. In the saṁe way, 
when the perception of iṁperṁanence is developed … it eradicates all conceit ‘I aṁ’.

Of all kinds of fragrant flower, jasṁine is said to be the best. In the saṁe way, when the 
perception of iṁperṁanence is developed … it eradicates all conceit ‘I aṁ’.

All lesser kings are vassals of a wheel-turning ṁonarch, so the wheel-turning ṁonarch is said 
to be the foreṁost of theṁ all. In the saṁe way, when the perception of iṁperṁanence is 
developed … it eradicates all conceit ‘I aṁ’.

The radiance of all the stars is not worth a sixteenth part of the ṁoon’s radiance, so the 
ṁoon’s radiance is said to be the best of theṁ all. In the saṁe way, when the perception of 
iṁperṁanence is developed … it eradicates all conceit ‘I aṁ’.

After the rainy season the sky is clear and cloudless. And when the sun rises, it dispels all the 
darkness froṁ the sky as it shines and glows and radiates. In the saṁe way, when the perception 
of iṁperṁanence is developed and cultivated it eliṁinates all desire for sensual pleasures, for 
rebirth in the realṁ of luṁinous forṁ, and for rebirth in a future life. It eliṁinates all ignorance 
and eradicates all conceit ‘I aṁ’.

And how is the perception of iṁperṁanence developed and cultivated so that … it eradicates 
all conceit ‘I aṁ’? ‘Such is forṁ, such is the origin of forṁ, such is the ending of forṁ. Such is 
feeling … Such is perception … Such are choices … Such is consciousness, such is the origin of 
consciousness, such is the ending of consciousness.’ That’s how the perception of iṁperṁanence 
is developed and cultivated so that it eliṁinates all desire for sensual pleasures, for rebirth in the
realṁ of luṁinous forṁ, and for rebirth in a future life. That’s how it eliṁinates all ignorance and 
eradicates all conceit ‘I aṁ’.”
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11. Sides

22:103. Sides

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four sides. What four? The side of identity, the side of 
the origin of identity, the side of the cessation of identity, and the side of the practice that leads to
the cessation of identity. And what is the side of identity? It should be said: the five grasping 
aggregates. What five? That is, the grasping aggregates of forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and 
consciousness. This is called the side of identity.

And what is the side of the origin of identity? It’s the craving that leads to future rebirth, 
ṁixed up with relishing and greed, taking pleasure in various different realṁs. That is, craving 
for sensual pleasures, craving to continue existence, and craving to end existence. This is called 
the side of the origin of identity.

And what is the side of the cessation of identity? It’s the fading away and cessation of that very
saṁe craving with nothing left over; giving it away, letting it go, releasing it, and not clinging to it.
This is called the side of the cessation of identity.

And what is the side of the practice that leads to the cessation of identity? It is siṁply this 
noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, 
right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called the side of the practice that 
leads to the cessation of identity. These are the four sides.”

22:104. Suffering

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you suffering, the origin of suffering, the cessation of 
suffering, and the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering. Listen … And what is suffering?
It should be said: the five grasping aggregates. What five? That is, the grasping aggregates of 
forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. This is called suffering. And what is the 
origin of suffering? It’s the craving that leads to future rebirth, ṁixed up with relishing and 
greed, looking for enjoyṁent anywhere it can. That is, craving for sensual pleasures, craving to 
continue existence, and craving to end existence. This is called the origin of suffering. And what is
the cessation of suffering? It’s the fading away and cessation of that very saṁe craving with 
nothing left over; giving it away, letting it go, releasing it, and not clinging to it. This is called the 
cessation of suffering. And what is the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering? It is 
siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called the practice that 
leads to the cessation of suffering.”

22:105. Identity

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you identity, the origin of identity, the cessation of identity, 
and the practice that leads to the cessation of identity. Listen … And what is identity? It should be
said: the five grasping aggregates. What five? That is, the grasping aggregates of forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness. This is called identity. And what is the origin of identity? 
It’s the craving that leads to future rebirth, ṁixed up with relishing and greed, looking for 
enjoyṁent anywhere it can. That is, craving for sensual pleasures, craving to continue existence, 
and craving to end existence. This is called the origin of identity. And what is the cessation of 
identity? It’s the fading away and cessation of that very saṁe craving with nothing left over; 
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giving it away, letting it go, releasing it, and not clinging to it. This is called the cessation of 
identity. And what is the practice that leads to the cessation of identity? It is siṁply this noble 
eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right 
effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called the practice that leads to the 
cessation of identity.”

22:106. Should Be Coṁpletely Understood

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the things that should be coṁpletely understood, 
coṁplete understanding, and the person who has coṁpletely understood. Listen … And what 
things should be coṁpletely understood? Forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. 
These are called the things that should be coṁpletely understood. And what is coṁplete 
understanding? The ending of greed, hate, and delusion. This is called coṁplete understanding. 
And what is the person who has coṁpletely understood? It should be said: a perfected one, the 
venerable of such and such naṁe and clan. This is called the person who has coṁpletely 
understood.”

22:107. Ascetics

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these five grasping aggregates. What five? That is, the 
grasping aggregates of forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. There are ascetics 
and brahṁins who don’t truly understand these five grasping aggregates’ gratification, 
drawback, and escape … There are ascetics and brahṁins who do truly understand …”

22:108. Ascetics and Brahṁins (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these five grasping aggregates. What five? That is, the 
grasping aggregates of forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. There are ascetics 
and brahṁins who don’t truly understand these five grasping aggregates’ origin, ending, 
gratification, drawback, and escape … Those venerables don’t realize the goal of life as an ascetic 
or brahṁin … There are ascetics and brahṁins who do truly understand … Those venerables 
realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and live having realized it with their own insight.”

22:109. A Streaṁ-Enterer

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these five grasping aggregates. What five? That is, the 
grasping aggregates of forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. A noble disciple 
coṁes to truly understand these five grasping aggregates’ origin, ending, gratification, drawback,
and escape. Such a noble disciple is called a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the 
underworld, bound for awakening.”

22:110. A Perfected One

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these five grasping aggregates. What five? That is, the 
grasping aggregates of forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. A ṁendicant coṁes 
to be freed by not grasping after truly understanding these five grasping aggregates’ origin, 
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ending, gratification, drawback, and escape. Such a ṁendicant is called a perfected one, with 
defileṁents ended, who has coṁpleted the spiritual journey, done what had to be done, laid 
down the burden, achieved their own true goal, utterly ended the fetters of rebirth, and is rightly 
freed through enlightenṁent.”

22:111. Giving Up Desire

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, you should give up any desire, greed, relishing, and craving for forṁ. 
Thus that forṁ will be given up, cut off at the root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and 
unable to arise in the future. You should give up any desire, greed, relishing, and craving for 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness. Thus that consciousness will be given up, cut off
at the root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise in the future.”

22:112. Giving Up Desire (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, you should give up any desire, greed, relishing, and craving for forṁ; 
and any attraction, grasping, ṁental dedication, insistence, and underlying tendencies. Thus that 
forṁ will be given up, cut off at the root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise 
in the future. You should give up any desire, greed, relishing, and craving for feeling … perception
… choices … consciousness; and any attraction, grasping, ṁental dedication, insistence, and 
underlying tendencies. Thus that consciousness will be given up, cut off at the root, ṁade like a 
palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise in the future.”

12. A Dhaṁṁa speaker

22:113. Ignorance

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha and said to hiṁ: “Sir, they speak of this 
thing called ‘ignorance’. What is ignorance? And how is an ignorant person defined?” “Mendicant,
it’s when an uneducated ordinary person doesn’t understand forṁ, its origin, its cessation, and 
the practice that leads to its cessation. They don’t understand feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. This is called 
ignorance. And this is how an ignorant person is defined.”

22:114. Knowledge

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of this thing 
called ‘knowledge’. What is knowledge? And how is a knowledgeable person defined?” 
“Mendicant, it’s when an educated noble disciple understands forṁ, its origin, its cessation, and 
the practice that leads to its cessation. They understand feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. This is called 
knowledge. And this is how a knowledgeable person is defined.”
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22:115. A Dhaṁṁa speaker

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of a ‘Dhaṁṁa 
speaker’. How is a Dhaṁṁa speaker defined?” “Mendicant, if a ṁendicant teaches Dhaṁṁa for 
disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding forṁ, they’re qualified to be called a 
‘ṁendicant who speaks on Dhaṁṁa’. If they practice for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and 
cessation regarding forṁ, they’re qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who practices in line with 
the teaching’. If they’re freed by not grasping by disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation 
regarding forṁ, they’re qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who has attained extinguishṁent in 
this very life’. If a ṁendicant teaches Dhaṁṁa for disillusionṁent with feeling … perception … 
choices … consciousness, for its fading away and cessation, they’re qualified to be called a 
‘ṁendicant who speaks on Dhaṁṁa’. If they practice for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and 
cessation regarding consciousness, they’re qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who practices in 
line with the teaching’. If they’re freed by not grasping by disillusionṁent, dispassion, and 
cessation regarding consciousness, they’re qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who has attained 
extinguishṁent in this very life’.”

22:116. A Dhaṁṁa speaker (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of a ‘Dhaṁṁa 
speaker’. How is a Dhaṁṁa speaker defined? How is a ṁendicant who practices in line with the 
teaching defined? And how is a ṁendicant who has attained extinguishṁent in this very life 
defined?” “Mendicant, if a ṁendicant teaches Dhaṁṁa for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and 
cessation regarding forṁ, they’re qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who speaks on Dhaṁṁa’. If 
they practice for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding forṁ, they’re qualified to 
be called a ‘ṁendicant who practices in line with the teaching’. If they’re freed by not grasping by
disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding forṁ, they’re qualified to be called a 
‘ṁendicant who has attained extinguishṁent in this very life’. If a ṁendicant teaches Dhaṁṁa 
for disillusionṁent with feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, for its fading away and 
cessation, they’re qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who speaks on Dhaṁṁa’. If they practice for
disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding consciousness, they’re qualified to be called 
a ‘ṁendicant who practices in line with the teaching’. If they’re freed by not grasping by 
disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding consciousness, they’re qualified to be called 
a ‘ṁendicant who has attained extinguishṁent in this very life’.”

22:117. Shackles

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, take an uneducated ordinary person who has not seen the noble ones, 
and is neither skilled nor trained in the teaching of the noble ones. They’ve not seen good 
persons, and are neither skilled nor trained in the teaching of the good persons. They regard 
forṁ as self, self as having forṁ, forṁ in self, or self in forṁ. They’re called an uneducated 
ordinary person who is bound to forṁ, inside and out. They see neither the near shore nor the 
far shore. They’re born in bonds and die in bonds, and in bonds they go froṁ this world to the 
next. They regard feeling … perception … choices … consciousness as self. They’re called an 
uneducated ordinary person who is bound to forṁ, inside and out. They see neither the near 
shore nor the far shore. They’re born in bonds and die in bonds, and in bonds they go froṁ this 
world to the next.
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An educated noble disciple has seen the noble ones, and is skilled and trained in the teaching 
of the noble ones. They’ve seen good persons, and are skilled and trained in the teaching of the 
good persons. They don’t regard forṁ as self, self as having forṁ, forṁ in self, or self in forṁ. 
They’re called an educated noble disciple who is not bound to forṁ, inside or out. They see the 
near shore and the far shore. They’re exeṁpt froṁ suffering, I say. They don’t regard feeling … 
perception … choices … consciousness as self. They’re called an educated noble disciple who is 
not bound to consciousness, inside or out. They see the near shore and the far shore. They’re 
exeṁpt froṁ suffering, I say.”

22:118. Questioning

At Sa�vatthī�. “What do you think, ṁendicants? Do you regard forṁ like this: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ 
this, this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.” “Good, ṁendicants! Forṁ should be truly seen with proper 
understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Do you regard feeling 
… perception … choices … consciousness like this: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” “No, 
sir.” “Good, ṁendicants! Consciousness should be truly seen with proper understanding like this: 
‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no 
return to any state of existence.’”

22:119. Questioning (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “What do you think, ṁendicants? Do you regard forṁ like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ 
not this, this is not ṁy self’?” “Yes, sir.” “Good, ṁendicants! Forṁ should be truly seen with 
proper understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Do you regard 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is 
not ṁy self’?” “Yes, sir.” “Good, ṁendicants! Consciousness should be truly seen with proper 
understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Seeing this … They 
understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

22:120. Things Prone To Being Fettered

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the things that are prone to being fettered, and the 
fetter. Listen … What are the things that are prone to being fettered? And what is the fetter? 
Forṁ is soṁething that’s prone to being fettered. The desire and greed for it is the fetter. Feeling 
… Perception … Choices … Consciousness is soṁething that’s prone to being fettered. The desire 
and greed for it is the fetter. These are called the things that are prone to being fettered, and this 
is the fetter.”

22:121. Things Prone To Being Grasped

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the things that are prone to being grasped, and the 
grasping. Listen … What are the things that are prone to being grasped? And what is the 
grasping? Forṁ is soṁething that’s prone to being grasped. The desire and greed for it is the 
grasping. Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness is soṁething that’s prone to being 
grasped. The desire and greed for it is the grasping. These are called the things that are prone to 
being grasped, and this is the grasping.”
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22:122. An Ethical Mendicant

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta and Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita were staying near Benares, in the 
deer park at Isipatana. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita caṁe out of retreat, 
went to Venerable Sa� riputta, and said: “Reverend Sa� riputta, what things should an ethical 
ṁendicant properly attend to?” “Reverend KotAtAhita, an ethical ṁendicant should properly attend 
to the five grasping aggregates as iṁperṁanent, as suffering, as diseased, as an abscess, as a dart,
as ṁisery, as an affliction, as alien, as falling apart, as eṁpty, as not-self. What five? That is, the 
grasping aggregates of forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. An ethical 
ṁendicant should properly attend to these five grasping aggregates as iṁperṁanent, as 
suffering, as diseased, as an abscess, as a dart, as ṁisery, as an affliction, as alien, as falling apart, 
as eṁpty, as not-self. It’s possible that an ethical ṁendicant who regards the five grasping 
aggregates in this way will realize the fruit of streaṁ-entry.”

“But Reverend Sa� riputta, what things should a ṁendicant streaṁ-enterer properly attend to?” 
“A ṁendicant streaṁ-enterer should properly attend to these five grasping aggregates as 
iṁperṁanent … as not-self. It’s possible that a ṁendicant streaṁ-enterer who regards the five 
grasping aggregates in this way will realize the fruit of once-return.”

“But Reverend Sa� riputta, what things should a ṁendicant once-returner properly attend to?” 
“A ṁendicant once-returner should properly attend to these five grasping aggregates as 
iṁperṁanent … as not-self. It’s possible that a ṁendicant once-returner who regards the five 
grasping aggregates in this way will realize the fruit of non-return.”

“But Reverend Sa� riputta, what things should a ṁendicant non-returner properly attend to?” 
“A ṁendicant non-returner should properly attend to these five grasping aggregates as 
iṁperṁanent … as not-self. It’s possible that a ṁendicant non-returner who regards the five 
grasping aggregates in this way will realize perfection.”

“But Reverend Sa� riputta, what things should a perfected one properly attend to?” “Reverend 
KotAtAhita, a perfected one should properly attend to the five grasping aggregates as iṁperṁanent,
as suffering, as diseased, as an abscess, as a dart, as ṁisery, as an affliction, as alien, as falling 
apart, as eṁpty, as not-self. A perfected one has nothing ṁore to do, and nothing that needs 
iṁproveṁent. Still, these things, when developed and cultivated, lead to blissful ṁeditation in 
the present life, and also to ṁindfulness and situational awareness.”

22:123. Educated

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta and Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita were staying near Benares, in the 
deer park at Isipatana. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita caṁe out of retreat, 
went to Venerable Sa� riputta, bowed, sat down to one side, and said:

“Reverend Sa� riputta, what things should an educated ṁendicant properly attend to?” “An 
educated ṁendicant should properly attend to these five grasping aggregates as iṁperṁanent … 
as not-self. What five? That is, the grasping aggregates of forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and 
consciousness. An educated ṁendicant should properly attend to these five grasping aggregates 
as iṁperṁanent … as not-self. It’s possible that an educated ṁendicant who regards the five 
grasping aggregates in this way will realize the fruit of streaṁ-entry.”

“But Reverend Sa� riputta, what things should a ṁendicant streaṁ-enterer properly attend to?” 
“A ṁendicant streaṁ-enterer should properly attend to these five grasping aggregates as 
iṁperṁanent … as not-self. It’s possible that a ṁendicant streaṁ-enterer who regards the five 
grasping aggregates in this way will realize the fruit of once-return.” … “It’s possible that a 
ṁendicant once-returner who regards the five grasping aggregates in this way will realize the 
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fruit of non-return.” … “It’s possible that a ṁendicant non-returner who regards the five grasping
aggregates in this way will realize the fruit of perfection.” …

“But Reverend Sa� riputta, what things should a perfected one properly attend to?” “Reverend 
KotAtAhita, a perfected one should properly attend to the five grasping aggregates as iṁperṁanent,
as suffering, as diseased, as an abscess, as a dart, as ṁisery, as an affliction, as alien, as falling 
apart, as eṁpty, as not-self. A perfected one has nothing ṁore to do, and nothing that needs 
iṁproveṁent. Still, these things, when developed and cultivated, lead to blissful ṁeditation in 
the present life, and also to ṁindfulness and situational awareness.”

22:124. With Kappa

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Kappa went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said
to hiṁ: “Sir, how does one know and see so that there’s no ego, possessiveness, or underlying 
tendency to conceit for this conscious body and all external stiṁuli?”

“Kappa, one truly sees any kind of forṁ at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; 
coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all forṁ—with right understanding: ‘This is not 
ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ One truly sees any kind of feeling … perception … choices 
… consciousness at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or 
superior; far or near: all consciousness—with right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not 
this, this is not ṁy self.’ That’s how to know and see so that there’s no ego, possessiveness, or 
underlying tendency to conceit for this conscious body and all external stiṁuli.”

22:125. With Kappa (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, Venerable Kappa said to the Buddha: “Sir, how does one know 
and see so that the ṁind is rid of ego, possessiveness, and conceit for this conscious body and all 
external stiṁuli; and going beyond discriṁination, it’s peaceful and well freed?”

“Kappa, one is freed by not grasping having truly seen any kind of forṁ at all—past, future, or 
present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all forṁ—with right
understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ One is freed by not grasping 
having truly seen any kind of feeling … perception … choices … consciousness at all—past, future,
or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all consciousness
—with right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ That’s how to 
know and see so that the ṁind is rid of ego, possessiveness, and conceit for this conscious body 
and all external stiṁuli; and going beyond discriṁination, it’s peaceful and well freed.”

13. Ignorance

22:126. Liable To Originate

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to 
hiṁ: “Sir, they speak of this thing called ‘ignorance’. What is ignorance? And how is an ignorant 
person defined?”

“Mendicant, it’s when an uneducated ordinary person doesn’t truly understand forṁ, which is 
liable to originate, as forṁ which is liable to originate. They don’t truly understand forṁ, which is
liable to vanish, as forṁ which is liable to vanish. They don’t truly understand forṁ, which is 
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liable to originate and vanish, as forṁ which is liable to originate and vanish. They don’t truly 
understand feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, which is liable to originate, as 
consciousness which is liable to originate. They don’t truly understand consciousness, which is 
liable to vanish, as consciousness which is liable to vanish. They don’t truly understand 
consciousness, which is liable to originate and vanish, as consciousness which is liable to 
originate and vanish. This is called ignorance. And this is how an ignorant person is defined.”

When he said this, the ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of this thing called 
‘knowledge’. What is knowledge? And how is a knowledgeable person defined?”

“Mendicant, it’s when an educated noble disciple truly understands forṁ, which is liable to 
originate, as forṁ which is liable to originate. They truly understand forṁ, which is liable to 
vanish, as forṁ which is liable to vanish. They truly understand forṁ, which is liable to originate 
and vanish, as forṁ which is liable to originate and vanish. They truly understand feeling … 
perception … choices … consciousness, which is liable to originate, as consciousness which is 
liable to originate. They truly understand consciousness, which is liable to vanish, as 
consciousness which is liable to vanish. They truly understand consciousness, which is liable to 
originate and vanish, as consciousness which is liable to originate and vanish. This is called 
knowledge. And this is how a knowledgeable person is defined.”

22:127. Liable To Originate (2nd)

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta and Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita were staying near Benares, in the 
deer park at Isipatana. … Maha�kotAtAhita said to Sa� riputta: “Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this 
thing called ‘ignorance’. What is ignorance? And how is an ignorant person defined?”

“Reverend, it’s when an uneducated ordinary person doesn’t truly understand forṁ, which is 
liable to originate … liable to vanish … liable to originate and vanish, as forṁ which is liable to 
originate and vanish. They don’t truly understand feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness, which is liable to originate … liable to vanish … liable to originate and vanish, as 
consciousness which is liable to originate and vanish. This is called ignorance. And this is how an 
ignorant person is defined.”

22:128. Liable To Originate (3rd)

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta and Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita were staying near Benares, in the 
deer park at Isipatana. … Maha�kotAtAhita said to Sa� riputta: “Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this 
thing called ‘knowledge’. What is knowledge? And how is a knowledgeable person defined?”

“Reverend, it’s when an educated noble disciple truly understands forṁ, which is liable to 
originate … liable to vanish … liable to originate and vanish, as forṁ which is liable to originate 
and vanish. They truly understand feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, which is 
liable to originate … liable to vanish … liable to originate and vanish, as consciousness which is 
liable to originate and vanish. This is called knowledge. And this is how a knowledgeable person 
is defined.”

22:129. Gratification

At Benares. Maha�kotAtAhita said to Sa� riputta: “Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this thing called 
‘ignorance’. What is ignorance? And how is an ignorant person defined?”
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“Reverend, an uneducated ordinary person doesn’t truly understand the gratification, the 
drawback, and the escape when it coṁes to forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness.
This is called ignorance. And this is how an ignorant person is defined.”

22:130. Gratification (2nd)

At Benares. “Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this thing called ‘knowledge’. What is knowledge? 
And how is a knowledgeable person defined?”

“Reverend, an educated noble disciple truly understands the gratification, the drawback, and 
the escape when it coṁes to forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. This is called 
knowledge. And this is how a knowledgeable person is defined.”

22:131. Origin

At Benares. “Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this thing called ‘ignorance’. What is ignorance? 
And how is an ignorant person defined?”

“Reverend, an uneducated ordinary person doesn’t truly understand the origin, the ending, 
the gratification, the drawback, and the escape when it coṁes to forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. This is called ignorance. And this is how an ignorant person is 
defined.”

22:132. Origin (2nd)

At Benares. Maha�kotAtAhita said to Sa� riputta: “Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this thing called 
‘knowledge’. What is knowledge? And how is a knowledgeable person defined?”

“Reverend, an educated noble disciple truly understands the origin, the ending, the 
gratification, the drawback, and the escape when it coṁes to forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, 
and consciousness. This is called knowledge. And this is how a knowledgeable person is defined.”

22:133. With KotAtAhita

At Benares. Sa� riputta said to Maha�kotAtAhita: “Reverend KotAtAhita, they speak of this thing called 
‘ignorance’. What is ignorance? And how is an ignorant person defined?”

“Reverend, an uneducated ordinary person doesn’t truly understand the gratification, the 
drawback, and the escape when it coṁes to forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness.
This is called ignorance. And this is how an ignorant person is defined.”

When he said this, Venerable Sa� riputta said to hiṁ: “Reverend KotAtAhita, they speak of this 
thing called ‘knowledge’. What is knowledge? And how is a knowledgeable person defined?”

“Reverend, an educated noble disciple truly understands the gratification, the drawback, and 
the escape when it coṁes to forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. This is called 
knowledge. And this is how a knowledgeable person is defined.”

22:134. With KotAtAhita (2nd)

At Benares. “Reverend KotAtAhita, they speak of this thing called ‘ignorance’. What is ignorance? 
And how is an ignorant person defined?”
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“Reverend, an uneducated ordinary person doesn’t truly understand the origin, the ending, 
the gratification, the drawback, and the escape when it coṁes to forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. This is called ignorance. And this is how an ignorant person is 
defined.”

When he said this, Venerable Sa� riputta said to hiṁ: “Reverend KotAtAhita, they speak of this 
thing called ‘knowledge’. What is knowledge? And how is a knowledgeable person defined?”

“Reverend, an educated noble disciple truly understands the origin, the ending, the 
gratification, the drawback, and the escape when it coṁes to forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, 
and consciousness. This is called knowledge. And this is how a knowledgeable person is defined.”

22:135. With KotAtAhita (3rd)

The saṁe setting. Sa� riputta said to Maha�kotAtAhita: “Reverend KotAtAhita, they speak of this thing 
called ‘ignorance’. What is ignorance? And how is an ignorant person defined?”

“Reverend, it’s when an uneducated ordinary person doesn’t understand forṁ, its origin, its 
cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. They don’t understand feeling … perception
… choices … consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. 
This is called ignorance. And this is how an ignorant person is defined.”

When he said this, Venerable Sa� riputta said to hiṁ: “Reverend KotAtAhita, they speak of this 
thing called ‘knowledge’. What is knowledge? And how is a knowledgeable person defined?”

“Reverend, it’s when an educated noble disciple understands forṁ, its origin, its cessation, and
the practice that leads to its cessation. They understand feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. This is called 
knowledge. And this is how a knowledgeable person is defined.”

14. Burning Chaff

22:136. Burning Chaff

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness are burning chaff. 
Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, 
and consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. 
When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual 
journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state 
of existence.’”

22:137. Iṁperṁanence

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, you should give up desire for what is iṁperṁanent. And what is 
iṁperṁanent? Forṁ is iṁperṁanent; you should give up desire for it. Feeling … Perception … 
Choices … Consciousness is iṁperṁanent; you should give up desire for it. You should give up 
desire for what is iṁperṁanent.”
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22:138. Iṁperṁanence (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, you should give up greed for what is iṁperṁanent. And what is 
iṁperṁanent? Forṁ is iṁperṁanent; you should give up greed for it. Feeling … Perception … 
Choices … Consciousness is iṁperṁanent; you should give up greed for it. You should give up 
greed for what is iṁperṁanent.”

22:139. Iṁperṁanence (3rd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, you should give up desire and greed for what is iṁperṁanent. And 
what is iṁperṁanent? Forṁ is iṁperṁanent; you should give up desire and greed for it. Feeling 
… Perception … Choices … Consciousness is iṁperṁanent; you should give up desire and greed 
for it. You should give up desire and greed for what is iṁperṁanent.”

22:140. Suffering

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, you should give up desire for what is suffering. …”

22:141. Suffering (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, you should give up greed for what is suffering. …”

22:142. Suffering (3rd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, you should give up desire and greed for what is suffering. …”

22:143. Not-Self

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, you should give up desire for what is not-self. …”

22:144. Not-Self (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, you should give up greed for what is not-self. …”

22:145. Not-Self (3rd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, you should give up desire and greed for what is not-self. …”

22:146. Full of Disillusionṁent

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when soṁeone froṁ a good faṁily has gone forth out of faith, this is 
what’s in line with the teachings. They should live full of disillusionṁent for forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness. Living in this way, they coṁpletely understand forṁ, 
feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. Coṁpletely understanding forṁ, feeling, 
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perception, choices, and consciousness, they’re freed froṁ these things. They’re freed froṁ 
rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They’re freed 
froṁ suffering, I say.”

22:147. Observing Iṁperṁanence

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when soṁeone froṁ a good faṁily has gone forth out of faith, this is 
what’s in line with the teachings. They should live observing iṁperṁanence in forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness. … They’re freed froṁ suffering, I say.”

22:148. Observing Suffering

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when soṁeone froṁ a good faṁily has gone forth out of faith, this is 
what’s in line with the teachings. They should live observing suffering in forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness. … They’re freed froṁ suffering, I say.”

22:149. Observing Not-Self

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when soṁeone froṁ a good faṁily has gone forth out of faith, this is 
what’s in line with the teachings. They should live observing not-self in forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. … They’re freed froṁ suffering, I say.”

15. Views

22:150. In Oneself

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what, do pleasure and pain arise 
in oneself?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …” “When forṁ exists, because of grasping 
forṁ, pleasure and pain arise in oneself. When feeling … perception … choices … consciousness 
exists, because of grasping consciousness, pleasure and pain arise in oneself. What do you think, 
ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, 
is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering,
and perishable, would pleasure and pain arise in oneself?” “No, sir.” “Is feeling … perception … 
choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s 
iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But by not grasping what’s 
iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would pleasure and pain arise in oneself?” “No, sir.” 
“Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

22:151. This Is Mine

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
soṁeone regard things like this: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” “Our teachings are 
rooted in the Buddha. …” “When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ … 
When consciousness exists, because of grasping consciousness and insisting on consciousness, 
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soṁeone regards it like this: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self.’ What do you think, 
ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “But by not grasping 
what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would you regard it like this: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ 
this, this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.” “Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or 
iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and 
perishable, would you regard it like this: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.” 
“Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

22:152. This Is My Self

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘The self and the cosṁos are one and the saṁe. After passing away I will be 
perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, and iṁperishable’?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …”
“When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘The self and 
the cosṁos are one and the saṁe. After passing away I will be perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, 
and iṁperishable.’ When feeling … perception … choices … consciousness exists, because of 
grasping consciousness and insisting on consciousness, the view arises: ‘The self and the cosṁos 
are one and the saṁe. After passing away I will be perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, and 
iṁperishable.’

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” 
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But by not grasping what’s
iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would the view arise: ‘The self and the cosṁos are one 
and the saṁe. After passing away I will be perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, and iṁperishable’?” 
“No, sir.” “Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But by
not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would the view arise: ‘The self and 
the cosṁos are one and the saṁe. After passing away I will be perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, 
and iṁperishable’?” “No, sir.” “Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state 
of existence.’”

22:153. It Might Not Be Mine

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘I ṁight not be, and it ṁight not be ṁine. I will not be, and it will not be ṁine’?” 
“Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …” “When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and 
insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘I ṁight not be, and it ṁight not be ṁine. I will not be, and it 
will not be ṁine.’ When feeling … perception … choices … consciousness exists, because of 
grasping consciousness and insisting on consciousness, the view arises: ‘I ṁight not be, and it 
ṁight not be ṁine. I will not be, and it will not be ṁine.’ What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ 
perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or 
happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, 
would the view arise: ‘I ṁight not be, and it ṁight not be ṁine. I will not be, and it will not be 
ṁine’?” “No, sir.” “Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or 
iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” 
“Suffering, sir.” “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would the 
view arise: ‘I ṁight not be, and it ṁight not be ṁine. I will not be, and it will not be ṁine’?” “No, 
sir.” “Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”
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22:154. Wrong View

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
wrong view arise?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …” “When forṁ exists, because of 
grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, wrong view arises. When feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness exists, because of grasping consciousness and insisting on consciousness, wrong 
view arises. What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, 
would wrong view arise?” “No, sir.” “Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness 
perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or 
happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, 
would wrong view arise?” “No, sir.” “Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any 
state of existence.’”

22:155. Identity View

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
identity view arise?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …” “When forṁ exists, because of 
grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, identity view arises. When feeling … perception … choices …
consciousness exists, because of grasping consciousness and insisting on consciousness, identity 
view arises. What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, 
would identity view arise?” “No, sir.” “Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness 
perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, 
suffering, and perishable, would identity view arise?” “No, sir.” “Seeing this … They understand: 
‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

22:156. View of Self

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
view of self arise?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …” “When forṁ exists, because of 
grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, view of self arises. When feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness exists, because of grasping consciousness and insisting on consciousness, view of 
self arises. What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent,
sir.” … “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would view of self 
arise?” “No, sir.” “Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or 
iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and 
perishable, would view of self arise?” “No, sir.” “Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no 
return to any state of existence.’”

22:157. Insistence

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, do 
fetters, insistence, and shackles arise?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …” “When forṁ 
exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, fetters, insistence, and shackles arise. 
When feeling … perception … choices … consciousness exists, because of grasping consciousness 
and insisting on consciousness, fetters, insistence, and shackles arise. What do you think, 
ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “But by not grasping 
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what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would fetters, insistence, and shackles arise?” 
“No, sir.” … “Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

22:158. Insistence (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, do 
fetters, insistence, shackles, and attachṁents arise?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …” 
“When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, fetters, insistence, shackles, 
and attachṁents arise. When feeling … perception … choices … consciousness exists, because of 
grasping consciousness and insisting on consciousness, fetters, insistence, shackles, and 
attachṁents arise. What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, 
would fetters, insistence, shackles, and attachṁents arise?” “No, sir.” “Seeing this … They 
understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

22:159. With AJ nanda

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable AJ nanda went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and 
said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live 
alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute.”

“What do you think, AJ nanda? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if
it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering,
and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” “No, 
sir.” “Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if 
it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ 
this, this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.” … “Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any 
state of existence.’”

The Linked Discourses on the aggregates are coṁplete.

23. Ra�dhasaṁ� yutta:
With Rādha

1. About Ma� ra

23:1. About Ma� ra

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Ra�dha went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said
to hiṁ:

“Sir, they speak of this thing called ‘Ma� ra’. How is Ma� ra defined?” “When there is forṁ, Ra�dha, 
there ṁay be Ma� ra, or the ṁurderer, or the ṁurdered. So you should see forṁ as Ma� ra, the 
ṁurderer, the ṁurdered, the diseased, the abscess, the dart, the ṁisery, the ṁiserable. Those 
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who see it like this see rightly. When there is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, 
there ṁay be Ma� ra, or the ṁurderer, or the ṁurdered. So you should see consciousness as Ma� ra, 
the ṁurderer, the ṁurdered, the diseased, the abscess, the dart, the ṁisery, the ṁiserable. Those 
who see it like this see rightly.”

“But sir, what’s the purpose of seeing rightly?” “Disillusionṁent is the purpose of seeing 
rightly.” “But what’s the purpose of disillusionṁent?” “Dispassion is the purpose of 
disillusionṁent.” “But what’s the purpose of dispassion?” “Freedoṁ is the purpose of dispassion.”
“But what’s the purpose of freedoṁ?” “Extinguishṁent is the purpose of freedoṁ.” “But sir, what 
is the purpose of extinguishṁent?” “Your question goes too far, Ra�dha. You couldn’t figure out 
the liṁit of questions. For extinguishṁent is the culṁination, destination, and end of the spiritual
life.”

23:2. Sentient Beings

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, Venerable Ra�dha said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of this thing 
called a ‘sentient being’. How is a sentient being defined?” “Ra�dha, when you cling, strongly cling, 
to desire, greed, relishing, and craving for forṁ, then a being is spoken of. When you cling, 
strongly cling, to desire, greed, relishing, and craving for feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness, then a being is spoken of.

Suppose soṁe boys or girls were playing with sandcastles. As long as they’re not rid of greed, 
desire, fondness, thirst, passion, and craving for those sandcastles, they cherish theṁ, fancy 
theṁ, treasure theṁ, and treat theṁ as their own. But when they are rid of greed, desire, 
fondness, thirst, passion, and craving for those sandcastles, they scatter, destroy, and deṁolish 
theṁ with their hands and feet, ṁaking theṁ unplayable. In the saṁe way, you should scatter, 
destroy, and deṁolish forṁ, ṁaking it unplayable. And you should practice for the ending of 
craving. You should scatter, destroy, and deṁolish feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness, ṁaking it unplayable. And you should practice for the ending of craving. For the 
ending of craving is extinguishṁent.”

23:3. Attachṁent To Rebirth

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, Venerable Ra�dha said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of this thing 
called ‘the cessation of attachṁent to rebirth’. What is the attachṁent to rebirth? And what is the
cessation of attachṁent to rebirth?” “Ra�dha, any desire, greed, relishing, and craving for forṁ; 
and any attraction, grasping, ṁental dedication, insistence, and underlying tendencies— this is 
called the attachṁent to rebirth. Their cessation is the cessation of attachṁent to rebirth. Any 
desire, greed, relishing, and craving for feeling … perception … choices … consciousness; and any 
becoṁing involved, grasping, ṁental dedication, insistence, and underlying tendencies— this is 
called the attachṁent to rebirth. Their cessation is the cessation of attachṁent to rebirth.”

23:4. Should Be Coṁpletely Understood

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Ra�dha went up to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. The 
Buddha said to hiṁ:

“Ra�dha, I will teach you the things that should be coṁpletely understood, coṁplete 
understanding, and the person who has coṁpletely understood. Listen and pay close attention, I 
will speak.” “Yes, sir,” Ra�dha replied. The Buddha said this: “And what things should be 
coṁpletely understood? Forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. These are called 
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the things that should be coṁpletely understood. And what is coṁplete understanding? The 
ending of greed, hate, and delusion. This is called coṁplete understanding. And what is the 
person who has coṁpletely understood? It should be said: a perfected one, the venerable of such 
and such naṁe and clan. This is called the person who has coṁpletely understood.”

23:5. Ascetics and Brahṁins

At Sa�vatthī�. When Venerable Ra�dha was seated to one side, the Buddha said to hiṁ: “Ra�dha, 
there are these five grasping aggregates. What five? The grasping aggregates of forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness. There are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly 
understand these five grasping aggregates’ gratification, drawback, and escape. I don’t regard 
theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables don’t realize the goal of life as an ascetic 
or brahṁin, and don’t live having realized it with their own insight. There are ascetics and 
brahṁins who do truly understand these five grasping aggregates’ gratification, drawback, and 
escape. I regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables realize the goal of life as 
an ascetic or brahṁin, and live having realized it with their own insight.”

23:6. Ascetics and Brahṁins (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. When Venerable Ra�dha was seated to one side, the Buddha said to hiṁ: “Ra�dha, 
there are these five grasping aggregates. What five? The grasping aggregates of forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness. There are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly 
understand these five grasping aggregates’ origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and escape … 
Those venerables don’t realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin … There are ascetics and 
brahṁins who do truly understand … Those venerables realize the goal of life as an ascetic or 
brahṁin, and live having realized it with their own insight.”

23:7. A Streaṁ-Enterer

At Sa�vatthī�. When Venerable Ra�dha was seated to one side, the Buddha said to hiṁ: “Ra�dha, 
there are these five grasping aggregates. What five? The grasping aggregates of forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness. When a noble disciple truly understands these five 
grasping aggregates’ origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and escape, they’re called a noble 
disciple who is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening.”

23:8. A Perfected One

At Sa�vatthī�. When Venerable Ra�dha was seated to one side, the Buddha said to hiṁ: “Ra�dha, 
there are these five grasping aggregates. What five? The grasping aggregates of forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness. A ṁendicant coṁes to be freed by not grasping after 
truly understanding these five grasping aggregates’ origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and 
escape. Such a ṁendicant is called a perfected one, with defileṁents ended, who has coṁpleted 
the spiritual journey, done what had to be done, laid down the burden, achieved their own true 
goal, utterly ended the fetters of rebirth, and is rightly freed through enlightenṁent.”
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23:9. Desire and Greed

At Sa�vatthī�. When Venerable Ra�dha was seated to one side, the Buddha said to hiṁ: “Ra�dha, you 
should give up any desire, greed, relishing, and craving for forṁ. Thus that forṁ will be given up, 
cut off at the root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise in the future. You 
should give up any desire, greed, relishing, and craving for feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness. Thus that consciousness will be given up, cut off at the root, ṁade like a palṁ 
stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise in the future.”

23:10. Desire and Greed (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. When Venerable Ra�dha was seated to one side, the Buddha said to hiṁ: “Ra�dha, you 
should give up any desire, greed, relishing, and craving for forṁ; and any attraction, grasping, 
ṁental dedication, insistence, and underlying tendencies. Thus that forṁ will be given up, cut off 
at the root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise in the future. You should 
give up any desire, greed, relishing, and craving for feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness; and any attraction, grasping, ṁental dedication, insistence, and underlying 
tendencies. Thus that consciousness will be given up, cut off at the root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, 
obliterated, and unable to arise in the future.”

2. About Ma� ra (2nd)

23:11. About Ma� ra

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, Venerable Ra�dha said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of this thing 
called ‘Ma� ra’. How is Ma� ra defined?” “Ra�dha, forṁ is Ma� ra, feeling is Ma� ra, perception is Ma� ra, 
choices are Ma� ra, consciousness is Ma� ra. Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned
with forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away.
When desire fades away they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They 
understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has
been done, there is no return to any state of existence.’”

23:12. A Ma� ra-like Nature

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, Venerable Ra�dha said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of this thing 
called ‘Ma� ra-like nature’. What is a Ma� ra-like nature?” “Ra�dha, forṁ has a Ma�ra-like nature. 
Feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness have a Ma�ra-like nature. Seeing this … They 
understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

23:13. Iṁperṁanence

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, Venerable Ra�dha said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of this thing 
called ‘iṁperṁanence’. What is iṁperṁanence?” “Ra�dha, forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and 
consciousness are iṁperṁanent. Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any 
state of existence.’”
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23:14. Naturally Iṁperṁanent

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, Venerable Ra�dha said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of this thing 
called ‘naturally iṁperṁanent’. What is naturally iṁperṁanent? “Ra�dha, forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness are naturally iṁperṁanent. Seeing this … They 
understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

23:15. Suffering

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, Venerable Ra�dha said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of this thing 
called ‘suffering’. What is suffering?” “Ra�dha, forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and 
consciousness are suffering. Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of 
existence.’”

23:16. Entailing Suffering

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, Venerable Ra�dha said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of ‘things 
that entail suffering’. What are the things that entail suffering?” “Ra�dha, forṁ, feeling, perception,
choices, and consciousness are things that entail suffering. Seeing this … They understand: ‘… 
there is no return to any state of existence.’”

23:17. Not-Self

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, Venerable Ra�dha said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of this thing 
called ‘not-self’. What is not-self?” “Ra�dha, forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness 
are not-self. Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

23:18. Naturally Not-Self

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, Venerable Ra�dha said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of this thing 
called ‘naturally not-self’. What is naturally not-self?” “Ra�dha, forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, 
and consciousness are naturally not-self. Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to 
any state of existence.’”

23:19. Liable To End

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, Venerable Ra�dha said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of things 
being ‘liable to end’. What is liable to end?” “Ra�dha, forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and 
consciousness are liable to end. Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state 
of existence.’”

23:20. Liable To Vanish

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, Venerable Ra�dha said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of things 
being ‘liable to vanish’. What is liable to vanish?” “Ra�dha, forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and 
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consciousness are liable to vanish. Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any 
state of existence.’”

23:21. Liable To Originate

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, Venerable Ra�dha said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of things 
being ‘liable to originate’. What is liable to originate?” “Ra�dha, forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, 
and consciousness are liable to originate. Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to 
any state of existence.’”

23:22. Liable To Cease

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, Venerable Ra�dha said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of things 
being ‘liable to cease’. What is liable to cease?” “Ra�dha, forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and 
consciousness are liable to cease. Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any 
state of existence.’”

3. Appeals

23:23–33. Eleven Discourses on Ma� ra, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, Venerable Ra�dha said to the Buddha: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha please 
teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and 
resolute.”

“Ra�dha, you should give up any desire, any greed, any desire and greed for whatever is Ma� ra. 
And what is Ma� ra? Forṁ is Ma� ra. You should give up any desire, any greed, any desire and greed 
for it. Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness is Ma� ra. You should give up any desire, 
any greed, any desire and greed for it. You should give up any desire, any greed, any desire and 
greed for whatever is Ma�ra.”

“You should give up any desire, any greed, any desire and greed for whatever is of Ma� ra-like 
nature …”

“… iṁperṁanent …”
“… naturally iṁperṁanent …”
“… suffering …”
“… things that entail suffering …”
“… not-self …”
“… naturally not-self …”
“… liable to end …”
“… liable to vanish …”
“… liable to originate …”

23:34. Liable To Cease

At Sa�vatthī�. Venerable Ra�dha said to the Buddha: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa 
in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute.”
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“Ra�dha, you should give up any desire, any greed, any desire and greed for whatever is liable 
to cease. And what is liable to cease? Forṁ is liable to cease. You should give up any desire, any 
greed, any desire and greed for it. Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness is liable to 
cease. You should give up any desire, any greed, any desire and greed for it. You should give up 
any desire, any greed, any desire and greed for whatever is liable to cease.”

4. Sitting Close

23:35–45. Eleven Discourses on Ma� ra, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. When Venerable Ra�dha was seated to one side, the Buddha said to hiṁ: “Ra�dha, you 
should give up any desire, any greed, any desire and greed for whatever is Ma�ra. And what is 
Ma� ra? Forṁ is Ma� ra. You should give up any desire, any greed, any desire and greed for it. … 
Consciousness is Ma� ra. You should give up any desire, any greed, any desire and greed for it. You 
should give up any desire, any greed, any desire and greed for whatever is Ma�ra.”

“You should give up any desire, any greed, any desire and greed for whatever is of Ma� ra-like 
nature …”

“… iṁperṁanent …”
“… naturally iṁperṁanent …”
“… suffering …”
“… things that entail suffering …”
“… not-self …”
“… naturally not-self …”
“… liable to end …”
“… liable to vanish …”
“… liable to originate …”

23:46. Liable To Cease

At Sa�vatthī�. When Venerable Ra�dha was seated to one side, the Buddha said to hiṁ: “Ra�dha, you 
should give up any desire, any greed, any desire and greed for whatever is liable to cease. And 
what is liable to cease? Forṁ is liable to cease. You should give up any desire, any greed, any 
desire and greed for it. Feeling … Perception … Choices … Consciousness is liable to cease. You 
should give up any desire, any greed, any desire and greed for it. You should give up any desire, 
any greed, any desire and greed for whatever is liable to cease.”

The Linked Discourses with Ra�dha are coṁplete.
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24. DitAtAhisaṁ� yutta:
On View

1. Streaṁ-Entry

24:1. Winds

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove. The Buddha said this: 
“Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does the view 
arise: ‘Winds don’t blow; rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon and stars 
neither rise nor set, but stand firṁ like a pillar.’”

“Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. He is our guide and our refuge. Sir, ṁay the Buddha 
hiṁself please clarify the ṁeaning of this. The ṁendicants will listen and reṁeṁber it.” “Well 
then, ṁendicants, listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha
said this:

“When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘Winds 
don’t blow; rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon and stars neither rise 
nor set, but stand firṁ like a pillar.’ When feeling … perception … choices … consciousness exists, 
because of grasping consciousness and insisting on consciousness, the view arises: ‘Winds don’t 
blow; rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon and stars neither rise nor 
set, but stand firṁ like a pillar.’ What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or 
iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” 
“Suffering, sir.” “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would the 
view arise: ‘Winds don’t blow; rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon and 
stars neither rise nor set, but stand firṁ like a pillar’?” “No, sir.”

“Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But by
not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would the view arise: ‘Winds don’t 
blow; rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon and stars neither rise nor 
set, but stand firṁ like a pillar’?” “No, sir.” “That which is seen, heard, thought, cognized, 
searched, and explored by the ṁind: is that perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” 
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But by not grasping what’s
iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would the view arise: ‘Winds don’t blow; rivers don’t 
flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon and stars neither rise nor set, but stand firṁ 
like a pillar’?” “No, sir.”

“When a noble disciple has given up doubt in these six cases, and has given up doubt in 
suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation, they’re called a 
noble disciple who is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening.”

24:2. This Is Mine

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. 
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…” “When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘This is 
ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self.’ When feeling … perception … choices … consciousness exists, 
because of grasping consciousness and insisting on consciousness, the view arises: ‘This is ṁine, 
I aṁ this, this is ṁy self.’

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … 
“Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent,
sir.” … “That which is seen, heard, thought, cognized, searched, and explored by the ṁind: is that 
perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or 
happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, 
would the view arise: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.”

“When a noble disciple has given up doubt in these six cases, and has given up doubt in 
suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation, they’re called a 
noble disciple who is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening.”

24:3. This Is My Self

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘The self and the cosṁos are one and the saṁe. After passing away I will be 
perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, and iṁperishable’?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …”

“When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘The self 
and the cosṁos are one and the saṁe. After passing away I will be perṁanent, everlasting, 
eternal, and iṁperishable.’ When feeling … perception … choices … consciousness exists, because
of grasping consciousness and insisting on consciousness, the view arises: ‘The self and the 
cosṁos are one and the saṁe. After passing away I will be perṁanent, everlasting, eternal, and 
iṁperishable.’

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … 
“Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent,
sir.” … “That which is seen, heard, thought, cognized, searched, and explored by the ṁind: is that 
perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, 
suffering, and perishable, would such a view arise?” “No, sir.”

“When a noble disciple has given up doubt in these six cases, and has given up doubt in 
suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation, they’re called a 
noble disciple who is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening.”

24:4. It Might Not Be Mine

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘I ṁight not be, and it ṁight not be ṁine. I will not be, and it will not be ṁine’?” 
“Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …”

“When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘It ṁight 
not be, and it ṁight not be ṁine. It will not be, and it will not be ṁine.’ When feeling … 
perception … choices … consciousness exists, because of grasping consciousness and insisting on 
consciousness, the view arises: ‘It ṁight not be, and it ṁight not be ṁine. It will not be, and it will
not be ṁine.’

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … 
“Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent,
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sir.” … “That which is seen, heard, thought, cognized, searched, and explored by the ṁind: is that 
perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, 
suffering, and perishable, would such a view arise?” “No, sir.”

“When a noble disciple has given up doubt in these six cases, and has given up doubt in 
suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation, they’re called a 
noble disciple who is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening.”

24:5. There’s No Meaning in Giving

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘There’s no ṁeaning in giving, sacrifice, or offerings. There’s no fruit or result of 
good and bad deeds. There’s no afterlife. There are no duties to ṁother and father. No beings are 
reborn spontaneously. And there’s no ascetic or brahṁin who is well attained and practiced, and 
who describes the afterlife after realizing it with their own insight. This person is ṁade up of the 
four priṁary eleṁents. When they die, the earth in their body ṁerges and coalesces with the 
ṁain ṁass of earth. The water in their body ṁerges and coalesces with the ṁain ṁass of water. 
The fire in their body ṁerges and coalesces with the ṁain ṁass of fire. The air in their body 
ṁerges and coalesces with the ṁain ṁass of air. The faculties are transferred to space. Four ṁen 
with a bier carry away the corpse. Their footprints show the way to the ceṁetery. The bones 
becoṁe bleached. Offerings dedicated to the gods end in ashes. Giving is a doctrine of ṁorons. 
When anyone affirṁs a positive teaching it’s just baseless, false nonsense. Both the foolish and 
the astute are annihilated and destroyed when their body breaks up, and don’t exist after 
death’?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …”

“When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘There’s 
no ṁeaning in giving, sacrifice, or offerings. … Both the foolish and the astute are annihilated and
destroyed when their body breaks up, and don’t exist after death.’ When feeling … perception … 
choices … consciousness exists, because of grasping consciousness and insisting on 
consciousness, the view arises: ‘There’s no ṁeaning in giving, sacrifice, or offerings. … Both the 
foolish and the astute are annihilated and destroyed when their body breaks up, and don’t exist 
after death.’

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … 
“Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent,
sir.” … “That which is seen, heard, thought, cognized, searched, and explored by the ṁind: is that 
perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, 
suffering, and perishable, would such a view arise?” “No, sir.”

“When a noble disciple has given up doubt in these six cases, and has given up doubt in 
suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation, they’re called a 
noble disciple who is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening.”

24:6. Acting

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘Nothing bad is done by the doer when they punish, ṁutilate, torture, aggrieve, 
oppress, intiṁidate, or when they encourage others to do the saṁe. Nothing bad is done when 
they kill, steal, break into houses, plunder wealth, steal froṁ isolated buildings, coṁṁit highway 
robbery, coṁṁit adultery, and lie. If you were to reduce all the living creatures of this earth to 
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one heap and ṁass of flesh with a razor-edged chakraṁ, no evil coṁes of that, and no outcoṁe of
evil. If you were to go along the south bank of the Ganges killing, ṁutilating, and torturing, and 
encouraging others to do the saṁe, no evil coṁes of that, and no outcoṁe of evil. If you were to 
go along the north bank of the Ganges giving and sacrificing and encouraging others to do the 
saṁe, no ṁerit coṁes of that, and no outcoṁe of ṁerit. In giving, self-control, restraint, and 
truthfulness there is no ṁerit or outcoṁe of ṁerit’?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …”

“When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘The one 
who acts does nothing wrong … there is no ṁerit or outcoṁe of ṁerit.’ When feeling … 
perception … choices … consciousness exists, because of grasping consciousness and insisting on 
consciousness, the view arises: ‘The one who acts does nothing wrong … there is no ṁerit or 
outcoṁe of ṁerit.’

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … 
“Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent,
sir.” … “That which is seen, heard, thought, cognized, searched, and explored by the ṁind: is that 
perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, 
suffering, and perishable, would such a view arise?” “No, sir.”

“When a noble disciple has given up doubt in these six cases, and has given up doubt in 
suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation, they’re called a 
noble disciple who is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening.”

24:7. Cause

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘There is no cause or condition for the corruption of sentient beings. Sentient 
beings are corrupted without cause or reason. There’s no cause or condition for the purification 
of sentient beings. Sentient beings are purified without cause or reason. There is no power, no 
energy, no ṁanly strength or vigor. All sentient beings, all living creatures, all beings, all souls 
lack control, power, and energy. Molded by destiny, circuṁstance, and nature, they experience 
pleasure and pain in the six classes of rebirth’?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …”

“When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘There is 
no cause or condition … they experience pleasure and pain in the six classes of rebirth.’ When 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness exists, because of grasping consciousness and 
insisting on consciousness, the view arises: ‘There is no cause or condition … they experience 
pleasure and pain in the six classes of rebirth.’

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … 
“Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent,
sir.” … “That which is seen, heard, thought, cognized, searched, and explored by the ṁind: is that 
perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, 
suffering, and perishable, would such a view arise?” “No, sir.”

“When a noble disciple has given up doubt in these six cases, and has given up doubt in 
suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation, they’re called a 
noble disciple who is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening.”
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24:8. The Extensive View

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘There are these seven substances that are not ṁade, not derived, not created, 
without a creator, barren, steady as a ṁountain peak, standing firṁ like a pillar. They don’t ṁove 
or deteriorate or obstruct each other. They’re unable to cause pleasure, pain, or neutral feeling to
each other. What seven? The substances of earth, water, fire, air; pleasure, pain, and the soul is 
the seventh. These seven substances are not ṁade, not derived, not created, without a creator, 
barren, steady as a ṁountain peak, standing firṁ like a pillar. They don’t ṁove or deteriorate or 
obstruct each other. They’re unable to cause pleasure, pain, or neutral feeling to each other. If 
you chop off soṁeone’s head with a sharp sword, you don’t take anyone’s life. The sword siṁply 
passes through the gap between the seven substances. There are 1.4 ṁillion ṁain woṁbs, and 
6,000, and 600. There are 500 deeds, and five, and three. There are deeds and half-deeds. There 
are 62 paths, 62 sub-eons, six classes of rebirth, and eight stages in a person’s life. There are 
4,900 Ājīvaka ascetics, 4,900 wanderers, and 4,900 naked ascetics. There are 2,000 faculties, 
3,000 hells, and 36 realṁs of dust. There are seven percipient eṁbryos, seven non-percipient 
eṁbryos, and seven eṁbryos without attachṁents. There are seven gods, seven huṁans, and 
seven goblins. There are seven lakes, seven winds, seven cliffs, and 700 cliffs. There are seven 
dreaṁs and 700 dreaṁs. There are 8.4 ṁillion great eons through which the foolish and the 
astute transṁigrate before ṁaking an end of suffering. And here there is no such thing as this: 
“By this precept or observance or ṁortification or spiritual life I shall force unripened deeds to 
bear their fruit, or eliṁinate old deeds by experiencing their results little by little”—for that 
cannot be. Pleasure and pain are allotted. Transṁigration lasts only for a liṁited period, so 
there’s no increase or decrease, no getting better or worse. It’s like how, when you toss a ball of 
string, it rolls away unraveling. In the saṁe way, after transṁigrating the foolish and the astute 
will ṁake an end of suffering’?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …”

“When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘There are 
these seven substances that are not ṁade … the foolish and the astute will ṁake an end of 
suffering.’ When feeling … perception … choices … consciousness exists, because of grasping 
consciousness and insisting on consciousness, the view arises: ‘There are these seven substances
that are not ṁade … the foolish and the astute will ṁake an end of suffering.’

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … 
“That which is seen, heard, thought, cognized, searched, and explored by the ṁind: is that 
perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, 
suffering, and perishable, would such a view arise?” “No, sir.”

“When a noble disciple has given up doubt in these six cases, and has given up doubt in 
suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation, they’re called a 
noble disciple who is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening.”

24:9. The World is Eternal

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘The world is eternal’?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …”

“When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘The 
world is eternal.’ When feeling … perception … choices … consciousness exists, because of 
grasping consciousness and insisting on consciousness, the view arises: ‘The world is eternal.’
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What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … 
“But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would such a view arise?” 
“No, sir.”

“When a noble disciple has given up doubt in these six cases, and has given up doubt in 
suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation, they’re called a 
noble disciple who is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening.”

24:10. The World Is Not Eternal

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘The world is not eternal’?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …”

“When forṁ exists …” … “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, 
would such a view arise?” “No, sir.”

“When a noble disciple has given up doubt in these six cases, and has given up doubt in 
suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation, they’re called a 
noble disciple who is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening.”

24:11. The World Is Finite

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘The world is finite’?” …

24:12. The World Is Infinite

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘The world is infinite’?” …

24:13. The Soul and the Body Are Identical

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘The soul and the body are identical’?” …

24:14. The Soul and the Body Are Different Things

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘The soul and the body are different things’?” …

24:15. A Realized One Exists

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘A Realized One exists after death’?” …
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24:16. A Realized One Doesn’t Exist

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘A Realized One doesn’t exist after death’?” …

24:17. A Realized One Both Exists and Doesn’t Exist

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘A Realized One both exists and doesn’t exist after death’?” …

24:18. A Realized One Neither Exists Nor Doesn’t Exist

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘A Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death’?” “Our teachings are 
rooted in the Buddha. …”

“When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘A 
Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death’ …

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … 
“But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would the view arise: ‘A 
Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death’?” “No, sir.” “That which is seen, heard, 
thought, cognized, searched, and explored by the ṁind: is that perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But by
not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would the view arise: ‘A Realized 
One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death’?” “No, sir.”

“When a noble disciple has given up doubt in these six cases, and has given up doubt in 
suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation, they’re called a 
noble disciple who is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening.”

2. The Second Round

24:19. Winds

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘Winds don’t blow; rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon 
and stars neither rise nor set, but stand firṁ like a pillar’?” “Our teachings are rooted in the 
Buddha. …”

“When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘Winds 
don’t blow; rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon and stars neither rise 
nor set, but stand firṁ like a pillar.’ When feeling … perception … choices … consciousness exists, 
because of grasping consciousness and insisting on consciousness, the view arises: ‘Winds don’t 
blow; rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon and stars neither rise nor 
set, but stand firṁ like a pillar.’

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … 
“But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would the view arise: 
‘Winds don’t blow; rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon and stars 
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neither rise nor set, but stand firṁ like a pillar’?” “No, sir.” “And so, when suffering exists, 
because of grasping suffering and insisting on suffering, the view arises: ‘Winds don’t blow; 
rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon and stars neither rise nor set, but 
stand firṁ like a pillar.’ Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or 
iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and 
perishable, would such a view arise?” “No, sir.” “And so, when suffering exists, because of 
grasping suffering and insisting on suffering, the view arises: ‘Winds don’t blow; rivers don’t 
flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon and stars neither rise nor set, but stand firṁ 
like a pillar.’”

24:20–35. This Is Mine, Etc.

(These should be expanded in the saṁe way as discourses 2 through 17 of the previous chapter.)

24:36. Neither Exists Nor Doesn’t Exist

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘A Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death’?” “Our teachings are 
rooted in the Buddha. …”

“When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘A 
Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death.’ When feeling … perception … choices …
consciousness exists, because of grasping consciousness and insisting on consciousness, the view
arises: ‘a Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death.’

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … 
“And so, when suffering exists, because of grasping suffering and insisting on suffering, the view 
arises: ‘A Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death.’” … “Is feeling … perception … 
choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “But by not 
grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would such a view arise?” “No, sir.” 
“And so, when suffering exists, because of grasping suffering and insisting on suffering, the view 
arises: ‘A Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death.’”

24:37. The Self Has Forṁ

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘The self has forṁ and is sound after death’?” …

24:38. The Self Is Forṁless

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘The self is forṁless and is sound after death’?” …

24:39. The Self Has Forṁ and Is Forṁless

At Sa�vatthī�. “‘The self has forṁ and is forṁless, and is sound after death’?” …
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24:40. The Self Neither Has Forṁ Nor Is Forṁless

“‘The self neither has forṁ nor is forṁless, and is sound after death’?” …

24:41. The Self Is Perfectly Happy

“‘The self is perfectly happy, and is sound after death’?” …

24:42. Exclusively Suffering

“‘The self is exclusively suffering, and is sound after death’?” …

24:43. The Self Is Happy and Suffering

“‘The self is happy and suffering, and is sound after death’?” …

24:44. The Self Is Neither Happy Nor Suffering

“‘The self is neither happy nor suffering, and is sound after death’?” …

3. The Third Round

24:45. Winds

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘Winds don’t blow; rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon 
and stars neither rise nor set, but stand firṁ like a pillar’?” “Our teachings are rooted in the 
Buddha. …”

“When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘Winds 
don’t blow; rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon and stars neither rise 
nor set, but stand firṁ like a pillar.’ When feeling … perception … choices … consciousness exists, 
because of grasping consciousness and insisting on consciousness, the view arises: ‘Winds don’t 
blow; rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon and stars neither rise nor 
set, but stand firṁ like a pillar.’

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … 
“But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would the view arise: 
‘Winds don’t blow; rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon and stars 
neither rise nor set, but stand firṁ like a pillar.’ “No, sir.” “And so, what’s iṁperṁanent is 
suffering. When this exists, grasping at this, the view arises: ‘Winds don’t blow; rivers don’t flow; 
pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon and stars neither rise nor set, but stand firṁ like a 
pillar.’ Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” 
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “And so, what’s iṁperṁanent is suffering. When this exists, grasping at 
this, the view arises: ‘Winds don’t blow; rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the 
ṁoon and stars neither rise nor set, but stand firṁ like a pillar.’”
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24:46–69. This Is Not Mine, etc.

(To be coṁpleted in the saṁe way as discourses 20 through 43 of the second chapter.)

24:70. The Self Is Neither Happy Nor Suffering

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: “‘The self is neither happy nor suffering, and is sound after death’?” “Our 
teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …”

“When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘The self is
neither happy nor suffering, and is sound after death.’ When feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness exists, because of grasping consciousness and insisting on consciousness, the view
arises: ‘The self is neither happy nor suffering, and is sound after death.’

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … 
“And so, what’s iṁperṁanent is suffering. When this exists, grasping at this, the view arises: ‘The 
self is neither happy nor suffering, and is sound after death.’ Is feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” … “But by not grasping what’s 
iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would such a view arise?” “No, sir.” “And so, what’s 
iṁperṁanent is suffering. When this exists, grasping at this, the view arises: ‘The self is neither 
happy nor suffering, and is sound after death.’”

4. The Fourth Round

24:71. Winds

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘Winds don’t blow; rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon 
and stars neither rise nor set, but stand firṁ like a pillar’?” “Our teachings are rooted in the 
Buddha. …”

“When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘Winds 
don’t blow; rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon and stars neither rise 
nor set, but stand firṁ like a pillar.’ When feeling … perception … choices … consciousness exists, 
because of grasping consciousness and insisting on consciousness, the view arises: ‘Winds don’t 
blow; rivers don’t flow; pregnant woṁen don’t give birth; the ṁoon and stars neither rise nor 
set, but stand firṁ like a pillar.’ What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or 
iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” 
“Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded 
thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.” “Is feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it 
suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall 
apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.”

“So you should truly see any kind of forṁ at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; 
coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all forṁ—with right understanding: ‘This is not 
ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ You should truly see any kind of feeling … perception … 
choices … consciousness at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; 
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inferior or superior; far or near: all consciousness—with right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I 
aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’

Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

24:72–95. This Is Not Mine, Etc.

(To be coṁpleted in the saṁe way as the 24 discourses of the second chapter.)

24:96. The Self Is Neither Happy Nor Suffering

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, does
the view arise: ‘The self is neither happy nor suffering, and is sound after death’?” “Our teachings 
are rooted in the Buddha. …”

“When forṁ exists, because of grasping forṁ and insisting on forṁ, the view arises: ‘The self is
neither happy nor suffering, and is sound after death.’ When feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness exists, because of grasping consciousness and insisting on consciousness, the view
arises: ‘The self is neither happy nor suffering, and is sound after death.’

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?” “Iṁperṁanent, sir.” 
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, 
suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy 
self’?” “No, sir.” “Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” “But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?” “Suffering, sir.” “But if 
it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ 
this, this is ṁy self’?” “No, sir.”

“So you should truly see any kind of forṁ at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; 
coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all forṁ—with right understanding: ‘This is not 
ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ You should truly see any kind of feeling … perception … 
choices … consciousness at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; 
inferior or superior; far or near: all consciousness—with right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I 
aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’

Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away 
they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, 
the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return 
to any state of existence.’”

The Linked Discourses on views are coṁplete.
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25. Okkantasaṁ� yutta:
On Arrival

1. The Eye

25:1. The Eye

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, the eye is iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. The ear, nose, tongue, 
body, and ṁind are iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. Soṁeone who has faith and 
confidence in these principles is called a follower by faith. They’ve arrived at inevitability 
regarding the right path, they’ve arrived at the level of the good person, and they’ve transcended 
the level of the bad person. They can’t do any deed which would ṁake theṁ be reborn in hell, the
aniṁal realṁ, or the ghost realṁ. They can’t die without realizing the fruit of streaṁ-entry.

Soṁeone who accepts these principles after considering theṁ with a degree of wisdoṁ is 
called a follower of the teachings. They’ve arrived at inevitability regarding the right path, 
they’ve arrived at the level of the good person, and they’ve transcended the level of the bad 
person. They can’t do any deed which would ṁake theṁ be reborn in hell, the aniṁal realṁ, or 
the ghost realṁ. They can’t die without realizing the fruit of streaṁ-entry. Soṁeone who 
understands and sees these principles is called a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the 
underworld, bound for awakening.”

25:2. Sights

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, sights are iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. Sounds, sṁells, 
tastes, touches, and thoughts are iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. Soṁeone who has faith 
and confidence in these principles is called a follower by faith. They’ve arrived at inevitability 
regarding the right path, they’ve arrived at the level of the good person, and they’ve transcended 
the level of the bad person. They can’t do any deed which would ṁake theṁ be reborn in hell, the
aniṁal realṁ, or the ghost realṁ. They can’t die without realizing the fruit of streaṁ-entry.

Soṁeone who accepts these principles after considering theṁ with a degree of wisdoṁ is 
called a follower of the teachings. They’ve arrived at inevitability regarding the right path, 
they’ve arrived at the level of the good person, and they’ve transcended the level of the bad 
person. They can’t do any deed which would ṁake theṁ be reborn in hell, the aniṁal realṁ, or 
the ghost realṁ. They can’t die without realizing the fruit of streaṁ-entry. Soṁeone who 
understands and sees these principles is called a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the 
underworld, bound for awakening.”

25:3. Consciousness

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, eye consciousness is iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. Ear 
consciousness, nose consciousness, tongue consciousness, body consciousness, and ṁind 
consciousness are iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. Soṁeone who has faith and confidence
in these principles is called a follower by faith. …”
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25:4. Contact

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, eye contact is iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. Ear contact, nose 
contact, tongue contact, body contact, and ṁind contact are iṁperṁanent, perishing, and 
changing. Soṁeone who has faith and confidence in these principles is called a follower by faith. 
…”

25:5. Feeling

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, feeling born of eye contact is iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. 
Feeling born of ear contact, feeling born of nose contact, feeling born of tongue contact, feeling 
born of body contact, and feeling born of ṁind contact are iṁperṁanent, perishing, and 
changing. Soṁeone who has faith and confidence in these principles is called a follower by faith. 
…”

25:6. Perception

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, perception of sights is iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. 
Perception of sounds, perception of sṁells, perception of tastes, perception of touches, and 
perception of thoughts are iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. Soṁeone who has faith and 
confidence in these principles is called a follower by faith. …”

25:7. Intention

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, intention regarding sights is iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. 
Intention regarding sounds, intention regarding sṁells, intention regarding tastes, intention 
regarding touches, and intentions regarding thoughts are iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing.
Soṁeone who has faith and confidence in these principles is called a follower by faith. …”

25:8. Craving For Sights

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, craving for sights is iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. Craving for 
sounds, craving for sṁells, craving for tastes, craving for touches, and craving for thoughts are 
iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. Soṁeone who has faith and confidence in these 
principles is called a follower by faith. …”

25:9. Eleṁents

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, the earth eleṁent is iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. The water 
eleṁent, the fire eleṁent, the air eleṁent, the space eleṁent, and the consciousness eleṁent are 
iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. Soṁeone who has faith and confidence in these 
principles is called a follower by faith. …”
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25:10. The Aggregates

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, forṁ is iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. Feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness are iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. Soṁeone who has faith 
and confidence in these principles is called a follower by faith. They’ve arrived at inevitability 
regarding the right path, they’ve arrived at the level of the good person, and they’ve transcended 
the level of the bad person. They can’t do any deed which would ṁake theṁ be reborn in hell, the
aniṁal realṁ, or the ghost realṁ. They can’t die without realizing the fruit of streaṁ-entry.

Soṁeone who accepts these principles after considering theṁ with a degree of wisdoṁ is 
called a follower of the teachings. They’ve arrived at inevitability regarding the right path, 
they’ve arrived at the level of the good person, and they’ve transcended the level of the bad 
person. They can’t do any deed which would ṁake theṁ be reborn in hell, the aniṁal realṁ, or 
the ghost realṁ. They can’t die without realizing the fruit of streaṁ-entry. Soṁeone who 
understands and sees these principles is called a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the 
underworld, bound for awakening.”

The Linked Discourses on arrival are coṁplete.

26. Uppa�dasaṁ� yutta:
On Arising

1. Arising

26:1. The Eye

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, the arising, continuation, rebirth, and ṁanifestation of the eye is the 
arising of suffering, the continuation of diseases, and the ṁanifestation of old age and death. The 
arising, continuation, rebirth, and ṁanifestation of the ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind is the 
arising of suffering, the continuation of diseases, and the ṁanifestation of old age and death. The 
cessation, settling, and ending of the eye is the cessation of suffering, the settling of diseases, and 
the ending of old age and death. The cessation, settling, and ending of the ear, nose, body, and 
ṁind is the cessation of suffering, the settling of diseases, and the ending of old age and death.”

26:2. Sights

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, the arising, continuation, rebirth, and ṁanifestation of sights is the 
arising of suffering, the continuation of diseases, and the ṁanifestation of old age and death. The 
arising, continuation, rebirth, and ṁanifestation of sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts 
is the arising of suffering, the continuation of diseases, and the ṁanifestation of old age and 
death. The cessation, settling, and ending of sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts 
is the cessation of suffering, the settling of diseases, and the ending of old age and death.”
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26:3. Consciousness

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, the arising of eye consciousness … ṁind consciousness … is the 
ṁanifestation of old age and death. The cessation of eye consciousness … ṁind consciousness … 
is the ending of old age and death.”

26:4. Contact

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, the arising of eye contact … ṁind contact … is the ṁanifestation of old 
age and death. The cessation of eye contact … ṁind contact … is the ending of old age and death.”

26:5. Feeling

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, the arising of feeling born of eye contact …
the arising of feeling born of ṁind contact … is the ṁanifestation of old age and death. The 

cessation of feeling born of eye contact … the cessation of feeling born of ṁind contact … is the 
ending of old age and death.”

26:6. Perception

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, the arising of perception of sights … perception of thoughts … is the 
ṁanifestation of old age and death. The cessation of perception of sights … perception of 
thoughts … is the ending of old age and death.”

26:7. Intention

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, the arising of intentions regarding sights … intentions regarding 
thoughts … is the ṁanifestation of old age and death. The cessation of intentions regarding sights
… intentions regarding thoughts … is the ending of old age and death.”

26:8. Craving

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, the arising of craving for sights … craving for thoughts … is the 
ṁanifestation of old age and death. The cessation of craving for sights … craving for thoughts … is
the ending of old age and death.”

26:9. Eleṁents

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, the arising, continuation, rebirth, and ṁanifestation of the earth 
eleṁent, the water eleṁent, the fire eleṁent, the air eleṁent, the space eleṁent, and the 
consciousness eleṁent is the arising of suffering, the continuation of diseases, and the 
ṁanifestation of old age and death. The cessation of the earth eleṁent, the water eleṁent, the 
fire eleṁent, the air eleṁent, the space eleṁent, and the consciousness eleṁent is the cessation 
of suffering, the settling of diseases, and the ending of old age and death.”
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26:10. The Aggregates

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, the arising, continuation, rebirth, and ṁanifestation of forṁ is the 
arising of suffering, the continuation of diseases, and the ṁanifestation of old age and death. The 
arising, continuation, rebirth, and ṁanifestation of feeling, perception, choices, and 
consciousness is the arising of suffering, the continuation of diseases, and the ṁanifestation of 
old age and death. The cessation, settling, and ending of forṁ is the cessation of suffering, the 
settling of diseases, and the ending of old age and death. The cessation, settling, and ending of 
feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness is the cessation of suffering, the settling of 
diseases, and the ending of old age and death.”

The Linked Discourses on arising are coṁplete.

27. Kilesasaṁ� yutta:
On Corruptions

1. Corruptions

27:1. The Eye

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, desire and greed for the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, or ṁind is a 
corruption of the ṁind. When a ṁendicant has given up ṁental corruption in these six cases, 
their ṁind inclines to renunciation. A ṁind iṁbued with renunciation is declared to be capable of
directly knowing anything that can be realized.”

27:2. Sights

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, desire and greed for sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, or thoughts 
is a corruption of the ṁind. When a ṁendicant has given up ṁental corruption in these six cases, 
their ṁind inclines to renunciation. A ṁind iṁbued with renunciation is declared to be capable of
directly knowing anything that can be realized.”

27:3. Consciousness

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, desire and greed for eye consciousness, ear consciousness, nose 
consciousness, tongue consciousness, body consciousness, or ṁind consciousness is a corruption
of the ṁind. When a ṁendicant has given up ṁental corruption in these six cases, their ṁind 
inclines to renunciation. A ṁind iṁbued with renunciation is declared to be capable of directly 
knowing anything that can be realized.”
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27:4. Contact

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, desire and greed for eye contact, ear contact, nose contact, tongue 
contact, body contact, or ṁind contact is a corruption of the ṁind. …”

27:5. Feeling

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, desire and greed for feeling born of eye contact, feeling born of ear 
contact, feeling born of nose contact, feeling born of tongue contact, feeling born of body contact, 
or feeling born of eye contact is a defileṁent of the ṁind. …”

27:6. Perception

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, desire and greed for perception of sights, perception of sounds, 
perception of sṁells, perception of tastes, perception of touches, or perception of thoughts is a 
corruption of the ṁind. …”

27:7. Intention

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, desire and greed for intention regarding sights, intention regarding 
sounds, intention regarding sṁells, intention regarding tastes, intention regarding touches, or 
intention regarding thoughts is a corruption of the ṁind. …”

27:8. Craving

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, desire and greed for craving for sights, craving for sounds, craving for 
sṁells, craving for tastes, craving for touches, or craving for thoughts is a corruption of the ṁind. 
…”

27:9. Eleṁents

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, desire and greed for the earth eleṁent, the water eleṁent, the fire 
eleṁent, the air eleṁent, the space eleṁent, or the consciousness eleṁent is a corruption of the 
ṁind. …”

27:10. The Aggregates

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, desire and greed for forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, or consciousness
is a corruption of the ṁind. When a ṁendicant has given up ṁental corruption in these five 
cases, their ṁind inclines to renunciation. A ṁind iṁbued with renunciation is declared to be 
capable of directly knowing anything that can be realized.”

The Linked Discourses on corruptions are coṁplete.
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28. Sa� riputtasaṁ� yutta:
With Sāriputta

1. With Sa� riputta

28:1. Born of Seclusion

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s 
ṁonastery. Then Venerable Sa� riputta robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, 
entered Sa�vatthī� for alṁs. He wandered for alṁs in Sa�vatthī�. After the ṁeal, on his return froṁ 
alṁs-round, he went to the Dark Forest, plunged deep into it, and sat at the root of a tree for the 
day’s ṁeditation.

Then in the late afternoon, Sa� riputta caṁe out of retreat and went to Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Venerable AJ nanda saw hiṁ coṁing off in the distance, and said to 
hiṁ: “Reverend Sa� riputta, your faculties are so very clear, and your coṁplexion is pure and 
bright. What ṁeditation were you practicing today?”

“Reverend, quite secluded froṁ sensual pleasures, secluded froṁ unskillful qualities, I entered
and reṁained in the first absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of seclusion, while 
placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. But it didn’t occur to ṁe: ‘I aṁ entering the first 
absorption’ or ‘I have entered the first absorption’ or ‘I aṁ eṁerging froṁ the first absorption’.” 
“That ṁust be because Venerable Sa� riputta has long ago totally eradicated ego, possessiveness, 
and the underlying tendency to conceit. That’s why it didn’t occur to you: ‘I aṁ entering the first 
absorption’ or ‘I have entered the first absorption’ or ‘I aṁ eṁerging froṁ the first absorption’.”

28:2. Without Placing the Mind

At Sa�vatthī�. Venerable AJ nanda saw Venerable Sa� riputta and said to hiṁ: “Reverend Sa� riputta, 
your faculties are so very clear, and your coṁplexion is pure and bright. What ṁeditation were 
you practicing today?”

“Reverend, as the placing of the ṁind and keeping it connected were stilled, I entered and 
reṁained in the second absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of iṁṁersion, with 
internal clarity and confidence, and unified ṁind, without placing the ṁind and keeping it 
connected. But it didn’t occur to ṁe: ‘I aṁ entering the second absorption’ or ‘I have entered the 
second absorption’ or ‘I aṁ eṁerging froṁ the second absorption’.” “That ṁust be because 
Venerable Sa� riputta has long ago totally eradicated ego, possessiveness, and the underlying 
tendency to conceit. That’s why it didn’t occur to you: ‘I aṁ entering the second absorption’ or ‘I 
have entered the second absorption’ or ‘I aṁ eṁerging froṁ the second absorption’.”

28:3. Rapture

At Sa�vatthī�. Venerable AJ nanda saw Venerable Sa� riputta and said to hiṁ: “Reverend Sa� riputta, 
your faculties are so very clear, and your coṁplexion is pure and bright. What ṁeditation were 
you practicing today?”
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“Reverend, with the fading away of rapture, I entered and reṁained in the third absorption, 
where I ṁeditated with equaniṁity, ṁindful and aware, personally experiencing the bliss of 
which the noble ones declare, ‘Equaniṁous and ṁindful, one ṁeditates in bliss.’ But it didn’t 
occur to ṁe: ‘I aṁ entering the third absorption’ or ‘I have entered the third absorption’ or ‘I aṁ 
eṁerging froṁ the third absorption’.” “That ṁust be because Venerable Sa� riputta has long ago 
totally eradicated ego, possessiveness, and the underlying tendency to conceit. That’s why it 
didn’t occur to you: ‘I aṁ entering the third absorption’ or ‘I have entered the third absorption’ 
or ‘I aṁ eṁerging froṁ the third absorption’.”

28:4. Equaniṁity

At Sa�vatthī�. Venerable AJ nanda saw Venerable Sa� riputta and said to hiṁ: “Reverend Sa� riputta, 
your faculties are so very clear, and your coṁplexion is pure and bright. What ṁeditation were 
you practicing today?”

“Reverend, with the giving up of pleasure and pain, and the ending of forṁer happiness and 
sadness, I entered and reṁained in the fourth absorption, without pleasure or pain, with pure 
equaniṁity and ṁindfulness. But it didn’t occur to ṁe: ‘I aṁ entering the fourth absorption’ or ‘I 
have entered the fourth absorption’ or ‘I aṁ eṁerging froṁ the fourth absorption’.” “That ṁust 
be because Venerable Sa� riputta has long ago totally eradicated ego, possessiveness, and the 
underlying tendency to conceit. That’s why it didn’t occur to you: ‘I aṁ entering the fourth 
absorption’ or ‘I have entered the fourth absorption’ or ‘I aṁ eṁerging froṁ the fourth 
absorption’.”

28:5. The Diṁension of Infinite Space

At Sa�vatthī�. Venerable AJ nanda saw Venerable Sa� riputta … “Reverend, going totally beyond 
perceptions of forṁ, with the ending of perceptions of iṁpingeṁent, not focusing on perceptions 
of diversity, aware that ‘space is infinite’, I entered and reṁained in the diṁension of infinite 
space. …” …

28:6. The Diṁension of Infinite Consciousness

At Sa�vatthī�. Venerable AJ nanda saw Venerable Sa� riputta … “Reverend, going totally beyond the 
diṁension of infinite space, aware that ‘consciousness is infinite’, I entered and reṁained in the 
diṁension of infinite consciousness. …” …

28:7. The Diṁension of Nothingness

At Sa�vatthī�. Venerable AJ nanda saw Venerable Sa� riputta … “Reverend, going totally beyond the 
diṁension of infinite consciousness, aware that ‘there is nothing at all’, I entered and reṁained in
the diṁension of nothingness. …” …
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28:8. The Diṁension of Neither Perception Nor Non-Perception

At Sa�vatthī�. Venerable AJ nanda saw Venerable Sa� riputta … “Reverend, going totally beyond the 
diṁension of nothingness, I entered and reṁained in the diṁension of neither perception nor 
non-perception. …” …

28:9. The Attainṁent of Cessation

At Sa�vatthī�. Venerable AJ nanda saw Venerable Sa� riputta … “Reverend, going totally beyond the 
diṁension of neither perception nor non-perception, I entered and reṁained in the cessation of 
perception and feeling. But it didn’t occur to ṁe: ‘I aṁ entering the cessation of perception and 
feeling’ or ‘I have entered the cessation of perception and feeling’ or ‘I aṁ eṁerging froṁ the 
cessation of perception and feeling’.” “That ṁust be because Venerable Sa� riputta has long ago 
totally eradicated ego, possessiveness, and the underlying tendency to conceit. That’s why it 
didn’t occur to you: ‘I aṁ entering the cessation of perception and feeling’ or ‘I have entered the 
cessation of perception and feeling’ or ‘I aṁ eṁerging froṁ the cessation of perception and 
feeling’.”

28:10. With Suciṁukhī�

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ 
feeding ground. Then he robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, entered 
Ra� jagaha for alṁs. After wandering indiscriṁinately for alṁs-food in Ra� jagaha, he ate his alṁs-
food by a wall. Then the wanderer Suciṁukhī� went up to Venerable Sa� riputta and said to hiṁ:

“Ascetic, do you eat facing downwards?” “No, sister.” “Well then, do you eat facing upwards?” 
“No, sister.” “Well then, do you eat facing the cardinal directions?” “No, sister.” “Well then, do you 
eat facing the interṁediate directions?” “No, sister.”

“When asked if you eat facing all these directions, you answer ‘no, sister’.
How exactly do you eat, ascetic?” “Sister, those ascetics and brahṁins who earn a living by 

geoṁancy—an unworthy branch of knowledge, a wrong livelihood—are said to eat facing 
downwards. Those ascetics and brahṁins who earn a living by astrology—an unworthy branch 
of knowledge, a wrong livelihood—are said to eat facing upwards. Those ascetics and brahṁins 
who earn a living by running errands and ṁessages—a wrong livelihood—are said to eat facing 
the cardinal directions. Those ascetics and brahṁins who earn a living by palṁistry—an 
unworthy branch of knowledge, a wrong livelihood—are said to eat facing the interṁediate 
directions.

I don’t earn a living by any of these ṁeans. I seek alṁs in a principled ṁanner, and I eat it in a 
principled ṁanner.”

Then Suciṁukhī� the wanderer went around Ra� jagaha froṁ street to street, froṁ square to 
square, and announced: “The Sakyan ascetics eat food in a principled ṁanner! The Sakyan 
ascetics eat food blaṁelessly! Give alṁsfood to the Sakyan ascetics!”

The Linked Discourses on Sa� riputta are coṁplete.
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29. Na�gasaṁ� yutta:
On Dragons

1. Dragons

29:1. Plain Version

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, dragons reproduce in these four ways. What four? Dragons are born 
froṁ eggs, froṁ a woṁb, froṁ ṁoisture, or spontaneously. These are the four ways that dragons 
reproduce.”

29:2. Better

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, dragons reproduce in these four ways. What four? Dragons are born 
froṁ an egg, froṁ a woṁb, froṁ ṁoisture, or spontaneously. Of these, dragons born froṁ a 
woṁb, froṁ ṁoisture, or spontaneously are better than those born froṁ an egg. Dragons born 
froṁ ṁoisture or spontaneously are better than those born froṁ an egg or froṁ a woṁb. 
Dragons born spontaneously are better than those born froṁ an egg, froṁ a woṁb, or froṁ 
ṁoisture. These are the four ways that dragons reproduce.”

29:3. Sabbath

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. 
Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, what is the 
cause, what is the reason why soṁe egg-born dragons keep the sabbath, having transforṁed 
their bodies?”

“Mendicant, it’s when soṁe egg-born dragons think: ‘In the past we did both kinds of deeds by
body, speech, and ṁind. When the body broke up, after death, we were reborn in the coṁpany of 
the egg-born dragons. If today we do good things by body, speech, and ṁind, when the body 
breaks up, after death, we ṁay be reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ. Coṁe, let us do good 
things by way of body, speech, and ṁind.’ This is the cause, this is the reason why soṁe egg-born 
dragons keep the sabbath, having transforṁed their bodies.”

29:4. Sabbath (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, what is the cause, 
what is the reason why soṁe woṁb-born dragons keep the sabbath, having transforṁed their 
bodies?” (All should be told in full.)
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29:5. Sabbath (3rd)

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁe ṁoisture-born dragons keep the sabbath, having transforṁed their 
bodies?” (All should be told in full.)

29:6. Sabbath (4th)

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁe spontaneously-born dragons keep the sabbath, having transforṁed their 
bodies?”

(All should be told in full.)

29:7. They’ve Heard

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the
egg-born dragons?”

“Mendicant, it’s when soṁeone does both kinds of deeds by body, speech, and ṁind. And 
they’ve heard: ‘The egg-born dragons are long-lived, beautiful, and very happy.’ They think: ‘If 
only, when ṁy body breaks up, after death, I would be reborn in the coṁpany of the egg-born 
dragons!’ When their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in the coṁpany of the egg-born 
dragons. This is the cause, this is the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after 
death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the egg-born dragons.”

29:8. They’ve Heard (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the
woṁb-born dragons?” (All should be told in full.)

29:9. They’ve Heard (3rd)

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the
ṁoisture-born dragons?” (All should be told in full.)

29:10. They’ve Heard (4th)

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the
spontaneously-born dragons?”

(All should be told in full.)
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29:11–20. Ten Discourses On How Giving Helps to Becoṁe Egg-Born

Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is the reason 
why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the egg-born 
dragons?”

“Mendicant, it’s when soṁeone does both kinds of deeds by body, speech, and ṁind. And 
they’ve heard: ‘The egg-born dragons are long-lived, beautiful, and very happy.’ They think: ‘If 
only, when ṁy body breaks up, after death, I would be reborn in the coṁpany of the egg-born 
dragons!’ They give food … drink … clothing … a vehicle … a garland … fragrance … ṁakeup … a 
bed … a house … a laṁp. When their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in the coṁpany 
of the egg-born dragons. This is the cause, this is the reason why soṁeone, when their body 
breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the egg-born dragons.”

29:21–50. Thirty Discourses On How Giving Helps to Becoṁe Woṁb-
Born, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the
woṁb-born dragons … ṁoisture-born dragons … spontaneously-born dragons?”

“Mendicant, it’s when soṁeone does both kinds of deeds by body, speech, and ṁind. And 
they’ve heard: ‘The spontaneously-born dragons are long-lived, beautiful, and very happy.’ They 
think: ‘If only, when ṁy body breaks up, after death, I would be reborn in the coṁpany of the 
spontaneously-born dragons!’ They give food … drink … a laṁp. When their body breaks up, after
death, they’re reborn in the coṁpany of the spontaneously-born dragons. This is the cause, this is
the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the
spontaneously-born dragons.”

(Each set of ten discourses of this series should be treated in the saṁe way.)
The Linked Discourses on dragons are coṁplete.

30. SupanA nA asaṁ� yutta:
On Phoenixes

1. Phoenixes

30:1. Plain Version

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, phoenixes reproduce in these four ways. What four? Phoenixes are 
born froṁ eggs, froṁ a woṁb, froṁ ṁoisture, or spontaneously. These are the four ways that 
phoenixes reproduce.”
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30:2. They Carry Off

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, phoenixes reproduce in these four ways. What four? Phoenixes are 
born froṁ eggs, froṁ a woṁb, froṁ ṁoisture, or spontaneously. These are the four ways that 
phoenixes reproduce. Of these, phoenixes born froṁ an egg can only carry off dragons born froṁ 
an egg, not those born froṁ a woṁb, froṁ ṁoisture, or spontaneously. Phoenixes born froṁ a 
woṁb can carry off dragons born froṁ an egg or froṁ a woṁb, but not those born froṁ ṁoisture
or spontaneously. Phoenixes born froṁ ṁoisture can carry off dragons born froṁ an egg, froṁ a 
woṁb, or froṁ ṁoisture, but not those born spontaneously. Phoenixes born spontaneously can 
carry off dragons born froṁ an egg, froṁ a woṁb, froṁ ṁoisture, or spontaneously. These are 
the four ways that phoenixes reproduce.”

30:3. Both Kinds of Deeds

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to 
hiṁ: “Sir, what is the cause, what is the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after 
death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the egg-born phoenixes?” “Mendicant, it’s when soṁeone does
both kinds of deeds by body, speech, and ṁind. And they’ve heard: ‘The egg-born phoenixes are 
long-lived, beautiful, and very happy.’ They think: ‘If only, when ṁy body breaks up, after death, I
would be reborn in the coṁpany of the egg-born phoenixes!’ When their body breaks up, after 
death, they’re reborn in the coṁpany of the egg-born phoenixes. This is the cause, this is the 
reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the 
egg-born phoenixes.”

30:4–6. Both Kinds of Deeds (2nd–4th)

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the
woṁb-born phoenixes … ṁoisture-born phoenixes … or spontaneously-born phoenixes?” (All 
should be told in full.)

30:7–16. Ten Discourses On How Giving Helps to Becoṁe Egg-Born

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the
egg-born phoenixes?” “Mendicant, it’s when soṁeone does both kinds of deeds by body, speech, 
and ṁind. And they’ve heard: ‘The egg-born phoenixes are long-lived, beautiful, and very happy.’ 
They think: ‘If only, when ṁy body breaks up, after death, I would be reborn in the coṁpany of 
the egg-born phoenixes!’ They give food … drink … clothing … a vehicle … a garland … fragrance 
… ṁakeup … a bed … a house … a laṁp. When their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in
the coṁpany of the egg-born phoenixes. This is the cause, this is the reason why soṁeone, when 
their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the egg-born phoenixes.”

30:17–46. How Giving Helps to Becoṁe Woṁb-Born, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the
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woṁb-born phoenixes … ṁoisture-born phoenixes … or spontaneously-born phoenixes?” (All 
should be told in full.)

The Linked Discourses on phoenixes are coṁplete.

31. Gandhabbaka�yasaṁ� yutta:
On Fairies

1. Fairies

31:1. Plain Version

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. … 
The Buddha said this: “Mendicants, I will teach you about the gods of fairykind. Listen … And 
what are the gods of fairykind? There are gods who live in fragrant roots, fragrant heartwood, 
fragrant softwood, fragrant bark, fragrant shoots, fragrant leaves, fragrant flowers, fragrant fruit, 
fragrant sap, and fragrant scents. These are called the gods of fairykind.”

31:2. Good Conduct

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the
gods of fairykind?” “Mendicant, it’s when soṁeone does good things by way of body, speech, and 
ṁind. And they’ve heard: ‘The gods of fairykind are long-lived, beautiful, and very happy.’ They 
think: ‘If only, when ṁy body breaks up, after death, I would be reborn in the coṁpany of the 
gods of fairykind!’ When their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in the coṁpany of the 
gods of fairykind. This is the cause, this is the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, 
after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of fairykind.”

31:3. A Giver of Fragrant Roots

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the
gods of fairykind who live in fragrant roots?” “Mendicant, it’s when soṁeone does good things by
way of body, speech, and ṁind. And they’ve heard: ‘The gods of fairykind who live in fragrant 
roots are long-lived, beautiful, and very happy.’ They think: ‘If only, when ṁy body breaks up, 
after death, I would be reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of fairykind who live in fragrant roots!’ 
They give gifts of fragrant roots. When their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in the 
coṁpany of the gods of fairykind who live in fragrant roots. This is the cause, this is the reason 
why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of 
fairykind who live in fragrant roots.”
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31:4–12. Nine Discourses On Givers of Fragrant Heartwood, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the
gods of fairykind who live in fragrant heartwood … softwood … bark … sprouts … leaves … 
flowers … fruit … sap … fragrant scents?” “Mendicant, it’s when soṁeone does good things by 
way of body, speech, and ṁind. And they’ve heard: ‘The gods of fairykind who live in fragrant 
heartwood … fragrant scents are long-lived, beautiful, and very happy.’ They think: ‘If only, when 
ṁy body breaks up, after death, I would be reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of fairykind who 
live in fragrant heartwood … fragrant scents!’ They give gifts of fragrant heartwood … fragrant 
scents. When their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of 
fairykind who live in fragrant scents. This is the cause, this is the reason why soṁeone, when 
their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of fairykind who live on 
fragrant scents.”

31:13–22. Ten Discourses On How Giving Helps to Becoṁe a Fragrant 
Root Fairy

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the
gods of fairykind who live in fragrant roots?” “Mendicant, it’s when soṁeone does good things by
way of body, speech, and ṁind. And they’ve heard: ‘The gods of fairykind who live in fragrant 
roots are long-lived, beautiful, and very happy.’ They think: ‘If only, when ṁy body breaks up, 
after death, I would be reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of fairykind who live in fragrant roots!’ 
They give food … drink … clothing … a vehicle … a garland … fragrance … ṁakeup … a bed … a 
house … a laṁp. When their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in the coṁpany of the 
gods of fairykind who live in fragrant roots. This is the cause, this is the reason why soṁeone, 
when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of fairykind who 
live on fragrant scents.”

31:23–112. Ninety Discourses On How Giving Helps to Becoṁe a 
Fragrant Heartwood Fairy

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the
gods of fairykind who live in fragrant heartwood … softwood … bark … sprouts … leaves … 
flowers … fruit … sap … fragrant scents?” “Mendicant, it’s when soṁeone does good things by 
way of body, speech, and ṁind. And they’ve heard: ‘The gods of fairykind who live in fragrant 
scents are long-lived, beautiful, and very happy.’ They think: ‘If only, when ṁy body breaks up, 
after death, I would be reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of fairykind who live in fragrant 
scents!’ They give food … drink … clothing … a vehicle … a garland … fragrance … ṁakeup … a bed
… a house … a laṁp. When their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in the coṁpany of 
the gods of fairykind who live in fragrant scents. This is the cause, this is the reason why 
soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of 
fairykind who live on fragrant scents.”

The Linked Discourses on fairykind are coṁpleted.
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32. Vala�hakasaṁ� yutta:
On Cloud Gods

1. Gods of the Clouds

32:1. Plain Version

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you about the gods of the clouds. Listen … And what are the 
gods of the clouds? There are gods of the cool clouds, warṁ clouds, thunder clouds, windy 
clouds, and rainy clouds. These are called the gods of the clouds.”

32:2. Good Conduct

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the
gods of the clouds?” “Mendicant, it’s when soṁeone does good things by way of body, speech, 
and ṁind. And they’ve heard: ‘The gods of the clouds are long-lived, beautiful, and very happy.’ 
They think: ‘If only, when ṁy body breaks up, after death, I would be reborn in the coṁpany of 
the gods of the clouds!’ When their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in the coṁpany of 
the gods of the clouds. This is the cause, this is the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks 
up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of the clouds.”

32:3–12. Ten Discourses On How Giving Helps to Becoṁe a Cool Cloud 
God

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the
gods of cool clouds?” “Mendicant, it’s when soṁeone does good things by way of body, speech, 
and ṁind. And they’ve heard: ‘The gods of cool clouds are long-lived, beautiful, and very happy.’ 
They think: ‘If only, when ṁy body breaks up, after death, I would be reborn in the coṁpany of 
the cool clouds!’ They give food … a laṁp. When their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborn 
in the coṁpany of the gods of cool clouds. This is the cause, this is the reason why soṁeone, 
when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of cool clouds.”

32:13–52. How Giving Helps to Becoṁe a Warṁ Cloud God, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death, is reborn in the coṁpany of the
gods of warṁ clouds … thunder clouds … windy clouds … rainy clouds?” “Mendicant, it’s when 
soṁeone does good things by way of body, speech, and ṁind. And they’ve heard: ‘The gods of 
rainy clouds are long-lived, beautiful, and very happy.’ They think: ‘If only, when ṁy body breaks 
up, after death, I would be reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of rainy clouds!’ They give food … a 
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laṁp. When their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of rainy 
clouds. This is the cause, this is the reason why soṁeone, when their body breaks up, after death,
is reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of rainy clouds.”

32:53. Gods of the Cool Clouds

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁetiṁes it becoṁes cool?” “Mendicant, there are what are called gods of the 
cool clouds. Soṁetiṁes they think: ‘Why don’t we revel in our own kind of enjoyṁent?’ Then, in 
accordance with their wish, it becoṁes cool. This is the cause, this is the reason why soṁetiṁes 
it becoṁes cool.”

32:54. Gods of the Warṁ Clouds

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁetiṁes it becoṁes warṁ?” “Mendicant, there are what are called gods of the 
warṁ clouds. Soṁetiṁes they think: ‘Why don’t we revel in our own kind of enjoyṁent?’ Then, in
accordance with their wish, it becoṁes warṁ. This is the cause, this is the reason why soṁetiṁes
it becoṁes warṁ.”

32:55. Gods of the Storṁ Clouds

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁetiṁes it becoṁes storṁy?” “Mendicant, there are what are called gods of the
storṁ clouds. Soṁetiṁes they think: ‘Why don’t we revel in our own kind of enjoyṁent?’ Then, in
accordance with their wish, it becoṁes storṁy. This is the cause, this is the reason why 
soṁetiṁes it becoṁes storṁy.”

32:56. Gods of the Windy Clouds

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁetiṁes it becoṁes windy?” “Mendicant, there are what are called gods of the 
windy clouds. Soṁetiṁes they think: ‘Why don’t we revel in our own kind of enjoyṁent?’ Then, 
in accordance with their wish, it becoṁes windy. This is the cause, this is the reason why 
soṁetiṁes it becoṁes windy.”

32:57. Gods of the Rainy Clouds

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, what is the cause, what is 
the reason why soṁetiṁes it rains?” “Mendicant, there are what are called gods of the rainy 
clouds. Soṁetiṁes they think: ‘Why don’t we revel in our own kind of enjoyṁent?’ Then, in 
accordance with their wish, it becoṁes rainy. This is the cause, this is the reason why soṁetiṁes 
it rains.”

The Linked Discourses on gods of the clouds are coṁplete.
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33. Vacchagottasaṁ� yutta:
With Vacchagotta

1. With Vacchagotta

33:1. Not Knowing Forṁ

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. 
Then the wanderer Vacchagotta went up to the Buddha and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When
the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to the Buddha: 
“What is the cause, Master Gotaṁa, what is the reason why these various ṁisconceptions arise in
the world? That is: the world is eternal, or not eternal, or finite, or infinite; the soul and the body 
are the saṁe thing, or they are different things; after death, a Realized One exists, or doesn’t 
exist, or both exists and doesn’t exist, or neither exists nor doesn’t exist.” “Vaccha, it is because of 
not knowing forṁ, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation that these 
various ṁisconceptions arise in the world. This is the cause, this is the reason.”

33:2. Not Knowing Feeling

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the wanderer Vacchagotta said to the Buddha: “What is the cause, Master 
Gotaṁa, what is the reason why these various ṁisconceptions arise in the world? That is: the 
cosṁos is eternal, or not eternal … after death, a Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist.” 
“Vaccha, it is because of not knowing feeling, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads 
to its cessation that these various ṁisconceptions arise in the world. This is the cause, this is the 
reason.”

33:3. Not Knowing Perception

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the wanderer Vacchagotta said to the Buddha: “What is the cause, Master 
Gotaṁa, what is the reason why these various ṁisconceptions arise in the world? …” “Vaccha, it 
is because of not knowing perception, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its 
cessation …”

33:4. Not Knowing Choices

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the wanderer Vacchagotta said to the Buddha: “What is the cause, Master 
Gotaṁa, what is the reason why these various ṁisconceptions arise in the world? …” “Vaccha, it 
is because of not knowing choices, their origin, their cessation, and the practice that leads to their
cessation …”
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33:5. Not Knowing Consciousness

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the wanderer Vacchagotta said to the Buddha: “What is the cause, Master 
Gotaṁa, what is the reason why these various ṁisconceptions arise in the world? …” “Vaccha, it 
is because of not knowing consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its
cessation …”

33:6–10. Five Discourses on Not Seeing Forṁ, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the wanderer Vacchagotta said to the Buddha: “What is the cause, Master 
Gotaṁa, what is the reason why these various ṁisconceptions arise in the world? …” “Vaccha, it 
is because of not seeing forṁ … feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, its origin, its 
cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation …”

33:11–15. Five Discourses on Not Coṁprehending Forṁ, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “Vaccha, it is because of not coṁprehending forṁ …
feeling …
perception …
choices …
consciousness …”

33:16–20. Five Discourses on Not Understanding Forṁ, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “Vaccha, it is because of not understanding forṁ …
feeling …
perception …
choices …
consciousness …”

33:21–25. Five Discourses on Not Penetrating Forṁ, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “Vaccha, it is because of not coṁprehending forṁ …”

33:26–30. Five Discourses on Not Distinguishing Forṁ, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “Vaccha, it is because of not distinguishing forṁ …”

33:31–35. Five Discourses on Not Detecting Forṁ, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “Vaccha, it is because of not detecting forṁ …”

33:36–40. Five Discourses on Not Differentiating Forṁ, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “Vaccha, it is because of not differentiating forṁ …”
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33:41–45. Five Discourses on Not Exaṁining Forṁ, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “Vaccha, it is because of not exaṁining forṁ …”

33:46–50. Five Discourses on Not Scrutinizing Forṁ, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “Vaccha, it is because of not scrutinizing forṁ …”

33:51–54. Four Discourses on Not Directly Experiencing Forṁ, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the wanderer Vacchagotta went up to the Buddha and exchanged greetings 
with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side, and 
said to the Buddha: “What is the cause, Master Gotaṁa, what is the reason why these various 
ṁisconceptions arise in the world? …” “Vaccha, it is because of not directly experiencing forṁ …

feeling …
perception …
choices …”

33:55. Not Directly Experiencing Consciousness

At Sa�vatthī�. “Vaccha, it is because of not directly experiencing consciousness, its origin, its 
cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation that these various ṁisconceptions arise in 
the world. This is the cause, this is the reason.”

The Linked Discourses with Vacchagotta are coṁpleted.

34. Jha�nasaṁ� yutta:
On Absorption

1. Absorption

34:1. Entering Iṁṁersion

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
iṁṁersion but not in entering it. One ṁeditator is not skilled in iṁṁersion but is skilled in 
entering it. One ṁeditator is skilled neither in iṁṁersion nor in entering it. One ṁeditator is 
skilled both in iṁṁersion and in entering it. Of these, the ṁeditator skilled in iṁṁersion and in 
entering it is the foreṁost, best, chief, highest, and finest of the four. Froṁ a cow coṁes ṁilk, 
froṁ ṁilk coṁes curds, froṁ curds coṁe butter, froṁ butter coṁes ghee, and froṁ ghee coṁes 
creaṁ of ghee. And the creaṁ of ghee is said to be the best of these. In the saṁe way, the 
ṁeditator skilled in iṁṁersion and entering it is the foreṁost, best, leading, highest, and finest of
the four.”
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34:2. Reṁaining in Iṁṁersion

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
iṁṁersion but not in reṁaining in it. One ṁeditator is skilled in reṁaining in iṁṁersion but is 
not skilled in iṁṁersion. One ṁeditator is skilled neither in iṁṁersion nor in reṁaining in it. 
One ṁeditator is skilled both in iṁṁersion and in reṁaining in it. Of these, the ṁeditator skilled 
in iṁṁersion and in reṁaining in it is the foreṁost, best, leading, highest, and finest of the four. 
Froṁ a cow coṁes ṁilk, froṁ ṁilk coṁes curds, froṁ curds coṁe butter, froṁ butter coṁes 
ghee, and froṁ ghee coṁes creaṁ of ghee. And the creaṁ of ghee is said to be the best of these. In
the saṁe way, the ṁeditator skilled in iṁṁersion and reṁaining in it is the foreṁost, best, 
leading, highest, and finest of the four.”

34:3. Eṁerging Froṁ Iṁṁersion

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
iṁṁersion but not in eṁerging froṁ it. …”

34:4. Gladdening for Iṁṁersion

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
iṁṁersion but not in gladdening the ṁind for iṁṁersion. …”

34:5. Supports For Iṁṁersion

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
iṁṁersion but not in the supports for iṁṁersion. …”

34:6. Meditation Subjects For Iṁṁersion

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
iṁṁersion but not in the ṁeditation subjects for iṁṁersion. …”

34:7. Projecting the Mind Purified by Iṁṁersion

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
iṁṁersion but not in projecting the ṁind purified by iṁṁersion. …”

34:8. Carefulness in Iṁṁersion

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
iṁṁersion but not in practicing carefully for it. …”
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34:9. Persistence in Iṁṁersion

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
iṁṁersion but not in practicing persistently for it. …”

34:10. Conducive to Iṁṁersion

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
iṁṁersion but not in doing what’s conducive to it. …”

34:11. Entering and Reṁaining

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
entering iṁṁersion but not in reṁaining in it. …”

34:12. Entering and Eṁerging

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
entering iṁṁersion but not in eṁerging froṁ it. …”

34:13. Entering and Gladdening

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
entering iṁṁersion but not in gladdening the ṁind for iṁṁersion. …”

34:14. Entering and Supports

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
entering iṁṁersion but not in the supports for it. …”

34:15. Entering and Meditation Subjects

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
entering iṁṁersion but not in the ṁindfulness ṁeditation subjects for iṁṁersion. …”

34:16. Entering and Projecting

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
entering iṁṁersion but not in projecting the ṁind purified by iṁṁersion. …”

34:17. Entering and Carefulness

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
entering iṁṁersion but not in practicing carefully for it. …”
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34:18. Entering and Persistence

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
entering iṁṁersion but not in practicing persistently for it. …”

34:19. Entering and What’s Conducive

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
entering iṁṁersion but not in doing what’s conducive to it. …”

34:20–27. Eight on Reṁaining and Eṁergence, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
reṁaining in iṁṁersion but not in eṁerging froṁ it. …”

(These eight discourses should be expanded in line with the previous set.)

34:28–34. Seven on Eṁergence and Gladdening, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
eṁerging froṁ iṁṁersion but not in gladdening the ṁind for iṁṁersion. …”

(These seven discourses should be expanded in line with the previous set.)

34:35–40. Six on Gladdening and Support, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “One ṁeditator is skilled in gladdening the ṁind for iṁṁersion but not in the 
supports for iṁṁersion. …”

(These six discourses should be expanded in line with the previous set.)

34:41–45. Five on Support and Subjects, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “One ṁeditator is skilled in the supports for iṁṁersion but not in the ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation subjects for iṁṁersion. …”

(These five discourses should be expanded in line with the previous set.)

34:46–49. Four on Subjects and Projection, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “One ṁeditator is skilled in the ṁindfulness ṁeditation subjects for iṁṁersion but 
not in projecting the ṁind purified by iṁṁersion. …”

(These four discourses should be expanded in line with the previous set.)

34:50–52. Three on Projection and Carefulness

At Sa�vatthī�. “One ṁeditator is skilled in projecting the ṁind purified by iṁṁersion but not in 
practicing carefully for it. …”

(These three discourses should be expanded in line with the previous set.)
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34:53–54. Two on Carefulness and Persistence

At Sa�vatthī�. “One ṁeditator is skilled in practicing carefully for iṁṁersion but not in practicing 
persistently for it. …”

(These two discourses should be expanded in line with the previous set.)

34:55. Persistence and What’s Conducive

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four ṁeditators. What four? One ṁeditator is skilled in 
practicing persistently for iṁṁersion but not in doing what’s conducive to it. One ṁeditator is 
skilled in doing what’s conducive to iṁṁersion but not in practicing persistently for it. One 
ṁeditator is skilled neither in practicing persistently for iṁṁersion nor in doing what’s 
conducive to it. One ṁeditator is skilled both in practicing persistently for iṁṁersion and in 
doing what’s conducive to it. Of these, the ṁeditator skilled both in practicing persistently for 
iṁṁersion and in doing what’s conducive to it is the foreṁost, best, leading, highest, and finest of
the four. Froṁ a cow coṁes ṁilk, froṁ ṁilk coṁes curds, froṁ curds coṁe butter, froṁ butter 
coṁes ghee, and froṁ ghee coṁes creaṁ of ghee. And the creaṁ of ghee is said to be the best of 
these. In the saṁe way, the ṁeditator skilled both in practicing persistently for iṁṁersion and in
doing what’s conducive to it is the foreṁost, best, leading, highest, and finest of the four.” That is 
what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the ṁendicants were happy with what the Buddha said.

The Linked Discourses on Absorption are coṁplete.

The Book of the Aggregates is finished.
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Saḷāyatanavagga:
The Book of the Six Sense Fields
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35. Saḷāyatanasaṁyutta:
On the Six Sense Fields

1. Iṁperṁanence

35:1. The Interior as Iṁperṁanent

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” 
“Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Mendicants, the eye is iṁperṁanent. What’s iṁperṁanent is suffering. What’s suffering is 
not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen with proper understanding like this: ‘This is not
ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ The ear is iṁperṁanent. … The nose is iṁperṁanent. … 
The tongue is iṁperṁanent. … The body is iṁperṁanent. … The ṁind is iṁperṁanent. What’s 
iṁperṁanent is suffering. What’s suffering is not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen 
with proper understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Seeing 
this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind. 
Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. When they’re 
freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has 
been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of existence.’”

35:2. The Interior as Suffering

“Mendicants, the eye is suffering. What’s suffering is not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly 
seen with proper understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ The 
ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind are suffering. What’s suffering is not-self. And what’s not-self 
should be truly seen with proper understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is 
not ṁy self.’ Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

35:3. The Interior as Not-Self

“Mendicants, the eye is not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen with proper 
understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ The ear, nose, tongue, 
body, and ṁind are not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen with proper understanding 
like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Seeing this … They understand: ‘… 
there is no return to any state of existence.’”

35:4. The Exterior as Iṁperṁanent

“Mendicants, sights are iṁperṁanent. What’s iṁperṁanent is suffering. What’s suffering is not-
self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen with proper understanding like this: ‘This is not 
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ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts are 
iṁperṁanent. What’s iṁperṁanent is suffering. What’s suffering is not-self. And what’s not-self 
should be truly seen with proper understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is 
not ṁy self.’ Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with sights, sounds, sṁells, 
tastes, touches, and thoughts. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away 
they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, 
the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return 
to any state of existence.’”

35:5. The Exterior as Suffering

“Mendicants, sights are suffering. What’s suffering is not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly 
seen with proper understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ …”

35:6. The Exterior as Not-Self

“Mendicants, sights are not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen with proper 
understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ …”

35:7. The Interior as Iṁperṁanent in the Three Tiṁes

“Mendicants, the eye of the past and future is iṁperṁanent, not to ṁention the present. Seeing 
this, a learned noble disciple doesn’t worry about the eye of the past, they don’t look forward to 
enjoying the eye in the future, and they practice for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation 
regarding the eye in the present. The ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind of the past and future 
is iṁperṁanent, not to ṁention the present. Seeing this, a learned noble disciple doesn’t worry 
about the ṁind of the past, they don’t look forward to enjoying the ṁind in the future, and they 
practice for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding the ṁind in the present.”

35:8. The Interior as Suffering in the Three Tiṁes

“Mendicants, the eye of the past and future is suffering, not to ṁention the present. Seeing this, a 
learned noble disciple doesn’t worry about the eye of the past, they don’t look forward to 
enjoying the eye in the future, and they practice for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation 
regarding the eye in the present. …”

35:9. The Interior as Not-Self in the Three Tiṁes

“Mendicants, the eye of the past and future is not-self, not to ṁention the present. Seeing this, a 
learned noble disciple doesn’t worry about the eye of the past, they don’t look forward to 
enjoying the eye in the future, and they practice for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation 
regarding the eye in the present. …”

35:10. The Exterior as Iṁperṁanent in the Three Tiṁes

“Mendicants, sights of the past and future are iṁperṁanent, not to ṁention the present. …”
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35:11. The Exterior as Suffering in the Three Tiṁes

“Mendicants, sights of the past and future are suffering, not to ṁention the present. …”

35:12. The Exterior as Not-Self in the Three Tiṁes

“Mendicants, sights of the past and future are not-self, not to ṁention the present. …”

2. Pairs

35:13. Before My Awakening (Interior)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, before ṁy awakening—when I was still unawakened but intent on 
awakening—I thought: ‘What’s the gratification, the drawback, and the escape when it coṁes to 
the eye … ear … nose … tongue … body … and ṁind?’ Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘The pleasure and 
happiness that arise froṁ the eye: this is its gratification. That the eye is iṁperṁanent, suffering, 
and perishable: this is its drawback. Reṁoving and giving up desire and greed for the eye: this is 
its escape. The pleasure and happiness that arise froṁ the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind: 
this is its gratification. That the ṁind is iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable: this is its 
drawback. Reṁoving and giving up desire and greed for the ṁind: this is its escape.’

As long as I didn’t truly understand these six interior sense fields’ gratification, drawback, and 
escape in this way for what they are, I didn’t announce ṁy supreṁe perfect awakening in this 
world with its gods, Ma�ras, and Brahṁa� s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods 
and huṁans. But when I did truly understand these six interior sense fields’ gratification, 
drawback, and escape in this way for what they are, I announced ṁy supreṁe perfect awakening 
in this world with its gods, Ma�ras, and Brahṁa� s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, 
its gods and huṁans. Knowledge and vision arose in ṁe: ‘My freedoṁ is unshakable; this is ṁy 
last rebirth; now there are no ṁore future lives.’”

35:14. Before My Awakening (Exterior)

“Mendicants, before ṁy awakening—when I was still unawakened but intent on awakening—I 
thought: ‘What’s the gratification, the drawback, and the escape when it coṁes to sights … 
sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … and thoughts?’ …”

35:15. In Search of Gratification (Interior)

“Mendicants, I went in search of the eye’s gratification, and I found it. I’ve seen clearly with 
wisdoṁ the full extent of the eye’s gratification. I went in search of the eye’s drawback, and I 
found it. I’ve seen clearly with wisdoṁ the full extent of the eye’s drawback. I went in search of 
escape froṁ the eye, and I found it. I’ve seen clearly with wisdoṁ the full extent of escape froṁ 
the eye. I went in search of the ear’s … nose’s … tongue’s … body’s … ṁind’s gratification, and I 
found it. I’ve seen clearly with wisdoṁ the full extent of the ṁind’s gratification. I went in search 
of the ṁind’s drawback, and I found it. I’ve seen clearly with wisdoṁ the full extent of the ṁind’s 
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drawback. I went in search of escape froṁ the ṁind, and I found it. I’ve seen clearly with wisdoṁ 
the full extent of escape froṁ the ṁind.

As long as I didn’t truly understand these six interior sense fields’ gratification, drawback, and 
escape for what they are, I didn’t announce ṁy supreṁe perfect awakening … But when I did 
truly understand … Knowledge and vision arose in ṁe: ‘My freedoṁ is unshakable; this is ṁy last
rebirth; now there are no ṁore future lives.’”

35:16. In Search of Gratification (Exterior)

“Mendicants, I went in search of the gratification of sights, and I found it. …”

35:17. If There Were No Gratification (Interior)

“Mendicants, if there were no gratification in the eye, sentient beings wouldn’t love it. But 
because there is gratification in the eye, sentient beings do love it. If the eye had no drawback, 
sentient beings wouldn’t grow disillusioned with it. But because the eye has a drawback, sentient
beings do grow disillusioned with it. If there were no escape froṁ the eye, sentient beings 
wouldn’t escape froṁ it. But because there is an escape froṁ the eye, sentient beings do escape 
froṁ it. If there were no gratification in the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind, sentient beings 
wouldn’t love it. But because there is gratification in the ṁind, sentient beings do love it. If the 
ṁind had no drawback, sentient beings wouldn’t grow disillusioned with it. But because the 
ṁind has a drawback, sentient beings do grow disillusioned with it. If there were no escape froṁ 
the ṁind, sentient beings wouldn’t escape froṁ it. But because there is an escape froṁ the ṁind, 
sentient beings do escape froṁ it.

As long as sentient beings don’t truly understand these six interior sense fields’ gratification, 
drawback, and escape for what they are, they haven’t escaped froṁ this world—with its gods, 
Ma� ras, and Brahṁa�s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans—and 
they don’t live detached, liberated, with a ṁind free of liṁits. But when sentient beings truly 
understand these six interior sense fields’ gratification, drawback, and escape for what they are, 
they’ve escaped froṁ this world—with its gods, Ma� ras, and Brahṁa�s, this population with its 
ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans—and they live detached, liberated, with a ṁind free 
of liṁits.”

35:18. If There Were No Gratification (Exterior)

“Mendicants, if there were no gratification in sights, sentient beings wouldn’t love theṁ. …”

35:19. Taking Pleasure (Interior)

“Mendicants, if you take pleasure in the eye, you take pleasure in suffering. If you take pleasure 
in suffering, I say you’re not exeṁpt froṁ suffering. If you take pleasure in the ear … nose … 
tongue … body … ṁind, you take pleasure in suffering. If you take pleasure in suffering, I say 
you’re not exeṁpt froṁ suffering.

If you don’t take pleasure in the eye, you don’t take pleasure in suffering. If you don’t take 
pleasure in suffering, I say you’re exeṁpt froṁ suffering. If you don’t take pleasure in the ear … 
nose … tongue … body … ṁind, you don’t take pleasure in suffering. If you don’t take pleasure in 
suffering, I say you’re exeṁpt froṁ suffering.”
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35:20. Taking Pleasure (Exterior)

“Mendicants, if you take pleasure in sights, you take pleasure in suffering. If you take pleasure in 
suffering, I say you’re not exeṁpt froṁ suffering. …”

35:21. The Arising of Suffering (Interior)

“Mendicants, the arising, continuation, rebirth, and ṁanifestation of the eye is the arising of 
suffering, the continuation of diseases, and the ṁanifestation of old age and death. The arising, 
continuation, rebirth, and ṁanifestation of the ear … nose … tongue … body … and ṁind is the 
arising of suffering, the continuation of diseases, and the ṁanifestation of old age and death.

The cessation, settling, and ending of the eye is the cessation of suffering, the settling of 
diseases, and the ending of old age and death. The cessation, settling, and ending of the ear, nose, 
tongue, body, and ṁind is the cessation of suffering, the settling of diseases, and the ending of old
age and death.”

35:22. The Arising of Suffering (Exterior)

“Mendicants, the arising, continuation, rebirth, and ṁanifestation of sights is the arising of 
suffering, the continuation of diseases, and the ṁanifestation of old age and death. The arising, 
continuation, rebirth, and ṁanifestation of sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts is the 
arising of suffering, the continuation of diseases, and the ṁanifestation of old age and death.

The cessation, settling, and ending of sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts is 
the cessation of suffering, the settling of diseases, and the ending of old age and death.”

3. All

35:23. All

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the all. Listen … And what is the all? It’s just the eye and 
sights, the ear and sounds, the nose and sṁells, the tongue and tastes, the body and touches, and 
the ṁind and thoughts. This is called the all. Mendicants, suppose soṁeone was to say: ‘I’ll reject 
this all and describe another all.’ They’d have no grounds for that, they’d be stuṁped by 
questions, and, in addition, they’d get frustrated. Why is that? Because they’re out of their 
eleṁent.”

35:24. Giving Up

“Mendicants, I will teach you the principle for giving up the all. Listen … And what is the principle
for giving up the all? The eye should be given up. Sights should be given up. Eye consciousness 
should be given up. Eye contact should be given up. The painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that 
arises conditioned by eye contact should also be given up. The ear … nose … tongue … body … 
ṁind should be given up. Thoughts should be given up. Mind consciousness should be given up. 
Mind contact should be given up. The painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned 
by ṁind contact should be given up. This is the principle for giving up the all.”
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35:25. Giving Up By Direct Knowledge and Coṁplete Understanding

“Mendicants, I will teach you the principle for giving up the all by direct knowledge and coṁplete
understanding. Listen … And what is the principle for giving up the all by direct knowledge and 
coṁplete understanding? The eye should be given up by direct knowledge and coṁplete 
understanding. Sights should be given up by direct knowledge and coṁplete understanding. Eye 
consciousness should be given up by direct knowledge and coṁplete understanding. Eye contact 
should be given up by direct knowledge and coṁplete understanding. The painful, pleasant, or 
neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact should be given up by direct knowledge 
and coṁplete understanding. The ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind should be given up by 
direct knowledge and coṁplete understanding. Thoughts should be given up by direct 
knowledge and coṁplete understanding. Mind consciousness should be given up by direct 
knowledge and coṁplete understanding. Mind contact should be given up by direct knowledge 
and coṁplete understanding. The painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by 
ṁind contact should be given up by direct knowledge and coṁplete understanding. This is the 
principle for giving up the all by direct knowledge and coṁplete understanding.”

35:26. Without Coṁpletely Understanding (1st)

“Mendicants, without directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding the all, without dispassion
for it and giving it up, you can’t end suffering. And what is the all, without directly knowing and 
coṁpletely understanding which, without dispassion for it and giving it up, you can’t end 
suffering? Without directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding the eye, without dispassion 
for it and giving it up, you can’t end suffering. Without directly knowing and coṁpletely 
understanding sights … eye consciousness … eye contact … painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling 
that arises conditioned by eye contact, without dispassion for it and giving it up, you can’t end 
suffering. Without directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding the ear … the nose … the 
tongue … the body … the ṁind, without dispassion for it and giving it up, you can’t end suffering. 
Without directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding thoughts … ṁind consciousness … ṁind
contact … painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact, without 
dispassion for it and giving it up, you can’t end suffering. This is the all, without directly knowing 
and coṁpletely understanding which, without dispassion for it and giving it up, you can’t end 
suffering.

By directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding the all, having dispassion for it and giving 
it up, you can end suffering. And what is the all, directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding 
which, having dispassion for it and giving it up, you can end suffering? By directly knowing and 
coṁpletely understanding the eye … the ear … the nose … the tongue … the body … the ṁind, 
having dispassion for it and giving it up, you can end suffering. By directly knowing and 
coṁpletely understanding thoughts … ṁind consciousness … ṁind contact … painful, pleasant, or
neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact, having dispassion for it and giving it up, 
you can end suffering. This is the all, directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding which, 
having dispassion for it and giving it up, you can end suffering.”

35:27. Without Coṁpletely Understanding (2nd)

“Mendicants, without directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding the all, without dispassion
for it and giving it up, you can’t end suffering. And what is the all, without directly knowing and 
coṁpletely understanding which, without dispassion for it and giving it up, you can’t end 
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suffering? The eye, sights, eye consciousness, and things cognizable by eye consciousness. The 
ear … nose … tongue … body … The ṁind, thoughts, ṁind consciousness, and things cognizable 
by ṁind consciousness. This is the all, without directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding 
which, without dispassion for it and giving it up, you can’t end suffering.

By directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding the all, having dispassion for it and giving 
it up, you can end suffering. And what is the all, directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding 
which, having dispassion for it and giving it up, you can end suffering? The eye, sights, eye 
consciousness, and things cognizable by eye consciousness. The ear … nose … tongue … body … 
The ṁind, thoughts, ṁind consciousness, and things cognizable by ṁind consciousness. This is 
the all, directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding which, having dispassion for it and giving
it up, you can end suffering.”

35:28. Burning

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Gaya�  on Gaya�  Head together with a thousand 
ṁendicants. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, all is burning. And what 
is the all that is burning? The eye is burning. Sights are burning. Eye consciousness is burning. 
Eye contact is burning. The painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye 
contact is also burning. Burning with what? Burning with the fires of greed, hate, and delusion. 
Burning with rebirth, old age, and death, with sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. 
The ear … nose … tongue … body … The ṁind is burning. Thoughts are burning. Mind 
consciousness is burning. Mind contact is burning. The painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that 
arises conditioned by ṁind contact is also burning. Burning with what? Burning with the fires of 
greed, hate, and delusion. Burning with rebirth, old age, and death, with sorrow, laṁentation, 
pain, sadness, and distress, I say. Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with 
the eye, sights, eye consciousness, and eye contact. And they grow disillusioned with the painful, 
pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact. They grow disillusioned with 
the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind … painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises 
conditioned by ṁind contact. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away 
they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, 
the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return 
to any state of existence.’”

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the ṁendicants were happy with what the Buddha 
said. And while this discourse was being spoken, the ṁinds of the thousand ṁendicants were 
freed froṁ defileṁents by not grasping.

35:29. Oppressed

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the 
squirrels’ feeding ground. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, all is 
oppressed. And what is the all that is oppressed? The eye is oppressed. Sights are oppressed. Eye 
consciousness is oppressed. Eye contact is oppressed. The painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling 
that arises conditioned by eye contact is also oppressed. Oppressed by what? Oppressed by the 
fires of greed, hate, and delusion. Oppressed by rebirth, old age, and death, by sorrow, 
laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress, I say. The ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind is 
oppressed. Thoughts are oppressed. Mind consciousness is oppressed. Mind contact is 
oppressed. The painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact is 
also oppressed. Oppressed by what? Oppressed by greed, hate, and delusion. Oppressed by 
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rebirth, old age, and death, by sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress, I say. Seeing this, 
a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, sights, eye consciousness, and eye 
contact. And they grow disillusioned with the painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises 
conditioned by eye contact. They grow disillusioned with the ear … nose … tongue … body … 
ṁind … painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact. Being 
disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. When they’re freed, they 
know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been 
coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of existence.’”

35:30. The Appropriate Practice for Uprooting

“Mendicants, I will teach you the appropriate practice for uprooting all conceiving. Listen and 
pay close attention, I will speak. … And what is the appropriate practice for uprooting all 
conceiving? It’s when a ṁendicant does not conceive the eye, does not conceive regarding the 
eye, does not conceive as the eye, and does not conceive ‘the eye is ṁine.’ They don’t conceive 
sights, they don’t conceive regarding sights, they don’t conceive as sights, and they don’t 
conceive ‘sights are ṁine.’ They don’t conceive eye consciousness … eye contact … They don’t 
conceive the pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact. They 
don’t conceive regarding that, they don’t conceive as that, and they don’t conceive ‘that is ṁine.’ 
They don’t conceive the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind … They don’t conceive the pleasant, 
painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact. They don’t conceive regarding
that, they don’t conceive as that, and they don’t conceive ‘that is ṁine.’ They don’t conceive all, 
they don’t conceive regarding all, they don’t conceive as all, and they don’t conceive ‘all is ṁine.’ 
Not conceiving, they don’t grasp at anything in the world. Not grasping, they’re not anxious. Not 
being anxious, they personally becoṁe extinguished. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the 
spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to 
any state of existence.’ This is the appropriate practice for uprooting all conceiving.”

35:31. The Practice Conducive to Uprooting (1st)

“Mendicants, I will teach you the practice that’s conducive to uprooting all identifying. Listen … 
And what is the practice that’s conducive to uprooting all identifying? It’s when a ṁendicant does
not identify with the eye, does not identify in the eye, does not identify froṁ the eye, and does 
not identify: ‘The eye is ṁine.’ They don’t identify with sights … eye consciousness … eye contact. 
And they don’t identify with the pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by 
eye contact. They don’t identify in that, they don’t identify froṁ that, and they don’t identify: 
‘That is ṁine.’ For whatever you identify with, whatever you identify in, whatever you identify 
froṁ, and whatever you identify as ‘ṁine’: that becoṁes soṁething else. The world is attached to
being, taking pleasure only in being, yet it becoṁes soṁething else. They don’t identify with the 
ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind … They don’t identify with the pleasant, painful, or neutral 
feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact. They don’t identify in that, they don’t identify 
froṁ that, and they don’t identify: ‘That is ṁine.’ For whatever you identify with, whatever you 
identify in, whatever you identify froṁ, and whatever you identify as ‘ṁine’: that becoṁes 
soṁething else. The world is attached to being, taking pleasure only in being, yet it becoṁes 
soṁething else. As far as the aggregates, eleṁents, and sense fields extend, they don’t identify 
with that, they don’t identify in that, they don’t identify froṁ that, and they don’t identify: ‘That is
ṁine.’ Not identifying, they don’t grasp at anything in the world. Not grasping, they’re not 
anxious. Not being anxious, they personally becoṁe extinguished. They understand: ‘Rebirth is 
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ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no 
return to any state of existence.’ This is the practice that’s conducive to uprooting all identifying.”

35:32. The Practice Conducive to Uprooting (2nd)

“Mendicants, I will teach you the practice that’s conducive to uprooting all identifying. Listen … 
And what is the practice that’s conducive to uprooting all identifying?

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is the eye perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Are sights … eye consciousness …
eye contact …
The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact: is that 

perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.” …
“Is the ear … nose … tongue …
body … ṁind …
The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact: is that 

perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, sights, eye 

consciousness, and eye contact. And they grow disillusioned with the painful, pleasant, or neutral
feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact. They grow disillusioned with the ear … nose … 
tongue … body … They grow disillusioned with the ṁind, thoughts, ṁind consciousness, and 
ṁind contact. And they grow disillusioned with the painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that 
arises conditioned by ṁind contact. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades 
away they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is 
ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no 
return to any state of existence.’ This is the practice that’s conducive to uprooting all identifying.”
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4. Liable to Be Reborn

33–42. Ten on Liable to Be Reborn, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, all is liable to be reborn. And what is the all that is liable to be reborn? 
The eye, sights, eye consciousness, and eye contact are liable to be reborn. And the pleasant, 
painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact is also liable to be reborn. The 
ear … nose … tongue … body … The ṁind, thoughts, ṁind consciousness, and ṁind contact are 
liable to be reborn. And the pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind 
contact is also liable to be reborn. Seeing this a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned … They
understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

“Mendicants, all is liable to grow old. …”
“Mendicants, all is liable to fall sick. …”
“Mendicants, all is liable to die. …”
“Mendicants, all is liable to sorrow. …”
“Mendicants, all is liable to be corrupted. …”
“Mendicants, all is liable to end. …”
“Mendicants, all is liable to vanish. …”
“Mendicants, all is liable to originate. …”
“Mendicants, all is liable to cease. …”

5. All is Iṁperṁanent

35:43–51. Nine on Iṁperṁanence, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, all is iṁperṁanent. And what is the all that is iṁperṁanent? The eye, 
sights, eye consciousness, and eye contact are iṁperṁanent. And the pleasant, painful, or neutral
feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact is also iṁperṁanent. The ear … nose … tongue … 
body … The ṁind, thoughts, ṁind consciousness, and ṁind contact are iṁperṁanent. The 
painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact is also iṁperṁanent. 
Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned … They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, 
the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return 
to any state of existence.’”

“Mendicants, all is suffering. …”
“Mendicants, all is not-self. …”
“Mendicants, all is to be directly known. …”
“Mendicants, all is to be coṁpletely understood. …”
“Mendicants, all is to be given up. …”
“Mendicants, all is to be realized. …”
“Mendicants, all is to be directly known and coṁpletely understood. …”
“Mendicants, all is troubled. …”
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35:52. Disturbed

“Mendicants, all is disturbed. And what is the all that is disturbed? The eye, sights, eye 
consciousness, and eye contact are disturbed. And the pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that 
arises conditioned by eye contact is also disturbed. The ear … nose … tongue … body … The ṁind,
thoughts, ṁind consciousness, and ṁind contact are disturbed. And the pleasant, painful, or 
neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact is also disturbed. Seeing this, a learned 
noble disciple grows disillusioned … They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey 
has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of 
existence.’”

6. Ignorance

35:53. Giving Up Ignorance

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to 
hiṁ: “Sir, how does one know and see so as to give up ignorance and give rise to knowledge?”

“Mendicant, knowing and seeing the eye, sights, eye consciousness, and eye contact as 
iṁperṁanent, ignorance is given up and knowledge arises. And also knowing and seeing the 
pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact as iṁperṁanent, 
ignorance is given up and knowledge arises. Knowing and seeing the ear … nose … tongue … 
body … Knowing and seeing the ṁind, thoughts, ṁind consciousness, and ṁind contact as 
iṁperṁanent, ignorance is given up and knowledge arises. And also knowing and seeing the 
pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact as iṁperṁanent, 
ignorance is given up and knowledge arises. That’s how to know and see so as to give up 
ignorance and give rise to knowledge.”

35:54. Giving Up Fetters

“Sir, how does one know and see so that the fetters are given up?” “Mendicant, knowing and 
seeing the eye as iṁperṁanent, the fetters are given up …”

35:55. Uprooting the Fetters

“Sir, how does one know and see so that the fetters are uprooted?” “Mendicant, knowing and 
seeing the eye as not-self, the fetters are uprooted …”

35:56. Giving Up Defileṁents

“Sir, how does one know and see so that the defileṁents are given up?” …

35:57. Uprooting Defileṁents

“Sir, how does one know and see so that the defileṁents are uprooted?” …
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35:58. Giving Up Tendencies

“Sir, how does one know and see so that the underlying tendencies are given up?” …

35:59. Uprooting Tendencies

“Sir, how does one know and see so that the underlying tendencies are uprooted?” …

35:60. The Coṁplete Understanding of All Grasping

“Mendicants, I will teach you the principle for the coṁplete understanding of all grasping. Listen 
… And what is the principle for the coṁplete understanding of all grasping? Eye consciousness 
arises dependent on the eye and sights. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a condition
for feeling. Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, sights, eye 
consciousness, eye contact, and feeling. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades
away they’re freed. When they are released, they understand: ‘I have coṁpletely understood 
grasping.’ Ear consciousness arises dependent on the ear and sounds. … Nose consciousness 
arises dependent on the nose and sṁells. … Tongue consciousness arises dependent on the 
tongue and tastes. … Body consciousness arises dependent on the body and touches. … Mind 
consciousness arises dependent on the ṁind and thoughts. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. 
Contact is a condition for feeling. Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with 
the ṁind, thoughts, ṁind consciousness, ṁind contact, and feeling. Being disillusioned, desire 
fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. When they are released, they understand: ‘I 
have coṁpletely understood grasping.’ This is the principle for the coṁplete understanding of all
grasping.”

35:61. The Depletion of All Fuel (1st)

“Mendicants, I will teach you the principle for depleting all fuel. Listen … And what is the 
principle for depleting all fuel? Eye consciousness arises dependent on the eye and sights. The 
ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a condition for feeling. Seeing this, a learned noble 
disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, sights, eye consciousness, eye contact, and feeling. 
Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. When they are 
released, they understand: ‘I have coṁpletely depleted grasping.’ Ear … nose … tongue … body … 
Mind consciousness arises dependent on the ṁind and thoughts. The ṁeeting of the three is 
contact. Contact is a condition for feeling. Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows 
disillusioned with the ṁind, thoughts, ṁind consciousness, ṁind contact, and feeling. Being 
disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. When they are released, 
they understand: ‘I have coṁpletely depleted grasping.’ This is the principle for depleting all 
fuel.”

35:62. The Depletion of All Fuel (2nd)

“Mendicants, I will teach you the principle for depleting all fuel. Listen … And what is the 
principle for depleting all fuel?

What do you think, ṁendicants? Is the eye perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
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“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Sights … eye consciousness …
eye contact …
The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact: is that 

perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” …
“Ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind … thoughts … ṁind consciousness … ṁind contact … 

The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact: is that 
perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”

“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, sights, eye 

consciousness, and eye contact. And they grow disillusioned with the painful, pleasant, or neutral
feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact. They grow disillusioned with the ear … nose … 
tongue … body … They grow disillusioned with the ṁind, thoughts, ṁind consciousness, and 
ṁind contact. And they grow disillusioned with the painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that 
arises conditioned by ṁind contact. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades 
away they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is 
ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no 
return to any state of existence.’ This is the principle for depleting all fuel.”

7. With Migaja� la

35:63. With Migaja� la (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Migaja� la went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, they speak 
of one who lives alone. How is one who lives alone defined? And how is living with a partner 
defined?”

“Migaja� la, there are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, 
sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, and keeps clinging to theṁ, this gives 
rise to relishing. When there’s relishing there’s lust. When there’s lust there is a fetter. A 
ṁendicant who is fettered by relishing is said to live with a partner. There are sounds … sṁells …
tastes … touches … There are thoughts known by the ṁind that are likable, desirable, agreeable, 
pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, and keeps clinging to theṁ, 
this gives rise to relishing. When there’s relishing there’s lust. When there’s lust there is a fetter. 
A ṁendicant who is fettered by relishing is said to live with a partner. A ṁendicant who lives like
this is said to live with a partner, even if they frequent reṁote lodgings in the wilderness and the 
forest that are quiet and still, far froṁ the ṁadding crowd, reṁote froṁ huṁan settleṁents, and 
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appropriate for retreat. Why is that? For craving is their partner, and they haven’t given it up. 
That’s why they’re said to live with a partner.

There are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and 
arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, and keep clinging to theṁ, relishing ceases. 
When there’s no relishing there’s no lust. When there’s no lust there’s no fetter. A ṁendicant who
is not fettered by relishing is said to live alone. There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … 
There are thoughts known by the ṁind that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, 
and arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, and keep clinging to theṁ, relishing 
ceases. When there’s no relishing there’s no lust. When there’s no lust there’s no fetter. A 
ṁendicant who is not fettered by relishing is said to live alone. A ṁendicant who lives like this is 
said to live alone, even if they live in the neighborhood of a village crowded by ṁonks, nuns, 
layṁen, and laywoṁen; by rulers and their ṁinisters, and teachers of other paths and their 
disciples. Why is that? For craving is their partner, and they have given it up. That’s why they’re 
said to live alone.”

35:64. With Migaja� la (2nd)

Then Venerable Migaja� la went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha please 
teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and 
resolute.”

“Migaja� la, there are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, 
sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, and keep clinging to theṁ, this gives 
rise to relishing. Relishing is the origin of suffering, I say. There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … 
touches … thoughts known by the ṁind that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, 
and arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, and keeps clinging to theṁ, this gives rise to 
relishing. Relishing is the origin of suffering, I say.

There are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and 
arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, and keep clinging to theṁ, relishing ceases. 
When relishing ceases, suffering ceases, I say. There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … 
thoughts known by the ṁind that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and 
arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, and keep clinging to theṁ, relishing ceases. 
When relishing ceases, suffering ceases, I say.”

And then Venerable Migaja� la approved and agreed with what the Buddha said. He got up froṁ
his seat, bowed, and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his right, before leaving. 
Then Migaja� la, living alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute, soon realized the supreṁe 
end of the spiritual path in this very life. He lived having achieved with his own insight the goal 
for which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly go forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness. He 
understood: “Rebirth is ended; the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted; what had to be done 
has been done; there is no return to any state of existence.” And Migaja� la becaṁe one of the 
perfected.

35:65. Saṁiddhi’s Question About Ma� ra

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. Then Venerable Saṁiddhi went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, they speak of 
this thing called ‘Ma� ra’. How do we define Ma� ra or what is known as Ma� ra?”

“Saṁiddhi, where there is the eye, sights, eye consciousness, and phenoṁena to be known by 
eye consciousness, there is Ma� ra or what is known as Ma� ra. Where there is the ear, sounds, ear 
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consciousness, and phenoṁena to be known by ear consciousness, there is Ma�ra or what is 
known as Ma�ra. Where there is the nose, sṁells, nose consciousness, and phenoṁena to be 
known by nose consciousness, there is Ma�ra or what is known as Ma� ra. Where there is the 
tongue, tastes, tongue consciousness, and phenoṁena to be known by tongue consciousness, 
there is Ma�ra or what is known as Ma� ra. Where there is the body, touches, body consciousness, 
and phenoṁena to be known by body consciousness, there is Ma�ra or what is known as Ma� ra. 
Where there is the ṁind, thoughts, ṁind consciousness, and phenoṁena to be known by ṁind 
consciousness, there is Ma� ra or what is known as Ma�ra.

Where there is no eye, no sights, no eye consciousness, and no phenoṁena to be known by eye
consciousness, there is no Ma� ra or what is known as Ma�ra. Where there is no ear … no nose … no 
tongue … no body … Where there is no ṁind, no thoughts, no ṁind consciousness, and no 
phenoṁena to be known by ṁind consciousness, there is no Ma�ra or what is known as Ma� ra.”

35:66. Saṁiddhi’s Question About a Sentient Being

“Sir, they speak of this thing called a ‘sentient being’. How do we define a sentient being or what 
is known as a sentient being?” …

35:67. Saṁiddhi’s Question About Suffering

“Sir, they speak of this thing called ‘suffering’. How do we define suffering or what is known as 
suffering?” …

35:68. Saṁiddhi’s Question About the World

“Sir, they speak of this thing called ‘the world’. How do we define the world or what is known as 
the world?” “Saṁiddhi, where there is the eye, sights, eye consciousness, and phenoṁena to be 
known by eye consciousness, there is the world or what is known as the world. Where there is 
the ear … nose … tongue … body … Where there is the ṁind, thoughts, ṁind consciousness, and 
phenoṁena to be known by ṁind consciousness, there is the world or what is known as the 
world.

Where there is no eye, no sights, no eye consciousness, and no phenoṁena to be known by eye
consciousness, there is no world or what is known as the world. Where there is no ear … nose … 
tongue … body … Where there is no ṁind, no thoughts, no ṁind consciousness, and no 
phenoṁena to be known by ṁind consciousness, there is no world or what is known as the 
world.”

35:69. Upasena and the Viper

At one tiṁe the venerables Sa� riputta and Upasena were staying near Ra� jagaha in the Cool Wood, 
under the Snake’s Hood Grotto. Now at that tiṁe a viper fell on Upasena’s body, and he 
addressed the ṁendicants: “Coṁe, reverends, lift this body onto a cot and carry it outside before 
it’s scattered right here like a handful of chaff.”

When he said this, Sa� riputta said to hiṁ: “But we don’t see any iṁpairṁent in your body or 
deterioration of your faculties. Yet you say: ‘Coṁe, reverends, lift this body onto a cot and carry it
outside before it’s scattered right here like a handful of chaff.’” “Reverend Sa� riputta, there ṁay be
an iṁpairṁent in body or deterioration of faculties for soṁeone who thinks: ‘I aṁ the eye’ or ‘the
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eye is ṁine.’ Or ‘I aṁ the ear … nose … tongue … body …’ Or ‘I aṁ the ṁind’ or ‘the ṁind is ṁine.’ 
But I don’t think like that. So why would there be an iṁpairṁent in ṁy body or deterioration of 
ṁy faculties?”

“That ṁust be because Venerable Upasena has long ago totally eradicated ego, possessiveness,
and the underlying tendency to conceit. That’s why it doesn’t occur to you: ‘I aṁ the eye’ or ‘the 
eye is ṁine.’ Or ‘I aṁ the ear … nose … tongue … body …’ Or ‘I aṁ the ṁind’ or ‘the ṁind is ṁine.’”
Then those ṁendicants lifted Upasena’s body onto a cot and carried it outside. And his body was 
scattered right there like a handful of chaff.

35:70. Upava�nA a on What is Realizable in This Very Life

Then Venerable Upava�nA a went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, they speak of ‘a teaching
realizable in this very life’. In what way is the teaching realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately 
effective, inviting inspection, relevant, so that sensible people can know it for theṁselves?”

“Upava�nA a, take a ṁendicant who sees a sight with their eyes. They experience both the sight 
and the desire for the sight. There is desire for sights in theṁ, and they understand that. Since 
this is so, this is how the teaching is realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately effective, inviting 
inspection, relevant, so that sensible people can know it for theṁselves.

Next, take a ṁendicant who hears … sṁells … tastes … touches …
Next, take a ṁendicant who knows a thought with their ṁind. They experience both the 

thought and the desire for the thought. There is desire for thoughts in theṁ, and they understand
that. Since this is so, this is how the teaching is realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately effective, 
inviting inspection, relevant, so that sensible people can know it for theṁselves.

Take a ṁendicant who sees a sight with their eyes. They experience the sight but no desire for 
the sight. There is no desire for sights in theṁ, and they understand that. Since this is so, this is 
how the teaching is realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately effective, inviting inspection, 
relevant, so that sensible people can know it for theṁselves.

Next, take a ṁendicant who hears … sṁells … tastes … touches …
Next, take a ṁendicant who knows a thought with their ṁind. They experience the thought 

but no desire for the thought. There is no desire for thoughts in theṁ, and they understand that. 
Since this is so, this is how the teaching is realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately effective, 
inviting inspection, relevant, so that sensible people can know it for theṁselves.”

35:71. Six Fields of Contact (1st)

“Mendicants, anyone who doesn’t truly understand the six fields of contacts’ origin, ending, 
gratification, drawback, and escape has not coṁpleted the spiritual journey and is far froṁ this 
teaching and training.”

When he said this, one of the ṁendicants said to the Buddha: “Here, sir, I’ṁ lost. For I don’t 
truly understand the six fields of contacts’ origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and escape.”

“What do you think, ṁendicant? Do you regard the eye like this: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is 
ṁy self’?”

“No, sir.”
“Good, ṁendicant! And regarding the eye, you will truly see clearly with right wisdoṁ that: 

‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Just this is the end of suffering. Do you regard 
the ear … nose … tongue … body …

Do you regard the ṁind like this: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
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“Good, ṁendicant! And regarding the ṁind, you will truly see clearly with right wisdoṁ that: 
‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Just this is the end of suffering.”

35:72. Six Fields of Contact (2nd)

“Mendicants, anyone who doesn’t truly understand the six fields of contacts’ origin, ending, 
gratification, drawback, and escape has not coṁpleted the spiritual journey and is far froṁ this 
teaching and training.”

When he said this, one of the ṁendicants said to the Buddha: “Here, sir, I’ṁ lost, truly lost. For 
I don’t truly understand the six fields of contacts’ origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and 
escape.”

“What do you think, ṁendicant? Do you regard the eye like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not 
this, this is not ṁy self’?”

“Yes, sir.”
“Good, ṁendicant! And regarding the eye, you will truly see clearly with right wisdoṁ that: 

‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ In this way you will give up the first field of 
contact, so that there are no ṁore future lives.

Do you regard the ear … nose … tongue … body …
Do you regard the ṁind like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self’?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Good, ṁendicant! And regarding the ṁind, you will truly see clearly with right wisdoṁ that: 

‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ In this way you will give up the sixth field of 
contact, so that there are no ṁore future lives.”

35:73. Six Fields of Contact (3rd)

“Mendicants, anyone who doesn’t truly understand the six fields of contacts’ origin, ending, 
gratification, drawback, and escape has not coṁpleted the spiritual journey and is far froṁ this 
teaching and training.”

When he said this, one of the ṁendicants said to the Buddha: “Here, sir, I’ṁ lost, truly lost. For 
I don’t truly understand the six fields of contacts’ origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and 
escape.”

“What do you think, ṁendicant? Is the eye perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Is the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, 

and ṁind. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. When 
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they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey 
has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of 
existence.’”

8. Sick

35:74. Sick (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, in such and such a 
ṁonastery there’s a ṁendicant who is junior and not well-known. He’s sick, suffering, gravely ill. 
Please go to hiṁ out of coṁpassion.”

When the Buddha heard that the ṁendicant was junior and ill, understanding that he was not 
well-known, he went to hiṁ. That ṁendicant saw the Buddha coṁing off in the distance and tried
to rise on his cot. Then the Buddha said to that ṁonk: “It’s all right, ṁendicant, don’t get up. 
There are soṁe seats spread out, I will sit there.” He sat on the seat spread out and said to the 
ṁendicant: “I hope you’re keeping well, ṁendicant; I hope you’re alright. I hope that your pain is 
fading, not growing, that its fading is evident, not its growing.”

“Sir, I’ṁ not keeping well, I’ṁ not alright. The pain is terrible and growing, not fading; its 
growing is evident, not its fading.”

“I hope you don’t have any reṁorse or regret?”
“Indeed, sir, I have no little reṁorse and regret.”
“I hope you have no reason to blaṁe yourself when it coṁes to ethical conduct?”
“No sir, I have no reason to blaṁe ṁyself when it coṁes to ethical conduct.”
“In that case, ṁendicant, why do you have reṁorse and regret?”
“Because I understand that the Buddha has not taught the Dhaṁṁa ṁerely for the sake of 

ethical purity.”
“If that is so, what exactly do you understand to be the purpose of teaching the Dhaṁṁa?”
“I understand that the Buddha has taught the Dhaṁṁa for the purpose of the fading away of 

greed.”
“Good, good, ṁendicant! It’s good that you understand that I’ve taught the Dhaṁṁa for the 

purpose of the fading away of greed. For that is indeed the purpose. What do you think, 
ṁendicant? Is the eye perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”

“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” …
“Is the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, 

and ṁind. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. When 
they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended … there is no return to
any state of existence.’”

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, that ṁendicant was happy with what the Buddha said.
And while this discourse was being spoken, the stainless, iṁṁaculate vision of the Dhaṁṁa 
arose in that ṁendicant: “Everything that has a beginning has an end.”
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35:75. Sick (2nd)

Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, in such and such a ṁonastery 
there’s a ṁendicant who is junior and not well-known. He’s sick, suffering, gravely ill. Please go 
to hiṁ out of coṁpassion.”

When the Buddha heard that the ṁendicant was junior and ill, understanding that he was not 
well-known, he went to hiṁ. That ṁendicant saw the Buddha coṁing off in the distance and tried
to rise on his cot. Then the Buddha said to that ṁonk: “It’s all right, ṁendicant, don’t get up. 
There are soṁe seats spread out, I will sit there.” He sat on the seat spread out and said to the 
ṁendicant: “I hope you’re keeping well, ṁendicant; I hope you’re alright. I hope that your pain is 
fading, not growing, that its fading is evident, not its growing.”

“Sir, I’ṁ not keeping well, I’ṁ not alright. … I have no reason to blaṁe ṁyself when it coṁes to
ethical conduct.”

“In that case, ṁendicant, why do you have reṁorse and regret?”
“Because I understand that the Buddha has not taught the Dhaṁṁa ṁerely for the sake of 

ethical purity.”
“If that is so, what exactly do you understand to be the purpose of teaching the Dhaṁṁa?”
“I understand that the Buddha has taught the Dhaṁṁa for the purpose of coṁplete 

extinguishṁent by not grasping.”
“Good, good, ṁendicant! It’s good that you understand that I’ve taught the Dhaṁṁa for the 

purpose of coṁplete extinguishṁent by not grasping. For that is indeed the purpose.
“What do you think, ṁendicant? Is the eye perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” …
“Is the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind … ṁind consciousness … ṁind contact … The 

pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact: is that perṁanent or 
iṁperṁanent?”

“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye … ear … nose … tongue 

… body … ṁind … ṁind consciousness … ṁind contact … They grow disillusioned with the 
painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact. Being disillusioned, 
desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re 
freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to 
be done has been done, there is no return to any state of existence.’”

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, that ṁendicant was happy with what the Buddha said.
And while this discourse was being spoken, the ṁind of that ṁendicant was freed froṁ 
defileṁents by not grasping.

35:76. With Ra�dha on Iṁperṁanence

The Venerable Ra�dha went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha please 
teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and 
resolute.” “Ra�dha, you should give up desire for what is iṁperṁanent. And what is 
iṁperṁanent? The eye, sights, eye consciousness, and eye contact are iṁperṁanent. And the 
pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact is also iṁperṁanent. 
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You should give up desire for it. The ear … nose … tongue … body … The ṁind, thoughts, ṁind 
consciousness, and ṁind contact are iṁperṁanent. And the pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling 
that arises conditioned by ṁind contact is also iṁperṁanent. You should give up desire for it. 
You should give up desire for what is iṁperṁanent.”

35:77. With Ra�dha on Suffering

“Ra�dha, you should give up desire for what is suffering. …”

35:78. With Ra�dha on Not-Self

“Ra�dha, you should give up desire for what is not-self. …”

35:79. Giving Up Ignorance (1st)

Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, is there one thing such that by 
giving it up a ṁendicant gives up ignorance and gives rise to knowledge?”

“There is, ṁendicant.”
“But what is that one thing?”
“Ignorance is one thing such that by giving it up a ṁendicant gives up ignorance and gives rise 

to knowledge.”
“But how does a ṁendicant know and see so as to give up ignorance and give rise to 

knowledge?”
“When a ṁendicant knows and sees the eye, sights, eye consciousness, and eye contact as 

iṁperṁanent, ignorance is given up and knowledge arises. And also knowing and seeing the 
pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact as iṁperṁanent, 
ignorance is given up and knowledge arises. … Knowing and seeing the ṁind, thoughts, ṁind 
consciousness, and ṁind contact as iṁperṁanent, ignorance is given up and knowledge arises. 
And also knowing and seeing the pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by 
ṁind contact as iṁperṁanent, ignorance is given up and knowledge arises. That’s how a 
ṁendicant knows and sees so as to give up ignorance and give rise to knowledge.”

35:80. Giving Up Ignorance (2nd)

Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, is there one thing such that by 
giving it up a ṁendicant gives up ignorance and gives rise to knowledge?”

“There is, ṁendicant.”
“But what is that one thing?”
“Ignorance is one thing such that by giving it up a ṁendicant gives up ignorance and gives rise 

to knowledge.”
“But how does a ṁendicant know and see so as to give up ignorance and give rise to 

knowledge?”
“It’s when a ṁendicant has heard: ‘Nothing is worth clinging on to.’ When a ṁendicant has 

heard that nothing is worth clinging on to, they directly know all things. Directly knowing all 
things, they coṁpletely understand all things. Coṁpletely understanding all things, they see all 
signs as other. They see the eye, sights, eye consciousness, and eye contact as other. And they 
also see the pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact as other. …
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They see the ṁind, thoughts, ṁind consciousness, and ṁind contact as other. And they also see 
the pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact as other. That’s 
how a ṁendicant knows and sees so as to give up ignorance and give rise to knowledge.”

35:81. Several Mendicants

Then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, soṁetiṁes wanderers 
who follow other paths ask us: ‘Reverends, what’s the purpose of living the spiritual life with the 
ascetic Gotaṁa?’ We answer theṁ like this: ‘The purpose of living the spiritual life under the 
Buddha is to coṁpletely understand suffering.’ Answering this way, we trust that we repeat what
the Buddha has said, and don’t ṁisrepresent hiṁ with an untruth. We trust our explanation is in 
line with the teaching, and that there are no legitiṁate grounds for rebuke or criticisṁ.”

“Indeed, in answering this way you repeat what I’ve said, and don’t ṁisrepresent ṁe with an 
untruth. Your explanation is in line with the teaching, and there are no legitiṁate grounds for 
rebuke or criticisṁ. For the purpose of living the spiritual life under ṁe is to coṁpletely 
understand suffering. If wanderers who follow other paths were to ask you: ‘Reverends, what is 
that suffering?’ You should answer theṁ: ‘Reverends, the eye is suffering. The purpose of living 
the spiritual life under the Buddha is to coṁpletely understand this. Sights … Eye consciousness 
… Eye contact … The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact is 
also suffering. The purpose of living the spiritual life under the Buddha is to coṁpletely 
understand this. Ear … Nose … Tongue … Body … Mind … The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling 
that arises conditioned by ṁind contact is also suffering. The purpose of living the spiritual life 
under the Buddha is to coṁpletely understand this. This is that suffering. The purpose of living 
the spiritual life under the Buddha is to coṁpletely understand this.’ When questioned by 
wanderers who follow other paths, that’s how you should answer theṁ.”

35:82. A Question On the World

Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ:
“Sir, they speak of this thing called ‘the world’. How is the world defined?” “It wears away, 

ṁendicant, that’s why it’s called ‘the world’. And what is wearing away? The eye is wearing away.
Sights … eye consciousness … eye contact is wearing away. The painful, pleasant, or neutral 
feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact is also wearing away. The ear … nose … tongue … 
body … The ṁind … thoughts … ṁind consciousness … ṁind contact is wearing away. The 
painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact is also wearing away.
It wears away, ṁendicant, that’s why it’s called ‘the world’.”

35:83. Phagguna’s Question

And then Venerable Phagguna went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ:
“Sir, suppose soṁeone were to describe the Buddhas of the past who have becoṁe coṁpletely

extinguished, cut off proliferation, cut off the track, finished off the cycle, and transcended 
suffering. Does the eye exist by which they could be described? Does the ear … nose … tongue … 
body exist …? Does the ṁind exist by which they could be described?”

“Phagguna, suppose soṁeone were to describe the Buddhas of the past who have becoṁe 
coṁpletely extinguished, cut off proliferation, cut off the track, finished off the cycle, and 
transcended suffering. The eye does not exist by which they could be described. The ear … nose 
… tongue … body does not exist … The ṁind does not exist by which they could be described.”
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9. With Channa

35:84. Wearing Out

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable AJ nanda went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and 
said to hiṁ:

“Sir, they speak of this thing called ‘the world’. How is the world defined?” “AJ nanda, that 
which wears out is called the world in the training of the noble one. And what wears out? The eye
wears out. Sights … eye consciousness … eye contact wears out. The painful, pleasant, or neutral 
feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact also wears out. The ear … nose … tongue … body … 
The ṁind … thoughts … ṁind consciousness … ṁind contact wears out. The painful, pleasant, or 
neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact also wears out. That which wears out is 
called the world in the training of the noble one.”

35:85. The World is Eṁpty

And then Venerable AJ nanda … said to the Buddha: “Sir, they say that ‘the world is eṁpty’. What 
does the saying ‘the world is eṁpty’ refer to?” “AJ nanda, they say that ‘the world is eṁpty’ 
because it’s eṁpty of self or what belongs to self. And what is eṁpty of self or what belongs to 
self? The eye, sights, eye consciousness, and eye contact are eṁpty of self or what belongs to self. 
… The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact is also eṁpty 
of self or what belongs to self. They say that ‘the world is eṁpty’ because it’s eṁpty of self or 
what belongs to self.”

35:86. A Teaching In Brief

Seated to one side, Venerable AJ nanda said to the Buddha: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha please teach ṁe 
Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute.”

“What do you think, AJ nanda? Is the eye perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Are sights …
eye consciousness … eye contact … The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises 

conditioned by eye contact: is that perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.” …
“Is the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind …
The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact: is that 

perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
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“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, sights, eye 

consciousness, and eye contact. And they grow disillusioned with the painful, pleasant, or neutral
feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact. They grow disillusioned with the ear … nose … 
tongue … body … ṁind … painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind 
contact. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. When 
they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey 
has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of 
existence.’”

35:87. With Channa

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. Now at that tiṁe the venerables Sa� riputta, Maha� cunda, and Channa were staying on the 
Vulture’s Peak Mountain. Now at that tiṁe Venerable Channa was sick, suffering, gravely ill. Then
in the late afternoon, Venerable Sa� riputta caṁe out of retreat, went to Venerable Maha� cunda and 
said to hiṁ: “Coṁe, Reverend Cunda, let’s go to see Venerable Channa and ask about his illness.” 
“Yes, reverend,” replied Maha� cunda.

And then Sa� riputta and Maha� cunda went to see Channa and sat down on the seats spread out. 
Then Sa� riputta said to Channa: “I hope you’re keeping well, Reverend Channa; I hope you’re 
alright. I hope that your pain is fading, not growing, that its fading is evident, not its growing.”

“Reverend Sa� riputta, I’ṁ not keeping well, I’ṁ not alright. The pain is terrible and growing, 
not fading; its growing is evident, not its fading. The winds piercing ṁy head are so severe, it 
feels like a strong ṁan drilling into ṁy head with a sharp point. The pain in ṁy head is so severe, 
it feels like a strong ṁan tightening a tough leather strap around ṁy head. The winds piercing 
ṁy belly are so severe, it feels like an expert butcher or their apprentice is slicing ṁy belly open 
with a ṁeat cleaver. The burning in ṁy body is so severe, it feels like two strong ṁen grabbing a 
weaker ṁan by the arṁs to burn and scorch hiṁ on a pit of glowing coals. I’ṁ not keeping well, 
I’ṁ not alright. The pain is terrible and growing, not fading; its growing is evident, not its fading. 
Reverend Sa� riputta, I will slit ṁy wrists. I don’t wish to live.”

“Please don’t slit your wrists! Venerable Channa, keep going! We want you to keep going. If 
you don’t have any suitable food, we’ll find it for you. If you don’t have suitable ṁedicine, we’ll 
find it for you. If you don’t have a capable carer, we’ll find one for you. Please don’t slit your 
wrists! Venerable Channa, keep going! We want you to keep going.”

“Reverend Sa� riputta, it’s not that I don’t have suitable food; I do have suitable food. It’s not 
that I don’t have suitable ṁedicine; I do have suitable ṁedicine. It’s not that I don’t have a 
capable carer; I do have a capable carer. Moreover, for a long tiṁe now I have served the Teacher
with love, not without love. For it is proper for a disciple to serve the Teacher with love, not 
without love. You should reṁeṁber this: ‘The ṁendicant Channa slit his wrists blaṁelessly.’”

“I’d like to ask Venerable Channa about a certain point, if you’d take the tiṁe to answer.” “Ask, 
Reverend Sa� riputta. When I’ve heard it I’ll know.”

“Reverend Channa, do you regard the eye, eye consciousness, and things knowable by eye 
consciousness in this way: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’? Do you regard the ear … nose 
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… tongue … body … ṁind, ṁind consciousness, and things knowable by ṁind consciousness in 
this way: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”

“Reverend Sa� riputta, I regard the eye, eye consciousness, and things knowable by eye 
consciousness in this way: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ I regard the ear … 
nose … tongue … body … ṁind, ṁind consciousness, and things knowable by ṁind consciousness
in this way: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self’.”

“Reverend Channa, what have you seen, what have you directly known in these things that 
you regard theṁ in this way: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self’?”

“Reverend Sa� riputta, after seeing cessation, after directly knowing cessation in these things I 
regard theṁ in this way: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self’.”

When he said this, Venerable Maha� cunda said to Venerable Channa: “So, Reverend Channa, 
you should pay close attention to this instruction of the Buddha whenever you can: ‘For the 
dependent there is agitation. For the independent there’s no agitation. When there’s no agitation 
there is tranquility. When there’s tranquility there’s no inclination. When there’s no inclination, 
there’s no coṁing and going. When there’s no coṁing and coṁing, there’s no passing away and 
reappearing. When there’s no passing away and reappearing, there’s no this world or world 
beyond or in-between the two. Just this is the end of suffering.’”

And when the venerables Sa� riputta and Maha� cunda had given Venerable Channa this advice 
they got up froṁ their seat and left. Not long after those venerables had left, Venerable Channa 
slit his wrists.

Then Sa� riputta went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, 
Venerable Channa has slit his wrists. Where has he been reborn in his next life?” “Sa� riputta, 
didn’t the ṁendicant Channa declare his blaṁelessness to you personally?” “Sir, there is a Vajjian
village naṁed Pubbavijjhana where Channa had faṁilies with whoṁ he was friendly, intiṁate, 
and faṁiliar.” “The ṁendicant Channa did indeed have such faṁilies. But this is not enough for 
ṁe to call soṁeone ‘blaṁeworthy’. When soṁeone lays down this body and takes up another 
body, I call theṁ ‘blaṁeworthy’. But the ṁendicant Channa did no such thing. You should 
reṁeṁber this: ‘The ṁendicant Channa slit his wrists blaṁelessly.’”

35:88. With PunA nA a

And then Venerable PunA nA a went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: 
“Sir, ṁay the Buddha please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, 
withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute.”

“PunA nA a, there are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, 
sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, and keeps clinging to theṁ, this gives 
rise to relishing. Relishing is the origin of suffering, I say. There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … 
touches … There are thoughts known by the ṁind that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, 
sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, and keeps clinging to theṁ, this gives 
rise to relishing. Relishing is the origin of suffering, I say.

There are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and 
arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, and keep clinging to theṁ, relishing ceases. 
When relishing ceases, suffering ceases, I say. … There are thoughts known by the ṁind that are 
likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, 
welcoṁe, and keep clinging to theṁ, relishing ceases. When relishing ceases, suffering ceases, I 
say.

PunA nA a, now that I’ve given you this brief advice, what country will you live in?” “Sir, there’s a 
country called Suna�paranta; I will live there.”
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“The people of Suna�paranta are wild and rough, PunA nA a. If they abuse and insult you, what will 
you think of theṁ?”

“If they abuse and insult ṁe, I will think: ‘These people of Suna�paranta are gracious, truly 
gracious, since they don’t hit ṁe with their fists.’ That’s what I’ll think, Blessed One. That’s what 
I’ll think, Holy One.”

“But if they do hit you with their fists, what will you think of theṁ then?”
“If they hit ṁe with their fists, I’ll think: ‘These people of Suna�paranta are gracious, truly 

gracious, since they don’t throw stones at ṁe.’ That’s what I’ll think, Blessed One. That’s what I’ll 
think, Holy One.”

“But if they do throw stones at you, what will you think of theṁ then?”
“If they throw stones at ṁe, I’ll think: ‘These people of Suna�paranta are gracious, truly 

gracious, since they don’t beat ṁe with a club.’ That’s what I’ll think, Blessed One. That’s what I’ll 
think, Holy One.”

“But if they do beat you with a club, what will you think of theṁ then?”
“If they beat ṁe with a club, I’ll think: ‘These people of Suna�paranta are gracious, truly 

gracious, since they don’t stab ṁe with a knife.’ That’s what I’ll think, Blessed One. That’s what I’ll
think, Holy One.”

“But if they do stab you with a knife, what will you think of theṁ then?”
“If they stab ṁe with a knife, I’ll think: ‘These people of Suna�paranta are gracious, truly 

gracious, since they don’t take ṁy life with a sharp knife.’ That’s what I’ll think, Blessed One. 
That’s what I’ll think, Holy One.”

“But if they do take your life with a sharp knife, what will you think of theṁ then?”
“If they take ṁy life with a sharp knife, I’ll think: ‘There are disciples of the Buddha who 

looked for soṁeone to assist with slitting their wrists because they were horrified, repelled, and 
disgusted with the body and with life. And I have found this without looking!’ That’s what I’ll 
think, Blessed One. That’s what I’ll think, Holy One.”

“Good, good PunA nA a! Having such self-control and peacefulness, you will be quite capable of 
living in Suna�paranta. Now, PunA nA a, go at your convenience.”

And then PunA nA a welcoṁed and agreed with the Buddha’s words. He got up froṁ his seat, 
bowed, and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his right. Then he set his lodgings in 
order and, taking his bowl and robe, set out for Suna�paranta. Traveling stage by stage, he arrived 
at Suna�paranta, and stayed there. Within that rainy season he confirṁed around five hundred 
ṁale and five hundred feṁale lay followers. And within that saṁe rainy season he realized the 
three knowledges. And within that saṁe rainy season he becaṁe coṁpletely extinguished.

Then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, the son of a good 
faṁily naṁed PunA nA a, who was advised in brief by the Buddha, has passed away. Where has he 
been reborn in his next life?”

“Mendicants, PunA nA a, the son of a good faṁily, was astute. He practiced in line with the 
teachings, and did not trouble ṁe about the teachings. PunA nA a has becoṁe coṁpletely 
extinguished.”

35:89. With Ba�hiya

Then Venerable Ba�hiya went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: 
“Sir, ṁay the Buddha please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, 
withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute.”

“What do you think, Ba�hiya? Is the eye perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
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“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Are sights …
eye consciousness … eye contact … The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises 

conditioned by ṁind contact: is that perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, sights, eye 

consciousness, and eye contact. And they grow disillusioned with the painful, pleasant, or neutral
feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact. They grow disillusioned with the ear … nose … 
tongue … body … ṁind … painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind 
contact. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. When 
they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey 
has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of 
existence.’”

And then Venerable Ba�hiya approved and agreed with what the Buddha said. He got up froṁ 
his seat, bowed, and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his right, before leaving. 
Then Ba�hiya, living alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute, soon realized the supreṁe end
of the spiritual path in this very life. He lived having achieved with his own insight the goal for 
which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly go forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness. He 
understood: “Rebirth is ended; the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted; what had to be done 
has been done; there is no return to any state of existence.” And Venerable Ba�hiya becaṁe one of 
the perfected.

35:90. Turbulence (1st)

“Mendicants, turbulence is a disease, turbulence is a boil, turbulence is a dart. That’s why the 
Realized One lives unperturbed, with dart drawn out. Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘May I live 
unperturbed, with dart drawn out.’ So let theṁ not conceive the eye, let theṁ not conceive 
regarding the eye, let theṁ not conceive as the eye, let theṁ not conceive ‘the eye is ṁine.’ Let 
theṁ not conceive sights … eye consciousness … eye contact … Let theṁ not conceive the 
pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact. Let theṁ not conceive 
regarding that, let theṁ not conceive as that, and let theṁ not conceive ‘that is ṁine.’

Let theṁ not conceive the ear … nose … tongue …
body … ṁind … thoughts … ṁind consciousness … ṁind contact … Let theṁ not conceive the 

pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact. Let theṁ not 
conceive regarding that, let theṁ not conceive as that, and let theṁ not conceive ‘that is ṁine.’ 
Let theṁ not conceive all, let theṁ not conceive regarding all, let theṁ not conceive as all, let 
theṁ not conceive ‘all is ṁine’.

Not conceiving, they don’t grasp at anything in the world. Not grasping, they’re not anxious. 
Not being anxious, they personally becoṁe extinguished. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the
spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to 
any state of existence.’”
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35:91. Turbulence (2nd)

“Mendicants, turbulence is a disease, turbulence is a boil, turbulence is a dart. That’s why the 
Realized One lives unperturbed, with dart drawn out. Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘May I live 
unperturbed, with dart drawn out.’ So let theṁ not conceive the eye, let theṁ not conceive in the 
eye, let theṁ not conceive froṁ the eye, let theṁ not conceive: ‘The eye is ṁine.’ Let theṁ not 
conceive sights … eye consciousness … eye contact … Let theṁ not conceive the pleasant, painful, 
or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact. Let theṁ not conceive in that, let theṁ 
not conceive froṁ that, and let theṁ not conceive: ‘That is ṁine.’ For whatever you conceive, 
whatever you conceive in, whatever you conceive froṁ, and whatever you conceive to be ‘ṁine’: 
that becoṁes soṁething else. The world is attached to being, taking pleasure only in being, yet it 
becoṁes soṁething else.

Let theṁ not conceive the ear … nose … tongue … body …
Let theṁ not conceive the ṁind … ṁind consciousness … ṁind contact … Let theṁ not 

conceive the pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact. Let 
theṁ not conceive in that, let theṁ not conceive froṁ that, and let theṁ not conceive: ‘That is 
ṁine.’ For whatever you conceive, whatever you conceive in, whatever you conceive froṁ, and 
whatever you conceive to be ‘ṁine’: that becoṁes soṁething else. The world is attached to being,
taking pleasure only in being, yet it becoṁes soṁething else.

As far as the aggregates, eleṁents, and sense fields extend, they don’t conceive that, they don’t
conceive in that, they don’t conceive froṁ that, and they don’t conceive: ‘That is ṁine.’ Not 
identifying, they don’t grasp at anything in the world. Not grasping, they’re not anxious. Not 
being anxious, they personally becoṁe extinguished. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the 
spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to 
any state of existence.’”

35:92. A Duality (1st)

“Mendicants, I will teach you a duality. Listen … And what is a duality? It’s just the eye and sights, 
the ear and sounds, the nose and sṁells, the tongue and tastes, the body and touches, and the 
ṁind and thoughts. This is called a duality.

Mendicants, suppose soṁeone was to say: ‘I’ll reject this duality and describe another duality.’
They’d have no grounds for that, they’d be stuṁped by questions, and, in addition, they’d get 
frustrated. Why is that? Because they’re out of their eleṁent.”
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35:93. A Duality (2nd)

“Mendicants, consciousness exists dependent on a duality. And what is that duality? Eye 
consciousness arises dependent on the eye and sights. The eye is iṁperṁanent, perishing, and 
changing. Sights are iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. So this duality is tottering and 
toppling; it’s iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. Eye consciousness is iṁperṁanent, 
perishing, and changing. And the causes and conditions that give rise to eye consciousness are 
also iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. But since eye consciousness has arisen dependent on
conditions that are iṁperṁanent, how could it be perṁanent? The ṁeeting, coṁing together, and
joining together of these three things is called eye contact. Eye contact is also iṁperṁanent, 
perishing, and changing. And the causes and conditions that give rise to eye contact are also 
iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. But since eye contact has arisen dependent on conditions
that are iṁperṁanent, how could it be perṁanent? Contacted, one feels, intends, and perceives. 
So these things are tottering and toppling; they’re iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing.

Ear consciousness … Nose consciousness … Tongue consciousness arises dependent on the 
tongue and tastes. The ṁeeting, coṁing together, and joining together of these three things is 
called tongue contact.

Body consciousness … Mind consciousness arises dependent on the ṁind and thoughts. The 
ṁind is iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. Thoughts are iṁperṁanent, perishing, and 
changing. So this duality is tottering and toppling; it’s iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. 
Mind consciousness is iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. And the causes and conditions that
give rise to ṁind consciousness are also iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. But since ṁind 
consciousness has arisen dependent on conditions that are iṁperṁanent, how could it be 
perṁanent? The ṁeeting, coṁing together, and joining together of these three things is called 
ṁind contact. Mind contact is also iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. And the causes and 
conditions that give rise to ṁind contact are also iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. But 
since ṁind contact has arisen dependent on conditions that are iṁperṁanent, how could it be 
perṁanent? Contacted, one feels, intends, and perceives. So these things are tottering and 
toppling; they’re iṁperṁanent, perishing, and changing. This is how consciousness exists 
dependent on a duality.”

10. The Sixes

35:94. Untaṁed, Unguarded

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, these six fields of contact bring suffering when they’re untaṁed, 
unguarded, unprotected, and unrestrained. What six? The field of eye contact brings suffering 
when it’s untaṁed, unguarded, unprotected, and unrestrained. The field of ear contact … nose 
contact … tongue contact … body contact … The field of ṁind contact brings suffering when it’s 
untaṁed, unguarded, unprotected, and unrestrained. These six fields of contact bring suffering 
when they’re untaṁed, unguarded, unprotected, and unrestrained.

These six fields of contact bring happiness when they’re well taṁed, well guarded, well 
protected, and well restrained. What six? The field of eye contact brings happiness when it’s well 
taṁed, well guarded, well protected, and well restrained. The field of ear contact … nose contact 
… tongue contact … body contact … The field of ṁind contact brings happiness when it’s well 
taṁed, well guarded, well protected, and well restrained. These six fields of contact bring 
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happiness when they’re well taṁed, well guarded, well protected, and well restrained.” That is 
what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Mendicants, it’s just the six fields of contact 
that lead the unrestrained to suffering. 
Those who understand how to restrain theṁ 
live with faith as partner, uncorrupted.

When you’ve seen pleasant sights 
and unpleasant ones, too, 
get rid of desire for the pleasant, 
without hating what you don’t like.

When you’ve heard sounds both liked and disliked, 
don’t fall under the thrall of sounds you like, 
get rid of hate for the unliked, 
and don’t hurt your ṁind by thinking of what you don’t like.

When you’ve sṁelled a pleasant, fragrant scent, 
and one that’s foul and unpleasant, 
get rid of aversion for the unpleasant, 
while not yielding to desire for the pleasant.

When you’ve enjoyed a sweet, delicious taste, 
and soṁetiṁes those that are bitter, 
don’t be attached to enjoying sweet tastes, 
and don’t despise the bitter.

Don’t be intoxicated by a pleasant touch, 
and don’t treṁble at a painful touch. 
Look with equaniṁity at the duality of pleasant and painful contacts, 
without favoring or opposing anything.

People generally let their perceptions proliferate; 
perceiving and proliferating, they are attracted. 
When you’ve dispelled all thoughts of the lay life, 
wander intent on renunciation.

When the ṁind is well developed like this regarding the six, 
it doesn’t waver at contacts at all. 
Mendicants, those who have ṁastered greed and hate 
go beyond birth and death.”

35:95. Ma� lun� kyaputta

Then Venerable Ma� lun� kyaputta went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha 
please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, 
and resolute.”

“Well now, Ma� lun� kyaputta, what are we to say to the young ṁonks, when even an old ṁan like
you, elderly and senior, advanced in years, having reached the final stage of life, asks the Realized
One for brief advice?”

“Sir, even though I’ṁ an old ṁan, elderly and senior, ṁay the Buddha please teach ṁe 
Dhaṁṁa in brief! May the Holy one please teach ṁe in brief! Hopefully I can understand the 
ṁeaning of what the Buddha says. Hopefully I can be an heir of the Buddha’s teaching!”
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“What do you think, Ma� lun� kyaputta? Do you have any desire or greed or fondness for sights 
known by the eye that you haven’t seen, you’ve never seen before, you don’t see, and you don’t 
think would be seen?” “No, sir.”

“Do you have any desire or greed or affection for sounds known by the ear …
sṁells known by the nose …
tastes known by the tongue …
touches known by the body …
thoughts known by the ṁind that you haven’t cognized, you’ve never cognized before, you 

don’t cognize, and you don’t think would be cognized?” “No, sir.”
“In that case, when it coṁes to things that are to be seen, heard, thought, and cognized: in the 

seen will be ṁerely the seen; in the heard will be ṁerely the heard; in the thought will be ṁerely 
the thought; in the cognized will be ṁerely the cognized. When this is the case, you won’t be ‘by 
that’. When you’re not ‘by that’, you won’t be ‘in that’. When you’re not ‘in that’, you won’t be in 
this world or the world beyond or in between the two. Just this is the end of suffering.”

“This is how I understand the detailed ṁeaning of the Buddha’s brief stateṁent:

‘When you see a sight, ṁindfulness is confused 
as attention latches on the pleasant aspect. 
Experiencing it with a ṁind full of desire, 
you keep clinging to it.

Many feelings grow 
arising froṁ sights. 
The ṁind is daṁaged 
by covetousness and cruelty. 
Heaping up suffering like this, 
you’re said to be far froṁ extinguishṁent.

When you hear a sound, ṁindfulness is confused 
as attention latches on the pleasant aspect. 
Experiencing it with a ṁind full of desire, 
you keep clinging to it.

Many feelings grow 
arising froṁ sounds. 
The ṁind is daṁaged 
by covetousness and cruelty. 
Heaping up suffering like this, 
you’re said to be far froṁ extinguishṁent.

When you sṁell an odor, ṁindfulness is confused 
as attention latches on the pleasant aspect. 
Experiencing it with a ṁind full of desire, 
you keep clinging to it.

Many feelings grow 
arising froṁ sṁells. 
The ṁind is daṁaged 
by covetousness and cruelty. 
Heaping up suffering like this, 
you’re said to be far froṁ extinguishṁent.

When you enjoy a taste, ṁindfulness is confused 
as attention latches on the pleasant aspect. 
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Experiencing it with a ṁind full of desire, 
you keep clinging to it.

Many feelings grow 
arising froṁ tastes. 
The ṁind is daṁaged 
by covetousness and cruelty. 
Heaping up suffering like this, 
you’re said to be far froṁ extinguishṁent.

When you experience a touch, ṁindfulness is confused 
as attention latches on the pleasant aspect. 
Experiencing it with a ṁind full of desire, 
you keep clinging to it.

Many feelings grow 
arising froṁ touches. 
The ṁind is daṁaged 
by covetousness and cruelty. 
Heaping up suffering like this, 
you’re said to be far froṁ extinguishṁent.

When you know a thought, ṁindfulness is confused 
as attention latches on the pleasant aspect. 
Experiencing it with a ṁind full of desire, 
you keep clinging to it.

Many feelings grow 
arising froṁ thoughts. 
The ṁind is daṁaged 
by covetousness and cruelty. 
Heaping up suffering like this, 
you’re said to be far froṁ extinguishṁent.

When you see a sight with ṁindfulness, 
there’s no desire for sights. 
Experiencing it with a ṁind free of desire, 
you don’t keep clinging to it.

Even as you see a sight 
and undergo a feeling, 
you wear away, you don’t heap up: 
that’s how to live ṁindfully. 
Reducing suffering like this, 
you’re said to be in the presence of extinguishṁent.

When you hear a sound with ṁindfulness, 
there’s no desire for sounds. 
Experiencing it with a ṁind free of desire, 
you don’t keep clinging to it.

Even as you hear a sound 
and undergo a feeling, 
you wear away, you don’t heap up: 
that’s how to live ṁindfully. 
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Reducing suffering like this, 
you’re said to be in the presence of extinguishṁent.

When you sṁell an odor with ṁindfulness, 
there’s no desire for sṁells. 
Experiencing it with a ṁind free of desire, 
you don’t keep clinging to it.

Even as you sṁell an odor 
and undergo a feeling, 
you wear away, you don’t heap up: 
that’s how to live ṁindfully. 
Reducing suffering like this, 
you’re said to be in the presence of extinguishṁent.

Enjoying a taste with ṁindfulness, 
there’s no desire for tastes. 
Experiencing it with a ṁind free of desire, 
you don’t keep clinging to it.

Even as you savor a taste 
and undergo a feeling, 
you wear away, you don’t heap up: 
that’s how to live ṁindfully. 
Reducing suffering like this, 
you’re said to be in the presence of extinguishṁent.

When you experience a touch with ṁindfulness, 
there’s no desire for touches. 
Experiencing it with a ṁind free of desire, 
you don’t keep clinging to it.

Even as you experience a touch 
and undergo a feeling, 
you wear away, you don’t heap up: 
that’s how to live ṁindfully. 
Reducing suffering like this, 
you’re said to be in the presence of extinguishṁent.

When you know a thought with ṁindfulness, 
there’s no desire for thoughts. 
Experiencing it with a ṁind free of desire, 
you don’t keep clinging to it.

Even as you know a thought 
and undergo a feeling, 
you wear away, you don’t heap up: 
that’s how to live ṁindfully. 
Reducing suffering like this, 
you’re said to be in the presence of extinguishṁent.’

That’s how I understand the detailed ṁeaning of the Buddha’s brief stateṁent.” “Good, good, 
Ma� lun� kyaputta! It’s good that you understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I’ve said in brief like 
this.
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(The Buddha repeats the verses in full.) 
as attention latches on the pleasant aspect. 

This is how to understand the detailed ṁeaning of what I said in brief.”
And then Venerable Ma� lun� kyaputta approved and agreed with what the Buddha said. He got 

up froṁ his seat, bowed, and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his right, before 
leaving. Then Ma� lun� kyaputta, living alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute, soon realized 
the supreṁe end of the spiritual path in this very life. He lived having achieved with his own 
insight the goal for which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly go forth froṁ the lay life to 
hoṁelessness. He understood: “Rebirth is ended; the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted; what 
had to be done has been done; there is no return to any state of existence.” And Venerable 
Ma� lun� kyaputta becaṁe one of the perfected.

35:96. Liable to Decline

“Mendicants, I will teach you who is liable to decline, who is not liable to decline, and the six 
fields of ṁastery. Listen … And how is soṁeone liable to decline? When a ṁendicant sees a sight 
with the eye, bad, unskillful phenoṁena arise: ṁeṁories and thoughts prone to fetters. Suppose 
that ṁendicant tolerates theṁ and doesn’t give theṁ up, get rid of theṁ, eliṁinate theṁ, and 
obliterate theṁ. They should understand: ‘My skillful qualities are declining. For this is what the 
Buddha calls decline.’

Furtherṁore, when a ṁendicant hears a sound … sṁells an odor … tastes a flavor … feels a 
touch … knows a thought with the ṁind, bad, unskillful phenoṁena arise: ṁeṁories and 
thoughts prone to fetters. If that ṁendicant tolerates theṁ and doesn’t give theṁ up, get rid of 
theṁ, eliṁinate theṁ, and obliterate theṁ, they should understand: ‘My skillful qualities are 
declining. For this is what the Buddha calls decline.’ That’s how soṁeone is liable to decline.

And how is soṁeone not liable to decline? When a ṁendicant sees a sight with the eye, bad, 
unskillful phenoṁena arise: ṁeṁories and thoughts prone to fetters. Suppose that ṁendicant 
doesn’t tolerate theṁ but gives theṁ up, gets rid of theṁ, eliṁinates theṁ, and obliterates theṁ. 
They should understand: ‘My skillful qualities are not declining. For this is what the Buddha calls 
non-decline.’

Furtherṁore, when a ṁendicant hears a sound … sṁells an odor … tastes a flavor … feels a 
touch … knows a thought with the ṁind, bad, unskillful phenoṁena arise: ṁeṁories and 
thoughts prone to fetters. Suppose that ṁendicant doesn’t tolerate theṁ but gives theṁ up, gets 
rid of theṁ, eliṁinates theṁ, and obliterates theṁ. They should understand: ‘My skillful qualities
are not declining. For this is what the Buddha calls non-decline.’ That’s how soṁeone is not liable
to decline.

And what are the six fields of ṁastery? When a ṁendicant sees a sight with the eye, bad, 
unskillful phenoṁena don’t arise: ṁeṁories and thoughts prone to fetters. They should 
understand: ‘This sense field has been ṁastered. For this is what the Buddha calls a field of 
ṁastery.’ … Furtherṁore, when a ṁendicant knows a thought with the ṁind, bad, unskillful 
phenoṁena don’t arise: ṁeṁories and thoughts prone to fetters. They should understand: ‘This 
sense field has been ṁastered. For this is what the Buddha calls a field of ṁastery.’ These are the 
six fields of ṁastery.”
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35:97. One Who Lives Negligently

“Mendicants, I will teach you who lives negligently and who lives diligently. Listen … And how 
does soṁeone live negligently? When you live with the eye faculty unrestrained, your ṁind 
becoṁes polluted when it coṁes to sights known by the eye. When the ṁind is polluted, there’s 
no joy. When there’s no joy, there’s no rapture. When there’s no rapture, there’s no tranquility. 
When there’s no tranquility, there’s suffering. The ṁind that suffers doesn’t becoṁe iṁṁersed in
saṁa�dhi. When the ṁind is not iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, principles do not becoṁe clear. Because 
principles have not becoṁe clear, you’re considered to live negligently. When you live with the 
ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind faculty unrestrained, your ṁind becoṁes polluted when it 
coṁes to thoughts known by the ṁind. When the ṁind is polluted, there’s no joy. When there’s 
no joy, there’s no rapture. When there’s no rapture, there’s no tranquility. When there’s no 
tranquility, there’s suffering. The ṁind that suffers doesn’t becoṁe iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi. When 
the ṁind is not iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, principles do not becoṁe clear. Because principles have 
not becoṁe clear, you’re considered to live negligently. That’s how soṁeone lives negligently.

And how does soṁeone live diligently? When you live with the eye faculty restrained, your 
ṁind doesn’t becoṁe polluted when it coṁes to sights known by the eye. When the ṁind isn’t 
polluted, joy springs up. Being joyful, rapture springs up. When the ṁind is full of rapture, the 
body becoṁes tranquil. When the body is tranquil, one feels bliss. And when blissful, the ṁind 
becoṁes iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi. When the ṁind is iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, principles becoṁe clear.
Because principles have becoṁe clear, you’re considered to live diligently. When you live with 
the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind faculty restrained, your ṁind doesn’t becoṁe polluted 
when it coṁes to thoughts known by the ṁind. When the ṁind isn’t polluted, joy springs up. 
Being joyful, rapture springs up. When the ṁind is full of rapture, the body becoṁes tranquil. 
When the body is tranquil, one feels bliss. And when blissful, the ṁind becoṁes iṁṁersed in 
saṁa�dhi. When the ṁind is iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, principles becoṁe clear. Because principles 
have becoṁe clear, you’re considered to live diligently. That’s how soṁeone lives diligently.”

35:98. Restraint

“Mendicants, I will teach you who is restrained and who is unrestrained. Listen … And how is 
soṁeone unrestrained? There are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, 
pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, and keeps clinging to theṁ, 
they should understand: ‘My skillful qualities are declining. For this is what the Buddha calls 
decline.’ There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts known by the ṁind that are 
likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, 
and keeps clinging to theṁ, they should understand: ‘My skillful qualities are declining. For this 
is what the Buddha calls decline.’ This is how soṁeone is unrestrained.

And how is soṁeone restrained? There are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, 
agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, and keep 
clinging to theṁ, they should understand: ‘My skillful qualities are not declining. For this is what 
the Buddha calls non-decline.’ There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts known 
by the ṁind that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant 
doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, and keep clinging to theṁ, they should understand: ‘My skillful 
qualities are not declining. For this is what the Buddha calls non-decline.’ This is how soṁeone is 
restrained.”
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35:99. Iṁṁersion

“Mendicants, develop iṁṁersion. A ṁendicant who has iṁṁersion truly understands. What do 
they truly understand? They truly understand that the eye is iṁperṁanent. They truly 
understand that sights … eye consciousness … eye contact … the pleasant, painful, or neutral 
feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact is iṁperṁanent. … They truly understand that the 
ṁind is iṁperṁanent. They truly understand that thoughts … ṁind consciousness … ṁind 
contact … the pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact is 
iṁperṁanent. Mendicants, develop iṁṁersion. A ṁendicant who has iṁṁersion truly 
understands.”

35:100. Retreat

“Mendicants, ṁeditate in retreat. A ṁendicant in retreat truly understands. What do they truly 
understand? They truly understand that the eye is iṁperṁanent. They truly understand that 
sights … eye consciousness … eye contact … the pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises 
conditioned by ṁind contact is iṁperṁanent. Mendicants, ṁeditate in retreat. A ṁendicant in 
retreat truly understands.”

35:101. It’s Not Yours (1st)

“Mendicants, give up what’s not yours. Giving it up will be for your welfare and happiness. And 
what isn’t yours? The eye isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it up will be for your welfare and 
happiness. Sights … Eye consciousness … Eye contact … The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling 
that arises conditioned by eye contact isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it up will be for your welfare 
and happiness.

The ear … nose … tongue … body …
Mind isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it up will be for your welfare and happiness. Thoughts … 

Mind consciousness … Mind contact … The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises 
conditioned by ṁind contact isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it up will be for your welfare and 
happiness.

Suppose a person was to carry off the grass, sticks, branches, and leaves in this Jeta’s Grove, or
burn theṁ, or do what they want with theṁ. Would you think: ‘This person is carrying us off, 
burning us, or doing what they want with us?’”

“No, sir.
Why is that?
Because that’s neither self nor belonging to self.”
“In the saṁe way, the eye isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it up will be for your welfare and 

happiness. … The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact 
isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it up will be for your welfare and happiness.”

35:102. It’s Not Yours (2nd)

“Mendicants, give up what’s not yours. Giving it up will be for your welfare and happiness. And 
what isn’t yours? The eye isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it up will be for your welfare and 
happiness. Sights … Eye consciousness … Eye contact … The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling 
that arises conditioned by ṁind contact isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it up will be for your 
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welfare and happiness. Give up what’s not yours. Giving it up will be for your welfare and 
happiness.”

35:103. About Uddaka

“Mendicants, Uddaka, son of Ra�ṁa, used to say: ‘This for sure is the knowledge ṁaster! This for 
sure is the conqueror of all! This for sure is the boil’s root dug out, never dug out before!’ Even 
though Uddaka, son of Ra�ṁa, was no knowledge ṁaster, he said ‘I’ṁ a knowledge ṁaster.’ 
Though he was no conqueror of all, he said ‘I’ṁ conqueror of all.’ And though the boil’s root was 
not dug out, he said ‘I’ve dug out the boil’s root.’ Here’s how a ṁendicant would rightly say: 
‘Here’s the thing: the knowledge ṁaster! Here’s the thing: the conqueror of all! Here’s the thing: 
the boil’s root has been dug out, which was never dug out before!’

And how is soṁeone a knowledge ṁaster? It’s when a ṁendicant truly understands the six 
fields of contact’s origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and escape. That’s how a ṁendicant is a
knowledge ṁaster.

And how is a ṁendicant a conqueror of all? It’s when a ṁendicant coṁes to be freed by not 
grasping after truly understanding these six sense fields’ origin, ending, gratification, drawback, 
and escape. That’s how a ṁendicant is a conqueror of all.

And how has a ṁendicant dug out the boil’s root, which was never dug out before? ‘Boil’ is a 
terṁ for this body ṁade up of the four priṁary eleṁents, produced by ṁother and father, built 
up froṁ rice and porridge, liable to iṁperṁanence, to wearing away and erosion, to breaking up 
and destruction. ‘Boil’s root’ is a terṁ for craving. It’s when a ṁendicant has given up craving, cut
it off at the root, ṁade it like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated it, so it’s unable to arise in the future. 
That’s how a ṁendicant has dug out the boil’s root, which was never dug out before.

Uddaka, son of Ra�ṁa, used to say: ‘This for sure is the knowledge ṁaster! This for sure is the 
conqueror of all! This for sure is the boil’s root dug out, never dug out before!’ Even though 
Uddaka, son of Ra�ṁa, was no knowledge ṁaster, he said ‘I’ṁ a knowledge ṁaster.’ Though he 
was no conqueror of all, he said ‘I’ṁ conqueror of all.’ And though the boil’s root was not dug out,
he said ‘I’ve dug out the boil’s root.’ But that’s how a ṁendicant would rightly say: ‘This for sure 
is the knowledge ṁaster! This for sure is the conqueror of all! This for sure is the boil’s root dug 
out, never dug out before!’”

11. Sanctuary

35:104. Sanctuary

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you an exposition of the teaching, an explanation of one 
who has reached sanctuary. Listen … And what is an exposition of the teaching, an explanation of 
one who has reached sanctuary? There are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, 
agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. The Realized One has given these up, cut theṁ off at 
the root, ṁade theṁ like a palṁ stuṁp, and obliterated theṁ, so they are unable to arise in the 
future. He teaches ṁeditation for giving theṁ up. That’s why the Realized One is called one who 
has reached sanctuary. … There are thoughts known by the ṁind that are likable, desirable, 
agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. The Realized One has given these up, cut theṁ off at 
the root, ṁade theṁ like a palṁ stuṁp, and obliterated theṁ, so they are unable to arise in the 
future. He teaches ṁeditation for giving theṁ up. That’s why the Realized One is called one who 
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has reached sanctuary. This is an exposition of the teaching, an explanation of one who has 
reached sanctuary.”

35:105. Because of Grasping

“Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what, do pleasure and pain arise in oneself?”
“Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …”
“Mendicants, when there’s an eye, because of grasping the eye, pleasure and pain arise in 

oneself. … When there’s a ṁind, because of grasping the ṁind, pleasure and pain arise in oneself. 
What do you think, ṁendicants? Is the eye perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”

“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would pleasure and pain 

arise in oneself?”
“No, sir.” …
“Is the ear … nose … tongue … body …
ṁind perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would pleasure and pain 

arise in oneself?”
“No, sir.”
“Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, 

and ṁind. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. When 
they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey 
has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of 
existence.’”

35:106. The Origin of Suffering

“Mendicants, I will teach you the origin and ending of suffering. Listen … And what, ṁendicants, 
is the origin of suffering? Eye consciousness arises dependent on the eye and sights. The ṁeeting 
of the three is contact. Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition for craving. This is 
the origin of suffering … Mind consciousness arises dependent on the ṁind and thoughts. The 
ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition for 
craving. This is the origin of suffering.

And what is the ending of suffering? Eye consciousness arises dependent on the eye and 
sights. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition
for craving. When that craving fades away and ceases with nothing left over, grasping ceases. 
When grasping ceases, continued existence ceases. When continued existence ceases, rebirth 
ceases. When rebirth ceases, old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress 
cease. That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases. This is the ending of suffering. … Mind 
consciousness arises dependent on the ṁind and thoughts. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. 
Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition for craving. When that craving fades away
and ceases with nothing left over, grasping ceases. When grasping ceases, continued existence 
ceases. When continued existence ceases, rebirth ceases. When rebirth ceases, old age and death,
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sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress cease. That is how this entire ṁass of suffering 
ceases. This is the ending of suffering.”

35:107. The Origin of the World

“Mendicants, I will teach you the origin and ending of the world. Listen … And what, ṁendicants, 
is the origin of the world? Eye consciousness arises dependent on the eye and sights. The 
ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition for 
craving. Craving is a condition for grasping. Grasping is a condition for continued existence. 
Continued existence is a condition for rebirth. Rebirth is a condition that gives rise to old age and
death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. This is the origin of the world. … Mind 
consciousness arises dependent on the ṁind and thoughts. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. 
Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition for craving. Craving is a condition for 
grasping. Grasping is a condition for continued existence. Continued existence is a condition for 
rebirth. Rebirth is a condition that gives rise to old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, 
sadness, and distress. This is the origin of the world.

And what is the ending of the world? Eye consciousness arises dependent on the eye and 
sights. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition
for craving. When that craving fades away and ceases with nothing left over, grasping ceases. 
When grasping ceases, continued existence ceases. When continued existence ceases, rebirth 
ceases. When rebirth ceases, old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress 
cease. That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases. This is the ending of the world. … Mind 
consciousness arises dependent on the ṁind and thoughts. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. 
Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition for craving. When that craving fades away
and ceases with nothing left over, grasping ceases. When grasping ceases … That is how this 
entire ṁass of suffering ceases. This is the ending of the world.”

35:108. I’ṁ Better

“Mendicants, when what exists, because of grasping what and insisting on what, do people think 
‘I’ṁ better’ or ‘I’ṁ equal’ or ‘I’ṁ worse’?”

“Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …”
“When there’s an eye, because of grasping the eye and insisting on the eye, people think ‘I’ṁ 

better’ or ‘I’ṁ equal’ or ‘I’ṁ worse’. … When there’s a ṁind, because of grasping the ṁind and 
insisting on the ṁind, people think ‘I’ṁ better’ or ‘I’ṁ equal’ or ‘I’ṁ worse’. What do you think, 
ṁendicants? Is the eye perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”

“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would people think ‘I’ṁ 

better’ or ‘I’ṁ equal’ or ‘I’ṁ worse’?”
“No, sir.” …
“Is the ṁind perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But by not grasping what’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable, would people think ‘I’ṁ 

better’ or ‘I’ṁ equal’ or ‘I’ṁ worse’?”
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“No, sir.”
“Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, 

and ṁind. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. When 
they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey 
has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of 
existence.’”

35:109. Things Prone to Being Fettered

“Mendicants, I will teach you the things that are prone to being fettered, and the fetter. Listen … 
What are the things that are prone to being fettered? And what is the fetter? The eye is 
soṁething that’s prone to being fettered. The desire and greed for it is the fetter. The ear … nose 
… tongue … body … ṁind is soṁething that’s prone to being fettered. The desire and greed for it 
is the fetter. These are called the things that are prone to being fettered, and this is the fetter.”

35:110. Things Prone to Being Grasped

“Mendicants, I will teach you the things that are prone to being grasped, and the grasping. Listen 
… What are the things that are prone to being grasped? And what is the grasping? The eye is 
soṁething that’s prone to being grasped. The desire and greed for it is the grasping. The ear … 
nose … tongue … body … ṁind is soṁething that’s prone to being grasped. The desire and greed 
for it is the grasping. These are called the things that are prone to being grasped, and this is the 
grasping.”

35:111. Coṁplete Understanding of the Interior

“Mendicants, without directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding the eye, without 
dispassion for it and giving it up, you can’t end suffering. Without directly knowing and 
coṁpletely understanding the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind, without dispassion for it and 
giving it up, you can’t end suffering. By directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding the eye, 
having dispassion for it and giving it up, you can end suffering. By directly knowing and 
coṁpletely understanding the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind, having dispassion for it and 
giving it up, you can end suffering.”

35:112. Coṁplete Understanding of the Exterior

“Mendicants, without directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding sights … sounds … sṁells 
… tastes … touches … thoughts, without dispassion for theṁ and giving theṁ up, you can’t end 
suffering. By directly knowing and coṁpletely understanding sights … sounds … sṁells … tastes 
… touches … thoughts, having dispassion for theṁ and giving theṁ up, you can end suffering.”

35:113. Listening In

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying at Na�dika in the brick house. Then while the Buddha was in 
private retreat he spoke this exposition of the teaching: “Eye consciousness arises dependent on 
the eye and sights. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling 
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is a condition for craving. Craving is a condition for grasping. Grasping is a condition for 
continued existence. Continued existence is a condition for rebirth. Rebirth is a condition that 
gives rise to old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. That is how this 
entire ṁass of suffering originates. Ear … nose … tongue … body … Mind consciousness arises 
dependent on the ṁind and thoughts. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a condition 
for feeling. Feeling is a condition for craving. Craving is a condition for grasping. Grasping is a 
condition for continued existence. Continued existence is a condition for rebirth. Rebirth is a 
condition that gives rise to old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. 
That is how this entire ṁass of suffering originates.

Eye consciousness arises dependent on the eye and sights. The ṁeeting of the three is contact.
Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is a condition for craving. When that craving fades away
and ceases with nothing left over, grasping ceases. When grasping ceases, continued existence 
ceases. When continued existence ceases, rebirth ceases. When rebirth ceases, old age and death,
sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress cease. That is how this entire ṁass of suffering 
ceases. Ear … nose … tongue … body … Mind consciousness arises dependent on the ṁind and 
thoughts. The ṁeeting of the three is contact. Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is a 
condition for craving. When that craving fades away and ceases with nothing left over, grasping 
ceases. When grasping ceases … That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases.”

Now at that tiṁe a certain ṁonk was standing listening in on the Buddha. The Buddha saw 
hiṁ and said: “Monk, did you hear that exposition of the teaching?” “Yes, sir.” “Learn that 
exposition of the teaching, ṁeṁorize it, and reṁeṁber it. That exposition of the teaching is 
beneficial and relates to the fundaṁentals of the spiritual life.”

12. The World and the Kinds of Sensual Stiṁulation

35:114. Ma� ra’s Snare (1st)

“Mendicants, there are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, 
sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, and keeps clinging to theṁ, they’re 
called a ṁendicant trapped in Ma�ra’s lair, fallen under Ma�ra’s sway, and caught in Ma� ra’s snare. 
They’re bound by Ma� ra’s bonds, and the Wicked One can do what he wants with theṁ.

There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches …
thoughts known by the ṁind that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and 

arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, and keep clinging to theṁ, they’re called a 
ṁendicant trapped in Ma�ra’s lair, fallen under Ma� ra’s sway, and caught in Ma� ra’s snare. They’re 
bound by Ma� ra, and the Wicked One can do what he wants with theṁ.

There are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and 
arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, and keep clinging to theṁ, they’re called a 
ṁendicant not trapped in Ma� ra’s lair, not fallen under Ma�ra’s sway, and released froṁ Ma� ra’s 
snare. They’re free froṁ Ma�ra’s bonds, and the Wicked One cannot do what he wants with theṁ.

There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches …
thoughts known by the ṁind that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and 

arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, and keep clinging to theṁ, they’re called a 
ṁendicant not trapped in Ma� ra’s lair, not fallen under Ma�ra’s sway, and released froṁ Ma� ra’s 
snare. They’re free froṁ Ma�ra’s bonds, and the Wicked One cannot do what he wants with theṁ.”
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35:115. Ma� ra’s Snare (2nd)

“Mendicants, there are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, 
sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, and keeps clinging to theṁ, they’re 
called a ṁendicant who is bound when it coṁes to sights known by the eye. They’re trapped in 
Ma� ra’s lair, fallen under Ma� ra’s sway, and caught in Ma�ra’s snare. They’re bound by Ma� ra’s 
bonds, and the Wicked One can do what he wants with theṁ.

There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts known by the ṁind that are likable, 
desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, and 
keeps clinging to theṁ, they’re called a ṁendicant who is bound when it coṁes to thoughts 
known by the ṁind. They’re trapped in Ma� ra’s lair, fallen under Ma� ra’s sway, and caught in 
Ma� ra’s snare. They’re bound by Ma�ra’s bonds, and the Wicked One can do what he wants with 
theṁ.

There are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and 
arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, and keep clinging to theṁ, they’re called a 
ṁendicant not trapped in Ma� ra’s lair, not fallen under Ma�ra’s sway, and released froṁ Ma� ra’s 
snare. They’re free froṁ Ma�ra’s bonds, and the Wicked One cannot do what he wants with theṁ.

There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts known by the ṁind that are likable, 
desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, 
and keep clinging to theṁ, they’re called a ṁendicant not trapped in Ma� ra’s lair, not fallen under 
Ma� ra’s sway, and released froṁ Ma�ra’s snare. They’re free froṁ Ma� ra’s bonds, and the Wicked 
One cannot do what he wants with theṁ.”

35:116. Traveling to the End of the World

“Mendicants, I say it’s not possible to know or see or reach the end of the world by traveling. But 
I also say there’s no ṁaking an end of suffering without reaching the end of the world.” When he 
had spoken, the Holy One got up froṁ his seat and entered his dwelling. Soon after the Buddha 
left, those ṁendicants considered: “The Buddha gave this brief passage for recitation, then 
entered his dwelling without explaining the ṁeaning in detail. … Who can explain in detail the 
ṁeaning of this brief passage for recitation given by the Buddha?”

Then those ṁendicants thought: “This Venerable AJ nanda is praised by the Buddha and 
esteeṁed by his sensible spiritual coṁpanions. He is capable of explaining in detail the ṁeaning 
of this brief passage for recitation given by the Buddha. Let’s go to hiṁ, and ask hiṁ about this 
ṁatter.”

Then those ṁendicants went to AJ nanda and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the 
greetings and polite conversation were over, they sat down to one side. They told hiṁ what had 
happened, and said:

“May Venerable AJ nanda please explain this.”
“Reverends, suppose there was a person in need of heartwood. And while wandering in search

of heartwood he’d coṁe across a large tree standing with heartwood. But he’d pass over the 
roots and trunk, iṁagining that the heartwood should be sought in the branches and leaves. Such
is the consequence for the venerables. Though you were face to face with the Buddha, you passed
hiṁ by, iṁagining that you should ask ṁe about this ṁatter. For he is the Buddha, who knows 
and sees. He is vision, he is knowledge, he is the truth, he is supreṁe. He is the teacher, the 
proclaiṁer, the elucidator of ṁeaning, the bestower of the deathless, the lord of truth, the 
Realized One. That was the tiṁe to approach the Buddha and ask about this ṁatter. You should 
have reṁeṁbered it in line with the Buddha’s answer.”
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“Certainly he is the Buddha, who knows and sees. He is vision, he is knowledge, he is the truth,
he is supreṁe. He is the teacher, the proclaiṁer, the elucidator of ṁeaning, the bestower of the 
deathless, the lord of truth, the Realized One. That was the tiṁe to approach the Buddha and ask 
about this ṁatter. We should have reṁeṁbered it in line with the Buddha’s answer. Still, 
Venerable AJ nanda is praised by the Buddha and esteeṁed by his sensible spiritual coṁpanions. 
You are capable of explaining in detail the ṁeaning of this brief passage for recitation given by 
the Buddha. Please explain this, if it’s no trouble.”

“Then listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, reverend,” they replied. AJ nanda said 
this:

“Reverends, the Buddha gave this brief passage for recitation, then entered his dwelling 
without explaining the ṁeaning in detail: ‘Mendicants, I say it’s not possible to know or see or 
reach the end of the world by traveling. But I also say there’s no ṁaking an end of suffering 
without reaching the end of the world.’ This is how I understand the detailed ṁeaning of this 
passage for recitation. Whatever in the world through which you perceive the world and 
conceive the world is called the world in the training of the noble one. And through what in the 
world do you perceive the world and conceive the world? Through the eye in the world you 
perceive the world and conceive the world. Through the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind in 
the world you perceive the world and conceive the world. Whatever in the world through which 
you perceive the world and conceive the world is called the world in the training of the noble 
one. When the Buddha gave this brief passage for recitation, then entered his dwelling without 
explaining the ṁeaning in detail: ‘Mendicants, I say it’s not possible to know or see or reach the 
end of the world by traveling. But I also say there’s no ṁaking an end of suffering without 
reaching the end of the world.’ That is how I understand the detailed ṁeaning of this suṁṁary. If
you wish, you ṁay go to the Buddha and ask hiṁ about this. You should reṁeṁber it in line with 
the Buddha’s answer.”

“Yes, reverend,” replied those ṁendicants. Then they rose froṁ their seats and went to the 
Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ what had happened. Then they said:

“And AJ nanda explained the ṁeaning to us in this ṁanner, with these words and phrases.”
“Mendicants, AJ nanda is astute, he has great wisdoṁ. If you caṁe to ṁe and asked this 

question, I would answer it in exactly the saṁe way as AJ nanda. That is what it ṁeans, and that’s 
how you should reṁeṁber it.”

35:117. The Kinds of Sensual Stiṁulation

“Mendicants, before ṁy awakening—when I was still unawakened but intent on awakening—I 
thought: ‘My ṁind ṁight often stray towards the five kinds of sensual stiṁulation that I forṁerly 
experienced—which have passed, ceased, and perished—or to those in the present, or in the 
future a little.’ Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘In ṁy own way I should practice diligence, ṁindfulness, 
and protecting the ṁind regarding the five kinds of sensual stiṁulation that I forṁerly 
experienced—which have passed, ceased, and perished.’ So, ṁendicants, your ṁinds ṁight also 
often stray towards the five kinds of sensual stiṁulation that you forṁerly experienced—which 
have passed, ceased, and perished—or to those in the present, or in the future a little. So in your 
own way you should practice diligence, ṁindfulness, and protecting the ṁind regarding the five 
kinds of sensual stiṁulation that I forṁerly experienced—which have passed, ceased, and 
perished. So you should understand that diṁension where the eye ceases and perception of 
sights fades away. You should understand that diṁension where the ear … nose … tongue … body
… ṁind ceases and perception of thoughts fades away.” When he had spoken, the Holy One got 
up froṁ his seat and entered his dwelling.
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Soon after the Buddha left, those ṁendicants considered: “The Buddha gave this brief 
suṁṁary, then entered his dwelling without explaining the ṁeaning in detail. … Who can explain
in detail the ṁeaning of this brief suṁṁary given by the Buddha?”

Then those ṁendicants thought: “This Venerable AJ nanda is praised by the Buddha and 
esteeṁed by his sensible spiritual coṁpanions. He is capable of explaining in detail the ṁeaning 
of this brief suṁṁary given by the Buddha. Let’s go to hiṁ, and ask hiṁ about this ṁatter.”

Then those ṁendicants went to AJ nanda, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the 
greetings and polite conversation were over, they sat down to one side. They told hiṁ what had 
happened, and said:

“May Venerable AJ nanda please explain this.”
“Reverends, suppose there was a person in need of heartwood. …” "Please explain this, if it’s 

no trouble.”
“Then listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, reverend,” they replied. AJ nanda said 

this:
“Reverends, the Buddha gave this brief suṁṁary, then entered his dwelling without 

explaining the ṁeaning in detail: ‘So you should understand that diṁension where the eye ceases
and perception of sights fades away. You should understand that diṁension where the ear … 
nose … tongue … body … ṁind ceases and perception of thoughts fades away.’ And this is how I 
understand the detailed ṁeaning of this suṁṁary. The Buddha was referring to the cessation of 
the six sense fields when he said: ‘So you should understand that diṁension where the eye 
ceases and perception of sights fades away. You should understand that diṁension where the ear
… nose … tongue … body … ṁind ceases and perception of thoughts fades away.’ The Buddha 
gave this brief suṁṁary, then entered his dwelling without explaining the ṁeaning in detail. And
this is how I understand the detailed ṁeaning of this suṁṁary. If you wish, you ṁay go to the 
Buddha and ask hiṁ about this. You should reṁeṁber it in line with the Buddha’s answer.”

“Yes, reverend,” replied those ṁendicants. Then they rose froṁ their seats and went to the 
Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ what had happened. Then they said:

“And AJ nanda explained the ṁeaning to us in this ṁanner, with these words and phrases.”
“Mendicants, AJ nanda is astute, he has great wisdoṁ. If you caṁe to ṁe and asked this 

question, I would answer it in exactly the saṁe way as AJ nanda. That is what it ṁeans, and that’s 
how you should reṁeṁber it.”

35:118. The Question of Sakka

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, on the Vulture’s Peak Mountain. And then 
Sakka, lord of gods, went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and said to hiṁ: “What is 
the cause, sir, what is the reason why soṁe sentient beings aren’t fully extinguished in the 
present life? What is the cause, what is the reason why soṁe sentient beings are fully 
extinguished in the present life?”

“Lord of gods, there are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, 
pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, and keeps clinging to theṁ, 
their consciousness relies on that and grasps it. A ṁendicant with grasping does not becoṁe 
extinguished.

There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts known by the ṁind that are likable, 
desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, and 
keeps clinging to theṁ, their consciousness relies on that and grasps it. A ṁendicant with 
grasping does not becoṁe extinguished. That’s the cause, that’s the reason why soṁe sentient 
beings aren’t fully extinguished in the present life.
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There are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and 
arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, and keep clinging to theṁ, their 
consciousness doesn’t rely on that and grasp it. A ṁendicant free of grasping becoṁes 
extinguished.

There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts known by the ṁind that are likable, 
desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, 
and keep clinging to theṁ, their consciousness doesn’t rely on that and grasp it. A ṁendicant free
of grasping becoṁes extinguished. That’s the cause, that’s the reason why soṁe sentient beings 
are fully extinguished in the present life.”

35:119. The Question of PanC casikha

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, on the Vulture’s Peak Mountain. And then the
fairy PanC casikha went up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to one side, and said to hiṁ: “What is the 
cause, sir, what is the reason why soṁe sentient beings aren’t fully extinguished in the present 
life? What is the cause, sir, what is the reason why soṁe sentient beings are fully extinguished in 
the present life?” “PanC casikha, there are sights known by the eye … thoughts known by the ṁind 
that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, 
welcoṁes, and keeps clinging to theṁ, their consciousness relies on that and grasps it. A 
ṁendicant with grasping does not becoṁe extinguished. That’s the cause, that’s the reason why 
soṁe sentient beings aren’t fully extinguished in the present life.

There are sights known by the eye … thoughts known by the ṁind that are likable, desirable, 
agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, and keep 
clinging to theṁ, their consciousness doesn’t rely on that and grasp it. A ṁendicant free of 
grasping becoṁes extinguished. That’s the cause, that’s the reason why soṁe sentient beings are 
fully extinguished in the present life.”

35:120. Sa� riputta and the Pupil

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s 
ṁonastery. Then a certain ṁendicant went up to Venerable Sa� riputta, and exchanged greetings 
with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side, and 
said to hiṁ: “Reverend Sa� riputta, a ṁendicant pupil of ṁine has rejected the training and 
returned to a lesser life.”

“That’s how it is, reverend, when soṁeone doesn’t guard the sense doors, eats too ṁuch, and 
is not coṁṁitted to wakefulness. It’s not possible for such a ṁendicant to ṁaintain the full and 
pure spiritual life for the rest of their life. But it is possible for a ṁendicant to ṁaintain the full 
and pure spiritual life for the rest of their life if they guard the sense doors, eat in ṁoderation, 
and are coṁṁitted to wakefulness.

And how does soṁeone guard the sense doors? When a ṁendicant sees a sight with the eyes, 
they don’t get caught up in the features and details. If the faculty of sight were left unrestrained, 
bad unskillful qualities of desire and aversion would becoṁe overwhelṁing. For this reason, they
practice restraint, protecting the faculty of sight, and achieving its restraint. When they hear a 
sound with their ears … When they sṁell an odor with their nose … When they taste a flavor with
their tongue … When they feel a touch with their body … When they know a thought with their 
ṁind, they don’t get caught up in the features and details. If the faculty of ṁind were left 
unrestrained, bad unskillful qualities of desire and aversion would becoṁe overwhelṁing. For 
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this reason, they practice restraint, protecting the faculty of ṁind, and achieving its restraint. 
That’s how soṁeone guards the sense doors.

And how does soṁeone eat in ṁoderation? It’s when a ṁendicant reflects properly on the 
food that they eat: ‘Not for fun, indulgence, adornṁent, or decoration, but only to continue and 
sustain this body, avoid harṁ, and support spiritual practice. So that I will put an end to old 
discoṁfort and not give rise to new discoṁfort, and so that I will keep on living blaṁelessly and 
at ease.’ That’s how soṁeone eats in ṁoderation.

And how is soṁeone coṁṁitted to wakefulness? It’s when a ṁendicant practices walking and 
sitting ṁeditation by day, purifying their ṁind froṁ obstacles. In the evening, they continue to 
practice walking and sitting ṁeditation. In the ṁiddle of the night, they lie down in the lion’s 
posture—on the right side, placing one foot on top of the other—ṁindful and aware, and focused
on the tiṁe of getting up. In the last part of the night, they get up and continue to practice 
walking and sitting ṁeditation, purifying their ṁind froṁ obstacles. That’s how soṁeone is 
coṁṁitted to wakefulness. So you should train like this: ‘We will guard the sense doors, eat in 
ṁoderation, and be coṁṁitted to wakefulness.’ That’s how you should train.”

35:121. Advice to Ra�hula

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. 
Then as he was in private retreat this thought caṁe to his ṁind: “The qualities that ripen in 
freedoṁ have ripened in Ra�hula. Why don’t I lead hiṁ further to the ending of defileṁents?” 
Then the Buddha robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, wandered for alṁs in 
Sa�vatthī�. After the ṁeal, on his return froṁ alṁs-round, he addressed Venerable Ra�hula: “Ra�hula,
get your sitting cloth. Let’s go to the Dark Forest for the day’s ṁeditation.” “Yes, sir,” replied 
Ra�hula. Taking his sitting cloth he followed behind the Buddha.

Now at that tiṁe ṁany thousands of deities followed the Buddha, thinking: “Today the 
Buddha will lead Ra�hula further to the ending of defileṁents!” Then the Buddha plunged deep 
into the Dark Forest and sat at the root of a tree on the seat spread out. Ra�hula bowed to the 
Buddha and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ:

“What do you think, Ra�hula? Is the eye perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Are sights …
eye consciousness …
eye contact perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” …
“Anything included in feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness that arises conditioned 

by eye contact: is that perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Is the ear … nose … tongue … body …
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ṁind perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Are thoughts …
ṁind consciousness …
ṁind contact perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.” …
“Anything included in feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness that arises conditioned 

by ṁind contact: is that perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, sights, eye 

consciousness, and eye contact. And they becoṁe disillusioned with anything included in feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness that arises conditioned by eye contact. They grow 
disillusioned with the ear … nose … tongue … body …

ṁind, thoughts, ṁind consciousness, and ṁind contact. And they grow disillusioned with 
anything included in feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness that arises conditioned by 
ṁind contact. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. 
When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual 
journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state 
of existence.’”

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, Venerable Ra�hula was happy with what the Buddha 
said. And while this discourse was being spoken, Ra�hula’s ṁind was freed froṁ defileṁents by 
not grasping. And the stainless, iṁṁaculate vision of the Dhaṁṁa arose in those thousands of 
deities: “Everything that has a beginning has an end.”

35:122. Things Prone to Being Fettered

“Mendicants, I will teach you the things that are prone to being fettered, and the fetter. Listen … 
What are the things that are prone to being fettered? And what is the fetter? There are sights 
known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. These are
called the things that are prone to being fettered. The desire and greed for theṁ is the fetter. 
There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts known by the ṁind that are likable, 
desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. These are called the things that are prone 
to being fettered. The desire and greed for theṁ is the fetter.”

35:123. Things Prone to Being Grasped

“Mendicants, I will teach you the things that are prone to being grasped, and the grasping. Listen 
… What are the things that are prone to being grasped? And what is the grasping? There are 
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sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. 
These are called the things that are prone to being grasped. The desire and greed for theṁ is the 
grasping. There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts known by the ṁind that are 
likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. These are called the things that are 
prone to being grasped. The desire and greed for theṁ is the grasping.”

13. Householders

35:124. At Vesa� lī�

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, in the hall with the peaked 
roof. Then the householder Ugga of Vesa� lī� went up to the Buddha, sat down to one side, and said 
to hiṁ: “What is the cause, sir, what is the reason why soṁe sentient beings aren’t fully 
extinguished in the present life? What is the cause, sir, what is the reason why soṁe sentient 
beings are fully extinguished in the present life?”

“Householder, there are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, 
pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, and keeps clinging to theṁ, 
their consciousness relies on that and grasps it. A ṁendicant with grasping does not becoṁe 
extinguished. There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts known by the ṁind that 
are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, 
welcoṁes, and keeps clinging to theṁ, their consciousness relies on that and grasps it. A 
ṁendicant with grasping does not becoṁe extinguished. That’s the cause, that’s the reason why 
soṁe sentient beings aren’t fully extinguished in the present life.

There are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and 
arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, and keep clinging to theṁ, their 
consciousness doesn’t rely on that and grasp it. A ṁendicant free of grasping becoṁes 
extinguished. There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts known by the ṁind that 
are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, 
welcoṁe, and keep clinging to theṁ, their consciousness doesn’t rely on that and grasp it. A 
ṁendicant free of grasping becoṁes extinguished. That’s the cause, that’s the reason why soṁe 
sentient beings are fully extinguished in the present life.”

35:125. In the Land of the Vajjis

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Vajjis at the village of Hatthi. Then the 
householder Ugga of Hatthi went up to the Buddha, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “What 
is the cause, sir, what is the reason why soṁe sentient beings aren’t fully extinguished in the 
present life? What is the cause, sir, what is the reason why soṁe sentient beings are fully 
extinguished in the present life?” … (This should be told in full as in the previous discourse.)

35:126. At Na� landa�

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Na� landa�  in Pa�va� rika’s ṁango grove. Then the 
householder Upa� li went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “What is the cause, sir, what is the 
reason why soṁe sentient beings aren’t fully extinguished in the present life? What is the cause, 
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sir, what is the reason why soṁe sentient beings are fully extinguished in the present life?” … 
(This should be told in full as in SN 35.124.)

35:127. With Bha� radva� ja

At one tiṁe Venerable PinA dA ola Bha� radva� ja was staying near Kosaṁbi, in Ghosita’s Monastery. 
Then King Udena went up to PinA dA ola Bha� radva� ja and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the 
greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Master 
Bha� radva� ja, there are these young ṁonks who are youthful, black-haired, blessed with youth, in 
the priṁe of life; and they’ve never played around with sensual pleasures. What is the cause, 
what is the reason why they practice the full and pure spiritual life as long as they live, 
ṁaintaining it for a long tiṁe?” “Great king, this has been stated by the Blessed One, who knows 
and sees, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha: ‘Please, ṁonks, think of woṁen your 
ṁother’s age as your ṁother. Think of woṁen your sister’s age as your sister. And think of 
woṁen your daughter’s age as your daughter.’ This is a cause, great king, this is a reason why 
these young ṁonks practice the full and pure spiritual life as long as they live, ṁaintaining it for a
long tiṁe.”

“But Master Bha� radva� ja, the ṁind is wanton. Soṁetiṁes thoughts of desire coṁe up even for 
woṁen your ṁother’s age, your sister’s age, or your daughter’s age. Is there another cause, 
another reason why these young ṁonks live the full and pure spiritual life for their entire life?”

“Great king, this has been stated by the Blessed One, who knows and sees, the perfected one, 
the fully awakened Buddha: ‘Please, ṁonks, exaṁine your own body up froṁ the soles of the feet 
and down froṁ the tips of the hairs, wrapped in skin and full of ṁany kinds of filth. In this body 
there is head hair, body hair, nails, teeth, skin, flesh, sinews, bones, bone ṁarrow, kidneys, heart, 
liver, diaphragṁ, spleen, lungs, intestines, ṁesentery, undigested food, feces, bile, phlegṁ, pus, 
blood, sweat, fat, tears, grease, saliva, snot, synovial fluid, urine.’ This is also a cause, great king, 
this is a reason why these young ṁonks live the full and pure spiritual life for their entire life, 
ṁaintaining it for a long tiṁe.” “This is easy to do for those ṁendicants who have developed their
physical endurance, ethics, ṁind, and wisdoṁ. But it’s hard to do for those ṁendicants who have 
not developed their physical endurance, ethics, ṁind, and wisdoṁ. Soṁetiṁes I plan to focus on 
soṁething as ugly, but only its beauty coṁes to ṁind. Is there another cause, another reason why
these young ṁonks live the full and pure spiritual life for their entire life?”

“Great king, this has been stated by the Blessed One, who knows and sees, the perfected one, 
the fully awakened Buddha: ‘Please, ṁonks, live with sense doors guarded. When you see a sight 
with your eyes, don’t get caught up in the features and details. If the faculty of sight were left 
unrestrained, bad unskillful qualities of desire and aversion would becoṁe overwhelṁing. For 
this reason, practice restraint, protect the faculty of sight, and achieve its restraint. When you 
hear a sound with your ears … When you sṁell an odor with your nose … When you taste a flavor
with your tongue … When you feel a touch with your body … When you know a thought with 
your ṁind, don’t get caught up in the features and details. If the faculty of ṁind were left 
unrestrained, bad unskillful qualities of desire and aversion would becoṁe overwhelṁing. For 
this reason, practice restraint, protect the faculty of ṁind, and achieve its restraint.’ This is also a 
cause, great king, this is a reason why these young ṁonks practice the full and pure spiritual life 
as long as they live, ṁaintaining it for a long tiṁe.”

“It’s incredible, Master Bha� radva� ja, it’s aṁazing! How well this was said by the Buddha! This is
the real cause, this is the reason why these young ṁonks practice the full and pure spiritual life 
as long as they live, ṁaintaining it for a long tiṁe. For soṁetiṁes I too enter the hareṁ with 
unprotected body, speech, ṁind, ṁindfulness, and sense faculties. At those tiṁes powerful 
thoughts of desire get the better of ṁe. But soṁetiṁes I enter the hareṁ with protected body, 
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speech, ṁind, ṁindfulness, and sense faculties. At those tiṁes such thoughts of desire don’t get 
the better of ṁe. Excellent, Master Bha� radva� ja! Excellent! As if he were righting the overturned, 
or revealing the hidden, or pointing out the path to the lost, or lighting a laṁp in the dark so 
people with good eyes can see what’s there, Master Bha� radva� ja has ṁade the teaching clear in 
ṁany ways. I go for refuge to the Buddha, to the teaching, and to the ṁendicant San� gha. Froṁ 
this day forth, ṁay Master Bha� radva� ja reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge 
for life.”

35:128. With SonA a

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. Then the householder SonA a went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and 
said to hiṁ: “What is the cause, sir, what is the reason why soṁe sentient beings aren’t fully 
extinguished in the present life? What is the cause, sir, what is the reason why soṁe sentient 
beings are fully extinguished in the present life?” … (This should be told in full as in SN 35.118.)

35:129. With Ghosita

At one tiṁe Venerable AJ nanda was staying near Kosaṁbi, in Ghosita’s Monastery. Then the 
householder Ghosita went up to Venerable AJ nanda, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, AJ nanda, they speak of 
‘the diversity of eleṁents’. In what way did the Buddha speak of the diversity of eleṁents?” 
“Householder, the eye eleṁent is found, as are agreeable sights, and eye consciousness. Pleasant 
feeling arises dependent on a contact to be experienced as pleasant. The eye eleṁent is found, as 
are disagreeable sights, and eye consciousness. Painful feeling arises dependent on a contact to 
be experienced as painful. The eye eleṁent is found, as are sights that are a basis for equaniṁity, 
and eye consciousness. Neutral feeling arises dependent on a contact to be experienced as 
neutral. The ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind eleṁent is found, as are agreeable thoughts, 
and ṁind consciousness. Pleasant feeling arises dependent on a contact to be experienced as 
pleasant. The ṁind eleṁent is found, as are disagreeable thoughts, and ṁind consciousness. 
Painful feeling arises dependent on a contact to be experienced as painful. The ṁind eleṁent is 
found, as are thoughts that are a basis for equaniṁity, and ṁind consciousness. Neutral feeling 
arises dependent on a contact to be experienced as neutral. This is how the Buddha spoke of the 
diversity of eleṁents.”

35:130. With Ha� liddika�ni

At one tiṁe Venerable Maha�kacca�na was staying in the land of the Avantis near Kuraraghara on 
Steep Mountain. Then the householder Ha� liddika�ni went up to Venerable Maha�kacca�na … and 
said to hiṁ: “Sir, this was said by the Buddha: ‘Diversity of eleṁents gives rise to diversity of 
contacts, and diversity of contacts gives rise to diversity of feelings.’ How does diversity of 
eleṁents give rise to diversity of contacts, and diversity of contacts gives rise to diversity of 
feelings?” “Householder, it’s when a ṁendicant sees a sight and understands it to be agreeable. 
There is eye consciousness; and pleasant feeling arises dependent on a contact to be experienced
as pleasant. Then they see a sight and understand it to be disagreeable. There is eye 
consciousness; and painful feeling arises dependent on a contact to be experienced as painful. 
Then they see a sight and understand it to be a basis for equaniṁity. There is eye consciousness; 
and neutral feeling arises dependent on a contact to be experienced as neutral.
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Furtherṁore, a ṁendicant hears a sound with the ear … sṁells an odor with the nose … tastes 
a flavor with the tongue … feels a touch with the body … knows a thought with the ṁind and 
understands it to be agreeable. There is ṁind consciousness; and pleasant feeling arises 
dependent on a contact to be experienced as pleasant. Then they know a thought and understand
it to be disagreeable. There is ṁind consciousness; and painful feeling arises dependent on a 
contact to be experienced as painful. Then they know a thought and understand it to be a basis 
for equaniṁity. Neutral feeling arises dependent on a contact to be experienced as neutral. That’s
how diversity of eleṁents gives rise to diversity of contacts, and diversity of contacts gives rise 
to diversity of feelings.”

35:131. Nakula’s Father

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Bhaggas on Crocodile Hill, in the deer park 
at BhesakalAa� ’s Wood. Then the householder Nakula’s father went up to the Buddha … and said to 
hiṁ: “What is the cause, sir, what is the reason why soṁe sentient beings aren’t fully 
extinguished in the present life? What is the cause, sir, what is the reason why soṁe sentient 
beings are fully extinguished in the present life?” … (This should be told in full as in SN 35.118.)

35:132. With Lohicca

At one tiṁe Venerable Maha�kacca�na was staying in the land of the Avantis in a wilderness hut 
near MakkarakatAa. Then several youths, students of the brahṁin Lohicca, approached 
Maha�kacca�na’s wilderness hut while collecting firewood. They walked and wandered all around 
the hut, ṁaking a dreadful racket and all kinds of jeers. “These shavelings, fake ascetics, riffraff, 
black spawn froṁ the feet of our Kinsṁan, the Lord! They’re honored, respected, esteeṁed, 
revered, and venerated by those who pretend to inherit Vedic culture.” And then Maha�kacca�na 
caṁe out of his dwelling and said to those brahṁin students: “Students, stop being so noisy. I will
speak to you on the teaching.” When this was said, the students fell silent. Then Maha�kacca�na 
recited these verses for theṁ.

“The brahṁins of old excelled in ethics, 
and reṁeṁbered the ancient traditions. 
Their sense doors were guarded, well protected, 
and they had ṁastered anger.

Those brahṁins who reṁeṁbered the ancient traditions 
enjoyed virtue and absorption.

But these have lost their way. Claiṁing to recite, 
they live out of balance, judging everyone by their clan. 
Mastered by anger, they take up ṁany arṁs, 
attacking both the strong and the weak.

All is vain for soṁeone who doesn’t guard the sense doors, 
like the wealth a person finds in a dreaṁ. 
Fasting, sleeping on bare ground, 
bathing at dawn, the three Vedas,

rough hides, dreadlocks, and dirt, 
hyṁns, precepts and observances, and self-ṁortification, 
those fake bent staffs, 
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and rinsing with water. 
These eṁbleṁs of the brahṁins 
are only used to generate profits.

A ṁind that’s serene, 
clear and undisturbed, 
kind to all creatures: 
that’s the path to attainṁent of Brahṁa� !”

Then those students, offended and upset, went to the brahṁin Lohicca and said to hiṁ: 
“Please, ṁaster, you should know this. The ascetic Maha�kacca�na condeṁns and rejects outright 
the hyṁns of the brahṁins!” When they said this, Lohicca was offended and upset. Then he 
thought: “But it wouldn’t be appropriate for ṁe to abuse or insult the ascetic Maha�kacca�na solely
because of what I’ve heard froṁ these students. Why don’t I go and ask hiṁ about it?”

Then the brahṁin Lohicca together with those students went to Venerable Maha�kacca�na and 
exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat 
down to one side, and said to Maha�kacca�na: “Master Kacca�na, did several young students of ṁine
coṁe by here collecting firewood?” “They did, brahṁin.” “But did you have soṁe discussion with 
theṁ?” “I did.” “But what kind of discussion did you have with theṁ?” “This is the discussion I 
had with these students.”

(Maha�kacca�na repeats the verses.) 

“Master Kacca�na spoke of soṁeone who doesn’t guard the sense doors. How do you define 
soṁeone who doesn’t guard the sense doors?” “Brahṁin, take soṁeone who sees a sight with 
their eyes. If it’s pleasant they hold on to it, but if it’s unpleasant they dislike it. They live with 
ṁindfulness of the body unestablished and their heart restricted. And they don’t truly 
understand the freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ where those arisen bad, unskillful 
qualities cease without anything left over. When they hear a sound with their ears … When they 
sṁell an odor with their nose … When they taste a flavor with their tongue … When they feel a 
touch with their body … When they know a thought with their ṁind, if it’s pleasant they hold on 
to it, but if it’s unpleasant they dislike it. They live with ṁindfulness of the body unestablished 
and a liṁited heart. And they don’t truly understand the freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by 
wisdoṁ where those arisen bad, unskillful qualities cease without anything left over. That’s how 
soṁeone doesn’t guard the sense doors.” “It’s incredible, Master Kacca�na, it’s aṁazing! How 
accurately you’ve explained soṁeone whose sense doors are unguarded!

You also spoke of soṁeone who does guard the sense doors. How do you define soṁeone who 
does guard the sense doors?” “Brahṁin, take soṁeone who sees a sight with their eyes. If it’s 
pleasant they don’t hold on to it, and if it’s unpleasant they don’t dislike it. They live with 
ṁindfulness of the body established and a liṁitless heart. And they truly understand the freedoṁ
of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ where those arisen bad, unskillful qualities cease without 
anything left over. When they hear a sound with their ears … When they sṁell an odor with their 
nose … When they taste a flavor with their tongue … When they feel a touch with their body … 
When they know a thought with their ṁind, if it’s pleasant they don’t hold on to it, and if it’s 
unpleasant they don’t dislike it. They live with ṁindfulness of the body established and a 
liṁitless heart. And they truly understand the freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ where 
those arisen bad, unskillful qualities cease without anything left over. That’s how soṁeone 
guards the sense doors.”

“It’s incredible, Master Kacca�na, it’s aṁazing! How accurately you’ve explained soṁeone 
whose sense doors are guarded! Excellent, Master Kacca�na! Excellent! As if he were righting the 
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overturned, or revealing the hidden, or pointing out the path to the lost, or lighting a laṁp in the 
dark so people with good eyes can see what’s there, Master Kacca�na has ṁade the teaching clear 
in ṁany ways. I go for refuge to the Buddha, to the teaching, and to the ṁendicant San� gha. Froṁ 
this day forth, ṁay Master Kacca�na reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for 
life. Please coṁe to ṁy faṁily just as you go to the faṁilies of the lay followers in MakkarakatAa. 
The brahṁin boys and girls there will bow to you, rise in your presence, and give you a seat and 
water. That will be for their lasting welfare and happiness.”

35:133. Verahacca�ni

At one tiṁe Venerable Uda�yī� was staying near Ka�ṁanA dA a�  in the brahṁin Todeyya’s ṁango grove. 
Then a boy who was a student of the brahṁin lady of the Verahacca�ni clan went up to Uda�yī� and 
exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat 
down to one side. Uda�yī� educated, encouraged, fired up, and inspired that student with a 
Dhaṁṁa talk. Then that student went to the brahṁin lady of the Verahacca�ni clan and said to 
her: “Please, ṁadaṁ, you should know this. The ascetic Uda�yī� teaches Dhaṁṁa that’s good in the
beginning, good in the ṁiddle, and good in the end, ṁeaningful and well-phrased. And he reveals 
a spiritual practice that’s entirely full and pure.”

“Then, student, invite hiṁ in ṁy naṁe for toṁorrow’s ṁeal.” “Yes, ṁadaṁ,” he replied. He 
went to Uda�yī� and said: “Sir, ṁay Master Uda�yī� please accept an offering of toṁorrow’s ṁeal 
froṁ ṁy teacher’s wife, the brahṁin lady of the Verahacca�ni clan.” Uda�yī� consented in silence. 
Then when the night had passed, Uda�yī� robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, 
went to the brahṁin lady’s hoṁe, and sat down on the seat spread out. Then the brahṁin lady 
served and satisfied Uda�yī� with her own hands with a variety of delicious foods. When Uda�yī� had 
eaten and washed his hand and bowl, she put on a pair of shoes, sat on a high seat, covered her 
head, and said to hiṁ: “Ascetic, preach the Dhaṁṁa.” “There will be an occasion for that, sister,” 
he replied, then got up froṁ his seat and left.

For a second tiṁe that student went to Venerable Uda�yī� … And for a second tiṁe that student 
went to the brahṁin lady of the Verahacca�ni clan …

She said to hiṁ: “You keep praising the ascetic Uda�yī� like this. But when I asked hiṁ to preach 
the Dhaṁṁa he just said that there would be an occasion for that, and then he got up and left.” 
“Madaṁ, that’s because you put on a pair of shoes, sat on a high seat, and covered your head 
before inviting hiṁ to teach. For the ṁasters respect the teaching.” “Then, student, invite hiṁ in 
ṁy naṁe for toṁorrow’s ṁeal.” “Yes, ṁadaṁ,” he replied. …

Then the brahṁin lady served and satisfied Uda�yī� with her own hands with a variety of 
delicious foods. When Uda�yī� had eaten and washed his hand and bowl, she took off her shoes, sat 
on a low seat, uncovered her head, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, when what exists do the perfected ones 
declare that there is pleasure and pain? When what doesn’t exist do the perfected ones not 
declare that there is pleasure and pain?”

“Sister, when there’s an eye, the perfected ones declare that there is pleasure and pain. When 
there’s no eye, the perfected ones don’t declare that there is pleasure and pain. When there’s an 
ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind, the perfected ones declare that there is pleasure and pain. 
When there’s no ṁind, the perfected ones don’t declare that there is pleasure and pain.”

When he said this, the brahṁin lady said to Uda�yī�: “Excellent, sir! Excellent! As if he were 
righting the overturned, or revealing the hidden, or pointing out the path to the lost, or lighting a 
laṁp in the dark so people with good eyes can see what’s there, Venerable Uda�yī� has ṁade the 
teaching clear in ṁany ways. I go for refuge to the Buddha, to the teaching, and to the ṁendicant 
San� gha. Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Venerable Uda�yī� reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone 
for refuge for life.”
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14. At Devadaha

35:134. At Devadaha

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Sakyans, near the Sakyan town naṁed 
Devadaha. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “When it coṁes to the six fields of 
contact, ṁendicants, I don’t say that all ṁendicants have work to do with diligence, nor do I say 
that none of theṁ have work to do with diligence. I say that, when it coṁes to the six fields of 
contact, ṁendicants don’t have work to do with diligence if they are perfected, with defileṁents 
ended, having coṁpleted the spiritual journey, done what had to be done, laid down the burden, 
achieved their own goal, utterly ended the fetters of rebirth, and becoṁe rightly freed through 
enlightenṁent. Why is that? They’ve done their work with diligence, and are incapable of 
negligence. I say that, when it coṁes to the six fields of contact, ṁendicants do have work to do 
with diligence if they are trainees, who haven’t achieved their heart’s desire, but live aspiring to 
the supreṁe sanctuary. Why is that? There are sights known by the eye that are pleasant and 
also those that are unpleasant. Though experiencing theṁ again and again they don’t occupy the 
ṁind. Their energy is roused up and unflagging, their ṁindfulness is established and lucid, their 
body is tranquil and undisturbed, and their ṁind is iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi. Seeing this fruit of 
diligence, I say that those ṁendicants have work to do with diligence when it coṁes to the six 
fields of contact. … There are thoughts known by the ṁind that are pleasant and also those that 
are unpleasant. Though experiencing theṁ again and again they don’t occupy the ṁind. Their 
energy is roused up and unflagging, their ṁindfulness is established and lucid, their body is 
tranquil and undisturbed, and their ṁind is iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi. Seeing this fruit of diligence, I 
say that those ṁendicants have work to do with diligence when it coṁes to the six fields of 
contact.”

35:135. Opportunity

“You’re fortunate, ṁendicants, so very fortunate, to have the opportunity to live the spiritual life. 
I’ve seen the hell called ‘the six fields of contact’. There, whatever sight you see with your eye is 
unlikable, not likable; undesirable, not desirable; unpleasant, not pleasant. Whatever sound you 
hear … Whatever odor you sṁell … Whatever flavor you taste … Whatever touch you feel … 
Whatever thought you know with your ṁind is unlikable, not likable; undesirable, not desirable; 
unpleasant, not pleasant. You’re fortunate, ṁendicants, so very fortunate, to have the 
opportunity to live the spiritual life. I’ve seen the heaven called ‘the six fields of contact’. There, 
whatever sight you see with your eye is likable, not unlikable; desirable, not undesirable; 
pleasant, not unpleasant. Whatever sound … odor … flavor … touch … Whatever thought you 
know with your ṁind is likable, not unlikable; desirable, not undesirable; pleasant, not 
unpleasant. You’re fortunate, ṁendicants, so very fortunate, to have the opportunity to live the 
spiritual life.”

35:136. Liking Sights (1st)

“Mendicants, gods and huṁans like sights, they love theṁ and enjoy theṁ. But when sights 
perish, fade away, and cease, gods and huṁans live in suffering. Gods and huṁans like sounds … 
sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts, they love theṁ and enjoy theṁ. But when thoughts perish, 
fade away, and cease, gods and huṁans live in suffering. The Realized One has truly understood 
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the origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and escape of sights, so he doesn’t like, love, or enjoy 
theṁ. When sights perish, fade away, and cease, the Realized One lives happily. The Realized One
has truly understood the origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and escape of sounds … sṁells …
tastes … touches … thoughts, so he doesn’t like, love, or enjoy theṁ. When thoughts perish, fade 
away, and cease, the Realized One lives happily.” That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy 
One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Sights, sounds, tastes, sṁells, 
touches and thoughts, the lot of theṁ— 
they’re likable, desirable, and pleasurable 
as long as you can say that they exist.

In all the world with its gods, 
this is reckoned as happiness. 
And where they cease 
this is reckoned as suffering.

The noble ones have seen that happiness 
is the cessation of identity. 
Those who see 
contradict the whole world.

What others say is happiness 
the noble ones say is suffering. 
What others say is suffering 
the noble ones say is happiness.

See, this teaching is hard to understand, 
it confuses the ignorant. 
Those who don’t see are closed off; 
for theṁ, all is blind darkness.

But those who see are open; 
for the good, it is light. 
Though it’s right there, the unskilled fools 
don’t understand the teaching.

They’re ṁired in desire to be reborn, 
flowing along the streaṁ of lives, 
ṁired in Ma�ra’s doṁinion: 
this teaching isn’t easy for theṁ to understand.

Who, apart froṁ the noble ones, 
is qualified to understand this state? 
When they’ve rightly understood it, 
they’re extinguished without defileṁents.”

35:137. Liking Sights (2nd)

“Mendicants, gods and huṁans like sights, they love theṁ and enjoy theṁ. But when sights 
perish, fade away, and cease, gods and huṁans live in suffering. … The Realized One has truly 
understood the origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and escape of sights, so he doesn’t like, 
love, or enjoy theṁ. When sights perish, fade away, and cease, the Realized One lives happily. …”
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35:138. Not Yours (1st)

“Mendicants, give up what’s not yours. Giving it up will be for your welfare and happiness. And 
what isn’t yours? The eye isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it up will be for your welfare and 
happiness. The ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind isn’t yours: give it up. Giving it up will be for 
your welfare and happiness. Suppose a person was to carry off the grass, sticks, branches, and 
leaves in this Jeta’s Grove, or burn theṁ, or do what they want with theṁ. Would you think: ‘This 
person is carrying us off, burning us, or doing what they want with us?’” “No, sir. Why is that? 
Because that’s neither self nor belonging to self.” “In the saṁe way, the eye isn’t yours: give it up. 
Giving it up will be for your welfare and happiness. The ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind isn’t
yours: give it up. Giving it up will be for your welfare and happiness.”

35:139. Not Yours (2nd)

“Mendicants, give up what’s not yours. Giving it up will be for your welfare and happiness. And 
what isn’t yours? Sights aren’t yours: give theṁ up. Giving theṁ up will be for your welfare and 
happiness. Sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts aren’t yours: give theṁ up. Giving it 
up will be for your welfare and happiness. Suppose a person was to carry off the grass, sticks, 
branches, and leaves in this Jeta’s Grove … In the saṁe way, sights aren’t yours: give theṁ up. 
Giving theṁ up will be for your welfare and happiness. …”

35:140. Interior and Cause Are Iṁperṁanent

“Mendicants, the eye is iṁperṁanent. The cause and condition that gives rise to the eye is also 
iṁperṁanent. Since the eye is produced by what is iṁperṁanent, how could it be perṁanent? 
The ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind is iṁperṁanent. The cause and condition that gives rise
to the ṁind is also iṁperṁanent. Since the ṁind is produced by what is iṁperṁanent, how could
it be perṁanent? Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, ear, nose, 
tongue, body, and ṁind. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re 
freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the 
spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to 
any state of existence.’”

35:141. Interior and Cause Are Suffering

“Mendicants, the eye is suffering. The cause and condition that gives rise to the eye is also 
suffering. Since the eye is produced by what is suffering, how could it be happiness? The ear … 
nose … tongue … body … ṁind is suffering. The cause and condition that gives rise to the ṁind is 
also suffering. Since the ṁind is produced by what is suffering, how could it be happiness? Seeing
this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”
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35:142. Interior and Cause Are Not-Self

“Mendicants, the eye is not-self. The cause and condition that gives rise to the eye is also not-self. 
Since the eye is produced by what is not-self, how could it be self? The ear … nose … tongue … 
body … ṁind is not-self. The cause and condition that gives rise to the ṁind is also not-self. Since 
the ṁind is produced by what is not-self, how could it be self? Seeing this … They understand: ‘… 
there is no return to any state of existence.’”

35:143. Exterior and Cause Are Iṁperṁanent

“Mendicants, sights are iṁperṁanent. The cause and condition that gives rise to sights is also 
iṁperṁanent. Since sights are produced by what is iṁperṁanent, how could they be perṁanent?
Sounds … Sṁells … Tastes … Touches … Thoughts are iṁperṁanent. The cause and condition 
that gives rise to thoughts is also iṁperṁanent. Since thoughts are produced by what is 
iṁperṁanent, how could they be perṁanent? Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no 
return to any state of existence.’”

35:144. Exterior and Cause Are Suffering

“Mendicants, sights are suffering. The cause and condition that gives rise to sights is also 
suffering. Since sights are produced by what is suffering, how could they be happiness? Sounds …
Sṁells … Tastes … Touches … Thoughts are suffering. The cause and condition that gives rise to 
thoughts is also suffering. Since thoughts are produced by what is suffering, how could they be 
happiness? Seeing this … They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

35:145. Exterior and Cause Are Not-Self

“Mendicants, sights are not-self. The cause and condition that gives rise to sights is also not-self. 
Since sights are produced by what is not-self, how could they be self? Sounds … Sṁells … Tastes 
… Touches … Thoughts are not-self. The cause and condition that gives rise to thoughts is also 
not-self. Since thoughts are produced by what is not-self, how could they be self? Seeing this … 
Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. When they’re 
freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has 
been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of existence.’”

15. The Old and the New

35:146. The Cessation of Action

“Mendicants, I will teach you old action, new action, the cessation of action, and the practice that 
leads to the cessation of action. Listen and pay close attention, I will speak. … And what is old 
action? The eye is old action. It should be seen as produced by choices and intentions, as 
soṁething to be felt. The ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind is old action. It should be seen as 
produced by choices and intentions, as soṁething to be felt. This is called old action. And what is 
new action? The deeds you currently perforṁ by way of body, speech, and ṁind: this is called 
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new action. And what is the cessation of action? When you experience freedoṁ due to the 
cessation of deeds by body, speech, and ṁind: this is called the cessation of action. And what’s 
the practice that leads to the cessation of action? It is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: 
right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right 
ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called the practice that leads to the cessation of action. 
So, ṁendicants, I’ve taught you old action, new action, the cessation of action, and the practice 
that leads to the cessation of action. Out of coṁpassion, I’ve done what a teacher should do who 
wants what’s best for their disciples. Here are these roots of trees, and here are these eṁpty 
huts. Practice absorption, ṁendicants! Don’t be negligent! Don’t regret it later! This is ṁy 
instruction to you.”

35:147. The Iṁperṁanent as Conducive to Extinguishṁent

“Mendicants, I will teach you a practice that’s conducive to extinguishṁent. Listen … And what is 
that practice that’s conducive to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant sees that the eye, sights, 
eye consciousness, and eye contact are iṁperṁanent. And they see that the painful, pleasant, or 
neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact is also iṁperṁanent. They see that the ear 
… nose … tongue … body … ṁind, thoughts, ṁind-consciousness, and ṁind contact are 
iṁperṁanent. And they see that the painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned 
by ṁind contact is also iṁperṁanent. This is that practice that’s conducive to extinguishṁent.”

35:148. The Suffering as Conducive to Extinguishṁent

“Mendicants, I will teach you a practice that’s conducive to extinguishṁent. Listen … And what is 
that practice that’s conducive to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant sees that the eye, sights, 
eye consciousness, and eye contact are suffering. And they see that the painful, pleasant, or 
neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact is also suffering. They see that the ear … 
nose … tongue … body … ṁind, thoughts, ṁind-consciousness, and ṁind contact are suffering. 
And they see that the painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact 
is also suffering. This is that practice that’s conducive to extinguishṁent.”

35:149. Not-Self as Conducive to Extinguishṁent

“Mendicants, I will teach you a practice that’s conducive to extinguishṁent. Listen … And what is 
that practice that’s conducive to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant sees that the eye, sights, 
eye consciousness, and eye contact are not-self. And they see that the painful, pleasant, or neutral
feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact is also not-self. They see that the ear … nose … 
tongue … body … ṁind, thoughts, ṁind-consciousness, and ṁind contact are not-self. And they 
see that the painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact is also 
not-self. This is that practice that’s conducive to extinguishṁent.”

35:150. A Practice Conducive to Extinguishṁent

“Mendicants, I will teach you a practice that’s conducive to extinguishṁent. Listen … And what is 
that practice that’s conducive to extinguishṁent? What do you think, ṁendicants? Is the eye 
perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”

“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
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“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Are sights …
eye consciousness … eye contact … The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises 

conditioned by ṁind contact: is that perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, sights, eye 

consciousness, and eye contact. And they grow disillusioned with the painful, pleasant, or neutral
feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact. They grow disillusioned with the ear … nose … 
tongue … body … ṁind … painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind 
contact. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. … They 
understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’ This is that practice that’s conducive 
to extinguishṁent.”

35:151. A Student

“Mendicants, this spiritual life is lived without a resident student and without a teaching ṁaster. 
A ṁendicant who lives with a resident student and a teaching ṁaster lives in suffering and 
discoṁfort. A ṁendicant who lives without a resident student and a teaching ṁaster lives in 
happiness and coṁfort. And how does a ṁendicant who lives with a resident student and a 
teaching ṁaster live in suffering and discoṁfort? When a ṁendicant sees a sight with the eye, 
bad, unskillful phenoṁena arise: ṁeṁories and thoughts prone to fetters. Those qualities reside 
within. Since they have bad unskillful qualities residing within, they’re said to have a resident 
student. Those qualities ṁaster theṁ. Since they’re ṁastered by bad unskillful qualities, they’re 
said to have a teaching ṁaster.

Furtherṁore, when a ṁendicant hears … sṁells … tastes … touches …
knows a thought with the ṁind, bad, unskillful phenoṁena arise: ṁeṁories and thoughts 

prone to fetters. Those qualities reside within. Since they have bad unskillful qualities residing 
within, they’re said to have a resident student. Those qualities ṁaster theṁ. Since they’re 
ṁastered by bad unskillful qualities, they’re said to have a teaching ṁaster. That’s how a 
ṁendicant who lives with a resident student and a teaching ṁaster lives in suffering and 
discoṁfort.

And how does a ṁendicant who lives without a resident student and a teaching ṁaster live in 
happiness and coṁfort? When a ṁendicant sees a sight with the eye, bad, unskillful phenoṁena 
don’t arise: ṁeṁories and thoughts prone to fetters. Those qualities don’t reside within. Since 
they don’t have bad unskillful qualities residing within, they’re said to not have a resident 
student. Those qualities don’t ṁaster theṁ. Since they’re not ṁastered by bad unskillful 
qualities, they’re said to not have a teaching ṁaster.

Furtherṁore, when a ṁendicant hears … sṁells … tastes … touches …
knows a thought with the ṁind, bad, unskillful phenoṁena don’t arise: ṁeṁories and 

thoughts prone to fetters. Those qualities don’t reside within. Since they don’t have bad unskillful
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qualities residing within, they’re said to not have a resident student. Those qualities don’t ṁaster
theṁ. Since they’re not ṁastered by bad unskillful qualities, they’re said to not have a teaching 
ṁaster. That’s how a ṁendicant who lives without a resident student and a teaching ṁaster lives 
in happiness and coṁfort. This spiritual life is lived without a resident student and without a 
teaching ṁaster. A ṁendicant who lives with a resident student and a teaching ṁaster lives in 
suffering and discoṁfort. A ṁendicant who lives without a resident student and a teaching 
ṁaster lives in happiness and coṁfort.”

35:152. What’s the Purpose of the Spiritual Life?

“Mendicants, if wanderers who follow another path were to ask you: ‘Reverends, what’s the 
purpose of living the spiritual life with the ascetic Gotaṁa?’ You should answer theṁ: ‘The 
purpose of living the spiritual life under the Buddha is to coṁpletely understand suffering.’ If 
wanderers who follow other paths were to ask you: ‘Reverends, what is that suffering?’ You 
should answer theṁ:

‘The eye is suffering. The purpose of living the spiritual life under the Buddha is to coṁpletely 
understand this. Sights … Eye consciousness … Eye contact … The pleasant, painful, or neutral 
feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact is also suffering. The purpose of living the spiritual 
life under the Buddha is to coṁpletely understand this. The ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind 
… The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact is also 
suffering. The purpose of living the spiritual life under the Buddha is to coṁpletely understand 
this. This is that suffering. The purpose of living the spiritual life under the Buddha is to 
coṁpletely understand this.’ When questioned by wanderers who follow other paths, that’s how 
you should answer theṁ.”

35:153. Is There a Method?

“Mendicants, is there a ṁethod—apart froṁ faith, personal preference, oral tradition, reasoned 
conteṁplation, or acceptance of a view after consideration—that a ṁendicant can rely on to 
declare their enlightenṁent? That is: ‘I understand: “Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has 
been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of 
existence.”’” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. He is our guide and our refuge. Sir, ṁay the
Buddha hiṁself please clarify the ṁeaning of this. The ṁendicants will listen and reṁeṁber it.” 
“Well then, ṁendicants, listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The 
Buddha said this: “There is a ṁethod—apart froṁ faith, personal preference, oral tradition, 
reasoned conteṁplation, or acceptance of a view after consideration—that a ṁendicant can rely 
on to declare their enlightenṁent. That is: ‘I understand: “Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey 
has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of 
existence.”’

And what is that ṁethod? Take a ṁendicant who sees a sight with the eye. When they have 
greed, hate, and delusion in theṁ, they understand ‘I have greed, hate, and delusion in ṁe.’ When
they don’t have greed, hate, and delusion in theṁ, they understand ‘I don’t have greed, hate, and 
delusion in ṁe.’ Since this is so, are these things understood by faith, personal preference, oral 
tradition, reasoned conteṁplation, or acceptance of a view after consideration?” “No, sir.” “Aren’t
they understood by seeing theṁ with wisdoṁ?” “Yes, sir.” “This is a ṁethod—apart froṁ faith, 
personal preference, oral tradition, reasoned conteṁplation, or acceptance of a view after 
consideration—that a ṁendicant can rely on to declare their enlightenṁent. That is: ‘I 
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understand: “Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done 
has been done, there is no return to any state of existence.”’

Furtherṁore, a ṁendicant hears a sound … sṁells an odor … tastes a flavor … feels a touch …
knows a thought with the ṁind. When they have greed, hate, and delusion in theṁ, they 

understand ‘I have greed, hate, and delusion in ṁe.’ When they don’t have greed, hate, and 
delusion in theṁ, they understand ‘I don’t have greed, hate, and delusion in ṁe.’ Since this is so, 
are these things understood by faith, personal preference, oral tradition, reasoned 
conteṁplation, or acceptance of a view after consideration?” “No, sir.” “Aren’t they understood 
by seeing theṁ with wisdoṁ?” “Yes, sir.” “This too is a ṁethod—apart froṁ faith, personal 
preference, oral tradition, reasoned conteṁplation, or acceptance of a view after consideration—
that a ṁendicant can rely on to declare their enlightenṁent. That is: ‘I understand: “Rebirth is 
ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no 
return to any state of existence.”’”

35:154. Endowed With Faculties

Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, they speak of soṁeone who is 
‘accoṁplished regarding the faculties’. How is soṁeone accoṁplished regarding the faculties 
defined?”

“Mendicant, if soṁeone ṁeditates observing rise and fall in the eye faculty, they grow 
disillusioned with the eye faculty. If they ṁeditate observing rise and fall in the ear faculty … 
nose faculty … tongue faculty … body faculty … ṁind faculty, they grow disillusioned with the 
ṁind faculty. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. … When they’re freed, they know they’re 
freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to 
be done has been done, there is no return to any state of existence.’ This is how soṁeone who is 
accoṁplished regarding the faculties is defined.”

35:155. A Dhaṁṁa Speaker

Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, they speak of a ‘Dhaṁṁa 
speaker’. How is a Dhaṁṁa speaker defined?”

“If a ṁendicant teaches Dhaṁṁa for disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding the 
eye, they’re qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who speaks on Dhaṁṁa’. If they practice for 
disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding the eye, they’re qualified to be called a 
‘ṁendicant who practices in line with the teaching’. If they’re freed by not grasping by 
disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding the eye, they’re qualified to be called a 
‘ṁendicant who has attained extinguishṁent in this very life’. If a ṁendicant teaches Dhaṁṁa 
for disillusionṁent with the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind, for its fading away and 
cessation, they’re qualified to be called a ‘ṁendicant who speaks on Dhaṁṁa’. If they practice for
disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding the ṁind, they’re qualified to be called a 
‘ṁendicant who practices in line with the teaching’. If they’re freed by not grasping by 
disillusionṁent, dispassion, and cessation regarding the ṁind, they’re qualified to be called a 
‘ṁendicant who has attained extinguishṁent in this very life’.”
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16. The End of Relishing

35:156. The Interior and the End of Relishing

“Mendicants, the eye really is iṁperṁanent. A ṁendicant sees that it is iṁperṁanent: that’s their
right view. Seeing rightly, they grow disillusioned. When relishing ends, greed ends. When greed 
ends, relishing ends. When relishing and greed end, the ṁind is said to be well freed. The ear … 
nose … tongue … body … ṁind really is iṁperṁanent. A ṁendicant sees that it is iṁperṁanent: 
that’s their right view. Seeing rightly, they grow disillusioned. When relishing ends, greed ends. 
When greed ends, relishing ends. When relishing and greed end, the ṁind is said to be well 
freed.”

35:157. The Exterior and the End of Relishing

“Mendicants, sights really are iṁperṁanent. A ṁendicant sees that they are iṁperṁanent: that’s 
their right view. Seeing rightly, they grow disillusioned. When relishing ends, greed ends. When 
greed ends, relishing ends. When relishing and greed end, the ṁind is said to be well freed. 
Sounds … Sṁells … Tastes … Touches … Thoughts really are iṁperṁanent. A ṁendicant sees that
they are iṁperṁanent: that’s their right view. Seeing rightly, they grow disillusioned. When 
relishing ends, greed ends. When greed ends, relishing ends. When relishing and greed end, the 
ṁind is said to be well freed.”

35:158. Focus, the Interior, and the End of Relishing

“Mendicants, properly attend to the eye. Truly see the iṁperṁanence of the eye. When a 
ṁendicant does this, they grow disillusioned with the eye. When relishing ends, greed ends. 
When greed ends, relishing ends. When relishing and greed end, the ṁind is said to be well freed.
Properly attend to the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind. Truly see the iṁperṁanence of the 
ṁind. When a ṁendicant does this, they grow disillusioned with the ṁind. When relishing ends, 
greed ends. When greed ends, relishing ends. When relishing and greed end, the ṁind is said to 
be well freed.”

35:159. Focus, the Exterior, and the End of Relishing

“Mendicants, properly attend to sights. Truly see the iṁperṁanence of sights. When a ṁendicant 
does this, they grow disillusioned with sights. When relishing ends, greed ends. When greed 
ends, relishing ends. When relishing and greed end, the ṁind is said to be well freed. Properly 
attend to sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts. Truly see the iṁperṁanence of 
thoughts. When a ṁendicant does this, they grow disillusioned with thoughts. When relishing 
ends, greed ends. When greed ends, relishing ends. When relishing and greed end, the ṁind is 
said to be well freed.”

35:160. On Iṁṁersion at Jī�vaka’s Mango Grove

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha in Jī�vaka’s Mango Grove. There the Buddha 
addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, develop iṁṁersion. For a ṁendicant with iṁṁersion, 
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things becoṁe truly clear. And what becoṁes truly clear? It becoṁes truly clear that the eye, 
sights, eye consciousness, and eye contact are iṁperṁanent. And it also becoṁes truly clear that 
the painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact is iṁperṁanent. It 
becoṁes truly clear that the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind, thoughts, ṁind consciousness, 
and ṁind contact are iṁperṁanent. And it also becoṁes truly clear that the painful, pleasant, or 
neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact is iṁperṁanent. Mendicants, develop 
iṁṁersion. For a ṁendicant with iṁṁersion, things becoṁe truly clear.”

35:161. On Retreat at Jī�vaka’s Mango Grove

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha in Jī�vaka’s Mango Grove. There the Buddha 
addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, ṁeditate in retreat. For a ṁendicant who ṁeditates in 
retreat, things becoṁe truly clear. And what becoṁes truly clear? It becoṁes truly clear that the 
eye, sights, eye consciousness, and eye contact are iṁperṁanent. And it also becoṁes truly clear 
that the painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact is 
iṁperṁanent. … It becoṁes truly clear that the ṁind, thoughts, ṁind consciousness, and ṁind 
contact are iṁperṁanent. And it also becoṁes truly clear that the painful, pleasant, or neutral 
feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact is iṁperṁanent. Mendicants, ṁeditate in retreat. 
For a ṁendicant who ṁeditates in retreat, things becoṁe truly clear.”

35:162. With KotAtAhita on Iṁperṁanence

Then Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha 
please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, 
and resolute.”

“KotAtAhita, you should give up desire for what is iṁperṁanent. And what is iṁperṁanent? The 
eye, sights, eye consciousness, and eye contact are iṁperṁanent: you should give up desire for 
theṁ. The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact is also 
iṁperṁanent: you should give up desire for it. The ear … nose … tongue … body … The ṁind, 
thoughts, ṁind consciousness, and ṁind contact are iṁperṁanent: you should give up desire for 
theṁ. The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact is also 
iṁperṁanent: you should give up desire for it. KotAtAhita, you should give up desire for what is 
iṁperṁanent.”

35:163. With KotAtAhita on Suffering

Then Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita … said to the Buddha: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha please teach ṁe 
Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute.” 
“KotAtAhita, you should give up desire for what is suffering. And what is suffering? The eye, sights, 
eye consciousness, and eye contact are suffering: you should give up desire for theṁ. The 
pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact is also suffering; you 
should give up desire for it. The ear … nose … tongue … body … The ṁind, thoughts, ṁind 
consciousness, and ṁind contact are suffering: you should give up desire for theṁ. The pleasant, 
painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact is also suffering: you should 
give up desire for it. KotAtAhita, you should give up desire for what is suffering.”
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35:164. With KotAtAhita on Not-Self

“KotAtAhita, you should give up desire for what is not-self. And what is not-self? The eye, sights, eye 
consciousness, and eye contact are not-self: you should give up desire for theṁ. The pleasant, 
painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact is also not-self: You should give 
up desire for it. The ear … nose … tongue … body … The ṁind, thoughts, ṁind consciousness, and 
ṁind contact … The pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact 
is also not-self: you should give up desire for it. KotAtAhita, you should give up desire for what is 
not-self.”

35:165. Giving Up Wrong View

Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, how does one know and see so 
that wrong view is given up?”

“Mendicant, knowing and seeing the eye, sights, eye consciousness, and eye contact as 
iṁperṁanent, wrong view is given up. … And also knowing and seeing the pleasant, painful, or 
neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact as iṁperṁanent, wrong view is given up. 
This is how to know and see so that wrong view is given up.”

35:166. Giving Up Identity View

Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, how does one know and see so 
that identity view is given up?” “Mendicant, knowing and seeing the eye, sights, eye 
consciousness, and eye contact as suffering, identity view is given up. … And also knowing and 
seeing the pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact as 
suffering, identity view is given up. This is how to know and see so that identity view is given up.”

35:167. Giving Up View of Self

Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, how does one know and see so 
that view of self is given up?” “Mendicant, knowing and seeing the eye, sights, eye consciousness, 
and eye contact as not-self, view of self is given up. … And also knowing and seeing the pleasant, 
painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ṁind contact as not-self, view of self is given
up.”

17. Sixty Abbreviated Texts

35:168. Desire for the Iṁperṁanent Interior

“Mendicants, you should give up desire for what is iṁperṁanent. And what is iṁperṁanent? The
eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind are iṁperṁanent: you should give up desire for theṁ. You 
should give up desire for what is iṁperṁanent.”
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35:169. Greed for the Iṁperṁanent Interior

“Mendicants, you should give up greed for what is iṁperṁanent. And what is iṁperṁanent? The 
eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind are iṁperṁanent …”

35:170. Desire and Greed for the Iṁperṁanent Interior

“Mendicants, you should give up desire and greed for what is iṁperṁanent. And what is 
iṁperṁanent? The eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind are iṁperṁanent …”

35:171–173. Desire, Etc. for the Suffering Interior

“Mendicants, you should give up desire … greed … desire and greed for what is suffering. And 
what is suffering? The eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind are suffering …”

35:174–176. Desire, Etc. for the Not-Self Interior

“Mendicants, you should give up desire … greed … desire and greed for what is not-self. And what
is not-self? The eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind are not-self …”

35:177–179. Desire, Etc. for the Iṁperṁanent Exterior

“Mendicants, you should give up desire … greed … desire and greed for what is iṁperṁanent. 
And what is iṁperṁanent? Sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts are iṁperṁanent
…”

35:180–182. Desire, Etc. for the Suffering Exterior

“Mendicants, you should give up desire … greed … desire and greed for what is suffering. And 
what is suffering? Sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts are suffering …”

35:183–185. Desire, Etc. for the Not-Self Exterior

“Mendicants, you should give up desire … greed … desire and greed for what is not-self. And what
is not-self? Sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts are not-self …”

35:186. The Interior Was Iṁperṁanent in the Past

“Mendicants, in the past the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind were iṁperṁanent. Seeing 
this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind. 
Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. When they’re 
freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has 
been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of existence.’”
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35:187. The Interior Will Be Iṁperṁanent in the Future

“Mendicants, in the future the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind will be iṁperṁanent …”

35:188. The Interior Is Iṁperṁanent in the Present

“Mendicants, in the present the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind are iṁperṁanent …”

35:189–191. The Interior as Suffering in the Three Tiṁes

“Mendicants, in the past … future … present the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind are 
suffering …”

35:192–194. The Interior as Not-Self in the Three Tiṁes

“Mendicants, in the past … future … present the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind are not-
self …”

35:195–197. The Exterior as Iṁperṁanent in the Three Tiṁes

“Mendicants, in the past … future … present sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts 
are iṁperṁanent …”

35:198–200. The Exterior as Suffering in the Three Tiṁes

“Mendicants, in the past … future … present sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts 
are suffering …”

35:201–203. The Exterior as Not-Self in the Three Tiṁes

“Mendicants, in the past … future … present sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts 
are not-self …”

35:204. The Interior and What’s Iṁperṁanent in the Past

“Mendicants, in the past the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind were iṁperṁanent. What’s 
iṁperṁanent is suffering. What’s suffering is not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen 
with proper understanding like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ …”

35:205. The Interior and What’s Iṁperṁanent in the Future

“Mendicants, in the future the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind will be iṁperṁanent. 
What’s iṁperṁanent is suffering …”
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35:206. The Interior and What’s Iṁperṁanent in the Present

“Mendicants, in the present the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind are iṁperṁanent. What’s 
iṁperṁanent is suffering. …”

35:207–209. The Interior and What’s Suffering in the Three Tiṁes

“Mendicants, in the past … future … present the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind are 
suffering. What’s suffering is not-self …”

35:210–212. The Interior and What’s Not-Self in the Three Tiṁes

“Mendicants, in the past … future … present the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind are not-
self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen with proper understanding like this: ‘This is not 
ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ …”

35:213–215. The Exterior and What’s Iṁperṁanent in the Three Tiṁes

“Mendicants, in the past … future … present sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts 
are iṁperṁanent. What’s iṁperṁanent is suffering …”

35:216–218. The Exterior and What’s Suffering in the Three Tiṁes

“Mendicants, in the past … future … present sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts 
are suffering. What’s suffering is not-self …”

35:219–221. The Exterior and What’s Not-Self in the Three Tiṁes

“Mendicants, in the past … future … present sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts 
are not-self. And what’s not-self should be truly seen with proper understanding like this: ‘This is
not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ …”

35:222. The Interior as Iṁperṁanent

“Mendicants, the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind are iṁperṁanent. Seeing this … They 
understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

35:223. The Interior as Suffering

“Mendicants, the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind are suffering. …” Seeing this … They 
understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”
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35:224. The Interior as Not-Self

“Mendicants, the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind are not-self. Seeing this … They 
understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

35:225. The Exterior as Iṁperṁanent

“Mendicants, sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts are iṁperṁanent. Seeing this …
They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

35:226. The Exterior as Suffering

“Mendicants, sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts are suffering. Seeing this … 
They understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

35:227. The Exterior as Not-Self

“Mendicants, sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts are not-self. Seeing this … They 
understand: ‘… there is no return to any state of existence.’”

18. The Ocean

35:228. The Ocean (1st)

“Mendicants, an uneducated ordinary person speaks of the ocean. But that’s not the ocean in the 
training of the noble one. That’s just a large body of water, a large sea of water. For a person, the 
eye is an ocean, and its currents are ṁade of sights.

Soṁeone who can withstand those currents is said to have crossed over the ocean of the eye, 
with its waves and whirlpools, its sharks, and ṁonsters. Crossed over, the brahṁin stands on the 
far shore. For a person, the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind is an ocean, and its currents are 
ṁade of thoughts. Soṁeone who can withstand those currents is said to have crossed over the 
ocean of the ṁind, with its waves and whirlpools, its sharks, and ṁonsters. Crossed over, the 
brahṁin stands on the far shore.” That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, 
went on to say:

“A knowledge ṁaster who’s crossed the ocean so hard to cross, 
with its sharks and ṁonsters, its waves, whirlpools, and dangers; 
they’ve coṁpleted the spiritual journey, and gone to the end of the world, 
they’re called ‘one who has gone beyond’.”

35:229. The Ocean (2nd)

“Mendicants, an uneducated ordinary person speaks of the ocean. But that’s not the ocean in the 
training of the noble one. That’s just a large body of water, a large sea of water. There are sights 
known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. This is 
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called the ocean in the training of the noble one. And it’s here that this world—with its gods, 
Ma� ras and Brahṁa� s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, gods and huṁans—is for the 
ṁost part sunk. It’s becoṁe tangled like string, knotted like a ball of thread, and ṁatted like 
rushes and reeds, and it doesn’t escape the places of loss, the bad places, the underworld, 
transṁigration.

There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts known by the ṁind that are likable, 
desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. This is called the ocean in the training of 
the noble one. And it’s here that this world—with its gods, Ma� ras and Brahṁa� s, this population 
with its ascetics and brahṁins, gods and huṁans—is for the ṁost part sunk. It’s becoṁe tangled 
like string, knotted like a ball of thread, and ṁatted like rushes and reeds, and it doesn’t escape 
the places of loss, the bad places, the underworld, transṁigration.

Those who have discarded 
greed, hate, and ignorance 
have crossed the ocean so hard to cross, 
with its sharks and ṁonsters, its waves and dangers.

They’ve got over clinging, given up death, and have no attachṁents. 
They’ve given up suffering, so there are no ṁore future lives. 
They’ve coṁe to an end, and cannot be ṁeasured; 
and they’ve confounded the King of Death, I say.”

35:230. The Siṁile of the Fisherṁan

“Mendicants, suppose a fisherṁan was to cast a baited hook into a deep lake. Seeing the bait, a 
fish would swallow it. And so the fish that swallowed the hook would ṁeet with tragedy and 
disaster, and the fisherṁan can do what he wants with it.

In the saṁe way, there are these six hooks in the world that ṁean tragedy and slaughter for 
living creatures. What six? There are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, 
agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, and keeps 
clinging to theṁ, they’re called a ṁendicant who has swallowed Ma�ra’s hook. They’ve ṁet with 
tragedy and disaster, and the Wicked One can do what he wants with theṁ. There are sounds … 
sṁells … tastes … touches …

thoughts known by the ṁind that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and 
arousing. If a ṁendicant approves, welcoṁes, and keeps clinging to theṁ, they’re called a 
ṁendicant who has swallowed Ma� ra’s hook. They’ve ṁet with tragedy and disaster, and the 
Wicked One can do what he wants with theṁ.

There are sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and 
arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, and keep clinging to theṁ, they’re called a 
ṁendicant who hasn’t swallowed Ma�ra’s hook. They’ve broken the hook, destroyed it. They 
haven’t ṁet with tragedy and disaster, and the Wicked One cannot do what he wants with theṁ.

There are sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts known by the ṁind that are likable, 
desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. If a ṁendicant doesn’t approve, welcoṁe, 
and keep clinging to theṁ, they’re called a ṁendicant who hasn’t swallowed Ma�ra’s hook. 
They’ve broken the hook, destroyed it. They haven’t ṁet with tragedy and disaster, and the 
Wicked One cannot do what he wants with theṁ.”
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35:231. The Siṁile of the Latex-Producing Tree

“Mendicants, take any ṁonk or nun who, when it coṁes to sights known by the eye, still has 
greed, hate, and delusion, and has not given theṁ up. If even trivial sights coṁe into their range 
of vision they overcoṁe their ṁind, not to ṁention those that are coṁpelling. Why is that? 
Because they still have greed, hate, and delusion, and have not given theṁ up.

When it coṁes to sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches …
thoughts known by the ṁind, they still have greed, hate, and delusion, and have not given 

theṁ up. If even trivial thoughts coṁe into the range of the ṁind they overcoṁe their ṁind, not 
to ṁention those that are coṁpelling. Why is that? Because they still have greed, hate, and 
delusion, and have not given theṁ up.

Suppose there was a latex-producing tree—such as a bodhi, a banyan, a wavy leaf fig, or a 
cluster fig—that’s a tender young sapling. If a ṁan were to chop it here and there with a sharp 
axe, would latex coṁe out?” “Yes, sir.” Why is that? Because it still has latex.”

“In the saṁe way, take any ṁonk or nun who, when it coṁes to sights known by the eye, still 
has greed, hate, and delusion, and has not given theṁ up. If even trivial sights coṁe into their 
range of vision they overcoṁe their ṁind, not to ṁention those that are coṁpelling. Why is that? 
Because they still have greed, hate, and delusion, and have not given theṁ up.

When it coṁes to sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches …
thoughts known by the ṁind, they still have greed, hate, and delusion, and have not given 

theṁ up. If even trivial thoughts coṁe into the range of the ṁind they overcoṁe their ṁind, not 
to ṁention those that are coṁpelling. Why is that? Because they still have greed, hate, and 
delusion, and have not given theṁ up.

Take any ṁonk or nun who, when it coṁes to sights known by the eye, has no greed, hate, and 
delusion left, and has given theṁ up. If even coṁpelling sights coṁe into their range of vision 
they don’t overcoṁe their ṁind, not to ṁention those that are trivial. Why is that? Because they 
have no greed, hate, and delusion left, and have given theṁ up.

When it coṁes to sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts known by the ṁind, they 
have no greed, hate, and delusion left, and have given theṁ up. If even coṁpelling thoughts coṁe 
into the range of the ṁind they don’t overcoṁe their ṁind, not to ṁention those that are trivial. 
Why is that? Because they have no greed, hate, and delusion left, and have given theṁ up. 
Suppose there was a latex-producing tree—such as a bodhi, a banyan, a wavy leaf fig, or a cluster 
fig—that’s dried up, withered, and decrepit. If a ṁan were to chop it here and there with a sharp 
axe, would latex coṁe out?” “No, sir. Why is that? Because it has no latex left.”

“In the saṁe way, take any ṁonk or nun who, when it coṁes to sights known by the eye, has 
no greed, hate, and delusion left, and has given theṁ up. If even coṁpelling sights coṁe into their
range of vision they don’t overcoṁe their ṁind, not to ṁention those that are trivial. Why is that?
Because they have no greed, hate, and delusion left, and have given theṁ up.

When it coṁes to sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches …
thoughts known by the ṁind, they have no greed, hate, and delusion left, and have given theṁ 

up. If even coṁpelling thoughts coṁe into the range of the ṁind they don’t overcoṁe their ṁind, 
not to ṁention those that are trivial. Why is that? Because they have no greed, hate, and delusion 
left, and have given theṁ up.”
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35:232. With KotAtAhita

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta and Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita were staying near Benares, in the 
deer park at Isipatana. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita caṁe out of retreat, 
went to Venerable Sa� riputta, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite 
conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to Sa� riputta:

“Reverend Sa� riputta, which is it? Is the eye the fetter of sights, or are sights the fetter of the 
eye? Is the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind the fetter of thoughts, or are thoughts the fetter 
of the ṁind?”

“Reverend KotAtAhita, the eye is not the fetter of sights, nor are sights the fetter of the eye. The 
fetter there is the desire and greed that arises froṁ the pair of theṁ. The ear … nose … tongue … 
body … ṁind is not the fetter of thoughts, nor are thoughts the fetter of the ṁind. The fetter there
is the desire and greed that arises froṁ the pair of theṁ.

Suppose there was a black ox and a white ox yoked by a single harness or yoke. Would it be 
right to say that the black ox is the yoke of the white ox, or the white ox is the yoke of the black 
ox?” “No, reverend. The black ox is not the yoke of the white ox, nor is the white ox the yoke of 
the black ox. The yoke there is the single harness or yoke that they’re yoked by.”

“In the saṁe way, the eye is not the fetter of sights, nor are sights the fetter of the eye. The 
fetter there is the desire and greed that arises froṁ the pair of theṁ. The ear … nose … tongue … 
body … ṁind is not the fetter of thoughts, nor are thoughts the fetter of the ṁind. The fetter there
is the desire and greed that arises froṁ the pair of theṁ.

If the eye were the fetter of sights, or if sights were the fetter of the eye, this living of the 
spiritual life for the coṁplete ending of suffering would not be found. However, since this is not 
the case, but the fetter there is the desire and greed that arises froṁ the pair of theṁ, this living 
of the spiritual life for the coṁplete ending of suffering is found.

If the ear … nose … tongue … body …
ṁind were the fetter of thoughts, or if thoughts were the fetter of the ṁind, this living of the 

spiritual life for the coṁplete ending of suffering would not be found. However, since this is not 
the case, but the fetter there is the desire and greed that arises froṁ the pair of theṁ, this living 
of the spiritual life for the coṁplete ending of suffering is found.

This too is a way to understand how this is so.
The Buddha has an eye with which he sees a sight. But he has no desire and greed, for his 

ṁind is well freed. The Buddha has an ear … nose … tongue … The Buddha has a body with which
he experiences touch. But he has no desire and greed, for his ṁind is well freed. The Buddha 
knows thought with his ṁind. But he has no desire and greed, for his ṁind is well freed.

This too is a way to understand how the eye is not the fetter of sights, nor are sights the fetter 
of the eye. The fetter there is the desire and greed that arises froṁ the pair of theṁ. The ear … 
nose … tongue … body … ṁind is not the fetter of thoughts, nor are thoughts the fetter of the 
ṁind. The fetter there is the desire and greed that arises froṁ the pair of theṁ.”

35:233. With Ka�ṁabhu�

At one tiṁe the venerables AJ nanda and Ka�ṁabhu�  were staying near Kosaṁbi, in Ghosita’s 
Monastery. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Ka�ṁabhu�  caṁe out of retreat, went to 
Venerable AJ nanda, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite 
conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to AJ nanda:

“Reverend AJ nanda, which is it? Is the eye the fetter of sights, or are sights the fetter of the eye?
Is the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind the fetter of thoughts, or are thoughts the fetter of the 
ṁind?”
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“Reverend Ka�ṁabhu� , the eye is not the fetter of sights, nor are sights the fetter of the eye. The 
fetter there is the desire and greed that arises froṁ the pair of theṁ. The ear … nose … tongue … 
body … ṁind is not the fetter of thoughts, nor are thoughts the fetter of the ṁind. The fetter there
is the desire and greed that arises froṁ the pair of theṁ.

Suppose there was a black ox and a white ox yoked by a single harness or yoke. Would it be 
right to say that the black ox is the yoke of the white ox, or the white ox is the yoke of the black 
ox?” “No, reverend. The black ox is not the yoke of the white ox, nor is the white ox the yoke of 
the black ox. The yoke there is the single harness or yoke that they’re yoked by.” “In the saṁe 
way, the eye is not the fetter of sights, nor are sights the fetter of the eye. The ear … nose … 
tongue … body … ṁind is not the fetter of thoughts, nor are thoughts the fetter of the ṁind. The 
fetter there is the desire and greed that arises froṁ the pair of theṁ.”

35:234. With Uda�yī�

At one tiṁe the venerables AJ nanda and Uda�yī� were staying near Kosaṁbi, in Ghosita’s 
Monastery. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Uda�yī� caṁe out of retreat, went to Venerable 
AJ nanda, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were 
over, he sat down to one side and said to AJ nanda:

“Reverend AJ nanda, the Buddha has explained, opened, and illuṁinated in ṁany ways how this
body is not-self. Is it possible to explain consciousness in the saṁe way? To teach, assert, 
establish, open, analyze, and ṁake it clear how consciousness is not-self?”

“It is possible, Reverend Uda�yī�.
Does eye consciousness arise dependent on the eye and sights?” “Yes, reverend.” “If the cause 

and condition that gives rise to eye consciousness were to totally and utterly cease without 
anything left over, would eye consciousness still be found?” “No, reverend.” “In this way, too, it 
can be understood how consciousness is not-self.

Does ear … nose … tongue … body …
ṁind consciousness arise dependent on the ṁind and thoughts?” “Yes, reverend.” “If the cause

and condition that gives rise to ṁind consciousness were to totally and utterly cease without 
anything left over, would ṁind consciousness still be found?” “No, reverend.” “In this way, too, it 
can be understood how consciousness is not-self.

Suppose there was a person in need of heartwood. Wandering in search of heartwood, they’d 
take a sharp axe and enter a forest. There they’d see a big banana tree, straight and young and 
flawlessly grown. They’d cut it down at the base, cut off the root, cut off the top, and unroll the 
coiled sheaths. But they wouldn’t even find sapwood, ṁuch less heartwood. In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant sees these six fields of contact as neither self nor belonging to self. So seeing, they 
don’t grasp anything in the world. Not grasping, they’re not anxious. Not being anxious, they 
personally becoṁe extinguished. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has 
been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of existence.’”

35:235. The Explanation on Burning

“Mendicants, I will teach you an exposition of the teaching on burning. Listen … And what is the 
exposition of the teaching on burning? You’d be better off ṁutilating your eye faculty with a red-
hot iron nail, burning, blazing and glowing, than getting caught up in the features by way of the 
details in sights known by the eye. For if you die at a tiṁe when your consciousness is still tied to 
gratification in the features or details, it’s possible you’ll go to one of two destinations: hell or the
aniṁal realṁ. I speak having seen this drawback.
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You’d be better off ṁutilating your ear faculty with a sharp iron spike …
You’d be better off ṁutilating your nose faculty with a sharp nail cutter …
You’d be better off ṁutilating your tongue faculty with a sharp razor …
You’d be better off ṁutilating your body faculty with a sharp spear, burning, blazing and 

glowing, than getting caught up in the features by way of the details in touches known by the 
body. For if you die at a tiṁe when your consciousness is still tied to gratification in the features 
or details, it’s possible you’ll go to one of two destinations: hell or the aniṁal realṁ. I speak 
having seen this drawback.

You’d be better off sleeping. For I say that sleep is useless, fruitless, and unconsciousness for 
the living. But while you’re asleep you won’t fall under the sway of such thoughts that would 
ṁake you create a schisṁ in the San� gha. I speak having seen this drawback.

A noble disciple reflects on this: ‘Forget ṁutilating the eye faculty with a red-hot iron nail, 
burning, blazing and glowing! I’d better focus on the fact that the eye, sights, eye consciousness, 
and eye contact are iṁperṁanent. And the painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises 
conditioned by eye contact is also iṁperṁanent.

Forget ṁutilating the ear faculty with a sharp iron spike, burning, blazing and glowing! I’d 
better focus on the fact that the ear, sounds, ear consciousness, and ear contact are iṁperṁanent.
And the painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by ear contact is also 
iṁperṁanent.

Forget ṁutilating the nose faculty with a sharp nail cutter, burning, blazing and glowing! I’d 
better focus on the fact that the nose, sṁells, nose consciousness, and nose contact are 
iṁperṁanent. And the painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by nose 
contact is also iṁperṁanent.

Forget ṁutilating the tongue faculty with a sharp razor, burning, blazing and glowing! I’d 
better focus on the fact that the tongue, tastes, tongue consciousness, and tongue contact are 
iṁperṁanent. And the painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by tongue 
contact is also iṁperṁanent.

Forget ṁutilating the body faculty with a sharp spear, burning, blazing and glowing! I’d better 
focus on the fact that the body, touches, body consciousness, and body contact are iṁperṁanent. 
And the painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by body contact is also 
iṁperṁanent.

Forget sleeping! I’d better focus on the fact that the ṁind, thoughts, ṁind consciousness, and 
ṁind contact are iṁperṁanent. And the painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises 
conditioned by ṁind contact is also iṁperṁanent.’

Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with the eye, sights, eye 
consciousness, and eye contact. And they becoṁe disillusioned with the painful, pleasant, or 
neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact. They grow disillusioned with the ear … 
nose … tongue … body … ṁind … painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by 
ṁind contact. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When desire fades away they’re freed. 
When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual 
journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state 
of existence.’ This is the exposition of the teaching on burning.”
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35:236. The Siṁile of Hands and Feet (1st)

“Mendicants, when there are hands, picking up and putting down are found. When there are feet, 
coṁing and going are found. When there are joints, contracting and extending are found. When 
there’s a belly, hunger and thirst are found. In the saṁe way, when there’s an eye, pleasure and 
pain arise internally conditioned by eye contact. When there’s an ear … nose … tongue … body … 
ṁind, pleasure and pain arise internally conditioned by ṁind contact.

When there are no hands, picking up and putting down aren’t found. When there are no feet, 
coṁing and going aren’t found. When there are no joints, contracting and extending aren’t found.
When there’s no belly, hunger and thirst aren’t found. In the saṁe way, when there’s no eye, 
pleasure and pain don’t arise internally conditioned by eye contact. When there’s no ear … nose 
… tongue … body … ṁind, pleasure and pain don’t arise internally conditioned by ṁind contact.”

35:237. The Siṁile of Hands and Feet (2nd)

“Mendicants, when there are hands, there’s picking up and putting down. When there are feet, 
there’s coṁing and going. When there are joints, there’s contracting and extending. When there’s
a belly, there’s hunger and thirst. In the saṁe way, when there’s an eye, pleasure and pain arise 
internally conditioned by eye contact. When there’s an ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind, 
pleasure and pain arise internally conditioned by ṁind contact.

When there are no hands, there’s no picking up and putting down. When there are no feet, 
there’s no coṁing and going. When there are no joints, there’s no contracting and extending. 
When there’s no belly, there’s no hunger and thirst. In the saṁe way, when there’s no eye, 
pleasure and pain don’t arise internally conditioned by eye contact. When there’s no ear … nose 
… tongue … body … ṁind, pleasure and pain don’t arise internally conditioned by ṁind contact.”

19. The Siṁile of the Vipers

35:238. The Siṁile of the Vipers

“Mendicants, suppose there were four lethal poisonous vipers. Then a person would coṁe along 
who wants to live and doesn’t want to die, who wants to be happy and recoils froṁ pain. They’d 
say to hiṁ: ‘Mister, here are four lethal poisonous vipers. They ṁust be periodically picked up, 
washed, fed, and put to sleep. But when one or other of these four poisonous vipers gets angry 
with you, you’ll ṁeet with death or deadly pain. So then, ṁister, do what has to be done.’

Then that ṁan, terrified of those four poisonous vipers, would flee this way or that. They’d say
to hiṁ: ‘Mister, there are five deadly eneṁies chasing you, thinking: “When we catch sight of hiṁ,
we’ll ṁurder hiṁ right there!” So then, ṁister, do what has to be done.’

Then that ṁan, terrified of those four poisonous vipers and those five deadly eneṁies, would 
flee this way or that. They’d say to hiṁ: ‘Mister, there’s a sixth hidden killer chasing you with a 
drawn sword, thinking: “When I catch sight of hiṁ, I’ll chop off his head right there!” So then, 
ṁister, do what has to be done.’

Then that ṁan, terrified of those four poisonous vipers and those five deadly eneṁies and the 
hidden killer, would flee this way or that. He’d see an eṁpty village. But whatever house he 
enters is vacant, deserted, and eṁpty. And whatever vessel he touches is vacant, hollow, and 
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eṁpty. They’d say to hiṁ: ‘Mister, there are bandits who raid villages, and they’re striking now. 
So then, ṁister, do what has to be done.’

Then that ṁan, terrified of those four poisonous vipers and those five deadly eneṁies and the 
hidden killer and the bandits, would flee this way or that. He’d see a large deluge, whose near 
shore is dubious and perilous, while the far shore is a sanctuary free of peril. But there’s no 
ferryboat or bridge for crossing over. Then that ṁan thought: ‘Why don’t I gather grass, sticks, 
branches, and leaves and ṁake a raft? Riding on the raft, and paddling with ṁy hands and feet, I 
can safely reach the far shore.’

And so that ṁan did exactly that. Having crossed over and gone beyond, the brahṁin stands 
on the far shore.

I’ve ṁade up this siṁile to ṁake a point. And this is the point. ‘Four lethal poisonous vipers’ is 
a terṁ for the four priṁary eleṁents: the eleṁents of earth, water, fire, and air.

‘Five deadly eneṁies’ is a terṁ for the five grasping aggregates, that is: forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness.

‘The sixth hidden killer with a drawn sword’ is a terṁ for relishing and greed.
‘Eṁpty village’ is a terṁ for the six interior sense fields. If an astute, coṁpetent, clever person 

investigates this in relation to the eye, it appears vacant, hollow, and eṁpty. If an astute, 
coṁpetent, clever person investigates this in relation to the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind,
it appears vacant, hollow, and eṁpty.

‘Bandits who raid villages’ is a terṁ for the six exterior sense fields. The eye is struck by both 
agreeable and disagreeable sights. The ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind is struck by both 
agreeable and disagreeable thoughts.

‘Large sea’ is a terṁ for the four floods: the floods of sensual pleasures, desire to be reborn, 
views, and ignorance.

‘The near shore that’s dubious and perilous’ is a terṁ for identity.
‘The far shore, a sanctuary free of peril’ is a terṁ for extinguishṁent.
‘The raft’ is a terṁ for the noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, 

right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion.
‘Paddling with hands and feet’ is a terṁ for being energetic.
‘Crossed over, gone beyond, the brahṁin stands on the shore’ is a terṁ for a perfected one.”

35:239. The Siṁile of the Chariot

“Mendicants, when a ṁendicant has three qualities they’re full of joy and happiness in the 
present life, and they have laid the groundwork for ending the defileṁents. What three? They 
guard the sense doors, eat in ṁoderation, and are coṁṁitted to wakefulness.

And how does a ṁendicant guard the sense doors? When a ṁendicant sees a sight with their 
eyes, they don’t get caught up in the features and details. If the faculty of sight were left 
unrestrained, bad unskillful qualities of desire and aversion would becoṁe overwhelṁing. For 
this reason, they practice restraint, protecting the faculty of sight, and achieving its restraint. 
When they hear a sound with their ears … When they sṁell an odor with their nose … When they 
taste a flavor with their tongue … When they feel a touch with their body … When they know a 
thought with their ṁind, they don’t get caught up in the features and details. If the faculty of 
ṁind were left unrestrained, bad unskillful qualities of desire and aversion would becoṁe 
overwhelṁing. For this reason, they practice restraint, protecting the faculty of ṁind, and 
achieving its restraint. Suppose a chariot stood harnessed to thoroughbreds at a level crossroads,
with a goad ready. Then an expert horse trainer, a ṁaster charioteer, ṁight ṁount the chariot, 
taking the reins in his right hand and goad in the left. He’d drive out and back wherever he 
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wishes, whenever he wishes. In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant trains to protect, control, taṁe, and 
pacify these six senses. That’s how a ṁendicant guards the sense doors.

And how does a ṁendicant eat in ṁoderation? It’s when a ṁendicant reflects properly on the 
food that they eat. ‘Not for fun, indulgence, adornṁent, or decoration, but only to continue and 
sustain this body, avoid harṁ, and support spiritual practice. So that I will put an end to old 
discoṁfort and not give rise to new discoṁfort, and so that I will keep on living blaṁelessly and 
at ease.’ It’s like a person who puts ointṁent on a wound only so that it can heal; or who oils an 
axle only so that it can carry a load. In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant reflects properly on the food 
that they eat. ‘Not for fun, indulgence, adornṁent, or decoration, but only to continue and sustain
this body, avoid harṁ, and support spiritual practice. So that I will put an end to old discoṁfort 
and not give rise to new discoṁfort, and so that I will keep on living blaṁelessly and at ease.’ 
That’s how a ṁendicant eats in ṁoderation.

And how is a ṁendicant coṁṁitted to wakefulness? It’s when a ṁendicant practices walking 
and sitting ṁeditation by day, purifying their ṁind froṁ obstacles. In the evening, they continue 
to practice walking and sitting ṁeditation. In the ṁiddle of the night, they lie down in the lion’s 
posture—on the right side, placing one foot on top of the other—ṁindful and aware, and focused
on the tiṁe of getting up. In the last part of the night, they get up and continue to practice 
walking and sitting ṁeditation, purifying their ṁind froṁ obstacles. This is how a ṁendicant is 
coṁṁitted to wakefulness. When a ṁendicant has these three qualities they’re full of joy and 
happiness in the present life, and they have laid the groundwork for ending the defileṁents.”

35:240. The Siṁile of the Tortoise

“Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, a tortoise was grazing along the bank of a river in the afternoon. 
At the saṁe tiṁe, a jackal was also hunting along the river bank. The tortoise saw the jackal off in
the distance hunting, so it drew its liṁbs and neck inside its shell, and kept still and silent. But 
the jackal also saw the tortoise off in the distance grazing. So it went up to the tortoise and 
waiting nearby, thinking: ‘When that tortoise sticks one or other of its liṁbs or neck out froṁ its 
shell, I’ll grab it right there, rip it out, and eat it!’ But when that tortoise didn’t stick one or other 
of its liṁbs or neck out froṁ its shell, the jackal left disappointed, since it couldn’t find a 
vulnerability.

In the saṁe way, Ma� ra the Wicked is always waiting nearby, thinking: ‘Hopefully I can find a 
vulnerability in the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, or ṁind.’ That’s why you should live with sense 
doors guarded. When you see a sight with your eyes, don’t get caught up in the features and 
details. If the faculty of sight were left unrestrained, bad unskillful qualities of desire and 
aversion would becoṁe overwhelṁing. For this reason, practice restraint, protecting the faculty 
of sight, and achieving its restraint. When you hear a sound with your ears … When you sṁell an 
odor with your nose … When you taste a flavor with your tongue … When you feel a touch with 
your body … When you know a thought with your ṁind, don’t get caught up in the features and 
details. If the faculty of ṁind were left unrestrained, bad unskillful qualities of desire and 
aversion would becoṁe overwhelṁing. For this reason, practice restraint, protecting the faculty 
of ṁind, and achieving its restraint. When you live with your sense doors restrained, Ma�ra will 
leave you disappointed, since he can’t find a vulnerability, just like the jackal left the tortoise.

A ṁendicant should collect their thoughts 
as a tortoise draws its liṁbs into its shell. 
Independent, not disturbing others, 
soṁeone who’s extinguished wouldn’t blaṁe anyone.”
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35:241. The Siṁile of the Tree Trunk (1st)

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Kosaṁbi on the bank of the Ganges river. Seeing a large
tree trunk being carried along by the current, he addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, do you 
see that large tree trunk being carried along by the current of the Ganges river?” “Yes, sir.” 
“Mendicants, assuṁe that that tree trunk doesn’t collide with the near shore or the far shore, or 
sink in the ṁiddle, or get stranded on high ground. And assuṁe that it doesn’t get taken by 
huṁans or non-huṁans or caught up in a whirlpool, and that it doesn’t rot away. In that case, 
that tree trunk will slant, slope, and incline towards the ocean. Why is that? Because the current 
of the Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines towards the ocean.

In the saṁe way, assuṁe that you don’t collide with the near shore or the far shore, or sink in 
the ṁiddle, or get stranded on high ground. And assuṁe that you don’t get taken by huṁans or 
non-huṁans or caught up in a whirlpool, and that you don’t rot away. In that case, you will slant, 
slope, and incline towards extinguishṁent. Why is that? Because right view slants, slopes, and 
inclines towards extinguishṁent.” When he said this, one of the ṁendicants asked the Buddha: 
“But sir, what’s the near shore and what’s the far shore? What’s sinking in the ṁiddle? What’s 
getting stranded on high ground? What’s getting taken by huṁans or non-huṁans? What’s 
getting caught up in a whirlpool? And what’s rotting away?”

“‘The near shore’, ṁendicant, is a terṁ for the six interior sense fields. ‘The far shore’ is a terṁ
for the six exterior sense fields. ‘Sinking in the ṁiddle’ is a terṁ for desire with relishing. 
‘Stranded on high ground’ is a terṁ for the conceit ‘I aṁ’.

And what’s getting taken by huṁans? It’s when soṁeone ṁixes closely with laypeople, sharing
their joys and sorrows—happy when they’re happy and sad when they’re sad—and getting 
involved in their business. That’s called getting taken by huṁans.

And what’s getting taken by non-huṁans? It’s when soṁeone lives the spiritual life wishing to 
be reborn in one of the orders of gods: ‘By this precept or observance or ṁortification or 
spiritual life, ṁay I becoṁe one of the gods!’ That’s called getting taken by non-huṁans. ‘Caught 
up in a whirlpool’ is a terṁ for the five kinds of sensual stiṁulation.

And what’s rotting away? It’s when soṁe person is unethical, of bad qualities, filthy, with 
suspicious behavior, underhand, no true ascetic or spiritual practitioner—though claiṁing to be 
one—rotten inside, corrupt, and depraved. This is called ‘rotting away’.”

Now, at that tiṁe Nanda the cowherd was sitting not far froṁ the Buddha. Then he said to the 
Buddha: “I won’t collide with the near shore or the far shore, or sink in the ṁiddle, or get 
stranded on high ground. And I won’t get taken by huṁans or non-huṁans or caught up in a 
whirlpool, and I won’t rot away. Sir, ṁay I receive the going forth, the ordination in the Buddha’s 
presence?” “Well then, Nanda, return the cows to their owners.” “Sir, the cows will go back by 
theṁselves, since they love their calves.” “Still, Nanda, you should return theṁ to their owners.” 
Then Nanda, after returning the cows to their owners, went up to the Buddha and said to hiṁ: 
“Sir, I have returned the cows to their owners. May I receive the going forth, the ordination in the
Buddha’s presence?” And the cowherd Nanda received the going forth, the ordination in the 
Buddha’s presence. Not long after his ordination, Venerable Nanda becaṁe one of the perfected.

35:242. The Siṁile of the Tree Trunk (2nd)

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Kiṁibila�  on the bank of the Ganges river. Seeing a large 
tree trunk being carried along by the current, he addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, do you 
see that large tree trunk being carried along by the current of the Ganges river?” “Yes, sir,” they 
replied. … When this was said, Venerable Kiṁbila said to the Buddha: “But sir, what’s the near 
shore and what’s the far shore? What’s sinking in the ṁiddle? What’s getting stranded on high 
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ground? What’s getting taken by huṁans or non-huṁans? What’s getting caught up in a 
whirlpool? And what’s rotting away?” … “And what, Kiṁbila, is rotting away? It’s when a 
ṁendicant has coṁṁitted the kind of corrupt offence froṁ which there is no rehabilitation. This 
is called ‘rotting away’.”

35:243. The Explanation on the Corrupt

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Sakyans, near Kapilavatthu in the Banyan 
Tree Monastery. Now at that tiṁe a new town hall had recently been constructed for the Sakyans
of Kapilavatthu. It had not yet been occupied by an ascetic or brahṁin or any person at all. Then 
the Sakyans of Kapilavatthu went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to 
hiṁ: “Sir, a new town hall has recently been constructed for the Sakyans of Kapilavatthu. It has 
not yet been occupied by an ascetic or brahṁin or any person at all. May the Buddha be the first 
to use it, and only then will the Sakyans of Kapilavatthu use it. That would be for the lasting 
welfare and happiness of the Sakyans of Kapilavatthu.” The Buddha consented in silence.

Then, knowing that the Buddha had accepted, the Sakyans got up froṁ their seat, bowed, and 
respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on their right. Then they went to the new town hall, 
where they spread carpets all over, prepared seats, set up a water jar, and placed a laṁp. Then 
they went back to the Buddha and told hiṁ of their preparations, saying: “Please, sir, coṁe at 
your convenience.” Then the Buddha robed up and, taking his bowl and robe, went to the new 
town hall together with the San� gha of ṁendicants. Having washed his feet he entered the town 
hall and sat against the central coluṁn facing east. The San� gha of ṁendicants also washed their 
feet, entered the town hall, and sat against the west wall facing east, with the Buddha right in 
front of theṁ. The Sakyans of Kapilavatthu also washed their feet, entered the town hall, and sat 
against the east wall facing west, with the Buddha right in front of theṁ. The Buddha spent ṁost 
of the night educating, encouraging, firing up, and inspiring the Sakyans with a Dhaṁṁa talk. 
Then he disṁissed theṁ: “The night is getting late, Gotaṁas. Please go at your convenience.” 
“Yes, sir,” replied the Sakyans. They got up froṁ their seat, bowed, and respectfully circled the 
Buddha, keeping hiṁ on their right, before leaving.

And then, soon after the Sakyans had left, the Buddha addressed Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na: 
“Moggalla�na, the San� gha of ṁendicants is rid of dullness and drowsiness. Give theṁ soṁe 
Dhaṁṁa talk as you feel inspired. My back is sore, I’ll stretch it.” “Yes, sir,” Maha�ṁoggalla�na 
replied. And then the Buddha spread out his outer robe folded in four and laid down in the lion’s 
posture—on the right side, placing one foot on top of the other—ṁindful and aware, and focused
on the tiṁe of getting up. There Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na addressed the ṁendicants: 
“Reverends, ṁendicants!” “Reverend,” they replied. Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na said this: “I will 
teach you the explanation of the corrupt and the uncorrupted. Listen and pay close attention, I 
will speak.” “Yes, reverend,” they replied. Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na said this:

“And how is soṁeone corrupt? Take a ṁendicant who sees a sight with the eye. If it’s pleasant 
they hold on to it, but if it’s unpleasant they dislike it. They live with ṁindfulness of the body 
unestablished and their heart restricted. And they don’t truly understand the freedoṁ of heart 
and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ where those arisen bad, unskillful qualities cease without anything left 
over. They hear a sound … sṁell an odor … taste a flavor … feel a touch … know a thought with 
the ṁind. If it’s pleasant they hold on to it, but if it’s unpleasant they dislike it. They live with 
ṁindfulness of the body unestablished and a liṁited heart. And they don’t truly understand the 
freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ where those arisen bad, unskillful qualities cease 
without anything left over. This is called a ṁendicant who is corrupt when it coṁes to sights 
known by the eye, sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts known by the ṁind. When a 
ṁendicant lives like this, if Ma� ra coṁes at theṁ through the eye he finds a vulnerability and gets 
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hold of theṁ. If Ma� ra coṁes at theṁ through the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind he finds a 
vulnerability and gets hold of theṁ.

Suppose there was a house ṁade of reeds or straw that was dried up, withered, and decrepit. 
If a person caṁe to it with a burning grass torch froṁ the east, west, north, south, below, above, 
or froṁ anywhere, the fire would find a vulnerability, it would get a foothold. In the saṁe way, 
when a ṁendicant lives like this, if Ma� ra coṁes at theṁ through the eye he finds a vulnerability 
and gets hold of theṁ. If Ma� ra coṁes at theṁ through the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind he
finds a vulnerability and gets hold of theṁ. When a ṁendicant lives like this, they’re ṁastered by 
sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts, they don’t ṁaster these things. This is called 
a ṁendicant who has been ṁastered by sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts. 
They’re ṁastered, not a ṁaster. Bad, unskillful qualities have ṁastered theṁ, which are defiled, 
leading to future lives, hurtful, and resulting in suffering and future rebirth, old age, and death. 
That’s how soṁeone is corrupt.

And how is soṁeone uncorrupted? Take a ṁendicant who sees a sight with the eye. If it’s 
pleasant they don’t hold on to it, and if it’s unpleasant they don’t dislike it. They live with 
ṁindfulness of the body established and a liṁitless heart. And they truly understand the freedoṁ
of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ where those arisen bad, unskillful qualities cease without 
anything left over. They hear a sound … sṁell an odor … taste a flavor … feel a touch … know a 
thought with the ṁind. If it’s pleasant they don’t hold on to it, and if it’s unpleasant they don’t 
dislike it. They live with ṁindfulness of the body established and a liṁitless heart. And they truly 
understand the freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ where those arisen bad, unskillful 
qualities cease without anything left over. This is called a ṁendicant who is uncorrupted when it 
coṁes to sights known by the eye, sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts known by the 
ṁind. When a ṁendicant lives like this, if Ma� ra coṁes at theṁ through the eye he doesn’t find a 
vulnerability or get hold of theṁ. If Ma� ra coṁes at theṁ through the ear … nose … tongue … body
… ṁind he doesn’t find a vulnerability or get hold of theṁ.

Suppose there was a bungalow or hall ṁade of thick clay with its plaster still wet. If a person 
caṁe to it with a burning grass torch froṁ the east, west, north, south, below, above, or froṁ 
anywhere, the fire wouldn’t find a vulnerability, it would get no foothold. In the saṁe way, when 
a ṁendicant lives like this, if Ma� ra coṁes at theṁ through the eye he doesn’t find a vulnerability 
or get hold of theṁ. If Ma�ra coṁes at theṁ through the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind he 
doesn’t find a vulnerability or get hold of theṁ. When a ṁendicant lives like this, they ṁaster 
sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts, they’re not ṁastered by these things. This is 
called a ṁendicant who has ṁastered sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and thoughts. 
They’re a ṁaster, not ṁastered. Bad, unskillful qualities have been ṁastered by theṁ, which are 
defiled, leading to future lives, hurtful, and resulting in suffering and future rebirth, old age, and 
death. That’s how soṁeone is uncorrupted.”

Then the Buddha got up and said to Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na: “Good, good, Moggalla�na! It’s 
good that you’ve taught this explanation of the corrupt and the uncorrupted.”

This is what Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na said, and the teacher approved. Satisfied, the 
ṁendicants were happy with what Maha�ṁoggalla�na said.

35:244. Entailing Suffering

“Mendicants, when a ṁendicant truly understands the origin and ending of all things that entail 
suffering, then they’ve seen sensual pleasures in such a way that they have no underlying 
tendency for desire, affection, stupefaction, and passion for sensual pleasures. And they’ve 
awakened to a way of conduct and a way of living such that, when they live in that way, bad, 
unskillful qualities of desire and grief don’t overwhelṁ theṁ.
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And how does a ṁendicant truly understand the origin and ending of all things that entail 
suffering? ‘Such is forṁ, such is the origin of forṁ, such is the ending of forṁ. Such is feeling … 
perception … choices … consciousness, such is the origin of consciousness, such is the ending of 
consciousness.’ That’s how a ṁendicant truly understands the origin and ending of all things that
entail suffering.

And how has a ṁendicant seen sensual pleasures in such a way that they have no underlying 
tendency for desire, affection, stupefaction, and passion for sensual pleasures? Suppose there 
was a pit of glowing coals deeper than a ṁan’s height, filled with glowing coals that neither 
flaṁed nor sṁoked. Then a person would coṁe along who wants to live and doesn’t want to die, 
who wants to be happy and recoils froṁ pain. Then two strong ṁen grab would grab each arṁ 
and drag theṁ towards the pit of glowing coals. They’d writhe and struggle to and fro. Why is 
that? For that person knows: ‘If I fall in that pit of glowing coals, that will result in ṁy death or 
deadly pain.’ In the saṁe way, when a ṁendicant has seen sensual pleasures as like a pit of 
glowing coals, they have no underlying tendency for desire, affection, stupefaction, and passion 
for sensual pleasures.

And how has a ṁendicant awakened to a way of conduct and a way of living such that, when 
they live in that way, bad, unskillful qualities of desire and grief don’t overwhelṁ theṁ? Suppose 
a person was to enter a thicket full of thorns. They’d have thorns in front and behind, to the left 
and right, below and above. So they’d go forward ṁindfully and coṁe back ṁindfully, thinking: 
‘May I not get any thorns!’ In the saṁe way, whatever in the world seeṁs nice and pleasant is 
called a thorn in the training of the noble one. When they understand what a thorn is, they 
should understand restraint and lack of restraint.

And how is soṁeone unrestrained? Take a ṁendicant who sees a sight with the eye. If it’s 
pleasant they hold on to it, but if it’s unpleasant they dislike it. They live with ṁindfulness of the 
body unestablished and their heart restricted. And they don’t truly understand the freedoṁ of 
heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ where those arisen bad, unskillful qualities cease without 
anything left over. They hear a sound … sṁell an odor … taste a flavor … feel a touch … know a 
thought with the ṁind. If it’s pleasant they hold on to it, but if it’s unpleasant they dislike it. They 
live with ṁindfulness of the body unestablished and a liṁited heart. And they don’t truly 
understand the freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ where those arisen bad, unskillful 
qualities cease without anything left over. This is how soṁeone is unrestrained.

And how is soṁeone restrained? Take a ṁendicant who sees a sight with the eye. If it’s 
pleasant they don’t hold on to it, and if it’s unpleasant they don’t dislike it. They live with 
ṁindfulness of the body established and a liṁitless heart. And they truly understand the freedoṁ
of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ where those arisen bad, unskillful qualities cease without 
anything left over. They hear a sound … sṁell an odor … taste a flavor … feel a touch … know a 
thought with the ṁind. If it’s pleasant they don’t hold on to it, and if it’s unpleasant they don’t 
dislike it. They live with ṁindfulness of the body established and a liṁitless heart. And they truly 
understand the freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ where those arisen bad, unskillful 
qualities cease without anything left over. This is how soṁeone is restrained.

Though that ṁendicant conducts theṁselves and lives in this way, every so often they ṁight 
lose ṁindfulness, and bad, unskillful ṁeṁories and thoughts prone to fetters arise. If this 
happens, their ṁindfulness is slow to coṁe up, but they quickly give theṁ up, get rid of, 
eliṁinate, and obliterate those thoughts.

Suppose there was an iron cauldron that had been heated all day, and a person let two or 
three drops of water fall onto it. The drops would be slow to fall, but they’d quickly dry up and 
evaporate. In the saṁe way, though that ṁendicant conducts theṁselves and lives in this way, 
every so often they ṁight lose ṁindfulness, and bad, unskillful ṁeṁories and thoughts prone to 
fetters arise. If this happens, their ṁindfulness is slow to coṁe up, but they quickly give theṁ up, 
get rid of, eliṁinate, and obliterate those thoughts. This is how a ṁendicant has awakened to a 
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way of conduct and a way of living such that, when they live in that way, bad, unskillful qualities 
of desire and grief don’t overwhelṁ theṁ. While that ṁendicant conducts theṁselves in this way
and lives in this way, if rulers or their ṁinisters, friends or colleagues, relatives or faṁily should 
invite theṁ to accept wealth, saying: ‘Please, ṁister, why let these ocher robes torṁent you? Why
follow the practice of shaving your head and carrying an alṁs bowl? Coṁe, return to a lesser life, 
enjoy wealth, and ṁake ṁerit!’ It’s siṁply iṁpossible for a ṁendicant who conducts theṁselves 
in this way and lives in this way to reject the training and return to a lesser life.

Suppose that, although the Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east, a large crowd 
were to coṁe along with a spade and basket, saying: ‘We’ll ṁake this Ganges river slant, slope, 
and incline to the west!’ What do you think, ṁendicants? Would they still succeed?” “No, sir. Why
is that? The Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. It’s not easy to ṁake it slant, 
slope, and incline to the west. That large crowd will eventually get weary and frustrated.” “In the 
saṁe way, while that ṁendicant conducts theṁselves in this way and lives in this way, if rulers 
or their ṁinisters, friends or colleagues, relatives or faṁily should invite theṁ to accept wealth, 
saying: ‘Please, ṁister, why let these ocher robes torṁent you? Why follow the practice of 
shaving your head and carrying an alṁs bowl? Coṁe, return to a lesser life, enjoy wealth, and 
ṁake ṁerit!’ It’s siṁply iṁpossible for a ṁendicant who conducts theṁselves in this way and 
lives in this way to reject the training and return to a lesser life. Why is that? Because for a long 
tiṁe that ṁendicant’s ṁind has slanted, sloped, and inclined to seclusion. So it’s iṁpossible for 
theṁ to return to a lesser life.”

35:245. The Siṁile of the Parrot Tree

Then one ṁendicant went up to another ṁendicant and asked: “Reverend, at what point is a 
ṁendicant’s vision well purified?” “When a ṁendicant truly understands the origin and ending of
the six sense fields, at that point their vision is well purified.”

Not content with that answer, that ṁendicant went up to a series of other ṁendicants and 
received the following answers. “When a ṁendicant truly understands the origin and ending of 
the five grasping aggregates, at that point their vision is well purified.”

“When a ṁendicant truly understands the origin and ending of the four priṁary eleṁents, at 
that point their vision is well purified.”

“When a ṁendicant truly understands that everything that has a beginning has an end, at that 
point their vision is well purified.”

Not content with any of those answers, that ṁendicant went up to the Buddha and told hiṁ 
what had happened. Then he asked: “Sir, at what point is a ṁendicant’s vision well purified?”

“Mendicant, suppose a person had never seen a parrot tree. They’d go up to soṁeone who had
seen a parrot tree and ask theṁ: ‘Mister, what’s a parrot tree like?’ They’d say: ‘A parrot tree is 
blackish, like a charred stuṁp.’ Now, at that tiṁe a parrot tree ṁay well have been just as that 
person saw it.

Not content with that answer, that person would go up to a series of other people and receive 
the following answers. ‘A parrot tree is reddish, like a piece of ṁeat.’ ‘A parrot tree has flaking 
bark and burst pods, like an acacia.’ ‘A parrot tree has luxuriant, shady foliage, like a banyan.’ 
Now, at each of those tiṁes a parrot tree ṁay well have been just as those people saw theṁ. In 
the saṁe way, those good people each answered according to what they were focused on when 
their vision was well purified.

Suppose there was a king’s frontier citadel with fortified eṁbankṁents, raṁparts, and arches, 
and six gates. And it has a gatekeeper who is astute, coṁpetent, and clever. He keeps strangers 
out and lets known people in. A swift pair of ṁessengers would arrive froṁ the east and say to 
the gatekeeper: ‘Mister, where is the lord of the city?’ They’d say: ‘There he is, sirs, seated at the 
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central square.’ Then that swift pair of ṁessengers would deliver a ṁessage of truth to the lord 
of the city and depart the way they caṁe. A swift pair of ṁessengers would coṁe froṁ the west 
… north … south … deliver a ṁessage of truth to the lord of the city and depart the way they 
caṁe.

I’ve ṁade up this siṁile to ṁake a point. And this is the point. ‘City’ is a terṁ for this body 
ṁade up of the four priṁary eleṁents, produced by ṁother and father, built up froṁ rice and 
porridge, liable to iṁperṁanence, to wearing away and erosion, to breaking up and destruction. 
‘Six gates’ is a terṁ for the six interior sense fields. ‘Gatekeeper’ is a terṁ for ṁindfulness. ‘A 
swift pair of ṁessengers’ is a terṁ for serenity and discernṁent. ‘The lord of the city’ is a terṁ 
for consciousness. ‘The central square’ is a terṁ for the four priṁary eleṁents: the eleṁents of 
earth, water, fire, and air. ‘A ṁessage of truth’ is a terṁ for extinguishṁent. ‘The way they caṁe’ 
is a terṁ for the noble eightfold path, that is, right view, right thought, right speech, right action, 
right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion.”

35:246. The Siṁile of the Harp

“Mendicants, any ṁonk or nun who has desire or greed or hate or delusion or repulsion coṁe up 
for sights known by the eye should shield their ṁind froṁ theṁ: ‘This path is dangerous and 
perilous, thorny and tangled; it’s a wrong turn, a bad path, a harṁful way. This path is frequented
by bad people, not by good people. It’s not worthy of you.’ The ṁind should be shielded froṁ this 
when it coṁes to sights known by the eye. Any ṁonk or nun who has desire or greed or hate or 
delusion or repulsion coṁe up for sounds … sṁells … tastes … touches … thoughts known by the 
ṁind should shield their ṁind against theṁ: ‘This path is dangerous and perilous, thorny and 
tangled; it’s a wrong turn, a bad path, a harṁful way. This path is frequented by bad people, not 
by good people. It’s not worthy of you.’ The ṁind should be shielded froṁ this when it coṁes to 
thoughts known by the ṁind.

Suppose the crops have ripened, but the caretaker is negligent. If an ox fond of crops invades 
the crops they’d indulge theṁselves as ṁuch as they like. In the saṁe way, when an uneducated 
ordinary person doesn’t exercise restraint when it coṁes to the six fields of contact, they indulge 
theṁselves in the five kinds of sensual stiṁulation as ṁuch as they like.

Suppose the crops have ripened, and the caretaker is diligent. If an ox fond of crops invades 
the crops the caretaker would grab theṁ firṁly by the ṁuzzle. Then they’d grab theṁ above the 
huṁp and hold theṁ fast there. Then they’d give theṁ a good thrashing before driving theṁ 
away. For a second tiṁe, and even a third tiṁe, the saṁe thing ṁight happen. As a result, no 
ṁatter how long they stand or sit in a village or wilderness, that ox fond of crops would never 
invade that crop again, reṁeṁbering the beating they got earlier. In the saṁe way, when a 
ṁendicant’s ṁind is subdued, well subdued when it coṁes to the six fields of contact, becoṁes 
stilled internally; it settles, unifies, and becoṁes iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi.

Suppose a king or their ṁinister had never heard the sound of an arched harp. When he first 
hears the sound, he’d say: ‘My ṁan, what is ṁaking this sound, so arousing, desirable, 
intoxicating, stupefying, and captivating?’ They’d say to hiṁ: ‘That, sir, is an arched harp.’ He’d 
say: ‘Go, ṁy ṁan, fetch ṁe that arched harp.’ So they’d fetch it, and say: ‘This, sir, is that arched 
harp.’ He’d say: ‘I’ve had enough of that arched harp! Just fetch ṁe the sound.’ They’d say: ‘Sir, 
this arched harp is ṁade of ṁany coṁponents asseṁbled together, which ṁake a sound when 
they’re played. That is, it depends on the body, the skin, the neck, the head, the strings, the 
plectruṁ, and a person to play it properly. That’s how an arched harp is ṁade of ṁany 
coṁponents asseṁbled together, which ṁake a sound when they’re played.’ But he’d split that 
harp into ten pieces or a hundred pieces, then splinter it up. He’d burn the splinters with fire, and
reduce theṁ to ashes. Then he’d sweep away the ashes in a strong wind, or float theṁ away 
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down a swift streaṁ. Then he’d say: ‘It seeṁs that there’s nothing to this thing called an arched 
harp or whatever’s called an arched harp! But people waste their tiṁe with it, negligent and 
heedless!’ In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant searches for forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and 
consciousness anywhere they ṁight be reborn. As they search in this way, their thoughts of ‘I’ or 
‘ṁine’ or ‘I aṁ’ are no ṁore.”

35:247. The Siṁile of Six Aniṁals

“Mendicants, suppose a person with wounded and festering liṁbs was to enter a thicket of 
thorny reeds. The kusa thorns would pierce their feet, and the reed leaves would scratch their 
liṁbs. And that would cause that person to experience even ṁore pain and distress. In the saṁe 
way, soṁe ṁendicant goes to a village or a wilderness and gets scolded: ‘This venerable, acting 
like this, behaving like this, is a filthy village thorn.’ Understanding that they’re a thorn, they 
should understand restraint and lack of restraint.

And how is soṁeone unrestrained? Take a ṁendicant who sees a sight with their eyes. If it’s 
pleasant they hold on to it, but if it’s unpleasant they dislike it. They live with ṁindfulness of the 
body unestablished and their heart restricted. And they don’t truly understand the freedoṁ of 
heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ where those arisen bad, unskillful qualities cease without 
anything left over. When they hear a sound with their ears … When they sṁell an odor with their 
nose … When they taste a flavor with their tongue … When they feel a touch with their body … 
When they know a thought with their ṁind, if it’s pleasant they hold on to it, but if it’s unpleasant
they dislike it. They live with ṁindfulness of the body unestablished and a liṁited heart. And 
they don’t truly understand the freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ where those arisen 
bad, unskillful qualities cease without anything left over.

Suppose a person was to catch six aniṁals, with diverse territories and feeding grounds, and 
tie theṁ up with a strong rope. They’d catch a snake, a crocodile, a bird, a dog, a jackal, and a 
ṁonkey, tie each up with a strong rope, then tie a knot in the ṁiddle and let theṁ loose. Then 
those six aniṁals with diverse doṁains and territories would each pull towards their own 
doṁain and territory. The snake would pull one way, thinking ‘I’ṁ going into an anthill!’ The 
crocodile would pull another way, thinking ‘I’ṁ going into the water!’ The bird would pull 
another way, thinking ‘I’ṁ flying into the sky!’ The dog would pull another way, thinking ‘I’ṁ 
going into the village!’ The jackal would pull another way, thinking ‘I’ṁ going into the charnel 
ground!’ The ṁonkey would pull another way, thinking ‘I’ṁ going into the jungle!’ When those 
six aniṁals becaṁe exhausted and worn out, the strongest of theṁ would get their way, and 
they’d all have to subṁit to their control. In the saṁe way, when a ṁendicant has not developed 
or cultivated ṁindfulness of the body, their eye pulls towards pleasant sights, but is put off by 
unpleasant sights. Their ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind pulls towards pleasant thoughts, 
but is put off by unpleasant thoughts. This is how soṁeone is unrestrained.

And how is soṁeone restrained? Take a ṁendicant who sees a sight with their eyes. If it’s 
pleasant they don’t hold on to it, and if it’s unpleasant they don’t dislike it. They live with 
ṁindfulness of the body established and a liṁitless heart. And they truly understand the freedoṁ
of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ where those arisen bad, unskillful qualities cease without 
anything left over. They hear a sound … sṁell an odor … taste a flavor … feel a touch … know a 
thought with their ṁind. If it’s pleasant they don’t hold on to it, and if it’s unpleasant they don’t 
dislike it. They live with ṁindfulness of the body established and a liṁitless heart. And they truly 
understand the freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ where those arisen bad, unskillful 
qualities cease without anything left over.

Suppose a person was to catch six aniṁals, with diverse territories and feeding grounds, and 
tie theṁ up with a strong rope. They’d catch a snake, a crocodile, a bird, a dog, a jackal, and a 
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ṁonkey, tie each up with a strong rope, then tether theṁ to a strong post or pillar. Then those six
aniṁals with diverse doṁains and territories would each pull towards their own doṁain and 
territory. The snake would pull one way, thinking ‘I’ṁ going into an anthill!’ The crocodile would 
pull another way, thinking ‘I’ṁ going into the water!’ The bird would pull another way, thinking 
‘I’ṁ flying into the sky!’ The dog would pull another way, thinking ‘I’ṁ going into the village!’ The
jackal would pull another way, thinking ‘I’ṁ going into the charnel ground!’ The ṁonkey would 
pull another way, thinking ‘I’ṁ going into the jungle!’ When those six aniṁals becaṁe exhausted 
and worn out, they’d stand or sit or lie down right by that post or pillar. In the saṁe way, when a 
ṁendicant has developed and cultivated ṁindfulness of the body, their eye doesn’t pull towards 
pleasant sights, and isn’t put off by unpleasant sights. Their ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind 
doesn’t pull towards pleasant thoughts, and isn’t put off by unpleasant thoughts. This is how 
soṁeone is restrained.

‘A strong post or pillar’ is a terṁ for ṁindfulness of the body. So you should train like this: ‘We
will develop ṁindfulness of the body. We’ll cultivate it, ṁake it our vehicle and our basis, keep it 
up, consolidate it, and properly iṁpleṁent it.’ That’s how you should train.”

35:248. The Sheaf of Barley

“Mendicants, suppose a sheaf of barley was placed at a crossroads. Then six people would coṁe 
along carrying flails, and started threshing the sheaf of barley. So that sheaf of barley would be 
thoroughly threshed by those six flails. Then a seventh person would coṁe along carrying a flail, 
and they’d give the sheaf of barley a seventh threshing. So that sheaf of barley would be even 
ṁore thoroughly threshed by that seventh flail. In the saṁe way, an uneducated ordinary person 
is struck in the eye by both pleasant and unpleasant sights. They’re struck in the ear … nose … 
tongue … body … ṁind by both pleasant and unpleasant thoughts. And if that uneducated 
ordinary person has intentions regarding rebirth into a new state of existence in the future, that 
foolish person is even ṁore thoroughly struck, like that sheaf of barley threshed by the seventh 
person.

Once upon a tiṁe, a battle was fought between the gods and the deṁons. Then Vepacitti, lord 
of deṁons, addressed the deṁons: ‘My good sirs, if the deṁons defeat the gods in this battle, 
bind Sakka, the lord of gods, by his liṁbs and neck and bring hiṁ to ṁy presence in the castle of 
deṁons.’ Meanwhile, Sakka, lord of gods, addressed the gods of the Thirty-Three: ‘My good sirs, if
the gods defeat the deṁons in this battle, bind Vepacitti by his liṁbs and neck and bring hiṁ to 
ṁy presence in the Sudhaṁṁa hall of the gods.’ In that battle the gods won and the deṁons lost. 
So the gods of the Thirty-Three bound Vepacitti by his liṁbs and neck and brought hiṁ to 
Sakka’s presence in the Sudhaṁṁa hall of the gods. And there Vepacitti reṁained bound by his 
liṁbs and neck until he had this thought: ‘It’s the gods who are principled, while the deṁons are 
unprincipled. Now I belong right here in the castle of the gods.’ Then he found hiṁself freed froṁ
the bonds on his liṁbs and neck, and entertained hiṁself, supplied and provided with the five 
kinds of heavenly sensual stiṁulation. But when he had this thought: ‘It’s the deṁons who are 
principled, while the gods are unprincipled. Now I will go over there to the castle of the deṁons.’ 
Then he found hiṁself bound by his liṁbs and neck, and the five kinds of heavenly sensual 
stiṁulation disappeared. That’s how subtly Vepacitti was bound. But the bonds of Ma� ra are even 
ṁore subtle than that. When you have conceit, you’re bound by Ma� ra. Not conceiving, you’re free 
froṁ the Wicked One.

These are all forṁs of conceiving: ‘I aṁ’, ‘I aṁ this’, ‘I will be’, ‘I will not be’, ‘I will have forṁ’, ‘I
will be forṁless’, ‘I will be percipient’, ‘I will be non-percipient’, ‘I will be neither percipient nor 
non-percipient.’ Conceit is a disease, a boil, a dart. So ṁendicants, you should train yourselves 
like this: ‘We will live with a heart that does not conceive.’
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These are all disturbances: ‘I aṁ’, ‘I aṁ this’, ‘I will be’, ‘I will not be’, ‘I will have forṁ’, ‘I will 
be forṁless’, ‘I will be percipient’, ‘I will be non-percipient’, ‘I will be neither percipient nor non-
percipient.’ Disturbances are a disease, a boil, a dart. So ṁendicants, you should train yourselves 
like this: ‘We will live with a heart free of disturbances.’

These are all treṁblings: ‘I aṁ’, ‘I aṁ this’, ‘I will be’, ‘I will not be’, ‘I will have forṁ’, ‘I will be 
forṁless’, ‘I will be percipient’, ‘I will be non-percipient’, ‘I will be neither percipient nor non-
percipient.’ Treṁbling is a disease, a boil, a dart. So ṁendicants, you should train yourselves like 
this: ‘We will live with a heart free of treṁblings.’

These are all proliferations: ‘I aṁ’, ‘I aṁ this’, ‘I will be’, ‘I will not be’, ‘I will have forṁ’, ‘I will 
be forṁless’, ‘I will be percipient’, ‘I will be non-percipient’, ‘I will be neither percipient nor non-
percipient.’ Proliferation is a disease, a boil, a dart. So ṁendicants, you should train yourselves 
like this: ‘We will live with a heart free of proliferation.’

These are all conceits: ‘I aṁ’, ‘I aṁ this’, ‘I will be’, ‘I will not be’, ‘I will have forṁ’, ‘I will be 
forṁless’, ‘I will be percipient’, ‘I will be non-percipient’, ‘I will be neither percipient nor non-
percipient.’ Conceit is a disease, a boil, a dart. So ṁendicants, you should train yourselves like 
this: ‘We will live with a heart that has struck down conceit.’”

The Linked Discourses on the six sense fields are coṁplete.

36. Vedana� saṁ� yutta:
On Feelings

1. With Verses

36:1. Iṁṁersion

“Mendicants, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant, painful, and neutral feeling. 
These are the three feelings.

With iṁṁersion and situational awareness, 
a ṁindful disciple of the Buddha 
understands feelings, 
the cause of feelings,

where they cease, 
and the path that leads to their ending. 
With the ending of feelings, a ṁendicant 
is hungerless, extinguished.”

36:2. Pleasure

“Mendicants, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant, painful, and neutral feeling. 
These are the three feelings.
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Whatever is felt 
internally and externally— 
whether pleasure or pain 
as well as what’s neutral—

having known this as suffering, 
deceptive, falling apart, 
one sees theṁ vanish as they’re experienced again and again: 
that’s how to be free of desire theṁ.”

36:3. Giving Up

“Mendicants, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant, painful, and neutral feeling. 
The underlying tendency to greed should be given up when it coṁes to pleasant feeling. The 
underlying tendency to repulsion should be given up when it coṁes to painful feeling. The 
underlying tendency to ignorance should be given up when it coṁes to neutral feeling. When a 
ṁendicant has given up these underlying tendencies, they’re called a ṁendicant without 
underlying tendencies, who sees rightly, has cut off craving, untied the fetters, and by rightly 
coṁprehending conceit has ṁade an end of suffering.

When you feel pleasure 
without understanding feeling, 
the underlying tendency to greed is there, 
if you don’t see the escape.

When you feel pain 
without understanding feeling, 
the underlying tendency to repulsion is there, 
if you don’t see the escape.

As for that peaceful, neutral feeling: 
he of vast wisdoṁ has taught 
that if you relish it, 
you’re still not released froṁ suffering.

But when a ṁendicant is keen, 
not neglecting situational awareness, 
that astute person 
understands all feelings.

Coṁpletely understanding feelings, 
they’re without defileṁents in this very life. 
That knowledge-ṁaster is grounded in the teaching; 
when their body breaks up, they can’t be reckoned.”

36:4. The Abyss

“Mendicants, when an uneducated ordinary person says that there’s a hellish abyss under the 
ocean, they’re speaking of soṁething that doesn’t exist. ‘Hellish abyss’ is a terṁ for painful 
physical feelings. When an uneducated ordinary person experiences painful physical feelings 
they sorrow and pine and laṁent, beating their breast and falling into confusion. They’re called 
an uneducated ordinary person who hasn’t stood up in the hellish abyss and has gained no 
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footing. When an educated noble disciple experiences painful physical feelings they don’t sorrow 
or pine or laṁent, beating their breast and falling into confusion. They’re called an educated 
noble disciple who has stood up in the hellish abyss and gained a footing.

If you can’t abide 
those painful physical feelings 
that arise and sap your vitality; 
if you treṁble at their touch,

weeping and wailing, 
a weakling lacking strength— 
you won’t stand up in the hellish abyss 
and gain a footing.

If you can abide 
those painful physical feelings 
that arise and sap your vitality; 
if you don’t treṁble at their touch— 
you stand up in the hellish abyss 
and gain a footing.”

36:5. Should Be Seen

“Mendicants, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant, painful, and neutral feeling. 
Pleasant feeling should be seen as suffering. Painful feeling should be seen as a dart. Neutral 
feeling should be seen as iṁperṁanent. When a ṁendicant has seen these three feelings in this 
way, they’re called a ṁendicant who has cut off craving, untied the fetters, and by rightly 
coṁprehending conceit has ṁade an end of suffering.

A ṁendicant who sees pleasure as pain, 
and suffering as a dart, 
and that peaceful, neutral feeling 
as iṁperṁanent

sees rightly; 
they coṁpletely understand feelings. 
Coṁpletely understanding feelings, 
they’re without defileṁents in this very life. 
That knowledge-ṁaster is grounded in the teaching; 
when their body breaks up, they can’t be reckoned.”

36:6. An Arrow

“Mendicants, an uneducated ordinary person feels pleasant, painful, and neutral feelings. An 
educated noble disciple also feels pleasant, painful, and neutral feelings. What, then, is the 
difference between an ordinary uneducated person and an educated noble disciple?” “Our 
teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …” “When an uneducated ordinary person experiences 
painful physical feelings they sorrow and pine and laṁent, beating their breast and falling into 
confusion. They experience two feelings: physical and ṁental. Suppose a person was struck with 
an arrow, only to be struck with a second arrow. So that person would experience the feeling of 
two arrows. In the saṁe way, when an uneducated ordinary person experiences painful physical 
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feelings they sorrow and pine and laṁent, beating their breast and falling into confusion. They 
experience two feelings: physical and ṁental. When they’re touched by painful feeling, they 
resist it. The underlying tendency for repulsion towards painful feeling underlies that. When 
touched by painful feeling they look forward to enjoying sensual pleasures. Why is that? Because 
an uneducated ordinary person doesn’t understand any escape froṁ painful feeling apart froṁ 
sensual pleasures. Since they look forward to enjoying sensual pleasures, the underlying 
tendency to greed for pleasant feeling underlies that. They don’t truly understand feelings’ 
origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and escape. The underlying tendency to ignorance about 
neutral feeling underlies that. If they feel a pleasant feeling, they feel it attached. If they feel a 
painful feeling, they feel it attached. If they feel a neutral feeling, they feel it attached. They’re 
called an uneducated ordinary person who is attached to rebirth, old age, and death, to sorrow, 
laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress, I say.

When an educated noble disciple experiences painful physical feelings they don’t sorrow or 
pine or laṁent, beating their breast and falling into confusion. They experience one feeling: 
physical, not ṁental.

Suppose a person was struck with an arrow, and was not struck with a second arrow. So that 
person would experience the feeling of one arrow. In the saṁe way, when an educated noble 
disciple experiences painful physical feelings they don’t sorrow or pine or laṁent, beating their 
breast and falling into confusion. They experience one feeling: physical, not ṁental. When they’re
touched by painful feeling, they don’t resist it. There’s no underlying tendency for repulsion 
towards painful feeling underlying that. When touched by painful feeling they don’t look forward
to enjoying sensual pleasures. Why is that? Because an educated noble disciple understands an 
escape froṁ painful feeling apart froṁ sensual pleasures. Since they don’t look forward to 
enjoying sensual pleasures, there’s no underlying tendency to greed for pleasant feeling 
underlying that. They truly understand feelings’ origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and 
escape. There’s no underlying tendency to ignorance about neutral feeling underlying that. If 
they feel a pleasant feeling, they feel it detached. If they feel a painful feeling, they feel it 
detached. If they feel a neutral feeling, they feel it detached. They’re called an educated noble 
disciple who is detached froṁ rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, laṁentation, pain, 
sadness, and distress, I say. This is the difference between an educated noble disciple and an 
uneducated ordinary person.

A wise and learned person isn’t affected 
by feelings of pleasure and pain. 
This is the great difference in skill 
between the wise and the ordinary.

A learned person who has coṁprehended the teaching 
discerns this world and the next. 
Desirable things don’t disturb their ṁind, 
nor are they repelled by the undesirable.

Both favoring and opposing 
are cleared and ended, they are no ṁore. 
Knowing the stainless, sorrowless state, 
they understand rightly, transcending rebirth.”
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36:7. The Infirṁary (1st)

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, in the hall with the peaked 
roof. Then in the late afternoon, the Buddha caṁe out of retreat and went to the infirṁary, where
he sat down on the seat spread out, and addressed the ṁendicants:

“Mendicants, a ṁendicant should await their tiṁe ṁindful and aware. This is ṁy instruction to
you.

And how is a ṁendicant ṁindful? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of 
the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate 
observing an aspect of feelings … They ṁeditate observing an aspect of the ṁind … They 
ṁeditate observing an aspect of principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion 
for the world. That’s how a ṁendicant is ṁindful.

And how is a ṁendicant aware? It’s when a ṁendicant acts with situational awareness when 
going out and coṁing back; when looking ahead and aside; when bending and extending the 
liṁbs; when bearing the outer robe, bowl and robes; when eating, drinking, chewing, and tasting;
when urinating and defecating; when walking, standing, sitting, sleeping, waking, speaking, and 
keeping silent. That’s how a ṁendicant acts with situational awareness. A ṁendicant should 
await their tiṁe ṁindful and aware. This is ṁy instruction to you.

While a ṁendicant is ṁeditating like this—ṁindful, aware, diligent, keen, and resolute—if 
pleasant feelings arise, they understand: ‘A pleasant feeling has arisen in ṁe. That’s dependent, 
not independent. Dependent on what? Dependent on ṁy own body. But this body is 
iṁperṁanent, conditioned, dependently originated. So how could a pleasant feeling be 
perṁanent, since it has arisen dependent on a body that is iṁperṁanent, conditioned, and 
dependently originated?’ They ṁeditate observing iṁperṁanence, vanishing, dispassion, 
cessation, and letting go in the body and pleasant feeling. As they do so, they give up the 
underlying tendency for greed for the body and pleasant feeling.

While a ṁendicant is ṁeditating like this—ṁindful, aware, diligent, keen, and resolute—if 
painful feelings arise, they understand: ‘A painful feeling has arisen in ṁe. That’s dependent, not 
independent. Dependent on what? Dependent on ṁy own body. But this body is iṁperṁanent, 
conditioned, dependently originated. So how could a painful feeling be perṁanent, since it has 
arisen dependent on a body that is iṁperṁanent, conditioned, and dependently originated?’ 
They ṁeditate observing iṁperṁanence, vanishing, dispassion, cessation, and letting go in the 
body and painful feeling. As they do so, they give up the underlying tendency for repulsion 
towards the body and painful feeling.

While a ṁendicant is ṁeditating like this—ṁindful, aware, diligent, keen, and resolute—if 
neutral feelings arise, they understand: ‘A neutral feeling has arisen in ṁe. That’s dependent, not 
independent. Dependent on what? Dependent on ṁy own body. But this body is iṁperṁanent, 
conditioned, dependently originated. So how could a neutral feeling be perṁanent, since it has 
arisen dependent on a body that is iṁperṁanent, conditioned, and dependently originated?’ 
They ṁeditate observing iṁperṁanence, vanishing, dispassion, cessation, and letting go in the 
body and neutral feeling. As they do so, they give up the underlying tendency for ignorance 
towards the body and neutral feeling.

If they feel a pleasant feeling, they understand that it’s iṁperṁanent, that they’re not attached
to it, and that they don’t take pleasure in it. If they feel a painful feeling, they understand that it’s 
iṁperṁanent, that they’re not attached to it, and that they don’t take pleasure in it. If they feel a 
neutral feeling, they understand that it’s iṁperṁanent, that they’re not attached to it, and that 
they don’t take pleasure in it. If they feel a pleasant feeling, they feel it detached. If they feel a 
painful feeling, they feel it detached. If they feel a neutral feeling, they feel it detached. Feeling the
end of the body approaching, they understand: ‘I feel the end of the body approaching.’ Feeling 
the end of life approaching, they understand: ‘I feel the end of life approaching.’ They 
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understand: ‘When ṁy body breaks up and ṁy life has coṁe to an end, everything that’s felt, 
since I no longer take pleasure in it, will becoṁe cool right here.’

Suppose an oil laṁp depended on oil and a wick to burn. As the oil and the wick are used up, it
would be extinguished due to lack of fuel. In the saṁe way, feeling the end of the body 
approaching, a ṁendicant understands: ‘I feel the end of the body approaching.’ Feeling the end 
of life approaching, a ṁendicant understands: ‘I feel the end of life approaching.’ They 
understand: ‘When ṁy body breaks up and ṁy life is over, everything that’s felt, since I no longer
take pleasure in it, will becoṁe cool right here.’”

36:8. The Infirṁary (2nd)

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, in the hall with the peaked 
roof. Then in the late afternoon, the Buddha caṁe out of retreat and went to the infirṁary, where
he sat down on the seat spread out, and addressed the ṁendicants:

“Mendicants, a ṁendicant should await their tiṁe ṁindful and aware. This is ṁy instruction to
you.

And how is a ṁendicant ṁindful? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of 
the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate 
observing an aspect of feelings … They ṁeditate observing an aspect of the ṁind … They 
ṁeditate observing an aspect of principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion 
for the world. That’s how a ṁendicant is ṁindful.

And how is a ṁendicant aware? It’s when a ṁendicant acts with situational awareness when 
going out and coṁing back; when looking ahead and aside; when bending and extending the 
liṁbs; when bearing the outer robe, bowl and robes; when eating, drinking, chewing, and tasting;
when urinating and defecating; when walking, standing, sitting, sleeping, waking, speaking, and 
keeping silent. That’s how a ṁendicant is aware. A ṁendicant should await their tiṁe ṁindful 
and aware. This is ṁy instruction to you.

While a ṁendicant is ṁeditating like this—ṁindful, aware, diligent, keen, and resolute—if 
pleasant feelings arise, they understand: ‘A pleasant feeling has arisen in ṁe. That’s dependent, 
not independent. Dependent on what? Dependent on this very contact. But this contact is 
iṁperṁanent, conditioned, dependently originated. So how could a pleasant feeling be 
perṁanent, since it has arisen dependent on contact that is iṁperṁanent, conditioned, and 
dependently originated?’ They ṁeditate observing iṁperṁanence, vanishing, dispassion, 
cessation, and letting go in contact and pleasant feeling. As they do so, they give up the 
underlying tendency for greed for contact and pleasant feeling.

While a ṁendicant is ṁeditating like this—ṁindful, aware, diligent, keen, and resolute—if 
painful feelings arise … if neutral feelings arise, they understand: ‘A neutral feeling has arisen in 
ṁe. That’s dependent, not independent. Dependent on what? Dependent on this very contact. 
(Expand in detail as in the previous discourse.) They understand: ‘When ṁy body breaks up and 
ṁy life is over, everything that’s felt, since I no longer take pleasure in it, will becoṁe cool right 
here.’

Suppose an oil laṁp depended on oil and a wick to burn. As the oil and the wick are used up, it
would be extinguished due to lack of fuel. In the saṁe way, feeling the end of the body 
approaching, a ṁendicant understands: ‘I feel the end of the body approaching.’ Feeling the end 
of life approaching, they understand: ‘I feel the end of life approaching.’ They understand: ‘When 
ṁy body breaks up and ṁy life is over, everything that’s felt, since I no longer take pleasure in it, 
will becoṁe cool right here.’”
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36:9. Iṁperṁanent

“Mendicants, these three feelings are iṁperṁanent, conditioned, dependently originated, liable 
to end, vanish, fade away, and cease. What three? Pleasant, painful, and neutral feeling. These are
the three feelings that are iṁperṁanent, conditioned, dependently originated, liable to end, 
vanish, fade away, and cease.”

36:10. Rooted in Contact

“Mendicants, these three feelings are born, rooted, sourced, and conditioned by contact. What 
three? Pleasant, painful, and neutral feeling. Pleasant feeling arises dependent on a contact to be 
experienced as pleasant. With the cessation of that contact to be experienced as pleasant, the 
corresponding pleasant feeling ceases and stops. Painful feeling arises dependent on a contact to 
be experienced as painful. With the cessation of that contact to be experienced as painful, the 
corresponding painful feeling ceases and stops. Neutral feeling arises dependent on a contact to 
be experienced as neutral. With the cessation of that contact to be experienced as neutral, the 
corresponding neutral feeling ceases and stops. When you rub two sticks together, heat is 
generated and fire is produced. But when you part the sticks and lay theṁ aside, any 
corresponding heat ceases and stops. In the saṁe way, these three feelings are born, rooted, 
sourced, and conditioned by contact. The appropriate feeling arises dependent on the 
corresponding contact. When the corresponding contact ceases, the appropriate feeling ceases.”

2. In Private

36:11. In Private

Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Just 
now, sir, as I was in private retreat this thought caṁe to ṁind. The Buddha has spoken of three 
feelings. Pleasant, painful, and neutral feeling. These are the three feelings the Buddha has 
spoken of. But the Buddha has also said: ‘Suffering includes whatever is felt.’ What was the 
Buddha referring to when he said this?”

“Good, good, ṁendicant! I have spoken of these three feelings. Pleasant, painful, and neutral 
feeling. These are the three feelings I have spoken of. But I have also said: ‘Suffering includes 
whatever is felt.’ When I said this I was referring to the iṁperṁanence of conditions, to the fact 
that conditions are liable to end, vanish, fade away, cease, and perish. But I have also explained 
the progressive cessation of conditions. For soṁeone who has attained the first absorption, 
speech has ceased. For soṁeone who has attained the second absorption, the placing of the ṁind 
and keeping it connected have ceased. For soṁeone who has attained the third absorption, 
rapture has ceased. For soṁeone who has attained the fourth absorption, breathing has ceased. 
For soṁeone who has attained the diṁension of infinite space, the perception of forṁ has 
ceased. For soṁeone who has attained the diṁension of infinite consciousness, the perception of 
the diṁension of infinite space has ceased. For soṁeone who has attained the diṁension of 
nothingness, the perception of the diṁension of infinite consciousness has ceased. For soṁeone 
who has attained the diṁension of neither perception nor non-perception, the perception of the 
diṁension of nothingness has ceased. For soṁeone who has attained the cessation of perception 
and feeling, perception and feeling have ceased. For a ṁendicant who has ended the defileṁents, 
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greed, hate, and delusion have ceased. And I have also explained the progressive stilling of 
conditions. For soṁeone who has attained the first absorption, speech has stilled. For soṁeone 
who has attained the second absorption, the placing of the ṁind and keeping it connected have 
stilled. … For soṁeone who has attained the cessation of perception and feeling, perception and 
feeling have stilled. For a ṁendicant who has ended the defileṁents, greed, hate, and delusion 
have stilled. There are these six levels of tranquility. For soṁeone who has attained the first 
absorption, speech has been tranquilized. For soṁeone who has attained the second absorption, 
the placing of the ṁind and keeping it connected have been tranquilized. For soṁeone who has 
attained the third absorption, rapture has been tranquilized. For soṁeone who has attained the 
fourth absorption, breathing has been tranquilized. For soṁeone who has attained the cessation 
of perception and feeling, perception and feeling have been tranquilized. For a ṁendicant who 
has ended the defileṁents, greed, hate, and delusion have been tranquilized.”

36:12. In the Sky (1st)

“Mendicants, various winds blow in the sky. Winds blow froṁ the east, the west, the north, and 
the south. There are winds that are dusty and dustless, cool and warṁ, weak and strong. In the 
saṁe way, various feelings arise in this body: pleasant, painful, and neutral feelings.

There are ṁany and various 
winds that blow in the sky. 
Froṁ the east they coṁe, also the west, 
the north, and then the south.

They are dusty and dustless, 
cool and soṁetiṁes warṁ, 
strong and weak; 
these are the different breezes that blow.

So too, in this body 
feelings arise, 
pleasant and painful, 
and those that are neutral.

But when a ṁendicant is keen, 
not neglecting situational awareness, 
that astute person 
understands all feelings.

Coṁpletely understanding feelings, 
they’re without defileṁents in this very life. 
That knowledge-ṁaster is grounded in the teaching; 
when their body breaks up, they can’t be reckoned.”

36:13. In the Sky (2nd)

“Mendicants, various winds blow in the sky. Winds blow froṁ the east, the west, the north, and 
the south. There are winds that are dusty and dustless, cool and warṁ, weak and strong. In the 
saṁe way, various feelings arise in this body: pleasant, painful, and neutral feelings.”
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36:14. A Guest House

“Mendicants, suppose there was a guest house. Lodgers coṁe froṁ the east, west, north, and 
south. Aristocrats, brahṁins, ṁerchants, and workers all stay there. In the saṁe way, various 
feelings arise in this body: pleasant, painful, and neutral feelings. Also carnal pleasant, painful, 
and neutral feelings arise. Also spiritual pleasant, painful, and neutral feelings arise.”

36:15. With AJ nanda (1st)

Then Venerable AJ nanda went up to the Buddha … sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, 
what is feeling? What’s the origin of feeling? What’s the cessation of feeling? What’s the practice 
that leads to the cessation of feeling? And what is feeling’s gratification, drawback, and escape?” 
“AJ nanda, there are these three feelings: pleasant, painful, and neutral. These are called feeling. 
Feeling originates froṁ contact. When contact ceases, feeling ceases. The practice that leads to 
the cessation of feelings is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right
speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. The 
pleasure and happiness that arise froṁ feeling: this is its gratification. That feeling is 
iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable: this is its drawback. Reṁoving and giving up desire and 
greed for feeling: this is its escape. But I have also explained the progressive cessation of 
conditions. For soṁeone who has attained the first absorption, speech has ceased. … For 
soṁeone who has attained the cessation of perception and feeling, perception and feeling have 
ceased. For a ṁendicant who has ended the defileṁents, greed, hate, and delusion have ceased. 
And I have also explained the progressive stilling of conditions. For soṁeone who has attained 
the first absorption, speech has stilled. … For soṁeone who has attained the cessation of 
perception and feeling, perception and feeling have stilled. For a ṁendicant who has ended the 
defileṁents, greed, hate, and delusion have stilled. And I have also explained the progressive 
tranquilizing of conditions. For soṁeone who has attained the first absorption, speech has been 
tranquilized. … For soṁeone who has attained the diṁension of infinite space, the perception of 
forṁ has been tranquilized. For soṁeone who has attained the diṁension of infinite 
consciousness, the perception of the diṁension of infinite space has been tranquilized. For 
soṁeone who has attained the diṁension of nothingness, the perception of the diṁension of 
infinite consciousness has been tranquilized. For soṁeone who has attained the diṁension of 
neither perception nor non-perception, the perception of the diṁension of nothingness has been 
tranquilized. For soṁeone who has attained the cessation of perception and feeling, perception 
and feeling have been tranquilized. For a ṁendicant who has ended the defileṁents, greed, hate, 
and delusion have been tranquilized.”

36:16. With AJ nanda (2nd)

Then Venerable AJ nanda went up to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha 
said to hiṁ: “AJ nanda, what is feeling? What’s the origin of feeling? What’s the cessation of 
feeling? What’s the practice that leads to the cessation of feeling? And what is feeling’s 
gratification, drawback, and escape?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. He is our guide 
and our refuge. Sir, ṁay the Buddha hiṁself please clarify the ṁeaning of this. The ṁendicants 
will listen and reṁeṁber it.” “Well then, AJ nanda, listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” 
“Yes, sir,” AJ nanda replied. The Buddha said this: “AJ nanda, there are these three feelings: 
pleasant, painful, and neutral. These are called feeling. … For a ṁendicant who has ended the 
defileṁents, greed, hate, and delusion have been tranquilized.”
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36:17. With Several Mendicants (1st)

Then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: 
“Sir, what is feeling? What’s the origin of feeling? What’s the cessation of feeling? What’s the 
practice that leads to the cessation of feeling? And what is feeling’s gratification, drawback, and 
escape?” “Mendicants, there are these three feelings: pleasant, painful, and neutral. These are 
called feeling. Feeling originates froṁ contact. When contact ceases, feeling ceases. The practice 
that leads to the cessation of feelings is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right 
thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion. The pleasure and happiness that arise froṁ feeling: this is its gratification. That 
feeling is iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable: this is its drawback. Reṁoving and giving up 
desire and greed for feeling: this is its escape.

But I have also explained the progressive cessation of conditions. … For a ṁendicant who has 
ended the defileṁents, greed, hate, and delusion have been tranquilized.”

36:18. With Several Mendicants (2nd)

Then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha … The Buddha said to theṁ: “Mendicants, what 
is feeling? What’s the origin of feeling? What’s the cessation of feeling? What’s the practice that 
leads to the cessation of feeling? And what is feeling’s gratification, drawback, and escape?” “Our 
teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …” “Mendicants, there are these three feelings: pleasant, 
painful, and neutral. These are called feeling. …” (This should be told in full as in the previous 
discourse.)

36:19. With PanC cakan� ga

Then the ṁaster builder PanC cakan� ga went up to Venerable Uda�yī�, bowed, sat down to one side, 
and said to hiṁ: “Sir, how ṁany feelings has the Buddha spoken of?” “Master builder, the Buddha
has spoken of three feelings: pleasant, painful, and neutral. The Buddha has spoken of these 
three feelings.” When he said this, PanC cakan� ga said to Uda�yī�: “Sir, Uda�yī�, the Buddha hasn’t 
spoken of three feelings. He’s spoken of two feelings: pleasant and painful. The Buddha said that 
neutral feeling is included as a peaceful and subtle kind of pleasure.”

For a second tiṁe, Uda�yī� said to hiṁ: “The Buddha hasn’t spoken of two feelings, he’s spoken 
of three.” For a second tiṁe, PanC cakan� ga said to Uda�yī�: “The Buddha hasn’t spoken of three 
feelings, he’s spoken of two.”

And for a third tiṁe, Uda�yī� said to hiṁ: “The Buddha hasn’t spoken of two feelings, he’s 
spoken of three.” And for a third tiṁe, PanC cakan� ga said to Uda�yī�: “The Buddha hasn’t spoken of 
three feelings, he’s spoken of two.” But neither was able to persuade the other. Venerable AJ nanda
heard this discussion between Uda�yī� and PanC cakan� ga.

Then he went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and inforṁed the Buddha of all 
they had discussed.

“AJ nanda, the explanation by the ṁendicant Uda�yī�, which the ṁaster builder PanC cakan� ga 
didn’t agree with, was quite correct. But the explanation by PanC cakan� ga, which Uda�yī� didn’t 
agree with, was also quite correct. In one explanation I’ve spoken of two feelings. In another 
explanation I’ve spoken of three feelings, or five, six, eighteen, thirty-six, or a hundred and eight 
feelings. I’ve explained the teaching in all these different ways. This being so, you can expect that 
those who don’t concede, approve, or agree with what has been well spoken will argue, quarrel, 
and fight, continually wounding each other with barbed words. I’ve explained the teaching in all 
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these different ways. This being so, you can expect that those who do concede, approve, or agree 
with what has been well spoken will live in harṁony, appreciating each other, without 
quarreling, blending like ṁilk and water, and regarding each other with kindly eyes.

There are these five kinds of sensual stiṁulation. What five? Sights known by the eye that are 
likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. … Touches known by the body that 
are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. These are the five kinds of 
sensual stiṁulation. The pleasure and happiness that arise froṁ these five kinds of sensual 
stiṁulation is called sensual pleasure. There are those who would say that this is the highest 
pleasure and happiness that sentient beings experience. But I don’t acknowledge that. Why is 
that? Because there is another pleasure that is finer than that.

And what is that pleasure? It’s when a ṁendicant, quite secluded froṁ sensual pleasures, 
secluded froṁ unskillful qualities, enters and reṁains in the first absorption, which has the 
rapture and bliss born of seclusion, while placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. This is a 
pleasure that is finer than that. There are those who would say that this is the highest pleasure 
and happiness that sentient beings experience. But I don’t acknowledge that. Why is that? 
Because there is another pleasure that is finer than that.

And what is that pleasure? It’s when, as the placing of the ṁind and keeping it connected are 
stilled, a ṁendicant enters and reṁains in the second absorption, which has the rapture and bliss
born of iṁṁersion, with internal clarity and confidence, and unified ṁind, without placing the 
ṁind and keeping it connected. This is a pleasure that is finer than that. There are those who 
would say that this is the highest pleasure and happiness that sentient beings experience. But I 
don’t acknowledge that. Why is that? Because there is another pleasure that is finer than that.

And what is that pleasure? It’s when, with the fading away of rapture, a ṁendicant enters and 
reṁains in the third absorption, where they ṁeditate with equaniṁity, ṁindful and aware, 
personally experiencing the bliss of which the noble ones declare, ‘Equaniṁous and ṁindful, one 
ṁeditates in bliss.’ This is a pleasure that is finer than that. There are those who would say that 
this is the highest pleasure and happiness that sentient beings experience. But I don’t 
acknowledge that. Why is that? Because there is another pleasure that is finer than that.

And what is that pleasure? It’s when, giving up pleasure and pain, and ending forṁer 
happiness and sadness, a ṁendicant enters and reṁains in the fourth absorption, without 
pleasure or pain, with pure equaniṁity and ṁindfulness. This is a pleasure that is finer than that. 
There are those who would say that this is the highest pleasure and happiness that sentient 
beings experience. But I don’t acknowledge that. Why is that? Because there is another pleasure 
that is finer than that.

And what is that pleasure? It’s when a ṁendicant—going totally beyond perceptions of forṁ, 
with the ending of perceptions of iṁpingeṁent, not focusing on perceptions of diversity—aware 
that ‘space is infinite’, enters and reṁains in the diṁension of infinite space. This is a pleasure 
that is finer than that. There are those who would say that this is the highest pleasure and 
happiness that sentient beings experience. But I don’t acknowledge that. Why is that? Because 
there is another pleasure that is finer than that.

And what is that pleasure? It’s when a ṁendicant, going totally beyond the diṁension of 
infinite space, aware that ‘consciousness is infinite’, enters and reṁains in the diṁension of 
infinite consciousness. This is a pleasure that is finer than that. There are those who would say 
that this is the highest pleasure and happiness that sentient beings experience. But I don’t 
acknowledge that. Why is that? Because there is another pleasure that is finer than that.

And what is that pleasure? It’s when a ṁendicant, going totally beyond the diṁension of 
infinite consciousness, aware that ‘there is nothing at all’, enters and reṁains in the diṁension of
nothingness. This is a pleasure that is finer than that. There are those who would say that this is 
the highest pleasure and happiness that sentient beings experience. But I don’t acknowledge 
that. Why is that? Because there is another pleasure that is finer than that.
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And what is that pleasure? It’s when a ṁendicant, going totally beyond the diṁension of 
nothingness, enters and reṁains in the diṁension of neither perception nor non-perception. This
is a pleasure that is finer than that. There are those who would say that this is the highest 
pleasure and happiness that sentient beings experience. But I don’t acknowledge that. Why is 
that? Because there is another pleasure that is finer than that.

And what is that pleasure? It’s when a ṁendicant, going totally beyond the diṁension of 
neither perception nor non-perception, enters and reṁains in the cessation of perception and 
feeling. This is a pleasure that is finer than that.

It’s possible that wanderers who follow other paths ṁight say: ‘The ascetic Gotaṁa spoke of 
the cessation of perception and feeling, and he includes it in happiness. What’s up with that?’ 
When wanderers who follow other paths say this, you should say to theṁ: ‘Reverends, when the 
Buddha describes what’s included in happiness, he’s not just referring to pleasant feeling. The 
Realized One describes pleasure as included in happiness wherever it’s found, and in whatever 
context.’”

36:20. A Mendicant

“Mendicants, in one explanation I’ve spoken of two feelings. In another explanation I’ve spoken 
of three feelings, or five, six, eighteen, thirty-six, or a hundred and eight feelings. I’ve taught the 
Dhaṁṁa with all these explanations. This being so, you can expect that those who don’t concede, 
approve, or agree with what has been well spoken will argue, quarrel, and fight, continually 
wounding each other with barbed words. I’ve taught the Dhaṁṁa with all these explanations. 
This being so, you can expect that those who do concede, approve, or agree with what has been 
well spoken will live in harṁony, appreciating each other, without quarreling, blending like ṁilk 
and water, and regarding each other with kindly eyes.

There are these five kinds of sensual stiṁulation. … It’s possible that wanderers who follow 
other paths ṁight say: ‘The ascetic Gotaṁa spoke of the cessation of perception and feeling, and 
he includes it in happiness. What’s up with that?’ Mendicants, when wanderers who follow other 
paths say this, you should say to theṁ: ‘Reverends, when the Buddha describes what’s included 
in happiness, he’s not just referring to pleasant feeling. The Realized One describes pleasure as 
included in happiness wherever it’s found, and in whatever context.’”

3. The Explanation of the Hundred and Eight

36:21. With Sī�vaka

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. Then the wanderer MolAiyasī�vaka went up to the Buddha and exchanged greetings with 
hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to 
the Buddha: “Master Gotaṁa, there are soṁe ascetics and brahṁins who have this doctrine and 
view: ‘Everything this individual experiences—pleasurable, painful, or neutral—is because of 
past deeds.’ What does Master Gotaṁa say about this?”

“Sī�vaka, soṁe feelings steṁ froṁ bile disorders. You can know this froṁ your own personal 
experience, and it is generally agreed to be true. Since this is so, the ascetics and brahṁins whose
view is that everything an individual experiences is because of past deeds go beyond personal 
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experience and beyond what is generally agreed to be true. So those ascetics and brahṁins are 
wrong, I say.

Soṁe feelings steṁ froṁ phlegṁ disorders … wind disorders … their conjunction … change in 
weather … not taking care of yourself … overexertion … Soṁe feelings are the result of past 
deeds. You can know this froṁ your own personal experience, and it is generally agreed to be 
true. Since this is so, the ascetics and brahṁins whose view is that everything an individual 
experiences is because of past deeds go beyond personal experience and beyond what is 
generally agreed to be true. So those ascetics and brahṁins are wrong, I say.”

When he said this, the wanderer MolAiyasī�vaka said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! 
Excellent! … Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has 
gone for refuge for life.”

“Bile, phlegṁ, and wind, 
their conjunction, and the weather, 
not taking care of yourself, overexertion, 
and the result of deeds is the eighth.”

36:22. The Explanation of the Hundred and Eight

“Mendicants, I will teach you an exposition of the teaching on the hundred and eight. Listen … 
And what is the exposition of the teaching on the hundred and eight? Mendicants, in one 
explanation I’ve spoken of two feelings. In another explanation I’ve spoken of three feelings, or 
five, six, eighteen, thirty-six, or a hundred and eight feelings.

And what are the two feelings? Physical and ṁental. These are called the two feelings. And 
what are the three feelings? Pleasant, painful, and neutral feelings. … And what are the five 
feelings? The faculties of pleasure, pain, happiness, sadness, and equaniṁity. … And what are the 
six feelings? Feeling born of eye contact … ear contact … nose contact … tongue contact … body 
contact … ṁind contact. … And what are the eighteen feelings? There are six preoccupations with
happiness, six preoccupations with sadness, and six preoccupations with equaniṁity. … And 
what are the thirty-six feelings? Six kinds of lay happiness and six kinds of renunciate happiness. 
Six kinds of lay sadness and six kinds of renunciate sadness. Six kinds of lay equaniṁity and six 
kinds of renunciate equaniṁity. … And what are the hundred and eight feelings? Thirty six 
feelings in the past, future, and present. These are called the hundred and eight feelings. This is 
the exposition of the teaching on the hundred and eight.”

36:23. With a Mendicant

Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, 
what is feeling? What’s the origin of feeling? What’s the practice that leads to the origin of 
feeling? What’s the cessation of feeling? What’s the practice that leads to the cessation of feeling? 
And what is feeling’s gratification, drawback, and escape?”

“Mendicant, there are these three feelings: pleasant, painful, and neutral. These are called 
feeling. Feeling originates froṁ contact. Craving is the practice that leads to the origin of feeling. 
When contact ceases, feeling ceases. The practice that leads to the cessation of feelings is siṁply 
this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. The pleasure and happiness that 
arise froṁ feeling: this is its gratification. That feeling is iṁperṁanent, suffering, and perishable: 
this is its drawback. Reṁoving and giving up desire and greed for feeling: this is its escape.”
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36:24. Before

“Mendicants, before ṁy awakening—when I was still unawakened but intent on awakening—I 
thought: ‘What is feeling? What’s the origin of feeling? What’s the practice that leads to the origin
of feeling? What’s the cessation of feeling? What’s the practice that leads to the cessation of 
feeling? And what is feeling’s gratification, drawback, and escape?’ Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘There
are these three feelings: pleasant, painful, and neutral. These are called feeling. Feeling originates
froṁ contact. Craving is the practice that leads to the origin of feeling … Reṁoving and giving up 
desire and greed for feeling: this is its escape.’”

36:25. Knowledge

“‘These are the feelings.’ Such was the vision, knowledge, wisdoṁ, realization, and light that 
arose in ṁe regarding teachings not learned before froṁ another. ‘This is the origin of feeling.’ … 
‘This is the practice that leads to the origin of feeling.’ … ‘This is the cessation of feeling.’ … ‘This 
is the practice that leads to the cessation of feeling.’ … ‘This is the gratification of feeling.’ … ‘This 
is the drawback of feeling.’ … ‘This is the escape froṁ feeling.’ Such was the vision, knowledge, 
wisdoṁ, realization, and light that arose in ṁe regarding teachings not learned before froṁ 
another.”

36:26. With Several Mendicants

Then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: 
“Sir, what is feeling? What’s the origin of feeling? What’s the practice that leads to the origin of 
feeling? What’s the cessation of feeling? What’s the practice that leads to the cessation of feeling? 
And what is feeling’s gratification, drawback, and escape?” “Mendicants, there are these three 
feelings. pleasant, painful, and neutral. These are called feeling. Feeling originates froṁ contact. 
Craving is the practice that leads to the origin of feeling. When contact ceases, feeling ceases. … 
Reṁoving and giving up desire and greed for feeling: this is its escape.”

36:27. Ascetics and Brahṁins (1st)

“Mendicants, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant, painful, and neutral feeling. 
There are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly understand these three feelings’ gratification, 
drawback, and escape. I don’t regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables don’t
realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and don’t live having realized it with their own 
insight. There are ascetics and brahṁins who do truly understand these three feelings’ 
gratification, drawback, and escape. I regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those 
venerables realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and live having realized it with their 
own insight.”

36:28. Ascetics and Brahṁins (2nd)

“Mendicants, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant, painful, and neutral feeling. 
There are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly understand these three feelings’ origin, ending, 
gratification, drawback, and escape. … There are ascetics and brahṁins who do truly understand 
…”
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36:29. Ascetics and Brahṁins (3rd)

“Mendicants, there are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t understand feeling, its origin, its 
cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. … There are ascetics and brahṁins who do 
understand …”

36:30. Plain Version

“Mendicants, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant, painful, and neutral feelings. 
These are the three feelings.”

36:31. Spiritual

“Mendicants, there is carnal rapture, spiritual rapture, and even ṁore spiritual rapture. There is 
carnal pleasure, spiritual pleasure, and even ṁore spiritual pleasure. There is carnal equaniṁity, 
spiritual equaniṁity, and even ṁore spiritual equaniṁity. There is carnal liberation, spiritual 
liberation, and even ṁore spiritual liberation. And what is carnal rapture? There are these five 
kinds of sensual stiṁulation. What five? Sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, 
agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. Sounds … Sṁells … Tastes … Touches known by the 
body that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. These are the five 
kinds of sensual stiṁulation. The rapture that arises froṁ these five kinds of sensual stiṁulation 
is called carnal rapture.

And what is spiritual rapture? It’s when a ṁendicant, quite secluded froṁ sensual pleasures, 
secluded froṁ unskillful qualities, enters and reṁains in the first absorption, which has the 
rapture and bliss born of seclusion, while placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. As the 
placing of the ṁind and keeping it connected are stilled, they enter and reṁain in the second 
absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of iṁṁersion, with internal clarity and 
confidence, and unified ṁind, without placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. This is called 
spiritual rapture.

And what is even ṁore spiritual rapture? When a ṁendicant who has ended the defileṁents 
reviews their ṁind free froṁ greed, hate, and delusion, rapture arises. This is called even ṁore 
spiritual rapture.

And what is carnal pleasure? Mendicants, there are these five kinds of sensual stiṁulation. 
What five? Sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and 
arousing. Sounds … Sṁells … Tastes … Touches known by the body that are likable, desirable, 
agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. These are the five kinds of sensual stiṁulation. The 
pleasure and happiness that arise froṁ these five kinds of sensual stiṁulation is called carnal 
pleasure.

And what is spiritual pleasure? It’s when a ṁendicant, quite secluded froṁ sensual pleasures, 
secluded froṁ unskillful qualities, enters and reṁains in the first absorption, which has the 
rapture and bliss born of seclusion, while placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. As the 
placing of the ṁind and keeping it connected are stilled, they enter and reṁain in the second 
absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of iṁṁersion, with internal clarity and 
confidence, and unified ṁind, without placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. And with the 
fading away of rapture, they enter and reṁain in the third absorption, where they ṁeditate with 
equaniṁity, ṁindful and aware, personally experiencing the bliss of which the noble ones 
declare, ‘Equaniṁous and ṁindful, one ṁeditates in bliss.’ This is called spiritual pleasure.
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And what is even ṁore spiritual pleasure? When a ṁendicant who has ended the defileṁents 
reviews their ṁind free froṁ greed, hate, and delusion, pleasure and happiness arises. This is 
called even ṁore spiritual pleasure.

And what is carnal equaniṁity? There are these five kinds of sensual stiṁulation. What five? 
Sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. 
Sounds … Sṁells … Tastes … Touches known by the body that are likable, desirable, agreeable, 
pleasant, sensual, and arousing. These are the five kinds of sensual stiṁulation. The equaniṁity 
that arises froṁ these five kinds of sensual stiṁulation is called carnal equaniṁity.

And what is spiritual equaniṁity? It’s when, giving up pleasure and pain, and ending forṁer 
happiness and sadness, a ṁendicant enters and reṁains in the fourth absorption, without 
pleasure or pain, with pure equaniṁity and ṁindfulness. This is called spiritual equaniṁity.

And what is even ṁore spiritual equaniṁity? When a ṁendicant who has ended the 
defileṁents reviews their ṁind free froṁ greed, hate, and delusion, equaniṁity arises. This is 
called even ṁore spiritual equaniṁity.

And what is carnal liberation? Liberation connected with forṁ is carnal.
And what is spiritual liberation? Liberation connected with the forṁless is spiritual.
And what is even ṁore spiritual liberation? When a ṁendicant who has ended the defileṁents

reviews their ṁind free froṁ greed, hate, and delusion, liberation arises. This is called even ṁore
spiritual liberation.”

The Linked Discourses on feeling are coṁplete.

37. Ma� tuga�ṁasaṁ� yutta:
On Females

1. Abbreviated Texts

37:1. A Feṁale

“Mendicants, when a feṁale has five factors she is extreṁely undesirable to a ṁan. What five? 
She’s not attractive, wealthy, or ethical; she’s idle, and she doesn’t beget children. When a feṁale 
has these five factors she is extreṁely undesirable to a ṁan. When a feṁale has five factors she is
extreṁely desirable to a ṁan. What five? She’s attractive, wealthy, and ethical; she’s skillful and 
tireless, and she begets children. When a feṁale has these five factors she is extreṁely desirable 
to a ṁan.”

37:2. A Man

“Mendicants, when a ṁan has five factors he is extreṁely undesirable to a feṁale. What five? 
He’s not attractive, wealthy, or ethical; he’s idle, and he doesn’t beget children. When a ṁan has 
these five factors he is extreṁely undesirable to a feṁale. When a ṁan has five factors he is 
extreṁely desirable to a feṁale. What five? He’s attractive, wealthy, and ethical; he’s skillful and 
tireless, and he begets children. When a ṁan has these five factors he is extreṁely desirable to a 
feṁale.”
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37:3. Particular Suffering

“Mendicants, there are these five kinds of suffering that particularly apply to feṁales. They’re 
undergone by feṁales and not by ṁen. What five? Firstly, a feṁale, while still young, goes to live 
with her husband’s faṁily and is separated froṁ her relatives. This is the first kind of suffering 
that particularly applies to feṁales. Furtherṁore, a feṁale undergoes the ṁenstrual cycle. This is
the second kind of suffering that particularly applies to feṁales. Furtherṁore, a feṁale 
undergoes pregnancy. This is the third kind of suffering that particularly applies to feṁales. 
Furtherṁore, a feṁale gives birth. This is the fourth kind of suffering that particularly applies to 
feṁales. Furtherṁore, a feṁale provides services for a ṁan. This is the fifth kind of suffering that
particularly applies to feṁales. These are the five kinds of suffering that particularly apply to 
feṁales. They’re undergone by feṁales and not by ṁen.”

37:4. Three Qualities

“Mendicants, when feṁales have three qualities feṁales, when their body breaks up, after death, 
they are ṁostly reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell. What three? A feṁale 
lives at hoṁe with a heart full of the stain of stinginess in the ṁorning, envy in the afternoon, and
sexual desire in the evening. When feṁales have these three qualities, when their body breaks 
up, after death, they are ṁostly reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell.”

37:5. Angry

Then Venerable Anuruddha went up to the Buddha, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: 
“Soṁetiṁes, sir, with ṁy clairvoyance that’s purified and superhuṁan, I see that a feṁale—when
her body breaks up, after death—is reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell. 
How ṁany qualities do feṁales have so that they’re reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the 
underworld, hell?”

“Anuruddha, when feṁales have five qualities, when their body breaks up, after death, they 
are reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell. What five? They’re faithless, 
shaṁeless, iṁprudent, angry, and witless. When feṁales have these five qualities, when their 
body breaks up, after death, they are reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell.”

37:6. Hostility

“… They’re faithless, shaṁeless, iṁprudent, hostile, and witless. …”

37:7. Envy

“… They’re faithless, shaṁeless, iṁprudent, envious, and witless. …”

37:8. Stingy

“… They’re faithless, shaṁeless, iṁprudent, stingy, and witless. …”
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37:9. Adultery

“… They’re faithless, shaṁeless, iṁprudent, adulterous, and witless. …”

37:10. Unethical

“… They’re faithless, shaṁeless, iṁprudent, unethical, and witless. …”

37:11. Uneducated

“… They’re faithless, shaṁeless, iṁprudent, uneducated, and witless. …”

37:12. Lazy

“… They’re faithless, shaṁeless, iṁprudent, lazy, and witless. …”

37:13. Unṁindful

“… They’re faithless, shaṁeless, iṁprudent, unṁindful, and witless. …”

37:14. Five Threats

“Anuruddha, when feṁales have five qualities, when their body breaks up, after death, they are 
reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell. What five? They kill living creatures, 
steal, coṁṁit sexual ṁisconduct, lie, and consuṁe alcoholic drinks that cause negligence. When 
feṁales have these five qualities, when their body breaks up, after death, they are reborn in a 
place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell.”

2. Abbreviated Texts

37:15. Free of Anger

Then Venerable Anuruddha went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Soṁetiṁes, sir, with ṁy 
clairvoyance that’s purified and superhuṁan, I see that a feṁale—when her body breaks up, 
after death—is reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ. How ṁany qualities do feṁales have so 
that they’re reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ?”

“Anuruddha, when feṁales have five qualities, when their body breaks up, after death, they 
are reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ. What five? They’re faithful, conscientious, prudent, 
free of anger, and wise. When feṁales have these five qualities, when their body breaks up, after 
death, they are reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ.”
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37:16. Free of Hostility

“… They’re faithful, conscientious, prudent, free of hostility, and wise. …”

37:17. Free of Envy

“… They’re faithful, conscientious, prudent, free of envy, and wise. …”

37:18. Free of Stinginess

“… They’re faithful, conscientious, prudent, free of stinginess, and wise. …”

37:19. Not Adulterous

“… They’re faithful, conscientious, prudent, not adulterous, and wise. …”

37:20. Ethical

“… They’re faithful, conscientious, prudent, ethical, and wise. …”

37:21. Educated

“… They’re faithful, conscientious, prudent, educated, and wise. …”

37:22. Energetic

“… They’re faithful, conscientious, prudent, energetic, and wise. …”

37:23. Mindful

“… They’re faithful, conscientious, prudent, ṁindful, and wise. …”

37:24. Five Precepts

“Anuruddha, when feṁales have five qualities, when their body breaks up, after death, they are 
reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ. What five? They don’t kill living creatures, steal, 
coṁṁit sexual ṁisconduct, lie, or consuṁe alcoholic drinks that cause negligence. When feṁales 
have these five qualities, when their body breaks up, after death, they are reborn in a good place, 
a heavenly realṁ.”
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3. Powers

37:25. Assured

“Mendicants, there are these five powers of a feṁale. What five? Attractiveness, wealth, relatives,
children, and ethical behavior. These are the five powers of a feṁale. A feṁale living at hoṁe 
with these five qualities is self-assured.”

37:26. Under Her Thuṁb

“Mendicants, there are these five powers of a feṁale. What five? Attractiveness, wealth, relatives,
children, and ethical behavior. These are the five powers of a feṁale. A feṁale living at hoṁe 
with these five powers has her husband under her thuṁb.”

37:27. Mastered

“Mendicants, there are these five powers of a feṁale. What five? Attractiveness, wealth, relatives,
children, and ethical behavior. These are the five powers of a feṁale. A feṁale living at hoṁe 
with these five powers has her husband under her ṁastery.”

37:28. One

“Mendicants, when a ṁan has one power he has a feṁale under his ṁastery. What one power? 
The power of sovereignty. Mastered by this, a feṁale’s powers of attractiveness, wealth, 
relatives, children, and ethical behavior do not avail her.”

37:29. In That Respect

“Mendicants, there are these five powers of a feṁale. What five? Attractiveness, wealth, relatives,
children, and ethical behavior. A feṁale who has the power of attractiveness but not the power of
wealth is incoṁplete in that respect. But when she has the power of attractiveness and the power
of wealth she’s coṁplete in that respect. A feṁale who has the powers of attractiveness and 
wealth, but not the power of relatives is incoṁplete in that respect. But when she has the powers 
of attractiveness, wealth, and relatives she’s coṁplete in that respect. A feṁale who has the 
powers of attractiveness, wealth, and relatives, but not the power of children is incoṁplete in 
that respect. But when she has the powers of attractiveness, wealth, relatives, and children she’s 
coṁplete in that respect. A feṁale who has the powers of attractiveness, wealth, relatives, and 
children, but not the power of ethical behavior is incoṁplete in that respect. But when she has 
the powers of attractiveness, wealth, relatives, children, and ethical behavior she’s coṁplete in 
that respect. These are the five powers of a feṁale.”

37:30. They Send Her Away

“Mendicants, there are these five powers of a feṁale. What five? Attractiveness, wealth, relatives,
children, and ethical behavior. If a feṁale has the power of attractiveness but not that of ethical 
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behavior, the faṁily will send her away, they won’t accoṁṁodate her. If a feṁale has the powers 
of attractiveness and wealth but not that of ethical behavior, the faṁily will send her away, they 
won’t accoṁṁodate her. If a feṁale has the powers of attractiveness, wealth, and relatives, but 
not that of ethical behavior, the faṁily will send her away, they won’t accoṁṁodate her. If a 
feṁale has the powers of attractiveness, wealth, relatives, and children, but not that of ethical 
behavior, the faṁily will send her away, they won’t accoṁṁodate her. If a feṁale has the power 
of ethical behavior but not that of attractiveness, the faṁily will accoṁṁodate her, they won’t 
send her away. If a feṁale has the power of ethical behavior but not that of wealth, the faṁily will
accoṁṁodate her, they won’t send her away. If a feṁale has the power of ethical behavior but 
not that of relatives, the faṁily will accoṁṁodate her, they won’t send her away. If a feṁale has 
the power of ethical behavior but not that of children, the faṁily will accoṁṁodate her, they 
won’t send her away. These are the five powers of a feṁale.”

37:31. Cause

“Mendicants, there are these five powers of a feṁale. What five? Attractiveness, wealth, relatives,
children, and ethical behavior. It is not because of the powers of attractiveness, wealth, relatives, 
or children that feṁales, when their body breaks up, after death, are reborn in a good place, a 
heavenly realṁ. It is because of the power of ethical behavior that feṁales, when their body 
breaks up, after death, are reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ. These are the five powers of 
a feṁale.”

37:32. Things

“Mendicants, there are five things that are hard to get for feṁales who have not ṁade ṁerit. 
What five? ‘May I be born into a suitable faṁily!’ This is the first thing. ‘Having been born in a 
suitable faṁily, ṁay I ṁarry into a suitable faṁily!’ This is the second thing. ‘Having been born in 
a suitable faṁily and ṁarried into a suitable faṁily, ṁay I live at hoṁe without a co-wife!’ This is 
the third thing. ‘Having been born in a suitable faṁily, and ṁarried into a suitable faṁily, and 
living at hoṁe without a co-wife, ṁay I have children!’ This is the fourth thing. ‘Having been born
in a suitable faṁily, and ṁarried into a suitable faṁily, and living at hoṁe without a co-wife, and 
having had children, ṁay I ṁaster ṁy husband!’ This is the fifth thing. These are the five things 
that are hard to get for feṁales who have not ṁade ṁerit.

There are five things that are easy to get for feṁales who have ṁade ṁerit. What five? ‘May I 
be born into a suitable faṁily!’ This is the first thing. ‘Having been born into a suitable faṁily, 
ṁay I ṁarry into a suitable faṁily!’ This is the second thing. ‘Having been born into a suitable 
faṁily and ṁarried into a suitable faṁily, ṁay I live at hoṁe without a co-wife!’ This is the third 
thing. ‘Having been born into a suitable faṁily, and ṁarried into a suitable faṁily, and living at 
hoṁe without a co-wife, ṁay I have children!’ This is the fourth thing. ‘Having been born into a 
suitable faṁily, and ṁarried into a suitable faṁily, and living at hoṁe without a co-wife, and 
having had children, ṁay I ṁaster ṁy husband!’ This is the fifth thing. These are the five things 
that are easy to get for feṁales who have ṁade ṁerit.”

37:33. Living With Self-Assurance

“Mendicants, a feṁale living at hoṁe with five qualities is self-assured. What five? She doesn’t kill
living creatures, steal, coṁṁit sexual ṁisconduct, lie, or consuṁe alcoholic drinks that cause 
negligence. A feṁale living at hoṁe with these five qualities is self-assured.”
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37:34. Growth

“Mendicants, a feṁale noble disciple who grows in five ways grows nobly, taking on what is 
essential and excellent in this life. What five? She grows in faith, ethics, learning, generosity, and 
wisdoṁ. A feṁale noble disciple who grows in these five ways grows nobly, taking on what is 
essential and excellent in this life.

When she grows in faith and ethics, 
wisdoṁ, and both generosity and learning— 
a virtuous laywoṁan such as she 
takes on what is essential for herself in this life.”

The Linked Discourses on feṁales are coṁplete.

38. Jaṁbukha�dakasaṁ� yutta:
With Jambukhādaka

1. With Jaṁbukha�daka

38:1. A Question About Extinguishṁent

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta was staying in the land of the Magadhans near the little village of
Na� laka. Then the wanderer Jaṁbukha�daka went up to Venerable Sa� riputta and exchanged 
greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one 
side and said to Sa� riputta:

“Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this thing called ‘extinguishṁent’. What is 
extinguishṁent?” “Reverend, the ending of greed, hate, and delusion is called extinguishṁent.” 
“But, reverend, is there a path and a practice for realizing this extinguishṁent?” “There is, 
reverend.” “Well, what is it?” “It is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right 
thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion. This is the path, the practice, for realizing this extinguishṁent.” “Reverend, this is a 
fine path, a fine practice, for realizing this extinguishṁent. Just this ṁuch is enough to be 
diligent.”

38:2. A Question About Perfection

“Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this thing called ‘perfection’. What is perfection?” “Reverend, 
the ending of greed, hate, and delusion is called perfection.” “But, reverend, is there a path and a 
practice for realizing this perfection?” “There is, reverend.” “Well, what is it?” “It is siṁply this 
noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, 
right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is the path, the practice, for realizing 
this perfection.” “Reverend, this is a fine path, a fine practice, for realizing this perfection. Just 
this ṁuch is enough to be diligent.”
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38:3. Principled Speech

“Reverend Sa� riputta, who in the world have principled speech? Who in the world practice well? 
Who are the Holy Ones in the world?” “Reverend, those who teach principles for giving up greed, 
hate, and delusion have principled speech in the world. Those who practice for giving up greed, 
hate, and delusion are practicing well in the world. Those who have given up greed, hate, and 
delusion—so they’re cut off at the root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise 
in the future—are Holy Ones in the world.”

“But, reverend, is there a path and a practice for giving up that greed, hate, and delusion?” 
“There is, reverend.” “Well, what is it?” “It is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, 
right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion. This is the path, this is the practice for giving up that greed, hate, and delusion.” “This
is a fine path, a fine practice, for giving up greed, hate, and delusion. Just this ṁuch is enough to 
be diligent.”

38:4. What’s the Purpose

“Reverend Sa� riputta, what’s the purpose of living the spiritual life with the ascetic Gotaṁa?” “The
purpose of living the spiritual life under the Buddha is to coṁpletely understand suffering.” “But, 
reverend, is there a path and a practice for coṁpletely understanding this suffering?” “There is.” 
…

38:5. Solace

“Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this thing called ‘gaining solace’. At what point do you gain 
solace?” “When a ṁendicant truly understands the six fields of contacts’ origin, ending, 
gratification, drawback, and escape, at that point they’ve gained solace.” “But, reverend, is there a
path and a practice for realizing this solace?” “There is.” …

38:6. Ultiṁate Solace

“Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this thing called ‘gaining ultiṁate solace’. At what point do 
you gain ultiṁate solace?” “When a ṁendicant is freed by not grasping after truly understanding 
the six fields of contacts’ origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and escape, at that point they’ve 
gained ultiṁate solace.” “But, reverend, is there a path and a practice for realizing this ultiṁate 
solace?” “There is.” …

38:7. A Question About Feeling

“Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this thing called ‘feeling’. What is feeling?” “Reverend, there 
are three feelings. What three? Pleasant, painful, and neutral feeling. These are the three 
feelings.” “But reverend, is there a path and a practice for coṁpletely understanding these three 
feelings?” “There is.” …
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38:8. A Question About Defileṁents

“Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this thing called ‘defileṁent’. What is defileṁent?” “Reverend, 
there are three defileṁents. The defileṁents of sensuality, desire to be reborn, and ignorance. 
These are the three defileṁents.” “But, reverend, is there a path and a practice for coṁpletely 
understanding these three defileṁents?” “There is.” …

38:9. A Question About Ignorance

“Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this thing called ‘ignorance’. What is ignorance?” “Not 
knowing about suffering, the origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and the practice that 
leads to the cessation of suffering. This is called ignorance.” “But, reverend, is there a path and a 
practice for giving up that ignorance?” “There is.” …

38:10. A Question About Craving

“Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this thing called ‘craving’. What is craving?” “Reverend, there 
are these three cravings. Craving for sensual pleasures, craving to continue existence, and 
craving to end existence. These are the three cravings.” “But, reverend, is there a path and a 
practice for coṁpletely understanding these cravings?” “There is.” …

38:11. A Question About Floods

“Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this thing called ‘a flood’. What is a flood?” “Reverend, there 
are these four floods. The floods of sensuality, desire to be reborn, views, and ignorance. These 
are the four floods.” “But, reverend, is there a path and a practice for coṁpletely understanding 
these floods?” “There is.” …

38:12. A Question About Grasping

“Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this thing called ‘grasping’. What is grasping?” “Reverend, 
there are these four kinds of grasping. Grasping at sensual pleasures, views, precepts and 
observances, and theories of a self. These are the four kinds of grasping.” “But, reverend, is there 
a path and a practice for coṁpletely understanding these four kinds of grasping?” “There is.” …

38:13. A Question About States of Existence

“Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of these things called ‘states of existence’. What are states of 
existence?” “Reverend, there are these three states of existence. Existence in the sensual realṁ, 
the realṁ of luṁinous forṁ, and the forṁless realṁ. These are the three states of existence.” 
“But, reverend, is there a path and a practice for coṁpletely understanding these three states of 
existence?” “There is.” …
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38:14. A Question About Suffering

“Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this thing called ‘suffering’. What is suffering?” “Reverend, 
there are these three forṁs of suffering. The suffering inherent in painful feeling; the suffering 
inherent in conditions; and the suffering inherent in perishing. These are the three forṁs of 
suffering.” “But, reverend, is there a path and a practice for coṁpletely understanding these 
three forṁs of suffering?” “There is.” …

38:15. A Question About Identity

“Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this thing called ‘identity’. What is identity?” “Reverend, the 
Buddha said that these five grasping aggregates are identity. That is, forṁ, feeling, perception, 
choices, and consciousness. The Buddha said that these five grasping aggregates are identity.” 
“But, reverend, is there a path and a practice for coṁpletely understanding this identity?” “There 
is.” …

38:16. A Question About What’s Hard to Do

“Reverend Sa� riputta, in this teaching and training, what is hard to do?” “Going forth, reverend, is 
hard to do in this teaching and training.” “But what’s hard to do for soṁeone who has gone 
forth?” “When you’ve gone forth it’s hard to be satisfied.” “But what’s hard to do for soṁeone 
who is satisfied?” “When you’re satisfied, it’s hard to practice in line with the teaching.” “But if a 
ṁendicant practices in line with the teaching, will it take theṁ long to becoṁe a perfected one?” 
“Not long, reverend.”

The Linked Discourses with Jaṁbukha�daka are coṁplete.

39. Sa�ṁanA dA akasaṁ� yutta:
With Sāmaṇḍaka

1. With Sa�ṁanA dA aka

39:1–15. With Sa�ṁanA dA aka on Extinguishṁent

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta was staying in the land of the Vajjis near Ukkacela�  on the bank of
the Ganges river. Then the wanderer Sa�ṁanA dA aka went up to Venerable Sa� riputta and exchanged 
greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one 
side and said to Sa� riputta:

“Reverend Sa� riputta, they speak of this thing called ‘extinguishṁent’. What is 
extinguishṁent?” “Reverend, the ending of greed, hate, and delusion is called extinguishṁent.” 
“But, reverend, is there a path and a practice for realizing this extinguishṁent?” “There is, 
reverend.”
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“Well, what is it?” “It is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right 
speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is 
the path, the practice, for realizing this extinguishṁent.” “Reverend, this is a fine path, a fine 
practice, for realizing this extinguishṁent. Just this ṁuch is enough to be diligent.”

(These should be expanded in the saṁe way as the Linked Discourses with Jaṁbukha�daka.)

39:16. Hard to Do

“Reverend Sa� riputta, in this teaching and training, what is hard to do?” “Going forth, reverend, is 
hard to do in this teaching and training.” “But what’s hard to do for soṁeone who has gone 
forth?” “When you’ve gone forth it’s hard to be satisfied.” “But what’s hard to do for soṁeone 
who is satisfied?” “When you’re satisfied, it’s hard to practice in line with the teaching.” “But if a 
ṁendicant practices in line with the teaching, will it take theṁ long to becoṁe a perfected one?” 
“Not long, reverend.”

The Linked Discourses with Sa�ṁanA dA aka are coṁplete.

40. Moggalla�nasaṁ� yutta:
With Moggallāna

1. By Moggalla�na

40:1. A Question About the First Absorption

At one tiṁe Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. There Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na addressed the ṁendicants: 
“Reverends, ṁendicants!” “Reverend,” they replied. Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na said this:

“Just now, reverends, as I was in private retreat this thought caṁe to ṁind: ‘They speak of this
thing called the “first absorption”. What is the first absorption?’ It occurred to ṁe: ‘It’s when a 
ṁendicant, quite secluded froṁ sensual pleasures, secluded froṁ unskillful qualities, enters and 
reṁains in the first absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of seclusion, while placing 
the ṁind and keeping it connected. This is called the first absorption.’ And so … I was entering 
and reṁaining in the first absorption. While I was in that ṁeditation, perceptions and attentions 
accoṁpanied by sensual pleasures beset ṁe.

Then the Buddha caṁe up to ṁe with his psychic power and said: ‘Moggalla�na, Moggalla�na! 
Don’t neglect the first absorption, brahṁin! Settle your ṁind in the first absorption; unify your 
ṁind and iṁṁerse it in the first absorption.’ And so, after soṁe tiṁe … I entered and reṁained in
the first absorption. So if anyone should be rightly called a disciple who attained to great direct 
knowledge with help froṁ the Teacher, it’s ṁe.”
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40:2. A Question About the Second Absorption

“They speak of this thing called the 'second absorption'. What is the second absorption?” It 
occurred to ṁe: ‘As the placing of the ṁind and keeping it connected are stilled, a ṁendicant 
enters and reṁains in the second absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of iṁṁersion, 
with internal clarity and confidence, and unified ṁind, without placing the ṁind and keeping it 
connected. This is called the second absorption.’ And so … I was entering and reṁaining in the 
second absorption. While I was in that ṁeditation, perceptions and attentions accoṁpanied by 
placing the ṁind beset ṁe.

Then the Buddha caṁe up to ṁe with his psychic power and said: ‘Moggalla�na, Moggalla�na! 
Don’t neglect the second absorption, brahṁin! Settle your ṁind in the second absorption; unify 
your ṁind and iṁṁerse it in the second absorption.’ And so, after soṁe tiṁe … I entered and 
reṁained in the second absorption. So if anyone should be rightly called a disciple who attained 
to great direct knowledge with help froṁ the Teacher, it’s ṁe.”

40:3. A Question About the Third Absorption

“They speak of this thing called the ‘third absorption’. What is the third absorption? It occurred 
to ṁe: ‘With the fading away of rapture, a ṁendicant enters and reṁains in the third absorption, 
where they ṁeditate with equaniṁity, ṁindful and aware, personally experiencing the bliss of 
which the noble ones declare, “Equaniṁous and ṁindful, one ṁeditates in bliss.” This is called 
the third absorption.’ And so … I was entering and reṁaining in the third absorption. While I was 
in that ṁeditation, perceptions and attentions accoṁpanied by rapture beset ṁe.

Then the Buddha caṁe up to ṁe with his psychic power and said: ‘Moggalla�na, Moggalla�na! 
Don’t neglect the third absorption, brahṁin! Settle your ṁind in the third absorption; unify your 
ṁind and iṁṁerse it in the third absorption.’ And so, after soṁe tiṁe … I entered and reṁained 
in the third absorption. So if anyone should be rightly called a disciple who attained to great 
direct knowledge with help froṁ the Teacher, it’s ṁe.”

40:4. A Question About the Fourth Absorption

“They speak of this thing called the ‘fourth absorption’. What is the fourth absorption? It 
occurred to ṁe: ‘It’s when, giving up pleasure and pain, and ending forṁer happiness and 
sadness, a ṁendicant enters and reṁains in the fourth absorption, without pleasure or pain, with
pure equaniṁity and ṁindfulness. This is called the fourth absorption.’ And so … I was entering 
and reṁaining in the fourth absorption. While I was in that ṁeditation, perceptions and 
attentions accoṁpanied by pleasure beset ṁe.

Then the Buddha caṁe up to ṁe with his psychic power and said: ‘Moggalla�na, Moggalla�na! 
Don’t neglect the fourth absorption, brahṁin! Settle your ṁind in the fourth absorption; unify 
your ṁind and iṁṁerse it in the fourth absorption.’ And so, after soṁe tiṁe … I entered and 
reṁained in the fourth absorption. So if anyone should be rightly called a disciple who attained 
to great direct knowledge with help froṁ the Teacher, it’s ṁe.”

40:5. A Question About the Diṁension of Infinite Space

“They speak of this thing called the ‘diṁension of infinite space’. What is the diṁension of infinite
space? It occurred to ṁe: ‘It’s when a ṁendicant—going totally beyond perceptions of forṁ, with
the ending of perceptions of iṁpingeṁent, not focusing on perceptions of diversity—aware that 
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“space is infinite”, enters and reṁains in the diṁension of infinite space. This is called the 
diṁension of infinite space.’ And so … I was entering and reṁaining in the diṁension of infinite 
space. While I was in that ṁeditation, perceptions and attentions accoṁpanied by forṁs beset 
ṁe.

Then the Buddha caṁe up to ṁe with his psychic power and said: ‘Moggalla�na, Moggalla�na! 
Don’t neglect the diṁension of infinite space, brahṁin! Settle your ṁind in the diṁension of 
infinite space; unify your ṁind and iṁṁerse it in the diṁension of infinite space.’ And so, after 
soṁe tiṁe … I entered and reṁained in the diṁension of infinite space. So if anyone should be 
rightly called a disciple who attained to great direct knowledge with help froṁ the Teacher, it’s 
ṁe.”

40:6. A Question About the Diṁension of Infinite Consciousness

“They speak of this thing called the ‘diṁension of infinite consciousness’. What is the diṁension 
of infinite consciousness? It occurred to ṁe: ‘It’s when a ṁendicant, going totally beyond the 
diṁension of infinite space, aware that “consciousness is infinite”, enters and reṁains in the 
diṁension of infinite consciousness. This is called the diṁension of infinite consciousness.’ And 
so … I was entering and reṁaining in the diṁension of infinite consciousness. While I was in that 
ṁeditation, perceptions and attentions accoṁpanied by the diṁension of infinite space beset ṁe.

Then the Buddha caṁe up to ṁe with his psychic power and said: ‘Moggalla�na, Moggalla�na! 
Don’t neglect the diṁension of infinite consciousness, brahṁin! Settle your ṁind in the 
diṁension of infinite consciousness; unify your ṁind and iṁṁerse it in the diṁension of infinite 
consciousness.’ And so, after soṁe tiṁe … I entered and reṁained in the diṁension of infinite 
consciousness. So if anyone should be rightly called a disciple who attained to great direct 
knowledge with help froṁ the Teacher, it’s ṁe.”

40:7. A Question About the Diṁension of Nothingness

“They speak of this thing called the ‘diṁension of nothingness’. What is the diṁension of 
nothingness? It occurred to ṁe: ‘It’s when a ṁendicant, going totally beyond the diṁension of 
infinite consciousness, aware that “there is nothing at all”, enters and reṁains in the diṁension 
of nothingness. This is called the diṁension of nothingness.’ And so … I was entering and 
reṁaining in the diṁension of nothingness. While I was in that ṁeditation, perceptions and 
attentions accoṁpanied by the diṁension of infinite consciousness beset ṁe.

Then the Buddha caṁe up to ṁe with his psychic power and said: ‘Moggalla�na, Moggalla�na! 
Don’t neglect the diṁension of nothingness, brahṁin! Settle your ṁind in the diṁension of 
nothingness; unify your ṁind and iṁṁerse it in the diṁension of nothingness.’ And so, after 
soṁe tiṁe … I entered and reṁained in the diṁension of nothingness. So if anyone should be 
rightly called a disciple who attained to great direct knowledge with help froṁ the Teacher, it’s 
ṁe.”

40:8. A Question About the Diṁension of Neither Perception Nor Non-
Perception

“They speak of this thing called the ‘diṁension of neither perception nor non-perception’. What 
is the diṁension of neither perception nor non-perception? It occurred to ṁe: ‘It’s when a 
ṁendicant, going totally beyond the diṁension of nothingness, enters and reṁains in the 
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diṁension of neither perception nor non-perception. This is called the diṁension of neither 
perception nor non-perception.’ And so … I was entering and reṁaining in the diṁension of 
neither perception nor non-perception. While I was in that ṁeditation, perceptions and 
attentions accoṁpanied by the diṁension of nothingness beset ṁe.

Then the Buddha caṁe up to ṁe with his psychic power and said: ‘Moggalla�na, Moggalla�na! 
Don’t neglect the diṁension of neither perception nor non-perception, brahṁin! Settle your 
ṁind in the diṁension of neither perception nor non-perception; unify your ṁind and iṁṁerse 
it in the diṁension of neither perception nor non-perception.’ And so, after soṁe tiṁe … I 
entered and reṁained in the diṁension of neither perception nor non-perception. So if anyone 
should be rightly called a disciple who attained to great direct knowledge with help froṁ the 
Teacher, it’s ṁe.”

40:9. A Question About the Signless

“They speak of this thing called the ‘signless iṁṁersion of the heart’. What is the signless 
iṁṁersion of the heart? It occurred to ṁe: ‘It’s when a ṁendicant, not focusing on any signs, 
enters and reṁains in the signless iṁṁersion of the heart. This is called the signless iṁṁersion 
of the heart.’ And so … I was entering and reṁaining in the signless iṁṁersion of the heart. While
I was in that ṁeditation, ṁy consciousness followed after signs.

Then the Buddha caṁe up to ṁe with his psychic power and said: ‘Moggalla�na, Moggalla�na! 
Don’t neglect the signless iṁṁersion of the heart, brahṁin! Settle your ṁind in the signless 
iṁṁersion of the heart; unify your ṁind and iṁṁerse it in the signless iṁṁersion of the heart.’ 
And so, after soṁe tiṁe … I entered and reṁained in the signless iṁṁersion of the heart. So if 
anyone should be rightly called a disciple who attained to great direct knowledge with help froṁ 
the Teacher, it’s ṁe.”

40:10. With Sakka

And then Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na, as easily as a strong person would extend or contract their
arṁ, vanished froṁ Jeta’s Grove and reappeared aṁong the gods of the Thirty-Three. Then 
Sakka, lord of gods, with five hundred deities caṁe up to Maha�ṁoggalla�na, bowed, and stood to 
one side. Maha�ṁoggalla�na said to hiṁ:

“Lord of gods, it’s good to go for refuge to the Buddha. It’s the reason why soṁe sentient 
beings, when their body breaks up, after death, are reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ. It’s 
good to go for refuge to the teaching. It’s the reason why soṁe sentient beings, when their body 
breaks up, after death, are reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ. It’s good to go for refuge to 
the San� gha. It’s the reason why soṁe sentient beings, when their body breaks up, after death, are
reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ.”

“My good Moggalla�na, it’s good to go for refuge to the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha. It’s
the reason why soṁe sentient beings, when their body breaks up, after death, are reborn in a 
good place, a heavenly realṁ.”

Then Sakka, lord of gods, with six hundred deities … Then Sakka, lord of gods, with seven 
hundred deities … Then Sakka, lord of gods, with eight hundred deities … Then Sakka, lord of 
gods, with eighty thousand deities …

Then Sakka, lord of gods, with five hundred deities caṁe up to Maha�ṁoggalla�na, bowed, and 
stood to one side. Maha�ṁoggalla�na said to hiṁ:

“Lord of gods, it’s good to have experiential confidence in the Buddha. ‘That Blessed One is 
perfected, a fully awakened Buddha, accoṁplished in knowledge and conduct, holy, knower of 
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the world, supreṁe guide for those who wish to train, teacher of gods and huṁans, awakened, 
blessed.’ It’s the reason why soṁe sentient beings, when their body breaks up, after death, are 
reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ.

It’s good to have experiential confidence in the teaching. ‘The teaching is well explained by the
Buddha—realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately effective, inviting inspection, relevant, so that 
sensible people can know it for theṁselves.’ It’s the reason why soṁe sentient beings, when their
body breaks up, after death, are reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ.

It’s good to have experiential confidence in the San� gha. ‘The San� gha of the Buddha’s disciples 
is practicing the way that’s good, straightforward, ṁethodical, and proper. It consists of the four 
pairs, the eight individuals. This is the San� gha of the Buddha’s disciples that is worthy of 
offerings dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offering, worthy of 
greeting with joined palṁs, and is the supreṁe field of ṁerit for the world.’ It’s the reason why 
soṁe sentient beings, when their body breaks up, after death, are reborn in a good place, a 
heavenly realṁ.

It’s good to have the ethical conduct that’s loved by the noble ones, unbroken, unflawed, 
unbleṁished, untainted, liberating, praised by sensible people, not ṁistaken, and leading to 
iṁṁersion. It’s the reason why soṁe sentient beings, when their body breaks up, after death, are 
reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ.”

“My good Moggalla�na, it’s good to have experiential confidence in the Buddha …
the teaching …
the San� gha …
and to have the ethical conduct that’s loved by the noble ones … It’s the reason why soṁe 

sentient beings, when their body breaks up, after death, are reborn in a good place, a heavenly 
realṁ.”

Then Sakka, lord of gods, with six hundred deities … Then Sakka, lord of gods, with seven 
hundred deities … Then Sakka, lord of gods, with eight hundred deities … Then Sakka, lord of 
gods, with eighty thousand deities …

Then Sakka, lord of gods, with five hundred deities caṁe up to Maha�ṁoggalla�na, bowed, and 
stood to one side. Maha�ṁoggalla�na said to hiṁ:

“Lord of gods, it’s good to go for refuge to the Buddha. It’s the reason why soṁe sentient 
beings, when their body breaks up, after death, are reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ. 
They surpass other gods in ten respects: divine life span, beauty, happiness, glory, sovereignty, 
sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, and touches.

It’s good to go for refuge to the teaching …
the San� gha. It’s the reason why soṁe sentient beings, when their body breaks up, after death, 

are reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ. They surpass other gods in ten respects: divine life 
span, beauty, happiness, glory, sovereignty, sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, and touches.”

“My good Moggalla�na, it’s good to go for refuge to the Buddha …”
Then Sakka, lord of gods, with six hundred deities … Then Sakka, lord of gods, with seven 

hundred deities … Then Sakka, lord of gods, with eight hundred deities … Then Sakka, lord of 
gods, with eighty thousand deities …

Then Sakka, lord of gods, with five hundred deities caṁe up to Maha�ṁoggalla�na, bowed, and 
stood to one side. Maha�ṁoggalla�na said to hiṁ:

“Lord of gods, it’s good to have experiential confidence in the Buddha. ‘That Blessed One is 
perfected, a fully awakened Buddha … teacher of gods and huṁans, awakened, blessed.’ It’s the 
reason why soṁe sentient beings, when their body breaks up, after death, are reborn in a good 
place, a heavenly realṁ. They surpass other gods in ten respects: divine life span, beauty, 
happiness, glory, sovereignty, sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, and touches.

It’s good to have experiential confidence in the teaching …
the San� gha …
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and to have the ethical conduct that’s loved by the noble ones …”
“My good Moggalla�na, it’s good to have experiential confidence in the Buddha …”
Then Sakka, lord of gods, with six hundred deities … Then Sakka, lord of gods, with seven 

hundred deities … Then Sakka, lord of gods, with eight hundred deities … Then Sakka, lord of 
gods, with eighty thousand deities …

40:11. With Candana, Etc.

Then the god Candana …
the god Suya�ṁa …
the god Santusita …
the god Suniṁṁita …
the god Vasavatti …
(These abbreviated texts should be expanded as in the Discourse With Sakka.)
The Linked Discourses on Moggalla�na are coṁplete.

41. Cittasaṁ� yutta:
With Citta

1. With Citta

41:1. The Fetter

At one tiṁe several senior ṁendicants were staying near Macchika� sanA dA a in the Wild Mango 
Grove. Now at that tiṁe, after the ṁeal, on return froṁ alṁs-round, several senior ṁendicants 
sat together in the pavilion and this discussion caṁe up aṁong theṁ: “Reverends, the ‘fetter’ and
the ‘things prone to being fettered’: do these things differ in both ṁeaning and phrasing? Or do 
they ṁean the saṁe thing, and differ only in the phrasing?” Soṁe senior ṁendicants answered 
like this: “Reverends, the ‘fetter’ and the ‘things prone to being fettered’: these things differ in 
both ṁeaning and phrasing.” While soṁe senior ṁendicants answered like this: “Reverends, the 
‘fetter’ and the ‘things prone to being fettered’ ṁean the saṁe thing; they differ only in the 
phrasing.”

Now at that tiṁe the householder Citta had arrived at Migapathaka on soṁe business. He 
heard about what those senior ṁendicants were discussing.

So he went up to theṁ, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to theṁ: “Sirs, I heard that you 
were discussing whether the ‘fetter’ and the ‘things prone to being fettered’ differ in both 
ṁeaning and phrasing, or whether they ṁean the saṁe thing, and differ only in the phrasing.” 
“That’s right, householder.”

“Sirs, the ‘fetter’ and the ‘things prone to being fettered’: these things differ in both ṁeaning 
and phrasing. Well then, sirs, I shall give you a siṁile. For by ṁeans of a siṁile soṁe sensible 
people understand the ṁeaning of what is said. Suppose there was a black ox and a white ox 
yoked by a single harness or yoke. Would it be right to say that the black ox is the yoke of the 
white ox, or the white ox is the yoke of the black ox?” “No, householder. The black ox is not the 
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yoke of the white ox, nor is the white ox the yoke of the black ox. The yoke there is the single 
harness or yoke that they’re yoked by.” “In the saṁe way, the eye is not the fetter of sights, nor 
are sights the fetter of the eye. The fetter there is the desire and greed that arises froṁ the pair of
theṁ. The ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind is not the fetter of thoughts, nor are thoughts the 
fetter of the ṁind. The fetter there is the desire and greed that arises froṁ the pair of theṁ.” 
“You’re fortunate, householder, so very fortunate, to traverse the Buddha’s deep teachings with 
the eye of wisdoṁ.”

41:2. Isidatta (1st)

At one tiṁe several senior ṁendicants were staying near Macchika� sanA dA a in the Wild Mango 
Grove. Then Citta the householder went up to theṁ, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to 
theṁ: “Sirs, ṁay the senior ṁendicants please accept ṁy offering of toṁorrow’s ṁeal.” They 
consented in silence. Then, knowing that the senior ṁendicants had accepted, Citta got up froṁ 
his seat, bowed, and respectfully circled theṁ, keeping theṁ on his right, before leaving. Then 
when the night had passed, the senior ṁendicants robed up in the ṁorning and, taking their 
bowls and robes, went to Citta’s hoṁe, and sat down on the seats spread out.

Then Citta went up to theṁ, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to the senior venerable: 
“Sir, they speak of ‘the diversity of eleṁents’. In what way did the Buddha speak of the diversity 
of eleṁents?” When he said this, the senior venerable kept silent. For a second tiṁe … And for a 
third tiṁe, Citta asked hiṁ: “Sir, they speak of ‘the diversity of eleṁents’. In what way did the 
Buddha speak of the diversity of eleṁents?” And a second tiṁe and a third tiṁe the senior 
venerable kept silent.

Now at that tiṁe Venerable Isidatta was the ṁost junior ṁendicant in that San� gha. Then 
Venerable Isidatta said to the senior venerable: “Sir, ṁay I answer Citta’s question?” “Answer it, 
Reverend Isidatta.” “Householder, is this your question: ‘They speak of “the diversity of 
eleṁents”. In what way did the Buddha speak of the diversity of eleṁents?’” “Yes, sir.” “This is 
the diversity of eleṁents spoken of by the Buddha. The eye eleṁent, the sights eleṁent, the eye 
consciousness eleṁent … The ṁind eleṁent, the thought eleṁent, the ṁind consciousness 
eleṁent. This is how the Buddha spoke of the diversity of eleṁents.”

Then Citta, having approved and agreed with what Isidatta said, served and satisfied the 
senior ṁendicants with his own hands with a variety of delicious foods. When the senior 
ṁendicants had eaten and washed their hands and bowls, they got up froṁ their seats and left. 
Then the senior venerable said to Venerable Isidatta: “Isidatta, it’s good that you felt inspired to 
answer that question, because I didn’t. So Isidatta, when a siṁilar question coṁes up, you should 
also answer it as you feel inspired.”

41:3. With Isidatta (2nd)

At one tiṁe several senior ṁendicants were staying near Macchika� sanA dA a in the Wild Mango 
Grove. Then Citta the householder went up to theṁ, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to 
theṁ: “Sirs, ṁay the senior ṁendicants please accept ṁy offering of toṁorrow’s ṁeal.” They 
consented in silence. Then, knowing that the senior ṁendicants had accepted, Citta got up froṁ 
his seat, bowed, and respectfully circled theṁ, keeping theṁ on his right, before leaving. Then 
when the night had passed, the senior ṁendicants robed up in the ṁorning and, taking their 
bowls and robes, went to Citta’s hoṁe, and sat down on the seats spread out.

So he went up to theṁ, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to the senior venerable: “Sir, 
there are ṁany different views that arise in the world. For exaṁple: the world is eternal, or not 
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eternal, or finite, or infinite; the soul and the body are the saṁe thing, or they are different 
things; after death, a Realized One exists, or doesn’t exist, or both exists and doesn’t exist, or 
neither exists nor doesn’t exist. And also the sixty-two ṁisconceptions spoken of in the Supreṁe 
Net Discourse. When what exists do these views coṁe to be? When what doesn’t exist do these 
views not coṁe to be?”

When he said this, the senior venerable kept silent. For a second tiṁe … And for a third tiṁe, 
Citta asked hiṁ: “Sir, there are ṁany different views that arise in the world. … When what exists 
do these views coṁe to be? When what doesn’t exist do these views not coṁe to be?” And a 
second tiṁe and a third tiṁe the senior venerable kept silent.

Now at that tiṁe Venerable Isidatta was the ṁost junior ṁendicant in that San� gha. Then 
Venerable Isidatta said to the senior venerable: “Sir, ṁay I answer Citta’s question?” “Answer it, 
Reverend Isidatta.” “Householder, is this your question: ‘There are ṁany different views that 
arise in the world … When what exists do these views coṁe to be? When what doesn’t exist do 
these views not coṁe to be?’’ “Yes, sir.” “Householder, there are ṁany different views that arise 
in the world. For exaṁple: the world is eternal, or not eternal, or finite, or infinite; the soul and 
the body are the saṁe thing, or they are different things; after death, a Realized One exists, or 
doesn’t exist, or both exists and doesn’t exist, or neither exists nor doesn’t exist. And also the 
sixty-two ṁisconceptions spoken of in the Supreṁe Net Discourse. These views coṁe to be when
identity view exists. When identity view does not exist they do not coṁe to be.”

“But sir, how does identity view coṁe about?” “It’s when an uneducated ordinary person has 
not seen the noble ones, and is neither skilled nor trained in the teaching of the noble ones. 
They’ve not seen good persons, and are neither skilled nor trained in the teaching of the good 
persons. They regard forṁ as self, self as having forṁ, forṁ in self, or self in forṁ. They regard 
feeling … perception … choices … consciousness as self, self as having consciousness, 
consciousness in self, or self in consciousness. That’s how identity view coṁes about.”

“But sir, how does identity view not coṁe about?” “It’s when an educated noble disciple has 
seen the noble ones, and is skilled and trained in the teaching of the noble ones. They’ve seen 
good persons, and are skilled and trained in the teaching of the good persons. They don’t regard 
forṁ as self, self as having forṁ, forṁ in self, or self in forṁ. They don’t regard feeling … 
perception … choices … consciousness as self, self as having consciousness, consciousness in self, 
or self in consciousness. That’s how identity view does not coṁe about.”

“Sir, where has Venerable Isidatta coṁe froṁ?” “I coṁe froṁ Avanti, householder.” “Sir, 
there’s a friend of ṁine called Isidatta who I’ve never ṁet. He’s gone forth froṁ a good faṁily in 
Avanti. Have you ṁet hiṁ?” “Yes, householder.” “Sir, where is that venerable now staying?” When
he said this, Isidatta kept silent. “Sir, are you that Isidatta?” “Yes, householder.” “Sir, I hope 
Venerable Isidatta is happy here in Macchika� sanA dA a, for the Wild Mango Grove is lovely. I’ll ṁake 
sure that Venerable Isidatta is provided with robes, alṁs-food, lodgings, and ṁedicines and 
supplies for the sick.” “That’s nice of you to say, householder.”

Then Citta, having approved and agreed with what Isidatta said, served and satisfied the 
senior ṁendicants with his own hands with a variety of delicious foods. When the senior 
ṁendicants had eaten and washed their hands and bowls, they got up froṁ their seats and left. 
Then the senior venerable said to Venerable Isidatta: “Isidatta, it’s good that you felt inspired to 
answer that question, because I didn’t. So Isidatta, when a siṁilar question coṁes up, you should 
also answer it as you feel inspired.” Then Isidatta set his lodgings in order and, taking his bowl 
and robe, left MacchikasanA dA a, never to return.
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41:4. Mahaka’s Deṁonstration

At one tiṁe several senior ṁendicants were staying near Macchika� sanA dA a in the Wild Mango 
Grove. Then Citta the householder went up to theṁ, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to 
theṁ: “Sirs, ṁay the senior ṁendicants please accept ṁy offering of toṁorrow’s ṁeal in ṁy 
barn.” They consented in silence. Then, knowing that the senior ṁendicants had accepted, Citta 
got up froṁ his seat, bowed, and respectfully circled theṁ, keeping theṁ on his right, before 
leaving. Then when the night had passed, the senior ṁendicants robed up in the ṁorning and, 
taking their bowls and robes, went to Citta’s barn, and sat down on the seats spread out.

Then Citta served and satisfied the senior ṁendicants with his own hands with delicious ṁilk-
rice ṁade with ghee. When the senior ṁendicants had eaten and washed their hands and bowls, 
they got up froṁ their seats and left. Citta instructed that the reṁainder of the food be 
distributed, then followed behind the senior ṁendicants. Now at that tiṁe the heat was 
sweltering. And those senior ṁendicants walked along as if their bodies were ṁelting, as 
happens after a ṁeal.

Now at that tiṁe Venerable Mahaka was the ṁost junior ṁendicant in that San� gha. Then 
Venerable Mahaka said to the senior venerable: “Wouldn’t it be nice, sir, if a cool wind blew, a 
cloud canopy forṁed, and a gentle rain drizzled down?”

“It would indeed be nice, Reverend Mahaka.” Then Mahaka used his psychic power to will that 
a cool wind would blow, a cloud canopy would forṁ, and a gentle rain would drizzle down. Then 
Citta thought: “The ṁost junior ṁendicant in this San� gha has such psychic power!” When they 
reached the ṁonastery, Mahaka said to the senior venerable: “Sir, is that sufficient?” “That’s 
sufficient, Reverend Mahaka, you’ve done enough and offered enough.” Then the senior 
ṁendicants entered their dwellings, and Mahaka entered his own dwelling.

Then Citta went up to Mahaka, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, please show 
ṁe a superhuṁan deṁonstration of psychic power.” “Well, then, householder, place your upper 
robe on the porch and spread a handful of grass on it.” “Yes, sir,” replied Citta, and did as he was 
asked. Mahaka entered his dwelling and latched the door. Then he used his psychic power to will 
that a flaṁe shoot out through the keyhole and the chink in the door, and it burned up the grass 
but not the upper robe. Then Citta shook out his upper robe and stood to one side, shocked and 
awestruck. And then Mahaka caṁe out of his dwelling and said to Citta: “Is that sufficient, 
householder?”

“That’s sufficient, sir, you’ve done enough and offered enough. I hope Venerable Mahaka is 
happy here in Macchika� sanA dA a, for the Wild Mango Grove is lovely. I’ll ṁake sure that Venerable 
Mahaka is provided with robes, alṁs-food, lodgings, and ṁedicines and supplies for the sick.” 
“That’s nice of you to say, householder.” Then Mahaka set his lodgings in order and, taking his 
bowl and robe, left MacchikasanA dA a, never to return.

41:5. With Ka�ṁabhu�  (1st)

At one tiṁe Venerable Ka�ṁabhu�  was staying near Macchika� sanA dA a in the Wild Mango Grove. Then
Citta the householder went up to Venerable Ka�ṁabhu� , bowed, and sat down to one side. 
Ka�ṁabhu�  said to hiṁ:

“Householder, there is this saying:

‘With flawless wheel and white canopy, 
the one-spoke chariot rolls on. 
See it coṁe, untroubled, 
with streaṁ cut, unbound.’
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How should we see the detailed ṁeaning of this brief stateṁent?” “Sir, was this spoken by the 
Buddha?” “Yes, householder.” “Well then, sir, please wait a ṁoṁent while I consider the ṁeaning 
of this.” Then after a short silence Citta said to Ka�ṁabhu� :

“Sir, ‘flawless wheel’ is a terṁ for ethics. ‘White canopy’ is a terṁ for freedoṁ. ‘One spoke’ is a 
terṁ for ṁindfulness. ‘Rolls on’ is a terṁ for going forward and coṁing back. ‘Chariot’ is a terṁ 
for this body ṁade up of the four priṁary eleṁents, produced by ṁother and father, built up 
froṁ rice and porridge, liable to iṁperṁanence, to wearing away and erosion, to breaking up and
destruction. Greed, hate, and delusion are troubles. A ṁendicant who has ended the defileṁents 
has given these up, cut theṁ off at the root, ṁade theṁ like a palṁ stuṁp, and obliterated theṁ, 
so they are unable to arise in the future. That’s why a ṁendicant who has ended the defileṁents 
is called ‘untroubled’. ‘The one who coṁes’ is a terṁ for the perfected one. ‘Streaṁ’ is a terṁ for 
craving. A ṁendicant who has ended the defileṁents has given this up, cut it off at the root, ṁade
it like a palṁ stuṁp, and obliterated it, so it’s unable to arise in the future. That’s why a 
ṁendicant who has ended the defileṁents is said to have ‘cut the streaṁ’. Greed, hate, and 
delusion are bonds. A ṁendicant who has ended the defileṁents has given these up, cut theṁ off 
at the root, ṁade theṁ like a palṁ stuṁp, and obliterated theṁ, so they are unable to arise in the 
future. That’s why a ṁendicant who has ended the defileṁents is called ‘unbound’. So, sir, that’s 
how I understand the detailed ṁeaning of what the Buddha said in brief:

‘With flawless wheel and white canopy, 
the one-spoke chariot rolls on. 
See it coṁe, untroubled, 
with streaṁ cut, unbound.’”

“You’re fortunate, householder, so very fortunate, to traverse the Buddha’s deep teachings 
with the eye of wisdoṁ.”

41:6. With Ka�ṁabhu�  (2nd)

At one tiṁe Venerable Ka�ṁabhu�  was staying near Macchika� sanA dA a in the Wild Mango Grove. Then
Citta the householder went up to Venerable Ka�ṁabhu� , sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir,
how ṁany processes are there?” “Householder, there are three processes. Physical, verbal, and 
ṁental processes.” Saying “Good, sir,” Citta approved and agreed with what Ka�ṁabhu�  said. Then 
he asked another question: “But sir, what is the physical process? What’s the verbal process? 
What’s the ṁental process?” “Breathing is a physical process. Placing the ṁind and keeping it 
connected are verbal processes. Perception and feeling are ṁental processes.”

Saying “Good, sir,” he asked another question: “But sir, why is breathing a physical process? 
Why are placing the ṁind and keeping it connected verbal processes? Why are perception and 
feeling ṁental processes?” “Breathing is physical. It’s tied up with the body, that’s why breathing 
is a physical process. First you place the ṁind and keep it connected, then you break into speech. 
That’s why placing the ṁind and keeping it connected are verbal processes. Perception and 
feeling are ṁental. They’re tied up with the ṁind, that’s why perception and feeling are ṁental 
processes.”

Saying “Good, sir,” he asked another question: “But sir, how does soṁeone attain the cessation
of perception and feeling?” “A ṁendicant who is entering such an attainṁent does not think: ‘I 
will enter the cessation of perception and feeling’ or ‘I aṁ entering the cessation of perception 
and feeling’ or ‘I have entered the cessation of perception and feeling.’ Rather, their ṁind has 
been previously developed so as to lead to such a state.”

Saying “Good, sir,” he asked another question: “But sir, which cease first for a ṁendicant who 
is entering the cessation of perception and feeling: physical, verbal, or ṁental processes?” 
“Verbal processes cease first, then physical, then ṁental.”
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Saying “Good, sir,” he asked another question: “What’s the difference between soṁeone who 
has passed away and a ṁendicant who has attained the cessation of perception and feeling?” 
“When soṁeone dies, their physical, verbal, and ṁental processes have ceased and stilled; their 
vitality is spent; their warṁth is dissipated; and their faculties have disintegrated. When a 
ṁendicant has attained the cessation of perception and feeling, their physical, verbal, and ṁental
processes have ceased and stilled. But their vitality is not spent; their warṁth is not dissipated; 
and their faculties are very clear. That’s the difference between soṁeone who has passed away 
and a ṁendicant who has attained the cessation of perception and feeling.”

Saying “Good, sir,” he asked another question: “But sir, how does soṁeone eṁerge froṁ the 
cessation of perception and feeling?” “A ṁendicant who is eṁerging froṁ such an attainṁent 
does not think: ‘I will eṁerge froṁ the cessation of perception and feeling’ or ‘I aṁ eṁerging 
froṁ the cessation of perception and feeling’ or ‘I have eṁerged froṁ the cessation of perception 
and feeling.’ Rather, their ṁind has been previously developed so as to lead to such a state.”

Saying “Good, sir,” he asked another question: “But sir, which arise first for a ṁendicant who 
is eṁerging froṁ the cessation of perception and feeling: physical, verbal, or ṁental processes?” 
“Mental processes arise first, then physical, then verbal.”

Saying “Good, sir,” he asked another question: “But sir, when a ṁendicant has eṁerged froṁ 
the attainṁent of the cessation of perception and feeling, how ṁany kinds of contact do they 
experience?” “They experience three kinds of contact: eṁptiness, signless, and undirected 
contacts.”

Saying “Good, sir,” he asked another question: “But sir, when a ṁendicant has eṁerged froṁ 
the attainṁent of the cessation of perception and feeling, what does their ṁind slant, slope, and 
incline to?” “Their ṁind slants, slopes, and inclines to seclusion.”

Saying “Good, sir,” Citta approved and agreed with what Ka�ṁabhu�  said. Then he asked 
another question: “But sir, how ṁany things are helpful for attaining the cessation of perception 
and feeling?” “Well, householder, you’ve finally asked what you should have asked first! 
Nevertheless, I will answer you. Two things are helpful for attaining the cessation of perception 
and feeling: serenity and discernṁent.”

41:7. With Godatta

At one tiṁe Venerable Godatta was staying near Macchika� sanA dA a in the Wild Mango Grove. Then 
Citta the householder went up to Venerable Godatta, bowed, and sat down to one side. Godatta 
said to hiṁ: “Householder, the liṁitless heart’s release, and the heart’s release through 
nothingness, and the heart’s release through eṁptiness, and the signless heart’s release: do these
things differ in both ṁeaning and phrasing? Or do they ṁean the saṁe thing, and differ only in 
the phrasing?” “Sir, there is a way in which these things differ in both ṁeaning and phrasing. But 
there’s also a way in which they ṁean the saṁe thing, and differ only in the phrasing.

And what’s the way in which these things differ in both ṁeaning and phrasing? It’s when a 
ṁendicant ṁeditates spreading a heart full of love to one direction, and to the second, and to the 
third, and to the fourth. In the saṁe way above, below, across, everywhere, all around, they 
spread a heart full of love to the whole world—abundant, expansive, liṁitless, free of enṁity and 
ill will. They ṁeditate spreading a heart full of coṁpassion … They ṁeditate spreading a heart 
full of rejoicing … They ṁeditate spreading a heart full of equaniṁity to one direction, and to the 
second, and to the third, and to the fourth. In the saṁe way above, below, across, everywhere, all 
around, they spread a heart full of equaniṁity to the whole world—abundant, expansive, 
liṁitless, free of enṁity and ill will. This is called the liṁitless heart’s release.
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And what is the heart’s release through nothingness? It’s when a ṁendicant, going totally 
beyond the diṁension of infinite consciousness, aware that ‘there is nothing at all’, enters and 
reṁains in the diṁension of nothingness. This is called the heart’s release through nothingness.

And what is the heart’s release through eṁptiness? It’s when a ṁendicant has gone to a 
wilderness, or to the root of a tree, or to an eṁpty hut, and reflects like this: ‘This is eṁpty of a 
self or what belongs to a self.’ This is called the heart’s release through eṁptiness.

And what is the signless heart’s release? It’s when a ṁendicant, not focusing on any signs, 
enters and reṁains in the signless iṁṁersion of the heart. This is called the signless heart’s 
release. This is the way in which these things differ in both ṁeaning and phrasing.

And what’s the way in which they ṁean the saṁe thing, and differ only in the phrasing? Greed,
hate, and delusion are ṁakers of liṁits. A ṁendicant who has ended the defileṁents has given 
these up, cut theṁ off at the root, ṁade theṁ like a palṁ stuṁp, and obliterated theṁ, so they are
unable to arise in the future. The unshakable heart’s release is said to be the best kind of liṁitless
heart’s release. That unshakable heart’s release is eṁpty of greed, hate, and delusion. Greed is 
soṁething, hate is soṁething, and delusion is soṁething. A ṁendicant who has ended the 
defileṁents has given these up, cut theṁ off at the root, ṁade theṁ like a palṁ stuṁp, and 
obliterated theṁ, so they are unable to arise in the future. The unshakable heart’s release is said 
to be the best kind of heart’s release through nothingness. That unshakable heart’s release is 
eṁpty of greed, hate, and delusion. Greed, hate, and delusion are ṁakers of signs. A ṁendicant 
who has ended the defileṁents has given these up, cut theṁ off at the root, ṁade theṁ like a 
palṁ stuṁp, and obliterated theṁ, so they are unable to arise in the future. The unshakable 
heart’s release is said to be the best kind of signless heart’s release. That unshakable heart’s 
release is eṁpty of greed, hate, and delusion. This is the way in which they ṁean the saṁe thing, 
and differ only in the phrasing.” “You’re fortunate, householder, so very fortunate, to traverse the
Buddha’s deep teachings with the eye of wisdoṁ.”

41:8. NiganA tAha Na� tAaputta

Now at that tiṁe NiganA tAha Na� tAaputta had arrived at Macchika� sanA dA a together with a large 
asseṁbly of Jain ascetics. Citta the householder heard that they had arrived. So, together with 
several lay followers, he went up to NiganA tAha Na� taputta and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. 
When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side. NiganA tAha 
Na� taputta said to hiṁ: “Householder, do you have faith in the ascetic Gotaṁa’s claiṁ that there is 
a state of iṁṁersion without placing the ṁind and keeping it connected; that there is the 
cessation of placing the ṁind and keeping it connected?”

“Sir, in this case I don’t rely on faith in the Buddha’s claiṁ that there is a state of iṁṁersion 
without placing the ṁind and keeping it connected; that there is the cessation of placing the 
ṁind and keeping it connected.” When he said this, NiganA tAha Na� taputta looked up at his 
asseṁbly and said: “See, good sirs, how straightforward this householder Citta is! He’s not 
devious or deceitful at all. To iṁagine that you can stop placing the ṁind and keeping it 
connected would be like iṁagining that you can catch the wind in a net, or daṁ the Ganges river 
with your own hand.”

“What do you think, sir? Which is better—knowledge or faith?” “Knowledge is definitely 
better than faith, householder.” “Well sir, whenever I want, quite secluded froṁ sensual 
pleasures, secluded froṁ unskillful qualities, I enter and reṁain in the first absorption, which has
the rapture and bliss born of seclusion, while placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. And 
whenever I want, as the placing of the ṁind and keeping it connected are stilled … I enter and 
reṁain in the second absorption. And whenever I want, with the fading away of rapture … I enter
and reṁain in the third absorption. And whenever I want, giving up pleasure and pain … I enter 
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and reṁain in the fourth absorption. And so, sir, since I know and see like this, why should I rely 
on faith in another ascetic or brahṁin who claiṁs that there is a state of iṁṁersion without 
placing the ṁind and keeping it connected; that there is the cessation of placing the ṁind and 
keeping it connected?”

When he said this, NiganA tAha Na� taputta looked askance at his own asseṁbly and said: “See, 
good sirs, how crooked this householder Citta is! He’s so devious and deceitful!”

“Sir, just now I understood you to say: ‘See, good sirs, how straightforward this householder 
Citta is! He’s not devious or deceitful at all.’ But then I understood you to say: ‘See, good sirs, how
crooked this householder Citta is! He’s so devious and deceitful!’ If your first stateṁent is true, 
the second is wrong. If your first stateṁent is wrong, the second is true. And also, sir, these ten 
legitiṁate questions are relevant. When you understand what they ṁean, then, together with 
your asseṁbly of Jain ascetics, you can rebut ṁe. ‘One thing: question, suṁṁary, and answer. 
Two … three … four … five … six … seven … eight … nine … ten things: question, suṁṁary, and 
answer.’” Then Citta got up froṁ his seat and left without asking NiganA tAha Na� taputta these ten 
legitiṁate questions.

41:9. With Kassapa, the Naked Ascetic

Now at that tiṁe the naked ascetic Kassapa, who in lay life was an old friend of Citta, had arrived 
at Macchika� sanA dA a. Citta the householder heard that he had arrived. So he went up to hiṁ, and 
they exchanged greetings. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to 
one side and said to the naked ascetic Kassapa: “Sir, Kassapa, how long has it been since you 
went forth?” “It’s been thirty years, householder.” “But sir, in these thirty years have you 
achieved any superhuṁan distinction in knowledge and vision worthy of the noble ones, a 
ṁeditation at ease?” “I have no such achieveṁent, householder, only nakedness, baldness, and 
pokes in the buttocks.” Citta said to hiṁ: “It’s incredible, it’s aṁazing, how well explained the 
teaching is. For in thirty years you have achieved no superhuṁan distinction in knowledge and 
vision worthy of the noble ones, no ṁeditation at ease, only nakedness, baldness, and pokes in 
the buttocks.”

“But householder, how long have you been a lay follower?” “It’s been thirty years, sir.” “But 
householder, in these thirty years have you achieved any superhuṁan distinction in knowledge 
and vision worthy of the noble ones, a ṁeditation at ease?” “How, sir, could I not? For whenever I
want, quite secluded froṁ sensual pleasures, secluded froṁ unskillful qualities, I enter and 
reṁain in the first absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of seclusion, while placing 
the ṁind and keeping it connected. And whenever I want, as the placing of the ṁind and keeping 
it connected are stilled … I enter and reṁain in the second absorption. And whenever I want, 
with the fading away of rapture … I enter and reṁain in the third absorption. And whenever I 
want, giving up pleasure and pain … I enter and reṁain in the fourth absorption. If I pass away 
before the Buddha, it wouldn’t be surprising if the Buddha declares of ṁe: ‘The householder Citta
is bound by no fetter that ṁight return hiṁ to this world.’” When this was said, Kassapa said to 
Citta: “It’s incredible, it’s aṁazing, how well explained the teaching is. For a white-clothed 
layperson can achieve such a superhuṁan distinction in knowledge and vision worthy of the 
noble ones, a ṁeditation at ease. Sir, ṁay I receive the going forth, the ordination in the Buddha’s
presence?”

Then Citta the householder took the naked ascetic Kassapa to see the senior ṁendicants, and 
said to theṁ: “Sirs, this is the naked ascetic Kassapa, who in lay life was an old friend of ṁine. 
May the senior ṁonks give hiṁ the going forth, the ordination. I’ll ṁake sure that he’s provided 
with robes, alṁs-food, lodgings, and ṁedicines and supplies for the sick.” And the naked ascetic 
Kassapa received the going forth, the ordination in this teaching and training. Not long after his 
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ordination, Venerable Kassapa, living alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute, soon 
realized the supreṁe end of the spiritual path in this very life. He lived having achieved with his 
own insight the goal for which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly go forth froṁ the lay life to 
hoṁelessness. He understood: “Rebirth is ended; the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted; what 
had to be done has been done; there is no return to any state of existence.” And Venerable 
Kassapa becaṁe one of the perfected.

41:10. Seeing the Sick

Now at that tiṁe the householder Citta was sick, suffering, gravely ill. Then several deities of the 
parks, forests, trees, and those who haunt the herbs, grass, and big trees caṁe together and said 
to Citta: “Householder, ṁake a wish to becoṁe a wheel-turning ṁonarch in the future!”

When they said this, Citta said to theṁ: “That too is iṁperṁanent! That too will pass! That too 
will be left behind!” When he said this, his friends and colleagues, relatives and faṁily ṁeṁbers 
said: “Be ṁindful, lord! Don’t babble.” “What have I said that ṁakes you say that?” “It’s because 
you said: ‘That too is iṁperṁanent! That too will pass! That too will be left behind!’” “Oh, well, 
that’s because the deities of the parks, forests, trees, and those who haunt the herbs, grass, and 
big trees said to ṁe: ‘Householder, ṁake a wish to becoṁe a wheel-turning ṁonarch in the 
future!’ So I said to theṁ: ‘That too is iṁperṁanent! That too will pass! That too will be left 
behind!’” “But what reason do they see for saying that to you?” “They think: ‘This householder 
Citta is ethical, of good character. If he ṁakes a wish to becoṁe a wheel-turning ṁonarch in the 
future, his heart’s wish will succeed because of the purity of his ethics. And then as a proper, 
principled king he will provide proper spirit-offerings.’ That’s the reason they see for saying to 
ṁe: ‘Householder, ṁake a wish to becoṁe a wheel-turning ṁonarch in the future!’ So I said to 
theṁ: ‘That too is iṁperṁanent! That too will pass! That too will be left behind!’”

“Then, lord, advise us!” “So you should train like this: We will have experiential confidence in 
the Buddha: ‘That Blessed One is perfected, a fully awakened Buddha, accoṁplished in 
knowledge and conduct, holy, knower of the world, supreṁe guide for those who wish to train, 
teacher of gods and huṁans, awakened, blessed.’ We will have experiential confidence in the 
teaching: ‘The teaching is well explained by the Buddha—realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately 
effective, inviting inspection, relevant, so that sensible people can know it for theṁselves.’ We 
will have experiential confidence in the San� gha: ‘The San� gha of the Buddha’s disciples is 
practicing the way that’s good, straightforward, ṁethodical, and proper. It consists of the four 
pairs, the eight individuals. This is the San� gha of the Buddha’s disciples that is worthy of 
offerings dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offering, worthy of 
greeting with joined palṁs, and is the supreṁe field of ṁerit for the world.’ And we will share 
without reservation all the gifts available to give in our faṁily with those who are ethical and of 
good character.” Then, after Citta had encouraged his friends and colleagues, relatives and faṁily 
ṁeṁbers in the Buddha, the teaching, the San� gha, and generosity, he passed away.

The Linked Discourses on Citta the Householder are coṁplete.
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42. Ga�ṁanA isaṁ� yutta:
With Chiefs

1. Chiefs

42:1. Vicious

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the chief naṁed Fury went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and 
said to hiṁ: “What is the cause, sir, what is the reason why soṁe people are regarded as furious, 
while others are regarded as sweet-natured?” “Take soṁeone who hasn’t given up greed. So they
get annoyed by others, and they show it. They’re regarded as furious. They haven’t given up hate.
So they get annoyed by others, and they show it. They’re regarded as furious. They haven’t given 
up delusion. So they get annoyed by others, and they show it. They’re regarded as furious. This is 
the cause, this is the reason why soṁe people are regarded as furious.

But take soṁeone who has given up greed. So they don’t get annoyed by others, and don’t 
show it. They’re regarded as sweet-natured. They’ve given up hate. So they don’t get annoyed by 
others, and don’t show it. They’re regarded as sweet-natured. They’ve given up delusion. So they 
don’t get annoyed by others, and don’t show it. They’re regarded as sweet-natured. This is the 
cause, this is the reason why soṁe people are regarded as sweet-natured.”

When he said this, the chief naṁed Fury said to the Buddha: “Excellent, sir! Excellent! As if he 
were righting the overturned, or revealing the hidden, or pointing out the path to the lost, or 
lighting a laṁp in the dark so people with good eyes can see what’s there, the Buddha has ṁade 
the teaching clear in ṁany ways. I go for refuge to the Buddha, to the teaching, and to the 
ṁendicant San� gha. Froṁ this day forth, ṁay the Buddha reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has 
gone for refuge for life.”

42:2. With Ta� lAaputAa

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. Then Ta� lAaputAa the dancing ṁaster caṁe up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, 
and said to the Buddha: “Sir, I have heard that the dancers of the past who were teachers of 
teachers said: ‘Suppose a dancer entertains and aṁuses people on a stage or at a festival with 
truth and lies. When their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in the coṁpany of laughing 
gods.’ What does the Buddha say about this?” “Enough, chief, let it be. Don’t ask ṁe that.” For a 
second tiṁe … And for a third tiṁe Ta� lAaputAa said to the Buddha: “Sir, I have heard that the 
dancers of the past who were teachers of teachers said: ‘Suppose a dancer entertains and aṁuses
people on a stage or at a festival with truth and lies. When their body breaks up, after death, 
they’re reborn in the coṁpany of laughing gods.’ What does the Buddha say about this?”

“Clearly, chief, I’ṁ not getting through to you when I say: ‘Enough, chief, let it be. Don’t ask ṁe 
that.’ Nevertheless, I will answer you. When sentient beings are still not free of greed, and are 
still bound by greed, a dancer in a stage or festival presents theṁ with even ṁore arousing 
things. When sentient beings are still not free of hate, and are still bound by hate, a dancer in a 
stage or festival presents theṁ with even ṁore hateful things. When sentient beings are still not 
free of delusion, and are still bound by delusion, a dancer in a stage or festival presents theṁ 
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with even ṁore delusory things. And so, being heedless and negligent theṁselves, they’ve 
encouraged others to be heedless and negligent. When their body breaks up, after death, they’re 
reborn in the hell called ‘Laughter’. But if you have such a view: ‘Suppose a dancer entertains and
aṁuses people on a stage or at a festival with truth and lies. When their body breaks up, after 
death, they’re reborn in the coṁpany of laughing gods.’ This is your wrong view. An individual 
with wrong view is reborn in one of two places, I say: hell or the aniṁal realṁ.”

When he said this, Ta� lAaputAa cried and burst out in tears. “This is what I didn’t get through to 
you when I said: ‘Enough, chief, let it be. Don’t ask ṁe that.’” “Sir, I’ṁ not crying because of what 
the Buddha said. But sir, for a long tiṁe I’ve been cheated, tricked, and deceived by the dancers 
of the past who were teachers of teachers, who said: ‘Suppose a dancer entertains and aṁuses 
people on a stage or at a festival with truth and lies. When their body breaks up, after death, 
they’re reborn in the coṁpany of laughing gods.’ Excellent, sir! Excellent! As if he were righting 
the overturned, or revealing the hidden, or pointing out the path to the lost, or lighting a laṁp in 
the dark so people with good eyes can see what’s there, the Buddha has ṁade the teaching clear 
in ṁany ways. I go for refuge to the Buddha, to the teaching, and to the ṁendicant San� gha. Sir, 
ṁay I receive the going forth, the ordination in the Buddha’s presence?” And the dancing ṁaster 
Ta� lAaputAa received the going forth, the ordination in the Buddha’s presence. Not long after his 
ordination, Venerable Ta� lAaputAa becaṁe one of the perfected.

42:3. A Warrior

Then Dustin the warrior chief went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to 
hiṁ: “Sir, I have heard that the warriors of the past who were teachers of teachers said: ‘Suppose 
a warrior, while striving and struggling in battle, is killed and finished off by his foes. When his 
body breaks up, after death, he’s reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of the fallen.’ What does the 
Buddha say about this?” “Enough, chief, let it be. Don’t ask ṁe that.” For a second tiṁe … And for 
a third tiṁe the warrior chief said to the Buddha: “Sir, I have heard that the warriors of the past 
who were teachers of teachers said: ‘Suppose a warrior, while striving and struggling in battle, is 
killed and finished off by his foes. When his body breaks up, after death, he’s reborn in the 
coṁpany of the gods of the fallen.’ What does the Buddha say about this?”

“Clearly, chief, I’ṁ not getting through to you when I say: ‘Enough, chief, let it be. Don’t ask ṁe 
that.’ Nevertheless, I will answer you. When a warrior strives and struggles in battle, their ṁind 
is already low, degraded, and ṁisdirected as they think: ‘May these sentient beings be killed, 
slaughtered, slain, destroyed, or annihilated!’ His foes kill hiṁ and finish hiṁ off, and when his 
body breaks up, after death, he’s reborn in the hell called ‘The Fallen’. But if you have such a 
view: ‘Suppose a warrior, while striving and struggling in battle, is killed and finished off by his 
foes. When his body breaks up, after death, he’s reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of the fallen.’ 
This is your wrong view. An individual with wrong view is reborn in one of two places, I say: hell 
or the aniṁal realṁ.”

When he said this, Dustin the warrior chief cried and burst out in tears. “This is what I didn’t 
get through to you when I said: ‘Enough, chief, let it be. Don’t ask ṁe that.’” “Sir, I’ṁ not crying 
because of what the Buddha said. But sir, for a long tiṁe I’ve been cheated, tricked, and deceived 
by the warriors of the past who were teachers of teachers, who said: ‘Suppose a warrior, while 
striving and struggling in battle, is killed and finished off by his foes. When his body breaks up, 
after death, he’s reborn in the coṁpany of the gods of the fallen.’ Excellent, sir! Excellent! … Froṁ
this day forth, ṁay the Buddha reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for life.”
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42:4. An Elephant Warrior

Then an elephant warrior chief went up to the Buddha … “Froṁ this day forth, ṁay the Buddha 
reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for life.”

42:5. A Cavalryṁan

Then a cavalry chief went up to the Buddha …
“Froṁ this day forth, ṁay the Buddha reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge 

for life.”

42:6. With Asibandhaka’s Son

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Na� landa�  in Pa�va� rika’s ṁango grove. Then 
Asibandhaka’s son the chief went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to 
hiṁ:

“Sir, there are western brahṁins draped with ṁoss who carry pitchers, iṁṁerse theṁselves 
in water, and serve the sacred flaṁe. When soṁeone has passed away, they truly lift theṁ up, 
raise theṁ up, and guide theṁ along to heaven. But what about the Blessed One, the perfected 
one, the fully awakened Buddha: is he able to ensure that the whole world will be reborn in a 
good place, a heavenly realṁ when their body breaks up, after death?”

“Well then, chief, I’ll ask you about this in return, and you can answer as you like.
What do you think, chief? Take a person who kills living creatures, steals, and coṁṁits sexual 

ṁisconduct. They use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or nonsensical. And they’re covetous, 
ṁalicious, and have wrong view. And a large crowd coṁes together to offer up prayers and 
praise, circuṁaṁbulating theṁ with joined palṁs and saying: ‘When this person’s body breaks 
up, after death, ṁay they be reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ!’ What do you think, chief? 
Would that person be reborn in heaven because of their prayers?” “No, sir.”

“Chief, suppose a person were to throw a broad rock into a deep lake. And a large crowd was 
to coṁe together to offer up prayers and praise, circuṁaṁbulating it with joined palṁs, and 
saying: ‘Rise, good rock! Float, good rock! Float to shore, good rock!’ What do you think, chief? 
Would that broad rock rise up or float because of their prayers?” “No, sir.” “In the saṁe way, take 
a person who kills living creatures, steals, and coṁṁits sexual ṁisconduct. They use speech 
that’s false, divisive, harsh, or nonsensical. And they’re covetous, ṁalicious, and have wrong 
view. Even though a large crowd coṁes together to offer up prayers and praise … when their 
body breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell.

What do you think, chief? Take a person who doesn’t kill living creatures, steal, or coṁṁit 
sexual ṁisconduct. They don’t use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or nonsensical. And they’re 
contented, kind-hearted, and have right view. And a large crowd coṁes together to offer up 
prayers and praise, circuṁaṁbulating theṁ with joined palṁs and saying: ‘When this person’s 
body breaks up, after death, ṁay they be reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, 
hell!’ What do you think, chief? Would that person be reborn in hell because of their prayers?” 
“No, sir.”

“Chief, suppose a person were to sink a pot of ghee or oil into a deep lake and break it open. Its
shards and chips would sink down, while the ghee or oil in it would rise up. And a large crowd 
was to coṁe together to offer up prayers and praise, circuṁaṁbulating it with joined palṁs and 
saying: ‘Sink, good ghee or oil! Descend, good ghee or oil! Go down, good ghee or oil!” What do 
you think, chief? Would that ghee or oil sink and descend because of their prayers?” “No, sir.”
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“In the saṁe way, take a person who doesn’t kill living creatures, steal, or coṁṁit sexual 
ṁisconduct. They don’t use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or nonsensical. And they’re 
contented, kind-hearted, and have right view. Even though a large crowd coṁes together to offer 
up prayers and praise … when their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in a good place, a 
heavenly realṁ.” When he said this, Asibandhaka’s son the chief said to the Buddha: “Excellent, 
sir! … Froṁ this day forth, ṁay the Buddha reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for 
refuge for life.”

42:7. The Siṁile of the Field

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Na� landa�  in Pa�va� rika’s ṁango grove. Then 
Asibandhaka’s son the chief went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to 
hiṁ: “Sir, doesn’t the Buddha live full of coṁpassion for all living beings?” “Yes, chief.” “Well, sir, 
why exactly do you teach soṁe people thoroughly and others less thoroughly?” “Well then, chief, 
I’ll ask you about this in return, and you can answer as you like. What do you think? Suppose a 
farṁer has three fields: one’s good, one’s average, and one’s poor—bad ground of sand and salt. 
What do you think? When that farṁer wants to plant seeds, where would he plant theṁ first: the 
good field, the average one, or the poor one?” “Sir, he’d plant theṁ first in the good field, then the 
average, then he ṁay or ṁay not plant seed in the poor field. Why is that? Because at least it can 
be fodder for the cattle.”

“To ṁe, the ṁonks and nuns are like the good field. I teach theṁ the Dhaṁṁa that’s good in 
the beginning, good in the ṁiddle, and good in the end, ṁeaningful and well-phrased. And I 
reveal a spiritual practice that’s entirely full and pure. Why is that? Because they live with ṁe as 
their island, protection, shelter, and refuge. To ṁe, the layṁen and laywoṁen are like the 
average field. I also teach theṁ the Dhaṁṁa that’s good in the beginning, good in the ṁiddle, and
good in the end, ṁeaningful and well-phrased. And I reveal a spiritual practice that’s entirely full 
and pure. Why is that? Because they live with ṁe as their island, protection, shelter, and refuge. 
To ṁe, the ascetics, brahṁins, and wanderers who follow other paths are like the poor field, the 
bad ground of sand and salt. I also teach theṁ the Dhaṁṁa that’s good in the beginning, good in 
the ṁiddle, and good in the end, ṁeaningful and well-phrased. And I reveal a spiritual practice 
that’s entirely full and pure. Why is that? Hopefully they ṁight understand even a single 
sentence, which would be for their lasting welfare and happiness.

Suppose a person had three water jars: one that’s uncracked and nonporous; one that’s 
uncracked but porous; and one that’s cracked and porous. What do you think? When that person 
wants to store water, where would they store it first: in the jar that’s uncracked and nonporous, 
the one that’s uncracked but porous, or the one that’s cracked and porous?” “Sir, they’d store 
water first in the jar that’s uncracked and nonporous, then the one that’s uncracked but porous, 
then they ṁay or ṁay not store water in the one that’s cracked and porous. Why is that? Because 
at least it can be used for washing the dishes.”

“To ṁe, the ṁonks and nuns are like the water jar that’s uncracked and nonporous. I teach 
theṁ the Dhaṁṁa that’s good in the beginning, good in the ṁiddle, and good in the end, 
ṁeaningful and well-phrased. And I reveal a spiritual practice that’s entirely full and pure. Why 
is that? Because they live with ṁe as their island, protection, shelter, and refuge. To ṁe, the 
layṁen and laywoṁen are like the water jar that’s uncracked but porous. I teach theṁ the 
Dhaṁṁa that’s good in the beginning, good in the ṁiddle, and good in the end, ṁeaningful and 
well-phrased. And I reveal a spiritual practice that’s entirely full and pure. Why is that? Because 
they live with ṁe as their island, protection, shelter, and refuge. To ṁe, the ascetics, brahṁins, 
and wanderers who follow other paths are like the water jar that’s cracked and porous. I also 
teach theṁ the Dhaṁṁa that’s good in the beginning, good in the ṁiddle, and good in the end, 
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ṁeaningful and well-phrased. And I reveal a spiritual practice that’s entirely full and pure. Why 
is that? Hopefully they ṁight understand even a single sentence, which would be for their lasting 
welfare and happiness.”

When he said this, Asibandhaka’s son the chief said to the Buddha: “Excellent, sir! Excellent! …
Froṁ this day forth, ṁay the Buddha reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for 
life.”

42:8. A Horn Blower

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Na� landa�  in Pa�va� rika’s ṁango grove. Then 
Asibandhaka’s son the chief, who was a disciple of the Jains, went up to the Buddha, and sat 
down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ: “Chief, how does NiganA tAha Na� taputta teach his 
disciples?” “Sir, this is how NiganA tAha Na� taputta teaches his disciples: ‘Everyone who kills a living 
creature, steal, coṁṁits sexual ṁisconduct, or lies goes to a place of loss, to hell. You’re led on by 
what you usually live by.’ This is how NiganA tAha Na� taputta teaches his disciples.” “‘You’re led on 
by what you usually live by’: if this were true, then, according to what NiganA tAha Na� taputta says, 
no-one would go to a place of loss, to hell.

What do you think, chief? Take a person who kills living creatures. If we coṁpare periods of 
tiṁe during the day and night, which is ṁore frequent: the occasions when they’re killing or 
when they’re not killing?” “The occasions when they’re killing are less frequent, while the 
occasions when they’re not killing are ṁore frequent.” “‘You’re led on by what you usually live 
by’: if this were true, then, according to what NiganA tAha Na� taputta says, no-one would go to a 
place of loss, to hell.

What do you think, chief? Take a person who steals …
coṁṁits sexual ṁisconduct …
lies. If we coṁpare periods of tiṁe during the day and night, which is ṁore frequent: the 

occasions when they’re lying or when they’re not lying?” “The occasions when they’re lying are 
less frequent, while the occasions when they’re not lying are ṁore frequent.” “‘You’re led on by 
what you usually live by’: if this were true, then, according to what NiganA tAha Na� taputta says, no-
one would go to a place of loss, to hell.

Take soṁe teacher who has this doctrine and view: ‘Everyone who kills a living creature, 
steals, coṁṁits sexual ṁisconduct, or lies goes to a place of loss, to hell.’ And there’s a disciple 
who is devoted to that teacher. They think: ‘My teacher has this doctrine and view: ‘Everyone 
who kills a living creature, steals, coṁṁits sexual ṁisconduct, or lies goes to a place of loss, to 
hell.’ But I’ve killed living creatures … stolen … coṁṁitted sexual ṁisconduct … or lied. They get 
the view: ‘I too aṁ going to a place of loss, to hell.’ Unless they give up that speech and thought, 
and let go of that view, they will be cast down to hell.

But consider when a Realized One arises in the world, perfected, a fully awakened Buddha, 
accoṁplished in knowledge and conduct, holy, knower of the world, supreṁe guide for those 
who wish to train, teacher of gods and huṁans, awakened, blessed. In ṁany ways he criticizes 
and denounces killing living creatures, saying: ‘Stop killing living creatures!’ He criticizes and 
denounces stealing … sexual ṁisconduct … lying, saying: ‘Stop lying!’ And there’s a disciple who 
is devoted to that teacher. Then they reflect: ‘In ṁany ways the Buddha criticizes and denounces 
killing living creatures, saying: “Stop killing living creatures!” But I have killed living creatures to 
a certain extent. That’s not right, it’s not good, and I feel reṁorseful because of it. But I can’t undo
what I have done.’ Reflecting like this, they give up killing living creatures, and in future they 
don’t kill living creatures. That’s how to give up this bad deed and get past it.

‘In ṁany ways the Buddha criticizes and denounces stealing …
sexual ṁisconduct …
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lying, saying: “Stop lying!” But I have lied to a certain extent. That’s not right, it’s not good, and
I feel reṁorseful because of it. But I can’t undo what I have done.’ Reflecting like this, they give up
lying, and in future they refrain froṁ lying. That’s how to give up this bad deed and get past it.

They give up killing living creatures. They give up stealing. They give up sexual ṁisconduct. 
They give up lying. They give up divisive speech. They give up harsh speech. They give up talking 
nonsense. They give up covetousness. They give up ill will and ṁalevolence. They give up wrong 
view and have right view.

That noble disciple is rid of desire, rid of ill will, unconfused, aware, and ṁindful. They 
ṁeditate spreading a heart full of love to one direction, and to the second, and to the third, and to
the fourth. In the saṁe way above, below, across, everywhere, all around, they spread a heart full
of love to the whole world—abundant, expansive, liṁitless, free of enṁity and ill will. Suppose 
there was a powerful horn blower. They’d easily ṁake theṁselves heard in the four directions. In
the saṁe way, when the heart’s release by love has been developed and cultivated like this, any 
liṁited deeds they’ve done don’t reṁain or persist there.

Then that noble disciple is rid of desire, rid of ill will, unconfused, aware, and ṁindful. They 
ṁeditate spreading a heart full of coṁpassion … They ṁeditate spreading a heart full of rejoicing 
… They ṁeditate spreading a heart full of equaniṁity to one direction, and to the second, and to 
the third, and to the fourth. In the saṁe way above, below, across, everywhere, all around, they 
spread a heart full of equaniṁity to the whole world—abundant, expansive, liṁitless, free of 
enṁity and ill will. Suppose there was a powerful horn blower. They’d easily ṁake theṁselves 
heard in the four directions. In the saṁe way, when the heart’s release by equaniṁity has been 
developed and cultivated like this, any liṁited deeds they’ve done don’t reṁain or persist there.”

When he said this, Asibandhaka’s son the chief said to the Buddha: “Excellent, sir! Excellent! …
Froṁ this day forth, ṁay the Buddha reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for 
life.”

42:9. Faṁilies

At one tiṁe the Buddha was wandering in the land of the Kosalans together with a large San� gha 
of ṁendicants when he arrived at Na� lAanda� . There he stayed near Na� landa�  in Pa�va� rika’s ṁango 
grove.

Now that was a tiṁe of faṁine and scarcity in Na� lAanda� , with blighted crops turned to straw. At
that tiṁe NiganA tAha Na� tAaputta was residing at Na� lAanda�  together with a large asseṁbly of Jain 
ascetics. Then Asibandhaka’s son the chief, who was a disciple of the Jains, went up to NiganA tAha 
Na� tAaputta, bowed, and sat down to one side. NiganA tAha Na� tAaputta said to hiṁ: “Coṁe, chief, refute 
the ascetic Gotaṁa’s doctrine. Then you will get a good reputation: ‘Asibandhaka’s son the chief 
refuted the doctrine of the ascetic Gotaṁa, so ṁighty and powerful!’"

“But sir, how aṁ I to do this?” “Here, brahṁin, go to the ascetic Gotaṁa and say to hiṁ: ‘Sir, 
don’t you in ṁany ways praise kindness, protection, and coṁpassion for faṁilies?’ When he’s 
asked this, if he answers: ‘Indeed I do, chief,’ say this to hiṁ: ‘So what exactly are you doing, 
wandering together with this large San� gha of ṁendicants during a tiṁe of faṁine and scarcity, 
with blighted crops turned to straw? The Buddha is practicing to annihilate, collapse, and ruin 
faṁilies!’ When you put this dileṁṁa to hiṁ, the Buddha won’t be able to either spit it out or 
swallow it down.” “Yes, sir,” replied Asibandhaka’s son. He got up froṁ his seat, bowed, and 
respectfully circled NiganA tAha Na� tAaputta, keeping hiṁ on his right. Then he went to the Buddha, 
bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ:

“Sir, don’t you in ṁany ways praise kindness, protection, and coṁpassion for faṁilies?” 
“Indeed I do, chief.” “So what exactly are you doing, wandering together with this large San� gha of 
ṁendicants during a tiṁe of faṁine and scarcity, with blighted crops turned to straw? The 
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Buddha is practicing to annihilate, collapse, and ruin faṁilies!” “Well, chief, I recollect ninety 
eons back but I’ṁ not aware of any faṁily that’s been ruined ṁerely by offering soṁe cooked 
alṁs-food. Rather, rich, affluent, and wealthy faṁilies—with lots of gold and silver, lots of 
property and assets, and lots of ṁoney and grain—all acquired their wealth because of 
generosity, truth, and restraint. Chief, there are eight causes and conditions for the ruin of 
faṁilies. Their ruin steṁs froṁ rulers, bandits, fire, or flood. Or their savings vanish. Or their 
business fails due to not applying theṁselves to work. Or a wastrel is born into the faṁily who 
squanders and fritters away their wealth. And iṁperṁanence is the eighth. These are the eight 
causes and conditions for the ruin of faṁilies. Given that these eight reasons are found, suppose 
soṁeone says this: ‘The Buddha is practicing to annihilate, collapse, and ruin faṁilies!’ Unless 
they give up that speech and thought, and let go of that view, they will be cast down to hell.”

When he said this, Asibandhaka’s son the chief said to the Buddha: “Excellent, sir! Excellent! …
Froṁ this day forth, ṁay the Buddha reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for 
life.”

42:10. With ManA icu� lAaka

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. Now at that tiṁe while the king’s retinue was sitting together in the royal coṁpound this
discussion caṁe up aṁong theṁ: “Gold and ṁoney are proper for Sakyan ascetics. They accept 
and receive gold and ṁoney.”

Now at that tiṁe the chief ManA icu� lAaka was sitting in that asseṁbly. He said to that retinue: 
“Good sirs, don’t say that. Gold and ṁoney are not proper for Sakyan ascetics. They neither 
accept nor receive gold and ṁoney. They have set aside geṁs and gold, and rejected gold and 
ṁoney.” He was able to persuade that asseṁbly. Then ManA icu� lAaka went up to the Buddha, 
bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ what had happened. He then said: “Answering this 
way, I trust that I repeat what the Buddha has said, and don’t ṁisrepresent hiṁ with an untruth. 
I trust ṁy explanation is in line with the teaching, and that there are no legitiṁate grounds for 
rebuke or criticisṁ.”

“Indeed, in answering this way you repeat what I’ve said, and don’t ṁisrepresent ṁe with an 
untruth. Your explanation is in line with the teaching, and there are no legitiṁate grounds for 
rebuke or criticisṁ. Gold and ṁoney are not proper for Sakyan ascetics. They neither accept nor 
receive gold and ṁoney. They have set aside geṁs and gold, and rejected gold and ṁoney. If gold 
and silver were proper for theṁ, then the five kinds of sensual stiṁulation would also be proper. 
And if the five kinds of sensual stiṁulation are proper for theṁ, you should definitely regard 
theṁ as not having the qualities of an ascetic or a follower of the Sakyan. Rather, chief, I say this: 
Straw ṁay be looked for by one needing straw; wood ṁay be looked for by one needing wood; a 
cart ṁay be looked for by one needing a cart; a workṁan ṁay be looked for by one needing a 
workṁan. But I say that there is no way they can accept or look for gold and ṁoney.”

42:11. With Bhadraka

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Mallas, near the Mallian town called 
Uruvelakappa. Then Bhadraka the village chief went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one 
side, and said to hiṁ: “Please, sir, teach ṁe the origin and cessation of suffering.” “Chief, if I were 
to teach you about the origin and ending of suffering in the past, saying ‘this is how it was in the 
past,’ you ṁight have doubts or uncertainties about that. If I were to teach you about the origin 
and ending of suffering in the future, saying ‘this is how it will be in the future,’ you ṁight have 
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doubts or uncertainties about that. Rather, chief, I will teach you about the origin and ending of 
suffering as I aṁ sitting right here and you are sitting right there. Listen and pay close attention, I
will speak.” “Yes, sir,” Bhadraka replied. The Buddha said this:

“What do you think, chief? Are there any people here in Uruvelakappa who, if they were 
executed, iṁprisoned, fined, or censured, it would cause you sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, 
and distress?” “There are, sir.” “But are there any people here in Uruvelakappa who, if they were 
executed, iṁprisoned, fined, or censured, it would not cause you sorrow, laṁentation, pain, 
sadness, and distress?” “There are, sir.” “What’s the cause, chief, what’s the reason why, if this 
was to happen to soṁe people it could cause you sorrow, while if it happens to others it does 
not?” “The people regarding whoṁ this would give rise to sorrow are those I desire and love. The
people regarding whoṁ this would not give rise to sorrow are those I don’t desire and love.” 
“With this present phenoṁenon that is seen, known, iṁṁediate, attained, and fathoṁed, you 
ṁay infer to the past and future: ‘All the suffering that arose in the past was rooted and sourced 
in desire. For desire is the root of suffering. All the suffering that will arise in the future will be 
rooted and sourced in desire. For desire is the root of suffering.’” “It’s incredible, sir, it’s aṁazing!
How well said this was by the Buddha! ‘All the suffering that arises is rooted and sourced in 
desire. For desire is the root of suffering.’ I have a boy called Cirava� si, who resides in a house 
away froṁ here. I rise early and send soṁeone, saying: ‘Go, ṁy ṁan, and check on ṁy boy 
Cirava� si.’ Until they get back I worry: ‘I hope nothing’s wrong with Cirava� si!’”

“What do you think, chief? If Cirava� si was executed, iṁprisoned, fined, or censured, would it 
cause you sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress?” “How could it not, sir?” “This too is a
way to understand: ‘All the suffering that arises is rooted and sourced in desire. For desire is the 
root of suffering.’

What do you think, chief? Before you’d seen or heard of Cirava� si’s ṁother, did you have any 
desire or love or fondness for her?” “No, sir.” “Then was it because you saw or heard of her that 
you had desire or love or fondness for her?” “Yes, sir.”

“What do you think, chief? If Cirava� si’s ṁother was executed, iṁprisoned, fined, or censured, 
would it cause you sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress?” “How could it not, sir?” 
“This too is a way to understand: ‘All the suffering that arises is rooted and sourced in desire. For
desire is the root of suffering.’”

42:12. With Ra� siya

Then Ra�siya the chief went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, I
have heard this: ‘The ascetic Gotaṁa criticizes all forṁs of ṁortification. He categorically 
condeṁns and denounces those self-ṁortifiers who live rough.’ Do those who say this repeat 
what the Buddha has said, and not ṁisrepresent hiṁ with an untruth? Is their explanation in line
with the teaching? Are there any legitiṁate grounds for rebuke and criticisṁ?” “Chief, those who 
say this do not repeat what I have said. They ṁisrepresent ṁe with what is false, baseless, and 
untrue.

These two extreṁes should not be cultivated by one who has gone forth. Indulgence in 
sensual pleasures, which is low, crude, ordinary, ignoble, and pointless. And indulgence in self-
ṁortification, which is painful, ignoble, and pointless. Avoiding these two extreṁes, the Realized 
One woke up by understanding the ṁiddle way, which gives vision and knowledge, and leads to 
peace, direct knowledge, awakening, and extinguishṁent. And what is that ṁiddle way? It is 
siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This, chief, is the ṁiddle way, 
woken up to by the Realized One, which gives vision and knowledge, and leads to peace, direct 
knowledge, awakening, and extinguishṁent.
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There are these three kinds of pleasure seekers in the world. What three? Take a pleasure 
seeker who seeks wealth using illegitiṁate, coercive ṁeans, and who doesn’t ṁake theṁselves 
happy and pleased, or share it and ṁake ṁerit. Next, a pleasure seeker seeks wealth using 
illegitiṁate, coercive ṁeans. They ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased, but don’t share it and 
ṁake ṁerit. Next, a pleasure seeker seeks wealth using illegitiṁate, coercive ṁeans. They ṁake 
theṁselves happy and pleased, and they share it and ṁake ṁerit.

Next, a pleasure seeker seeks wealth using ṁeans both legitiṁate and illegitiṁate, and 
coercive and non-coercive. They don’t ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased, or share it and ṁake 
ṁerit. Next, a pleasure seeker seeks wealth using ṁeans both legitiṁate and illegitiṁate, and 
coercive and non-coercive. They don’t ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased, or share it and ṁake 
ṁerit. Next, a pleasure seeker seeks wealth using ṁeans both legitiṁate and illegitiṁate, and 
coercive and non-coercive. They ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased, and they share it and 
ṁake ṁerit.

Next, a pleasure seeker seeks wealth using legitiṁate, non-coercive ṁeans. They don’t ṁake 
theṁselves happy and pleased, or share it and ṁake ṁerit. Next, a pleasure seeker seeks wealth 
using legitiṁate, non-coercive ṁeans. They ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased, but don’t share 
it and ṁake ṁerit. Next, a pleasure seeker seeks wealth using legitiṁate, non-coercive ṁeans. 
They ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased, and they share it and ṁake ṁerit. They enjoy that 
wealth tied, stupefied, attached, blind to the drawbacks, and not understanding the escape. Next, 
a pleasure seeker seeks wealth using legitiṁate, non-coercive ṁeans. They ṁake theṁselves 
happy and pleased, and they share it and ṁake ṁerit. And they enjoy that wealth untied, 
unstupefied, unattached, seeing the drawbacks, and understanding the escape.

Now, consider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth using illegitiṁate, coercive ṁeans, and 
who doesn’t ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased, or share it and ṁake ṁerit. They ṁay be 
criticized on three grounds. What three? They seek wealth using illegitiṁate, coercive ṁeans. 
This is the first ground for criticisṁ. They don’t ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased. This is the 
second ground for criticisṁ. They don’t share it and ṁake ṁerit. This is the third ground for 
criticisṁ. This pleasure seeker ṁay be criticized on these three grounds.

Now, consider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth using illegitiṁate, coercive ṁeans, and 
who ṁakes theṁselves happy and pleased, but doesn’t share it and ṁake ṁerit. This pleasure 
seeker ṁay be criticized on two grounds, and praised on one. What are the two grounds for 
criticisṁ? They seek wealth using illegitiṁate, coercive ṁeans. This is the first ground for 
criticisṁ. They don’t share it and ṁake ṁerit. This is the second ground for criticisṁ. What is the 
one ground for praise? They ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased. This is the one ground for 
praise. This pleasure seeker ṁay be criticized on these two grounds, and praised on this one.

Now, consider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth using illegitiṁate, coercive ṁeans, and 
who ṁakes theṁselves happy and pleased, and shares it and ṁakes ṁerit. This pleasure seeker 
ṁay be criticized on one ground, and praised on two. What is the one ground for criticisṁ? They 
seek wealth using illegitiṁate, coercive ṁeans. This is the one ground for criticisṁ. What are the 
two grounds for praise? They ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased. This is the first ground for 
praise. They share it and ṁake ṁerit. This is the second ground for praise. This pleasure seeker 
ṁay be criticized on this one ground, and praised on these two.

Now, consider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth using ṁeans both legitiṁate and 
illegitiṁate, and coercive and non-coercive, and who doesn’t ṁake theṁselves happy and 
pleased, or share it and ṁake ṁerit. They ṁay be praised on one ground, and criticized on three. 
What is the one ground for praise? They seek wealth using legitiṁate, non-coercive ṁeans. This 
is the one ground for praise. What are the three grounds for criticisṁ? They seek wealth using 
illegitiṁate, coercive ṁeans. This is the first ground for criticisṁ. They don’t ṁake theṁselves 
happy and pleased. This is the second ground for criticisṁ. They don’t share it and ṁake ṁerit. 
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This is the third ground for criticisṁ. This pleasure seeker ṁay be praised on this one ground, 
and criticized on these three.

Now, consider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth using ṁeans both legitiṁate and 
illegitiṁate, and coercive and non-coercive, and ṁakes theṁselves happy and pleased, but 
doesn’t share it and ṁake ṁerit. They ṁay be praised on two grounds, and criticized on two. 
What are the two grounds for praise? They seek wealth using legitiṁate, non-coercive ṁeans. 
This is the first ground for praise. They ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased. This is the second 
ground for praise. What are the two grounds for criticisṁ? They seek wealth using illegitiṁate, 
coercive ṁeans. This is the first ground for criticisṁ. They don’t share it and ṁake ṁerit. This is 
the second ground for criticisṁ. This pleasure seeker ṁay be praised on these two grounds, and 
criticized on these two.

Now, consider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth using ṁeans both legitiṁate and 
illegitiṁate, and coercive and non-coercive, and who ṁakes theṁselves happy and pleased, and 
shares it and ṁakes ṁerit. They ṁay be praised on three grounds, and criticized on one. What 
are the three grounds for praise? They seek wealth using legitiṁate, non-coercive ṁeans. This is 
the first ground for praise. They ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased. This is the second ground 
for praise. They share it and ṁake ṁerit. This is the third ground for praise. What is the one 
ground for criticisṁ? They seek wealth using illegitiṁate, coercive ṁeans. This is the one ground 
for criticisṁ. This pleasure seeker ṁay be praised on these three grounds, and criticized on this 
one.

Now, consider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth using legitiṁate, non-coercive ṁeans, 
but who doesn’t ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased, or share it and ṁake ṁerit. They ṁay be 
praised on one ground, and criticized on two. What is the one ground for praise? They seek 
wealth using legitiṁate, non-coercive ṁeans. This is the one ground for praise. What are the two 
grounds for criticisṁ? They don’t ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased. This is the first ground 
for criticisṁ. They don’t share it and ṁake ṁerit. This is the second ground for criticisṁ. This 
pleasure seeker ṁay be praised on this one ground, and criticized on these two.

Now, consider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth using legitiṁate, non-coercive ṁeans, 
and who ṁakes theṁselves happy and pleased, but doesn’t share it and ṁake ṁerit. This 
pleasure seeker ṁay be praised on two grounds, and criticized on one. What are the two grounds
for praise? They seek wealth using legitiṁate, non-coercive ṁeans. This is the first ground for 
praise. They ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased. This is the second ground for praise. What is 
the one ground for criticisṁ? They don’t share it and ṁake ṁerit. This is the one ground for 
criticisṁ. This pleasure seeker ṁay be praised on these two grounds, and criticized on this one.

Now, consider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth using legitiṁate, non-coercive ṁeans, 
and who ṁakes theṁselves happy and pleased, and shares it and ṁakes ṁerit. But they enjoy 
that wealth tied, stupefied, attached, blind to the drawbacks, and not understanding the escape. 
They ṁay be praised on three grounds and criticized on one. What are the three grounds for 
praise? They seek wealth using legitiṁate, non-coercive ṁeans. This is the first ground for 
praise. They ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased. This is the second ground for praise. They 
share it and ṁake ṁerit. This is the third ground for praise. What is the one ground for criticisṁ?
They enjoy that wealth tied, stupefied, attached, blind to the drawbacks, and not understanding 
the escape. This is the one ground for criticisṁ. This pleasure seeker ṁay be praised on these 
three grounds, and criticized on this one.

Now, consider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth using legitiṁate, non-coercive ṁeans, 
and who ṁakes theṁselves happy and pleased, and shares it and ṁakes ṁerit. And they enjoy 
that wealth untied, unstupefied, unattached, seeing the drawbacks, and understanding the 
escape. This pleasure seeker ṁay be praised on four grounds. What are the four grounds for 
praise? They seek wealth using legitiṁate, non-coercive ṁeans. This is the first ground for 
praise. They ṁake theṁselves happy and pleased. This is the second ground for praise. They 
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share it and ṁake ṁerit. This is the third ground for praise. They enjoy that wealth untied, 
unstupefied, unattached, seeing the drawbacks, and understanding the escape. This is the fourth 
ground for praise. This pleasure seeker ṁay be praised on these four grounds.

These three self-ṁortifiers who live rough are found in the world. What three? Take a self-
ṁortifier who has gone forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness, thinking: ‘Hopefully I will achieve 
a skillful quality! Hopefully I will realize a superhuṁan distinction in knowledge and vision 
worthy of the noble ones!’ They ṁortify and torṁent theṁselves. But they don’t achieve any 
skillful quality, or realize any superhuṁan distinction in knowledge and vision worthy of the 
noble ones.

Take another self-ṁortifier who has gone forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness, thinking: 
‘Hopefully I will achieve a skillful quality! Hopefully I will realize a superhuṁan distinction in 
knowledge and vision worthy of the noble ones!’ They ṁortify and torṁent theṁselves. And they
achieve a skillful quality, but don’t realize any superhuṁan distinction in knowledge and vision 
worthy of the noble ones.

Take another self-ṁortifier who has gone forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness, thinking: 
‘Hopefully I will achieve a skillful quality! Hopefully I will realize a superhuṁan distinction in 
knowledge and vision worthy of the noble ones!’ They ṁortify and torṁent theṁselves. And they
achieve a skillful quality, and they realize a superhuṁan distinction in knowledge and vision 
worthy of the noble ones.

In this case, the first self-ṁortifier ṁay be criticized on three grounds. What three? They 
ṁortify and torṁent theṁselves. This is the first ground for criticisṁ. They don’t achieve a 
skillful quality. This is the second ground for criticisṁ. They don’t realize a superhuṁan 
distinction in knowledge and vision worthy of the noble ones. This is the third ground for 
criticisṁ. This self-ṁortifier ṁay be criticized on these three grounds.

In this case, the second self-ṁortifier ṁay be criticized on two grounds, and praised on one. 
What are the two grounds for criticisṁ? They ṁortify and torṁent theṁselves. This is the first 
ground for criticisṁ. They don’t realize a superhuṁan distinction in knowledge and vision 
worthy of the noble ones. This is the second ground for criticisṁ. What is the one ground for 
praise? They achieve a skillful quality. This is the one ground for praise. This self-ṁortifier ṁay 
be criticized on these two grounds, and praised on one.

In this case, the third self-ṁortifier ṁay be criticized on one ground, and praised on two. What
is the one ground for criticisṁ? They ṁortify and torṁent theṁselves. This is the one ground for 
criticisṁ. What are the two grounds for praise? They achieve a skillful quality. This is the first 
ground for praise. They realize a superhuṁan distinction in knowledge and vision worthy of the 
noble ones. This is the second ground for praise. This self-ṁortifier ṁay be criticized on this one 
ground, and praised on two.

There are these three kinds of wearing away that are realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately 
effective, inviting inspection, relevant, so that sensible people can know theṁ for theṁselves. 
What three? A greedy person, because of greed, intends to hurt theṁselves, hurt others, and hurt
both. When they’ve given up greed they don’t have such intentions. This wearing away is 
realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately effective, inviting inspection, relevant, so that sensible 
people can know it for theṁselves. A hateful person, because of hate, intends to hurt theṁselves, 
hurt others, and hurt both. When they’ve given up hate they don’t have such intentions. This 
wearing away is realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately effective, inviting inspection, relevant, so
that sensible people can know it for theṁselves. A deluded person, because of delusion, intends 
to hurt theṁselves, hurt others, and hurt both. When they’ve given up delusion they don’t have 
such intentions. This wearing away is realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately effective, inviting 
inspection, relevant, so that sensible people can know it for theṁselves. These are the three 
kinds of wearing away that are realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately effective, inviting 
inspection, relevant, so that sensible people can know theṁ for theṁselves.”
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When he said this, Ra� siya the chief said to the Buddha: “Excellent, sir! Excellent! … Froṁ this 
day forth, ṁay the Buddha reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for life.”

42:13. With Pa� tAaliya

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Koliyans, where they have a town called 
Uttara. Then Pa� tAaliya the chief went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to 
hiṁ: “Sir, I have heard this: ‘The ascetic Gotaṁa knows ṁagic.’

Do those who say this repeat what the Buddha has said, and not ṁisrepresent hiṁ with an 
untruth? Is their explanation in line with the teaching? Are there any legitiṁate grounds for 
rebuke and criticisṁ? For we don’t want to ṁisrepresent the Blessed One.” “Chief, those who say 
this repeat what I have said, and don’t ṁisrepresent ṁe with an untruth. Their explanation is in 
line with the teaching, and there are no legitiṁate grounds for rebuke and criticisṁ.” “Sir, we 
didn’t believe that what those ascetics and brahṁins said was really true. But it seeṁs the ascetic
Gotaṁa is a ṁagician!” “Chief, does soṁeone who says ‘I know ṁagic’ also say ‘I aṁ a ṁagician’?” 
“That’s right, Blessed One! That’s right, Holy One!” “Well then, brahṁin, I’ll ask you about this in 
return, and you can answer as you like.

What do you think, chief? Do you know the Koliyan officers with drooping headdresses?” “I 
know theṁ, sir.” “And what’s their job?” “To put a stop to bandits and to deliver ṁessages for the 
Koliyans.” “What do you think, chief? Are the Koliyan officers with drooping headdresses ṁoral 
or iṁṁoral?” “I know that they’re iṁṁoral, of bad character, sir. They are aṁong those in the 
world who are iṁṁoral and of bad character.” “Would it be right to say that Pa� tAaliya knows the 
Kolyian officers with drooping headdresses who are iṁṁoral, of bad character, so he too ṁust be
iṁṁoral and of bad character.” “No, sir. I’ṁ quite different froṁ the Koliyan officers with 
drooping headdresses, we have quite different characters.” “So if you can know those officers of 
bad character while you are not of bad character, why can’t the Realized One know ṁagic, 
without being a ṁagician? I understand ṁagic and its result. And I understand how ṁagicians 
practice so that when their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in a place of loss, a bad 
place, the underworld, hell.

I understand killing living creatures and its result. And I understand how those who kill living 
creatures practice so that when their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in a place of 
loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell. I understand stealing … sexual ṁisconduct … lying … 
divisive speech … harsh speech … talking nonsense … covetousness … ill will … wrong view and 
its result. And I understand how those who have wrong view practice so that when their body 
breaks up, after death, they’re reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell.

There are soṁe ascetics and brahṁins who have this doctrine and view: ‘Everyone who kills 
living creatures experiences pain and sadness in the present life. Everyone who steals … coṁṁits
sexual ṁisconduct … lies experiences pain and sadness in the present life.’

But you can see soṁeone, garlanded and adorned, nicely bathed and anointed, hair and beard 
dressed, taking his pleasure with woṁen as if he were a king. You ṁight ask soṁeone: ‘Mister, 
what did that ṁan do?’ And they’d reply: ‘Mister, that ṁan attacked the king’s eneṁy and killed 
theṁ. The king was delighted and gave hiṁ this reward. That’s why he’s garlanded and adorned, 
nicely bathed and anointed, hair and beard dressed, taking his pleasure with woṁen as if he 
were a king.’

And you can see soṁeone else, his arṁs tied tightly behind his back with a strong rope. His 
head is shaven and he’s ṁarched froṁ street to street and froṁ square to square to the beating 
of a harsh druṁ. Then he’s taken out the south gate and there, to the south of the city, they chop 
off his head. You ṁight ask soṁeone: ‘Mister, what did that ṁan do?’ And they’d reply: ‘Mister, 
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that ṁan is an eneṁy of the king who has ṁurdered a ṁan or a woṁan. That’s why the rulers 
arrested hiṁ and inflicted such punishṁent.’

What do you think, chief? Have you seen or heard of such a thing?” “Sir, we have seen it and 
heard of it, and we will hear of it again.” “Since this is so, the ascetics and brahṁins whose view is
that everyone who kills living creatures experiences pain and sadness in the present life: are they
right or wrong?” “They’re wrong, sir.” “But those who speak baseless, false nonsense: are they 
ṁoral or iṁṁoral?” “Iṁṁoral, sir.” “And are those who are iṁṁoral, of bad character practicing 
wrongly or rightly?” “They’re practicing wrongly, sir.” “And do those who are practicing wrongly 
have wrong view or right view?” “They have wrong view, sir.” “But is it appropriate to have 
confidence in those of wrong view?” “No, sir.”

“You can see soṁeone, garlanded and adorned … ‘Mister, that ṁan attacked the king’s eneṁy 
and took their valuables. The king was delighted and gave hiṁ this reward. …’ …

And you can see soṁeone else, his arṁs tied tightly behind his back … ‘Mister, that ṁan took 
soṁething froṁ a village or wilderness, with the intention to coṁṁit theft. That’s why the rulers 
arrested hiṁ and inflicted such punishṁent.’ What do you think, chief? Have you seen or heard of
such a thing?” “Sir, we have seen it and heard of it, and we will hear of it again.” “Since this is so, 
the ascetics and brahṁins whose view is that everyone who steals experiences pain and sadness 
in the present life: are they right or wrong? … Is it appropriate to have confidence in theṁ?” “No, 
sir.”

“You can see soṁeone, garlanded and adorned … ‘Mister, that ṁan had sexual relations with 
the wives of an eneṁy king. The king was delighted and gave hiṁ this reward. …’ …

And you can see soṁeone else, his arṁs tied tightly behind his back … ‘Mister, that ṁan had 
sexual relations with the woṁen and ṁaidens of good faṁilies. That’s why the rulers arrested 
hiṁ and inflicted such punishṁent.’ What do you think, chief? Have you seen or heard of such a 
thing?” “Sir, we have seen it and heard of it, and we will hear of it again.” “Since this is so, the 
ascetics and brahṁins whose view is that everyone who coṁṁits sexual ṁisconduct experiences
pain and sadness in the present life: are they right or wrong? … Is it appropriate to have 
confidence in theṁ?” “No, sir.”

“And you can see soṁeone, garlanded and adorned … ‘Mister, that ṁan aṁused the king with 
lies. The king was delighted and gave hiṁ this reward. …’ …

And you can see soṁeone else, his arṁs tied tightly behind his back … ‘Mister, that ṁan has 
ruined a householder or householder’s child by lying. That’s why the rulers arrested hiṁ and 
inflicted such punishṁent.’ What do you think, chief? Have you seen or heard of such a thing?” 
“Sir, we have seen it and heard of it, and we will hear of it again.” “Since this is so, the ascetics and
brahṁins whose view is that everyone who lies experiences pain and sadness in the present life: 
are they right or wrong?” “They’re wrong, sir.” “But those who speak baseless, false nonsense: 
are they ṁoral or iṁṁoral?” “Iṁṁoral, sir.” “And are those who are iṁṁoral, of bad character 
practicing wrongly or rightly?” “They’re practicing wrongly, sir.” “And do those who are 
practicing wrongly have wrong view or right view?” “They have wrong view, sir.” “But is it 
appropriate to have confidence in those of wrong view?” “No, sir.

It’s incredible, sir, it’s aṁazing! I have a guest house, where there are cots, seats, water pots, 
and oil laṁps. Whenever an ascetic or brahṁin coṁes to stay, I share what I have as best I can. 
Once it so happened, sir, that four teachers of different views and opinions caṁe to stay at ṁy 
guest house.

One teacher had this doctrine and view: ‘There’s no ṁeaning in giving, sacrifice, or offerings. 
There’s no fruit or result of good and bad deeds. There’s no afterlife. There are no duties to 
ṁother and father. No beings are reborn spontaneously. And there’s no ascetic or brahṁin who 
is well attained and practiced, and who describes the afterlife after realizing it with their own 
insight.’
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One teacher had this doctrine and view: ‘There is ṁeaning in giving, sacrifice, and offerings. 
There are fruits and results of good and bad deeds. There is an afterlife. There are duties to 
ṁother and father. There are beings reborn spontaneously. And there are ascetics and brahṁins 
who are well attained and practiced, and who describe the afterlife after realizing it with their 
own insight.’

One teacher had this doctrine and view: ‘Nothing bad is done by the doer when they punish, 
ṁutilate, torture, aggrieve, oppress, intiṁidate, or when they encourage others to do the saṁe. 
Nothing bad is done when they kill, steal, break into houses, plunder wealth, steal froṁ isolated 
buildings, coṁṁit highway robbery, coṁṁit adultery, and lie. If you were to reduce all the living 
creatures of this earth to one heap and ṁass of flesh with a razor-edged chakraṁ, no evil coṁes 
of that, and no outcoṁe of evil. If you were to go along the south bank of the Ganges killing, 
ṁutilating, and torturing, and encouraging others to do the saṁe, no evil coṁes of that, and no 
outcoṁe of evil. If you were to go along the north bank of the Ganges giving and sacrificing and 
encouraging others to do the saṁe, no ṁerit coṁes of that, and no outcoṁe of ṁerit. In giving, 
self-control, restraint, and truthfulness there is no ṁerit or outcoṁe of ṁerit.’

One teacher had this doctrine and view: ‘A bad deed is done by the doer when they punish, 
ṁutilate, torture, aggrieve, oppress, intiṁidate, or when they encourage others to do the saṁe. A 
bad deed is done when they kill, steal, break into houses, plunder wealth, steal froṁ isolated 
buildings, coṁṁit highway robbery, coṁṁit adultery, and lie. If you were to reduce all the living 
creatures of this earth to one heap and ṁass of flesh with a razor-edged chakraṁ, evil coṁes of 
that, and an outcoṁe of evil. If you were to go along the south bank of the Ganges killing, 
ṁutilating, and torturing, and encouraging others to do the saṁe, evil coṁes of that, and an 
outcoṁe of evil. If you were to go along the north bank of the Ganges giving and sacrificing and 
encouraging others to do the saṁe, ṁerit coṁes of that, and an outcoṁe of ṁerit. In giving, self-
control, restraint, and truthfulness there is ṁerit and outcoṁe of ṁerit.’

I had doubt and uncertainty about that: ‘I wonder who of these respected ascetics and 
brahṁins speaks the truth, and who speaks falsehood?’”

“Chief, no wonder you’re doubting and uncertain. Doubt has coṁe up in you about an 
uncertain ṁatter.” “I aṁ quite confident that the Buddha is capable of teaching ṁe so that I can 
give up this state of uncertainty.”

“Chief, there is iṁṁersion based on understanding of principle. That’s how, if you gain ṁental 
iṁṁersion, you can give up that cause of uncertainty. And what is iṁṁersion based on 
understanding of principle? It’s when a noble disciple has given up killing living creatures, 
stealing, sexual ṁisconduct, lying, divisive speech, harsh speech, talking nonsense, covetousness, 
ill will, and wrong view.

Then that noble disciple is rid of desire, rid of ill will, unconfused, aware, and ṁindful. They 
ṁeditate spreading a heart full of love to one direction, and to the second, and to the third, and to
the fourth. In the saṁe way above, below, across, everywhere, all around, they spread a heart full
of love to the whole world—abundant, expansive, liṁitless, free of enṁity and ill will. Then they 
reflect: ‘That teacher who had this doctrine and view: “There’s no ṁeaning in giving, sacrifice, or 
offerings. There’s no fruit or result of good and bad deeds. There’s no afterlife. There are no 
duties to ṁother and father. No beings are reborn spontaneously. And there’s no ascetic or 
brahṁin who is well attained and practiced, and who describes the afterlife after realizing it with
their own insight.” If what this good teacher says is true, it’s a safe bet for ṁe to not hurt any 
creature firṁ or frail. I win on both counts, since I’ṁ restrained in body, speech, and ṁind, and 
when ṁy body breaks up, after death, I’ll be reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ.’ Joy springs
up in theṁ. Being joyful, rapture springs up. When the ṁind is full of rapture, the body becoṁes 
tranquil. When the body is tranquil, they feel bliss. And when blissful, the ṁind becoṁes 
iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi. This is that iṁṁersion based on understanding of principle. That’s how, if 
you gain ṁental iṁṁersion, you can give up that state of uncertainty.
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Then that noble disciple is rid of desire, rid of ill will, unconfused, aware, and ṁindful. They 
ṁeditate spreading a heart full of love to one direction, and to the second, and to the third, and to
the fourth. In the saṁe way above, below, across, everywhere, all around, they spread a heart full
of love to the whole world—abundant, expansive, liṁitless, free of enṁity and ill will. Then they 
reflect: ‘That teacher who had this doctrine and view: “There is ṁeaning in giving, sacrifice, and 
offerings. There are fruits and results of good and bad deeds. There is an afterlife. There are 
duties to ṁother and father. There are beings reborn spontaneously. And there are ascetics and 
brahṁins who are well attained and practiced, and who describe the afterlife after realizing it 
with their own insight.” If what this good teacher says is true, it’s a safe bet for ṁe to not hurt any
creature firṁ or frail. I win on both counts, since I’ṁ restrained in body, speech, and ṁind, and 
when ṁy body breaks up, after death, I’ll be reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ.’ Joy springs
up in theṁ. Being joyful, rapture springs up. When the ṁind is full of rapture, the body becoṁes 
tranquil. When the body is tranquil, they feel bliss. And when blissful, the ṁind becoṁes 
iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi. This is that iṁṁersion based on understanding of principle. That’s how, if 
you gain ṁental iṁṁersion, you can give up that state of uncertainty.

Then that noble disciple is rid of desire, rid of ill will, unconfused, aware, and ṁindful. They 
ṁeditate spreading a heart full of love to one direction, and to the second, and to the third, and to
the fourth. In the saṁe way above, below, across, everywhere, all around, they spread a heart full
of love to the whole world—abundant, expansive, liṁitless, free of enṁity and ill will. Then they 
reflect: ‘That teacher who had this doctrine and view: “Nothing bad is done by the doer when 
they punish, ṁutilate, torture, aggrieve, oppress, intiṁidate, or when they encourage others to do
the saṁe. Nothing bad is done when they kill, steal, break into houses, plunder wealth, steal froṁ
isolated buildings, coṁṁit highway robbery, coṁṁit adultery, and lie. If you were to reduce all 
the living creatures of this earth to one heap and ṁass of flesh with a razor-edged chakraṁ, no 
evil coṁes of that, and no outcoṁe of evil. If you were to go along the south bank of the Ganges 
killing, ṁutilating, and torturing, and encouraging others to do the saṁe, no evil coṁes of that, 
and no outcoṁe of evil. If you were to go along the north bank of the Ganges giving and 
sacrificing and encouraging others to do the saṁe, no ṁerit coṁes of that, and no outcoṁe of 
ṁerit. In giving, self-control, restraint, and truthfulness there is no ṁerit or outcoṁe of ṁerit.” If 
what this good teacher says is true, it’s a safe bet for ṁe to not hurt any creature firṁ or frail. I 
win on both counts, since I’ṁ restrained in body, speech, and ṁind, and when ṁy body breaks 
up, after death, I’ll be reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ.’ Joy springs up in theṁ. Being 
joyful, rapture springs up. When the ṁind is full of rapture, the body becoṁes tranquil. When the
body is tranquil, they feel bliss. And when blissful, the ṁind becoṁes iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi. This 
is that iṁṁersion based on understanding of principle. That’s how, if you gain ṁental iṁṁersion,
you can give up that state of uncertainty.

Then that noble disciple is rid of desire, rid of ill will, unconfused, aware, and ṁindful. They 
ṁeditate spreading a heart full of love to one direction, and to the second, and to the third, and to
the fourth. In the saṁe way above, below, across, everywhere, all around, they spread a heart full
of love to the whole world—abundant, expansive, liṁitless, free of enṁity and ill will. Then they 
reflect: ‘That teacher who had this doctrine and view: “A bad deed is done by the doer when they 
punish, ṁutilate, torture, aggrieve, oppress, intiṁidate, or when they encourage others to do the 
saṁe. A bad deed is done when they kill, steal, break into houses, plunder wealth, steal froṁ 
isolated buildings, coṁṁit highway robbery, coṁṁit adultery, and lie. If you were to reduce all 
the living creatures of this earth to one heap and ṁass of flesh with a razor-edged chakraṁ, evil 
coṁes of that, and an outcoṁe of evil. If you were to go along the south bank of the Ganges 
killing, ṁutilating, and torturing, and encouraging others to do the saṁe, evil coṁes of that, and 
an outcoṁe of evil. If you were to go along the north bank of the Ganges giving and sacrificing 
and encouraging others to do the saṁe, ṁerit coṁes of that, and an outcoṁe of ṁerit. In giving, 
self-control, restraint, and truthfulness there is ṁerit and outcoṁe of ṁerit.” If what this good 
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teacher says is true, it’s a safe bet for ṁe to not hurt any creature firṁ or frail. I win on both 
counts, since I’ṁ restrained in body, speech, and ṁind, and when ṁy body breaks up, after death,
I’ll be reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ.’ Joy springs up in theṁ. Being joyful, rapture 
springs up. When the ṁind is full of rapture, the body becoṁes tranquil. When the body is 
tranquil, they feel bliss. And when blissful, the ṁind becoṁes iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi. This is that 
iṁṁersion based on understanding of principle. That’s how, if you gain ṁental iṁṁersion, you 
can give up that state of uncertainty.

Then that noble disciple is rid of desire, rid of ill will, unconfused, aware, and ṁindful. They 
ṁeditate spreading a heart full of coṁpassion … rejoicing …

equaniṁity to one direction, and to the second, and to the third, and to the fourth. In the saṁe 
way above, below, across, everywhere, all around, they spread a heart full of equaniṁity to the 
whole world—abundant, expansive, liṁitless, free of enṁity and ill will. Then they reflect …

‘If what this good teacher says is true, it’s a safe bet for ṁe to not hurt any creature firṁ or 
frail. I win on both counts, since I’ṁ restrained in body, speech, and ṁind, and when ṁy body 
breaks up, after death, I’ll be reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ.’ Joy springs up in theṁ. 
Being joyful, rapture springs up. When the ṁind is full of rapture, the body becoṁes tranquil. 
When the body is tranquil, they feel bliss. And when blissful, the ṁind becoṁes iṁṁersed in 
saṁa�dhi. This is that iṁṁersion based on understanding of principle. That’s how, if you gain 
ṁental iṁṁersion, you can give up that state of uncertainty.”

When he said this, Pa� tAalAiya the chief said to the Buddha: “Excellent, sir! Excellent! … Froṁ this 
day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for life.”

The Linked Discourses on chiefs are coṁplete.
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43. Asaṅkhatasaṁyutta:
On the Unconditioned

1. The First Chapter

43:1. Mindfulness of the Body

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the unconditioned and the path that leads to the 
unconditioned. Listen … And what is the unconditioned? The ending of greed, hate, and delusion. 
This is called the unconditioned. And what is the path that leads to the unconditioned? 
Mindfulness of the body. This is called the path that leads to the unconditioned.

So, ṁendicants, I’ve taught you the unconditioned and the path that leads to the 
unconditioned. Out of coṁpassion, I’ve done what a teacher should do who wants what’s best for 
their disciples. Here are these roots of trees, and here are these eṁpty huts. Practice absorption, 
ṁendicants! Don’t be negligent! Don’t regret it later! This is ṁy instruction to you.”

43:2. Serenity and Discernṁent

“Mendicants, I will teach you the unconditioned and the path that leads to the unconditioned. 
Listen … And what is the unconditioned? The ending of greed, hate, and delusion. This is called 
the unconditioned. And what is the path that leads to the unconditioned? Serenity and 
discernṁent. This is called the path that leads to the unconditioned. …”

43:3. Placing the Mind and Keeping it Connected

“And what is the path that leads to the unconditioned? Iṁṁersion with placing the ṁind and 
keeping it connected. Iṁṁersion without placing the ṁind, but just keeping it connected. 
Iṁṁersion without placing the ṁind or keeping it connected. …”

43:4. Eṁptiness Iṁṁersion

“And what is the path that leads to the unconditioned? Eṁptiness iṁṁersion; signless 
iṁṁersion; undirected iṁṁersion. …”

43:5. Mindfulness Meditation

“And what is the path that leads to the unconditioned? The four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. 
…”
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43:6. Right Efforts

“And what is the path that leads to the unconditioned? The four right efforts. …”

43:7. Bases of Psychic Power

“And what is the path that leads to the unconditioned? The four bases of psychic power. …”

43:8. Faculties

“And what is the path that leads to the unconditioned? The five faculties. …”

43:9. Powers

“And what is the path that leads to the unconditioned? The five powers. …”

43:10. Awakening Factors

“And what is the path that leads to the unconditioned? The seven awakening factors. …”

43:11. The Path

“And what is the path that leads to the unconditioned? The noble eightfold path. This is called the
path that leads to the unconditioned. So, ṁendicants, I’ve taught you the unconditioned and the 
path that leads to the unconditioned. Out of coṁpassion, I’ve done what a teacher should do who 
wants what’s best for their disciples. Here are these roots of trees, and here are these eṁpty 
huts. Practice absorption, ṁendicants! Don’t be negligent! Don’t regret it later! This is ṁy 
instruction to you.”

2. The Second Chapter

43:12. The Unconditioned

“Mendicants, I will teach you the unconditioned and the path that leads to the unconditioned. 
Listen … And what is the unconditioned? The ending of greed, hate, and delusion. This is called 
the unconditioned. And what is the path that leads to the unconditioned? Serenity. This is called 
the path that leads to the unconditioned. So, ṁendicants, I’ve taught you the unconditioned and 
the path that leads to the unconditioned. Out of coṁpassion, I’ve done what a teacher should do 
who wants what’s best for their disciples. Here are these roots of trees, and here are these eṁpty
huts. Practice absorption, ṁendicants! Don’t be negligent! Don’t regret it later! This is ṁy 
instruction to you.”

“Mendicants, I will teach you the unconditioned and the path that leads to the unconditioned. 
Listen … And what is the unconditioned? The ending of greed, hate, and delusion. This is called 
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the unconditioned. And what is the path that leads to the unconditioned? Discernṁent. This is 
called the path that leads to the unconditioned. …”

“And what is the path that leads to the unconditioned? Iṁṁersion with placing the ṁind and 
keeping it connected. … Iṁṁersion without placing the ṁind, but just keeping it connected. … 
Iṁṁersion without placing the ṁind or keeping it connected. …

Eṁptiness iṁṁersion. … Signless iṁṁersion. … Undirected iṁṁersion. …
A ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of 

desire and aversion for the world. … A ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of feelings … 
A ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the ṁind … A ṁendicant ṁeditates by 
observing an aspect of principles …

A ṁendicant generates enthusiasṁ, tries, ṁakes an effort, exerts the ṁind, and strives so that 
bad, unskillful qualities don’t arise. … A ṁendicant generates enthusiasṁ, tries, ṁakes an effort, 
exerts the ṁind, and strives so that bad, unskillful qualities are given up. … A ṁendicant 
generates enthusiasṁ, tries, ṁakes an effort, exerts the ṁind, and strives so that skillful qualities 
arise. … A ṁendicant generates enthusiasṁ, tries, ṁakes an effort, exerts the ṁind, and strives so
that skillful qualities that have arisen reṁain, are not lost, but increase, ṁature, and are fulfilled 
by developṁent.

A ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ, and 
active effort. … A ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to 
energy … iṁṁersion due to ṁental developṁent … iṁṁersion due to inquiry, and active effort. …

A ṁendicant develops the faculty of faith, which relies on seclusion, fading away, and 
cessation, and ripens as letting go. … A ṁendicant develops the faculty of energy … ṁindfulness 
… iṁṁersion … wisdoṁ, which relies on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripens as 
letting go. …

A ṁendicant develops the power of faith … energy … ṁindfulness … iṁṁersion … wisdoṁ, 
which relies on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripens as letting go. …

A ṁendicant develops the awakening factor of ṁindfulness … investigation of principles … 
energy … rapture … tranquility … iṁṁersion … equaniṁity, which relies on seclusion, fading 
away, and cessation, and ripens as letting go.

A ṁendicant develops right view … right thought … right speech … right action … right 
livelihood … right effort … right ṁindfulness … right iṁṁersion, which relies on seclusion, fading
away, and cessation, and ripens as letting go. This is called the path that leads to the 
unconditioned. So, ṁendicants, I’ve taught you the unconditioned and the path that leads to the 
unconditioned. Out of coṁpassion, I’ve done what a teacher should do who wants what’s best for 
their disciples. Here are these roots of trees, and here are these eṁpty huts. Practice absorption, 
ṁendicants! Don’t be negligent! Don’t regret it later! This is ṁy instruction to you.”

43:13. Uninclined

“Mendicants, I will teach you the uninclined …” (This should be expanded in detail as with the 
unconditioned in the previous chapter.)

43:14–43. Undefiled, Etc.

“Mendicants, I will teach you the undefiled …
the truth …
the far shore …
the subtle …
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the very hard to see …
the unaging …
the constant …
the not falling apart …
the invisible …
the unproliferated …
the peaceful …
the deathless …
the subliṁe …
the blissful …
the sanctuary …
the ending of craving …
the incredible …
the aṁazing …
the untroubled …
the not liable to trouble …
extinguishṁent …
the unafflicted …
dispassion …
purity …
freedoṁ …
not clinging …
the island …
the protection …
the shelter …
the refuge …”

43:44. The Haven

“Mendicants, I will teach you the haven and the path that leads to the haven. Listen … And what is
the haven? The ending of greed, hate, and delusion. This is called the haven. And what is the path 
that leads to the haven? Mindfulness of the body. This is called the path that leads to the haven. 
So, ṁendicants, I’ve taught you the haven and the path that leads to the haven. Out of 
coṁpassion, I’ve done what a teacher should do who wants what’s best for their disciples. Here 
are these roots of trees, and here are these eṁpty huts. Practice absorption, ṁendicants! Don’t be
negligent! Don’t regret it later! This is ṁy instruction to you.” (This should be expanded as with 
the unconditioned.)

The Linked Discourses on the unconditioned are coṁplete.
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44. Abya�katasaṁ� yutta:
On the Undeclared

1. The Undeclared Points

44:1. With Kheṁa�

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. At 
one tiṁe the nun Kheṁa�  was wandering in the land of the Kosalans between Sa�vatthī� and Sa�keta 
when she took up residence in ToranA avatthu. Then King Pasenadi was traveling froṁ Sa�keta to 
Sa�vatthī�, and he too stayed in ToranA avatthu for a single night. Then King Pasenadi addressed a 
ṁan: “Please, ṁister, check if there’s a suitable ascetic or brahṁin in ToranA avatthu to whoṁ I can
pay hoṁage.”

“Yes, Your Majesty,” replied that ṁan. He searched all over ToranA avatthu, but he couldn’t see a
suitable ascetic or brahṁin for the king to pay hoṁage to. But he saw that the nun Kheṁa�  was 
staying there, so he went to the king and said to hiṁ:

“Your Majesty, there’s no ascetic or brahṁin in ToranA avatthu for the king to pay hoṁage to. 
But there is the nun Kheṁa� , who’s a disciple of the Blessed One, the perfected one, the fully 
awakened Buddha. She has a good reputation as being astute, coṁpetent, clever, learned, a 
brilliant speaker, and eloquent. Your Majesty ṁay pay hoṁage to her.”

Then King Pasenadi of Kosala went up to the nun Kheṁa� , bowed, sat down to one side, and 
said to her: “Ma’aṁ, does a Realized One exist after death?” “Great king, this has not been 
declared by the Buddha.” “Well then, does a Realized One not exist after death?” “This too has not
been declared by the Buddha.” “Well then, does a Realized One both exist and not exist after 
death?” “This has not been declared by the Buddha.” “Well then, does a Realized One neither 
exist nor not exist after death?” “This too has not been declared by the Buddha.”

“Ma’aṁ, when asked these questions, you say that this has not been declared by the Buddha. 
What’s the cause, what’s the reason why this has not been declared by the Buddha?”

“Well then, great king, I’ll ask you about this in return, and you can answer as you like. What 
do you think, great king? Is there any accountant or finger-tallier or reckoner who can count the 
grains of sand in the Ganges, that is, how ṁany grains of sand there are, how ṁany hundreds or 
thousands or hundreds of thousands of grains of sand?” “No, ṁa’aṁ.” “Is there any accountant or 
finger-tallier or reckoner who can count the water in the ocean, that is, how ṁany gallons of 
water there are, how ṁany hundreds or thousands or hundreds of thousands of gallons of 
water?” “No, ṁa’aṁ. Why is that? Because the ocean is deep, iṁṁeasurable, and hard to fathoṁ.” 
“In the saṁe way, great king, any forṁ by which a Realized One ṁight be described has been cut 
off at the root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise in the future. A Realized 
One is freed froṁ reckoning in terṁs of forṁ. They’re deep, iṁṁeasurable, and hard to fathoṁ, 
like the ocean. To say that after death, a Realized One exists, or doesn’t exist, or both exists and 
doesn’t exist, or neither exists nor doesn’t exist: none of these apply.

Any feeling …
perception … choices …
consciousness by which a Realized One ṁight be described has been cut off at the root, ṁade 

like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise in the future. A Realized One is freed froṁ 
reckoning in terṁs of consciousness. They’re deep, iṁṁeasurable, and hard to fathoṁ, like the 
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ocean. To say that after death, a Realized One exists, or doesn’t exist, or both exists and doesn’t 
exist, or neither exists nor doesn’t exist: none of these apply.” Then King Pasenadi approved and 
agreed with what the nun Kheṁa�  said. Then he got up froṁ his seat, bowed, and respectfully 
circled her, keeping her on his right, before leaving.

Then on a later occasion King Pasenadi of Kosala went up to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down
to one side. He asked the Buddha exactly the saṁe questions he had asked the nun Kheṁa� , and 
received the saṁe answers. Then he said:

“It’s incredible, sir, it’s aṁazing! How the ṁeaning and the phrasing of the teacher and the 
disciple fit together and agree without contradiction when it coṁes to the chief ṁatter! This one 
tiṁe I went to the nun Kheṁa�  and asked her about this ṁatter. And she explained it to ṁe with 
these words and phrases, just like the Buddha. It’s incredible, sir, it’s aṁazing! How the ṁeaning 
and the phrasing of the teacher and the disciple fit together and agree without contradiction 
when it coṁes to the chief ṁatter! Well, now, sir, I ṁust go. I have ṁany duties, and ṁuch to do.” 
“Please, great king, go at your convenience.” Then King Pasenadi approved and agreed with what 
the Buddha said. Then he got up froṁ his seat, bowed, and respectfully circled hiṁ, keeping hiṁ 
on his right, before leaving.

44:2. With Anura�dha

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, in the hall with the peaked 
roof. Now at that tiṁe Venerable Anura�dha was staying not far froṁ the Buddha in a wilderness 
hut. Then several wanderers who follow other paths went up to Venerable Anura�dha and 
exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, they sat 
down to one side and said to hiṁ: “Reverend Anura�dha, when a Realized One is describing a 
Realized One—a supreṁe person, highest of people, who has reached the highest point—they 
describe theṁ in these four ways: After death, a Realized One exists, or doesn’t exist, or both 
exists and doesn’t exist, or neither exists nor doesn’t exist.” “Reverends, when a Realized One is 
describing a Realized One—a supreṁe person, highest of people, who has reached the highest 
point—they describe theṁ other than these four ways: After death, a Realized One exists, or 
doesn’t exist, or both exists and doesn’t exist, or neither exists nor doesn’t exist.” When he said 
this, the wanderers said to hiṁ: “This ṁendicant ṁust be junior, recently gone forth, or else a 
foolish, incoṁpetent senior ṁendicant.” Then, after rebuking Venerable Anura�dha by calling hiṁ 
“junior” and “foolish”, the wanderers got up froṁ their seat and left.

Soon after they had left, Anura�dha thought: “If those wanderers were to inquire further, how 
should I answer theṁ so as to repeat what the Buddha has said, and not ṁisrepresent hiṁ with 
an untruth? How should I explain in line with his teaching, so that there would be no legitiṁate 
grounds for rebuke and criticisṁ?” Then Venerable Anura�dha went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat 
down to one side, and told hiṁ what had happened.

“What do you think, Anura�dha? Is forṁ perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 

ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”
“No, sir.”
“Is feeling … perception … choices … consciousness perṁanent or iṁperṁanent?”
“Iṁperṁanent, sir.”
“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, is it suffering or happiness?”
“Suffering, sir.”
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“But if it’s iṁperṁanent, suffering, and liable to fall apart, is it fit to be regarded thus: ‘This is 
ṁine, I aṁ this, this is ṁy self’?”

“No, sir.”
“So, Anura�dha, you should truly see any kind of forṁ at all—past, future, or present; internal 

or external; coarse or fine; inferior or superior; far or near: all forṁ—with right understanding: 
‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ Any kind of feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness at all—past, future, or present; internal or external; coarse or fine; inferior or 
superior; far or near: all consciousness—with right understanding: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not 
this, this is not ṁy self.’ Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows disillusioned with forṁ, 
feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When 
desire fades away they’re freed. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They understand: 
‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, 
there is no return to any state of existence.’

What do you think, Anura�dha? Do you regard the Realized One as forṁ?” “No, sir.” “Do you 
regard the Realized One as feeling … perception … choices … consciousness?” “No, sir.” “What do 
you think, Anura�dha? Do you regard the Realized One as in forṁ?” “No, sir.” “Or do you regard 
the Realized One as distinct froṁ forṁ?” “No, sir.” “Do you regard the Realized One as in feeling …
or distinct froṁ feeling … as in perception … or distinct froṁ perception … as in choices … or 
distinct froṁ choices … as in consciousness … or as distinct froṁ consciousness?” “No, sir.”

“What do you think, Anura�dha? Do you regard the Realized One as possessing forṁ, feeling, 
perception, choices, and consciousness?” “No, sir.” “What do you think, Anura�dha? Do you regard 
the Realized One as one who is without forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness?” 
“No, sir.” “In that case, Anura�dha, since you don’t acknowledge the Realized One as a genuine fact
in the present life, is it appropriate to declare: ‘Reverends, when a Realized One is describing a 
Realized One—a supreṁe person, highest of people, who has reached the highest point—they 
describe theṁ other than these four ways: After death, a Realized One exists, or doesn’t exist, or 
both exists and doesn’t exist, or neither exists nor doesn’t exist’?” “No, sir.” “Good, good, 
Anura�dha! In the past, as today, what I describe is suffering and the cessation of suffering.”

44:3. With Sa� riputta and KotAtAhita (1st)

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta and Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita were staying near Benares, in the 
deer park at Isipatana. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita caṁe out of retreat, 
went to Venerable Sa� riputta, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite 
conversation were over, he sat down to one side, and said to Sa� riputta:

“Reverend Sa� riputta, does a Realized One exist after death?” “Reverend, this has not been 
declared by the Buddha.” “Well then, does a Realized One not exist after death? … Does a Realized
One both exist and not exist after death? … Does a Realized One neither exist nor not exist after 
death?” “This too has not been declared by the Buddha.”

“Reverend, when asked these questions, you say that they have not been declared by the 
Buddha. What’s the cause, what’s the reason why they have not been declared by the Buddha?”

“Reverend, ‘does a Realized One exist after death?’ is included in forṁ. ‘Does a Realized One 
not exist after death?’ is included in forṁ. ‘Does a Realized One both exist and not exist after 
death?’ is included in forṁ. ‘Does a Realized One neither exist nor not exist after death?’ is 
included in forṁ. ‘Does a Realized One exist after death?’ is included in feeling … perception … 
choices … consciousness. ‘Does a Realized One not exist after death?’ is included in 
consciousness. ‘Does a Realized One both exist and not exist after death?’ is included in 
consciousness. ‘Does a Realized One neither exist nor not exist after death?’ is included in 
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consciousness. This is the cause, this is the reason why this has not been declared by the 
Buddha.”

44:4. With Sa� riputta and KotAtAhita (2nd)

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta and Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita were staying near Benares, in the 
deer park at Isipatana. … (The saṁe down as far as:) “What’s the cause, reverend, what’s the 
reason why this has not been declared by the Buddha?” “Reverend, not truly knowing and seeing 
forṁ, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation, one thinks ‘a Realized 
One exists after death’ or ‘a Realized One doesn’t exist after death’ or ‘a Realized One both exists 
and doesn’t exist after death’ or ‘a Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death.’ Not 
truly knowing or seeing feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, its origin, its cessation, 
and the practice that leads to its cessation, one thinks ‘a Realized One exists after death’ or ‘a 
Realized One doesn’t exist after death’ or ‘a Realized One both exists and doesn’t exist after 
death’ or ‘A Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death.’

Truly knowing and seeing forṁ … feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, its origin, 
its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation, one doesn’t think ‘a Realized One exists 
after death’ or ‘a Realized One doesn’t exist after death’ or ‘a Realized One both exists and doesn’t
exist after death’ or ‘a Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death.’ This is the cause, 
this is the reason why this has not been declared by the Buddha.”

44:5. With Sa� riputta and KotAtAhita (3rd)

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta and Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita were staying near Benares, in the 
deer park at Isipatana. … (The saṁe down as far as:) “What’s the cause, reverend, what’s the 
reason why this has not been declared by the Buddha?” “Reverend, if you’re not rid of greed, 
desire, fondness, thirst, passion, and craving for forṁ … feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness, you think ‘a Realized One exists after death’ … ‘a Realized One neither exists nor 
doesn’t exist after death.’ If you are rid of greed for forṁ … feeling … perception … choices … 
consciousness, you don’t think ‘a Realized One exists after death’ … ‘a Realized One neither exists
nor doesn’t exist after death.’ This is the cause, this is the reason why this has not been declared 
by the Buddha.”

44:6. With Sa� riputta and KotAtAhita (4th)

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta and Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita were staying near Benares, in the 
deer park at Isipatana. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Sa� riputta caṁe out of retreat, went 
to Venerable Maha�kotAtAhita, and they greeted each other. When the greetings and polite 
conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to Maha�kotAtAhita: “Reverend KotAtAhita, 
does a Realized One exist after death?” … “Reverend, when asked these questions, you say that 
this has not been declared by the Buddha. What’s the cause, what’s the reason why this has not 
been declared by the Buddha?”

“Reverend, if you like, love, and enjoy forṁ, and don’t truly see the cessation of forṁ, you 
think ‘a Realized One exists after death’ or ‘a Realized One doesn’t exist after death’ or ‘a Realized
One both exists and doesn’t exist after death’ or ‘a Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist 
after death.’ If you like, love, and enjoy feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, and don’t
truly see the cessation of consciousness, you think ‘a Realized One exists after death’ … ‘a 
Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death.’
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If you don’t like, love, and enjoy forṁ … feeling … perception … choices … consciousness, and 
you truly see the cessation of consciousness, you don’t think ‘a Realized One exists after death’ … 
‘a Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death.’ This is the cause, this is the reason 
why this has not been declared by the Buddha.”

“But reverend, could there be another way of explaining why this was not declared by the 
Buddha?” “There could, reverend. If you like, love, and enjoy existence, and don’t truly see the 
cessation of continued existence, you think ‘a Realized One exists after death’ … ‘a Realized One 
neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death.’ If you don’t like, love, and enjoy existence, and you 
truly see the cessation of continued existence, you don’t think ‘a Realized One exists after death’ 
… ‘a Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death.’ This too is a way of explaining why 
this was not declared by the Buddha.”

“But reverend, could there be another way of explaining why this was not declared by the 
Buddha?” “There could, reverend. If you like, love, and enjoy grasping, and don’t truly see the 
cessation of grasping, you think ‘a Realized One exists after death’ … ‘a Realized One neither 
exists nor doesn’t exist after death.’ If you don’t like, love, and enjoy grasping, and you truly see 
the cessation of grasping, you don’t think ‘a Realized One exists after death’ … ‘a Realized One 
neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death.’ This too is a way of explaining why this was not 
declared by the Buddha.”

“But reverend, could there be another way of explaining why this was not declared by the 
Buddha?” “There could, reverend. If you like, love, and enjoy craving, and don’t truly see the 
cessation of craving, you think ‘a Realized One exists after death’ … ‘a Realized One neither exists 
nor doesn’t exist after death.’ If you don’t like, love, and enjoy craving, and you truly see the 
cessation of craving, you don’t think ‘a Realized One exists after death’ … ‘a Realized One neither 
exists nor doesn’t exist after death.’ This too is a way of explaining why this was not declared by 
the Buddha.”

“But reverend, could there be another way of explaining why this was not declared by the 
Buddha?” “Seriously, reverend, what ṁore could you want? For one who is freed due to the 
ending of craving, there is no cycle of rebirths to be found.”

44:7. With Moggalla�na

Then the wanderer Vacchagotta went up to Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na, and exchanged 
greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one 
side, and said to Maha�ṁoggalla�na:

“Master Moggalla�na, is this right: ‘the world is eternal’?” “Vaccha, this has not been declared 
by the Buddha.” “Then is this right: ‘the world is not eternal’ … ‘the world is finite’ … ‘the world is 
infinite’ … ‘the soul and the body are identical’ … ‘the soul and the body are different things’ … ‘a 
Realized One exists after death’ … ‘a Realized One doesn’t exist after death’ … ‘a Realized One 
both exists and doesn’t exist after death’ … ‘a Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after 
death’?” “This too has not been declared by the Buddha.”

“What’s the cause, Master Moggalla�na, what’s the reason why the wanderers who follow other
paths answer these questions when asked? And what’s the cause, what’s the reason why the 
ascetic Gotaṁa doesn’t answer these questions when asked?”

“Vaccha, the wanderers who follow other paths regard the eye like this: ‘This is ṁine, I aṁ 
this, this is ṁy self.’ They regard the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind like this: ‘This is ṁine, I
aṁ this, this is ṁy self.’ That’s why they answer these questions when asked. The Realized One, 
the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha regards the eye like this: ‘This is not ṁine, I aṁ not
this, this is not ṁy self.’ He regards the ear … nose … tongue … body … ṁind like this: ‘This is not 
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ṁine, I aṁ not this, this is not ṁy self.’ That’s why he doesn’t answer these questions when 
asked.”

Then the wanderer Vacchagotta got up froṁ his seat and went to the Buddha and exchanged 
greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one 
side. He asked the Buddha the saṁe questions, and received the saṁe answers. Then he said:

“It’s incredible, Master Gotaṁa, it’s aṁazing! How the ṁeaning and the phrasing of the teacher
and the disciple fit together and agree without contradiction when it coṁes to the chief ṁatter! 
Just now I went to the ascetic Maha�ṁoggalla�na and asked hiṁ about this ṁatter. And he 
explained it to ṁe with these words and phrases, just like Master Gotaṁa. It’s incredible, Master 
Gotaṁa, it’s aṁazing! How the ṁeaning and the phrasing of the teacher and the disciple fit 
together and agree without contradiction when it coṁes to the chief ṁatter!”

44:8. With Vacchagotta

Then the wanderer Vacchagotta went up to the Buddha and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When
the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side, and said to the Buddha:
“Master Gotaṁa, is this right: ‘the world is eternal’?” “This has not been declared by ṁe, Vaccha.” 
… “Then is this right: ‘a Realized One neither exists nor doesn’t exist after death’?” “This too has 
not been declared by ṁe.”

“What’s the cause, Master Gotaṁa, what’s the reason why the wanderers who follow other 
paths answer these questions when asked? And what’s the cause, what’s the reason why Master 
Gotaṁa doesn’t answer these questions when asked?”

“Vaccha, the wanderers who follow other paths regard forṁ as self, self as having forṁ, forṁ 
in self, or self in forṁ. They regard feeling … perception … choices … consciousness as self, self as 
having consciousness, consciousness in self, or self in consciousness. That’s why they answer 
these questions when asked. The Realized One doesn’t regard forṁ as self, self as having forṁ, 
forṁ in self, or self in forṁ. He doesn’t regard feeling … perception … choices … consciousness as 
self, self as having consciousness, consciousness in self, or self in consciousness. That’s why he 
doesn’t answer these questions when asked.”

Then the wanderer Vacchagotta got up froṁ his seat and went to Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na, 
and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat 
down to one side. He asked Maha�ṁoggalla�na the saṁe questions, and received the saṁe 
answers. Then he said:

“It’s incredible, Master Moggalla�na, it’s aṁazing. How the ṁeaning and the phrasing of the 
teacher and the disciple fit together and agree without contradiction when it coṁes to the chief 
ṁatter! Just now I went to the ascetic Gotaṁa and asked hiṁ about this ṁatter. And he explained
it to ṁe with these words and phrases, just like Master Moggalla�na. It’s incredible, Master 
Moggalla�na, it’s aṁazing! How the ṁeaning and the phrasing of the teacher and the disciple fit 
together and agree without contradiction when it coṁes to the chief ṁatter!”

44:9. The Debating Hall

Then the wanderer Vacchagotta went up to the Buddha and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When
the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side, and said to the Buddha:

“Master Gotaṁa, a few days ago several ascetics, brahṁins, and wanderers who follow various
other paths were sitting together in the debating hall, and this discussion caṁe up aṁong theṁ: 
‘This Pu� ranA a Kassapa leads an order and a coṁṁunity, and teaches a coṁṁunity. He’s a well-
known and faṁous religious founder, regarded as holy by ṁany people. When a disciple passes 
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away, he declares that this one is reborn here, while that one is reborn there. And as for a 
disciple who is a supreṁe person, highest of people, having reached the highest point, when they
pass away he also declares that this one is reborn here, while that one is reborn there.

This Makkhali Gosa� la … NiganA tAha Na� tAaputta … SanC jaya BelatAtAhiputta … Pakudha Kacca�yana … 
Ajita Kesakaṁbala leads an order and a coṁṁunity, and teaches a coṁṁunity. He’s a well-known
and faṁous religious founder, regarded as holy by ṁany people. When a disciple passes away, he
declares that this one is reborn here, while that one is reborn there. And as for a disciple who is a
supreṁe person, highest of people, having reached the highest point, when they pass away he 
also declares that this one is reborn here, while that one is reborn there.

This ascetic Gotaṁa leads an order and a coṁṁunity, and teaches a coṁṁunity. He’s a well-
known and faṁous religious founder, regarded as holy by ṁany people. When a disciple passes 
away, he declares that this one is reborn here, while that one is reborn there. But as for a disciple
who is a supreṁe person, highest of people, having reached the highest point, when they pass 
away he doesn’t declare that this one is reborn here, while that one is reborn there. Rather, he 
declares that they have cut off craving, untied the fetters, and by rightly coṁprehending conceit 
have ṁade an end of suffering. I had doubt and uncertainty about that: ‘How on earth can I 
understand the ascetic Gotaṁa’s teaching?’”

“Vaccha, no wonder you’re doubting and uncertain. Doubt has coṁe up in you about an 
uncertain ṁatter. I describe rebirth for soṁeone who grasps fuel, not for soṁeone who doesn’t 
grasp fuel. It’s like a fire which only burns with fuel, not without fuel. In the saṁe way I describe 
rebirth for soṁeone who grasps fuel, not for soṁeone who doesn’t grasp fuel.”

“But when a flaṁe is blown away by the wind, what do you say is its fuel then?” “At such a 
tiṁe, I say that it’s fueled by wind. For the wind is its fuel then.” “But when soṁeone who is 
attached has laid down this body and has not been reborn in one of the realṁs, what does Master
Gotaṁa say is their fuel then?” “When soṁeone who is attached has laid down this body, Vaccha, 
and has not been reborn in one of the realṁs, I say they’re fueled by craving. For craving is their 
fuel then.”

44:10. With AJ nanda

Then the wanderer Vacchagotta went up to the Buddha and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When
the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to the Buddha: 
“Master Gotaṁa, does the self exist absolutely?” But when he said this, the Buddha kept silent. 
“Then does the self not exist absolutely?” But for a second tiṁe the Buddha kept silent. Then the 
wanderer Vacchagotta got up froṁ his seat and left.

And then, not long after Vacchagotta had left, Venerable AJ nanda said to the Buddha: “Sir, why 
didn’t you answer Vacchagotta’s question?” “AJ nanda, when Vacchagotta asked ṁe whether the 
self exists absolutely, if I had answered that ‘the self exists absolutely’ I would have been siding 
with the ascetics and brahṁins who are eternalists. When Vacchagotta asked ṁe whether the 
self does not exist absolutely, if I had answered that ‘the self does not exist absolutely’ I would 
have been siding with the ascetics and brahṁins who are annihilationists. When Vacchagotta 
asked ṁe whether the self exists absolutely, if I had answered that ‘the self exists absolutely’ 
would that have helped give rise to the knowledge that all things are not-self?” “No, sir.” “When 
Vacchagotta asked ṁe whether the self does not exist absolutely, if I had answered that ‘the self 
does not exist absolutely’, Vacchagotta—who is already confused—would have got even ṁore 
confused, thinking: ‘It seeṁs that the self that I once had no longer exists.’”
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44:11. With Sabhiya Kacca�na

At one tiṁe Venerable Sabhiya Kacca�na was staying at Na�dika in the brick house. Then the 
wanderer Vacchagotta went up to hiṁ, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings 
and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side, and said to Sabhiya Kacca�na: “Master
Kacca�na, does a Realized One exist after death?” “Vaccha, this has not been declared by the 
Buddha.” “Well then, does a Realized One not exist after death?” “This too has not been declared 
by the Buddha.”

“Well then, does a Realized One both exist and not exist after death?” “This has not been 
declared by the Buddha.” “Well then, does a Realized One neither exist nor not exist after death?” 
“This too has not been declared by the Buddha.”

“Master Kacca�na, when asked these questions, you say that this has not been declared by the 
Buddha. What’s the cause, what’s the reason why this has not been declared by the Buddha?” “In 
order to describe hiṁ as ‘possessing forṁ’ or ‘forṁless’ or ‘percipient’ or ‘non-percipient’ or 
‘neither percipient nor non-percipient’, there ṁust be soṁe cause or reason for doing so. But if 
that cause and reason were to totally and utterly cease without anything left over, how could you
describe hiṁ in any such terṁs?” “Master Kacca�na, how long has it been since you went forth?” 
“Not long, reverend: three years.” “Well, you’ve learned a lot already; and who can say what lies 
ahead!”

The Linked Discourses on undeclared questions are coṁplete.
The Book of the Aggregates is finished.
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Mahāvagga:
The Great Book

45. Maggasaṁ� yutta:
On the Path

1. Ignorance

45:1. Ignorance

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” 
“Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Mendicants, ignorance precedes the attainṁent of unskillful qualities, with lack of conscience
and prudence following along. An ignoraṁus, sunk in ignorance, gives rise to wrong view. Wrong
view gives rise to wrong thought. Wrong thought gives rise to wrong speech. Wrong speech gives
rise to wrong action. Wrong action gives rise to wrong livelihood. Wrong livelihood gives rise to 
wrong effort. Wrong effort gives rise to wrong ṁindfulness. Wrong ṁindfulness gives rise to 
wrong iṁṁersion.

Knowledge precedes the attainṁent of skillful qualities, with conscience and prudence 
following along. A sage, firṁ in knowledge, gives rise to right view. Right view gives rise to right 
thought. Right thought gives rise to right speech. Right speech gives rise to right action. Right 
action gives rise to right livelihood. Right livelihood gives rise to right effort. Right effort gives 
rise to right ṁindfulness. Right ṁindfulness gives rise to right iṁṁersion.”

45:2. Half the Spiritual Life

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Sakyans, where they have a
town naṁed Nagaraka. Then Venerable AJ nanda went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one 
side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, good friends, coṁpanions, and associates are half the spiritual life.”

“Not so, AJ nanda! Not so, AJ nanda! Good friends, coṁpanions, and associates are the whole of 
the spiritual life. A ṁendicant with good friends, coṁpanions, and associates can expect to 
develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path.

And how does a ṁendicant with good friends develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path? 
It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, which relies on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, 
and ripens as letting go. They develop right thought … right speech … right action … right 
livelihood … right effort … right ṁindfulness … right iṁṁersion, which relies on seclusion, fading
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away, and cessation, and ripens as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant with good friends develops
and cultivates the noble eightfold path.

And here’s another way to understand how good friends are the whole of the spiritual life. 
For, by relying on ṁe as a good friend, sentient beings who are liable to rebirth, old age, and 
death, to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress are freed froṁ all these things. This is 
another way to understand how good friends are the whole of the spiritual life.”

45:3. Sa� riputta

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Sa� riputta went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: 
“Sir, good friends, coṁpanions, and associates are the whole of the spiritual life.”

“Good, good, Sa� riputta! Good friends, coṁpanions, and associates are the whole of the 
spiritual life. A ṁendicant with good friends, coṁpanions, and associates can expect to develop 
and cultivate the noble eightfold path. And how does a ṁendicant with good friends develop and 
cultivate the noble eightfold path?

It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading 
away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant with good friends develops 
and cultivates the noble eightfold path.

And here’s another way to understand how good friends are the whole of the spiritual life. 
For, by relying on ṁe as a good friend, sentient beings who are liable to rebirth, old age, and 
death, to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress are freed froṁ all these things. This is 
another way to understand how good friends are the whole of the spiritual life.”

45:4. Regarding the Brahṁin Ja�nA ussonA i

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable AJ nanda robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, 
entered Sa�vatthī� for alṁs. He saw the brahṁin Ja�nA ussonA i driving out of Sa� vatthī� in a splendid all-
white chariot drawn by ṁares. The yoked horses were pure white, as were the ornaṁents, 
chariot, upholstery, reins, goad, and canopy. And his turban, robes, sandals were white, as was 
the chowry fanning hiṁ. When people saw it they exclaiṁed: “Wow! That’s a Brahṁa�  vehicle! It’s
a vehicle fit for Brahṁa� !”

Then AJ nanda wandered for alṁs in Sa�vatthī�. After the ṁeal, on his return froṁ alṁs-round, he
went to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ what had happened, adding:

“Sir, can you point out a Brahṁa�  vehicle in this teaching and training?”
“I can, AJ nanda,” said the Buddha. “These are all terṁs for the noble eightfold path: ‘vehicle of 

Brahṁa� ’, or else ‘vehicle of truth’, or else ‘supreṁe victory in battle’.
When right view is developed and cultivated it culṁinates with the reṁoval of greed, hate, 

and delusion. When right thought … right speech … right action … right livelihood … right effort 
… right ṁindfulness … right iṁṁersion is developed and cultivated it culṁinates with the 
reṁoval of greed, hate, and delusion.

This is a way to understand how these are all terṁs for the noble eightfold path: ‘vehicle of 
Brahṁa� ’, or else ‘vehicle of truth’, or else ‘supreṁe victory in battle’.” That is what the Buddha 
said.

Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Its qualities of faith and wisdoṁ 
are always yoked to the shaft. 
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Conscience is its pole, ṁind its strap, 
and ṁindfulness its careful driver.

The chariot’s equipped with ethics, 
its axle is absorption, and energy its wheel. 
Equaniṁity and iṁṁersion are the carriage-shaft, 
and it’s upholstered with desirelessness.

Love, kindness, and seclusion 
are its weapons, 
patience its shield and arṁor, 
as it rolls on to sanctuary.

This supreṁe Brahṁa�  vehicle 
arises in oneself. 
The wise leave the world in it, 
sure of winning the victory.”

45:5. What’s the Purpose

At Sa�vatthī�. Then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ:
“Sir, soṁetiṁes wanderers who follow other paths ask us: ‘Reverends, what’s the purpose of 

living the spiritual life with the ascetic Gotaṁa?’ We answer theṁ like this: ‘The purpose of living 
the spiritual life under the Buddha is to coṁpletely understand suffering.’ Answering this way, 
we trust that we repeat what the Buddha has said, and don’t ṁisrepresent hiṁ with an untruth. 
We trust our explanation is in line with the teaching, and that there are no legitiṁate grounds for
rebuke or criticisṁ.”

“Indeed, in answering this way you repeat what I’ve said, and don’t ṁisrepresent ṁe with an 
untruth. Your explanation is in line with the teaching, and there are no legitiṁate grounds for 
rebuke or criticisṁ. For the purpose of living the spiritual life with ṁe is to coṁpletely 
understand suffering. If wanderers who follow other paths were to ask you: ‘Is there a path and a
practice for coṁpletely understanding that suffering?’ You should answer theṁ like this: ‘There 
is.’

And what is that path? It is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, 
right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. 
This is the path and the practice for coṁpletely understanding suffering. When questioned by 
wanderers who follow other paths, that’s how you should answer theṁ.”

45:6. A Mendicant (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, they speak of this 
thing called the ‘spiritual path’. What is the spiritual path? And what is the culṁination of the 
spiritual path?”

“Mendicant, the spiritual path is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right 
thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion. The ending of greed, hate, and delusion. This is the culṁination of the spiritual path.”

45:7. A Mendicant (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ:
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“Sir, they speak of ‘the reṁoval of greed, hate, and delusion’. What is this a terṁ for?” 
“Mendicant, the reṁoval of greed, hate, and delusion is a terṁ for the natural principle of 
extinguishṁent. It’s used to speak of the ending of defileṁents.”

When he said this, the ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of ‘the deathless’. What 
is the deathless? And what is the path that leads to the deathless?” “The ending of greed, hate, 
and delusion. This is called the deathless. The path that leads to the deathless is siṁply this noble
eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right 
effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion.”

45:8. Analysis

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach and analyze for you the noble eightfold path. Listen and pay 
close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“And what is the noble eightfold path? It is right view, right thought, right speech, right action, 
right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion.

And what is right view? Knowing about suffering, the origin of suffering, the cessation of 
suffering, and the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering. This is called right view.

And what is right thought? It is the thought of renunciation, love, and kindness. This is called 
right thought.

And what is right speech? Avoiding speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or nonsensical. This is 
called right speech.

And what is right action? Avoiding killing living creatures, stealing, and sexual activity. This is 
called right action.

And what is right livelihood? It’s when a noble disciple gives up wrong livelihood and earns a 
living by right livelihood. This is called right livelihood.

And what is right effort? It’s when a ṁendicant generates enthusiasṁ, tries, ṁakes an effort, 
exerts the ṁind, and strives so that bad, unskillful qualities don’t arise. They generate 
enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an effort, exert the ṁind, and strive so that bad, unskillful qualities that 
have arisen are given up. They generate enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an effort, exert the ṁind, and 
strive so that skillful qualities that have not arisen do arise. They generate enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake 
an effort, exert the ṁind, and strive so that skillful qualities that have arisen reṁain, are not lost, 
but increase, ṁature, and are fulfilled by developṁent. This is called right effort.

And what is right ṁindfulness? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the 
body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate 
observing an aspect of feelings—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the 
world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of the ṁind—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire 
and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of principles—keen, aware, and 
ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. This is called right ṁindfulness.

And what is right iṁṁersion? It’s when a ṁendicant, quite secluded froṁ sensual pleasures, 
secluded froṁ unskillful qualities, enters and reṁains in the first absorption, which has the 
rapture and bliss born of seclusion, while placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. As the 
placing of the ṁind and keeping it connected are stilled, they enter and reṁain in the second 
absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of iṁṁersion, with internal clarity and 
confidence, and unified ṁind, without placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. And with the 
fading away of rapture, they enter and reṁain in the third absorption, where they ṁeditate with 
equaniṁity, ṁindful and aware, personally experiencing the bliss of which the noble ones 
declare, ‘Equaniṁous and ṁindful, one ṁeditates in bliss.’ Giving up pleasure and pain, and 
ending forṁer happiness and sadness, they enter and reṁain in the fourth absorption, without 
pleasure or pain, with pure equaniṁity and ṁindfulness. This is called right iṁṁersion.”
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45:9. A Spike

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, suppose a spike of rice or barley was pointing the wrong way. If you 
trod on it with hand or foot, there’s no way it could break the skin and produce blood. Why is 
that? Because the spike is pointing the wrong way. In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant whose view and
developṁent of the path is pointing the wrong way cannot break ignorance, produce knowledge, 
and realize extinguishṁent. Why is that? Because their view is pointing the wrong way.

Suppose a spike of rice or barley was pointing the right way. If you trod on it with hand or 
foot, it ṁay well break the skin and produce blood. Why is that? Because the spike is pointing the 
right way. In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant whose view and developṁent of the path is pointing the 
right way ṁay well break ignorance, produce knowledge, and realize extinguishṁent. Why is 
that? Because their view is pointing the right way.

And how does a ṁendicant whose view and developṁent of the path is pointing the right way 
break ignorance, give rise to knowledge, and realize extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant 
develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right 
ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen
as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant whose view and developṁent of the path is pointing the 
right way breaks ignorance, gives rise to knowledge, and realizes extinguishṁent.”

45:10. With Nandiya

At Sa�vatthī�. Then the wanderer Nandiya went up to the Buddha, and exchanged greetings with 
hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side, and said to 
the Buddha: “Master Gotaṁa, how ṁany things, when developed and cultivated, have 
extinguishṁent as their culṁination, destination, and end?”

“These eight things, when developed and cultivated, have extinguishṁent as their 
culṁination, destination, and end. What eight? They are: right view, right thought, right speech, 
right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. These eight 
things, when developed and cultivated, have extinguishṁent as their culṁination, destination, 
and end.” When he said this, the wanderer Nandiya said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master 
Gotaṁa! Excellent! … Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower 
who has gone for refuge for life.”

2. Meditation

45:11. Meditation (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I wish to go on retreat for a fortnight. No-one should approach ṁe, 
except for the one who brings ṁy alṁs-food.” “Yes, sir,” replied those ṁendicants. And no-one 
approached hiṁ, except for the one who brought the alṁs-food.

Then after a fortnight had passed, the Buddha caṁe out of retreat and addressed the 
ṁendicants: “Mendicants, I’ve been practicing part of the ṁeditation I practiced when I was first 
awakened. I understand that there’s feeling conditioned by wrong view and feeling conditioned 
by right view. … There’s feeling conditioned by wrong iṁṁersion, and feeling conditioned by 
right iṁṁersion. There’s feeling conditioned by desire, by thought, and by perception. As long as 
desire, thought, and perception are not stilled, there is feeling conditioned by that. When desire, 
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thought, and perception are stilled, there is feeling conditioned by that. There is effort to attain 
the unattained. As long as that state has not been attained, there is feeling conditioned by that.”

45:12. Meditation (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I wish to go on retreat for three ṁonths. No-one should approach ṁe, 
except for the one who brings ṁy alṁs-food.” “Yes, sir,” replied those ṁendicants. And no-one 
approached hiṁ, except for the one who brought the alṁs-food.

Then after three ṁonths had passed, the Buddha caṁe out of retreat and addressed the 
ṁendicants: “Mendicants, I’ve been practicing part of the ṁeditation I practiced when I was first 
awakened. I understand that there’s feeling conditioned by wrong view and by the stilling of 
wrong view, by right view and by the stilling of right view. … There’s feeling conditioned by 
wrong iṁṁersion and by the stilling of wrong iṁṁersion, by right iṁṁersion and by the stilling 
of right iṁṁersion. There’s feeling conditioned by desire and by the stilling of desire, by thought 
and by the stilling of thought, by perception and by the stilling of perception. As long as desire, 
thought, and perception are not stilled, there is feeling conditioned by that. When desire, 
thought, and perception are stilled, there is feeling conditioned by that. There is effort to attain 
the unattained. As long as that state has not been attained, there is feeling conditioned by that.”

45:13. A Trainee

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, they speak of this 
person called ‘a trainee’. How is a trainee defined?”

“Mendicant, it’s soṁeone who has a trainee’s right view, right thought, right speech, right 
action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. That’s how a trainee 
is defined.”

45:14. Arising (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, these eight things don’t arise to be developed and cultivated except 
when a Realized One, a perfected one, a fully awakened Buddha has appeared. What eight? They 
are: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right 
ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. These eight things don’t arise to be developed and cultivated 
except when a Realized One, a perfected one, a fully awakened Buddha has appeared.”

45:15. Arising (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, these eight things don’t arise to be developed and cultivated apart froṁ
the Holy One’s training. What eight? They are: right view, right thought, right speech, right 
action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. These are the eight 
things that don’t arise to be developed and cultivated apart froṁ the Holy One’s training.”

45:16. Purified (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, these eight things don’t arise to be purified, bright, spotless, and rid of 
taints except when a Realized One, a perfected one, a fully awakened Buddha has appeared. What
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eight? They are: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, 
right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. These eight things don’t arise to be purified, bright, 
spotless, and rid of taints except when a Realized One, a perfected one, a fully awakened Buddha 
has appeared.”

45:17. Purified (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, these eight things don’t arise to be purified, bright, spotless, and rid of 
taints apart froṁ the Holy One’s training. What eight? They are: right view, right thought, right 
speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. These 
eight things don’t arise to be purified, bright, spotless, and rid of taints apart froṁ the Holy One’s 
training.”

45:18. At the Chicken Monastery (1st)

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the venerables AJ nanda and Bhadda were staying at Pa� tAaliputta, in 
the Chicken Monastery. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Bhadda caṁe out of retreat, went 
to Venerable AJ nanda, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite 
conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to AJ nanda:

“Reverend, they speak of this thing called ‘not the spiritual path’. What is not the spiritual 
path?” “Good, good, Reverend Bhadda! Your approach and articulation are excellent, and it’s a 
good question. For you asked: ‘They speak of this thing called “not the spiritual path”. What is not
the spiritual path?’” “Yes, reverend.” “What is not the spiritual path is siṁply the wrong eightfold 
path, that is: wrong view, wrong thought, wrong speech, wrong action, wrong livelihood, wrong 
effort, wrong ṁindfulness, and wrong iṁṁersion.”

45:19. At the Chicken Monastery (2nd)

At Pa� tAaliputta. “Reverend, they speak of this thing called the ‘spiritual path’. What is the spiritual 
path? And what is the culṁination of the spiritual path?” “Good, good, Reverend Bhadda! Your 
approach and articulation are excellent, and it’s a good question. For you asked: ‘They speak of 
this thing called “the spiritual path”. What is the spiritual path? And what is the culṁination of 
the spiritual path?’” “Yes, reverend.” “The spiritual path is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that 
is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right 
ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. The ending of greed, hate, and delusion. This is the 
culṁination of the spiritual path.”

45:20. At the Chicken Monastery (3rd)

At Pa� tAaliputta. “Reverend, they speak of this thing called the ‘spiritual path’. What is the spiritual 
path? Who is soṁeone on the spiritual path? And what is the culṁination of the spiritual path?” 
“Good, good, Reverend Bhadda! Your approach and articulation are excellent, and it’s a good 
question. … The spiritual path is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right 
thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion. Soṁeone who possesses this noble eightfold path is called soṁeone on the spiritual 
path. The ending of greed, hate, and delusion. This is the culṁination of the spiritual path.”
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3. The Wrong Way

45:21. The Wrong Way

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the wrong way and the right way. Listen … And what is 
the wrong way? It is wrong view, wrong thought, wrong speech, wrong action, wrong livelihood, 
wrong effort, wrong ṁindfulness, and wrong iṁṁersion. This is called the wrong way. And what 
is the right way? It is right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right 
effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called the right way.”

45:22. Unskillful Qualities

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you skillful and unskillful qualities. Listen … And what are 
unskillful qualities? They are wrong view, wrong thought, wrong speech, wrong action, wrong 
livelihood, wrong effort, wrong ṁindfulness, and wrong iṁṁersion. These are called unskillful 
qualities. And what are skillful qualities? They are right view, right thought, right speech, right 
action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. These are called 
skillful qualities.”

45:23. Practice (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the wrong practice and the right practice. Listen … And 
what’s the wrong practice? It is wrong view, wrong thought, wrong speech, wrong action, wrong 
livelihood, wrong effort, wrong ṁindfulness, and wrong iṁṁersion. This is called the wrong 
practice. And what’s the right practice? It is right view, right thought, right speech, right action, 
right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called the right 
practice.”

45:24. Practice (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I don’t praise wrong practice for laypeople or renunciates. Because of 
wrong practice, neither laypeople nor renunciates succeed in the procedure of the skillful 
teaching.

And what’s the wrong practice? It is wrong view, wrong thought, wrong speech, wrong action, 
wrong livelihood, wrong effort, wrong ṁindfulness, and wrong iṁṁersion. This is called the 
wrong practice. I don’t praise wrong practice for lay people or renunciates. Because of wrong 
practice, neither laypeople nor renunciates succeed in the procedure of the skillful teaching.

I praise right practice for laypeople and renunciates. Because of right practice, both laypeople 
and renunciates succeed in the procedure of the skillful teaching. And what’s the right practice? 
It is right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right 
ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called the right practice. I praise right practice for 
laypeople and renunciates. Because of right practice, both laypeople and renunciates succeed in 
the procedure of the skillful teaching.”
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45:25. A Good Person (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you a bad person and a good person. Listen … And what is a 
bad person? It’s soṁeone who has wrong view, wrong thought, wrong speech, wrong action, 
wrong livelihood, wrong effort, wrong ṁindfulness, and wrong iṁṁersion. This is called a bad 
person.

And what is a good person? It’s soṁeone who has right view, right thought, right speech, right 
action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called a good 
person.”

45:26. A Good Person (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you a bad person and a worse person, a good person and a 
better person. Listen … And what is a bad person? It’s soṁeone who has wrong view, wrong 
thought, wrong speech, wrong action, wrong livelihood, wrong effort, wrong ṁindfulness, and 
wrong iṁṁersion. This is called a bad person.

And what is a worse person? It’s soṁeone who has wrong view, wrong thought, wrong 
speech, wrong action, wrong livelihood, wrong effort, wrong ṁindfulness, wrong iṁṁersion, 
wrong knowledge, and wrong freedoṁ. This is called a worse person.

And what is a good person? It’s soṁeone who has right view, right thought, right speech, right 
action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called a good 
person.

And what is a better person? It’s soṁeone who has right view, right thought, right speech, 
right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, right iṁṁersion, right knowledge, 
and right freedoṁ. This is called a better person.”

45:27. Pots

At Sa�vatthī�. “A pot without a stand is easy to overturn, but if it has a stand it’s hard to overturn. In
the saṁe way, a ṁind without a stand is easy to overturn, but if it has a stand it’s hard to 
overturn. And what’s the stand for the ṁind? It is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right 
view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and
right iṁṁersion. This is the stand for the ṁind. A pot without a stand is easy to overturn, but if it 
has a stand it’s hard to overturn. In the saṁe way, a ṁind without a stand is easy to overturn, but
if it has a stand it’s hard to overturn.”

45:28. Iṁṁersion

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you noble right iṁṁersion with its vital conditions and its 
prerequisites. Listen … And what is noble right iṁṁersion with its vital conditions and its 
prerequisites? There are right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, 
right effort, and right ṁindfulness. Unification of ṁind with these seven factors as prerequisites 
is called noble right iṁṁersion ‘with its vital conditions’ and ‘with its prerequisites’.”
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45:29. Feeling

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant, painful, and 
neutral feeling. These are the three feelings. The noble eightfold path should be developed to 
coṁpletely understand these three feelings. What is the noble eightfold path? It is right view, 
right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion. This noble eightfold path should be developed to coṁpletely understand these three 
feelings.”

45:30. With Uttiya

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Uttiya went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Just now, sir, as I 
was in private retreat this thought caṁe to ṁind. ‘The Buddha has spoken of the five kinds of 
sensual stiṁulation. What are they?’” “Good, good, Uttiya! I have spoken of these five kinds of 
sensual stiṁulation. What five? Sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, 
pleasant, sensual, and arousing. Sounds known by the ear … Sṁells known by the nose … Tastes 
known by the tongue … Touches known by the body that are likable, desirable, agreeable, 
pleasant, sensual, and arousing. These are the five kinds of sensual stiṁulation that I’ve spoken 
of. The noble eightfold path should be developed to give up these five kinds of sensual 
stiṁulation. What is the noble eightfold path? It is right view, right thought, right speech, right 
action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is the noble 
eightfold path that should be developed to give up these five kinds of sensual stiṁulation.”

4. Practice

45:31. Practice (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the wrong practice and the right practice. Listen … And 
what’s the wrong practice? It is wrong view, wrong thought, wrong speech, wrong action, wrong 
livelihood, wrong effort, wrong ṁindfulness, and wrong iṁṁersion. This is called the wrong 
practice. And what’s the right practice? It is right view, right thought, right speech, right action, 
right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called the right 
practice.”

45:32. Practice (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you one practicing wrongly and one practicing rightly. 
Listen … And who is practicing wrongly? It’s soṁeone who has wrong view, wrong thought, 
wrong speech, wrong action, wrong livelihood, wrong effort, wrong ṁindfulness, and wrong 
iṁṁersion. This is called one practicing wrongly. And who is practicing rightly? It’s soṁeone 
who has right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right 
ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called one practicing rightly.”
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45:33. Missed Out

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, whoever has ṁissed out on the noble eightfold path has ṁissed out on 
the noble path to the coṁplete ending of suffering. Whoever has undertaken the noble eightfold 
path has undertaken the noble path to the coṁplete ending of suffering. And what is the noble 
eightfold path? It is right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right 
effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. Whoever has ṁissed out on the noble eightfold 
path has ṁissed out on the noble path to the coṁplete ending of suffering. Whoever has 
undertaken the noble eightfold path has undertaken the noble path to the coṁplete ending of 
suffering.”

45:34. Going to the Far Shore

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when these eight things are developed and cultivated they lead to going
froṁ the near shore to the far shore. What eight? They are right view, right thought, right speech,
right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. When these 
eight things are developed and cultivated they lead to going froṁ the near shore to the far shore.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Few are those aṁong huṁans 
who cross to the far shore. 
The rest just run 
around on the near shore.

When the teaching is well explained, 
those who practice accordingly 
are the ones who will cross over 
Death’s doṁain so hard to pass.

Rid of dark qualities, 
an astute person should develop the bright. 
Leaving hoṁe behind 
for the seclusion so hard to enjoy,

you should try to find delight there, 
having left behind sensual pleasures. 
With no possessions, an astute person 
should cleanse theṁselves of ṁental corruptions.

And those whose ṁinds are rightly developed 
in the awakening factors; 
letting go of attachṁents, 
they delight in not grasping. 
With defileṁents ended, brilliant, 
they are extinguished in this world.”

45:35. The Ascetic Life (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the ascetic life and the fruits of the ascetic life. Listen … 
And what is the ascetic life? It is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right 
thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
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iṁṁersion. This is called the ascetic life. And what are the fruits of the ascetic life? The fruits of 
streaṁ-entry, once-return, non-return, and perfection. These are called the fruits of the ascetic 
life.”

45:36. The Ascetic Life (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the ascetic life and the goal of the ascetic life. Listen … 
And what is the ascetic life? It is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right 
thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion. This is called the ascetic life. And what is the goal of the ascetic life? The ending of 
greed, hate, and delusion. This is called the goal of the ascetic life.”

45:37. The Brahṁin Life (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you life as a brahṁin and the fruits of life as a brahṁin. 
Listen … And what is life as a brahṁin? It is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, 
right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion. This is called life as a brahṁin. And what are the fruits of life as a brahṁin? The fruits
of streaṁ-entry, once-return, non-return, and perfection. These are called the fruits of life as a 
brahṁin.”

45:38. The Brahṁin Life (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you life as a brahṁin and the goal of life as a brahṁin. 
Listen … And what is life as a brahṁin? It is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, 
right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion. This is called life as a brahṁin. And what is the goal of life as a brahṁin? The ending 
of greed, hate, and delusion. This is called the goal of life as a brahṁin.”

45:39. The Spiritual Path (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the spiritual path and the fruits of the spiritual path. 
Listen … And what is the spiritual path? It is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, 
right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion. This is called the spiritual path. And what are the fruits of the spiritual path? The 
fruits of streaṁ-entry, once-return, non-return, and perfection. These are called the fruits of the 
spiritual path.”

45:40. The Spiritual Path (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you the spiritual path and the goal of the spiritual path. 
Listen … And what is the spiritual path? It is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, 
right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion. This is called the spiritual path. And what is the goal of the spiritual path? The ending
of greed, hate, and delusion. This is called the goal of the spiritual path.”
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5. Abbreviated Texts on Followers of Other Paths

45:41. The Fading Away of Greed

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, if wanderers who follow another path were to ask you: ‘Reverends, 
what’s the purpose of living the spiritual life with the ascetic Gotaṁa?’ You should answer theṁ 
like this: ‘The purpose of living the spiritual life under the Buddha is the fading away of greed.’ If 
wanderers who follow other paths were to ask you: ‘Is there a path and a practice for the fading 
away of greed?’ You should answer theṁ like this: ‘There is a path and a practice for the fading 
away of greed.’ And what is that path, what is that practice for the fading away of greed? It is 
siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is the path, this is the 
practice for the fading away of greed. When questioned by wanderers who follow other paths, 
that’s how you should answer theṁ.”

45:42–47. Six Discourses on Giving Up Fetters, Etc.

“Mendicants, if wanderers who follow another path were to ask you: ‘Reverends, what’s the 
purpose of living the spiritual life with the ascetic Gotaṁa?’ You should answer theṁ like this: 
‘The purpose of living the spiritual life under the Buddha is to give up the fetters.’ … ‘… to uproot 
the underlying tendencies.’ … ‘… to coṁpletely understand the course of tiṁe.’ … ‘… to end the 
defileṁents.’ … ‘… to realize the fruit of knowledge and freedoṁ.’ … ‘… for knowledge and vision.’ 
…”

45:48. Extinguishṁent by Not Grasping

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, if wanderers who follow another path were to ask you: ‘Reverends, 
what’s the purpose of living the spiritual life with the ascetic Gotaṁa?’ You should answer theṁ 
like this: ‘The purpose of living the spiritual life under the Buddha is extinguishṁent by not 
grasping.’ If wanderers who follow other paths were to ask you: ‘Is there a path and a practice for
extinguishṁent by not grasping?’ You should answer theṁ like this: ‘There is a path and a 
practice for extinguishṁent by not grasping.’ And what is that path, what is that practice for 
extinguishṁent by not grasping? It is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right 
thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion. This is the path, this is the practice for extinguishṁent by not grasping. When 
questioned by wanderers who follow other paths, that’s how you should answer theṁ.”

6. Abbreviated Texts on the Sun

45:49. Good Friends (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, the dawn is the forerunner and precursor of the sunrise. In the saṁe 
way good friendship is the forerunner and precursor of the noble eightfold path for a ṁendicant. 
A ṁendicant with good friends can expect to develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path. And 
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how does a ṁendicant with good friends develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path? It’s 
when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, 
right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and 
cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant with good friends develops and 
cultivates the noble eightfold path.”

45:50–54. Five Discourses on Accoṁplishṁent in Ethics, Etc. (1st)

“Mendicants, the dawn is the forerunner and precursor of the sunrise. In the saṁe way 
accoṁplishṁent in ethics is the forerunner and precursor of the noble eightfold path for a 
ṁendicant. A ṁendicant accoṁplished in ethics can expect …” … “… accoṁplished in enthusiasṁ 
…” “… accoṁplished in self-developṁent …” “… accoṁplished in view …” “… accoṁplished in 
diligence …”

45:55. Accoṁplishṁent in Proper Attention (1st)

“Mendicants, the dawn is the forerunner and precursor of the sunrise. In the saṁe way 
accoṁplishṁent in proper attention is the forerunner and precursor of the noble eightfold path 
for a ṁendicant. A ṁendicant accoṁplished in proper attention can expect to develop and 
cultivate the noble eightfold path. And how does a ṁendicant accoṁplished in proper attention 
develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right 
thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s 
how a ṁendicant accoṁplished in proper attention develops and cultivates the noble eightfold 
path.”

45:56. Good Friends (2nd)

“Mendicants, the dawn is the forerunner and precursor of the sunrise. In the saṁe way good 
friendship is the forerunner and precursor of the noble eightfold path for a ṁendicant. A 
ṁendicant with good friends can expect to develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path. And 
how does a ṁendicant with good friends develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path? It’s 
when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, 
right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which culṁinate in the reṁoval of greed, 
hate, and delusion. That’s how a ṁendicant with good friends develops and cultivates the noble 
eightfold path.”

45:57–61. Five Discourses on Accoṁplishṁent in Ethics, Etc. (2nd)

“Mendicants, the dawn is the forerunner and precursor of the sunrise. In the saṁe way 
accoṁplishṁent in ethics is the forerunner and precursor of the noble eightfold path for a 
ṁendicant. …” “… accoṁplishṁent in enthusiasṁ …” “… accoṁplishṁent in self-developṁent …” 
“… accoṁplishṁent in view …” “… accoṁplishṁent in diligence …”
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45:62. Accoṁplishṁent in Proper Attention (2nd)

“… accoṁplishṁent in proper attention. A ṁendicant accoṁplished in proper attention can 
expect to develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path. And how does a ṁendicant 
accoṁplished in proper attention develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path? It’s when a 
ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right 
effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which culṁinate in the reṁoval of greed, hate, 
and delusion. That’s how a ṁendicant accoṁplished in proper attention develops and cultivates 
the noble eightfold path.”

7. Abbreviated Texts on One Thing

45:63. Good Friends (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, one thing helps give rise to the noble eightfold path. What one thing? 
It’s good friendship. A ṁendicant with good friends can expect to develop and cultivate the noble
eightfold path. And how does a ṁendicant with good friends develop and cultivate the noble 
eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right 
action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on 
seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant with good 
friends develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path.”

45:64–68. Five Discourses on Accoṁplishṁent in Ethics, Etc. (1st)

“Mendicants, one thing helps give rise to the noble eightfold path. What one thing? It’s 
accoṁplishṁent in ethics. …” “… accoṁplishṁent in enthusiasṁ …” “… accoṁplishṁent in self-
developṁent …” “… accoṁplishṁent in view …” “… accoṁplishṁent in diligence …”

45:69. Accoṁplishṁent in Proper Attention (1st)

“… accoṁplishṁent in proper attention. A ṁendicant accoṁplished in proper attention can 
expect to develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path. And how does a ṁendicant 
accoṁplished in proper attention develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path? It’s when a 
ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right 
effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and 
cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant accoṁplished in proper attention 
develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path.”

45:70. Good Friends (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, one thing helps give rise to the noble eightfold path. What one thing? 
It’s good friendship. A ṁendicant with good friends can expect to develop and cultivate the noble
eightfold path. And how does a ṁendicant with good friends develop and cultivate the noble 
eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right 
action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which culṁinate in 
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the reṁoval of greed, hate, and delusion. That’s how a ṁendicant with good friends develops and
cultivates the noble eightfold path.”

45:71–75. Five Discourses on Accoṁplishṁent in Ethics, Etc. (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, one thing helps give rise to the noble eightfold path. What one thing? 
It’s accoṁplishṁent in ethics. …” “… accoṁplishṁent in enthusiasṁ …” “… accoṁplishṁent in 
self-developṁent …” “… accoṁplishṁent in view …” “… accoṁplishṁent in diligence …”

45:76. Accoṁplishṁent in Proper Attention (2nd)

“… accoṁplishṁent in proper attention. A ṁendicant accoṁplished in proper attention can 
expect to develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path. And how does a ṁendicant 
accoṁplished in proper attention develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path? It’s when a 
ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right 
effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which culṁinate in the reṁoval of greed, hate, 
and delusion. That’s how a ṁendicant accoṁplished in proper attention develops and cultivates 
the noble eightfold path.”

8. Abbreviated Texts on One Thing

45:77. Good Friends

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I do not see a single thing that gives rise to the noble eightfold path, or, 
if it’s already arisen, develops it to perfection like good friendship. A ṁendicant with good 
friends can expect to develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path. And how does a ṁendicant 
with good friends develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant develops
right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right 
ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen
as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant with good friends develops and cultivates the noble 
eightfold path.”

45:78–82. Five Discourses on Accoṁplishṁent in Ethics, Etc.

“Mendicants, I do not see a single thing that gives rise to the noble eightfold path, or, if it’s 
already arisen, develops it to perfection like accoṁplishṁent in ethics. …” “… accoṁplishṁent in 
enthusiasṁ …” “… accoṁplishṁent in self-developṁent …” “… accoṁplishṁent in view …” “… 
accoṁplishṁent in diligence …”

45:83. Accoṁplishṁent in Proper Attention

“… accoṁplishṁent in proper attention. A ṁendicant accoṁplished in proper attention can 
expect to develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path. And how does a ṁendicant 
accoṁplished in proper attention develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path? It’s when a 
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ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right 
effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and 
cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant accoṁplished in proper attention 
develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path.”

45:84. Good Friends (2nd)

“Mendicants, I do not see a single thing that gives rise to the noble eightfold path, or, if it’s 
already arisen, develops it to perfection like good friendship. A ṁendicant with good friends can 
expect to develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path. And how does a ṁendicant with good 
friends develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right 
view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and
right iṁṁersion, which culṁinate in the reṁoval of greed, hate, and delusion. That’s how a 
ṁendicant with good friends develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path.”

45:85–89. Five Discourses on Accoṁplishṁent in Ethics, Etc.

“Mendicants, I do not see a single thing that gives rise to the noble eightfold path, or, if it’s 
already arisen, develops it to perfection like accoṁplishṁent in ethics. …” “… accoṁplishṁent in 
enthusiasṁ …” “… accoṁplishṁent in self-developṁent …” “… accoṁplishṁent in view …” “… 
accoṁplishṁent in diligence …”

45:90. Accoṁplishṁent in Proper Attention (2nd)

“… accoṁplishṁent in proper attention. A ṁendicant accoṁplished in proper attention can 
expect to develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path. And how does a ṁendicant 
accoṁplished in proper attention develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path? It’s when a 
ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right 
effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which culṁinate in the reṁoval of greed, hate, 
and delusion. That’s how a ṁendicant accoṁplished in proper attention develops and cultivates 
the noble eightfold path.”

9. Abbreviated Texts on the Ganges

45:91. Slanting East

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, the Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. In the saṁe 
way, a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and 
inclines to extinguishṁent. And how does a ṁendicant who develops the noble eightfold path 
slant, slope, and incline to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right 
thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s 
how a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and 
inclines to extinguishṁent.”
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45:92–95. Four Discourses on Slanting East

“Mendicants, the Yaṁuna�  river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. …” “… the Aciravatī� river 
…” “… the Sarabhu�  river …” “… the Mahī� river …”

45:96. Sixth Discourse on Slanting East

“Mendicants, all the great rivers—that is, the Ganges, Yaṁuna� , Aciravatī�, Sarabhu� , and Mahī�—
slant, slope, and incline towards the east. In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant who develops and 
cultivates the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent. And how does a 
ṁendicant who develops the noble eightfold path slant, slope, and incline to extinguishṁent? It’s 
when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, 
right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and 
cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the noble 
eightfold path slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent.”

45:97. Slanting to the Ocean

“Mendicants, the Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the ocean. In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant who develops the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent. 
…”

45:98–102. Five Discourses on Slanting to the Ocean

“Mendicants, the Yaṁuna�  river slants, slopes, and inclines to the ocean. …” “… the Aciravatī� river 
…” “… the Sarabhu�  river …” “… the Mahī� river …” “… all the great rivers …”

10. Abbreviated Texts on the Ganges

45:103. Slanting East

“Mendicants, the Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and inclines to 
extinguishṁent. And how does a ṁendicant who develops the noble eightfold path slant, slope, 
and incline to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right 
speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which 
culṁinate in the reṁoval of greed, hate, and delusion. That’s how a ṁendicant who develops and 
cultivates the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent.”

45:104–108. Five Discourses on Sloping to the East

“Mendicants, the Yaṁuna�  river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. …”
“… the Aciravatī� river …”
“… the Sarabhu�  river …”
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“… the Mahī� river …”
“… all the great rivers …”

45:109. Slanting to the Ocean

“Mendicants, the Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the ocean. In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and inclines to 
extinguishṁent. And how does a ṁendicant who develops the noble eightfold path slant, slope, 
and incline to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right 
speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which 
culṁinate in the reṁoval of greed, hate, and delusion. That’s how a ṁendicant who develops and 
cultivates the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent.”

45:110–114. Slanting to the Ocean

“Mendicants, the Yaṁuna�  river slants, slopes, and inclines to the ocean. …”
“… the Aciravatī� river …”
“… the Sarabhu�  river …”
“… the Mahī� river …”
“… all the great rivers …”

45:115. Slanting East

“Mendicants, the Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and inclines to 
extinguishṁent. And how does a ṁendicant who develops the noble eightfold path slant, slope, 
and incline to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right 
speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which 
culṁinate, finish, and end in the deathless. That’s how a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates 
the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent.”

45:116–120. Slanting East

“Mendicants, the Yaṁuna�  river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. …”
“… the Aciravatī� river …”
“… the Sarabhu�  river …”
“… the Mahī� river …”
“… all the great rivers …”

45:121. Slanting to the Ocean

“Mendicants, the Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the ocean. In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and inclines to 
extinguishṁent. And how does a ṁendicant who develops the noble eightfold path slant, slope, 
and incline to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right 
speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which 
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culṁinate, finish, and end in the deathless. That’s how a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates 
the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent.”

45:122–126. Sloping to the Ocean

“Mendicants, the Yaṁuna�  river slants, slopes, and inclines to the ocean. …” “… the Aciravatī� river 
…” “… the Sarabhu�  river …” “… the Mahī� river …” “… all the great rivers …”

45:127. Slanting East

“Mendicants, the Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and inclines to 
extinguishṁent. And how does a ṁendicant who develops the noble eightfold path slant, slope, 
and incline to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right 
speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which 
slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent. That’s how a ṁendicant who develops and 
cultivates the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent.”

45:128–132. Slanting East

“Mendicants, the Yaṁuna�  river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. …” “… the Aciravatī� river 
…” “… the Sarabhu�  river …” “… the Mahī� river …” “… all the great rivers …”

45:133. Slanting to the Ocean

“Mendicants, the Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the ocean. In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and inclines to 
extinguishṁent. And how does a ṁendicant who develops the noble eightfold path slant, slope, 
and incline to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right 
speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which 
slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent. That’s how a ṁendicant who develops and 
cultivates the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent.”

45:134–138. Slanting to the Ocean

“Mendicants, the Yaṁuna�  river slants, slopes, and inclines to the ocean. …” “… the Aciravatī� river 
…” “… the Sarabhu�  river …” “… the Mahī� river …” “… all the great rivers …”

11. Abbreviated Texts on Diligence

45:139. The Realized One

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, the Realized One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha, is said 
to be the best of all sentient beings—be they footless, with two feet, four feet, or ṁany feet; with 
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forṁ or forṁless; with perception or without perception or with neither perception nor non-
perception. In the saṁe way, all skillful qualities are rooted in diligence and ṁeet at diligence, 
and diligence is said to be the best of theṁ. A ṁendicant who is diligent can expect to develop 
and cultivate the noble eightfold path. And how does a ṁendicant who is diligent develop and 
cultivate the noble eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right
speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which 
rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant 
who is diligent develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path.

Mendicants, the Realized One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha, is said to be the 
best of all sentient beings—be they footless, with two feet, four feet, or ṁany feet; with forṁ or 
forṁless; with perception or without perception or with neither perception nor non-perception. 
In the saṁe way, all skillful qualities are rooted in diligence and ṁeet at diligence, and diligence 
is said to be the best of theṁ. A ṁendicant who is diligent can expect to develop and cultivate the 
noble eightfold path. And how does a ṁendicant who is diligent develop and cultivate the noble 
eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right 
action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which culṁinate in 
the reṁoval of greed, hate, and delusion. That’s how a ṁendicant who is diligent develops and 
cultivates the noble eightfold path.

Mendicants, the Realized One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha, is said to be the 
best of all sentient beings—be they footless, with two feet, four feet, or ṁany feet; with forṁ or 
forṁless; with perception or without perception or with neither perception nor non-perception. 
In the saṁe way, all skillful qualities are rooted in diligence and ṁeet at diligence, and diligence 
is said to be the best of theṁ. A ṁendicant who is diligent can expect to develop and cultivate the 
noble eightfold path. And how does a ṁendicant who is diligent develop and cultivate the noble 
eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right 
action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which culṁinate, 
finish, and end in the deathless. That’s how a ṁendicant who is diligent develops and cultivates 
the noble eightfold path.

Mendicants, the Realized One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha, is said to be the 
best of all sentient beings—be they footless, with two feet, four feet, or ṁany feet; with forṁ or 
forṁless; with perception or without perception or with neither perception nor non-perception. 
In the saṁe way, all skillful qualities are rooted in diligence and ṁeet at diligence, and diligence 
is said to be the best of theṁ. A ṁendicant who is diligent can expect to develop and cultivate the 
noble eightfold path. And how does a ṁendicant who is diligent develop and cultivate the noble 
eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right 
action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which slants, slopes, 
and inclines to extinguishṁent. That’s how a ṁendicant who is diligent develops and cultivates 
the noble eightfold path.”

45:140. Footprints

“The footprints of all creatures that walk can fit inside an elephant’s footprint. So an elephant’s 
footprint is said to be the biggest of theṁ all. In the saṁe way, all skillful qualities are rooted in 
diligence and ṁeet at diligence, and diligence is said to be the best of theṁ. A ṁendicant who is 
diligent can expect to develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path. And how does a ṁendicant 
who is diligent develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant develops 
right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right 
ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen
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as letting go. … That’s how a ṁendicant who is diligent develops and cultivates the noble 
eightfold path.”

45:141–145. A Roof Peak

“Mendicants, the rafters of a bungalow all lean to the peak, slope to the peak, and ṁeet at the 
peak, so the peak is said to be the topṁost of theṁ all. In the saṁe way …” (This should be told in 
full as in the previous discourse.)

“Of all kinds of fragrant root, spikenard is said to be the best. …”
“Of all kinds of fragrant heartwood, red sandalwood is said to be the best. …”
“Of all kinds of fragrant flower, jasṁine is said to be the best. …”
“All lesser kings are vassals of a wheel-turning ṁonarch, so the wheel-turning ṁonarch is said

to be the foreṁost of theṁ all. …”

45:146–148. The Moon, Etc.

“The radiance of all the stars is not worth a sixteenth part of the ṁoon’s radiance, so the ṁoon’s 
radiance is said to be the best of theṁ all. …”

“After the rainy season the sky is clear and cloudless. And when the sun rises, it dispels all the 
darkness froṁ the sky as it shines and glows and radiates. …”

“Mendicants, cloth froṁ Ka�sī� is said to be the best kind of woven cloth. …”
(These should all be expanded as in the section on the Realized One.) 

12. Hard Work

45:149. Hard Work

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, all the hard work that gets done depends on the earth and is grounded 
on the earth. In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path 
depending on and grounded on ethics. And how does a ṁendicant grounded on ethics develop 
and cultivate the noble eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, 
right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, 
which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a 
ṁendicant grounded on ethics develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path.”

“… which culṁinate in the reṁoval of greed, hate, and delusion …”
“… culṁinate, finish, and end in the deathless …”
“… slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent …”

45:150. Seeds

“All the plants and seeds that achieve growth, increase, and ṁaturity do so depending on the 
earth and grounded on the earth. In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant develops and cultivates the noble
eightfold path depending on and grounded on ethics, achieving growth, increase, and ṁaturity in 
good qualities. And how does a ṁendicant develop the noble eightfold path depending on and 
grounded on ethics, achieving growth, increase, and ṁaturity in good qualities? It’s when a 
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ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right 
effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and 
cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant develops and cultivates the noble 
eightfold path depending on and grounded on ethics, achieving growth, increase, and ṁaturity in 
good qualities.”

45:151. Dragons

“Mendicants, dragons grow and wax strong supported by the Hiṁalayas, the king of ṁountains. 
When they’re strong they dive into the pools. Then they dive into the lakes, the streaṁs, the 
rivers, and finally the ocean. There they acquire a great and abundant body. In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path depending on and grounded on 
ethics, acquiring great and abundant good qualities. And how does a ṁendicant develop the 
noble eightfold path depending on and grounded on ethics, acquiring great and abundant good 
qualities? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, 
right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, 
fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant develops and 
cultivates the noble eightfold path depending on and grounded on ethics, acquiring great and 
abundant good qualities.”

45:152. Trees

“Mendicants, suppose a tree slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. If it was cut off at the root, 
where would it fall?” “Sir, it would fall in the direction that it slants, slopes, and inclines.” “In the 
saṁe way, a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and 
inclines to extinguishṁent. And how does a ṁendicant who develops the noble eightfold path 
slant, slope, and incline to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right 
thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s 
how a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path slants, slopes, and 
inclines to extinguishṁent.”

45:153. Pots

“Mendicants, suppose a pot full of water is tipped over, so the water drains out and doesn’t go 
back in. In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path 
expels bad, unskillful qualities and doesn’t let theṁ back in. And how does a ṁendicant who 
develops the noble eightfold path expel bad, unskillful qualities and not let theṁ back in? It’s 
when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, 
right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and 
cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the noble 
eightfold path expels bad, unskillful qualities and doesn’t let theṁ back in.”

45:154. A Spike

“Mendicants, suppose a spike of rice or barley was pointing the right way. If you trod on it with 
hand or foot, it ṁay well break the skin and produce blood. Why is that? Because the spike is 
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pointing the right way. In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant whose view and developṁent of the path is 
pointing the right way ṁay well break ignorance, produce knowledge, and realize 
extinguishṁent. Why is that? Because their view is pointing the right way. And how does a 
ṁendicant whose view and developṁent of the path is pointing the right way break ignorance, 
give rise to knowledge, and realize extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, 
right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s 
how a ṁendicant whose view and developṁent of the path is pointing the right way breaks 
ignorance, gives rise to knowledge, and realizes extinguishṁent.”

45:155. The Sky

“Mendicants, various winds blow in the sky. Winds blow froṁ the east, the west, the north, and 
the south. There are winds that are dusty and dustless, cool and warṁ, weak and strong. In the 
saṁe way, when the noble eightfold path is developed and cultivated the following are developed
to perfection: the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation, the four right efforts, the four bases of 
psychic power, the five faculties, the five powers, and the seven awakening factors. And how are 
they developed to perfection? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right 
speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which 
rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how they’re 
developed to perfection.”

45:156. Storṁs (1st)

“Mendicants, in the last ṁonth of suṁṁer, when the dust and dirt is stirred up, a large sudden 
storṁ disperses and settles it on the spot. In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant who develops and 
cultivates the noble eightfold path disperses and stills bad, unskillful qualities on the spot. How 
does a ṁendicant who develops the noble eightfold path disperse and still bad, unskillful 
qualities on the spot? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, 
right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on 
seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant who 
develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path disperses and stills bad, unskillful qualities on 
the spot.”

45:157. Storṁs (2nd)

“Mendicants, when a large storṁ has arisen, a strong wind disperses and settles it as it proceeds. 
In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path disperses and
stills bad, unskillful qualities as they proceed. And how does a ṁendicant who develops the noble
eightfold path disperse and still bad, unskillful qualities as they proceed? It’s when a ṁendicant 
develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right 
ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen
as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path 
disperses and stills bad, unskillful qualities as they proceed.”
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45:158. A Ship

“Mendicants, suppose there was a sea-faring ship bound together with ropes. For six ṁonths 
they deteriorated in the water. Then in the cold season it was hauled up on dry land, where the 
ropes were weathered by wind and sun. When the clouds soaked it with rain, the ropes would 
readily collapse and rot away. In the saṁe way, when a ṁendicant develops and cultivates the 
noble eightfold path their fetters readily collapse and rot away. And how do they develop and 
cultivate the noble eightfold path so that their fetters readily collapse and rot away? It’s when a 
ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right 
effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and 
cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how they develop and cultivate the noble eightfold path 
so that their fetters readily collapse and rot away.”

45:159. A Guest House

“Mendicants, suppose there was a guest house. Lodgers coṁe froṁ the east, west, north, and 
south. Aristocrats, brahṁins, ṁerchants, and workers all stay there. In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path coṁpletely understands by 
direct knowledge the things that should be coṁpletely understood by direct knowledge. They 
give up by direct knowledge the things that should be given up by direct knowledge. They realize
by direct knowledge the things that should be realized by direct knowledge. They develop by 
direct knowledge the things that should be developed by direct knowledge.

And what are the things that should be coṁpletely understood by direct knowledge? It should 
be said: the five grasping aggregates. What five? That is: forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and 
consciousness. These are the things that should be coṁpletely understood by direct knowledge. 
And what are the things that should be given up by direct knowledge? Ignorance and craving for 
continued existence. These are the things that should be given up by direct knowledge. And what 
are the things that should be realized by direct knowledge? Knowledge and freedoṁ. These are 
the things that should be realized by direct knowledge. And what are the things that should be 
developed by direct knowledge? Serenity and discernṁent. These are the things that should be 
developed by direct knowledge. And how does a ṁendicant develop the noble eightfold path in 
this way? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, 
right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, 
fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant develops and 
cultivates the eightfold path in this way.”

45:160. A River

“Mendicants, suppose that, although the Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east, a 
large crowd were to coṁe along with a spade and basket, saying: ‘We’ll ṁake this Ganges river 
slant, slope, and incline to the west!’ What do you think, ṁendicants? Would they succeed?” “No, 
sir. Why is that? The Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. It’s not easy to ṁake it 
slant, slope, and incline to the west. That large crowd will eventually get weary and frustrated.” 
“In the saṁe way, while a ṁendicant develops and cultivates the noble eightfold path, if rulers or 
their ṁinisters, friends or colleagues, relatives or faṁily should invite theṁ to accept wealth, 
saying: ‘Please, ṁister, why let these ocher robes torṁent you? Why follow the practice of 
shaving your head and carrying an alṁs bowl? Coṁe, return to a lesser life, enjoy wealth, and 
ṁake ṁerit!’ It’s siṁply iṁpossible for a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the noble 
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eightfold path to reject the training and return to a lesser life. Why is that? Because for a long 
tiṁe that ṁendicant’s ṁind has slanted, sloped, and inclined to seclusion. So it’s iṁpossible for 
theṁ to return to a lesser life. And how does a ṁendicant develop the noble eightfold path? It’s 
when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, 
right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and 
cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant develops and cultivates the noble 
eightfold path.”

13. Searches

45:161. Searches

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these three searches. What three? The search for sensual 
pleasures, the search for continued existence, and the search for a spiritual path. These are the 
three searches. The noble eightfold path should be developed to directly know these three 
searches. What is the noble eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right 
thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. This is 
the noble eightfold path that should be developed to directly know these three searches.”

“Mendicants, there are these three searches. What three? The search for sensual pleasures, the
search for continued existence, and the search for a spiritual path. These are the three searches. 
The noble eightfold path should be developed to directly know these three searches. What is the 
noble eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, 
right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which 
culṁinate in the reṁoval of greed, hate, and delusion. This is the noble eightfold path that should
be developed to directly know these three searches.”

“Mendicants, there are these three searches. What three? The search for sensual pleasures, the
search for continued existence, and the search for a spiritual path. These are the three searches. 
The noble eightfold path should be developed to directly know these three searches. What is the 
noble eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, 
right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which 
culṁinate, finish, and end in the deathless. This is the noble eightfold path that should be 
developed to directly know these three searches.”

“Mendicants, there are these three searches. What three? The search for sensual pleasures, the
search for continued existence, and the search for a spiritual path. These are the three searches. 
The noble eightfold path should be developed to directly know these three searches. What is the 
noble eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, 
right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which slants, 
slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent. This is the noble eightfold path that should be developed 
to directly know these three searches.”

“Mendicants, there are these three searches. What three? The search for sensual pleasures, the
search for continued existence, and the search for a spiritual path. These are the three searches. 
The noble eightfold path should be developed to coṁpletely understand …” (This should be 
expanded with “coṁpletely understand” instead of “directly know”.)

“Mendicants, there are these three searches. What three? The search for sensual pleasures, the
search for continued existence, and the search for a spiritual path. These are the three searches. 
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The noble eightfold path should be developed to finish …” (This should be expanded with “finish”
instead of “directly know”.)

“Mendicants, there are these three searches. What three? The search for sensual pleasures, the
search for continued existence, and the search for a spiritual path. These are the three searches. 
The noble eightfold path should be developed to give up …” (This should be expanded with “give 
up” instead of “directly know”.)

45:162. Discriṁinations

“Mendicants, there are three kinds of discriṁination. What three? One discriṁinates, thinking 
that ‘I’ṁ better’ or ‘I’ṁ equal’ or ‘I’ṁ worse’. These are the three kinds of discriṁination. The 
noble eightfold path should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, 
finishing, and giving up of these three kinds of discriṁination. What is the noble eightfold path? 
It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading 
away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. This is the noble eightfold path that should be 
developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these 
three kinds of discriṁination.” (This should be expanded as in the section on searches.)

45:163. Defileṁents

“Mendicants, there are these three defileṁents. What three? The defileṁents of sensuality, desire
to be reborn, and ignorance. These are the three defileṁents. The noble eightfold path should be 
developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these 
three defileṁents.”

45:164. States of Existence

“There are these three states of existence. What three? Existence in the sensual realṁ, the realṁ 
of luṁinous forṁ, and the forṁless realṁ. These are the three states of existence. The noble 
eightfold path should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, 
and giving up of these three states of existence.”

45:165. Forṁs of Suffering

“Mendicants, there are these three forṁs of suffering. What three? The suffering inherent in 
painful feeling; the suffering inherent in conditions; and the suffering inherent in perishing. 
These are the three forṁs of suffering. The noble eightfold path should be developed for the 
direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these three forṁs of 
suffering.”

45:166. Kinds of Barrenness

“Mendicants, there are these three kinds of barrenness. What three? Greed, hate, and delusion. 
These are the three kinds of barrenness. The noble eightfold path should be developed for the 
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direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these three kinds of 
barrenness.”

45:167. Stains

“Mendicants, there are these three stains. What three? Greed, hate, and delusion. These are the 
three stains. The noble eightfold path should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete 
understanding, finishing, and giving up of these three stains.”

45:168. Troubles

“Mendicants, there are these three troubles. What three? Greed, hate, and delusion. These are the
three troubles. The noble eightfold path should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete 
understanding, finishing, and giving up of these three troubles.”

45:169. Feelings

“Mendicants, there are these three feelings: What three? Pleasant, painful, and neutral feeling. 
These are the three feelings. The noble eightfold path should be developed for the direct 
knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these three feelings.”

45:170. Craving

“Mendicants, there are these three cravings. What three? Craving for sensual pleasures, craving 
to continue existence, and craving to end existence. These are the three cravings. The noble 
eightfold path should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, 
and giving up of these three cravings. What is the noble eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant 
develops right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right 
ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen
as letting go. This is the noble eightfold path that should be developed for the direct knowledge, 
coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these three cravings.”

Thirst

“Mendicants, there are these three thirsts. What three? Thirst for sensual pleasures, thirst to 
continue existence, and thirst to end existence. For the direct knowledge, coṁplete 
understanding, finishing, and giving up of these three thirsts … … which culṁinates in the 
reṁoval of greed, hate, and delusion. … which culṁinates, finishes, and ends in the deathless. … 
which slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent. The noble eightfold path should be 
developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these 
three thirsts.”
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14. Floods

45:171. Floods

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four floods. What four? The floods of sensuality, desire 
to be reborn, views, and ignorance. These are the four floods. The noble eightfold path should be 
developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these 
four floods.” (This should be expanded as in the section on searches.)

45:172. Attachṁents

“Mendicants, there are these four attachṁents. What four? The attachṁent to sensual pleasures, 
future lives, views, and ignorance. These are the four attachṁents. The noble eightfold path 
should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up 
of these four attachṁents.”

45:173. Grasping

“Mendicants, there are these four kinds of grasping. What four? Grasping at sensual pleasures, 
views, precepts and observances, and theories of a self. These are the four kinds of grasping. The 
noble eightfold path should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, 
finishing, and giving up of these four kinds of grasping.”

45:174. Personal Ties

“Mendicants, there are these four ties. What four? The personal ties to covetousness, ill will, 
ṁisapprehension of precepts and observances, and the insistence that this is the only truth. 
These are the four ties. The noble eightfold path should be developed for the direct knowledge, 
coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these four ties.”

45:175. Tendencies

“Mendicants, there are these seven underlying tendencies. What seven? The underlying 
tendencies of sensual desire, repulsion, views, doubt, conceit, desire to be reborn, and ignorance. 
These are the seven underlying tendencies. The noble eightfold path should be developed for the 
direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these seven underlying 
tendencies.”

45:176. Kinds of Sensual Stiṁulation

“Mendicants, there are these five kinds of sensual stiṁulation. What five? Sights known by the 
eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. Sounds known by the 
ear … Sṁells known by the nose … Tastes known by the tongue … Touches known by the body 
that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual, and arousing. These are the five kinds of 
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sensual stiṁulation. The noble eightfold path should be developed for the direct knowledge, 
coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these five kinds of sensual stiṁulation.”

45:177. Hindrances

“Mendicants, there are these five hindrances. What five? The hindrances of sensual desire, ill will,
dullness and drowsiness, restlessness and reṁorse, and doubt. These are the five hindrances. 
The noble eightfold path should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding,
finishing, and giving up of these five hindrances.”

45:178. Grasping Aggregates

“Mendicants, there are these five grasping aggregates. What five? The grasping aggregates of 
forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. These are the five grasping aggregates. The
noble eightfold path should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, 
finishing, and giving up of these five grasping aggregates.”

45:179. Lower Fetters

“Mendicants, there are five lower fetters. What five? Identity view, doubt, ṁisapprehension of 
precepts and observances, sensual desire, and ill will. These are the five lower fetters. The noble 
eightfold path should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, 
and giving up of these five lowers fetters.”

45:180. Higher Fetters

“Mendicants, there are five higher fetters. What five? Desire for rebirth in the realṁ of luṁinous 
forṁ, desire for rebirth in the forṁless realṁ, conceit, restlessness, and ignorance. These are the 
five higher fetters. The noble eightfold path should be developed for the direct knowledge, 
coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these five higher fetters. What is the noble 
eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, right 
action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which rely on 
seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. This is the noble eightfold path that
should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up 
of these five higher fetters.”

“Mendicants, there are five higher fetters. What five? Desire for rebirth in the realṁ of 
luṁinous forṁ, desire for rebirth in the forṁless realṁ, conceit, restlessness, and ignorance. 
These are the five higher fetters. The noble eightfold path should be developed for the direct 
knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these five higher fetters. What is 
the noble eightfold path? It’s when a ṁendicant develops right view, right thought, right speech, 
right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion, which 
culṁinate in the reṁoval of greed, hate, and delusion …” “… which culṁinate, finish, and end in 
the deathless …” “… which have extinguishṁent as their culṁination, destination, and end. This is
the noble eightfold path that should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete 
understanding, finishing, and giving up of these five higher fetters.”
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46. Bojjhaṅgasaṁyutta:
On the Awakening Factors

1. Mountains

46:1. The Hiṁalaya

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, dragons grow and wax strong supported by the Hiṁalayas, the king of 
ṁountains. When they’re strong they dive into the pools. Then they dive into the lakes, the 
streaṁs, the rivers, and finally the ocean. There they acquire a great and abundant body. In the 
saṁe way, a ṁendicant develops and cultivates the seven awakening factors depending on and 
grounded on ethics, acquiring great and abundant good qualities. And how does a ṁendicant 
develop the seven awakening factors depending on and grounded on ethics, acquiring great and 
abundant good qualities? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the awakening factor of ṁindfulness, 
which relies on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripens as letting go. They develop the 
awakening factor of investigation of principles … They develop the awakening factor of energy … 
They develop the awakening factor of rapture … They develop the awakening factor of 
tranquility … They develop the awakening factor of iṁṁersion … They develop the awakening 
factor of equaniṁity, which relies on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripens as letting 
go. That’s how a ṁendicant develops and cultivates the seven awakening factors depending on 
and grounded on ethics, acquiring great and abundant good qualities.”

46:2. The Body

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, this body is sustained by food. It depends on food to continue, and 
without food it doesn’t continue. In the saṁe way, the five hindrances are sustained by fuel. They
depend on fuel to continue, and without fuel they don’t continue.

And what fuels the arising of sensual desire, or, when it has arisen, ṁakes it increase and 
grow? There is the aspect of beauty. Frequent iṁproper attention to that fuels the arising of 
sensual desire, or, when it has arisen, ṁakes it increase and grow.

And what fuels the arising of ill will, or, when it has arisen, ṁakes it increase and grow? There 
is the aspect of repulsion. Frequent iṁproper attention to that fuels the arising of ill will, or, 
when it has arisen, ṁakes it increase and grow.

And what fuels the arising of dullness and drowsiness, or, when it has arisen, ṁakes it 
increase and grow? There is discontent, sloth, yawning, sleepiness after eating, and ṁental 
sluggishness. Frequent iṁproper attention to theṁ fuels the arising of dullness and drowsiness, 
or, when it has arisen, ṁakes it increase and grow.

And what fuels the arising of restlessness and reṁorse, or, when it has arisen, ṁakes it 
increase and grow? There is the unsettled ṁind. Frequent iṁproper attention to that fuels the 
arising of restlessness and reṁorse, or, when it has arisen, ṁakes it increase and grow.
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And what fuels the arising of doubt, or, when it has arisen, ṁakes it increase and grow? There 
are things that are grounds for doubt. Frequent iṁproper attention to theṁ fuels the arising of 
doubt, or, when it has arisen, ṁakes it increase and grow.

This body is sustained by food. It depends on food to continue, and without food it doesn’t 
continue. In the saṁe way, the five hindrances are sustained by fuel. They depend on fuel to 
continue, and without fuel they don’t continue.

This body is sustained by food. It depends on food to continue, and without food it doesn’t 
continue. In the saṁe way, the seven awakening factors are sustained by fuel. They depend on 
fuel to continue, and without fuel they don’t continue.

And what fuels the arising of the awakening factor of ṁindfulness, or, when it has arisen, 
develops it to perfection? There are things that are grounds for the awakening factor of 
ṁindfulness. Frequent proper attention to theṁ fuels the arising of the awakening factor of 
ṁindfulness, or, when it has arisen, develops it to perfection.

And what fuels the arising of the awakening factor of investigation of principles, or, when it 
has arisen, develops it to perfection? There are qualities that are skillful and unskillful, 
blaṁeworthy and blaṁeless, inferior and superior, and those on the side of dark and bright. 
Frequent proper attention to theṁ fuels the arising of the awakening factor of investigation of 
principles, or, when it has arisen, develops it to perfection.

And what fuels the arising of the awakening factor of energy, or, when it has arisen, develops 
it to perfection? There are the eleṁents of initiative, persistence, and exertion. Frequent proper 
attention to theṁ fuels the arising of the awakening factor of energy, or, when it has arisen, 
develops it to perfection.

And what fuels the arising of the awakening factor of rapture, or, when it has arisen, develops 
it to perfection? There are things that are grounds for the awakening factor of rapture. Frequent 
proper attention to theṁ fuels the arising of the awakening factor of rapture, or, when it has 
arisen, develops it to perfection.

And what fuels the arising of the awakening factor of tranquility, or, when it has arisen, 
develops it to perfection? There is tranquility of the body and of the ṁind. Frequent proper 
attention to that fuels the arising of the awakening factor of tranquility, or, when it has arisen, 
develops it to perfection.

And what fuels the arising of the awakening factor of iṁṁersion, or, when it has arisen, 
develops it to perfection? There are aspects of things that are serene and free froṁ distraction. 
Frequent proper attention to theṁ fuels the arising of the awakening factor of iṁṁersion, or, 
when it has arisen, develops it to perfection.

And what fuels the arising of the awakening factor of equaniṁity, or, when it has arisen, 
develops it to perfection? There are things that are grounds for the awakening factor of 
equaniṁity. Frequent proper attention to theṁ fuels the arising of the awakening factor of 
equaniṁity, or, when it has arisen, develops it to perfection.

This body is sustained by food. It depends on food to continue, and without food it doesn’t 
continue. In the saṁe way, the seven awakening factors are sustained by fuel. They depend on 
fuel to continue, and without fuel they don’t continue.”

46:3. Ethics

“Mendicants, when a ṁendicant is accoṁplished in ethics, iṁṁersion, wisdoṁ, freedoṁ, or the 
knowledge and vision of freedoṁ, even the sight of theṁ is very helpful, I say. Even to hear theṁ, 
approach theṁ, pay hoṁage to theṁ, recollect theṁ, or go forth after theṁ is very helpful, I say. 
Why is that? Because after hearing the teaching of such ṁendicants, a ṁendicant will live 
withdrawn in both body and ṁind, as they recollect and think about that teaching.
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At such a tiṁe, a ṁendicant has activated the awakening factor of ṁindfulness; they develop it
and perfect it. As they live ṁindfully in this way they investigate, explore, and inquire into that 
teaching with wisdoṁ.

At such a tiṁe, a ṁendicant has activated the awakening factor of investigation of principles; 
they develop it and perfect it. As they investigate principles with wisdoṁ in this way their energy
is roused up and unflagging.

At such a tiṁe, a ṁendicant has activated the awakening factor of energy; they develop it and 
perfect it. When they’re energetic, spiritual rapture arises.

At such a tiṁe, a ṁendicant has activated the awakening factor of rapture; they develop it and 
perfect it. When the ṁind is full of rapture, the body and ṁind becoṁe tranquil.

At such a tiṁe, a ṁendicant has activated the awakening factor of tranquility; they develop it 
and perfect it. When the body is tranquil and one feels bliss, the ṁind becoṁes iṁṁersed in 
saṁa�dhi.

At such a tiṁe, a ṁendicant has activated the awakening factor of iṁṁersion; they develop it 
and perfect it. They closely watch over that ṁind iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi.

At such a tiṁe, a ṁendicant has activated the awakening factor of equaniṁity; they develop it 
and perfect it.

When the seven awakening factors are developed and cultivated in this way they can expect 
seven fruits and benefits. What seven? They attain enlightenṁent early on in this very life. If not, 
they attain enlightenṁent at the tiṁe of death. If not, with the ending of the five lower fetters, 
they’re extinguished in-between one life and the next. If not, with the ending of the five lower 
fetters they’re extinguished upon landing. If not, with the ending of the five lower fetters they’re 
extinguished without extra effort. If not, with the ending of the five lower fetters they’re 
extinguished with extra effort. If not, with the ending of the five lower fetters they head 
upstreaṁ, going to the AkanitAtAha realṁ. When the seven awakening factors are developed and 
cultivated in this way these are the seven fruits and benefits they can expect.”

46:4. Clothes

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s 
ṁonastery. There Sa� riputta addressed the ṁendicants: “Reverends, ṁendicants!” “Reverend,” 
they replied. Sa� riputta said this:

“There are these seven awakening factors. What seven? The awakening factors of 
ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity.
These are the seven awakening factors. In the ṁorning, I ṁeditate on whichever of these seven 
awakening factors I want. At ṁidday, and in the evening, I ṁeditate on whichever of these seven 
awakening factors I want. If it’s the awakening factor of ṁindfulness, I know that it’s liṁitless 
and that it’s properly iṁpleṁented. While it reṁains I understand that it reṁains. And if it 
subsides I understand that it subsides. … If it’s the awakening factor of equaniṁity, I know that 
it’s liṁitless and that it’s properly iṁpleṁented. While it reṁains I understand that it reṁains. 
And if it subsides I understand that it subsides.

Suppose that a ruler or their ṁinister had a chest full of garṁents of different colors. In the 
ṁorning, they’d don whatever pair of garṁents they wanted. At ṁidday, and in the evening, 
they’d don whatever pair of garṁents they wanted. In the saṁe way, in the ṁorning, at ṁidday, 
and in the evening, I ṁeditate on whichever of these seven awakening factors I want. If it’s the 
awakening factor of ṁindfulness, I know that it’s liṁitless and that it’s properly iṁpleṁented. 
While it reṁains I understand that it reṁains. And if it subsides I understand that it subsides. … If
it’s the awakening factor of equaniṁity, I know that it’s liṁitless and that it’s properly 
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iṁpleṁented. While it reṁains I understand that it reṁains. And if it subsides I understand that 
it subsides.”

46:5. A Monk

At Sa�vatthī�. Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, they speak of the 
‘awakening factors’. How are the awakening factors defined?” “Mendicant, they’re called 
awakening factors because they lead to awakening. A ṁendicant develops the awakening factors 
of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and 
equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. As they 
develop the seven awakening factors, their ṁind is freed froṁ the defileṁents of sensuality, 
desire to be reborn, and ignorance. When they’re freed, they know they’re freed. They 
understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has
been done, there is no return to any state of existence.’ They’re called awakening factors because 
they lead to awakening.”

46:6. KunA dA aliya

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�keta in the deer part at the AnC jana Wood. Then the 
wanderer KunA dA aliya went up to the Buddha, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the 
greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to the Buddha: 
“Master Gotaṁa, I like to hang around the ṁonasteries and visit the asseṁblies. When I’ve 
finished breakfast, it’s ṁy habit to wander froṁ ṁonastery to ṁonastery, froṁ park to park. 
There I see soṁe ascetics and brahṁins speaking for the sake of winning debates and finding 
fault. But what benefit does Master Gotaṁa live for?” “The benefit the Realized One lives for, 
KunA dA aliya, is the fruit of knowledge and freedoṁ.”

“But what things ṁust be developed and cultivated in order to fulfill knowledge and 
freedoṁ?” “The seven awakening factors.” “But what things ṁust be developed and cultivated in 
order to fulfill the seven awakening factors?” “The four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation.” “But 
what things ṁust be developed and cultivated in order to fulfill the four kinds of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation?” “The three kinds of good conduct.” “But what things ṁust be developed and 
cultivated in order to fulfill the three kinds of good conduct?” “Sense restraint.

And KunA dA aliya, how is sense restraint developed and cultivated so as to fulfill the three kinds 
of good conduct? A ṁendicant sees an agreeable sight with their eye. They don’t desire it or 
enjoy it, and they don’t give rise to greed. Their ṁind and body are steady internally, well settled 
and well freed. But if they see a disagreeable sight they’re not disṁayed; their ṁind isn’t 
hardened, dejected, or full of ill will. Their ṁind and body are steady internally, well settled and 
well freed.

Furtherṁore, a ṁendicant hears an agreeable sound with the ear … sṁells an agreeable odor 
with the nose … tastes an agreeable flavor with the tongue … feels an agreeable touch with the 
body … knows an agreeable thought with their ṁind. They don’t desire it or enjoy it, and they 
don’t give rise to greed. Their ṁind and body are steady internally, well settled and well freed. 
But if they know a disagreeable thought they’re not disṁayed; their ṁind isn’t hardened, 
dejected, or full of ill will. Their ṁind and body are steady internally, well settled and well freed.

When a ṁendicant’s ṁind and body are steady internally, they’re well settled and well freed 
when it coṁes to both agreeable and disagreeable sights, sounds, sṁells, tastes, touches, and 
thoughts. That’s how sense restraint is developed and cultivated so as to fulfill the three kinds of 
good conduct.
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And how are the three kinds of good conduct developed and cultivated so as to fulfill the four 
kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation? A ṁendicant gives up bad conduct by way of body, speech, and 
ṁind, and develops good conduct by way of body, speech, and ṁind. That’s how the three kinds 
of good conduct are developed and cultivated so as to fulfill the four kinds of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation.

And how are the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation developed and cultivated so as to fulfill 
the seven awakening factors? A ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, 
aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect 
of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the 
world. That’s how the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are developed and cultivated so as to
fulfill the seven awakening factors.

And how are the seven awakening factors developed and cultivated so as to fulfill knowledge 
and freedoṁ? A ṁendicant develops the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of 
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, 
fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how the seven awakening factors are 
developed and cultivated so as to fulfill knowledge and freedoṁ.”

When he said this, the wanderer KunA dA aliya said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! 
Excellent! As if he were righting the overturned, or revealing the hidden, or pointing out the path 
to the lost, or lighting a laṁp in the dark so people with good eyes can see what’s there, Master 
Gotaṁa has ṁade the teaching clear in ṁany ways. I go for refuge to Master Gotaṁa, to the 
teaching, and to the ṁendicant San� gha. Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe 
as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for life.”

46:7. A Bungalow

“Mendicants, the rafters of a bungalow all slant, slope, and incline to the peak. In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the seven awakening factors slants, slopes, and inclines 
to extinguishṁent.

And how does a ṁendicant who develops the seven awakening factors slant, slope, and incline
to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, 
investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely 
on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant who 
develops and cultivates the seven awakening factors slants, slopes, and inclines to 
extinguishṁent.”

46:8. With Upava�na

At one tiṁe the venerables Upava�na and Sa� riputta were staying near Kosaṁbi, in Ghosita’s 
Monastery. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Sa� riputta caṁe out of retreat, went to 
Venerable Upava�na and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite 
conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to Upava�na:

“Reverend Upava�na, can a ṁendicant know by investigating inside theṁselves that the seven 
awakening factors are well iṁpleṁented so that they lead to living at ease?” “They can, Reverend
Sa� riputta.

As a ṁendicant rouses up the awakening factor of ṁindfulness, they understand: ‘My ṁind is 
well freed. I’ve eradicated dullness and drowsiness, and eliṁinated restlessness and reṁorse. My
energy is roused up, and ṁy ṁind is sharply focused, not sluggish.’ … As they rouse up the 
awakening factor of equaniṁity, they understand: ‘My ṁind is well freed. I’ve eradicated dullness
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and drowsiness, and eliṁinated restlessness and reṁorse. My energy is roused up, and ṁy ṁind 
is sharply focused, not sluggish.’ That’s how a ṁendicant can know by investigating inside 
theṁselves that the seven awakening factors are well iṁpleṁented so that they lead to living at 
ease.”

46:9. Arisen (1st)

“Mendicants, these seven awakening factors don’t arise to be developed and cultivated except 
when a Realized One, a perfected one, a fully awakened Buddha has appeared. What seven? The 
awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, 
iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. These seven awakening factors don’t arise to be developed and 
cultivated except when a Realized One, a perfected one, a fully awakened Buddha has appeared.”

46:10. Arisen (2nd)

“Mendicants, these seven awakening factors don’t arise to be developed and cultivated apart 
froṁ the Holy One’s training. What seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. These seven awakening 
factors don’t arise to be developed and cultivated apart froṁ the Holy One’s training.”

2. Sick

46:11. Living Creatures

“Mendicants, living creatures engage in the four postures: soṁetiṁes walking, soṁetiṁes 
standing, soṁetiṁes sitting, soṁetiṁes lying down. They do so depending on the earth and 
grounded on the earth. In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant develops and cultivates the seven 
awakening factors depending on and grounded on ethics.

And how does a ṁendicant develop the seven awakening factors depending on and grounded 
on ethics? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of 
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, 
fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant develops and 
cultivates the seven awakening factors depending on and grounded on ethics.”

46:12. The Siṁile of the Sun (1st)

“Mendicants, the dawn is the forerunner and precursor of the sunrise. In the saṁe way, for a 
ṁendicant good friendship is the forerunner and precursor of the arising of the seven awakening
factors. A ṁendicant with good friends can expect to develop and cultivate the seven awakening 
factors.

And how does a ṁendicant with good friends develop and cultivate the seven awakening 
factors? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of 
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, 
fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant with good friends 
develops and cultivates the seven awakening factors.”
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46:13. The Siṁile of the Sun (2nd)

“Mendicants, the dawn is the forerunner and precursor of the sunrise. In the saṁe way, for a 
ṁendicant proper attention is the forerunner and precursor of the arising of the seven 
awakening factors. A ṁendicant accoṁplished in proper attention can expect to develop and 
cultivate the seven awakening factors.

And how does a ṁendicant with proper attention develop and cultivate the seven awakening 
factors? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of 
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, 
fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant with proper attention
develops and cultivates the seven awakening factors.”

46:14. Sick (1st)

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. Now at that tiṁe Venerable Maha�kassapa was staying in the Pipphali cave, and he was 
sick, suffering, gravely ill. Then in the late afternoon, the Buddha caṁe out of retreat, went to 
Venerable Maha�kassapa, sat down on the seat spread out, and said to hiṁ:

“Kassapa, I hope you’re keeping well; I hope you’re alright. And I hope the pain is fading, not 
growing, that its fading is evident, not its growing.” “Sir, I’ṁ not keeping well, I’ṁ not alright. The 
pain is terrible and growing, not fading; its growing is evident, not its fading.”

“Kassapa, I’ve rightly explained these seven awakening factors. When developed and 
cultivated, they lead to direct knowledge, to awakening, and to extinguishṁent. What seven? The 
awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, 
iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. These are the seven awakening factors that I’ve rightly explained. 
When developed and cultivated, they lead to direct knowledge, to awakening, and to 
extinguishṁent.” “Indeed, Blessed One, these are awakening factors! Indeed, Holy One, these are 
awakening factors!”

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, Venerable Maha�kassapa was happy with what the 
Buddha said. And that’s how he recovered froṁ that illness.

46:15. Sick (2nd)

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. Now at that tiṁe Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na was staying on the Vulture’s Peak 
ṁountain, and he was sick, suffering, gravely ill. Then in the late afternoon, the Buddha caṁe out 
of retreat, went to Venerable Moggalla�na, sat down on the seat spread out, and said to hiṁ:

“Moggalla�na, I hope you’re keeping well; I hope you’re alright. And I hope the pain is fading, 
not growing, that its fading is evident, not its growing.” “Sir, I’ṁ not keeping well, I’ṁ not alright. 
The pain is terrible and growing, not fading; its growing is evident, not its fading.”

“Moggalla�na, I’ve rightly explained these seven awakening factors. When developed and 
cultivated, they lead to direct knowledge, to awakening, and to extinguishṁent. What seven? The 
awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, 
iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. These are the seven awakening factors that I’ve rightly explained. 
When developed and cultivated, they lead to direct knowledge, to awakening, and to 
extinguishṁent.” “Indeed, Blessed One, these are awakening factors! Indeed, Holy One, these are 
awakening factors!”
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That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na was happy with what the 
Buddha said. And that’s how he recovered froṁ that illness.

46:16. Sick (3rd)

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. Now at that tiṁe he was sick, suffering, gravely ill. Then Venerable Maha� cunda went up 
to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ: “Cunda, express your 
understanding of the awakening factors.”

“Sir, the Buddha has rightly explained these seven awakening factors. When developed and 
cultivated, they lead to direct knowledge, to awakening, and to extinguishṁent. What seven? The 
awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, 
iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. These are the seven awakening factors that the Buddha has rightly 
explained. When developed and cultivated, they lead to direct knowledge, to awakening, and to 
extinguishṁent.” “Indeed, Cunda, these are awakening factors! Indeed, Cunda, these are 
awakening factors!”

This is what Cunda said, and the teacher approved. And that’s how the Buddha recovered 
froṁ that illness.

46:17. Going to the Far Shore

“Mendicants, when these seven awakening factors are developed and cultivated they lead to 
going froṁ the near shore to the far shore. What seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, 
investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. These seven 
awakening factors, when developed and cultivated, lead to going froṁ the near shore to the far 
shore.

Few are those aṁong huṁans 
who cross to the far shore. 
The rest just run 
around on the near shore.

When the teaching is well explained, 
those who practice accordingly 
are the ones who will cross over 
Death’s doṁain so hard to pass.

Rid of dark qualities, 
an astute person should develop the bright. 
Leaving hoṁe behind 
for the seclusion so hard to enjoy,

you should try to find delight there, 
having left behind sensual pleasures. 
With no possessions, an astute person 
should cleanse theṁselves of ṁental corruptions.

And those whose ṁinds are rightly developed 
in the awakening factors; 
letting go of attachṁents, 
they delight in not grasping. 
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With defileṁents ended, brilliant, 
they are extinguished in this world.”

46:18. Missed Out

“Mendicants, whoever has ṁissed out on the seven awakening factors has ṁissed out on the 
noble path to the coṁplete ending of suffering. Whoever has undertaken the seven awakening 
factors has undertaken the noble path to the coṁplete ending of suffering. What seven? The 
awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, 
iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. Whoever has ṁissed out on these seven awakening factors has 
ṁissed out on the noble path to the coṁplete ending of suffering. Whoever has undertaken these 
seven awakening factors has undertaken the noble path to the coṁplete ending of suffering.”

46:19. Noble

“Mendicants, when these seven awakening factors are developed and cultivated they are noble 
and eṁancipating, and bring one who practices theṁ to the coṁplete ending of suffering. What 
seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, 
tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. When these seven awakening factors are developed and 
cultivated they are noble and eṁancipating, and bring one who practices theṁ to the coṁplete 
ending of suffering.”

46:20. Disillusionṁent

“Mendicants, the seven awakening factors, when developed and cultivated, lead solely to 
disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and extinguishṁent. What 
seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, 
tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. These seven awakening factors, when developed and 
cultivated, lead solely to disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and 
extinguishṁent.”

3. With Uda�yī�

46:21. To Awakening

Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ:
“Sir, they speak of the ‘awakening factors’. How are the awakening factors defined?” 

“Mendicant, they’re called awakening factors because they lead to awakening. A ṁendicant 
develops the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, 
tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and 
ripen as letting go. They’re called awakening factors because they lead to awakening.”
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46:22. A Teaching on the Awakening Factors

“Mendicants, I will teach you the seven awakening factors. Listen … And what are the seven 
awakening factors? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, 
rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. These are the seven awakening factors.”

46:23. Grounds

“Mendicants, when you frequently attend iṁproperly on things that are grounds for sensual 
greed, sensual desire arises, and once arisen it increases and grows. When you frequently attend 
iṁproperly on things that are grounds for ill will, ill will arises, and once arisen it increases and 
grows. When you frequently attend iṁproperly on things that are grounds for dullness and 
drowsiness, dullness and drowsiness arise, and once arisen they increase and grow. When you 
frequently attend iṁproperly on things that are grounds for restlessness and reṁorse, 
restlessness and reṁorse arise, and once arisen they increase and grow. When you frequently 
attend iṁproperly on things that are grounds for doubt, doubt arises, and once arisen it 
increases and grows.

When you frequently attend properly on things that are grounds for the awakening factor of 
ṁindfulness, the awakening factor of ṁindfulness arises, and once arisen it’s developed to 
perfection. … When you frequently attend properly on things that are grounds for the awakening 
factor of equaniṁity, the awakening factor of equaniṁity arises, and once arisen it’s developed to
perfection.”

46:24. Iṁproper Attention

“Mendicants, when you attend iṁproperly, sensual desire, ill will, dullness and drowsiness, 
restlessness and reṁorse, and doubt arise, and once arisen they increase and grow. And the 
awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, 
iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity don’t arise, or if they’ve already arisen, they cease.

When you attend properly, sensual desire, ill will, dullness and drowsiness, restlessness and 
reṁorse, and doubt don’t arise, or if they’ve already arisen they’re given up.

And the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, 
tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity arise, and once they’ve arisen, they’re developed to 
perfection.”

46:25. Non-decline

“Mendicants, I will teach you seven principles that guard against decline. Listen … And what are 
the seven principles that guard against decline? They are the seven awakening factors. What 
seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, 
tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. These are the seven principles that guard against 
decline.”

46:26. The Ending of Craving

“Mendicants, you should develop the path and the practice that leads to the ending of craving. 
And what is the path and the practice that leads to the ending of craving? It is the seven 
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awakening factors. What seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of 
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity.” When he said this, Uda�yī� 
said to hiṁ: “Sir, how are the seven awakening factors developed and cultivated so as to lead to 
the ending of craving?”

“Uda�yī�, it’s when a ṁendicant develops the awakening factor of ṁindfulness, which relies on 
seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripens as letting go. And it is abundant, expansive, 
liṁitless, and free of ill will. As they do so, craving is given up. When craving is given up, deeds 
are given up. When deeds are given up, suffering is given up. … A ṁendicant develops the 
awakening factor of equaniṁity, which relies on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and 
ripens as letting go. And it is abundant, expansive, liṁitless, and free of ill will. As they do so, 
craving is given up. When craving is given up, deeds are given up. When deeds are given up, 
suffering is given up. And so, Uda�yī�, when craving ends, deeds end; when deeds end suffering 
ends.”

46:27. The Cessation of Craving

“Mendicants, you should develop the path and the practice that leads to the cessation of craving. 
And what is the path and the practice that leads to the cessation of craving? It is the seven 
awakening factors. What seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of 
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. And how are the seven 
awakening factors developed and cultivated so as to lead to the cessation of craving?

It’s when a ṁendicant develops the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of 
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, 
fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. This is how the seven awakening factors are 
developed and cultivated so as to lead to the cessation of craving.”

46:28. Helping Penetration

“Mendicants, I will teach you a path that helps penetration. Listen … And what is the path that 
helps penetration? It is the seven awakening factors. What seven? The awakening factors of 
ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and 
equaniṁity.” When he said this, Uda�yī� said to hiṁ: “Sir, how are the seven awakening factors 
developed and cultivated so as to lead to penetration?”

“Uda�yī�, it’s when a ṁendicant develops the awakening factor of ṁindfulness, which relies on 
seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripens as letting go. And it is abundant, expansive, 
liṁitless, and free of ill will. With a ṁind that has developed the awakening factor of ṁindfulness,
they penetrate and shatter the ṁass of greed, the ṁass of hate, and the ṁass of delusion for the 
first tiṁe. … A ṁendicant develops the awakening factor of equaniṁity, which relies on 
seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripens as letting go. And it is abundant, expansive, 
liṁitless, and free of ill will. With a ṁind that has developed the awakening factor of equaniṁity, 
they penetrate and shatter the ṁass of greed, the ṁass of hate, and the ṁass of delusion for the 
first tiṁe. This is how are the seven awakening factors are developed and cultivated so as to lead 
to penetration.”

46:29. One Thing

“Mendicants, I do not see a single thing that, when it is developed and cultivated like this, leads to
giving up the things that are prone to being fettered like the seven awakening factors. What 
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seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, 
tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. And how are the seven awakening factors developed and
cultivated so as to lead to giving up the things that are prone to being fettered?

It’s when a ṁendicant develops the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of 
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, 
fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how the seven awakening factors are 
developed and cultivated so as to lead to giving up the things that are prone to being fettered.

And what are the things that are prone to being fettered? The eye is soṁething that’s prone to 
being fettered. This is where these fetters, shackles, and attachṁents arise. The ear … nose … 
tongue … body … ṁind is soṁething that’s prone to being fettered. This is where these fetters, 
shackles, and attachṁents arise. These are called the things that are prone to being fettered.”

46:30. With Uda�yī�

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Suṁbhas, near the town of the Suṁbhas 
called Sedaka. Then Venerable Uda�yī� went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ:

“It’s incredible, sir, it’s aṁazing! How helpful ṁy love and respect for the Buddha have been, 
and ṁy sense of conscience and prudence. For when I was still a layṁan, I wasn’t helped ṁuch 
by the teaching or the San� gha. But when I considered ṁy love and respect for the Buddha, and 
ṁy sense of conscience and prudence, I went forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness. The Buddha
taught ṁe the Dhaṁṁa: ‘Such is forṁ, such is the origin of forṁ, such is the ending of forṁ. Such 
is feeling … Such is perception … Such are choices … Such is consciousness, such is the origin of 
consciousness, such is the ending of consciousness.’

Then, while staying in an eṁpty hut, I followed the churning of the five grasping aggregates. I 
truly understood: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the origin of suffering’ … ‘This is the cessation of 
suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering’. I coṁprehended the 
teaching; I acquired the path. When developed and cultivated as I’ṁ living in such a way, it will 
bring ṁe to such a state that I will understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been 
coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of existence.’

I acquired the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, 
tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. When developed and cultivated as I’ṁ living in such a 
way, they will bring ṁe to such a state that I will understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual 
journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state 
of existence.’ This is the path that I acquired. When developed and cultivated as I’ṁ living in such 
a way, it will bring ṁe to such a state that I will understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual 
journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state 
of existence.’”

“Good, good, Uda�yī�! For that is indeed the path that you acquired. When developed and 
cultivated as you’re living in such a way, it will bring you to such a state that you will understand:
‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, 
there is no return to any state of existence.’”
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4. Hindrances

46:31. Skillful (1st)

“Mendicants, whatever qualities are skillful, part of the skillful, on the side of the skillful, all of 
theṁ are rooted in diligence and ṁeet at diligence, and diligence is said to be the best of theṁ. A 
ṁendicant who is diligent can expect to develop and cultivate the seven awakening factors.

And how does a diligent ṁendicant develop and cultivate the seven awakening factors? It’s 
when a ṁendicant develops the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, 
energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, fading away, 
and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a diligent ṁendicant develops and cultivates 
the seven awakening factors.”

46:32. Skillful (2nd)

“Mendicants, whatever qualities are skillful, part of the skillful, on the side of the skillful, all of 
theṁ are rooted in proper attention and ṁeet at proper attention, and proper attention is said to 
be the best of theṁ. A ṁendicant accoṁplished in proper attention can expect to develop and 
cultivate the seven awakening factors.

And how does a ṁendicant with proper attention develop and cultivate the seven awakening 
factors? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of 
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, 
fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant with proper attention
develops and cultivates the seven awakening factors.”

46:33. Corruptions

“Mendicants, there are these five corruptions of gold. When gold is corrupted by these it’s not 
pliable, workable, or radiant, but is brittle and not coṁpletely ready for working. What five? Iron,
copper, tin, lead, and silver. When gold is corrupted by these five corruptions it’s not pliable, 
workable, or radiant, but is brittle and not coṁpletely ready for working.

In the saṁe way, there are these five corruptions of the ṁind. When the ṁind is corrupted by 
these it’s not pliable, workable, or radiant. It’s brittle, and not coṁpletely iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi 
for the ending of defileṁents. What five? Sensual desire, ill will, dullness and drowsiness, 
restlessness and reṁorse, and doubt. These are the five corruptions of the ṁind. When the ṁind 
is corrupted by these it’s not pliable, workable, or radiant. It’s brittle, and not coṁpletely 
iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi for the ending of defileṁents.”

46:34. Not Corruptions

“Mendicants, these seven awakening factors are not obstacles, hindrances, or corruptions of the 
ṁind. When developed and cultivated they lead to the realization of the fruit of knowledge and 
freedoṁ. What seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, 
rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. These seven awakening factors are not 
obstacles, hindrances, or corruptions of the ṁind. When developed and cultivated they lead to 
the realization of the fruit of knowledge and freedoṁ.”
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46:35. Iṁproper Attention

“Mendicants, when you attend iṁproperly, sensual desire, ill will, dullness and drowsiness, 
restlessness and reṁorse, and doubt arise, and once arisen they increase and grow.”

46:36. Proper Attention

“Mendicants, when you attend properly, the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of 
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity arise, and once they’ve 
arisen, they’re developed to perfection.”

46:37. Growth

“Mendicants, when the seven awakening factors are developed and cultivated they lead to 
growth and progress. What seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of 
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. When these seven 
awakening factors are developed and cultivated they lead to growth and progress.”

46:38. Obstacles

“Mendicants, there are these five obstacles and hindrances, corruptions of the heart that weaken 
wisdoṁ. What five? Sensual desire, ill will, dullness and drowsiness, restlessness and reṁorse, 
and doubt. These are the five obstacles and hindrances, corruptions of the heart that weaken 
wisdoṁ.

There are these seven awakening factors that are not obstacles, hindrances, or corruptions of 
the ṁind. When developed and cultivated they lead to the realization of the fruit of knowledge 
and freedoṁ. What seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, 
energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. These seven awakening factors are not 
obstacles, hindrances, or corruptions of the ṁind. When developed and cultivated they lead to 
the realization of the fruit of knowledge and freedoṁ.

Mendicants, soṁetiṁes a ṁendicant pays heed, pays attention, engages wholeheartedly, and 
lends an ear to the teaching. At such a tiṁe the five hindrances are absent, and the seven 
awakening factors are developed to perfection.

What are the five hindrances that are absent? Sensual desire, ill will, dullness and drowsiness, 
restlessness and reṁorse, and doubt. These are the five hindrances that are absent.

And what are the seven awakening factors that are developed to perfection? The awakening 
factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and 
equaniṁity. These are the seven awakening factors that are developed to perfection. Soṁetiṁes 
a ṁendicant pays heed, pays attention, engages wholeheartedly, and lends an ear to the teaching.
At such a tiṁe the five hindrances are absent, and the seven awakening factors are developed to 
perfection.”

46:39. Trees

“Mendicants, there are large trees with tiny seeds and big trunks, which grow up and around 
other trees as parasites. The trees they engulf break apart, collapse, and fall. And what are those 
large trees with tiny seeds and big trunks? The bodhi, banyan, wavy leaf fig, cluster fig, Moreton 
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Bay fig, and wood apple. These are the large trees with tiny seeds and big trunks, which grow up 
and around other trees as parasites. The trees they engulf break apart, collapse, and fall. In the 
saṁe way, take soṁe people froṁ good faṁilies who have gone forth froṁ the lay life to 
hoṁelessness, abandoning sensual pleasures. But beset by sensual pleasures that are siṁilar, or 
even worse, they break apart, collapse, and fall.

There are these five obstacles and hindrances, parasites of the ṁind that weaken wisdoṁ. 
What five? Sensual desire, ill will, dullness and drowsiness, restlessness and reṁorse, and doubt. 
These are the five obstacles and hindrances, parasites of the ṁind that weaken wisdoṁ.

These seven awakening factors are not obstacles, hindrances, or parasites of the ṁind. When 
developed and cultivated they lead to the realization of the fruit of knowledge and freedoṁ. 
What seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, 
tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. These seven awakening factors are not obstacles, 
hindrances, or parasites of the ṁind. When developed and cultivated they lead to the realization 
of the fruit of knowledge and freedoṁ.”

46:40. Hindrances

“Mendicants, these five hindrances are destroyers of sight, vision, and knowledge. They block 
wisdoṁ, they’re on the side of anguish, and they don’t lead to extinguishṁent. What five? Sensual
desire, ill will, dullness and drowsiness, restlessness and reṁorse, and doubt. These five 
hindrances are destroyers of sight, vision, and knowledge. They block wisdoṁ, they’re on the 
side of anguish, and they don’t lead to extinguishṁent.

These seven awakening factors are creators of sight, vision, and knowledge. They grow 
wisdoṁ, they’re on the side of solace, and they lead to extinguishṁent. What seven? The 
awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, 
iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. These seven awakening factors are creators of sight, vision, and 
knowledge. They grow wisdoṁ, they’re on the side of solace, and they lead to extinguishṁent.”

5. A Wheel Turning Monarch

46:41. Discriṁinations

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, all the ascetics and brahṁins in the past who have given up the three 
discriṁinations have done so by developing and cultivating the seven awakening factors. All the 
ascetics and brahṁins in the future who will give up the three discriṁinations will do so by 
developing and cultivating the seven awakening factors. All the ascetics and brahṁins in the 
present who are giving up the three discriṁinations do so by developing and cultivating the 
seven awakening factors. What seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of 
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. All the ascetics and brahṁins
in the past … future … and present who give up the three discriṁinations do so by developing 
and cultivating the seven awakening factors.”
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46:42. A Wheel Turning Monarch

“Mendicants, when a Wheel Turning Monarch appears seven treasures appear. What seven? The 
wheel, the elephant, the horse, the jewel, the woṁan, the treasurer, and the counselor. When a 
Wheel Turning Monarch appears these seven treasures appear.

When a Realized One, a perfected one, a fully awakened Buddha appears the seven treasures 
of the awakening factors appear. What seven? The treasures of the awakening factors of 
ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity.
When a Realized One, a perfected one, a fully awakened Buddha appears these seven treasures of
the awakening factors appear.”

46:43. About Ma� ra

“Mendicants, I will teach you a path for crushing Ma� ra’s arṁy. Listen … And what is that path? It 
is the seven awakening factors. What seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation
of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. This is the path for 
crushing Ma� ra’s arṁy.”

46:44. Witless

Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, they speak of ‘a witless idiot’. 
How is a witless idiot defined?” “Mendicant, they’re called a witless idiot because they haven’t 
developed and cultivated the seven awakening factors. What seven? The awakening factors of 
ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity.
They’re called a witless idiot because they haven’t developed and cultivated these seven 
awakening factors.”

46:45. Wise

“Sir they speak of a person who is ‘wise, no idiot’. How is a person who is wise, no idiot defined?” 
“Mendicant, they’re called wise, no idiot because they’ve developed and cultivated the seven 
awakening factors. What seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of 
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. They’re called wise, no idiot 
because they’ve developed and cultivated these seven awakening factors.”

46:46. Poor

“Sir, they speak of soṁeone who is ‘poor’. How is a poor person defined?” “Mendicant, they’re 
called poor because they haven’t developed and cultivated the seven awakening factors. What 
seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, 
tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. They’re called poor because they haven’t developed and 
cultivated these seven awakening factors.”
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46:47. Prosperous

“Sir, they speak of soṁeone who is ‘prosperous’. How is a prosperous person defined?” 
“Mendicant, they’re called prosperous because they’ve developed and cultivated the seven 
awakening factors. What seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of 
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. They’re called prosperous 
because they’ve developed and cultivated these seven awakening factors.”

46:48. The Sun

“Mendicants, the dawn is the forerunner and precursor of the sunrise. In the saṁe way, for a 
ṁendicant good friendship is the forerunner and precursor of the arising of the seven awakening
factors. A ṁendicant with good friends can expect to develop and cultivate the seven awakening 
factors. And how does a ṁendicant with good friends develop and cultivate the seven awakening 
factors? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of 
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, 
fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant with good friends 
develops and cultivates the seven awakening factors.”

46:49. Interior

“Taking into account interior factors, ṁendicants, I do not see a single one that gives rise to the 
seven awakening factors like proper attention. …”

46:50. Exterior

“Taking into account exterior factors, ṁendicants, I do not see a single one that gives rise to the 
seven awakening factors like good friendship. …”

6. Discussion

46:51. Nourishing

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, I will teach you what fuels and what starves the five hindrances and the
seven awakening factors. Listen … And what fuels the arising of sensual desire, or, when it has 
arisen, ṁakes it increase and grow? There is the aspect of beauty. Frequent iṁproper attention 
to that fuels the arising of sensual desire, or, when it has arisen, ṁakes it increase and grow.

And what fuels the arising of ill will, or, when it has arisen, ṁakes it increase and grow? There 
is the aspect of repulsion. Frequent iṁproper attention to that fuels the arising of ill will, or, 
when it has arisen, ṁakes it increase and grow.

And what fuels the arising of dullness and drowsiness, or, when it has arisen, ṁakes it 
increase and grow? There is discontent, sloth, yawning, sleepiness after eating, and ṁental 
sluggishness. Frequent iṁproper attention to that fuels the arising of dullness and drowsiness, 
or, when it has arisen, ṁakes it increase and grow.
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And what fuels the arising of restlessness and reṁorse, or, when it has arisen, ṁakes it 
increase and grow? There is the unsettled ṁind. Frequent iṁproper attention to that fuels the 
arising of restlessness and reṁorse, or, when it has arisen, ṁakes it increase and grow.

And what fuels the arising of doubt, or, when it has arisen, ṁakes it increase and grow? There 
are things that are grounds for doubt. Frequent iṁproper attention to theṁ fuels the arising of 
doubt, or, when it has arisen, ṁakes it increase and grow.

And what fuels the arising of the awakening factor of ṁindfulness, or, when it has arisen, 
develops it to perfection? There are things that are grounds for the awakening factor of 
ṁindfulness. Frequent proper attention to theṁ fuels the arising of the awakening factor of 
ṁindfulness, or, when it has arisen, develops it to perfection.

And what fuels the arising of the awakening factor of investigation of principles, or, when it 
has arisen, develops it to perfection? There are qualities that are skillful and unskillful, 
blaṁeworthy and blaṁeless, inferior and superior, and those on the side of dark and bright. 
Frequent proper attention to theṁ fuels the arising of the awakening factor of investigation of 
principles, or, when it has arisen, develops it to perfection.

And what fuels the arising of the awakening factor of energy, or, when it has arisen, develops 
it to perfection? There are the eleṁents of initiative, persistence, and exertion. Frequent proper 
attention to theṁ fuels the arising of the awakening factor of energy, or, when it has arisen, 
develops it to perfection.

And what fuels the arising of the awakening factor of rapture, or, when it has arisen, develops 
it to perfection? There are things that are grounds for the awakening factor of rapture. Frequent 
proper attention to theṁ fuels the arising of the awakening factor of rapture, or, when it has 
arisen, develops it to perfection.

And what fuels the arising of the awakening factor of tranquility, or, when it has arisen, 
develops it to perfection? There is tranquility of the body and of the ṁind. Frequent proper 
attention to that fuels the arising of the awakening factor of tranquility, or, when it has arisen, 
develops it to perfection.

And what fuels the arising of the awakening factor of iṁṁersion, or, when it has arisen, 
develops it to perfection? There are aspects of things that are serene and free froṁ distraction. 
Frequent proper attention to theṁ fuels the arising of the awakening factor of iṁṁersion, or, 
when it has arisen, develops it to perfection.

And what fuels the arising of the awakening factor of equaniṁity, or, when it has arisen, 
develops it to perfection? There are things that are grounds for the awakening factor of 
equaniṁity. Frequent proper attention to theṁ fuels the arising of the awakening factor of 
equaniṁity, or, when it has arisen, develops it to perfection.

And what starves the arising of sensual desire, or, when it has arisen, starves its increase and 
growth? There is the aspect of ugliness. Frequent proper attention to that starves the arising of 
sensual desire, or, when it has arisen, starves its increase and growth.

And what starves the arising of ill will, or, when it has arisen, starves its increase and growth? 
There is the heart’s release by love. Frequent proper attention to that starves the arising of ill 
will, or, when it has arisen, starves its increase and growth.

And what starves the arising of dullness and drowsiness, or, when it has arisen, starves its 
increase and growth? There are the eleṁents of initiative, persistence, and exertion. Frequent 
proper attention to theṁ starves the arising of dullness and drowsiness, or, when it has arisen, 
starves its increase and growth.

And what starves the arising of restlessness and reṁorse, or, when it has arisen, starves its 
increase and growth? There is the settled ṁind. Frequent proper attention to that starves the 
arising of restlessness and reṁorse, or, when it has arisen, starves its increase and growth.

And what starves the arising of doubt, or, when it has arisen, starves its increase and growth? 
There are qualities that are skillful and unskillful, blaṁeworthy and blaṁeless, inferior and 
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superior, and those on the side of dark and bright. Frequent proper attention to theṁ starves the 
arising of doubt, or, when it has arisen, starves its increase and growth.

And what starves the arising of the awakening factor of ṁindfulness, or, when it has arisen, 
starves its developṁent to perfection? There are things that are grounds for the awakening 
factor of ṁindfulness. Not frequently focusing on theṁ starves the arising of the awakening 
factor of ṁindfulness, or, when it has arisen, starves its developṁent to perfection.

And what starves the arising of the awakening factor of investigation of principles, or, when it 
has arisen, starves its developṁent to perfection? There are qualities that are skillful and 
unskillful, blaṁeworthy and blaṁeless, inferior and superior, and those on the side of dark and 
bright. Not frequently focusing on theṁ starves the arising of the awakening factor of 
investigation of principles, or, when it has arisen, starves its developṁent to perfection.

And what starves the arising of the awakening factor of energy, or, when it has arisen, starves 
its developṁent to perfection? There are the eleṁents of initiative, persistence, and exertion. Not
frequently focusing on theṁ starves the arising of the awakening factor of energy, or, when it has
arisen, starves its developṁent to perfection.

And what starves the arising of the awakening factor of rapture, or, when it has arisen, starves
its developṁent to perfection? There are things that are grounds for the awakening factor of 
rapture. Not frequently focusing on theṁ starves the arising of the awakening factor of rapture, 
or, when it has arisen, starves its developṁent to perfection.

And what starves the arising of the awakening factor of tranquility, or, when it has arisen, 
starves its developṁent to perfection? There is tranquility of the body and of the ṁind. Not 
frequently attending to that starves the arising of the awakening factor of tranquility, or, when it 
has arisen, starves its developṁent to perfection.

And what starves the arising of the awakening factor of iṁṁersion, or, when it has arisen, 
starves its developṁent to perfection? There are aspects of things that are serene and free froṁ 
distraction. Not frequently focusing on theṁ starves the arising of the awakening factor of 
iṁṁersion, or, when it has arisen, starves its developṁent to perfection.

And what starves the arising of the awakening factor of equaniṁity, or, when it has arisen, 
starves its developṁent to perfection? There are things that are grounds for the awakening 
factor of equaniṁity. Not frequently focusing on theṁ starves the arising of the awakening factor
of equaniṁity, or, when it has arisen, starves its developṁent to perfection.”

46:52. Is There a Way?

Then several ṁendicants robed up in the ṁorning and, taking their bowls and robes, entered 
Sa�vatthī� for alṁs. Then those ṁendicants thought: “It’s too early to wander for alṁs in Sa�vatthī�. 
Why don’t we go to the ṁonastery of the wanderers who follow other paths?”

Then they went to the ṁonastery of the wanderers who follow other paths, and exchanged 
greetings with the wanderers there. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, they 
sat down to one side. The wanderers said to theṁ:

“Reverends, the ascetic Gotaṁa teaches his disciples like this: ‘Mendicants, please give up the 
five hindrances—corruptions of the heart that weaken wisdoṁ—and truly develop the seven 
awakening factors.’ We too teach our disciples: ‘Reverends, please give up the five hindrances—
corruptions of the heart that weaken wisdoṁ—and truly develop the seven awakening factors.’ 
What, then, is the difference between the ascetic Gotaṁa’s teaching and instruction and ours?”

Those ṁendicants neither approved nor disṁissed that stateṁent of the wanderers who 
follow other paths. They got up froṁ their seat, thinking: “We will learn the ṁeaning of this 
stateṁent froṁ the Buddha hiṁself.” Then, after the ṁeal, when they returned froṁ alṁs-round, 
they went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ what had happened.
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“Mendicants, when wanderers who follow other paths say this, you should say to theṁ: ‘But 
reverends, is there a way in which the five hindrances becoṁe ten and the seven awakening 
factors becoṁe fourteen?’ Questioned like this, the wanderers who follow other paths would be 
stuṁped, and, in addition, would get frustrated. Why is that? Because they’re out of their 
eleṁent. I don’t see anyone in this world—with its gods, Ma�ras, and Brahṁa� s, this population 
with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans—who could provide a satisfying answer to 
these questions except for the Realized One or his disciple or soṁeone who has heard it froṁ 
theṁ.

And what is the way in which the five hindrances becoṁe ten? Sensual desire for what is 
internal is a hindrance; and sensual desire for what is external is also a hindrance. That’s how 
what is concisely referred to as ‘the hindrance of sensual desire’ becoṁes twofold. Ill will for 
what is internal is a hindrance; and ill will for what is external is also a hindrance. That’s how 
what is concisely referred to as ‘the hindrance of ill will’ becoṁes twofold. Dullness is a 
hindrance; and drowsiness is also a hindrance. That’s how what is concisely referred to as ‘the 
hindrance of dullness and drowsiness’ becoṁes twofold. Restlessness is a hindrance; and 
reṁorse is also a hindrance. That’s how what is concisely referred to as ‘the hindrance of 
restlessness and reṁorse’ becoṁes twofold. Doubt about internal things is a hindrance; and 
doubt about external things is also a hindrance. That’s how what is concisely referred to as ‘the 
hindrance of doubt’ becoṁes twofold. This is the way in which the five hindrances becoṁe ten.

And what is the way in which the seven awakening factors becoṁe fourteen? Mindfulness of 
internal things is the awakening factor of ṁindfulness; and ṁindfulness of external things is also 
the awakening factor of ṁindfulness. That’s how what is concisely referred to as ‘the awakening 
factor of ṁindfulness’ becoṁes twofold.

Investigating, exploring, and inquiring into internal things with wisdoṁ is the awakening 
factor of investigation of principles; and investigating, exploring, and inquiring into external 
things with wisdoṁ is also the awakening factor of investigation of principles. That’s how what is
concisely referred to as ‘the awakening factor of investigation of principles’ becoṁes twofold.

Physical energy is the awakening factor of energy; and ṁental energy is also the awakening 
factor of energy. That’s how what is concisely referred to as ‘the awakening factor of energy’ 
becoṁes twofold.

Rapture while placing the ṁind and keeping it connected is the awakening factor of rapture; 
and rapture without placing the ṁind and keeping it connected is also the awakening factor of 
rapture. In this way what is concisely referred to as ‘the awakening factor of rapture’ becoṁes 
twofold.

Physical tranquility is the awakening factor of tranquility; and ṁental tranquility is also the 
awakening factor of tranquility. In this way what is concisely referred to as ‘the awakening factor
of tranquility’ becoṁes twofold.

Iṁṁersion while placing the ṁind and keeping it connected is the awakening factor of 
iṁṁersion; and iṁṁersion without placing the ṁind and keeping it connected is also the 
awakening factor of iṁṁersion. In this way what is concisely referred to as ‘the awakening factor
of iṁṁersion’ becoṁes twofold.

Equaniṁity for internal things is the awakening factor of equaniṁity; and equaniṁity for 
external things is also the awakening factor of equaniṁity. In this way what is concisely referred 
to as ‘the awakening factor of equaniṁity’ becoṁes twofold. This is the way in which the seven 
awakening factors becoṁe fourteen.”
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46:53. Fire

Then several ṁendicants robed up in the ṁorning and, taking their bowls and robes, entered 
Sa�vatthī� for alṁs. (The saṁe as the previous discourse.)

“Mendicants, when wanderers who follow other paths say this, you should say to theṁ: 
‘Reverends, which awakening factors should not be developed when the ṁind is sluggish? And 
which awakening factors should be developed at that tiṁe? Which awakening factors should not 
be developed when the ṁind is restless? And which awakening factors should be developed at 
that tiṁe?’ Questioned like this, the wanderers who follow other paths would be stuṁped, and, in
addition, would get frustrated. Why is that? Because they’re out of their eleṁent.

I don’t see anyone in this world—with its gods, Ma� ras, and Brahṁa�s, this population with its 
ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans—who could provide a satisfying answer to these 
questions except for the Realized One or his disciple or soṁeone who has heard it froṁ theṁ.

When the ṁind is sluggish, it’s the wrong tiṁe to develop the awakening factors of tranquility,
iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. Why is that? Because it’s hard to stiṁulate a sluggish ṁind with 
these things.

Suppose soṁeone wanted to ṁake a sṁall fire flare up. If they toss wet grass, cow-dung, and 
tiṁber on it, spray it with water, and scatter dirt on it, could they ṁake it flare up?” “No, sir.”

“In the saṁe way, when the ṁind is sluggish, it’s the wrong tiṁe to develop the awakening 
factors of tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. Why is that? Because it’s hard to stiṁulate a 
sluggish ṁind with these things.

When the ṁind is sluggish, it’s the right tiṁe to develop the awakening factors of investigation
of principles, energy, and rapture. Why is that? Because it’s easy to stiṁulate a sluggish ṁind 
with these things.

Suppose soṁeone wanted to ṁake a sṁall fire flare up. If they toss dry grass, cow-dung, and 
tiṁber on it, blow on it, and don’t scatter dirt on it, could they ṁake it flare up?” “Yes, sir.”

“In the saṁe way, when the ṁind is sluggish, it’s the right tiṁe to develop the awakening 
factors of investigation of principles, energy, and rapture. Why is that? Because it’s easy to 
stiṁulate a sluggish ṁind with these things.

When the ṁind is restless, it’s the wrong tiṁe to develop the awakening factors of 
investigation of principles, energy, and rapture. Why is that? Because it’s hard to settle a restless 
ṁind with these things.

Suppose soṁeone wanted to extinguish a bonfire. If they toss dry grass, cow-dung, and tiṁber
on it, blow on it, and don’t scatter dirt on it, could they extinguish it?” “No, sir.”

“In the saṁe way, when the ṁind is restless, it’s the wrong tiṁe to develop the awakening 
factors of investigation of principles, energy, and rapture. Why is that? Because it’s hard to settle 
a restless ṁind with these things.

When the ṁind is restless, it’s the right tiṁe to develop the awakening factors of tranquility, 
iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. Why is that? Because it’s easy to settle a restless ṁind with these 
things.

Suppose soṁeone wanted to extinguish a bonfire. If they toss wet grass, cow-dung, and tiṁber
on it, spray it with water, and scatter dirt on it, could they extinguish it?” “Yes, sir.”

“In the saṁe way, when the ṁind is restless, it’s the right tiṁe to develop the awakening 
factors of tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. Why is that? Because it’s easy to settle a 
restless ṁind with these things. But ṁindfulness is always useful, I say.”
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46:54. Full of Love

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Koliyans, where they have a town called 
Haliddavasana. Then several ṁendicants robed up in the ṁorning and, taking their bowls and 
robes, entered Haliddavasana for alṁs. Then those ṁendicants thought: “It’s too early to wander 
for alṁs in Haliddavasana. Why don’t we go to the ṁonastery of the wanderers who follow other 
paths?”

Then they went to the ṁonastery of the wanderers who follow other paths, and exchanged 
greetings with the wanderers there. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, they 
sat down to one side. The wanderers said to theṁ:

“Reverends, the ascetic Gotaṁa teaches his disciples like this: ‘Coṁe, ṁendicants, give up 
these five hindrances, corruptions of the heart that weaken wisdoṁ, and ṁeditate spreading a 
heart full of love to one direction, and to the second, and to the third, and to the fourth. In the 
saṁe way above, below, across, everywhere, all around, spread a heart full of love to the whole 
world—abundant, expansive, liṁitless, free of enṁity and ill will. Meditate spreading a heart full 
of coṁpassion to one direction, and to the second, and to the third, and to the fourth. In the saṁe 
way above, below, across, everywhere, all around, spread a heart full of coṁpassion to the whole 
world—abundant, expansive, liṁitless, free of enṁity and ill will. Meditate spreading a heart full 
of rejoicing to one direction, and to the second, and to the third, and to the fourth. In the saṁe 
way above, below, across, everywhere, all around, spread a heart full of rejoicing to the whole 
world—abundant, expansive, liṁitless, free of enṁity and ill will. Meditate spreading a heart full 
of equaniṁity to one direction, and to the second, and to the third, and to the fourth. In the saṁe 
way above, below, across, everywhere, all around, they spread a heart full of equaniṁity to the 
whole world—abundant, expansive, liṁitless, free of enṁity and ill will.’

We too teach our disciples in just the saṁe way. What, then, is the difference between the 
ascetic Gotaṁa’s teaching and instruction and ours?”

Those ṁendicants neither approved nor disṁissed that stateṁent of the wanderers who 
follow other paths. They got up froṁ their seat, thinking: “We will learn the ṁeaning of this 
stateṁent froṁ the Buddha hiṁself.” Then, after the ṁeal, when they returned froṁ alṁs-round, 
they went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ what had happened.

“Mendicants, when wanderers who follow other paths say this, you should say to theṁ: ‘But 
reverends, how is the heart’s release by love developed? What is its destination, apex, fruit, and 
end? How is the heart’s release by coṁpassion developed? What is its destination, apex, fruit, and
end? How is the heart’s release by rejoicing developed? What is its destination, apex, fruit, and 
end? How is the heart’s release by equaniṁity developed? What is its destination, apex, fruit, and 
end?’ Questioned like this, the wanderers who follow other paths would be stuṁped, and, in 
addition, would get frustrated. Why is that? Because they’re out of their eleṁent. I don’t see 
anyone in this world—with its gods, Ma�ras, and Brahṁa� s, this population with its ascetics and 
brahṁins, its gods and huṁans—who could provide a satisfying answer to these questions 
except for the Realized One or his disciple or soṁeone who has heard it froṁ theṁ.

And how is the heart’s release by love developed? What is its destination, apex, fruit, and end? 
It’s when a ṁendicant develops the heart’s release by love together with the awakening factors 
of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and 
equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. If they 
wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the repulsive in the unrepulsive,’ that’s what they do. If they 
wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the unrepulsive in the repulsive,’ that’s what they do. If they 
wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the repulsive in the unrepulsive and the repulsive,’ that’s what 
they do. If they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the unrepulsive in the repulsive and the 
unrepulsive,’ that’s what they do. If they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate staying equaniṁous, ṁindful and 
aware, rejecting both the repulsive and the unrepulsive,’ that’s what they do. The apex of the 
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heart’s release by love is the beautiful, I say, for a ṁendicant who has not penetrated to a higher 
freedoṁ.

And how is the heart’s release by coṁpassion developed? What is its destination, apex, fruit, 
and end? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the heart’s release by coṁpassion together with the 
awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, 
iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as 
letting go. If they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the repulsive in the unrepulsive,’ that’s what 
they do. … If they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate staying equaniṁous, ṁindful and aware, rejecting both 
the repulsive and the unrepulsive,’ that’s what they do. Or else, going totally beyond perceptions 
of forṁ, with the ending of perceptions of iṁpingeṁent, not focusing on perceptions of diversity, 
aware that ‘space is infinite’, they enter and reṁain in the diṁension of infinite space. The apex 
of the heart’s release by coṁpassion is the diṁension of infinite space, I say, for a ṁendicant who
has not penetrated to a higher freedoṁ.

And how is the heart’s release by rejoicing developed? What is its destination, apex, fruit, and 
end? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the heart’s release by rejoicing together with the 
awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, 
iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as 
letting go. If they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the repulsive in the unrepulsive,’ that’s what 
they do. … If they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate staying equaniṁous, ṁindful and aware, rejecting both 
the repulsive and the unrepulsive,’ that’s what they do. Or else, going totally beyond the 
diṁension of infinite space, aware that ‘consciousness is infinite’, they enter and reṁain in the 
diṁension of infinite consciousness. The apex of the heart’s release by rejoicing is the diṁension 
of infinite consciousness, I say, for a ṁendicant who has not penetrated to a higher freedoṁ.

And how is the heart’s release by equaniṁity developed? What is its destination, apex, fruit, 
and end? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the heart’s release by equaniṁity together with the 
awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, 
iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as 
letting go. If they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the repulsive in the unrepulsive,’ that’s what 
they do. If they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the unrepulsive in the repulsive,’ that’s what 
they do. If they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the repulsive in the unrepulsive and the 
repulsive,’ that’s what they do. If they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the unrepulsive in the 
repulsive and the unrepulsive,’ that’s what they do. If they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate staying 
equaniṁous, ṁindful and aware, rejecting both the repulsive and the unrepulsive,’ that’s what 
they do. Or else, going totally beyond the diṁension of infinite consciousness, aware that ‘there is
nothing at all’, they enter and reṁain in the diṁension of nothingness. The apex of the heart’s 
release by equaniṁity is the diṁension of nothingness, I say, for a ṁendicant who has not 
penetrated to a higher freedoṁ.”

46:55. With San� ga� rava

At Sa�vatthī�. Then San� ga� rava the brahṁin went up to the Buddha, and exchanged greetings with 
hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to 
the Buddha:

“What is the cause, Master Gotaṁa, what is the reason why soṁetiṁes even hyṁns that are 
long-practiced aren’t clear to the ṁind, let alone those that are not practiced? And why is it that 
soṁetiṁes even hyṁns that are long-unpracticed do recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are 
practiced?”

“Brahṁin, there’s a tiṁe when your heart is overcoṁe and ṁired in sensual desire and you 
don’t truly understand the escape froṁ sensual desire that has arisen. At that tiṁe you don’t 
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truly know or see your own good, the good of another, or the good of both. Even hyṁns that are 
long-practiced don’t recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are not practiced.

Suppose there was a bowl of water that was ṁixed with dye such as red lac, turṁeric, indigo, 
or rose ṁadder. Even a person with good eyesight exaṁining their own reflection wouldn’t truly 
know it or see it. In the saṁe way, when your heart is overcoṁe and ṁired in sensual desire … 
Even hyṁns that are long-practiced don’t recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are not 
practiced.

Furtherṁore, when your heart is overcoṁe and ṁired in ill will … Even hyṁns that are long-
practiced don’t recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are not practiced.

Suppose there was a bowl of water that was heated by fire, boiling and bubbling. Even a 
person with good eyesight exaṁining their own reflection wouldn’t truly know it or see it. In the 
saṁe way, when your heart is overcoṁe and ṁired in ill will … Even hyṁns that are long-
practiced don’t recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are not practiced.

Furtherṁore, when your heart is overcoṁe and ṁired in dullness and drowsiness … Even 
hyṁns that are long-practiced don’t recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are not practiced.

Suppose there was a bowl of water overgrown with ṁoss and aquatic plants. Even a person 
with good eyesight exaṁining their own reflection wouldn’t truly know it or see it. In the saṁe 
way, when your heart is overcoṁe and ṁired in dullness and drowsiness … Even hyṁns that are 
long-practiced don’t recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are not practiced.

Furtherṁore, when your heart is overcoṁe and ṁired in restlessness and reṁorse … Even 
hyṁns that are long-practiced don’t recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are not practiced.

Suppose there was a bowl of water stirred by the wind, churning, swirling, and rippling. Even 
a person with good eyesight exaṁining their own reflection wouldn’t truly know it or see it. In 
the saṁe way, when your heart is overcoṁe and ṁired in restlessness and reṁorse … Even 
hyṁns that are long-practiced don’t recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are not practiced.

Furtherṁore, when your heart is overcoṁe and ṁired in doubt … Even hyṁns that are long-
practiced don’t recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are not practiced.

Suppose there was a bowl of water that was cloudy, ṁurky, and ṁuddy, hidden in the 
darkness. Even a person with good eyesight exaṁining their own reflection wouldn’t truly know 
it or see it. In the saṁe way, there’s a tiṁe when your heart is overcoṁe and ṁired in doubt and 
you don’t truly understand the escape froṁ doubt that has arisen. At that tiṁe you don’t truly 
know or see your own good, the good of another, or the good of both. Even hyṁns that are long-
practiced don’t recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are not practiced. This is the cause, 
brahṁin, this is the reason why soṁetiṁes even hyṁns that are long-practiced aren’t clear to the
ṁind, let alone those that are not practiced.

There’s a tiṁe when your heart is not overcoṁe and ṁired in sensual desire and you truly 
understand the escape froṁ sensual desire that has arisen. At that tiṁe you truly know and see 
your own good, the good of another, and the good of both. Even hyṁns that are long-unpracticed 
recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are practiced.

Suppose there was a bowl of water that was not ṁixed with dye such as red lac, turṁeric, 
indigo, or rose ṁadder. A person with good eyesight exaṁining their own reflection would truly 
know it and see it. In the saṁe way, when your heart is not overcoṁe and ṁired in sensual desire
… Even hyṁns that are long-unpracticed recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are practiced.

Furtherṁore, when your heart is not overcoṁe and ṁired in ill will … Even hyṁns that are 
long-unpracticed recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are practiced.

Suppose there is a bowl of water that is not heated by a fire, boiling and bubbling. A person 
with good eyesight exaṁining their own reflection would truly know it and see it. In the saṁe 
way, when your heart is not overcoṁe and ṁired in ill will … Even hyṁns that are long-
unpracticed recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are practiced.
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Furtherṁore, when your heart is not overcoṁe and ṁired in dullness and drowsiness … Even 
hyṁns that are long-unpracticed recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are practiced.

Suppose there is a bowl of water that is not overgrown with ṁoss and aquatic plants. A person
with good eyesight exaṁining their own reflection would truly know it and see it. In the saṁe 
way, when your heart is not overcoṁe and ṁired in dullness and drowsiness … Even hyṁns that 
are long-unpracticed recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are practiced.

Furtherṁore, when your heart is not overcoṁe and ṁired in restlessness and reṁorse … Even
hyṁns that are long-unpracticed recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are practiced.

Suppose there is a bowl of water that is not stirred by the wind, churning, swirling, and 
rippling. A person with good eyesight exaṁining their own reflection would truly know it and 
see it. In the saṁe way, when your heart is not overcoṁe and ṁired in restlessness and reṁorse 
… Even hyṁns that are long-unpracticed recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are practiced.

Furtherṁore, when your heart is not overcoṁe and ṁired in doubt … Even hyṁns that are 
long-unpracticed recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are practiced.

Suppose there was a bowl of water that was transparent, clear, and unclouded, brought into 
the light. A person with good eyesight exaṁining their own reflection would truly know it and 
see it. In the saṁe way, there’s a tiṁe when your heart is not overcoṁe and ṁired in doubt and 
you truly understand the escape froṁ doubt that has arisen. At that tiṁe you truly know and see 
your own good, the good of another, and the good of both. Even hyṁns that are long-unpracticed 
recur to the ṁind, let alone those that are practiced. This is the cause, brahṁin, this is the reason 
why soṁetiṁes even hyṁns that are long-unpracticed do recur to the ṁind, let alone those that 
are practiced.

These seven awakening factors are not obstacles, hindrances, or corruptions of the ṁind. 
When developed and cultivated they lead to the realization of the fruit of knowledge and 
freedoṁ. What seven? The awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, 
rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity. These seven awakening factors are not 
obstacles, hindrances, or corruptions of the ṁind. When developed and cultivated they lead to 
the realization of the fruit of knowledge and freedoṁ.”

When he said this, San� ga� rava said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! … Froṁ this day 
forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for life.”

46:56. A Place Without Fear

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, on the Vulture’s Peak 
Mountain. Then Prince Abhaya went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to 
hiṁ: “Sir, Pu� ranA a Kassapa says this: ‘There is no cause or condition for not knowing and not 
seeing. Not knowing and not seeing have no cause or condition. There is no cause or condition 
for knowing and seeing. Knowing and seeing have no cause or condition.’ What does the Buddha 
say about this?” “Prince, there are causes and conditions for not knowing and not seeing. Not 
knowing and not seeing have causes and conditions. There are causes and conditions for 
knowing and seeing. Knowing and seeing have causes and conditions.”

“But sir, what is the cause and condition for not knowing and not seeing? How do not knowing
and not seeing have causes and conditions?” “There’s a tiṁe when the heart is overcoṁe and 
ṁired in sensual desire, without truly knowing and seeing the escape froṁ sensual desire that 
has arisen. This is a cause and condition for not knowing and not seeing. And this is how not 
knowing and not seeing have causes and conditions.

Furtherṁore, there’s a tiṁe when the heart is overcoṁe and ṁired in ill will … dullness and 
drowsiness … restlessness and reṁorse … doubt, without truly knowing and seeing the escape 
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froṁ doubt that has arisen. This is a cause and condition for not knowing and not seeing. And 
this is how not knowing and not seeing have causes and conditions.”

“Sir, what is the naṁe of this exposition of the teaching?” “These are called the ‘hindrances’, 
prince.” “Indeed, Blessed One, these are hindrances! Indeed, Holy One, these are hindrances! 
Overcoṁe by even a single hindrance you wouldn’t truly know or see, how ṁuch ṁore so all five 
hindrances.

But sir, what is the cause and condition for knowing and seeing? How do knowing and seeing 
have causes and conditions?” “It’s when a ṁendicant develops the awakening factor of 
ṁindfulness, which relies on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripens as letting go. They 
truly know and see with a ṁind that has developed the awakening factor of ṁindfulness. This is a
cause and condition for knowing and seeing. And this is how knowing and seeing have causes 
and conditions.

Furtherṁore, a ṁendicant develops the awakening factor of investigation of principles ... 
energy ... rapture ... tranquility ... iṁṁersion ... equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, fading away, 
and cessation, and ripen as letting go. They truly know and see with a ṁind that has developed 
the awakening factor of equaniṁity. This is a cause and condition for knowing and seeing. And 
this is how knowing and seeing have causes and conditions.”

“Sir, what is the naṁe of this exposition of the teaching?” “These are called the ‘awakening 
factors’, prince.” “Indeed, Blessed One, these are awakening factors! Indeed, Holy One, these are 
awakening factors! Endowed with even a single awakening factor you would truly know and see, 
how ṁuch ṁore so all seven awakening factors. When cliṁbing Mount Vulture’s Peak I becaṁe 
fatigued in body and ṁind. But this has now faded away. And I’ve coṁprehended the teaching.”

7. Breathing

46:57. A Skeleton

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when the perception of a skeleton is developed and cultivated it’s very 
fruitful and beneficial. How so? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the perception of a skeleton 
together with the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, 
tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and 
ripen as letting go. That’s how the perception of a skeleton, when developed and cultivated, is 
very fruitful and beneficial.”

“When the perception of a skeleton is developed and cultivated you can expect one of two 
results: enlightenṁent in the present life, or if there’s soṁething left over, non-return. How 
so? ..."

“Mendicants, when the perception of a skeleton is developed and cultivated it leads to great 
benefit. How so? ..."

“Mendicants, when the perception of a skeleton is developed and cultivated it leads to great 
sanctuary. How so? ...”

“Mendicants, when the perception of a skeleton is developed and cultivated it leads to great 
inspiration. How so? ...”

“Mendicants, when the perception of a skeleton is developed and cultivated it leads to 
dwelling in great coṁfort. How so? ...”
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46:58. Worṁ-Infested

“Mendicants, when the perception of a worṁ-infested corpse is developed and cultivated it’s 
very fruitful and beneficial. …”

46:59. Livid

“Mendicants, when the perception of a livid corpse is developed and cultivated it’s very fruitful 
and beneficial. …”

46:60. Split Open

“Mendicants, when the perception of a split open corpse is developed and cultivated it’s very 
fruitful and beneficial. …”

46:61. Bloated

“Mendicants, when the perception of a bloated corpse is developed and cultivated it’s very 
fruitful and beneficial. …”

46:62. Love

“Mendicants, when love is developed and cultivated it’s very fruitful and beneficial. …”

46:63. Coṁpassion

“Mendicants, when coṁpassion is developed and cultivated it’s very fruitful and beneficial. …”

46:64. Rejoicing

“Mendicants, when rejoicing is developed and cultivated it’s very fruitful and beneficial. …”

46:65. Equaniṁity

“Mendicants, when equaniṁity is developed and cultivated it’s very fruitful and beneficial. …”

46:66. Breathing

“Mendicants, when ṁindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated it’s very fruitful and 
beneficial. …”
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8. Cessation

46:67. Ugliness

“Mendicants, when the perception of ugliness is developed and cultivated it’s very fruitful and 
beneficial. …”

46:68. Death

“Mendicants, when the perception of death is developed and cultivated it’s very fruitful and 
beneficial. …”

46:69. Repulsiveness of Food

“Mendicants, when the perception of repulsiveness of food is developed and cultivated it’s very 
fruitful and beneficial. …”

46:70. Dissatisfaction

“Mendicants, when the perception of dissatisfaction with the whole world is developed and 
cultivated it’s very fruitful and beneficial. …”

46:71. Iṁperṁanence

“Mendicants, when the perception of iṁperṁanence is developed and cultivated it’s very fruitful 
and beneficial. …”

46:72. Suffering in Iṁperṁanence

“Mendicants, when the perception of suffering in iṁperṁanence is developed and cultivated it’s 
very fruitful and beneficial. …”

46:73. Not-Self in Suffering

“Mendicants, when the perception of not-self in suffering is developed and cultivated it’s very 
fruitful and beneficial. …”

46:74. Giving Up

“Mendicants, when the perception of giving up is developed and cultivated it’s very fruitful and 
beneficial. …”
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46:75. Dispassion

“Mendicants, when the perception of dispassion is developed and cultivated it’s very fruitful and 
beneficial. …”

46:76. Cessation

“Mendicants, when the perception of cessation is developed and cultivated it’s very fruitful and 
beneficial. How so? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the perception of cessation together with the 
awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, 
iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as 
letting go. That’s how, when the perception of cessation is developed and cultivated, it’s very 
fruitful and beneficial.

When the perception of cessation is developed and cultivated you can expect one of two 
results: enlightenṁent in the present life, or if there’s soṁething left over, non-return. How so? 
It’s when a ṁendicant develops the perception of cessation together with the awakening factors 
of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and 
equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. When 
the perception of cessation is developed and cultivated in this way you can expect one of two 
results: enlightenṁent in the present life, or if there’s soṁething left over, non-return.”

“The perception of cessation, when developed and cultivated, leads to great benefit … great 
sanctuary … great inspiration … great ease. How so? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the 
perception of cessation together with the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of 
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, 
fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how the perception of cessation, when 
developed and cultivated, leads to great benefit … great sanctuary … great inspiration … great 
ease.”

46:77–88. The Ganges River, Etc.

“Mendicants, the Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the seven awakening factors slants, slopes, and inclines 
to extinguishṁent. And how does a ṁendicant who develops the seven awakening factors slant, 
slope, and incline to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the awakening factors of 
ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity,
which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a 
ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the seven awakening factors slants, slopes, and inclines 
to extinguishṁent.” (To be expanded for each of the different rivers as in SN 45.91–102.)

10. Diligence

46:89–98. A Realized One, Etc.

“Mendicants, the Realized One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha, is said to be the 
best of all sentient beings—be they footless, with two feet, four feet, or ṁany feet …”

(To be expanded as in SN 45.139–148.)
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11. Hard Work

46:99–110. Hard Work, Etc.

“Mendicants, all the hard work that gets done depends on the earth and is grounded on the earth.
…”

(To be expanded as in SN 45.149–160.)

12. Searches

46:111–120. Searches, Etc.

“Mendicants, there are these three searches. What three? The search for sensual pleasures, the 
search for continued existence, and the search for a spiritual path. …”

(To be expanded as in SN 45.161–170.)

13. Floods

46:121–129. Floods

“Mendicants, there are these four floods. What four? The floods of sensuality, desire to be reborn,
views, and ignorance.” (To be expanded as in SN 45.171–179.)

46:130. Higher Fetters

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are five higher fetters. What five? Desire for rebirth in the realṁ 
of luṁinous forṁ, desire for rebirth in the forṁless realṁ, conceit, restlessness, and ignorance. 
These are the five higher fetters. The seven awakening factors should be developed for the direct 
knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these five higher fetters. What 
seven? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of 
principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which culṁinate in the 
reṁoval of greed, hate, and delusion. …” “… which culṁinate, finish, and end in the deathless …” 
“… which culṁinate, finish, and end in extinguishṁent … The seven awakening factors should be 
developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these 
five higher fetters.”
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14. Another Chapter of Abbreviated Texts on the Ganges, Etc.

46:131–142. More on the Ganges River, Etc.

(To be expanded as in SN 45.103–114, reṁoval of greed version.)

15. Another Chapter on Diligence

46:143–152. Another Series on a Realized One, Etc.

(To be expanded as in SN 45.139–148, reṁoval of greed version.)

16. Another Chapter on Hard Work

46:153–164. Hard Work, Etc.

(To be expanded as in SN 45.149–160, reṁoval of greed version.)

17. Another Chapter on Searches

46:165–174. Another Series on Searches, Etc.

(To be expanded as in SN 45.161–170.)

18. Another Chapter on Floods

46:175–184. Another Series on Floods, Etc.

(To be expanded as in SN 45.171–180.)
(All should be expanded as in the chapter on reṁoval of greed, hate, and delusion.) (The 

Linked Discourses on Awakening Factors should be expanded just as the Linked Discourses on 
the Path.)

The Linked Discourses on the Awakening Factors is the second section.
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47. Satipaṭṭhānasaṁyutta:
On Mindfulness Meditation

1. In Aṁbapa� lī�’s Wood

47:1. In Aṁbapa� lī�’s Wood

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, in Aṁbapa� lī�’s Wood. There the 
Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” “Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said 
this:

“Mendicants, the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are the path to convergence. They are 
in order to purify sentient beings, to get past sorrow and crying, to ṁake an end of pain and 
sadness, to coṁplete the procedure, and to realize extinguishṁent. What four? It’s when a 
ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire
and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings—keen, aware, and 
ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of the ṁind
—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an
aspect of principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. The four
kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are the path to convergence. They are in order to purify sentient
beings, to get past sorrow and crying, to ṁake an end of pain and sadness, to coṁplete the 
procedure, and to realize extinguishṁent.”

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the ṁendicants were happy with what the Buddha 
said.

47:2. Mindful

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, in Aṁbapa� lī�’s Wood. There the Buddha 
addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” “Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Mendicants, a ṁendicant should live ṁindful and aware. This is ṁy instruction to you. And 
how is a ṁendicant ṁindful? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body
—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an
aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for 
the world. That’s how a ṁendicant is ṁindful.

And how is a ṁendicant aware? It’s when a ṁendicant acts with situational awareness when 
going out and coṁing back; when looking ahead and aside; when bending and extending the 
liṁbs; when bearing the outer robe, bowl and robes; when eating, drinking, chewing, and tasting;
when urinating and defecating; when walking, standing, sitting, sleeping, waking, speaking, and 
keeping silent. That’s how a ṁendicant acts with situational awareness. A ṁendicant should live 
ṁindful and aware. This is ṁy instruction to you.”
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47:3. A Monk

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. 
Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay
the Buddha please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, 
diligent, keen, and resolute.” “This is exactly how soṁe foolish people ask ṁe for soṁething. But 
when the teaching has been explained they think only of following ṁe around.” “Sir, ṁay the 
Buddha teach ṁe the Dhaṁṁa in brief! May the Holy One teach ṁe the Dhaṁṁa in brief! 
Hopefully I can understand the ṁeaning of what the Buddha says! Hopefully I can be an heir of 
the Buddha’s teaching!” “Well then, ṁendicant, you should purify the starting point of skillful 
qualities. What is the starting point of skillful qualities? Well purified ethics and correct view. 
When your ethics are well purified and your view is correct, you should develop the four kinds of
ṁindfulness ṁeditation in three ways, depending on and grounded on ethics.

What four? Meditate observing an aspect of the body internally—keen, aware, and ṁindful, 
rid of desire and aversion for the world. Or ṁeditate observing an aspect of the body externally
—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. Or ṁeditate observing an 
aspect of the body internally and externally—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. Or ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings internally … externally … 
internally and externally—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. Or 
ṁeditate observing an aspect of the ṁind internally … externally … internally and externally—
keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. Or ṁeditate observing an 
aspect of principles internally … externally … internally and externally—keen, aware, and 
ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. When you develop the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation in these three ways, depending on and grounded on ethics, you can 
expect growth, not decline, in skillful qualities, whether by day or by night.”

And then that ṁendicant approved and agreed with what the Buddha said. He got up froṁ his 
seat, bowed, and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his right, before leaving. Then 
that ṁendicant, living alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute, soon realized the supreṁe 
end of the spiritual path in this very life. He lived having achieved with his own insight the goal 
for which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly go forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness. He 
understood: “Rebirth is ended; the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted; what had to be done 
has been done; there is no return to any state of existence.” And that ṁendicant becaṁe one of 
the perfected.

47:4. At Sa� la�

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Kosalans near the brahṁin village of Sa� la� . 
There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants:

“Mendicants, those ṁendicants who are junior—recently gone forth, newly coṁe to this 
teaching and training—should be encouraged, supported, and established in the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation. What four? Please, reverends, ṁeditate observing an aspect of the body
—keen, aware, at one, with ṁinds that are clear, iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, and unified, so as to truly 
know the body. Meditate observing an aspect of feelings—keen, aware, at one, with ṁinds that 
are clear, iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, and unified, so as to truly know feelings. Meditate observing an 
aspect of the ṁind—keen, aware, at one, with ṁinds that are clear, iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, and 
unified, so as to truly know the ṁind. Meditate observing an aspect of principles—keen, aware, 
at one, with ṁinds that are clear, iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, and unified, so as to truly know 
principles.
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Those ṁendicants who are trainees—who haven’t achieved their heart’s desire, but live 
aspiring to the supreṁe sanctuary—also ṁeditate observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware,
at one, ṁinds that are clear, iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, and unified, so as to fully understand the 
body. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings—keen, aware, at one, with ṁinds that are 
clear, iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, and unified, so as to fully understand feelings. They ṁeditate 
observing an aspect of the ṁind—keen, aware, at one, with ṁinds that are clear, iṁṁersed in 
saṁa�dhi, and unified, so as to fully understand the ṁind. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
principles—keen, aware, at one, with ṁinds that are clear, iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, and unified, so 
as to fully understand principles.

Those ṁendicants who are perfected—who have ended the defileṁents, coṁpleted the 
spiritual journey, done what had to be done, laid down the burden, achieved their own goal, 
utterly ended the fetters of rebirth, and are rightly freed through enlightenṁent—also ṁeditate 
observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, at one, with ṁinds that are clear, iṁṁersed in 
saṁa�dhi, and unified, detached froṁ the body. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings—
keen, aware, at one, with ṁinds that are clear, iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, and unified, detached froṁ 
feelings. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of the ṁind—keen, aware, at one, with ṁinds that 
are clear, iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, and unified, detached froṁ the ṁind. They ṁeditate observing 
an aspect of principles—keen, aware, at one, with ṁinds that are clear, iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, 
and unified, detached froṁ principles.

Those ṁendicants who are junior—recently gone forth, newly coṁe to this teaching and 
training—should be encouraged, supported, and established in these four kinds of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation.”

47:5. A Heap of the Unskillful

At Sa�vatthī�. There the Buddha said: “Rightly speaking, ṁendicants, you’d call these five 
hindrances a ‘heap of the unskillful’. For these five hindrances are entirely a heap of the 
unskillful. What five? The hindrances of sensual desire, ill will, dullness and drowsiness, 
restlessness and reṁorse, and doubt. Rightly speaking, you’d call these five hindrances a ‘heap of 
the unskillful’. For these five hindrances are entirely a heap of the unskillful.

Rightly speaking, you’d call these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation a ‘heap of the skillful’. 
For these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are entirely a heap of the skillful. What four? It’s 
when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid 
of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings … They 
ṁeditate observing an aspect of the ṁind … They ṁeditate observing an aspect of principles—
keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. Rightly speaking, you’d call 
these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation a ‘heap of the skillful’. For these four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation are entirely a heap of the skillful.”

47:6. A Hawk

“Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, a hawk suddenly swooped down and grabbed a quail. And as the 
quail was being carried off he wailed: ‘I’ṁ so unlucky, so unfortunate, to have roaṁed out of ṁy 
territory into the doṁain of others. If today I’d roaṁed within ṁy own territory, the doṁain of 
ṁy fathers, this hawk wouldn’t have been able to beat ṁe by fighting.’ ‘So, quail, what is your 
own territory, the doṁain of your fathers?’ ‘It’s a ploughed field covered with clods of earth.’ 
Because of her own strength, the hawk was not daunted or intiṁidated. She released the quail, 
saying: ‘Go now, quail. But even there you won’t escape ṁe!’
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Then the quail went to a ploughed field covered with clods of earth. He cliṁbed up a big clod, 
and standing there, he said to the hawk: ‘Coṁe get ṁe, hawk! Coṁe get ṁe, hawk!’ Because of her
own strength, the hawk was not daunted or intiṁidated. She folded her wings and suddenly 
swooped down on the quail. When the quail knew that the hawk was nearly there, he slipped 
under that clod. And the hawk crashed chest-first right there. That’s what happens when you 
roaṁ out of your territory into the doṁain of others.

So, ṁendicants, don’t roaṁ out of your own territory into the doṁain of others. If you roaṁ 
out of your own territory into the doṁain of others, Ma�ra will find a vulnerability and get hold of 
you. And what is not a ṁendicant’s own territory but the doṁain of others? It’s the five kinds of 
sensual stiṁulation. What five? Sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, 
pleasant, sensual, and arousing. Sounds known by the ear … Sṁells known by the nose … Tastes 
known by the tongue … Touches known by the body that are likable, desirable, agreeable, 
pleasant, sensual, and arousing. This is not a ṁendicant’s own territory but the doṁain of others.

You should roaṁ inside your own territory, the doṁain of your fathers. If you roaṁ inside 
your own territory, the doṁain of your fathers, Ma�ra won’t find a vulnerability or get hold of you.
And what is a ṁendicant’s own territory, the doṁain of the fathers? It’s the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation. What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of 
the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate 
observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. This is a ṁendicant’s own territory, the doṁain of the fathers.”

47:7. A Monkey

“Mendicants, in the Hiṁalayas there are regions that are rugged and iṁpassable. In soṁe such 
regions, neither ṁonkeys nor huṁans can go, while in others, ṁonkeys can go but not huṁans. 
There are also level, pleasant places where both ṁonkeys and huṁans can go. There hunters lay 
snares of tar on the ṁonkey trails to catch the ṁonkeys.

The ṁonkeys who are not foolhardy and reckless see the tar and avoid it froṁ afar. But a 
foolish and reckless ṁonkey goes up to the tar and grabs it with a hand. He gets stuck there. 
Thinking to free his hand, he grabs it with his other hand. He gets stuck there. Thinking to free 
both hands, he grabs it with a foot. He gets stuck there. Thinking to free both hands and foot, he 
grabs it with his other foot. He gets stuck there. Thinking to free both hands and feet, he grabs it 
with his snout. He gets stuck there. And so the ṁonkey, trapped at five points, just lies there 
screeching. He’d ṁeet with tragedy and disaster, and the hunter can do what he wants with hiṁ. 
The hunter spears hiṁ, pries hiṁ off that tarred block of wood, and goes wherever he wants. 
That’s what happens when you roaṁ out of your territory into the doṁain of others.

So, ṁendicants, don’t roaṁ out of your own territory into the doṁain of others. If you roaṁ 
out of your own territory into the doṁain of others, Ma�ra will catch you and get hold of you. And 
what is not a ṁendicant’s own territory but the doṁain of others? It’s the five kinds of sensual 
stiṁulation. What five? Sights known by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, 
sensual, and arousing. Sounds known by the ear … Sṁells known by the nose … Tastes known by 
the tongue … Touches known by the body that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasant, sensual,
and arousing. This is not a ṁendicant’s own territory but the doṁain of others.

You should roaṁ inside your own territory, the doṁain of your fathers. If you roaṁ inside 
your own territory, the doṁain of your fathers, Ma�ra won’t catch you or get hold of you. And 
what is a ṁendicant’s own territory, the doṁain of the fathers? It’s the four kinds of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation. What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—
keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an 
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aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for 
the world. This is a ṁendicant’s own territory, the doṁain of the fathers.”

47:8. Cooks

“Mendicants, suppose a foolish, incoṁpetent, unskillful cook was to serve a ruler or their 
ṁinister with an excessive variety of curries: superbly sour, bitter, pungent, and sweet; hot and 
ṁild, and salty and bland.

But that cook didn’t get their ṁaster’s hint: ‘Today ṁy ṁaster preferred this sauce, or he 
reached for it, or he took a lot of it, or he praised it. Today ṁy ṁaster preferred the sour or bitter 
or pungent or sweet or hot or ṁild or salty sauce. Or he preferred the bland sauce, or he reached 
for the bland one, or he took a lot of it, or he praised it.’

That foolish, incoṁpetent, unskillful cook doesn’t get presented with clothes, wages, or 
bonuses. Why is that? Because they don’t get their ṁaster’s hint. In the saṁe way, a foolish, 
incoṁpetent, unskillful ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, 
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. As they ṁeditate observing an aspect of the
body, their ṁind doesn’t enter iṁṁersion, and their corruptions aren’t given up. But they don’t 
get the hint. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, 
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. As they ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
principles, the ṁind doesn’t enter iṁṁersion, and the corruptions aren’t given up. But they don’t 
get the hint.

That foolish, incoṁpetent, unskillful ṁendicant doesn’t get blissful ṁeditations in this very 
life, nor do they get ṁindfulness and situational awareness. Why is that? Because they don’t get 
their ṁind’s hint.

Suppose an astute, coṁpetent, skillful cook was to serve a ruler or their ṁinister with an 
excessive variety of curries: superbly sour, bitter, pungent, and sweet; hot and ṁild, and salty 
and bland.

And that cook got their ṁaster’s hint: ‘Today ṁy ṁaster preferred this sauce, or he reached 
for it, or he took a lot of it, or he praised it. Today ṁy ṁaster preferred the sour or bitter or 
pungent or sweet or hot or ṁild or salty sauce. Or he preferred the bland sauce, or he reached for
the bland one, or he took a lot of it, or he praised it.’

That astute, coṁpetent, skillful cook gets presented with clothes, wages, and bonuses. Why is 
that? Because they get their ṁaster’s hint. In the saṁe way, an astute, coṁpetent, skillful 
ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire
and aversion for the world. As they ṁeditate observing an aspect of the body, their ṁind enters 
iṁṁersion, and their corruptions are given up. They get the hint. They ṁeditate observing an 
aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for 
the world. As they ṁeditate observing an aspect of principles, their ṁind enters iṁṁersion, and 
their corruptions are given up. They get the hint.

That astute, coṁpetent, skillful ṁendicant gets blissful ṁeditations in this very life, and they 
get ṁindfulness and situational awareness. Why is that? Because they get their ṁind’s hint.”

47:9. Sick

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, at the little village of Beluva. 
There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, please enter the rainy season 
residence with whatever friends or acquaintances you have around Vesa� lī�. I’ll coṁṁence the 
rainy season residence right here in the little village of Beluva.” “Yes, sir,” those ṁendicants 
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replied. They did as the Buddha said, while the Buddha coṁṁenced the rainy season residence 
right there in the little village of Beluva.

After the Buddha had coṁṁenced the rainy season residence, he fell severely ill, struck by 
dreadful pains, close to death. But he endured with ṁindfulness and situational awareness, 
without worrying. Then it occurred to the Buddha: “It would not be appropriate for ṁe to 
becoṁe fully extinguished before inforṁing ṁy attendants and taking leave of the ṁendicant 
San� gha. Why don’t I forcefully suppress this illness, stabilize the life force, and live on?” So that is 
what he did. Then the Buddha’s illness died down.

Soon after the Buddha had recovered froṁ that sickness, he caṁe out froṁ his dwelling and 
sat in the shade of the porch on the seat spread out. Then Venerable AJ nanda went up to the 
Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, it’s fantastic that the Buddha is 
coṁfortable, that he’s well, and that he’s alright. Because when the Buddha was sick, ṁy body felt
like it was drugged. I was disorientated, and the teachings weren’t clear to ṁe. Still, at least I was 
consoled by the thought that the Buddha won’t becoṁe fully extinguished without ṁaking soṁe 
stateṁent regarding the San� gha of ṁendicants.”

“But what could the ṁendicant San� gha expect froṁ ṁe now, AJ nanda? I’ve taught the Dhaṁṁa 
without ṁaking any distinction between secret and public teachings. The Realized One doesn’t 
have the closed fist of a teacher when it coṁes to the teachings. If there’s anyone who thinks: ‘I’ll 
take charge of the San� gha of ṁendicants,’ or ‘the San� gha of ṁendicants is ṁeant for ṁe,’ let theṁ 
ṁake a stateṁent regarding the San� gha. But the Realized One doesn’t think like this, so why 
should he ṁake soṁe stateṁent regarding the San� gha? I’ṁ now old, elderly and senior. I’ṁ 
advanced in years and have reached the final stage of life. I’ṁ currently eighty years old. Just as a 
decrepit cart keeps going by relying on straps, in the saṁe way, the Realized One’s body keeps 
going by relying on straps, or so you’d think.

Soṁetiṁes the Realized One, not focusing on any signs, and with the cessation of certain 
feelings, enters and reṁains in the signless iṁṁersion of the heart. Only then does the Realized 
One’s body becoṁe ṁore coṁfortable. So AJ nanda, be your own island, your own refuge, with no 
other refuge. Let the teaching be your island and your refuge, with no other refuge.

And how does a ṁendicant do this? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of
the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate 
observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. That’s how a ṁendicant is their own island, their own refuge, with no 
other refuge. That’s how the teaching is their island and their refuge, with no other refuge. 
Whether now or after I have passed, any who shall live as their own island, their own refuge, 
with no other refuge; with the teaching as their island and their refuge, with no other refuge—
those ṁendicants of ṁine who want to train shall be aṁong the best of the best.”

47:10. The Nuns’ Quarters

Then Venerable AJ nanda robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, went to the 
nuns’ quarters, and sat down on the seat spread out. Then several nuns went up to Venerable 
AJ nanda bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ:

“Sir, AJ nanda, several nuns ṁeditate with their ṁinds firṁly established in the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation. They have realized a higher distinction than they had before.” “That’s 
how it is, sisters! That’s how it is, sisters! Any ṁonk or nun who ṁeditates with their ṁind firṁly
established in the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation can expect to realize a higher distinction 
than they had before.”

Then AJ nanda educated, encouraged, fired up, and inspired those nuns with a Dhaṁṁa talk, 
after which he got up froṁ his seat and left. Then AJ nanda wandered for alṁs in Sa�vatthī�. After 
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the ṁeal, on his return froṁ alṁs-round, he went to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, 
and told hiṁ what had happened.

“That’s so true, AJ nanda! That’s so true! Any ṁonk or nun who ṁeditates with their ṁind 
firṁly established in the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation can expect to realize a higher 
distinction than they had before.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware,
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. As they ṁeditate observing an aspect of the
body, based on the body there arises physical tension, or ṁental sluggishness, or the ṁind is 
externally scattered. That ṁendicant should direct their ṁind towards soṁething inspiring. As 
they do so, joy springs up. Being joyful, rapture springs up. When the ṁind is full of rapture, the 
body becoṁes tranquil. When the body is tranquil, one feels bliss. And when blissful, the ṁind 
becoṁes iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi. Then they reflect: ‘I have accoṁplished the goal for which I 
directed ṁy ṁind. Let ṁe now pull back.’ They pull back, and neither place the ṁind nor keep it 
connected. They understand: ‘I’ṁ neither placing the ṁind nor keeping it connected. Mindful 
within ṁyself, I’ṁ happy.’

Furtherṁore, a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—
keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. As they ṁeditate observing an
aspect of principles, based on principles there arises physical tension, or ṁental sluggishness, or 
the ṁind is externally scattered. That ṁendicant should direct their ṁind towards soṁething 
inspiring. As they do so, joy springs up. Being joyful, rapture springs up. When the ṁind is full of 
rapture, the body becoṁes tranquil. When the body is tranquil, one feels bliss. And when blissful,
the ṁind becoṁes iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi. Then they reflect: ‘I have accoṁplished the goal for 
which I directed ṁy ṁind. Let ṁe now pull back.’ They pull back, and neither place the ṁind nor 
keep it connected. They understand: ‘I’ṁ neither placing the ṁind nor keeping it connected. 
Mindful within ṁyself, I’ṁ happy.’ That’s how there is directed developṁent.

And how is there undirected developṁent? Not directing their ṁind externally, a ṁendicant 
understands: ‘My ṁind is not directed externally.’ And they understand: ‘Over a period of tiṁe 
it’s uncontracted, freed, and undirected.’ And they also understand: ‘I ṁeditate observing an 
aspect of the body—keen, aware, ṁindful; I aṁ happy.’ Not directing their ṁind externally, a 
ṁendicant understands: ‘My ṁind is not directed externally.’ And they understand: ‘Over a 
period of tiṁe it’s uncontracted, freed, and undirected.’ And they also understand: ‘I ṁeditate 
observing an aspect of feelings—keen, aware, ṁindful; I aṁ happy.’ Not directing their ṁind 
externally, a ṁendicant understands: ‘My ṁind is not directed externally.’ And they understand: 
‘Over a period of tiṁe it’s uncontracted, freed, and undirected.’ And they also understand: ‘I 
ṁeditate observing an aspect of the ṁind—keen, aware, ṁindful; I aṁ happy.’ Not directing their
ṁind externally, a ṁendicant understands: ‘My ṁind is not directed externally.’ And they 
understand: ‘Over a period of tiṁe it’s uncontracted, freed, and undirected.’ And they also 
understand: ‘I ṁeditate observing an aspect of principles—keen, aware, ṁindful; I aṁ happy.’ 
That’s how there is undirected developṁent.

So, AJ nanda, I’ve taught you directed developṁent and undirected developṁent. Out of 
coṁpassion, I’ve done what a teacher should do who wants what’s best for their disciples. Here 
are these roots of trees, and here are these eṁpty huts. Practice absorption, ṁendicants! Don’t be
negligent! Don’t regret it later! This is ṁy instruction to you.”

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, Venerable AJ nanda was happy with what the Buddha 
said.
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2. At Na� landa�

47:11. A Great Man

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Sa� riputta went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to the 
Buddha: “Sir, they speak of ‘a great ṁan’. How is a great ṁan defined?” “Sa� riputta, soṁeone 
whose ṁind is free is a great ṁan, I say. If their ṁind is not free, I say they’re not a great ṁan.

And how does soṁeone have a free ṁind? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an 
aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. As they 
ṁeditate observing an aspect of the body, their ṁind becoṁes dispassionate, and is freed froṁ 
the defileṁents by not grasping. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … 
principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. As they ṁeditate 
observing an aspect of principles, their ṁind becoṁes dispassionate, and is freed froṁ the 
defileṁents by not grasping. That’s how soṁeone has a free ṁind. Soṁeone whose ṁind is free is
a great ṁan, I say. If their ṁind is not free, I say they’re not a great ṁan.”

47:12. At Na� landa�

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Na� landa�  in Pa�va� rika’s ṁango grove. Then Sa� riputta 
went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, I have such confidence
in the Buddha that I believe there’s no other ascetic or brahṁin—whether past, future, or 
present—whose direct knowledge is superior to the Buddha when it coṁes to awakening.” 
“That’s a grand and draṁatic stateṁent, Sa� riputta. You’ve roared a definitive, categorical lion’s 
roar, saying: ‘I have such confidence in the Buddha that I believe there’s no other ascetic or 
brahṁin—whether past, future, or present—whose direct knowledge is superior to the Buddha 
when it coṁes to awakening.’

What about all the perfected ones, the fully awakened Buddhas who lived in the past? Have 
you coṁprehended their ṁinds to know that those Buddhas had such ethics, or such qualities, or 
such wisdoṁ, or such ṁeditation, or such freedoṁ?” “No, sir.”

“And what about all the perfected ones, the fully awakened Buddhas who will live in the 
future? Have you coṁprehended their ṁinds to know that those Buddhas will have such ethics, 
or such qualities, or such wisdoṁ, or such ṁeditation, or such freedoṁ?” “No, sir.”

“And what about ṁe, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha at present? Have you 
coṁprehended ṁy ṁind to know that I have such ethics, or such qualities, or such wisdoṁ, or 
such ṁeditation, or such freedoṁ?” “No, sir.”

“Well then, Sa� riputta, given that you don’t coṁprehend the ṁinds of Buddhas past, future, or 
present, what exactly are you doing, ṁaking such a grand and draṁatic stateṁent, roaring such a
definitive, categorical lion’s roar?”

“Sir, though I don’t coṁprehend the ṁinds of Buddhas past, future, and present, still I 
understand this by inference froṁ the teaching. Suppose there was a king’s frontier citadel with 
fortified eṁbankṁents, raṁparts, and arches, and a single gate. And it has a gatekeeper who is 
astute, coṁpetent, and intelligent. He keeps strangers out and lets known people in. As he walks 
around the patrol path, he doesn’t see a hole or cleft in the wall, not even one big enough for a cat
to slip out. He thinks: ‘Whatever sizable creatures enter or leave the citadel, all of theṁ do so via 
this gate.’ In the saṁe way, I understand this by inference froṁ the teaching: ‘All the perfected 
ones, fully awakened Buddhas—whether past, future, or present—give up the five hindrances, 
corruptions of the heart that weaken wisdoṁ. Their ṁind is firṁly established in the four kinds 
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of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. They correctly develop the seven awakening factors. And they wake 
up to the supreṁe perfect awakening.’”

“Good, good, Sa� riputta! So Sa� riputta, you should frequently speak this exposition of the 
teaching to the ṁonks, nuns, layṁen, and laywoṁen. Though there will be soṁe foolish people 
who have doubt or uncertainty regarding the Realized One, when they hear this exposition of the
teaching they’ll give up that doubt or uncertainty.”

47:13. With Cunda

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. At 
that tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta was staying in the Magadhan lands near the little village of Na� laka, 
and he was sick, suffering, gravely ill. And the novice Cunda was his carer.

Then Venerable Sa� riputta becaṁe fully extinguished because of that sickness. Then Cunda 
took Sa� riputta’s bowl and robes and set out for Sa�vatthī�. He went to see Venerable AJ nanda at 
Jeta’s grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, 
Venerable Sa� riputta has becoṁe fully extinguished. This is his bowl and robe.”

“Reverend Cunda, we should see the Buddha about this ṁatter. Coṁe, let’s go to the Buddha 
and inforṁ hiṁ about this.” “Yes, sir,” replied Cunda.

Then AJ nanda and Cunda went to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: 
“Sir, this novice Cunda says that Venerable Sa� riputta has becoṁe fully extinguished. This is his 
bowl and robe. Since I heard this, ṁy body feels like it’s drugged. I’ṁ disorientated, and the 
teachings aren’t clear to ṁe.”

“Well, AJ nanda, when Sa� riputta becaṁe fully extinguished, did he take away your entire 
spectruṁ of ethical conduct, of iṁṁersion, of wisdoṁ, of freedoṁ, or of the knowledge and 
vision of freedoṁ?” “No, sir, he did not. But Venerable Sa� riputta was ṁy adviser and counselor. 
He educated, encouraged, fired up, and inspired ṁe. He never tired of teaching the Dhaṁṁa, and 
he supported his spiritual coṁpanions. I reṁeṁber the nectar of the teaching, the riches of the 
teaching, the support of the teaching given by Venerable Sa� riputta.”

“AJ nanda, did I not prepare for this when I explained that we ṁust be parted and separated 
froṁ all we hold dear and beloved? How could it possibly be so that what is born, created, 
conditioned, and liable to fall apart should not fall apart? That is not possible. Suppose there was 
a large tree standing with heartwood, and the largest branch fell off. In the saṁe way, in the great
San� gha that stands with heartwood, Sa� riputta has becoṁe fully extinguished. How could it 
possibly be so that what is born, created, conditioned, and liable to fall apart should not fall 
apart? That is not possible. So AJ nanda, be your own island, your own refuge, with no other 
refuge. Let the teaching be your island and your refuge, with no other refuge.

And how does a ṁendicant do this? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of
the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate 
observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. That’s how a ṁendicant is their own island, their own refuge, with no 
other refuge. That’s how the teaching is their island and their refuge, with no other refuge. 
Whether now or after I have passed, any who shall live as their own island, their own refuge, 
with no other refuge; with the teaching as their island and their refuge, with no other refuge—
those ṁendicants of ṁine who want to train shall be aṁong the best of the best.”
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47:14. At Ukkacela�

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Vajjī�s near Ukkacela�  on the bank of the 
Ganges river, together with a large San� gha of ṁendicants. It was not long after Sa� riputta and 
Moggalla�na had becoṁe fully extinguished. Now, at that tiṁe the Buddha was sitting in the open, 
surrounded by the San� gha of ṁonks.

Then the Buddha looked around the San� gha of ṁonks, who were silent. He addressed theṁ: 
“Mendicants, this asseṁbly seeṁs eṁpty to ṁe now that Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na have becoṁe 
fully extinguished. When Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na were alive, ṁy asseṁbly was never eṁpty; I 
had no concern for any region where they stayed. The Buddhas of the past or the future have 
pairs of chief disciples who are no better than Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na were to ṁe. It’s an 
incredible and aṁazing quality of such disciples that they fulfill the Teacher’s instructions and 
follow his advice. And they’re liked and approved, respected and adṁired by the four asseṁblies.
And it’s an incredible and aṁazing quality of the Realized One that when such a pair of disciples 
becoṁes fully extinguished he does not sorrow or laṁent. How could it possibly be so that what 
is born, created, conditioned, and liable to fall apart should not fall apart? That is not possible. 
Suppose there was a large tree standing with heartwood, and the largest branch fell off. In the 
saṁe way, in the great San� gha that stands with heartwood, Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na have 
becoṁe fully extinguished. How could it possibly be so that what is born, created, conditioned, 
and liable to fall apart should not fall apart? That is not possible. So ṁendicants, be your own 
island, your own refuge, with no other refuge. Let the teaching be your island and your refuge, 
with no other refuge.

And how does a ṁendicant do this? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of
the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate 
observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. That’s how a ṁendicant is their own island, their own refuge, with no 
other refuge. That’s how the teaching is their island and their refuge, with no other refuge. 
Whether now or after I have passed, any who shall live as their own island, their own refuge, 
with no other refuge; with the teaching as their island and their refuge, with no other refuge—
those ṁendicants of ṁine who want to train shall be aṁong the best of the best.”

47:15. With Ba�hiya

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Ba�hiya went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and 
said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live 
alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute.” “Well then, Ba�hiya, you should purify the starting 
point of skillful qualities. What is the starting point of skillful qualities? Well purified ethics and 
correct view. When your ethics are well purified and your view is correct, you should develop the
four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation, depending on and grounded on ethics.

What four? Meditate observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire 
and aversion for the world. Meditate observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, 
aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. When you develop these four kinds 
of ṁindfulness ṁeditation, depending on and grounded on ethics, you can expect growth, not 
decline, in skillful qualities, whether by day or by night.”

And then Venerable Ba�hiya approved and agreed with what the Buddha said. He got up froṁ 
his seat, bowed, and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his right, before leaving. 
Then Ba�hiya, living alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute, soon realized the supreṁe end
of the spiritual path in this very life. He lived having achieved with his own insight the goal for 
which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly go forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness. He 
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understood: “Rebirth is ended; the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted; what had to be done 
has been done; there is no return to any state of existence.” And Venerable Ba�hiya becaṁe one of 
the perfected.

47:16. With Uttiya

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable Uttiya went up to the Buddha … and said to hiṁ: “Sir, ṁay the 
Buddha please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, 
keen, and resolute.” “Well then, Uttiya, you should purify the starting point of skillful qualities. 
What is the starting point of skillful qualities? Well purified ethics and correct view. When your 
ethics are well purified and your view is correct, you should develop the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation, depending on and grounded on ethics.

What four? Meditate observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire 
and aversion for the world. Meditate observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, 
aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. When you develop these four kinds 
of ṁindfulness ṁeditation, depending on and grounded on ethics, you’ll pass beyond Death’s 
doṁain.”

And then Venerable Uttiya approved and agreed with what the Buddha said. He got up froṁ 
his seat, bowed, and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his right, before leaving. 
Then Uttiya, living alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute, soon realized the supreṁe end 
of the spiritual path in this very life. He lived having achieved with his own insight the goal for 
which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly go forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness. He 
understood: “Rebirth is ended; the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted; what had to be done 
has been done; there is no return to any state of existence.” And Venerable Uttiya becaṁe one of 
the perfected.

47:17. Noble

“Mendicants, when these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are developed and cultivated they
are noble and eṁancipating, and bring one who practices theṁ to the coṁplete ending of 
suffering. What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen,
aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect 
of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the 
world. When these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are developed and cultivated they are 
noble and eṁancipating, and bring one who practices theṁ to the coṁplete ending of suffering.”

47:18. With Brahṁa�

At one tiṁe, when he was first awakened, the Buddha was staying near Uruvela�  at the goatherd’s 
banyan tree on the bank of the NeranC jara�  River. Then as he was in private retreat this thought 
caṁe to his ṁind: “The four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are the path to convergence. They 
are in order to purify sentient beings, to get past sorrow and crying, to ṁake an end of pain and 
sadness, to coṁplete the procedure, and to realize extinguishṁent.

What four? A ṁendicant would ṁeditate observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and 
ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. Or they’d ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … or ṁind … or principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the 
world. The four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are the path to convergence. They are in order 
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to purify sentient beings, to get past sorrow and crying, to ṁake an end of pain and sadness, to 
coṁplete the procedure, and to realize extinguishṁent.”

Then Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati knew what the Buddha was thinking. As easily as a strong person 
would extend or contract their arṁ, he vanished froṁ the Brahṁa�  realṁ and reappeared in front 
of the Buddha. He arranged his robe over one shoulder, raised his joined palṁs toward the 
Buddha, and said: “That’s so true, Blessed One! That’s so true, Holy One! Sir, the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation are the path to convergence. They are in order to purify sentient beings, 
to get past sorrow and crying, to ṁake an end of pain and sadness, to coṁplete the procedure, 
and to realize extinguishṁent.

What four? A ṁendicant would ṁeditate observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and 
ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. Or they’d ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … or ṁind … or principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the 
world. The four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are the path to convergence. They are in order 
to purify sentient beings, to get past sorrow and crying, to ṁake an end of pain and sadness, to 
coṁplete the procedure, and to realize extinguishṁent.”

That’s what Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati said. Then he went on to say:

“The coṁpassionate one, who sees the ending of rebirth, 
understands the path to convergence. 
By this path people crossed over before, 
will cross, and are crossing.”

47:19. At Sedaka

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Suṁbhas, near the town of the Suṁbhas 
called Sedaka. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, an 
acrobat set up his baṁboo pole and said to his apprentice Medakatha� lika� : ‘Coṁe now, dear 
Medakatha� lika� , cliṁb up the baṁboo pole and stand on ṁy shoulders.’ ‘Yes, teacher,’ she replied. 
She cliṁbed up the baṁboo pole and stood on her teacher’s shoulders. Then the acrobat said to 
Medakatha� lika� : ‘You look after ṁe, dear Medakatha� lika� , and I’ll look after you. That’s how, 
guarding and looking after each other, we’ll display our skill, collect our fee, and get down safely 
froṁ the baṁboo pole.’ When he said this, Medakatha� lika�  said to her teacher: ‘That’s not how it 
is, teacher! You should look after yourself, and I’ll look after ṁyself. That’s how, guarding and 
looking after ourselves, we’ll display our skill, collect our fee, and get down safely froṁ the 
baṁboo pole.’

That’s the correct procedure,” said the Buddha. “It’s just as Medakatha� lika�  said to her teacher. 
Thinking ‘I’ll look after ṁyself,’ you should cultivate ṁindfulness ṁeditation. Thinking ‘I’ll look 
after others,’ you should cultivate ṁindfulness ṁeditation. Looking after yourself, you look after 
others; and looking after others, you look after yourself.

And how do you look after others by looking after yourself? By developṁent, cultivation, and 
practice of ṁeditation. And how do you look after yourself by looking after others? By 
acceptance, harṁlessness, love, and kindness. Thinking ‘I’ll look after ṁyself,’ you should 
cultivate ṁindfulness ṁeditation. Thinking ‘I’ll look after others,’ you should cultivate 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation. Looking after yourself, you look after others; and looking after others, 
you look after yourself.”
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47:20. The Finest Lady in the Land

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Suṁbhas, near the town of 
the Suṁbhas called Sedaka. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants!” 
“Venerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Mendicants, suppose that on hearing, ‘The finest lady in the land! The finest lady in the land!’ 
a large crowd would gather. And the finest lady in the land would dance and sing in a ṁost 
thrilling way. On hearing, ‘The finest lady in the land is dancing and singing! The finest lady in the
land is dancing and singing!’ an even larger crowd would gather. Then a person would coṁe 
along who wants to live and doesn’t want to die, who wants to be happy and recoils froṁ pain. 
They’d say to hiṁ: ‘Mister, this is a bowl full to the briṁ with oil. You ṁust carry it in between 
this large crowd and the finest lady in the land. And a ṁan with a drawn sword will follow 
behind you. Wherever you spill even a drop, he’ll chop off your head right there.’ What do you 
think, ṁendicants? Would that person lose focus on that bowl, and negligently get distracted 
outside?” “No, sir.”

“I’ve ṁade up this siṁile to ṁake a point. And this is what it ṁeans. ‘A bowl of oil filled to the 
briṁ’ is a terṁ for ṁindfulness of the body. So you should train like this: ‘We will develop 
ṁindfulness of the body. We’ll cultivate it, ṁake it our vehicle and our basis, keep it up, 
consolidate it, and properly iṁpleṁent it.’ That’s how you should train.”

3. Ethics and Duration

47:21. Ethics

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the venerables AJ nanda and Bhadda were staying at Pa� tAaliputta, in 
the Chicken Monastery. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Bhadda caṁe out of retreat, went 
to Venerable AJ nanda, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite 
conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to AJ nanda: “Reverend AJ nanda, the 
Buddha has spoken of skillful ethics. What’s their purpose?”

“Good, good, Reverend Bhadda! Your approach and articulation are excellent, and it’s a good 
question. For you asked: ‘The Buddha has spoken of skillful ethics. What’s their purpose?’” “Yes, 
reverend.” “The Buddha has spoken of skillful ethics to the extent necessary for developing the 
four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware,
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.
The Buddha has spoken of skillful ethics to the extent necessary for developing the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation.”

47:22. Long Lasting

The saṁe setting. “What is the cause, Reverend AJ nanda, what is the reason why the true teaching
does not last long after the final extinguishṁent of the Realized One? What is the cause, what is 
the reason why the true teaching does last long after the final extinguishṁent of the Realized 
One?”
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“Good, good, Reverend Bhadda! Your approach and articulation are excellent, and it’s a good 
question. For you asked: ‘What is the cause, Reverend AJ nanda, what is the reason why the true 
teaching does not last long after the final extinguishṁent of the Realized One? What is the cause, 
what is the reason why the true teaching does last long after the final extinguishṁent of the 
Realized One?’” “Yes, reverend.” “It’s because of not developing and cultivating the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation that the true teaching doesn’t last long after the final extinguishṁent of 
the Realized One. It’s because of developing and cultivating the four kinds of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation that the true teaching does last long after the final extinguishṁent of the Realized 
One.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware,
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.
It’s because of not developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that the
true teaching doesn’t last long after the final extinguishṁent of the Realized One. It’s because of 
developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that the true teaching 
does last long after the final extinguishṁent of the Realized One.”

47:23. Decline

At one tiṁe the venerables AJ nanda and Bhadda were staying at Pa� tAaliputta, in the Chicken 
Monastery. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Bhadda caṁe out of retreat, went to Venerable 
AJ nanda, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were 
over, he sat down to one side and said to AJ nanda: “What’s the cause, Reverend AJ nanda, what’s 
the reason why the true teaching declines? And what’s the cause, what’s the reason why the true 
teaching doesn’t decline?”

“Good, good, Reverend Bhadda! Your approach and articulation are excellent, and it’s a good 
question. For you asked: ‘What’s the cause, what’s the reason why the true teaching declines? 
And what’s the cause, what’s the reason why the true teaching doesn’t decline?’” “Yes, reverend.” 
“It’s because of not developing and cultivating the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that the 
true teaching declines. It’s because of developing and cultivating the four kinds of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation that the true teaching doesn’t decline.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware,
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.
It’s because of not developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that the
true teaching declines. And it’s because of developing and cultivating these four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation that the true teaching doesn’t decline.”

47:24. Plain Version

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. What four? It’s 
when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid 
of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … 
principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. These are the four
kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation.”
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47:25. A Certain Brahṁin

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Then a certain brahṁin went up to the Buddha, and exchanged 
greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one 
side and said to the Buddha: “What is the cause, Master Gotaṁa, what is the reason why the true 
teaching does not last long after the final extinguishṁent of the Realized One? And what is the 
cause, what is the reason why the true teaching does last long after the final extinguishṁent of 
the Realized One?”

“Brahṁin, it’s because of not developing and cultivating the four kinds of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation that the true teaching doesn’t last long after the final extinguishṁent of the Realized 
One. It’s because of developing and cultivating the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that the 
true teaching does last long after the final extinguishṁent of the Realized One.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware,
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.
It’s because of not developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that the
true teaching doesn’t last long after the final extinguishṁent of the Realized One. It’s because of 
developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that the true teaching 
does last long after the final extinguishṁent of the Realized One.”

When he said this, the brahṁin said to the Buddha: “Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! Excellent! … 
Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge 
for life.”

47:26. Partly

At one tiṁe the venerables Sa� riputta, Maha�ṁoggalla�na, and Anuruddha were staying near 
Sa�keta, in the Thorny Wood. Then in the late afternoon, Sa� riputta and Maha�ṁoggalla�na caṁe out 
of retreat, went to Anuruddha, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite 
conversation were over, they sat down to one side. Sa� riputta said to Anuruddha: “Reverend, they 
speak of this person called ‘a trainee’. How is a trainee defined?” “Reverends, a trainee is 
soṁeone who has partly developed the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware,
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.
A trainee is soṁeone who has partly developed the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation.”

47:27. Coṁpletely

The saṁe setting. “Reverend, they speak of this person called ‘an adept’. How is an adept 
defined?” “Reverends, an adept is soṁeone who has coṁpletely developed the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware,
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.
An adept is soṁeone who has coṁpletely developed the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation.”
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47:28. The World

The saṁe setting. “Reverend Anuruddha, what things have you developed and cultivated to 
attain great direct knowledge?” “Reverend, I attained great direct knowledge by developing and 
cultivating the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation.

What four? It’s when I ṁeditate observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, 
rid of desire and aversion for the world. I ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … 
principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. I attained great 
direct knowledge by developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. And 
it’s because of developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that I 
directly know the entire galaxy.”

47:29. With SirivadA dA ha

At one tiṁe Venerable AJ nanda was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ 
feeding ground. Now at that tiṁe the householder SirivadA dA ha was sick, suffering, gravely ill. Then
he addressed a ṁan: “Please, ṁister, go to Venerable AJ nanda, and in ṁy naṁe bow with your 
head to his feet. Say to hiṁ: ‘Sir, the householder SirivadA dA ha is sick, suffering, gravely ill. He bows
with his head to your feet.’ And then say: ‘Sir, please visit hiṁ at his hoṁe out of coṁpassion.’” 
“Yes, sir,” that ṁan replied. He did as SirivadA dA ha asked. AJ nanda consented in silence.

Then Venerable AJ nanda robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, went to the 
hoṁe of the householder SirivadA dA ha, sat down on the seat spread out, and said to hiṁ: 
“Householder, I hope you’re coping; I hope you’re getting better. And I hope the pain is fading, 
not growing, that its fading is evident, not its growing.” “Sir, I’ṁ not keeping well, I’ṁ not alright. 
The pain is terrible and growing, not fading; its growing is evident, not its fading.”

“So you should train like this: ‘I’ll ṁeditate observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and 
ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. I’ll ṁeditate on an aspect of feelings … ṁind … 
principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.’ That’s how you 
should train.”

“These four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that were taught by the Buddha are found in ṁe, 
and I aṁ seen in theṁ. For I ṁeditate observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and 
ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. I ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings … 
ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. And of the
five lower fetters taught by the Buddha, I don’t see any that I haven’t given up.” “You’re fortunate,
householder, so very fortunate! You have declared the fruit of non-return.”

47:30. With Ma�nadinna

The saṁe setting. Now at that tiṁe the householder Ma�nadinna was sick, suffering, gravely ill. 
Then he addressed a ṁan: “Please, ṁister, go to Venerable AJ nanda …” … “Sir, I’ṁ not keeping 
well, I’ṁ not alright. The pain is terrible and growing, not fading; its growing is evident, not its 
fading. When I experience such painful feelings I ṁeditate observing an aspect of the body—
keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. I ṁeditate observing an aspect
of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the 
world. And of the five lower fetters taught by the Buddha, I don’t see any that I haven’t given up.” 
“You’re fortunate, householder, so very fortunate! You have declared the fruit of non-return.”
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4. Not Learned Froṁ Anyone Else

47:31. Not Learned Froṁ Anyone Else

At Sa�vatthī�. “‘This is the observation of an aspect of the body.’ Such, ṁendicants, was the vision, 
knowledge, wisdoṁ, realization, and light that arose in ṁe regarding teachings not learned 
before froṁ another. ‘This observation of an aspect of the body should be developed.’ … ‘This 
observation of an aspect of the body has been developed.’ Such was the vision, knowledge, 
wisdoṁ, realization, and light that arose in ṁe regarding teachings not learned before froṁ 
another.

‘This is the observation of an aspect of feelings.’ … ‘This observation of an aspect of feelings 
should be developed.’ … ‘This observation of an aspect of feelings has been developed.’ …

‘This is the observation of an aspect of the ṁind.’ … ‘This observation of an aspect of the ṁind 
should be developed.’ … ‘This observation of an aspect of the ṁind has been developed.’ …

‘This is the observation of an aspect of principles.’ … ‘This observation of an aspect of 
principles should be developed.’ … ‘This observation of an aspect of principles has been 
developed.’ Such was the vision, knowledge, wisdoṁ, realization, and light that arose in ṁe 
regarding teachings not learned before froṁ another.”

47:32. Fading Away

“Mendicants, these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation, when developed and cultivated, lead 
solely to disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and extinguishṁent.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware,
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.
These four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation, when developed and cultivated, lead solely to 
disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and extinguishṁent.”

47:33. Missed Out

“Mendicants, whoever has ṁissed out on the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation has ṁissed 
out on the noble path to the coṁplete ending of suffering. Whoever has undertaken the four 
kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation has undertaken the noble path to the coṁplete ending of 
suffering.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware,
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.
Whoever has ṁissed out on these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation has ṁissed out on the 
noble path to the coṁplete ending of suffering. Whoever has undertaken these four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation has undertaken the noble path to the coṁplete ending of suffering.”

47:34. Developed

“Mendicants, when these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are developed and cultivated they
lead to going froṁ the near shore to the far shore.
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What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware,
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.
When these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are developed and cultivated they lead to going
froṁ the near shore to the far shore.”

47:35. Mindful

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, a ṁendicant should live ṁindful and aware. This is ṁy instruction to 
you.

And how is a ṁendicant ṁindful? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of 
the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate 
observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. That’s how a ṁendicant is ṁindful.

And how is a ṁendicant aware? It’s when a ṁendicant knows feelings as they arise, as they 
reṁain, and as they go away. They know thoughts as they arise, as they reṁain, and as they go 
away. They know perceptions as they arise, as they reṁain, and as they go away. That’s how a 
ṁendicant is aware. A ṁendicant should live ṁindful and aware. This is ṁy instruction to you.”

47:36. Enlightenṁent

“Mendicants, there are these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. What four? It’s when a 
ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire
and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—
keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. These are the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation. Because of developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation, one of two results can be expected: enlightenṁent in the present life, or if there’s 
soṁething left over, non-return.”

47:37. Desire

“Mendicants, there are these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. What four? It’s when a 
ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire
and aversion for the world. As they do so they give up desire for the body. When desire is given 
up they realize the deathless.

They ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. As they do so they give up desire for feelings. When desire is given up 
they realize the deathless.

They ṁeditate observing an aspect of the ṁind—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. As they do so they give up desire for the ṁind. When desire is given up 
they realize the deathless.

They ṁeditate observing an aspect of principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. As they do so they give up desire for principles. When desire is given up 
they realize the deathless.”
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47:38. Coṁplete Understanding

“Mendicants, there are these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. What four? It’s when a 
ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire
and aversion for the world. As they do so they coṁpletely understand the body. When the body is
coṁpletely understood they realize the deathless.

They ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. As they do so they coṁpletely understand feelings. When feelings are 
coṁpletely understood they realize the deathless.

They ṁeditate observing an aspect of the ṁind—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. As they do so they coṁpletely understand the ṁind. When the ṁind is 
coṁpletely understood they realize the deathless.

They ṁeditate observing an aspect of principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. As they do so they coṁpletely understand principles. When principles are
coṁpletely understood they realize the deathless.”

47:39. Developṁent

“Mendicants, I will teach you the developṁent of the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. Listen
… And what is the developṁent of the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation? It’s when a 
ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire
and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—
keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. This is the developṁent of the 
four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation.”

47:40. Analysis

“Mendicants, I will teach you ṁindfulness ṁeditation, the developṁent of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation, and the practice that leads to the developṁent of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. Listen … 
And what is ṁindfulness ṁeditation? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of 
the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate 
observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. This is called ṁindfulness ṁeditation.

And what is the developṁent of ṁindfulness ṁeditation? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates 
observing the body as liable to originate, as liable to vanish, and as liable to originate and vanish
—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They observe feelings … 
ṁind … principles as liable to originate, as liable to vanish, and as liable to originate and vanish—
keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. This is called the developṁent
of ṁindfulness ṁeditation.

And what is the practice that leads to the developṁent of ṁindfulness ṁeditation? It is siṁply 
this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called the practice that 
leads to the developṁent of ṁindfulness ṁeditation.”
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5. The Deathless

47:41. The Deathless

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, you should ṁeditate with your ṁind firṁly established in the four 
kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. Don’t let the deathless escape you. What four? It’s when a 
ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire
and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—
keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. You should ṁeditate with 
your ṁind firṁly established in the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. Don’t let the deathless 
escape you.”

47:42. Origin

“Mendicants, I will teach you the origin and the ending of the four kinds of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation. Listen … And what is the origin of the body? The body originates froṁ food. When 
food ceases, the body ends. Feelings originate froṁ contact. When contact ceases, feelings end. 
The ṁind originates froṁ naṁe and forṁ. When naṁe and forṁ cease, the ṁind ends. Principles 
originate froṁ attention. When focus ends, principles end.”

47:43. The Path

At Sa�vatthī�. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, at one tiṁe, when I was 
first awakened, I was staying near Uruvela�  at the goatherd’s banyan tree on the bank of the 
NeranC jara�  River. As I was in private retreat this thought caṁe to ṁind: ‘The four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation are the path to convergence. They are in order to purify sentient beings, 
to get past sorrow and crying, to ṁake an end of pain and sadness, to coṁplete the procedure, 
and to realize extinguishṁent.’

What four? A ṁendicant would ṁeditate observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and 
ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. Or they’d ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … or ṁind … or principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the 
world. The four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are the path to convergence. They are in order 
to purify sentient beings, to get past sorrow and crying, to ṁake an end of pain and sadness, to 
coṁplete the procedure, and to realize extinguishṁent.

And then Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati, knowing what I was thinking, as easily as a strong person would 
extend or contract their arṁ, vanished froṁ the Brahṁa�  realṁ and reappeared in front of ṁe. He 
arranged his robe over one shoulder, knelt on his right knee, raised his joined palṁs toward the 
Buddha, and said: ‘That’s so true, Blessed One! That’s so true, Holy One! Sir, the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation are the path to convergence. They are in order to purify sentient beings, 
to get past sorrow and crying, to ṁake an end of pain and sadness, to coṁplete the procedure, 
and to realize extinguishṁent.

What four? A ṁendicant would ṁeditate observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and 
ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. Or they’d ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … or ṁind … or principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the 
world. The four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are the path to convergence. They are in order 
to purify sentient beings, to get past sorrow and crying, to ṁake an end of pain and sadness, to 
coṁplete the procedure, and to realize extinguishṁent.’
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That’s what Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati said. Then he went on to say:

‘The coṁpassionate one, who sees the ending of rebirth, 
understands the path to convergence. 
By this path people crossed over before, 
will cross over, and are crossing over.’”

47:44. Mindful

“Mendicants, a ṁendicant should live ṁindfully. This is ṁy instruction to you. And how is a 
ṁendicant ṁindful? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, 
aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect 
of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the 
world. That’s how a ṁendicant is ṁindful. A ṁendicant should live ṁindfully. This is ṁy 
instruction to you.”

47:45. A Heap of the Skillful

“Rightly speaking, ṁendicants, you’d call these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation a ‘heap of 
the skillful’. For these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are entirely a heap of the skillful.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware,
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.
Rightly speaking, you’d call these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation a ‘heap of the skillful’. For
these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are entirely a heap of the skillful.”

47:46. Restraint in the Monastic Code

Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ:
“Sir, ṁay the Buddha please teach ṁe Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, 

withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute.” “Well then, ṁendicant, you should purify the starting 
point of skillful qualities. What is the starting point of skillful qualities? Live restrained in the 
ṁonastic code, and accoṁplished in appropriate behavior and ṁeans of collecting alṁs. Seeing 
danger in the slightest flaw, keep the rules you’ve undertaken. When you’ve done this, you 
should develop the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation, depending on and grounded on ethics.

What four? Meditate observing an aspect of the body internally—keen, aware, and ṁindful, 
rid of desire and aversion for the world. Meditate observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … 
principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. When you 
develop the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation in this way, depending on and grounded on 
ethics, you can expect growth, not decline, in skillful qualities, whether by day or by night.” And 
then that ṁendicant approved and agreed with what the Buddha said. He got up froṁ his seat, 
bowed, and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his right, before leaving.

Then that ṁendicant, living alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute, soon realized the 
supreṁe end of the spiritual path in this very life. He lived having achieved with his own insight 
the goal for which people froṁ good faṁilies rightly go forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness. 
He understood: “Rebirth is ended; the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted; what had to be done
has been done; there is no return to any state of existence.” And that ṁendicant becaṁe one of 
the perfected.
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47:47. Bad Conduct

Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha … and said: “Sir, ṁay the Buddha please teach ṁe 
Dhaṁṁa in brief. When I’ve heard it, I’ll live alone, withdrawn, diligent, keen, and resolute.” 
“Well then, ṁendicant, you should purify skillful qualities starting froṁ the beginning. What is 
the beginning of skillful qualities? Give up bad conduct by way of body, speech, and ṁind and 
develop good conduct by way of body, speech, and ṁind. When you’ve done this, you should 
develop the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation, depending on and grounded on ethics.

What four? Meditate observing an aspect of the body internally—keen, aware, and ṁindful, 
rid of desire and aversion for the world. Meditate observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … 
principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. When you 
develop the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation in this way, depending on and grounded on 
ethics, you can expect growth, not decline, in skillful qualities, whether by day or by night.” … 
And that ṁendicant becaṁe one of the perfected.

47:48. Friends

“Mendicants, those for whoṁ you have syṁpathy, and those worth listening to—friends and 
colleagues, relatives and faṁily—should be encouraged, supported, and established in the 
developṁent of the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware,
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.
Those for whoṁ you have syṁpathy, and those worth listening to—friends and colleagues, 
relatives and faṁily—should be encouraged, supported, and established in the developṁent of 
the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation.”

47:49. Feelings

“Mendicants, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant, painful, and neutral feeling. 
These are the three feelings. The four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation should be developed to 
coṁpletely understand these three feelings.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware,
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.
These four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation should be developed to coṁpletely understand these
three feelings.”

47:50. Defileṁents

“Mendicants, there are these three defileṁents. What three? The defileṁents of sensuality, desire
to be reborn, and ignorance. These are the three defileṁents. The four kinds of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation should be developed to give up these three defileṁents.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware,
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.
These four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation should be developed to give up these three 
defileṁents.”
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6. Abbreviated Texts on the Ganges

47:51–62. Twelve Discourses on the Ganges River, Etc.

“Mendicants, the Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation slants, slopes, 
and inclines to extinguishṁent.

And how does a ṁendicant who develops the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation slant, 
slope, and incline to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of 
the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate 
observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. That’s how a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent.”

(To be expanded for each of the different rivers as in SN 45.91–102.)

Six on slanting to the east, 
and six on slanting to the ocean; 
these two sixes ṁake twelve, 
and that’s how this chapter is recited.

7. Diligence

47:63–72. The Realized One

“Mendicants, the Realized One, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha, is said to be the 
best of all sentient beings—be they footless, with two feet, four feet, or ṁany feet …”

(To be expanded as in SN 45.139–148.)

The Realized One, footprint, roof peak, 
roots, heartwood, jasṁine, 
ṁonarch, sun and ṁoon, 
and cloth is the tenth.

8. Hard Work

47:73–84. Hard Work, Etc.

“Mendicants, all the hard work that gets done depends on the earth and is grounded on the earth.
…”

(To be expanded as in SN 45.149–160.)

Hard work, seeds, and dragons, 
a tree, a pot, and a spike, 
the sky, and two on clouds, 
a ship, a guest house, and a river.
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9. Searches

47:85–94. Searches, Etc.

“Mendicants, there are these three searches. What three? The search for sensual pleasures, the 
search for continued existence, and the search for a spiritual path. …”

(To be expanded as in SN 45.161–170.)

Searches, discriṁinations, defileṁents, 
states of existence, three kinds of suffering, 
barrenness, stains, and troubles, 
feelings, craving, and thirst.

10. Floods

47:95–104. Higher Fetters, Etc.

(To be expanded as in SN 45.171–179, with the following as the final discourse.) “Mendicants, 
there are five higher fetters. What five? Desire for rebirth in the realṁ of luṁinous forṁ, desire 
for rebirth in the forṁless realṁ, conceit, restlessness, and ignorance. These are the five higher 
fetters. The four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation should be developed for the direct knowledge, 
coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these five higher fetters.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware,
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of 
feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.
These four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation should be developed for the direct knowledge, 
coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these five higher fetters.”

(The Linked Discourses on Mindfulness Meditation should be expanded as in the Linked 
Discourses on the Path.)

Floods, bonds, grasping, 
ties, and underlying tendencies, 
kinds of sensual stiṁulation, hindrances, 
aggregates, and fetters high and low.

The Linked Discourses on Mindfulness Meditation is the third section.
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48. Indriyasaṁ� yutta:
On the Faculties

1. Plain Version

48:1. Plain Version

At Sa�vatthī�. There the Buddha said: “Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The 
faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. These are the five faculties.”

48:2. A Streaṁ-Enterer (1st)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. A noble disciple coṁes to truly understand these five faculties’ 
gratification, drawback, and escape. Such a noble disciple is called a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to 
be reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening.”

48:3. A Streaṁ-Enterer (2nd)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. A noble disciple coṁes to truly understand these five faculties’ origin, 
ending, gratification, drawback, and escape. Such a noble disciple is called a streaṁ-enterer, not 
liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening.”

48:4. A Perfected One (1st)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. A noble disciple coṁes to be freed by not grasping after truly 
understanding these five faculties’ gratification, drawback, and escape. Such a ṁendicant is 
called a perfected one, with defileṁents ended, who has coṁpleted the spiritual journey, done 
what had to be done, laid down the burden, achieved their own true goal, utterly ended the 
fetters of rebirth, and is rightly freed through enlightenṁent.”

48:5. A Perfected One (2nd)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. A ṁendicant coṁes to be freed by not grasping after truly 
understanding these five faculties’ origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and escape. Such a 
ṁendicant is called a perfected one, with defileṁents ended, who has coṁpleted the spiritual 
journey, done what had to be done, laid down the burden, achieved their own true goal, utterly 
ended the fetters of rebirth, and is rightly freed through enlightenṁent.”
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48:6. Ascetics and Brahṁins (1st)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. There are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly understand the 
gratification, drawback, and escape when it coṁes to these five faculties. I don’t regard theṁ as 
true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables don’t realize the goal of life as an ascetic or 
brahṁin, and don’t live having realized it with their own insight.

There are ascetics and brahṁins who do truly understand the gratification, drawback, and 
escape when it coṁes to these five faculties. I regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those 
venerables realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and live having realized it with their 
own insight.”

48:7. Ascetics and Brahṁins (2nd)

“Mendicants, there are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t understand the faculty of faith, its origin,
its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. They don’t understand the faculty of 
energy … ṁindfulness … iṁṁersion … wisdoṁ, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that 
leads to its cessation. I don’t regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables don’t 
realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and don’t live having realized it with their own 
insight.

There are ascetics and brahṁins who do understand the faculty of faith, its origin, its 
cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. They do understand the faculty of energy … 
ṁindfulness … iṁṁersion … wisdoṁ, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its 
cessation. I regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables realize the goal of life 
as an ascetic or brahṁin, and live having realized it with their own insight.”

48:8. Should Be Seen

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. And where should the faculty of faith be seen? In the four factors of 
streaṁ-entry. And where should the faculty of energy be seen? In the four right efforts. And 
where should the faculty of ṁindfulness be seen? In the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. 
And where should the faculty of iṁṁersion be seen? In the four absorptions. And where should 
the faculty of wisdoṁ be seen? In the four noble truths. These are the five faculties.”

48:9. Analysis (1st)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. And what is the faculty of faith? It’s when a noble disciple has faith in 
the Realized One’s awakening: ‘That Blessed One is perfected, a fully awakened Buddha, 
accoṁplished in knowledge and conduct, holy, knower of the world, supreṁe guide for those 
who wish to train, teacher of gods and huṁans, awakened, blessed.’ This is called the faculty of 
faith.

And what is the faculty of energy? It’s when a ṁendicant lives with energy roused up for 
giving up unskillful qualities and gaining skillful qualities. They’re strong, staunchly vigorous, not
slacking off when it coṁes to developing skillful qualities. This is called the faculty of energy.
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And what is the faculty of ṁindfulness? It’s when a noble disciple is ṁindful. They have 
utṁost ṁindfulness and alertness, and can reṁeṁber and recall what was said and done long 
ago. This is called the faculty of ṁindfulness.

And what is the faculty of iṁṁersion? It’s when a noble disciple, relying on letting go, gains 
iṁṁersion, gains unification of ṁind. This is called the faculty of iṁṁersion.

And what is the faculty of wisdoṁ? It’s when a noble disciple is wise. They have the wisdoṁ of
arising and passing away which is noble, penetrative, and leads to the coṁplete ending of 
suffering. This is called the faculty of wisdoṁ. These are the five faculties.”

48:10. Analysis (2nd)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. And what is the faculty of faith? It’s when a noble disciple has faith in 
the Realized One’s awakening: ‘That Blessed One is perfected, a fully awakened Buddha, 
accoṁplished in knowledge and conduct, holy, knower of the world, supreṁe guide for those 
who wish to train, teacher of gods and huṁans, awakened, blessed.’ This is called the faculty of 
faith.

And what is the faculty of energy? It’s when a ṁendicant lives with energy roused up for 
giving up unskillful qualities and gaining skillful qualities. They’re strong, staunchly vigorous, not
slacking off when it coṁes to developing skillful qualities. They generate enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake 
an effort, exert the ṁind, and strive so that bad, unskillful qualities don’t arise. They generate 
enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an effort, exert the ṁind, and strive so that bad, unskillful qualities that 
have arisen are given up. They generate enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an effort, exert the ṁind, and 
strive so that skillful qualities arise. They generate enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an effort, exert the 
ṁind, and strive so that skillful qualities that have arisen reṁain, are not lost, but increase, 
ṁature, and are coṁpleted by developṁent. This is called the faculty of energy.

And what is the faculty of ṁindfulness? It’s when a noble disciple is ṁindful. They have 
utṁost ṁindfulness and alertness, and can reṁeṁber and recall what was said and done long 
ago. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—
keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. This is called the faculty of 
ṁindfulness.

And what is the faculty of iṁṁersion? It’s when a noble disciple, relying on letting go, gains 
iṁṁersion, gains unification of ṁind. Quite secluded froṁ sensual pleasures, secluded froṁ 
unskillful qualities, they enter and reṁain in the first absorption, which has the rapture and bliss 
born of seclusion, while placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. As the placing of the ṁind 
and keeping it connected are stilled, they enter and reṁain in the second absorption, which has 
the rapture and bliss born of iṁṁersion, with internal clarity and confidence, and unified ṁind, 
without placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. And with the fading away of rapture, they 
enter and reṁain in the third absorption, where they ṁeditate with equaniṁity, ṁindful and 
aware, personally experiencing the bliss of which the noble ones declare, ‘Equaniṁous and 
ṁindful, one ṁeditates in bliss.’ Giving up pleasure and pain, and ending forṁer happiness and 
sadness, they enter and reṁain in the fourth absorption, without pleasure or pain, with pure 
equaniṁity and ṁindfulness. This is called the faculty of iṁṁersion.

And what is the faculty of wisdoṁ? It’s when a noble disciple is wise. They have the wisdoṁ of
arising and passing away which is noble, penetrative, and leads to the coṁplete ending of 
suffering. They truly understand: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the origin of suffering’ … ‘This is the
cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering’. This is called
the faculty of wisdoṁ. These are the five faculties.”
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2. Weaker

48:11. Gain

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. And what is the faculty of faith? It’s when a noble disciple has faith in 
the Realized One’s awakening: ‘That Blessed One is perfected, a fully awakened Buddha, 
accoṁplished in knowledge and conduct, holy, knower of the world, supreṁe guide for those 
who wish to train, teacher of gods and huṁans, awakened, blessed.’ This is called the faculty of 
faith.

And what is the faculty of energy? The energy that’s gained in connection with the four right 
efforts. This is called the faculty of energy.

And what is the faculty of ṁindfulness? The ṁindfulness that’s gained in connection with the 
four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. This is called the faculty of ṁindfulness.

And what is the faculty of iṁṁersion? It’s when a noble disciple, relying on letting go, gains 
iṁṁersion, gains unification of ṁind. This is called the faculty of iṁṁersion.

And what is the faculty of wisdoṁ? It’s when a noble disciple is wise. They have the wisdoṁ of
arising and passing away which is noble, penetrative, and leads to the coṁplete ending of 
suffering. This is called the faculty of wisdoṁ. These are the five faculties.”

48:12. In Brief (1st)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. These are the five faculties. Soṁeone who has coṁpleted and fulfilled 
these five faculties is a perfected one. If they are weaker than that, they’re a non-returner. If they 
are weaker still, they’re a once-returner. If they are weaker still, they’re a streaṁ-enterer. If 
they’re weaker still, they’re a follower of the teachings. If they’re weaker still, they’re a follower 
by faith.”

48:13. In Brief (2nd)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. These are the five faculties. Soṁeone who has coṁpleted and fulfilled 
these five faculties is a perfected one. If they are weaker than that, they’re a non-returner … a 
once-returner … a streaṁ-enterer … a follower of the teachings … a follower by faith. So froṁ a 
diversity of faculties there’s a diversity of fruits. And froṁ a diversity of fruits there’s a diversity 
of persons.”

48:14. In Brief (3rd)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. These are the five faculties. Soṁeone who has coṁpleted and fulfilled 
these five faculties is a perfected one. If they are weaker than that, they’re a non-returner … a 
once-returner … a streaṁ-enterer … a follower of the teachings … a follower by faith. So, 
ṁendicants, if you practice partially you succeed partially. If you practice fully you succeed fully. 
These five faculties are not a waste, I say.”
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48:15. In Detail (1st)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. These are the five faculties. Soṁeone who has coṁpleted and fulfilled 
these five faculties is a perfected one. If they are weaker than that, they’re one who is 
extinguished in-between one life and the next … one who is extinguished upon landing … one 
who is extinguished without extra effort … one who is extinguished with extra effort … one who 
heads upstreaṁ, going to the AkanitAtAha realṁ … a once-returner … a streaṁ-enterer … a follower
of the teachings … a follower by faith.”

48:16. In Detail (2nd)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. These are the five faculties. Soṁeone who has coṁpleted and fulfilled 
these five faculties is a perfected one. If they are weaker than that, they’re one who is 
extinguished in-between one life and the next … one who is extinguished upon landing … one 
who is extinguished without extra effort … one who is extinguished with extra effort … one who 
heads upstreaṁ, going to the AkanitAtAha realṁ … a once-returner … a streaṁ-enterer … a follower
of the teachings … a follower by faith. So froṁ a diversity of faculties there’s a diversity of fruits. 
And froṁ a diversity of fruits there’s a diversity of persons.”

48:17. In Detail (3rd)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. These are the five faculties. Soṁeone who has coṁpleted and fulfilled 
these five faculties is a perfected one. If they are weaker than that, they’re one who is 
extinguished in-between one life and the next … one who is extinguished upon landing … one 
who is extinguished without extra effort … one who is extinguished with extra effort … one who 
heads upstreaṁ, going to the AkanitAtAha realṁ … a once-returner … a streaṁ-enterer … a follower
of the teachings … a follower by faith. So, ṁendicants, if you practice partially you succeed 
partially. If you practice fully you succeed fully. These five faculties are not a waste, I say.”

48:18. Practicing

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. These are the five faculties. Soṁeone who has coṁpleted and fulfilled 
these five faculties is a perfected one. If they are weaker than that, they’re practicing to realize 
the fruit of perfection … a non-returner … practicing to realize the fruit of non-return … a once-
returner … practicing to realize the fruit of once-return … a streaṁ-enterer … practicing to 
realize the fruit of streaṁ-entry. Soṁeone who totally and utterly lacks these five faculties is an 
outsider who belongs with the ordinary persons, I say.”

48:19. Endowed

Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ:
“Sir, they speak of soṁeone who is ‘accoṁplished regarding the faculties’. How is soṁeone 

accoṁplished regarding the faculties defined?” “Mendicant, it’s when a ṁendicant develops the 
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faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ that lead to peace and awakening.
This is how soṁeone who is accoṁplished regarding the faculties is defined.”

48:20. The Ending of Defileṁents

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. These are the five faculties. It’s because of developing and cultivating 
these five faculties that a ṁendicant realizes the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by 
wisdoṁ in this very life. And they live having realized it with their own insight due to the ending 
of defileṁents.”

3. The Six Faculties

48:21. Future Lives

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. As long as I didn’t truly understand these five faculties’ gratification, 
drawback, and escape for what they are, I didn’t announce ṁy supreṁe perfect awakening in this
world with its gods, Ma�ras, and Brahṁa� s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods 
and huṁans. But when I did truly understand these five faculties’ gratification, drawback, and 
escape for what they are, I announced ṁy supreṁe perfect awakening in this world with its gods,
Ma� ras, and Brahṁa�s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans. 
Knowledge and vision arose in ṁe: ‘My freedoṁ is unshakable; this is ṁy last rebirth; now there 
are no ṁore future lives.’”

48:22. The Life Faculty

“Mendicants, there are these three faculties. What three? The feṁale faculty, the ṁale faculty, 
and the life faculty. These are the three faculties.”

48:23. The Faculty of Enlightenṁent

“Mendicants, there are these three faculties. What three? The faculty of understanding that one’s 
enlightenṁent is iṁṁinent. The faculty of enlightenṁent. The faculty of one who is enlightened. 
These are the three faculties.”

48:24. A One-Seeder

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. These are the five faculties. Soṁeone who has coṁpleted and fulfilled 
these five faculties is a perfected one. If they are weaker than that, they’re one who is 
extinguished in-between one life and the next … one who is extinguished upon landing … one 
who is extinguished without extra effort … one who is extinguished with extra effort … one who 
heads upstreaṁ, going to the AkanitAtAha realṁ … a once-returner … a one-seeder … one who goes 
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froṁ faṁily to faṁily … one who has seven rebirths at ṁost … a follower of the teachings … a 
follower by faith.”

48:25. Plain Version

“Mendicants, there are these six faculties. What six? The faculties of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, 
body, and ṁind. These are the six faculties.”

48:26. A Streaṁ-Enterer

“Mendicants, there are these six faculties. What six? The faculties of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, 
body, and ṁind. A noble disciple coṁes to truly understand these six faculties’ origin, ending, 
gratification, drawback, and escape. Such a noble disciple is called a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to 
be reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening.”

48:27. A Perfected One

“Mendicants, there are these six faculties. What six? The faculties of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, 
body, and ṁind. A ṁendicant coṁes to be freed by not grasping after truly understanding these 
six faculties’ origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and escape. Such a ṁendicant is called a 
perfected one, with defileṁents ended, who has coṁpleted the spiritual journey, done what had 
to be done, laid down the burden, achieved their own true goal, utterly ended the fetters of 
rebirth, and is rightly freed through enlightenṁent.”

48:28. Awakened

“Mendicants, there are these six faculties. What six? The faculties of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, 
body, and ṁind. As long as I didn’t truly understand these six faculties’ gratification, drawback, 
and escape for what they are, I didn’t announce ṁy supreṁe perfect awakening in this world 
with its gods, Ma�ras, and Brahṁa� s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and 
huṁans. But when I did truly understand these six faculties’ gratification, drawback, and escape 
for what they are, I announced ṁy supreṁe perfect awakening in this world with its gods, Ma� ras,
and Brahṁa�s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods and huṁans. Knowledge 
and vision arose in ṁe: ‘My freedoṁ is unshakable; this is ṁy last rebirth; now there are no ṁore
future lives.’”

48:29. Ascetics and Brahṁins (1st)

“Mendicants, there are these six faculties. What six? The faculties of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, 
body, and ṁind. There are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly understand the origin, ending, 
gratification, drawback, and escape when it coṁes to these six faculties. I don’t regard theṁ as 
true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables don’t realize the goal of life as an ascetic or 
brahṁin, and don’t live having realized it with their own insight. There are ascetics and 
brahṁins who do truly understand the origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and escape when 
it coṁes to these six faculties. I regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables 
realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and live having realized it with their own insight.”
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48:30. Ascetics and Brahṁins (2nd)

“Mendicants, there are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t understand the eye faculty, its origin, its 
cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. They don’t understand the ear faculty … 
nose faculty … tongue faculty … body faculty … ṁind faculty, its origin, its cessation, and the 
practice that leads to its cessation. I don’t regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those 
venerables don’t realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and don’t live having realized it 
with their own insight.

There are ascetics and brahṁins who do understand the eye faculty, its origin, its cessation, 
and the practice that leads to its cessation. They understand the ear faculty … nose faculty … 
tongue faculty … body faculty … ṁind faculty, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads 
to its cessation. I regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables realize the goal of 
life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and live having realized it with their own insight.”

4. The Pleasure Faculty

48:31. Plain Version

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of pleasure, pain, happiness, 
sadness, and equaniṁity. These are the five faculties.”

48:32. A Streaṁ-Enterer

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of pleasure, pain, happiness, 
sadness, and equaniṁity. A noble disciple coṁes to truly understand these five faculties’ origin, 
ending, gratification, drawback, and escape. Such a noble disciple is called a streaṁ-enterer, not 
liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening.”

48:33. A Perfected One

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of pleasure, pain, happiness, 
sadness, and equaniṁity. A ṁendicant coṁes to be freed by not grasping after truly 
understanding these five faculties’ origin, ending, gratification, drawback, and escape. Such a 
ṁendicant is called a perfected one, with defileṁents ended, who has coṁpleted the spiritual 
journey, done what had to be done, laid down the burden, achieved their own true goal, utterly 
ended the fetters of rebirth, and is rightly freed through enlightenṁent.”

48:34. Ascetics and Brahṁins (1st)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of pleasure, pain, happiness, 
sadness, and equaniṁity. There are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly understand the origin,
ending, gratification, drawback, and escape when it coṁes to these five faculties. I don’t regard 
theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables don’t realize the goal of life as an ascetic 
or brahṁin, and don’t live having realized it with their own insight.
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There are ascetics and brahṁins who do truly understand the origin, ending, gratification, 
drawback, and escape when it coṁes to these five faculties. I regard theṁ as true ascetics and 
brahṁins. Those venerables realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and live having 
realized it with their own insight.”

48:35. Ascetics and Brahṁins (2nd)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of pleasure, pain, happiness, 
sadness, and equaniṁity. “Mendicants, there are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t understand 
the faculty of pleasure, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. There 
are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t understand the faculty of pain … happiness … sadness … 
equaniṁity, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. I don’t regard 
theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables don’t realize the goal of life as an ascetic 
or brahṁin, and don’t live having realized it with their own insight.

There are ascetics and brahṁins who do understand the faculty of pleasure, its origin, its 
cessation, and the practice that leads to its cessation. There are ascetics and brahṁins who do 
understand the faculty of pain … happiness … sadness … equaniṁity, its origin, its cessation, and 
the practice that leads to its cessation. I regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those 
venerables realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and live having realized it with their 
own insight.”

48:36. Analysis (1st)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of pleasure, pain, happiness, 
sadness, and equaniṁity.

And what is the faculty of pleasure? Physical enjoyṁent, physical pleasure, the enjoyable, 
pleasant feeling that’s born froṁ physical contact. This is called the faculty of pleasure.

And what is the faculty of pain? Physical pain, physical displeasure, the painful, unpleasant 
feeling that’s born froṁ physical contact. This is called the faculty of pain.

And what is the faculty of happiness? Mental enjoyṁent, ṁental pleasure, the enjoyable, 
pleasant feeling that’s born froṁ ṁind contact. This is called the faculty of happiness.

And what is the faculty of sadness? Mental pain, ṁental displeasure, the painful, unpleasant 
feeling that’s born froṁ ṁind contact. This is called the faculty of sadness.

And what is the faculty of equaniṁity? Neither pleasant nor unpleasant feeling, whether 
physical or ṁental. This is the faculty of equaniṁity. These are the five faculties.”

48:37. Analysis (2nd)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of pleasure, pain, happiness, 
sadness, and equaniṁity.

And what is the faculty of pleasure? Physical enjoyṁent, physical pleasure, the enjoyable, 
pleasant feeling that’s born froṁ physical contact. This is called the faculty of pleasure.

And what is the faculty of pain? Physical pain, physical displeasure, the painful, unpleasant 
feeling that’s born froṁ physical contact. This is called the faculty of pain.

And what is the faculty of happiness? Mental enjoyṁent, ṁental pleasure, the enjoyable, 
pleasant feeling that’s born froṁ ṁind contact. This is called the faculty of happiness.

And what is the faculty of sadness? Mental pain, ṁental displeasure, the painful, unpleasant 
feeling that’s born froṁ ṁind contact. This is called the faculty of sadness.
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And what is the faculty of equaniṁity? Neither pleasant nor unpleasant feeling, whether 
physical or ṁental. This is the faculty of equaniṁity.

In this context, the faculties of pleasure and happiness should be seen as pleasant feeling. The 
faculties of pain and sadness should be seen as painful feeling. The faculty of equaniṁity should 
be seen as neutral feeling. These are the five faculties.”

48:38. Analysis (3rd)

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of pleasure, pain, happiness, 
sadness, and equaniṁity.

And what is the faculty of pleasure? Physical enjoyṁent, physical pleasure, the enjoyable, 
pleasant feeling that’s born froṁ physical contact. This is called the faculty of pleasure.

And what is the faculty of pain? Physical pain, physical displeasure, the painful, unpleasant 
feeling that’s born froṁ physical contact. This is called the faculty of pain.

And what is the faculty of happiness? Mental enjoyṁent, ṁental pleasure, the enjoyable, 
pleasant feeling that’s born froṁ ṁind contact. This is called the faculty of happiness.

And what is the faculty of sadness? Mental pain, ṁental displeasure, the painful, unpleasant 
feeling that’s born froṁ ṁind contact. This is called the faculty of sadness.

And what is the faculty of equaniṁity? Neither pleasant nor unpleasant feeling, whether 
physical or ṁental. This is the faculty of equaniṁity.

In this context, the faculties of pleasure and happiness should be seen as pleasant feeling. The 
faculties of pain and sadness should be seen as painful feeling. The faculty of equaniṁity should 
be seen as neutral feeling. That’s how these five faculties, depending on how they’re explained, 
having been five becoṁe three, and having been three becoṁe five.”

48:39. The Siṁile of the Fire Sticks

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of pleasure, pain, happiness, 
sadness, and equaniṁity. The faculty of pleasure arises dependent on a contact to be experienced
as pleasant. When in a state of pleasure, you understand: ‘I’ṁ in a state of pleasure.’ With the 
cessation of that contact to be experienced as pleasant, you understand that the corresponding 
faculty of pleasure ceases and stops.

The faculty of pain arises dependent on a contact to be experienced as painful. When in a state
of pain, you understand: ‘I’ṁ in a state of pain.’ With the cessation of that contact to be 
experienced as painful, you understand that the corresponding faculty of pain ceases and stops.

The faculty of happiness arises dependent on a contact to be experienced as happiness. When 
in a state of happiness, you understand: ‘I’ṁ in a state of happiness.’ With the cessation of that 
contact to be experienced as happiness, you understand that the corresponding faculty of 
happiness ceases and stops.

The faculty of sadness arises dependent on a contact to be experienced as sadness. When in a 
state of sadness, you understand: ‘I’ṁ in a state of sadness.’ With the cessation of that contact to 
be experienced as sadness, you understand that the corresponding faculty of sadness ceases and 
stops.

The faculty of equaniṁity arises dependent on a contact to be experienced as equaniṁous. 
When in a state of equaniṁity, you understand: ‘I’ṁ in a state of equaniṁity.’ With the cessation 
of that contact to be experienced as equaniṁous, you understand that the corresponding faculty 
of equaniṁity ceases and stops.
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When you rub two sticks together, heat is generated and fire is produced. But when you part 
the sticks and lay theṁ aside, any corresponding heat ceases and stops. In the saṁe way, the 
faculty of pleasure arises dependent on a contact to be experienced as pleasant. When in a state 
of pleasure, you understand: ‘I’ṁ in a state of pleasure.’ With the cessation of that contact to be 
experienced as pleasant, you understand that the corresponding faculty of pleasure ceases and 
stops.

The faculty of pain … happiness … sadness … equaniṁity arises dependent on a contact to be 
experienced as equaniṁous. When in a state of equaniṁity, you understand: ‘I’ṁ in a state of 
equaniṁity.’ With the cessation of that contact to be experienced as equaniṁous, you understand
that the corresponding faculty of equaniṁity ceases and stops.”

48:40. Irregular Order

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of pain, sadness, pleasure, 
happiness, and equaniṁity. While a ṁendicant is ṁeditating—diligent, keen, and resolute—the 
faculty of pain arises. They understand: ‘The faculty of pain has arisen in ṁe. And that has a 
precursor, a source, a condition, and a reason. It’s not possible for the faculty of pain to arise 
without a precursor, a source, a condition, or a reason.’ They understand the faculty of pain, its 
origin, its cessation, and where that faculty of pain that’s arisen ceases without anything left over.
And where does that faculty of pain that’s arisen cease without anything left over? It’s when a 
ṁendicant, quite secluded froṁ sensual pleasures, secluded froṁ unskillful qualities, enters and 
reṁains in the first absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of seclusion, while placing 
the ṁind and keeping it connected. That’s where the faculty of pain that’s arisen ceases without 
anything left over. They’re called a ṁendicant who understands the cessation of the faculty of 
pain, and who applies their ṁind to that end.

While a ṁendicant is ṁeditating—diligent, keen, and resolute—the faculty of sadness arises. 
They understand: ‘The faculty of sadness has arisen in ṁe. And that has a precursor, a source, a 
condition, and a reason. It’s not possible for the faculty of sadness to arise without a precursor, a 
source, a condition, or a reason.’ They understand the faculty of sadness, its origin, its cessation, 
and where that faculty of sadness that’s arisen ceases without anything left over. And where does
that faculty of sadness that’s arisen cease without anything left over? It’s when, as the placing of 
the ṁind and keeping it connected are stilled, a ṁendicant enters and reṁains in the second 
absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of iṁṁersion, with internal clarity and 
confidence, and unified ṁind, without placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. That’s where 
the faculty of sadness that’s arisen ceases without anything left over. They’re called a ṁendicant 
who understands the cessation of the faculty of sadness, and who applies their ṁind to that end.

While a ṁendicant is ṁeditating—diligent, keen, and resolute—the faculty of pleasure arises. 
They understand: ‘The faculty of pleasure has arisen in ṁe. And that has a precursor, a source, a 
condition, and a reason. it’s not possible for the faculty of pain to arise without a precursor, a 
source, a condition, or a reason.’ They understand the faculty of pleasure, its origin, its cessation, 
and where that faculty of pleasure that’s arisen ceases without anything left over. And where 
does that faculty of pleasure that’s arisen cease without anything left over? It’s when, with the 
fading away of rapture, a ṁendicant enters and reṁains in the third absorption, where they 
ṁeditate with equaniṁity, ṁindful and aware, personally experiencing the bliss of which the 
noble ones declare, ‘Equaniṁous and ṁindful, one ṁeditates in bliss.’ That’s where the faculty of 
pleasure that’s arisen ceases without anything left over. They’re called a ṁendicant who 
understands the cessation of the faculty of pleasure, and who applies their ṁind to that end.

While a ṁendicant is ṁeditating—diligent, keen, and resolute—the faculty of happiness 
arises. They understand: ‘The faculty of happiness has arisen in ṁe. And that has a precursor, a 
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source, a condition, and a reason. it’s not possible for the faculty of happiness to arise without a 
precursor, a source, a condition, or a reason.’ They understand the faculty of happiness, its origin,
its cessation, and where that faculty of happiness that’s arisen ceases without anything left over. 
And where does that faculty of happiness that’s arisen cease without anything left over? It’s 
when, giving up pleasure and pain, and ending forṁer happiness and sadness, a ṁendicant 
enters and reṁains in the fourth absorption, without pleasure or pain, with pure equaniṁity and 
ṁindfulness. That’s where the faculty of happiness that’s arisen ceases without anything left 
over. They’re called a ṁendicant who understands the cessation of the faculty of happiness, and 
who applies their ṁind to that end.

While a ṁendicant is ṁeditating—diligent, keen, and resolute—the faculty of equaniṁity 
arises. They understand: ‘The faculty of equaniṁity has arisen in ṁe. And that has a precursor, a 
source, a condition, and a reason. It’s not possible for the faculty of equaniṁity to arise without a 
precursor, a source, a condition, or a reason.’ They understand the faculty of equaniṁity, its 
origin, its cessation, and where that faculty of equaniṁity that’s arisen ceases without anything 
left over. And where does that faculty of equaniṁity that’s arisen cease without anything left 
over? It’s when a ṁendicant, going totally beyond the diṁension of neither perception nor non-
perception, enters and reṁains in the cessation of perception and feeling. That’s where the 
faculty of equaniṁity that’s arisen ceases without anything left over. They’re called a ṁendicant 
who understands the cessation of the faculty of equaniṁity, and who applies their ṁind to that 
end.”

5. Old Age

48:41. Old Age

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in the Eastern Monastery, the 
stilt longhouse of Miga� ra’s ṁother. Then in the late afternoon, the Buddha caṁe out of retreat 
and sat warṁing his back in the last rays of the sun.

Then Venerable AJ nanda went up to the Buddha, bowed, and while ṁassaging the Buddha’s 
liṁbs he said: “It’s incredible, sir, it’s aṁazing, how the coṁplexion of your skin is no longer pure 
and bright. Your liṁbs are flaccid and wrinkled, and your body is stooped. And it’s apparent that 
there has been a deterioration in your faculties of eye, ear, nose, tongue, and body.”

“That’s how it is, AJ nanda. When young you’re liable to grow old; when healthy you’re liable to 
get sick; and when alive you’re liable to die. The coṁplexion of the skin is no longer pure and 
bright. The liṁbs are flaccid and wrinkled, and the body is stooped. And it’s apparent that there 
has been a deterioration in the faculties of eye, ear, nose, tongue, and body.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Curse this wretched old age, 
which ṁakes you so ugly. 
That’s how ṁuch this delightful puppet 
is ground down by old age.

Even if you live for a hundred years, 
you’ll still end up dying. 
Death spares no-one, 
but crushes all underfoot.”
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48:42. The Brahṁin UnA nA a�bha

At Sa�vatthī�. Then UnA nA a� bha the brahṁin went up to the Buddha, and exchanged greetings with 
hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to 
the Buddha:

“Master Gotaṁa, these five faculties have different scopes and different ranges, and don’t 
experience each others’ scope and range. What five? The faculties of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, 
and body. What do these five faculties, with their different scopes and ranges, have recourse to? 
What experiences their scopes and ranges?”

“Brahṁin, these five faculties have different scopes and different ranges, and don’t experience 
each others’ scope and range. What five? The faculties of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, and body. 
These five faculties, with their different scopes and ranges, have recourse to the ṁind. And the 
ṁind experiences their scopes and ranges.”

“But Master Gotaṁa, what does the ṁind have recourse to?” “The ṁind has recourse to 
ṁindfulness.” “But what does ṁindfulness have recourse to?” “Mindfulness has recourse to 
freedoṁ.” “But what does freedoṁ have recourse to?” “Freedoṁ has recourse to 
extinguishṁent.” “But what does extinguishṁent have recourse to?” “This question goes too far, 
brahṁin! You weren’t able to grasp the liṁit of questioning. For extinguishṁent is the 
culṁination, destination, and end of the spiritual life.”

And then the brahṁin UnA nA a� bha approved and agreed with what the Buddha said. He got up 
froṁ his seat, bowed, and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his right, before 
leaving.

Then, not long after he had left, the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Suppose there was a 
bungalow or a hall with a peaked roof, with windows on the eastern side. When the sun rises and
a ray of light enters through a window, where would it land?” “On the western wall, sir.” “In the 
saṁe way, the brahṁin UnA nA a�bha’s faith in the Realized One is settled, rooted, and planted deep. 
It’s strong and can’t be shifted by any ascetic or brahṁin or god or Ma� ra or Brahṁa�  or by anyone 
in the world. If he were to pass away at this tiṁe, he would be bound by no fetter that ṁight 
return hiṁ to this world.”

48:43. At Sa�keta

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�keta in the deer part at the AnC jana 
Wood. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, is there a way in which the 
five faculties becoṁe the five powers, and the five powers becoṁe the five faculties?”

“Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. He is our guide and our refuge. Sir, ṁay the Buddha 
hiṁself please clarify the ṁeaning of this. The ṁendicants will listen and reṁeṁber it.”

“Mendicants, there is a way in which the five faculties becoṁe the five powers, and the five 
powers becoṁe the five faculties.

And what is that ṁethod? The faculty of faith is the power of faith, and the power of faith is 
the faculty of faith. The faculty of energy is the power of energy, and the power of energy is the 
faculty of energy. The faculty of ṁindfulness is the power of ṁindfulness, and the power of 
ṁindfulness is the faculty of ṁindfulness. The faculty of iṁṁersion is the power of iṁṁersion, 
and the power of iṁṁersion is the faculty of iṁṁersion. The faculty of wisdoṁ is the power of 
wisdoṁ, and the power of wisdoṁ is the faculty of wisdoṁ. Suppose that there was a river 
slanting, sloping, and inclining to the east, and in the ṁiddle was an island. There’s a way in 
which that river can be reckoned to have just one streaṁ. But there’s also a way in which that 
river can be reckoned to have two streaṁs.
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And what’s the way in which that river can be reckoned to have just one streaṁ? By taking 
into account the water to the east and the west of the island, that river can be reckoned to have 
just one streaṁ.

And what’s the way in which that river can be reckoned to have two streaṁs? By taking into 
account the water to the north and the south of the island, that river can be reckoned to have two
streaṁs. In the saṁe way, the faculty of faith is the power of faith, and the power of faith is the 
faculty of faith. The faculty of energy is the power of energy, and the power of energy is the 
faculty of energy. The faculty of ṁindfulness is the power of ṁindfulness, and the power of 
ṁindfulness is the faculty of ṁindfulness. The faculty of iṁṁersion is the power of iṁṁersion, 
and the power of iṁṁersion is the faculty of iṁṁersion. The faculty of wisdoṁ is the power of 
wisdoṁ, and the power of wisdoṁ is the faculty of wisdoṁ. It’s because of developing and 
cultivating the five faculties that a ṁendicant realizes the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and 
freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life. And they live having realized it with their own insight due to
the ending of defileṁents.”

48:44. At the Eastern Gate

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in Sa�vatthī� at the eastern gate. Then the 
Buddha said to Venerable Sa� riputta: “Sa� riputta, do you have faith that the faculties of faith, 
energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ, when developed and cultivated, culṁinate, finish, 
and end in the deathless?”

“Sir, in this case I don’t rely on faith in the Buddha’s claiṁ that the faculties of faith, energy, 
ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ, when developed and cultivated, culṁinate, finish, and end 
in the deathless. There are those who have not known or seen or understood or realized or 
experienced this with wisdoṁ. They ṁay rely on faith in this ṁatter. But there are those who 
have known, seen, understood, realized, and experienced this with wisdoṁ. They have no doubts
or uncertainties in this ṁatter. I have known, seen, understood, realized, and experienced this 
with wisdoṁ. I have no doubts or uncertainties that the faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ, when developed and cultivated, culṁinate, finish, and end in the 
deathless.”

“Good, good, Sa� riputta! There are those who have not known or seen or understood or 
realized or experienced this with wisdoṁ. They ṁay rely on faith in this ṁatter. But there are 
those who have known, seen, understood, realized, and experienced this with wisdoṁ. They have
no doubts or uncertainties that the faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and 
wisdoṁ, when developed and cultivated, culṁinate, finish, and end in the deathless.”

48:45. At the Eastern Monastery (1st)

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in the Eastern Monastery, the 
stilt longhouse of Miga� ra’s ṁother. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, 
how ṁany faculties ṁust a ṁendicant develop and cultivate so that they can declare 
enlightenṁent: ‘I understand: “Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what 
had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of existence”’?”

“Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …” “A ṁendicant ṁust develop and cultivate one 
faculty so that they can declare enlightenṁent. What one? The faculty of wisdoṁ. When a noble 
disciple has wisdoṁ, the faith, energy, ṁindfulness, and iṁṁersion that follow along with that 
becoṁe stabilized. This is the one faculty that a ṁendicant ṁust develop and cultivate so that 
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they can declare enlightenṁent: ‘I understand: “Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been 
coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of existence”’.”

48:46. At the Eastern Monastery (2nd)

The saṁe setting. “Mendicants, how ṁany faculties ṁust a ṁendicant develop and cultivate so 
that they can declare enlightenṁent: ‘I understand: “Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has 
been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of 
existence”’?”

“Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …” “A ṁendicant ṁust develop and cultivate two 
faculties so that they can declare enlightenṁent. What two? Noble wisdoṁ and noble freedoṁ. 
For their noble wisdoṁ is the faculty of wisdoṁ. And their noble freedoṁ is the faculty of 
iṁṁersion. These are the two faculties that a ṁendicant ṁust develop and cultivate so that they 
can declare enlightenṁent: ‘I understand: “Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been 
coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of existence”’.”

48:47. At the Eastern Monastery (3rd)

The saṁe setting. “Mendicants, how ṁany faculties ṁust a ṁendicant develop and cultivate so 
that they can declare enlightenṁent: ‘I understand: “Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has 
been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of 
existence”’?”

“Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …” “A ṁendicant ṁust develop and cultivate four 
faculties so that they can declare enlightenṁent. What four? The faculties of energy, ṁindfulness,
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. These are the four faculties that a ṁendicant ṁust develop and 
cultivate so that they can declare enlightenṁent: ‘I understand: “Rebirth is ended, the spiritual 
journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state 
of existence”’.”

48:48. At the Eastern Monastery (4th)

The saṁe setting. “Mendicants, how ṁany faculties ṁust a ṁendicant develop and cultivate so 
that they can declare enlightenṁent: ‘I understand: “Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has 
been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of 
existence”’?”

“Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …” “A ṁendicant ṁust develop and cultivate five 
faculties so that they can declare enlightenṁent. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, 
ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. These are the five faculties that a ṁendicant ṁust develop 
and cultivate so that they can declare enlightenṁent: ‘I understand: “Rebirth is ended, the 
spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to 
any state of existence”’.”

48:49. About PinA dA ola Bha� radva� ja

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Kosaṁbi, in Ghosita’s Monastery. Now 
at that tiṁe Venerable PinA dA ola Bha� radva� ja had declared enlightenṁent: “I understand: ‘Rebirth 
is ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is 
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no return to any state of existence.’” Then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat 
down to one side, and told hiṁ what had happened. Then they said:

“What reason does PinA dA ola Bha� radva� ja see for doing this?”
“It’s because PinA dA ola Bha� radva� ja has developed and cultivated three faculties that he declares 

enlightenṁent: ‘I understand: “Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been coṁpleted, what 
had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state of existence.”’ What three? The 
faculties of ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. It’s because PinA dA ola Bha� radva� ja has developed 
and cultivated these three faculties that he declares enlightenṁent. What’s the culṁination of 
these three faculties? They culṁinate in ending. In the ending of what? Of rebirth, old age, and 
death. It’s because he sees that they culṁinate in the ending of rebirth, old age, and death that 
PinA dA ola Bha� radva� ja declares enlightenṁent: ‘I understand: “Rebirth is ended, the spiritual 
journey has been coṁpleted, what had to be done has been done, there is no return to any state 
of existence.”’”

48:50. At AJ panA a

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the An� gas, near the An� gan 
town called AJ panA a. Then the Buddha said to Venerable Sa� riputta: “Sa� riputta, would a noble 
disciple who is sure and devoted to the Realized One have any doubt or uncertainty about the 
Realized One or his instructions?”

“Sir, a noble disciple who is sure and devoted to the Realized One would have no doubt or 
uncertainty about the Realized One or his instructions. You can expect that a faithful noble 
disciple will live with energy roused up for giving up unskillful qualities and gaining skillful 
qualities. They’re strong, staunchly vigorous, not slacking off when it coṁes to developing skillful
qualities. For their energy is the faculty of energy.

You can expect that a faithful and energetic noble disciple will be ṁindful, with utṁost 
ṁindfulness and alertness, able to reṁeṁber and recall what was said and done long ago. For 
their ṁindfulness is the faculty of ṁindfulness.

You can expect that a faithful, energetic, and ṁindful noble disciple will, relying on letting go, 
gain iṁṁersion, gain unification of ṁind. For their saṁa�dhi is the faculty of iṁṁersion.

You can expect that a faithful, energetic, ṁindful noble disciple with their ṁind iṁṁersed in 
saṁa�dhi will understand this: ‘Transṁigration has no known beginning. No first point is found of
sentient beings roaṁing and transṁigrating, hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. But 
when that dark ṁass of ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, that state is 
peaceful and subliṁe. That is, the stilling of all activities, the letting go of all attachṁents, the 
ending of craving, fading away, cessation, extinguishṁent.’ For their noble wisdoṁ is the faculty 
of wisdoṁ.

When a noble disciple has tried again and again, recollected again and again, entered 
iṁṁersion again and again, and understood with wisdoṁ again and again, they will be confident 
of this: ‘I have previously heard of these things. But now I have direct ṁeditative experience of 
theṁ, and see theṁ with penetrating wisdoṁ.’ For their faith is the faculty of faith.”

“Good, good, Sa� riputta! “Sa� riputta, a noble disciple who is sure and devoted to the Realized 
One would have no doubt or uncertainty about the Realized One or his instructions. …” (The 
Buddha then repeated Sa� riputta’s answer word for word.)
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6. The Boar’s Cave

48:51. At Sa� la�

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Kosalans near the brahṁin 
village of Sa� la� . There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, the lion, king of beasts,
is said to be the best of aniṁals in terṁs of strength, speed, and courage. In the saṁe way, the 
faculty of wisdoṁ is said to be the best of the qualities that lead to awakening in terṁs of 
becoṁing awakened.

And what are the qualities that lead to awakening? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ are qualities that lead to awakening, in that they lead to becoṁing 
awakened. The lion, king of beasts, is said to be the best of aniṁals in terṁs of strength, speed, 
and courage. In the saṁe way, the faculty of wisdoṁ is said to be the best of the qualities that 
lead to awakening in terṁs of becoṁing awakened.”

48:52. In the Land of the Mallas

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Mallas, near the Mallian 
town called Uruvelakappa. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, as long as 
noble knowledge hasn’t arisen for a noble disciple the four faculties are not stable and fixed. But 
when noble knowledge has arisen for a noble disciple the four faculties becoṁe stable and fixed.

It’s just like in a bungalow. As long as the roof peak is not lifted into place, the rafters are not 
stable or fixed. But when the roof peak is lifted into place, the rafters becoṁe stable and fixed. In 
the saṁe way, as long as noble knowledge hasn’t arisen for a noble disciple the four faculties are 
not stable and fixed. But when noble knowledge has arisen for a noble disciple the four faculties 
becoṁe stable and fixed.

What four? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, and iṁṁersion. When a noble disciple 
has wisdoṁ, the faith, energy, ṁindfulness, and iṁṁersion that follow along with that becoṁe 
stabilized.”

48:53. A Trainee

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Kosaṁbi, in Ghosita’s Monastery. There
the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, is there a way that a ṁendicant who is a 
trainee, standing at the level of a trainee, can understand that they are a trainee? And that a 
ṁendicant who is an adept, standing at the level of an adept, can understand that they are an 
adept?”

“Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …” “There is a way that a ṁendicant who is a trainee,
standing at the level of a trainee, can understand that they are a trainee, and that a ṁendicant 
who is an adept, standing at the level of an adept, can understand that they are an adept.

And what is a way that a ṁendicant who is a trainee can understand that they are a trainee? 
It’s when a ṁendicant who is a trainee truly understands: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the origin 
of suffering’ … ‘This is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessation 
of suffering’. This is a way that a ṁendicant who is a trainee can understand that they are a 
trainee.

Furtherṁore, a ṁendicant who is a trainee reflects: ‘Is there any other ascetic or brahṁin 
elsewhere whose teaching is as true, as real, as accurate as that of the Buddha?’ They 
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understand: ‘There is no other ascetic or brahṁin elsewhere whose teaching is as true, as real, as
accurate as that of the Buddha.’ This too is a way that a ṁendicant who is a trainee can 
understand that they are a trainee.

Furtherṁore, a ṁendicant who is a trainee understands the five faculties: faith, energy, 
ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. And although they don’t have direct ṁeditative experience
of their destination, apex, fruit, and culṁination, they do see theṁ with penetrating wisdoṁ. This
too is a way that a ṁendicant who is a trainee can understand that they are a trainee.

And what is the way that a ṁendicant who is an adept can understand that they are an adept? 
It’s when a ṁendicant who is an adept understands the five faculties: faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. They have direct ṁeditative experience of their destination, apex, fruit, 
and culṁination, and they see theṁ with penetrating wisdoṁ. This is a way that a ṁendicant 
who is an adept can understand that they are an adept.

Furtherṁore, a ṁendicant who is an adept understands the six faculties: eye, ear, nose, 
tongue, body, and ṁind. They understand: ‘These six faculties will totally and utterly cease 
without anything left over. And no other six faculties will arise anywhere anyhow.’ This too is a 
way that a ṁendicant who is an adept can understand that they are an adept.”

48:54. Footprints

“The footprints of all creatures that walk can fit inside an elephant’s footprint, so an elephant’s 
footprint is said to be the biggest of theṁ all. In the saṁe way, the faculty of wisdoṁ is said to be 
the best of the steps that lead to awakening in terṁs of becoṁing awakened. And what are the 
steps that lead to awakening? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ
are steps that lead to awakening, in that they lead to becoṁing awakened. The footprints of all 
creatures that walk can fit inside an elephant’s footprint, so an elephant’s footprint is said to be 
the biggest of theṁ all. In the saṁe way, the faculty of wisdoṁ is said to be the best of the steps 
that lead to awakening in terṁs of becoṁing awakened.”

48:55. Heartwood

“Of all kinds of fragrant heartwood, red sandalwood is said to be the best. In the saṁe way, the 
faculty of wisdoṁ is said to be the best of the qualities that lead to awakening in terṁs of 
becoṁing awakened. And what are the qualities that lead to awakening? The faculties of faith, 
energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ are qualities that lead to awakening, in that they 
lead to becoṁing awakened. Of all kinds of fragrant heartwood, red sandalwood is said to be the 
best. In the saṁe way, the faculty of wisdoṁ is said to be the best of the qualities that lead to 
awakening in terṁs of becoṁing awakened.”

48:56. Grounded

“Mendicants, when a ṁendicant is grounded in one thing the five faculties becoṁe developed, 
well developed. What one thing? Diligence. And what is diligence? It’s when a ṁendicant looks 
after their ṁind when it coṁes to defileṁents and things that stiṁulate defileṁents. As they do 
so the faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ are developed to 
perfection. That’s how when a ṁendicant is grounded in one thing the five faculties becoṁe 
developed, well developed.”
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48:57. With Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati

At one tiṁe, when he was first awakened, the Buddha was staying near Uruvela�  at the goatherd’s 
banyan tree on the bank of the NeranC jara�  River. Then as he was in private retreat this thought 
caṁe to his ṁind: “When these five faculties are developed and cultivated they culṁinate, finish, 
and end in the deathless. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and 
wisdoṁ. When these five faculties are developed and cultivated they culṁinate, finish, and end in
the deathless.”

Then Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati knew what the Buddha was thinking. As easily as a strong person 
would extend or contract their arṁ, he vanished froṁ the Brahṁa�  realṁ and reappeared in front 
of the Buddha. He arranged his robe over one shoulder, raised his joined palṁs toward the 
Buddha, and said: “That’s so true, Blessed One! That’s so true, Holy One! When these five 
faculties are developed and cultivated they culṁinate, finish, and end in the deathless. What five?
The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. When these five faculties are 
developed and cultivated they culṁinate, finish, and end in the deathless.

Once upon a tiṁe, sir, I lived the spiritual life under the fully awakened Buddha Kassapa. 
There they knew ṁe as the ṁendicant Sahaka. Because of developing and cultivating these saṁe 
five faculties I lost desire for sensual pleasures. When ṁy body broke up, after death, I was 
reborn in a good place, in the Brahṁa�  realṁ. There they know ṁe as Brahṁa�  Sahaṁpati. That’s 
so true, Blessed One! That’s so true, Holy One! I know and see how when these five faculties are 
developed and cultivated they culṁinate, finish, and end in the deathless.”

48:58. The Boar’s Cave

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, on the Vulture’s Peak Mountain in the Boar’s 
Cave. Then the Buddha said to Venerable Sa� riputta: “Sa� riputta, considering what benefit does a 
ṁendicant with defileṁents ended, while still alive, continue to show utṁost devotion for the 
Realized One or his instructions?” “Sir, it is considering the supreṁe sanctuary that a ṁendicant 
with defileṁents ended, while still alive, continues to show utṁost devotion for the Realized One
or his instructions.” “Good, good, Sa� riputta! For it is considering the supreṁe sanctuary that a 
ṁendicant whose defileṁents are ended, while still alive, continues to show utṁost devotion for 
the Realized One or his instructions.

And what is that supreṁe sanctuary?” “It’s when a ṁendicant with defileṁents ended 
develops the faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ, which lead to peace 
and awakening. It is considering this supreṁe sanctuary that a ṁendicant with defileṁents 
ended, while still alive, continues to show utṁost devotion for the Realized One or his 
instructions.” “Good, good, Sa� riputta! For this is that supreṁe sanctuary.

And what is that utṁost devotion that a ṁendicant with defileṁents ended, while still alive, 
continues to show towards the Realized One or his instructions?” “It’s when a ṁendicant with 
defileṁents ended ṁaintains respect and reverence for the Teacher, the teaching, the San� gha, the
training, and iṁṁersion. This is that utṁost devotion.” “Good, good, Sa� riputta! For this is that 
utṁost devotion that a ṁendicant with defileṁents ended, while still alive, continues to show 
towards the Realized One or his instructions.”

48:59. Arising (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, these five faculties don’t arise to be developed and cultivated except 
when a Realized One, a perfected one, a fully awakened Buddha has appeared. What five? The 
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faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. These five faculties don’t arise to 
be developed and cultivated except when a Realized One, a perfected one, a fully awakened 
Buddha has appeared.”

48:60. Arising (2nd)

“Mendicants, these five faculties don’t arise to be developed and cultivated apart froṁ the Holy 
One’s training. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. 
These five faculties don’t arise to be developed and cultivated apart froṁ the Holy One’s 
training.”

7. Leading to Awakening

48:61. Fetters

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when these five faculties are developed and cultivated they lead to 
giving up the fetters. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and 
wisdoṁ. When these five faculties are developed and cultivated they lead to giving up the 
fetters.”

48:62. Tendencies

“Mendicants, when these five faculties are developed and cultivated they lead to uprooting the 
underlying tendencies. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and 
wisdoṁ. When these five faculties are developed and cultivated they lead to uprooting the 
underlying tendencies.”

48:63. Coṁplete Understanding

“Mendicants, when these five faculties are developed and cultivated they lead to the coṁplete 
understanding of the course of tiṁe. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. When these five faculties are developed and cultivated they lead to the 
coṁplete understanding of the course of tiṁe.”

48:64. Ending of Defileṁents

“Mendicants, when these five faculties are developed and cultivated they lead to the ending of 
defileṁents. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. 
When these five faculties are developed and cultivated they lead to the ending of defileṁents.”

“Mendicants, when these five faculties are developed and cultivated they lead to giving up the 
fetters, uprooting the underlying tendencies, coṁpletely understanding the course of tiṁe, and 
ending the defileṁents. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and 
wisdoṁ. When these five faculties are developed and cultivated they lead to giving up the fetters,
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uprooting the underlying tendencies, coṁpletely understanding the course of tiṁe, and ending 
the defileṁents.”

48:65. Two Fruits

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. These are the five faculties. Because of developing and cultivating these 
five faculties, one of two results can be expected: enlightenṁent in the present life, or if there’s 
soṁething left over, non-return.”

48:66. Seven Benefits

“Mendicants, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. These are the five faculties. Because of developing and cultivating these 
five faculties, seven fruits and benefits can be expected. What seven? They attain enlightenṁent 
early on in this very life. If not, they attain enlightenṁent at the tiṁe of death. If not, with the 
ending of the five lower fetters, they’re extinguished in-between one life and the next … they’re 
extinguished upon landing … they’re extinguished without extra effort … they’re extinguished 
with extra effort … they head upstreaṁ, going to the AkanitAtAha realṁ. Because of developing and 
cultivating these five faculties, these seven fruits and benefits can be expected.”

48:67. A Tree (1st)

“Mendicants, of all the trees in India, the rose-apple is said to be the best. In the saṁe way, the 
faculty of wisdoṁ is said to be the best of the qualities that lead to awakening in terṁs of 
becoṁing awakened. And what are the qualities that lead to awakening? The faculties of faith, 
energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ are qualities that lead to awakening, in that they 
lead to becoṁing awakened. Of all the trees in India, the rose-apple is said to be the best. In the 
saṁe way, the faculty of wisdoṁ is said to be the best of the qualities that lead to awakening in 
terṁs of becoṁing awakened.”

48:68. A Tree (2nd)

“Mendicants, of all the trees belonging to the gods of the Thirty-Three, the Shady Orchid Tree is 
said to be the best. In the saṁe way, the faculty of wisdoṁ is said to be the best of the qualities 
that lead to awakening in terṁs of becoṁing awakened. And what are the qualities that lead to 
awakening? The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ are qualities that 
lead to awakening, in that they lead to becoṁing awakened. Of all the trees belonging to the gods 
of the Thirty-Three, the shady orchid tree is said to be the best. In the saṁe way, the faculty of 
wisdoṁ is said to be the best of the qualities that lead to awakening in terṁs of becoṁing 
awakened.”

48:69. A Tree (3rd)

“Mendicants, of all the trees belonging to the deṁons, the truṁpet-flower tree is said to be the 
best. In the saṁe way, the faculty of wisdoṁ is said to be the best of the qualities that lead to 
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awakening in terṁs of becoṁing awakened. And what are the qualities that lead to awakening? 
The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ are qualities that lead to 
awakening, in that they lead to becoṁing awakened. Of all the trees belonging to the deṁons, the
truṁpet-flower tree is said to be the best. In the saṁe way, the faculty of wisdoṁ is said to be the
best of the qualities that lead to awakening in terṁs of becoṁing awakened.”

48:70. A Tree (4th)

“Mendicants, of all the trees belonging to the phoenixes, the red silk-cotton tree is said to be the 
best. In the saṁe way, the faculty of wisdoṁ is said to be the best of the qualities that lead to 
awakening in terṁs of becoṁing awakened. And what are the qualities that lead to awakening? 
The faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ are qualities that lead to 
awakening, in that they lead to becoṁing awakened. Of all the trees belonging to the phoenixes, 
the red silk-cotton tree is said to be the best. In the saṁe way, the faculty of wisdoṁ is said to be 
the best of the qualities that lead to awakening in terṁs of becoṁing awakened.”

8. Abbreviated Texts on the Ganges

48:71–82. Slanting East, Etc.

“Mendicants, the Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant developing and cultivating the five faculties slants, slopes, and inclines to 
extinguishṁent. How so? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the faculties of faith, energy, 
ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and 
ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant developing and cultivating the five faculties slants, 
slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent.”

(To be expanded for each of the different rivers as in SN 45.91–102.)

Six on slanting to the east, 
and six on slanting to the ocean; 
these two sixes ṁake twelve, 
and that’s how this chapter is recited.

9. Diligence

48:83–92. Diligence

(To be expanded as in the chapter on diligence at SN 45.139–148.)

The Realized One, footprint, roof peak, 
roots, heartwood, jasṁine, 
ṁonarch, sun and ṁoon, 
and cloth is the tenth.
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10. Hard Work

48:93–104. Hard Work

(To be expanded as in the chapter on hard work at SN 45.149–160.)

Hard work, seeds, and dragons, 
a tree, a pot, and a spike, 
the sky, and two on clouds, 
a ship, a guest house, and a river.

11. Searches

48:105–114. Searches

(To be expanded as in the chapter on searches at SN 45.161–170.)

Searches, discriṁinations, defileṁents, 
states of existence, three kinds of suffering, 
barrenness, stains, and troubles, 
feelings, craving, and thirst.

12. Floods

48:115–124. Floods

(To be expanded as in SN 45.171–179, with the following as the final discourse.) “Mendicants, 
there are five higher fetters. What five? Desire for rebirth in the realṁ of luṁinous forṁ, desire 
for rebirth in the forṁless realṁ, conceit, restlessness, and ignorance. These are the five higher 
fetters. The five faculties should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding,
finishing, and giving up of these five higher fetters. What five? It’s when a ṁendicant develops 
the faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ, which rely on seclusion, 
fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. These five faculties should be developed for 
the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these five higher 
fetters.”

(To be expanded as in the Linked Discourses on the Path.)

Floods, bonds, grasping, 
ties, and underlying tendencies, 
kinds of sensual stiṁulation, hindrances, 
aggregates, and fetters high and low.
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13. Another Chapter of Abbreviated Texts on the Ganges, Etc.

48:125–136. Another on Sloping East, Etc.

“Mendicants, the Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant developing and cultivating the five faculties slants, slopes, and inclines to 
extinguishṁent. How so? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the faculties of faith, energy, 
ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ, which culṁinate in the reṁoval of greed, hate, and 
delusion. That’s how a ṁendicant developing and cultivating the five faculties slants, slopes, and 
inclines to extinguishṁent.”

(To be expanded for each of the different rivers as in SN 45.91–102.)

Six on slanting to the east, 
and six on slanting to the ocean; 
these two sixes ṁake twelve, 
and that’s how this chapter is recited.

14. Another Chapter on Searches

48:159–168. Another Chapter on Searches

(To be expanded as in SN 45.161–170, reṁoval of greed version.)

15. Another Chapter on Floods

48:169–178. Another Series on Floods, Etc.

(To be expanded as in SN 45.171–179, with the following as the final discourse, reṁoval of greed 
version.) “Mendicants, there are five higher fetters. What five? Desire for rebirth in the realṁ of 
luṁinous forṁ, desire for rebirth in the forṁless realṁ, conceit, restlessness, and ignorance. 
These are the five higher fetters. The five faculties should be developed for the direct knowledge, 
coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these five higher fetters. What five? It’s when
a ṁendicant develops the faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ, which 
culṁinate in the reṁoval of greed, hate, and delusion. These five faculties should be developed 
for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these five higher 
fetters.”

Floods, bonds, grasping, 
ties, and underlying tendencies, 
kinds of sensual stiṁulation, hindrances, 
aggregates, and fetters high and low.

The Linked Discourses on the Faculties is the fourth section.
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49. Saṁṁappadha�nasaṁ� yutta:
On the Right Efforts

1. Abbreviated Texts on the Ganges

49:1–12. Sloping East, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. There the Buddha said: “Mendicants, there are these four right efforts. What four? 
It’s when a ṁendicant generates enthusiasṁ, tries, ṁakes an effort, exerts the ṁind, and strives 
so that bad, unskillful qualities don’t arise. They generate enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an effort, exert 
the ṁind, and strive so that bad, unskillful qualities that have arisen are given up. They generate 
enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an effort, exert the ṁind, and strive so that skillful qualities arise. They 
generate enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an effort, exert the ṁind, and strive so that skillful qualities that 
have arisen reṁain, are not lost, but increase, ṁature, and are coṁpleted by developṁent. These 
are the four right efforts.

The Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant who 
develops and cultivates the four right efforts slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent. And 
how does a ṁendicant who develops the four right efforts slant, slope, and incline to 
extinguishṁent? They generate enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an effort, exert the ṁind, and strive so that
bad, unskillful qualities don’t arise. They generate enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an effort, exert the 
ṁind, and strive so that bad, unskillful qualities that have arisen are given up. They generate 
enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an effort, exert the ṁind, and strive so that skillful qualities arise. They 
generate enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an effort, exert the ṁind, and strive so that skillful qualities that 
have arisen reṁain, are not lost, but increase, ṁature, and are coṁpleted by developṁent. That’s 
how a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the four right efforts slants, slopes, and inclines to 
extinguishṁent.”

(To be expanded as in SN 45.92–102.)

Six on slanting to the east, 
and six on slanting to the ocean; 
these two sixes ṁake twelve, 
and that’s how this chapter is recited.

2. Diligence

49:13–22. Diligence

(To be expanded as in SN 45.139–148.)

The Realized One, footprint, roof peak, 
roots, heartwood, jasṁine, 
ṁonarch, sun and ṁoon, 
and cloth is the tenth.
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3. Hard Work

49:23–34. Hard Work, Etc.

“Mendicants, all the hard work that gets done depends on the earth and is grounded on the earth.
In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant develops and cultivates the four right efforts depending on and 
grounded on ethics. How so? It’s when a ṁendicant generates enthusiasṁ, tries, ṁakes an effort, 
exerts the ṁind, and strives so that bad, unskillful qualities don’t arise. … so that skillful qualities 
that have arisen reṁain, are not lost, but increase, ṁature, and are coṁpleted by developṁent. 
That’s how a ṁendicant develops and cultivates the four right efforts depending on and 
grounded on ethics.” (To be expanded as in SN 45.149–160.)

Hard work, seeds, and dragons, 
a tree, a pot, and a spike, 
the sky, and two on clouds, 
a ship, a guest house, and a river.

4. Searches

49:35–44. Ten Discourses on Searches, Etc.

“Mendicants, there are these three searches. What three? The search for sensual pleasures, the 
search for continued existence, and the search for a spiritual path. These are the three searches. 
The four right efforts should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, 
finishing, and giving up of these three searches. What four? It’s when a ṁendicant generates 
enthusiasṁ, tries, ṁakes an effort, exerts the ṁind, and strives so that bad, unskillful qualities 
don’t arise. … so that skillful qualities that have arisen reṁain, are not lost, but increase, ṁature, 
and are coṁpleted by developṁent. These four right efforts should be developed for the direct 
knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these three searches.” (To be 
expanded as in SN 45.161–170.)

Searches, discriṁinations, defileṁents, 
states of existence, three kinds of suffering, 
barrenness, stains, and troubles, 
feelings, craving, and thirst.

5. Floods

49:45–54. Floods, Etc.

(To be expanded as in SN 45.171–179, with the following as the final discourse.) “Mendicants, 
there are five higher fetters. What five? Desire for rebirth in the realṁ of luṁinous forṁ, desire 
for rebirth in the forṁless realṁ, conceit, restlessness, and ignorance. These are the five higher 
fetters. The four right efforts should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete 
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understanding, finishing, and giving up of these five higher fetters. What four? It’s when a 
ṁendicant generates enthusiasṁ, tries, ṁakes an effort, exerts the ṁind, and strives so that bad, 
unskillful qualities don’t arise. … so that skillful qualities that have arisen reṁain, are not lost, 
but increase, ṁature, and are coṁpleted by developṁent. These four right efforts should be 
developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these 
five higher fetters.”

Floods, bonds, grasping, 
ties, and underlying tendencies, 
kinds of sensual stiṁulation, hindrances, 
aggregates, and fetters high and low.

The Linked Discourses on the Right Efforts is the fifth section.
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50. Balasaṁyutta:
On the Five Powers

1. Abbreviated Texts on the Ganges

50:1–12. Sloping East, Etc.

“Mendicants, there are these five powers. What five? The powers of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, 
iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. These are the five powers. The Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines 
to the east. In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the five powers slants, 
slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent. And how does a ṁendicant who develops the five powers 
slant, slope, and incline to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the powers of faith, 
energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and 
cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the five 
powers slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent.”

(To be expanded for each of the different rivers as in SN 45.91–102.)

Six on slanting to the east, 
and six on slanting to the ocean; 
these two sixes ṁake twelve, 
and that’s how this chapter is recited.

2. Diligence

50:13–22. Diligence

(To be expanded as in the chapter on diligence at SN 45.139–148.)

The Realized One, footprint, roof peak, 
roots, heartwood, jasṁine, 
ṁonarch, sun and ṁoon, 
and cloth is the tenth.

3. Hard Work

50:23–34. Hard Work

(To be expanded as in the chapter on hard work at SN 45.149–160.)
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Hard work, seeds, and dragons, 
a tree, a pot, and a spike, 
the sky, and two on clouds, 
a ship, a guest house, and a river.

4. Searches

50:35–44. Searches

(To be expanded as in the chapter on searches at SN 45.161–170.)

Searches, discriṁinations, defileṁents, 
states of existence, three kinds of suffering, 
barrenness, stains, and troubles, 
feelings, craving, and thirst.

5. Floods

50:45–54. Floods, Etc.

(To be expanded as in SN 45.171–179, with the following as the final discourse.) “Mendicants, 
there are five higher fetters. What five? Desire for rebirth in the realṁ of luṁinous forṁ, desire 
for rebirth in the forṁless realṁ, conceit, restlessness, and ignorance. These are the five higher 
fetters. The five powers should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, 
finishing, and giving up of these five higher fetters. What five? It’s when a ṁendicant develops 
the powers of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ, which rely on seclusion, fading
away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. These five powers should be developed for the direct
knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these five higher fetters.”

6. Another Chapter of Abbreviated Texts on the Ganges, Etc.

50:55–66. Sloping East, Etc.

“Mendicants, the Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the five powers slants, slopes, and inclines to 
extinguishṁent. And how does a ṁendicant who develops the five powers slant, slope, and 
incline to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the powers of faith, energy, 
ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ, which culṁinate in the reṁoval of greed, hate, and 
delusion. That’s how a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the five powers slants, slopes, and
inclines to extinguishṁent.” (To be expanded for each of the different rivers as in SN 45.91–102, 
reṁoval of greed version.)
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Six on slanting to the east, 
and six on slanting to the ocean; 
these two sixes ṁake twelve, 
and that’s how this chapter is recited.

7. Another Chapter on Hard Work

50:77–88. Another Chapter on Hard Work

(To be expanded as in SN 45.149–160, reṁoval of greed version.)

8. Another Chapter on Searches

50:89–98. Another Series on Searches, Etc.

(To be expanded as in SN 45.161–170, reṁoval of greed version.)

Searches, discriṁinations, defileṁents, 
states of existence, three kinds of suffering, 
barrenness, stains, and troubles, 
feelings, craving, and thirst.

9. Another Chapter on Floods

50:99–108. Another Series on Floods, Etc.

(To be expanded as in SN 45.171–179, with the following as the final discourse.) “Mendicants, 
there are five higher fetters. What five? Desire for rebirth in the realṁ of luṁinous forṁ, desire 
for rebirth in the forṁless realṁ, conceit, restlessness, and ignorance. These are the five higher 
fetters. The five powers should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, 
finishing, and giving up of these five higher fetters. What five? A ṁendicant develops the powers 
of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ, which culṁinate in the reṁoval of greed, 
hate, and delusion. These five powers should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete 
understanding, finishing, and giving up of these five higher fetters.”

Floods, bonds, grasping, 
ties, and underlying tendencies, 
kinds of sensual stiṁulation, hindrances, 
aggregates, and fetters high and low.

The Linked Discourses on the Powers is the sixth section.
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51. Iddhipādasaṁyutta:
On the Bases of Psychic Power

1. At the Ca�pa� la Shrine

51:1. Froṁ the Near Shore

“Mendicants, when these four bases of psychic power are developed and cultivated they lead to 
going froṁ the near shore to the far shore. What four? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the basis 
of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ, and active effort. They develop the basis
of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to energy, and active effort. They develop the basis of 
psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to ṁental developṁent, and active effort. They develop 
the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to inquiry, and active effort. When these four 
bases of psychic power are developed and cultivated they lead to going froṁ the near shore to 
the far shore.”

51:2. Missed Out

“Mendicants, whoever has ṁissed out on the four bases of psychic power has ṁissed out on the 
noble path to the coṁplete ending of suffering. Whoever has undertaken the four bases of 
psychic power has undertaken the noble path to the coṁplete ending of suffering. What four? It’s
when a ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ … 
energy … ṁental developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. Whoever has ṁissed out on these four
bases of psychic power has ṁissed out on the noble path to the coṁplete ending of suffering. 
Whoever has undertaken these four bases of psychic power has undertaken the noble path to the
coṁplete ending of suffering.”

51:3. A Noble One

“Mendicants, when these four bases of psychic power are developed and cultivated they are 
noble and eṁancipating, and bring one who practices theṁ to the coṁplete ending of suffering. 
What four? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to
enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. When these four bases 
of psychic power are developed and cultivated they are noble and eṁancipating, and bring one 
who practices theṁ to the coṁplete ending of suffering.”

51:4. Disillusionṁent

“Mendicants, these four bases of psychic power, when developed and cultivated, lead solely to 
disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and extinguishṁent. What 
four? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to 
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enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. These four bases of 
psychic power, when developed and cultivated, lead solely to disillusionṁent, dispassion, 
cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and extinguishṁent.”

51:5. Partly

“Mendicants, all the ascetics and brahṁins in the past who have partly ṁanifested psychic 
powers have done so by developing and cultivating the four bases of psychic power. All the 
ascetics and brahṁins in the future who will partly ṁanifest psychic powers will do so by 
developing and cultivating the four bases of psychic power. All the ascetics and brahṁins in the 
present who are partly ṁanifesting psychic powers do so by developing and cultivating the four 
bases of psychic power.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due
to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. All the ascetics and 
brahṁins in the past who have partly ṁanifested psychic powers have done so by developing 
and cultivating these four bases of psychic power. All the ascetics and brahṁins in the future 
who will partly ṁanifest psychic powers will do so by developing and cultivating these four 
bases of psychic power. All the ascetics and brahṁins in the present who are partly ṁanifesting 
psychic powers do so by developing and cultivating these four bases of psychic power.”

51:6. Coṁpletely

“Mendicants, all the ascetics and brahṁins in the past who have coṁpletely ṁanifested psychic 
powers have done so by developing and cultivating the four bases of psychic power. All the 
ascetics and brahṁins in the future who will coṁpletely ṁanifest psychic powers will do so by 
developing and cultivating the four bases of psychic power. All the ascetics and brahṁins in the 
present who are coṁpletely ṁanifesting psychic powers do so by developing and cultivating the 
four bases of psychic power.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due
to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. All the ascetics and 
brahṁins in the past who have coṁpletely ṁanifested psychic powers have done so by 
developing and cultivating these four bases of psychic power. All the ascetics and brahṁins in 
the future who will coṁpletely ṁanifest psychic powers will do so by developing and cultivating 
these four bases of psychic power. All the ascetics and brahṁins in the present who are 
coṁpletely ṁanifesting psychic powers do so by developing and cultivating these four bases of 
psychic power.”

51:7. A Mendicant

“Mendicants, all the ṁendicants in the past … future … present who realize the undefiled 
freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life, and who live having realized it with 
their own insight due to the ending of defileṁents, do so by developing and cultivating the four 
bases of psychic power.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due
to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. All the ṁendicants in
the past … future … present who realize the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ 
in this very life, and who live having realized it with their own insight due to the ending of 
defileṁents, do so by developing and cultivating these four bases of psychic power.”
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51:8. Awakened

“Mendicants, there are these four bases of psychic power. What four? It’s when a ṁendicant 
develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental 
developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. These are the four bases of psychic power. It is because
he has developed and cultivated these four bases of psychic power that the Realized One is called
‘the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha’.”

51:9. Knowledge

“Mendicants: ‘This is the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ, and 
active effort.’ Such was the vision, knowledge, wisdoṁ, realization, and light that arose in ṁe 
regarding teachings not learned before froṁ another. ‘This basis of psychic power … should be 
developed.’ … ‘This basis of psychic power … has been developed.’ Such was the vision, 
knowledge, wisdoṁ, realization, and light that arose in ṁe regarding teachings not learned 
before froṁ another.

‘This is the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to energy, and active effort.’ … ‘This
basis of psychic power … should be developed.’ … ‘This basis of psychic power … has been 
developed.’ Such was the vision, knowledge, wisdoṁ, realization, and light that arose in ṁe 
regarding teachings not learned before froṁ another.

‘This is the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to ṁental developṁent, and active 
effort.’ … ‘This basis of psychic power … should be developed.’ … ‘This basis of psychic power … 
has been developed.’ Such was the vision, knowledge, wisdoṁ, realization, and light that arose in 
ṁe regarding teachings not learned before froṁ another.

‘This is the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to inquiry, and active effort.’ … 
‘This basis of psychic power … should be developed.’ … ‘This basis of psychic power … has been 
developed.’ Such was the vision, knowledge, wisdoṁ, realization, and light that arose in ṁe 
regarding teachings not learned before froṁ another.”

51:10. At the Ca�pa� la Shrine

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, in the hall 
with the peaked roof. Then the Buddha robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, 
entered Vesa� lī� for alṁs. Then, after the ṁeal, on his return froṁ alṁs-round, he addressed 
Venerable AJ nanda: “AJ nanda, get your sitting cloth. Let’s go to the Ca�pa� la tree shrine for the day’s 
ṁeditation.” “Yes, sir,” replied AJ nanda. Taking his sitting cloth he followed behind the Buddha.

Then the Buddha went up to the Ca�pa� la shrine, and sat down on the seat spread out. AJ nanda 
bowed to the Buddha and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ:

“AJ nanda, Vesa� lī� is lovely. And the Udena, Gotaṁaka, Sattaṁba, Bahuputta, Sa� randada, and 
Ca�pa� la tree shrines are all lovely. Whoever has developed and cultivated the four bases of 
psychic power—ṁade theṁ a vehicle and a basis, kept theṁ up, consolidated theṁ, and properly
iṁpleṁented theṁ—ṁay, if they wish, live on for the eon or what’s left of the eon. The Realized 
One has developed and cultivated the four bases of psychic power, ṁade theṁ a vehicle and a 
basis, kept theṁ up, consolidated theṁ, and properly iṁpleṁented theṁ. If he wished, the 
Realized One could live on for the eon or what’s left of the eon.”

But AJ nanda didn’t get it, even though the Buddha dropped such an obvious hint, such a clear 
sign. He didn’t beg the Buddha: “Sir, ṁay the Blessed One please reṁain for the eon! May the 
Holy One please reṁain for the eon! That would be for the welfare and happiness of the people, 
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for the benefit, welfare, and happiness of gods and huṁans.” For his ṁind was as if possessed by 
Ma� ra.

For a second tiṁe … and for a third tiṁe, the Buddha said to AJ nanda: “AJ nanda, Vesa� lī� is lovely. 
And the Udena, Gotaṁaka, Sattaṁba, Bahuputta, Sa� randada, and Ca�pa� la tree shrines are all 
lovely. Whoever has developed and cultivated the four bases of psychic power—ṁade theṁ a 
vehicle and a basis, kept theṁ up, consolidated theṁ, and properly iṁpleṁented theṁ—ṁay, if 
they wish, live on for the eon or what’s left of the eon. The Realized One has developed and 
cultivated the four bases of psychic power, ṁade theṁ a vehicle and a basis, kept theṁ up, 
consolidated theṁ, and properly iṁpleṁented theṁ. If he wished, the Realized One could live on 
for the eon or what’s left of the eon.”

But AJ nanda didn’t get it, even though the Buddha dropped such an obvious hint, such a clear 
sign. He didn’t beg the Buddha: “Sir, ṁay the Blessed One please reṁain for the eon! May the 
Holy One please reṁain for the eon! That would be for the welfare and happiness of the people, 
for the benefit, welfare, and happiness of gods and huṁans.” For his ṁind was as if possessed by 
Ma� ra.

Then the Buddha said to hiṁ: “Go now, AJ nanda, at your convenience.” “Yes, sir,” replied 
AJ nanda. He rose froṁ his seat, bowed, and respectfully circled the Buddha, keeping hiṁ on his 
right, before sitting at the root of a tree close by.

And then, not long after AJ nanda had left, Ma� ra the Wicked went up to the the Buddha and said 
to hiṁ:

“Sir, ṁay the Blessed One now becoṁe fully extinguished! May the Holy One now becoṁe fully
extinguished! Now is the tiṁe for the Buddha to becoṁe fully extinguished. Sir, you once ṁade 
this stateṁent: ‘Wicked One, I will not becoṁe fully extinguished until I have ṁonk disciples who
are coṁpetent, educated, assured, learned, have ṁeṁorized the teachings, and practice in line 
with the teachings. Not until they practice properly, living in line with the teaching. Not until 
they’ve learned their teacher’s doctrine, and explain, teach, assert, establish, disclose, analyze, 
and ṁake it clear. Not until they can legitiṁately and coṁpletely refute the doctrines of others 
that coṁe up, and teach with a deṁonstrable basis.’

Today you do have such ṁonk disciples. May the Blessed One now becoṁe fully extinguished! 
May the Holy One now becoṁe fully extinguished! Now is the tiṁe for the Buddha to becoṁe 
fully extinguished.

Sir, you once ṁade this stateṁent: ‘Wicked One, I will not becoṁe fully extinguished until I 
have nun disciples who are coṁpetent, educated, assured, learned …’ …

Today you do have such nun disciples. May the Blessed One now becoṁe fully extinguished! 
May the Holy One now becoṁe fully extinguished! Now is the tiṁe for the Buddha to becoṁe 
fully extinguished.

Sir, you once ṁade this stateṁent: ‘Wicked One, I will not becoṁe fully extinguished until I 
have layṁan disciples … and laywoṁan disciples who are coṁpetent, educated, assured, learned 
…’ …

Today you do have such layṁan and laywoṁan disciples. May the Blessed One now becoṁe 
fully extinguished! May the Holy One now becoṁe fully extinguished! Now is the tiṁe for the 
Buddha to becoṁe fully extinguished.

Sir, you once ṁade this stateṁent: ‘Wicked One, I will not becoṁe fully extinguished until ṁy 
spiritual life is successful and prosperous, extensive, popular, widespread, and well proclaiṁed 
wherever there are gods and huṁans.’ Today your spiritual life is successful and prosperous, 
extensive, popular, widespread, and well proclaiṁed wherever there are gods and huṁans. May 
the Blessed One now becoṁe fully extinguished! May the Holy One now becoṁe fully 
extinguished! Now is the tiṁe for the Buddha to becoṁe fully extinguished.”
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When this was said, the Buddha said to Ma�ra: “Relax, Wicked One. The final extinguishṁent of 
the Realized One will be soon. Three ṁonths froṁ now the Realized One will finally be 
extinguished.”

So at the Ca�pa� la tree shrine the Buddha, ṁindful and aware, surrendered the life force. When 
he did so there was a great earthquake, awe-inspiring and hair-raising, and thunder cracked the 
sky. Then, knowing the ṁeaning of this, on that occasion the Buddha spoke these words of 
inspiration:

“Coṁparing the incoṁparable with an extension of life, 
the sage surrendered the life force. 
Happy inside, in iṁṁersion, 
he broke his continued existence like a suit of arṁor.”

2. Shaking the Stilt Longhouse

51:11. Before

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, before ṁy awakening—when I was still unawakened but intent on 
awakening—I thought: ‘What’s the cause, what’s the reason for the developṁent of the bases of 
psychic power?’ Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘It’s when a ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic 
power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ, and active effort. They think: “My enthusiasṁ 
won’t be too lax or too tense. And it’ll be neither contracted internally nor scattered externally.” 
And they ṁeditate perceiving continuity: as before, so after; as after, so before; as below, so 
above; as above, so below; as by day, so by night; as by night, so by day. And so, with an open and
unenveloped heart, they develop a ṁind that’s full of radiance.

They develop the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to energy …
ṁental developṁent …
inquiry, and active effort. They think: “My inquiry won’t be too lax or too tense. And it’ll be 

neither contracted internally nor scattered externally.” And they ṁeditate perceiving continuity: 
as before, so after; as after, so before; as below, so above; as above, so below; as by day, so by 
night; as by night, so by day. And so, with an open and unenveloped heart, they develop a ṁind 
that’s full of radiance.’

When the four bases of psychic power have been developed and cultivated in this way, they 
wield the ṁany kinds of psychic power: ṁultiplying theṁselves and becoṁing one again; 
appearing and disappearing; going uniṁpeded through a wall, a raṁpart, or a ṁountain as if 
through space; diving in and out of the earth as if it were water; walking on water as if it were 
earth; flying cross-legged through the sky like a bird; touching and stroking with the hand the 
sun and ṁoon, so ṁighty and powerful; controlling the body as far as the Brahṁa�  realṁ.

When the four bases of psychic power have been developed and cultivated in this way, they 
hear both kinds of sounds, huṁan and divine, whether near or far.

When the four bases of psychic power have been developed and cultivated in this way, they 
understand the ṁinds of other beings and individuals, having coṁprehended theṁ with their 
own ṁind. They understand ṁind with greed as ‘ṁind with greed’, and ṁind without greed as 
‘ṁind without greed’. They understand ṁind with hate … ṁind without hate … ṁind with 
delusion … ṁind without delusion … contracted ṁind … scattered ṁind … expansive ṁind … 
unexpansive ṁind … ṁind that is not supreṁe … ṁind that is supreṁe … ṁind iṁṁersed in 
saṁa�dhi … ṁind not iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi … freed ṁind … They understand unfreed ṁind as 
‘unfreed ṁind’.
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When the four bases of psychic power have been developed and cultivated in this way, they 
recollect ṁany kinds of past lives. That is: one, two, three, four, five, ten, twenty, thirty, forty, 
fifty, a hundred, a thousand, a hundred thousand rebirths; ṁany eons of the world contracting, 
ṁany eons of the world evolving, ṁany eons of the world contracting and evolving. They 
reṁeṁber: ‘There, I was naṁed this, ṁy clan was that, I looked like this, and that was ṁy food. 
This was how I felt pleasure and pain, and that was how ṁy life ended. When I passed away froṁ
that place I was reborn soṁewhere else. There, too, I was naṁed this, ṁy clan was that, I looked 
like this, and that was ṁy food. This was how I felt pleasure and pain, and that was how ṁy life 
ended. When I passed away froṁ that place I was reborn here.’ And so they recollect their ṁany 
kinds of past lives, with features and details.

When the four bases of psychic power have been developed and cultivated in this way, with 
clairvoyance that is purified and superhuṁan, they see sentient beings passing away and being 
reborn—inferior and superior, beautiful and ugly, in a good place or a bad place. They 
understand how sentient beings are reborn according to their deeds. ‘These dear beings did bad 
things by way of body, speech, and ṁind. They spoke ill of the noble ones; they had wrong view; 
and they chose to act out of that wrong view. When their body breaks up, after death, they’re 
reborn in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell. These dear beings, however, did good 
things by way of body, speech, and ṁind. They never spoke ill of the noble ones; they had right 
view; and they chose to act out of that right view. When their body breaks up, after death, they’re
reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ.’ And so, with clairvoyance that is purified and 
superhuṁan, they see sentient beings passing away and being reborn—inferior and superior, 
beautiful and ugly, in a good place or a bad place. They understand how sentient beings are 
reborn according to their deeds.

When the four bases of psychic power have been developed and cultivated in this way, they 
realize the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life. And they live 
having realized it with their own insight due to the ending of defileṁents.”

51:12. Very Fruitful

“Mendicants, when the four bases of psychic power are developed and cultivated they’re very 
fruitful and beneficial. How so? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that 
has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ, and active effort. They think: ‘My enthusiasṁ won’t be too lax 
or too tense. And it’ll be neither contracted internally nor scattered externally.’ And they 
ṁeditate perceiving continuity: as before, so after; as after, so before; as below, so above; as 
above, so below; as by day, so by night; as by night, so by day. And so, with an open and 
unenveloped heart, they develop a ṁind that’s full of radiance.

They develop the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to energy … ṁental 
developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. They think: ‘My inquiry won’t be too lax or too tense. 
And it’ll be neither contracted internally nor scattered externally.’ And they ṁeditate perceiving 
continuity: as before, so after; as after, so before; as below, so above; as above, so below; as by 
day, so by night; as by night, so by day. And so, with an open and unenveloped heart, they 
develop a ṁind that’s full of radiance. When the four bases of psychic power have been 
developed and cultivated in this way they’re very fruitful and beneficial.

When the four bases of psychic power have been developed and cultivated in this way, a 
ṁendicant wields the ṁany kinds of psychic power: ṁultiplying theṁselves and becoṁing one 
again … controlling the body as far as the Brahṁa�  realṁ. …

When the four bases of psychic power have been developed and cultivated in this way, they 
realize the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life. And they live 
having realized it with their own insight due to the ending of defileṁents.”
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51:13. Iṁṁersion Due to Enthusiasṁ

“Mendicants, if a ṁendicant depends on enthusiasṁ in order to gain iṁṁersion, gain unification 
of ṁind, this is called iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ. They generate enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an 
effort, exert the ṁind, and strive so that bad, unskillful qualities don’t arise. They generate 
enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an effort, exert the ṁind, and strive so that bad, unskillful qualities that 
have arisen are given up. They generate enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an effort, exert the ṁind, and 
strive so that skillful qualities arise. They generate enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an effort, exert the 
ṁind, and strive so that skillful qualities that have arisen reṁain, are not lost, but increase, 
ṁature, and are fulfilled by developṁent. These are called active efforts. And so there is this 
enthusiasṁ, this iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ, and these active efforts. This is called the basis of
psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ, and active effort.

If a ṁendicant depends on energy in order to gain iṁṁersion, gain unification of ṁind, this is 
called iṁṁersion due to energy. They generate enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an effort, exert the ṁind, 
and strive so that bad, unskillful qualities don’t arise … so that skillful qualities that have arisen 
reṁain, are not lost, but increase, ṁature, and are fulfilled by developṁent. These are called 
active efforts. And so there is this energy, this iṁṁersion due to energy, and these active efforts. 
This is called the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to energy, and active effort.

If a ṁendicant depends on ṁental developṁent in order to gain iṁṁersion, gain unification of
ṁind, this is called iṁṁersion due to ṁental developṁent. They generate enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake 
an effort, exert the ṁind, and strive so that bad, unskillful qualities don’t arise … so that skillful 
qualities that have arisen reṁain, are not lost, but increase, ṁature, and are fulfilled by 
developṁent. These are called active efforts. And so there is this ṁental developṁent, this 
iṁṁersion due to ṁental developṁent, and these active efforts. This is called the basis of psychic
power that has iṁṁersion due to ṁental developṁent, and active effort.

If a ṁendicant depends on inquiry in order to gain iṁṁersion, gain unification of ṁind, this is 
called iṁṁersion due to inquiry. They generate enthusiasṁ, try, ṁake an effort, exert the ṁind, 
and strive so that bad, unskillful qualities don’t arise … so that skillful qualities that have arisen 
reṁain, are not lost, but increase, ṁature, and are fulfilled by developṁent. These are called 
active efforts. And so there is this inquiry, this iṁṁersion due to inquiry, and these active efforts. 
This is called the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to inquiry, and active effort.”

51:14. With Moggalla�na

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in the Eastern Monastery, the 
stilt longhouse of Miga� ra’s ṁother. Now at that tiṁe several ṁendicants were staying beneath 
the longhouse. They were restless, insolent, fickle, gossipy, loose-tongued, unṁindful, lacking 
situational awareness and iṁṁersion, with straying ṁinds and undisciplined faculties.

Then the Buddha addressed Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na: “These spiritual coṁpanions of 
yours staying beneath the longhouse are restless, insolent, fickle, gossipy, loose-tongued, 
unṁindful, lacking situational awareness and iṁṁersion, with wandering ṁind and 
undisciplined faculties. Go, Moggalla�na, and strike awe in those ṁendicants!”

“Yes, sir,” replied Maha�ṁoggalla�na. Then he used his psychic power to ṁake the longhouse 
shake and rock and treṁble with his toe. Then those ṁendicants stood to one side, shocked and 
awestruck. “It’s incredible, it’s aṁazing! There’s no wind at all; and this stilt longhouse of 
Miga� ra’s ṁother has deep foundations. It’s firṁly eṁbedded, iṁperturbable and unshakable. And
yet it shakes and rocks and treṁbles!”

Then the Buddha went up to those ṁendicants and said: “Why do you, ṁendicants, stand to 
one side, shocked and awestruck?” “It’s incredible, sir, it’s aṁazing! There’s no wind at all; and 
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this stilt longhouse of Miga� ra’s ṁother has deep foundations. It’s firṁly eṁbedded, 
iṁperturbable and unshakable. And yet it shakes and rocks and treṁbles!” “Wanting to strike 
awe in you, the ṁendicant Moggalla�na ṁade the longhouse shake and rock and treṁble with his 
toe. What do you think, ṁendicants? What things has the ṁendicant Moggalla�na developed and 
cultivated so as to have such power and ṁight?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. He is 
our guide and our refuge. Sir, ṁay the Buddha hiṁself please clarify the ṁeaning of this. The 
ṁendicants will listen and reṁeṁber it.”

“Well then, ṁendicants, listen. The ṁendicant Moggalla�na has becoṁe so powerful and ṁighty
by developing and cultivating the four bases of psychic power. What four? Moggalla�na develops 
the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental 
developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. He thinks: ‘My inquiry won’t be too lax or too tense. 
And it’ll be neither contracted internally nor scattered externally.’ And he ṁeditates perceiving 
continuity: as before, so after; as after, so before; as below, so above; as above, so below; as by 
day, so by night; as by night, so by day. And so, with an open and unenveloped heart, he develops 
a ṁind that’s full of radiance. The ṁendicant Moggalla�na has becoṁe so powerful and ṁighty by 
developing and cultivating these four bases of psychic power. And by developing and cultivating 
these four bases of psychic power, the ṁendicant Moggalla�na wields the ṁany kinds of psychic 
power … controlling the body as far as the Brahṁa�  realṁ. … And by developing and cultivating 
these four bases of psychic power, the ṁendicant Moggalla�na realizes the undefiled freedoṁ of 
heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life. And he lives having realized it with his own 
insight due to the ending of defileṁents.”

51:15. The Brahṁin UnA nA a�bha

So I have heard. At one tiṁe Venerable AJ nanda was staying near Kosaṁbi, in Ghosita’s 
Monastery. Then UnA nA a� bha the brahṁin went up to Venerable AJ nanda, and exchanged greetings 
with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite conversation were over, he sat down to one side and 
said to hiṁ: “Master AJ nanda, what’s the purpose of living the spiritual life with the ascetic 
Gotaṁa?” “The purpose of living the spiritual life under the Buddha, brahṁin, is to give up 
desire.”

“But is there a path and a practice for giving up that desire?” “There is.”
“What is that path?” “It’s when a ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that has 

iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. This 
is the path and the practice for giving up that desire.”

“This being the case, Master AJ nanda, the path is endless, not finite. For it’s not possible to give 
up desire by ṁeans of desire.” “Well then, brahṁin, I’ll ask you about this in return, and you can 
answer as you like. What do you think, brahṁin? Have you ever had a desire to walk to the park, 
but when you arrived at the park, the corresponding desire faded away?” “Yes, sir.” “Have you 
ever had the energy to walk to the park, but when you arrived at the park, the corresponding 
energy faded away?” “Yes, sir.” “Have you ever had the idea to walk to the park, but when you 
arrived at the park, the corresponding idea faded away?” “Yes, sir.” “Have you ever inquired 
regarding a walk to the park, but when you arrived at the park, the corresponding inquiry faded 
away?” “Yes, sir.”

“In the saṁe way, take a ṁendicant who is perfected—with defileṁents ended, who has 
coṁpleted the spiritual journey, done what had to be done, laid down the burden, achieved their 
own true goal, utterly ended the fetters of rebirth, and is rightly freed through enlightenṁent. 
They forṁerly had the desire to attain perfection, but when they attained perfection the 
corresponding desire faded away. They forṁerly had the energy to attain perfection, but when 
they attained perfection the corresponding energy faded away. They forṁerly had the idea to 
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attain perfection, but when they attained perfection the corresponding idea faded away. They 
forṁerly inquired regarding attaining perfection, but when they attained perfection the 
corresponding inquiry faded away. What do you think, brahṁin? This being the case, is the path 
endless or finite?”

“Clearly, Master AJ nanda, this being the case, the path is finite, not endless. Excellent, Master 
AJ nanda! Excellent! As if he were righting the overturned, or revealing the hidden, or pointing out 
the path to the lost, or lighting a laṁp in the dark so people with good eyes can see what’s there, 
Master AJ nanda has ṁade the teaching clear in ṁany ways. I go for refuge to Master Gotaṁa, to 
the teaching, and to the ṁendicant San� gha. Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master AJ nanda reṁeṁber 
ṁe as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for life.”

51:16. Ascetics and Brahṁins (1st)

“Mendicants, all the ascetics and brahṁins in the past, future, or present who are ṁighty and 
powerful have becoṁe so by developing and cultivating the four bases of psychic power.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due
to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. All the ascetics and 
brahṁins in the past, future, or present who are ṁighty and powerful have becoṁe so by 
developing and cultivating the four bases of psychic power.”

51:17. Ascetics and Brahṁins (2nd)

“Mendicants, all the ascetics and brahṁins in the past, future, or present who wield the various 
kinds of psychic power—ṁultiplying theṁselves and becoṁing one again; appearing and 
disappearing; going uniṁpeded through a wall, a raṁpart, or a ṁountain as if through space; 
diving in and out of the earth as if it were water; walking on water as if it were earth; flying 
cross-legged through the sky like a bird; touching and stroking with the hand the sun and ṁoon, 
so ṁighty and powerful; controlling their body as far as the Brahṁa�  realṁ— do so by developing
and cultivating the four bases of psychic power.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due
to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. Mendicants, all the 
ascetics and brahṁins in the past, future, or present who wield the ṁany kinds of psychic power
—ṁultiplying theṁselves and becoṁing one again … controlling their body as far as the Brahṁa�  
realṁ— do so by developing and cultivating these four bases of psychic power.”

51:18. A Mendicant

“Mendicants, by developing and cultivating the four bases of psychic power, a ṁendicant realizes
the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life. And they live having 
realized it with their own insight due to the ending of defileṁents.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due
to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. By developing and 
cultivating these four bases of psychic power, a ṁendicant realizes the undefiled freedoṁ of 
heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life. And they live having realized it with their own 
insight due to the ending of defileṁents.”
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51:19. A Teaching on Psychic Power, Etc.

“Mendicants, I will teach you psychic power, the bases of psychic power, the developṁent of the 
bases of psychic power, and the practice that leads to the developṁent of the bases of psychic 
power. Listen …

And what is psychic power? It’s when a ṁendicant wields the ṁany kinds of psychic power: 
ṁultiplying theṁselves and becoṁing one again … controlling the body as far as the Brahṁa�  
realṁ. This is called psychic power.

And what is the basis of psychic power? The path and practice that leads to gaining psychic 
power. This is called the basis of psychic power.

And what is the developṁent of the bases of psychic power? It’s when a ṁendicant develops 
the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental 
developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. This is called the developṁent of the bases of psychic 
power.

And what is the practice that leads to the developṁent of the bases of psychic power? It is 
siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called the practice that 
leads to the developṁent of the bases of psychic power.”

51:20. Analysis

“Mendicants, when the four bases of psychic power are developed and cultivated they’re very 
fruitful and beneficial.

How so? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to
enthusiasṁ, and active effort. They think: ‘My enthusiasṁ won’t be too lax or too tense. And it’ll 
be neither contracted internally nor scattered externally.’ And they ṁeditate perceiving 
continuity: as before, so after; as after, so before; as below, so above; as above, so below; as by 
day, so by night; as by night, so by day. And so, with an open and unenveloped heart, they 
develop a ṁind that’s full of radiance. They develop the basis of psychic power that has 
iṁṁersion due to energy … ṁental developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. They think: ‘My 
inquiry won’t be too lax or too tense. And it’ll be neither contracted internally nor scattered 
externally.’ And they ṁeditate perceiving continuity: as before, so after; as after, so before; as 
below, so above; as above, so below; as by day, so by night; as by night, so by day. And so, with an
open and unenveloped heart, they develop a ṁind that’s full of radiance.

And what is enthusiasṁ that’s too lax? It’s when enthusiasṁ is coṁbined with laziness. This is 
called lax enthusiasṁ.

And what is enthusiasṁ that’s too tense? It’s when enthusiasṁ is coṁbined with restlessness. 
This is called tense enthusiasṁ.

And what is enthusiasṁ that’s contracted internally? It’s when enthusiasṁ is coṁbined with 
dullness and drowsiness. This is called enthusiasṁ contracted internally.

And what is enthusiasṁ that’s distracted externally? It’s when enthusiasṁ is frequently 
distracted and diffused externally on account of the five kinds of sensual stiṁulation. This is 
called enthusiasṁ distracted externally.

And how does a ṁendicant ṁeditate perceiving continuity: as before, so after; as after, so 
before? It’s when the perception of continuity is properly grasped, attended, borne in ṁind, and 
coṁprehended with wisdoṁ by a ṁendicant. That’s how a ṁendicant ṁeditates perceiving 
continuity: as before, so after; as after, so before.

And how does a ṁendicant ṁeditate as below, so above; as above, so below? It’s when a 
ṁendicant exaṁines their own body up froṁ the soles of the feet and down froṁ the tips of the 
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hairs, wrapped in skin and full of ṁany kinds of filth. ‘In this body there is head hair, body hair, 
nails, teeth, skin, flesh, sinews, bones, bone ṁarrow, kidneys, heart, liver, diaphragṁ, spleen, 
lungs, intestines, ṁesentery, undigested food, feces, bile, phlegṁ, pus, blood, sweat, fat, tears, 
grease, saliva, snot, synovial fluid, urine.’ That’s how a ṁendicant ṁeditates as below, so above; 
as above, so below.

And how does a ṁendicant ṁeditate as by day, so by night; as by night, so by day? It’s when a 
ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ, and active
effort, with the saṁe features, attributes, and signs by day as by night. And they develop it with 
the saṁe features, attributes, and signs by night as by day. That’s how a ṁendicant ṁeditates as 
by day, so by night; as by night, so by day.

And how, with an open and unenveloped heart, does a ṁendicant develop a ṁind that’s full of 
radiance? It’s when a ṁendicant has properly grasped the perception of light, and has properly 
grasped the perception of day. That’s how, with an open and unenveloped heart, a ṁendicant 
develops a ṁind that’s full of radiance.

And what is energy that’s too lax? …
And what is ṁental developṁent that’s too lax? …
And what is inquiry that’s too lax? It’s when inquiry is coṁbined with laziness. This is called 

lax inquiry.
And what is inquiry that’s too tense? It’s when inquiry is coṁbined with restlessness. This is 

called tense inquiry.
And what is inquiry that’s contracted internally? It’s when inquiry is coṁbined with dullness 

and drowsiness. This is called inquiry contracted internally.
And what is inquiry that’s distracted externally? It’s when inquiry is frequently distracted and 

diffused externally on account of the five kinds of sensual stiṁulation. This is called inquiry 
distracted externally. … That’s how, with an open and unenveloped heart, a ṁendicant develops 
a ṁind that’s full of radiance. When the four bases of psychic power have been developed and 
cultivated in this way they’re very fruitful and beneficial.

When the four bases of psychic power have been developed and cultivated in this way, a 
ṁendicant wields the ṁany kinds of psychic power: ṁultiplying theṁselves and becoṁing one 
again … controlling the body as far as the Brahṁa�  realṁ. When the four bases of psychic power 
have been developed and cultivated in this way, they realize the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and 
freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life. And they live having realized it with their own insight due to
the ending of defileṁents.”

3. The Iron Ball

51:21. The Path

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, before ṁy awakening—when I was still unawakened but intent on 
awakening—I thought: ‘What’s the path and practice for developing the bases of psychic power?’ 
Then it occurred to ṁe: ‘It’s when a ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that has 
iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ, and active effort. They think: “My enthusiasṁ won’t be too lax or 
too tense. And it’ll be neither contracted internally nor scattered externally.” And they ṁeditate 
perceiving continuity: as before, so after; as after, so before; as below, so above; as above, so 
below; as by day, so by night; as by night, so by day. And so, with an open and unenveloped heart,
they develop a ṁind that’s full of radiance. They develop the basis of psychic power that has 
iṁṁersion due to energy … ṁental developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. They think: “My 
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inquiry won’t be too lax or too tense. And it’ll be neither contracted internally nor scattered 
externally.” And they ṁeditate perceiving continuity: as before, so after; as after, so before; as 
below, so above; as above, so below; as by day, so by night; as by night, so by day. And so, with an
open and unenveloped heart, they develop a ṁind that’s full of radiance.’

When the four bases of psychic power have been developed and cultivated in this way, a 
ṁendicant wields the ṁany kinds of psychic power: ṁultiplying theṁselves and becoṁing one 
again … controlling the body as far as the Brahṁa�  realṁ. When the four bases of psychic power 
have been developed and cultivated in this way, they realize the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and 
freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life. And they live having realized it with their own insight due to
the ending of defileṁents.”

(The six direct knowledges should also be expanded.)

51:22. The Iron Ball

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable AJ nanda went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and 
said to hiṁ: “Sir, do you have personal experience of going to the Brahṁa�  realṁ by psychic 
power with a ṁind-ṁade body?” “I do, AJ nanda.” “But do you have personal experience of going 
to the Brahṁa�  realṁ by psychic power with this body ṁade up of the four priṁary eleṁents?” “I 
do, AJ nanda.”

“It’s incredible and aṁazing that the Buddha is capable of going to the Brahṁa�  realṁ by 
psychic power with a ṁind-ṁade body! And that he has personal experience of going to the 
Brahṁa�  realṁ by psychic power with this body ṁade up of the four priṁary eleṁents!” “AJ nanda,
the Realized Ones are incredible and have incredible qualities. They’re aṁazing and have 
aṁazing qualities.

Soṁetiṁes the Realized One subṁerges his body in his ṁind and his ṁind in his body. He 
ṁeditates after sinking into a perception of bliss and lightness in the body. At that tiṁe his body 
becoṁes lighter, softer, ṁore workable, and ṁore radiant.

Suppose there was an iron ball that had been heated all day. It’d becoṁe lighter, softer, ṁore 
workable, and ṁore radiant. In the saṁe way, soṁetiṁes the Realized One subṁerges his body 
in his ṁind and his ṁind in his body. He ṁeditates after sinking into a perception of bliss and 
lightness in the body. At that tiṁe his body becoṁes lighter, softer, ṁore workable, and ṁore 
radiant.

Soṁetiṁes the Realized One subṁerges his body in his ṁind and his ṁind in his body. He 
ṁeditates after sinking into a perception of bliss and lightness in the body. At that tiṁe his body 
easily rises up froṁ the ground into the air. He wields the ṁany kinds of psychic power: 
ṁultiplying hiṁself and becoṁing one again … controlling the body as far as the Brahṁa�  realṁ.

Suppose there was a light tuft of cotton-wool or kapok. Taken up by the wind, it would easily 
rise up froṁ the ground into the air. In the saṁe way, soṁetiṁes the Realized One subṁerges his
body in his ṁind and his ṁind in his body. He ṁeditates after sinking into a perception of bliss 
and lightness in the body. At that tiṁe his body easily rises up froṁ the ground into the air. He 
wields the ṁany kinds of psychic power: ṁultiplying hiṁself and becoṁing one again … 
controlling the body as far as the Brahṁa�  realṁ.”

51:23. A Mendicant

“Mendicants, there are these four bases of psychic power. What four? It’s when a ṁendicant 
develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental 
developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. These are the four bases of psychic power. By 
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developing and cultivating these four bases of psychic power, a ṁendicant realizes the undefiled 
freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life. And they live having realized it with 
their own insight due to the ending of defileṁents.”

51:24. Plain Version

“Mendicants, there are these four bases of psychic power. What four? It’s when a ṁendicant 
develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental 
developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. These are the four bases of psychic power.”

51:25. Fruits (1st)

“Mendicants, there are these four bases of psychic power. What four? It’s when a ṁendicant 
develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental 
developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. These are the four bases of psychic power. Because of 
developing and cultivating these four bases of psychic power, one of two results can be expected:
enlightenṁent in the present life, or if there’s soṁething left over, non-return.”

51:26. Fruits (2nd)

“Mendicants, there are these four bases of psychic power. What four? It’s when a ṁendicant 
develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental 
developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. These are the four bases of psychic power. Because of 
developing and cultivating these four bases of psychic power, seven fruits and benefits can be 
expected.

What seven? They attain enlightenṁent early on in this very life. If not, they attain 
enlightenṁent at the tiṁe of death. If not, with the ending of the five lower fetters, they’re 
extinguished in-between one life and the next … they’re extinguished upon landing … they’re 
extinguished without extra effort … they’re extinguished with extra effort … they head upstreaṁ, 
going to the AkanitAtAha realṁ. Because of developing and cultivating these four bases of psychic 
power, these seven fruits and benefits can be expected.”

51:27. With AJ nanda (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable AJ nanda went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and 
said to hiṁ:

“Sir, what is psychic power? What is the basis of psychic power? What is the developṁent of 
the bases of psychic power? And what is the practice that leads to the developṁent of the bases 
of psychic power?” “AJ nanda, take a ṁendicant who wields the ṁany kinds of psychic power: 
ṁultiplying theṁselves and becoṁing one again … controlling the body as far as the Brahṁa�  
realṁ. This is called psychic power.

And what is the basis of psychic power? The path and practice that leads to gaining psychic 
power. This is called the basis of psychic power.

And what is the developṁent of the bases of psychic power? It’s when a ṁendicant develops 
the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental 
developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. This is called the developṁent of the bases of psychic 
power.
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And what is the practice that leads to the developṁent of the bases of psychic power? It is 
siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called the practice that 
leads to the developṁent of the bases of psychic power.”

51:28. With AJ nanda (2nd)

The Buddha said to hiṁ: “AJ nanda, what is psychic power? What is the basis of psychic power? 
What is the developṁent of the bases of psychic power? And what is the practice that leads to the
developṁent of the bases of psychic power?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. He is our 
guide and our refuge. …”

“AJ nanda, take a ṁendicant who wields the ṁany kinds of psychic power: ṁultiplying 
theṁselves and becoṁing one again … controlling the body as far as the Brahṁa�  realṁ. This is 
called psychic power.

And what is the basis of psychic power? The path and practice that leads to gaining psychic 
power. This is called the basis of psychic power.

And what is the developṁent of the bases of psychic power? It’s when a ṁendicant develops 
the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental 
developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. This is called the developṁent of the bases of psychic 
power.

And what is the practice that leads to the developṁent of the bases of psychic power? It is 
siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called the practice that 
leads to the developṁent of the bases of psychic power.”

51:29. Several Mendicants (1st)

Then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: 
“Sir, what is psychic power? What is the basis of psychic power? What is the developṁent of the 
bases of psychic power? And what is the practice that leads to the developṁent of the bases of 
psychic power?”

“Mendicants, take a ṁendicant who wields the ṁany kinds of psychic power: ṁultiplying 
theṁselves and becoṁing one again … controlling the body as far as the Brahṁa�  realṁ. This is 
called psychic power.

And what is the basis of psychic power? The path and practice that leads to gaining psychic 
power. This is called the basis of psychic power.

And what is the developṁent of the bases of psychic power? It’s when a ṁendicant develops 
the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental 
developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. This is called the developṁent of the bases of psychic 
power.

And what is the practice that leads to the developṁent of the bases of psychic power? It is 
siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called the practice that 
leads to the developṁent of the bases of psychic power.”
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51:30. Several Mendicants (2nd)

Then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha … The Buddha said to theṁ: “Mendicants, what 
is psychic power? What is the basis of psychic power? What is the developṁent of the bases of 
psychic power? And what is the practice that leads to the developṁent of the bases of psychic 
power?” “Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. He is our guide and our refuge. …”

“And what is psychic power? It’s a ṁendicant who wields the ṁany kinds of psychic power: 
ṁultiplying theṁselves and becoṁing one again … controlling the body as far as the Brahṁa�  
realṁ. This is called psychic power.

And what is the basis of psychic power? The path and practice that leads to gaining psychic 
power. This is called the basis of psychic power.

And what is the developṁent of the bases of psychic power? It’s when a ṁendicant develops 
the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental 
developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. This is called the developṁent of the bases of psychic 
power.

And what is the practice that leads to the developṁent of the bases of psychic power? It is 
siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called the practice that 
leads to the developṁent of the bases of psychic power.”

51:31. About Moggalla�na

There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “What do you think, ṁendicants? What things has 
the ṁendicant Moggalla�na developed and cultivated so as to have such power and ṁight?”

“Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. He is our guide and our refuge. …” “The ṁendicant 
Moggalla�na has becoṁe so powerful and ṁighty by developing and cultivating the four bases of 
psychic power.

What four? Moggalla�na develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to 
enthusiasṁ, and active effort. He thinks: ‘My enthusiasṁ won’t be too lax or too tense. And it’ll be
neither contracted internally nor scattered externally.’ And he ṁeditates perceiving continuity: 
as before, so after; as after, so before; as below, so above; as above, so below; as by day, so by 
night; as by night, so by day. And so, with an open and unenveloped heart, he develops a ṁind 
that’s full of radiance. He develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to energy 
… ṁental developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. He thinks: ‘My inquiry won’t be too lax or too 
tense. And it’ll be neither contracted internally nor scattered externally.’ … And so, with an open 
and unenveloped heart, he develops a ṁind that’s full of radiance. The ṁendicant Moggalla�na has
becoṁe so powerful and ṁighty by developing and cultivating these four bases of psychic power.

And by developing and cultivating these four bases of psychic power, the ṁendicant 
Moggalla�na wields the ṁany kinds of psychic power: ṁultiplying hiṁself and becoṁing one 
again … controlling the body as far as the Brahṁa�  realṁ. And by developing and cultivating these
four bases of psychic power, the ṁendicant Moggalla�na realizes the undefiled freedoṁ of heart 
and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life. And he lives having realized it with his own insight due 
to the ending of defileṁents.”

51:32. The Realized One

There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “What do you think, ṁendicants? What things has 
the Realized One developed and cultivated so as to have such power and ṁight?”
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“Our teachings are rooted in the Buddha. …” “The Realized One has becoṁe so powerful and 
ṁighty by developing and cultivating the four bases of psychic power.

What four? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due
to enthusiasṁ, and active effort. He thinks: ‘My enthusiasṁ won’t be too lax or too tense. And it’ll 
be neither contracted internally nor scattered externally.’ And he ṁeditates perceiving 
continuity: as before, so after; as after, so before; as below, so above; as above, so below; as by 
day, so by night; as by night, so by day. And so, with an open and unenveloped heart, he develops 
a ṁind that’s full of radiance. He develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to 
energy … ṁental developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. He thinks: ‘My inquiry won’t be too 
lax or too tense. And it’ll be neither contracted internally nor scattered externally.’ And he 
ṁeditates perceiving continuity: as before, so after; as after, so before; as below, so above; as 
above, so below; as by day, so by night; as by night, so by day. And so, with an open and 
unenveloped heart, he develops a ṁind that’s full of radiance. The Realized One has becoṁe so 
powerful and ṁighty by developing and cultivating these four bases of psychic power.

And by developing and cultivating these four bases of psychic power, the Realized One wields 
the ṁany kinds of psychic power: ṁultiplying hiṁself and becoṁing one again … controlling the 
body as far as the Brahṁa�  realṁ. And by developing and cultivating these four bases of psychic 
power, the Realized One realizes the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this 
very life. And he lives having realized it with his own insight due to the ending of defileṁents.”

(The six direct knowledges should also be expanded.)

4. Abbreviated Texts on the Ganges

51:33–44. The Ganges River, Etc.

“Mendicants, the Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. In the saṁe way, a 
ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the four bases of psychic power slants, slopes, and 
inclines to extinguishṁent. And how does a ṁendicant who develops the four bases of psychic 
power slant, slope, and incline to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the basis of 
psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental developṁent … 
inquiry, and active effort.

In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the four bases of psychic power 
slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent.”

(To be expanded for each of the different rivers as in SN 45.91–102.)

Six on slanting to the east, 
and six on slanting to the ocean; 
these two sixes ṁake twelve, 
and that’s how this chapter is recited.

5. Diligence

51:45–54. Diligence

(To be expanded as in the chapter on diligence at SN 45.139–148.)
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The Realized One, footprint, roof peak, 
roots, heartwood, jasṁine, 
ṁonarch, sun and ṁoon, 
and cloth is the tenth.

6. Hard Work

51:55–66. Hard Work

(To be expanded as in the chapter on hard work at SN 45.149–160.)

Hard work, seeds, and dragons, 
a tree, a pot, and a spike, 
the sky, and two on clouds, 
a ship, a guest house, and a river.

7. Searches

51:67–76. Searches

(To be expanded as in the chapter on searches at SN 45.161–170.)

Searches, discriṁinations, defileṁents, 
states of existence, three kinds of suffering, 
barrenness, stains, and troubles, 
feelings, craving, and thirst.

8. Floods

51:77–86. Floods, Etc.

“Mendicants, there are five higher fetters. What five? Desire for rebirth in the realṁ of luṁinous 
forṁ, desire for rebirth in the forṁless realṁ, conceit, restlessness, and ignorance. These are the 
five higher fetters. The four bases of psychic power should be developed for the direct 
knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, and giving up of these five higher fetters. What 
four? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the basis of psychic power that has iṁṁersion due to 
enthusiasṁ … energy … ṁental developṁent … inquiry, and active effort. These four bases of 
psychic power should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, finishing, 
and giving up of these five higher fetters.”

(To be expanded as in the Linked Discourses on the Path at SN 45.171–180.) 

Floods, bonds, grasping, 
ties, and underlying tendencies, 
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kinds of sensual stiṁulation, hindrances, 
aggregates, and fetters high and low.

The Linked Discourses on the Bases of psychic Power is the seventh section.

52. Anuruddhasaṁ� yutta:
With Anuruddha

1. In Private

52:1. In Private (1st)

So I have heard. At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Then as Anuruddha was in private retreat this thought caṁe to his 
ṁind: “Whoever has ṁissed out on these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation has ṁissed out on
the noble path to the coṁplete ending of suffering. Whoever has undertaken these four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation has undertaken the noble path to the coṁplete ending of suffering.”

Then Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na knew what Venerable Anuruddha was thinking. As easily as 
a strong person would extend or contract their arṁ, he reappeared in front of Anuruddha, and 
said to hiṁ: “Reverend Anuruddha, how do you define the undertaking of the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation by a ṁendicant?”

“Reverend, it’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates observing the body internally as liable to 
originate, as liable to vanish, and as liable to originate and vanish—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid 
of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing the body externally as liable to 
originate, as liable to vanish, and as liable to originate and vanish—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid 
of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing the body internally and externally 
as liable to originate, as liable to vanish, and as liable to originate and vanish—keen, aware, and 
ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.

If they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the repulsive in the unrepulsive,’ that’s what they do. 
If they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the unrepulsive in the repulsive,’ that’s what they do. If 
they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the repulsive in the unrepulsive and the repulsive,’ that’s 
what they do. If they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the unrepulsive in the repulsive and the 
unrepulsive,’ that’s what they do. If they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate staying equaniṁous, ṁindful and 
aware, rejecting both the repulsive and the unrepulsive,’ that’s what they do.

They ṁeditate observing feelings internally … externally … internally and externally as liable 
to originate, as liable to vanish, and as liable to originate and vanish …

They ṁeditate observing the ṁind internally … externally … internally and externally as liable 
to originate, as liable to vanish, and as liable to originate and vanish …

They ṁeditate observing principles internally … externally … internally and externally as 
liable to originate, as liable to vanish, and as liable to originate and vanish …

If they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the repulsive in the unrepulsive,’ that’s what they do. 
… If they wish: ‘May I ṁeditate staying equaniṁous, ṁindful and aware, ignoring both the 
repulsive and the unrepulsive,’ that’s what they do. That’s how to define the undertaking of the 
four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation by a ṁendicant.”
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52:2. In Private (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. Then as Anuruddha was in private retreat this thought caṁe to his ṁind: “Whoever 
has ṁissed out on these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation has ṁissed out on the noble path 
to the coṁplete ending of suffering. Whoever has undertaken these four kinds of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation has undertaken the noble path to the coṁplete ending of suffering.”

Then Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na knew what Venerable Anuruddha was thinking. As easily as 
a strong person would extend or contract their arṁ, he reappeared in front of Anuruddha and 
said to hiṁ: “Reverend Anuruddha, how do you define the undertaking of the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation by a ṁendicant?”

“Reverend, it’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body internally—
keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an 
aspect of the body externally … internally and externally—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire
and aversion for the world.

They ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings internally … externally … internally and 
externally …

They ṁeditate observing an aspect of the ṁind internally … externally … internally and 
externally …

They ṁeditate observing an aspect of principles internally … externally … internally and 
externally—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. That’s how to 
define the undertaking of the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation by a ṁendicant.”

52:3. On the Bank of the Sutanu

At one tiṁe Venerable Anuruddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� on the bank of the Sutanu. Then 
several ṁendicants went up to Venerable Anuruddha, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When 
the greetings and polite conversation were over, they sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: 
“What things has Venerable Anuruddha developed and cultivated to attain great direct 
knowledge?”

“Reverends, I attained great direct knowledge by developing and cultivating the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation. What four? I ṁeditate observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, 
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. I ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings …
ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. I attained 
great direct knowledge by developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation.
And it was by developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that I 
directly knew the lower realṁ as lower, the ṁiddle realṁ as ṁiddle, and the higher realṁ as 
higher.”

52:4. At Thorny Wood (1st)

At one tiṁe the venerables Anuruddha, Sa� riputta, and Maha�ṁoggalla�na were staying near 
Sa�keta, in the Thorny Wood. Then in the late afternoon, Sa� riputta and Maha�ṁoggalla�na caṁe out 
of retreat, went to Anuruddha, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite 
conversation were over, they sat down to one side. Sa� riputta said to Anuruddha: “Reverend 
Anuruddha, what things should a trainee ṁendicant enter and reṁain in?”

“Reverend Sa� riputta, a trainee ṁendicant should enter and reṁain in the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation. What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of 
the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. They ṁeditate 
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observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. A trainee ṁendicant should enter and reṁain in these four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation.”

52:5. At Thorny Wood (2nd)

At Sa�keta. Sa� riputta said to Anuruddha: “Reverend Anuruddha, what things should a ṁendicant 
who is an adept enter and reṁain in?” “Reverend Sa� riputta, a ṁendicant who is an adept should 
enter and reṁain in the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. What four? It’s when a ṁendicant 
ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. They ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—
keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. A ṁendicant who is an adept 
should enter and reṁain in these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation.”

52:6. At Thorny Wood (3rd)

At Sa�keta. Sa� riputta said to Anuruddha: “What things has Venerable Anuruddha developed and 
cultivated to attain great direct knowledge?” “Reverend, I attained great direct knowledge by 
developing and cultivating the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. What four? I ṁeditate 
observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the 
world. I ṁeditate observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and 
ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. I attained great direct knowledge by developing
and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. And it’s because of developing and 
cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that I directly know the entire galaxy.”

52:7. The Ending of Craving

At Sa�vatthī�. There Venerable Anuruddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Reverends, ṁendicants!” 
“Reverend,” they replied. Anuruddha said this:

“Reverends, when these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are developed and cultivated 
they lead to the ending of craving. What four? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an 
aspect of the body … feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. When these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are developed and 
cultivated they lead to the ending of craving.”

52:8. The Frankincense-Tree Hut

At one tiṁe Venerable Anuruddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in the frankincense-tree hut. There 
Venerable Anuruddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Reverends, suppose that, although the Ganges
river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east, a large crowd were to coṁe along with a spade and 
basket, saying: ‘We’ll ṁake this Ganges river slant, slope, and incline to the west!’ What do you 
think, reverends? Would they succeed?” “No, reverend. Why is that? The Ganges river slants, 
slopes, and inclines to the east. It’s not easy to ṁake it slant, slope, and incline to the west. That 
large crowd will eventually get weary and frustrated.”

“In the saṁe way, while a ṁendicant develops and cultivates the four kinds of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation, if rulers or their ṁinisters, friends or colleagues, relatives or faṁily should invite 
theṁ to accept wealth, saying: ‘Please, ṁister, why let these ocher robes torṁent you? Why 
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follow the practice of shaving your head and carrying an alṁs bowl? Coṁe, return to a lesser life, 
enjoy wealth, and ṁake ṁerit!’

It’s siṁply iṁpossible for a ṁendicant who is developing and cultivating the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation to reject the training and return to a lesser life. Why is that? Because for 
a long tiṁe that ṁendicant’s ṁind has slanted, sloped, and inclined to seclusion. So it’s 
iṁpossible for theṁ to return to a lesser life. And how does a ṁendicant develop the four kinds 
of ṁindfulness ṁeditation? It’s when a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the body 
… feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the 
world. That’s how a ṁendicant develops and cultivates the four kinds of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation.”

52:9. In Aṁbapa� lī�’s Wood

At one tiṁe the venerables Anuruddha and Sa� riputta were staying near Vesa� lī�, in Aṁbapa� lī�’s 
Wood. Then in the late afternoon, Sa� riputta caṁe out of retreat, went to Anuruddha, and said to 
hiṁ:

“Reverend Anuruddha, your faculties are so very clear, and your coṁplexion is pure and 
bright. What kind of ṁeditation are you usually practicing these days?” “These days, reverend, I 
usually ṁeditate with ṁy ṁind firṁly established in the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. 
What four? I ṁeditate observing an aspect of the body … feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, 
aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. These days I usually ṁeditate with 
ṁy ṁind firṁly established in these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. A ṁendicant who is 
perfected—with defileṁents ended, who has coṁpleted the spiritual journey, done what had to 
be done, laid down the burden, achieved their own true goal, utterly ended the fetters of rebirth, 
and is rightly freed through enlightenṁent—usually ṁeditates with their ṁind firṁly 
established in these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation.”

“We’re so fortunate, reverend, so very fortunate, to have heard such a draṁatic stateṁent in 
the presence of Venerable Anuruddha.”

52:10. Gravely Ill

At one tiṁe Venerable Anuruddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in the Dark Forest. And he was sick, 
suffering, gravely ill. Then several ṁendicants went up to Venerable Anuruddha, and said to hiṁ:

“What ṁeditation does Venerable Anuruddha practice so that physical pain doesn’t occupy his
ṁind?” “Reverends, I ṁeditate with ṁy ṁind firṁly established in the four kinds of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation so that physical pain doesn’t occupy ṁy ṁind. What four? I ṁeditate observing an 
aspect of the body … feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. I ṁeditate with ṁy ṁind firṁly established in these four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation so that physical pain doesn’t occupy ṁy ṁind.”
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2. A Thousand

52:11. A Thousand Aeons

At one tiṁe Venerable Anuruddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s 
ṁonastery. Then several ṁendicants went up to Venerable Anuruddha, exchanged greetings 
with hiṁ … and said:

“What things has Venerable Anuruddha developed and cultivated to attain great direct 
knowledge?” “Reverends, I attained great direct knowledge by developing and cultivating the 
four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. What four? I ṁeditate observing an aspect of the body … 
feelings … ṁind … principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.
I attained great direct knowledge by developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation. And it’s because of developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness 
ṁeditation that I recollect a thousand aeons.”

52:12. Psychic Powers

“… And it’s because of developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that
I wield the ṁany kinds of psychic power: ṁultiplying ṁyself and becoṁing one again … 
controlling the body as far as the Brahṁa�  realṁ.”

52:13. Clairaudience

“… And it’s because of developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation 
that, with clairaudience that is purified and superhuṁan, I hear both kinds of sounds, huṁan and
divine, whether near or far.”

52:14. Coṁprehending the Mind

“… And it’s because of developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that
I understand the ṁinds of other beings and individuals, having coṁprehended theṁ with ṁy 
ṁind. I understand ṁind with greed as ‘ṁind with greed’ … I understand unfreed ṁind as 
‘unfreed ṁind’.”

52:15. Possible

“… And it’s because of developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that
I truly understand the possible as possible and the iṁpossible as iṁpossible.”

52:16. The Results of Deeds Undertaken

“… And it’s because of developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that
I truly understand the result of deeds undertaken in the past, future, and present in terṁs of 
causes and reasons.”
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52:17. Where All Paths of Practice Lead

“… And it’s because of developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that
I truly understand where all paths of practice lead.”

52:18. Diverse Eleṁents

“… And it’s because of developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that
I truly understand the world with its ṁany and diverse eleṁents.”

52:19. Diverse Beliefs

“… And it’s because of developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that
I truly understand the diverse beliefs of sentient beings.”

52:20. Coṁprehending the Faculties of Others

“… And it’s because of developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that
I truly understand the faculties of other sentient beings and other individuals after 
coṁprehending theṁ with ṁy ṁind.”

52:21. Absorptions, Etc.

“… And it’s because of developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that
I truly understand corruption, cleansing, and eṁergence regarding the absorptions, liberations, 
iṁṁersions, and attainṁents.”

52:22. Past Lives

“… And it’s because of developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that
I recollect ṁy ṁany kinds of past lives, with features and details.”

52:23. Clairvoyance

“… And it’s because of developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation 
that, with clairvoyance that is purified and superhuṁan, I understand how sentient beings are 
reborn according to their deeds.”

52:24. The Ending of Defileṁents

“… And it’s because of developing and cultivating these four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation that
I realized the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life. And I live 
having realized it with ṁy own insight due to the ending of defileṁents.”

The Linked Discourses with Anuruddha are the eighth section.
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53. Jha�nasaṁ� yutta:
On Absorption

1. Abbreviated Texts on the Ganges

53:1–12. Absorptions, Etc.

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four absorptions. What four? It’s when a ṁendicant, 
quite secluded froṁ sensual pleasures, secluded froṁ unskillful qualities, enters and reṁains in 
the first absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of seclusion, while placing the ṁind 
and keeping it connected. As the placing of the ṁind and keeping it connected are stilled, they 
enter and reṁain in the second absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of iṁṁersion, 
with internal clarity and confidence, and unified ṁind, without placing the ṁind and keeping it 
connected. And with the fading away of rapture, they enter and reṁain in the third absorption, 
where they ṁeditate with equaniṁity, ṁindful and aware, personally experiencing the bliss of 
which the noble ones declare, ‘Equaniṁous and ṁindful, one ṁeditates in bliss.’ Giving up 
pleasure and pain, and ending forṁer happiness and sadness, they enter and reṁain in the 
fourth absorption, without pleasure or pain, with pure equaniṁity and ṁindfulness. These are 
the four absorptions.

The Ganges river slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. In the saṁe way, a ṁendicant who 
develops and cultivates the four absorptions slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent. And 
how does a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the four absorptions slant, slope, and incline 
to extinguishṁent? It’s when a ṁendicant, quite secluded froṁ sensual pleasures, secluded froṁ 
unskillful qualities, enters and reṁains in the first absorption, which has the rapture and bliss 
born of seclusion, while placing the ṁind and keeping it connected. As the placing of the ṁind 
and keeping it connected are stilled, they enter and reṁain in the second absorption … third 
absorption … fourth absorption. That’s how a ṁendicant who develops and cultivates the four 
absorptions slants, slopes, and inclines to extinguishṁent.”

(To be expanded for each of the different rivers as in SN 45.91–102.)

Six on slanting to the east, 
and six on slanting to the ocean; 
these two sixes ṁake twelve, 
and that’s how this chapter is recited.

2. Diligence

53:13. Diligence

(To be expanded as in the chapter on diligence at SN 45.139–148.)

The Realized One, footprint, roof peak, 
roots, heartwood, jasṁine, 
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ṁonarch, sun and ṁoon, 
and cloth is the tenth.

3. Hard Work

53:23. Hard Work

(To be expanded as in the chapter on hard work at SN 45.149–160.)

Hard work, seeds, and dragons, 
a tree, a pot, and a spike, 
the sky, and two on clouds, 
a ship, a guest house, and a river.

4. Searches

53:35. Searches

(To be expanded as in the chapter on searches at SN 45.161–170.)

Searches, discriṁinations, defileṁents, 
states of existence, three kinds of suffering, 
barrenness, stains, and troubles, 
feelings, craving, and thirst.

5. Floods

53:45–54 Floods, Etc.

“Mendicants, there are five higher fetters. What five? Desire for rebirth in the realṁ of luṁinous 
forṁ, desire for rebirth in the forṁless realṁ, conceit, restlessness, and ignorance. These are the 
five higher fetters. The four absorptions should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete 
understanding, finishing, and giving up of these five higher fetters. What four? It’s when a 
ṁendicant, quite secluded froṁ sensual pleasures, secluded froṁ unskillful qualities, enters and 
reṁains in the first absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of seclusion, while placing 
the ṁind and keeping it connected. As the placing of the ṁind and keeping it connected are 
stilled, they enter and reṁain in the second absorption … third absorption … fourth absorption. 
These four absorptions should be developed for the direct knowledge, coṁplete understanding, 
finishing, and giving up of these five higher fetters.”

(To be expanded as in the Linked Discourses on the Path at SN 45.171–180.) 

Floods, bonds, grasping, 
ties, and underlying tendencies, 
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kinds of sensual stiṁulation, hindrances, 
aggregates, and fetters high and low.

The Linked Discourses on Absorption are the ninth section.
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54. Ānāpānasaṁyutta:
On Breath Meditation

1. One Thing

54:1. One Thing

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, when one thing is developed and cultivated it’s very fruitful and 
beneficial. What one thing? Mindfulness of breathing. And how is ṁindfulness of breathing 
developed and cultivated to be very fruitful and beneficial? It’s when a ṁendicant has gone to a 
wilderness, or to the root of a tree, or to an eṁpty hut. They sit down cross-legged, with their 
body straight, and establish ṁindfulness right there. Just ṁindful, they breathe in. Mindful, they 
breathe out.

When breathing in heavily they know: ‘I’ṁ breathing in heavily.’ When breathing out heavily 
they know: ‘I’ṁ breathing out heavily.’ When breathing in lightly they know: ‘I’ṁ breathing in 
lightly.’ When breathing out lightly they know: ‘I’ṁ breathing out lightly.’ They practice like this: 
‘I’ll breathe in experiencing the whole body.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out experiencing
the whole body.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in stilling physical processes.’ They practice 
like this: ‘I’ll breathe out stilling physical processes.’

They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in experiencing rapture.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll 
breathe out experiencing rapture.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in experiencing bliss.’ They
practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out experiencing bliss.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in 
experiencing ṁental processes.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out experiencing ṁental 
processes.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in stilling ṁental processes.’ They practice like 
this: ‘I’ll breathe out stilling ṁental processes.’

They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in experiencing the ṁind.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll 
breathe out experiencing the ṁind.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in gladdening the ṁind.’ 
They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out gladdening the ṁind.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe 
in iṁṁersing the ṁind in saṁa�dhi.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out iṁṁersing the ṁind 
in saṁa�dhi.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in freeing the ṁind.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll 
breathe out freeing the ṁind.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in observing iṁperṁanence.’ 
They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out observing iṁperṁanence.’

They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in observing fading away.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll 
breathe out observing fading away.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in observing cessation.’ 
They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out observing cessation.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe 
in observing letting go.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out observing letting go.’

Mindfulness of breathing, when developed and cultivated in this way, is very fruitful and 
beneficial.”
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54:2. Awakening Factors

“Mendicants, when ṁindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated it’s very fruitful and 
beneficial. And how is ṁindfulness of breathing developed and cultivated to be very fruitful and 
beneficial? It’s when a ṁendicant develops ṁindfulness of breathing together with the 
awakening factors of ṁindfulness, investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, 
iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as 
letting go. Mindfulness of breathing, when developed and cultivated in this way, is very fruitful 
and beneficial.”

54:3. Plain Version

“Mendicants, when ṁindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated it’s very fruitful and 
beneficial. And how is ṁindfulness of breathing developed and cultivated to be very fruitful and 
beneficial? It’s when a ṁendicant has gone to a wilderness, or to the root of a tree, or to an eṁpty
hut. They sit down cross-legged, with their body straight, and establish ṁindfulness right there. 
Just ṁindful, they breathe in. Mindful, they breathe out. … They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in 
observing letting go.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out observing letting go.’ Mindfulness of 
breathing, when developed and cultivated in this way, is very fruitful and beneficial.”

54:4. Fruits (1st)

“Mendicants, when ṁindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated it’s very fruitful and 
beneficial. And how is ṁindfulness of breathing developed and cultivated to be very fruitful and 
beneficial? It’s when a ṁendicant has gone to a wilderness, or to the root of a tree, or to an eṁpty
hut. They sit down cross-legged, with their body straight, and establish ṁindfulness right there. 
Just ṁindful, they breathe in. Mindful, they breathe out. … They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in 
observing letting go.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out observing letting go.’ Mindfulness of 
breathing, when developed and cultivated in this way, is very fruitful and beneficial. When 
ṁindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated in this way you can expect one of two 
results: enlightenṁent in the present life, or if there’s soṁething left over, non-return.”

54:5. Fruits (2nd)

“Mendicants, when ṁindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated it’s very fruitful and 
beneficial. And how is ṁindfulness of breathing developed and cultivated to be very fruitful and 
beneficial? It’s when a ṁendicant has gone to a wilderness, or to the root of a tree, or to an eṁpty
hut. They sit down cross-legged, with their body straight, and establish ṁindfulness right there. 
Just ṁindful, they breathe in. Mindful, they breathe out. … They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in 
observing letting go.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out observing letting go.’ Mindfulness of 
breathing, when developed and cultivated in this way, is very fruitful and beneficial.

When ṁindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated in this way you can expect seven 
fruits and benefits. What seven? You attain enlightenṁent early on in this very life. If not, you 
attain enlightenṁent at the tiṁe of death. If not, with the ending of the five lower fetters you’re 
extinguished in between one life and the next … you’re extinguished upon landing … you’re 
extinguished without extra effort … you’re extinguished with extra effort … you head upstreaṁ, 
going to the AkanitAtAha realṁ … When ṁindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated in 
this way you can expect these seven fruits and benefits.”
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54:6. With AritAtAha

At Sa�vatthī�. There the Buddha … said: “Mendicants, do you develop ṁindfulness of breathing?” 
When he said this, Venerable AritAtAha said to hiṁ: “Sir, I develop ṁindfulness of breathing.” “But 
ṁendicant, how do you develop it?” “Sir, I’ve given up desire for sensual pleasures of the past. I’ṁ
rid of desire for sensual pleasures of the future. And I have eliṁinated perception of repulsion 
regarding phenoṁena internally and externally. Just ṁindful, I will breathe in. Mindful, I will 
breathe out. That’s how I develop ṁindfulness of breathing.”

“That is ṁindfulness of breathing, AritAtAha; I don’t deny it. But as to how ṁindfulness of 
breathing is fulfilled in detail, listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” AritAtAha 
replied. The Buddha said this:

“And how is ṁindfulness of breathing fulfilled in detail? It’s when a ṁendicant has gone to a 
wilderness, or to the root of a tree, or to an eṁpty hut. They sit down cross-legged, with their 
body straight, and establish ṁindfulness right there. Just ṁindful, they breathe in. Mindful, they 
breathe out. When breathing in heavily they know: ‘I’ṁ breathing in heavily.’ When breathing out
heavily they know: ‘I’ṁ breathing out heavily.’ … They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in observing 
letting go.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out observing letting go.’ This is how ṁindfulness 
of breathing is fulfilled in detail.”

54:7. About Maha�kappina

At Sa�vatthī�. Now, at that tiṁe Venerable Maha�kappina was sitting not far froṁ the Buddha cross-
legged, with his body straight, and ṁindfulness established right there. The Buddha saw hiṁ, and
addressed the ṁendicants:

“Mendicants, do you see any ṁotion or treṁbling in that ṁendicant’s body?” “Sir, whenever 
we see that ṁendicant ṁeditating—whether in the ṁiddle of the San� gha or alone in private—we 
never see any ṁotion or treṁbling in his body.”

“Mendicants, when an iṁṁersion has been developed and cultivated there’s no ṁotion or 
treṁbling of the body or ṁind. That ṁendicant gets such iṁṁersion when he wants, without 
trouble or difficulty. And what is that iṁṁersion?

When iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing has been developed and cultivated there’s 
no ṁotion or treṁbling of the body or ṁind. And how is iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of 
breathing developed and cultivated in such a way?

It’s when a ṁendicant—gone to a wilderness, or to the root of a tree, or to an eṁpty hut—sits 
down cross-legged, with their body straight, and establishes their ṁindfulness right there. Just 
ṁindful, they breathe in. Mindful, they breathe out. … They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in 
observing letting go.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out observing letting go.’ That’s how 
iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated so that there’s no ṁotion
or treṁbling of the body or ṁind.”

54:8. The Siṁile of the Laṁp

“Mendicants, when iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated it’s 
very fruitful and beneficial. How so?

It’s when a ṁendicant has gone to a wilderness, or to the root of a tree, or to an eṁpty hut. 
They sit down cross-legged, with their body straight, and establish ṁindfulness right there. Just 
ṁindful, they breathe in. Mindful, they breathe out. When breathing in heavily they know: ‘I’ṁ 
breathing in heavily.’ When breathing out heavily they know: ‘I’ṁ breathing out heavily.’ … They 
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practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in observing letting go.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out 
observing letting go.’ That’s how iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing, when developed 
and cultivated, is very fruitful and beneficial.

Before ṁy awakening—when I was still unawakened but intent on awakening—I too usually 
practiced this kind of ṁeditation. And while I was usually practicing this kind of ṁeditation 
neither ṁy body nor ṁy eyes becaṁe fatigued. And ṁy ṁind was freed froṁ defileṁents by not 
grasping.

Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘May neither ṁy body nor ṁy eyes becaṁe fatigued. And ṁay 
ṁy ṁind be freed froṁ grasping without defileṁents.’ So let theṁ closely focus on this 
iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing.

Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘May I give up ṁeṁories and thoughts of the lay life.’ So let 
theṁ closely focus on this iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing.

Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the repulsive in the unrepulsive.’ So 
let theṁ closely focus on this iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing.

Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the unrepulsive in the repulsive.’ So 
let theṁ closely focus on this iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing.

Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the repulsive in the unrepulsive and
the repulsive.’ So let theṁ closely focus on this iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing.

Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘May I ṁeditate perceiving the unrepulsive in the repulsive and
the unrepulsive.’ So let theṁ closely focus on this iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing.

Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘May I ṁeditate staying equaniṁous, ṁindful and aware, 
rejecting both the repulsive and the unrepulsive.’ So let theṁ closely focus on this iṁṁersion due
to ṁindfulness of breathing.

Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘Quite secluded froṁ sensual pleasures, secluded froṁ 
unskillful qualities, ṁay I enter and reṁain in the first absorption, which has the rapture and 
bliss born of seclusion, while placing the ṁind and keeping it connected.’ So let theṁ closely 
focus on this iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing.

Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘As the placing of the ṁind and keeping it connected are stilled, 
ṁay I enter and reṁain in the second absorption, which has the rapture and bliss born of 
iṁṁersion, with internal clarity and confidence, and unified ṁind, without placing the ṁind and 
keeping it connected.’ So let theṁ closely focus on this iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of 
breathing.

Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘With the fading away of rapture, ṁay I enter and reṁain in the 
third absorption, where I will ṁeditate with equaniṁity, ṁindful and aware, personally 
experiencing the bliss of which the noble ones declare, “Equaniṁous and ṁindful, one ṁeditates 
in bliss.”’ So let theṁ closely focus on this iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing.

Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘With the giving up of pleasure and pain, and the ending of 
forṁer happiness and sadness, ṁay I enter and reṁain in the fourth absorption, without 
pleasure or pain, with pure equaniṁity and ṁindfulness.’ So let theṁ closely focus on this 
iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing.

Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘Going totally beyond perceptions of forṁ, with the ending of 
perceptions of iṁpingeṁent, not focusing on perceptions of diversity, aware that “space is 
infinite”, ṁay I enter and reṁain in the diṁension of infinite space.’ So let theṁ closely focus on 
this iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing.

Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘Going totally beyond the diṁension of infinite space, aware 
that “consciousness is infinite”, ṁay I enter and reṁain in the diṁension of infinite 
consciousness.’ So let theṁ closely focus on this iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing.

Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘Going totally beyond the diṁension of infinite consciousness, 
aware that “there is nothing at all”, ṁay I enter and reṁain in the diṁension of nothingness.’ So 
let theṁ closely focus on this iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing.
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Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘Going totally beyond the diṁension of nothingness, ṁay I 
enter and reṁain in the diṁension of neither perception nor non-perception.’ So let theṁ closely 
focus on this iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing.

Now, a ṁendicant ṁight wish: ‘Going totally beyond the diṁension of neither perception nor 
non-perception, ṁay I enter and reṁain in the cessation of perception and feeling.’ So let theṁ 
closely focus on this iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing.

When ṁindfulness of breathing has been developed and cultivated in this way, if they feel a 
pleasant feeling, they understand that it’s iṁperṁanent, that they’re not attached to it, and that 
they don’t take pleasure in it. If they feel a painful feeling, they understand that it’s iṁperṁanent,
that they’re not attached to it, and that they don’t take pleasure in it. If they feel a neutral feeling, 
they understand that it’s iṁperṁanent, that they’re not attached to it, and that they don’t take 
pleasure in it.

If they feel a pleasant feeling, they feel it detached. If they feel a painful feeling, they feel it 
detached. If they feel a neutral feeling, they feel it detached. Feeling the end of the body 
approaching, they understand: ‘I feel the end of the body approaching.’ Feeling the end of life 
approaching, they understand: ‘I feel the end of life approaching.’ They understand: ‘When ṁy 
body breaks up and ṁy life has coṁe to an end, everything that’s felt, since I no longer take 
pleasure in it, will becoṁe cool right here.’

Suppose an oil laṁp depended on oil and a wick to burn. As the oil and the wick are used up, it
would be extinguished due to lack of fuel. In the saṁe way, feeling the end of the body 
approaching, they understand: ‘I feel the end of the body approaching.’ Feeling the end of life 
approaching, they understand: ‘I feel the end of life approaching.’ They understand: ‘When ṁy 
body breaks up and ṁy life has coṁe to an end, everything that’s felt, since I no longer take 
pleasure in it, will becoṁe cool right here.’”

54:9. At Vesa� lī�

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, in the hall 
with the peaked roof. Now at that tiṁe the Buddha spoke in ṁany ways to the ṁendicants about 
the ṁeditation on ugliness. He praised the ṁeditation on ugliness and its developṁent.

Then the Buddha said to the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, I wish to go on retreat for a fortnight. 
No-one should approach ṁe, except for the one who brings ṁy alṁs-food.” “Yes, sir,” replied 
those ṁendicants. And no-one approached hiṁ, except for the one who brought the alṁs-food.

Then those ṁendicants thought: “The Buddha spoke in ṁany ways about the ṁeditation on 
ugliness. He praised the ṁeditation on ugliness and its developṁent.” They coṁṁitted 
theṁselves to developing the ṁany different aspects of the ṁeditation on ugliness. Becoṁing 
horrified, repelled, and disgusted with this body, they looked for soṁeone to slit their wrists. 
Each day ten, twenty, or thirty ṁendicants slit their wrists.

Then after a fortnight had passed, the Buddha caṁe out of retreat and addressed AJ nanda: 
“AJ nanda, why does the ṁendicant San� gha seeṁ so diṁinished?” AJ nanda told the Buddha all that 
had happened, and said: “Sir, please explain another way for the ṁendicant San� gha to get 
enlightened.”

“Well then, AJ nanda, gather all the ṁendicants staying in the vicinity of Vesa� lī� together in the 
asseṁbly hall.” “Yes, sir,” replied AJ nanda. He did what the Buddha asked, went up to hiṁ, and 
said: “Sir, the ṁendicant San� gha has asseṁbled. “Please, sir, coṁe at your convenience.”

Then the Buddha went to the asseṁbly hall, sat down on the seat spread out, and addressed 
the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, when this iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing is developed
and cultivated it’s peaceful and subliṁe, a deliciously pleasant ṁeditation. And it disperses and 
settles unskillful qualities on the spot whenever they arise.
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In the last ṁonth of suṁṁer, when the dust and dirt is stirred up, a large sudden storṁ 
disperses and settles it on the spot. In the saṁe way, when this iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of 
breathing is developed and cultivated it’s peaceful and subliṁe, a deliciously pleasant 
ṁeditation. And it disperses and settles unskillful qualities on the spot whenever they arise. And 
how is it so developed and cultivated?

It’s when a ṁendicant—gone to a wilderness, or to the root of a tree, or to an eṁpty hut—sits 
down cross-legged, with their body straight, and focuses their ṁindfulness right there. Just 
ṁindful, they breathe in. Mindful, they breathe out. … They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in 
observing letting go.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out observing letting go.’ That’s how this
iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated so that it’s peaceful and 
subliṁe, a deliciously pleasant ṁeditation. And it disperses and settles unskillful qualities on the 
spot whenever they arise.”

54:10. With Kiṁbila

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Kiṁbila�  in the Freshwater Mangrove 
Wood. Then the Buddha said to Venerable Kiṁbila: “Kiṁbila, how is iṁṁersion due to 
ṁindfulness of breathing developed and cultivated so that it is very fruitful and beneficial?”

When he said this, Kiṁbila kept silent. For a second tiṁe … And for a third tiṁe, the Buddha 
said to hiṁ: “How is iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing developed and cultivated so that
it is very fruitful and beneficial?” And a second tiṁe and a third tiṁe Kiṁbila kept silent.

When he said this, Venerable AJ nanda said to the Buddha: “Now is the tiṁe, Blessed One! Now 
is the tiṁe, Holy One! Let the Buddha speak on iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing. The 
ṁendicants will listen and reṁeṁber it.”

“Well then, AJ nanda, listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” AJ nanda replied. The 
Buddha said this: “AJ nanda, how is iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing developed and 
cultivated so that it is very fruitful and beneficial? It’s when a ṁendicant has gone to a 
wilderness, or to the root of a tree, or to an eṁpty hut, sits down cross-legged, with their body 
straight, and establishes ṁindfulness right there. Just ṁindful, they breathe in. Mindful, they 
breathe out. … They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in observing letting go.’ They practice like this: 
‘I’ll breathe out observing letting go.’ That’s how iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing, 
when developed and cultivated, is very fruitful and beneficial.

When a ṁendicant is breathing in heavily they know: ‘I’ṁ breathing in heavily.’ When 
breathing out heavily they know: ‘I’ṁ breathing out heavily.’ When breathing in lightly they 
know: ‘I’ṁ breathing in lightly.’ When breathing out lightly they know: ‘I’ṁ breathing out lightly.’ 
They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in experiencing the whole body.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll 
breathe out experiencing the whole body.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in stilling the 
physical process.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out stilling the physical process.’ At such a 
tiṁe a ṁendicant is ṁeditating by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, 
rid of desire and aversion for the world. Why is that? Because the breath is a certain aspect of the
body, I say. Therefore, at such a tiṁe a ṁendicant is ṁeditating by observing an aspect of the 
body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.

There’s a tiṁe when a ṁendicant practices like this: ‘I’ll breathe in experiencing rapture.’ They
practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out experiencing rapture.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in 
experiencing bliss.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out experiencing bliss.’ They practice like 
this: ‘I’ll breathe in experiencing the ṁental processes.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out 
experiencing the ṁental processes.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in stilling the ṁental 
processes.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out stilling the ṁental processes.’ At such a tiṁe a 
ṁendicant is ṁeditating by observing an aspect of feelings—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of 
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desire and aversion for the world. Why is that? Because close focus on the breath is a certain 
aspect of feelings, I say. Therefore, at such a tiṁe a ṁendicant is ṁeditating by observing an 
aspect of feelings—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.

There’s a tiṁe when a ṁendicant practices like this: ‘I’ll breathe in experiencing the ṁind.’ 
They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out experiencing the ṁind.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll 
breathe in gladdening the ṁind.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out gladdening the ṁind.’ 
They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in iṁṁersing the ṁind in saṁa�dhi.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll
breathe out iṁṁersing the ṁind in saṁa�dhi.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in freeing the 
ṁind.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out freeing the ṁind.’ At such a tiṁe a ṁendicant is 
ṁeditating by observing an aspect of the ṁind—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. Why is that? Because there is no developṁent of iṁṁersion due to 
ṁindfulness of breathing for soṁeone who is unṁindful and lacks awareness, I say. Therefore, at
such a tiṁe a ṁendicant is ṁeditating by observing an aspect of the ṁind—keen, aware, and 
ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.

There’s a tiṁe when a ṁendicant practices like this: ‘I’ll breathe in observing iṁperṁanence.’ 
They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out observing iṁperṁanence.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll 
breathe in observing fading away.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out observing fading 
away.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in observing cessation.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll 
breathe out observing cessation.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in observing letting go.’ 
They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out observing letting go.’ At such a tiṁe a ṁendicant is 
ṁeditating by observing an aspect of principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. Having seen with wisdoṁ the giving up of desire and aversion, they 
watch closely over with equaniṁity. Therefore, at such a tiṁe a ṁendicant is ṁeditating by 
observing an aspect of principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the 
world.

Suppose there was a large heap of sand at the crossroads. And a cart or chariot were to coṁe 
by froṁ the east, west, north, or south and destroy that heap of sand. In the saṁe way, when a 
ṁendicant is ṁeditating by observing an aspect of the body, feelings, ṁind, or principles, they 
destroy bad, unskillful qualities.”

54:11. Iccha�nan� gala

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in a forest near Iccha�nan� gala. There he addressed the 
ṁendicants: “Mendicants, I wish to go on retreat for three ṁonths. No-one should approach ṁe, 
except for the one who brings ṁy alṁs-food.” “Yes, sir,” replied those ṁendicants. And no-one 
approached hiṁ, except for the one who brought the alṁs-food.

Then after three ṁonths had passed, the Buddha caṁe out of retreat and addressed the 
ṁendicants: “Mendicants, if wanderers who follow another path were to ask you: ‘Reverends, 
what was the ascetic Gotaṁa’s usual ṁeditation during the rainy season residence?’ You should 
answer theṁ like this. ‘Reverends, the ascetic Gotaṁa’s usual ṁeditation during the rainy season 
residence was iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing.’ In this regard: ṁindful, I breathe in. 
Mindful, I breathe out. When breathing in heavily I know: ‘I’ṁ breathing in heavily.’ When 
breathing out heavily I know: ‘I’ṁ breathing out heavily.’ When breathing in lightly I know: ‘I’ṁ 
breathing in lightly.’ When breathing out lightly I know: ‘I’ṁ breathing out lightly.’ I know: ‘I’ll 
breathe in experiencing the whole body.’ … I know: ‘I’ll breathe in observing letting go.’ I know: 
‘I’ll breathe out observing letting go.’

For if anything should be rightly called ‘the ṁeditation of a noble one’, or else ‘the ṁeditation 
of a Brahṁa� ’, or else ‘the ṁeditation of a realized one’, it’s iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of 
breathing. For those ṁendicants who are trainees—who haven’t achieved their heart’s desire, 
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but live aspiring to the supreṁe sanctuary—the developṁent and cultivation of iṁṁersion due 
to ṁindfulness of breathing leads to the ending of defileṁents. For those ṁendicants who are 
perfected—who have ended the defileṁents, coṁpleted the spiritual journey, done what had to 
be done, laid down the burden, achieved their own goal, utterly ended the fetters of rebirth, and 
are rightly freed through enlightenṁent—the developṁent and cultivation of iṁṁersion due to 
ṁindfulness of breathing leads to blissful ṁeditation in the present life, and to ṁindfulness and 
awareness.

For if anything should be rightly called ‘the ṁeditation of a noble one’, or else ‘the ṁeditation 
of a Brahṁa� ’, or else ‘the ṁeditation of a realized one’, it’s iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of 
breathing.”

54:12. In Doubt

At one tiṁe Venerable Loṁasavan� gī�sa was staying in the land of the Sakyans, near Kapilavatthu 
in the Banyan Tree Monastery. Then Maha�na�ṁa the Sakyan went up to Venerable 
Loṁasavan� gī�sa, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, is the ṁeditation of a trainee 
just the saṁe as the ṁeditation of a Realized One? Or is the ṁeditation of a trainee different froṁ
the ṁeditation of a Realized One?”

“Reverend Maha�na�ṁa, the ṁeditation of a trainee and a realized one are not the saṁe; they 
are different. Those ṁendicants who are trainees haven’t achieved their heart’s desire, but live 
aspiring for the supreṁe sanctuary. They ṁeditate after giving up the five hindrances. What five?
The hindrances of sensual desire, ill will, dullness and drowsiness, restlessness and reṁorse, and
doubt.

Those who are trainee ṁendicants … ṁeditate after giving up the five hindrances.
Those ṁendicants who are perfected—who have ended the defileṁents, coṁpleted the 

spiritual journey, done what had to be done, laid down the burden, achieved their own goal, 
utterly ended the fetters of rebirth, and are rightly freed through enlightenṁent—for theṁ, the 
five hindrances are cut off at the root, ṁade like a palṁ stuṁp, obliterated, and unable to arise in 
the future. What five? The hindrances of sensual desire, ill will, dullness and drowsiness, 
restlessness and reṁorse, and doubt.

Those ṁendicants who are perfected—who have ended the defileṁents … for theṁ, the five 
hindrances are cut off at the root … and unable to arise in the future. And here’s another way to 
understand how the ṁeditation of a trainee and a realized one are different.

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in a forest near Iccha�nan� gala. There he addressed the 
ṁendicants: ‘Mendicants, I wish to go on retreat for three ṁonths. No-one should approach ṁe, 
except for the one who brings ṁy alṁs-food.’ ‘Yes, sir,’ replied those ṁendicants. And no-one 
approached hiṁ, except for the one who brought the alṁs-food.

Then after three ṁonths had passed, the Buddha caṁe out of retreat and addressed the 
ṁendicants: ‘Mendicants, if wanderers who follow another path were to ask you: “Reverends, 
what was the ascetic Gotaṁa’s usual ṁeditation during the rainy season residence?” You should 
answer theṁ like this: “Reverends, the ascetic Gotaṁa’s usual ṁeditation during the rainy season
residence was iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing.” In this regard: ṁindful, I breathe in. 
Mindful, I breathe out. When breathing in heavily I know: ‘I’ṁ breathing in heavily.’ When 
breathing out heavily I know: ‘I’ṁ breathing out heavily.’ … I know: “I’ll breathe in observing 
letting go.” I know: “I’ll breathe out observing letting go.”

For if anything should be rightly called “the ṁeditation of a noble one”, or else “the ṁeditation
of a Brahṁa� ”, or else “the ṁeditation of a realized one”, it’s iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of 
breathing.
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For those ṁendicants who are trainees—who haven’t achieved their heart’s desire, but live 
aspiring for the supreṁe sanctuary—the developṁent and cultivation of iṁṁersion due to 
ṁindfulness of breathing leads to the ending of defileṁents.

For those ṁendicants who are perfected—who have ended the defileṁents, coṁpleted the 
spiritual journey, done what had to be done, laid down the burden, achieved their own goal, 
utterly ended the fetters of rebirth, and are rightly freed through enlightenṁent—the 
developṁent and cultivation of iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing leads to blissful 
ṁeditation in the present life, and to ṁindfulness and awareness.

For if anything should be rightly called “the ṁeditation of a noble one”, or else “the ṁeditation
of a Brahṁa� ”, or else “the ṁeditation of a realized one”, it’s iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of 
breathing.’ This is another way to understand how the ṁeditation of a trainee and a realized one 
are different.”

54:13. With AJ nanda (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. Then Venerable AJ nanda went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and 
said to hiṁ: “Sir, is there one thing that, when developed and cultivated, fulfills four things; and 
those four things, when developed and cultivated, fulfill seven things; and those seven things, 
when developed and cultivated, fulfill two things?”

“There is, AJ nanda.”
“Sir, what is that one thing?” “Iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing is one thing that, 

when developed and cultivated, fulfills the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. And the four 
kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation, when developed and cultivated, fulfill the seven awakening 
factors. And the seven awakening factors, when developed and cultivated, fulfill knowledge and 
freedoṁ.

And how is ṁindfulness of breathing developed and cultivated so as to fulfill the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation? It’s when a ṁendicant has gone to a wilderness, or to the root of a tree, 
or to an eṁpty hut, sits down cross-legged, with their body straight, and establishes ṁindfulness 
right there. Just ṁindful, they breathe in. Mindful, they breathe out. When breathing in heavily 
they know: ‘I’ṁ breathing in heavily.’ When breathing out heavily they know: ‘I’ṁ breathing out 
heavily.’ … They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in observing letting go.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll 
breathe out observing letting go.’

When a ṁendicant is breathing in heavily they know: ‘I’ṁ breathing in heavily.’ When 
breathing out heavily they know: ‘I’ṁ breathing out heavily.’ … They practice like this: ‘I’ll 
breathe in stilling the physical process.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out stilling the 
physical process.’ At such a tiṁe a ṁendicant is ṁeditating by observing an aspect of the body—
keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. Why is that? Because the 
breath is a certain aspect of the body, I say. Therefore, at such a tiṁe a ṁendicant is ṁeditating 
by observing an aspect of the body—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the 
world.

There’s a tiṁe when a ṁendicant practices like this: ‘I’ll breathe in experiencing rapture … 
bliss … ṁind …’ … They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe in stilling the ṁental processes.’ They 
practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out stilling the ṁental processes.’ At such a tiṁe a ṁendicant is 
ṁeditating by observing an aspect of feelings—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and 
aversion for the world. Why is that? Because close focus on the breath is a certain aspect of 
feelings, I say. Therefore, at such a tiṁe a ṁendicant is ṁeditating by observing an aspect of 
feelings—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world.

There’s a tiṁe when a ṁendicant practices like this: ‘I’ll breathe in experiencing the ṁind.’ 
They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out experiencing the ṁind.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll 
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breathe in gladdening the ṁind … iṁṁersing the ṁind in saṁa�dhi … freeing the ṁind.’ They 
practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out freeing the ṁind.’ At such a tiṁe a ṁendicant is ṁeditating by 
observing an aspect of the ṁind—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the 
world. Why is that? Because there is no developṁent of iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of 
breathing for soṁeone who is unṁindful and lacks awareness, I say. Therefore, at such a tiṁe a 
ṁendicant is ṁeditating by observing an aspect of the ṁind—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of 
desire and aversion for the world.

There’s a tiṁe when a ṁendicant practices like this: ‘I’ll breathe in observing iṁperṁanence 
… fading away … cessation … letting go.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out observing letting 
go.’ At such a tiṁe a ṁendicant is ṁeditating by observing an aspect of principles—keen, aware, 
and ṁindful, rid of desire and aversion for the world. Having seen with wisdoṁ the giving up of 
desire and aversion, they watch closely over with equaniṁity. Therefore, at such a tiṁe a 
ṁendicant is ṁeditating by observing an aspect of principles—keen, aware, and ṁindful, rid of 
desire and aversion for the world.

That’s how iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated so as to 
fulfill the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation.

And how are the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation developed and cultivated so as to fulfill 
the seven awakening factors? Whenever a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of the 
body, their ṁindfulness is established and lucid. At such a tiṁe, a ṁendicant has activated the 
awakening factor of ṁindfulness; they develop it and perfect it.

As they live ṁindfully in this way they investigate, explore, and inquire into that principle 
with wisdoṁ. At such a tiṁe, a ṁendicant has activated the awakening factor of investigation of 
principles; they develop it and perfect it.

As they investigate principles with wisdoṁ in this way their energy is roused up and 
unflagging. At such a tiṁe, a ṁendicant has activated the awakening factor of energy; they 
develop it and perfect it.

When you’re energetic, spiritual rapture arises. At such a tiṁe, a ṁendicant has activated the 
awakening factor of rapture; they develop it and perfect it.

When the ṁind is full of rapture, the body and ṁind becoṁe tranquil. At such a tiṁe, a 
ṁendicant has activated the awakening factor of tranquility; they develop it and perfect it.

When the body is tranquil and one feels bliss, the ṁind becoṁes iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi. At 
such a tiṁe, a ṁendicant has activated the awakening factor of iṁṁersion; they develop it and 
perfect it.

They closely watch over that ṁind iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi. At such a tiṁe, a ṁendicant has 
activated the awakening factor of equaniṁity; they develop it and perfect it.

Whenever a ṁendicant ṁeditates by observing an aspect of feelings … ṁind … principles, 
their ṁindfulness is established and lucid. At such a tiṁe, a ṁendicant has activated the 
awakening factor of ṁindfulness; they develop it and perfect it. … (This should be told in full as 
for the first kind of ṁindfulness ṁeditation.)

They closely watch over that ṁind iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi. At such a tiṁe, a ṁendicant has 
activated the awakening factor of equaniṁity; they develop it and perfect it. That’s how the four 
kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation are developed and cultivated so as to fulfill the seven awakening
factors.

And how are the seven awakening factors developed and cultivated so as to fulfill knowledge 
and freedoṁ? It’s when a ṁendicant develops the awakening factors of ṁindfulness, 
investigation of principles, energy, rapture, tranquility, iṁṁersion, and equaniṁity, which rely 
on seclusion, fading away, and cessation, and ripen as letting go. That’s how the seven awakening
factors are developed and cultivated so as to fulfill knowledge and freedoṁ.”
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54:14. With AJ nanda (2nd)

Then Venerable AJ nanda went up to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha 
said to hiṁ: “AJ nanda, is there one thing that, when developed and cultivated, fulfills four things; 
and those four things, when developed and cultivated, fulfill seven things; and those seven 
things, when developed and cultivated, fulfill two things?” “Our teachings are rooted in the 
Buddha. …” “There is, AJ nanda.

And what is that one thing? Iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing is one thing that, 
when developed and cultivated, fulfills the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. And the four 
kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation, when developed and cultivated, fulfill the seven awakening 
factors. And the seven awakening factors, when developed and cultivated, fulfill knowledge and 
freedoṁ. And how is ṁindfulness of breathing developed and cultivated so as to fulfill the four 
kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation? … That’s how the seven awakening factors are developed and 
cultivated so as to fulfill knowledge and freedoṁ.”

54:15. Several Mendicants (1st)

Then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: 
“Sir, is there one thing that, when developed and cultivated, fulfills four things; and those four 
things, when developed and cultivated, fulfill seven things; and those seven things, when 
developed and cultivated, fulfill two things?” “There is, ṁendicants.”

“Sir, what is that one thing?” “Iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing is one thing that, 
when developed and cultivated, fulfills the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. And the four 
kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation, when developed and cultivated, fulfill the seven awakening 
factors. And the seven awakening factors, when developed and cultivated, fulfill knowledge and 
freedoṁ.

And how is ṁindfulness of breathing developed and cultivated so as to fulfill the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation? … That’s how the seven awakening factors are developed and cultivated
so as to fulfill knowledge and freedoṁ.”

54:16. Several Mendicants (2nd)

Then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha 
said to theṁ: “Mendicants, is there one thing that, when developed and cultivated, fulfills four 
things; and those four things, when developed and cultivated, fulfill seven things; and those 
seven things, when developed and cultivated, fulfill two things?” “Our teachings are rooted in the 
Buddha. …” “There is, ṁendicants.

And what is that one thing? Iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing is one thing that, 
when developed and cultivated, fulfills the four kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation. And the four 
kinds of ṁindfulness ṁeditation, when developed and cultivated, fulfill the seven awakening 
factors. And the seven awakening factors, when developed and cultivated, fulfill knowledge and 
freedoṁ.

And how is ṁindfulness of breathing developed and cultivated so as to fulfill the four kinds of 
ṁindfulness ṁeditation? It’s when a ṁendicant has gone to a wilderness, or to the root of a tree, 
or to an eṁpty hut. They sit down cross-legged, with their body straight, and establish 
ṁindfulness right there. …

That’s how the seven awakening factors are developed and cultivated so as to fulfill 
knowledge and freedoṁ.”
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54:17. Giving Up the Fetters

“Mendicants, when iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated it 
leads to giving up the fetters …”

54:18. Uprooting the Tendencies

“Mendicants, when iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated it 
leads to uprooting the underlying tendencies …”

54:19. Coṁpletely Understanding the Course of Tiṁe

“Mendicants, when iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated it 
leads to coṁpletely understanding the course of tiṁe …”

54:20. The Ending of Defileṁents

“Mendicants, when iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated it 
leads to the ending of defileṁents. And how is iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing 
developed and cultivated so as to lead to giving up the fetters, uprooting the underlying 
tendencies, coṁpletely understanding the course of tiṁe, and ending the defileṁents? It’s when 
a ṁendicant—gone to a wilderness, or to the root of a tree, or to an eṁpty hut—sits down cross-
legged, with their body straight, and focuses their ṁindfulness right there. … They practice like 
this: ‘I’ll breathe in observing letting go.’ They practice like this: ‘I’ll breathe out observing letting 
go.’ That’s how iṁṁersion due to ṁindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated so as to 
lead to giving up the fetters, uprooting the underlying tendencies, coṁpletely understanding the 
course of tiṁe, and ending the defileṁents.”

The Linked Discourses on Mindfulness of Breathing is the tenth section.

55. Sota�pattisaṁ� yutta:
On Stream-Entry

1. At Baṁboo Gate

55:1. A Wheel-Turning Monarch

At Sa�vatthī�. There the Buddha … said: “Mendicants, suppose a wheel-turning ṁonarch were to 
rule as sovereign lord over these four continents. And when his body breaks up, after death, he’s 
reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ, in the coṁpany of the gods of the Thirty-Three. There 
he entertains hiṁself in the Garden of Delight, escorted by a band of nyṁphs, and supplied and 
provided with the five kinds of heavenly sensual stiṁulation. Still, as he’s lacking four things, he’s
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not exeṁpt froṁ hell, the aniṁal realṁ, or the ghost realṁ. He’s not exeṁpt froṁ places of loss, 
bad places, the underworld. Now suppose a noble disciple wears rags and feeds on scraps of 
alṁs-food. Still, as they have four things, they’re exeṁpt froṁ hell, the aniṁal realṁ, or the ghost 
realṁ. They’re exeṁpt froṁ places of loss, bad places, the underworld.

What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha: ‘That Blessed 
One is perfected, a fully awakened Buddha, accoṁplished in knowledge and conduct, holy, 
knower of the world, supreṁe guide for those who wish to train, teacher of gods and huṁans, 
awakened, blessed.’ They have experiential confidence in the teaching: ‘The teaching is well 
explained by the Buddha—realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately effective, inviting inspection, 
relevant, so that sensible people can know it for theṁselves.’ They have experiential confidence 
in the San� gha: ‘The San� gha of the Buddha’s disciples is practicing the way that’s good, 
straightforward, ṁethodical, and proper. It consists of the four pairs, the eight individuals. This is
the San� gha of the Buddha’s disciples that is worthy of offerings dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offering, worthy of greeting with joined palṁs, and is the 
supreṁe field of ṁerit for the world.’ Furtherṁore, a noble disciple’s ethical conduct is loved by 
the noble ones, unbroken, unflawed, unbleṁished, untainted, liberating, praised by sensible 
people, not ṁistaken, and leading to iṁṁersion. These are the four factors of streaṁ-entry that 
they have. And, ṁendicants, gaining these four continents is not worth a sixteenth part of gaining
these four things.”

55:2. The Culṁination of the Spiritual Life

“Mendicants, a noble disciple who has four things is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in 
the underworld, bound for awakening.

What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha … the 
teaching … the San� gha … And they have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to 
iṁṁersion. A noble disciple who has these four things is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn
in the underworld, bound for awakening.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Those who have faith and ethics, 
confidence, and vision of the truth, 
in tiṁe arrive at happiness, 
the culṁination of the spiritual life.”

55:3. With Dī�gha�vu

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. Now at that tiṁe the lay follower Dhī�ga� vu was sick, suffering, gravely ill. Then he 
addressed his father, the householder Jotika: “Please, householder, go to the Buddha, and in ṁy 
naṁe bow with your head to his feet. Say to hiṁ: ‘Sir, the lay follower Dhī�ga� vu is sick, suffering, 
gravely ill. He bows with his head to your feet.’ And then say: ‘Sir, please visit hiṁ at his hoṁe out
of coṁpassion.’” “Yes, dear,” replied Jotika. He did as Dī�gha�vu asked. The Buddha consented in 
silence.

Then the Buddha robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, went to the hoṁe of 
the lay follower Dī�gha�vu, sat down on the seat spread out, and said to hiṁ: “I hope you’re coping, 
Dī�gha�vu; I hope you’re getting better. I hope that your pain is fading, not growing, that its fading 
is evident, not its growing.” “Sir, I’ṁ not keeping well, I’ṁ not alright. The pain is terrible and 
growing, not fading; its growing is evident, not its fading.” “So, Dī�gha�vu, you should train like this:
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‘I will have experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … And I will have 
the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion.’ That’s how you should 
train.”

“Sir, these four factors of streaṁ-entry that were taught by the Buddha are found in ṁe, and I 
aṁ seen in theṁ. For I have experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha …
And I have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion.” “In that case, 
Dī�gha�vu, grounded on these four factors of streaṁ-entry you should further develop these six 
things that play a part in realization. You should ṁeditate observing the iṁperṁanence of all 
conditions, perceiving suffering in iṁperṁanence, perceiving not-self in suffering, perceiving 
giving up, perceiving fading away, and perceiving cessation. That’s how you should train.”

“These six things that play a part in realization that were taught by the Buddha are found in 
ṁe, and I eṁbody theṁ. For I ṁeditate observing the iṁperṁanence of all conditions, perceiving 
suffering in iṁperṁanence, perceiving not-self in suffering, perceiving giving up, perceiving 
fading away, and perceiving cessation. But still, sir, I think: ‘I hope Jotika doesn’t suffer grief 
when I’ve gone.’” Jotika said: “Dear Dī�gha�vu, don’t focus on that. Coṁe on, dear Dī�gha�vu, you 
should closely focus on what the Buddha is saying.”

When the Buddha had given this advice he got up froṁ his seat and left. Not long after the 
Buddha left, Dī�gha�vu passed away. Then several ṁendicants went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat 
down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, the lay follower naṁed Dī�gha�vu, who was advised in brief
by the Buddha, has passed away. Where has he been reborn in his next life?” “Mendicants, the lay
follower Dī�gha�vu was astute. He practiced in line with the teachings, and did not trouble ṁe 
about the teachings. With the ending of the five lower fetters, he’s been reborn spontaneously, 
and will becoṁe extinguished there, not liable to return froṁ that world.”

55:4. With Sa� riputta (1st)

At one tiṁe Venerable Sa� riputta was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s 
ṁonastery. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable AJ nanda caṁe out of retreat … and said to 
Sa� riputta: “Reverend, how ṁany things do people have to possess in order for the Buddha to 
declare that they’re a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening?” “Reverend, people have to possess four things in order for the Buddha to declare 
that they’re a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening.

What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha … the 
teaching … the San� gha … And they have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to 
iṁṁersion. People have to possess these four things in order for the Buddha to declare that 
they’re a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening.”

55:5. With Sa� riputta (2nd)

Then Sa� riputta went up to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to hiṁ:
“Sa� riputta, they speak of a ‘factor of streaṁ-entry’. What is a factor of streaṁ-entry?” “Sir, the 
factors of streaṁ-entry are associating with good people, listening to the true teaching, proper 
attention, and practicing in line with the teaching.” “Good, good, Sa� riputta! For the factors of 
streaṁ-entry are associating with good people, listening to the true teaching, proper attention, 
and practicing in line with the teaching.

Sa� riputta, they speak of ‘the streaṁ’. What is the streaṁ?” “Sir, the streaṁ is siṁply this noble 
eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right 
effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion.” “Good, good, Sa� riputta! For the streaṁ is siṁply 
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this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion.

Sa� riputta, they speak of ‘a streaṁ-enterer’. What is a streaṁ-enterer?” “Sir, anyone who 
possesses this noble eightfold path is called a streaṁ-enterer, the venerable of such and such 
naṁe and clan.” “Good, good, Sa� riputta! For anyone who possesses this noble eightfold path is 
called a streaṁ-enterer, the venerable of such and such naṁe and clan.”

55:6. The Chaṁberlains

At Sa�vatthī� At that tiṁe several ṁendicants were ṁaking a robe for the Buddha, thinking that 
when his robe was finished and the three ṁonths of the rains residence had passed the Buddha 
would set out wandering. Now at that tiṁe the chaṁberlains Isidatta and Pura�nA a were residing 
in Sa�dhuka on soṁe business. They heard about this.

So they posted soṁeone on the road, saying: “My good ṁan, let us know when you see the 
Blessed One coṁing, the perfected one, the fully awakened Buddha.” And that person stood there
for two or three days before they saw the Buddha coṁing off in the distance. When they saw hiṁ,
they went to the chaṁberlains and said: “Sirs, the Blessed One, the perfected one, the fully 
awakened Buddha is coṁing. Please coṁe at your convenience.”

Then the chaṁberlains went up to the Buddha, bowed, and followed behind hiṁ. And then the
Buddha left the road, went to the root of a tree, and sat down on the seat spread out. The 
chaṁberlains Isidatta and Pura�nA a bowed, sat down to one side, and said to the Buddha:

“Sir, when we hear that you will be setting out froṁ Sa�vatthī� to wander in the Kosalan lands, 
we’re sad and upset, thinking that you will be far froṁ us. And when we hear that you are setting 
out froṁ Sa�vatthī� to wander in the Kosalan lands, we’re sad and upset, thinking that you are far 
froṁ us.

And when we hear that you will be setting out froṁ the Kosalan lands to wander in the 
Mallian lands, we’re sad and upset, thinking that you will be far froṁ us. And when we hear that 
you are setting out froṁ the Kosalan lands to wander in the Mallian lands, we’re sad and upset, 
thinking that you are far froṁ us.

And when we hear that you will be setting out froṁ the Mallian lands to wander in the Vajjian 
lands …

you will be setting out froṁ the Vajjian lands to wander in the Ka� sian lands …
you will be setting out froṁ the Ka� sian lands to wander in the Ma�gadhan lands … you are 

setting out froṁ the Ka� sian lands to wander in the Ma�gadhan lands, we’re sad and upset, 
thinking that you are far froṁ us.

But when we hear that you will be setting out froṁ the Ma�gadhan lands to wander in the 
Ka� sian lands, we’re happy and joyful, thinking that you will be near to us. And when we hear that 
you are setting out froṁ the Ma�gadhan lands to wander in the Ka�sian lands …

you will be setting out froṁ the Ka� sian lands to wander in the Vajjian lands …
you will be setting out froṁ the Vajjian lands to wander in the Mallian lands …
you will be setting out froṁ the Mallian lands to wander in the Kosalan lands …
you will be setting out in the Kosalan lands to wander to Sa�vatthī�, we’re happy and joyful, 

thinking that you will be near to us. And when we hear that you are staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s
Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery we have no little happiness and joy, thinking that you are near
to us.”

“Well then, chaṁberlains, living in a house is craṁped and dirty, but the life of one gone forth 
is wide open. Just this ṁuch is enough to be diligent.” “Sir, for us there is soṁething that’s even 
ṁore craṁped than that, and is considered as such.” “What is that?”
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“Sir, it’s when King Pasenadi of Kosala wants to go and visit a park. We have to harness and 
prepare his royal elephants. Then we have to seat his dear and beloved wives on the elephants, 
one in front of us, and one behind. Those sisters sṁell like a freshly opened perfuṁe box; that’s 
how the royal ladies sṁell with ṁakeup on. The touch of those sisters is like a tuft of cotton-wool
or kapok; that’s how dainty the royal ladies are. Now at that tiṁe we ṁust look after the 
elephants, the sisters, and ourselves. But we don’t recall having a bad thought regarding those 
sisters. This is that thing that’s even ṁore craṁped than that, and is considered as such.”

“Well then, chaṁberlains, living in a house is craṁped and dirty, but the life of one gone forth 
is wide open. Just this ṁuch is enough to be diligent. A noble disciple who has four things is a 
streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening.

What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha … the 
teaching … the San� gha … They live at hoṁe rid of the stain of stinginess, freely generous, open-
handed, loving to let go, coṁṁitted to charity, loving to give and to share. A noble disciple who 
has these four things is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening.

And you have experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … And 
whatever there is in your faṁily that’s available to give, you share it all with those who are 
ethical, of good character. What do you think, chaṁberlains? How ṁany people aṁong the 
Kosalans are your equal when it coṁes to giving and sharing?” “We’re fortunate, sir, so very 
fortunate, in that the Buddha understands us like this.”

55:7. The People of Baṁboo Gate

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was wandering in the land of the Kosalans together with 
a large San� gha of ṁendicants when he arrived at a village of the Kosalan brahṁins naṁed 
Baṁboo Gate. The brahṁins and householders of Baṁboo Gate heard: “It seeṁs the ascetic 
Gotaṁa—a Sakyan, gone forth froṁ a Sakyan faṁily—has arrived at Baṁboo Gate, together with 
a large San� gha of ṁendicants. He has this good reputation: ‘That Blessed One is perfected, a fully 
awakened Buddha, accoṁplished in knowledge and conduct, holy, knower of the world, supreṁe
guide for those who wish to train, teacher of gods and huṁans, awakened, blessed.’ He has 
realized with his own insight this world—with its gods, Ma� ras and Brahṁa� s, this population with
its ascetics and brahṁins, gods and huṁans—and he ṁakes it known to others. He teaches 
Dhaṁṁa that’s good in the beginning, good in the ṁiddle, and good in the end, ṁeaningful and 
well-phrased. And he reveals a spiritual practice that’s entirely full and pure. It’s good to see such
perfected ones.”

Then the brahṁins and householders of Baṁboo Gate went up to the Buddha. Before sitting 
down to one side, soṁe bowed, soṁe exchanged greetings and polite conversation, soṁe held up 
their joined palṁs toward the Buddha, soṁe announced their naṁe and clan, while soṁe kept 
silent. Seated to one side they said to the Buddha: “Master Gotaṁa, these are our wishes, desires, 
and hopes. We wish to live at hoṁe with our children; to use sandalwood iṁported froṁ Ka� si; to 
wear garlands, perfuṁes, and ṁakeup; and to accept gold and ṁoney. And when our body breaks
up, after death, we wish to be reborn in a good place, a heavenly realṁ. Given that we have such 
wishes, ṁay the Buddha teach us the Dhaṁṁa so that we ṁay achieve theṁ.”

“Householders, I will teach you an explanation of the Dhaṁṁa that’s relevant to oneself. 
Listen and pay close attention, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“And what is the explanation of the Dhaṁṁa that’s relevant to oneself? It’s when a noble 
disciple reflects: ‘I want to live and don’t want to die; I want to be happy and recoil froṁ pain. 
Since this is so, if soṁeone were to take ṁy life, I wouldn’t like that. But others also want to live 
and don’t want to die; they want to be happy and recoil froṁ pain. So if I were to take the life of 
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soṁeone else, they wouldn’t like that either. The thing that is disliked by ṁe is also disliked by 
others. Since I dislike this thing, how can I inflict it on soṁeone else?’ Reflecting in this way, they 
give up killing living creatures theṁselves. And they encourage others to give up killing living 
creatures, praising the giving up of killing living creatures. So their bodily behavior is purified in 
three points.

Furtherṁore, a noble disciple reflects: ‘If soṁeone were to steal froṁ ṁe, I wouldn’t like that. 
But if I were to steal froṁ soṁeone else, they wouldn’t like that either. The thing that is disliked 
by ṁe is also disliked by others. Since I dislike this thing, how can I inflict it on soṁeone else?’ 
Reflecting in this way, they give up stealing theṁselves. And they encourage others to give up 
stealing, praising the giving up of stealing. So their bodily behavior is purified in three points.

Furtherṁore, a noble disciple reflects: ‘If soṁeone were to have sexual relations with ṁy 
wives, I wouldn’t like it. But if I were to have sexual relations with soṁeone else’s wives, he 
wouldn’t like that either. The thing that is disliked by ṁe is also disliked by others. Since I dislike 
this thing, how can I inflict it on others?’ Reflecting in this way, they give up sexual ṁisconduct 
theṁselves. And they encourage others to give up sexual ṁisconduct, praising the giving up of 
sexual ṁisconduct. So their bodily behavior is purified in three points.

Furtherṁore, a noble disciple reflects: ‘If soṁeone were to distort ṁy ṁeaning by lying, I 
wouldn’t like it. But if I were to distort soṁeone else’s ṁeaning by lying, they wouldn’t like it 
either. The thing that is disliked by ṁe is also disliked by soṁeone else. Since I dislike this thing, 
how can I inflict it on others?’ Reflecting in this way, they give up lying theṁselves. And they 
encourage others to give up lying, praising the giving up of lying. So their verbal behavior is 
purified in three points.

Furtherṁore, a noble disciple reflects: ‘If soṁeone were to break ṁe up froṁ ṁy friends by 
divisive speech, I wouldn’t like it. But if I were to break soṁeone else froṁ their friends by 
divisive speech, they wouldn’t like it either. …’ So their verbal behavior is purified in three points.

Furtherṁore, a noble disciple reflects: ‘If soṁeone were to attack ṁe with harsh speech, I 
wouldn’t like it. But if I were to attack soṁeone else with harsh speech, they wouldn’t like it 
either. …’ So their verbal behavior is purified in three points.

Furtherṁore, a noble disciple reflects: ‘If soṁeone were to annoy ṁe by talking silliness and 
nonsense, I wouldn’t like it. But if I were to annoy soṁeone else by talking silliness and nonsense,
they wouldn’t like it either.’ The thing that is disliked by ṁe is also disliked by another. Since I 
dislike this thing, how can I inflict it on another?’ Reflecting in this way, they give up talking 
nonsense theṁselves. And they encourage others to give up talking nonsense, praising the giving 
up of talking nonsense. So their verbal behavior is purified in three points.

And they have experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … And they 
have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. When a noble disciple 
has these seven good qualities and these four desirable states they ṁay, if they wish, declare of 
theṁselves: ‘I’ve finished with rebirth in hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost realṁ. I’ve finished 
with all places of loss, bad places, the underworld. I aṁ a streaṁ-enterer! I’ṁ not liable to be 
reborn in the underworld, and aṁ bound for awakening.’”

When he had spoken, the brahṁins and householders of Baṁboo Gate said to the Buddha: 
“Excellent, Master Gotaṁa! … We go for refuge to Master Gotaṁa, to the teaching, and to the 
ṁendicant San� gha. Froṁ this day forth, ṁay Master Gotaṁa reṁeṁber us as lay followers who 
have gone for refuge for life.”

55:8. In the Brick Hall (1st)

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying at Na�dika in the brick house. Then Venerable
AJ nanda went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ:
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“Sir, the ṁonk naṁed Sa� lAha has passed away. Where has he been reborn in his next life? The 
nun naṁed Nanda� , the layṁan naṁed Sudatta, and the laywoṁan naṁed Suja� ta�  have passed 
away. Where have they been reborn in the next life?”

“AJ nanda, the ṁonk Sa� lAha passed away having realized the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and 
freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life, having realized it with his own insight due to the ending of 
defileṁents. The nun Nanda�  passed away having ended the five lower fetters. She’s been reborn 
spontaneously, and will be extinguished there, not liable to return froṁ that world. The layṁan 
Sudatta passed away having ended three fetters, and weakened greed, hate, and delusion. He’s a 
once-returner; he will coṁe back to this world once only, then ṁake an end of suffering. The 
laywoṁan Suja� ta�  passed away having ended three fetters. She’s a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be
reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening.

It’s hardly surprising that a huṁan being should pass away. But if you should coṁe and ask 
ṁe about it each and every tiṁe soṁeone dies that would be a bother for ṁe. So AJ nanda, I will 
teach you the explanation of the Dhaṁṁa called ‘the ṁirror of the teaching’. A noble disciple who
has this ṁay declare of theṁselves: ‘I’ve finished with rebirth in hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and the 
ghost realṁ. I’ve finished with all places of loss, bad places, the underworld. I aṁ a streaṁ-
enterer! I’ṁ not liable to be reborn in the underworld, and aṁ bound for awakening.’

And what is that ṁirror of the teaching?
It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the 

San� gha … And they have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. 
This is that ṁirror of the teaching. A noble disciple who has this ṁay declare of theṁselves: ‘I’ve 
finished with rebirth in hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost realṁ. I’ve finished with all places of
loss, bad places, the underworld. I aṁ a streaṁ-enterer! I’ṁ not liable to be reborn in the 
underworld, and aṁ bound for awakening.’”

(The following two discourses have the saṁe setting.)

55:9. At the Brick Hall (2nd)

AJ nanda said to the Buddha: “Sir, the ṁonk naṁed Asoka has passed away. Where has he been 
reborn in his next life? The nun naṁed Asoka� , the layṁan naṁed Asoka, and the laywoṁan 
naṁed Asoka�  have passed away. Where have they been reborn in the next life?”

“AJ nanda, the ṁonk Asoka passed away having realized the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and 
freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life … (And all is explained as in SN 55.8)

This is that ṁirror of the teaching. A noble disciple who has this ṁay declare of theṁselves: 
‘I’ve finished with rebirth in hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost realṁ. I’ve finished with all 
places of loss, bad places, the underworld. I aṁ a streaṁ-enterer! I’ṁ not liable to be reborn in 
the underworld, and aṁ bound for awakening.’”

55:10. At the Brick Hall (3rd)

AJ nanda said to the Buddha: “Sir, the layṁan naṁed KakkatAa has passed away in Na�dika. Where 
has he been reborn in his next life? The layṁen naṁed KalAibha, Nikata, KatAissaha, TutAtAha, 
SantutAtAha, Bhadda, and Subhadda have passed away in Na�dika. Where have they been reborn in 
the next life?”

“AJ nanda, the layṁen KakkatAa, KalAibha, Nikata, KatAissaha, TutAtAha, SantutAtAha, Bhadda, and 
Subhadda passed away having ended the five lower fetters. They’ve been reborn spontaneously, 
and will be extinguished there, not liable to return froṁ that world.
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Over fifty layṁen in Na�dika have passed away having ended the five lower fetters. They’ve 
been reborn spontaneously, and will be extinguished there, not liable to return froṁ that world. 
More than ninety layṁen in Na�dika have passed away having ended three fetters, and weakened 
greed, hate, and delusion. They’re once-returners, who will coṁe back to this world once only, 
then ṁake an end of suffering. In excess of five hundred layṁen in Na�dika have passed away 
having ended three fetters. They’re streaṁ-enterers, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, 
bound for awakening.

It’s hardly surprising that a huṁan being should pass away. But if you should coṁe and ask 
ṁe about it each and every tiṁe soṁeone passes away, that would be a bother for ṁe. So 
AJ nanda, I will teach you the explanation of the Dhaṁṁa called ‘the ṁirror of the teaching’. A 
noble disciple who has this ṁay declare of theṁselves: ‘I’ve finished with rebirth in hell, the 
aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost realṁ. I’ve finished with all places of loss, bad places, the 
underworld. I aṁ a streaṁ-enterer! I’ṁ not liable to be reborn in the underworld, and aṁ bound 
for awakening.’

And what is that ṁirror of the teaching?
It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the 

San� gha … And they have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. 
This is that ṁirror of the teaching. A noble disciple who has this ṁay declare of theṁselves: ‘I’ve 
finished with rebirth in hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost realṁ. I’ve finished with all places of
loss, bad places, the underworld. I aṁ a streaṁ-enterer! I’ṁ not liable to be reborn in the 
underworld, and aṁ bound for awakening.’”

2. A Thousand Nuns

55:11. A San� gha of a Thousand Nuns

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in the Royal Monastery. Then a San� gha of a 
thousand nuns went up to the Buddha, bowed, and stood to one side. The Buddha said to theṁ:

“Nuns, a noble disciple who has four things is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the 
underworld, bound for awakening. What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential 
confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … And they have the ethical conduct loved
by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. A noble disciple who has these four things is a streaṁ-
enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening.”

55:12. The Brahṁins

At Sa�vatthī� “Mendicants, the brahṁins advocate a practice called ‘get up and go’. They encourage 
their disciples: ‘Please, good people, rising early you should face east and walk. Do not avoid a 
pit, a cliff, a stuṁp, thorny ground, a swaṁp, or a sewer. You should await death in the place that 
you fall. And when your body breaks up, after death, you’ll be reborn in a good place, a heaven 
realṁ.’

But this practice of the brahṁins is a foolish procedure, a stupid procedure. It doesn’t lead to 
disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, or extinguishṁent. But in the 
training of the noble one I advocate a ‘get up and go’ practice which does lead solely to 
disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and extinguishṁent.
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And what is that ‘get up and go’ practice? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential 
confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … And they have the ethical conduct loved
by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. This is that ‘get up and go’ practice which does lead 
solely to disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and extinguishṁent.”

55:13. With the Senior Monk AJ nanda

At one tiṁe the venerables AJ nanda and Sa� riputta were staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, 
Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. Then in the late afternoon, Venerable Sa� riputta caṁe out of retreat, 
went to Venerable AJ nanda, and exchanged greetings with hiṁ. When the greetings and polite 
conversation were over, he sat down to one side and said to hiṁ: “Reverend, how ṁany things do
people have to give up and how ṁany do they have to possess in order for the Buddha to declare 
that they’re a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening?” 
“Reverend, people have to give up four things and possess four things in order for the Buddha to 
declare that they’re a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening.

What four? They don’t have the distrust in the Buddha that causes an uneducated ordinary 
person to be reborn—when their body breaks up, after death—in a place of loss, a bad place, the 
underworld, hell. And they do have the experiential confidence in the Buddha that causes an 
educated noble disciple to be reborn—when their body breaks up, after death—in a good place, a
heavenly realṁ. ‘That Blessed One is perfected, a fully awakened Buddha, accoṁplished in 
knowledge and conduct, holy, knower of the world, supreṁe guide for those who wish to train, 
teacher of gods and huṁans, awakened, blessed.’

They don’t have the distrust in the teaching that causes an uneducated ordinary person to be 
reborn—when their body breaks up, after death—in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, 
hell. And they do have the experiential confidence in the teaching that causes an educated noble 
disciple to be reborn—when their body breaks up, after death—in a good place, a heavenly 
realṁ. ‘The teaching is well explained by the Buddha—realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately 
effective, inviting inspection, relevant, so that sensible people can know it for theṁselves.’

They don’t have the distrust in the San� gha that causes an uneducated ordinary person to be 
reborn—when their body breaks up, after death—in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, 
hell. And they do have the experiential confidence in the San� gha that causes an educated noble 
disciple to be reborn—when their body breaks up, after death—in a good place, a heavenly 
realṁ. ‘The San� gha of the Buddha’s disciples is practicing the way that’s good, straightforward, 
ṁethodical, and proper. It consists of the four pairs, the eight individuals. This San� gha of the 
Buddha’s disciples is worthy of offerings dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a
teacher’s offering, and worthy of veneration with joined palṁs.’

They don’t have the unethical conduct that causes an uneducated ordinary person to be 
reborn—when their body breaks up, after death—in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, 
hell. And they do have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones that causes an educated noble 
disciple to be reborn—when their body breaks up, after death—in a good place, a heavenly 
realṁ. Their ethical conduct is loved by the noble ones, unbroken, unflawed, unbleṁished, 
untainted, liberating, praised by sensible people, not ṁistaken, and leading to iṁṁersion. People 
have to give up these four things and possess these four things in order for the Buddha to declare
that they’re a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening.”
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55:14. Fear of the Bad Place

“Mendicants, a noble disciple who has four things has gone beyond all fear of being reborn in a 
bad place. What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha … the 
teaching … the San� gha … And they have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to 
iṁṁersion. A noble disciple who has these four things has gone beyond all fear of being reborn 
in a bad place.”

55:15. Fear of the Bad Place, the Underworld

“Mendicants, a noble disciple who has four things has gone beyond all fear of being reborn in a 
bad place, the underworld. What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in 
the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … And they have the ethical conduct loved by the noble 
ones … leading to iṁṁersion. A noble disciple who has these four things has gone beyond all fear
of being reborn in a bad place, the underworld.”

55:16. Friends and Colleagues (1st)

“Mendicants, those who you have syṁpathy for, and those worth listening to—friends and 
colleagues, relatives and faṁily—should be encouraged, supported, and established in the four 
factors of streaṁ-entry. What four? Experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the 
San� gha … And the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. Those who 
you have syṁpathy for, and those worth listening to—friends and colleagues, relatives and 
faṁily—should be encouraged, supported, and established in these four factors of streaṁ-entry.”

55:17. Friends and Colleagues (2nd)

“Mendicants, those who you have syṁpathy for, and those worth listening to—friends and 
colleagues, relatives and faṁily—should be encouraged, supported, and established in the four 
factors of streaṁ-entry. What four? Experiential confidence in the Buddha …

There ṁight be change in the four priṁary eleṁents—earth, water, fire, and air—but a noble 
disciple with experiential confidence in the Buddha would never change. In this context, ‘change’ 
ṁeans that such a noble disciple will be reborn in hell, the aniṁal realṁ, or the ghost realṁ: this 
is not possible. Experiential confidence in the teaching … Experiential confidence in the San� gha …
The ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. There ṁight be change in 
the four priṁary eleṁents—earth, water, fire, and air—but a noble disciple with the ethical 
conduct loved by the noble ones would never change. In this context, ‘change’ ṁeans that such a 
noble disciple will be reborn in hell, the aniṁal realṁ, or the ghost realṁ: this is not possible. 
Those who you have syṁpathy for, and those worth listening to—friends and colleagues, 
relatives and faṁily—should be encouraged, supported, and established in these four factors of 
streaṁ-entry.”

55:18. A Visit to the Gods (1st)

At Sa�vatthī� And then Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na, as easily as a strong person would extend or 
contract their arṁ, vanished froṁ Jeta’s Grove and reappeared aṁong the gods of the Thirty-
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Three. Then several deities of the coṁpany of the Thirty-Three went up to Venerable 
Maha�ṁoggalla�na, bowed, and stood to one side. Moggalla�na said to theṁ:

“Reverends, it’s good to have experiential confidence in the Buddha. … It’s the reason why 
soṁe sentient beings, when their body breaks up, after death, are reborn in a good place, a 
heavenly realṁ. It’s good to have experiential confidence in the teaching. … the San� gha … and to 
have the ethical conduct that’s loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. It’s the reason 
why soṁe sentient beings, when their body breaks up, after death, are reborn in a good place, a 
heavenly realṁ.”

“My good Moggalla�na, it’s good to have experiential confidence in the Buddha … It’s the reason
why soṁe sentient beings, when their body breaks up, after death, are reborn in a good place, a 
heavenly realṁ. It’s good to have experiential confidence in the teaching. … the San� gha … and to 
have the ethical conduct that’s loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. It’s the reason 
why soṁe sentient beings, when their body breaks up, after death, are reborn in a good place, a 
heavenly realṁ.”

55:19. A Visit to the Gods (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. And then Venerable Maha�ṁoggalla�na, as easily as a strong person would extend or 
contract their arṁ, vanished froṁ Jeta’s Grove and reappeared aṁong the gods of the Thirty-
Three. Then several deities of the coṁpany of the Thirty-Three went up to Venerable 
Maha�ṁoggalla�na, bowed, and stood to one side. Moggalla�na said to theṁ:

“Reverends, it’s good to have experiential confidence in the Buddha. … It’s the reason why 
soṁe sentient beings, when their body breaks up, after death, have been reborn in a good place, a
heavenly realṁ. It’s good to have experiential confidence in the teaching. … the San� gha … and to 
have the ethical conduct that’s loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. It’s the reason 
why soṁe sentient beings, when their body breaks up, after death, have been reborn in a good 
place, a heavenly realṁ.”

“My good Moggalla�na, it’s good to have experiential confidence in the Buddha … It’s the reason
why soṁe sentient beings, when their body breaks up, after death, have been reborn in a good 
place, a heavenly realṁ. It’s good to have experiential confidence in the teaching. … the San� gha … 
and to have the ethical conduct that’s loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. It’s the 
reason why soṁe sentient beings, when their body breaks up, after death, have been reborn in a 
good place, a heavenly realṁ.”

55:20. A Visit to the Gods (3rd)

Then the Buddha, as easily as a strong person would extend or contract their arṁ, vanished froṁ 
Jeta’s Grove and reappeared aṁong the gods of the Thirty-Three. Then several deities of the 
coṁpany of the Thirty-Three went up to the Buddha, bowed, and stood to one side. The Buddha 
said to theṁ:

“Reverends, it’s good to have experiential confidence in the Buddha. … It’s the reason why 
soṁe sentient beings are streaṁ-enterers, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening. It’s good to have experiential confidence in the teaching. … the San� gha … and to have 
the ethical conduct that’s loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. It’s the reason why 
soṁe sentient beings are streaṁ-enterers, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening.”

“Good sir, it’s good to have experiential confidence in the Buddha … It’s the reason why soṁe 
sentient beings are streaṁ-enterers, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
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awakening. It’s good to have experiential confidence in the teaching. … the San� gha … and to have 
the ethical conduct that’s loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. It’s the reason why 
soṁe sentient beings are streaṁ-enterers, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for 
awakening.”

3. About Saraka�ni

55:21. With Maha�na�ṁa (1st)

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Sakyans, near Kapilavatthu
in the Banyan Tree Monastery. Then Maha�na�ṁa the Sakyan went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat 
down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, this Kapilavatthu is successful and prosperous and full of 
people, with craṁped cul-de-sacs. In the late afternoon, after paying hoṁage to the Buddha or an
esteeṁed ṁendicant, I enter Kapilavatthu. I encounter a stray elephant, horse, chariot, cart, or 
person. At that tiṁe I lose ṁindfulness regarding the Buddha, the teaching, and the San� gha. I 
think: ‘If I were to die at this tiṁe, where would I be reborn in ṁy next life?’”

“Do not fear, Maha�na�ṁa, do not fear! Your death will not be a bad one; your passing will not 
be a bad one. Take soṁeone whose ṁind has for a long tiṁe been iṁbued with faith, ethics, 
learning, generosity, and wisdoṁ. Their body consists of forṁ, ṁade up of the four priṁary 
eleṁents, produced by ṁother and father, built up froṁ rice and porridge, liable to 
iṁperṁanence, to wearing away and erosion, to breaking up and destruction. Right here the 
crows, vultures, hawks, dogs, jackals, and ṁany kinds of little creatures devour it. But their ṁind 
rises up, headed for a higher place.

Suppose a person was to sink a pot of ghee or oil into a deep lake and break it open. Its shards 
and chips would sink down, while the ghee or oil in it would rise up, headed for a higher place. In 
the saṁe way, take soṁeone whose ṁind has for a long tiṁe been iṁbued with faith, ethics, 
learning, generosity, and wisdoṁ. Their body consists of forṁ, ṁade up of the four eleṁents, 
produced by ṁother and father, built up froṁ rice and porridge, liable to iṁperṁanence, to 
wearing away and erosion, to breaking up and destruction. Right here the crows, vultures, 
hawks, dogs, jackals, and ṁany kinds of little creatures devour it. But their ṁind rises up, headed 
for a higher place. Your ṁind, Maha�na�ṁa, has for a long tiṁe been iṁbued with faith, ethics, 
learning, generosity, and wisdoṁ. Do not fear, Maha�na�ṁa, do not fear! Your death will not be a 
bad one; your passing will not be a bad one.”

55:22. With Maha�na�ṁa (2nd)

So I have heard. At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Sakyans, near Kapilavatthu
in the Banyan Tree Monastery. Then Maha�na�ṁa the Sakyan went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat 
down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, this Kapilavatthu is successful and prosperous and full of 
people, with craṁped cul-de-sacs. In the late afternoon, after paying hoṁage to the Buddha or an
esteeṁed ṁendicant, I enter Kapilavatthu. I encounter a stray elephant, horse, chariot, cart, or 
person. At that tiṁe I lose ṁindfulness regarding the Buddha, the teaching, and the San� gha. I 
think: ‘If I were to die at this tiṁe, where would I be reborn in ṁy next life?’”

“Do not fear, Maha�na�ṁa, do not fear! Your death will not be a bad one; your passing will not 
be a bad one. A noble disciple who has four things slants, slopes, and inclines towards 
extinguishṁent. What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha 
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… the teaching … the San� gha … And they have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … 
leading to iṁṁersion.

Suppose there was a tree that slants, slopes, and inclines to the east. If it was cut off at the root
where would it fall?” “Sir, it would fall in the direction that it slants, slopes, and inclines.” “In the 
saṁe way, a noble disciple who has four things slants, slopes, and inclines towards 
extinguishṁent.”

55:23. With Godha�  the Sakyan

At Kapilavatthu. Then Maha�na�ṁa the Sakyan went up to Godha�  the Sakyan, and said to hiṁ: 
“Godha� , how ṁany things ṁust a person have for you to recognize theṁ as a streaṁ-enterer, not 
liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening?”

“Maha�na�ṁa, a person ṁust have three things for ṁe to recognize theṁ as a streaṁ-enterer. 
What three? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching 
… and the San� gha … When a person has these three things I recognize theṁ as a streaṁ-enterer.

But Maha�na�ṁa, how ṁany things ṁust a person have for you to recognize theṁ as a streaṁ-
enterer?” “Godha� , a person ṁust have four things for ṁe to recognize theṁ as a streaṁ-enterer. 
What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching …
the San� gha … And they have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. 
When a person has these four things I recognize theṁ as a streaṁ-enterer.”

“Hold on, Maha�na�ṁa, hold on! Only the Buddha would know whether or not they have these 
things.” “Coṁe, Godha� , let’s go to the Buddha and inforṁ hiṁ about this.” Then Maha�na�ṁa and 
Godha�  went to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. Maha�na�ṁa told the Buddha all that 
had happened, and then said:

“Sir, soṁe issue regarding the teaching ṁight coṁe up. The Buddha ṁight take one side, and 
the San� gha of ṁonks the other. I’d side with the Buddha. May the Buddha reṁeṁber ṁe as 
having such confidence. Soṁe issue regarding the teaching ṁight coṁe up. The Buddha ṁight 
take one side, and the San� gha of ṁonks and the San� gha of nuns the other. … The Buddha ṁight 
take one side, and the San� gha of ṁonks and the San� gha of nuns and the layṁen the other. … The 
Buddha ṁight take one side, and the San� gha of ṁonks and the San� gha of nuns and the layṁen 
and the laywoṁen the other. … The Buddha ṁight take one side, and the San� gha of ṁonks and 
the San� gha of nuns and the layṁen and the laywoṁen and the world—with its gods, Ma�ras and 
Brahṁa� s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, gods and huṁans—the other. I’d side 
with the Buddha. May the Buddha reṁeṁber ṁe as having such confidence.” “Godha� , what do 
you have to say to Maha�na�ṁa when he speaks like this?” “Sir, I have nothing to say to Maha�na�ṁa 
when he speaks like this, except what is good and wholesoṁe.”

55:24. About Saraka�ni (1st)

At Kapilavatthu. Now at that tiṁe Saraka�ni the Sakyan had passed away. The Buddha declared 
that he was a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening. At 
that, several Sakyans caṁe together coṁplaining, gruṁbling, and objecting: “It’s incredible, it’s 
aṁazing! Who can’t becoṁe a streaṁ-enterer these days? For the Buddha even declared 
Saraka�ni to be a streaṁ-enterer after he passed away. Saraka�ni was too weak for the training; he 
used to drink alcohol.”

Then Maha�na�ṁa the Sakyan went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told 
hiṁ what had happened. The Buddha said:
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“Maha�na�ṁa, when a lay follower has for a long tiṁe gone for refuge to the Buddha, the 
teaching, and the San� gha, how could they go to the underworld? And if anyone should rightly be 
said to have for a long tiṁe gone for refuge to the Buddha, the teaching, and the San� gha, it’s 
Saraka�ni the Sakyan. Saraka�ni the Sakyan has for a long tiṁe gone for refuge to the Buddha, the 
teaching, and the San� gha. How could he go to the underworld?

Take a certain person who has experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the 
San� gha … They have laughing wisdoṁ and swift wisdoṁ, and are endowed with freedoṁ. 
They’ve realized the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life. And 
they live having realized it with their own insight due to the ending of defileṁents. This person is
exeṁpt froṁ hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost realṁ. They’re exeṁpt froṁ places of loss, bad 
places, the underworld.

Take another person who has experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the 
San� gha … They have laughing wisdoṁ and swift wisdoṁ, and are endowed with freedoṁ. With 
the ending of the five lower fetters they’re reborn spontaneously. They are extinguished there, 
and are not liable to return froṁ that world. This person, too, is exeṁpt froṁ hell, the aniṁal 
realṁ, and the ghost realṁ. They’re exeṁpt froṁ places of loss, bad places, the underworld.

Take another person who has experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the 
San� gha … But they don’t have laughing wisdoṁ or swift wisdoṁ, nor are they endowed with 
freedoṁ. With the ending of three fetters, and the weakening of greed, hate, and delusion, they’re
a once-returner. They coṁe back to this world once only, then ṁake an end of suffering. This 
person, too, is exeṁpt froṁ hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost realṁ. They’re exeṁpt froṁ 
places of loss, bad places, the underworld.

Take another person who has experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the 
San� gha … But they don’t have laughing wisdoṁ or swift wisdoṁ, nor are they endowed with 
freedoṁ. With the ending of three fetters they’re a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the 
underworld, bound for awakening. This person, too, is exeṁpt froṁ hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and 
the ghost realṁ. They’re exeṁpt froṁ places of loss, bad places, the underworld.

Take another person who doesn’t have experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching 
… the San� gha … They don’t have laughing wisdoṁ or swift wisdoṁ, nor are they endowed with 
freedoṁ. Still, they have these qualities: the faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, 
and wisdoṁ. And they accept the principles proclaiṁed by the Realized One after considering 
theṁ with a degree of wisdoṁ. This person, too, doesn’t go to hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and the 
ghost realṁ. They don’t go to places of loss, bad places, the underworld.

Take another person who doesn’t have experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching 
… the San� gha … They don’t have laughing wisdoṁ or swift wisdoṁ, nor are they endowed with 
freedoṁ. Still, they have these qualities: the faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, 
and wisdoṁ. And they have a degree of faith and love for the Buddha. This person, too, doesn’t go
to hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost realṁ. They don’t go to places of loss, bad places, the 
underworld. If these great sal trees could understand what was well said and poorly said, I’d 
declare theṁ to be streaṁ-enterers. Why can’t this apply to Saraka�ni? Maha�na�ṁa, Saraka�ni the 
Sakyan undertook the training at the tiṁe of his death.”

55:25. About Saraka�ni the Sakyan (2nd)

At Kapilavatthu. Now at that tiṁe Saraka�ni the Sakyan had passed away. The Buddha declared 
that he was a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening. At 
that, several Sakyans caṁe together coṁplaining, gruṁbling, and objecting: “It’s incredible, it’s 
aṁazing! Who can’t becoṁe a streaṁ-enterer these days? For the Buddha even declared 
Saraka�ni to be a streaṁ-enterer after he passed away. Saraka�ni didn’t fulfill the training.” Then 
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Maha�na�ṁa the Sakyan went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ what 
had happened. The Buddha said:

“Maha�na�ṁa, when a lay follower has for a long tiṁe gone for refuge to the Buddha, the 
teaching, and the San� gha, how could they go to the underworld? And if anyone should rightly be 
said to have for a long tiṁe gone for refuge to the Buddha, the teaching, and the San� gha, it’s 
Saraka�ni the Sakyan. Saraka�ni the Sakyan has for a long tiṁe gone for refuge to the Buddha, the 
teaching, and the San� gha.

Take a certain person who is sure and devoted to the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … 
They have laughing wisdoṁ and swift wisdoṁ, and are endowed with freedoṁ. They realize the 
undefiled freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life. And they live having realized
it with their own insight due to the ending of defileṁents. This person is exeṁpt froṁ hell, the 
aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost realṁ. They’re exeṁpt froṁ places of loss, bad places, the 
underworld.

Take another person who is sure and devoted to the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … 
They have laughing wisdoṁ and swift wisdoṁ, and are endowed with freedoṁ. With the ending 
of the five lower fetters, they’re extinguished in-between one life and the next … they’re 
extinguished upon landing … they’re extinguished without extra effort … they’re extinguished 
with extra effort … they head upstreaṁ, going to the AkanitAtAha realṁ. This person, too, is exeṁpt 
froṁ hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost realṁ. They’re exeṁpt froṁ places of loss, bad places, 
the underworld.

Take another person who is sure and devoted to the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … 
But they don’t have laughing wisdoṁ or swift wisdoṁ, nor are they endowed with freedoṁ. With
the ending of three fetters, and the weakening of greed, hate, and delusion, they’re a once-
returner. They coṁe back to this world once only, then ṁake an end of suffering. This person, 
too, is exeṁpt froṁ hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost realṁ. They’re exeṁpt froṁ places of 
loss, bad places, the underworld.

Take another person who is sure and devoted to the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … 
But they don’t have laughing wisdoṁ or swift wisdoṁ, nor are they endowed with freedoṁ. With
the ending of three fetters they’re a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, 
bound for awakening. This person, too, is exeṁpt froṁ hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost 
realṁ. They’re exeṁpt froṁ places of loss, bad places, the underworld.

Take another person who isn’t sure or devoted to the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … 
They don’t have laughing wisdoṁ or swift wisdoṁ, nor are they endowed with freedoṁ. Still, 
they have these qualities: the faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. And
they accept the principles proclaiṁed by the Realized One after considering theṁ with a degree 
of wisdoṁ. This person, too, doesn’t go to hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost realṁ. They don’t 
go to places of loss, bad places, the underworld.

Take another person who isn’t sure or devoted to the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … 
They don’t have laughing wisdoṁ or swift wisdoṁ, nor are they endowed with freedoṁ. Still, 
they have these qualities: the faculties of faith, energy, ṁindfulness, iṁṁersion, and wisdoṁ. And
they have a degree of faith and love for the Buddha. This person, too, doesn’t go to hell, the 
aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost realṁ. They don’t go to places of loss, bad places, the underworld.

Suppose there was a barren field, a barren ground, with uncleared stuṁps. And you had seeds 
that were broken, spoiled, weather-daṁaged, infertile, and ill kept. And the heavens didn’t 
provide enough rain. Would those seeds grow, increase, and ṁature?” “No, sir.” “In the saṁe way,
take a teaching that’s badly explained and badly propounded, not eṁancipating, not leading to 
peace, proclaiṁed by soṁeone who is not a fully awakened Buddha. This is what I call a barren 
field. A disciple reṁains in such a teaching, practicing in line with that teaching, practicing it 
properly, living in line with that teaching. This is what I call a bad seed.
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Suppose there was a fertile field, a fertile ground, well-cleared of stuṁps. And you had seeds 
that were intact, unspoiled, not weather-daṁaged, fertile, and well-kept. And there’s plenty of 
rainfall. Would those seeds grow, increase, and ṁature?” “Yes, sir.” “In the saṁe way, take a 
teaching that’s well explained and well propounded, eṁancipating, leading to peace, proclaiṁed 
by soṁeone who is a fully awakened Buddha. This is what I call a fertile field. A disciple reṁains 
in such a teaching, practicing in line with that teaching, practicing it properly, living in line with 
that teaching. This is what I call a good seed. Why can’t this apply to Saraka�ni? Maha�na�ṁa, 
Saraka�ni the Sakyan fulfilled the training at the tiṁe of his death.”

55:26. Ana� thapinA dA ika (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe the householder Ana� thapinA dA ika was sick, suffering, gravely ill. Then
he addressed a ṁan: “Please, ṁister, go to Venerable Sa� riputta, and in ṁy naṁe bow with your 
head to his feet. Say to hiṁ: ‘Sir, the householder Ana� thapinA dA ika is sick, suffering, gravely ill. He 
bows with his head to your feet.’ And then say: ‘Sir, please visit hiṁ at his hoṁe out of 
coṁpassion.’”

“Yes, sir,” that ṁan replied. He did as Ana� thapinA dA ika asked.
Sa� riputta consented in silence.
Then Venerable Sa� riputta robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, went with 

Venerable AJ nanda as his second ṁonk to Ana� thapinA dA ika’s hoṁe. He sat down on the seat spread 
out, and said to Ana� thapinA dA ika: “Householder, I hope you’re coping; I hope you’re getting better. 
And I hope the pain is fading, not growing, that its fading is evident, not its growing.” “Sir, I’ṁ not 
keeping well, I’ṁ not alright. The pain is terrible and growing, not fading; its growing is evident, 
not its fading.”

“Householder, you don’t have the distrust in the Buddha that causes an uneducated ordinary 
person to be reborn—when their body breaks up, after death—in a place of loss, a bad place, the 
underworld, hell. And you have experiential confidence in the Buddha: ‘That Blessed One is 
perfected, a fully awakened Buddha, accoṁplished in knowledge and conduct, holy, knower of 
the world, supreṁe guide for those who wish to train, teacher of gods and huṁans, awakened, 
blessed.’ Seeing in yourself that experiential confidence in the teaching, that pain ṁay die down 
on the spot.

You don’t have the distrust in the teaching that causes an uneducated ordinary person to be 
reborn—when their body breaks up, after death—in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, 
hell. And you have experiential confidence in the teaching: ‘The teaching is well explained by the 
Buddha—realizable in this very life, iṁṁediately effective, inviting inspection, relevant, so that 
sensible people can know it for theṁselves.’ Seeing in yourself that experiential confidence in the
teaching, that pain ṁay die down on the spot.

You don’t have the distrust in the San� gha that causes an uneducated ordinary person to be 
reborn—when their body breaks up, after death—in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, 
hell. And you have experiential confidence in the San� gha: ‘The San� gha of the Buddha’s disciples is
practicing the way that’s good, straightforward, ṁethodical, and proper. It consists of the four 
pairs, the eight individuals. This San� gha of the Buddha’s disciples is worthy of offerings 
dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offering, and worthy of 
veneration with joined palṁs. It is the supreṁe field of ṁerit for the world.’ Seeing in yourself 
that experiential confidence in the San� gha, that pain ṁay die down on the spot.

You don’t have the unethical conduct that causes an uneducated ordinary person to be reborn
—when their body breaks up, after death—in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell. 
Your ethical conduct is loved by the noble ones, unbroken, unflawed, unbleṁished, untainted, 
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liberating, praised by sensible people, not ṁistaken, and leading to iṁṁersion. Seeing in yourself
that ethical conduct loved by the noble ones, that pain ṁay die down on the spot.

You don’t have the wrong view that causes an uneducated ordinary person to be reborn—
when their body breaks up, after death—in a place of loss, a bad place, the underworld, hell. You 
have right view. Seeing in yourself that right view, that pain ṁay die down on the spot.

You don’t have the wrong thought …
wrong speech …
wrong action …
wrong livelihood …
wrong effort …
wrong ṁindfulness …
wrong iṁṁersion …
wrong knowledge …
wrong freedoṁ … You have right freedoṁ. Seeing in yourself that right freedoṁ, that pain ṁay

die down on the spot.”
And then Ana� thapinA dA ika’s pain died down on the spot. Then he served Sa� riputta and AJ nanda 

froṁ his own dish. When Sa� riputta had eaten and washed his hand and bowl, Ana� thapinA dA ika took
a low seat and sat to one side. Venerable Sa� riputta expressed his appreciation to hiṁ with these 
verses.

“Whoever has faith in the Realized One, 
unwavering and well established; 
whose ethical conduct is good, 
praised and loved by the noble ones;

who has confidence in the San� gha, 
and correct view: 
they’re said to be prosperous, 
their life is not in vain.

So let the wise devote theṁselves 
to faith, ethical behaviour, 
confidence, and insight into the teaching, 
reṁeṁbering the instructions of the Buddhas.”

After expressing his appreciation to Ana� thapinA dA ika with these verses, Sa� riputta got up froṁ 
his seat and left.

Then AJ nanda went up to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to 
hiṁ: “So, AJ nanda, where are you coṁing froṁ in the ṁiddle of the day?” “Sir, Venerable Sa� riputta
advised the householder Ana� thapinA dA ika in this way and that.” “Sa� riputta is astute, AJ nanda. He 
has great wisdoṁ, since he can analyze the four factors of streaṁ-entry in ten aspects.”

55:27. With Ana� thapinA dA ika (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. Now at that tiṁe the householder Ana� thapinA dA ika was sick, suffering, gravely ill. Then
he addressed a ṁan: “Please, ṁister, go to Venerable AJ nanda, and in ṁy naṁe bow with your 
head to his feet. Say to hiṁ: ‘Sir, the householder Ana� thapinA dA ika is sick, suffering, gravely ill. He 
bows with his head to your feet.’ And then say: ‘Sir, please visit hiṁ at his hoṁe out of 
coṁpassion.’”

“Yes, sir,” that ṁan replied. He did as Ana� thapinA dA ika asked. AJ nanda consented in silence.
Then Venerable AJ nanda robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, went to the 

hoṁe of the householder Ana� thapinA dA ika. He sat down on the seat spread out and said to 
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Ana� thapinA dA ika: “Householder, I hope you’re coping; I hope you’re getting better. And I hope the 
pain is fading, not growing; that its fading, not its growing, is apparent.” “Sir, I’ṁ not keeping 
well, I’ṁ not alright. The pain is terrible and growing, not fading; its growing is evident, not its 
fading.”

“Householder, when an uneducated ordinary person has four things, they’re frightened and 
terrified, and fear what awaits theṁ after death. What four? Firstly, an uneducated ordinary 
person distrusts the Buddha. Seeing in theṁselves that distrust of the Buddha, they’re frightened
and terrified, and fear what awaits theṁ after death.

Furtherṁore, an uneducated ordinary person distrusts the teaching …
the San� gha …
Furtherṁore, an uneducated ordinary person has unethical conduct. Seeing in theṁselves that

unethical conduct, they’re frightened and terrified, and fear what awaits theṁ after death. When 
an uneducated ordinary person has these four things, they’re frightened and terrified, and fear 
what awaits theṁ after death.

When an educated noble disciple has four things, they’re not frightened or terrified, and don’t 
fear what awaits theṁ after death. What four? Firstly, a noble disciple has experiential 
confidence in the Buddha … Seeing in theṁselves that experiential confidence in the Buddha, 
they’re not frightened or terrified, and don’t fear what awaits theṁ after death.

Furtherṁore, a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the teaching …
the San� gha …
Furtherṁore, a noble disciple’s ethical conduct is loved by the noble ones, unbroken, 

unflawed, unbleṁished, untainted, liberating, praised by sensible people, not ṁistaken, and 
leading to iṁṁersion. Seeing in theṁselves that ethical conduct loved by the noble ones, they’re 
not frightened or terrified, and don’t fear what awaits theṁ after death. When an educated noble 
disciple has these four things, they’re not frightened or terrified, and don’t fear what awaits theṁ
after death.”

“Sir, AJ nanda, I aṁ not afraid. What have I to fear? For I have experiential confidence in the 
Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … And of the training rules appropriate for laypeople taught
by the Buddha, I don’t see any that I have broken.” “You’re fortunate, householder, so very 
fortunate, You have declared the fruit of streaṁ-entry.”

55:28. Dangers and Threats (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. Seated to one side, the Buddha said to the householder Ana� thapinA dA ika: 
“Householder, when a noble disciple has quelled five dangers and threats, has the four factors of 
streaṁ-entry, and has clearly seen and coṁprehended the noble process with wisdoṁ, they ṁay, 
if they wish, declare of theṁselves: ‘I’ve finished with rebirth in hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and the 
ghost realṁ. I’ve finished with all places of loss, bad places, the underworld. I aṁ a streaṁ-
enterer! I’ṁ not liable to be reborn in the underworld, and aṁ bound for awakening.’

What are the five dangers and threats they have quelled? Anyone who kills living creatures 
creates dangers and threats both in the present life and in lives to coṁe, and experiences ṁental 
pain and sadness. So that danger and threat is quelled for anyone who refrains froṁ killing living 
creatures. Anyone who steals … Anyone who coṁṁits sexual ṁisconduct … Anyone who lies … 
Anyone who uses alcoholic drinks that cause negligence creates dangers and threats both in the 
present life and in lives to coṁe, and experiences ṁental pain and sadness. So that danger and 
threat is quelled for anyone who refrains froṁ alcoholic drinks that cause negligence. These are 
the five dangers and threats they have quelled.

What are the four factors of streaṁ-entry that they have? It’s when a noble disciple has 
experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … And they have the ethical 
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conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. These are the four factors of streaṁ-
entry that they have.

And what is the noble process that they have clearly seen and coṁprehended with wisdoṁ? A 
noble disciple properly attends to dependent origination itself: ‘When this exists, that is; due to 
the arising of this, that arises. When this doesn’t exist, that is not; due to the cessation of this, that
ceases.' That is: Ignorance is a condition for choices. Choices are a condition for consciousness. 
Consciousness is a condition for naṁe and forṁ. Naṁe and forṁ are a condition for the six sense 
fields. The six sense fields are conditions for contact. Contact is a condition for feeling. Feeling is 
a condition for craving. Craving is a condition for grasping. Grasping is a condition for continued 
existence. Continued existence is a condition for rebirth. Rebirth is a condition that gives rise to 
old age and death, sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. That is how this entire ṁass 
of suffering originates. When ignorance fades away and ceases with nothing left over, choices 
cease. When choices cease, consciousness ceases. When consciousness ceases, naṁe and forṁ 
cease. When naṁe and forṁ cease, the six sense fields cease. When the six sense fields cease, 
contact ceases. When contact ceases, feeling ceases. When feeling ceases, craving ceases. When 
craving ceases, grasping ceases. When grasping ceases, continued existence ceases. When 
continued existence ceases, rebirth ceases. When rebirth ceases, old age and death, sorrow, 
laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress cease. That is how this entire ṁass of suffering ceases. 
This is the noble process that they have clearly seen and coṁprehended with wisdoṁ.

When a noble disciple has quelled five dangers and threats, has the four factors of streaṁ-
entry, and has clearly seen and coṁprehended the noble process with wisdoṁ, they ṁay, if they 
wish, declare of theṁselves: ‘I’ve finished with rebirth in hell, the aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost 
realṁ. I’ve finished with all places of loss, bad places, the underworld. I aṁ a streaṁ-enterer! I’ṁ 
not liable to be reborn in the underworld, and aṁ bound for awakening.’”

55:29. Dangers and Threats (2nd)

At Sa�vatthī�. … “Mendicants, when a noble disciple has quelled five dangers and threats, has the 
four factors of streaṁ-entry, and has clearly seen and coṁprehended the noble process with 
wisdoṁ, they ṁay, if they wish, declare of theṁselves: ‘I’ve finished with rebirth in hell, the 
aniṁal realṁ, and the ghost realṁ. I’ve finished with all places of loss, bad places, the 
underworld. I aṁ a streaṁ-enterer! I’ṁ not liable to be reborn in the underworld, and aṁ bound 
for awakening.’”

55:30. With Nandaka the Licchavi

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, in the hall with the peaked 
roof. Then Nandaka the Licchavi ṁinister went up to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one 
side. The Buddha said to hiṁ:

“Nandaka, a noble disciple who has four things is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in 
the underworld, bound for awakening. What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential 
confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … And they have the ethical conduct loved
by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. A noble disciple who has these four things is a streaṁ-
enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening.

A noble disciple who has these four things is guaranteed long life, beauty, happiness, faṁe, 
and authority, both huṁan and divine. Now, I don’t say this because I’ve heard it froṁ soṁe 
other ascetic or brahṁin. I only say it because I’ve known, seen, and realized it for ṁyself.”
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When he had spoken, a certain person said to Nandaka: “Sir, it is tiṁe to bathe.” “Enough now, 
ṁy ṁan, with that exterior bath. This interior bathing will do for ṁe, that is, confidence in the 
Buddha.”

4. Overflowing Merit

55:31. Overflowing Merit (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four kinds of overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness 
that nurture happiness. What four? Firstly, a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the 
Buddha … This is the first kind of overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that nurtures 
happiness.

Furtherṁore, a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the teaching … This is the second 
kind of overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that nurtures happiness.

Furtherṁore, a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the San� gha … This is the third 
kind of overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that nurtures happiness.

Furtherṁore, a noble disciple’s ethical conduct is loved by the noble ones, unbroken, 
unflawed, unbleṁished, untainted, liberating, praised by sensible people, not ṁistaken, and 
leading to iṁṁersion. This is the fourth kind of overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that 
nurtures happiness. These are the four kinds of overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that 
nurture happiness.”

55:32. Overflowing Merit (2nd)

“Mendicants, there are these four kinds of overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that nurture 
happiness. What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha …

the teaching … the San� gha …
Furtherṁore, a noble disciple lives at hoṁe rid of the stain of stinginess, freely generous, 

open-handed, loving to let go, coṁṁitted to charity, loving to give and to share. This is the fourth 
kind of overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that nurtures happiness. These are the four 
kinds of overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that nurture happiness.”

55:33. Overflowing Merit (3rd)

“Mendicants, there are these four kinds of overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that nurture 
happiness. What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha …

teaching … the San� gha …
Furtherṁore, a ṁendicant is wise. They have the wisdoṁ of arising and passing away which is

noble, penetrative, and leads to the coṁplete ending of suffering. This is the fourth kind of 
overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that nurtures happiness. These are the four kinds of 
overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that nurture happiness.”
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55:34. Footprints of the Gods (1st)

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, these four footprints of the gods are in order to purify unpurified 
beings and cleanse unclean beings.

What four? Firstly, a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha … This is the 
first footprint of the gods in order to purify unpurified beings and cleanse unclean beings.

Furtherṁore, a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the teaching … the San� gha …
Furtherṁore, a noble disciple’s ethical conduct is loved by the noble ones, unbroken, 

unflawed, unbleṁished, untainted, liberating, praised by sensible people, not ṁistaken, and 
leading to iṁṁersion. This is the fourth footprint of the gods in order to purify unpurified beings 
and cleanse unclean beings. These four footprints of the gods are in order to purify unpurified 
beings and cleanse unclean beings.”

55:35. Footprints of the Gods (2nd)

“Mendicants, these four footprints of the gods are in order to purify unpurified beings and 
cleanse unclean beings.

What four? Firstly, a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha: ‘That Blessed 
One is perfected, a fully awakened Buddha, accoṁplished in knowledge and conduct, holy, 
knower of the world, supreṁe guide for those who wish to train, teacher of gods and huṁans, 
awakened, blessed.’ Then they reflect: ‘What now is the footprint of the gods?’ They understand: 
‘I hear that these days the gods consider non-harṁing to be supreṁe. But I don’t hurt any 
creature firṁ or frail. I definitely live in possession of a footprint of the gods.’ This is the first 
footprint of the gods in order to purify unpurified beings and cleanse unclean beings.

Furtherṁore, a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the teaching … the San� gha …
Furtherṁore, a noble disciple’s ethical conduct is loved by the noble ones, unbroken, 

unflawed, unbleṁished, untainted, liberating, praised by sensible people, not ṁistaken, and 
leading to iṁṁersion. Then they reflect: ‘What now is the footprint of the gods?’ They 
understand: ‘I hear that these days the gods consider non-harṁing to be supreṁe. But I don’t 
hurt any creature firṁ or frail. I definitely live in possession of a footprint of the gods.’ This is the 
fourth footprint of the gods in order to purify unpurified beings and cleanse unclean beings. 
These four footprints of the gods are in order to purify unpurified beings and cleanse unclean 
beings.”

55:36. In Coṁṁon With the Gods

“Mendicants, when soṁeone has four things the gods are pleased and speak of what they have in 
coṁṁon. What four? Firstly, a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha … There 
are deities with experiential confidence in the Buddha who passed away froṁ here and were 
reborn there. They think: ‘Having such experiential confidence in the Buddha, we passed away 
froṁ there and were reborn here. That noble disciple has the saṁe kind of experiential 
confidence in the Buddha, so they will coṁe into the presence of the gods.’

Furtherṁore, a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the teaching … the San� gha … And 
they have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. There are deities 
with the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones who passed away froṁ here and were reborn 
there. They think: ‘Having such ethical conduct loved by the noble ones, we passed away froṁ 
there and were reborn here. That noble disciple has the saṁe kind of ethical conduct loved by 
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the noble ones, so they will coṁe into the presence of the gods.’ When soṁeone has four things 
the gods are pleased and speak of what they have in coṁṁon.”

55:37. With Maha�na�ṁa

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Sakyans, near Kapilavatthu in the Banyan 
Tree Monastery. Then Maha�na�ṁa the Sakyan went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one 
side, and said to hiṁ:

“Sir, how is a lay follower defined?” “Maha�na�ṁa, when you’ve gone for refuge to the Buddha, 
the teaching, and the San� gha, you’re considered to be a lay follower.”

“But how is an ethical lay follower defined?” “When a lay follower doesn’t kill living creatures, 
steal, coṁṁit sexual ṁisconduct, lie, or consuṁe alcoholic drinks that cause negligence, they’re 
considered to be an ethical lay follower.”

“But how is a faithful lay follower defined?” “It’s when a lay follower has faith in the Realized 
One’s awakening: ‘That Blessed One is perfected, a fully awakened Buddha, accoṁplished in 
knowledge and conduct, holy, knower of the world, supreṁe guide for those who wish to train, 
teacher of gods and huṁans, awakened, blessed.’ Then they’re considered to be a faithful lay 
follower.”

“But how is a generous lay follower defined?” “It’s when a lay follower lives at hoṁe rid of the 
stain of stinginess, freely generous, open-handed, loving to let go, coṁṁitted to charity, loving to 
give and to share. Then they’re considered to be a generous lay follower.”

“But how is a wise lay follower defined?” “It’s when a lay follower is wise. They have the 
wisdoṁ of arising and passing away which is noble, penetrative, and leads to the coṁplete 
ending of suffering. Then they’re considered to be a wise lay follower.”

55:38. Rain

“Mendicants, suppose it rains heavily on a ṁountain top, and the water flows downhill to fill the 
hollows, crevices, and creeks. As they becoṁe full, they fill up the pools. The pools fill up the 
lakes, the lakes fill up the streaṁs, and the streaṁs fill up the rivers. And as the rivers becoṁe 
full, they fill up the ocean. In the saṁe way, a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the 
Buddha, the teaching, and the San� gha, and the ethics loved by the noble ones. These things flow 
onwards; and, after crossing to the far shore, they lead to the ending of defileṁents.”

55:39. With Ka� lAigodha�

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Sakyans, near Kapilavatthu in the Banyan 
Tree Monastery. Then the Buddha robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, went 
to the hoṁe of Ka� lAigodha�  the Sakyan lady, where he sat on the seat spread out. Then Ka� lAigodha�  
went up to the Buddha, bowed, and sat down to one side. The Buddha said to her:

“Godha� , a feṁale noble disciple who has four things is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be 
reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening. What four? It’s when a noble disciple has 
experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … And they live at hoṁe rid 
of the stain of stinginess, freely generous, open-handed, loving to let go, coṁṁitted to charity, 
loving to give and to share. A feṁale noble disciple who has these four things is a streaṁ-enterer,
not liable to be reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening.”

“Sir, these four factors of streaṁ-entry that were taught by the Buddha are found in ṁe, and I 
aṁ seen in theṁ. For I have experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha …
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And I share without reservation all the gifts available to give in our faṁily with those who are 
ethical and of good character.” “You’re fortunate, Godha� , so very fortunate, You have declared the
fruit of streaṁ-entry.”

55:40. Nandiya the Sakyan

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Sakyans, near Kapilavatthu in the Banyan 
Tree Monastery. Then Nandiya the Sakyan went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, 
and said to hiṁ: “Sir, if a noble disciple were to totally and utterly lack the four factors of streaṁ-
entry, would they live negligently?”

“Nandiya, soṁeone who totally and utterly lacks these four factors of streaṁ-entry is an 
outsider who belongs with the ordinary persons, I say. Neverthless, Nandiya, as to how a noble 
disciple lives negligently and how they live diligently, listen and attend closely, I will speak. “Yes, 
sir,” Nandiya replied. The Buddha said this:

“And how does a noble disciple live negligently? Firstly, a noble disciple has experiential 
confidence in the Buddha … They’re content with that confidence, and don’t ṁake a further effort
for seclusion by day or solitude by night. When they live negligently, there’s no joy. When there’s 
no joy, there’s no rapture. When there’s no rapture, there’s no tranquility. When there’s no 
tranquility, there’s suffering. The ṁind that suffers doesn’t becoṁe iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi. When 
the ṁind is not iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, principles do not becoṁe clear. Because principles have 
not becoṁe clear, they’re reckoned to live negligently.

Furtherṁore, a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the teaching … the San� gha … And 
they have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. They’re content 
with that ethical conduct loved by the noble ones, and don’t ṁake a further effort for seclusion by
day or solitude by night. When they live negligently, there’s no joy. When there’s no joy, there’s 
no rapture. When there’s no rapture, there’s no tranquility. When there’s no tranquility, there’s 
suffering. The ṁind that suffers doesn’t becoṁe iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi. When the ṁind is not 
iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, principles do not becoṁe clear. Because principles have not becoṁe clear, 
they’re reckoned to live negligently. That’s how a noble disciple lives negligently.

And how does a noble disciple live diligently? Firstly, a noble disciple has experiential 
confidence in the Buddha … But they’re not content with that confidence, and ṁake a further 
effort for seclusion by day and solitude by night. When they live diligently, joy springs up. Being 
joyful, rapture springs up. When the ṁind is full of rapture, the body becoṁes tranquil. When the
body is tranquil, they feel bliss. And when blissful, the ṁind becoṁes iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi. 
When the ṁind is iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, principles becoṁe clear. Because principles have 
becoṁe clear, they’re reckoned to live diligently.

Furtherṁore, a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the teaching … the San� gha … And 
they have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. But they’re not 
content with that ethical conduct loved by the noble ones, and ṁake a further effort for seclusion 
by day and solitude by night. When they live diligently, joy springs up. Being joyful, rapture 
springs up. When the ṁind is full of rapture, the body becoṁes tranquil. When the body is 
tranquil, they feel bliss. And when blissful, the ṁind becoṁes iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi. When the 
ṁind is iṁṁersed in saṁa�dhi, principles becoṁe clear. Because principles have becoṁe clear, 
they’re reckoned to live diligently. That’s how a noble disciple lives diligently.”
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5. Overflowing Merit, With Verses

55:41. Overflowing Merit (1st)

“Mendicants, there are these four kinds of overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that nurture 
happiness. What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha …

the teaching … the San� gha …
Furtherṁore, they have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion. …

These are the four kinds of overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that nurture happiness.
When a noble disciple has these four kinds of overflowing ṁerit and goodness, it’s not easy to 

ṁeasure how ṁuch ṁerit they have by saying that this is the extent of their overflowing ṁerit, 
overflowing goodness that nurtures happiness. It’s siṁply reckoned as an incalculable, 
iṁṁeasurable, great ṁass of ṁerit.

It’s like trying to ṁeasure how ṁuch water is in the ocean. It’s not easy to say how ṁany 
gallons, how ṁany hundreds, thousands, hundreds of thousands of gallons there are. It’s siṁply 
reckoned as an incalculable, iṁṁeasurable, great ṁass of water. In the saṁe way, when a noble 
disciple has these four kinds of overflowing ṁerit and goodness, it’s not easy to ṁeasure how 
ṁuch ṁerit they have by saying that this is the extent of their overflowing ṁerit, overflowing 
goodness that nurtures happiness. It’s siṁply reckoned as an incalculable, iṁṁeasurable, great 
ṁass of ṁerit.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Hosts of people use the rivers, 
and though the rivers are ṁany, 
all reach the great deep, the boundless ocean, 
the cruel sea that’s hoṁe to precious geṁs.

So too, when a person gives food, drink, and clothes; 
and they’re a giver of beds, seats, and ṁats— 
the streaṁs of ṁerit reach that astute person, 
as the rivers bring their waters to the sea.”

55:42. Overflowing Merit (2nd)

“Mendicants, there are these four kinds of overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that nurture 
happiness. What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha …

the teaching … the San� gha …
Furtherṁore, a noble disciple lives at hoṁe rid of the stain of stinginess, freely generous, 

open-handed, loving to let go, coṁṁitted to charity, loving to give and to share. This is the fourth 
kind of overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that nurtures happiness. These are the four 
kinds of overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that nurture happiness.

When a noble disciple has these four kinds of overflowing ṁerit and goodness, it’s not easy to 
ṁeasure how ṁuch ṁerit they have by saying that this is the extent of their overflowing ṁerit, 
overflowing goodness that nurtures happiness. It’s siṁply reckoned as an incalculable, 
iṁṁeasurable, great ṁass of ṁerit.

There are places where the great rivers—the Ganges, Yaṁuna, Aciravatī�, Sarabhu� , and Mahī�—
coṁe together and converge. It’s not easy ṁeasure how ṁuch water is in such places by saying 
how ṁany gallons, how ṁany hundreds, thousands, hundreds of thousands of gallons there are. 
It’s siṁply reckoned as an incalculable, iṁṁeasurable, great ṁass of water. In the saṁe way, 
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when a noble disciple has these four kinds of overflowing ṁerit and goodness, it’s not easy to 
ṁeasure how ṁuch ṁerit they have by saying that this is the extent of their overflowing ṁerit, 
overflowing goodness that nurtures happiness. It’s siṁply reckoned as an incalculable, 
iṁṁeasurable, great ṁass of ṁerit.” That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the 
Teacher, went on to say:

“Hosts of people use the rivers, 
and though the rivers are ṁany, 
all reach the great deep, the boundless ocean, 
the cruel sea that’s hoṁe to precious geṁs.

So too, when a person gives food, drink, and clothes; 
and they’re a giver of beds, seats, and ṁats— 
the streaṁs of ṁerit reach that astute person, 
as the rivers bring their waters to the sea.”

55:43. Overflowing Merit (3rd)

“Mendicants, there are these four kinds of overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that nurture 
happiness. What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha …

the teaching … the San� gha …
Furtherṁore, a ṁendicant is wise. They have the wisdoṁ of arising and passing away which is

noble, penetrative, and leads to the coṁplete ending of suffering. This is the fourth kind of 
overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that nurtures happiness. These are the four kinds of 
overflowing ṁerit, overflowing goodness that nurture happiness.

When a noble disciple has these four kinds of overflowing ṁerit and goodness, it’s not easy to 
ṁeasure how ṁuch ṁerit they have by saying that this is the extent of their overflowing ṁerit, 
overflowing goodness that nurtures happiness. It’s siṁply reckoned as an incalculable, 
iṁṁeasurable, great ṁass of ṁerit.” That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the 
Teacher, went on to say:

“One who desires ṁerit, grounded in the skillful, 
develops the eight-fold path for realizing the deathless. 
Once they’ve reached the heart of the teaching, delighting in ending, 
they don’t treṁble at the approach of the King of Death.”

55:44. Rich (1st)

“Mendicants, a noble disciple who has four things is said to be rich, affluent, and wealthy.
What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha … the 

teaching … the San� gha … And they have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to 
iṁṁersion. A noble disciple who has these four things is said to be rich, affluent, and wealthy.”

55:45. Rich (2nd)

“Mendicants, a noble disciple who has four things is said to be rich, affluent, wealthy, and faṁous.
What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha … the 

teaching … the San� gha … And they have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to 
iṁṁersion. A noble disciple who has these four things is said to be rich, affluent, wealthy, and 
faṁous.”
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55:46. Plain Version

“Mendicants, a noble disciple who has four things is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in 
the underworld, bound for awakening.

What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha … the 
teaching … the San� gha … And they have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to 
iṁṁersion. A noble disciple who has these four things is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn
in the underworld, bound for awakening.”

55:47. With Nandiya

At Kapilavatthu. Seated to one side, the Buddha said to Nandiya the Sakyan: “Nandiya, a noble 
disciple who has four things is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in the underworld, 
bound for awakening.

What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha … the 
teaching … the San� gha … And they have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to 
iṁṁersion. A noble disciple who has these four things is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn
in the underworld, bound for awakening.”

55:48. With Bhaddiya

At Kapilavatthu. Seated to one side, the Buddha said to Bhaddiya the Sakyan: “Bhaddiya, a noble 
disciple who has four things is a streaṁ-enterer …”

55:49. With Maha�na�ṁa

At Kapilavatthu. Seated to one side, the Buddha said to Maha�na�ṁa the Sakyan: “Maha�na�ṁa, a 
noble disciple who has four things is a streaṁ-enterer …”

55:50. Factors

“Mendicants, there are these four factors of streaṁ-entry. What four? Associating with good 
people, listening to the true teaching, proper attention, and practicing in line with the teaching. 
These are the four factors of streaṁ-entry.”

6. A Wise Person

55:51. With Verses

“Mendicants, a noble disciple who has four things is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn in 
the underworld, bound for awakening.

What four? It’s when a noble disciple has experiential confidence in the Buddha … the 
teaching … the San� gha … And they have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to 
iṁṁersion. A noble disciple who has these four things is a streaṁ-enterer, not liable to be reborn
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in the underworld, bound for awakening.” That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the 
Teacher, went on to say:

“Whoever has faith in the Realized One, 
unwavering and well established; 
whose ethical conduct is good, 
praised and loved by the noble ones;

who has confidence in the San� gha, 
and correct view: 
they’re said to be prosperous, 
their life is not in vain.

So let the wise devote theṁselves 
to faith, ethical behaviour, 
confidence, and insight into the teaching, 
reṁeṁbering the instructions of the Buddhas.”

55:52. One Who Coṁpleted the Rains

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Sa�vatthī� in Jeta’s Grove, Ana� thapinA dA ika’s ṁonastery. 
Now at that tiṁe a certain ṁendicant who had coṁpleted the rainy season residence in Sa�vatthī� 
arrived at Kapilavatthu on soṁe business. The Sakyans of Kapilavatthu heard about this.

They went to that ṁendicant, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, we hope that 
you’re healthy and well.” “I aṁ, good sirs.”

“And we hope that Sa� riputta and Moggalla�na are healthy and well.” “They are.”
“And we hope that the ṁendicant San� gha is healthy and well.” “It is.”
“But sir, during this rains residence did you hear and learn anything in the presence of the 

Buddha?” “Good sirs, I heard and learned this in the presence of the Buddha: ‘There are fewer 
ṁendicants who realize the undefiled freedoṁ of heart and freedoṁ by wisdoṁ in this very life, 
and live having realized it with their own insight due to the ending of defileṁents. There are 
ṁore ṁendicants who, having ended the five lower fetters, are reborn spontaneously, and will be
extinguished there, not liable to return froṁ that world.’

In addition, I heard and learned this in the presence of the Buddha: ‘There are fewer 
ṁendicants who, having ended the five lower fetters, are reborn spontaneously, and will be 
extinguished there, not liable to return froṁ that world. There are ṁore ṁendicants who, with 
the ending of three fetters, and the weakening of greed, hate, and delusion, are once-returners, 
who coṁe back to this world once only, then ṁake an end of suffering.’

In addition, I heard and learned this in the presence of the Buddha: ‘There are fewer 
ṁendicants who, with the ending of three fetters, and the weakening of greed, hate, and delusion,
are once-returners, who coṁe back to this world once only, then ṁake an end of suffering. There 
are ṁore ṁendicants who, with the ending of three fetters are streaṁ-enterers, not liable to be 
reborn in the underworld, bound for awakening.’”

55:53. With Dhaṁṁadinna

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Benares, in the deer park at Isipatana. Then the lay 
follower Dhaṁṁadinna, together with five hundred lay followers, went up to the Buddha, bowed,
sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “May the Buddha please advise and instruct us. It will be 
for our lasting welfare and happiness.”
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“So, Dhaṁṁadinna, you should train like this: ‘Froṁ tiṁe to tiṁe we will undertake and dwell 
upon the discourses spoken by the Realized One that are deep, profound, transcendent, dealing 
with eṁptiness.’ That’s how you should train yourselves.” “Sir, we live at hoṁe with our children,
using sandalwood iṁported froṁ Ka�si, wearing garlands, perfuṁes, and ṁakeup, and accepting 
gold and ṁoney. It’s not easy for us to undertake and dwell froṁ tiṁe to tiṁe upon the 
discourses spoken by the Realized One that are deep, profound, transcendent, dealing with 
eṁptiness. Since we are established in the five training rules, please teach us further.”

“So, Dhaṁṁadinna, you should train like this: ‘We will have experiential confidence in the 
Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … And we will have the ethical conduct loved by the noble 
ones … leading to iṁṁersion.’ That’s how you should train yourselves.”

“Sir, these four factors of streaṁ-entry that were taught by the Buddha are found in us, and we
eṁbody theṁ. For we have experiential confidence in the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha …
And we have the ethical conduct loved by the noble ones … leading to iṁṁersion.” “You’re 
fortunate, Dhaṁṁadinna, so very fortunate! You have all declared the fruit of streaṁ-entry.”

55:54. Sick

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Sakyans, near Kapilavatthu in the Banyan 
Tree Monastery. At that tiṁe several ṁendicants were ṁaking a robe for the Buddha, thinking 
that when his robe was finished and the three ṁonths of the rains residence had passed the 
Buddha would set out wandering. Maha�na�ṁa the Sakyan heard about this. Then he went up to 
the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ that he had heard that the Buddha was 
leaving. He added: “Sir, I haven’t heard and learned it in the presence of the Buddha how a wise 
lay follower should advise another wise lay follower who is sick, suffering, gravely ill.”

“Maha�na�ṁa, a wise lay follower should put at ease another wise lay follower who is sick, 
suffering, gravely ill with four consolations. ‘Be at ease, sir. You have experiential confidence in 
the Buddha … the teaching … the San� gha … And you have the ethical conduct loved by the noble 
ones … leading to iṁṁersion.’

When a wise lay follower has put at ease another wise lay follower who is sick, suffering, 
gravely ill with these four consolations, they should say: ‘Are you concerned for your ṁother and
father?’ If they reply, ‘I aṁ,’ they should say: ‘But sir, it’s your nature to die. Whether or not you 
are concerned for your ṁother and father, you will die anyway. It would be good to give up 
concern for your ṁother and father.’

If they reply, ‘I have given up concern for ṁy ṁother and father,’ they should say: ‘But are you 
concerned for your partners and children?’ If they reply, ‘I aṁ,’ they should say: ‘But sir, it’s your 
nature to die. Whether or not you are concerned for your partners and children, you will die 
anyway. It would be good to give up concern for your partners and children.’

If they reply, ‘I have given up concern for ṁy partners and children,’ they should say: ‘But are 
you concerned for the five kinds of huṁan sensual stiṁulation?’ If they reply, ‘I aṁ,’ they should 
say: ‘Good sir, heavenly sensual pleasures are better than huṁan sensual pleasures. It would be 
good to turn your ṁind away froṁ huṁan sensual pleasures and fix it on the gods of the Four 
Great Kings.’

If they reply, ‘I have done so,’ they should say: ‘Good sir, the gods of the Thirty Three are 
better than the gods of the Four Great Kings …

Good sir, the gods of Ya�ṁa … the Joyful Gods … the Gods Who Love to Create … the Gods Who 
Control the Creations of Others … the Gods of the Brahṁa�  realṁ are better than the Gods Who 
Control the Creations of Others. It would be good to turn your ṁind away froṁ the Gods Who 
Control the Creations of Others and fix it on the Gods of the Brahṁa�  realṁ.’ If they reply, ‘I have 
done so,’ they should say: ‘Good sir, the Brahṁa�  realṁ is iṁperṁanent, not lasting, and included 
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within identity. It would be good to turn your ṁind away froṁ the Brahṁa�  realṁ and apply it to 
the cessation of identity.’

If they reply, ‘I have done so,’ then there is no difference between a lay follower whose ṁind is
freed in this way and a ṁendicant whose ṁind is freed froṁ defileṁents; that is, between the 
freedoṁ of one and the other.”

55:55. The Fruit of Streaṁ-Entry

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to the realization of the 
fruit of streaṁ-entry. What four? Associating with good people, listening to the true teaching, 
proper attention, and practicing in line with the teaching. When these four things are developed 
and cultivated they lead to the realization of the fruit of streaṁ-entry.”

55:56. The Fruit of Once-Return

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to the realization of the 
fruit of once-return. …”

55:57. The Fruit of Non-Return

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to the realization of the 
fruit of non-return. …”

55:58. The Fruit of Perfection

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to the realization of the 
fruit of perfection. …”

55:59. The Getting of Wisdoṁ

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to the getting of wisdoṁ. 
…”

55:60. The Growth of Wisdoṁ

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to the growth of wisdoṁ. 
…”

55:61. The Increase of Wisdoṁ

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to the increase of wisdoṁ. 
…”
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7. Great Wisdoṁ

55:62. Great Wisdoṁ

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to great wisdoṁ. What 
four? Associating with good people, listening to the true teaching, proper attention, and 
practicing in line with the teaching. When these four things are developed and cultivated they 
lead to great wisdoṁ.”

55:63. Widespread Wisdoṁ

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to widespread wisdoṁ …”

55:64. Abundant Wisdoṁ

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to abundant wisdoṁ …”

55:65. Deep Wisdoṁ

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to deep wisdoṁ …”

55:66. Extraordinary Wisdoṁ

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to extraordinary wisdoṁ 
…”

55:67. Vast Wisdoṁ

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to vast wisdoṁ …”

55:68. Much Wisdoṁ

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to ṁuch wisdoṁ …”

55:69. Fast Wisdoṁ

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to fast wisdoṁ …”

55:70. Light Wisdoṁ

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to light wisdoṁ …”
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55:71. Laughing Wisdoṁ

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to laughing wisdoṁ …”

55:72. Swift Wisdoṁ

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to swift wisdoṁ …”

55:73. Sharp Wisdoṁ

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to sharp wisdoṁ …”

55:74. Penetrating Wisdoṁ

“Mendicants, when four things are developed and cultivated they lead to penetrating wisdoṁ. 
What four? Associating with good people, listening to the true teaching, proper attention, and 
practicing in line with the teaching. When these four things are developed and cultivated they 
lead to penetrating wisdoṁ.”

The Linked Discourses on Streaṁ-Entry, the eleventh section.

56. Saccasaṁ� yutta:
On the Truths

1. Iṁṁersion

56:1. Iṁṁersion

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, develop iṁṁersion. A ṁendicant who has iṁṁersion truly 
understands. What do they truly understand? They truly understand: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is 
the origin of suffering’ … ‘This is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the
cessation of suffering’. Develop iṁṁersion. A ṁendicant who has iṁṁersion truly understands.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation to understand: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the 
origin of suffering’ … ‘This is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the 
cessation of suffering’.”

56:2. Retreat

“Mendicants, ṁeditate in retreat. A ṁendicant in retreat truly understands. What do they truly 
understand? They truly understand: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the origin of suffering’ … ‘This is 
the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering’. Meditate 
in retreat. A ṁendicant in retreat truly understands.
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That’s why you should practice ṁeditation to understand: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the 
origin of suffering’ … ‘This is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the 
cessation of suffering’.”

56:3. Respectable (1st)

“Mendicants, whatever respectable people—past, future, or present—rightly go forth froṁ the 
lay life to hoṁelessness, all of theṁ do so in order to truly coṁprehend the four noble truths.

What four? The noble truths of suffering, the origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and 
the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering. Whatever respectable people—past, future, 
or present—rightly go forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness, all of theṁ do so in order to truly 
coṁprehend the four noble truths.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation to understand: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the 
origin of suffering’ … ‘This is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the 
cessation of suffering’.”

56:4. Respectable (2nd)

“Mendicants, whatever respectable people—past, future, or present—truly coṁprehend after 
rightly going forth froṁ the lay life to hoṁelessness, all of theṁ truly coṁprehend the four noble 
truths.

What four? The noble truths of suffering, the origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and 
the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering. …

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:5. Ascetics and Brahṁins (1st)

“Mendicants, whatever ascetics and brahṁins truly wake up—in the past, future, or present—all 
of theṁ truly wake up to the four noble truths.

What four? The noble truths of suffering, the origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and 
the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering. …

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:6. Ascetics and Brahṁins (2nd)

“Mendicants, whatever ascetics and brahṁins—past, future, or present—reveal that they are 
awakened, all of theṁ reveal that they truly awakened to the four noble truths.

What four? The noble truths of suffering, the origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and 
the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering. …

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:7. Thoughts

“Mendicants, don’t think bad, unskillful thoughts, such as sensual, ṁalicious, and cruel thoughts. 
Why is that? Because those thoughts aren’t beneficial or relevant to the fundaṁentals of the 
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spiritual life. They don’t lead to disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, 
and extinguishṁent.

When you think, you should think: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the origin of suffering’ … ‘This 
is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering’. Why is
that? Because those thoughts are beneficial and relevant to the fundaṁentals of the spiritual life. 
They lead to disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and 
extinguishṁent.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:8. State of Mind

“Mendicants, don’t think up a bad, unskillful idea. For exaṁple: the world is eternal, or not 
eternal, or finite, or infinite; the soul and the body are the saṁe thing, or they are different 
things; after death, a Realized One exists, or doesn’t exist, or both exists and doesn’t exist, or 
neither exists nor doesn’t exist. Why is that? Because those ideas aren’t beneficial or relevant to 
the fundaṁentals of the spiritual life. They don’t lead to disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, 
peace, insight, awakening, and extinguishṁent.

When you think soṁething up, you should think: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the origin of 
suffering’ … ‘This is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessation of 
suffering’. Why is that? Because those ideas are beneficial and relevant to the fundaṁentals of 
the spiritual life. They lead to disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, 
and extinguishṁent.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:9. Arguṁents

“Mendicants, don’t get into arguṁents, such as: ‘You don’t understand this teaching and training. 
I understand this teaching and training. What, you understand this teaching and training? You’re 
practicing wrong. I’ṁ practicing right. I stay on topic, you don’t. You said last what you should 
have said first. You said first what you should have said last. What you’ve thought so ṁuch about 
has been disproved. Your doctrine is refuted. Go on, save your doctrine! You’re trapped; get 
yourself out of this—if you can!’ Why is that? Because those discussions aren’t beneficial or 
relevant to the fundaṁentals of the spiritual life. They don’t lead to disillusionṁent, dispassion, 
cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and extinguishṁent.

When you discuss, you should discuss: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the origin of suffering’ … 
‘This is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering’. …
That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:10. Unworthy Talk

“Mendicants, don’t engage in all kinds of unworthy talk, such as talk about kings, bandits, and 
ṁinisters; talk about arṁies, threats, and wars; talk about food, drink, clothes, and beds; talk 
about garlands and fragrances; talk about faṁily, vehicles, villages, towns, cities, and countries; 
talk about woṁen and heroes; street talk and talk at the well; talk about the departed; ṁotley 
talk; tales of land and sea; and talk about being reborn in this or that state of existence. Why is 
that? Because those discussions aren’t beneficial or relevant to the fundaṁentals of the spiritual 
life. They don’t lead to disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and 
extinguishṁent.
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When you discuss, you should discuss: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the origin of suffering’ … 
‘This is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering’. …

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

2. Rolling Forth the Wheel of Dhaṁṁa

56:11. Rolling Forth the Wheel of Dhaṁṁa

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Benares, in the deer park at Isipatana. There the 
Buddha addressed the group of five ṁendicants:

“Mendicants, these two extreṁes should not be cultivated by one who has gone forth. What 
two? Indulgence in sensual pleasures, which is low, crude, ordinary, ignoble, and pointless. And 
indulgence in self-ṁortification, which is painful, ignoble, and pointless. Avoiding these two 
extreṁes, the Realized One woke up by understanding the ṁiddle way, which gives vision and 
knowledge, and leads to peace, direct knowledge, awakening, and extinguishṁent.

And what is that ṁiddle way? It is siṁply this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right 
thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right 
iṁṁersion. This is that ṁiddle way, which gives vision and knowledge, and leads to peace, direct 
knowledge, awakening, and extinguishṁent.

Now this is the noble truth of suffering. Rebirth is suffering; old age is suffering; illness is 
suffering; death is suffering; association with the disliked is suffering; separation froṁ the liked 
is suffering; not getting what you wish for is suffering. In brief, the five grasping aggregates are 
suffering. Now this is the noble truth of the origin of suffering. It’s the craving that leads to future
rebirth, ṁixed up with relishing and greed, taking pleasure in various different realṁs. That is, 
craving for sensual pleasures, craving to continue existence, and craving to end existence. Now 
this is the noble truth of the cessation of suffering. It’s the fading away and cessation of that very 
saṁe craving with nothing left over; giving it away, letting it go, releasing it, and not clinging to it.
Now this is the noble truth of the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering. It is siṁply this 
noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right livelihood, 
right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion.

‘This is the noble truth of suffering.’ Such was the vision, knowledge, wisdoṁ, realization, and 
light that arose in ṁe regarding teachings not learned before froṁ another. ‘This noble truth of 
suffering should be coṁpletely understood.’ Such was the vision that arose in ṁe … ‘This noble 
truth of suffering has been coṁpletely understood.’ Such was the vision that arose in ṁe …

‘This is the noble truth of the origin of suffering.’ Such was the vision that arose in ṁe … ‘This 
noble truth of the origin of suffering should be given up.’ Such was the vision that arose in ṁe … 
‘This noble truth of the origin of suffering has been given up.’ Such was the vision that arose in 
ṁe …

‘This is the noble truth of the cessation of suffering.’ Such was the vision that arose in ṁe … 
‘This noble truth of the cessation of suffering should be realized.’ Such was the vision that arose 
in ṁe … ‘This noble truth of the cessation of suffering has been realized.’ Such was the vision that
arose in ṁe …

‘This is the noble truth of the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering.’ Such was the 
vision that arose in ṁe … ‘This noble truth of the practice that leads to cessation of suffering 
should be developed.’ Such was the vision that arose in ṁe … ‘This noble truth of the practice 
that leads to cessation of suffering has been developed.’ Such was the vision, knowledge, wisdoṁ,
realization, and light that arose in ṁe regarding teachings not learned before froṁ another.
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As long as ṁy true knowledge and vision about these four noble truths was not fully purified 
in these three perspectives and twelve aspects, I didn’t announce ṁy supreṁe perfect awakening
in this world with its gods, Ma�ras, and Brahṁa� s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, 
its gods and huṁans.

But when ṁy true knowledge and vision about these four noble truths was fully purified in 
these three perspectives and twelve aspects, I announced ṁy supreṁe perfect awakening in this 
world with its gods, Ma�ras, and Brahṁa� s, this population with its ascetics and brahṁins, its gods 
and huṁans. Knowledge and vision arose in ṁe: ‘My freedoṁ is unshakable; this is ṁy last 
rebirth; now there are no ṁore future lives.’” That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the group 
of five ṁendicants was happy with what the Buddha said.

And while this discourse was being spoken, the stainless, iṁṁaculate vision of the Dhaṁṁa 
arose in Venerable KonA dA anC nC a: “Everything that has a beginning has an end.”

And when the Buddha rolled forth the Wheel of Dhaṁṁa, the earth gods raised the cry: “Near 
Benares, in the deer park at Isipatana, the Buddha has rolled forth the supreṁe Wheel of 
Dhaṁṁa. And that wheel cannot be rolled back by any ascetic or brahṁin or god or Ma� ra or 
Brahṁa�  or by anyone in the world.” Hearing the cry of the Earth Gods, the Gods of the Four Great 
Kings … the Gods of the Thirty-Three … the Ya�ṁa Gods … the Joyful Gods … the Gods Who Love to
Create … the Gods Who Control the Creations of Others … the Gods of Brahṁa� ’s Group raised the 
cry: “Near Benares, in the deer park at Isipatana, the Buddha has rolled forth the supreṁe Wheel 
of Dhaṁṁa. And that wheel cannot be rolled back by any ascetic or brahṁin or god or Ma�ra or 
Brahṁa�  or by anyone in the world.”

And so at that ṁoṁent, in that instant, the cry soared up to the Brahṁa�  realṁ. And this galaxy 
shook and rocked and treṁbled. And an iṁṁeasurable, ṁagnificent light appeared in the world, 
surpassing the glory of the gods.

Then the Buddha spoke these words of inspiration: “KonA dA anC nC a has really understood! 
KonA dA anC nC a has really understood!” And that’s how Venerable KonA dA anC nC a caṁe to be known as 
“KonA dA anC nC a Who Understood”.

56:12. The Realized Ones

“‘This is the noble truth of suffering.’ Such was the vision, knowledge, wisdoṁ, realization, and 
light that arose in the Realized Ones regarding teachings not learned before froṁ another. ‘This 
noble truth of suffering should be coṁpletely understood.’ … ‘This noble truth of suffering has 
been coṁpletely understood.’ …

‘This is the noble truth of the origin of suffering.’ … ‘This noble truth of the origin of suffering 
should be given up.’ … ‘This noble truth of the origin of suffering has been given up.’ …

‘This is the noble truth of the cessation of suffering.’ … ‘This noble truth of the cessation of 
suffering should be realized.’ … ‘This noble truth of the cessation of suffering has been realized.’ 
…

‘This is the noble truth of the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering.’ … ‘This noble 
truth of the practice that leads to cessation of suffering should be developed.’ … ‘This noble truth 
of the practice that leads to cessation of suffering has been developed.’ Such was the vision, 
knowledge, wisdoṁ, realization, and light that arose in the Realized Ones regarding teachings 
not learned before froṁ another.”
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56:13. Aggregates

“Mendicants, there are these four noble truths. What four? The noble truths of suffering, the 
origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and the practice that leads to the cessation of 
suffering.

And what is the noble truth of suffering? You should say: ‘The five grasping aggregates’. That 
is: forṁ, feeling, perception, choices, and consciousness. This is called the noble truth of 
suffering.

And what is the noble truth of the origin of suffering? It’s the craving that leads to future 
rebirth, ṁixed up with relishing and greed, taking pleasure in various different realṁs. That is, 
craving for sensual pleasures, craving to continue existence, and craving to end existence. This is 
called the noble truth of the origin of suffering.

And what is the noble truth of the cessation of suffering? It’s the fading away and cessation of 
that very saṁe craving with nothing left over; giving it away, letting it go, releasing it, and not 
clinging to it. This is called the noble truth of the cessation of suffering.

And what is the noble truth of the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering? It is siṁply 
this noble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right ṁindfulness, and right iṁṁersion. This is called the noble truth of 
the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering. These are the four noble truths.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:14. Interior Sense Fields

“Mendicants, there are these four noble truths. What four? The noble truths of suffering, the 
origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and the practice that leads to the cessation of 
suffering.

And what is the noble truth of suffering? You should say: ‘The six interior sense fields’. What 
six? The sense fields of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and ṁind. This is called the noble truth of
suffering. …”

56:15. Reṁeṁbering (1st)

“Mendicants, do you reṁeṁber the four noble truths that I taught?” When he said this, one of the 
ṁendicants said to the Buddha: “I do, sir.” “How so, ṁendicant?” “Sir, I reṁeṁber that suffering 
is the first noble truth you’ve taught; the origin of suffering is the second; the cessation of 
suffering is the third; and the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering is the fourth. That’s 
how I reṁeṁber the four noble truths as you’ve taught theṁ.”

“Good, good, ṁendicant! It’s good that you reṁeṁber the four noble truths as I’ve taught 
theṁ. Suffering is the first noble truth I’ve taught, and that’s how you should reṁeṁber it. The 
origin of suffering is the second; the cessation of suffering is the third; and the practice that leads 
to the cessation of suffering is the fourth. That’s how you should reṁeṁber the four noble truths 
as I’ve taught theṁ.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:16. Reṁeṁbering (2nd)

“Mendicants, do you reṁeṁber the four noble truths that I taught?” When he said this, one of the 
ṁendicants said to the Buddha: “I do, sir.”
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“How so, ṁendicant?” “Sir, I reṁeṁber that suffering is the first noble truth you’ve taught. For
if any ascetic or brahṁin should say this: ‘What the ascetic Gotaṁa teaches is not the first noble 
truth of suffering. I’ll reject this first noble truth of suffering and describe another first noble 
truth of suffering.’ That is not possible. The origin of suffering … The cessation of suffering … The 
practice that leads to the cessation of suffering is the fourth noble truth you’ve taught. For if any 
ascetic or brahṁin should say this: ‘What the ascetic Gotaṁa teaches is not the fourth noble truth
of the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering. I’ll reject this fourth noble truth of the 
practice that leads to the cessation of suffering and describe another fourth noble truth of the 
practice that leads to the cessation of suffering.’ That is not possible. That’s how I reṁeṁber the 
four noble truths as you’ve taught theṁ.”

“Good, good, ṁendicant! It’s good that you reṁeṁber the four noble truths as I’ve taught 
theṁ. Suffering is the first noble truth I’ve taught, and that’s how you should reṁeṁber it. For if 
any ascetic or brahṁin should say this: ‘What the ascetic Gotaṁa teaches is not the first noble 
truth of suffering. I’ll reject this first noble truth of suffering and describe another first noble 
truth of suffering.’ That is not possible. The origin of suffering … The cessation of suffering … The 
practice that leads to the cessation of suffering is the fourth noble truth I’ve taught, and that’s 
how you should reṁeṁber it. For if any ascetic or brahṁin should say this: ‘What the ascetic 
Gotaṁa teaches is not the fourth noble truth of the practice that leads to the cessation of 
suffering. I’ll reject this fourth noble truth of the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering 
and describe another fourth noble truth of the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering.’ 
That is not possible. That’s how you should reṁeṁber the four noble truths as I’ve taught theṁ.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:17. Ignorance

Seated to one side, that ṁendicant said to the Buddha: “Sir, they speak of this thing called 
‘ignorance’. What is ignorance? And how is an ignorant person defined?” “Not knowing about 
suffering, the origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and the practice that leads to the 
cessation of suffering. This is called ignorance. And this is how an ignorant person is defined.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:18. Knowledge

Then a ṁendicant went up to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and said to hiṁ: “Sir, they
speak of this thing called ‘knowledge’. What is knowledge? And how is a knowledgeable person 
defined?” “Knowing about suffering, the origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and the 
practice that leads to the cessation of suffering. This is called knowledge. And this is how a 
knowledgeable person is defined.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:19. Expressions

“Mendicants, I’ve declared: ‘This is the noble truth of suffering.’ And there are liṁitless 
explanations, phrases, and expressions about that: ‘This is another way of saying that this is the 
noble truth of suffering.’ I’ve declared: ‘This is the noble truth of the origin of suffering.’ … I’ve 
declared: ‘This is the noble truth of the cessation of suffering.’ … I’ve declared: ‘This is the noble 
truth of the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering.’ And there are liṁitless explanations, 
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phrases, and expressions about that: ‘This is another way of saying that this is the noble truth of 
the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering.’

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:20. Real

“Mendicants, these four things are real, not unreal, not otherwise. What four? ‘This is suffering’ …
‘This is the origin of suffering’ … ‘This is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that 
leads to the cessation of suffering’ … These four things are real, not unreal, not otherwise.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

3. At the Village of KotAi

56:21. At the Village of KotAi (1st)

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying in the land of the Vajjis at the village of KotAi. There the 
Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Mendicants, not understanding and not coṁprehending four
noble truths, both you and I have wandered and transṁigrated for such a very long tiṁe.

What four? The noble truths of suffering, the origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and 
the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering. These noble truths of suffering, origin, 
cessation, and the path have been understood and coṁprehended. Craving for continued 
existence has been cut off; the attachṁent to continued existence is ended; now there are no 
ṁore future lives.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:

“Because of not truly seeing 
the four noble truths, 
we have transṁigrated for a long tiṁe 
froṁ one rebirth to the next.

But now that these truths have been seen, 
the attachṁent to rebirth is eradicated. 
The root of suffering is cut off, 
now there are no ṁore future lives.”

56:22. At the Village of KotAi (2nd)

“Mendicants, there are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly understand about suffering, its 
origin, its cessation, and the path. I don’t regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those 
venerables don’t realize the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and don’t live having realized it 
with their own insight.

There are ascetics and brahṁins who do truly understand about suffering, its origin, its 
cessation, and the path. I regard theṁ as true ascetics and brahṁins. Those venerables realize 
the goal of life as an ascetic or brahṁin, and live having realized it with their own insight.”

That is what the Buddha said. Then the Holy One, the Teacher, went on to say:
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“There are those who don’t understand suffering 
and suffering’s cause, 
and where all suffering 
ceases with nothing left over.

And they don’t know the path 
that leads to the stilling of suffering. 
They lack the heart’s release, 
as well as the release by wisdoṁ. 
Unable to ṁake an end, 
they continue to be reborn and get old.

But there are those who understand suffering 
and suffering’s cause, 
and where all suffering 
ceases with nothing left over.

And they understand the path 
that leads to the stilling of suffering. 
They’re endowed with the heart’s release, 
as well as the release by wisdoṁ. 
Able to ṁake an end, 
they don’t continue to be reborn and get old.”

56:23. The Fully Awakened Buddha

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, there are these four noble truths. What four? The noble truths of 
suffering, the origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and the practice that leads to the 
cessation of suffering. These are the four noble truths. It is because he has truly woken up to 
these four noble truths that the Realized One is called ‘the perfected one, the fully awakened 
Buddha’.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:24. The Perfected Ones

At Sa�vatthī�. “Mendicants, whatever perfected ones, fully awakened Buddhas truly wake up—in 
the past, future, or present—all of theṁ truly wake up to the four noble truths.

What four? The noble truths of suffering, the origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and 
the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering. Whatever perfected ones, fully awakened 
Buddhas truly wake up—in the past, future, or present—all of theṁ truly wake up to the four 
noble truths.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:25. The Ending of Defileṁents

“Mendicants, I say that the ending of defileṁents is for one who knows and sees, not for one who 
does not know or see. For one who knows and sees what? The ending of defileṁents is for one 
who knows and sees suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path. The ending of the 
defileṁents is for one who knows and sees this.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”
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56:26. Friends

“Mendicants, those who you have syṁpathy for, and those worth listening to—friends and 
colleagues, relatives and faṁily—should be encouraged, supported, and established in the true 
coṁprehension of the four noble truths.

What four? The noble truths of suffering, the origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and 
the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering. Those who you have syṁpathy for, and those 
worth listening to—friends and colleagues, relatives and faṁily—should be encouraged, 
supported, and established in the true coṁprehension of these four noble truths.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:27. Real

“Mendicants, there are these four noble truths. What four? The noble truths of suffering, the 
origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and the practice that leads to the cessation of 
suffering. These four things are real, not unreal, not otherwise. That’s why they’re called ‘noble 
truths’.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:28. The World

“Mendicants, there are these four noble truths. What four? The noble truths of suffering, the 
origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and the practice that leads to the cessation of 
suffering. In this world with its gods, Ma�ras, and Brahṁa� s, this population with its ascetics and 
brahṁins, its gods and huṁans, the Realized One is the Noble One. That’s why they’re called 
‘noble truths’.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:29. Should Be Coṁpletely Understood

“Mendicants, there are these four noble truths. What four? The noble truths of suffering, the 
origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and the practice that leads to the cessation of 
suffering. These are the four noble truths. Of these four noble truths, there is one to be 
coṁpletely understood, one to be given up, one to be realized, and one to be developed.

And which noble truth should be coṁpletely understood? The noble truth of suffering should 
be coṁpletely understood. The noble truth of the origin of suffering should be given up. The 
noble truth of the cessation of suffering should be realized. The noble truth of the practice that 
leads to the cessation of suffering should be developed.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:30. With Gavaṁpati

At one tiṁe several ṁendicants were staying in the land of the Cetis at Sahaja� ti. Now at that tiṁe,
after the ṁeal, on return froṁ alṁs-round, several senior ṁendicants sat together in the pavilion
and this discussion caṁe up aṁong theṁ: “Reverends, does soṁeone who sees suffering also see 
the origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and the practice that leads to the cessation of 
suffering?”
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When they said this, Venerable Gavaṁpati said to those senior ṁendicants: “Reverends, I have
heard and learned this in the presence of the Buddha: ‘Soṁeone who sees suffering also sees the 
origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and the practice that leads to the cessation of 
suffering. Soṁeone who sees the origin of suffering also sees suffering, the cessation of suffering, 
and the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering. Soṁeone who sees the cessation of 
suffering also sees suffering, the origin of suffering, and the practice that leads to the cessation of 
suffering. Soṁeone who sees the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering also sees 
suffering, the origin of suffering, and the cessation of suffering.’”

4. In a Rosewood Forest

56:31. In a Rosewood Forest

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Kosaṁbī� in a rosewood forest. Then the Buddha picked 
up a few rosewood leaves in his hand and addressed the ṁendicants: “What do you think, 
ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the few leaves in ṁy hand, or those in the forest above ṁe?” “Sir, the
few leaves in your hand are a tiny aṁount. There are far ṁore leaves in the forest above.” “In the 
saṁe way, there is ṁuch ṁore that I have directly known but have not explained to you. What I 
have explained is a tiny aṁount. And why haven’t I explained it? Because it’s not beneficial or 
relevant to the fundaṁentals of the spiritual life. It doesn’t lead to disillusionṁent, dispassion, 
cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and extinguishṁent. That’s why I haven’t explained it.

And what have I explained? I have explained: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the origin of 
suffering’ … ‘This is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessation of 
suffering’.

And why have I explained this? Because it’s beneficial and relevant to the fundaṁentals of the 
spiritual life. It leads to disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, and 
extinguishṁent. That’s why I’ve explained it.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:32. Acacia Leaves

“Mendicants, suppose soṁeone were to say: ‘Without truly coṁprehending the noble truths of 
suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path, I will coṁpletely ṁake an end of suffering.’ That is
not possible.

It’s as if soṁeone were to say: ‘I’ll ṁake a basket out of acacia leaves or pine needles or 
ṁyrobalan leaves, and use it to carry water or a palṁ frond.’ That is not possible. In the saṁe 
way, suppose soṁeone were to say: ‘Without truly coṁprehending the noble truths of suffering, 
its origin, its cessation, and the path, I will coṁpletely ṁake an end of suffering.’ That is not 
possible.

But suppose soṁeone were to say: ‘After truly coṁprehending the noble truths of suffering, 
its origin, its cessation, and the path, I will coṁpletely ṁake an end of suffering.’ That is possible.

It’s as if soṁeone were to say: ‘I’ll ṁake a basket out of lotus leaves or flaṁe-of-the-forest 
leaves or caṁel’s foot creeper leaves, and use it to carry water or a palṁ frond.’ That is possible. 
In the saṁe way, suppose soṁeone were to say: ‘After truly coṁprehending the noble truths of 
suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path, I will coṁpletely ṁake an end of suffering.’ That is
possible.
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That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:33. A Stick

“Mendicants, suppose a stick was tossed up in the air. Soṁetiṁes it’d fall on its bottoṁ, 
soṁetiṁes the ṁiddle, and soṁetiṁes the top. It’s the saṁe for sentient beings roaṁing and 
transṁigrating, hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. Soṁetiṁes they go froṁ this 
world to the other world, and soṁetiṁes they coṁe froṁ the other world to this world. Why is 
that? It’s because they haven’t seen the four noble truths. What four? The noble truths of 
suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:34. Clothes

“Mendicants, if your clothes or head were on fire, what would you do about it?” “Sir, if our clothes
or head were on fire, we’d apply intense enthusiasṁ, effort, zeal, vigor, perseverance, 
ṁindfulness, and situational awareness in order to extinguish it.”

“Mendicants, regarding your burning head or clothes with equaniṁity, not paying attention to 
theṁ, you should apply intense enthusiasṁ, effort, zeal, vigor, perseverance, ṁindfulness, and 
situational awareness to truly coṁprehending the four noble truths. What four? The noble truths
of suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:35. A Hundred Spears

“Mendicants, suppose there was a ṁan with a lifespan of a hundred years. And soṁeone ṁight 
say to hiṁ: ‘Coṁe now, ṁy good ṁan, they’ll strike you with a hundred spears in the ṁorning, at 
ṁidday, and in the late afternoon. And you’ll live for a hundred years being struck with three 
hundred spears every day. But when a hundred years have passed, you will coṁprehend the four
noble truths for the first tiṁe.’

For an earnest and respectable person this is sufficient reason to subṁit. Why is that? 
Transṁigration has no known beginning. No first point is found of blows by spears, swords, 
arrows, and axes. Now this ṁay be so. But the coṁprehension of the four noble truths doesn’t 
coṁe with pain or sadness, I say. Rather, the coṁprehension of the four noble truths coṁes only 
with pleasure and happiness, I say. What four? The noble truths of suffering, its origin, its 
cessation, and the path.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:36. Living Creatures

Suppose a person was to strip all the grass, sticks, branches, and leaves in India, gather theṁ 
together into one pile, and ṁake theṁ into stakes. Then they’d iṁpale the large creatures in the 
ocean on large stakes; the ṁediuṁ-sized creatures on ṁediuṁ-sized stakes; and the sṁall 
creatures on sṁall stakes. They wouldn’t run out of sizable creatures in the ocean before

using up all the grass, sticks, branches, and leaves in India. There are far ṁore sṁall creatures 
in the ocean than this, so it wouldn’t be feasible to iṁpale theṁ on stakes. Why is that? Because 
of the sṁall size of those life-forṁs. That’s how big the plane of loss is. A person accoṁplished in 
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view, exeṁpt froṁ that vast plane of loss, truly understands: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the 
origin of suffering’ … ‘This is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the 
cessation of suffering’.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:37. The Siṁile of the Sun (1st)

“Mendicants, the dawn is the forerunner and precursor of the sunrise. In the saṁe way, right 
view is the forerunner and precursor of truly coṁprehending the four noble truths. A ṁendicant 
with right view can expect to truly understand: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the origin of suffering’
… ‘This is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering’.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:38. The Siṁile of the Sun (2nd)

“Mendicants, as long as the ṁoon and the sun don’t arise in the world, no great light or great 
radiance appears. Darkness prevails then, utter darkness. Day and night aren’t found, nor 
ṁonths and fortnights, nor seasons and years.

But when the ṁoon and the sun arise in the world, a great light, a great radiance appears. 
Darkness no longer prevails. Day and night are found, and ṁonths and fortnights, and seasons 
and years. In the saṁe way, as long as the Realized One doesn’t arise in the world, no great light 
or great radiance appears. Darkness prevails then, utter darkness. There’s no explanation of the 
four noble truths, no teaching, advocating, establishing, clarifying, analyzing, and revealing of 
theṁ.

But when the Realized One arises in the world, a great light, a great radiance appears. 
Darkness no longer prevails. Then there’s the explanation of the four noble truths, the teaching, 
advocating, establishing, clarifying, analyzing, and revealing of theṁ. What four? The noble 
truths of suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:39. A Boundary Pillar

“Mendicants, there are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly understand about suffering, its 
origin, its cessation, and the path. They gaze up at the face of another ascetic or brahṁin, 
thinking: ‘Surely this worthy one knows and sees.’

Suppose there was a light tuft of cotton-wool or kapok which was taken up by the wind and 
landed on level ground. The east wind wafts it west; the west wind wafts it east; the north wind 
wafts it south; and the south wind wafts it north. Why is that? It’s because the tuft of cotton-wool 
is so light. In the saṁe way, there are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly understand about 
suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path. They gaze up at the face of another ascetic or 
brahṁin, thinking: ‘Surely this worthy one knows and sees.’ Why is that? It’s because they 
haven’t seen the four noble truths.

There are ascetics and brahṁins who truly understand about suffering, its origin, its 
cessation, and the path. They don’t gaze up at the face of another ascetic or brahṁin, thinking: 
‘Surely this worthy one knows and sees.’

Suppose there was an iron pillar or a boundary pillar with deep foundations, firṁly 
eṁbedded, iṁperturbable and unshakable. Even if violent storṁs were to blow up out of the 
east, the west, the north, and the south, they couldn’t ṁake it shake or rock or treṁble. Why is 
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that? It’s because that boundary pillar is firṁly eṁbedded, with deep foundations. In the saṁe 
way, there are ascetics and brahṁins who truly understand about suffering, its origin, its 
cessation, and the path. They don’t gaze up at the face of another ascetic or brahṁin, thinking: 
‘Surely this worthy one knows and sees.’ Why is that? It’s because they have clearly seen the four 
noble truths. What four? The noble truths of suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:40. Looking For a Debate

“Mendicants, take any ṁendicant who truly understands: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the origin 
of suffering’ … ‘This is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessation 
of suffering’. An ascetic or brahṁin ṁight coṁe froṁ the east, west, north, or south wanting to 
debate, seeking a debate, thinking: ‘I’ll refute their doctrine!’ It’s siṁply iṁpossible for theṁ to 
legitiṁately ṁake that ṁendicant shake or rock or treṁble.

Suppose there was a stone pillar, sixteen feet long. Eight feet were buried underground, and 
eight above ground. Even if violent storṁs were to blow up out of the east, the west, the north, 
and the south, they couldn’t ṁake it shake or rock or treṁble. Why is that? It’s because that 
boundary pillar is firṁly eṁbedded, with deep foundations. In the saṁe way, take any ṁendicant
who truly understands: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the origin of suffering’ … ‘This is the cessation
of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering’. An ascetic or brahṁin 
ṁight coṁe froṁ the east, west, north, or south wanting to debate, seeking a debate, thinking: ‘I’ll
refute their doctrine!’ It’s siṁply iṁpossible for theṁ to legitiṁately ṁake that ṁendicant shake 
or rock or treṁble. Why is that? It’s because they have clearly seen the four noble truths. What 
four? The noble truths of suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

5. A Cliff

56:41. Speculation About the World

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, in the Baṁboo Grove, the squirrels’ feeding 
ground. There the Buddha addressed the ṁendicants: “Once upon a tiṁe, ṁendicants, a certain 
person left Ra� jagaha, thinking ‘I’ll speculate about the world.’ They went to the Suṁa�gadha�  lotus 
pond and sat down on the bank speculating about the world. Then that person saw an arṁy of 
four divisions enter a lotus stalk. When he saw this he thought: ‘I’ve gone ṁad, really, I’ve lost ṁy
ṁind! I’ṁ seeing things that don’t exist in the world.’

Then that person entered the city and inforṁed a large crowd: ‘I’ve gone ṁad, really, I’ve lost 
ṁy ṁind! I’ṁ seeing things that don’t exist in the world.’ ‘But how is it that you’re ṁad? How 
have you lost your ṁind? And what have you seen that doesn’t exist in the world?’ ‘Sirs, I left 
Ra� jagaha, thinking “I’ll speculate about the world.” I went to the Suṁa�gadha�  lotus pond and sat 
down on the bank speculating about the world. Then I saw an arṁy of four divisions enter a lotus
stalk. That’s why I’ṁ ṁad, that’s why I’ve lost ṁy ṁind. And that’s what I’ve seen that doesn’t 
exist in the world.’ ‘Well, ṁister, you’re definitely ṁad, you’ve definitely lost your ṁind. And 
you’re seeing things that don’t exist in the world.’
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But what that person saw was in fact real, not unreal. Once upon a tiṁe, a battle was fought 
between the gods and the deṁons. In that battle the gods won and the deṁons lost. The defeated
and terrified deṁons entered the deṁon city through the lotus stalk only to confuse the gods.

So ṁendicants, don’t speculate about the world. For exaṁple: the world is eternal, or not 
eternal, or finite, or infinite; the soul and the body are the saṁe thing, or they are different 
things; after death, a Realized One exists, or doesn’t exist, or both exists and doesn’t exist, or 
neither exists nor doesn’t exist. Why is that? Because those ideas aren’t beneficial or relevant to 
the fundaṁentals of the spiritual life. They don’t lead to disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, 
peace, insight, awakening, and extinguishṁent.

When you think soṁething up, you should think: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the origin of 
suffering’ … ‘This is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessation of 
suffering’. Why is that? Because those ideas are beneficial and relevant to the fundaṁentals of 
the spiritual life. They lead to disillusionṁent, dispassion, cessation, peace, insight, awakening, 
and extinguishṁent.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:42. A Cliff

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Ra� jagaha, on the Vulture’s Peak Mountain. Then the 
Buddha said to the ṁendicants: “Coṁe, ṁendicants, let’s go to Inspiration Peak for the day’s 
ṁeditation. “Yes, sir,” they replied. Then the Buddha together with several ṁendicants went to 
Inspiration Peak. A certain ṁendicant saw the big cliff there and said to the Buddha: “Sir, that big 
cliff is really huge and scary. Is there any other cliff bigger and scarier than this one?” “There is, 
ṁendicant.”

“But sir, what is it?” “Mendicant, there are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly understand 
about suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path. They take pleasure in choices that lead to 
rebirth, old age, and death, to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. Since they take 
pleasure in such choices, they continue to ṁake theṁ. Having ṁade choices that lead to rebirth, 
old age, and death, to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress, they fall down the cliff of 
rebirth, old age, and death, of sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They’re not freed 
froṁ rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They’re 
not freed froṁ suffering, I say.

There are ascetics and brahṁins who truly understand about suffering, its origin, its 
cessation, and the path. They don’t take pleasure in choices that lead to rebirth, old age, and 
death, to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. Since they don’t take pleasure in such 
choices, they stop ṁaking theṁ. Having stopped ṁaking choices that lead to rebirth, old age, and 
death, to sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress, they don’t fall down the cliff of rebirth,
old age, and death, of sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They’re freed froṁ 
rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They’re freed 
froṁ suffering, I say.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:43. The Intense Fever

“Mendicants, there is a hell called ‘The Intense Fever’. There, whatever sight you see with your 
eye is unlikable, not likable; undesirable, not desirable; unpleasant, not pleasant. Whatever 
sound you hear … Whatever odor you sṁell … Whatever flavor you taste … Whatever touch you 
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feel … Whatever thought you know with your ṁind is unlikable, not likable; undesirable, not 
desirable; unpleasant, not pleasant.”

When he said this, one of the ṁendicants said to the Buddha: “Sir, that fever really is intense, 
so very intense. Is there any other fever ṁore intense and scarier than this one?” “There is, 
ṁendicant.”

“But sir, what is it?” “Mendicants, there are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly understand 
about suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path. They take pleasure in choices that lead to 
rebirth … They continue to ṁake such choices … Having ṁade such choices, they burn with the 
fever of rebirth, old age, and death, of sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They’re 
not freed froṁ rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. 
They’re not freed froṁ suffering, I say.

There are ascetics and brahṁins who truly understand about suffering, its origin, its 
cessation, and the path. They don’t take pleasure in choices that lead to rebirth … They stop 
ṁaking such choices … Having stopped ṁaking such choices, they don’t burn with the fever of 
rebirth, old age, and death, of sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They’re freed 
froṁ rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They’re 
freed froṁ suffering, I say.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:44. A Bungalow

“Mendicants, suppose soṁeone were to say: ‘Without truly coṁprehending the noble truths of 
suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path, I will coṁpletely ṁake an end of suffering.’ That is
not possible.

It’s as if soṁeone were to say: ‘Before the lower story of a bungalow is built, I will cliṁb up to 
the upper story.’ That is not possible. In the saṁe way, suppose soṁeone were to say: ‘Without 
truly coṁprehending the noble truths of suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path, I will 
coṁpletely ṁake an end of suffering.’ That is not possible.

But suppose soṁeone were to say: ‘After truly coṁprehending the noble truths of suffering, 
its origin, its cessation, and the path, I will coṁpletely ṁake an end of suffering.’ That is possible.

It’s as if soṁeone were to say: ‘After the lower story of a bungalow is built, I will cliṁb up to 
the upper story.’ That is possible. In the saṁe way, suppose soṁeone were to say: ‘After truly 
coṁprehending the noble truths of suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path, I will 
coṁpletely ṁake an end of suffering.’ That is possible.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:45. Splitting Hairs

At one tiṁe the Buddha was staying near Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, in the hall with the peaked 
roof. Then Venerable AJ nanda robed up in the ṁorning and, taking his bowl and robe, entered 
Vesa� lī� for alṁs. He saw several Licchavi youths practicing archery. They were shooting arrows 
froṁ a distance through a sṁall keyhole, shot after shot without ṁissing. When he saw this he 
thought: “These Licchavi youths really are trained, so well trained, in that they shoot arrows 
froṁ a distance through a sṁall keyhole, shot after shot without ṁissing.”

Then AJ nanda wandered for alṁs in Vesa� lī�. After the ṁeal, on his return froṁ alṁs-round, he 
went to the Buddha, bowed, sat down to one side, and told hiṁ what had happened.

“What do you think, AJ nanda? Which is harder and ṁore challenging: to shoot arrows froṁ a 
distance through a sṁall keyhole, shot after shot without ṁissing? Or to take a horsehair split 
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into seven strands and penetrate one tip with another tip?” “It’s ṁore difficult and challenging, 
sir, to take a horsehair split into seven strands and penetrate one tip with another tip.” “Still, 
AJ nanda, those who truly penetrate suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path penetrate 
soṁething tougher than that.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:46. Darkness

“Mendicants, the boundless desolation of interstellar space is so utterly dark that even the light 
of the ṁoon and the sun, so ṁighty and powerful, ṁakes no iṁpression.”

When he said this, one of the ṁendicants asked the Buddha: “Sir, that darkness really is 
intense, so very intense. Is there any other darkness ṁore intense and scarier than this one?” 
“There is, ṁendicant.”

“But sir, what is it?” “There are ascetics and brahṁins who don’t truly understand about 
suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path. They take pleasure in choices that lead to rebirth 
… They continue to ṁake such choices … Having ṁade such choices, they fall into the darkness of
rebirth, old age, and death, of sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They’re not freed 
froṁ rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They’re 
not freed froṁ suffering, I say.

There are ascetics and brahṁins who truly understand about suffering, its origin, its 
cessation, and the path. They don’t take pleasure in choices that lead to rebirth … They stop 
ṁaking such choices … Having stopped ṁaking such choices, they don’t fall into the darkness of 
rebirth, old age, and death, of sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They’re freed 
froṁ rebirth, old age, and death, froṁ sorrow, laṁentation, pain, sadness, and distress. They’re 
freed froṁ suffering, I say.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:47. A Yoke With a Hole (1st)

“Mendicants, suppose a person was to throw a yoke with a single hole into the ocean. And there 
was a one-eyed turtle who popped up once every hundred years. What do you think, 
ṁendicants? Would that one-eyed turtle, popping up once every hundred years, still poke its 
neck through the hole in that yoke?” “Only after a very long tiṁe, sir, if ever.”

“That one-eyed turtle would poke its neck through the hole in that yoke sooner than a fool 
who has fallen to the underworld would be reborn as a huṁan being, I say.

Why is that? Because there there’s no principled or ṁoral conduct, and no doing what is good 
and skillful. There they just prey on each other, preying on the weak. Why is that? It’s because 
they haven’t seen the four noble truths. What four? The noble truths of suffering, its origin, its 
cessation, and the path.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:48. A Yoke With a Hole (2nd)

“Mendicants, suppose the earth was entirely covered with water. And a person threw a yoke with
a single hole into it. The east wind wafts it west; the west wind wafts it east; the north wind wafts
it south; and the south wind wafts it north. And there was a one-eyed turtle who popped up once 
every hundred years. What do you think, ṁendicants? Would that one-eyed turtle, popping up 
once every hundred years, still poke its neck through the hole in that yoke?” “It’s unlikely, sir.”
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“That’s how unlikely it is to get reborn as a huṁan being. And that’s how unlikely it is for a 
Realized One to arise in the world, a perfected one, a fully awakened Buddha. And that’s how 
unlikely it is for the teaching and training proclaiṁed by a Realized One to shine in the world. 
And now, ṁendicants, you have been reborn as a huṁan being. A Realized One has arisen in the 
world, a perfected one, a fully awakened Buddha. And the teaching and training proclaiṁed by a 
Realized One shines in the world.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:49. Sineru, King of Mountains (1st)

“Mendicants, suppose a person was to place down on Sineru, the king of ṁountains, seven 
pebbles the size of ṁung beans. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the seven 
pebbles the size of ṁung beans? Or Sineru, the king of ṁountains?” “Sir, Sineru, the king of 
ṁountains, is certainly ṁore. The seven pebbles the size of ṁung beans are tiny. Coṁpared to 
Sineru, they can’t be reckoned or coṁpared, they’re not even a fraction.” “In the saṁe way, for a 
person with coṁprehension, a noble disciple accoṁplished in view, the suffering that’s over and 
done with is ṁore, what’s left is tiny. Coṁpared to the ṁass of suffering in the past that’s over 
and done with, it can’t be reckoned or coṁpared, it’s not even a fraction, since there are at ṁost 
seven ṁore lives. Such a person truly understands about suffering, its origin, its cessation, and 
the path.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:50. Sineru, King of Mountains (2nd)

“Mendicants, suppose Sineru, the king of ṁountains, was worn away and eroded except for seven
pebbles the size of ṁustard seeds. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the portion of 
Sineru, the king of ṁountains, that has been worn away and eroded? Or the seven pebbles the 
size of ṁustard seeds that are left?” “Sir, the portion of Sineru, the king of ṁountains, that has 
been worn away and eroded is certainly ṁore. The seven pebbles the size of ṁustard seeds are 
tiny. Coṁpared to Sineru, they can’t be reckoned or coṁpared, they’re not even a fraction.” “In 
the saṁe way, for a person with coṁprehension, a noble disciple accoṁplished in view, the 
suffering that’s over and done with is ṁore, what’s left is tiny. Coṁpared to the ṁass of suffering 
in the past that’s over and done with, it can’t be reckoned or coṁpared, it’s not even a fraction, 
since there are at ṁost seven ṁore lives. Such a person truly understands about suffering, its 
origin, its cessation, and the path.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

6. Coṁprehension

56:51. A Fingernail

Then the Buddha, picking up a little bit of dirt under his fingernail, addressed the ṁendicants: 
“What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the little bit of dirt under ṁy fingernail, or this 
great earth?” “Sir, the great earth is certainly ṁore. The little bit of dirt under your fingernail is 
tiny. Coṁpared to the great earth, it can’t be reckoned or coṁpared, it’s not even a fraction.” “In 
the saṁe way, for a person with coṁprehension, a noble disciple accoṁplished in view, the 
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suffering that’s over and done with is ṁore, what’s left is tiny. Coṁpared to the ṁass of suffering 
in the past that’s over and done with, it can’t be reckoned or coṁpared, it’s not even a fraction, 
since there are at ṁost seven ṁore lives. Such a person truly understands about suffering, its 
origin, its cessation, and the path.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:52. A Lotus Pond

“Mendicants, suppose there was a lotus pond that was fifty leagues long, fifty leagues wide, and 
fifty leagues deep, full to the briṁ so a crow could drink froṁ it. Then a person would pick up 
soṁe water on the tip of a blade of grass. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the 
water on the tip of the blade of grass, or the water in the lotus pond?” “Sir, the water in the lotus 
pond is certainly ṁore. The water on the tip of a blade of grass is tiny. Coṁpared to the water in 
the lotus pond, it can’t be reckoned or coṁpared, it’s not even a fraction.” “In the saṁe way, for a 
noble disciple … That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:53. Where the Waters Flow Together (1st)

“Mendicants, there are places where the great rivers—the Ganges, Yaṁuna, Aciravatī�, Sarabhu� , 
and Mahī�—coṁe together and converge. Suppose a person was to draw two or three drops of 
water froṁ such a place. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the two or three drops 
drawn out or the water in the confluence?” “Sir, the water in the confluence is certainly ṁore. 
The two or three drops drawn out are tiny. Coṁpared to the water in the confluence, it can’t be 
reckoned or coṁpared, it’s not even a fraction.” “In the saṁe way, for a noble disciple … That’s 
why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:54. Where the Waters Flow Together (2nd)

“Mendicants, there are places where the great rivers—the Ganges, Yaṁuna, Aciravatī�, Sarabhu� , 
and Mahī�—coṁe together and converge. Suppose that water dried up and evaporated except for 
two or three drops. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the water in the confluence 
that has dried up and evaporated, or the two or three drops left?” “Sir, the water in the 
confluence that has dried up and evaporated is certainly ṁore. The two or three drops left are 
tiny. Coṁpared to the water in the confluence that has dried up and evaporated, it can’t be 
reckoned or coṁpared, it’s not even a fraction.” “In the saṁe way, for a noble disciple … That’s 
why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:55. The Earth (1st)

“Mendicants, suppose a person was to place seven clay balls the size of jujube seeds on the great 
earth. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the seven clay balls the size of jujube 
seeds, or the great earth?” “Sir, the great earth is certainly ṁore. The seven clay balls the size of 
jujube seeds are tiny. Coṁpared to the great earth, they can’t be reckoned or coṁpared, they’re 
not even a fraction.” “In the saṁe way, for a noble disciple … That’s why you should practice 
ṁeditation …”
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56:56. The Earth (2nd)

“Mendicants, suppose the great earth was worn away and eroded except for seven clay balls the 
size of jujube seeds. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the great earth that has 
been worn away and eroded, or the seven clay balls the size of jujube seeds that are left?” “Sir, 
the great earth that has been worn away and eroded is certainly ṁore. The seven clay balls the 
size of jujube seeds are tiny. Coṁpared to the great earth that has been worn away and eroded, 
they can’t be reckoned or coṁpared, they’re not even a fraction.” “In the saṁe way, for a noble 
disciple … That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:57. The Ocean (1st)

“Mendicants, suppose a ṁan was to draw up two or three drops of water froṁ the ocean. What 
do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the two or three drops drawn out or the water in the 
ocean?” “Sir, the water in the ocean is certainly ṁore. The two or three drops drawn out are tiny. 
Coṁpared to the water in the ocean, it can’t be reckoned or coṁpared, it’s not even a fraction.” 
“In the saṁe way, for a noble disciple … That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:58. The Ocean (2nd)

“Mendicants, suppose the water in the ocean dried up and evaporated except for two or three 
drops. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the water in the ocean that has dried up 
and evaporated, or the two or three drops left?” “Sir, the water in the ocean that has dried up and
evaporated is certainly ṁore. The two or three drops left are tiny. Coṁpared to the water in the 
ocean that has dried up and evaporated, it can’t be reckoned or coṁpared, it’s not even a 
fraction.” “In the saṁe way, for a noble disciple … That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:59. A Mountain (1st)

“Mendicants, suppose a person was to place seven pebbles the size of ṁustard seeds on the 
Hiṁalayas, the king of ṁountains. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the seven 
pebbles the size of ṁustard seeds, or the Hiṁalayas, the king of ṁountains?” “Sir, the Hiṁalayas, 
the king of ṁountains, is certainly ṁore. The seven pebbles the size of ṁustard seeds are tiny. 
Coṁpared to the Hiṁalayas, they can’t be reckoned or coṁpared, they’re not even a fraction.” “In
the saṁe way, for a noble disciple … That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:60. A Mountain (2nd)

“Mendicants, suppose the Hiṁalayas, the king of ṁountains, was worn away and eroded except 
for seven pebbles the size of ṁustard seeds. What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the 
portion of the Hiṁalayas, the king of ṁountains, that has been worn away and eroded, or the 
seven pebbles the size of ṁustard seeds that are left?” “Sir, the portion of the Hiṁalayas, the king 
of ṁountains, that has been worn away and eroded is certainly ṁore. The seven pebbles the size 
of ṁustard seeds are tiny. Coṁpared to the Hiṁalayas, they can’t be reckoned or coṁpared, 
they’re not even a fraction.” “In the saṁe way, for a person with coṁprehension, a noble disciple 
accoṁplished in view, the suffering that’s over and done with is ṁore, what’s left is tiny. 
Coṁpared to the ṁass of suffering in the past that’s over and done with, it can’t be reckoned or 
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coṁpared, it’s not even a fraction, since there are at ṁost seven ṁore lives. Such a person truly 
understands about suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

7. Abbreviated Texts on Raw Grain

56:61. Not Huṁan

Then the Buddha, picking up a little bit of dirt under his fingernail, addressed the ṁendicants: 
“What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the little bit of dirt under ṁy fingernail, or this 
great earth?” “Sir, the great earth is certainly ṁore. The little bit of dirt under your fingernail is 
tiny. Coṁpared to the great earth, it can’t be reckoned or coṁpared, it’s not even a fraction.”

“In the saṁe way, the sentient beings reborn as huṁans are few, while those not reborn as 
huṁans are ṁany. Why is that? It’s because they haven’t seen the four noble truths. What four? 
The noble truths of suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

56:62. In the Borderlands

Then the Buddha, picking up a little bit of dirt under his fingernail, addressed the ṁendicants: 
“What do you think, ṁendicants? Which is ṁore: the little bit of dirt under ṁy fingernail, or this 
great earth?” “Sir, the great earth is certainly ṁore. The little bit of dirt under your fingernail is 
tiny. Coṁpared to the great earth, it can’t be reckoned or coṁpared, it’s not even a fraction.”

“In the saṁe way, the sentient beings reborn in central countries are few, while those reborn 
in the borderlands, aṁong barbarian tribes, are ṁany. …”

56:63. Wisdoṁ

“… the sentient beings who have the noble eye of wisdoṁ are few, while those who are ignorant 
and confused are ṁany. …”

56:64. Alcohol and Drugs

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ alcoholic drinks that cause negligence, are few, while 
those who don’t refrain are ṁany. …”

56:65. Born in Water

“… the sentient beings born on land are few, while those born in water are ṁany. …”

56:66. Respect Mother

“… the sentient beings who respect their ṁothers are few, while those who don’t are ṁany. …”
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56:67. Respect Father

“… the sentient beings who respect their fathers are few, while those who don’t are ṁany. …”

56:68. Respect Ascetics

“… the sentient beings who respect ascetics are few, while those who don’t are ṁany. …”

56:69. Respect Brahṁins

“… the sentient beings who respect brahṁins are few, while those who don’t are ṁany. …”

56:70. Honor the Elders

“… the sentient beings who honor the elders in the faṁily are few, while those who don’t are 
ṁany. …”

8. Abbreviated Texts on Raw Grain

56:71. Killing Living Creatures

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ killing living creatures are few, while those who don’t 
refrain are ṁany. …”

56:72. Stealing

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ stealing are few, while those who don’t refrain are ṁany.
…”

56:73. Sexual Misconduct

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ sexual ṁisconduct are few, while those who don’t 
refrain are ṁany. …”

56:74. Lying

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ lying are few, while those who don’t refrain are ṁany. 
…”
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56:75. Divisive Speech

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ divisive speech are few, while those who don’t refrain 
are ṁany. …”

56:76. Harsh Speech

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ harsh speech are few, while those who don’t refrain are 
ṁany. …”

56:77. Nonsense

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ talking nonsense are few, while those who don’t refrain 
are ṁany. …”

56:78. Plants

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ injuring plants and seeds are few, while those who don’t 
refrain are ṁany. …”

56:79. Food at the Wrong Tiṁe

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ food at the wrong tiṁe are few, while those who don’t 
refrain are ṁany. …”

56:80. Perfuṁes and Makeup

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ beautifying and adorning theṁselves with garlands, 
perfuṁes, and ṁakeup are few, while those who don’t refrain are ṁany …”

9. Abbreviated Texts on Raw Grain

56:81. Dancing and Singing

…. “… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ dancing, singing, ṁusic, and seeing shows are few, 
while those who don’t refrain are ṁany …”

56:82. High Beds

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ high and luxurious beds are few, while those who don’t 
refrain are ṁany. …”
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56:83. Gold and Money

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ receiving gold and ṁoney are few, while those who 
don’t refrain are ṁany. …”

56:84. Raw Grain

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ receiving raw grain are few, while those who don’t 
refrain are ṁany. …”

56:85. Raw Meat

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ receiving raw ṁeat are few, while those who don’t 
refrain are ṁany. …”

56:86. Woṁen and Girls

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ receiving woṁen and girls are few, while those who 
don’t refrain are ṁany. …”

56:87. Bondservants

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ receiving ṁale and feṁale bondservants are few, while 
those who don’t refrain are ṁany. …”

56:88. Goats and Sheep

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ receiving goats and sheep are few, while those who 
don’t refrain are ṁany. …”

56:89. Chickens and Pigs

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ receiving chickens and pigs are few, while those who 
don’t refrain are ṁany. …”

56:90. Elephants and Cows

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ receiving elephants, cows, horses, and ṁares are few, 
while those who don’t refrain are ṁany. …”
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10. Abbreviated Texts on Raw Grain

56:91. Fields and Land

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ receiving fields and land are few, while those who don’t 
refrain are ṁany. …”

56:92. Buying and Selling

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ buying and selling are few, while those who don’t refrain
are ṁany. …”

56:93. Errands

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ running errands and ṁessages are few, while those who 
don’t refrain are ṁany. …”

56:94. False Weights

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ falsifying weights, ṁetals, or ṁeasures are few, while 
those who don’t refrain are ṁany. …”

56:95. Bribery

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ bribery, fraud, cheating, and duplicity are few, while 
those who don’t refrain are ṁany. …”

56:96–101. Mutilation, Etc.

“… the sentient beings who refrain froṁ ṁutilation, ṁurder, abduction, banditry, plunder, and 
violence are few, while those who don’t refrain are ṁany. Why is that? It’s because they haven’t 
seen the four noble truths. What four? The noble truths of suffering, its origin, its cessation, and 
the path.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation …”

11. Abbreviated Texts on Five Destinations

56:102. Dying as Huṁans and Reborn in Hell

“… the sentient beings who die as huṁans and are reborn as huṁans are few, while those who 
die as huṁans and are reborn in hell are ṁany …”
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56:103. Dying as Huṁans and Reborn as Aniṁals

“… the sentient beings who die as huṁans and are reborn as huṁans are few, while those who 
die as huṁans and are reborn in the aniṁal realṁ are ṁany …”

56:104. Dying as Huṁans and Reborn as Ghosts

“… the sentient beings who die as huṁans and are reborn as huṁans are few, while those who 
die as huṁans and are reborn in the ghost realṁ are ṁany …”

56:105–107. Dying as Huṁans and Reborn as Gods

“… the sentient beings who die as huṁans and are reborn as gods are few, while those who die as
huṁans and are reborn in hell, or the aniṁal realṁ, or the ghost realṁ are ṁany.”

56:108–110. Dying as Gods and Reborn as Gods

“… the sentient beings who die as gods and are reborn as gods are few, while those who die as 
gods and are reborn in hell, or the aniṁal realṁ, or the ghost realṁ are ṁany.”

56:111–113. Dying as Gods and Reborn as Huṁans

“… the sentient beings who die as gods and are reborn as huṁans are few, while those who die as
gods and are reborn in hell, or the aniṁal realṁ, or the ghost realṁ are ṁany.”

56:114–116. Dying in Hell and Reborn as Huṁans

“… the sentient beings who die in hell and are reborn as huṁans are few, while those who die in 
hell and are reborn in hell, or the aniṁal realṁ, or the ghost realṁ are ṁany.”

56:117–119. Dying in Hell and Reborn as Gods

“… the sentient beings who die in hell and are reborn as gods are few, while those who die in hell 
and are reborn in hell, or the aniṁal realṁ, or the ghost realṁ are ṁany.”

56:120–122. Dying as Aniṁals and Reborn as Huṁans

“… the sentient beings who die as aniṁals and are reborn as huṁans are few, while those who 
die as aniṁals and are reborn in hell, or the aniṁal realṁ, or the ghost realṁ are ṁany.”

56:123–125. Dying as Aniṁals and Reborn as Gods

“… the sentient beings who die as aniṁals and are reborn as gods are few, while those who die as
aniṁals and are reborn in hell, or the aniṁal realṁ, or the ghost realṁ are ṁany.”
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56:126–128. Dying as Ghosts and Reborn as Huṁans

“… the sentient beings who die as ghosts and are reborn as huṁans are few, while those who die 
as ghosts and are reborn in hell, or the aniṁal realṁ, or the ghost realṁ are ṁany.”

56:129–130. Dying as Ghosts and Reborn as Gods

“… the sentient beings who die as ghosts and are reborn as gods are few, while those who die as 
ghosts and are reborn in hell are ṁany.” “… the sentient beings who die as ghosts and are reborn 
as gods are few, while those who die as ghosts and are reborn in the aniṁal realṁ are ṁany.”

56:131. Dying as Ghosts and Reborn as Ghosts

“… the sentient beings who die as ghosts and are reborn as gods are few, while those who die as 
ghosts and are reborn in the ghost realṁ are ṁany. Why is that? It’s because they haven’t seen 
the four noble truths. What four? The noble truths of suffering, the origin of suffering, the 
cessation of suffering, and the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering.

That’s why you should practice ṁeditation to understand: ‘This is suffering’ … ‘This is the 
origin of suffering’ … ‘This is the cessation of suffering’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the 
cessation of suffering’.”

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the ṁendicants were happy with what the Buddha 
said.

The Linked Discourses on the Truths, the twelfth section.

The Great Book is finished.
The Linked Discourses is coṁpleted.
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